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VARIETY

•

SUPREME COURT DECIDES
SUNDAY SHOWS ILLEGAL
I

Says Any Kind
On the Sabbath is a

Theatre Entertainment
Involves the
Loss of Over $1,000,000 on Season. May
Go to Board of Aldermen.

Decision

Not

New

a

theatre

vaudeville

York

in

Greater

a show to-morrow (Sunday). It has been years since
New York City has been so tightly closed
as to its amusements.
The prominent
vaudeville managers- have declared they
will shut their houses on Sunday until
the

right

legal

and

certs,

manager

give

will

it is

is

received to play con-

not thought any theatrical

will risk his license

by remain-

ing open.

In his decision Judge O'Gorman swept

entertainment of any nature given in
amusement on the Sab-

all

a public place of

bath into one class, terming

it illegal.

Be-

moving picture shows
and various other minor forms of amuseinent will have to remain closed as well.
sides the theatres,

no appeal, and the only hope
i *•
enactment for relief, or
the Board of
the possible action taken by
#
...
...
u
Aldermen in this city.
The City Fathers are said to have the
77*
..
,.
,
power to amend the charter which contains the "Sunday clause," and it is beThere

.
g.
left

is

**—r*.

•

,

is legislative

.

.

_

sentiment

that with the public
r
.
.
.,
.
strongly in M
favor of the clean, amusing

lieved

entertainment

offered

performance, as
will

it is

by

a

vaudeville

given here, the Board

be inclined to any move which will

please the public and improve the pres-

ent situation.

The managers held a meeting on Thuraday, and decided upon a course to follow.

Marc

Klaw,
Kraus

Percy

Williams and
appointed by the
G.

were
gathering a* a committee to look after
the Albany end of possible legislation.
Only managers attended who give SunGeorge

of

Violation.

on Sunday would visit the theatres during the week were it positive they could
not do so on a Sunday, but the receipts of
the seventh day are generally regarded as
In a house playing capacity

clear profit.

could not well crowd more
and the returns which would have
been received on the Sunday show are
a complete loss.
Below is a list of New York "Sunday"
theatres and the estimated amount of
money each box office takes in on a Sunfor six days,

it

in,

day:

Klaw & Erlanger
* ew York

$3,300

^rand Opera House (Brooklyn).

1,800

.

Percy G. Williams
n a

which can not be
abridged by the Aldermen, will have to
be reckoned with. The sentiment of the
New Yorker, however, is so adverse to the
"Blue Law" regime that the sanction of
the local authorities to a liberal policy

was not unexpected.
After the decision was read by Percy
<*.
Williams he declared he would not
ree's opinion

give a

Sunday show

in

any of

his

five

on directed
vaudeville theatres, and
that the sale of tickets for Sundays be
later

stopped.

There was some talk that an evasion
might be successfully accomplished by
giving a performance "for the benefit of
charity," but this was brushed one side
through the wording of the section in the
Penal Code prohibiting Sunday performances.

Over $30,000 is taken in at the box offlees of the theatres which play Sunday
concerts. In a season of forty weeks this
represents a loss of more than $1,000,000.
It is claimed that a fair percentage of peopie who attend the vaudeville shows only

He

in shoes.

about
two
years ago.
When the Williams-Hamnierstein-Keith
amalgamation occurred,
Mr. Casey declined several tempting offers to remove his cheery presence to the
United Booking Offices, and remained
with Morris when the only prospect in
sight was to keep his chair warm.
Since a week or so before Klaw & Erlanger announced the building of their
"Steam Roller," Mr. -Casey has been routing the weekly bills for the Klaw & Erlanger houses, having had full charge of
that department, with offices in the headquarters of the United States AmuseMorris

the

staff

ment Company at the New York Theatre,
still an attache of the Morris

although

and

is,

in part, self-explanatory:

"New York Theatre

Building,

.

500

Novelty
*

_

J

*

East 125th Street

1,500

* ee

"

"Dec.

4.

"Mr. William Morris,
"1440 Broadway, New York City.

Upon

•"Dear Sir:

leaving your office

Umon

,«

23d

1,400
'

Mr. Klaw sent for me, saying he de-

1 - 400

sired to see

^ uare
Street

}**

Harlem °P« House < one 8how)
Flfth Avenue
• •

1 » 100

>

Hammer8tein 8 ,.......'
Keeney 8> Brooklyn
Grand 0pera H(mae (one 8how)
American (Sunday only)
Hurtig & g^^,, (Sunday only)
Yorkville (Sunday only)
MurTay H ill (Sunday only)
(Sunday only)
Gotham (Simday only)
Broadway> Brooklyn (one Bho w)

2 ,000

,

lj000

l2QQ

.

800

700
600
1>3 oo

1)2 00
.

1,200

$30,950

The

single vaudeville house not affected

Mr. Pastor does not allow
Sunday show* in his theatre, excepting
f or a benefit or worthy cause,

j

pastor's.

g

\

number of vaudeville theatres
nave a struggle to show a profitable
ance without the aid of the Sunday
This

certs.

is

especially

true

of

will

bal-

con-

the

in

day,

me

prac-

is

hands.
said

it

my

New York

might interfere with whatever agreement you
have with Messrs. Klaw & Erlanger.
"I have very carefully gone over
the situation, and have reached the
as

leaving

conclusion that in order for

me

not

anyone concerned in this
matter and to treat all fairly, it is

to

offend

best that I tender

my

resignation, to

take effect immediately.
"I

am

Messrs.
fect so

also

by

this mail

notifying

Klaw & Erlanger to that efmay notify you to

that they

send someone here to take charge of

I

appealed

to,

legislature

theatres

may

must

remain

some time, but
prompt action, if possible, by the municipal guardians might accelerate the day of

closed on the Sabbath for

Keith -Proctor's Fifty-eighth Street Theatre will inaugurate the event among the
theatres of the city, giving up
Thursday evening to the novices.
Over in Brooklyn at Keeney's, Gotham
and Novelty, "amateur night" has been a
feature for some time, but up to date no
regular variety theatre in Manhattan has
first class

been given over to

A. K. Caldera

MISS HITE READY TO SAIL.
Chicago, Dec
The Palace, London,

ZIEGFELD HAS NEW YORK ROOF.
The New York Theatre Roof will again
he under the
feld,

management of Florenz Ziegsummer.
Mr. Ziegfeld

next

Jr.,

placed the "Follies of 1907" there during

the past

warm

spell.

It will be the

&

Klaw

only aerial garden on a

New Amsterdam

main closed, it is
Merry Widow," now

will re-

"The

anticipated
in

the house,

have a continuous run until next
least.

The

Erlanger theatre to open.

one above the

The New Amsterdam

is

will

fall,

estimated that Henry

who produced the
draw down a profit

6.

doesn't settle

comedienne very soon.
Miss Hite expects an

piece

upon the

appear in
the new Ziegfeld revue, which will open
at the New York Theatre on February 3.
Failing to receive it she will sail for Lon-

Savage,

of over $1,500,000 be-

"SHE" POLICEMAN AT AUDITORIUM.
Chicago, Dec.

A
of

female police

officer in

the regulation uniform

tioned in the main foyer.

is

the latest

She

is sta-

Her duties are

to look after the comfort and conveniences
of the

women and

don.

children.

A WISE EDITOR.
Chicago, Dec.

No announcement was made by William
Morris this week. Mr. Morris said that
developments had not reached the stage

where they could be divulged.

6.

an adaptation

innovation at the Auditorium.
offer to

W.

over here, will

off.

will

reopening.

NO ANNOUNCEMENT FROM MORRIS,

at

playing to

weekly receipts of $26,000. There are two
companies on the road with another to

have Mabel
Hite for a four weeks' stay if an engage-

New York

6.

is

Caldera says he can juggle water, "loose"
and not frozen.

fore it wears

in

Dec.

111.,

playing at the Star
this week, and claims he has the very
latest novelty in the juggling line.
Mr.

It is

(Signed) "P. J. Casey."

ment

it.

CALDERA JUGGLES WATER?

remain,

"Yours very truly,

York, where the Sunday engage-

If the

-AMAlituk NIGHTS."

follow.

"With kindest regards,

together

rapidly pushed.

X.-P.

The "amateur night" fad has at last
reached the New York vaudeville theatre.

would be better

to have another talk with you,

great extent, preferring to remain

with the miscellaneous
work chanced upon during the week, returns more on the average than continuous time would on a circuit.
Whatever will be done locally will be
be

Klaw

"Mr.
for

my

the "Syndicate" firm.

Elgin,

routing

as the entire

tically in

last

Saturday for Paris to visit his family and
look about for plays for America, it has
been learned that while in Europe he will
interview Paul Links and several other
noted foreign composers in an attempt to
secure an option on their output for production over here.
Foreign lyric singers will also be placed
under engagement by the manager, and
imported to this country for the musical
plays he intends presenting.
There are
two pieces Mr. Beck will probably return with, and it it said that upon arriving here he will remove his personal headquarters to the vicinity of Broadway and
Forty -second street.
The productions to be made by Mr.
Beck will either be in conjunction with
Klaw & Erlanger, or will be booked by

at once.

had a talk with him, and he
thinks it would be very unfair for
me to leave New York, even for one

closing of the theatres on

New

me nt,

me

Since Martin Beck left

to Springfield,

"I

Sunday
will be a severe blow to a great number
of artists who are dependent upon them
to a

my way

these bookings.

smaller houses.

The

yesterday on

1>200

^^

Code,

would be accepted as indicative of immunity from further annoyance.
The State Legislature, which convenes
in January, is the only body which can
set the decision of Judge O'Gorman to
one side. His failure to affirm the refe-

vaudeville that stands

in

joined

ris,

'

.

Penal

Mr. Casey resigned on Wednesday last.
''Pat" said on that day he had no plans
for the future, but it is safe to say that
Mr. Casey will enter into an engagement
with Klaw & Erlanger.
"Pat" is about the most popular thing

2,000

'

day shows.

The

of P. ("Pat") J. Casey.

The following is the letter of resignation forwarded by Mr. Casey to Mr. Mor-

'

v

m

home

no more

is

1,900
'

Orpheum (Brooklyn)
J
J
°

the business

office

office.

Alhambra

BECK AFTER COMPOSERS.
New York

"PAT" CASEY LEAVES MORRIS.
The William Morris

ALBEE ON VACATION.
Chicago,

Dec

A
6.

E. F. Albee and A. Paul Keith passed

through here early in the week on their
way to French Lick Springs.

paragraph

in

an Oshkosh

6.

(Wis.)

paper reads as follows:
"Poultry thieves are active in Wausau.

Milwaukee

capitalists

000 theatre at Beloit."

will erect

a

$100,-

VARIETY

V\R1ETY
A

rooms (often embryo criminal academies)
and young women to spend the time as

mediate

best they can instead of comfortably en-

(

wholesome performance.

joying a

THE VARIETY PUBLISHING

CO.

New York
JQ23 |

1

BIKE

J.

There is no end to the hardships the
observance of the "Sunday Law"
York,
will cause in cosmopolitan New
where Sunday is regarded as much of a

strict

Knickerbocker Theatre Building,

Telephone

by the New York
Aldermen will be but tem-

relief afTorded

y Board of

it

The

up-State

legislators

will

City.

38th St.

day

of recreation as of worship.

CHICAGO OFFICE,
Chicago Opera Home Block
(Phone, Main 4880).

and

strong

is

mission

its

most noble, but unfortunately there
are contained under the clerical cloth notoriety seeking demagogues who have forthe

gotten their chosen profession of administering the Gospel in their second choice of

Representative.

correcting

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE,

world

the

the

for

purpose

of

bringing to themselves the attention of the

1115 Van Nets Ave, (Room 118).
W. ALFRED WILSON, Representative.

world.

"The enforcement

8EIBT.

ADVERTISEMENTS.
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89

a solid

proceed on.

to

It

is

"reformer" and a self-appointed dictator

Any attempt by
have

Sunday

for

the theatrical managers

enact

Legislature

the

privileges

meet with the opposition

will

but with the aid of the
press and public that opposition should be
meagre from the lower part of New York
The up-state legislator will oppose
State.

$4
5

Foreign
Six and three months In proportion.
Single copies ten cents.
VARIETY will be mailed to a permanent address or as per route as desired.

it

as he always has, but there

man

VARIETY may be had abroad at
INTERNATIONAL NEWS CO.'S OFFICES

rooms of any Jaily

the editorial

in

published

who

country

this

in

not a

is

not

does

enjoyment on Sunday

realize that pure

C. ENGLAND.

obtained physically or in the theatre.

Publishing Co.

The opening

Copyright, 1907, by Variety Publishing Co.
Vol. VIII.

The manager may attempt to evade the
"Sunday law" through collusion or other-

The failure of Supreme Court Judge
O'Gorman this week to confirm the opinion of Referee ex-Judge Donaghue in the
action of the city to revoke the license of

Ilammerstein's Theatre for

lfKX) strikes

serious blow at the vaudeville

New

York.

a

managers of

it

beneficial

to appeal to the State's govern-

more

ing body for a

New York

iving upon the
to secure

The

it.

and the press,
port

liberal

if

enactment,

public and press

public will

demand

it

honest, will sup-

is

it

re-

it.

the closing of the theatres on Sun-

come the evidence in the police
courts and hospital records of the evil wrought, but the law takes
no cognisance of this phase. The statute
has been made and it intended there should
no public amusement offered on the
1k»
Judge O'Gorman so construes
Sabbath.
the section and his decision stands as an
will

dockets, criminal

impassable barrier until another statute
has been enacted which will remove restric-

and define the rights of the amusement seeking populace on a Sunday.
tions

(losing of the theatres on Sunday
have a telling effect upon the vaudeartist, who has been the chief amuse-

The
ville

will

pre-

suppose for a moment that the community
at large can be benefited by the closing of
reputable theatres,

draw-

The manager

ment provider on that day.
will tint consider a

week's services for si\

engagement as valuable as when
fourteen shows are played, even though
outside this city in many towns the same

days'

salary

is

received by the artist for twelve

shows as he

receives

playing twice daily
artist

in

New York

seven

for

days.

The

upon. Sun-

New York

will be the

in

greatest sufferer for the present, but that

the

managers
legal

will

right

make

to

move

for

houses

on

a decided

open

their

Sunday will be the outcome, and Judge
O'Gorman's decision may yet prove to be
the most valuable happening which could
have occurred.

State defining exactly what m:iy be offered

concert as their amusement.

for

men

into

saloons,

It drives

cheap

open a show

the

billiard

With

a

playing

in

port

pressed

with

rest easy

the

manager

and be delighted to obey

it.

will

United

the

true,

is

open

for

plenty

spaces

If re-

managers are
on their bills,
waiting

material

of

to be

Artists holding, contracts to play

placed.

should observe faithfully all the conditions
unless they are indifferent to a cancella-

it

our

in

is,

Liane D'Lve

is

last moment, after
Tremont, P.oston.

to offer a serious ob-

the United

if

her third week at the

in

his contracted time

York, having been heid over at the
being

billed

the

for

meets him with a fair proposition.

Granting that the United has no right to
this, which we believe it has in equity
and common sense, if not in law, the act
is jeopardizing its time through a declination to accede.
There is no power which
can compel the United to play an act. If
it
cannot technically cancel it may refuse
admission to the stage of its theatres, and

way an act would be barred from
The recourse left open is law, i

in this

playing.

tiresome and expensive litigation to

slow,

recover damages

which would have

be

to

proven, for the point of good faith in the

ready

standing

supply

to

other

time than that laid out at the same salary

might

be

grounds for the court

legal

Neither

artist's

we

are

the present

to

suit.

opinion

the

of

Fred Niblo and Josephine Cohan commence playing under their Klaw & Erlanger contract next

Monday

Louis

Harris, the manager of Weber
Rush's "Parisian Widows," was forced

&
by

illness to retire temporarily last week.
Charles Abbott took his place.

Among

importations
European
American appearance this
month by the Marinelli agency are Little
Cliff, who sails from London on the "Paltic" Dec. 12, and Nellie Wallace, the EngMi>s Wallace sails on the
lish soubrette.
"Adriatic" from London Dec. 18, and
the

booked

for

The Ritchie Duo cancelled

that

an opportune moment for
ask an increase in pay (not

Philadel-

at

phia.

opens here at the Colonial Dec.

is

an artist to

this week, caused by illness.
St. Clair replaced

30.

at

Kecney's

La

Belle and

them on the program.

transportation) to accept a "shifted" date.

The present condition

bookings

the

of

United Offices should

the

in

appre-

fully

l>o

ciated by a vaudeville artist engaged by

No

one

believe

will

inconvenience

not

now

tend to promote

r,,<

L

»d

Miner's "Americans."

acts

for artists

Perry, of Vardon, Perrv and Wil"Those Three Boys," lost his voice
three days last week while playing

Il.ui v

does, not

it

feeling

"The World's Comedy Four" lias disbanded by mutual agreement. James F.
Haves and Wilbur Dolbs remain with

They

in.

own

their

otherwise and

they do

it.

United managers

the

relish the position they are

bur,
for

to take an arbitrary stand at this time.

in

Albany.

week
the managers it may be
enough to worry over just
now without having their plans for shows

In

justice

through

disarranged

supposing

The
his

they

artist

own

any

in

Mr. Perry found

are

should

erroneously

artists

imposed

being
not

suppose

upon.
for

that

protection and he should not under

circumstances,

if

place

out his time,

where the United

he

wishes

himself

in

Olli.es or the

manager could take advantage

Joe r.,ok. "The Juggling Kid," who lias
playing alone since the dissolution

a

play

to

position

been
oi

the Cook

Brothers,

This applies
on

in

bill.

contract

of

three special drops and

carry

and carry an assistant.
represent
li"ti.

him.

the

the contrary,

v-

;i<

and

legal

!i"-t

his

right

suits hint.

Objection

ceived, he should not

The scene

will

railway

sta«

a

of

will

pieces,

and

there

is

being favorably

Mollis

"The Cham-

join

Albany week of Dec. 10,
taking the place of M< Farland arid Murray,

who

in

the organization.

leave

In

Hertie

not

manager has a perto arrange his program
The artist may object,
not

interior

He

set.

>,

Kemey

equal measure to an art-

Unless expressly stipulated
to

preparing a new

juggling.

individual

declining to accept his allotted position
a

is

comedy

offering for his

pagne dirk"

i-i

again this

it

Brooklyn.

to

said they have

statute on the law books of the

Sunday amusement,

decision not to

its

nearby theatre.

a

in

contracts, but regardless of

its

jection to a change in route

ih<-

its

young

change

this

the slightest doubt the

patronage from all walks. It loaves
Open avenues of vice on the one day each
week thousands of people seek the Sunday
ing

Within the past month an act was canremaining thirty weeks of a

celled for the

New

for

who has been depending

day performances

the

respectable and

ager.

part of any artist with a desire to play out

could

will

Only the bigoted or fanatical

that contract for the entire time, and

tion.

time under

would

Judge O'Gorman based his
is no ap-

peal excepting to the State Legislature.

day

would be far better and more

wise, but

opinion upon the law and there

With

that the United has the

is

make

legal right to

the coming session of
Albany is near at hand.

of

the legislature at

No. 13.

7.

of the article

throw out the

Advertisements forwarded by mall must be accompanied by remittance, made payable to Variety

DHCEMBBR

an account of
the reported dissatisfaction of artists under
contract to the United Rooking Offices over
the change in their route sheet by the
agency without their consent. The trend

United
is

the healthiest sort of recreation, whether

Breams Building, Chancery Lane,

a

of

is

do

of public morals.

of* the Church,

SUBSCRIPTION RATES.

E.

the news columns

In

adulation of his flock, when branching into
new fields by converting himself into a

to

Annual

LONDON,

for anyone

footing

i»

the pose nearly always assumed by the
minister, not sufficiently satiated with the

PARIS REPRESENTATIVE,

<

of the law"

condition

is

it

opinion, poor business judgment upon the

BARTRAJC,
49 Rupert St., W.
C. C.

^Lgggg-gjgg&
u
jCOUWC lL>

any

of

unquestionably a breach to refuse to
appear in a bill where placed by the man-

the legality of the proceeding

LONDON REPRESENTATIVE,

M.

breach

United contract through

Entered as second-class matter December 22,
1905, at the Post Office at New York, N. Y.,
under the act of Congress of March 3, 1879.

0.

A

time.

contract covering a stated period will nullify

Editor and Proprietor.

The Church

lost un-

he stands ready to forfeit his entire

less

and combat it rigorously.
It would seem best in any event for the
theatrical managers to take their case
directly to the State capital and have
their position defined once and for all.
Sooner or later it will be found necessary.

SILVERMAN,

FRANK WIE8BERO.

one week only will be

belief that

consider such an action an Usurpation of
their authority,

Published erery Saturday by

402

the general opinion that any im-

is

porary.

Variety Paper lor Variety People.

1403 Broadway,

It

re-

decline to play in the

vented.
at

both

Street

lowed.

should

flerron

Philadelphia.,

tfiH

La-d

the
nd.

an

.\

week

m

be

'

I

Mis*

til

c

reed

cold

Merron

S-.pl ire

I

Keith's.

at
n

and

trek's

pre*

played

rest

125th
fol-

VARIETY
WESTERN HAS BROOKLYN SHUBERT.

"STAR AND GARTER" IN CHICAGO.

PLIMMER LEAVES WESTERN.
Walter J. Plimmer will cease to be the
looking representative of the Empire Circuit Company (Western Burlesque Wheel)
to-night.
The committee appointed by the

Chicago, Dec.

"Star and Garter"

James E. Fennessy

understood to be

is

name under which the new burlesque
theatre of Hyde & Behman's will be
the

and will play
the East?rn Burlesque Wheel attractions.
The house cost over $400,000.

cern which he has been paying under a

BOSTON LOSES TIGHTS..

These expenses amountaccording to Plimmer, to about $5,500

ed,

After their conference the committee of-

Plimmer a guarantee of about $4,000
annually in commissions, $100 to each
show in the Wheel. The committeemen
pointed out
business

Mr.

that

the

outside

(parks, fairs,

Plimmer's booking
wheel

burlesque

amounted to a

etc.)

con-

and wanted it to be conpayment as the Empire's exclusive agent
Plimmer refused to accept this settlement and it was agreed he retire from his
present position.
Paul Wolff, who has
been Plimmer's assistant for a number of
siderable figure

sidered as part of his

years, will probably take the position at a
salary.

Mr. Plimmer

will

open a general book-

elsewhere

business

in

the

Knicker-

Monchain of summer

bocker Theatre Building beginning
day.

He

will

book the

New England controlled by the
New Haven Railroad's trolley lines and in

parks in

addition has secured the booking of a

new

vaudeville house in Philadelphia run by J.
G. Jermon and will in all probability be
appointed Eastern representative for the
Alpha Circuit, a popular priced chain on

Negotiations are

the Pacific coast.

under way for the latter deal and
probably be closed next week.

it

now
will

present

it

is

improbable that the Empire

Circuit (Western Burlesque Wheel) shows

It

was understood

last

week that every-

thing had been settled to this end, but
said

Thomas W. Dinkins'
Bon Ton, Jersey City,

it

is

franchise

that

for the

lesque shows maintained in

gives him
Western shows in
which Bayonne is situ-

the exclusive rights to

Hudson County,

in

"The Watch and Ward

known

as
transfer of the Shubert,

Columbus

is

still

what hap-

Day when "The

Jersey Lilies," intact, gave a performance

Ohio Penitentiary.
The show was at the New Gayety last
week.
Frohsin, the manager, conJ.
in the chapel of the

ceived the idea of entertaining the prison-

and led his company to the prison.
The penitentiary holds many long-term

ers

men, and the greeting given the organization,
which appeared in costume; was
wildly enthusiastic.

It's

the

first

"Pen" ever had a performance

time the

so glitter-

That evening Warden Gould presented
Mr. Frohsin, on the stage of the Gayety,
appreciation a handsome cane, made of

vaudeville) hold

and the Empire people supply the
attractions on a sharing basis of "fifty and
the lease

from a regular attendant at the Palwhich the Bostonian protested that
"Advanced Burlesque" was "cutting out
the tights" and thereby striking a blow at
constitutional

rights

to

fifty."

Shubert

"liberty

the local police court last Saturday
charged with disorderly conduct.
The

was dismissed after a short hearing.
Fox explained to the court that at one

case

and the turfmen took ex-

ception to the tone of his rejoinders, waiting for him at the stage door. Fox "saw

'em first," however, and returned to his
dressing room, where he took his revolver,

When

he

emerged from the stage door the second
time there was a pretty stage battle, followed by a chase through Washington's
In the police station Fox deposited $75
to secure his appearance in court.

Chicago, Dec.

G.

Joseph Oppenheimer against
Louie Dacre for alleged breach of contract was argued before Judge Olson of
the Municipal Court on Friday last. Mr.

ager of the Corinthian in this city, obtain-

suit of

himself

actively

position

to

case

was compromised, and Miss
relea.se by offering $150.

Dacre secured her
the

long pending

Adolph
Oppenheimer.

court.

Marks

case

out of

represented

Mr.

will

continue for a period

A

dramatic stock company will occupy
The date of its opening has

the house.

knife

and

life

prisoner.

Only a

sandpaper were used in the
manufacture, the work requiring over six
months.

Smith and Arado joined Watson's "OriCosy Corner Girls" here this week,
Van Cleve, Denton and Pete having left
the show.
ental

E. -Shubert merger.

known

positively

is

here

the

that

Eastern Wheel will have a house in Louisnext season, and report says the

ville

Mary

Anderson, although in well-informed quarters

believed that the

is

it

owing

be the house instead,

tions.

The

will

but

legitimate

attrac-

one of the handsomest theathe country and an effort was made
It

tres in

Hopkins

to the opposi-

owners of the Mary Anderson

anything

playing

is

it.

American Company on the Mary Anderson is said to end
lease

held by

the

with the expiration of the present season.

"JOLLY ZEB" IN TROUBLE.
San Francisco, Dec. 6.
Molly Zeb" was a bone of contention
between the Western States Circuit and
Alpha, being featured at both the Empire and the Victory, newly opened, for

week of the

the

Both

denly a week ago Thursday after
seemingly fallen through.

it

AND BARTON'S OPENS

RONTO.
New Columbia Amusement

The

period.

but disregarding this, he was at the
matinee performance at that house, there-

by laying himself open to the charge of
contempt of court.
appeared, however, at the Victory

that evening and

it is believed that the
contention over his services has been ad-

justed.

had

TO-

have his signa-

that

pire,

LEW ROSE
On Tuesday

RICE

for

Alpha people secured an injunction restraining Zeb from appearing at the Em-

He

Mr. Jacobs plays the Eastern Wheel
shows in his house. At first it looked as
though the Western might obtain a foothold here, but Jacobs closed the deal sud-

25th.

circuits claimed to

ture to contracts

not yet been decided upon.

Rose

rang

DISPLEASED!

night

of

last

week Lew

down on "The
Parisian Widows" and closed the show
the

curtain

otnpany's theatre in Toronto opens Monday the attraction will not be the newly

ten minutes before the usual time because he was displeased with the extreme
contortions of a "cooeh" dancer who had

organized "Mardi Gras Girls," under the

been added to the company as a "strength-

management

ener."

When

the

(

of Campbell

and Reeves, as

has been the general understanding.
Instead the Rice and Barton "Big Gay-

ety" show will go into Toronto to open
the house.

"The Mardi Gras" girls drop
into the Wheel at Harry Jacob's TheaRice

in

Rochester,

N.

Y.,

just

ahead of

and Barton's, and play the season
in

Sam

that position.

manager of the
Columbia Amusement Company, left for
Toronto early this week to attend to the
preliminaries of the opening. L. Lawrence
Weber, followed a few days later and several of the Columbia Company's executives
w ill join them Monday.
The Mazetti Troupe of acrobats will be
the added attraction of the Rice and BarA. Scribner, general

ton organisation for the week.

in

pieces of horn by a

&

management, but

of six years.

out

claim was unjust.

its

the Eastern Burlesque Wheel.

The arrangement

They are $250 advanced

Miss Dacre asserted that she gave Mr.
Oppenheimer three weeks' notice, and his

in

must be consulted by the Shuberts as to
the policy. This effectually shuts out op-

tre

for special paper,
$25 for telegrams, $30 for telephone and
$18 for transportation.

it.

Mr. Jacobs personally bought an interest in the Baker.
He will not concern

Oppenheimer claimed $1,000 damages, and
quoted a few items of expense incurred
while she was under his management.

The

G.

Baker Theatre, closed as a K. & E. vaudetheatre last Saturday, was shut out
of the house by Henry Jacobs, the man-

principal streets.

(rash)

vanced Vaudeville," securing it from the
Shubert Brothers at the time of the K.

to prevent vaudeville being rlayed «n

ville

in

The house is now playing vaudeville unthe management of the American
Theatre Company, of St. Louis, which secured it from Klaw & Erlanger who first
operated the Mary Anderson for "Adder

attempted to enter Rochester through the

ing the control of

replied

Park)

Rochester, Dec.

Boston.

Washington, Dec. 6.
Will H. Fox, principal comedian with
Alf. G. Herrington's "Lady Birds," was

He

the

The Western Burlesque Wheel, which

BURLESQUE COMEDIAN SERIOUS.

ers.

as

SHUTS WESTERN OUT OF BAKER.

end of the chapter but for
the exactions of the "Watch and Warders."
This society has a representative at the
opening performance of every burlesque

up

known

(formerly

an annual rental of $24,000.

in tights to the

visits

also reported that the Brooklyn

had been offered to the Empire people at

supply plump choristers gracefully attired

show which

next season.

tion of the

was

It

and the pursuit of happiness."
Mr. Scribner replied that the managers
were not at fault. They would be glad to

settling

ing.

Klaw & Erlanger

operated

letter

Boston's

Vague rumors are to effect that the
Columbia Amusement Company (Eastern
Burlesque Wheel) is attempting to secure
the Mary Anderson Theatre for its shows

It

ace, in

The

talking of

pened on Thanksgiving

to

The Shuberts and the United States
Amusement Company (the concern which

Sara Scribner, manager of the Eastern
Wheel, this week received an indignant

LOUIE DACRE SETTLES SUIT.

6.

J.,

?

Louisville, Dec. 6.

their control.

playing the Hub.

"JERSEY LILIES" ENTERTAIN CONColumbus, O., Dec.

Newark, N.

Society," spice has

but disappeared from the Wheel shows

all

ated.

VICTS.

show opening there Dec. 23.
The house is understood to have been
taken over by the Empire company under
the same conditions as obtained in the

Boston by a

semi-religious organization

loaded with blank ammunition.

will play the stand.

occu-

pies the premises and will continue to hold

lesque

marks were addressed to him from a box
occuped by a party of race track follow-

The Bayonne Theatre, Bayonne, N. J.,
opened Monday with stock burlesque under
For the
the management of Dave Kraus.

head-

Hal Clar-

company now

endon's dramatic stock

Following a rigorous censorship on bur-

of the performances during the week, re-

NO BURLESQUE FOR BAYONNE.

New York

quarters of the Empire Circuit.

13th,

forth until Christmas week, the first bur-

local

fered

ing

opens January

It

verbal agreement.

a year.

lyn, as one of its stands.

known.

HAS EASTERN MARY ANDERSON

this

This was verified at the

Empire meeting disposed of the matter
Tuesday. Plimmer had demanded that the
Empire give him a guarantee of enough
booking commissions to assure him the expense of the New York offices of the conlast

week announced
in Cincinnati that the Western Burlesque
Wheel had taken over the Shubert, Brook-

G.

Hume, Meehan and Hoey will now be
name of the act which was Hume,

the

Cain and Hoey, Mr. Cain having retired
to accept a commercial position.

The dance

is

described as being quite

the most suggestive thing that has been

shown hereabout in a good
When Rose looked over
matinee of the show he
versely upon this feature
Seamon, and was told to
discretion

in

many months.
the Monday
reported

ad-

Hurtig

to

use

his

curbing the enthusiasm

the young woman.

&

own
of

Accordingly he told

company's manager that the dance
would have to be "toned," and threatened

the

ring the

to

curtain

down

if

his

orders

were not obeyed.

At the Tuesday evening performance
the

Oriental

wiggler gave her specialty

Oriental exuberance, and
Rose made good his threat right in the
middle of the number. Mr. Rose is the
husband of Millie DeLcon ("The Girl in

again in

all

its

Blue").

Miss Del.eon played at the same house
the week before as a special feature of

Hurtig

&

Seamon's "Bowery Burlesquers."

VARIETY
WHITE RATS UPHOLD PRESIDENT.
A committee of twenty-five members of

THE MORRIS COMPANY
REFUSES TO VACATE
and Worcester.

Springfield

Amusement Company

Action Probable.
Notice was served upon William Morris

Amusement Com-

for the William Morris

pany

week, on behalf of the United

last

States

Morris

Amusement Company, ordering the
Company to vacate the Nelson
and the Franklin
former Klaw &
leased by the United

Theatre,

Springfield,

nor no one can oblige us to leave

ing

we pay our rent.
"The rent has been paid by us to January 13, and on that day we will tender
the amount due to the United States. If
it is not accepted, we shall make a motion
while

Square, Worcester, two

to deposit

Krlanger houses
States to the Morris Company.

best

Beyond stating that he had no intention

"We

have been advised our position
lutely

give nc information on the subject, declin-

steps which

admit that such notice had been
is no doubt of its receipt

ing to

by him.
It

Mr. Morris informed

understood

is

the bearer of the written notification that
he would not under any circumstances give

up the possession

properties

the

of

and

proceedings are possible.

legal

previously printed in Variety,

As

Klaw

&

Erlanger are required under the settlement agreement made with the United
Booking Offices, wherein they agreed to
vacate vaudeville by Feb.

.'5

next, to also

by that date remove vaudeville from the
two New England theatres, which are in
opposition to S. Z. Poli, a United manager,

United States

from the
hold them under lease, and Morris is a sublessee.
It is said he pays rent to the
United Stntes Company, and if the latter
open to eviction upon any
itself
laid
grounds the judgment to dispossess would
be against the present occupant, the Mor-

houses

means

some legal
successfully combat

Company,

ris

unless

it.
were found to
The Nelson at Springfield is reported to
be held by Morris under a one year's lease,

with a renewal option of four more, while
the Franklin Square is said to be for one

year only.
the

of

rent

Springfield

Humor

theatre

also tells that the agree-

ment under which Morris secured the
atres

with

carried

Klaw & Erlanger

is

Worcester house

and the

$12,000 yearly
.$10,000.

it

guarantee

a

the-

from

that they would pay one-

half the rent.

Another

condition

instrument,

the

of

which may have been a side issue, was
that Morris should play a certain number
This. Klaw &
of "K. ft B. acts" weekly.
Erlanger claim, Morris has not done, and
also called upon him to play the acts as
a treed.

Morris' reply

and K.

&

E.

his part of

was

would

to read the agreement,
find

that he had kept

and

in

consideration

a

as

also

that

a

certain

under engagement to Klaw
& Erlanger would be played in the theatres.
This agreement had been violated,
according to the United States official,
who also stated that their act Hardeen,

number

"the

of acts

breaker," at the Nelson, Spring-

jail

and booked

field,

houses.
legal

if

"independent"

Charles

proceedings to tvict the

Company would

follow its failure

amendment, considered

in favor of the

excepting the count,
Mr. Mudge will then appoint the permanent members of the committee.

practically

settled

The term of
tives

of the

office of

Rats expires June

MEET

BILL POSTERS

1,

C.

The convention of billposters was held
here this week at the Masonic Temple.
The paste men are in the city from all
over the country.
for

the

night

visitors

a

was
Sherman

banquet

at the

WEBER'S CLOSED UNTIL XMAS.
and the house

"Maybelle Oilman's Sister" is playing
Square Theatre this week

(William
Mgrs.).

Morris Amusement Company,
Eunice is the girl's name, and

she sings a couple of songs twice daily.

The other end

weeks.

In

will

that

remain dark for three

interval

the

new

on

There
steel

factory

of

United

the

States

Company from which Mr. Corey

SHAPIRO BUYS CATALOGUE.
The catalogue

of John T. Hall, the
music publisher, was purchased this week
by Maurice Shapiro.

REBELS AGAINST "MOTHER-IN-LAW."

bur-

W.

Charley

manager

Bennett,

the

of

Canadian vaudeville circuit which bears
his name, has taken a radical step and
struck a mighty blow at the very existence of the "Stock Humor" specialist.
He has declared that hereafter no monologist may "spring" a "mother-in-law"
joke in any of the houses over which he
holds control.

Two weeks

ago

comedian
was plenti-

talking

a

His

Montreal.

played

talk

fully besprinkled with the "mother-inLast week another act
law" witticism.
dealt out a quantity of the same material.

Now

happens that Mr. Bennett
of
a very charming

so

it

possessor

the

So he instructed his New York
booking representative to send him no
more humorists depending upon the

Steel

"mother-in-law" gag,

derived

GIVES UP VAUDEVILLE.
Lincoln, Nebr., Dec. 8.

The

style

th.it

remains

The

jestic."

entertainment,

II.

to

reverting

"The Ma-

to

Stock Company

Fulton

in

is

the bou.<€.

Bradstreet will continue as man-

The

ager.

name

its

now presenting plays
V.

property

two years, has given up

pajd

of

and changed

slock,

Her father swings around the town,
making daily trips to the steel plant to see
son-in-law's

theatre, after playing vaude-

liijou

for the

\i)le

the stage.

his

with hardly a break.

mother-in-law, and the jokes grated upon

fame even before he married Miss Maybelle, whom Eunice attempts to impersonate without announcing it.
Somehow in Worcester this week, without undue mention having been made by
tie Franklin Square management, it became known of the relation link between
the Corey and Cilmnn factions.
The steel
workers have been looking Eunice over on

that,

homeward

bound
from
Naples.
He and Miss
Cohan arrived in New York Nov. 24; engaged the company (two men) on the
2Gth; rehearsed Friday and Saturday, giving a dress rehearsal on Sunday at the
theatre, opening at the Monday matinee

him.

likewise, in this city a branch

is,

it is

is

Fred Niblo, Miss Cohan's husband, wrote

is

of the pair of half sisters to

here.

is

time,

first

the piece on the steamer while

THE ONLY

Mrs. Oilman-Corey has not appeared, but
father

of 'The Times,'" at

being preunusual under
the circumstances of hurried preparation
which preceded the initial presentation.

closes to-night

'The Merry Widow" will be
prepared and the production will be first
seen Christmas week.
lesque

by Josephine

here

"The Girl

IN CHICAGO.

Chicago, Dec.

On Wednesday

won

success
in

sented for the

next,

for the ensuing

The Joseph Weber show

at the Franklin

HASTY SKETCH.

the present execu-

when a re-election occurs
term, now two vears.

House.

G.

NIBLO'S

the Nelson Theatre, where

if

is

Springfield, Mass., Dec. 6.

»»

Worcester, Mass., Dec.

Consideration

unknown.
The Melvin Company had the backing of
E. D. Stair (Stair & Havlin) and it was
somewhat of a surprise to hear it had
thrown up the sponge.

society pending the affirmative vote on
an amendment to the by-laws and constitution creating a permanent advisory
or governing board of that number, which
will act in concert with the White Rats'
president, composing, in fact, his "cabinet," before which all important matters
pertaining to the order will come.
The vote is being taken by mail, and

was: "It certainly looks very much that

GILMAN GIRL IN WORCESTER.

sociation of Bill Tosters.

Ross.

J.

&

week to Walker

branch of the National As-

Co., the local

The
Cohan

given

r

Klaw & Erlanger-

importance outside the

of

"trust," sold out this

The committee of twenty-five will become a temporary advisory board of the

to leave the premises as notified, the reply

way

of the

United vaudeville struggle, is understood
to have presented a report on Thursday
night upholding the president in all that
has been done.
Fred Niblo was chairman of the special
committee appointed, and among those
appointed to it were Lee Harrison and

for the Franklin Square,

Worcester, next week, would be the last
'K. & E. act" to appear in the Morris

Morris

weekly meeting held last week, to report
on the proceedings of the order as directed by President R. C. Mudge since the

Posting Company, an

Bill

Bijou

was on

the

Sullivan-

Poor business caused

Considine Circuit.
the change in policy.

in

it.

&
ltrcnnan, attorneys for the Morris Company, admitted to a Variety representative that the notification was received.
Ceo.

be taken."

An officer of the United States Amusement Company in speaking of the notification remarked that the Morris Company,
in consideration for the management of the
houses being passed over to it, had agreed

tlie

The

mav

abso-

i9

are prepared for any

,

Company leased the
Shuberts, who in turn

The

We

secure.

Asked

in both cities.

•

have consulted and retained the
talent in Massachusetts, and

legal

of leaving the premises, Mr. Morris would

given, but there

in court.

it

The Melvin

commencement

and Franklin Square Theatres. Legal

Detroit, Dec. 6.

White Rats, appointed at the regular

the

Notified by United States
to Leave the Nelson

INDEPENDENT BILL POSTER SELLS.

M. Leventritt,

of

reply to a question

Leventritt

;>

s

to

the city while he

The

act

is

may go

where there

is

here.
to Springfield next

week

STOCK OPENING POSTPONED.

another Morris vaudeville
(

theatre.

The

whether

the theatres would be vacated said:

"The William Morris Amusement Company will ofTer vaudeville in both theatres
just as long as the leases of the United
States Amusement Company runs. Noth-

pan}

Manager David Beehler, of the Orpheum,
ity. was presented With a silver
Sioux

ni«;iLr <>.

Pec.

opepitig oi the dramatic stock
at the Chicago

Dec. 23, instead

<»t

O*.

com

Opera House will he
8th :is announced,

tie'

(

stein
last

hv

w^ek.

the

acts

playing at

his

house

Mr. Beehler reciprocated with

an impromptu banquet.

HI TOM WARD,
"THE MERRY MINSTREL."

Phil Sheridan says hi-; "City Splits'*
broke the three .hy record al he ColumI

bia,

Scran ton, !a*t week by $500.

VARIETY
•

ARTISTS OBJECT TO
SHIFTING OF DATES
Protests Against United's Revision of Routes III- Advised
According to Opinion of Legal Authorities, Who
Counsel Against Resistance.

NELSON LEWIS DEAD.

CHURCH AGAINST PICTURE SHOWS.
Montreal, Dec.

There
ing

6.

trouble in store for the mov-

is

establishments

picture

Montreal.

in

The sudden death of Nelson Lewis, of
Nelson Lewis and Julia Kingsley, occurred

Sharon

at

N.

Springs,

Y.,

last

Mr. Lewis died of acute Br.ght's

dis-

The Catholic clergy has been a-crusading
against Sunday performances, but the
climax came last
Sunday when the
Bilbop of the Catholic diocese warned his

Tuesday.

parishioners against attending these per-

ing entered the variety branch from the

formances.

legitimate.

He has played

ease.

about

five

vaudeville

in

for

years with Miss Kingsley, hav-

There have never been Sunday perform-

Due

to the

many Klaw &

Erlanger acts

which have been provided for by the
United Booking Offices, considerable shifting about of schedules of its

own

bills

at the condition in the proper light, the

would be much more pleasant and

result

agreeable to everyone."

by

In support

of

statement

his

of

the

Goodman

the United has followed during the past

United's right to shift acts, Mr.

couple of weeks.

called attention to a clause in the contract

This has brought about dissatisfaction
in several cases,

and seems to be particu-

objected to by

larly

foreign

artists,

al-

though some native acts have claimed the
United did not possess the right under its
contract to change the playing place on
the route sheet at will.

The United maintains that

has the

it

power to place an act at any point on

its

provided the extra cost of trans-

circuit,

portation,

if

any,

agency to the

is

paid by the booking

act.

The

opinion as expressed at the United

Offices

by the managers and agents seems

to concur in that the artists should not

attempt to hinder the booking agency in
its attempts to straighten out the present
tangle caused by the receipt of the many
unlooked for numbers it must now play.

The

artists affected,

when objecting to

have said the business arrangement between Klaw & Erlanger and the
United did not bear upon their contract.
Thoughtful artists believe that under
the present conditions an act should accept any assignment of time, if not
a

shift,

obliged to "lay off," for,

pointed out,

it is

did the United cancel or refuse to play

an act for declining to accept a transfer
of a date, there could only follow a law-

reading "At such theatres or other places
the

as

party of the

Proctor)

(Keith-

part

first

The lawyer then turned

in the law
Phebe Howard
against Augustin Daly, which he said was
recognized as the leading case on the subject in New York State, the decision having been handed down by the Court of
Appeals, and in use as a precedent all

books

the

to

of

suit

over the country.

Miss Howard sued the late Augustin
Daly for breach of contract. It was proven
at the trial that Mr. Daly would not allow her to rehearse after her contract had

to immediately attempt to secure employ-

was idle. The court
by the manager

for the time she

rights, a costly proceeding both
and money.

An

act playing Providence last

week

is

by another

act,

although

in

case full transportation both
to be provided the act.
fare

also

is

said

The

the

Offices,

thereof.

my

ville

if

bookings

forthcoming after

are

the close of the season with the Fritzi

He has

Scheff organization.
self

hands of M.

in the

the vaudeville venture

S.
is

placed himBentham. If
successful Mr.

all

next season at least.

"K.

&

E.

ACT" HEADLINER.
Chicago,

Henry

Lee,

&

a "K.

111.,

E.

hcadliner of the Olympic

Dec.

Act,"

bill

this

G.

is

the

is

heedlessly

placing himself at a disadvantage

by tak-

out

knowledge of what he

is

"It
Offices

a position the United Booking
does not want him- in. It is sim-

is

ply trying to arrange its bills most expeditiously,

and were the

artists to look

in

being

by virtue of

monkey and an anaemic

alli-

and under a special act of the Provincial Parliament i* permitted to keep
its gates open on Sunday, and even oper-

gator,

ate its bar.

season

England next
Herbert Lloyd, the misnamed

will be exported to

by

juggler.

Mr. Lloyd leaves next week, having engaged a number of people for the humorous
piece.

English

be played in the

will

It

where there exists an especial
fondness for the "Knights of the Road."
In

present

the

where

land

his

vaudeville

catch-line,

despondency,

"No

is

him forth not as a juggler, but pure comwith an offering requiring an inequal to

tellect

it

for the fun to be fully

grasped.

E.

'jailbreaker,' "

Hardeen, the "K.

was kept out

Auditorium, Chicago,

it

is

said, by

of

&
the

A. L.

Reck,

who

did not wish the edge taken off

Houdini's showing here.

many

good

a

was

and

years

WILL BURY PAPINTA IN CALIFORNIA.
The body of Papinta, the mirror dancer,
who died in Dusseldorf, Germany, was
brought to this country on the "Kronprinzessin Cecilie," which arrived from
Hamburg Tuesday.
Papinta's

brother
accompanied
the
which started Wednesday on its
journey across the continent to a last
resting place on the estate of the dead
dancer in California.

body

Dusseldorf, Nov. 23.

Papinta,

the

well-known

American

dancer, died here the 21st of this month,

under circumstances both tragic and pathetic.

She had just finished her number at the
Theatre and laughingly chatted

Apollo

who

with her brother,

her at the door

left

of her dressing room.

MOORE CROWING.

Papinta's

Rochester, Dec.

had

dress

"Advanced Vaudeville" had barely left
Baker Theatre last Saturday night for
the finish, when the Sunday papers came

fell

ing to the floor.

out with a flaring advertisement for the

Hippie, her brother and

program this week at J. II. Moore's Cook's
Opera House, the United theatre here.

attempted

one

In

corner

of

the

"ad,"

perfectly

prominent,

"Advanced Vaudeville."

been

when suddenly, without

G.

the

The caption was

"Licked."

a

removed,

murmur, she

heavily against her maid, both

The maid

fainting

to

revive

A

spell.

pronounced

called,

disease

the

summoned

hastily

her,

life

They

thinking

was

W.

Geo.

manager.

doctor

fall-

a

it

quickly

extinct and heart

cause.

Papinta arrived in Europe August 17,
accompanied by her brother.
Her late
husband, W. J. Halpin, died two years
ago this month of heart disease also.

ture has been employed by Cook's against

Papinta was thirty -eight years old and
one of America's best known dancers for

Klaw &

the

This

the Majestic show.

for

a by-word.

edian,

ridge.

breaker," tops

Raynor's friends knew of his
his sudden death was a shock
to the profession.
He had been engaged
in the burlesque and general show busiof

and

Good,

Mr. Lloyd returned to his home, and the presumption
was he had remained a juggler, but his
comedy act, which defies analysis, brought
Napoleon,"

proudly erect over a dead chicken called

jail

Few

illness,

the grotesquely pic-

turesque "tramp," made famous in cartoon

and play,

DIES.

popular.

There are three "K. & E. acts" on the
The Musical
Majestic
program also.
Cuttys, Ralph Johnstone and Tress Eld-

Harry Houdini, "the

JOHN RAYNOR

John Raynor,
general
manager for
Harry Bryant's burlesque show, died very
suddenly in his home in New York
Wednesday morning. He was threatened
with pneumonia a week or so ago, and
did not leave the city with Bryant's Extravaganza Company.

ness

LLOYD TAKING SHOW OVER.

was a picture of a e. owing
rooster labeled "Real Vaudeville" standing

is

the second

time the same pic-

Erlanger. The previous use made
was when the Lyceum closed last
summer.
There are a number of other pertinent

of

it

remarks

in

the

advertisement,

proudly boasts of the

bill

which

this week,

say-

ing: "Could you ever see any better vaude->

doing,

or legal advice.

listed as a zoological garden,

a stuffed

week.

ing a stand contrary to his contract withfull

establishment

that

Other "shifted" acts on it are Al Shean
and Company and Mills and Morris.

Erlanger at the personal request of Martin
opinion, the artist

remarks,

hia

Gillingwater will remain in the varieties

to have been tendered

Variety representative, and asked his
opinion on the matter.
Mr. Goodman
said: "There is no question as to the
right of the United under its contract to
select the place the act shall play, and
more especially so when there is no hardship to the artist occasioned by reason
"In

GILLINGWATER WILL— IF.

difference in

Goodman, attorney for the
was seen this week by a

Maurice
United

be a thing or the past.

The Bishop excepted S'ohmer Park

Mr. Lloyd has determined to return to the

latter

gagement.

had time to be felt, it is expected
that the Sunday shows of the nickelodeons
will shortly

and father of Tom I learn, "the lazy juggler," died on Nov. 10 from a chill contracted during the recent music hall strike.

and although
pronouncement has not

Howard in another position
where the remuneration would have been
the same absolved him from liabilitv
under his contract upon her refusal to accept the proffered work.

to place Miss

ways was

the act which refused the Philadelphia en-

the effect of his

London, Nov. 20.

Howard Raker, popular with Americans,

final,

is

provinces

Charles Gillingwater will enter vaude-

to

community

In the Catholic

ing business.

the bishop's word

also said that the offer

in time

have refused to go to Keith's,
Philadelphia, this week, insisting that it
play in Boston, where originally booked.
Another in Washington flatly declined to
go to Norfolk, a shorter "jump" than listed for it this week. A shift of dates from
Albany to Atlanta was "turned down"
said

These

legitimate.

or

"Happy Hooligan,"

The court held, however, that Miss
Howard could have been directed by Daly
to engage in similar work elsewhere, and,
failing in that, it was her duty, in order
to mitigate the possible damage sustained,
ment

vaudeville

shows are expressly prohibited by law, but
the picture establishments have been open
on the seventh day and have done a thriv-

been signed.

for the act to establish its possible

suit

either

yet

shall require."

HOWARD BAKER DEAD.

ances in the regular theatres of Montreal,

ville

The hcadliner

than this?"

"The Six American Dancers," a new act,
New York at the 125th street
house for the first time next week, have
been booked solid for the remainder of the

although

season.

prospect with favor.

is

Lillian

at Cook's

Shaw.

past

fifteen

vears.

_J

I

DIDN'T SUICIDE.
Paris,

2X

Nov.

E. E. Gifford, the one-legged cyclist, re-

ported to have committed suicide in Ger-

many,
Buenos

is

still

Ayres

alive.

to

He

fulfill

has

gone

dates

on

to

the

Seguin tour in South America.

playing

Leo

St.

Elmo

is

playing as a single act

looking upon

a

partnership

in

The Four Holloways, wire
played during the
ling Cir«us,

Summer

act,

which

with the Ring-

have returned to vaudeville.

;

VARIETY
SOLIDLY AGAINST SUNDAY CLOSING.

NEW NORTHWESTERN

The clergymen

CHEAP CIRCUIT FORMED
/

The Trans-Continental Vaudeville Association Enters
Vaudeville. May Grow to Large Proportions
ciation has been incorporated in the State

Washington, with main

of

It

tle.

section

is

now

of

the

with

the

Alpha

chain

of

smaller

aged by Levy
firm,

&

Bert I>evy, of the

Levy.

of

representative

the Trans-Continental.

A

connection will probably be made with

Mozart Circuit in Pennsylvania, Ed.
Mozart having been acting as the booking
representative in the East for some time.
Walter Plimmer, the booking agent for
the Western Burlesque Wheel, whose resigthe

nation as such takes effect to-day,
tiating to act as
tive of the

probably assume the

The

nego-

is

Eastern representa-

the

new Western

circuit

office

and

will

within a week.

incorporators and directors of the

Trans-Continental

are

S.

It

are secured.

don

New Yprk Lodge

claimed for the Trans-Continental

is

Morton

Colin,

secretary

lander,

;

W.

W. W.

eral

Ely, gen-

manager.

Mr. Colin was formerly connected with
W. W. Ely
the Sullivan-Considine firm.
has been until recently in general charge
of the Sullivan-Considine offices in Seattle

and W. A. Lang, who will have the direction of the Western bookings, is a former
well-known Chicago agent.
Mr. Mozart, when seen by a Variety
representative this week, said he had not
as yet entered into any direct connection
with

the

new

was a future
ten

of

list

possibility.

theatres.

Alpha Circuit,

but

circuit,

is

intimated

this

Mozart has a

Bert

Levy,

of

the

Mr. Mozart's nephew.
Seattle, Dec. G.

The Trans-Continental Vaudeville Association, the newly made vaudeville corporation, bids fair to be a factor in the

vaudeville of the Northwest.

A

of houses extending into Alaska

list

has been given out as being booked by it,
and there is a move under way to form a
is

the

first

entry of a circuit into

where the Trans-Continental will
play at Juneau, Douglas, Valdez and Catella, besides Dawson,
Yukon, reaching
those point,s by way of many of the principal towns in British Columbia.
Among the more important of the houses
Alaska,

now held by the new company are the
Marquan Grand, Portland; Savery, Tacoma; Eden Mutee, Odeon, Family and
Dominion,
Vancouver;
Westminster; Empire, Aberdeen
Bellingham, Bellingham
Novelty,
Pendleton; Orphelnv Boise, while cities
in Utah and Montana will also be played,
Lyric,

Crand,
;

Ma-

Tex.;
Crystal, AlbuMexico; Unique and Fisher's, Los Angeles; Victory, San Francisco,
and theatres at Bisbee, Globe and Tucson.
Paso,

El

jestic,

New

querque,

Ariz.

Morton Colm, of the Trans-Continental, claims twenty houses in Oregon,
Washington, Idaho and Colorado.
S.

NO CLOSINGS ANNOUNCED.
No
Klaw

the

have been an"Advanced Vaude-

week.

this

under

Klaw

tt

New

York,

the

Erlanger

management of
now presented in the
York
Grand Opera

direct
is

New

Ed-

win Forrest, Philadelphia Teck, Buffalo,
and Auditorium, Chicago.
The New York and the Grand Opera
House will probably remain vaudeville
theatres until February 3rd, next, the date
set
by the agreement between Klaw &
Erlanger and the United when the former
must retire from the vaudeville business.
The Ivlwin Forrest is rumored to rloso
around January 1st, while the 'Auditorium
is due to retire around January loth.
The Teck will likely remain open during the present month, but did the Tremont close its doors to variety performances in a week or so, as was reported in
••Beantown" a week ago, it would not be

The Actors] Union

unexpected.
Ziegfeld, Jr.,

revue

expected to follow vaudeville at the
to

is

New

playing out of town for a few

"whip

London premier

Adeline (Jenee, the

in."

will be featured

liallerino,

may

the show, which

named

be

"Zieg-

Grand Revue."

The opening

.scene

an

is

artist's studio,

ami from there successive views show the
Alps, Monte Carlo, the "Lusitania," and it
then comes back to

New York

the seventh

MORE ARTISTS FOR "GIRL QUESTION."
Chicago, Dec.
besides Norton and Nicholson,

0.

who were

cured
listed

all

have seating ca-

pacity of over 1,000 and the prices will be

the

vaudeville people,

mentioned

May

in

Florence
(alder,

Ackley,
Cha/I.

Thomas Fortune.

Fisher

Martin, completing the cast.

and

Master

Association,

at the meeting of.
Mr. Curtin, who has
always been an enthusiastic worker for
the order, was elected unanimously.
lie

that body Sunday.

president.

Mr. Curtin
held

several

the popularity

the Actors' Union in their efforts to

any

defeat

public

movement

to

that should such a condition be brought

T

from E. F.
had made

its

intentions

in

this

regard

very plain.

Slieehan, finan-

(defeating E. H. Convey by

cial secretary

a vote of 100 to 53); Douglas Gordon, assistant financial secretary; Thomas* McKenna, marshall; Harry Wager, sergeant-

at-arms;

Ed.

Mulvihill,

guard,

outside

M. Alexander and

O'Mallon,

J.

Beisenthal, trustees.
Dr. S. Nelson
Irwin was again chosen to act as physician.

Forty new members were elected into

among

the lodge,

the number being Will-

iam Torpey, stage manager of the New
York Theatre.
Reports were read as to the building
of a

of the New Y ork union local
had had this assurance direct
Albee, and the United Offices

Thomas A.

ing secretary;

siation.

official

William

officers are:

Finnegan, vice president; James E.
Fakins, treasurer; B. F. Forman, record-

tionate clipping of salaries paid artists.

An

in

the retiring chief ex-

of

Others of the new

about, there will immediately be a propor-

said that he

service

generally re-

B.

bring

about the closing of theatres on Sunday,
is
the alleged assurance they have received from the United Booking Offices,

is

ecutive.

Jos.
officers

for signal

garded as one of the most valuable men
in the order.
His election was received
with universal satisfaction, in spite of

favor of Sunday performances.

made by the

prizes

helping out benefits, and

and U.

of the points

one of the most popular
lodge. He has

is

members of the New York

musicians and the stage hands, alone affected in the discussion, are generally in

home

for

aged members of the asso-

answer to the communications sent broadcast by the Grand Lodge,
In

the city of Denver, through its authorities, offered to donate a tract of land
comprising 100 acres in the suburbs and

to build

home upon

the

it

at the city's

expense.

The Los Angeles lodge

MARINELLI'S YEARLY STATEMENT.
Paris, Nov. 23.

Each year the II. B. Marinelli agency
forth a statement to its branch
ollices
detailing the expense and total
amount, in dollars, of its booking for the
sends

The annual report
reduced to American

for 1007

is

out, and,

figures, reads as fol-

lows:
$4,100

Telegrams and cables
Postage

0,550
2,350

Telephones

780

Salaries

Total

38,000

amount contracted

cure

Marinelli

ollices,

total readied of the gross
aries

se-

Richard Pitrot, the agent, will act as
representative

for

Louis

Pincus,

the sole booking agent for the Western

Vaudeville

States

The

Association.

ar-

rangement was entered into when E. Ed
Ackerman,
the head of the Western
States, was in New York recently.
Mr. Pitrot will sail for Europe in the
course of a

month

in search of attractions

for the circuit.

WALKING ON A WAGER.
Chicago, Dec.

A

of sal-

placed for the year under contract.

to

the cost of the building.

the grand

amount

offered

ground and contribute

PITROT FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVE.

for. ... 1,750,940

anil

of

$15,000 toward

This includes the expenses as listed of
the

acres

10

foreign

previous twelve months.

J.

A.

6.

week that
Sternad, Aaron Jones and his part-

story started around this

were to walk on a wager
from Milwaukee to this city in emulation
of Weston.
ner, Mr. Schafer,

OPPENHEIM MANAGING.

of

California.

day,

for a finale.

Variety some time aco as
having engaged with "The Girl Question"'
n>ad company, which openi for the season Christmas Day at Joliet. Manager
Mot ton, while in New York last week, se-

The houses

Mayor

show that the unions are in favor of
Sunday shows.
When the matter comes up before the
Mayor the union will show that whereas
all the Sunday agitation is backed by
the Actors' Society, made up of legitimates who nowhere in this State play on

all

Trans-Continental that a representative has been dispatched East to close up some negotiations
with circuits there, and there has been an
agreement reached with the Alpha Circuit
It is snid at the offices of the

have a commit-

before the

Transportation

The new Florenz

weeks

will

men

tee of labor junion

;

first

of cloth

;

House, Brooklyn; Tremont, Boston;

York,

men

were unmistakabiy "turned down."

of

on

houses

of

Erlanger Circuit

tS:

nounced
ville"

closings

future

Federation of Labor, the gov-

erning body of the city, the

One

;

as well as others in the States mentioned.

succeeded

having a resolution put through the
Brooklyn Central Labor Union during the

Seattle;

New

The ministers

performances.

to

Circuit consists of the

of

Me-

Mr. Shay would not run
against Mr. Curtin, and the latter's election was uncontested.

will

of the Actors' Union delegate,
but when the matter came up before the

The Alpha

f eld's

combat

president

Theatrical

1,

takes the place of Charles Shay, the last

can be learned.

in

Union

chanics'

ehosen
No.

this

New York

connecting link with a Canadian circuit.

This

Actors'

waa

Theatre,

M. A.

hearing by seeking to show that the labor
unions of the city are in favor of Sunday

San Francisco, Nov. 6
While there is a deal pending between
the new Transcontinental Circuit of
Seattle and the Alpha Circuit here, nothing definite ha* been arranged as far as

Lang, manager

A.

movement by the labor

ported in their

absence

;

booking department, and

sup-

are

unions.

coast.

Mose Goldsmith, vice-president
Edwin R. Lang, treasurer; S. II. Fried-

president

de-

manded a hearing on the subject before
the Mayor, alleging that they

in

will

have

performances,

vaudeville

T.

manager of the Lon-

Curtin,

II.

day

have a booking department placing
acts direct through from the East to the
it

houses man-

vaudeville

California

the

is

California

the

Circuit,

affiliated

now contemplated

tions

Seat-

offices at

ope-ating theatres in that

country and has

placed at a low popular figure until addi-

James

been foremost in the crusade against Sun-

The

The Transcontinental Vaudeville Asso-

CURTIN PRESIDENT

who have

of Brooklyn,

Kansas City. Dec. 0.
Oppenhcim, of the American
Theatre C6., which has the Sam S. Shubert in this city under lease from Klaw
S.

N.

& Erlanger,

is

now

the

manager

of

the

theatre.

Walter Sanford, formerh in charge, has
for a European trip, and is not expected to return for three months.
hit

A

time limit of 100 hours was
made Tuesday morning,

the start
is

set,
if

and

report

true.

Each placed $250 as a forfeit, and Mayor
Becker of Milwaukee, with all that money
in the city, gave a banquet to the cpn«
lestant

Monday

Sternad

is

1

night.

king

agent

with

the

Western Vaudeville Association; Jones
Si'haefcr

manage theatre- and

may have

The Colby Family will open on the
WCstern States time at the Empire, San

cago by this time.

Francisco, on Dec. 23.

open for them.

Either or

all

&

parks.

arrived in Chi-

The gates were

left

VARIETY

8

manager a

pound

five

note,

big "boost" in a report sent

other circuit

said to have been success-

is

fully negotiate^ by a ten

London, Nov. 23.

Ere the pot-house evoluted to the palace
was unlimited privilege in the London halls for selling "arf a pint o' ale," or
huge and foam-crested mugs of "beer, beer,
glorious beer."
But on this point American influence seems to have penetrated
England, and Walter Gibbons, who has a
shrewd insight into the trend of amusethere

ments,

has not even asked

privileges

in

new

his

drinking

for

At Rother-

halls.

London S. E. on
Thames just past the Tower Bridge, one
Bermondsey, a reverend vicar of the
Church of England supported the Gibbons
a

hithe,

section

of

application for a license because the pro-

new establishment was

posed

temperance.

tinctly

be

dis-

show

the

to

Statistics

English people drink thousands of hogs-

heads less than they did of old

some say

;

The tendency of modern ballet is
make first rate dancing unnecessary
heeled boots

asked to appear in high-

is

— in short,

her art

Genee, however, cleaves to her ideal
o' real and hard execution, like some great
legitimate juggler who scorns to do "fake"
count.

tricks.

"It

.

"There are

may come

back," she says.

ballets

that respect the

still

and they are the only ones

traditions,

really care about."

Genee thoroughly understands gesture,
and is almost as much of an actress as she
is dancer.
She came to the Empire for six
weeks, and has been there almost without
a break for ten years, dancing every evening, and not, like her Continental sisters,
Of her
but three or four times a week.
ing to appear in orthodox

others, like the churchly supporter of Gib-

York.

I

bons, think the temperance music

ballet

yet.

don't even

I

hope they do.

pense.

selves that they

the buffet, but not in the auditorium. Yes-

will be a

on the

fused a license to

sell

re-

As

much

as

Mr. Pinhorn,

four hours without drinking.

delegate from the temperance societies, said

gone four hours without
drinking, whereat Walter Reynolds inter-

had

he

often

amid laughter that perhaps he was
a camel 38 to 4 against the Coliseum
dispensing "booze."
However, it is fullv
privileged to sell from its "hissing and
loud steaming urn" the hot cup of tea.

jected

—

Jack De Frece was turned down cold
an excise license at Stoke Newington
Palace, and prospects are that the "little

for

brown jug" has further

rebuffs to come.

A

dramatic house, the Carlton Theatre, had

"Drama and Life" (Methuen) puts it
"London without Adeline Gen6e
this way
of

:

mere huddle
nighted place where

A

festival

British

hearsay.

performance was given

last

Adeline Genee's ten years' associa-

was given

sense about Genee,

There

who

is

By

is

no non-

a plain

little,

and feathchampagne baths or theatrical hifalutin.
Her golden friends can not forget
lady-like artist not given to fuss

ers,

that the day of her departure

is

fast near-

She closes at the great Leicester
Square establishment Dec. 28, and opens
with you mid-January. Whether she will
return to England is as yet unsettled, and
if

she leaves the mat-

ter open, as her great success in
is

Stoll

inre-

noses

their

it

up, the act finally

de-

have to leave London her

of

If

Mr. Stoll would stop this miserable experimenting with amateurs, and give a show to
turns that have played London, but have

West End

never played the

or reputation

he could beat from the bushes a

district,

number of acts quite good enough
London Coliseum.

for the

H. and E. Cadle's ag-

ency, died very suddenly from gastritis, at

Highgate residence. For five years he
was associated in an agency business with
Oswald Stoll at Cardiff, and twelve years
ago bought the Stoll agency with his surviving brother, Ernest Cadle.
He was a
very pleasant spoken man, and had made
five trips to America, introducing to Europe many of your artists.
his

amateurs.

troupe of "/nffcura,"

big

all

over

putting

first,

including

Bergere.

Folies

the

commenced

It

with a similar wrestling show on the 7th,
but business

not as big as at the Apollo,

is

despite that a better variety bill is given

At

Casino de
PadonHussiaa wrestler, opened a few

by the Isola Freres.

door

next

borg,

a

days

ago,

curious

the

Apollo,

the

challenging

A

town.

to

wrestlers

all

fact

that

is

both

in

the

Casino and the Apollo are packed nightly
while the other halls are do-

to capacity,

ing poorly.

Barrasford's Alhambra will have Otero

month

as headliner for the full

Otero

ber.

of

Decem-

going to produce the same

is

pantomime she did a few month,* ago at
the

Marigny, "Giska, la Bohemi-

Folies

enne."

The Hippodrome
to roll
it

up

installing

is

machinery

three ton ring carpet, doing

its

in one-tenth the time required by

work.

— The

marriage

Miss

to

May

of

"Big

Belfort

hand

Chief"

has greatly
is

regarded

new and valuable Anglo-American
alliance.
The settlement of Vnlazzi's little
misunderstanding with Klaw & Erlanger
as

a

—

also very p. asantly received, as Valazzi

thought to be one of the coining jugand none liked to see him checked in
mid-career.
On assuming the Zoo Hippodrome at Glasgow E. II. Bostock was not
only honored by officials of the city, but
was delighted to receive an illuminated address from the artists.
From all accounts
he is a distinctly good man, and his troubles with artists are conspicuous by their
glers,

—

absence

—

Morgan

—The Sisters

to perpetrate a bull.

are claiming $500 damages from

Macnaghten

case of his Hartlepool man-

;

ager dropping a curtain and refusing to

The judge has agreed

erally.

to

hear the

ture for America.

On

the

principle

that

"boys

boys," the Irish will be Irish.

Loie Fuller

will

be

Some time

ago a Belfast house got noisy over an act,
breaking gallery chairs and smashing electrics.
At the same house later their nasty
ways with a dainty young artist required

appearing at the Theatre

is

des Arts, Paris, in a

new

act,

"Salome."

In the series of dances by means of which
Salome achieves the mastery of Herod, the
peacock and the snake dance are particu-

In the last named Miss

larly attractive.

Fuller proves herself a snake charmer of

Her reptiles
no mean accomplishments.
are the real thing, and lively ones, too.
At the Apollo, a revue

will

commence

which Norman
French, the noted American dancer, is enmonth,

next

early

for

gaged for a leading part.

Another revue is soon due at the Folies
In December, Paris will not
have a single music hall with an unmixed
Bergere.

variety show.

Merode and Tortajada
on January 4 in
Berlin before a royal audience, $250 being
Cleo de

Otero,

let

them appear, holding them up to the contempt and ridicule of the audience gencase soon on account of their early depar-

Mr. Stoll had another grand round-up of
"new to London" fellows Thursday last at
Hackney, and those who went out say it
wns rather "fierce," not as good as the
Shepherds Bush show preceding, at which
quite a few professionals were among the

started

Paul Pons, the champion of France. The
theatre was packed nightly and the Apollo
Second
is still doing enormous business.

came

suburban

in

going daily through every agency in

London and keeping

sent out to judge their merits

about

going indoors

when

it

gallery

know more

At another
Belfast hall a bottle was thrown at a comedian, just missing him.
Now comes

than

Dublin's turn, a small open pocket knife

rains

New York

an absolutely foregone conclusion.

closure

for

a

week.

they do about the fine technical points of

and

acts.

blades open being thrown on the stage as

There are numerous acts now in London that Mr. Stoll would book if he could
see them personally, but as long as he
trusts

outrunners he will never
connect with them. They don't know, you
know.
to

these

later a

wanted

are

all

the

offered

to appear

salary

for each

of

the above

which a Paris
agent received the other day from Berlin.
After
having communicated
with
the
women he returned word that Cleo de
Merode would accept, also Otero, but Otero
wants $1,000 as salary instead of $250.
No reply yet received from Tortajada.

"stars," so runs the letter

The following are in town John RingManager Tumpakoff (Moscow), Al:

it

is

frequently worked

in

England, has never been properly written
of in the pai>ers.

The head

of a certain

great circuit reading thLs will learn for the
first

time that a turn caught his tour by

the simple device of handing a provincial

Cockran (LouSchuman,
n), and Manager Tichy (Prague)-.

don),
B«»r.

:

Victor

Bressler

NEW MANAGER

(Circus

IN TOLEDO.
Toledo, Dec.

little

Lou

Ilurtig

the College

is

no longer in

(Arcade), Hurtig

6.

command

&

at

Seamon,

;

and "roasted" the gallery. It is only the
low, cheap trash who do these things, but
they are done.

FOREIGN ACTS CHANGE PLANS.
"Graft," as

fred Butt (London), Chas.

large jack knife with all the

remonstrance during a wrestling
match, and just missing. The curtain was
rung down
the manager came forward

a

ing.

she will be very wise

of

show played

"got in," but no thanks to inspectors.

is

is

and when Genee

After the show a supper

in her honor.

the

The Apollo

on a

matches

wrestling

are

Paris.

Paris,

only

tip-toeing

If

There is still a great plenty of first rate
acts in London, but some of the inspectors

tion with the entertainment at this popular

establishment.

vigilance

London halls. Despite its great merit the
turn "went broke," and had to walk every
day from Brixton to mid-London in de-

is

Museum."

Henry Cadle,

recall

London Hippo-

Nov. 23.

Parte,

There

ling,

five votes.

night at the Empire in commemoration of
Mile.

the

In vain

under

peatedly

of pedestrians, a be-

"pull" enough to get a drink license by the

wee majority of

through

there

spectors.

Mudge

to her hold on London, the author

known by

we

that succeed,
for the

drome that would never on earth have got

I

persuade them-

mission to

the suburbs, might have to go as

As to acts
now booked

well

is

the

that

white satin shoes to be deposited in the

Next the London Coliseum sought persell liquors.
It was claimed
that Coliseum patrons, coming largely from

a turn

pleased professionals here, and

parts, she will

liquor anywhere.

New

want me, and I can perthey want real ballet, I

shall be quite happy."

itself cast ballot

know

If they will

The London Hippodrome has eight times
made application for a drinking license. It
felt cheered when the Licensing Committee of the London County Council recommended this year a license to sell drinks at

house was promptly

not goin

Americans want me, though of course

suade them that

matter, and the

am

ballet

don't think America wants real

power for good. It gives tLa masses a
wholesome pleasure place at very small ex-

terday the Council

I

known.

That
way,

note.

their

manages,

with agents and

both

pound

practically buy

i>eople

fault of 'bus fare.

overseas venture she says: "I

a

neglected,

is

and her personality mainly taken into ac-

say because they have less money.

hall

the

;

prima ballerina

because they have more sense, while others
Still

to

certain

PARIS NOTES

and getting a
London.
An-

London, Nov. 20.
In consequence of the news of Klaw &
Erlanger having sold out to the opposition
in

a

the vaudeville

number

war

in the

United States,

of English acts on the point of

going over have decided not to

sail.

managers.

He has been transferred to "The Girl
from Happyland." The Arcade has been
doing poor business all season.
Chester Sergent,

who formerly managed

the house

Hurtig.

with H. H. Lamkin, succeeds
Mr. Sergent is a well known ad

man and
Arcade is

vance
the

thusiasm.
of

He

pres^s

His return to
with much en-

agent.

hailed
retired

from the advance

Kathryn Osterman to accept the

position.

local

;

VARIETY
STOCK VAUDEVILLE ON SMALL

ORPHEUM ORGANIZING PRESS

CIR-

Marion, Ind., Dec.

inaugurated

new

a

idea

the

for

A

Presj Bureau

and

ter

They have placed

The main

Ammon8-Du

operation in the

in

Bois houses.

mings, Mr. Woodford and Miss. Marlboro

having organized
six

players

plays

over

vaudeville

and

given,

the

the

company

carrying the

circuits,

giving

along,

acts

of

complete

shows.

has been built on the

Special ,scenery

Crystal

(Amnions and Du Bois)

Circuit

for the small stages which will be played

upon.

Besides the principals there will be

Bernard

Hennings,

Chester and Thos.

J.
J.

E.

Fowl

the general charge.

The plan

thorough in its
Careful supervision will be main-

scope.

and Mr. Carson, who
work of this nature, will provide material for the newspaper reading public wherever an Orpheum
house is located.
in

the various

is

peculiarly adapted to

STRANDED IN "TANK TOWN."
Lafayette, Ind., Dec.

cities,

6.

Martz Opera House, and while
the "Opera House" sounds good, somehow
the meagre population of Tipton hasn't
much faith in it, so when the "Berre and
here, is the

Company"

played Tipton in Martz', they said: "It's
no use" to the manager, who was the
audience, and straightway stranded.

The Eagles assisted Mr. Berre to his
home at Bloomington, 111. Berre and
Hicks were with the John Robinson Show
summer.
John Le Vere, a contortionist and wirewalker, who was the feature of the company, w#S' with the show only one week.

the past

STOPPED HOUDINI'S JUMP.
Chicago, Dec.

very

is

successful

this

one of this peaEnglish importa-

This is her second American tour,
having appeared at the Colonial in New

tions.

York May 14, 1905.
She has played the

London

principal

South Africa and the
Colonies.
On her second American trip
Miss Lena has been held over for two
weeks' engagements at all the houses she
has played in.
Miss Lena's methods are distinctly artistic in their quiet grace, and her delivery
natural and convincing. She has a charming stage presence, free from the rougeyperoxide ilavor, and her pongs match her
methods in their smooth and easy humor.
She has brought the two novelty numas

halls

well

as

and were about

upon his
honor not to make the attempt without
official sanction.

had been arranged,
down" on the
requisite Written privilege from the auHoudini will probably make
thorities.
the jump before he leaves here, if he has
Houdini thought

but Kerry

to go to

"fell

Milwaukee to do

POLI'S,

at

through the
booking
It

is

furnished

be

the

Klaw & Erlanger

theatre

legitimate

office.

since Meriden

two years

pated.
fill

When an
it

in

"where

;

"Over

and a rush is anticiopen week occurs Poli

!"

ordered

Leonhardt.

"The Toreadores," a new act which had
opened at the matinee, were absent and the
hill in need of a substitute.
Adams and
Slack "went on" and remained the balance

The

of the week.

new

pair put on a

act

several weeks ago and had been seeking an

engagement at the Twenty-third Street

in

KRUGER'S GOES, TOO.
Kruger's Auditorium, Newark, N.

J., this

week shifted its bookings for "Sunday
shows" from the William Morris agency
to the United Hooking Offices, and there
was not a little satisfaction on the part
of Morris at this arrangement.

was

Kruger's

Morris'

chick in this neighborhood and
subject of
It

was one

Morris
in

much

office.

December,

it

was

the

discussion.

of the oldest houses

He

began to supply

181)0.

is ill

handled

treal, of pleurisy.

about $500 a week.

it

surviving

lone

before that.

Maurice

The

in

the

its bills

Doom bad

bills

averaged

Sullivan-Considine
•

WEEK FOR

ADDITIONAL

pro-

S.-C.

probably be at the helm.

The
Grand

will mean an additional week for Sullivan Considine acts.

numbers this week are DeLaur
Opera Trio,
Charles
Fanning,
monologue;
Clivette,
Flying
Dicketts,
Spessardy's Bean and a troupe of Japanese jugglers beside La Keanes, comedy

San Francisco, Dec.

The Sixteenth Street Theatre
uled to open Dec.

acrobats.

The

understood Stielzoni holds a lease
for 21 weeks on the theatre.
It is

At the office of William Morris nothing
was known of Slielzoni's occupancy of
Robinson's and it was said the acts were
not booked through that office.
As the
Opera House is in opposition to the

is

6.

sched-

Al Flournoy will
This opening

9.

REBUILDING FRISCO ORPHEUM.
San
Orpheum

old

Street has

the

6.

on

cleaned

of

OTarrell
debris and

foundation

is

now under

been

concrete

Francisco, Dec.

The house

site

will

pletion as the vicinity

PHILADELPHIA

be rushed to comrebuilding with

is

was anticipated.

greater^ rapidity than

PALACE

VAUDE-

VILLE.

Columbia, which books through the Western Vaudeville Association, it is improbable the bookings are obtained from either

The Palace Theatre, Philadelphia, formerly the Lyceum, playing the shows of

there

the

or

the

United,

although an

may

pendent Chicago agent

inde-

be acting for

Eastern

ing

VION & LOWE'S COMPANY TOURING.
The vaudeville combination organized by
Yion & Lowe to play New England is now
at New London, Conn., where it has been
since Thursday, playing three days in that
city.

New

opened at

it

Rochelle.

Jos.

Vion

the

is

re-

;

;

and Mrs. Perkins Fisher: Actava, "Hindoo
Idol Mystery"
Johnson and Richards and
the Hates Musical Trio.
Next week Sadie Gompers, daughter of
;

week

in the troupe,
iu

order to

who

will leave

fulfill

an engagement

John G. Jermon, of the Eastern Wheel,
owner of the property, will continue in
the management.
The Lyceum played the
burlesque shows until the beginning of this
season, when the Eastern Wheel moved its
the

stand over to the Gayety.

Lyceum has remained

Washington, Dec. 6.
running wild again. Due
to his failure to find an advertiser who
considered the back page of hi£ program
of any value, Mr. Chase has utilized the
space for a "comparative table of the salP. B.

aries

the

troubles

of

Ollie

Mack, of Murray and Mack, who are travWest in 'The Sunny Side
of Broadway," has been given out here.
The show played two weeks in Portland, Ore., and is to work down the Coa.st
until Los
Angeles, when another two
weeks' stand occurs. Mr. Mack announced
late last week that upon reaching Los
Angeles he would many Helen Kelly of
Denver.

Then there were doings.

Gladys Van,
the soubrette of the show, and claiming
to be Mack's wife under the common law,
started a
rough house" at the Hotel
Portland, claiming she would shoot Mr.
Mack afterward* poisoning herself. Miss
restrained,

and

left

Chase

of

is

artists

now and

paid

three or

1'osing as a vaudeville manager, one
would imagine Mr. Chase knew what he
was talking about in this connection, but

here are errors in the

list,

and the artists
is misbehav-

playing here think Mr. Cha#8

the

He might compare

6.

eling in the Far

Van was

Since then the

dark."

ing himself.

Cincinnati, Dec.
of

will

attend to the bookings.

for

SOUBRETTE.
recital

Empire Circuit

representative of the

Company (Western Burlesque Wheel)

four years ago."
it

MURRAY AND MACK MAY LOSE
The

bills

late book-

CHASE TELLING SECRETS.

The bill offered is Sears, the illusionist
Mary Ann Brown; Annie Abbott, "The
Georgia Magnet" Healy and Vance Mr.

Brown

Walter Plimmer,

of eight acts.

the management.

On Monday

Burlesque Wheel, will open

Dec. 23 as a vaudeville theatre, giving

t

You go on fourth

as you can.

a

be

affiliation.

"Well, chase 'em around here as quick

with vaudeville.

Arnold Fields, of the Fields Brothers,
at the Royal Victoria Hospital, Mon-

No

offered.

bill

previously booked.

at the hotel," returned one.

heavily interested and it

is

probably

will

Mr. Shelzoni will
not make public his source of supply for
acts, and no one seems to have information where he obtained them.

a

are your trunks?"

had a

of theatricals

taste

will

will

a good

the labor leader, takes the place of Miss

"Hello," he observed cheerfully

Meriden,

Conn., opens Dec. 23 as a legitimate house,
the first attraction having been booked.

The plays

purchase tickets with

to

vain.

it.

Theatre

Poli

burlesque magi-

money when Harry Leonhardt espied

real

MERIDEN, LEGITIMATE.

new

The

all

Meager

IN."

6.

a new

for

vaudeville house at the north end of town.

distributed.

man-

plunge, the officers

paroled

is

mained two days.

them.

wa,s

There

grams are

ager with the show.

JUST "FELL
Adams and Mack, the

broken

one time.

larit v.

appear.

where he

garian Boys' Band around the country at

it

cians, appeared at the box office of the
Twenty-third Street Theatre Monday night

house,

Hun-

the

going from there to Stamford, where

It's cold in Chicago, but Harry Houdini
wants to jump in the river. The police
won't let him without a permit. Houdini
says if some one doesn't secure him the
permission pretty soon he will have to
wear boots to break the ice when it docs

in readiness for the
stopped him, and told the "jail-breaker"
mustn't be, taking him to the station
it

directed

"Swing Me Higher, Obadiah" and
"And the Finish Was, She Did," to popubers,

6.

Houdini is the feature at the Majestic
Theatre. While on the Wells Street bridge

who

Shelzoni,

Francisco, Dec.

been

has

Archie Levy

way.

whose portraits form

Lena,

son's

way from

Opera Hou.se, under the management of
Nikla

Ground

C.

now playing at Robinson's

is

IN FRISCO.

San

LILY LENA.

in the cast of

Vaudeville

is

tained over the local press representatives

Lily

All-Star

mapped

of operation has been

out by C. E. Bray, and

week's cover design,

Hicks

reported

is

Jane

Pollard,

in Tipton, not a great

it

manager of the
Orpheum, Denver, has been invited to take

the plays.

Over

and

circuit,

Circuit.

New York

be at the

office will

Vaudeville

for

O. C. Carson, the resident

Short

including themselves.

be

will

travel

company

sketch

a

on the Orpheum

billing

branch of the

stock with vaudeville for side trim-

It is

be organized

will

NEW HOUSE

ROBIN-

IN

Cincinnati, Dec.

C.

the systematizing of the newspaper mat-

smaller vaudeville circuits in this section.
it

VAUDEVILLE
SON'S.

Chicago, Dec.

C.

Woodford and Jeanette Marlboro

.Tno.

have

PLAYING

BUREAU.

CUITS.

hotel,

declaring she would be revenged.

The management of the show has announced Mill Van returned to New York,
and Edna Murrilla would replace her.

his

own

mencing Dec.

23.

He makes no compari-

son of the qualities of his

come.

to

aries
for

prices since

going to raise the admission com-

is

lie

The publishing

seems to be done

bills

and those

of artists' sal-

in the justification

it.

Chase must be in fear of the result of
Although announcing or-

the proceedings.

chestra seats will cost seventy-five cents
after the given date he says, on the pro-

gram, that that price is fifty per cent.
lower than the vaudeville houses of New

York and other large

cities.

"BILLED" FOR DAMAGES.
Llveriiool,

Nov. 20.

King was billed to headline the
show ;it the Empire here lust week.
As the management well knew Miss
Kim: is in America, the motive seemed to
Hetty

I).-

to base

«.f

contra

,i

I

claim of damages for breach
u:

>u

the artiste's return.

VARIETY
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NEW ACTS NEXT WEEK
Initial Presentation,

Reappearance

Appearance or

First

New York

in

Milton and Dolly Nobles.

NEW AGTS OP THE WEEh]

(

"Like a Thief in the Night" (Dramatic).
20 Mins.; Full Stage (Interior).
Pastor's.

City.

"Like a Thief

New
New

Susanne Adams,

York.

The Georgettys,
York.
Six American Dancers, 12,")th Street.
Clarence Wilbur and Company, Orpheum.
Eugene Jepson and Company, Gotham,
Brooklyn.

May

Irwin.

Songs.
1

6 Mins.; One.

Four songs of two verses each and a
becoming fat, made
up Miss Irwin's offering. She is growing
fat no, "stout" won't do and at her
entrance looks like a sister team.
She
might bill the act as "Me and My Adiscribed the pathos of

—

—

pose," because

her

lack

waist

of visible

furnished the subject of the recita-

There was no other talk. Time was
when May Irwin was "coon-shouter-in-

tion.

chief to the

American public," but

then she has

lost

since

a good deal of her unction, and others have usurped her place.
She employed but one "coon" numher.
opening with "Much Obliged." Her closing song went the best. It is a newly published novelty number called "I Couldn't

Come Home

in the Dark," with a good
comic story and a "snapper" at the finish.
This won Miss Irwin a recall, and came
close to saving her from what threatened
to be a decidedly indifferent reception at
the Orpheum on Monday evening, Miss Ir-

win's

"Diablo."

"The Girl Who Dared" (Comedy).
24 Mins; Full Stage (Interior; Special

Hippodrome.

two
Frenchmen, are appearing at the Hippodrome in exhibitions of the game called
"Diablo," of which they are claimed to
be "the inventors and world's champions."
"Collier's Weekly" a short time ago in an
interesting article on the latest European

appearance

first

and

Marcel

vaudeville

in

in

Rush.

York.

Rene

game

a revival, as

is

Full Stage;

The

sticks held in the hands.

as large nor the

A

twine.

rope as

thick,

wood

small piece of

two tops placed

like

loop is not

The Nobles

are slated to

or rubber

together, the smaller

ends meeting, in looks resembling perfectthe old time

ly

hour glass,

thrown

is

downward

the air, caught on the

play two new

"Married Flirts"

week.

the sketch

of

The

days.

story

is

name

the

is

first

three

along familiar

lines.

for the

selected

in

flight out

the string, balanced by the quick jerking
of either or

both the sticks,

string moving, or, as the

men

keeping the
at the Hip-

podrome play, it is rolled around the
string and thrown once again in the air
from the other side.
By spreading the
arms,

thereby

can

player

shortening

throw

the

acute angle or cause
circle.

the

double-top

it

to

the

loop,

an

at

make

wide

a

The Frenchman stanJ on opposite
of the stage, making some of their
catching

accurately,

all

It

is

line al-

returning

as interesting as

club juggling, and "Diablo" will become a
favorite in vaudeville, if it is exhibited by

sketches at Pastor's during the course of
the

being

it

The II<ppodroa.e

experienced players.

per-

formance pleased much, and the performers
could probably have shown many other
tricks had their time not been limited.
Sime.

husband (Milton Nobles) is carrying
on a quiet little flirtation of which Rose
Mundy (Dolly Nobles) the wife's (Perla
Landers) friend becomes aware.

women

vising a

husband

in

the wife and

for

flirtation

little

on

He

it.

in

falls

as only a flirtatious husband can.

it

After the usual complication everything

is

settled to the satisfaction of the audience

Mr. Noble handles

as well as the players.

a

light

comedy

nicely,

role

although

he

doesn't seem to be able to altogether aban-

don the drunk character with which he
been

has

Nobles

identified

with

plays

for

Dollie

long.

so

quiet

a

and

reserve

Miss Landers has

looks as well as ever.

quite an important part and compares well

with

Jimmie Lucas.
12 Mins.;

the

changes

With

principals.

and

about

seven

several

small

minutes

judi-

ciously clipped the sketch should

acceptable

addition

to

the

make an

Nobles'

reper-

Dunk.

toire.

One.

Twenty-third Street.

Jimmie Lucas

is

a Westerner.

"Imper-

sonations without the aid of make-up" is
what the program says, and it is a fairly

good description.

Impersonations in this
however, don't mean the imitating
of several "-tars," but simply give the
comedian a chance for showing how a
dancing comedian, a German, Hebrew and
case,

several

other

familiar

vaudeville

I

heme

they are well
The opening number, as well as
first,

the character, a soil of George Cohan imitation, should be replaced.
Mr. Lucas
lives

up

by putting plenty of life and snap
work and was a solid hit in the

into his

"Number Two"

position.

rather familiar, to be

Sheehan,

the

tenor,

opens

nosh.

De-

Ciwise's. Washington.
The
booked by Alf. T. Wilton last

cember 30th at

ad

w.is

week, at a large-sized figure for a single
act

in

these times.

The condensed version of "Carmen" is
;ii
ihe New York this week.
It appears :it the Grand Opera House, lirooklyn, commencing Monday.

are

down town audiences
players

a

in

husband

mony.

canned,

of

sort

this

Daughter

for her.

unknown

selected an

this

who

predigested

a lieutenant

is

matrithe

in

army, and presents herself before papa
determined to disgust her parent with the
bogua suitor's rowdy manners, so that
when the real lieutenant-suitor pays his
expected visit on the morrow he will be
turned away.
The scheme i# working

when

beautifully,

the real lieutenant

lo,

inopportunely.
But "The Girl
Dared" has been assigned to the
guest chamber, and so it comes

arrives

Who
only

men

as

know) are placed

in

about that the pair (both young
far as the servants

The

same room.

the

about

girl

hi,s

real soldier asks the

whom

bride-elect,

it falls short by a goodly
There is no action to speak of.
At one time it seemed as though something would happen. The story is of Dick
Logan (Milton Nobles) who breaks jail
and comes to the house of John Fowler
(II. S. Sigginp) bent upon killing the man
who had prosecuted and convicted him of
murder fifteen vears before. He meets
Fowler's wife (Dolly Nobles). She learns
his purpose and later finds out that the

but in this

so,

margin.

convict

Upon

her brother.

is

entrance

the

ex-convict

duel
•

lent

the lawyer's

secretes

himself

behind a screen, learning that by the in-

was pardoned.
Dash.

nicely put.

is

own

>H t
Pauline Pauli and the "Bowery Boys" (5).
Songs, Talk and Dancing.
One.

16 Mins.;

Pastor's.

Although the billing reads "Pauline
Pauli and 'Hoys' " it should be "Boys and

During the sixteen mingirl sings one song
I'nd is on the stage al>out three minutes
altogether.
Most of the time is spent in
an argument between two of the young
men as to whose girl Miss Pauli is. There
rrc five boys employed, and at one time it
looked as though it were to be a singing
umber, but only two of the youngsters
Sang. Neither possessed a voice good enough
to hold down a job in an average quartet,
liven though the boys represented street
Pauline Pauli."

runs the

utes the act

i'

he has

never seen, and receives a rather shocking
description of her from her

The

light.

dramatic, meant to be intensely

is

not in for

is

She disguises herself as the £on-

in-law-elect,

out"

different

The sketch

He has

and
on the
week, shows
Mr.

sketches

"trying

fluence of the attorney he

general.

A

lips.

narrowly averted, and the inoimakes the girl think rather well of
is

i'i

chins,

not necessary that the cos-

is

it

Miss Pauli also

iimea he unclean.

t

The situation is neatly worked
up and lias good comedy value. "The

her fiance.

iii

of r ende<l

Dash.

this regard.

Who

Dared" is finally forced to disGirl
close herself, and the curtain finds the
pair headed for the altar.
Miss Gale ha,s

The

veritable production.

German

setting

and gloom
which throws the blue, white and scarlet
of the military uniforms into bright relief, and the whole piece has the attractiveness of distinctive and picturesque
The three men, father, lover
dressing.
and a man servant, play quietly but well,
and the young lieutenant (the program
unfortunately did not give his name) was
a

;i

Mirza-Golem Troupe.
Acrobats.

Hippodrome.

massiveness

splendid looking figure in his lieutenant's

as

The Mirza-Golem Troupe are announced
They were the feature of
Persian*.

ItingHug Brothers' Circus the past season.
This is their first showing in New York.

The

the

Hippodrome stage

alone while performing.

Several extra per-

act

occupies

sons costumed similarly Appear, but there

seem
in

to

It ush.

the

for the first time

the

spells,

are

troupe

"Kisley" work, also on a

wen

In

this,

over here, two people

—

Pastor's.

The brothers are showing

a singing and

dancing offering of the familiar type. The
Hinging is about on a par with the brand

The

usually heard in this kind of offering.
well

fairly

is

handled,

dancing especially standing out.
the

team

The boys
suits,

with

ugly

blue

noticeable

lack

of

effect

a

the

did

much

better

act.

.

Simc.

but

ease

and

than the usual

opening number at Pastor's.

work on the upper part of the pole first
man, who is afterward given a boy to
hold, the boy passing to him from the top
of another pole.
Several new tricks in
"perch" work are shown, and the .same is
true of the "Kisley."
It is a big and fine

a

stocks.

grace which should be overcome with work.
act

in the

of

derstander's shoulder, unsupported.

Mins.; One.

The

points

perch, the pole being balanced on the un-

Songs and Dances.

is

concerned

men and boys and

Some minor ground tumbling

fine

brought out

There

people

eight

by the youngsters affords breathing
but

dancing

only

be

the acrobatics, seven

one woman.

uniform and made a graceful lover.

Spoil

not

Miss

in the telling.

is

wear rather good looking white
Joseph

in-

the Night," the second

new

man

11

it

lit-

in

of

Gale plays the daughter of a rheumatic Ger-

the exception of the

to

is

Hire, but its virtue

Pike Brothers.

He

does a

types

A

las i youthful appearance.

peace,

in addition to these

with consistent and

of her story

would deliver a popular song.
different
selection is used for each character. With
chosen.

such

humor, the producer becomes a
public benefactor. Miss Gale is this and a
rather clever comedienne besides.
The

Itat

Impersonations.

plan. to square matters by impro-

letting the

with

She im-

informs the wife and the two

mediately

When,

no

i#

or

virtues, the sketch delivers a concise

made a

A

which there

breach of the public

telligent

more important to the Hippodrome audience, they put up an interesting and pleasing performance. "Diablo" is
played with (for an understandable description)
what might be likened to a
skipping rope fastened to two sticks; the
is

in

a corn-

not a drama-

is

husband-baiting

plate-breaking,

but what

without a swerve.

Pastor's.

row and

tized family

tle plot, illumined

most,

(Interior).

Anybody nowadays who puts on

pair

Nobles

Mrs.

playlet

ed v talking sketch which

world, however, as far as America knows,

throws very swift, and on a direct

27 Mins.;

Fifty-eighth Street.

like

the

of

(3).

the

public service.

sides

Miltcn and Dolly Nobles.
"Married Flirts" (Comedy).

was

it

in

Company

Set).

Philippart,

France as early as 1S12. The
Frenchmen may be the champions of the

popular

short recitation in which she feelingly de-

New

Florence Gale and

fad, stated the

Orpheum.

line

Marcel and Rene Philippart.

Dash.

McShane has a sketch written bv
Lowe, and named "The l'.oo,ster."
Three people will be concerned in the
Jos.

Allan

production, which will shortly be made.

Sf
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1

Daisy Hodgini.

Walter Jones, Blanche Deyo and Com-

Equestrian.

pany (8).
"A Musical Mix-up."

Hippodrome.
Hodgini

Daisy
dressed

man, named and

a

is

He

a woman.

like

The

impersonating jockey.

female

a

really

is

audi-

ence does not become aware of his sex,

which

not a

is

riding act
the

shown

Hippodrome

the

at

One

time in this country.

first

new.

is

help to him in the

little

All

are

on the

horse,

ground,

also

His acrobatic work

yet.

and from the horse
the

reverse,

is

to

neatly

the

making a good act for the
Hodgini does not at any time ride

strictly "bareback."

Jones

some good

is

talk

by

"tramp" makeup

familiar

with George Le Soir as a "feeder." Miss
Deyo's "national dances" and

the "tree

Sime.

Clif tons.

Emily Wellington and Lottie Parker have
excellent voices

and good stage appearance.

"Every Little Bit," sung as a quintet
ing

had the audience guess-

in "one,"

how the

singers sat

down with

noth-

Acrobatic.

ing visible for support.

Hippodrome.

This is a new
piece of business, and brought the act several encores. Judging from the reception at

The Five

are

at

Hippo-

the

drome, appearing during the "circus" part
of the entertainment, while two other
similar acts are also on the stage.

go

Gliftons

Stools were at-

tached to "gasolene" coats.

Gliftons

in

new

for

ideas

in

the

agents

claim

the

that

scene" from "Pocahontas," are well liked.

number
Five

There
his

in

of

agreement or understanding reported existing between W. W. ("Doc") Freeman
and the Ringlings, whereby the agent
will receive a commission on all acts
booked by the Ringling shows will not be
strictly adhered to by the managers.
Exceptions are said to have already been
made, but the general impression is that
all circus bookings for next season, where
the Ringling shows are concerned, will
be placed to the credit of Mr. Freeman.

and

cleanly done,
ring.

week and with him

Blanche Deyo, also a strong company of
vocalists.

Two

use and the second seems

horses are in

somewhat green

After a few weeks with the ill-fated

"Pocahontas" Walter Jones reappears in
vaudeville here this

GIRGUS NBWS
Some

27 Mins.; Full Stage; Close in One.

Maryland, Baltimore.

trick

executed.

well

for

11

The

the

first

performance, the act

is

a decided

seems to be pretty well understood
that Louis E. Cook will confine himself
It

next season to looking after the interests
Last year he
of the Buffalo Bill show.
managed the advance of both that prop-

Barnum -Bailey

erty and the

the change of ownership has

But

outfit.

made

it

ad-

keep this department of the
two shows apart, and Mr. Cook has elected to cast his fortunes with Col. Cody.
to

visable

Johnny Meyers.

"go."

The Common Council

hand

of Marion, Ind.,

balancing and strong work, their act being
a combination of the two. While the feats

Walt hour Troupe

of strength are shown, the hand-balancing

Cycling.

accomplished at the' same time. Tfae understander is a very heavy man, built like
the largest of the Three Joscarrys.
The

14 Mins.; Full Stage.

has raised the circus license fee from $50
to $200 a day. This operates only against
such shows as charge fifty cents or more
Smaller shows will be
for admission.

Forrest, Philadelphia.

required

is

final trick is a very good one, and the
CI if tons fiMHI in their portion of the stage

work

nicely.

Sime.

OUT OF TOWN.
Josephine Cohan and Company.
"The Girl of the Times."
so Mins.; Full Stage.

Four men and a woman.

men work

straight,

showy and cleverly exeThe fourth man attempts comedy,
and does some of the ordinary trick riding in use by other comedy cyclists. He
difficult,

is

'The Girl of 'The Times.™ It was
written by Fred Niblo, who has worked
out some clever dramatic situations, amd

called

many

given the dialogue

The story

tells

a witty twist.

of Jane Scribbler

(Miss
finding a set of keys belonging

Cohan)
to Harold Square (Hall McAllister). She
enters his house at midnight, and is discovered by him examining the silverware. Miss Scribbler explains she is to
write a book on the experiences of people
who prefer the dark for their lightfingered work, and has burglariously invaded his home to obtain realistic material for the story.

The clubman, while

acts as the centre piece for a group formation near the opening of the act, one of
the straight men holding his hands and

each of the other two a foot and swing
the comedian among them while they

on the single wheels. The woman
appears in the double and triple figures
on the ordinary safety bicycle, following
From the time the
a familiar routine.

circle

single wheels are forsaken nothing

George M. Young.

woman

Songs.

where it had lain, holds the man at bay
with it, delivering him to the policemen,
who take him into custody and the night,
leaving Miss Scribbler with a pleased
smile as the curtain descends.

The sketch

brought down the house at its first performance on Monday, and had "success »i
engraven upon it.
G'co. Pr'essl.
Poli's,

P.

Hartford, had an act costing $550

open one of
Alonzo,

its bills

Poli's

a week or so ago.

general

representative,

went around with a chip on his shoulder
some days looking for anyone who ever

for

paid a higher price for that position until

he

hoard

of

"The Congress

Dancers"— and a few

others.

of

Spanish

is

did nicely at the Forrest.

Dorothy Adams,

snatches a pistol from off a table

new

shown. The first idea is novel and suggest* that an effort be made to carry it
further, which would give the Walthour
Troupe something that would cause talk
and attract attention anywhere. The act

admiring the ingeniousness of the yarn,
calls the police, and as the officers are
about to enter, the "literary" young

pay $25 a day, and other

to

exhibitions not classed aa circuses $15.

Family of

Stirk

bicyclists

with the Forepaugh-Sells Circus Nov.

4,

two weeks before the end of the 'tour,
owing to the sudden and serious illness of
Tom Stirk's mother in Boston. Tom Stirk
left the show hurriedly and hastened to
his mother's sick bed in Boston, the other

members

of the act following the next day.

Famous Shows, professionally
the "Number Three Gentry,"

Gentry's

known

as

a successful season and are
now in winter quarters at Bloomington,
Ind. The tour embraced the entire Middle
closed

West and' South, lasting thirty-one weeks.
The "Number Three" show will be vastly
improved and augmented for next season's
A thorough effort will be made t©
tour.
not only increase the size of the exhibition
but to add to the merits in every particular.

One

Europe

of the staff will

make a

trip to

search of attractions for next

in

season's tour.

The Bell show did not close Nov. 23 as
was expected. Several acts with contracts
expiring at that time retired from the
replaced, while others ex-

14 Minutes; "One."

Olympic, Chicago.

this

Miss Adams is a newcomer and evidenta debutante in this particular line.
For a first appearance, she made a rather
prodigious attempt to impersonate the
voice, pose and dress of well known vocal
She rather forces her high
celebrities.
soprano notes to unrestrained freakishness
instead of moderating them to a lower
Miss Adams can claim a remarkpitch.
able voice. At moments it is phenomenal,
but she should beware of the incongruities
ly

which are apt to mar her artistic qualifiShe should learn to have more
poise and confidence in herself.

cations.

Frank Wiesoerg.

vance car of the rival show. When he
returned from his visit the lithos had dis-

Manager W. 6. Dunnington
and his men gave Reeves all the aid possible to find the bills, but the search was
Reeves has a habit of enof no avail.
tertaining the billers around Chicago on
long wintry evenings with stories of his
"opposition work," but this is one he baa
failed to give them so far.

appeared.

Following upon the retirement of John
Havlin from participation in the Hagenbeck-Wallace Circus, the announcement
comes that Lee Williams, Carl Hagenbeck's former representative in this connwill leave that organization likewise.

try,

He

week and others

Residents

of

the

will follow shortly.

Stair

&

have

against

missioners

neighborhood of Fif-

the

use

of

a

the vicinity by animal shows
and circuses. Accordingly a recommendation has been drafted that the police regu-

vacant

Grand Theatre

now

assigned

manager of that

there.

Charles Cory, general manager of the
for
sailed
Circus,
Hagenbeck- Wallace
Europe last Saturday. He will be gone a
month, booking attractions and generally
Charles
inspecting European conditions.
Bornhaupt, the American Marinelli representative, was to have gone with him,

here

but conditions in the vaudeville

field

made

necessary

his presence in the city

Cory will do his foreign
booking through the Marinelli agency.
at this time.

DUFFY RESIGNS AS MANAGER.
Manager A.

J.

Boston, Dec. 6.
Duffy of the Orpheum

resigned this week, and Smith A. Mowry,
recently chief usher at the local

until

Keith house, was appointed in his place.
This is the first time that B. F. Keith
has publicly shown his absolute control
over the Orpheum here. Carl D. Lothrop
has been doing the booking for both
houses for some time.
The employees of the Orpheum gathered together after the performance on
Saturday and presented Mr. Duffy with a
Mr. Duffy was imfine diamond ring.

mensely popular.

He never had a

losing

week.

took charge on Sunday
had to go home on account of
a bad attack of the grippe. H. D. Dupee,
resident manager at Keith's, is in tempoMr. Dupee derary charge this week.
clares that no other changes are contem-

Mowry

Mr.

plated.

lot in

lations be

amended

to forbid

MOVING PICTURES AT OLD THEATRE.
Reading, Pa., Dec.

a tent show

occupying an open space without the written consent of 75 per cent, of the residents of the square and the four other
fronting upon it. The present
regulation requires the consent of "75 per

squares
cent,

Havlin forces, being

night, but

H streets, Washington,
and
with the comfiled a complaint

teenth

become a permanent attache of the

will

closed

tended their time for a few weeks until
substitutes could be secured. Several acts
were sent into Mexico by Charles L. Sasse

\J

The Ringling show made Auburn, N. Y.,
June on the same day that the Hagenbeck -Wallace show appeared at Geneva,
a neighboring city. Leon Reeves, a lithographer with the former show, was sent
over to Geneva to get a showing.
He
stopped in an Italian fruit stand when
he arrived and laid down his bills while
he said "Hello" to his friends on the adlast

firm's

The

show and were
v

visiting circuses.

to Philadelphia as the

their entrance

a plush drop, the riders being
mounted on unicycles, and it is here that
the best work in the act is done. The
three have worked out a number of fancy
and intricate evolutions on the single
wheel, the triple and double formations
cuted.

"break-in" week for the newest
sketch presented by Josephine Cohan and

to

making

Three of the

through

being

Nelson, Springfield, Mass.

This

(4).

phrase easy of interpretation favorable to

of the residents in the vicinity," a

6.

announced that the Grand Opera
House, the oldest playhouse in Reading,
will revert to moving pictures with sevOf late
eral vaudeville acts interspersed.
the house has been playing the cheaper
It

is

priced repertoire shows.

;

;

VARIETY
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HIS TERRIBLE SECRET.
The man who wrote
Blaney

E.

outrage

an

has

for

instinct

between

Of

made him a fortune as a

medicine-show fakir.

He

has discovered in this instance that a
and an ambulance attract a

street accident

morbidly curious mob, and therefrom he

draws the shrewd conclusion that the
crowd has a taste for horrors.
Tis this same taste, he argues, which
drags them irresistibly to gloat over
boy,
dog- faced
Ruber's snake-charmer,
double-beaded girl, "Rosco," and the rest
of the gruesome catalogue of monstrosities.
Having reached this highly original deduction he proceeds to turn

to his

it

own

ac-

acts.

Lucy by Sir Beverly his
temporary undoing by Providence and the
hero-staff up to his final and conclusive extinguishment by Melmoth with much busi-

the pursuit of

;

ness of stage fight in the last act.

The

real

refuge in Cairo, leaving

him by torture

force

—

"piper"

will

almost assure that, and at

to

mourn alone

captures Melmoth and seeks to

of the gold mine.

result of these mental processes
"His Terrible Secret," or "The ManMonkey" the dramatization of an offensive dime museum freak, a debauch of chilly
creeps, "scene-chewing" and a crucifixion
of good taste.
It played at the American
Theatre last week, and is doubtless making shekels and corrupting the public sense
of the proprieties in some other community
now.
Mr. Blaney knows his audiences.
The piece may make money, the hectic

IT

Thither comes Sir

the wild solitude.

count with the usual facility of the skillful

Hie net

to divulge the secret

returns, only to

into the clutches of the designing Sir

who now

Beverly,

seeks

her

barter

to

"honor" for the mining property, with the
"man-monkey" neatly trussed up and imnotently hurling defiance and curses in 10,-

000

enemy.
seems lost

When

all

with a detachment of Egyptian soldiers.
There is a fine, noisy hand-to-hand battle,
and although the combatants stand close
enough to touch each other there are no

To

be sure

was only

casualties.

end of the second act, but they might have
spared one or two of the minor sub-vil-

Peace to his conscience.
(William Turner)
is
ITS
When ITS mother "was in a deli-

name.

cate condition"

(such

is

the chaste

lan-

guage of the dialogue) ITS father was
mangled by a gorilla in the African
jungle, and this untoward incident worked
so strongly upon the mother's mind that
IT was born with the outward semblance of an ape, but the "soul of an angel
and a heart of gold" a creature as gro-

—

tesquely impossible as a cerise giraffe.

IT

loves

bis foster-father's daughter

member

Lucy returns

this

love

only

in

regard for his soul and heart, hav-

ing given ner heart of hearts

Harry
Waring (Allen Bennett), an American civil
engineer and first assistant hero, IT, of
course, being hero extraordinary

to

and

pleni-

is

defeated and

under arrest by

discovered chained

is

up

in

The

forces

of evil

are

represented

by

Sir Beverly Brenton, an English nobleman
(Richard Earle), with a lawless love for

and upon terms

sudden

of

shift

of almost indecent inauthorities.

This

remains

unex-

fortune

Melmoth, however,

plained.
in

accomplice."

Hender-

a scene "lifted"

regains
bodily

his

from

department is also Salome
(Mary Condon), an Egyptian maid with
an amazing fluency of language. Without
th«»

evil

stretching a single point one might include
in the same class the American Theatre

and knowing the

off the stage,

possibilities

of that stage believes something

happen

— that

is,

going to

is

before the curtain goes

up.

Six

touring

cars,

a

sight-seeing

large

coach, three auto racers and twelve mount-

ed policemen, beside nearly 100 people on

on the stage when the start of the
The finish is in a darkened
house, with headlights on the machines
shining, distance being aimed for in the
perspective. Then one machine, with Morceline driving, moves timidly down to the
foot are

race

made.

is

amidst a

It

the

is

same as though a giant

With the disappointment

fire-

he should
never have allowed himself to reach the
top of his swing at 9:45.
That's prop-

melodrama.

estied

lily.

This

women

last suggested the

The production is excellently staged by
James R. Garey, who receives bigger type
on the program than Blaney and deit.

to

is

looking for dime

exploit

about them, he

along with

Daisy

Acts).

Hodgini, "jockey act," and some "Diabolo"
players as well as the Mirza-Golem Troupe
(all

under

The

New

Acts).

vaudeville of, the

has been well selected.

show

and

is liked,

Immediately after

comes the only catchy song and "number"
The elecin the piece, "Starlight Maid."
trical effects in this are by Charles De
Soria, and if he is responsible for the light
effects, Mr. De Sofia is a master in the
manipulation of colored lights.
"Four-Seasons" is the coupled-name of
the piece and the third act.
Spring, Summer, Autumn and Winter each tiresome in
its turn, and what might have been a novelty in the Winter scene is ruined through
a lack of originality, something entirely absent from the production throughout.
There is nothing new in this Hippodrome
show. It plays as though someone with a
tired feeling had said to his subordinates
"All right
go ahead, suit j'ourself," and
they did, but aimed to suit no one else.
The waits are wearisome the audience
no longer allowed to watch the stage crew
at work, and a new curtain with deadly,
dull scenes painted on it, the only solace
between the acts.

and

is

not

to

it

;

men and

the cohorts of

are handled better, and were

"The Auto Race" has a

spectacles as the

had

story, written or

Hippodrome

fixtures

of such

capable of

is

simple.

It

is

or story

absurdly

is

not sufficient to bring to-

and manoeuvres are hung
but it does serve to spoil and dispel any
impression remaining that Marceline is
funny, even though his name is spelled in
italics on the program for emphasis.
songs,

ballets

Marceline has been given a "part"

;

"an actor," and "The Auto Race"

is

he
is

probably his finish as a funny man. His
clownish make-up remains he falls about
the stage, but there is not enough humor
;

left in

Marceline to cause a laughing hyena

The comedian

manifesta-

John

be

to

G.

command

a dozen or so grotesquely padded-out
policemen.
Mr. Sparks manages to

be

comical

A
in

in
drill

in

his

comic-paper

movement or at

costume,

rest.

by thirty-two cadets or Zouaves

quick time during the

first

act

was a

big hit.

Other than the increased number,

the

is

act

Rime.

McNULTY DOESN'T KNOW.
Does the purchase of the furnishings,
lease, and compliance with all the requirements regarding the conduct of a firstclass hotel entitle the owner to conduct
it? is the question being propounded by
Michael McNulty, who ran the Metropolitan, and more latterly the Saranac.
Mr. McNulty isn't sure. He is nominal-

similar

to

the

many

troupes

which have appeared in vaudeville, concluding with wall-scaling, the "wall" being
dragged onto the stage by four horses.

Bath

Beach, which he opened last Sunday, having purchased it at auction.

Tuesday night a crowd

of twenty-five

roughs came into the hotel, told Mr. McNulty that Henry Siefert was the proper
boniface for Super's, and threw him ignominiously out.

The

police,

the intruders,

armed with a warrant

for

"Mac," but still
"Mac" isn't sure just what is coming off.
When the police turned the band into
the street, they left a choice collection of
dangerous weapons behind. McNulty says
that, while they (the "25") put himself
and an assistant in the streets without
even their overcoats, his watch was not
taken, and that's something to be thankful

foot

tions of scrofula.

Kokin, the Japanese juggler,
on Wednesday from London, and
will arrive here early next week.
He
opens at K. A E.'s Auditorium, Chicago,
Dec. 16, coming later to the New York.

seems

Sparks, cast as the Sergeant in

when

visible

won't be talked about.

it

ly the proprietor of Super's Hotel,
plot, tale

gether the different threads upon which the

a dramatization of the

is

"The Auto Race" draws business it
it is in the Hippodrome

not

it

left.

The theme,

museum
captious

;

If

the show.

of

Prince

(New

will be because

comes with the
"Race" which isn't, there would be sufficient enjoyment in the opening to carry

overlooking a good bet.
There are several medical museums about
town, and there he might find material for

sailed

acrobatic acts,

Cliffords

is

to smile.

Blaney

their

in

the Five

for the disillusioning that

The whole proceed-

ings were travesty enough without piling
on the burlesque.

If

pear

the

There

the best of the three.

is

life

be,

new Hippodrome show,

feature of the
act

what was
the main

of

supposed to be, and should

to sustain interest to the end,

gilding of the

Barnum-

;

dead calm.

ward P. Temple, two Hippodrome
who remained after the producer

correspondingly lukewarm.
In

chug-chug of the

the

All of this was vain, for the plot had
gone the limit of bloodshed and firearms
at the end of the second act and the rest
was comparatively tame. If Blaney wanted

subjects

"his

way of sensamammoth Hippodrome

the

placed together by Manuel Klein and Ed-

mysterious gold mine of fabulous richness.
He is aided in his machinations by Roderick Henderson, simply but adequately
as

on

tion.

serve*

described

everyone to

billing leads

One hears

stage.

Cristo," even to a transformation,

Lucy, and a devilish scheme to do away
with Melmoth and steal his heritage, a

son's motives for assisting in the villainy
are vague, and bis relish for "dirty work"

The

all.

the

Bailey Circus, and the Six Bonesettis ap-

no

is

machines, imagines they go tearing on and

more

ily

Ted Lytell and Letty Holmes furnished
a few minutes' diversion in the last act
with a song, a dance and a bit of trav-

together with Dickey Darling(Ted Lytell) and Fanny (Letty
Holmes), the soubrette, who has a change
of costume for every "situation."

There

is

it

expect large results in the

at Cairo, and Sir Beverly strides in jaunt-

Jack Williams and Joseph Dermody do a
buck dance in the first act, and in their
small "comedy relief way work on the
staff,

race at

And

not even "great."

is

it

not even an "Auto Race."

first

ably what's the matter with the piece.

hero

ever";

The Seven Grunathos, from

is

back the fluid through regard for the truth
is not known, but that electric sign outside the big amphitheatre told the story.
"The Auto Race" is not "greater than

the

potentiary.

ton

critic,

sign

the

The lawn accommodates a regulation circus ring, and
Hagenbeck's herd of twelve elephants gives
an exhibition on it, showing a fine degree
for autos to pass over.

of training.

an unconscious
or whether the management held

Whether

the "booby-hatch" in the military prison

"Monte

IT

Than

cracker turned out to be "sizzler."

Melmoth

act,

incident),

asides.

placed

Imagine the surprise of the audience,
therefore, when, at the opening of the third

liberty,

with a deep and burning passion that

the

soldiers.

re-

that gorilla

it

Sir Beverly party

lordship

was

dares not whisper except in frequent stage

sisterly

The
his

(you will

after

the "Greater

shine.

footlights, the curtain descending

that his natural parent's body

never found

;

"HIPPODROME,"

lains.

timacy with the local

Lucy Sinclair (Edith Teager),

DROME

ply

In the second act the circus numbers
appear on a prettily set green lawn of a
country house, the grass running up a terrace, above which is a walk wide enough

;

Waring returns

able to point to his box office statements

Melmoth

usually

lots at his

the end of the season he will probably be
for vindication.

which

building

the

outside

reads with the aid of electricity, "HIPPOGreater Than Ever," said sim-

tionalism

But Lucy unexpectedly
fall

sign

climax comes at the end of the

Driven from
home by Sir Beverly, who has murdered
Lucy's father, Lucy and IT are hiding in
the jungle. Waring finds them, and to all
intents and purposes takes Lucy to a safe

Beverly,

coincidence, but the

show produced at the Hippodrome, the

Ever" declining to

second act (there are four).

in

HIPPODROME.

may have been a

It

second night after the opening of the latest

course, the plot concerns itself with

hack.

is

Scotch ballads

delightful

NEW YORK

things to

did unutterable

Harry Lauder's

searching out the weaknesses of the rabble
that would have

who

orchestra,

this latest Charles

installed

for.

Siefert's claim to possession appears to

be an option obtained by him at some
time in the past upon the lease of the
place, but physical

force

was resorted to

uphold his alleged rights, instead of
the courts, where the matter will be setto

tled.

The case against the crowd of roughs
was placed for trial in the Coney Island
Police Court for yesterday morning.

VARIETY
several acts, although not

new

to

the city, appearing at the Colonial for the

show

time, the

first

much

bully one,

there this

than

better

it

week

is

a

reads on

paper to the "regular."
lightness of the entertainment

The

was

shadowed only by "Compromised," the dramatic

by

written

playlet

Louis

Joseph

and played by William Hawtrey
and "Company." In the company is Mis?
Vance,

Mravlog,

who

is

entitled to all the promi-

nence vaudeville

The sketch

is

is

capable of giving her.

the strongest interest-hold-

ing piece which has played about,

audience

is

held

denouement.

the

until

and the

Mr. Hawtrey is drawing his character of
the blackleg husband too roughly for the
contrast Miss Mravlog offers as the wife,
but Hawtrey's performance is a good one,
for he looks the part he plays.

The

might be called
Stella Mayhew, since no other name on
the program is so well known. Miss May-

hew

feature of the

is

bill

continually shifting her act about,

having a new opening songjjiis week, "I'm
Billle - Xa,ylor,
a Lady of Importance."
from the leader's chair, without white
gloves,

What

and

in

a Turedo, warbles "That's

the Rose Said to Me."

The

audi-

ence liked it, but expected Miss Mayhew
would change her gown while she gave the
theatre to her musical director. Miss May-

hew

didn't.

She was a large-sized

hit just

the same.

Another strong feature was Bert Levy,
the artist, who, through an arrangement

of

his

own

invention,

highly

entertains

drawing upon a
sheet, Mr. Levy whistling meanwhile, not
speaking during his time on the stage. A
picture of David Warfield as "The Grand
Army Man," was drawn for an encore, and
it was what could be termed a "speaking
with

some

magnified

likeness," so striking

was

it

in expression.

Mr. Levy creates his subjects by merely
marking out white space against a black
surface instead of drawing black lines on
a white surface, and his work is made
more attractive in that way. He has a
decidedly original, amusing and interesting
act
Searl and Violet Allen did very well with
"The Travelling Man," aided by excellent
support, while Cook and Sylvia, the first
to appear, won great favor through Mr.
Cook's dancing.
Miss Sylvia wears two
expensive gowns and sings "Everlovin*
Spooney Sam," also another song after.

The

singing passes well for a dancing act,
but the present encore might be omitted
without any loss and all dialogue totally

discontinued.

More singing was handed over the footlights by the Basque Quartet, three men
and a woman. The more noise they made,
the more the audience applauded.
There
is no comedy
in the act excepting the
mustache of the blonde tenor.
The Mowatts, six, billed

as seven,
juggled clubs in the bright and breezy way
they have always had, scoring a big hit,
the passing exceptionally being of the high-

and "Frank D. Bryan's "Human
a "girl act," went the limit for

est grade,
Flag,s,"

the "patriotic" thing, including the Presi-

and "The Spirit of 76," closing with
where the girl wears blue silk
tights, showing some funny back views.

dent,

a

drill

The animal-acrobatic act from the Barnum- Bailey circus, The Novellos, was a
huge closing number.
Sime.

The

run with the accustomed
Twenty-third Street smoothness Monday
Everything possible seemed to be
night.

combining to make the show dismal. The
orchestra did its very best to wreck
things, and this must have aroused the
ambition of the person who handles the
lights. He gave his hearty support to the
wrecking party, and this together with
several stage waits made a really short
show seemingly very long.
"The Toreadors," billed as the opening
act, did not appear, Adams and Mack taking the place. This may have had something to do with the arrangement of the
program.
It necessitated the changing
a taut of several acts.

Caron and Herbert, who had their
names in the electrics on the outside, were
moved from third position to opening.
There is a quantity of first class ground
rumbling by the "straight" man, but the
comedy missed a mile.
While the orchestra and the spotlight
man have been mentioned as being in a
conspiracy to ruin the program, Hilda
Spong and Company in "Kit" should not
be overlooked. They did about as much
to deaden the
proceedings as a "Big
Name" possibly could. It is about an
even break between Miss Spong and the
sketch, Miss Spong's pink and white
complexion suggesting more the ball room
than the outdoor life of the plains. The
dramatic sketch for the most part is

When

the action does

is so jumbled over a perfectly
absurd idea that you are more inclined
to laugh than become excited.
The supporting company was in keeping with the
rest.
The drop was raised twice after the
finish, but Miss S'pong showed judgment
in not appearing for the second curtain.

begin, it

Fagan and Byron are showing their familiar offering.
Mr. Fagan sings of the
girls of various countries, and at each
chorus Miss Byron appears dressed in the
of the country mentioned, closing, of

flag

course,

with

"our

flag."

Mr.

Fagan's

dancing remains the feature.

His loose dancing

is

good enough

in itself

to carry the pair through.

"mind-reading" dog "Pilu"
held the interest for the short time the
act runs, and the audience enjoyed the
antics of the trainer immensely.
"The Rain-Dears" closed the program,
Ancillotti's

the rain-storm giving the act as well as
a good finish.
The offering sufsomewhat through the mishandling

bill

fered

Aside from this the girls
do not seem to be working as well as

of the lights.

when the

was seen hereabouts before.
There are one or two new faces among
act

them, and this may be the cause. Louise
Montrose, who replaced Neva Aymar at
the head of the act, does exceedingly well,
and easily stands comparison with her
predecessor.

Adams and Mack have changed
magic

their

around some,
and considering they were pressed into
service at the twelfth hour did nicely.
Jimmie Lucas is under New Acts.
Dash.
burlesque

vaudeville

headline

purely

latest

melodramatic.

offering

Waller and Magill have been obliged
to cancel time through Miss Magill suffering from a severe attack of laryngitis.

production,

The

attraction.
It

is

playlet

ing,

but far ahead of the latter

The

however.

and there

is

is

is

more

He

injects plenty

What

James

a first-rate performance.

J. Corbett,

gave

also

deserve

mention,

The

fight scene is given plenty

of atmosphere,

and

intensely exciting.

is

has all the stage horse and auto races
beaten a block. Half of Hammerstein's
audience usually starts to leave during
It

Wednesday evening
you could count the number on one hand.
the last act, but on

Lalla Selbini, "the Bathing Beauty,"

is

back with her offering slightly changed
since first appearing atop of the Victoria.
She still retains the services of the midget,
and with good judgment, for the diminutive one deserves the credit for the warm
reception
accorded.
Miss Selbini has
taken on considerable weight touring the
country, and her appearance in the bathing costume might be treated with a little discretion.

The

Juggling

their

excellent

Burkes

juggling

club

specialty

if

stage hands.

Wednesday evening the crew
tail.

tion

On

tied a long

streamer to the comedian's coat-

green

was not aware of the decoraand didn't know until Ward, who
Fields

was also in the dark, discovered the trimmings and started a laugh that nearly
upset the act. The pair are perfectly at
home at Hammerstein's. and soon had the
house in an uproar.
Frank Bush in the next to closing position waded right into them and kept the
ball arolling.
Mr. Bush has one or two
good new ones mixed up with the old, and
his stuff went bouncing.
George Abel and Company gave the bill
its

laughing start with the familiar skit

"Three of a Kind." There are plenty of
good bits of business in the offering together with a number of bright lines. Mr.

work as the grumpy old general is
and the supporting cast is
The sketch seems to be better
capable.
Abel's

excellent,

liked on its third time

it

stands the nine

ment.

May

Irwin (New Acts)

around than on

the headliner,

is

but Fred Walton with his delightful pan-

tomime sketch carries
novelty

has

off the

"Cissy's

Dream," but

it

still

The

honors.

worn

been

long since

off

holds atten-

thanks to the swift action of the

tion,

quaint

make-believe plot.

little

"Paradise Alley" closed the

Some

of the

comedy

of

first

half.

Lew Adams and

Brooks

could

spared

be

more singiug and dancing.

its

in

favor

of

"bits'*

of

The

this pair, however, are well laid out.

They

do not occupy the stage for any considerable time at once. Their work is broken

up at frequent

intervals

by entrances and

This arrangement keeps the piece moving nieely.
Early in the week Gertrude Barnes
forced by illness to retire from the cast,
and her place taken by Margaret Haney.
Miss Haney is a neat, graceful dancer, but
the

of

exits

other characters.

wm

she

is

inclined to

force her vocal tonee

and her high notes seem

and pierc-

shrill

ing.

Tudor Cameron and Edward Flanagan
are back in the Metropolitan district with
Both
their comedy sketch "On and Off."
are capital dancers, and the opening of tne

any part of

act goes as well as

would improve

they would decide on more becoming dressing. The boys work beautifully together and carry things through
with a goodly amount of spirit. Both are
perfectly sure of themselves, and the juggling is not marred by misses.
Al Fields, of Fields and Ward, has a
greatly

work to the

this week,

As

al-

though the latter, as one of the boxers,
seems a trifle too heavy in proportion to
the star.

advantage.

acts give first class vaudeville entertain-

C. Blanche Rice,

Edward O'Connor, Laura Pierpont and

Owen Martin

better

of life into his

work, and goes at it in the ring as though
he were well acquainted with the fighting
game. Walter P. Lewis, the referee, besides looking like

is

offer-

done for a vaudeville act carrying ten or
twelve principals. Taylor Granville is the
star.

It

an unusual number
bill's

exceptionally well

is

arranged and the

pheum.

changes in ite-roakeup, of which there are

direct,

for acting.

less call

acting there

little

action

in

journey from the Colonial to the Or-

is

a sense

in

its

as

somewhat similar to "The Futurity Winner,"

The show has been vastly improved

average

week with "The Star

this

Wayburn'g

Bout,"
the

show

good

a

offers

trick of "kidding" the

Hawthorne and Burt fared very well.
The pair are using the same talk, and it
is quite familiar.
The comedian is funny.

the

Hammerstein's

bill didn't

hopelessly talky.

ORPHEUM.

HAMMERSTEIN'S.

TWENTY-THIRD STREET.

COLONIAL.
With

13

it.

They

should work up the "bawling out" incident more completely. When one of the
men falls in the dance the audience thinks
it is a comedy fall and part of the dance.
w talk and business of the dress-

The

"hi<jk

ing

room scene interested the house, and

the finish

won

fat applause.

and Whittaker followed with their
quiet musical number. The woman carShe
ries the greater part of the work.
has a pleasing voice, resembling a female
Hill

and

baritone,

an

easy

agreeable,

stage

The man appears undersized beside her Amazonian proportions, and his
thin tenor voice was lost in the duets. A
violin solo with the woman accompanying
on the harp was the best he did. The
presence.

pair passed with an average reception.
If Les Trombetta delivered the stuff that

makes up

their act in English they

would

never have received the next to closing
parts of the man's
Certain
position.
clowning were reasonably funny because
of his struggles with the language, but the
pair have nothing to
tention.

command

special at-

The man's imitations would have

been tiresome but for the by -play of
comedy.
The Four Lukens closed the show in
their excellent casting act, and Sam Williams opened it. Grade Emmett and Company, in "Mrs. Murphy's Second Husband,"

were the laughing hit of the

bill.

first.

Harvey and the Fields Brothers
neat singing and dancing specialty gave the show a good beginning.
Miss Harvey has a pleasing personality.
Elsie

in

their

with their pleasing musinumber. Alec Hurley and Company
were out of the bill from Tuesday matinee up to Wednesday night, and perhaps

early position
cal

She looked particularly well in a black
The offering might be
costume.

longer.

better arranged.

short

velvet

Almont and Dumont did very well

in

an

No

act

was deemed necessary to
the program ran one
numbers without the loss

replace them, and
its

listed

causing any regret.

Daah.

t

\

VARIETY
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TRANSATLANTICS.
& Seamon's "Trans-Atlantic

Hurtig

Burlesquers" are back in town with the

same

part, another burlesque

first

company

different olio, as the

a

about

and

greater

the

for

is

and also
changed

better

•The Flub-Dubb Conspiracy"

is

part.

still

the

has a
quartet of first-class comedians, who are
smothered by the material in this mediocre
this season

It is so poor that Louis

piece.

whose name

Weslyn,

on the program as the

is

writer of the lyrics, should demand it be
removed for the sake of his reputation.
Illness kept Eddie Nugent out of the

Tuesday evening and may have
caused some alterations, but this could have
made no great difference. There is no continuity to it; exits and entrances; "bits**
brought on "numbers" sung and the inkling of a plot now and then.
John W. Quinn, Eddie Fitzgerald, Clay
Smith and Eddie Convey can turn out
some real fun with an opportunity, and a
few dollars by the management would give
cast on

;

to them.

it

no great shakes as a "Dutchis a corking "straight" man,
which is shown in an olio act, and Eddie
Fitzgerald makes one of the best Irishmen
seen this season. Smith does a character
of a "dope" for a moment in the burlesque, singing a song, and it should be

Quinn

is

man,** but he

incorporated

Modiste."

the

in

"A Gay
new and may

called

skit

It is evidently

.

be very new. At least it is free from
hackneyed humor, with the principals in
about the same characters played earlier

and

i

It's

a number for a

only, but Lizzie secured
,

lively

soubrette

two encores

be-

cause she allowed two men, one in each
lower stage box, to kiss her, the first on
the mouth and the second on the cheek.

must be a rare privilege to

for both

men grabbed

kiss Lizzie,

but a fellow in
the orchestra turned the chance down, and
even the "spot" couldn't induce the gallery
to

make further
There

Miss

who

girl in the

voice

show with a
Bell.

If

passes through nicely in the

on her personality, would have some
set off her looks by
dressing becomingly, including hair and
make-up, she would be a fine appearing
girl on the stage.
The olio act with eight

olio

one teach her how to

of the chorus behind her has a well-painted
special net.

with the

It

is

a

another innovation

is

stable of box stalls,

girls as "ponies."

Something has

show.

in the

is when Eddie Convey, in the olio act
with Clay Smith, comes out as an Italian,
singing a new song, eschewing "Mariutch."
How Mr. Convey resisted is known
only to himself, for he is a good dialect
comedian, and having a semi-pathetic Italian ballad, caught the house hard with it.
Smith and Convey were the hit of the olio
Tuesday night with a nice, easy running

That

barring some

act,

little

talk in the open-

new. The closing introduces
allowing of some new "business,**

ing, not too

a

girl

The

with a song, both boys singing well.

entire offering has a touch of individuality

about

lifting

it,

away above

it

the or.

dinary run.

Had Mr. Nugent not been ill, "A Trio*'
(Val Rayner, James Whiteley and Eddie
Nugent) might have given the biggest applause winners a hard run for the honors.
Messrs. Rayner and Whiteley sang alone,

having a song about "Washington"
using "Harrigan" for a good finish.

and

Quinn have a neat laughnumber.
Cross talk of the tangled
variety, with some good singing and piano
playing, brought large returns to the pair.
This is where Mr. Quinn shone brightly
as a "straight" man and might be recast
Fitzgerald and

ing

for

in the pieces.

it

The Kalinow8ki Brothers

feats

in

of

tween the girls
one owns the "voice." The blonder of the
young women, supposed to be De lores De
Graff, can shout a "coon" song. The sisters
might attempt to "fake" a few dan^e
steps.

selection

and the show went through to
the accompaniment of solid laughter.
Gertrude Hoffman closed, and in that
position took half a dozen bows, leaving
the audience demanding more. She is now
opening with a "Fluffy Ruffles" song, and
a costume to match. A color scheme of
pink in her dress against the green of
the special stage setting (both peculiar
shades) was a daring combination, but
she carried

it

off

The num-

splendidly.

ber was a substantial success. Miss Hoffman is clever enough to do her imitations'
straight, but the slight touch of burlesque

she gives to them adds zest to the per-

formance and enhances the value of her
mimicry. The Eddie Foy characterization
was the favorite. It is worth noting that
Miss Hoffman has her maids working
under a new system in the dressing room
scenes when she changes costumes. The
former frank display is now absent, and
all the audience gets is a flash of lace
from time to time to keep their interest
on tip-toe of expectancy.

Permane Brothers opened the show, a
light position for them.
They
made a good laughing number with an interesting bit or two of acrobatics and
some clowning for variety. The curious
"nightingale" specialty at the finish won
them spontaneous exit applause.
Countess Rossi and Fred Pauli were on
rather

"No.

3',"

the Countess being resplendent

a fresh frock, a wondrous creation of
black and gold, which sets off her brunette
beauty and exquisite shapeliness admirin

The

ably.

pair hold to their old musical

The

Pastor's usually run to one

bills at

of offering.

style

dancing and

If

it

ceipt of steady, continuous time have im-

proved

appearance

their

making a clean looking

in

pair.

costuming,

This covers

One

the usual defect of the armpits.

of

their best tricks escaped the notice of the

house apparently, which only appreciated
the spectacular, something very often occurring.

a pleasure to note the adof this act, for they were

It is

vancement

struggling for recognition in an attempt
to secure "three-a-day" engagements when
they were entitled to rank with many a

—anyway

may have been a

will

It

This week there

no dearth of black-

is

Earl Goforth, of Goforth and
undoubtedly the most original in
method. He does a "no-good," shiftless
"coon" in a quiet, easy manner most efMr. Goforth is 100 per cent, too
fective.

Of

these,

Doyle,

good

is

the

for

he

material

is

Gardner and Golder both work in blackThe pair waste a great deal of time
with a quantity of worn material and
ragged business with an imaginary person
before they get down to some first rate
New material would help
"coon** singing.
a heap, but more songs and less talk would
'•

«

aid even more.

Daisy Harcourt was the "extra added
and the English woman experienced no difficulty in holding down the
position to the entire satisfaction of the
hardened Fourteenth Street audience. Miss
Harcourt is singing no new song since last
heard.
She is, however, wearing a couple
of striking costumes that will command
some little attention wherever displayed.
George W. Evers ("Pork Chops") is
showing to much better advantage at this
house than he did at his first New York
The
appearance at Keeney's last week.
material has been shifted about a bit and
is delivered with more snap and assurance
which place an entire new aspect on the
offering.
He sang several parodies that
were not in line at his first showing, and
the house was loath to let him go.
Sheppard and Ward for some reason or
.other, did not do as well as they should
have.
Mr. Sheppard is a good "Dutch"
comedian with a quantity of bright, snappy
stuff that is delivered with judgment, but
somehow it doesn't seem to hit the mark.
Perhaps there is too much sameness to it,
and the long speeches with the point carried through are not as telling as the
short, snappy matter.
Miss Ward has
good looks and is able to stand off Mr.
attraction,"

but the youngsters are
a precocious pair and got attention on the

larly interesting,

score of their youthfulness.

tor of the

number

The

proprie-

persists in calling the

act "Just Kids," although

it has been repeatedly pointed out that that title is the
rightful vaudeville property of Rawson

and Care.

He

continues the piracy, and

is aggravated by the similarity
two team names, which may have

of the

been "lifted" as well, there apparently being no sense of fair dealing about the act.
The Rialto Comedy Quartet has fallen
off in

a

the quality of

voice

in

the

There

its singing.

organization

anxious to impart the
In

that

is

occa-

in places.

Macart's Monkeys
comedy animal act,
of movement and very few
out tricks.
The finale in
Prof.

capital

much as when Miss

"When

the

Moon

too early in the season and there

much good
it

straight im-

personations their efforts are not particu-

Sheppard's

talent

to be

make up a
with plenty

new

present state

let

routine,

was the

hit of the show.

ence Gale and Company,

New

Acts.

Flor-

Rush.

loosely

woven and would

the act off to a goodly round of ap-

plause.

Eddy Clark was "Number Two" on the
bill.

It is

but a short time ago that the

was seen

juggler

the house.

at

wonderfully,

both

interval

in

however,

He

has

in

the

and
"tramp"
costume

juggling

his

Mt. Clark works in
make-up and the cleanliness of his
is
highly commendable.
He deserved a
better position than he had and if he con-

comedy.

raise

new

is

probably be bettered were not so much attempted. The hand organ and the "monk**

to

his usual

The

good, quick changes, but the offering in its

should

among

nicely.

material.

tinues

Charles F. Semon, with a batch of

English

Norton and Russell make a number of

which a ba-

satisfactorily.

well picked topical talk

twisted

of the worn-

boon rides a two-wheeled safety bicycle
is a striking feat, and the fact that the
animal i,s free from all restraint, even a
leading string, makes the performance
the more remarkable. The number was in
an important position, and filled the place

,

pair should lose no time in their quest for

short

blonde

not become known, this girl

Atlantics" for

As

battalion.

using.

a capable

face.

principal at one time or

jars almost as

too

mimic

is

"straight" for the comedian.

improved

tall

Plays Peek-a-Hoo with You," using especial care that the audience secure a full
view of her lower limbs.
It

Felix and Caire led off

this respect.

now

is

Miss Doyle looks well and

harmony. The dressing remains the same,
but the comedy has been brightened up

Bell in ankle dress' sings

is

in

in the

it's

sketches

face comedians, no less than five appearing.

— who

a

information she has a singing voice.
it

Imitations were quite the order, the
show resembling "The Gay White Way"

it's

and so on.

sionally rasps, and hits false notes in the

will be at another,

fear

tion.

the offense

act in their class.

There are fourteen girls in the chorus
and at the opening two are seemingly fortunate in possessing a finer grade of
hosiery than their sister choristers, It is
a good bunch of femininity vocally, with
either May
Whitelaw, Elsie Evans or
Clara Sauter

and the Anna Held impersona-

singing

isn't

dancing

not

if

.

in "The Transwasted as it is now.
The eoniedians will probably take care of
"The Gay Modiste" in due course. It now
stands out by contrast only to "The FlubDnbb .Conspiracy/* which ought to be immediately consigned to the past. Sitne.

a secret beand the program which

voted the

audience

Side
rate,

first

repertoire

Girls with a Voice," but it

is

East

These men are doing much
better work than many an act in vaudeville on the same lines, and with the re-

esting number.

screeches.

to the

The bill is made up of eight consecutive
comedy numbers, and for good measure
the pictures have a similar subject. The

hand-balancing and strength were an inter-

Murray Hill audience. It
should have been much better received, although the girls could be more lively, especially in the closing number with the bells.
The olio is a feature, the feature of
"The Trans-Atlantics." A "sister" act
opens- The Sisters DoGraff, called "The
happened

PASTOR'S.

FIFTY-EIGHTH STREET.

is

marked and as creditable almost as

more fortunate

—Norma

pleasant

Bell,

it,

noise.

another

is

natural,

at

who

of the team,

Georgia, she became quite

the absence of suggest iveness or swearing.

Lizzie Freligh in tights.

Miss Freligh closes the overdone patriotic finale of the opener in black tights,
but reappears in brown. Miss Freligh is
singing most of the time, and you don't
mind either her or her voice until Lizzie
lights on "Don't Be Angry," warbled with
an "ah" at the end of each line, just as
though she could sing.

It

There
It is as

Novelty."

"The Tran8-Atlantics"

is

prominent in the burlesque, where the only
approach to anything wrong in the entire
show occurs when Miss Freligh measures
her, but that could not be called naughty
even, and from memory not a swear word
was uttered by anyone.

opener, satirically termed the "Latest Burlesque

the other end

If

rather pretty,

improve

at

himself

present

the

out

of

the

rate

"three**

division in short order.

The De Chantal Twins are a good-lookpair of buxom maidens who dress
prettily and with taste. The voices are not
up to the mark and they have selected
numbers to best make this fact prominent.
Butler and Lamar, a comedy sketch
ing

team

of

the

old

school,

did

passably.

and the "Bowery Boys,**
Pike Brothers and Milton and Dolly Nobles are under New Acts.
Dank.
Pauline

Pauli
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ARTISTS' ROUTES
FOR WEEK DEC. 9

PVARIETY

WHEN NOT OTHERWISE INDICATED.
(Dm

bearing no dates, are from DEC. 8 to DEO. 1ft, inclusive, dependent upon the opening and closing days of engagement* in different parte of the country.
When an addreeo follow* the name the aot in "laying off" for the week and may be written
All addressee are furnished VARIETY by artist* sad may be
or telegraphed to accordingly.
relied upon as accurate.
Addresses ear* manager* or agent* will not bo printed.)
"0. R." indicate* that the rout* of the circuit immediately preceding it may bo found
route*

her* riven,

under "CIRCUS ROUTES."
"B. R." in the list indicate* the rout* of the burlesque company named, with which the
with and may be found under "BURLESQUE R0UTE8."

artist or aot is

•^-S-

Abram A

Johns, Bennett's, London.
A. B. C. D. Girls, Empire, Uobokon.
Abbott- Andrew Co., 207 W. 88, N. T.
Adaiulul Taylor, Keith's, Cleveland.
Adams Hro*., Imperials, B. R.
Adam* A Drew, 321 W. 43, N. T.
"Adelyn," Family. Davenport.
Addison A Livingston, Palmetta Beach, Tampa.
Adler, Harry. 1'ark, Alameda, CaL, indef.
Adler, lio, 484 Cleveland, Chicago.
Abeam, Chaa. A Vests, Buson's, Chicago.
Ahesrn, Cbarlea, Golden Crook, B. B.
Ahern A Baxter, Harry Haetlnga, B. B.
Aherne, The, Majestic, Houston.
Allen, Bra, Ideals, B. B.
Allen, Josie, Olympic, Chicago .
Allen A Blscoe, Hathaway*, New Bedford.
All A Peteer. High Jinks, B. B.
Allleter, Harry, 11 Bus Ooeffrey If arts. Pari*.
Alpha Trio, Family, Pittston, Ps.
Alpine Troupe, Pavilion, Paris, 111.
Alrons Zoeller Trio, 8tsr, Ifuncle, Ind.
Alesc* A Lorraine, Empire, Hoboken.
Alvora, Golden Crook, B. B.
American Dancers, Six, K. A P., 120th St., N. Y.
American Neweboys' Trio, Wisconsin Hotel, Msrlnette.

Wis.
Neweboys'

Amerlcsn

Quartette,

Pantsge's,

Tacoina.

Amerlcu* Comedy Four, Proctor's, Elisabeth.
Ampere, Electrical. Miss N. Y., Jr., B. B.
Anderson, Carl, Bowery Burlesquers, B. B.
Apdale's Animal*. Family, Allentown, Pa.
apollo Orcb., Century Club, Elkhart, Ind.
Apolloa, The, 85 8th Are., N. T.
Appleby, E. J., Grand, Covington, Ky.
Archer, LaDells A Davey. Jolly Gtrle, B. B.
Ardo A Bddo, 817 Hoyt Are., Astoria, L. I.
Arlington, Four, Bijou, Dubuque, la.
Armstrongs, Three, Parisian Belle*. B. B.
Armlnta A Burke, O. H.. Hot 8prlugs.
Arnold Lucia, Boston Belles. B. B.
Arnot A Gnnn, 218 6th Ave., N. T.
Astrellss, The, Poll's, Wsterbury.
Arlsonas. The. 148 W. 88. N. Y.
Asbtoo A Earlet Star, Lonovs, Pa.

Auberte, Les. Frobel Str. III.. Hamburg, Ger.
Auburn*, Three, Orpbeum, Sidney, O.
Auere, The, "Lyric, Galveston.
Austin, Claud* 232 E. 21, N. Y.
Austins, Grest, Bockvllle, Conn.
Austins, Tossing, Dec. 2 A 9, Alcazar. Marseilles,
Frsnce.
Avery A Pearl, 653 Wash. Boul., Chicago.

0-0

Blue Cadets, 51 Hanover, Boston.
Blush, T. ».. 8241 Haywood. Denver.
Blauvhet Bros. A Randolph, Watervllet, N. Y.
Booker, Henry, 63 Forsyth, N. Y.
Bohannan A Corey. Century Girls, B. B.
Bolses, Five, 44 Curtis, Grsnd Bapids.
Borella, Arthur, Grand, Joliet, 111.
Bouldon A Quinn, Auditorium, Truro, N. B.
Bowers, Walters A Crooker, Shea's, Buffalo.
Bowery Comedy Quartet, 821 Charles, W. Hobokea.
Bowman Bros., 824 W. 48, N. Y.
Boyce Bros., 874 No. Bsndolf. Philadelphia,
Boyce, Lillian, Jolly Girls. B. B.
Boyce, Jack, Trocaderos, B. B.
Boyd A Veola, Bijou, Bsttle Creek.
Bragg, John D., Toreadors, B. B.
Brsdns A Derrick, Sbes's, Buffalo.
Bradshaw, Chas. H., A Co., 828 W. 84, N. Y.
Brady*. The, 721 Copelsnd, Pittsburg.
Brady A Ifahoney, Irwin's Big Show, B. B.
Brlnn, L, B., Hippodrome, Liverpool, Eng.
Breunan A Downing, Dec. 18, Acme, Sacramento.
Brennen A Biggs, Century Girls, B. B.
Brentford. Tom, Park Hotel. Port Chester. N. Y.
Brlttona. The. G. O. H., Syrscuse.
Brooks A Vedder. 210 E. 17, N. Y.
Brooks A Jcanette, 1602 Madison, N. Y.
Brooks A Clsrk, 2484 Pstton, Philadelphia.
Brooks, Jeanne. Parislsn Widows, B. B.
Brown A Bartolettl. City Sports, B. B.
Brown A Wllmot, 71 Glen, Mslden, Msss.
Brown A Wright, 168 W. 60, N. Y.
Browning, Mr. A Mrs., 126 W. 83, N. Y.
Browning A Ls Vsn, 885 Csoldwell, N. Y.
Braes. Al., Toreadors, B. B.
Bruno A Russell, Keith's, Providence.
Brysnt, Msy, Boston Belles, B. B.
Bryant A Savllle. Gaiety, So. Chicsgo.
Burks, Minnie, Boston Belles. B. B.
Barton A Brooks, Fslr Hsven, N. J.
Buckleys. Musical. 287 Ave. B. N. Y.
Buckeye Trio, 646 E. Center. Marlon, O.
Burdstts, Madeline. 212 W. 44. N. Y.
Buckeye Stste Four, 2364 B. 67, Cleveland.

BRUCKNER
SENSATIONAL CYCLIST.

1

,

Bsggessens,

The,

Gl.

Herstelenge,

Svendberg,

Denmark.

Touring Europe.
Address Central Hotel, Berlin, Germany.
Associated with AL. SUTHERLAND. Vaudeville Booking, St. James Building.

Budd A Francis, Gorman, So. Farmlngton, Msss.
Burke A Urllne, 119 E. 14, N. Y.
Burke,
Burke,
Burke.
Burns,
Burns,

Dan.

A

Girls, Colonial. N. Y.

Bailey, B. N., Avenue, Duquesne, Pa.
Baker. Nat C, 82 Division, N. Y.
Balno A Sbaw, Hippodrome, N. Y., indef.
Banks, Chss., Boston Belles, B. R.
Bsrnes, Al., Family, Sioux City.
Barton, Joe, Bohemians, B. B.
Barrett. Grace, Pst White's Gaiety Girls, B. B.
Barrett A Belle, Century Girls, B. R.
Barrett, Charles, High Jinks, B. B.
Barry, Katie, 541 W. 158, N. Y.
Barry, Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy, Msjestic, Chicago.
Barry A Wolford. G. O. H., Syracuse.
Barto, Eddie, Sollickers, B. B.

John & Mae, Chase's, Washington.
Win. H..
Bsrston, Providence.
Mortis, A Co., 54 Hsrmen, Jersey City.
Harry, Lawrence, Ellwood, Ps.
Burtinos. The, 1320 Richards, Milwaukee.
Burton A Burton, 808 W. 55, N. Y.
Burton, Mstt, 1185 Valencia, San Frsnclsco.
Burton A Shea, 111 7th Ave., N. Y.
Burton A Vans, Dec. 16, Empire, Des Moines.
Bunch Family, Excelsior Springs, Mo., Indef.
Bossier, Welter H., Orphls, Madison, Wis., Indef.
Bulla A Raymond, Wash. Society Girls, B. B.
Buxton, Chaa. C, Crystal. Menashs, Wis., Indef.

Bsrtlett, Al, Lyric, Lincoln.
Neville. 48 Gregory, New Hsven.
Be Anos, Two, Star, Chicsgo.
Beard, Billy, 1401 Drayton, Savannah.
Beatttes, Juggling, Orpbeum, Newark, O.
Bedell Bros., Jamestown, N. Y.
Bedlnl, Donat, A Dogs, Empire, 'Frisco.
Belford. Allan G.. Washington, N. J.
Belmont, Harrlette, Jolly Girls, B. R.
Bellclalre Bros., Orpheum, Kansas City.
Richards, Scenic, Fsll River.
Bell
Bell Boy Trio, Marlboro, Marlborough, Msss.
Bell. Frank. 1553 Broadway, N. Y.
Bell, Norma, Trans-Atlsntlcs, B. B.

Byers
Byron
Byron

Bates

A

A

Belmont A Brennsn, Imperials, B. R.
Bsntlcy, Harry, Imperials, B. R.
Berkes. The. 400 W. 80. N. Y.
Bernard, Csssls, Rose Sydell, B. R.
Bersac's Circus, Orpheum, Denver.
Beeeher A Msye, Dreamland, Geneva, N. Y.
Berry A Berry, Orpheum, St. Paul.
Beyer A Bro., 203 Henry, N. Y.
Big Four, High School Girls, B. R.
Big City Quartet, Cropsy A Bay 25. Bensonhurat.
Bijou Comedy Trio, Wstson's Burlesquers, B. B*
Blmm-Bomm-Brrr, Orpheum, Los Angeles.
Blnghsm, Kittle, Orpbeum, Sidney, O.

Bingham, Orpbeum, Sidney, O.
Ulnney A Chapman, Garden, Memphis, indef.
Birch, John. Mary Anderson. Louisville.
Bishop. Frances, Century Girls, B. B.

A Miller. Poll's, Worcester.
Edgar. Boston Belles, B. B.
Leslie, Bijou, Winnipeg.
JBiock. John J., Harry Bryant's, B. B.
Bissett

•31 1 ley,

Black

A

M

A Herman, Hsthawsys, New Bedford.
A Blanch, Bijou, Superior, Wis.

A Langdon, Auditorium, Lynn.
Byrons' Musical Five, 5138 Indlanla, Chicsgo.
A Co., Majestic, San Antonio.
St. George, Poll's, Worcester.
Smith, Majestic, Madison, Wis.
Cameron A Flanagan, Albambra, N. Y.
Camp. Sbeppard, Kentucky Belles, B. B.
Campbell A Cully, 1633 Bourbon, New Orleans.
Cslders. A. K., St. Charles Hotel. Chicsgo.
Cslvln. James, 445 W. 64, Chicsgo.
Caprice. Mile., Dec. 16, Orpbeum, Kansas City.
Campbell, W. 8.. Boss Sydell, B. B.
Carbrey Bros., Orpheum, Sslt Lake.
Carberry A Stanton, Crescent, Cbsmpalgn, 111.
Csrrlllo, Leo. Nyack, N. Y.
Csrr Trio, Csnsndslgus, N. Y.
Carr, Jessie, Toreadors, B. R.
Csrlin A Otto, Orpheum, Des Moines.
Carroll A Cooke. Hotel York, N. Y.
Carroll, Joe, 281 Liberty, Peterson.
Csrroll, Grest, Fay Foster. B. R.
Casad A De Verne, 312 Valley, Dayton.
Carson A Wlllard. Poll's, Worcester.
Carson Bros., 211 Bergen, Brooklyn.
Carter. Taylor A Co., 444 W. 187. N. Y.
Carters, The, Orpheum, Springfield, O.
Carter A Taylor. 256 W. 48, N. Y.
Cortsr A Waters. 158 Greenfield. Buffalo.
Cartwell A Harris, 1081 McDonongb. Baltimore.
Carver A Pollard, 1822 W. 6th, Davenport, Is.
Caesar, Frank,

Callahan
Col lan

15

Cssey A Craney, Dec. 16, Majestic, Chicago,
Csstanos, The, Bur wood. Omaha.
Trio, 228 W. 38, N. Y.
Chameroys, The, 60 Manhattan are., N. Y.
Chandler, Anna, City Sports, B. B.
Chspln, Benjamin, Keith's, Boston.
Chester A Jones, Empire, Peterson.
Cblnqullla A Newell, Jamaica, L. I.
Christy, Grest, Knickerbockers. B. B.
Christy, Wsyne G., 776 8th Ave., N. Y.
Church City Four, Strollers, B. R.
Clalrmont, 2051 Ryder eve., N. Y.
Clsrk A Duncsn, Temple, Alton, 111.
Clsrk, Edwsrd, 1558 B'wsy. N. Y.
Clsrk, John F., 425 Forest, Arlington, N. J.
Clarke, Harry Corson, Lamb* Club, N. Y.
Temple, Olympic, Chicsgo.
Clarke
Clarke. Wilfred, Lamb* Club, N. Y.
Clermonto, Frank A Etta, 128 W. 27, N. Y.
Claudius A Scarlet. 50 Cbapin, Canandalgua, N. Y.
Claus, Msrtha, Bijou, Lorraine, O.
Claus A Rsdcllff, Trocsdero, B. B.
Cleveland. Claude A Marlon, 215 Shurtleff, Chel-

Chadwlck

A

sea, Mass.
Clinton. Chris, Star. Monongsbels, Pa.
Clipper Sisters, 466 Blewett, Seattle.
Clito A Sylvester, Pottsville, Pa.
Cllvstte, 274 Indiana, Ctjlcsgo.
Coste, Charlotte A Sapflower, 1658 Broadway,
N. Y.

A Bsncroft, 1558 Broadway, N. Y.
Cole A Coleman, Marlon, Marlon, O.
Colby Family, Majestic, Johnstown, Pa.
Colleens, Singing, 104 W. 88, N. Y.
Collins. Bddle, Oshkosh, Wis., lodsf.
Collins A Collins, 621 Dakota, Phlla.
Collins, Nina, Lady Birds, B. B.
Collins, Jsmes J., Jolly Girls, B. B.
Collins A Brown, 148 Kosciusko, Brooklyn.
Coltons, The, Champagne Girls, B. R.
Oonley, Anns and Efle, Proctor's, Newark.
Connolly A Klein, Empire Show, B. B.
Comrades Four, Poll's, Bridgeport.
Contlno A Lswrence, 246 So. Msy, Chicsgo.
Cohen. Will H., Rolllckers. B. B.
Comerford, Vanghn, Broadway Gaiety Girl*. B. B.
Cook, Billy, Toreadors, B. B.
Cooke, Joe, Orpheum, TJtlcs.
Conkey, Clever, Lyric, Joplln, Mo.
Connelly, Pats, Weest's, B. B.
Conway. Nick, 207 W. 26. N. Y.
Cook, Frank, Austin A Btone's. Boston, Indef.
Cooke A Rothert, BIJou, Decatur. 111.
Conn, Downey A Wlllard, Hopkins, Louisville.
Cooper A Robinson, Keith's, Jersey City.
Cooper, Hsrry, High Jinks, B. B.
Cooper, Hsrry L., Far Foster, B. B.
Cooper, Leo, A Co., Crystal, Milwaukee.
Coombs A Stone, Hsthswsys, Lowell.
Cosssr, Mr. snd Mrs.. 802 W. 121. N. Y.
Coutbonl, Jessie, 6582 Harvard ave.. Chicsgo.
Coyne A Tinlln, Family, Bock Island, 111.
Court leigh, Win., Cook's, Rochester.
Courtrlght, Win., A Co., Majestic, St. Psul.
Cottons, The, Champagne Girls, B. B.
Craig, Rlchy, Palace, Boston.
Crswford A Msnnlng, 258 W. 48, N. Y.
Crawford A Blodgett, Palace, Boston.
Creo A Co., Ides, Fond du Lac, Wis.
Crickets, Hsymsrket, Chicago.
Criterion Male Quartette, 156 5th Ave., N. Y.
Cronln, Morris, 21 Alfred pi., London, Bng.
Cross, Will H., A Co., 440 No. Normsl. Chicsgo.
Crystsl, Hermsn, Parisian Widows, B. B.
Cumrnlngs A Merley. Unique, Los Angeles, Indef.
Cunnlnghsm, Al., 200 W. 44, N. Y.
Cunningham. Bob A Daisy, Stsr. New Kensington.
Cunningham A Smith, 183 E. 84. N. Y.
Curtln A Blossom, Dec. 16, Majestic, Kansas City.
Curtis, Palmer A Co., Hathaway'o, New Bedford.
Cushmsn A Le Claire, Lady Birds, B. B.
Cuttys, Musical, 3034 B. Baltimore. Baltimore.
Cyril, Herbert, Mohawk, Schenectady.
Cogsn

D'AHsa Flor, Bennett's, Quebec.
Dacre, Louie, Parisian Belles, B. R.
Dagneau A Bruce, Orientals, B. B.
Dsgwell, Aurie, Keith's, Providence.
Daley, James, Parisian Widows. B. R.
D'AIvlnl, Rocky Point. R. I., Indef.
Dale, Wm., Crystal, Elkhart, Ind., indef.
Daly A Devere. 115 E. 115. N. Y.
Dsle, Sydney. Guy Bros.' Minstrels.
Dale, Will, Bucklen Hotel. Elkhart.
Dalley Bros.. 1370 No. Msln. Fall River, Mass.
Darling, Fsy, Lady Birds, B. B.
Darras Bros.. Proctor's, Troy.
Darmody, Harry Bryant's, B. R.

USE THIS FORM
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Dsvenport, Edna, Ysnkes Doodle Girls, B. R.
Davis, Edward. Poll's, ScVanton.
Da via, Floyd, Temple, Boulder, Col., indef.
Davis, Hsl, A Co., Grsyllng. Mich.
Da via, II., Air-Dome, Murphy boro. 111., Indef.
Dsvis, Roland, Fsy Foster, B. B.
Dsvls A Devla, Miss, N. Y., Jr., B. B.
Dawson A Whitfield. 888 3d Ave., N. Y.
Deery A Francis, 328 W. 30th, N. Y.
Delavoye A Frits, Btjon, Muskegon, Mich.

A

Dell
Miller, Hippodrome, Buffalo, indef.
Deltons, Three, Jolly Grass Widows, B. R.
Delmore. Misses, K.
P. 58th St., N. Y.
De Cbsutsl Sisters. 268 Ogdeo, Jersey City.
De Graff Sisters, Trans-Atlsntlcs, B. B.
Ds Lisle, Mse, Colonial Belles, B. R.

A

Delspbooe, 54 WUIoughby. Brooklyn.
De Coe, Hsrry, Dec. 16, Orpbeum, Sioux City.
De Hsven A Sidney, Hathaway'*, Maiden.
DeMors A Graceta. Imperial, B. B.
De Moths, The, 26 Central, Albany.
De Velde A Zelda, Keith's. Boston.
De Voy A Miller. 208 B. 14, N. Y.
DeWltt, Burns A Torrsnce. Keith's, TJtlcs.
Dee, John A., Columbus, O.
Demlng, Jos, Bennett's, Montreal.
Dervin, Jss. T., 616 So. Flower, Los Angeles.
Dlsraond A Msy. Fischer's. Los Angeles, indef.
Diamond, J a*., Kentucky Belles, B. B.
Dierlck Bros., Clrco Bell. Mexico City, to Jan. 4.
Dillon, Wm., Keith's, Syrscuse.
Dixon A Fields, Dec. 6, Orpbeum, Omaha.
Doberty, Lillian, Scalls, Copenhagen, Den.
Donald A Carson, Poll's, Springfield, Mass.
Doner, Jos A Nellie, High Jinks, B. B.
Donnette, Irs, Msln, Peorls, 111.
Doberty, Jim, High Jinks, B. R.
Dorsch A Russell, Proctor's, Albany.
D'Ort A Leonard, Casino, Buenos Aires.
Doaglss, Chaa. W., Broadway Gaiety Blrls, B. B.
Dove A Lee. 422 W. 48th. N. Y.
Dowllng, John, Toreadors, B. B.
Downey, Leslie T., Dec. 16 to Feb. 8, Electrie.
Bsclne, Wis.
Doyle, Phil., Lady Birds, B. B.
Doyle. MsJ. Jss. D.. Msjestic, Dallas.
Dresno, Josh., Wesson's. Joplln, Mo.
DaBols, The Great, Orpheum, Marietta. O.
Dudley, O. B., Crystal, Ind., Indef.
Duffy. Thos. H., High School Girls, B. B.
Dunedln Troupe, Poll's, Scrsnton.
Donne. Thos. P., 128 B. 16, N. Y.
Danhsm, Heslln A Barardl. Jolly Girls, B. R.
Duncsn. A. O.. 852 W. 46, N. Y.
Dupree, Bob. Csnvss, Provo. Utah. Indef.
Dupree, George A Llbby, Bijou, KsnkakSS, 111.
Dupree, Jeanette, Hotel Albany, N. Y.
.

Barle A bartlett, Carlstadt. N. J.
Eckboff A Gordon, K. A P. 23d St., N. Y.
Edmonds A Haley, 808 E. 60, Chicsgo.
Edmonds A Monle, 808 B. 60, Chicago.

Edwsrds, M. A C. E.. Hippodrome, Buffalo, indef.
Edwards, Jennie, Bowery Burlesquers, B. B.
Edwsrds, Rslph, Parisian Widows. B. B.
Edwin. George, Majestic, Ls Salle, 111.
Ehrendall Bros., 1344 Lefllngwell, 8t. Louis.
Klsstlc Trio, Msjestic. Pittsburg, Indef.
Eldredge, 58 No. Broadway, Streator, HI.
Elser, Csrrle, Tiger Llllles. B. B.
Elen, Gus, Edith Villa. Thurlelgh Ave., Balham.
London.
Elliott A West, 2802 Ellsworth, Phils.
Eller, Goldle, Fsy Foster. B. B.
*
Ellis Nowlln Troupe, Brosdway. Camden.
Elliuore Sisters, Bennett's, Ottsws.
Elliott. Belslr A Elliott, Harry Bryant's, B. R.
Ellsworth. 4, Tiger Lilies, B. R.
Emery, Msude, 2110 B. Federsl, Baltimore.
Emerald Trio, 448 Central ave.. Brooklyn.
Emerald, Monnle, Empire. Belfast, Ireland.
Emerson A Baldwin, Mohawk, Schenectady.
Emerson A Wright, Kansas City, Mo., indef.
Emmett, Oracle, Albambra, N. Y.
Emperors of Music, Four, 431 W. 24, N. Y.
Empire Comedy Four, Dec. 30. Msdgeburg, Ger.
Engleton, Nan A Co., Taunton, Mass.
Erb A Stanley, Mollne, 111.
Ergottl A King. Circus Clnlselll. Wsrssw, Russia.
Esterbrooks. The, Miss, N. Y.. Jr.. B. B.
Estelle A Wills, Jolly Grass Widows, B. B.
Eugene A Mar. 1746 W. 103, Chicago.
Evsns A Lloyd, Stsr, Seattle.
Evens, Billy, Colon si Belles, B. R.
Evans, Chss. E., C. O. II.. Chicsgo.
Evsns Trio, Sheedy's, New London, Conn.
Everett, Ruth. Idenls, B. B.
Everett, Sophie, A Co., Wesson's, Joplln, Mo.
t

YOU HAVE NO ROUTE CARDS

Name.

A

A

When

Permanent Address.

Temporary

**

Week

Theatre

City

CARDS WILL BE MAILED UPON REQUEST

annxcrring advertisement* kindly mention Variety.

Scats

ri

VARIETY
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Tht Chat.

K. Harris Courier

D+voted to tkt tnitrtsts of Songs and Singtrs.

Goldln, Horace, Dec. 1-15, Circus Varlete, Copenhagen, Denmark.
Goforth A Doyle, 1929 Broadway, Brooklyn.
Gordon
Cbalor, Bijou. Marquette, Mich.
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Have you heard Chas. K. HalTi» New
Baby song
,

" There's Another Picture
In

My Mamma's Frame"

Write or call for it at once. Slides
now ready for this beautiful baby song;
•very slide a hit with any audience. The
best baby song since "ALWAYS IN THE
WAY." Slides $6.00 per set. Write at
once.

A

Merrian. Family, Woonsocket. B. I.
Mr. * Mra. Frank, 1640 47, Chicago.
Falke * Coe. Jolly Oraaa Wldowa, B. ft.
Falke, Elinor, Lyric, Dayton, 0.
Fantas. Two. 211 E. 14, N. Y.
Farb, Dave. 515 W. 6, Cincinnati.
Farrell, Charlie, 332 Main. W. Everett. Maaa.
Farrell A Le Boy, Orpheum, So. Chicago.
Farrell, Billy, Moea A Stoll, Eng.
Farrell Taylor Trio, Columbia, St. Louis.
Fay, Bay F., Alamo, Cedar Baplda, la., indef.
Fay. Coley A Fay, 161 B. 122d. N. Y.
Faye, Elsie, Poll's, Worcester.
Felix A Barry, Sheedy's, Fall Blver.
Fentelle A Carr, Hathaway's, Maiden.
Ferry, Gayety, Springfield.
Ferrell Baoa., Hathaway 's, Lowell.
Ferguson, Dave. Miss N. Y., Jr., B. B.
Ferguson & Du Pree, 318 B. 71, N. Y.
Ferguson, Barney A Dick, 68 W. 53, Bayonne.
Fern A Mack, Paterson, N. J.
Field Boys, 148 B. 97, N. Y.
Fields A Hanson, Bijou, Quincey, 111.
Fields * -Wooley, Parisian Widows, B. B.
Fllson A Brrol, 122 So. Austin, Austin Station,
Chicago.
Fink, Henry, G. O. H., Jersey City.
Fisher, Mr. A Mrs. Perkins, 531 Washington.
Brookllne, Maaa.
Fin lay A Burke, Box 93, Onset, Mass.
Fisher, Robert, Lady Blrda, B. B.
Fisher A Berg, Rents-Santley. B. ft.
Flake A McDonougb, Dec. 16, Pastor's, N. Y.
Fltsgersld A Qulnn. Trans- Atlantlcs, B. ft.
Flatow A Dunn, 206 B. 14, N. Y.
Fleming, May Agnes, White's Gaiety Girls, B. ft.
Flemen A Miller, Kentucky Belles, B. B.
Flora. Mildred, Night Owls, B. B.
Fletcher, Charles Leonard, Dec. 6, Shea's, Buffalo.
Flower, Dick J., Orpheum, Ssn Francisco.
Flyon, Jas. A., 1213 Penn. Are.. Washington.
Fogerty, Frsnk, Temple, Detroit.
Follett, Lonnle, 150 B. 107, N. Y.
Fords, Four, Maryland, Baltimore.
"Fords, Famous," 391 Gates, Brooklyn.
Foreman, Edgar, A Co.. Elks' Club, N. Y.
Forrest. Bdytbe, Innocent Maids, B. B.
Foster A Dog, Novelty, Brooklyn.
Foster A Foster, Majestic, Des Moines.
Fox, Will H., Empire. Belfast, Ireland.
Fox, Mort, Parisian Wldowa. B. B.
Fox A Hughes, Empire, Boise, Idaho, tndef.
Fox, Will, Lady Birds, B. B.
Frank, George, Lady Birds, B. ft.
Franklin A Green, Novelty, Brooklyn.
Franklyn A Keane, 1553 Brosdway, N. Y.
Francis, Adeline, Majeatic, Topek*.
Frans. Cogswell A Frans. 246 W. 21, N. Y.
Frsncis. Harry, Jolly Girls. B. R.
Frellgh, Llssle. Trana-Atlantlcs, B. ft.
Frevoli, Frederick. O. H.. Oneonta. N. Y.
Frey A Allen, Ideals. B. ft.
Fredo A Dare, 207 E. 14, N. Y.
Frederick. Snyder A Poole, 200 N. Gay, Baltimore.
French, Henri, Orpheum, Los Angeles,
Frey Trio, Chicago Post, Chicago.
Friend A Downing, 688 No. 12, Phils.
Futurity Winner, Olympic, Chicago.

Fagen

Falrcbtlds,

Oalando, 82 Summer, Brooklyn.
Galettl's Monkeys, K. A P. 23d St., N. Y.
Gallagher A Barrett, Orpheum, Denver.
Garden A Somera, Toreadors, B. ft,
Gardiner Children, 1958 No. 8. Philadelphia.
Gardner, Andy, Bohemians, B. R.
Gardiner A Vincent, Empire, Dublin, Ireland.
Gardiner, Jack. Keith's, Boston.
Osrtelle Bros., 416 8. Main, Gloversvllle, N. Y.
Gavin. PUtt A Peaches. 4417 3d Art.. N. Y.
Oaylor A Graff, S44 W. 16. N. Y.
Oaylor, Bobby, 5108 Princeton, Chicago.
Gelger A Walters, Majestic, Des Moines.
Gennaro's Band, Maryland, Baltimore.
Genaro-Tbeol Trio. Dec. 1-80, Llebechs, Breslan,
Ger.
Gibson, Fay, Standard. Davenport,

la.,

indef.

Gillespie, Ed.. Orpheum, San Francisco.
Gilbert, Bessie, Cook's. Rochester.
Gilbert, Jane, 257 W. 15, N. Y.
Gillette Sisters, Dec. 16, Unique, Ban Claire.
Gllmore. Stella, Jolly Girls, B. ft.
Montgomery, Orpheum, BockGilroy, Hayea
ford, 111.
Gladstone. Ida. 335 W. 50. N. Y.

A
A

Marx, 286 W. 38, N. Y.
Gordon, Amy, Rose Sydell, B. ft.
Gordon. Cliff. 3 E. 106, N. Y.
Gordon, Max, Reeves' Beauty Show, ft. ft.
Gorman A West, Vaudeville, Lebanon, Pa.
Goas, John, Orpheum, Turtle Creek, Pa.
Gordon

Gotham Comedy Quartet, City Sports, B.
Graces, Two, Miners American's, B. R.

ft.

Grant, Anna, Pat White's Gaiety Girls. B. B.
Grant, Sydney, 10 W. 65, N. Y.
Graham, Geo. W., Scenic, Providence, indef.
Gray A Grabam, Washington, Spokane.
Green, Sam, White's Gaiety Girls, B. ft.
Gregg, Frank, Tiger Lilies, B. ft.
Gregorys, Five, Dec. 1-16, Tivoll, Bremen, Ger.
"Griff." Empire, Patersou.
Grimes. Tom A Gertie, 1615 No. Front, Pblla.
Gruet, Jack, Al. Marie Ideals. B. ft.

—
Hale, Corbin, A Mlaa Allen. 107 B. 31, N. Y.
liale A Harty, Bijou, Grand Forks, N. D.
Hall. Isabel. Lady Blrda, B. ft.
Hall, Alfred, Rolllckera, B. B.
Hall, Geo. F., 180 Center, Boeton.
Haley, Harry B., 236 Ogden, Chicago.
Hammond A Forreater, 101 W. 88, N. Y.
Haney, Edith, A Lee, Jr., 4118 Winona, Denver.
Hanson A Nelson, 592 10th St., Brooklyn.
Harris, Sam, Star, Jeanuette, Pa.
Harcourt, Frank, Margarata, Eureka, Cal.
Hart, Fred, 393 8th Ave., N. Y.
Hart, J. C, A Co., Tiger Lilies, B. B.
Harmonious Four, Bijou, Adrian, Mich.
Hsyes A Carew, Bohemians, B. B.
Hsrt, Sadie, 1163 Jackson, N. Y.
Hsrland A Bolllsoo, 224 W. 14, Kansas City.
Harlo we, Beatrice, High Jinks. B. R.
Hereon, Jules, Yankee Doodle Girls, B. B.
Harrington, Hilda, Bose Sydell, B. R.
Harris, Bobby, Toreadors, B. ft.
Harris, Charley, Harry Bryant's, B. L.
Harrison, Minnie, Rolllckera, B. B.
Harvey A Adams, Cochran, Cochran, Ga.
Harvey, Elsie, Proctor's, Albany.
Harvey, Harry, 8110 Cottage Grove ave., Chicago.
Haskell, Loney, Columbia, Cincinnati.
Hayes A Haley, 147 W. 127, N. Y.
Hayes, Brent, Hippodrome, Rochdale, Eng.
Hayes, Edmund, Jolly Girls, B. B.
Hayes, E. C, Bols, Lyons, la.
Hay man A Franklin, Tivoll, Sydney, Australia.
Haynes, Beatrice, Broadway Gaiety Girls, B. ft.
Healy A Vance. 215 W. 106, N. Y.
Hearn, Tom, Empire, Coventry, London, Bug.
Heath, Thomas G., Orpheum, Minneapolis.
Ueclow, Charles A Marie, 452 N. High, Chillicot be, O.
Helm Children, Bijou, Duluth.
Hellbscks, The, 2910 Armour, Chicago.
Hellman, Benj., Toreadors, B. R.
Heath A Emerson. 200 Berriman, Brooklyn.
Heuman Trio, G. O. H., So. Bethlehem, Pa.
Heury A Francis, Jolly Grass Widows, B. B.
Henry A Young. 270 W. 39th, N. Y.
Herbert, Mabel, 404 Main, Worborn, Mo.
Herbert The Frog Man, Crystal, Denver.
Hertsman, Julia. Imperials, B. B.
Hess Sisters, 258 W. 55, N. Y.
Hewlettes, The, Frits, Portland, Ore., indef.
Hibbert A Warren, Keith's, Phila.
Hickman, George. Grass Widows, B. B.
11 lest and, Chas. F., 2039 Iowa Ave., St. Louis.
Hill, Cherry A Hill. Gay Morning Glories, B. ft.
Hill, Edmonds Trio, 262 Nelson, New Brunswick.
Hilliard, Robert, Proctor's, Newark.
HUlyers Three, Imperial, Freemont, 0.
Hiitons, Marvelous, Fay Foater, B. ft.
Hlnes A Remington, Harrison, N. Y.
Hlnman, Capt. Sidney, Mechanics Hall, Boston.
Hobelman, Martha, Harry Bryant'a, B. B.
Hoch, Bmll, A Co., Majestic, Johnstown, Pa.
Hoffmann, Cycling, Gaiety, So. Chicago.
Holdswortha, The, Orpheum, Atlanta.
Hoi man. Al A Mamie. Olympic, Kleff, Rnasla.
Holmes, Gertrude Bennett, 18 Central, Greendale,
Mass.
Hoi man, Harry, Continental Hotel, Chicago.
Holt. Alf.. Moss Stoll Tour, England, indef.
Houston, Frits, 292 King, London, Ont., Can.
Ilorton A La Trlska. Dec. 16, Family, Butte.
Howard Bros., 220 W. 88, N. Y.
Howard A Cameron, Scenic, Taunton, Mass.
Bowan A Kearney, Orientals, B. ft.

Howard
Howard

A
A

Howard, Empire, Hoboken.
St.

Clair,

Charing Croaa Rd., London.

Howard, Harry A Mae, 155 So. Halsted. Chicago.
Howard, Jos. ft., Aleda, 111., Indef.
Howard, May, 8608 Prslrle Ave.. Chicago.
Howard's Ponies A Dogs. Bennett's. Quebec.
Hoyle, William, 16 5, Attleboro, Mass.
Hoyt. Frances, A Co., Sherman House, Chicago.
Huehn, Musical, 1558 Bway., N. Y.
Hughes, Florence, Harry Bryant's, B. ft.
Hneated, Sadie, Yankee Doodle Girls. B. ft.
Hurleys, The, 185ft So. Orange, Newark.
Huston, Arthur, Majeatic, Birmingham, Ala.
Hutchison' Children. Revere House, Chicago.
Hutchison's Comedians, Revere House. Chicago.
Hyde, Walt. M., A Co., 8506 5, Plttsbnrg.
Hyde, Mr. A Mrs. Robert, Camp Rest, Chemo
Lake, Clifton, Me., Indef.
-

A Corlnne, Empire, B. ft.
Imperial Musical Fonr, 148 Dearborn, Chicago.
Immensaphone, Olympic, Chicago.
Ingram, Kyle A Co., Palace, Cbarlerol, Pa.
Inman, The Great, 812 W. 24, N. Y.
International Comlques, Dec. 16, Dominion, WinImhof

nipeg.
Irwin, Flo, Orpheum, Brooklyn.
Irwin. Jack Tiger Lillles, B. ft.
Italia. 856 Mass. Ave., Boston.

Godfrey

Cbas. A Anna, Rents-8antley, B.
Henderson, Acme, Sacramento.

A

doets, Nat., 1818 Tree, Donor a, Pa.
Golden A Hughes. Mllford. Mlsa.

Kallnowakl Bros., Trans- Atlantlcs, B.
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Kelly, Sam A Ida, Liberty, Pittsburg.
Kelly, John T., Elmhurst, L. I.
Kelly A Rose, Orpheum, Boston.
Kelly, M. J., 46 Johnson, Brooklyn.
Kelly. Walter (.'., Keith's, Columbus.
Kemp's Tales of the Wild, Colonial, N. Y.
Kennedy Broa. A Mac, Family, Carbondale, Pa.
Kennedy A Wllkens, 1553 Bway., N. Y.
Keno A D'Arville. New Orleans.
Allman, 112 Knoxvllie. Peoria.
Kenyon, Healy
kcttler, Joseph B., Bijou, Dubuque, la.
Kherrs, Arthur H., 5 Wisconsin, Chicago.
Klein, Otto Broa. A Nicholson, 16 W. 86, Bayonne.
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with

WILL
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Wordwright.

(OBB&EDWAKW
VOW

MAY

ft.

Kalmo, Chaa. A Ada, May wood, N. J.
Kaufman, Reba A Ines, Majestic, Houston.
Keegan A Mack, 92 3rd Ave., N. Y.
Kelfe, Zena, 508 W. 135. N. Y.
Keene, Joggling, 1360 Boston ltd., N. Y.

BEING 8UNO ST

IRWIN

" lie Pesck That Tastes
Ibnis

He

WILL

He

Sweetest

Idlest n tie

D.

Tree."

COBB

Wordwright,

BEW

1512 Broadway,

YOBS.

A

Kingsbury. The, 1553 Bway., N. Y.
King, 8am. A Nellie, 2374 Pitkin, Brooklyn.
Klns-Ners. 348 N. Clark, Chicago.
Klnsons, The, 21 B. 20, N. Y.
Klrachhorns. 207 So. 18, Omaha.
Knlgbt A Beaton, 1806 Morgan, Springfield, 0.
Knight Broa. A Sswtelle. 1710 Cornelia, Chicago.
Knowlea, Harry, 1553 Broadway, N. Y.
Knox, W. H., Ely*lan Grove. Tucson, Arls.
Kooper, Harry J., High Jinks. B. R.
Kokln. Mignonette, K. A P. 23d St'., N. Y.
Kohler A Marlon. (). H.. Bradford, Pa.
Kolfage, Duke, Crystal, El wood, Ind., Indef.
Koppe, Orpheum, Portsmouth, O., indef.
Krstons, The, Empire, Schenectady.
Kretore. Bijou, Duluth.
KurtlsBusse, Majestic, Houston.

Macarte Sisters, Proctor's, Albany.
Macks, Two, 245 N. 69, Pblla.

Mack A Dugal, Coliseum,

Seattle.

Mack, James. Wesley, Rose Sydell, B. B.
Magulre. U. S., North Adams, Mass.
"Madle," 403 W. 61. N. Y.
Mahr, Agues, Beuuett's, London.
Majestic Musical Four, Novelty, Brooklyn.

Mskarenkos Duo. Empire. Paterson.
Malcbow, Geo.. Bijou, Osbkosh. Wis.. Indef.
Malveru Troup*. White's Gaiety Girls. B. B.
Manbasset Comedy Four. Rose Sydell, B. R.
Mauley A Norrls, 617 Walnut, Hamilton, O.
Mantell's Marionettes, Dec.

16,

Crystal,

St.

Joe.

Mo.
Marlon A Pearl, Lyric. Mobile, Ala.
Marco Twins. World Beaters, B. B.
Mario Trio, 62 E. 8, N. Y.
Marks, Clarence. Broadway Gaiety Girls, B. B.
Marlon A Lillian, Tiger Lilies, B. B.
Marckley, Frank, Bijou, Winnipeg.
Marlowe. Plunkett A Co., 27 Gaylord, Dorchester.

La Clair A West, Orpheum, Turtle Creek, Pa.
La Delles Four, Orpheum, Canton, O.
La Fleur, Joe, Orpheum, Minneapolis.

Mass.
Martin, Dave A Percle, C. O. H., Chicago.
Martlunettl A Sylvester, Majestic, Johnstown, Pa.

Ladell A Crouch, Orpheum, Denver.
Lakola, Harry, Star, Muncle, Ind.
A Williams, Irwin's Big Shows, B. ft.
Lamb A King. 353 State, Chicago.
Lamb's Manikins, 465 Pippin, Portland, Ore.
Lswler A Daughters 100 W. 105, N. Y.
La Mase Bros., Poll's, Worcester.
La Mont's Cockatoos, Grand, Indianapolis.
Laredo A Blake. 325 B. 14, N. Y.
La Marche, Frankle. 436 E. 26. Chicago.
La Tell Bros., O. H.. Wilmington, Del.
La Toy Broa., Palace Hotel, Chicago.
La Van A La Valette. Majestic. Pittsburg, Indef.
La Velle A Grant. 226 E. 14. N. Y.
La Veen A Cross, Poll's, New Haven.
Lavette A Doyle, 840 N. 2, Hamilton. O.
La Ville A Sinclair. K. A P., Jersey City.
La Vine Cimaron Trio, Shea's. Toronto.
Lavine A Hurd. New Century Maids, B. B.

Martynne. C. B., Orpheum, Leavenworth, indef.
Marty nne, Great, Rose Sydell, B. B.
Martin A Crouch, Coeur D'Alene, Spokane, indef.
Marshall A King, Rents-Santley, B. R.
Martini A Maximilian, Yankee Doodle Girls, B. B.
Marty. Joe. 1623 Hancock, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Maruna, Nevaro Maruna, Poll's, Springfield, Mass.
Mason A FUburn, Coeur d'Alene, Spokane, indef.
Mason A Doran, Sheedy's, Fall River, Mass., indef.
Mason A Heeler, Keith's, Columbus.
Mason A Shannon, Orpheum, Boston.
Masons, Four, G. O. 1L. Grand Rapids.
Masse, Ed A Nettle, Portland, Pa.
Mathews, Joca. Yankee Doodle Girls, B. B.
Maxwell A Dudley, 108 W. 96th, N. Y.
Mayer, Robert, High Jinks, B. B.
Mayne. Elisabeth, Harry Bryant's, B. B.
McCann, Geraldlne A Co., Family, Carbondale, Pa.
McCale, Larry, Imperials, B. B.
McCarthy, Myles, Bijou, Osbkosb, Wis.
McCree. Junle, LaSalle, Chicago, indef.
McFarland, Frank, 811 W. 142, N. Y.

Lambert

La Tosks, Orpheum, Omaha.
Langdoos, The, 704 5th Ave., Milwaukee.
Lawrence, Pete, Al Reeves' Big Show, B. ft.
La Gray, Dollle. Bijou, Racine, Wis., indef.
Lee Tung Foo, 1223 2d. E. Oakland.
Le Claires. Two, 403 W. 51, N. Y.
Le Clair A Bowen, Arcade, Toledo, Indef.
Le Pelletlers, 144 B. Elisabeth. Detroit.
Leahy, Frank W., Manhattan. Norfolk, Va., Indef.
Leeds. Adelaide, Parisian Widows, B. B.
John, Unique, Eau Claire, Wis.
I .p. Fevre A St.
Le Malre A Le Maire, 673 Lenox, N. Y.
Leigh, Andrew, Lady Birds, B. R.
Lelghtons, Three, K. A P. Union Sq., N. Y.
Lennon, Herbert Bert, Majestic, Birmingham.
Leonl A Leonl, Orpheum, Lima, O.
Leonard A Scott, Orpheum, Canton, O.
Leonard, James F., Yankee Doodle Girls, B. ft.
Leonard, Gua, Acme, Sacramento, indef.
Leontlna, Marie, 17 E. 97, N. Y.
Lenore A St. Claire, 4948 Easton, St. Louis.
Leftoy A Woodford, 2417 Wylle Ave., Pittsburg.

A Co., Orpheum, San Francisco.
Leater, Will, 281 John B., Detroit.
Levlno, Dolpb A Susie, Gaiety, Springfield, 111.
Levy, Bert, Orphenm, Brooklyn.
Levy, Mrs. Jules, and Family, 162 W. 98, N. Y.
Lewis A Ohapln, Fay Foater, B. B.
Lewis A Harr. 125 W. 16, N. Y.
Lewis, Phil, Gllmore, Oswego, N. Y.
Lewis, Oscar, White's Gaiety Girls, B. ft.
Lewis A Thompson, Merry Maidens, B. ft.
Le Witt A Ashmore. 296 No. State. Chicago.
Llbbey A Trayer. 802 W. 47, N. Y.
Link A Calljul. Fay Foster, B. ft.
Linn, Benn, Half Dime, Jersey City, N. J., Indef.
Locke, Busaell A Locke, Dec. 16, Lyric, Terre
Leslie, Bert,

Loder, Chaa. A., Bose Lawn, Areola. Pa.
Lomlaon, Wllllard. 228 Montgomery, Jersey City.
Long. John. Family, Erie, Pa., Indef.
Loralne, Oscar, Hathaway's, Lowell.
Louise A Dottle, Bowery Burlesqners, B. ft.
Lovltts. The, 814 Beverly rd., Brooklyn.
Lowe. Musical, 288 3d are., N. Y.
Lowell A Lowell. Moss A Stoll, Eng., to Now. 28.
Luce A Luce, Waldman's, Newark.
Luckies, Two, 897 Sumter, Brooklyn.
Lulgl Plcaro Trio,* travel; Empire, 'Frisco.
Lukens, 4, Reading, Pa.
Luts Bros., People's, Cedar Raplda.
Lyons, J., Champagne Girls. B. ft.

ft.

Lew A Bro., 9249 So. Chicago, Bo. Chicago.
Jackson, Harry A Kate, Hat ha way's. Maiden.
Jacobs A Sardell, Mission, San Francisco.

i

Cobb's Corner

LATEST,

Haute.
.*

A

Glocker.

Jacobs A Want, Bam Devere, B. ft.
J sines Byron, BljOU, Flint, Mich., Indef.
Jennings A Jewell, Knickerbockers, B. B.
Jennings A Renfrew, College, Toledo,
Jennlnga, William, White's Gaiety Girls, ft. ft.
Jerome, Nat 8., 1287 Washington, N. Y.
Jess, John W.. Lid Lifters, B. ft.
Johnson, Chester, 838 8rd Ave., N. Y.
Johnson, Mark, Family, Bo. Fayette, Ind.
Johnson Bros. A Johuson, 515 Brushton, Pittsburg.
Johnson, Geo., Bcrlbner's Big Show, B. ft.
Johnson, Jess P., 622 Bo. 4, Camden, N. J.
Johnsons, Musical, Palace, Hull, Eng.
Johnston A Buckley, Empire, B. ft.
Jones A Walton, Majestic, Madison. Wis.
Jorden, Tom, Lady Blrda. B. ft.

Jack

A

Trescott, Majestic, Fort Worth.
Macarte's Monkeys, Jersey City.

MacDowell

McPbee A

Hill, Keerey's, Brooklyn.

McFarland A McDonald, Colonial Belles. B. B.
McFarland A Murray, Champagne Girls, B. B.
McGinnls Bros., 75 Brsdford, Springfield, Mass.
McLaughlin, L. Clair, Sberldanvllle, Pa.
McLeod, Andy, Kentucky Belles, B. B.
McMabon's Watermelon Girls, Reading, Pa.
McCabe. Jack. Century Girls. B. B.
McCormlck, Hugh, Grand Madison, Wis.

McCune A Grant, 8 Banton, Plttsbnrg, Pa.
McGratb A Paige, Orpheum, Yonkers.
McGregor. Lulu, Grand, Altoona, Pa., Indef.
McWIlllams, G. B., Orpheum, Minneapolis.

A Hlgglns, 272 So. 2d, Brooklyn.
Meaney, Lottie, A Co., Unique, Ban Claire, Wis.
Mel Is. The, Majestic, Crawfordsvllle, Ind.
Melvln Bros., Kentucky Belles, B. ft.
Melvey Trio, 97 Psrk. Chicago.
Melrose Troupe, Hathaway's, Maiden.
Merrltt, Raymond, Empire. Los Angeles, indef.
Mlddleton, Gladys, Fischer's, Los Angeles. Indsf.
Mlgnon, Helene, Empire. St. Panl, Indef.
Milton A Medallion, Majeatic, Streator, 111.
Melville

Joe, Rollickers, B. ft.
Wm., 20th Century Maids. B. ft.
Millard Bros., Crackerjacks, B. B.
Millard, Frank, Lady Birds, B. ft.
Miller, Elisabeth, Revere House, Chicago,
Mlllershlp Sisters, Watson's. B. ft.
Miller, Grace, Phillips', Richmond, Ind., Indef.
Mills A Lewis, 114 B. 11. N. Y.
Mtilman Trio. Dec. 1-81, Appolo, Vienna. Ana.
Mills A Morris, Clarendon Hotel, N. Y.
Mitchell A Cain, 611 Sterling PL, Brooklyn.
Mitchell Misters. Monarch, Law ton, Okla.. Indef.
Mitchell A Qnlnn. 20 Bay 26, Bensonburst. L. I.
Mitchells, The, Blmlra, N. Y.
Monroe, George, 1568 B'way, N. Y.
Montambo A Hurl Falls, Empire, B. ft.
Montrose, Louise, Keith's, Pblla.
Mills,
Mills,

Moore A Dillon, Fay Foater, ft. ft.
Montague's Cockatoos, 54 W. 26. N. Y.
Montgomery A Moore, 1009 Buttonwood, Phila.
Montray, 814 Western Ave.. Alleghany, Pa.
Morette Sisters, 1287 Lee. Philadelphia.
Mooney A Holbein, Oxford, London.
Moorebend, Harry (Dreamland), Norfolk, Va.
Morgan A Chester, Vanity Fair, B. ft.
Morgan, Lou. Parisian Belles, B. ft.
Morgan A McGarry, National, Ban Francisco.
Moore, Billy, Orphenm, Portsmouth, O.
Morre, Chas., Lady Birds, B. ft.
Morre, Helen J., Night Owls, B. ft.
Morrelle, Msrle, 1724ft Main, Parsons, Kan.
Morris A Kramer, Dainty Duchess, B. ft.
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with the Banjo

BOOKED SOLID
The

Girl

Who Makes

Morse, Billy, Anheuser's, Aberdeen, Wash., lndef.
Morton, Bessie, Bijou, Dubuque, la.
Morton, James J., 14? W. 45, N. Y.
Morton, Ed.. Rolllckera, B. R.
Mullen ft Corelll, Dec. 15, Orpheum, Salt Lake.
Muller, Chum ft Muller, Hopkins', Louisville.
Mulllnl Sisters, Washington Society Girls, B. R.
Munger, Mort M., Frankfort, Ind.
Murphy * Andrews, 110 Washington pi., N. ¥.
Murphy ft Magee. Ideals, B. R.
Murpby ft Palmer, 309 »d Ave., N. T.
Murphy * Wlllard, 006 No. 7th, Philadelphia.

Murphy, Whitman Co.. Grand. Tacoma.
Murphy, G#o. P., Tiger Lilies. B. R.
Murray, Clayton ft Drew, Pastor's, N. Y.
Murray Sisters, Msrylsnd, Bsltimore.
Murrsy, Elisabeth, Shea's, Toronto.
Murray, Wm. W.. 228 E. 14, N. Y.
Murtha. Lillian. 211 E. 10, N. Y.
Murray ft Williams, 320 E. 91, N. Y.
Musketeers, Three. Jolly Grass Widows, B. B.
Musketeer Quartette, Newark, N. J.

the Banjo Walk, Talk and Ask Questions In a Musical

Psycho,

Pudgie

Nelson-Fsruum Troupe, 3141 Beverly rd., Brooklyn.
Nelson, Katherlne, 10 Howland, Roxbury, disss.
Nelson, Ned, Massllon, O.
Nelson * Egbert, 483 Atlantic, Pittsburg.
Nevada ft Eden, Palace. Donors. Pa.
Newell Sisters, Jolly Girls, B. R.

Newell
Nlcolal,

Niblo, 14, Leicester, London. Eng.
Jules, Lady Birds, B. R.
ft Odell, Blue Ribbon Girls, B. R.
Ida, Bohemians, B. R.

ft

Newmsn,
Nlemeyer

"Night on a House Boat," Poll's, New Haven.
Night With the Poets, Orpheum, Minneapolis.
Noble. Billy, 20th Century Maids. B. R.
Noblette ft Marshall, Family, Davenport, la.
Nolan, Fred, Boston Belles, B. R.
Normans Juggling Six, Columbia, St. Louis.
North, Bobby, 45 W. 116th, N. Y.
Nosses, The, 179 W. 47th, N. Y.
Nowlin, Dsve, Family, Rock Island, 111.
Nugent, J. C, Bijou, Fond du Lac, Wis.

O'Brien-Havel, 616 52, Brooklyn.
Odell ft Hart, 2063 Strand. Seattle.
Odell & Klnley, O. O. H.. Pittsburg.
Ogden. Helen, 270 Clybourne, Chicago.
O'Hanna, San, Chicago.
Olivette, 225 Pacific, Brooklyn.
Omega, Ollie, Parisian Widows. B. R.
"Onetta." Park Hotel, Port Chester. N. Y.
Onthank ft Blancbetto. P. O.. Boston, Mass.
O'Neill, J. H., ft Co., So. Pittsburg.
O'Neil, Tommie, White's Gaiety Girls. B.
Orbasany's Irma, Majestic, Montgomery.
O* Regan, Box 806. Ottawa, Can.
Orma, Grace, Pastor's, N. Y.
Orion*. Olga, Toreadors, B. R.
O'Rouke ft Marie, Merry Makers, B. R.
Otto Bros., 10 Howlsnd, Roxbury. Msss.
Our Quartet, Indianapolis, Ind.

Palmer
Palmer

ft

B.

Dockman, 1419 Gault, Chicago.

ft Saxton, Novelty, Stockton, Cal.
Palfrey ft Hoeffler, Riverside, R. I.
Parisian Grand Opera Co., 636 Lexington, N. Y.
Parks, Dick, Empire, Los Angeles.
Patton. Grace, Rolllckers, B. R.
Paulinetti ft Plquo, 242 Franklin. Phils.
Pendletons. The, 135 Pittsburg, New Castle.
Pero ft Wilson, 335 Temple. Washington, O.
Pearl. Kathryn. Rolllckera. B. R.
Pearl. Violet. Rolllckers, B. R.
Pelot, Fred ft Annie, Keith's Union Sq., N. Y.
Pepper Twins, Rome, Ga.
Perry ft White, Miss N. Y., Jr., B. B.
Perry, Frank L., 747 Buchanan, Minneapolis.
Perry, Clayton, Ideals. B. R.
Patching Bros., Columbia, St. Louis.
Petera, Phil & Nettle, Armory, Blnghamton.
Pbllbrooks ft Reynolds, 220 B. 78, N. Y.
Phillips Sisters, Majesties. B. B.
Plercy ft Fulda, 1926 Patterson, Bsltimore.
Piccolo Midgets, Orpheum, Salt Lake.
Pike, Lester, Falrhaven, N. J.
Poirer's Three, 12 Notre Dsme, Montreal.
"Polly Pickles' Pets in Petland," K. ft P. 125tb
8t., N. Y.
Posner, Allan II., 436 Central Park W., N. Y.
Potter ft Hartwell. Champagne Girls, B. B.
Powers Bros., 15 Trask. Providence.
Powers, Eddie, Unique, Eau Claire.
Power. Coletta ft Co., Majestic, Birmingham.
Prampln Trio, 847 W. 40, N. Y.
Price ft Tyler. Library O. H., Sag Harbor, N. Y.
Pritzkow, Louis, Century Girls, B. R.
Probst Trio, Pottsvllle, Pa.
Pryors, The, Novelty, Denver.

Mansfield.

Mile.,

O.,

lndef.

Semon, Chas. F., K. ft P. Union Sq., N. Y.
Seymour Sisters, Orpheum, Canton, O.
Seymour, O. G., ft Co., Wesson's, Joplin, Mo.

Emmett, 464 Blewett, Seattle.
August O. H.. Augusta, Ga.

ft

Pullen, Louella,

Pullman Porter Maids. Keith's, Pblla.

Quaker City Quartet, 408 Macon, Brooklyn.
Quigg, Mackey ft Nickerson, Fenberg Stock
(Eastern).
ft Mitchell, 20

Qulnn

Bay

Co.

Bensonhurst, L.

26,

I.

ft Valentine. Oxford. London, to Feb. 10.
Monkey's, Colonial, Lawrence, Mass.
Rain Dears, Keith's, Phlla.
Rainbow Sisters, Avenue, Duquesne, Pa.
Raleigh ft Harrington, 233 Winter, Hagerstown,
Md.
Ralston ft Son, Box 641, Patchogne, N. Y.

Radford
Ratlin's

'

Ramsey
Nagel ft Adams, Moosejaw. Sask., Can.
Narelle. Marie, Christ church, New Zealand, 'lndef.
Natus, Julie, Tiger Lillles, B. R.
Nawn, Tom, ft Co., Orpheum, Los Angeles.
Neff. John. Majestic, La Salle.
Nellls. Neill ft Chapman. 1052 E. Main. Rochester.

'07-'08

Sisters, Majestic,

Ls

Salle.

Rastus ft Banks, Dec. 16-31, Alhambra, Brussels,
Belgium.
Raufs, The, Dec. 16, Bijou, La Crosse.

Rawls & Von Kaufman, Gaiety, Springfield, 111.
Raw son ft June, Phoenicia, N. Y.
Raymond ft Hayer, Majestic, Sbreveport, La.
Razarfs, The, Family, Pottsvllle, Pa.
Ray, Fred, ft Co., Columbia, St. Louis.
E. 88th. N. Y.
Raynor, Val, Trana-Atlantlcs. B. R.
Reattlno ft Stevens, 114 E. 11, N. Y.
Reded ft Hadley, World Beaters, B. R.
Redford ft Winchester, Grand, Pittsburg.
Reed ft St. John, C. O. II.. Chicago.
Reed Bros., 48 Saxton, Dorchester, Mass.
Regal Trio, K. ft P. 23d St., N. Y.
Beid Sisters. 53 Broad, Elizabeth.
Reed ft Earl, R. R. No. 8, Box 816, Los Angeles.
Reed, Harry L. Washington. Buffalo, lndef.
Reeves, Al, Reeves' Beauty Show, B. R.
Remington, Mayme, Orpheum, Los Angeles.
Reuard's, Three, G. O. H., Indianapolis.
Rennee Family, Family, Davenport, la.
Reno, Geo. B., ft Co., Empire, New Cross, Lon-

Raymond, Frederlcka. 16

Tyce. Lillian. 733 Mt. Prospect, Newark.
Tyroleans, Fourteen, 242 E. North Ave., Chicago.

Seyons, The, Parisian Belles, B. R.
Sbarpe, Dollle, Family. Pottfcville, Pa., lndef.
Sbarrocks, The, 521 Main, Lewiston, Ida.
Sherman ft Fuller, 853 N. 8. Reading, Pa.
Sherman, De Forest, Co., Gaiety, Brooklyn.
Shlrhart, Anson, Crystal, Detroit, lndef.
Short ft Edwards. 57 Mlddsgb. Brooklyn.
Shrodes, Chas. ft Alice, Orpheum, Reading, Pa.
8Imms, The Mystic, Box 369, Dobbs Ferry, N. Y.
Sieger, Lillian. Harry Bryant's. B. R.
"Side Show," Columbia, Cincinnati.
SIdman, Sam, Columbia, Oakland, Cal., lndef.
Sidonlas, The, Parisian Belles, B. R.
Sidonne ft Kellle, 424 E. Chlcsgo sve., Chicago.
Silver Stars, 51 Hanover, Boston.
Simpsons, The Musical. 204 E. 52. N. Y.
Sineay's Dogs ft Cats, 101 W. 40, N. Y.
Slater ft Finch, Arcade, Toledo.
Sloan, Grace, Orpheum, San Francisco.
Smith ft Arado, Folly, Chicago.
Smith ft Convey, Trans- At Ian tics, B. R.
Smith Bros., 66 Hawthorne, Hartford.
Smith, Wm. M., Broadway Gaiety Girls, B. R.
Smith ft Brown, Morning Glories, B. R.
Smythe, Wm. H., Gay Morning Glories, B. R.
Snyder ft Buckley, Columbia, Cincinnati.
Sommera ft Storke, Ideals, B. R.
Somers, Zalmar, Pat White's Gaiety Girls, B. R
Some Quartet, Merry Maidens, B. R.
Sonnett, Annette, City Sports. B. R.
Soper, Bert, Star, Altoona, Pa., lndef.
Spencer, Lloyd, Lyric, Houston, lndef.
Splllers, Muslcsl Five, Arcade, Toledo.

Usher, Claude

don Eng.

Kevell, Nellie, Lyric, Danville,

v

Waddell, Fred & Mae, Dodge's, Keokuk, la.
ft Waggsnd, 205 Hull, Brooklyn.
Wahlund, Tekela Trio, 205 W. 22, N. Y.
Walters, Harry, 1553 Bway, N. Y.
Watson ft Little, Kefth's, Phils.
Watson's Farm Yard, Poll's, Hartford.
Watson, Fred, Orpheum, San Francisco.

Waggand

ft

111.

Holier t do

Mont

Trio,

722

W.

14th

PI.,

Grand

Rapids.
Roblsch ft Childress, 841 No. Clark, Chicago.
Robinson ft Grsnt. 206 8th sve., N. Y.
Robinson, Parquette Trio, Dayton, O.
Robinson, Tom. Scrlbner's Big Show, B. R.
Rocksway ft Conway, Bijou, Battle Creek.
Rogers ft Mackintosh, Majestic, San Antonio.
Romola, Bob, Bijou, Davenport, la.. Indef.
Ronaldos, Three, North Ave., Chicago.
Rooney & Bent, Poll's, New Haven.
Rooney, Katie, Poll's, Hsrtford.
Roscoe ft Sims, Rentz-Santley, B. R.
Rose ft Ellis, Ysnkee Doodle Girls, B. B.
Ross He Lewis, Alhambra, Brighton, Eng.
Rosso ft Slmms. Bowery Burlesquers, B. B.
Roth, Laura, Family, Rock Island, 111.
Rousek, Jack, Air-Dome, Leavenworth, lndef.
Roxie ft Wayne, Bijou, Bay City, Mich.
Royal Musical Five, 249 So. 9th. Brooklyn.
Russell, Fred, Bowery Burlesquers, B. R.
Russell, Fred P., 486 W. 186, N. Y.
Russell ft Davis, 707 8 Ave., Columbus, Qs.

Ryan
Ryan

ft
ft

Richfield,

Shea's, Buffalo.

White, Colonial, Lawrence, Mass.

8

Lady

Birds, B. R.
Sanford ft Darlington, 2422 So. Adler, Phlla.
Salvaggls. 5, Miss N. Y., Jr., B. R.
Sandow ft Lampert, Orientals, B. R.
Schaar Trio, Family, Rock Island, III.
Schell's, Mme., Clrco Bell, Mexico City, to Jan. 4.
Schepp, Grover, Rolllckers, B. R.
Schmldllng. Harry H.. 287 W. Monroe, Chicago.
Schuster, Milton, Palace, Boston, lndef.
Schrock ft Rice, 1223 State. Milwaukee.
Scott, Mike. Pastor's, N. Y.
Scott, Edouard, Grand, Reno, Nev., lndef.
Scars, Gladys, Parisian Belles, B. R.
Seguin, Wood, Eugenia, 2314 Hollywood, Toledo.
Battler, Chas.,

<
i

:

i

Walton, Irving R., Irwin's Majestic, B. B.
Waller ft Maglll, 102 7th ave., N. Y.
Trio, 640 82, Milwaukee.
Warren ft Brock way, Fay Foster. B. R.
Wangdoodle Four, Vanity Fair, B. R.
Washer Bros., Oakland, Ky.
Walsh-Lynch ft Co.. Irwin's Big Show, B. B.
Wslsh, George, Toreadors, B.. R.
Washburn, Blsnche, Broadway Gaiety Girls, B. R.
Waterbury Bros, ft Tenney, Poll's, New Haven.
Watson, Jos. K., Rolllckers, B. R.
Webb, Harry L., Beatrice, Neb.
Webb, Josle, Tiger Lillles, B. R.
Webb, Mabel, Pat White's Gaiety Girls, B. B,
Weber, Cbaa. D., Bowery Burlesquers, B. R.
Weber, John, Broadway Gaiety Girls, B. R.
\*elch ft Maltland, Vanity Fair, B. B.

SPI8SELL BROS.
Week

Ob

MACK

"CAFE DE PARIS."

Deo.

9, Keith's,

Columbus, 0.

Spooler, Lew H., Empire, B. R.
Trio, Grand Family, Fargo, N. D.
Stafford ft Stone, Majestic, Madison, Wis.
Stanley, Mr. and Mrs. W. H., Family, Kane, Pa.
Stanley, Minna, City Sports, B. R.
Stanton ft Sandberg, Crystal, 8t. Joe, Mo.
Steinert ft Thomas. 120 W. 135, N. Y.
Steger, Julius, ft Co., Poll's, Hartford.
Sterns, Al, 253 W. 30. N. Y., c o Dunn.
Stevens, Leo, Washington Society Girls, B. R.
Stevens ft Boehm, 325 E. 14, N. Y.
Stewarts, Musical, Bohemians, B. R.
Stewart, Harry, Rose Sydell, B. R.
St. Elmo, Leo, 1553 Broadway, N. Y.
Stlckney's Pony ft Dogs, Washington, Spokane.
Stlrk ft Dan, 28 Hancock, Brockton, Mass.

Stadium

Cohen, G. O. H., Indianapolis.
ft Elmer. 343 E. 142d. N. Y.
ft Prevost, Keith's, Boston.
ft Walters, Boston Belles, B. R.
Rich, Jack & Bertha, Grand, Belllngham, B. C.
Richards, Ofcrls, Hay market, Chicago.
Rich Duo, 164 E. Randolph, Chicago.
Riley, Frank, Orientals, B. R.
Rinaldos. The, 1842 S. High, Columbus, O.
Ring ft Williams. 102 Liberty. Baltimore.
Roberts, Four, Olympic, So. Bend.
Roberts, Hayes ft Roberts, Warrington Oak Park,
Rice
Rice
Rice
Rice

aiauous, Aerial, Bijou, B. Liverpool, O.

Valdare ft Varno, Columbia, Ind.
Valmore, Mildred. Toreadors, B. R.
Vslolse Bros., Star, Unlontown, Pa.
Valvcno Bros., 107 B. 31, N. Y.
Van Cleve, Deltoii ft Pete, 236 B. 14, N. Y.
Van Gofre ft Cotrcly, Wigwam, San Francisco.
Van Hoven, Union Sq., N. Y.
Van Lee, James, Yankee Doodle Girls, B. R.
Vardaman, 270 W. 39, N. Y.
Vardon, Perry ft Wilbur, Orackerjacka, B. R.
Variety Quartet, American, N. Y.
Vedmars, The, 749 Amsterdam, N. Y.
Vermette-Carpottie Trio, Alhambra, London, Eng.
Verua, Belle, Orpheum, Sidney, O.
Viola ft Engle. 128 Montauk ave., Brooklyn.
Von Dell, Harry, 458 Notre Dame, Manchester, N.H.

.

Tjr

111.

Fannie, 38 Henry, Jersey City.

Ward

indef.

Rever ft Yulr, Champagne Girls, B. R.
Reynard, Ed F., Keith's, Providence.
Reynolds, Abe, Miss N. Y., Jr., B. R.
Rhodes ft Engel, 223 Chauncey, Brooklyn.
Rice, Al, Baby Grand, Carnegie, Pa.

ft

Vsgges, Olympic, Chicago.

t

Rensbaw, Bert, Majestic, La Salle, III.,
Reusetta ft Lyman. Trocadero, B. R.

Way

St.

Onge

Bros..

Wells, Pauline, Parisian Widows, B. B.
Wells, Billy K., Hsrry Bryant's, B. B.
Wentworth, Vesta ft Teddy, Bon Tone, B. R.
West, John A., 161 W. 66, Chicago.
West ft Benton, Oak Park, Sacramento, lndef.

West ft Van Siclen, Acme, Sacramento.
West, Harry, Washington Society Girls, B. B.
West, Ed., Parisian Belles, B. B.
Weston. Emms, Empire, R. R.
Weston, Sadie, Parisian Belles, B. R.
Whalen ft West, Hippodrome, Putney, London,
Eng.
Wheeler Children, Grand, Turtle Creek, Pa.
Wheeler ft Roeey, 15 So. Clark, Chicago.
Wbelan ft Searles, 805 W. 42. N. Y.
White, Deunison ft White, Olean, N. Y.
White, Ed. ft Rolls. Bijou. Winnipeg.

Wash., Spokane.

Stone, Berth, Orpheum, Sioux City.
Strickland, E. C, Elite, Rock Island, 111.
Stuart ft Keeley, Majestic, Evansvllle.
Stutzman ft Crawford, Lyric, Cleveland.
Sturgls, Ida, Imperials, B. It.
Sullivan, W. J., Bijou, Jamestown. N. D., lndef.
Sully ft Phelps, O. II., Webster, Mass.
Sunny South, Orpheum, Kansas City.
Subers, Einlle, Hsymsrket, Chicago.

White Hawk. 750 Westcheater, N. Y.
White, Pat, Pat White's Gaiety Girls, B. R.
White. Tom. Lady Birds, B. R.
Whitehead, Joe, 498 W. 88, N. Y.
Wbltely, James, Trans-Atlsntlcs, B. R.
Whittle, W. E., Dec. 16, Orpheum, Reading.
Whitman, Frank, Bennett's, Quebec.
Wlggans, Joe, Imperials, B. R.
Wilbur, Caryl, Empire, Wolverhampton, Eng.
Wilder, Marshall P., 256 W. 97, N. Y.
Wills ft Hassan, Cooke's, Rochester.
Williams, 0. W., Bennett's, London.

Troupe. Empire, Holloway, Eng.
Sutton ft Sutton, High School Girls, B. R.
Sweet, Eugene, 25 Cherry, Providence.
Sweeney, John 8., 462 Turner, A lien town. Pa.
Swor Bros., K. ft P. 23, N. Y.
Sylows, The, Parisian Belles, B. R.
Symonds, Jack. Bijou, Adrian, Mich.
Syts ft Sytz, Orpheum, Webb City, Mo.
Sutcliffe

.

Tanna, Family, Lancaster, Pa.
Taneans, O. H., Peeksklll, N. Y.
Tanean, Felix ft Claxton, 831 E. 93d St., N. Y.
Talcots, The, New Sun, Springfield, O.
Tsylor, Tell, La Salle, Chicago, lndef.

Tegge ft Daniel, Orpheum. Chill Icot he, O.
Tenors, Four, Pst White's Guiety Girls, B. R.
The "Quartette." Dec. 15, Orpheum, Oakland.
Thompson ft Csrter, City 8ports, B. R.
Thorne, Mr. and Mrs. Harry, Hotel Braddock. N.Y.
Tlddlewlnks ft Dugan, 503 Hudson, N. Y.
Tinney, Frank H., 812 Moore, Phlla.
TIvoll Quartette, Orpheum, Denver.
Tom-Jack Trio. Orpheum, New Orleans.
Torcat, Bennett's, Quebec.
Toys, Musical, Newburg, N. Y.
Travers, Belle, Orientals, B. R.
Trlllera. The, 346 E. 20, N. Y.
Trover Lafe. Irwin, Goshen, Ind., lndef.
Truesdell, Mr. ft Mrs. Howard, Keith's, Providence.
Truex, Maud, G. O. H., Jersey City.
Trocadero Quartet, Dixieland. Jacksonville, Fla.
Turner, Bert, Crystal, Marlon, Ind.

IV hen answering advertisements kindly mention Variety.

Williams, Thompson ft Copelsnd, Majestic, Dallaa.
ft Mayer, 309 W. 65, N. Y.
Williams, Jud, Dec 16, Family, Mollne, III.
Williams, Helns ft Williams, Majestic, Chicago.
Williams, Sam, ftthambra, N. Y.
Williams ft Meiburn. Music Hall, Allentown, Pa.
Williams ft West, High Jinks, B. R.
Wilton, Tony, Helolse ft Armoros Sisters, 1 Prima
rd., Brixton, London. 8. B., Eng.
Wilson, Alf ft Mahe, Gayety, Milwaukee.
Wilaon Bros., Keith's. Providence.
Wilson, Jsck, ft Co., Temple, Detroit.
Wilson, Lizzie N., 175 Franklin. Buffalo.
Wilson. Sam. High Jinks, B. R.
Wilton. Belle, Vsnlty Fslr. B. R.
Wolff Bros., Clrco Bell, Mexico.
Wood Bros., 207 B. 14, N. Y.
Wood, Ralph, Lyric, Ft. Smith, Ark., lndef.

Williams

Wood* & Woods,

Lyric, Danville,

111.

Woodford's Animals, Rose Sydell. B. R.
Wcrdette. Estelle ft Co.. 3 B. 42. N. Y.
World ft Kingston. Columbia. Cincinnati.
Work ft Ower, Keith's, Providence.
Worthley, Mlnthorne, 125 Lexington, N. Y.

Yackley

ft

Runnel,

Kim

Villa,

B. F. D.

6,

Lao
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ttCPRC»CMrtTIVE artists
KEITH'S THEATRE, CLEVELAND,

WEEK NOV.

25lh, '07
"Ain't

I

Right,

Boys?"

II
•

WHAT THE CLEVELAND PAPERS

The Dublin Minstrel"

SAID THE MORNING AFTER
"LEADER."

"Two

acta on. the bill this

week would be worth the money, eten

If there issne

no

other*.

are Prink Fogerty, 'the Dublin Minstrel,' and •Cherrfe/ a Geo. V. Hobert sketch played by Clayton
White and Marie Stewart. Fogerty la an unknown to Cleveland, or rather he was till Monday.

—

Be

has monologue In Irish dialect and a bundle of brand new jokea that are red hot. If yon hare
He's 'th* most refreshing ninnslngjst Keith's has had
been steeped In vaudeville, hear Fogerty.
this

"Prank Fogerty caught the crowd and held
the average In wit and brilliant delivery."

It

Keith's Theatre.

They

with an Irish monologue that wss much above

"A new man carried off the honors at Keith's yesterday. His name la Prank Fogerty, and
he waa billed an The Dublin Minstrel.' Not only was he a stranger, but none of his stories rasas*
op ami shook u* warmly by the bands In the exuberance of their long-time acquaintance. AH of
And 'he knew bow to shoot it orer the footlights with a
his stuff was new.
All of It was good.
Mr. Fogerty will
gravity that made It sink deeper into the bull's-eye of popular appreciation^
always be welcome."
billed aa 'The Dublin Minstrel,' Is a singer and comedian of unusual importHe Is a strong feature of the
that he haa a good voice and that his jokes are new.

'Frank Fogerty,
ance,
bill,

in

end wss given much applause."

.

Booked Solid on K.-P. Circuit

Hurled Into Vaudeville by

DICK

MXJTUTE8 OP OOMZDT.

HARRY
TALES AED

FEEETES.

Bell Boy,

ORIGINAL,

Kill's

"

the

la

KEEP YOUft EYE 0*

Bitchle

•s

FITS Brigade."

LAUOM FEODUCEE-

DIABECXER,

Psnnaasat

•ECOJTD

SEABOE.

Gas

Kill's

"Arsuad

the

Clook" On,
Amoriea's Original "That Bad Boy" (Late of
Fred Karno's), "Bight la aa English MuaiseJ
Hall."

does;" Os.

a the Westsra Vaudeville Aaaooiation time and a long routs

Esq.

LVIo

WEBB
OTV\
G E A S TT
—

L.

IDT08.

HARRY LEONHARDT,

U

ZRYZKO PLACE,

FEW TOEK

OTXT.

IN

I

THE-

THE MOST SENSATIONAL CYCLE ACT BEFORE THE PUBLIC
Positively the only ones doing a
it

the one

who

first

W

HIGH BACK SOMERSAULT IN MID-AIH, and FORWARD SOMERSAULT FROM SURFACE SPRING BOARD.

introduced the "Loop-the-Loop" and "Loop-the-Gap" in a theatre in 1903-04.

"The Much Traveled Ventriloquist," Introducing "McGinty

frosa

Address care Variety, Chicago

Tony

Casteilane

Chicago Opera House Block.

Winton

Australia."

Enormous Success

Correspondents Wanted Wherever There

Why

Office,

is

XL AW a ERL ANGER CIRCUIT.

a Variety Performance.

not have a cartoon of yourself or act for lobby, or a diagram of your tricks?

I'LL

DRAW THEM FOR YOU

ORIGINAL
Iff

you are,

this is the best protection
When answering

advertisements kindly mention Vabtety.
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Belles, 'Star, Milwaukee..
Knickerbockers, Gej-4ty. Indianapolis.

Kentucky

Lady

HAVE YOU HEARD

Birds, Phllsdelpbla.

Lid Lifters, 0-11, Empire. Albany; 12-14, "Empire,
Holyoke.
Majesties, Star, Brooklyn.
Mardl Gras Girls, Corinthian, Rochester.
Masqueraders, Gayety, St. Louis.
Merry Maidens, Columbia, Boston.
Merry Makers, Standard, St. Louis.
Miss New York, Jr.. People's, Cincinnati.

JOSEPHINE SABEL
SING

Glories, Majestic, Vgoasa City.
Nlghtiugajes, 8tarj St. Paul.

Morning

Night OWja, Gayety, Washington.
Orientals, Empire. Chicago.
Parisian Belles, Buckingham, Louisville.

"Miss
Hammer-

If not, go to heir her at

next week.

stein's

At each performance the

com-

is

the chorus 7 and 8
Hear the gallery whistle it

pelled to. repeat

times.

Yea,

Jerome

by

it's

%

Schwartz's

NEW

ST.,

Bose HllyStsndsrd, Cincinnati.
Rose 8ydHl, Westminster, Providence.
ir
,
Runawtif Girls, Empire, Cleveland.
Sam Dwere's, Avenue. Detroit.
Scribners Big Show, L. O. 10, Majestic. Kansas

CITT

With

If,

CORRESPONDENCE

HID

I

Unless

Wf«»l

>l

v»

Sl

otherwise

soted,

Yemamato
Young
Young

Bros.,

A De Vole.
A Manning,

York

8 Lower 5. Evanavllle.
2180 Grant, Denver.

A Co., 1080 02, Oakland.
Zanoras Cycling. Temple, Alton, 111.
4. 104 W. 40, N. Y.
Zasell, Vernon Co., Auditorium, Lynn.
Zeds, H. L., Grand Family, Fargo, N. D.
Zenda. Parisian Widows, B. B.

Terre

Girls,

Bijou,

Beading;

Girls, Monumental, Baltimore.
Champagne Girls. 9-11, Jacob's. Paterson;

City.
12-14,

Century

12-14,

Star, Scrsntuo.

Cherry Blossoms, L. O.; 16, Eighth At*., N. Y.
City Sport*, 128th St. Music Hall, N. Y.
Colonial Belle*, 9-11, Des Moines; 1214, St. Joe.
Crscker Jacks, Gaiety, Brooklyn.
Dainty Duchess, Wsldmsn's, Newark.
Dresmlsnds, Howard. Boston.
Empire Show, Colonial, Cleveland.
Fay Foster, L. O. 16, Bowery, N. Y.
Girl from Hsppylsnd, Garden, Buffelo.
Golden Crook, Chlcsgo.
High Jinks, 9-11, Gayety, Albany; 12-14, Lyceum,
;

Troy.

High School

Girls, Imperial. Providence.
Gothsm, N. Y.
Imperials, 9-11, Terre Hsute; 12-14, Indianapolis.
Irwin's Big Show, 9-11, Gsyety, Scranton; 12-14,
Bijou, Reading.

Ideals.

Jersey Llllles. Gsyety, Birmingham.
Jolly Grsss Widows, Bowery, N. Y.
Jolly Girls,

Acsdemy, Pittsburg.

The dancing of the Reiff Brothers
Julie Heme, assisted by three other
presented a dramatic aketch entitled
"Between the Acts." There Is a thin plot. One
more strong situation and less of the quiet conservative would strengthen the playlet.
Lockwood
and Bryson (women) are singers. The contralto
Is
versatile In character and somewhat of a
comedienne, while the other displays adeprnesa as
a whistler, as well ss a vocalist.
Olympla Desval and Company are accomplished In horse and
dog training.
The menage and "high school"
exhibition enthused and brought admiration.
It
Is an artistic and resplendent display.
The act
evidently cornea from the white tents. Fred Bosnian knows how to sing comic ditties, and Mme.
Czinka Panna plays the violin gracefully, while
a musical dog assists with more than ordinary
conlne Intelligence. Qulnn Trio sang and danced
and Manikin, "the Frogman," contorted, as con-

The Klnodrome

AUDITORIUM (Klaw

Springfield;

Bon Ton, Jersey

not a detriment, however, for the Ust, whfje not
attractive ss previous weeks,
enticing
Is
Houdlnl Is the top liner. His exhibition
alwaya attracts attention and Interests and his
drawing power Is unquestioned.
The Musical
Cuttys who appeared in the opening bill at the
Auditorium about eight weeks ago, repeated their
splendid musical offering.
Harry Gllfoll, as

enough.

ward Adams,

Empire, Albany.

Harry. 9-11,
Empire, Albany.
Casino Girls, Chlcsgo.

Broad

so

tortionists do.

Brigadiers, Star, Toronto.

Bryant's,

S.

—

plessed.
plsyers,

0.

GUmore,

EUGENE CLINE. 22i

days of yore.

BURLESQUE ROUTES

9-11,

St.

Louis. Mo.

Ave..

Kansas

St

closed.

Erlanger,

mgrs.

Mil-

Sunday rehearsal 10:80.
Colonial Theatre). There was genersl shifting
of plsces on Sunday evening.
The deviation from
the program schedule 'did not Improve the general
bill from a point of attractiveness.
Had the acta
director.

—

followed their original consecutive course, the result might have been more gratifying to all concerned.
The sets sre reviewed according to the
rearranged program announced by placards. The
Gaudsmldts were first to appear in a series of
acrobatics, assisted by two flip-flap dogs.
They
served as a lively opener.
Jay W. Wlnton followed, from eighth place, the position held by
Sydney Grant. Wlnton offers a ventrlloqulal act,
a departure in that particular line.
One of the
exceptional features is the life-like animated figure which mechanically, but with an amount of
realism and vibration, maneuvers amusingly. Finley and Burke Introduced a lot of burlesque Ideas
in their diverting comedy and singing act.
Hasvaar and Lee are new here. The couple Introduced
some novel juggling along familiar lines.
The
woman la a fairly good ground tumbler, but her
assumed jocularity in the comedy, while breaking
the silent monotony at times, is rather aalepfceeea.
The act was liked. George Fuller Golden has not
been seen here in years. His subjects drifted to
matrimony. There are so many bright points that
it requires a wide swake audience to grasp and
appreciate them. His success was absolute. Mile.
Emmy entertained with her collection of pet
csnlnes and the Duffln-Redcoy Troupe performed

When

Ave., N. E., Cleve-

land. Ohio

"Baron Sands" Is artistically clever.
The Intrepidity of Ralph Johnstone smazed.
He Is a
most daring cyclist.
Press Eldrldge, with the
same outlandish style of dress, delivered his nonsense In the same effective manner as In the

Zeno, Bob. 848% 1. Poctlsnd, Ore.
Zeno, Jordan a Zeno, Keith's, Schenectady.
Zlsks a King, Johnstown, Ps.
Zolaa, The, Family, Sioux City.
Zimmerman. Al., Empire, B. B.

WEEK DECEMBER

City,

Mo.

is

Zsmloch

12-14,

City.

B. Glover, mgr. for Kohl
Castle.
Monday rehearsal 9). There Is hardly
number on the bill that hss not appeared before
Chicago audiences on more then one occasion. It

Saras,

Broadway Gaiety

the follswisg

s

O.

Americans, London, N. Y.
Avenue Girls, 911, Indianapolis; 12-14,
Hsute.
Bachelor Club, Empire, Toledo.
Bebman's Show, Gayety, Baltimore.
Blue Ribbons, Palace, Boston.
Bon Ton, Gayety, Columbus.
Boston Belles. Olympic, Brooklyn.
Bohemians, Eighth Avenue, N. Y.

Lake

St..

Atlanta, Ga.

Opera House Block
(Phone Main 4880).

a

88,

Burlesquers,

EUGENE CLINE, 6th and Olive Sts..
EUGENE CLINE, 1021-23 Grand

GHIGAGO

N. T.
Emerald, Adam* Co.,

S. State St., Salt

Utah

By FRANK WIE8BERO,
VARIETY'S Chicago Office,

Young. Harry C, Lady Birds, B. B.
Young. Ollle. a Bros.. 58 Chittenden, Columbus. O.

Bowery

EUGENE CLINE, 268

1

MAJESTIC (Lyman

W.

Avenues,

Nicollet

EUGENE CLINE, 7 7 Superior

Chicago

caster, Pa.
Yalt© Duo, 290

III.

Minneapolis, Minn.

111.00 per ttooi'd

Chas K Harris
SI

Chicago.

St..

reports are for the current

Immediate Delivery
•

Gsyety.

EUGENE CLINE, 59 Dearborn
EUGENE CLINE. Third and

;

PER THOUSAND

Compact

12-14,

Trans-Atlantlcs. Philadelphia.
Trocaderos, Gsyety, Milwaukee.
20th Century Maids. L. O; 18-18, Lyceum, Troy;
18-21, Gsyety, Albany.

'

$10.00

Theatre Royal, Montreal.

Dewey, Minneapolis.
Thoroughbreds, Chicago.
Tiger Lilies, Philadelphia.
Toreadors, 0-11, Lyceum, Troy;
Albany.

The Chas K Harris Songster
ABSOLUTELY THE BliSI >
IHt lAltil

qirls.

Vanity Fair, Murray Hill, N. Y.
Washington Society Girls, Century, Kansaa City.
Watson's Burlesquers, Dewey, N. Y.
World Beaters, Gayety, Detroit.
Yankee Doodle Girls, L. O. 16, Empire, Chicago.
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Parisian Widows. Lyveuip, Boston.
Pat White's Gsyety Girls. Lafayette, Buffalo.
Beeves Beauty Show, Philadelphia.
Beilly 4 Woods, 9-1 1, Star, Scranton; 12-14,
Jacob's, Paterson.
Rents Saotley, Gayety, Pittsburg.
Bialto Rounders, Met. O. H., Duluth.
Bice a Baetpn. ,Gayety. Toronto.

Acuna, J. M.; Berguln. Nellie; Bohme, W. A.;
Burke, Chas.; Balrd and Dunn (Chicago office);
Barry, W. H. (Chicago office); Bedlnl, Ceban;
Backman, Marie; Burree, Jim; Calhoun. Wllllsm;
Csrleton snd Terre (Chlcsgo office); Casey, J. F.
Claftln, Josle; Clemenso, Bob (Chicago office); ColCrane, Lawrence; Charllne and Charlins, M. D.
Dumas.
line; Dsnby, Wslter; Dowling, Josepb:
Florence; Demlng, Arthur; Donnelly, Henry V.;
Elverton, Harry (Chicago office); Fay. Elfle; Ford,
John; Ferguson, Msrguerlte; Fitzgerald, Dick (3);
Gsmellas, The: Gaudy, Louise; Gilbert, John D.;
Gil ling water. Claude; Gallando; Gibbons. Thomaa
(Chicago office); Herbert, Will; Hill, Hamilton;
Hunting, Tony; Howard, Ed. (2); Kelly, John
W.; King, Gussle; Kent, Dorothy; Lackey, Jas.;
Le Monts, The; McCsrt, Wllllsm; Msrks, Al.;
Mesrs, Grace; Mitchell. Willis (Chicago office);
Moore, Frank (1); Moore, Rhodes; Mills. Beecber
H.; Morrison, Altres; Mead, Will; Murata. Toklo;
Qulgley.
Palazst;
(Chicago Office);
Opp. Joe
Helen; Rochester, Nina (8); Rose, Mr. (Spencer,
Kelly and Rose); Rowley, Ssm; Sslter, Irving;
Selblnl and Grovlnl; Sarll, Tony; Shayne. John;
Simonds, Teddy; Smith. Charles F. Starr. Mabel
(Chlcsgo office); Stephens, Hsl; Stevens, James
(8tewart and Desmond);
Stewart, Harry
F.
Lew; Sutton, Harry; Sterling, Evelyn;
Sully,
Tanner and Gilbert: Tobln Sisters, The (2); Toledo, Gus; Tulsa; Vice and Viola; Webb, Harry
L. (Chicago office); Webber, Elissbeth; Wilson,
Hsrry B.: Wroth, Ed.; Williams, Estella (2);
Wallace, Franklyn; Wilson, Jack (Chicago office);
White, Lou.
;

:

;

gyrste in occasional numbers, either frown or
bear dejected countenances. The piece would not
be so trsglc had Frank Finney surrounded himself
with better support. It seemed as thawgh everyWith one or two exthing depended upon him.
ceptions the legitimate parts are inaccurately
handled. The performance la a mock reproduction
of the one presented by Mr. Euson* s own stock
company, with Frank Finney. The "burletta" Is
too valuable to he spoiled by Incompetent players.
Finney is an energetic, ambitious snd Irresistibly funny comedian, with original methods.
(iaude Radcliffe is probsbly too Impetuous as the
Spanish revolutionist, but he gsve sn slmost correct portrayal and delivered his lines with a good
accent.
Al Plnard was gentlemanly
foreign
enough in "straight." but lacked the proper
dash, as did Matt Scbaefer, who nearly resembled bla predecessor In the ssme role, aa the
Ella Claus waa becomingly atburly statesmsn.
tired In a Spanish costume snd emphsslzed the
The
revengeful quotations with thrilling effect.
Lady Chumley of Jessie Scbsefer wss rstber timid
Hsrry Buckley impersonsted
and unconvincing.
Roosevelt.
It wss smuslng to wstch the chorus
If the insctlve damsels
In military discipline.
recruited to embellish the background had any
Idea how sombre and awkward they appear from
the "front" they would reduce the premium and
smile more gently. They moved shout as though
they were driven or urged. The singing Is weak.
With better voices the tuneful music would hsve
Claus snd Rsdcllffe
merited more recognition.
presented "Ikey's Reception," seen st the vsudeIt la full of humor and
vllle bouses last season
Miss Claus Is developing Into
eccentric dancing?
a first rate soubrette, possessing looks snd vivacity.
The act pleased immensely. The Criterion
Musical Four (Al Pinard, Matt Schaefer. Ida
Le Pearl, Jessie Schaefer) are Instrumentalists
and their selections were enjoyed. Rsnsetts and
Ljman brought laughter by their antics, and the
Wilsons (colored) showed a neat singing and
la consistent and no
the costuming.
(Harry Davis, propr.).
Taclanu. billed aa a
Bill greatly appreciated.
"tonal" wonder, does remarkable things with the
The Metxettl Troupe of acrobats do marvoice.
velous work. Julius Tannen Is another particular
stsr that shines and as an Imitator he baa few
equals.
His other work was exceptionally fine.
The "Stunning Grenadiers" sing well snd sre
gorgeously costumed. Great Scott, an English 1mportation, does fine balancing on a soft ladder.
Collins a Brown. In a aketch called "An Affair
Martel and
of Honor." evoke much applause.
Woulfe have a specialty that pleases. Maloebe
BmJl Hoeb and
and Thomas, "sister" act, good.
Company, nmuslng fsree, well plsyed. The ItalArmian Trio sing themselves into popular favor.
strong and Clark well liked. Claudius and Scott,
Kitty Johnson snd the Cinematoclever turn..
graph complete.
NOTES.— James J. Brady, general press represenrstlve Rlngllng Bros/ .Shows, Is In the city.
Nelson snd Egbert open -In Indiana the 16th.

(lancing act.

some hazardous feats in casting and triple somersaulting.
The captioned stsr wss Hetty King,
the English male Impersonstor. There is no question as to her exceptionally clever Impersonations.
She sets her songs rather than sings, and Injects
animation
In
them.
quantity
of
proper
the
The Marno Trio show strength snd agility In
comedy acrobatics, using a springboard for some
Sydney Grant bad diffistriking somersaulting.
culty In transmitting his tslk over the footlights
and bis insudlbleness was marked by uneasiness
in the balconies and galleries, until he stsrted to
sing.
This seemed to appease the impatient specSimontators snd' he msnsged to run through.
Gardner Co., held over, snd closed the show.
8ID J. EUSON'S (Sid J. Euson. mgr.).— When
Manager Euson Inaugurated a brief stock season
at his thestre last summer, among the series of
burlesques presented were: "Fun at Dooley*s Drug
Store" snd "On the Panama." These pieces are

Waldron's "Trocadero"
Frank Finney, who
them at Ru son's during the
sultry, period. Is also the principal comedlsn of
Roth were reviewed at the
the organisation.
The chorus girls, who mind
"Burletta" time.
employed by Charlea H.

burlesquers,

this

wrote and played

their

own

season.

in

affairs In the action, until
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Reeves and Keim pan flaying In and around
Iowa and Minnesota.- Osorg* Moore Is building a
10-cent vaudeville and moving picture thestre at
It will be a frame structure
Ellenshurg, Wash
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REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS

REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS

JUST A LITTLE DIFFERENT FROM THE BEST.

Le

Le

and

„ ^ r

;

MAIRE
t

RAPID FIRE HEBREW COMEDY

,

,

THE
DANCING WONDERS
JACK

The Juggler that

really had to talk about himself.

Doing nicely with "Tho Champagne Girls."

BROWN WRIGHT
I

Address, S44

Per.

JOLLY and WILD
In their comedy piano not entitled

NOTE

"THE MUSIC TEACHER."
WORKING.

—ALWAYS

m HALL

r*

SWEDE and

the

HARRY TATE'S <?.

a RAWLS

HAPPY GIRL"
Booked

MOTORING

FISHING

Copyrighted.

COLBORN

5

Big success on Western State* Vauderille Ate'n.

2

IN^ia/

York

England
Australia
AlVfoa

"VON" KAUFMAN

••'WATCH

eolid until Feb.

THC BIO SURPRISE.**
Btornard A Hayman.

»

Booked by Weotora Vend. Am., Chioag o, I1L

FLOURISHING, A

HOME GROWN NOVELTY.

« TIP GO. NORTON I RUSSELL
COMRADES

BOB

Boh Loo, tho Eunny Kan with tho Ladder, and tho

Direction. F.

Management JACK LETT.

46th St, V. T. C.

WUlflD

EDWARD

"The

W.

A.

BRANT.

Original 1,000 Dollar Challenge Dog.

Exclusive Agent,

AL

REALLY REMARKABLE, REALISTIC, RAPID CHARACTER CHANGES.
On K.-P. Time. AI»o Playing for MR. PASTOR This Week.

Buitir.TtT.ATfD.

ALF

T.

WILTON, Exclusive Agent.

Week December 9, Poll's, Bridgeport.
Dewey Theotre, This Sunday, December 8th.

JOHN QUAIL, GEORGE DONAHUE, LEVEY ROONEY, GEORGE SULLY.

THE TALL TALE TELLER.'

EDWARD GRAY Ames
Camden "Leader."

— "Ed.

i

he

feathers

[fallbacks

i

Gray, in his imitation of a messenger actor dying on tbe stage,
almost like tbe real thing played here three years ago."
And I don't have automobiles hit me to get my name in the papers.

was

great,

SOME ACROBATS.
Who

Said "Hail to tho King"?
In Vaudeville.

A
Booked

solid

Knockout in the East.
till

Jan.

5.

Address

all

agents.
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KEITH A PROCTOR CIRCUIT.

THE REAL NEWSBOY ACT

The Original American Newsboy Quartet
Week

FAULKNER BROTHERS, LEONARD and HOLDEN. SIEGERS, DANCERS and COMEDIANS.
SIGNED FOR 10 WEEKS MORE. WHY! MORE MONEY. All time open

CAME WEST FOR 10 WEEKS. HAVE
Dec. 10, Pantage's Theatre, Portland, Ore.

after March 7th.
(Keith-Proctor,

Beware?)

"That Eccentric Comedian"
En Route "Kentucky Belief" Go.
OPEN FOR MUSICAL COMEDY NEXT SEASON FOR LEADING COMEDY PARTS.

•
THE QUESTION— What is the biggest "single" hit that has ever played your house?
THE ANSWERS—Sid Grauman, manager National, Frisco; Premier House, Sulivan-Considine

Circuit:

AL. JOLSON.

Sam

Harris,

manager Wigwam, Frisco;

Premier House, Western States Circuit: AL. JOLSON.
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ADDRESS WHITE RATS.

OTHERS.
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WHO CIVILIZED THE MUCH ABUSED

THE MAN

ENORMOUS

HIT AT GARRICK. ST. LOUIS, this week.

December
diana.

— Claudius

Illinois In
in Iowa,

8th, Shubert,

—

Apollo Quartet la In Inand Scarlet start on a circuit In

Texas and Washington.

January.— Schaar Trio are pilgrimaging

with other States to follow.— Roberta,
In the Middle Wect where
they will remain all season.—Carol Sisters, Three
Jackson*. Frank Wilson and Frledlander Brothers are In thla vicinity.— Fred Lincoln, general
manager of the Sulllvan-Consldlne circuit, Is on
an. Inspection tour of the West and auperlntendlng
the construction and opening of two new houaes.
The Majestic. Denver, acheduled to open Dec. 15.
The
nnd the Novelty, Topeka, a week later.
Denver house cost $75,000 and Is modern in every
appointment.
CHICAGO OPERA HOUSE (Frank Rivers, manMonday rehearsal 9).
ager for Kohl A Castle.
•The Futurity Winner," Rice and Cohen. Bessie
Valdare Troupe, Howard and Troupe. Arlington
Four. Sullivan and Pasqualena, Ida O'Day. Howard and Esher, Washburn and Keeley, Potter and
Harris. Marvelous Plaukleh, Harry Holman.
OLYMPIC (Abe Jacobs, manager for Kohl &
Monday rehearsal 9).— Henry Lee, Al
Castle.
Shean ind Company, Howard Brothers, FarrellTavlor Trio, Ferry Corwey, Mile. Marguerite,
Hose and Ponv, the Ruppelts, Mills and Morris,
the Aldeans, Lea and Opp, Sam Collins, Callahan
and Smith.

Hayes and Roberts are

First- Class Film

Rental Service
199 THIRD AVE.,

NEW YORK

AGENTS FOE

Gaumont's American Films
11

% CENTS PER

FOOT.

"THE PERSEVERING LOVER"
Agents

for

OATJMONT CHBONOPHONE.

Telepbooe 2994 8tayresaat.

HAYMARKET (Wm.

Newklrk.

manager

— "The
9).

for

8ong
Birds." Avert and Hart, Mason-Keeler Compauy,
the Renards, Fetching Brothers, Emlle Subers,
Reed and St. John. Dorothy Adams. Kolhass and
Company, Josh Dreano, Imperial Four.
STAR (Tom Cormondy. manager for Kohl A
Castle). Juggling Normans, Seymour and Hill,
Company, Josle Allen, John A.
Wlllard-Pond
West. Burke's Musical Dogs.
GAIETY (South Chicago. F. Fltzpatrlck, manager for Kohl A Castle).—Golden and Hughes,
Re-Anos. Phil and Nettle Peters, "Auto Girl,"
Fred Sosman, Blssett and Scott, Estelle Hiracb,
Yulll and Boyd and Tots.
FOLLY (John A. Fennessy, mgr.).— A veritable
example of musical comedy without the Incongruities, more or less blended in the succession of "musical comedies" exploited in burlesque
"Mr. -Wise from Broadway,"
season in
tills
presented by "Tbe Kentucky Belles." The piece
Is
In two acts and was written by Sheppard
Camp and George A. Norton. Mr. Camp la also
The number* were
responsible for the music.
One
conceived and staged by Aurello Coccla.
Kohl

A

Castle.

Monday rehearsal

—

*

fink

Ortloff

Cadors
1366

NEW YORK.

BROADWAY,
Formerly with

Telephone 4467 88th

INSTRUMENT, THE ACCORDEON

Mats.

8t.

eating 300.— Lew H. Newcomb and Frank Mastyn Kelly, the cartoonist, formed a partnership
ind will be seen together in an act before the
end of this month.—O'Dell and Hart are on their
way East from Seattle, where they hare played
Sam Da Vries, who is ami
for several months.
la ted with the booking department of the Sulli-

—

yan-Cohsldine combination, la personally routing
acts for a circuit of 27 houses Northwest to Superior. East to West Virginia, and West to KanThese Include a number of Sulllvansas City.
Considlne holdings In the diverging territory. Another theatre for which ground has been broken
at Dubuque. la., will be added to the list about
Feb. 1. The building will coat $30,000 and capacThree shows • day will be given.
ity of 600.
Tbe manager of the Grand Opera House and owner of the new $8,000 Nlckelodean which opens
Dec. 9 In that city Is financing the construction.
The Hlbblng (Minn.) Vaudeville theatre burned
to tbe ground on Thanksgiving Day.—Colville and
McBrlde are in the Middle West.— Beecher and
Maye are coming Weat to aecept engagements
on one of the circuits.—Tbe Grand Opera House.
Butte. Montana, recently acquired by Sullivan A
Consldlne. will receive its acta through the Chicago office of the concern, superintended by Paul
Ooudron, who assumed charge of the hooking department here, replacing Curia. O. Brown. Tbe
Family, the first Sulllvan-Consldlne house la tbe

Montana city, la now giving continuous performances and acta are rooted from tbe Seattle office
In conjunction with the Clark circuit In Montana.
—May Nevadot and Algernon Eden are on the
Polock circuit In Pennsylvania and Ohio.— Flood
Sisters, Albartus and Altus, Dan J. Harrlntjton.
tbe Georglaa and Grant Churchill and Company
are In the Western States territory.— Frencfclli aud
Lewis will end their engagements on the Interstate circuit December 9.—Mr. and Mra. Carroll
have closed an eleven weeks' engagement on the
McShoffrey clrcnlt in Pennsylvania.—Lancaster
and Cavanaugh have been heard from.— Kansas
and 8aymour and May are traveling South.—The
Sldonlas have oeen booked by Henderson la Indiana and Illinois.— Ml Keralake and his trained
pigs have been booked on tbe 8ulllvan-Consldlne
circuit by Paul Gourdon, opening at South Bend.
Indiana, with other dates In the Middle Weat
until Spring when they rejoin the Ringllng show
for the second aeason.—John J. Murdock has returned from hla prolonged trip to New York and
build
is again at his deak In the Majestic Theatre
tag.—Tom Consldlne. brother of J. W., of the

Sullivan Consldlne combination, was In the city
last week on a pleasure trip en route to California,

praiseworthy feature, is the total absence of
ungainly characters. 'There Is neither a Hebrew,
German nor Irish type in the two acts; the first
showing the deck of a steamer with a panoramic
view of the shores of Panama, and the second
an Interior. There Is a decisive musical comedy
atmosphere throughout the show, with no dull
Tbe plot is divided and
pervading moments.
served In sections, but the melange of humor
and music appealed strongly to the Sunday afterNo one cared anything about
noon audience.
The elements have been Interthe "atory."
woven with Ingenuity for the obvious purpose
It
of testing legitimate material In burlesque.
|a probably too refined and Intelligent for those
unaccustomed to this season's output of "adforthcoming
the
If
but
burlesque,"
vanced
shows are equipped the same, we may yet see
There are numerous costume
an innovation.
Tbe girls, sixteen in number, all sizes
changes.
and looka, some comely, make five complete
changes la tights, for there are that many dislength
ankle
the
besides
plays of fleshings
dresses.
A clear, treble soprano voice was heard
among the choristers. Tbe owner of It should
"Fuzzy Wusxy," a song
be given mora latitude.
with several spicy verses was given by Jim
Diamond In place of 8heppsrd Camp, who was
Tbe music Is catchy and
troubled with a cold.
ensembles snd staging approaches on the "pro"Tbe Army" contribute*
duction" standard.
a good portion of tbe amusement with Andy
McLeod anA. Diamond. Sheppard Camp resembles
He delivered
Pete DalleT in the "rival scene."
bis lines effectively, and was conspicuous throughHis humor Is droll and significant
out the aho\v.
of more refinement than commonly expected In
Jim Diamond, with a seml-eccentrlc
burlesque.
make-up, threatened Imminently to monopolize
every comedy situation, and he would not have
Tbe grotesque leg
to exert himself to do so.
mania antics, together with his cheerful mannerisms, without overtaxing them, are worthy
of commendation and shouTd place him In the
limelight.
his
J.

Billy

F.

Flemen

He knows how

makes

a

capital

and delivers
comprehensive manner.
lines In a smooth,
B. Gibson added color as a Spaniard snd

"straight."

to dress

The olio opens with Mae
played the part well.
Taylor, a ahort and plump good-looking young
Olllson
woman, In a pleasing singing number.
and Benny offer a Western comedy entitled

When answering

KUW

Kansas

4 ERLANGER CIRCUIT

City.

"The Cowboy's Courtship," replete with whoops
and wild and woolly hilarities aucb aa make the
West famous.
There Is a tangible atory.
If
Mr. Gibson, who wrote the act and gives an
accurate portrayal of the uncouth cow-puncher,
prudently modified some of the incidents and
to unfold the logical sentiments more
the vehicle would be worthy of a prominent place in vaudeville.
Flemen and Miller
are what the fastidious coterie concede "Fashion
Plates."
Flemen dresses correctly and knows
how to wear good clothes without appearing
freakish or over-dressed.
The couple have a
string of nonsense which they serye effectively.
It Is a question who first Introduced some of
their topical sayings, which are familiar to tbe
average theatregoer.
The talk alone can carry
the act, which aa a vehicle Is meritorious.
Melvln Brothers displayed strength and dexterity
in hand balancing and acrobatics.
Andy McLeod.
"the Irish minstrel," In a musical monologue.
responded to several encores, so emphatic was
his success.
The show can without hesitancy
compare with some of the best.
NOTES.—Chas. I. Lane, formerly with "Sis in
New York" Is preparing a single act for vaudeville.— "The Eight Madcaps," a foreign "girl
act," are coming over from Germany to Join
"A Knight for a Day," with John Slavln and
May Yokes In tbe cast, at Wallack's, New York,
Dec. 14. Jack Burnett and Ed. Hutchinson, of
Hutebinson-Lushy Co., are tbe composers of a
Philippine serenade, entitled "Lusou Lee," which
will be published soon.
C. H. Miles, manager
of tbe only variety bouse In HIbllug, Minn., and
other Interests lu the iron range, was in the
city last week conferring with bis booking agent,
Sam Du Vries, with a view of establishing a
circuit of small theatres in this vicinity.
Mr.
Miles is reputed to possess considerable wealth,
being the principal stockholder In tbe new Majestic, St. Paul, and heavily Interested In minHla theatrical
ing stocks in the Iron region.
investments are said to be a hobby and diversion rather than a lucrative speculation. P. H.
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subtly,
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SAYS:
That

FRANCISGO

By W. ALFRED WILSON.
VARIETY'S San Francisco

Office,

Van Ness Ave. (Room 112).
(John Morrlsey, res. mgr.).— Week
24: Bert Leslie was tbe stellar attraction at the
Ellis street bouse, bringing to us a new conThis apostle of
signment of distorted verbage.
slang continues to reign s warm favorite here1115

ORPHECM

Sisters Urma offered a well
graded assortment of tricks upon tbe trapese in
a graceful fashion. The Three Westona, all young
women, were rather ordinary. Judged by the
They offered selections on
Orpheum standard.
tbe violin, 'cello and cornet and also a singing
specialty that was tbe best feature of their act.

abouts.

The Three

The Four Gracea in statuary posing completed
The holdovers were
the list of new comers.
Anna Eva Fay, The Great Quartet and Mary
Dupont and Company.
NATIONAL (Sid Grauman, mgr.).— Week 25:
May Yobe was the big feature and Grauman outdid all previoua advertising efforts. .This headliner proved one of tbe best drawing cards of
Miss Yobe'a Initial song wss a poor
the season.
choice and plainly showed that ber voice has
The seclost consldersble of its former volumeond number wss much tbe better and won a
The Searl Allen sketch, 'Twin Plata,"
recall.
was the "one best" of the week's bill, being
Thla vehicle
well primed with snappy dialogue.
was in the hands of Ward, Clare and Company,
a capable trio who worked it to Its best advantage.
A song Introduced by one of tbe Iadlee
Ted and Eugene
could be cut with advantage.
Faust, pantomime musical artists, have an act
along original lines and were well thought of.
Cumiogs and Thornton were a clever sketch team
but wasted many precious momenta with a meanIt was their singingle-s semblance of sketch.
Nick Conway.
ing portion that won the banda.
Irish comedian of the old school, fitted well with
Helen Brandon
the balance of tbe program.
opened the show w}th a singing specialty and a
The League Brass
strong routine of toe dancing.
Band, s crack local organization of alxty pieces,
was the added attraction. Their selections were
well chosen, being of tbe popular brand.
VICTORY (I. Coleman Levey, gen. mgr.).—
Week 2.%: Tbe Alpha Circuit entered into active
participation in the Western field of vaudeville
with the opening of their class, a structure with
Tbe attendance was
a seating capacity of 1,000.
Camp's "Doomalimited only by the capacity.
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Guess you'll all be at tbe
i. M. A. Benefit Sunday
night, Dec. 8
I'm
going to give you "See Saw "
'come and see
how they "get it."

day," a scenic spectacular, was th» f«i»nr« ~* m.
opening bill.
Owing to the* l.'te* SlVif of 'ft.
effects the act did not
appear to ita full ad
bU ne ert beless carried off
first honors.
7
!
i!Su*w
DO enCl0" a ,ormer t«*» of the
Kmh-Si"?
c
Lombardl Opera Co., was another
number that
aroused the audience to an
enthusiastic pitch
striking some phenomenal notes
in
the hlirh
register.
His costuming, however, verged on
the
absurd.
Chas. Saukey offered a clever series
of
equlllbristlc
feat, u£>n the slack wire
T^e
Burtons trick cyclists, made a poor
Impression
he routine being very ordinary ind
they cTosed
alienee.
Tbe 8praguelles, musical act. lent

to

r§, J
Zeb "°o rtaSd
r? mIn JoUj
w.?h the
th . "Doomsday"
with
the billing, made bis
appearance rather late In the evening and
waa
well received.
Faasett and Elliott waregrammed for the Initial evening, but owingproto

%{£ E

'

.

late arrival were not in evidence.
They arrived
In due time for Tuesday'a abow
and did much
to strengthen tbe bill.
An unprogrammed black-

face

monoroglst,

better,

house

from

of

whom

was sandwiched

will be
10 to 80

WIGWAM

the

The

In.

"three a day"

at

least said the
policy of the
prices ranging

cents.

(Sam

Harris,

mgr.).— Week

25:

Dsn Harrington, ventriloquist, made hia first appearance in tbls city.
His collection of figures
was of a familiar order, all tbe stock Inanimates being represented.
A good line of converaatlonal material put the act In good standing.
Blnns' Troupe of Dancing Olrle waa the
big number of the week.
The girls show training and adaptability with a youthful miss standing out aa tbe atar.
A flood of colored "spots"

was worked to excess. Tbe American Newsboys'
Quartet filled a return date, receiving a hearty
welcome.
Coccla and Amato, In a well arranged intermingling of staging sad novelty
dancing, bsd a choice position on tbe program
and received their full share of approval.
Avlll
and Grim. In a comedy acrobatic turn, were lo
number one position.
EMPIRE (Hal Curtis, res. mgr.),— Week 25:
The Franks Musical Comedy Co. continue In stock.
This week's offering l« a farcical skit entitled
"Those Servants." Jules Mendel, a local comedian,
assumed
olio presented

the principal comedy role.
The
Shedman and his troupe of trained
dogs; the Four Andersons, who Included a trio of
clever child performers, and Zanfrella's statuary.
NOTES.— Severs!
Nickelodeons
have
been
opened in the rebuilt portion 'of town, and from
reports are doing well.
all
It Is rumored that
Jimmy Lea, at present at the People's Theatre,
Los Angeles, will act as producer at the EmAmong the floral pieces
pire In this dry shortly.
in the lobby of the Victory wss one from Manager Si'! Oraaman, of the National.
Considering
that the Victory Is a competitive factor, this
courtesj was the cause of much comment.
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JOSEPHINE fABKL tnd FLO ADLER

Claire Romalne's Big: Song:- Hit

Released!

Ive Got a Spooney-ooney Feeling

FOR VAUDEVILLE
ii

YQUJ^

ACT NEEDS STRENGTHENING
We
NEW SONGS
DUTCH,
>PALLADS, COMIC* MARCH, WALTZ, ENGLISH,
have

0m*

FRANCIS, DAV
li

COMIC SONGS
and PARODIES
WRITTEN TO ORDER

for

the man and a mighty good bit of acting by
the woman.
It la called "The Wall Between"
and deserve- success. It interests everybody. 3d.
F. Reynard revlvea hla ventrlloqulal village with
good effect, and Work and Ower return with their
clever acrobatic act lq "one."
Chris Bruno and
Mabel Russell have a pretty good aketch, but
Miss Russell ought to refrain from pronouncing
Influence as "infloo-ence," and a lot of other
words in similar style. It hurts the act. Dixon
Brothers, musical clowns, do unusually well and
ought to have had better position on the bill.
"Our Boys in Blue" have a military drill and
sham battle act that la a winner, and the finale
atartllngly realistic.
The Meredith Slstera return, and show good Judgment to revive tbeir
"I'm Sorry" song. Their opening number Is new.
In new gowns, and the whole act goea atrong.
Kennard Brothers, comedy gymnasts; Bailey and
Fletcher, ragttmera; Sam Brooks and Rose Jeanette In "On the Main Street," and Lowell B.
Is

Bv HARRY DILLON
of the

DILLON BEOS.

CORTLAND,

Add™.

N. Y.

Drew (New Acta) complete the

bill.

Business

excellent.

HOWARD

(Jay Hunt, mgr.).— "High School
with Matt Kennedy as high card.
Malda
and Jeanette Young head the line of
girls.
The show Is bright, snappy and pretty
clean.
In the olio are Sutton and Sutton In
"The Rube and the Living Pumpkin," Robert
Athon, Malda Dupree and Jeanette Young In- "A
Night Out." "The Big Four Quartet," and the
Three Wlora Sisters.
The Howard'a own olio
Includes
Deltorelli
Gllssandre,
and
mualcal
clowns; Collins and Hawley, singing and dancing
act; The Hurleys, acrobats; Alexander and Finn,
In "The Rivals"; Louis Guertln. jumper; Kelly
and Bertha, comedians; Henry T. Walte, trick
violinist, and John J. Sbeehan, monologlst.
BusiGirls"

BOSTON
By ERNE8T

VARIETY

L.

Dupree

WAITT.

278A Tremont Street.
ORPHBUM (8. A. Mowry, mgr.).— Hal Dgvia'
auto-racing sketch "A Race for a Wife" la deeervedly headlined here this week, and lta finish
Office,

—

a whirlwind the moat exciting ever aeen on
atage.
The town la still talking about It.
Elsie Rldgley and Messrs. Powell and Davis are
excellent actors.
The Ellnure Slaters hare their
great talkfeat called "The Actress and the lfald,"
which takes well. Joe Maxwell and Company in
"A Night In a Police Station" hare a pretty
good farce, not as "roaring" as the program indicates.
Their ainging la good.
The Schenck
Brothers, back after three years abroad, are remarkable, and have new hand balancing.
Netta
Vesta made good from the start.
Her voice la
aweet and she Is dalntlneses personified.
If you
la

this

Raymond and Caverly spill It out
and get laugha. Byers and Hera wlerd aketch that Is full of the unexpected and geta aeveral curtain calls.
"The
Dixie Serenader*," colored singers, have a very
good act with plenty of dancing. Goldsmith and
Hoppe have a comedy muslcsl act that deserves
praise not only for Its Interest bnt for the fact
that It la clean and wholesome.
The Orpheum
came out thia week with a passionate-covered
program quite unique.
Monday evenlng'a performance was a benefit one for the Knights of
Columbus.
Business big.
TREMONT (J. B. Scboeffel, mgr.).—Trlxle Frlgansa headlined this week, and there are two
other acta which have been seen here very recentMiss
ly, so there la little novelty to the bill.
Frlgansa waa well liked, especially In her "Quiet
Lady" aong. Clnquevalli returned with one or
two new tricks at the finish and went atrong,
while Maud Hall -Mscy revived her "Bowery Girl"
The Georgettys were the
act to good applause.
really big new act on the bill, the work of the
He ought to be featured.
boy being marvelous.
He does all the work, the others being merely
feeders.
Jack Norworth la the same "wise old
owl," with good "locals," but It might be In better taste if be cut out hla "jolly" on K. A E.
Captain Winston's ses lions are a good act, especially where the seal rides the horse and twirls
a fire-brand. Radle Furman came on to a very
Her
cold bouse, but warmed them up a little.
act is characterised more by its noise than Its
art, and if she enunciated a little better it would
sharpAlice
Henry
Taylor,
In
Improved.
and
be.
shooting and equlllbrlstle stunts, open the bill.
The woman's aharpshootlng Is excellent, and the
man has some new tricks In balancing. Business
like "Dutch."
In good abape

mann have

fair.

KEITH'S (H. D. Dunee, mgr.).— Marie Lloyd
can have anything she wants at Keith's, for she
made one of the biggest personal hits ever scored
With an emasculated repertory toned
there.
down to the Keith standard she has been standHer costumes are the
ing 'em up this week.
most beautiful ever worn here by an actress, and
she has been allowed to keep Just enough spice
She
In her business to tickle the male sex.
remains over another week. James J. Morton Is
second In favor, with some new stuff that brings
Sisters
unique
Macarte
In
a
The
loud screams.
and unusuallv Interesting act. make friends ImThey play guitars, dance unusually
mediately.
on the trapetc and slack wire
then
gracefully and
Agn»s
do an act that brings great applause.
Scott and Horace Wright have a distinct novelty
In a aketch that combines fairly good singing by

—

.

—

ness good.

PHILADELPHIA
By GEORGE

M.

YOUNG.

KEITH'S

(H. T. Jordan, mgr.).—There haa
been considerable money waated on this week's
show.
It looks costly on paper, but doea not
prove Its worth on the atage.
Ethel Levy la
one of the "big name" acts on the bill.
When
Miss Levy returned to vaudeville she proved one
of the best of the single singing sets seen, but
she has retrograded and this week fell far short
of living up to ber reputation. Her songs are not
attractive, although skilfully handled.
The planologue number is not what ia expected of her by
those who remember her bright and catchy songs
and her sprighly and graceful dancing.
William Courtlelgh and Company again preaented
"Peaches," the Hobart comedy playlet which deserves to be ranked among the best ever shown
In vaudeville.
Another "racy" aketch waa Edward Clark and his "Six Winning Widows."
Clark has made several changes for the better.
The girls make a nice appearance and are helped
considerably by unusually attractive costuming.
Clark gained recognition for his "piker" story
and the "kissing number" proved a hit.
The
Kemps showed a new series of pictures In their
"Tales of the Wild," very entertaining.
Lulgl
Rossi and the horse "Emir" proved a good card.
Willie nale was among the early offerings. This
Is a good act poorly handled.
Hale does clever
stunts on the rolling sphere and there Is a boy
who adds a bit of music, finishing alone in "one."
Considerable time Is allowed the youngster, which
If deserved, should be made part of the act in
A first-rate
the billing as well as In showing.
act could be made of It.
It needs cutting and
Harrlgan, the Juggler, was seen for
priming.
long
while
this
house.
His
In
a
at
the first time
juggling Is the same as ever, and once he was
Friend and Downing made a good imfunny.
pression with familiar material, as did Inness and
De Chaunt, equilibrist; Slater and WillRyan.
lams, colored act; Max Duffek. contortionist, replaced La Maze Brothers, who failed to appear:
and Ocnaro's Band anil TTrhanl. two of the big
hits of last week's bill, were held over and repeated their success, made up the remainder of
Business remarkably good following
the bill.
Thanksgiving week.
lllll.V INSERT AFTER KEITH.
Flshell.
mgr.). Suzanne
(Dan
FORREST
Adams, who won laurels some four years ago
When a member of the Metropolitan Opera Com-

Madame
week.
attraction
this
Chief
offered meagre opportunity for Judgment
as to the present brilliancy of her voice, for
she sang only simple selections which rarely fail
"Annie l.anrle."
to meet with warm approval.
'•Home Sweet Home" and "Coming Thro' the
Rye'* were three of these and with them she
piitiv.

Adams

pleased

undoubtedly.
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The Waltbour Troupe,

being presented with the usual cleverness of the
troupe of English pantomimlsts headed by Blllle
Peeves.
The Three Yoscsrys repested their comedy acrobatics, and Collins and Hart held down
their usual spot, closing the bill In good shape.
Eva Mudge pleased with her character change specialty.
Johnny Johns went through nicely with
his singing.
The Quigley Brothers who were
here about four weeks ago, were back again. The
dancing finish is still the best part of the act.
BIJOU (Lewis H. Baker, mgr.). The value of
suggest I veneaa In burlesque and a comedian's reputation for ualng It probably played no unimportant
part In drawing crowded houses at thla houae thla
week, where Watson's Burlesquers, with W. B.
Watson at the head la the attraction. Watson
no doubt got the big share of the money among
the four burlesque houses this week and that la
quite an Item with "The Behman Show" In
town.
For hla vehicle this season Watson ia
using a revised version of "Krousemeyer's Alley,"
which he used shout ten yeara ago. There remains much of the rough-house comedy Indulged
The
in by Watson and Williams yeara ago.
characters remain about the same except that
Mrs. Krousemeyer does not appear until the last
Watson has practically done away with
scene.
principal women, though "Kitty," which role
waa first played by Jeanette Dupree and later
by Agnea Behler, la still In evidence, and a couple
of the chorua women are given a chance to "act
out" as foils for the comedians. Watson Is working harder than for seversl seasons and the
show la reaping the benefit, for Watson Is a

—

comedian who gets Isugbs, though it Is mainly
through the channel of suggestiveness. But while
some pretty strong dialogue is used there Is no
"dirty business" In the show, and the lines as
handled by Watson get by In better shape than
much of the same class of material handed over
Comedy
the footlights by less clever comedians.
situations and musical numbers are nicely blended
and the show moves at a good pace throughout.
company
but
There are seversl other men In the
they have little to do, except Frank Bambard
who acts as chief foil for Watson. It Is the
attempting
an
remember Bambard
I
first time
Irish role, but he does well with It, though he
does not keep up to the psce set by Watson.
There is a good bit of time wasted between the
two in throwing "brickbats" and "dead cats"
William L. Swan la the
across the "alley."
only other male who baa any chance to ahow
prominently and then It la only In a minor role,
the others being confined to a sort of a "Heirto-the-Hurrah" finish where they appear as cowpunchers st a christening, though there seems no
good reason why they should be there. The MllSisters

are

much

In

Florrle

evidence.

handles the psrt of "Kitty" cleverly snd the two
sdd lots of life snd ginger to the big chorus.
And when the word "big" Is used, It goes double,
and takes in the line from end to end. Wataon
It always
must have a corner on big women.
was a strong point with him and he is keeping
up old memories, for there are sixteen In the comHalf take up enough room to count for
pany.
But It Is a first class
twice their number.
cborus, all good workers and averaging well up
One chief point In their
as to looks and figure.
This show has been
favor is their appearance.
out since August and the costumes look almost
as If they had Just come from the makers, someThere
thing too rarely seen In burlesque show.
are tights, plenty of them, and plenty to fill
them, and after two or three tasty costumes in
the dress line are shown, there are more tights.
All the numbers are well put on and the singing
A Frenchy costume of
above the average.
Is
black and pink used in the double sextet number
Watson Is doing the
attracts special attention.
old "Salvation Army" number with the chorus
women telling their experiences, and the limit is
almost reached here, but at that It Is not so bad
The
as seen In another show earlier this season.
numbers Introduced In a singing ensemble preceding the "Christening" scored a hit, being well
presented by Maxle Cook, Alice Gilbert and the
Mlllershlp Sisters, though the program is not
followed} Frank Eagan sings a ballad here which
Bonnie Whitman
won him a deserved encore.
and Bertha Fields are the pair who get to be
nearly-prlnclpals. and Minnie Remington has her
name In the cast and draws distinction through
Watson Is not stingy with the
her gray wig.
real brer freely distributed at the christening,
bnt It will go hard with the piano player If the
There are
property man ever rings In "tea."
only

throe

specialties.

dance cleverly

and

The

Mlllershlp

win the honors.

'When nuHucrina advertisements kindlu mention Variety.

New YorkL

cy-

clists (New Acts), was the only other unfamiliar
Karno'a "Night In An
to the- regular patrol..
English Music Hall" proved one of the beat liked,

lershlp

or write at once

you of every kind
IRISH.
ETC.)

HUNTER

Sc

•

call

Sisters

Swan and

"SWELL CLOTHES"
LOUIS NAMETY
SUITE

618-1«7

DEARBOBJf STREET

Chicago's Official
Theatrical Tailor
Makes and

aatisflea

more PROFESSIONALS

than any OTHER Tailor west of New York.
I do my own designing; perhapa yam will Ilk*

my

exclusive.

style,

Patterns and workmanship only tho best.

HOPKINS', LOUISVILLE, DEC.

MAURICE DOWNEY

as

"McQuIiV

t.

la

"The

Doings of Ht, Louder."

CONN. DOWNEY and WILLARD
comedy acrobatic*
Inflict some old
reports big business along the
and for the pure dyed-ln-tbe-wool burlesque
patron. It Is a tip-top show.
NOTES.— "Army snd Nsvy" Night at Keith's
last Friday marked one of the biggest features
ever offered at this house, and capacity buslneeawas enjoyed throughout the day. Charles Fleiachman. stage manager at Keith's, has been at home
for almost two weeks, and Manager Harry T.
111
Jordan has been doubling bis duties with excellent results.—Chester D'Amon, the tbaumaturglst,
scored the biggest hit of any act that haa yet
played the new Nash Hodgson bouse In Camden,
N. J., and record-breaking business hss been the

Bambard repeat

their familiar

and the Bijou Trio sing well, but

Watson

jokes.
line,

—

—

Harry Argyle, manager of "Watson's
result.
Burlesquers," Is walking on crutches as the result
of a street-car accident last week In Baltimore.—
Frank Bambard'a family Is In mourning for a pet
poodle which invaded Chinatown, and tried to»
block a wagon.

ARKANSAS

CITY; N KAN.

FIFTH AVENl'E (Merrltt Jefferles, mgr.).
Week 25: Crawford Brothers, musical-, good,
•'Devils Auction." singreceived good applause, dancing fair, talk
very good; Tim Murphy (two men and a>
girl); exceptionally fine bill.

most of Jokes old; Yale's
ing
all

II.

S.

COLLINSON.

ATLANTA. GA.

—

Bean and
Nairn,
mgr.).
(Ben
ORI»HF.l*M
Hamilton, barrel Jumpers, success; Hanford and*
Mantel], lingers and parodists, fair; Grace Leonard, songs, scored; Van Bros., comedy musicians,
were enthusiast IcaM? received; Clark and Bradley,

lister

act,

went

big;

('has.

Kenna,

the*

VARIETY
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REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS

REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS
T
H

Bis Nit
Everywhere

NIGHTINGALES

E

Theo Carew
far

MOTEL SCENIC PRODUCTION

Mass

tUwUlie PRODUCED

by

WILFRED CLARKE, UmW
It

COMPANY OP SIX

ORIGIN AL MUSICAL SKETCH

K

AND

Y
"KB DAT OFT."

Club.

Original

New York

KLAW * ERLANGER
"A NIGHT IN

s

WW

•hfWy tag

A—rlc«

uader Mr.

ODELL

an ORIGINAL aot

of

PERCY

——»»—<

O. WILLIAMS'

KINLEY

and

Representative,

AN ENGLISH MUSIC HALL"

WM. MORRIS.

(with Billie Reeves, the orig-

MA Night in the Slums of London," etc., etc., in repertoire.
Pirates, keep off. Attorneys, House, Grossman
and Vorhaus, who have already confirmed all our legal rights.
MUkm

PASTORS,

HYMACK

The ORIGINATOR

REEVES.

All productions copyrighted.

N

THE CHAMELEON COMEDIAN

Mrs

CIRCUITS.

inal "drunk"),

o

IN VAUDEVILLE. TIME ALL PILLED,
for JULES MTJEEY.
tag*
l. New BUM Yaoasra assMBisi *. i. «tyv

IT 1AOEMOM,

London Comedy Company.

Manager, ALF.

T

M*T.

KARNOS Comedians

FRED

A

MINNIE MARX,

SUNDAY, DEC.

N. T.

Goforth

AND

AMERICAN.

I,

Doyle

("All Eight")

OF TALE

PHIL MILLS
la

ENGAGED UNITED B00E2NO OPPICES* TIME.

LEW

SULLY'S

"ORATORICAL DDPTURRANCEr'

tioa entitled

and
BOOKED SOLID

-?•

Freeman
A

KCITH & PROCTOR

Bros.

Pllf PV

,

WEES

-: BARNIM

n

DEC.

;-

9.

X.

n

A

P.

23RD

ST.,

,:-fr" >M

V. T.

a

y

'

(E1LUC

•

S

•

-

4a Aiffaraat atylee of dancln*.
Now oa the Sullivan
Opaa far Barieeque or aaderilU for next leaioa.

flSSSMSM Circuit

IMPERSONATIONS, MIMICRY AND TRICK PIANO PLAYING.

FIDDLER and SHELTON
DOING THING8 WHICH COME TO SOME, BUT ALL "NEVER."

Ea

route,

booked by

Weitwn

Vaudeville Aaaociatioa.

Per. Add.. 2701 Dearborn St, Chicago,

111.

THE ECCENTRIC RECRUITS.

Swan AND Bambard
"OaOaard" withW.

DX.WJLT, N. Y. CITY.

B. Wataon'e Army, playins Grof&a and the SherilT in "Krauaemeyer'i Alley.'

WEEK

a

LILLIAN HALE
Oaa of the beet

laayfalny .ketches in Teuderille.

DEC. 9TH.

Bi* aaooeaa everywhere.

Cherarter

Seymour

Sony and Cbengfc

120

W. USth

St..

New

and

*

Nestor
Phone 8470 Mornlngelde

OR

la

JENNY JEE

Booked by X.

K.

YOUR CARD

PXZBER.

IIN

VARIETY.

JOLLY JOHN LARKINS
When

altar April

WORLD'S GREATEST WIRE ARTISTS AND JUMPERS.

M/W/E
VAUDEVILLE SURPRISE

York.

Open time

Erlanger Circuit

JIIVI and

TXDl WEEK. GARRICK, WILMINGTON, DEL.

Nellie

Playing Klaw

PINCUS. Exclusive Agents

answering odverlUementt kindly mention Variety.
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THE RAGE OF NEW YORK
THE ORIGINAL GIBSON GIRL

VALESKA SURATT
WILLI A
GOULD

TO VAUDEVILLE MANAGERS,

PRODUCERS and OTHERS.

AND

AMERICA'S PREMIER SINGING COMEDIAN, NEXT

WEEK AT THE

SINGING GUS EDWARDS' HITS,

"DEAR FRIENDS."
I

"PHILADELPHIA,"

WANT IN THIS WIDE, WIDE WORLD
DEC. 16th, HAMMERSTEIN'S, N.

Edgar Foreman
Co.

the house.
The others are Mildred Flora, The
International Musical Trio, Lawrence Edwards in
a sketch,
"Casey's Finish"; Peyser and McDonald, comedians,
and Charles Robinson in
his monologue, "The Tramp and the Hebrew."

JOHNNY MEYERS.

LYRIC (Frank Furlong, mgr.).— Week
The Auers, acrobats and rag picture artists,

24:
fine;

C. J. Colter, ill. songs, good; Fred Leslie and
bis "Barn Yard Circus," good.
Large attend-

NEW

MAJESTIC (Rupert Cox, mgr.).—
Lawrence Mack, dancing and songs, good; Nan
Halperln, "The Child Soubrette," good; HUllard
and Holt, blackface, headllners, very good. Business excellent.
Q. B. W.
ance.

"TIE FIRST QUARREL"

BINOHAMTON,

ARMORY

(B.

man Trio, good)
art lata, excellent;

V. Y.

Hart,

mgr.).—The Smith-Bow-

The

Akounlne Trio, musics
and Mulvey, comedy

1

Schrode

"Billle the Actress," pleased; The Abbotts, "The Little Leading Lady," made good;
The Bobkaa Arabs, whirlwind acrobats, very

sketch,

MANAGERS OF
VAUDEVILLE

THEATRES
TAKE NOTICE
We

can furnish the best acts in vaudewithin twelve hours' notice.

Managers of large and email theatres
write.

Vaudeville people

send

in

your open

time.

WINFREY THEATRICAL
EXCHANGE
1 43 1 - 1 433 Broadway, Raw York City

good;
good.

Rse

and

Danedetto,

BUFFALO,

comedy ladder act,
JAP. JOGGERST.
N.

Y.

Since the merger things vaudeville have quieted
Advanced Vaudeville are putting up some
strong bills and their business is good.
The attractions at Shea's are up to the standard. Some
excellent attractions are offered and the houses
are crowded.
TBCK (John R. Olshel, mgr.).
Louis Mann and Company in "All on Account of
Ellsa" bad good support and was big hit; Desrocbes and Blanca, very clever; Newhold and
Carroll, Interesting; Willy Zimmerman, an extra
Zobodle,
feature, in his impersonations, good;
equilibrist, best this season; Cartmell and Harris,
singing skit; Kelly and Aahby, "Fun in a BilSIIKA'S (M.
liard Room," added to the fun.
Shea, mgr. Monday rehearsal 10). John E. Has
The
sard told new stories and told them well
Holloways, wire artists, dsring; W. C. Fields,
Juggler, funny as ever; Elisabeth Murray, well
Hip, good act; Clifford and
received;
Little
Burke, good comedy; La Vine and Clmaron Trio,
good; May me Gerbue and Company, an extra
nicely.GARDEN
did
"June,"
feature,
In

down.

—

;

directors;
Company,
(Columbia
Amusement
Charles Ea White, local mgr.). The attendance
Rice ft Barof women* Is increasing each week.

—

1

LAFAYETTE
merry.
made
Company
(Empire Circuit Company, directors; Charles M.
Raggs, local mgr.). Sam Devere's Own Company filled the bouse with a pleasing bill.

ton's

—

DICKSON.

Suite 413-414.

"Street Fakir," very good; Zaretsky Troupe, Rusdancers, novelty.
PASTIME (T. P. Holland, rngr.).— Anna Steinborn, 111. songs, fair; Russell and Davis, "The
Substitute," scored; J. E. Gibson, comedian, very
good; Elliott Sisters, singers and dancers, only
average.
ROSTOCK'S Animal Arena, business fair.
BIJOU (II. L. DeGlve, mgr.).— Wine, Women,
and Song Co. opened the week to "S. R. O."

CINCINNATI, OHIO.
By HARRY HESS.
VARIETY'S Central
107

aian

MUX.
BALTIMORE, MD.

NEW MONUMENTAL

(Sam M. Dawson, mgr.).
chorus full of dash and go,
nicely costumed and possessed of excellent voices,
la the best that can be aald of "The Lady Birds."

—A

Some

good-looking

of

the

business

and "Lonesome Luke
by something new.

s

"The Isle of Samoa"
Luck" should be replaced
On Monday evening the
in

house liked the chorus and called for three and
encores for every number.
MARYLAND
(P. C. Schamberger, mgr.
Monday rebearaal 10).
Walter Jones and Blanche Deyo (New Acta)
head the bill. Kanorah made good with lightning
calculation;
a little dramatic playlet,
"Stop,
Look and Listen," by May Tully and Company,
acored heavily; Vlnle Daly got off nicely in a
poor position next to opening; Cliff Oordon and
his familiar monologue, more popular than ever;
The Rlgoletto Brothers opening; McMahon and
Cbappelie and Pullman Porter Maids closing. The
OAYETY
bill is one of the best seen here.
(W. L. Balluff, mgr.). Charles Robinson aud
his "Night Owls" in two good burlettas, "Who
Stole My Husband?" and "Solomon the Soldier,"
Will
a good-looking cborua and very good olio.
Rogers la the extra attraction and helps to pack
four

—

—

HOUSE, GROSSMAN & VORHAUS,
115 Broadway, New York City.

YOU."

IS

Y.

BEAUMONT, TEX.

Presenting

ville

HERMAN

and business enterprises, including
are under contract to him, and that we have been retained to begin such actions and proceedings as the law affords
against any persons attempting to enter into contracts, or otherwise
engaging or employing any person or persons for and during the
period of their engagement to MR. GUS EDWARDS.
vaudeville, theatrical

-

ib

&

GUS

is

TIMBERG,

ORPHEUM, BROOKLYN
"ALL

hereby given by the undersigned, as counsel for MR.
EDWARDS, that all of the persons now appearing in his

Notice

COLUMBIA

Block.

M. Zlegler, mgr. Sunday rehearsal 10). The show this week contains a number of turns, which are favorites and duplicate
Vlolette Dale did not aptheir former success.
pear and Blanche Mehaffey, a local singer, gave
She
several songs at the evening performance.
The bill
continued the remainder of the week.
opens with Hyman Meyer, who doea an acrobatic
piano stunt, hit; Jas. F. MacDonald, monologlst,
fair; Tate's "Fishing," a big laugh; Kelly and
Vlolette got their usual applause; Clsyton White
and Marie Stuart have a new sketch, called
"Cherie." by Geo. V. I lobar t; Edwin Stevens, assisted by Tina Marshall, in studies of Dickens
characters, hit; Leon Morris, dog and pony show,
hit.

STANDARD

J. Clements, house agt.).—
two-act musical satire entitled
"The Grafters," pleased and displeased the audience at the Standard
PEOPLE'S (J. E. Fennessy, mgr.). Roger Imand the Empire Burhoff, the Irish comedian
lesquers scored a decided hit In the two skits.

Tiger

Lilies,

in

mgr.).

"The

(Frank

in a

—

D.

favor; Walter C. Kelley, monologlst, headlines
Salerno proved to be
the bill and made a hit;
LYRIC (II. H.
an exceedingly clever Juggler.

wm

By Harry

DENVER, COL.
(Martin Beck, gen.

mgr.).— Minnie

and Wm. Bramwell in "A Dakota
Widow" head sketch, pleasing and nicely presented.
The comedy hit acored by Lucy and
Lucler In "A Fool's Errand."
Clever exhibition
given by Bartholdi's Cockatoos.
Harry DeCoe,
opened, excellent novely.
"Chinese"
Johnny Williams and Company in burlesque
magic, entertaining.
The Teddy Trio, acrobats,
novel act and well liked. Charlene and Cbarlene,
novelty act, well liked. Capacity business nights;
fair at matinees.
CRYSTAL (R. 8. Gardner,
mgr.). Una Clayton
Company, excellent
and
sketch on an old subject, but cleverly bandied,
headed a good bill.
Hayes snd Alpolnt, in
familiar act, the laughing hit.
Alpolnt exceptionally clever midget and Hayea an excellent
dancer.
The Belle Trio, singers, big bit. Molly
Thompson, musical, opened aud well liked. Business
Plttman,
excellent.——NOVELTY
(Bert
mgr.). Dona van and Arnold the bit of a strong
bill.
Za m lock, magician, very good. May Hamilton,
Sleepy Tom,
"The Paper Queen," good.
Business
very good.
Musical Bentley, good.
equilibrist,

L,

Nswtoa and Mik* Boraaxd,

JEW"

"YOMKLE, the COW BOY
By

Will

Harris and Harry

J.

L

Robinson.

MORE STAOE " HITS "

TWO
Wire er write
WILL ROSSIT R

DANVILLE, ILL.
(Fred W. Hartmann, mgr.).— Ferry,
Frag," good; Vlda and Hawley, character studies, fair; Ed Moon, musical, clever;
F. B. W.
"The Dixie Lady Orchestra," good.

ORPHEUM

T.

"MY MARIUTCM, SHE
COME BACK TO ME"

LYRIC
"Human

Seligman

Rissittrs

CHICAGO, SATURDAY, DEC.

HOLCOMB.

Lake

118

-

Chicago,

Street,

TIL

JOS. W. COHEN'S
UNREDEEMED
DIAMONDS
St per east. lower
Fine whit*
market Talne* BwokangeaMo at fall prios
and RETURNABLE ANY TIME, law • per
Diamond Broker

697 PCNN ST.. WLM.AVlhG. B»A

—

MAGICAL APPARATUS

NOTES.— The

good.

Orpbeum,

Ft.

No. 24.
No. IS

EMPIRE

IA.

Karger, Mgr.).— Week Nov.
headed this week by Jewell's
Manikins,
a
really
remarkable exhibition of
mechanical ingenuity; Lillian Berry Reed and
Company, comedy and singing, above the ordinary;
Hugh McCormick, ventriloquist, well received; Hubert De Vean, lightning art, entertained; Strang and Company, magicians, several
good illusions; Mae Melville, songs, well dressed
and pleasing; Le Fevre and St. John, well received.
MAJESTIC— Week Nov. 24: Lewis McCord Company, presenting "Her Last Rehearsal,"
held the audience from the start to finish; Haz-

The

(M.

bill

J.

is

ardous, daredevil cyclist, a thrilling act of the
most pronounced sort; Duuiond's Minstrels, in a
pleased;
the
Ferry Corwey,
sketch,
musical
Emma Francis and Arabs
diverting;
clown,
Canfleld
and Carleton,
the bill;
strengthened
amusing sketch; La Toska. "the talkative man,"
entertaining.
John Grleve's

songs

and

pleasing;

beat

Laxga

oat.

Dluatratsd est.

15c.

FREE.

BAILEY

* TRIPP

P. O.

Box

CO.,

460,

CAMBRIDOEPORT, MASS.

Collins,

opened Nov. 22, with vaudeville, securing attractions from Sullivan ft Consldlne.
Prices range
to 50 cents.
The W. 8. V. A. also has a house
there, which charges 10 and 20 cents, and divides
the week with Boulder.
The Crystal. Trlnidsd.
The scenery
Col., has been entirely remodeled.
wss painted by W. F. Berry, scenic artist of the
The Empire Road Show, under
Crystal, Denver.
the direction of the W. S. V. A., opens at the
Crsytal Dec. 2.
There are five moving picture
houses here, all doing good business.
II. X. B.

25:

description,
illustrated

ever/

of

make.

—

GRAND (Wm.

Foster, mgr.).—
offer a melange of

Merrymakers
comedy in "The Sultan's Wives,"
J. Addams and Harry Kelly proved

Sam

themselves comedians of ability.

comedy
ceived;

sketch on the bill, and
Artie Hall, the Georgia

was well
coon

re-

shouter,

was given a rousing reception; Reldy and CourMarco Twins, knockshout
rier, singers, pleased;
act, were the laughing hit. and Weils and Hasequilibrists, very good.
CRYSTAL (Wm.
Rosenthal, prop.). The bill this week Is up to
It Include* Co* and
the standard of this house.
Woodring In a Zulu act; Dueweke and Ringer,
Dutch comedians; Lily Weiss Knox, soprano;
Houghton, the hand balancer, and ill. songs
ovens' orchestra
engaged for
has
been
the
balance of the season.
THE AVENUE (Drew
& CamplK'll niirrs.i. Drew A Campbell's own
bow, the "Avenue Girls." sre this week's attrnctlon. presenting a roaring farce, "Tom, Dick
Hanson. Conroy and Emerson play
and Harry."
Irma Lorraine In some
the leading comedy parts.
Business
poses in gold Is the special attraction.
very
good
house.
continues
this
THE
at
OAYETY (H. H. Hodges, mgr.).— Hastings and
Arnold's "Bachelor Club Burlesquers'' opened to
big business Sunday.
The show is better than
the usual run. and includes Mile. Alda and her
models in living bronze statuary; the Six Lancashire Lassies,
Gotham Comedy Four. Harry
Hastings
and
Sheldon.
THEATRE
Viola

san,

—

—

ROY ALE
pictures

A

Kemsky.
(Callle
to be
sre
given

"Hop

Secret" and
tive

lectures

o*

mgrs.).— This week's
"The Cloekmaker's

My Thumb,"

with descrip-

NOTES.

and Illustrated songs.

Sidney Wire, formerly lecturer at the Theatre
Royale, is no more connected with that honse.
J. F. Reldy, of Reldy snd Carrier, at the Temple Theatre this week, was formerly a resident
of Detroit and tenor gololst of the Westminster
LEO LESTER,
Presbyterian Chnrch.

JAMES.

DUBUQUE,
DETROIT, MICH.

KEITH'S (H. A. Dsnlels, mgr.).— Zlska and
King, burlesque magic, good; Ethel McDonough,
musical act. fair; Gallagher and Barret, travesty,
"The Battle of Too Soon." pleased; Bowers.
very
comedy acrobats,
Walters and Croker,
clever; Fred Watson snd the Morrisey Sisters,
singing and dancing, pleased; Emmet Devoy and
Company "In Dreamland," well played and won

mm

Four Roberts headline the
Dilemma"; Greve and

WALTER

CLEVELAND, OHIO.

When answering

—The

Doll Maker's

DE8 MOINES,
Office,

Bell

(H.

—

Burnett,
bill

Green, good comedy musical act; O. D. Paddock,
singing and dancing, pleased; Mile. Latins, songs,
won favor; Domelly and Rotall, comic opera
singing, hit; the Pacheco Family, acrobats, very
clever.
STAR (Drew ft Campbell, nigra.),
Edmond Hayes in his old-time sketch made Into
a two-act piece, "A Wise Guy," pleased, and
EMthe olio waa about up to the standard.
PIRE (Geo. Cbenet. mgr.).— "The Girls from
Happy land" did fajrly well without the aid of Its
mainstay, Nat Fields.
In the olio, Harry Harvey,
Hebrew comedian, bit; Dore and Williams, singing and whistling act, good; Avery and Pearl,
fair; Manolita, Spanish dancing; Sam Hayes waa
well Uked in III. songs.

TEMPLE

(J.

II.

Moore,

mgr.

BIJOU (Jake
Monday

re-

and
Company,
10).— Master Gabriel
and
headliners
the
"Auntie's Visit," were
The skit has been
proved n good drawing card.
here.
seen
Joe Welch.
Improved since last
hearsal

chsrscter comedian, last seen here In
"The Peddler," was a hit
with his monologue; Jesse L. Lasky's "Military
Octette," one of the strongest musical actB seen
Alfred Kelsey and Florence Guise, "The
here;
Tale of a Turkey" (first time here). Is the only

Hebrew

Detroit as the star of

advertisements kindly mention VARIETY.

Rosenthal,

IOWA.
mgr.

Rehearsals

12

Hayes and Roberta, dancing
Howard and Oermalne,
good

Mondays).-- Roberta,
trio,

sketch,

very
trapese artists,
;

big hit; Chas. Ledere-bounding
gsr. the flying Dutchman «>n tight rope, very good;
Camllle Personl. character vocalist, pleases everybody; Lucille Davis, contortionist, fair; Al Tierney. 111. songs.
UNIQUE (Rnasel Deagou, mgr.).— Moving pictures, fair business.
LYRIC, near lug completion.

VERA

M.

HAAS.

VARIETY
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REPRCSENTATIVC ARTISTS

MADDOX
EDWARD GBAY wu

driving the auto which missed

1117

MAXIM

my

foot last Sunday.

No. 37

n oc3

struggling

along

know how soon ho may

BOOKED

Give the act

hsve won to someone

I

who

Wesley A Pincus

needs it 0* keep

it

yourself.—AL.

W. MADDOX.

WYNN

BESSIE

Mr to help the little
behind yon; you never
change plaoes with you.

Never think yourself too
follow

RCPRGSGNTATIVC ARTISTS

MELVIIN

i

eye and struck

.*•.

SOLID.
Direction of

MR.

B. P.

ALBXB.

MANAGERS AND AGENTS INVITED TO SEE
-

.^s^ssw

Th «

^m

.^sssssw.

^b

Great Caicedo

ALI AND PEISER
Welch
nets

KING OF THE
At

the

Now York

Address per route or V. T. CLIPPER.

Theatra, Dec. 9th and week.

En Route

T.

W.

Miner's

"HIGH

JINKS,'

RUBE

DeVelde
.

\i

& Zekta

lisHc tquilibriste

Assisted ky

BOOKED

CO TLB, BEATBICB and D YBB,

SOLID.

Direction

Alter Jan.

a

6,

ALT.

T.

WILTON

will

JACK LETT.

book

The Rat Catcher

IMPERSONATORS OF THE SOUTHERN NEGRO. THAT'S ALL.

Comedy musical set by STODDARD A WILSON.

w

Act carries special sot of soenery.

NOW WE COME

NA/HIX

AND
POSITIVELY the

Best Dancing Act in VsoAd swill e

Teed

,d

DEC.

Lazell

Thst German Comedy Sketch, "DELMOBICO'S

9.

COLONIAL, LAWRENCE, MASS,
ED and NETTIE MASSE
"frolics tv a dining BOOM"
Biff

luoooso

on

Western

States

Circuit.

"I haf got anudder von."

LEO

UPSIDE DOWN."

Are playing tho West Indies with the Flying Jordens for a season of 14 weeks.

ST.

ELMO

"Tho Masioal German."
14 Minutes in

"ONE."

ABO

ENORMOUS SUCCESS

ENORMOUS SUCCESS

ENORMOUS SUCCESS

MISS
ORPHEUM THEATRE

^M

^m

ORPHEUM THEATRE,
WEEK DECEMBER
9, ALHAMBRA, NEW YORK
I^Ra sBS%

III sw*4 sf% BR

4*4

LP%S

sf

THE HUTCH SONLUSBY

Clavis
Jnch

aLfiaY*

JACK BURNETT'S GREAT DRAMATIC C0MED1

CO. The 6irl Untamed

FOLLOIA/

BURNS BURNS
When

Presenting

ILadcliffe

MORE TO

3

swVsV stVsV

ORPHEUM THEATRE

ECCENTRIC COMEDIANS.

Jim

Originators of the Burleaque Bounding Tight Rope.
Also,
LILT, Vooal and Musical Entertainers,
can ho hooked in conjunction with above act.

anrtcering advertisement* kindly mention Variety.

MAT AMD

THIS WEEK, BENNETT'S, QUEBEC.
AGENT, JENTE JAC0B8. KNICKERBOCKER THEATRE BLDG.

—

i
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At Hammerstein's Victoria Next

Week

JOSEPHINE SABEL
INTRODUCING A

Wordette and Company, "A Honeymoon In the
Catskllls," pleased; Ryan and White, the American dancers, ver.v good; Stelling and Revelle,
European horizontal bar comlques, laughing hit;
Will Lester and Lou Miller. "The Little Emigrant," very good;
Hussars,
Fourteen
Black
"The Bass Drum Trust," very good.
PLEASANT STREET (Jas. Mason. mgr.). TransAtlantic Trio, fair; Rose Freeman, ill. songs,
good; Hattle Dixey, songs, fair;
Mason and
Doran, held over, good.
PURITAN (Hooper &
songs by W. Plouf and movHill, mgrs.).
111.

Music Publisher
Cor.

BROADWAY and 39th
NEW YORK

—

ST.

—

ing
111.

CUMBERLAND, MD.

WBILAND

(John

Kirk, mgr.).— Campbell and
Clark, comedy aketcb, very good; "Wolford,"
Roman axeman, found favor; Dave Wilson,
comedian,
well
received;
Brady, singer,
applause; Ethel Hammond, singing and talking,
very clever; Moore and Downing, singers and
dancers, good; A. J. Cope, 111. songs.
Business
good.
SAVOY (Edward Collins, mgr.).—One
hour of motion pictures has caught the patrons
of this house, which makes business good.
NOTES.—John Kirk, a Cumberland boy and an
old vaudeville artist, has bought the Wetland
Theatre, which he re-opened Nov. 28 to big
business.
Edward Collins, of Washington, has
assumed the management of the Savoy, replacing Chas. Bay.
W. D. ROHUEB.

—

EAU CLAIRE, WIS.
UNIQUE (Wm. Armond, mgr.).—Stadium
great:

and

Ben W.

Edwards,

Dawson,

nomologist,

ELMIRA,

f

fair;

N.

Y.

—

EL PASO, TEX.
20:

(Wjp.

Winch,

mgr.).— Week

James and Sadie Leonard, "When

Nov.
Caesar Sees

Her," travesty, beat of its kind seen here; Allen
Wight man, clay modeler, interesting; Mexias
and Dog, very gdfcd; George Austin Moore, singer,
aversge; Oterlta, Spanish dander, did not seem
to take as might be supposed on this Spanish
speaking .order; Tivoli Quartet, good.
I

OKl'HEUM (Wm. Winch, mgr.).— Week

27-3:

Gartelle
Brothers,
"Sksteorlallsm," good; Les
A utilii Lennel did not seem to take very well;
Roue Coghlan, easily the hit of the bill; Ladell
and Crouch, "Steps and Stunts," well received;
Gardner and Revere, Scott and Wilson, acrobatic fnn makers.
MAJESTIC (Frank Rich,
mgr.).— Polk and Mart el la, "The Ponies"; Cutler
and Elswortb, with moving pictures, and Diorama.
(Martin Beck, gen. mgr.).—
Four Dainty Daneers, Mullein and Corelli, Mas-

ORPHEUM

O'Conner, Juggling
Mueller, and DeCoe.

sias

McBans,
F.

Mueller

and

W. CAMPBELL.

FALL RIVER, MASS.
RHEEDY'S (Chas. E. Cook, mgr. Monday rehearsals 10). Three Juggling Rannans, expert
club manipulators, good; The Clarence Rlsters,
"The Australian Nuggets," excellent; Estelle

—

by

songs by

Louisa

M. Boas, mgr.).

(L.

Graham

Sadie

PBEMIER

(B.

L.

and
Perry,
B.

Marvis and G.

moving pictures.

moving picmgr.).— 111.
Dailey and

RAFFERTY.

E. F.

FORT SMITH, ARK.
LYRIC (Winfrey

Monday reB. Russell, mgr.
hearsal 2:30). Bennett Sisters, very pleasing;
Harrington, man of many voices, good;
Mile.
Bra chard, globe rolling, nice act; Lidell and
Butterworth, big hit; Grace Godd. ill. songs,
a favorite.
BIJOU. Pictures to fair business.
EDISONIA.— Pictures to good business.
OLYMPI A. —Pictures to indifferent returns.
NOTES.—The Edisonia and Olympic have advanced the price of moving pictures to ten
cents.
Thompson and Hunt, formerly of the
Olympic of this place, will open vaudeville In
Pine Bluff, Ark., Dec. 16.
RED.

—

—

—

How

FAMILY (G. W. Mlddleton, mgr. Monday rehearsal. 10).— P.
Rlamor, bit;
Emory White.
Nicholas Zan and Elulne Von Thiele, splendid
feature; The Hallhacks, clever songs and dances;
Webb and Counolly, pleasing; Al. Leonhardt,
ordinary.
RIALTO (F. W. McConnell, mgr.
Monday rehearsal
1:30).
Lizzie B.
Raymond.
Beecher and Maye, Fay Ellis, Eveline Stewart
and Lillian De Vare; good bill. J. M. BEERS.

ORPHEUM

songs

Trio,

BONELL.

hit.

SCENIC

pictures.

tures.

GALESBURO, ILL

NEW

HARTFORD, CONN.

EMPIRE (R. K. Burton, mgr.).—
"The Thoroughbreds" opened to good business.
The vaudeville olio Is the best feature of the
show, though the closing burlesque
out merit.

and Josle

Flynn,
the

H.

RHODES.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
(Shafer Ziegler, res. mgr.). The headNed Wayburn'8 Side Show, Is somewhat
disappointing;
contains some good ideas and
It

—

GRAND

liner,

is

enjoyable

gether,

Mr.

in

spots,

but

is

not

well

put

to-

what one would expect of
Hope Booth, excellent In "The
Blonde Lady"; Shekla, the Indian conproves interesting;
World and Kingston
and

hardly

Wayburn;

Little
Juror,

of

the feminine conthe performance.

out by .wrestling bouts given at each performIndianapolis is crowded with wrestlers
ance.
since the prize fighting game was stopped here,
and all of them seem anxious to show what they
L. W.
—
can do.

MAJESTIC (L. R. Cool, mgr.) .— McMahon's
"Minstrel Maids," good; Camille Trio, horsey but
good; Duryea and Deland in "The Imposter," clever;
Redford and Winchester, comedy Jugglers, good;
Dorsch and Russell, musical, pleasing act; Lee
Tong Foo, Chinese baritone, somewhat different
and entertaining; Madge Fox, character songs,
Business steadily increasing, the matinees
good.
PARK (H. W.
being much better attended.
Scherer, mgr.). Aubrey and Lewers, character
songs, decidedly clever; The Musical Simpsons,
very good; Juliet Wood, burlesque Imitations,
good; The Chameroys, eccentric acrobats, good,
Attenddon't need the stereotyped "comedy."
AUDITORIUM SKATING
ance continues good.
RINK (Phil. Caulfleld, mgr.).— Reckless ReekLeigh t,
Fanny
is
good;
very
law in bicycle stunts
CAMskater, cancelled on account of illness.
BRIA (H. W. Scherer, mgr.).— Hadley's Pic-

—

fair

JESTICAN.

selection.

J0LIET, ILL.
(L. M. Goldberg, mgr.).— Week Nov.
Marno Trio, very good; Four Brown Brothers
and Doc Kealey, hit; Nancy Rice, pleased; Wilson,
good; O. M. Mitchel, good; Dancing De

GRAND

25:

A.

fair.

are well liked in their familiar skit; Gaston and
Green give a neat singing act that won favor;
Snyder and Buckley, old-time favorites, have gone
astray in their efforts to dig up a new act, and
Loney Hasfall short of their previous offering;
kell's monologue received coldly, and the sketch
given by Violet Black and Company Is a miser-

9 9

CAPITAL C
comedian,
wire,
bats,

JOHNSTON, PA.

J.

STEVENS.

and pleasing; Ernesto Sisters,
Caron and Farnum, comedy acroLa Toska, juggler, entertaining;
sing and dance enjoy ably;
Paul

novel

clever;

good;

Holdswortbs

Barnes,
monologist,
good.
CENTURY (Jos.
"California Girls," burlesque
R. Donegan, mgr.).
and vaudeville, very good.
MAJESTIC (Clint
Wilson, mgr.). "The Gay Masqueraders."
Good
looking chorus and catchy
songs and clever
comedians.
FAIRPLAY.

—

—

LAWRENCE, MA88.
COLONIAL (J. Fred Lees, mgr.).— Kartell!,
wire act, very good; Fentelle and Carr, "Out —
Loud Junction," pleased; Torcat, French Comedian, falp; Delia Clarke and Company, "A Friend's
Advice," pleased; LeBrun Grand Opera Trio,
scenes from "II Trovatore," very good, four
curtain calls; Lew Sully went big* Mr. and Mrs.
Sydney

Drew,
"Billy's
Tombstones,"
biggest
laughing hit seen here.
LYCEUM (Wm. L,
Sear les
Gallagher,
mgr.). Nina
Burlesquera.
Company of twelve women in an operetta entitled
"On Board the Nina Searles."
Olio:
Annie Ross, ill. songs, pleased; Dailey and Smith,
comedians, very go<sl; Ida Merrill, songs and
dances, fine; Nina Searles and Tina Davis, singing and dancing, went well; James Dal ley's burlesque, "A King for a Day," very fufiny.—
NICKEL (T. F. Twomey. mgr.). Moving pictures
and ill. songs by Arthur Holmes.
MARQUISE
Moving pictures.
(J. H. Michael, mgr.).

—

—

—

KALAMAZOO, MICH.
MAJESTIC (F. Bryce, mgr.).— Week Nov. 25:
Rome, Mayo and Juliet, burlesque minstrels, best
ever; Laura Hane and her Dresden dolls, good;
Cora Beach Tuner Novelty Co., clever; Harry
Davis aud Company, sharpshooters, the best act
DIZ.

here.

JOHN

J.

JOYCE.

MARION, IND.

GRAND
10).

(Sam

— Mykle-Harder
vaudeville

usual

Rehearsal
mgr.
Stock Company replaced the
Nov. 25.

Pickering,

week

L.

—

WILLIAM

hits

(Edward Shayne, mgr.).— "The Casino
Girls" furnish an ordinary show that is helped

In a

Boat house" is one of the best we have seen
here; Donald and Carson, entertaining with Scotch
songs; Callahan and St. George, "Old Neighborhood," as taking as of old; Coin's Dogs, "It
Happened In Dogland," wonderful exhibition of
animal Intelligence; The Astrellas, assisted by
Albert Warner, good dancing; Leon Rogee, imitations and whistling, good; Marzella and Ml Hay,
good comedy acrobats.
SCENIC (H. C. Young,
mgr.). The headliner of the week is Prof. Neu
man, mind reader; Dynes and Dynes are excellent jugglers and club swingers; Frances Oeraid,
singing
comedienne;
songs
ill.
and
moving
pictures.
NICKEL.— Week 2: Moving pictures
and ill. songs to large audiences.

WITH A

not with-

who heads

score

tingent,

is

Harry LeClalr, the leading comedian,

GAYETY

Laceys,

POLI'S (Harry Bailey, mgr.).— "A Night

SONG

ante afTalr.

tures,

GAIETY (J. H. Holmes, mgr.).— Count DeButz
and Brother, comedy cyclists, clever; Charley
Brown, singing and dancing, good; Geo. Mundwellder, ill. songs, pleased; Jolly and Wild, in
"The Music Teacher," big hit;
the
Two
DeComas, acrobats, good.
F. E. R.

IRISH

0.

WETZEL.

LITTLE ROCK, ARK.
MAJESTIC

(Interstate Amusement Company;
Monday rehearsal
E. F. Carruthers, gen. mgr.
10:30).— Week Nov. 25: Kurtis and Busse, well

MYER8DALE,

KANSAS CITY, MO.

SHUBERT (S. N. Oppenhelmer. mgr.).— S. N.
Oppcnhelnier, of St. Louis, is now in charge
of the Shubert Theatre, managing it personally
during the absence of Walter Sanford. who has
taken a vacation to go to Europe and who, it
is thought, will be away from Kansas City for
about two months.
Bill this week varied enough
to
Woodward's Seals, very clever;
suit
all.
Heras Family, acrobats, another big act; Billy
Van, monologist, distinct hit; Terley presents
poses, a Kansas City favorite; Lottie Moore and
Albert Bellman, comedy sketch, pleasing; Jermon
and Clinton in "Hack to Louisville," bright and
merry; Hill and Sylviany, unicyclist; Jordon and
Hebrew
Hartley.
comedians.
applause.
ORPHEUM (Martin Beck, gen. mgr. ) .—Joseph
Hart's "Electric Crickets." delightful musical
offering; Guyer and Crlspl, good; Adolph Zlnk,

PA.

GRAND OPERA HOUSE

(Beals A Lambert,
Nov. 25: The Slmpsous, musical,
Frederick the Great, magician,
well
received;
very good; Lynch, slack wire, good act; Robert
Viola,
ARMorris, good;
dancing, good.
J.
CADE (C. W. Chandler, mgr.).—The Great ZenNOTES.—
to, "handcuff king," well received.
The Musical Simpsons left Madame Gertrude
CHANDLER.
Co. Nov. 30.

mgrs.

).

— Week

LONDON, CAN.

BENNETT'S (J. D. Elms, res. mgr.).—Col.
exhibition
of
sensational
BordeTerrjr,
Gaston
marksmanship; Mr. and Mrs. Gene Hughes, "Suppressing the Press." well liked; Bertha Waltzinger, very good; Munroe, Mack and Lawrence
Dora
Ronca, gypsy
repeated former success;
violinist, well received; Harry Jolson, monologue,
fair- Mile. Nadge, acrobatic, safe hit.
M. G. IIUE8TON.

AMERICAN DANCERS
NEW YORK DEBUT KEITH-PROCTOR'S I25TH STREET THEATRE DECEMBER
BOOKED SOLID UNTIL JUNE I3TH,
When

'05

answering advertisement kindly mention Variety.
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REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS

REPRBSEINTATIVB ARTISTS

=

WALTER

^S*^**.

SCHRODE
Under the Direction

BERRY

AND

COMEDY MUSICAL DUO.
DEC.

9.

ORPHEUM.

MISS JZNIE JACOBS, 1402 Broidwty, New York

IN/lclN/IAHOIM'S

Vow

Pleyins the Orpheum Circuit.
ALF. T. WILTON, A*ent.

HAS JOINED
44

LIZZIB

J

HIULVEY

AND

BERRY

PAUL.

ST.

of

L

MAIDS"

44

The World Beaters"
FOR THE SEASON

Address

"Tom" Kelley

co mmunications •• per route in Variety

ell

HARRY

ARTHUR

SHEAN

WILLIAMS

and

PIANIST AT PASTORS THEATRE.

Have Your Card

"THE DI8C0VERY OF NOTHING."
Direction

!!!

by AX. SHEAN.
JENIE JACOBS, IMS Broadway, New York.

A Stupendous

! ! !

A

Surprise to Vaudeville !

! !

The Host

VARIETY

in

Athletic Novelty

Ever Attempted

! !

LA VEEN-CROSS AND CO
Produced for the

first

time on any stage at the Novelty Theatre, Brooklyn, Not. aoth, their Second Edition of "ROMAN SPORTS AND PASTIMES" (copyrighted)
As an Athletic Production we have set a precedent
and scored an instantaneous HIT. Nothing like it ever seen before!

WARNING!

Copyrights have been applied for every

little

!

So

thing that is "stealable."

!

YOU

!

!

of the

!

STRONG-ARM

Fraternity keep

OFF

I

Our Comedian AL

Management JACK LEVY.

C.

RIO.

A SENSATIONAL EUROPEAN NOVELTY.

Afcrlr

SJlj*

THE

$rtb

Afitatroa

A

ERNESTS

TRAMPOLINE HORIZONTAL BAR ARTISTS.

featured attraction on Sullivan -Comidine Circuit.

THE,

Jiwrmh*

MAIDA DUPREE

an* Banting sprrtalty

Bet staged and managed by ftcd CQayburn

Sins in* and Dancing Comedienne.

•High School

MAX REYNOLDS
hit in the vaudeville hit

VARIETY.

ArtifltB

JJrrarnitng a tuntrl fringing

Featured and a big

Addreas oare

MAGNETIC

"PARADISE ALLEY."

MfT. B. A.

ROLLTE.

JOHN

J.
Aa

WEEK

Oirli. >i

WELCH

DEC.

9,

IMPERIAL, PROVIDENCE,

- EARL

entertainin* comedy act 1b "one," consisting of tinging,

A

R.

I.

MADELINE

dancing and talking.

SUCCESS EVERYWHERE.

Mr. Welch it the author of many popular songs now being sung everywhere.
Booked by Western Vaudeville Association.
Majostio Theatre, Chicago, This Week.

MR. and MRS.

HAROLD KELLEY
JIMO.

A

Just finishing a solid year on the Sullivan-Considine Circuit.

EDOAR BIXLEY
"The Wanderer from Nowhere.'

Ea Route "Boston

TIME ALL FILLED.

When antwering

FINN-FORD

Belles."

advertisement* kindly mention Variety.

NOVELTY ECCENTRIC DANCERS.
Watch 'em oa

Address
161 W.66th
Street

AND
THE

'WOLF
•AID

the •ulliven-Considine Clrouit.

HE WH0 LAUGHS LAST

18 LATE.
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HER BIGGEST SUCCESS

COHAN

IN

HAIL McALLlSTERX

/Messrs.

*»nrl f*f\
\S\Jm
ailU

and JOHN TREMAINE

\

PRESENTING THE BRIGHT,

Cfi

THE GIRL OF 'THE TIMES'"
By FRED NIBLO

Repertoire:—

"FRIDAY. THE 13TH."
" A FRIEND OF THE FAMILY."
"THE GIRL OF 'THE TIMES.' "

TIME ALL FILLED UNTIL JUNE, THEN LONDON

(Mew.)

All Protected by U. 8. and Foreign Copyright.

NOTES*
Last Friday night at the Orpheum, Atlanta,

lately

house,

two youngsters

as a

instituted

vaudeville

FILMS FOR
RENT=NLMS
FOR SALE
CONSTANTLY OV HAND.
ALL THE LATEST
GUARANTEES SUCCB8S
Manhattan Film Rental Co.
Write, Phone or Call.

jected to each act on the program, ex-

make

their

Manager
Ben Cahn located the "sushers," and they
were placed under arrest, a fine of $5.75

dislike plain, hissed continually.

Phone 5508—Gram.

New York

who has been

girl,"

abroad,

here to appear in the

new

will

"show
return

Ziegfeld revue.

Kelly and Reno sail to-day for Paris,
where they will probably open at the
first performance of the Moulin Rouge
under the new management. That will
happen Dec. 20. The New York Marin
elli office booked the act.
-

inasmuch as it "boosts" no one and
seems to have as its only object in life to
entertain and amuse. Its last issue, dated
Nov. 6, is distinctly readable.
Here are
a few excerpts:
love,

"Doc Waddell's pen
his word."

is flightier

than

__

"About

out

four

hundred

a

of

blacksmiths can write an article for

A

publication.

and

ability

write

to

bricklayers

only

Singularly,

percentage of

small

carpenters

have the

entertainingly.

.

This

article.

James

make

there were a newspaper

ent to write

reading

man

if

conveni-

Saturday
Yorkers read a paper Wednesday morning
which is dated Saturday. The New
Yorker knows it wasn't printed on
In other words,

Saturday.

The

town who

gets

SAHERA
Union Square Theatre This
i's,

he
.

isn't
.

.

reading

Who

Week

is

to-morrow's
fooled

by

paper.

this

dis-

honesty on the part of the publisher?

Not the New Yorker.

Not the

travel-

ling player.

Not the manager

in the

dink town.

Who?"

Week

Boston,

Dec. 9th.

THE STAGE

1880.

Foreign
3/ lOd.

Advance

upon their

French's, 88-24 West 22nd Street, New York.
cordially invited to register at "The Stage" offices immeof "The 8tage" will always be pleased to welcome them.
When an artist has
and opening dates should be posted to the Editor.
Stage" office, which may be regarded as his permanent London address, all cor-

arrival.
notices of sailings

London

York

Offices: 16

St.,

Coven t Garden, London,

W.

C.

EDEN MUSEUM
Wanted

for

Museum,

Concession people write.

living attractions of all kinds, six to eight

gsve

ABC.

Billy

good

—

Cremora
Brothers,
McBreen and the Lavlgne

satisfaction,

to

—

fair.

J.

good

Curtis

Sisters
business.

Manager Jones has Introduced vaudeville
with bis moving pictures Is drawing the
crowds.— NOTE.— Chas. Lovejoy and wife are
spending the week here with friends.
R.

IA.

BIJOU (T. Nelson Downs, mgr. Sunday and
Thursday rehearsal 8). Bill 24-27 beaded by
Gus and Marlon Kohl, Jugglers, par excellence;
Harry Adler, imitator, hit. Bill 27-30 beaded by
Wolfe and Vaugban In "The County Sheriff."
big hit; Barth, eccentric comedian, great; Fay
Wilson, blackface, scored; John Budzilenl, car-

—

KARL

toonist, clever

J.

INGLEDUE.

MILF0RD MASS.
LYCEUM FAMILY (S. B. Stifter.

mgr.).—

Madzs-Asnl, good; Ada Le.Mar, fair; Todesca and
Keating,
clever;
fine.
Langweed Sisters,
MUSIC HALL (J. L. A F. C. Morgsn, mgrs.),—
Moving pictures, vaudeville and 111. songs.
SCENIC (John Francis, mgr.). Moving picture
and 111. songs.
REYNOLD'S PENNY VAUDEVILLE (M. J. Reynolds, mgr.).— Moving picsongs.—
NOTES. Manager
John
tures
and
Francis of the Scenic Theatre returned from his
wedding trip last week. Walter
H. Chapin,
principal comedian with the Royal Comedy Com-

—

—

pany,

is

resting

GAYETY

at

his

home here.
CHAS. E. LACKEY.

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

(S. B. Simon, mgr.).— John L. Sullivan and Jake KUraln were the added attractions
The week
at the Eastern Wheel house Dec. 1.
Free
promises to be the record for the house.
list suspended and immense advance sale.
The
"Dr.
Golden Crook Company is the attraction.
Bamley's Daffy House" and "The Two Wrong
trained dogs; Helen Adair, whistler, pleased;
Pete Baker, laughing hit; Williams, Thompson and Company, "Tho
Train,"
11
O'clock
entertaining;
Zarrell
Doyle,
amusing;
Major
Brothers,
good acrobatic sketch.
WONDER'
LAND (F. Jennen, prop.). Moving pictures.——
ORPHEUM.— Moving pictures and ill. songs.
JO-JO (John McCIure, Jr., mgr.). Moving pictures and ill. songs.
JIM.

READINO, PA.

DULUTH, MINN.
Petite,

and

BJIOU

(Joe

Maltland,

mgr.).— Week

2,

The

assisted by Mme. Nello, Juggling,
Minnie Mlddleton's Military Girls.
Bath-Severance Company, sketch,
fair; B.rron and Blanch, good; Joe Allman, black
face, Just fair; John McDowell, ill. songs.

Great

very

sc-ngs,

Nello,

good;

good;

METROPOLITAN (W. M. Longstreet, mgr.).—
1, The Strolling Players, In "The Belle of
Avenue A," to capacity house.
Week

LED CLARK.

When answering

BAUMGABTEN.

MAR8HALLTOWN,

—

Seattle, Washington.

Jackson and Sparks, Dan. Lewis snd Ethel Young
presented one of the beat bills of the season.

MAJESTIC—Tb«

KENNEY.

—

W. W. ELY, Mgr.,

Vanee,

weeks contract.

Address

LA FAYETTE, IND.
FAMILY.— The Four Haydens, Grace La

C.

0.

FAMILY (H. S. Vail, mgr. Monday rehearsal
10).
Matsumoto Japanese Troupe, acrobats, a
strong combination, enthusiastically received; The
Muehlners, comedy sketch, "The Lightning Rod
Agent," good; Floyd Mack, comedy acrobat,
clever; Eddie Dwyer, refined singing and dancing,

The Editor

registered at "The
respondence will be immediately forwarded.

THOS.

scored a hit.

—

Subscription,
per Quarter.

May be obtained at Samuel
ARTISTS VISITING ENGLAND are
diately

IIATHAWAY'S (George U. Morse, mgr.).—Joe
Cook and Brother, juggling, fair; Knight Brothers
and Marlon Sawtelle. singing and dancing, well
received; Frank Coombs and Muriel Stone, "The
Last of the Troupe," excellent; Will Dockray,
colored comedian, pleased; Beth Franklyn and
Henry Keane, "Her Trial Marriage," leading attraction of the week; Lonnle Follette. impersonator, good; Scheck Brothers, athletic enter-

—

THE LEADING ENGLISH THEATRICAL AND VAUDEVILLE NEW8PAPER.
Established

New

Friday night knows

Dupree, singing and dancing, dancing very good;
Reese Rosser, ill. songs, good.
J. O. AS1ITON.

MARION,

CAMPBELL

fellow out in the small
it

DAWSON.

J.

CITY, PA.

FAMILY (E. F. McAtee, res. mgr.).—The
Famous Gregory Family, gymnasts and acrobats,
good; The Four Dixie Bells, banjoists, excellent;
Barr and Evans, comedy sketch, fair; Eckel and

tainers,

PIRATES!
H. B.

"Several dramatic papers which are

line.

MURRAY HILL THEATRE.

Yours respectfully,

printed on Tuesday bear a

date

JOHN

Notice to Managers and Artists:
H. B. Campbell, alias "Happy Bill," is the creator of that funny expression "OH! MAN," and
the Mannerisms in the act now being done by Herbert and Willing, which all artists who worked
with Herbert and Willing and Campbell and Phelps in '01-'02 know.
No wonder Willing purloined
the act, for when he joined me he had a red band coat, a pair of brogan shoes and three lead sheets.
"OH! MAN," "read dat las' line over agin," and let other artists' bread alone. A! MEN!!

up."

it

DEC. 9TH.

PIRATES!

true of both the-

interesting

(John I. Shannon, mgr.).— CharParry
and Company in the "Oomstock
Mystery," very good; Werden and Taylor, ill.
songs, a big hit; Frank Byron and Louise Langdon, "The Dude Detectives," good; De Haven
and Sidney, "The Dancing Walter and Guest,"
very clever; Clayton Kennedy and Mattie Rooney,
"A Happy Medium," a hit; Mr. and Mrs. Becon.
banjoists, good;
the Zayelle- Vernon Troupe of
pantomlmlsts, good.
BOSTON (Wm. Lyons,
mrg.).— Nlblo and Spencer, Anna Golden, Dan
Mulumbia, Valdlng and Davis, the Tyrollan Burlesques, Foley and Dale, a big hit.

MAHANOY

Waters

R.

Manchester's "Vanity Fair" Company.

many

day
would

99

"THE SINGER OF THE GHETTO."

.

and circus press agents. There
things happening every
with travelling troupes which

DAVIS, XgTC.

LOWELL, MASS.

HATHAWAY

lotte

MALDEN. MAS8.

atrical

are

HART *

YORK.

organ of the Australian Theatrical Profession."

one out of a hunis

NEW

Gives a bright commentary on Drama, Vaudeville, Music, Circus, etc. TO ARTISTS, AGENTS, PUBLISHERS: An advertisement in "STAGELAND" brings you directly in touch with all the Managers
and members of the profession In the Commonwealth and New Zealand. Rates, 6/ per quarter. Cards
with block, 20/ per quarter, payable in advance. PUBLISHED EVERY WEDNESDAY.
Foreign subscription 9/ per year.
%

dred thousand press agents can write

an

official

STREET,

"STA GELA NO

B. E. Meredith has long been publishing
"The Missouri Breeze." Its single page
of four columns appears to be a labor of

116 E. 83d

"The

following the next morning.

Edythe Whitney, a

SUBJECTS

OUI* 8BR1/ICB

in the gallery ob-

cepting the Kramers, and to

)

HEW FLATLET

advertisement* kindly mention VARIETY.

ABE.

ORPHEUM (C. rioyd ll»pklna, mgr.).—
Juggling Del. Isle, fair; Apdale'i Animals, very
good act; Black and Jones pleased with dancing; Welch, Francis ami Company, "The Flip
Mr. Flop." laughing bit, Kittie Francis being
Barry ami Hal vers, fairly
largely responsible:
well received, Wynn Snd lewis, excellent; AdeHermann. lil>eral and deserved applause.
laide
BIJOU (Updegraff and Brownell, nigra.).—
wr.k: "The Dainty Duchess" Burlesque
Iluir
Co.. pleased; Second half, Al. Reeves* Big Beauty
GEORGE BITER.
Show.

VARIETY

30

REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS

REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS
It isn't the
It's the

nam* that makes

Mt tUt

tasks* tke

the

RICE & PREVOST

Uina

IN

"Bumpty Bumps"
THE FAMOUS

JAMES B.ANDDONOVAN
ARNOLD
NENA
QUEEN OV VAUDEVILLE.

FAMILY

WORLD'! M08T MAXVELOUS CYCLISTS.

WILDER
158

W.

fTtb. St.,

r«r

Ritterand Foster

THE ETNO 07 IRELAND,

JACKSON

DOING WELL, THAME YOU.
ALT T. WILTON,

ACROSS THE POND.

ALT

York.

DeWITT-BURNS and
TORRANCE
john

Eccentric Comedian

lndef.

MERRY XMAS AND HAPPY NEW YEAR

WEEK

iu

Clifton Crawford
JOE HART.

Herbert Lloyd and Co.

"A

GEO.

9,

O. 0. H.,

&

P.

TOM

O.

INDIANAPOLIS.

COMEDIANS AND PRODUCERS,
Of Sam Bcribner'e "Big Show."

We

BOOKED

CIRCUIT.

make them laugh because we work

In

harmony.

JANE GILBERT

IN VATJDEVTLLE.

K.

9,

Bachelor Wife.**

mm

DEC.

ALLEN CURTIS

HAYMARKET,
CHICAGO

DEC.

Agents.

- Cohen

Presenting

TO ALL FRIENDS.

FLU BRETT,

BALLY

Rice

BURLESQUE ECCENTRICS.

ft

a

Balnoa-dShaw

in Variety

Ctt|leBdl ,i

"The Awakening of Toys."
DEC. 9, SHU BERT, UTICA.

WEEK

REICH

Have Your Card

Richards

Presenting

THE DUCK HOSE.

Hippodrome,

A*-ent.

Chris
EDGAR BIXLEY

Bob
Van Osten
THE KAN WITH

Direction

WILTON, American

Afent.

"The Wanderer from Nowhere."
En Route "Boston BeUea"

Y.

T.

Marshall

Phone 118* RiTertide.

N.

Addreai eare SOMEB ft WAEMEB,
Tottenham Court Road. London. Eng.

1

MAT TULLY

With

SOLID.

IN "Stop, Look and Listen"

AN ADVANCED

PRESENTING

Sensational Tricks— Refined
WEEK

DEC.

2,

Comedy

WEEK

FORREST THEATRE, PHILADELPHIA.

DEO.

TREMONT, BOSTON.

9,

AND TIP TOP TICKLE SINGERS.
TICKLING TWICE DAILY AT
KEITH'S UNION SQUARE.

HI

OWN

After First Show was put down
next to Cloeinf, following- the Big-

OPIC
ICKLE

g-eat

ALKERS

And

Laughing
still

Act

Tickling

DEC.

9,

iu

Vaudeville.

tome.

SYRACUSE.

Those Smart Agents

REICH A PLUNKETT.

THi:

WALTER

AUSTRALIAN PREMIER VOCAL, SOCIETY SKETCH ARTISTS

RIVERS ROCHESTER
DIRECT FROM AUSTRALIA

SULLIVAN A CON8IDINE CIRCUIT, LYRIC, CLEVELAND,

WEEK

DEO.

P«rm»t»e>n>t
9.

rem. Car. of
ALF.

T.

NINA

VARIETY

WILTON,

Agent,

St.

James Building,

New

York.

COMEDY 7UGGLEB8.
Fred Pelot is the Originator of oatohing heads of cabbage and other articles thrown from entrance)
onto fork held la month.

When

antwering advertUemenU kindly mention Variety.

—

VARIETY
Some

of

WILL ROSSITERS SINGERS

jEANEnE ADLER

"I'M

"MONTANA"

CL08EH,"
PEEK-A-BOO."

—

JE«

BENNETT'S (R. H. McVean, mgr.).— Bill waa
cut up this week on account of non-appearance
Al Leach and
of two acts that were billed.
Three Rosebuda and The Mellnotte Twins did
Herbert Lloyd replaced Al Leach
not show up.
and another act was sent for to replace the
The Zlugarl Troupe made a hit, as did
other.
Louise Raffln's Monkeys, Frank
Herbert Lloyd.
Whitman, Johnson and Wells, Mathews and Harris, Kitamura Japs and Picaro Troupe comprised
THEATRE ROYAL
the remainder of the bill.
(Harry Edgerton, mgr.).—The Brigadlera gave a

SOHMER PARK
good show to good business.
(Lavigne & Lajole, mgrs.).— Two performances
Sunday, Dec. 1, to large houses. Following bill:
Lavlgne's Band; The Lavalls, ladder act; PanAmerican Four, Elmer Robbins and Henri Grann.
NOTES.— The Casino Theatre, which Is beThe
ing built by locals, is nearlug completion.
policy of this house haa not been decided, but
The provaudeville will probably be put on.
motera have had no previous theatrical experience, but are going to run the place themselves.
MIKE JONAS.

NEWARK,
C.

N.

mgr.

Monday

The opening attraction la Tom Miner's
Bohemian Burlesquera in tbe two-act musical
extravagansa, "The Summer Time," with a good
cast, including Andy Gardner, Joe Barton, Willlam Spencer, George Davis, Charles Mackle,
Mabel Carew, Ida Nlcholal and Gertie Hayes.
Those Introducing specialties were the Three
Bartons and their
musicians; The
Stewarts,
wheels; Mabel Carew and Gertie Hayea made a
pronounced hit In a Western playlet, "The Mad
The costumes, scenery and chorus
Stampede."
were good and everything seemed to please. The
Next week "The
management allows smoking.
Cherry Blossoms" play here.
cess.

TOLI'Sx (S

J.

prop.;

F. J.

—

Windisch,

THEATRES EVERYWHERE ABE THE MOST PROSPEROUS

RECORD
MAKING
TRIUMPHS
THIS

In

several

seasons.

AMERICA

IN

CHICAGO,

has entertained
than all the
other vaudeville houses in that city combined.

YORK
UliU

NPttf
mLwI

I

more

people

THEATR£

Advance

»

sale

for

the coming week the largest ever

recorded in a vaudeville house in the metropolis.

FflBRF^T
rUnnLO

PHILADELPHIA
enough people

a dozen vaudeville houses in that

TRFMfiNT
111.
UNI

WEEK

Ill

I

B0ST0N

-

Turned away
week to fill half

-

last

city.

Another

Hundreds standing

great
in

success.

line

buying

seats for the Big Festival.

Majestic Circuit
TJTTER8TATZ AMUSEMENT CO. (PROPRIETORS).
E. F. OARRTJTHERS, General Manager.

PLAYING MODERN VAUDEVILLE

IN

THE

MAJESTIC THEATRE,

MAJESTIC THEATRE,
BIRMINGHAM,

LITTLE ROCK, Ark.

Ala.

Opens Mondays. Daily Matinees.
Popular Prions.

Dally Matinees.
Opens Mondays.
Popular Prions.

MAJESTIC THEATRE,
DALLAS, Texas

MAJESTIC THEATRE,
FT.

Daily Matinees.
Opens Sundays.
Popular Prions.

Opens Mondays.

WORTH,

Texas

Dally Matinees.

Popular Prions.

Sammy

MAJESTIC THEATRE,
HOUSTON, Texas

WILL ROSSITER
152 LAKE ST.,

Opens Sundays.
Dally Matinees.
Popular Prices.

LYRIC THEATRE,
MOBILE,

Dally Matiaass.
Opens Sundays.
Popular Prices.

MAJESTIC THEATRE,

WACO,

Ala.

Daily Matinees.
Opens Mondays.
Popular Prions.

Playinf

Texas

Travailing- Companies.
Popular Prices.

OUR BOOKING DEPARTMENT 18 PREPARED TO FURND3H BANDS. VAUDEVILLE ACTS,
FOR ALL THEATRES AND OCCASIONS IN THE SOUTH ON SHORT NOTICE.
ADDRESS ALL MAIL TO

ETC.,

|e. F.

CARRUTHERS,

majestic theatre slog..

CHIGIGO, ILL.

Variety's Chicago Office
IS IN

Yard,

CHICAGO

excellent,
as usual;
songs to order and

several

Dillon

Bros,

were well

re-

The Flying Martina, very good.
Tbe
Four Comrades had some new acrobatic stunts
which took big; Katie Rooney, clever imitations
of her famous father and received generous applause; Russell
ordinary.

and Held, singing and dancing,
b. J.

NEW

TODD.

ORLEANS, LA.

ORPHEUM (Martin Beck, gen. mgr. Monday
rehearsal).— Week Not. 28: Bill was exceedingly
short, running but 80 minutes.
Mile. Marthea
opened (New Act), followed by Chris. Richards,
English comedian, with methods distinctly, different and far removed from the others.
"The
Unexpected," played by Ines McCauley and Company, dainty sketch, admirably acted.
Anita
Barling lg a young French woman who Juggles
everything from rubber balls to Indian clubs.
Fred Ray and Company In Roman travesty, laughing hit.
Mullen and Correlll closed.
GREENWALL (H. Greenwall, mgr.).— Week 24: "Gay
Morning Glories" came within $20 of equaling
the house's record on Sunday. The first part enitled
"The Wrong Widow," was written by
James Cooper and Snlts Moore, who are very
conspicuous
throughout
the
show.
Moore's
"Dutch" characterization could hurdly be Improved upon.
Smith and Brown open the olio
with an act as familiar as their names.
The
pair are excellent dancers.
The success attained by Aaron Hoffman's "The End of the
World" evidently Inspired Ed. F. Rush to enter
the sketch-writing business.
"A Self-Made Man"
is
strongly suggestive of the Hoffman playlet,
and would prove a lilt In vaudeville if refrained
At present it is "full of holes." James E. and
Lucia Cooper were favorably received, as were

Hill, Cherry and Hill, who closed.
When managers of the standing of Weber & Rush will
btoop so low as to engage a "cooch" dancer it's
about time to call a halt.
"Cooch" dancing
should be thrown out of burlesque for good.
Fougere was hissed at almost every performanoe O. M. SAMUEL.

PITTSTON, PA.

FAMILY (Harry Scott, res. mgr.).— The Great
Orloff Troupe, comedy bar, very clever; Harrv
Von Dell, musical, good; Mr. and Mrs. Lew Stanley,
good;
Hathaway and Siegel, good.

DREAMLAND

pictures

and

(Claude
111.

Westley,

songs.

mgr.).— Moving pictures and

GEM
III.

mgr.).—Moving
(M.
songs.

F.

Early.

Business

DAVE HEIMAN.

Improving.

PORTLAND, ORE.
(Jas.
H.
Errhkson,
mgr.).— Week
West and Van Slcklen, musical, good;
Nelson- Farnum
Troupe,
very
clever
acrobats;

GRAND

Nov.

L'o:

Trixeda

MAJESTIC THEATRE,
SAN ANTONIO, Texas

THE

and Robinson sing and dance well;
Willtcr
Amos, Juggler, pleased; Godfrey and
Henderson, "A Daughter of the Gods." well received; Joe Thompson, 111. songs, very good.
PANTAGB'S (John A. Johnson, mgr.).—The
Rusticana Trio Jjead and deserve the applause;
Davis and Walker, colored singers and dancers,
audience In Dproar: Daroness Marie Von Zleber.
excellent;
vocalist,
Column and Mexls, sharpshooters, clever; Gillhan and Brocee, fair; Clarence Smith, III. songs, very good.
W. R. B.

QUEBEC.

BENNETT'S (J. II. Aloz, mgr.) .—Juplters
Brothera, revised edition of old "cabinet" trick,
surprise
to
audience and crested considerable
Atlas Quartet well liked.
talk.
Seem to have
a happy faculty of knowing when the audience
has had enough; comedy end not overdone.
Llnd.
revelation to local theatregoers.
Was not billed
as
Impersonator.
an
mysterious
Considerable
publicity given him In the advance notices.
A
terrific hit.
The Kemps, quite a novelty In the
colored line and well liked.
George Romans'
''Country Kids" docs not work with a snap as
should,
It
end suggests newness.
The young
comedian will be heard of some day.
A good
stage manager is needed to liven up the choruses,
which at the present time drag very badly.
With

res.

Monday rehearsal 10). Julias Steger and
mgr.
Company (William H. Paacoe, Helen Mar Wilcox and John Romano) the star feature In "The
Fifth Commandment," one of the strongest offerings

S&

& ERLANGER S
FOUR
KLAW

AUDITORIUM

Moon Plays
"

ceived;

Chicago Opera House Block

HAVEN, CONN.

Poll,

MATTER OF RECORD—

J.

Stewart,

rehearsal 9).—The Breakaway Barlows open with
a novel aerial ladder act; Elsie Boehm, female
baritone, went well; "Lambertl" In bis lmlta
tiona of famous musical composers, proved an
excellent musician; Lewis and Green, burlesque
restaurant scene, laughing hit of the show;
Joe Flynn, talk and songs, made merry and
speeded the fun along; Fred Gerner and Company, sketch, "A Warning by Wireless," should
have their plot rehashed; Empire City Quartet,
good; Hassan Ben All's troupe of acrobats made
EMPIRE (Harry Uyams, mgr.).—This
good.
week of burlesque given here by
is tbe first
the Western Wheel and If the attendance of tbe
opening shows are a criterion It will be a suc-

NEW

EH

the

Peek-a-boo

Farm
made

GEO. FIFER.

hit.

'TUSH-CART"?
—A

MUNCIE, IND.

STAR (Ray Andrews, mgr.).— Allen and Kenna,
comedy, •Switched," pleased; Lola, acrobatics,
took well; Blssonnette and Newman, "Athletic
Cadets," hit; Frank Gray, 111. songs, good; Hickman Brothers and Company In "The Detectives

Pyramid "

When

THAT WAY," "STINGY," "NAPANEE."

I

MONTREAL, CAN.

(R.

"STINGY"
" Every One Was Meant for
Some One "
" I'm the Kid that Build the

PLAYS PEEK-A-BOO."

Professors In Amanda Slmklns' Boarding House"
have good material In them. The olio waa good.
Hlgglns and Phelps, comedy sketch; Marie Yale
and Marie Rodgers, singing and dancing; Charles
Abearn, comedy cyllst; Phlllipe and Lang, songs
and dances and the Ballet of Rosea preceded
John L.'a talk on temperance and other diverting
STAR (Frank R. Trottman, mgr.).-subjects.
La Verrn, the Greek wrestler, and Herman
Wlnkelhofer, a German wrestler of large atature,
are added attractions at the Western Wheel
"The Nightingales" with
house week Dec. 1.
two sprightly burlesques are packing the house
matinees and evenings. "Americans Abroad" and
SHU"Out for a Lark" are well presented.
BERT (Edwin Thanhouser, mgr.). Good bill.
Rawson and June, boomerang throwers; Carrol
and Cooke, talkers and parody singers; Edith
Barnold's dogs and monkeys,
Helena, singer;
W. S. Harvey and Company, Jugbig feature;
La Carmen
Dave Lewis, monologue;
gler*;
NOTE.
pictures.
walkers;
wire
Troupe,
Charles Barnold visited his home for the first
His father was a dally
time in sixteen years.
Barnold was
visitor at the Shubert all week.
given a royal welcome by many of his old
schoolmates.

PROCTORS

FRED SOSMAN
"MY MARIUTCH. SHE COME BACK TO ML."

Introducing for the First Time,

STINGY" and "NAPANEE.'

"NAPANEE."

HAVE YOU SEEN

Detected,"

"MONTANA"
"Glover Blossoms"

Popularizing
««

"HITS"

our

"NAPANEE"

3 SISTERS KELCEY LEWIS and CHAPIN
Rosalie "NAPANEE,"
"STINGY," "WHEN THE MOON
"YOU'VE GOT TO BE AMERICAN TO FEEL

» no
and

PEEK-A-BOO,"

of

"Since You Called Me Dearie"

"CLOVER BLOSSOMS" and "SINCE
YOU CALLED ME DEARIE."

TEE SID THAT BUILT THE PYRAMID."

Clifford and Robbins

HOLGOMB
GRAYCE
"WHEN
"SNUGGLE UP
Marilou

»&

Featuring the Great Comic Hit,

and the hit of

"HITS," "MAPANEE."

TEE MOON PLATS

WILL ROSSITERS SONGS Some

FENTELLE «"> CARR "WHEN
LEON
FINCH
THE MOON PLAYS

co.

Popularizing

"MEET MS AT THE DEPOT"

SjMtSS

doing good work with

31

Advertisements and subscriptions received

at regular rates.

News

will

items

may be forwarded

there,

and

be promptly transmitted.

Watson'*

little
a
pruning up this act will ls» a
Montgomery and
valuable addition to fsudevllle-.
Moore nrc
bard working pair -mil Wen the hit
of the Mil.
The woman N very clever, and If
they ever get a l-o.mI New York snowing she will
l«e picked up by some legitimate manager.
Burns
and Burns, considerable horse-play, but made a
Show by far best of the seagood Impression.
son, uul should pack the house.
J.

When answering

advertisements kindly mention Variety.

GORDON HENRY.

"

VARIETY
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REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS

RCPRC«BNTrtTIVB ARTISTS
THE VENTRILOQUIST WITH A PRODUCTION.

REYNARD
And Hit Famous Mechanical Figures.
Week Deo. 9, Xeith'a, Proridence.

MAY TULLY

REEVES

BILLIE

Ed. F.

GartelleBros.

"TWM EAUtOW TKLLESL9
Tho

T

HE

Italian

ORIGINAL DRUNK.
Co., "A Night (a English Musie

Fred

TIME ALL FILLED.

KATORIALISm

and Bis 8weetheert

B.

MASON

MARQUERITE

KEELER

PIOTTIS

HOMER

CHARACTER SONGSTERS,

CO.

18 Mine, in One,

Address ears

VARIETY.

XV "BTOP, LOOK AND LISTEN."
Most talked of act In Vauderille.
Booked solid with the United Booking Offices.

Elinore Sisters
in

new

set In

ONE,

season

of 1907-8,

entitled

"THE ACTRE88 AND THE MAID"

Copyright Class D.
Direction

XXC, No. 0891.
of GEO. HOMAN8.

"THE MAN WITH THE FUNNY SLIDE."
CHA8.

BURKHARDT
MOZART

GEO.
Address

GAVIN, PLAIT

J,

VAUDEVILLE CLUB, LONDON, ENO.

NELLO

Presenting

Circuit.

Ask Chrie Brown about

Going

"THE STOLEN ETD."

lift

Held
(loir" Russell:
THE LADY MAGNETIC.
The Dancer and

ALF

alone onoe mora and always etjjftjg
What do you think of that?
goad.

it

DEC.

WORK § OWER
Season of 1906-1907, with
Season 1907-1908,

SHOW.

ft

9,

PROC-

TOR'S.
Representative,
St.

A HIT

ALBERT H»T WH' P:T.awn
r

European Comedy Acrobats.

KLAW

ft

Agent.

for the

new

act

in

January.

JACK LEVY,

Agent.

HIT

WILLIAMS
Marno Trio

WILTON,

"THE JUGGLING KID."
Watch

j

Jamea Building.

0_ yy_ A

T.

HATHA WAY'S. HEW BEDFORD.

JOE COOK

ORPHEUM ROAD

KEITH

Ein Auoiid in Elnem Amerikanlschen Tingle-Tangle
Vow Playing Klaw ft Erisngsr far ft Weeks.

CLOVER WARE'S

act.

Daly Burgess

F.

PEACHES

and

Assisted by MME. NELLO.
playing return time Sullivan ft Oonsidias

Now

AND HIS COMPANY OF MECHANICAL ACTORS
PRESENTING A NOVEL

HEIM THE
CHILDREN
FAMOUS

The

only act that gets their audience on

Impulse of the moment.

VENTRILOQUIAL SKETCH

Booked

Management CHRIS

1908.

O.

woll d

tbe

July.

ti ll

BROWN.

N. Y.

"I«e Doctor's

ERLANOER CIRCUIT.

3

Busy Day

Ernesto Sisters

A NEW AND ELABORATE

KLAW

ft

Direction

I

3

Europe's Greatest Wire Artists.

ACT IN PREPARATION FOB NEXT SEASON

Wa

ERLANG EB CIRCUIT.

HENRY MEYERHOFF.

carry special scenery and electrical effects.

Prima Donna.
BIG SUCCESS THIS SEASON IN THE

"GUY NEW YORK CO."
THE ADVANCED AERIALI8T.

De marlo
"THE GOLDEN SPIDER"
WILL OPEN JAN.

1,

MARY

EDGAR BIXLEY
"The Wanderer from Nowhere."

"ACOUNTRY BOYS LUCK"

En Route "Boston

Belles"

A

PARIS, FRANCE.

rural

comedy playlet with

original

ideas and

MAYME SCANLON

The Musical

Contortionist.

KEITH-PROCTOR CIRCUIT.

an°d
ECCENTRIC MUSICAL ENTERTAINERS.

One of the three characters in their big laughing
hit, an oddity entitled "Did You See Gladys I"
Address care

"A

WIGGflN'S^PARM
THE CHADWICX
Apply to

HART TRIO
INSTRUMENTALISTS AND VOCALISTS
When

answering aJccttisementt kindly mention Variety.

TRIO.

SCANLON

STANLEY

novel situations.

JUNO SALMO MAX DUFFEK
KEITH-PROCTOR CIRCUIT.

B.

PRESENTING

VARIETY,

Corker

in

Chioago.

Cork"

GEORGE ATKINSON

Exclusive Management

MR. ALF. T. WILTON
Suite 920,

St.

James Building
CITY

NEW YORK

—

—
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READ

READ

"Boston, Mass., Nov. 30th, 1907.

THEY SAY IN BOSTON:

"Mr. Pat Reilly,
"Miner's Bowery Theatre,
"New York, N. Y.

"REILLY A WOODS 9 BIG SHOW" did one of the BigWeeks in the history of THE OLD HOWARD, week ending November 30th.

"Dear

bir:
"It affords
able terms of

That the famous

gest

The "Eleven oXIock Law" Cut No

Ice with Our Audiences

Widow*"

"Merry

There Is
and "Bachelors."
place where everything Is merry
and fall of festlTltlea. That place Is SILVER'S.
the Theatrical Buffet and
Cafe. When In CHICAGO
don't overlook the "Rialto" sign at the 8. K. corner CLARK and RAN-

only one

REAL

DOLPH

streets,

STAIRS.
Look
name SILVER.

—

DOWN

for
It

the

meant

"A 8MART PLACE FOU
SMART PEOPLE." Lo

—_.

cated opposite the Olympic. Gafrlci" Tneatre*,"
one-half Work from the Colonial and opposite the
Sherman House. Drop In any time. Always glad
to see yon.

GEORGE

SILVER

y

BAH ANTONIO, TEX
LYRIC

25: Mile. La Carroll, gymnast, good; Mile Alma,
contortionist, good; Lucadoa, heavy-weight balancers, fine; Billy Price, comedian, popular; The
Haneys, comedy sketch, well received; Holmes
and Holmes, musical, excellent.
CAL COHEN.

SANDUSKY,
MAJESTIC

mgr.

Monday

re-

hearsal 10).— Half week, Not. 28: Tom Lancaster
("Brother Noah") was held orer as headllner,
very clever act; The Bebout Duo, ordinary act;
The Fowlers have a clever hand balancing and
acrobatic turn and made a hit; Jim Dalton in
Rube monologue, nothing to it; The Great
*tlrm) ngr -Hf.~ aer. ge; - a: oa*
5l?4»* w/iek JWfif «_ JJU..
Eldora, the juggler, ably assisted by Norlne In
the
headllner, exceptionally
comedy
part, Is
clever act; Prankle Wallace has a neat singing
and dancing sketch and scored big; Cblng-LlngSoo, Chinese magician, very good; Reilly and
Morgan present a laughable comedy sketch and
were
repeatedly
encored.
NOTES. Manager
Howard entertained the artists on the bill at a
banquet
after
the
performance Thanksgiving
night.— Sandusky Lodge No. 66, T. M. A., elected
the following officers: Past President, Kenneth
Miner; president, Harlin Da vies; vice-president,
Jess Nielsen; treasurer, Oscar F. Cook; secretary, Harry Gay; marshal, John Leitz; sergeant-

—

-

GRAND OPERA HOUSE, CHICAGO,
"ACTWRIGHT,"

The

SKETCHES.

Any

of

Grabs,

Romola

Blanch Trojan, The Empire Stock Company
OLYMPIC
and moving pictures complete bill.
Milmar Brothers, feature;
(C. J. McCann, mgr.).
Vivian, Bessie Skidmore, Ed. Nibbs, The Olympic:
NOTES.
Stock Company and moving pictures.
A new moving picture show opened in the room
tle,

—

"fOMMtf

by... f be

ettttptef

Fleet rip.„ Theatre.

—

160 "olients" will tell yon
Z write absolutely

be known as "Dreamland." The new Xy
reports excellent business with about an
hour's entertainment and a ten cent admission.
Miss Cecile DeCaatro is doing the ill. songs at
the Lyceum. She was formerly with the Gaiety.
will

I.

Attorney, 86S

TEN YEARS OF PICTURE MACHINE BUILDING AND EXPERIMENTAL WORK HAS RESULTED
IN THE PERFECTION OF THE
GREATEST APPARATUS FOR PROJECTION OF MOVING PICTURES
KNOWN TO THE WORLD.

THE

ceum

(J. H. Docking, mgr.).— W. H. Thompsupported by Thos. lnce A Co., in the
"For Love's Sweet Sske," heads the
bill.
The sketch is very cleverly acted and
went well.
Robert Dalley and Company well
received in one-act farce, "Fun on a Trolley";
Stuart Barnes, monologlst, the hit of the bill;
The Murray Sisters, two very clever girls in
catchy songs, made a most decided hit; James
and Jennie Jee, wire walking, Jumping and
cycling, very good; Harry Lee,
"The Hebrew
Car Conductor," did very well with his parodies; The Pelots open the show with their Juggling oddity, "Fun in a Hotel Office"
H. S. HOLLAND.

son,

playlet

—

PANTAGES (Alex. Pantages, prop.). Week
Nov. 25: Don Fulano, the horse with human intelligence.
Gaiety Quartet, The Great Marconis,
Wizards; Lynne and Bonnie Hazard,
Electric
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Bartlett, Johnso, the "Unill.
songs.
bleached
Elwell,
American";
COLISEUM (Sullivan A Considine. props.).— PasElliot, comedy acrobats;
Madge
tragedy;
one-act
Maitland, singing and dancing; John L. Werner's
trick horses; Harry Crandall and Company, "Fun
la a Grocery Store"; Eddie Roesch, balladlst.
STAR (Sullivan & Considine, props.). Lewis and
Lake Musical Comedy Company in "Flddle-Duni-

cntel,

aerial;

Walter

THE BEST TO BE HAD

IS

NOT THEIRS.
OTHERS CLAIM ALL THAT WE
DO BUT DARE NOT ATTEMPT TO
MAKE GOOD IN THE SAME
BREATH WITH US. YOU SHOULD
BE INTERESTED. WRITE TO

K.

SPOOR &
St.,

(0.

CHICAGO, ILLS.

Darras

good;
good;

Brothers,
dogs,

Gillette's

—

Herbert Cyril
Lola Cotten

pleased;
pleased;

Gardner and Stoddard failed to please; Wilfred
Clarke and Company, well received; Robinson,
Parquette and Woods made no Impression; The
Exposition Four, hit of the bill; The Ellis Nowlln Troupe, too much horse play.

did
not prove profitable. La Zar and La Zar play
Pantages', Spokane, week Nov. 25, and after that
play the Montana Circuit time. Bunth and Rudd
play Pantages' Crystal, Tacoma, week Nov. 25.
Hayes and Alpolnt are doing the Colorado time
of the Western States' Vaudeville Association.
Wm. Roche, of The Bell Trio, is organizing a
vaudeville road show, to be composed of four
other feature acts. He intends playing California
and the Northwest with his aggregation. Sullivan A Conaidine's Coliseum has offered prizes of
$100 to the school children for the best essay on
the derivation of the word "Coliseum" and are
This house
dally receiving hundreds of essays.
has also offered a novelty in the shape of cards
asking for criticisms on the show from the audience, which has been done In the East for some
MILTON G. WALER.
time.

Rosenbaum's

—

flyer

into

vaudeville

—

—

SHAMOKIN. PA.
Monday reD. Neilds, mgr.
West, presenting "A
Meeting," pleased; Ennls and Farrell,
music and song, good; the Two Coles, tightwire artists, good; Joe Hardman, comedian, received several encores; Homes, Kelly and Massey,
playlet, "Two Kings and a Queen," very good.

FAMILY

hearsal
Special

(W.

10).— Gorman and

MILLER.
IA.

(Martin Beck, gen. mgr.).— Week
Berry and Berry, comedy musicians,
Nov. 24:
big hit; Glrard and Gardner, pleased; Adolph
Zlnk, impersonator, good; Mr. and Mrs. Jlmmle
German
Carlla
Otto,
and
pleased;
Barry,
Bart,
and
Mason
bill;
of
hit
comedians,
FAMILY (G.
comedy gymnasts, very good.

When

Vaudeville and Production. Largest Soenle Concern la fee
World. Water Color, biiao Hud Dy*. D&U1EL3 ~SCE2UC-

4TUDIOS, CHICAGO.

LOUIS WESLYN

Author of "TWO MEN AND A BOTTLE." the
hit of Howard Truesdell and Companv.
Writer of sketches and songs for Nick Long and
Idalene Cotton, Carter and Waters, Hallen and

Fuller, Wllla Holt Wakefield, Lillian Apel, Hearn
and Duncan, Lillian Ashley, Innes and Ryan,
and many others.

LOUIS W£8LYN
SKETCHES AND 80NG8,

Headquarters,

TERRE HAUTE,

Grand Opera House, Indianapolis.

Want Performers

I

know

To

that I bnild Sketches, Monologues,
Parodies, etc., of quality.

CHARLES

Producer; Play, Lyric and Sketch Wrlfer.
Producer and co-anthor of "BUSY IZZY," "ROYAL

CHEF," "JOLLY BARON," Ac.
I
make a specialty of exclusive GET-BACK
SONOS or PARODIES, giving brilliant finish to
an act.

As

for

brain,
Ideas.

SKETCHES, my

Studio,

"The Umpire"

Co..

talking,

COLISEUM

"Budget"

215

W.

49th St..

N. Y. City.

Sketches from the pen of Borwlts sre the best
vaudeville.
Author of such bits as "College
Dsys," "Mrs. Murphy's Second HuBbend," "The
Ijist of the Troupe," "The Marriage Fee," "Jacksou's Honeymoon," "For Sale. Wiggins' Farm."
and over one hundred successful sketches, mon>
logues, &c.

CHARLES HORWITZ,

(J.

II.

singing
Barnes,

102-104

W.

88th

N. Y. City.

St.,

Care of Mark-Stern Building.

I.

MILLER, Manufacturer
of

matinee and
Dec.
business.
1,
night. "Parisian Belles"; week of Dec. 2. Don
Woodruff Stock Co., repertoire. Dec. P. Imperial
Nlckeldom. Electric and DreamBurlesquers.
land having large attendance.

mgr.).— Good

Theatrical

Boots and Shoes

CLOO
and

BALLET
SHOES

ROSS GARVER.

a

TOLEDO,

notice.

0.

Sunday

(Chester Sergent. mgr.
An evenly balanced

—

bill

to

re-

202

W.

23d

—

The show Is fair and has some
good business.
The
NOTES.
BIJou
features.
redeeming
Dream, one of Callle A Klmsky's five cent bouses,
has closed Its doors. This was inevitable, since
the change of policy of the Victory, the next
door house, changing Its price from ten to Ave
cents. Chester Sergent has resigned his position
as head of Kathryn Osterman's and Is now man
SYDNEY WIRE.
aging the College Arcade.

St.,

New

Mention

fair

hearsal
West and Mack, and Herbert and
audiences.
Willing are two clever blackface tenuis, and
both made good; The Pantzer Trio keep their
acrobatic offering up to a high standard; a pleas
Ing musical offering Is contributed by Adaminl
and Taylor; the feature act Is Edwin Keottgh's
four-scene sketch. "A Bit of Blarney." which is
cleverly arranged; Keough Is at his best ns
Robespierre In the dungeon scene; Eleanor Falke
made the hit of the bill in her singing specialty
and Le Clair and Bowen kept the audience In a
roar of laughter with their clever burlesque. "The
EMPIRE (Abe Shapiro.
Bogus Sfrong Men."
mgr.). This week, Clark's "Runaway tilrls," to
10).

spe-

All work
at short

cialty.

made

ARCADE

my

is

In

Lewis McCord

and dancing, good.

only

and that is boiling over with original
Talk to me for five minutes and see!

CHARLES HORWITZ

and Company.
comedy skit, good; Judge, Decoma and lodge,
Robert Nome, whistler and
aerial act, great;
Zanoras,
Cycling
good;
very
Instrumentalist,
comedy cycling act. very good; Joe Whitehead,
late star of

Y.

MATT WOODWARD

IND.

blackface monologue and singing comedian, good;
Most Children, singing and dancing, very
VARIETIES (Jack Hoeffler, gen. mgr.).
business.

WELCH

Contractor.

COOK'S OPERA HOUSE, ROCHESTER, N.

good.

— (rood

E.

Vaudeville

Address:

Per.

SAM. FREEMAN.

The

SIOUX CITY,

60-62 N. Clark

Y.

— Mike

ORPHEUM

«0.

N.

(C.
H. Plummer.
Monday rehearsals 10:30). The bill ofthis week was not up to the standard.

l>ee";

Mimager

IT

8YRACU8E,

GRAND OPERA HOUSE

NEW YORK.

Scenery

GEORGE PRESSL.

LYRIC (Jack Hoeffler, gen. mgr.). -Excellent
business.
The Alpine Troupe, great; Frank Stafford and Marie Stone, whistling, imitations and
Dutch
singing,
great; Jenkins and Stockman,
comedy musical act, very good; Tom Ripley,

—

OUT

—

mgr.

23D STREET,

THEATRICAL

^/^^

opened

Bush and

—

COMPLETE.
EVERY FIRST CLASS THEATRE
NEEDS THIS MACHINE, IF ONLY
FOR THE REASON THAT WITH-

—

McCullough.

Qulnn and bis dog have left the Northwest to play the California time, opening at the
Notional Theatre. Grace Huntington and Company are playing at the Empire Theatre. Aberdeen, Wash. The Pantages and the Coliseum
ln>th have excellent trick horse acts this week,
both of which were recruited here in the West.
The Lyric has gone out. of vaudeville and hereafter will be devoted to moving picture shows.

WE8T

farcical

The current week has brought a great Improvement in the bills, both houses having uniformly
good shows.
The attendance at both Poll's and
NELSON (Harry
Nelson Is much Increased.
Davis, res. mgr.). Baily, Croumer and Bally

fered

SEATTLE, WASH.

—

THE NAME OF THIS PARTICULAR MACHINE WHICH IS LEASED
ONLY WITH PICTURE ^ERVICE

NOR RED.

F.

C.

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

very
good
handcuff
and
Hardeen,
the bill;
cabinet tricks.
POLI'S (Gordon Wrlghter, res.
mgr.). La Dent opened, good Juggling; Waterbury Brothers and Tenney, in "Harmony Island,"
good comedy musical act; Ella Snyder and Company, "Commencement Day," made a good Impression; Elsie Faye and Bissett and Miller, very
well liked; Cressy and Dayne, "The Village Lawyer," laughing hit; Spencer Kelly and Frederic
Rose, one of the best singing duos seen at this
house this year; Young Brothers, acrobats, good.

Howard and De Leon,, contortionists; Rah
NOTES.
Rah Quartet; Roy McBraln, balladlst.

IS

"

:

SCRANTON, PA.
POLI'S

NOTHING BUT HITS
STRASSMAN,
BROADWAY. HEW YORK.

M

__

with clever hand balancing; Lester and
Qulnn pleased with dancing; Clayton and Drew,
"A Knight In Rome," fair travesty; Atwood and
Terry made a hit; Josephine Cohan and Company (New Acts); Fred Niblo, laughing hit of

my

COSTUMER

16S

Telephone 711 Chelsea.

Tom Watson; trustees, Arthur Molyneux,
George Ladd, Harvey Wilkinson. Tom Lancaster
and Leonard Roue, on last week's Majestic bill,
were initiated at the last meeting.
DOC.
at arms,

Still

WRITES
REAL

HAYDE

SPRINGFIELD, ILL.
(Jno. Connors, mgr.).— Four Graceful
Rosstelle,
Rossley
and
wire, feature;
and O'Brien, Nettie Strand. Lillian Lit-

—

Jack Burnett

HOWARD ATHENEUM."

.

EMPIRE

O.

Howard,

(Joe

Lehman, mgr.).—Carl Vido, musical; Eugene
Emmett, comedian; McCloud and Melville; Ernie
UNIQUE and
songs.
ill.
Honneger,
and
SCENIC (Tierney A Cameron, mgrs.).— Moving
CRYSTAL (F. B. Donahue, mgr.).—
pictures.
R. E. M.
Moving pictures.

O.

H. Hamilton, mgr.).— Week Not.

(H.

JAY HUNT,

"(Signed)
"Bus. Manager,

THE OILY KNOCKERS WERE THE SALOOH KEEPERS

TALK ABOUT

pleasure to speak in the* most favorCordially yours,

me

your show.

York.

Tel.

100 Chelsea.

VARIETY.

MATTHEW GOLDMAN
SKETCH WRITER.
Up-to-date writer with up-to-date Ideas.
Character, Jewish. Slang, Protean sots, etc.
Author: "The Marriage Fee," "For the Lov«
of Mammy," "The Call of the Blood," "Stage
Struck," "Behind the Footllghti."
High grade vaudeville acts a specialty.
109 WEST 111TH ST., N. Y. CITY.

—

—

TORONTO, ONT.
SHEA'S

—Ryan

(J.

and

Shea. mgr.

Monday

Richfield scored In

answering advertisements kindly mention Variety.

rehearsal 10).

"Mag Hnggerty's

The Five Durands
At Liberty First Time

BIG

in Years.

NUMBER MUSICAL ACT

Elegant Wardroh« and Stage
Permanent Address.

Setting.

DURAND COTTAGE. CHESHIRE, CONN.

-

.,

VARIETY
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REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS

REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS
WEEK

DEO.

9—COLONIAL, CLEVELAND.

Netta Vesta Pete Curley
SUTTON
EMPIRE SHOW
AND
IT?
SUTTON
BUSH
AL. ZIMMERMAN
HCUCK & PCNNCSSY'S

SINGING COMEDIENNE

PRINCIPAL COMEDIAN.

Keith Circuit

The Behmaa Show.
Management, Jack Singer.

Address care

DIRECTION W.

VARIETY

Beaeon

H. HJ88.

cc

1907-00.

>>

I

i

Character and Singing Comedian.

"IBS

The Rube and the
Living Pumpkin

DOT BO I"

KLEIN
GEORGE
SHOW.
WITH THE
BIO

STILL

The Senaational Aorobatio Comedian*,

ELLIOTT
PREMIER ECCENTRIQUE8.
For Time and Terms Address

ALF

T.

WILTON.

Ryan-Richfield Co.
IN VAUDEVILLE.
DIRECTION MAG HAQGERTY'S FATHER

En Routs with the

MONTAYBOand HURL-FALLS
The

Fan

of Oomio Acrobeta

High School Girls
WEEK

DEC.

IMPERIAL, PROVIDENCE.

9,

IMHOF and CORIKHE

TRilESBELL

A STRANGE HOTEL

'IN

WESTON
EMMA
CONTRALTO, THAT'S ALL

CocciaiAmato

H. SPOOLER
LEWMUSICAL
DIRECTOR

Ailed.

CXUB,

THAT NATURAL JEW COMEDIAN WITH THE

"The Mixer and the Maid,"

BIG VOICE.

5
CO.)

FRANK MAJOR.

COMEDY CLUB,

AND

EDGAR BIXLEY

V. T. CITY.

ss

BRUN

Le

and
MRS.

ALBERT SUTHERLAND.

Management

Tyce

Lillian
ORPHEUM

CTRCUIT.

The Really Funny Monologist.

JAMES
Still

J.

ROBINSON
PARQUETTE
P.

WEEK

CIRCUIT.
DEC.

9,

AL MAYER.

9,

1909

BT MARINELLI.

POLI'S,

SCR ANTON.

Direotion

AL SUTHERLAND.

Art.

HOPKINS', LOUISVILLE.

What

did Alack A- Day say about

"Amongst

others

was

the

finiahed

Bullivan-Consldlne

Refined
for

Comedian

and

Monologiat,

Introducing

Hughey Conn

CONN.DOWNEYIWILLARD
ECCENTRIC

HEBREW COMEDIAN

WEEK

OF DEC. 9TH.

ARMORY, BINOHAMTON,

A

N. T.

Good Singer of Good Song*.

JOSIE AINSLEY
Direction of

JAMES

J.

MORTON.

VARIETY.

Now

Red," by Junie MoCree.

THE COLTONS
Engagements Deo. 23d.
and Specialties.
En Route, "Champagne Girls" Company.
foi

Parts

on 8.-C. Circuit.

LOU MORGAN
Chas. E. Taylor'* Parisian Ballet.

When answering

HENRY FINK
15 Mins. of Original Talk and Parodies.
Week Deo. 9, Jersey City.

Walter S. Dickerson

THAT LITTLE DUTCHMAN.
En Route with

in

ae "Dr. Louder," of

Open

Per. Address, car©

Duettiste.

THT8 WEEK, PASTOR'S, N. Y. CITY.

Tommy.

"The Costermonger."

of the bil-

DE CHANTAL
TWIN SISTERS

Circuit,

SIDNEY FORRESTER
Singing

PETERS

aaidt

moving

DEC. 9, EMPIRE,
PATERSON, N. J.

BARRINGTON AND
BENNETT SISTERS

SOLID.

NETTIE

the

liard one trick, burlesque.

2

"The Two

PHIL

me? He

and

The inventor

9!

BE ANOS

—

THE PRESS."

Griff

COMING BAST

THE

having

BOOKED

WILTON.

m KENT

bow working Eaat.
Hare juat bought a farm
P. 8

IN "SUPPRESSING

T.

VICTORIA

THE LADY AND THE CLOWN
ALF T. WILTON, Agent,
990 St. Jamea Bldg., New York City.

DEC.

ALF

ORPHEUM ROAD SHOW.

2

WEEK

Powers

picture*."

ii

BOOKED SOLID TO

T.

MARION

TRIO

A

»»

VAUDEVILLE "TIT-BITS."

on the Theatrical Platform.

KELLY

Dunedin Troupe

MORTON

GEO. ROMANS.

Agent,

K.

7, 1000.

THE PLAYERS.

John

En Route "Boeton Bailee"

Trio

Strongest flinging Act la Vaudeville.
Magnificently Costumed.

June

MR.

"The Wanderer from Nowhere."

WORLD FAMED

Direction

Signed season 1907-08 with Rents-Bantley Co.

(FRANK MAJOR A

MISS TINA MdBSW0T.T>

all Oiled till

ii

Addreaa,

la

"Julius Oaeaar Up To Date."
Diekena" "An American Rafflea"

Mil STUART BARNES
Time

FRED.

"ft

EDWIN STEVENS
"A Night Out"
"An Evening with
Aaalsted by

IN VAUDEVILLE.

RD.

Kor-Solt-ay"

all

NOVELTY DANCING SKETCH.

THE TWO EXTREMES

«i IIULET
JIIISTII
"Why,

Tim*

ear* VAUDEVILLE COMEDY
147 W. 46th St, N. Y. City.

Address,

"Senator Btehhins, the Yankee Rube."
Address ear* VARIETY.

odverti$ementt kindly mention VARIETY.

EDITH AND LEE

HANEY,
"The

jr

Doll and the Tin Soldier."

Alwaya Busy—A Feature Everywhere.

VARIETY

35

PASTOR'S
MANAGERS

THEATRE

VAUDEVILLE

to Ittko

Yon

ft

Percy O.

99 SB*

NEXT WEEK, MONDAY, DEC. 9,
DEVLIN AND ELLW00D.
BARTLETT AND COLLINS.

1907.

JOHN F. CLARKGRACE ORMA.
CABBIE SCOTT.

ATTENTION
Do Not Allow Anjono

Continuous, St

3d Av.

14th St.,

The Harringtons.
and Hall.
Welch and Com- Bandelers.

Clifford
Jss. A.

Batters That There to a Scarcity of

pany.

CIRCUIT

MIKE SCOTT.
Joggling DeLisle.

MTJRRY CLAYTON AND TJTJ.T4N DREW.

Good, High-Class Acts HAMMERSTEINS
MOST
FAMOUS VARIETY
AMERICA'S

in the Vaudeville Field
I

Here en Abundasoe of the Boot Materiel oa

My

VICTORIA

Books, aa usual, and

0RPHEUM

9

Can BooK Any Number of Theatres on 24 Hours Notice
ALL

Houeee Receive Equal Treatment in

My

•

Office.

167 Dtarborn

Office).

VAUDEVILLE HEADLINERS
an.
If

GOOD STANDARD ACTS

you hsve an open week yon went to
short notice, write to

BARBOUR— He Books the Acts
Managers, send for lilts. Artists, send spsa time.
For Vaudeville, Fain and Parks.
Address E. L. Barbour, 119 La Sails St., Chicago,

» !*»*#

nfnrAnilFnO
rrKrl K bTKA

travelling to Europe should take advantage of the exceptionally low
r » te« now prevailing and in effect until March Slat, 1908.
Call or
writ# for fuu particulars.

PAUL TAU1IG, 104

TsL 1099 Btuyrs.

Cast 14th Street,

Edward Mozart, Eastern

BsprsssatatiTS, Lancaster, Pa.

ALPHA VAUDEVILLE CIRCUIT
Booking
This circuit

is

first

Main

Sid J.

99 LA BALLS ST., CHICAGO.
Representing first class managers of Eastern and
vaudeville
theatres,
vaudeville headSend your open time.
liners, novelties, big acts.
Address W. F. HENDERSON,
Prop, and Manager.
CHAS. H. DOUTRICK, Asst. Mgr.
F.

Q.

DOYLE,

Proprietors.

Sts.,
St.

American and European Vaudeville Agency.

NEW

YORK CITY.
1440 BROADWAY,
Tel. 8487 Bryant. Cable "Control, N. Y."
London Brsncb: 17 Green St., Leicester 8q.
Cable: "Olymplonlc, London."

CHICAGO

CHICAGO.

CO.,
John A. Fennsssy, Manager.

ETJBON, Lessee and Manager.

Playing in burlesque attractions of the ColumAmusement Company.
Matinee every day.

bia

Amateur night Friday.

The most popular burlesque theatre Is Chicago,
the attraotions of the Empire Circuit.

playing

Nothing but the
Amateurs Friday.

best.

Two shows

every day.

playing

TORONTO, CAN.,

stop at the

—

Brandon

188.100

SIMCOE

tbe

woman. She makes
snd won fsvor.
The olio

leading

appearance
is
above the average.
Cbas. D. Webber, eccentric
Juggler, very clever; Joe Roscoe snd Geo. Sims,
musicsl artists, good; The Glockers, good; Frank
nice

mgr.
Monday
rehearsal 10).—The Six English Rockers in a
"girl" act top the bill snd prove s very plesslng
number; John Dunn and Wllhelma Frsncis and
Company, "The Hold-up." csosed considerable
laughter; Brown, Harris snd Brown, singing snd
fun-making, were recalled many times.
A pair
of Hebrew entertainers, Gilbert snd Ksten, received applause; A. 8. R. H., billiard ball expert, won approval; The America Five, "Father's
Birthday," pleased.
LYCEUM (R. H. Keller,
mgr.).— Williams' "Ideals" the attraction for
the first hslf of the week, the company appearing in good vaudeville and up-to-date burlesque.
Last hslf: "The Star Show Girls" are here.
J.

WA8HJNGTON,

D.

J.

M.

Ross, well liked; Sansome snd Dellab, trick
balancers, big bit; Louise Marshall snd Dottle
King,
singers
and dancers, Immense;
Hsrry
Fisher snd Mike Berg, comedy cyclist, good.

NEW LYCEUM

(Eugene Kernsn, mgr.).— "The
Century Girls," under tbe direction of John
J. Moynlhsn, are here this week.
The performance begins with s laughable burlesque, "Tbe
Hotel Thespian," which introduces Jack McCsbe,
Jack Marshall, Tom Barrett, Eddie Brennsn snd
Louis Prltskow, who plsy their parts well snd
cause much laughter.
Tbe female portion includes Frances Bishop, Issbelle Hurd, Msy Corey
and May Belle, who are the soubrettes snd who
work well.
The costumes sre above tbe aver
sge.
The girls mske seven chsnges in tbe first
many in tbe bnrlesque.
part
and nearly ss
Among the sets in the olio sre Lonls Prltskow,
cbsrscter singing comedian, big hit; Tom Barrett and May Belle, travesty, well liked; Chss.
Levine snd Issbelle Hurd, sketch tesm, pleased;
Bert Bohannon and May Corey, ill. songs, good.
Tbe performsnee closed with s very plesslng
burlesque, "A Thief In the Night," which met
BILLY BOWMAN.
with spprovsl.

O.

OAYETY (W. S. Clark, mgr.).— Rents Ssntley
Burlesque Compsny is holding the bosrds this
week.
"A Dsy's Frolic at Atlsntic City" and
"The Darlings of the Demon," the letter being
tbe better of the two, are the pieces.
During
the sctlon of both burlesques some good musical
numbers were led by Jennie Bdwsrds. Georgine
Brsndon, Dottle King snd Louise Marshall. The
comedlens are Frank Boss, Fred. Russell, George
81ms, Charles Glocker who are clever.
Georgine

WHEELING, W. VA.

WONDERLAND

W.

Rogers, mgr.).—The
Herberts,
acrobatics,
very good; Collins and
Ballard In "Little Dollle Dimples," well re-

(H.

ceived;
Holmes snd Holllston, rursl comedy,
good; The Macks, song snd dance; Jsp Bentfrow

snd Lorene Jensen In "The Second Mr. Fiddle,"
hit.
BIJOU (Geo. Shaffer, mgr.).—
pianist; Frsnk Wright snd Comcomedy sketch, good; Mr. John Goes, ez-

distinct

Miss
psny,

Yesger,

When

I

NEW YORK

WAY,

Utters to

CITY

New E mpire
Madison Strsst Near

rlslsted

CHICAGO

i

WILLIAM SINGER, MANAGER.
Handsomest burlesque house in Amerioa, playing Empire Circuit attraotions exclusively.
Shows changed every Sunday. Mstinsss daily.

NEW STAR
MILWAUKEE, WIS.
FRANK R. TROTTMAN, Manager.

Handsomest

and

burlesque

safest

theatre

hi

America. Playing Empire Circuit Shows. Matinee
Every Day.
Visit tbe new Rathskeller Downstairs.
The best in tbe West.

EMPIRE
THEATRES
HODOKEN
PATERSON,
AND

N. J.

HIGH CLASS VAUDEVILLE
Address

personal letters

all

to

BBUGOEMANV, Owner and Manager,
EMPIRE THEATRE, HOBOKEN, V. J.

A. M.

U^» ARTISTS, NOTICE

ST.

all

Special

3 Minutes from Theatres
American Plea

theatres.

E.

a

PLAY

St.

SCRANTON
AND STOP AT
JHattoiial

EUROPEAN PLAN.
BOOMS WITH OB WITHOUT BATH.

ALL IMPROVEMENTS.

bone player, well received; Wahley and
mnslcal,
clever;
Levitt
Wahley,
and
Falls,
Vardamann, Impersonator, cleverest seen
here.
C. M. H.
pert

WORCESTER,

MASS.

mgr.).—Cbas. B. Casjer,
Quests Taylor and Company, "At Camp Rest,"
(J. O.

Rotcl
CHICAGO

Cor. Van Bursa St. and Wabash Are.
Half block from Auditorium Theatre. In vloialts/
of all theatres.
Weekly rates msds.

CAFE CONNECTED.

sketch;

POLI'H

Rates Moderate

RAISLEY. 244 Adams

fcPOLI'S,

HOTEL SCHADT

New
TBOY, N. Y.
PROCTOR'S (W. H. Graham,

Two-minute walk from

rates.
is

New York

Fa u rot
ALEXANDRA ROYAL Hotel
SCRANTON, PA.
Catering exclusively to the profession.

Reception"; Eltlnge is clever; Hal Merrltt made
good; Billy Clifford, good; Tbe Kitsbsnssl Troupe,
clever scrobsts; Msrzells bss s novel act.—
8TAR (F. W. Stslr, mgr.).— Pst White msde
much fun and the genlsl Irish comedian snd his
Qslety Girls were well received during the week
by large audiences.
NOTE. Msnsger Thomas
R. Henry, of tbe new Gsyety, will open this
handsome new house with Rice A Barton's Big
Gaiety Co. 0.
HARTLEY.

East

PERSONAL

BEST PLACES TO STOP AT.
When

EMPIRE CTRCTJIT

Bridge.

Representative.

Artists desiring foreign time, call or write*

Victory Theatre, Sutter near Fillmore, Ssa Francisco, Cal.

State Street near Congress

49 Seconds from Clark
7.

HENDERSON'S
Theatrical Bxchang*!

Boston
Williamsburg

all

at

Clifford G. Fischer

class vaudeville acts only.

En's FOLLY

V. Clark and Klnsie

SID

Office,

fill

Harlem

WILLIAMS, ST. JAMES
BUILDINO, 2CTH ST. AND BROAD-

DOCK8TADBB,

Carries: Theatre. Wilmington. Del.
Can close Saturday night and make any city east
of Chicago to open Monday night.

LOCAL AND
INTERSTATE BOOKINGS.

prepared to guarantee rood sets from twelve to thirty weeks' continuous en* agemect.

LEVEY A LEVEY,

L.

Brooklyn

Western

NEW YORK CITT

•

W.

ORPNEUI
ALHAMBRA
ORPHEUM

Address
PERCY 0.

FRANK

1440 Bro»dw*y, Mem

St.

CIRCUIT

VINCENT, N. Y. Representstlre.
All Applications for Time Most be Addressed to
O. E. BRAY, Booking Msnsger,
Majestic Theatre Bldg., Chicago, HI.

New York

NOVELTY
GOTHAM

OP HIOH CLAM VAUDEVILLE THEATRES
M. MEYERFELD, JR., Prei.
MARTIN BECK, General Msnsger.

WILLIAM MORRIS
Chloft^o

THEATRE.

Open the Year Around

COLONIAL

Criddle.

well liked; Wilson Brothers, German comedians,
received several encores; Gus Edward's Blonde
Typewriters songs were new and good; Jimmle
Stanley gave impersonation of George Cohan,
good; the act was the lilt of tbe bill.
Capt.
George Anger and Company, "Jack the Giant
Killer,*' well liked and received several encores;
The Miles Stevardale Quintet, well received; Pst
Rooney and Marlon Bent, "Busy Bell Boy," enreceived;
Mareena,
thusiastically
Nevaro snd
Mareena, equilibrists, very good.
FRANKLIN
SQUARE (W. S. Wsldo. mgr.).—The Bolders,

song and dance antics, were amaslng; Eunice Gilman, character songs, good; Kennedy snd Hollls,
"The Two Students," hit of the bUl Merle Wslnwrlght, assisted by Emmet King, "Our Baby,"
very good; The Doric Quartet sang some new
songs snd wss one of the best that has been seen
here they took several encores;
Warren snd
Brockway gsve several Instruments! novelties,

—

an$icering odverti&emenU kindly mention Variety.

D.

A.

DOOLEY,

Prop.'

R O O /V\ S
COMFORTABLE, QUIET

34 City Councillor Street,

MONTREAL,

CAIN.

MRS YOU NG.
THEATRE
.

One block from BENNETT'S
their comedy
received.

well liked;

The Aerial Shows, well

WM. SHERMAN.

Y0UNG8T0WN,

TEMPLE
son,

clever

O.

(Frank Sour beck, mgr.).— C. P. Stlnbanjolst;
Martin and King. German

The Porters, HI. songs.
of the motion picture theatres
singing acts for Sunday night concerts.
Several are also experimenting
with
sketches and vaudeville acts. George Bennett,
who operated a penny arcade at Idora Park during the past summer and who opened a similar
amusement place In tbe city when the park
closed, has removed bis machines to Cincinnati,
where he will open an arcade on Vine street.
O. A. LBBDY.

sketch

artists;

NOTES.— Msny

are

adding

—
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GEORGE PRIMROSE
HENRY
E. DIXEY and Company
ETHEL
LEVEY
and Company
GRACE VAN STUDDIFORD
J. E. DODSON and Company
BUSTER BROWN
CORINNE
HARRY
BULGER
WM. H. THOMPSON and Company
WALTER JONES, BLANCH DEYO and TOBY CLAUDE and Company
TRULY SHATTUCK
WM. J. KELLY and Company
Company
KATIE BARRY
ELFIE
FAY
CATHERINE
COUNTISS and Company
MABEL HITE
Company
EDWIN ARDEN and
GENARO and BAILEY
NED WAYBURN'S "STAR BOUT
MAGGIE CLINE
VENETIAN
GONDOLIER
GENNARO'S
NED WAYBURN'S "PHANTASTIC
BAND
PHANTOMSEMMET CORRIGAN and Company
AMELIA SUMMERVILLE
NED WAYBURN'S "SIDE SHOW
mabel Mckinley
MAY BOLEY
robert haines
-FUTURITY WINNER"
NAWN
AND
TOM
CO.
"RAIN DEARS"
JAMES A. KIERNAN and Company
MELBOURNE McDOWELL and VIR- WM. H. MACART
DAISY HARCOURT
GINIA DREW TRESCOTT
ROSE COGHLAN and Company
LINTON and LAWRENCE
RALPH C. HERZ
ARTIE HALL
JULIUS TANNEN
CLAUDE GILLINGWATER
HARRY LADELL and ROSA CROUCH ROONEY SISTERS
EMMA PRANCES and ARABS
CARSON and WILLARD
JUNO SALMO
SPISSEL BROS, and MACK
BERTIE HERRON
JOHNSON and WELLS
4 RIANOS
MARTINI AND MAXMILLIAN
FOSTER and FOSTER
AGNES MAHR and Company
LEWIS
McCORD and Company
CHAS. GUYER and IDA CRISPI
LEONA THURBER
"THOSE GIRLS"
AKONINE TRIO
4 STEWART SISTERS
MATTHEWS
and HARRIS
MRS. DAN McAVOY
WILLIE ECKSTEIN
LILLIAN APEL
COLE
and JOHNSON
ELEANOR FALKE
STEIN ERETTO TROUPE
FREDERICK BROS, and BURNS
FELIX, BARRY and BARRY
NINA MORRIS and Company
DAN BURKE and HIS "SCHOOL' FORD AND SWOR
GIRLS"
DAISY DUMONT
JESSIE COUTHOUI and Company
JEFFERSON DE ANGELIS

LULU GLASER
MASTER GABRIEL

9

ST.

JAMES

NEW YORK

BUILDING,

•

*
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fio.

ix.,
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MORRIS ADVERTISING FOR
VAUDEVILLE THEATRES
Advertisements Asking for Houses Placed in Pittsburg,
Cincinnati, Baltimore and Washington Papers
lauger did not permit him to enter into negotiations

No

Theatre

play

or

for

place where a K.

&

vaudeville

any

in

E. vaudeville house ex-

remarked Mr. Morris, and it was
intention to live up to his agreement.
isted,

For Rent in This City,
I
have carefully investigated every
theatre property In tliis elty and find
that not one Is for rent.
want a theatre with seating ca1
pacity from 1,800 to 2,200 on or near
a prominent thoroughfare for presentation of vaudeville.
The present vaudeville theatre In

On Wednesday Mr.

tion

is

was

brewing, although

"Enquirer"

Inst

Sunday

in

the

Pittsburg,

in the

(De-

where the Morris advertisement was placed two, Cincinnati and
Pitlsburg, are well known to have no available vaudeville house.
Robinson's Opera
House in the Ohio town is not situated for
the cities

Balti-

bill,

while

Klaw &

Duquesne,

day.

failure

to

Mr. Morris said when asked the object
advertisement that it meant just
what it said that the cities where it appeared do not contain houses operated by
Klaw & Erlanger for vaudeville, and he

Harry Davis, the manager of the Grand
Opera House, Pit tsbun?, blocking all moves

of the

;

liberty

to seek

locations

in

these

towns.
Several

Mr.

Morris,

and

had been received, said
they

each

contained

a

business-like proposal which would be given
his

immediate consideration.

Mr. Morris would not make any statement regarding his plans for other large
cities.

His contract with Klaw

& Er

secure

Pittsburg, upon

another

theatre

by directly or indirectly controlling
theatres in the

play a variety

Next week (Dec. 10) the Grand Opera
House, Brooklyn, puts up the shutters to
the variety shows, taking them down again
the following Monday for the Milton Aborn
Opera Company.
A quick decision was
made for the retirement of vaudeville from
this theatre when the Sunday concert edict
was rendered last week. A profit was too
vague a proposition without the thirteenth
and fourteenth performances.
The week following the Edwin Forrest in
Philadelphia will wind up its vaudeville
season, that having been decided upon, and

etc.)

up"

purveyor,

between

there,

all

the

It.

Chase

the

city

is

of the United contract which specify
"the services of the party of the second
part" are held exclusively by the United,
7

being "tied
the

Burlesque Wheels, while Baltimore is in
the same condition.
Baltimore's only house
available, the Academy of Music, tried
vaudeville for a while, but
fitablc.

The

Maryland

United house there.

it

is

was not pro
the

present

may

and other engagements
without its cognizance.

not be taken

TRJLY SHATTUCK IN BERLIN.
"The
Truly

Wintergarten,
Shattuck's

Berlin,"

address

during

next, according to her agent,

M.

will

be

March
S.

Ben-

tham.

after will be the last for the Teck, Buf-

Miss Shattuck has accepted an engagement in the Berlin popular resort, and may
remain longer on the Continent after her

week of January 13th.
The same date sees the beginning of the
end at the Tremont, Boston, and the week

arrival.

this latter house being compelled to

falo;

remain open
"jump" from

to

afford

New York

a

break

in

A

the

The New York
the

it

will close

the reign of

promoters

of

February

condition of the contract calling for

Miss Shattuck's appearance at the Wintergarten is that she wear tights while on

to Chicago or the

reverse.

the stage.

1st,

Klaw & Erlanger

"Advanced

Vaude-

KILLED IN AUTO WRECK.

'

Des Moines,

ville."

B,

was instantly

San Francisco, Dec. 13.
A report from Sacramento brings news
of the death of Mike Reilly, former manager of the Grand Theatre in that town.
Reilly became engaged in an altercation
and received a pistol shot wound.

cident here last week.

WATERT0WN

the

owner

ously, one of

JOE

Y., Dec.

Theatre here, playing
popular priced shows booked by William
Morris in New York, will close temporarily Saturday night.
It may re-open.

moving

several

them dying

picturfe

later.

HOWARD BUYS

PLAY.

Chicago, Dec.

13.

The Orpheum

an automobile acMr. Getchell was

killed in

of

Dec. 13.

and Elbert,

houses in this and other cities.
Several
other persons who were members of the
unfortunate auto party were injured seri-

QUITS.

Watertown, N.

la.,

T. Getchell, of Gctchell

MANAGER REILLY SHOT TO DEATH.

13.

The interests held by Mort H. Singer
and Jos. Harris in "The Flower of the
Rancho" have been purchased by Joe

who will soon open with the
Whitney Opera House in this

Howard,

piece at the

SHERMAN HOUSE LOSES FRANK.
Chicago, Dec.

the sole

Klaw & Erlanger and

(clubs,

without first notifying the United,
to which they are under contract.
This is in accordance with clauses 3 and

Auditorium, Chicago, takes the home

the

notifying acts that they

Offices,

stretch

their

Smoky City which might
show with profit.

In Washington P.
vaudeville

replies

Placards have been posted in the United

must not book outside engagements

Er-

at the

at

CAN'T PLAY WITHOUT CONSENT.

Klaw & Erlanger

the

rapid succession within the next month.

langer were obliged to abandon vaudeville

more and Washington papers on the same

was

of

Booking

as

the better grade of

was

CLOSINGS COMING FAST.

vaudeville theatres yet open will arrive in

Asked when his promised statement
would be forthcoming Mr. Morris replied

fully settled.

cember 8th), and a similarly worded advertisement

E.

closing

and with

was not in a position to give out anything now, and would not say anything
for
publication
until
everything was

City.

The above advertisement appeared

&

K.

The

indications point

all

PRICE TEN CENTS.

1907.

14,

that way.

Of

Cincinnati

refused.

TEN CENTS

he

confidence.

WILLIAM MORRIS,
New York

to be gone a

that

legitimate attractions here.
If legitimate theatres can be run at a profit,
there is certainly room in this town
for another vaudeville house
to be
operated at great profit.
1 can secure the services of the leading vaudeville tictors and artists in
this country and Europe.
am prepared to lease a theatre
I
already built, or will take a lease for
a long term on a new theatre to be
built for me.
I
am ready to invest
my own funds with the owners toward
the erection of It.
communications treated
All
with

Broadway,

New

left

There seems to be an opinion prevailing
Mr. Morris has "something up his
sleeve," but no one apparently can fathom
the mystery.
At the William Morris
office nothing can be gleaned, either from
the principal or from any of his subordinates, and it is not admitted that anything

city is now and has been for
Home years playing to capacity business and turning people away.
There are now five theatres playing

1440

Morris

his

week or more. His destination was not given out and all informaYork

this

strict

NUMBER
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124 Pages

What
loss

of

the

the

MAJESTIC TURNS TO STOCK.

Sherman House loses in the
services of Abe Frank as

manager, Rector's restaurant gains.
Mr. Frank resigned as the manager of
the well

city.

13.

known

theatrical hostelry in this

Cincinnati, Dec. 13.

The

Majestic,

Indianapolis,

passed

to

Xiegler

Company, which

the

control

of

recently

Andersonconduct it as

the

will

ately enter upon his managerial duties at

dramatic stock theatre. Manager Fisher,
of the Forepaugh Stock Company of this

the restaurant.

city,

city

during the week, and

will

Immedi-

a

will

manage the house.
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A FEW REMARKS ON BURLESQUE
By ACTON DAVIES.
(Dramatic Critic 'Evening Sun.")
Last year when, after an unusually prosperous career on the burlesque circuit, to

have seen on any stage in years. But, as
we said before, Dan Marion is already an

which it belonged, "Wine, Woman and
Song" came to Broadway, and at the Circle
Theatre drew delighted audiences for the

the lesser lights in these burlesque shows

who make a

in touch

with

Marion

"Something Quite Different,"
is agile, good looking and clever, but he
seems content to follow so closely in Mr.
George Cohan's footsteps that until he
starts out on more original lines he is not
likely to make much lasting fame for him-

practice of keeping

the productions of the

all

shrugged

simply

houses

burlesque

"What

shoulders and exclaimed,

their

we al-

did

There are more real wit,
original ideas, and more clever artists
in the burlesque shows to-day than you
will find in the general run of Broadway

ways
more

tell

you?

But

of the burlesque perform-

how much

was

truth there

performances

the

lent

amount of

in

one solid week to mak-

This

he created were followed slavishly.

in order to get a

this statement the writer recently devoted
his afternoons for

all

fmn Cohan mania.
At every opportunity songs from his various pieces were dragged in and the
stage business of many of the numbers

shows this remark of the wiseacres doesn't
seem such a great compliment to the burfair idea of

fact,

ances seemed suffering

one stops to think of some of
"wit," "originality," and "artists" that have
appeared in many of the recent Broadway

.

a

considerable

and it was all
very flattering to Mr. Cohan no doubt, but
it certainly did not enhance the claim of
ginger,

who maintain

those

true,

it is

so stoutly that the bur-

ing a round of the variety theatres from the

lesque shows of to-day are bristling with

Harlem, and from Harry MinAvenue to East Fourteenth
He saw the Tiger Lilies
Street Dewey.
to their bitter end, watched the High School
Girls graduate, stood sober and dry eyed

original features.

Bowery

to

beer,

The Dreamland Bur-

And

ly

original

wider

lesquers.

each

after

ances had been duly digested the idea, which

became
more firmly lodged than ever in his mind
namely, that "Wine, Woman and Song,"
both as a production and a performance,
was so far ahead of all its competitors that
the writer had held from the

New

scored with the general

it

York public was not to be marvelled at at
all.
It was merely the result of offering a
first rate dollar and a half show for half the
money. The mere fact that none of the
elaborate productions which have been put

color

shade,

in the
deli-

The proscenium arch

cate ivory tinting.
is

relieved

scheme of the decorations by

worked out into a beautiful design

in-

volving these colors.
huge, enthusiastic audience greeted

the opening performance,
atre,

filling

the the-

which has a capacity of 1,500. The
and out, is a blaze of light

and airy dressing rooms with
every modern convenience are provided
back of the stage, and spacious cloak
rooms with attendants are features for
Light

the

comfort

of

women

A

patrons.

smoking room is attractively placed for
the men.
The color scheme is prettily

HASTINGS

ORGANIZES

NEW

Harry Hastings

Woman

"Wine,

—he has yet

roundings at the Casino

heard from.
season

this

originality is

The only

to be

artist that the writer

about the most prominent figure tied to the
burlesque wheel to-day no one for proclaiming his fine qualities can hope to rank as a

new Columbus.

Mr. Marion's work as an
and playwright, combined with his
stage management, makes the Dreamland
Burlesquers in "Newport" an uncommonly
diverting and jolly show. It stands a head
and shoulders above the other burlesque
artist

production

tion

the

common

run.

head whose work

is

As Lord Buxton he gave

an admirable "straight" performance, and
as "Snuffy," the irascible cabman, he had
one bit of business, a trick of pounding his

except

that

the

piece

will

Circuit

(Western

is

as side-splitting as anything

we

next week.

"The Broadway Gaiety

Girls," Jas. H.
company, broke two
records at" the London Theatre last week,
of which Mr. Curtin is also the proprietor.
The previous high figure for the week
and matinee was held by Miner's "Dream-

Curtin's

lands,"

burlesque

made

last season.

It

w.is $3,300

for the

Burlesque

GAYETY THEATRE.
The New Eastern Wheel Burlesque House which opened

will be given until

January, 1910, to

be guarded

by two

firemen always

on

out

broad lobby which
faces Richmond Street, on which fronts
the imposing face of the theatre.
carried

F.

W.

lesque

in

Stair,

the

manager of the Star The-

opposition,

Gus

Hill,

H. B. Denny and Ru-

dolph Hynicka.

In

Toronto Monday

gross for the entire twelve shows, and $304
for a matinee

(Monday).

Mr. Curtin's show played to $3,700 on
the week, and broke the afternoon receipts
of "The Dreamlands" twice, playing to
$313 at the Monday matinee and $311 on
Saturday afternoon.
The house was packed to the doors at
each performance. Millie De Leon ("The
Girl

in-

Blue")

was

the extra attraction

with the Curtin show, playing the engage-

ment under a percentage agreement

for

her share of the gross takings, which netted
her a big figure.

The "house" and "show"
De Leon's share.

each bore one-half Miss

BILL POSTER ABSORBED.
Youngstown,

O., Dec.

13.

The bill-posting plant formerly operated
here by Eugene Rook has been absorbed
by the Bryan Company of Cleveland, which

CAICEDO INJURED.

controls the business in several cities in

Greene and Werner are playing at the
New York this week, having jumped into
the place on the bill left vacant by the

this locality.

opened for the evening performance with

J. H. ("Doc") Lane, a veteran theatrical manager, will have charge

non-appearance of Caicedo, the wire artist.
Caicedo injured himself while playing

the defects corrected.

of the local

at the Shubert, Milwaukee, last week.

duty.

which

down over

Company's official arranger.
"The Lady Birds" comes Into the Dewey

pire Circuit

WOLFF WESTERN'S AGENT.
The new booking agent

with both hands when anyone insulted him,

high hat

off,

principals.

his ears

old

was transferred to
week in place of "The
Lady Birds," and that show came to New
York to be fixed up under the direction of
Mr. Herri ngt on and Dan Dody, the Emwhich was laying

the Trocadero this

travel

Owing to a minor defect in the exits, the
Empire was ordered closed. The house remained dark for one matinee, but re-

mangey

its old

Maids,"

under the title of "The French Maids,"
and will have a chorus of 20 beside the

further decided that each theatre should

its

has a

Century

"20th

first

not

comedian at

it

Kraus'

form.

which

only eccentric and clever, but far out of

because

said to have expressed

is

organizing a big bur-

is

complete Class A structures. Certain alterations designed to further safeguard
the public were agreed upon, and it was

offerings of this season,

George Kraus

unwillingness to play the show in

will have its
showing week of Dec. 30. The announcement does not carry any informa-

lesque

counsel;

in

not in his present sur-

York, was

BUR-

men

i$

New

into

LESQUE.

brought "The Brigadiers" into his house and had Joe Gans.
the pugilist, as the added attraction.
Among the out-of-town managers who
attended the Gayety opening were Sam
A. Scribner, general manager of the Columbia Amusement Company; Leon Laski,

— and

play-

as clever

entrance

sufficient-

San Francisco, Dec. 13.
Representatives from the numerous theatres in the city which do not come up to
the requirements of the new building laws
met in conference with a committee from
the city's governing board recently and an
agreement was reached whereby the show-

and Song"

is

ing the
chosen.

guarantee his success in a

atre (Western Burlesque Wheel), the bur-

was

as Mr. Alex. Carr

who

instead.

was decided some weeks ago that the
show needed fixing, and this week, precedIt

yet to see one of

whose work was

MANAGERS GET TWO YEARS' GRACE.

any performer now

is

New York

dia-

whose work shows distinct
Mr. Dave Marion, and as ho is

there

If

ing on the burlesque circuit

Philadelphia, this

"laying off" in

BROKE RECORDS AT LONDON.

after dark.

has seen in these burlesque performances

of Mr. Thiese's was.

is

building, inside

Empire
Wheel) is
Paul H. Wolff, who replaced Walter J.
Plimmer.
Mr. Wolff is occupying the same
on the seventh floor of the
offices
Knickerbocker Theatre Building Annex.
Mr. Plimmer has taken offices in another
part of the building, where he will continue his booking business.

on at the Circle since has stood the test
proves again how superior this production

week,

field.

first,

—

the success

to

we have

perform-

these

of

a warm, cosy

in

played the Trocadero,

ably taken a long step forward, but outside
their performers

the presence of

in

and its interior decorative
scheme a splendid example of richness and
good taste. The furniture is of crimson,
architecture,

(West-

ern Burlesque Wheel), which was to have

logue these performances have unquestion-

and absolutely refused

to fall asleep

and

of greater refinement in the jokes

of Mr. Marion

thirstier

The new Gayety Theatre, the property
of the Columbia Amusement Company,
which is to be the local home of the Eastern Burlesque Wheel show?, opened here
Monday night with Rice & Barton's Big
Gaiety Company.
The house is a model of modern theatre

agement, ensemble work and a general air

The Champagne Girls drove stronger
men to take refuge in lager

while

and

Alf Herrington's "Lady Birds"

13.

In the matter of costumes, stage man-

Eighth

er's

Toronto, Ont., Dec.

A

In

When

all.

called

self.

musical productions."

lesquers after

Among

line.

we saw no signs of a coming genius. Young
Harry Fox, who does a specialty with Mr.

greater part of the entire season, theatrical

wiseacres

own

established star in his

FIXING UP "LADY BIRDS."

TORONTO GAYETY OPENS.

office.
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New York
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money

advertisement in our columns

been taken out, and there are barrels

Olty.

publication

formerly

than

Proprietor.
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for the organization of the

is

properly and directed in

89

a business-like way.

potent to suffer neglect.

We

ganization strongly, and

pointed out the

ciation of artists, but for all the artists.

possible developments in vaudeville, which

;

;

has been fully appreciated

this

the most

neither

;

needed.

Variety has kept
occupies

a

somewhat

and when we say "the manager" we do not
of a necessity refer only to the United
Rooking Offices. That institution is not
all the vaudeville of this country by anv
means its own ideas to the contrary nor
are the United acts all the artists of

many

has incurred the enmity

it

no doubt

artists,

Single copies ten cents.
VARIETY will be mailed to a permanent address or ss per route as desired.

variety may be had abroad at
INTERNATIONAL NEWS OO.'S OFFICES

brought
agers.
licies

salvation

either

he can

it

the hatred of a great

DECEMBER

No.

14.

To-day Variety commences

eminently

proper,

its

so

As far as Variety could
Klaw & Erlanger while that
vaudeville

third

we

con-

cation of this paper, has the policy been

to-day

as

same
has always been, and Va-

iota.

it

It is precisely the

riety has proven the opinion that a theatrical

newspaper honestly and

fairly con-

ducted could not be a failure.

the

application

proverbs "Honesty

When

left.

they

left,

is

of

the

oldest

the op-

amusement

of

the best policy" to

theatrical journalism.

The people

conditions.

only

behooves

May Yohe, who headed the bills at the
Chicago vaudeville houses not long ago,
is playing a circuit of "ten cent" nouses
in California.

E. F. Albee, of the United Offices, is

expected to return Monday. He has been
vacationing at French Lick Springs.

John E.

and Company were
show Monday at the
Trent, Trenton.
Catherine Counties and
Company were dispatched by M. S. Bentham to fill up the bill.

and

like burlesque,

managers

the

Little

keep

to

upon their productions.

An

momentary profit, or
that a show upon the old-time

incentive for a

the belief

plane

the best policy only reacts

is

—

—

if

no argument possible against
wholesome entertainment; it

is

clean,

weed out the objectionable patronage,

for there are objectionable patrons of bur-

satisfactory to themselves, there remained

lesque theatres the

no further cause

jectionable burlesque shows.

&

Klaw

Without

Erlanger

When

entering

the

same as there are

can

patrons

undesirable

ob-

be

vaudeville last Spring, the condition would

driven

have been much the same as it is now.
The short time spent by them in vaudeville

through their taste for lewdness remain-

much

more than the
artist seemingly realizes, not having met
the condition previously where no opposi-

did

the artist,

for

away from

the burlesque

ing unsatisfied, then will the
i

prefers

catering

to

theatres

manager who

element see the

this

error of his way.

on view to-day.

tion existed, a condition

Ince,

S'r.,

Freedom
the

in

self-same

an English

Cliff,

New York

on Dec.

now

principles

Winkler's "Five Madcaps" have been
booked through the Marinelli office for
their acrobatic dance in the burlesque on
"The Merry Widow," to be played by the
Joe Weber Company commencing Dec. 23.

Herbert Lloyd, the comedian, sails on
for England, having postponed his trip a week in order to play an
"emergency date" at Bennett's, Montreal.

Tuesday next

on

on Jan.

governing

Horace Goldin, the
by Jeanne Fransioli,

acts

more substantial than the looseness which

month

now seems

the Colonial Dec. 23.

into

crowding

vaudeville,

and so

out

but the artist

on,

not required to place full faith in

manager
freres

He

says.

when alone or
dreams,

salaries.

is

the

bring reward in the end,

By "freedom"

to rule.

is

not

free rein given to the

observation of the producers, or a producer,

and

of his con-

talks

low

of

if

one

is

comedians under the

A

deemed necessary.

lively, well-

managers

dressed, good looking chorus, with female

have uttered erroneous statements so often
regarding artists and acts that they have
finally grown to accept them as true.

principals, similarly equipped, will do the

of

the

leading

Variety

will

which may arise
the

next

support
in

promoter

any

the future.

of

an

opposition

We

trust

opposition

in

for

assisted

illusionist,

will

return

this

an American tour, opening at

meant vulgarity or suggestiveness, but the

a biased person, and

thinks

Some

all

befitting the prices of

company

is

in the

the

New York

in

20.

admission, will

and a production

open

The Bonesettis, acrobats, have had their
engagement at the Hippodrome prolonged
six weeks.
It is a Marinelli act.

Clermont De Lion opens
conducted

burlesque,

will

Bedini and Arthur have been booked
by H. B. Marinelli for a foreign tour
commencing in June, next.

The managers advance arguments against
this.
They say that opposition brings now

it,

act,

23.

not

will

There
good,

The
number,

a

Sandwinas,

make

Colonial, Dec. 23, booked

Ray Hodgdon, son

of

is

recent serious illness.
will

passing of the tented
the

develop what the

field

Ringling Brothers

to the control of

means.

The new

heads of the circus business stand well in

foreign

acrobatic

appearance

their

the United Offices,

rest.

The next season
There has not at any time been a desire
on our part to recapitulate what Variety
has done if it has done anything for the

—

being evidenced

is

the reasonable supposition they had accom-

to uphold them.

English comedienne,

daily in the face of the existing theatrical

upon the show favoring the procedure, then
upon some other.

manner

Wallace, the

closed after the first

was taken away by the action, and
there was no need to support them further.
While in vaudeville Klaw & Erlanger were
entitled to all and any consideration, as
any opposition would be, but once out, with

vaudevillian,

That opinion may have been so colored
by tradition no one dared to attempt it on
the theory it would be a useless and costly
experiment. But it was worth the try, and
had we failed with us would have gone

down

otherwise.

it

In burlesque at present the stability of
that form of

in

from the beginning up to the

;

they

is

Never, since the initial publi-

changed one

was

firm

plished their aim, or retired in a

a long while looking forward; a moment in the past, but we can
not forget the declaration at the head of
this column upon the occasion of Variety's first issue, and we congratulate
ourselves more upon this score than anyelse.

and this is
some managers, we

supported

it

position

1.

gratulate ourselves.

thing

Nellie

in

year upon the second anniversary of its
birth.
We believe birthday congratula-

years

least

Dec. 18, opening at the Colonial Dec. 30.

in other instances,

;

would not have

it

moment

Two

and oppressed,
doubt he would

be crushed

Liverpool on the "Adriatic"

here, leaves

many man-

In some cases the outspoken pohave rendered it unavoidable, we re-

close scrutiny

Copyright, 1907, by Variety Publishing Co.

are

Without

artist.

be.
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the
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of

its policy of, for

;

We

believe opposition or organization to be the

only

and we have not the

Breams Building. Chancery Lane,

LONDON,

Variety towards opposi-

policy of

Mr. Hymack, the Englishman, with the
novelty act, the copy of which, called
"Mysticus," received a bad tumble over

the artist and in favor of opposition, has

gret to say

tion in vaudeville remains the same.

union.

It

unique

through devoting space to critical opinions,

The
84
6

Foreign
Six and three months In proportion.

independence.

its

position

especially applicable to

Annual

was disheartening to numberless summer
park managers, and it will require a profitable season or two, together with a systematized effort, to bring them all, or even
a majority, into the semblance of perfect

on the same boat, and appears at
the same time and house.

through which

—

It is a big amusement field,
with only a short season. The past season

are expressed.

leaves

stand between the artist and the manager;

America.

SUBSCRIPTION RATRS.

agitated or-

have since occurred. Now is the time to
perfect a complete organization.
It will
never be missed so much as when it is

of

The aim of summer parks promoters
seems to be towards organization. All manner of arguments, pro and con, on the subject

It is a safeguard too

has been and will be not for any
one artist or for any one class or asso-

—

4TWADES^r;9y[c0UWCJt»

the

is for

do we care, for the raking into the past
is
a tiresome proceeding at best, but
Variety is the first and only paper to

15 cents an agate line. 82.10 an Inch.
One
pate, 8100; one-half pate, 850; one-quarter page,

open the year

it is

$400,000 in one year.

Variety

by those who should appreciate it
we have not stopped to consider

W.

SEIBT.

M.

each twelve months,

not.

paper

respected for

showmanship and their business dealings, and it is universally expected that
the coming circus season will witness a
their

truly pitiful to behold the

is

profit of

fixed policy of the

The Ringlings are

their line.

large improvement.

manager
gnashing his teeth over opposition which
may reduce his profits on one house from
$150,000 yearly to $100,000. There is a
vaudeville theatre close to New York which
returns its owner over $300,000 net profit
It

;

Whether

PARIS REPREbENTATI v E,

left.

we were given credit sometimes in the
paper using the matter more often and

artist

1118 Yea Van Ave. (Room 118).
W. ALFRED WILSON, RepreaenUtlTe.

St.,

vaudeville.

in

around, and has been said to have paid a

The

BAN rRANCISCO OFFICE,

48 Rupert

necessary.

artist, thoroughly,

Chicago Opera Boom Block
(Phone, Main 4880).

FRANK WIESBERO,

columns by the

its

not

is

press of this country and Europe, for which

most often

CHICAGO OFTICE,

mainly

obtained,

through quotations from

J.

Editor and

con-

is

much higher

of the vaudeville artist to a

88th St.

It

basis.

from scan-

free

that
and
censure,
just
a
Variety has helped in no inconsiderable
manner in raising the general estimation

level

O.

when the

our

that

;

sidered

Knickerbocker Theatre Bnlldlag,

Telephone

ever read an objectionable or questionable

dal excepting

Published every latnrdaj by

1408 Broadway,

vaudeville will not operate

news pages are particularly

Variety Paper lor Variety People.

on a speculative
There is
Barrels of it have

good of the variety business or the artist,
but we do want to say that no one has

by H. H.

at

the

Feiber.

Sam Hodgdon,

of

recovering from his

Mr. Hodgdon,

Jr.,

U. S. Army, and was
stationed at Fort Slocum when his discharge from the service on account of
enlisted

in

sickness

was

the

received.
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TO-MORROW VAUDEVILLE'S
S ECOND DAR K SUNDAY
of Aldermen Fails to Afford Expected
Relief. Better Conditions Are Looked for
Next Week, but Nothing Positive

The Board

The Board of Aldermen at its meeting
on Tuesday last failed to pass the measure aimed to give relief to the New York
The amendment to
theatrical managers.
the charter, if passed, would have allowed
talking, singing and music on Sundays.
It was referred to a Board Committee
by a vote of 35 to 34, and a hearing given
yesterday. The next regular meeting of
the Board is Tuesday, when it will again
take up the matter of Sunday shows.
How much relief, further than to have
opened the theatres on Sundays, the proposed measure would have afforded is dif-

When

permission

of passreceived

is

have to be a coaxing
process to again attract the patronage
which the closing drove away.

to reopen,

it

will

There is much speculation as to the
final outcome of the question.

given

to

United

the

&

"K.

&

E.

ACTS."

Booking

Offices

to

route have been "laid off" for this week by
the latter agency.

The

acts

are

Brindamour,

"The

Jail

.Breaker": DeJmore and Lee, and Lee Harrison.

The agreement entered

into by

K.

&

E.

care

under a K. & E. contract
turned over to the United to take

to recover

will be

instrumental

of.

music,"

besides

By

Sabbath.

bit,

maybe a

liberal construction of » the

"Sunday

law," and this view seems to be universally held.

Last

Sunday

in

New York

the

City

regular patrons of the vaudeville houses

were at a loss how to spend the day,
while down on the lower East 'Side the
streets were packed with people to whom
it had become a habit on the seventh day
to pass either the afternoon or evening in
one of the many Hebrew places of amusement.
Transients in the city thought Broad-

way was a
thoroughfare

peculiar place.

The famous

was empty and

silent,

al-

the

Last

week a few moving picture proprietors invoked the aid of the courts, but no the«f^ manager sought legal assistance.
\to^agers are somewhat alarmed over
the prospect of having their
definitely closed one

houses in-

day each week, with

open

houses controlled or booked by
New York State and Penn-

movements are

particularly

in-

in

in

Braddock, which

is

the vicinity of Pittsburg, might india disposition

cate

to get

into

the gen-

neighborhood of Cincinnati, although
the more Southern houses point the Westeral

extension

ern

in

From

Southeast.

the

direction

Dallas,

it is

the

of

figured acts

might reach Kansas City by a two days'
jump.

The more probable explanation
Mr. Mozart

NEW

EMPIRE THEATRE.

illustration above is a reproduction of the architect's drawing of the Casino. Brooklyn,
It
which will house the burlesque shows of the Empire Circuit Company, beginning next season.
Title
located at Flatbush avenue and State street, near the terminal of the Long Island Railroad.
to the ground has already passed to the Empire Company and everything is in readiness for the beginning of building operations.

The

U

is

that

taking advantage of present vaudeville conditions to secure good
attractions at reasonable prices, and so
is

extend what

a-day

He

is

already a profitable three-

circuit.
is

W.

seeking a stand in Wheeling,

and bid for the Burtis Opera House
in Auburn, N. Y., which was transferred
this week to J. B. Morris and Joseph E.
Shea. Several New York State towns are
Va.,

FEIBER A MANAGER.

MORRIS WILL STAY.
Worcester, Mass., Dec.

The following official announcement has
made by the management of the

Franklin Square Theatre here:

"The William Morris Amusement Company leased the Franklin Theatre for a
period of five years.

The Amboy Theatre at Perth Amboy,

13.

been

Business at the time

was taken over by us was very
poor, but under our management has increased rapidly. We are more than satthe house

which closed a short while ago
a brief existence as a vaudeville
house, will re-open with the same style
of entertainment on December 23, under
the management of H. H. Feiber, the foreign agent of the United Offices.
Mr. Feiber intended to have the opening occur Monday, but repairs to the
N.

J.,

after

building delayed the event.

also being considered.

BURWOOD QUITS VAUDEVILLE.
Chicago, Dec. 13.

The Burwood Theatre, Omaha,
vaudeville

formerly

for

a

dramatic

stock.

Sullivan-Considine

gives up
It

was

booking

connection.

with the business now being done
and our prospects for the future, and shall
continue to present the highest class of
isfied

vaudeville

performances

at

the

lowest

So far as any rumors to
the effect that Klaw & Erlanger or any
one else is going to take the house from
us, we would state that all such rumors
are without foundation, and are absolutepossible prices.

ly false.

We

will continue to operate the

Franklin every day of the term of our
lease.

(Signed)

"William Morris Amusement Co."

To-morrow will bring additional burdens to the police, and unless where an
injunction has been granted by the courts
public entertainment will be given.

six

The connection

though the restaurants were widely patronized, diners arriving early and remaining late, having no other place to go.

restraining the police from interfering, no

will

Mr. Mozart in

in

bath.

more

Braddock

continue on.

makeup

have progressed far. A bill will likely be
drawn up and presented to the Assembly
and Senate shortly after the first day.
The New York press, with an exception
or two, has taken a stand in favor of a

and

Hagerstown

Dec. 23, being booked in conjunction with

a

The managers will very probably go to
Albany before the legislative session shall

Md.,

Frederick,

deal will also have been closed.

singing sketch, in civilian

of a bill of nine or more
numbers would be monotonous without a
more varied assortment.
The belief is that the committee may
delay action on the amendment until the
Legislature at Albany convenes, when the
theatrical managers will be referred to
the up-State body for the revocation of
the present "Sunday" statutes.
The "Sunday" managers held a meeting Thursday, and the committee of three
appointed last week is said to have been
instructed to take any steps deemed urgent under the circumstances to obtain the
legal right to open theatres on the Sab-

the

in

and
Braddock, Pa. He has also Cumberland,
Md., in prospect, and it is expected that
before the end of the current week this
and

view of Mr. Mozart's connection with the newly formed Alpha Circuit on the Pacific Coast, and it was hinted that he might be seeking to extend his
purpose of
circuit Westward with the
forming connections by which he could
play acts from his own circuit to a point
where they could make an easy jump to
the Alpha's most Eastern stand and so

would have been permissible, but

dress,

over to vaudeville under his control

These

"lec-

matters

stretching

tive acquisition of theatres to be turned

teresting

would have admitted
three style of acts to a variety stage on
the

E. Mozart comes forward this
week with the interesting announcement
that by Christmas he will control a circuit of 15 houses.
At the same time he
makes definite announcement of the posi-

sylvania.

or talking,

ture/a"

Edward

Hagerstown

and the United regarding the transfer of
acts is understood to have been a "play or
While Klaw & Erpay" arrangement.
langer are liable under their contracts, it is
said that any claim or suit instituted by
an act

BY CHRISTMAS, SAYS MOZART.

15

Erlanger acts"

TL*- provision of "vocal

to gauge.

ficult

and

means

their patrons finding other

ing the time.

"LAYING OFF"

Three of the "Klaw

CURTAIL

WIGWAM

PLANS.

San Francisco, Dec.
It

13.

appears that the inability of the Wig-

wam managemont

to

complete

chase of a lot adjoining their
Theatre,

now

new

the

pur-

People's

in course of construction, will

necessitate a curtailment of the original

The result will be a house of
somewhat smaller capacity than was origplans.

inally intended.

.

WESTERN WHEEL'S PROJECTED BROOKLYN HOUSE.

The cut shows how the Western Burlesque Wheel's new Williamsburg (Ilrookiyn) Theatre will
when It Is completed. The Iron work has been placed In position up to several stories, and It
is promised that the building will be ready for opening some time In March.
It la located at Ralph
avenue and Qulncy street, and will be in opposition to the Gayety (Hyde & Behman) of the Eastern
look

Burlesque Wheel.
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SMALL WESTERN HOUSES ON MAR-

TWO MORE FOR

Chicago, Dec.

Chicago, Dec. 13.

A

At

ROBINSON'S TEMPORARILY CLOSED.

ORPHEUM-S.-C.

KET.

the offices of the Sullivan-Considine

theatres will be added to the four al-

anything but a pleasant mood, owing to

with the other amusement places in town.

ready selected to book in conjunction with

them
more than the higher-priced theatre, and
the owners are now anxious to be rid of

In each of the four cities Butte, Spokane, Seattle, and Portland where the Orpheum attractions will be seen are two or
three houses. Only the larger houses will

depression seemed

to

affect

their ventures.

Several of the small theatres have already closed their doors, the bottom of
their business having completely dropped
out.

EDWARDES' OFFER FOR MISS SUM-

Orpheum

it

is

stated that

They are
Vancouver and Tacoma.
Circuit.

located at

Ed-

Geo.

be turned over, giving Sullivan-Considine

about the same foothold in that territory
as previously.

The Coliseum, Seattle, it is believed will
be made a "two-a-day" house under the
new arrangement. The Coliseum is one of
west, seating 2,600 on the lower

wardes, the legitimate manager and direc-

known musical plays which
have been produced there, has torwarueu ail

Amelia Summerville to play under
his management in the big English city.
Miss Summerville has vaudeville prospects, but may accept the London man-

offer to

floor.

SCRANTON HAS ANOTHER.

tor of the best

Scranton, Dec.

The Orpheum, a vaudeville house
has

which

been

building

the fact that Nicklas Schlizonyi, the

for

ceived

The

the

&

agement to the original terms of the contracts and endeavor to collect their money.
The two performances Sunday were run
on the co-operative plan, and not enough
was secured by the individual artists
Joseph Werbel,
to be of any consequence.
the gallery watchman, heard that the things
were bad and got his $15, by stating at the
box office that the people at the office
wanted $15 in a hurry.
Manager Glickman, of the International
Schlizonyi

13.

Theatre, Chicago, stated that

had any idea of bringing the Italian Opera

Company

to this city he

if

knows nothing

an

Lowe's travelling

for

vaudeville

their

offer to turn over his

bookings

& Lowe

Vion

view for a small

way

for four weeks,

it, having
London's size in

probable that the variety policy will

made permanent by the Bayonne TheCompany, which owns the property.

Burke,

bill is

made up

of Charles

Pat

be the future agent has been made.

The Opera House was

built

at

a cost

the feature of the

is

He

has

to

added

the
in

repertoire,

his

an

injunction

was

upon Bob Manchester, the burby the New York "Herald," restraining him from using the name
"Fluffy Ruffles" as the title of the first
part of the "Vanity Fair Company," playing at the Star Theatre, Brooklyn. The
"Herald" demanded $3,000 damages.
A hearing was had in the United States
District Court in Brooklyn on Friday. Mr.
Manchester declared that the name was
used only on the programs, and was not
advertised as a feature of his show. He
said the title was selected haphazard
and with no intent to steal the "Herald's"
served

lesque manager,

thunder.

was dropped.

its

A new

use,

and

LITTLE GARRY OWEN.

is now completed to the point
where interior decorations are being put
in.
It will open Dec. 23.
The property
will cost $50,000, and will have a seating

months,

presumed that Max Spiegel, the
promoter of the venture, will be resident
manager. Ten, 15 and 25 cents will rule
as the matinee prices, while the night scale
It

will

S.

week.

Otto Brothers did not play the Colonial
Monday, and Fields and Ward have their
place for the week. James J. Morton was
also out of the bill, caused by sudden illness which prevented the other act from
appearing
likewise.
Winsor
McCay
stepped into Mr. Morton's position.

it.

Schilzonyi

by his

Mr.

Warren,

Z.

Poli

has a vaudeville house

here,

reported to be out $3,000
press

"Chicago,

"Please take care of

re-

Schil-

111.,

Dec.

8,

all receipts.

1907.
Satisfy

performers, help, and cancel contracts. Will
close house for two weeks.
opens Christmas. Will settle

Grand opera
bills later."

in

ONE SHOW ON SUNDAY.

and there are two bur-

lesque theatres.

Frances

Rockefeller

agent of the United

PLUNKETT TAKES MALDEN HOUSE.
The vaudeville house at Maiden, Mass.,
passed under the management pf James
Plunkett, of Reich & Plunkett, on Monday last. Previously it was known as
"Hathaway's," but Mr. Hathaway retired
Mr. Plunkett will conduct the
house in conjunction with his other estabSaturday.

lishment in Pittston, Pa.

Mr. Plunkett placed a

repiesentative,

:

is

be up to 50 cents.

is

local venture.

ceived the following telegram from

zonyi

capacity of 1,380.

set of pro-

grams with the "Fluffy Ruffles" eliminated
was printed for the remainder of the

bookings.

Master Owen Is as bright as his picture. On the stage he Is perfectly self possessed, and capable
of delivering a monologue or playing the principal role in a Juvenile sketch, two acta young Mr. Owen
is always ready to supply the managers with.
Where be is not restricted from appeuriug through his age, Garry is a welcome visitor, and can
repeat in a house often.

operation

agreed to discontinue

The Two Grassis, a musical act, opens
New York on Dec. 23 through Mari-

nelli's

MANCHESTER'S "FLUFFY" ENJOINED.

the case

is

be

Touhey and Company,
Grand Opera Trio, Le Ma ire and Le Maire,
Three Tumbling Toms, Cantor and Curtis
and Frank Dunn. No announcement as to
where this bill was booked, or who would

and caused a sensation in the New England
town by escaping from the canvas restrainer in 22 minutes, after having it placed
upon him by officials from the county jail.

He

H. B. Marinelli

of

of $140,000.

"straight-jacket escape"

week

office

Upon the conclusion of the Berlin stay
Miss La Rue will return to New York to
participate in the revue which will be
placed by Florenz Ziegfeld upon .the New
York Roof next summer.

commencing the Mon-

organization.

last

Through the

Grace La Rue has been engaged for the
Wintergarten, Berlin, where she will appear next April for that month only.

Next week's

to take the house any-

Sears, the illusionist,

Late

in.

GRACE LA RUE GOING TO BERLIN.

II.

days

day before Christmas.
road

wiched

playing there since the opening.

circuit.

They have agreed

gives a musical en-

Melodramas and combinations have been

are considering

New

The Atlantic Garden

atre

each week for the remainder of the season.
other towns of about

about

tertainment, with vaudeville numbers sand-

house

three

was

VAUDEVILLE IN BAYONNE.
The Bayonne Opera House, the handsome new theatre opened in the New
Jersey town less than a month ago, will
play a vaudeville show next week, and it

London, Conn., three days last
week impressed itself forcibly upon Ira W.
Jackson, the manager, who made the firm
of agents

occurrence

of

New

ceum,

Sunday, along

held good for two months.

other acts will attempt to hold the man-

show while playing at the Ly-

vaudeville

previous

last

Mayor issued an order that everything remain locked on Sunday, an order which

LIKES VAUDEVILLE.

success of Vion

tight

Three of the acts, however, rechecks for one-half of the week's

ager's tender.

NEW LONDON

closed

The

man-

here,

several

Bowery

Atlantic

the

twelve years ago when the then presiding

last

The Delaur Opera Trio and

salary.

years,

Saturday

pay salaries

ager, failed to
night.

—
—

the largest and finest theatres in the North-

MERVILLE.
From "Dear OV Lunnun,"

Garden on the

two

on the market to the highest bidder.
These places enjoyed prosperity until
several weeks ago, when the general theatrical

for the first time in

fifty

Circuit in this city

the

With one exception,

Eight vaudeville acts which appeared at
Robinson's Opera House last week are in

number of vaudeville theatres in the
smaller towns of Illinois and Indiana are

new

ATLANTIC GARDEN CLOSED SUNDAY.

Cincinnati, Dec. 13.

13.

vaudeville

day in

King,
Offices,

show scheduled

spite of

"blue laws."

the
ran

club
off

a

for last Sun-

the enforcement of the

The entertainment given by

the Cosmopolitan Association at the Lex-

ington Avenue Opera House began at ex-

midnight

Sunday, and
2 o'clock Monday
morning.
made up the program.
actly

ran
Six

until

acts

Geo. Spink, the singer, opens at Keith's,
bill

for this week.

Cleveland, Dec. 16.

LILIAN SHAW.
Shaw, who has been appearing In vaudethe pant five years, and baa been
greeted with oration after oration wherever she
has played, and who created the part of Josephine
Lillian
for

1

ville

Harnett In Geo. W. Lederer's production of "The
Girl Rangers," where she scored a tremendous
success, has been secured to create a new part

with Mr. Henry Llegfeld's new production, which
will open at the New York Theatre under the
of Klaw & Erlanger.
This vlvacioua little comedienne bids' farewell
to the vaudeville stage for some time to come
this week,
as Mr. Llegfeld's production com-

management

mences rehearsals
hosts
part.

of

friends

week of December
wish

her

success

In

16.

her

Her

new

;

VARIETY
ROSS AND FENTON'S "FLYER."

ARTI STE FO RUM
Confine your Utters to 150 wordf and writ* on on* fids ol paper only.
Anonymous communications will not bo printed. Name of writer must bo signed and wftt
bo bold In strict confidence. If desired.

S'cranton, Pa., Dec. 7.

I noticed

blank, hence a

Variety Nov. 30 a

in

"make good," but I guess it's a
word to acts going that

ity to

Editor Variety:
criti-

way.

Clever Conkey.

cism of a performance of Harry Bryant's

Extravaganza Company,

which

in

"His

Fortieth Wife" receives a mild roast, and
it is

suggested that the trouble with the

piece

may

rest

upon the shoulders of the

author.

Would

say in self-defense that
last season Variety gave a sketch of
mine, "Arrival of Prince Hadji," played
like to

by Robie's "Knickerbockers," a very nice
notice.

Mr. Kobie insisted that

my

lines should

be followed as closely as possible in the

That

production.
Mr. Bryant did not.
seems to be the answer.

Easton, Pa., Dec.

7.

Editor Variety:

Among

the advertisements in a recent

a team terming themselves
"The Original Dancing Jugglers." I wish
to state that I have used the title "Original Dancing Juggler" for the past ten
years, the truth of which can be substantiated by programs and press notices from
the Keith, Proctor, Pastor, Kohl & Castle,
and other first class establishments;
also by numerous managers and artists
issue, I noticed

who know me

am

personally.

the rest

of the world, seems to be composed of

in their different branches, simultaneously

following,

kinds of people.

all

like

and makes money.
Mr. Bryant works upon another line, and
Each manager apis equally successful.
pears to realize more fully what his patrons desire than we do.
While the changes that seem to have
aroused The Variety criticism have been
plane

burlesque

of

marked,

I

am

free to state that

regret has been caused

I

my

and

the

first

combining

world

Mr. Kobie adopts one

in unison

of clog,

parodies

in

place

the

of

beautiful

upon the suggestion embodied

in

Variety's review of the "Transatlan-

tic

Burlesquers" last week,

name

I

have written

management requesting that
being used on the

is

immediately.

was

It

news to me to learn that

if

my

program as

writer of the lyrics for the show,

removed

it

be

indeed

my name was

on the program of the "Transatlantics" at
season. I seem to be credited with
a sin I didn't commit. Last season I
wrote several songs used in the show, but
this year I am responsible for absolutely
nothing in the performance except the
words and music for the opening chorus.
I presume that the program matter of
last season has carelessly been allowed to
all this

stand.

no interest to you, 1
This
know, but it, is pretty tough on me to be
made responsible for a lot of poor material that I know nothing about whatever. I'm glad to learn about the matter
is

all

of

so that I can put

a stop to

it.

Louis We8lyn,

Sedalia, Mo., Dec. 7.

Editor Variety:

Have

just

finished

the

30, has engaged the following chiefs of staff

William J. Wilson, stage
manager; Alfred Smith, assistant stage
manager John Zemecnic, musical director
J. K. O'Brien, assistant master mechanic;
William
Oscar Scheck, chief electrician
Abels, assistant electrician; Jacob Rosenfeld, master of properties; Charles Hopbehind the stage

:

ance at the rehearsals of the new piece.
The team, however, managed to find time

attend

the

rehearsals.

Jules

Ruby

;

ple,

constructing carpenter

;

Charfcs Calfe,

armorer; Thomas Calfe, chief of stables;

George H. Williams, chief scenic artist, and
Don DuBois, assistant scenic artist.

An

innovation

house

be

will

conduct

the

in

a

of

series

of

the

"automobile

dancing.

upon,

I

booked the two weeks

in vaudeville.

boxes."

They

are designed as a conveni-

ENGLISH CIRCUS
Ed
the

MAN AT

"HIP."

Wolff, with his wife, will appear at

New York Hippodrome

Dec. 23 and

show two animal acts brought over with
him from London. The engagement was
made by cable this week through the

who wish

to stop in from
wearing their tourThe stage can be seen per-

ence for patrons

their automobile trips,

ing clothes.
fectly

from every corner of the boxes, but

the occupants are invisible from the body
of the house.
*

Max

Faetkenheuer

is

popularly

known

as

with various advanced steps
fancy and eccentric

If my title must be infringed
hope the purloiners will at least

drop the word "Original," leaving that for
the "first" in the field.

H. M. Lorrette,
"The Original Dancing Juggler."

chief

Editor Variety:

to the

of

;

Ross and Fenton are principals in the
show, and that manager,
Jos. Weber
whose playhouse is closed during the
preparation of the new burlesque on "The
Merry Widow," was inclined to object to
the vaudeville dates, claiming that they
interfered with Ross and Fenton's attend-

to

Faetkenheuer,

Cleveland Hippodrome, which opens Dec.

by Mr. Bryant's

music originally written for the production
E. Tracy Sweet.
by Mr. Louis- Doll.

Acting

lonial.

Cleveland, O., Dec. 13.

Max

Manager

soft -shoe,

allowing his company to substitute worn-

out

The short vaudeville "flyer" may
be continued one week more at the Coyears.

CLEVELAND "HIP" OPENS DEC. 3a

.

and only artist in the
different and difficult
feats of juggling, spinning and balancing

The burlesque

Ross and Fenton appeared at the
Twenty-third Street Theatre this week in
their sketch "Just Like Any Woman," the
first time
they have played it in six

twelve weeks over

Chas. E. Hodkin's Lyric time, and among
other souvenirs picked up on the trip I
have a check for $22.50 that I was per-

suaded to accept from Manager J. H. Shaw
at McAlester, Okla.
It was returned marked 'Insufficient
funds." Have given him every opportun-

Philadelphia, Dec.

Editor Variety

4.

:

beg to say a few words with reference
your paper, also
the letter in answer to same, from Jack
Magee (Murphy and Magee), in which an
argument seems to have arisen as to who
claims priority to the use of the title
"Philosophical Comedian." I hardly think
it worth much discussion as it is of slight
importance. It does not matter much as
to who was first in the field with it, and
I

to the article printed in

as

I

know that

I

did not get

my

idea

from Mr. Magee, also that Mr. Magee did
not purloin the idea from me, I put it
down to a coincidence.
Mr. Magee and I are very good friends
personally, and I am writing you this letter to let folks know that no friction exists between us.
Besides, I have recently done away with
the title "Philosophical Comedian" en-

Edward

tirely.

WELCH AND MAITLAND.

Clark.

High Class Grotesque Legmania Dancers.

The members of the "Washington SoGirls" (Western Burlesque Wheel)

ciety

wish to extend their sincere thanks to all
assisting them during the illness of Miss

Le Roy, former member of the
above company, who died on Saturday evening, Nov. 30. Miss Le Roy died of pneumonia and pleurisy in the St. Joseph's
Hospital, St. Paul. Special thanks to Mr.
William Collier and Company, Mr. Charles
Falke and his "Colonial Belies," Mr.
Charles Franklyn and "Rialto Rounders,"
Miss Toma Hanlon and "Strolling Players,"
Manager Miller and staff, Dewey Theatre,
Minneapolis; Manager Rice, for Keller and
Thurston; Manager Van Rov and staff,
Lottie

Three
Paul;
Brothers Weisman, hotel men, Minneapolis; Messrs. Hooper & Weecks, Naptional Hotel, Minneapolis; Mr. Cameron,
Star

Theatre,

St.

Liberty Hotel, St. Paul, and

many

others.

Marinelli New York office. Mr. Wolff left
on the "Mesaba" the 12th.
He is a widely known circus man on
the other side, and is said to stand second only to Albert Shumann as a trainer
The acts Mr. Wolff will play
of horses.
at the Hippodrome are a 4-horse number.,
and another called "Three Friends,"
Mrs.
including a pony, mule and dog.
Wolff directs the latter act.
Wolff is the first trainer who broke in

a zebra for ring purposes.

Now

with Bob Manchester'

the "Oscar

"Vanity Fair.

Hammerstein

• •

of the West."

He

has directed everything connected with a
theatre from the orchestra to the erection
of the biggest playhouse west of

He was

born in Berlin and

the public
fifteen years

tra.

York.

appeared

as a concert cornetist.

before

About

land to direct the

New

first

ago he came to CleveLyceum Theatre orches-

Later he took a contract for furnishing

the music at practically

all

of Cleveland's

theatres.

In 1904 he promoted and built the Euclid

has remained there for the week, Charlotte Parry and Company having had their

Avenue Garden Theatre, which he has successfully managed since that time.
A stork
company was formed that year and the
$2,000,000 Hippodrome erected. Mr. Faetkenheuer becomes manager of the enterprise.
It will play circus, concert and other

engagement for this period extended until
March.

bookings by William Morris.

Edna Luby received a quick engagement at Hammerstein's on Monday, and

independent

attractions,

with

vaudeville

—

—

VARIETY

8

IS

LONDON NOTES
London, Nov.

CJoorge

English

Nov.

Oinnotr,
circus

the

of.

last

family,

at

died

30.

a noted
Brighton

Frederick Ginnett, the head of

25.

was a keen competitor of the
and Henglers of old days, and
amassed about half a million dollars
under the tents. While the circus is well
intrenched in Russia, and in both located
and travelling form is more or less in evidence on the Continent, in England at
the family,

Astleys

present

much

glory has very

its

departed.

ISI

helped.

— In

about

kicking

Germany the
a

Louisville, Dec.

town un-

condition, unable to get out of
less

WOULDN'T PLAY PICTURE SHOW.

MME. KALISCH IN VAUDEVILLE
HOUSES.

I.

"thirty-mile"

A. L.

is

barring

bunk" and various
other things, and if something isn't done
there may be trouble after a bit.— At the
Hackney trial matinee the agents rather
got turned down, and no special stalls
were reserved for them. Last week a
self-confident firm announced that it had
coached four acts for this trial show, and
would announce the result this week. It
clause, the "three-day

—

15'.

For the week of Dec. 23 at the Mary
Anderson Theatre, Mme. Kalish will appear in a play, the booking having been
made by the Shuberts previous to the conversion of the house for Klaw & Erlanger's vaudeville.
The lease to the American Theatre Company provided for the
contract also.

Another of the American's
theatres which will house the
ress

vaudeville

same

act-

be the Garrick, St. Louis, for

will

week of Jan.

6,

when

vaudeville

must

vacate for the time being, likewise.

"The good old U. S. A." is now, and ha3
been for some time the greatest circus
country in the world. As a natural conit

ian acts speak in their

own

language, and

the theatre caters especially to the Italian colony.
The Novello Trio, a singing

from New York Monday, but
when they found that they were expected
to go into a moving picture house, instead

act, arrived

of the expected high class vaudeville the-

Joseph
they refused to appear.
Wess, formerly manager of Avon Park,
engaged the trio for a concert in the entertainment hall, but the singers left unannounced before the date set for the conatre,

cert.

STERNAD LASTED

now

lead> the world in big
Fred Ginnett, in the third
generation of that name, now exploits
equestrian pieces on the stages of music
halls, such
as "Dick Turpin's Ride to
York," four horses; "Rejected Remounts,"
four horses; "A Hunting Morn," in which
a great leaping horse figures; "St. George

sequence

Youngstown, O., Dec. 13.
The Theatro Nepoletano, playing Italian
and American acts, together with moving
pictures, opened here this week. The Ital-

flying acts.

8o

HOURS.

Chicago, Dec. 13.

A testimonial benefit was tendered Edward Payson Weston, the walker, at the
The program consisted
Garrick Sunday.
&'
of vaudeville acts playing at the Kohl
Castle houses. C. E. Kohl had charge of
the affair.

and the Dragon," seven ponies; Balloon
Some of these
Polo on horseback, etc.
pieces are built from old circus skits, and

J. A. Sternad, who courageously participated in the 100 hour walking match from
Milwaukee to Chicago contest last week,

say Ginnett is making money with
them would be putting it mildly.

kept up the gait for about 80 hours and

to

The

agents

beginning

are

William Johnson,
then gave up the task.
manager of Riverside Park, Aaron Jones
and P. J. Schaeffer dropped out when the
blizzard was raging and returned from
Kenosha in one of Mr. Johnson's motor

look

to

thoughtful, as a special Federation meeting

set

for

Dec.

15

advertising

is

and among subjects that

addenda,

come up

its

will

cars.

for debate are the present rates

Mr. Sternad says he has an offer to walk
up and down in the window of a State
street department store, and a "5-cent"
theatre offered him $40 a week to prome-

of agents' commission and their devious

forms, while the commission on return engagements will also be considered.
By the present scheme, if Agent Blinks
office

books you on the Stoll tour, and then
grows so careless you get Agent Jinks to
book the tour the next time, you must pay
10 per cent, to both Blinks and Jinks, a
total of 20 per cent., or one-fifth of your
entire salary. If you don't Agent Blinks
hales you up in court, flashes his next
engagement clause, and makes you pay

nade

LOUIE DACRE.
now

"No

advertises:

reports

definite

yet,

at the Middlesex, for

"amateurs and artbad week before Christmas. A new Empire is planned for Kingston-on-Thames, London.
Canterbury

both the 10 per cent, and the court costs.
The 10 per cent, charged all over England
is split right along with the managers,

ists" Dec. 16, that

and requires the performer to give the

celebrates 55th anniversary Dec.

agent one week's salary out of every ten,
which is something too much of a much-

mour Hicks and wife

ness.

On
the

Dec. 9 the Moss-Stoll combine open

Birmingham Grand, on which* they

have

spent

$100,000,

and the

staircases

putting

like; reconstructing the

a

introducing

acoustics;

marble

in

showy

color

scheme of red and cream and gold, and
making the theatre finer every way than
it formerly was.
Mr. Euv.'prd Foster, for
four years manager of the Bordeslry Palace

suburban

in

Birmingham,

assumes

the guiding reins, and there are rumors

that the Bordesley

will

revert to

melo-

—

—

6.

— Sey-

Over in Camden, N. J., where "Phil"
Nash and "Sam" Hodgdon, of the United,
have
the Broadway Theatre
playing
vaudeville under the residential management of John Peebles, there is, says Mr.
Nash, "an hypnotic seat," Mr. Nash's expression
in

to describe one

to fall asleep.

clared

ing place.

7

per cent.,

(strike,

father of Sidney
of South

per cent, less than

1

etc.).

— Maurice

Hyman and

the

Hyman,
Hymans

was
Water Rats had a

Africa, died suddenly, and

buried yesterday.— The

tremendously successful matinee benefit
at the Pavilion, the Flying Weavers, an
aerial stage act from the States, showing
their act for the first time

and giving

a

wonderful show.— Grade Grahame, a golden-haired favorite of the halls, is back
after ouite a long absence in Australia

and South Africa.

— Marie

Loftus

is

scor-

— The

orchestra chair

the house causing any one seated in

are dramatic stars
booked at the Palace for late in 1908.
Variety Theatres Consolidated have de-

usual

it

not the

bill,

fair record, of late,

About $3,500

will

John Ringling was here last week, and
for Paris, Berlin and other ports,
stopping at the Savoy while with us.
George Foster is just back, and Harry
Lauder will be warmly welcomed when he

was married last Monday to Kate
The Queen's Palace, Rhyl, was
burnt to the ground last Sunday, and artBadrian.

ists

$800,

a policeman.

—

lost

"props" to the value of about

some

being

left

in

an

awful

Lawrence and Harrington have been
booked over the Western States Circuit
by Louis Pincus.

its

month.

anywhere.
be expended on the

most im-

agent,

interrupted

about the funny chair, for it said
"some one slept at every performance,"
and that meant some one paid one admission each show at least. That's a pretty

attractive

Bury, the

piece

tour preparatory to a showing at the Cir-

tion

for repairs, the

— Sam

with

Ponies" when that

Nash and Hodgdon were dewhen they received the informa-

an entire new

the next boat.

and Trayer are again after
engagements,
having closed
Yorke and Adams' "Playing the

Libbey

vaudeville

Messrs.
lighted

portant being

off

opens at

and has been trying to locate

Camden house

gets

act,

the reason.

Hippodrome, Sheffield, is working hard to
open Dec. 23, but has had considerable
trouble, and the latest municipal nuisance
is a declaration that there is a right of
way through the building, in honor of
which a passage must be constructed
through it and guarded night and day by

left

The Argottis, a "Risley"
Union Square, Jan. 20.

The charm failed not. As no
one else in the house slept during the
performances, the manager knew it was

new

Johannesburg.

will

the

cle later this

ing

in

it

Mr. Peebles made the discovery, and a
watch was placed on the mysterious rest-

dramatics.

heavily

says

for transportation.

"AN HYPNOTIC SEAT."

to

but didn't they go well?"
Query, were they boosted ?— Father Graydon now announces an all-week trial show
hand,

He

in front. of the place.

be several weeks before he can use his feet

YOURS TILL THE BELL RINGS.

front.

Gladdys Van, who left Murray & Mack's
"On the Sunny Side of Broadway" a week
or so ago, will return to vaudeville.

Kelly and Reno sailed on Tuesday to
open at the Moulin Rouge, Paris, on Dec.
20.
They were to have left on Saturday
last, but missed the boat by an hour,
through no fault of their own.

FLORENCE GALE.
Miss Gale

In

the star of the picturesque comedy

Girl Who Dared, " recently produced In New York. Her methods are admirably
adapted to the delineation of light comedy roles,
and the "Olga" of her present vehicle fits her
perfectly.
She is supported by three men, and
the quartet make up a splendid organization.

sketch,

"The

—
—

—

VARIETY
FLOURNOY STOCK PRODUCER.

WHAT CHICAGO SAYS
Comments on the

Personal Opinions and

Vaudeville

Street

has

Theatre

nounced, but

and Burlesque Situation.

Flournoy,

it

not

now

is

who was

Keefe (Manager Booking De-

F.

Western

partment,

Vaudeville

Associa-

tion). -"In the very near future all first-

more attention to

class theatres will give

observers

Close

sketches.

believe

and

well -constructed

serious,

that

well-acted

sketches will be important features of all
programs. The moving picture, electrical

and

novelty

scientific

practically

is

man who

The

undeveloped.

field

can

keep

pace with the kaleidoscopic improvements

bound to come

stringency, business

Better class

ago.

the

money

the

better than a year

is

attendance

one of

is

marked advancements."

Sid

Euson (Manager Euson's The-

J.

atre,

Eastern

vated

Burlesque

Burlesque
the

Wheel).

— "Ele-

same as vaudeville

emerged from the old-time variety. I am
a firm believer in clean and refined burlesque.
A good show must consist of
good comedians, bright material, showy

has shown an amazing

tively, vaudeville

The

growth and development.

future, at

for the next ten years, should be a

lea,st

Considering

pleased.

By

certain

first

slated

that Al
the

for

Mr. Flournoy

has accepted the offer of the Empire, San
Francisco, to act as producer there.

With him will be associated James Lee,
who before the fire was the star of the
Lyceum Stock Company. He has since
been in stock at the Unique, Los Angeles,
and later at the People's, under the management of Mr. Flournoy. A. M. Zinn
will stage the

pire

musical numbers of the

Stock Company, using his

girls as

Em-

dancing

a chorus.

0.

M.

Seibt.

Nov.

Paris,

an-

30.

Paris, the second largest city in Europe,

a poor place for vaudeville.

is

Although

there are plenty of so-called music halls,

few have a regular variety show.
is given only by the Alhambra and by the Printania, the latter
being a summer place. The new Apollo,
which started with variety, has changed
its policy and has put on a "revue" like
the Folies BergGre, Casino, Moulin Rouge,
Folies Marigny and Alcazar.
Managers
over here seem to have little confidence in
very

Straight variety

vaudeville.
They rather continue to do
poor business with a revue. Barrasford's
experience at his Alhambra Theatre is

the best proof that Parisians appreciate
a good show. This house is doing the best

Retrospec-

fortunate.

is

more

been

yet

post, will not be selected.

Walter

PARISIAN MUSIC HALLS.

San Francisco, Dec. 9.
The management of the new Sixteenth

FOUR VIEWS OF MR. JULIAN ELTINGE.

business in town.

Recognized by press and public as the world's greatest impersonator. Mr. Eltinge's
remarkable powers of impersonation are remarkably illustrated in the accompanying

—

with aililiated circuits will always keep

must have their revues and
It geems they cannot get
along without them.
Wherever you go
in Paris you see a revue.
The worst is
they are all alike- same music, same
jokes, same style of costumes and chorus
girls.
Even the "producers" are the same,

manager^ are look-

generally Victor de Cottens or Quinel or

continuation
vaudeville

these

of

conceptions

Bad acts

Personally

I

tion

and

which includes a photograph of him as he appears
showing him in some of his famous character roles.

picture,

off

the stage, and the others

be

will

eliminated.

believe the friendly competi-

among managers booking

the salaries up.

All

their houses

Have noth-

care to wait long for them.

say regarding the so-called AdVaudeville invasion except that

to

vanced

Parisians

they get them.

Moreau.

Invariably they do not

ing for good acts.

ing

original

command good

always

will

salaries.

Good

conditions.

novelties

acts,

Some

halls in

Why? Anybody comLondon and having visited the
Empire, Alhambra or Palace i# disappoint-

no one was seriously injured, and the
whole theatrical situation will be clarified
when the forthcoming end is definitely an

ed.

nounced."

audience,

Paul Goudron (Manager Booking Department, Sullivan-Considine Circuit).
"Owing to the fact that I have been on

of

the

ing from

four weeks,

will

I

I

A custom

however, that the houses on the
Coast are doing as good business as ever,

Now

the financial flurry.

a good

number

of

over here

alone the audience

prometo

the

the "claque."

is

by

spoiled

is

it,

Not
but

the "Chef de Claque" will tell hfa brigade

and that the managers out there scarcely
get

the

in

belongs

this

"reputation" of Paris.

will say,

can

Of course,

not .say anything re-

garding the situation in this vicinity.

feel

difference in the building, the

orchestra,

"demonstration girls"

noire!

Chicago three or

in

What a

stage setting and
management, ballet, dancers and chorus
girls, and last, but not least, what a sort

Coast for the past seventeen years,

and have only been

Paris have a reputation

over the globe.

ill

(or brigands)

that artists

tip

to hiss

the artist doesn't

if

them.

consecutive

week,s on the Coast, the days of five and
It is

ten shows a day are over on the Coast,

has

and three-a-day is the regular number of
shows given in all the houses at present.
In a very short time you will see a string
of two-a-day houses in the far West.
I
might add, regarding the situation here
in

the East, that the .supply of acts

largely

in

excess

of

the

demand,

think

the

principally

Theatrical

future

on

the

of

Company).

vaudeville

booking

hall in Paris.

and

stage

stage

There

is

in

hands and
almost every

one good orchestra

management

at

Barrasford'a

Alhambra. but this seems to be

is

Curtesy

<>f

Columbus (O.)

all.

Citizen.

In-

— "I

depends

agents

unqualified

musician* as you will find

thus

having a tendency to lower salaries."
Sam Du Vries (Vaudeville Agent,
ternational

improbable that any other big city

such

em-

ploying the proper kind of acts and giving careful study to the likes and dis-

During the Inst few months Julian Kit Inge's new nrt lim been creating a nensatlon In the New
York Vaudeville houses.
He has proven himself one of Vaudeville's foremost artists and an absolute
leader in his kind of work.
His act 1s extraordinary In that it combines the most delicate and artistic work and still has a
sensational finish.
Kltinge's act is extremely high class, which probably accounts for his popularity
He undoubtedly plays more private shows than any other Vaudeas a club and private entertainer.
vllllan in

America.

likes of the patrons of his various houses,

and should have the co-operation of managers.

Then as long as we

give the pub-

costumes and plenty of
burlesque

is

the

girls.

thing.

It

get

the

William A. Singer (Manager Empire
Theatre, Western
Burlesque Wheel).
"(live me a good clean show with some
capable comedians, good working chorus
and plenty of comedy. The regular burlesque patrons demand it.
The days of

longer necessary to inject suggestiveness.

the slap-stick are over.

Our clientele appreciates clean shows. The
comedy is more elevating and of the
musical comedy style, and the patrons are

a better class of people."

money
wheels.

for

the

All the

Eastern and Western
shows must be clean. I

4

'0h, nothing,"

talks, but

was the

When James

are getting

a

outside

"He

he doesn't hurt the show/'

just

Empire Show.

bills

couple

saying:

natives

of

over on

"Why,

looked

Tuesday

that's

the

BERTIE
HEUROH

morning,

Corbet t,

who

fought Fitzsimmons."

"What
reply.

ofl*-

one of the towns where the company

played,

one

was defeated

championship by the

Fitzsimmons, the ex-cham-

pion joined the
In

Corbet t

,1.

for the pugilistic

cnlored-haired

believe in catering to all clashes."

We

CORBETT DIDN'T HURT.

Better class
will

good vaudeville at proper priceB it will
continue to grow, as I think it is just
the kind of amusement that appeals to the
various nationalities that are making the
fa,st growing population of our country."
John A. Fennessy (Manager Folly Theatre, Western Wheel Burlesque House).
"The shows this year are better and more
complete as regards the comedians, material and general equipment.
It is no
lic

does he dot" asked the other.

"Oh, he dubs around, but he don't hurt
the show."

Miss Herron
That't a

Calls Herself the Miattrel Mitt.
Mistake.
She's a Hit.
She

Makes Up Like Thit Right Before
the Audience.
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EVOLUTION OF
CHEAP VAUDEVILLE
How Vaudeville Ha* Progressed in the North -West,
Two Solid Circuits in Battle Array Against Each
Other. A Third in Process of Formation.

About the same time that Alexander
Pantages entered the field John W. Considine, with
his brother Tom, started
within a short distance of the Pantages
theatre.
John W. was another who saw

atres, of

the

unknown

to

the East,

but looked upon in the West a» the coming leader of the advanced grade of what wan
at one time "ten cent vaudeville." Mr. Pantages is a Greek twenty-nine yearn of

and an

age,

progressive showman.

intelligent,

He

has for an adviser Melvin O.

Winstock, the leading attorney of the Northwest, an astute, discerning lawyer, with
a practical and full knowledge of the show business. The moves made by Mr. Panu
local attorney** referred
tages are first submitted to Mr. Winstock, and he is the
The
to in the following, who promoted the Western States Vaudeville Association.

Pantages Circuit

pheum

is

considered the factor in the Northwest which precipitated the Or-

Cirouit-Sullivan-Considine

understanding,

written by our Seattle correspondent.

Dec

Seattle, Wash.,

Seattle

is

— Ed.)

Northwesters

This

is

— vaudeville

-feuriness.

&

that had their beginning here, and were

lective efforts of

men who

lived

col-

and had

their places of business in Seattle.

more than
It

in

this

article,

With that

began to expand.

Considine

They planted theatres
Northwestern

cities

nucleus,

in

and

all the
through

a capacity of 1,500,
room.

including

ago

Pantages

years

standing

had but two houses, the Star and the Orpheum, the former 10-20; the latter a ten-

they opened a
third house in Seattle, the Coliseum, one

The

Pantages

fall

saw the

began a program of expansion. To-day he
has theatres in Bellinghara, Wash.; Victoria and Vancouver, B. C; Tacoma and

Sullivan-Considine
First dif-

soon became bitter animosities,

ferences

necessity of controlling good time, and he

and

and now

it

is

war to the knife and the

Yet neither side seems
to have gained much advantage of the
other.
Pantages has successfully opened
houses in cities where the Sullivan-Consiknife to the hilt.

is

local interest.

and others

familiar with vaudeville entered the

from Seattle

in

The

at Chicago.

latter

presided over by Paul Goudron,

under the direction of

Dan

office

McNiff.

The Western States Vaudeville Association sends its acts first into California,

then north to Seattle and British Columbia, then east via Boise and into Colorado,
there to play over the Crystal circuit.

A new phase of the situation is the
announcement made this morning that
Sullivan-Considine have made an agreement with the Orpheum Circuit to book
their act* from San Francisco north playing Portland, Seattle, Spokane and Butte
and thence to Minneapolis. Nothing is
known as yet about
any change
a-day," one

increased prices or

in the present plan of "threein the afternoon

and two

in

the evening with continuous on Sundays

Yet any move by the Sulpeople to change things
will certainly be met by the opposition,
and all the opposition is controlled by

and holidays.

B.

C;

has been

the

home

of

many

circuits,

vaudeville has been reduced to a fine art.

less

months two of these
One
fell by the wayside with a terrific thump,
and those that are not now in the woods
Within the

field

last six

great things have been announced.

from

rubbing the sore spots have bobbed
up again very serenely and are out with
an announcement that completely shatters

still

Seattle as far east as Helena and Great
Falls, Mont., and to the south into Cali
fornia,

is

and
the
original
"smoke house" for more fanciful dreams
than probably any city in the West where

other cities until

to Nanaine,

office

Seattle

Within a few months a score of

with ten-cent houses

New York

being in charge of Chris O. Brown,

who was formerly

"wild -cat"

houses sprang into existence and enterpeople,

own

their

East, their

Pantages.

ten-cent vaudeville had its beginning in

prising theatrical

office

offices in the

livan-Considine

was just about four years ago that

Seattle.

maintain

Sullivan-Considine

booking

is

Locally, the Sullivan-Considine interests

interests early began to clash.

charge of Louis

formerly of Seattle, and the Seattle

biggest factors in vaudeville.

This last

office is in

Pincus.

their

booking office obtained control of a circuit
and time that soon made them one of the

cent house.

The New York

large

There-

fore the situation at the present time
of

to

house.

of the largest theatres in the country.

Several

the natural evolution of events

expanded through the individual and

referred

balcony, the house seating over 1,200 with

7.

to-day the absolute centre of

the-

also

which the Star in Seattle was

leading

a local attorney. Through this
arrangement Pantages secures his. acts
efforts of

enlist-

ed capital and brought out the Conn the-

Sullivan

(Alexander Vantage*, mentioned in the article below, it

He

the possibilities of the business.

zation formed and perfected through the

hundreds of theatres and a dozen

the prc.spectus of the former scheme.

more small circuits came into existence.
It became a fight for the survival
or

of the fittest.

Within eighteen months
that the field was

seen

it

was

plainly

over-crowded.

Dozens of "store -theatres" went to the
wall, dozens of managers went back to
the plow, the axe and the miner's pick,
of
whence they had come enamored
the golden prospects of "ten -cent vaudeville."

Much money was

lost as well as

made.

One of the earliest in the Seattle field
was Alexander Pantages, who secured a
location in a small store at Second avestreet, right in the heart

THE DANCING

nue and Seneca

of the retail district of the city. He had
a dozen theatres in opposition within four

Yet opposition seemed to spell
and of the many
houses against him three years ago only
two remain, both ten-cent theatres at thi3
time and both with the same appearance
excepting improved entrances as when
blocks.

success

they

for Pantages,

first started.

But Pantages began early with a
of advancement.

policy

First he doubled the ca-

pacity of his house; then he added to the
number of acts in his daily bill, rapidly
increasing the character and expense of
each act until none of the former cheap

turns remained.

But the original house did not satisfy,
and this last year Pantages, at an expense
of over $00,000, and an annual rental
above anything paid in the Northwest,
secured the entire building, converting it
into a fine up-to-date theatre with a big

"HUMAN

MITCHELLS'.
TOPS."

The Dancing Mitchells, called the "Human Tops," now with Carr's "Thoroughbreds," present
one of the most novel dancing acta on the stage.
In their "whirlwind" dancing, generally regarded
as the swiftest ever seen, there is combined acrobatic work of a high degree, causing the act to crowd
a great deal of spirited action into a small period of time.
Miss Mitchell attracts attention to herself through costuming, and the agility with which she
keeps up to the pace set by her brother.

Spokane, Wash., and Portland, Ore. The
Spokane theatre is owned by Mr. Pantages, and was but recently opened at a
cost of $75,000.

In

Tacoma he has

secured

dine

interests

were considered

absolute.

This has been met by advances by. the

enemy.

At the present time both

are doing an enormous business.

circuits

the entire block, and permits have been

in all the larger cities the best acts are

issued calling for another expenditure of

and the theatres are not large
enough to accommodate the crowds.
Both of these circuits control the field.
Both have their headquarters in Seattle.
Both plan the expenditure of large sums
in this city, and others near by.
Both
maintain booking offices here, and route
acts for the smaller houses in the smaller
cities. Both are making money.
Pantages is a member of the Western
States Vaudeville Association, an organi-

$75,000.

The new Tacoma house

ready in a few months.

new theatre costing
opened by Christmas.
the

Through the
with Edward

J.

Pantages

will

be

In Vancouver
$90,000 will

booking

be

office,

Fisher in charge, tjme

is

booked in at least a dozen other cities
allowing turns playing the Pantages Circuit, a possible total of about twenty
weeks.

seen,

HONAN AND KEARNEY.

In fact,

Honan and Kearney, the

eccentric comedians
are pictured above, formed a partnership
ten years ago, making their first appearance as
a team with the Hazel Wood Comedy Company.
Later they were members of the S pears' Comedy Company and also the J. Al Sawtelle Dra-

who

matic Company.
For the past eight years Honan and Kearney
hare grown extremely popular and well known
to burlesque patrons, and there Is not a house
of note In the country where they hare not appeared, baring played during that time with
Irwin's "Big Show," "Little Egypt" Compsny,
"Dainty
Paree"
Company,
"Victoria
Buries
quers," "Sam T. Jack'a Burlesque™,"
"Fay
Foster" Company, "Parisian Widows," "Washington Society Girls," and this season Honan
and Kearney are with "The Oriental Cosy Corner
Girls."

——————

—

VARIETY
AFTER MY FASHION.
BY KENNETH LEE.

PLENTY OF IDLE ACTS
IN AND ABOUT CHICAGO
there

appeared

account of conditions relative to the epi-

vincial territory of the Middle -West.

New

circumstances in towns of ordinary "one

stand" populations, and the

After

rush

Had

Dave Kraus, who books the attractions

houses in remodeled stores and dwellings

company which is to hold forth there will
continue Monday. A vaudeville show is
being booked in conjunction with the bur-

in-

thoroughly covered.

I

The demand

for acts naturally

became

The vocations

of

many who

Love's frenzy brought to earth

Amelia Stone, who closed with the Joe

Weber show

aspired for

last

the stage or waited for opportunities,
changed almost simultaneously with the
urgent demand, and their fondest ambitions to become stage lights was real-

well received

Jan. C.

"A Bad Boy

called

it will

& Seamon

have been true to you
After my fashion.

Yet

vaudeville immediately, opening in Detroit,

Seamon, Harry

regard for the firm.

Lust, sin and passion.

Saturday, will return to

&

remain longer.
put Pilcer under contract for five years last December, and
according to the young comedian, promised
to send him out in a production under the
name of "Young Sleuth." Pilcer has
waited from month to month for some
further word on the subject, but all has
been eerie silence in the vicinity of Fortysecond Street and Broadway. Meanwhile
he has played scattered dates in vaudeville, but claims that there is a little
matter of $1,700 salary under the Hurtig
& Seamon contract between him and his

have but one excuse
Jealousy shamed me.
would have been true to you,
Had not you blamed me.

lesque pieces, changing weekly.

enormous, and for a time the dearth
caused alarm. The agents were solicitous.

a new production

it is

power.

Prayers you will never grant
Penitent meekness;
I would have been true to you
But for my weakness.

I

of Hurtig

and His Teddy Bears." The new musical
show opens at the Lincoln Square, New
York, for an eight -week run Dec. 23. If
Hurtig

there, declared the stock burlesque

map had been

termediate section on the

fashion.

I* the

be

to

melodrama under the

Pilcer has signed with Charles E. Blaney

for

the lobby.
of inspired promoters to establish variety

followed steadily until nearly every

my

management

months

twelve

starred in a musical

Death clutches at my throat
Long dreaded hour:
I would have been true to you

The damage done to the Bayonne Theatre, Bayonne, N. J., by fire last week was
not nearly as serious as was at first
thought. The damage was mostly caused
by water and the axes of the firemen in

theatres sprung up under most auspicious

night

two

ONLY SLIGHT FIRE DAMAGE.

the pro-

in

After waiting

vile displays

Wild days of passion:
Yet I have been true to you

comes normal.

First Anniversary number of Variety an

demic invasion of vaudeville

Women, wine and

HURTIG & SEAMON TIRE PILCER.

or three months before the situation be-

the

in

It will probably be

shifted around.

Chicago, Dec. 13.

One year ago

11
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LEO CARRILLO.
Leo

whose clever cartoons on

Carrillo,

the passing

show of vaudeville

Variety

in

have attracted wide attention,

a

is

Cali-

ized.

Among

some emerging from the ranks of
the old variety field, and others from the
"legitimate," which has in the past few

1882,

ans,"

many

years given vaudeville

The small

circuit

acts

ultimately

and often advanced to the "Two-aday" schedule, depending, of course, on
their merit and quality.
What would become of the vast number
of acts if the small circuits were reduced

atres,

the "town" invasion began.

to-day

in

the vicinity of Chicago than a year ago.
of unemployed acts is not
approximately known. One agent who
books for a circuit of thirty or more
small houses in the Middle States, had on
his books last week about seventy-five
Similar condi*
available unplaced acts.
One
tior.s exist in other booking olfices.

The percentage

reason ascribed

is

St.

in

Vincent's

talent

for

illustrating

where he remained three years.
Mr. Carrillo was during this time a
member of several San Francisco clubs and
became recognized as a clever amateur entertainer.
His first professional engagement came quite by accident. There was
a sudden cancellation at the 'Frisco Orpheum, and Mr. Morrisey, the manager, at
his wit's end for a substitute, called up
Mr. Carrillo, asking him to fill in for the
emergency. Mr. Carrillo played the first
few performances as a favor to his friend,
but his .specialty "caught on"^unmistakabfy, and the engagement was prolonged.
The fascination of the footlights had done
its work and the amateur became the professional.
He played his way East, and

u

or vaudeville reverted to its plane before

idle

and graduated from

Having shown no litand original
drawing, he attended the Mark Hopkins
Institute of Art in San Francisco, and
afterward became a member of the art
staff on the San Francisco "Examiner,"
tle

permitted to appear in the large city the-

There are more artists

Los Angeles

in

College in that city.

acts.

are

He was born

fornian.

the recent recruits are "veter-

.

the closing of theatres.

Another is attributed to the economy of
managers who, instead of employing four
or five acts a week, engage only three.

has long since established himself.

The history

the Carrillo family

of

is

The ending of the seemingly unceasing

closely interwoven in the development of

would bring joy to
are numerous.
There is no reason why a system
should not be formulated to overcome the
evil and protect the acts against the lax
method. The booking agent should dominate the out-of-town managers.

neyed thither in the early '20s. When
Commodore Stockton sailed into San Diego
Bay during the Mexican War, the family
provided the cattle which replenished the
Americans' low stores. Another bearer of

cancellation

practice

the artists.

The

California.

The complaints

vaudeville

situation

here

has

changed considerably since the opposition
The withdrawal of Klaw &
abdicated.
Erlanger was regarded as inevitable, but
it was not believed it would occur before
the end of the season.

Klaw A Erlanger were important. The
taking over of the Klaw & Erlanger acts
by the United Booking Office caused a
comment and surprise in the

great deal of

JOHN

M.

FOX

ORNA

and FOX.

nn<l novel upside down comedy Irish sketch.
Mr. Fox la the original and only
equilibria! who does singing, dancing and talking upside down, balanced on his hands.
their act never falls to win the encomiums of the audience, and tbey are meeting with
success on the road.

Presenting a new

comedy band
The finish of
phenomenal

ALLEN

IS

LOCATED AS "REPRESENlaid

out for Edgar

Allen in his sketch "The Burglar," select-

him

after abandoning

"A

Thief in

his services to the State

are

in

first

bill,

mation reaching here

"Das Programm,"
International

the

according to inforthis week.

the

at Montreal have so put back the

work upon the New Columbia Amuse-

paper of
Loge of Ger-

official

Artisten

ment Company's

that

the
first

to call attention of artists to the

week

possibly early

season.

the firm's general vaudeville manager, will

sia,

come into New York for his weekly trip
and bookings as usual. Mr. Allen will remain on the premises continuously.

a

for the

Klaw

&,

Erlanger contracts, a large number of acts
have either been cancelled or their time

many, has taken occasion

in a recent issue

new manAumont, formerly of Moscow, Ruswhere he gained a reputation of being

free

spender

in

women, but rather

the

entertainment

of

neglectful of his obli-

gations to the artists on salary day.

house

opening has been set back from the

ager,

make room

Reminis-

Delays in the delivery of structural iron

work

at the United Booking Offices. Jos. Weber,

In order to

"Fremont's

A MONTH'S DELAY AT MONTREAL.

20th, next, with a big revue as the fea-

and

be their stationary representative

of the California

legislature,

Middle-West.
Most of the theatres in
the Middle-West booking in conjunction
with the United are booked up for the

will

member

jour-

The Moulin Rouge is slated to open unnew management about December

der the

the Night" has been given up.

Mr. Allen has accepted a position with
Weber & Rush, the vaudeville managers,

a

and
mentioned

member

cences of the Early History of California."

ture of the

ed by

name was

pioneer

MOULIN ROUGE OPENS WITH REVUE.

TATIVE."
The vaudeville route

the

The

in

January

The same

in

there

until late that

month or

February.

difficulty in getting building

on the ground held back the
opening of the Toronto home of the Eastmaterials

ern Burlesque Wheel nearly a month.

'
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OIRGU© NEWS
It

est

understood that a one half interthe Pawnee Bill Show is on the

is

in

Major

market, waiting for a purchaser.
Lillie,

proprietor of the property,

now

is

with the Miller Brothers, of
Bliss, Okla., who last year operated two
Wild West organizations under the name
of "101 Ranch," one at Brighton Beach,
Long Island, and the other at the Jamesin negotiation

town Exposition. The Pawnee Bill outfit had a profitable season last summer,
returning a

from

of

profit

to

$60,000

$70,000.

The Frank A. Robbins Show, a sixteencar organization, which for a number of
years has played

Atlantic seaboard

the

territory, is offered

The show

for sale.

summer

played a great part of last

in

Frank A.
Middle Atlantic" States.
Robbins, Fred Beckman, Louis E. Cook,
of the Barnum & Bailey advance forces,
the"

and Edward Arlington, of the Pawnee Bill
Show, are interested jointly in the prop-

presumably carried the Garden
rights held by the late James A. Bailey
with it, and New Yorkers may have an
opportunity to look at what has been
said to be the best tent entertainment on

executive staff of the Buffalo Bill

Wild West

now

is

down

able to settle

to

a comfortable winter, secure in contracts

Barnum-Bailey
forces are uneasily awaiting some word
from the Ringlings as to where they are
going to stand when the warm weather
for next year, but the late

awakens thoughts of the road next year.
On December 1, the end of the circus year,
the Barnum-Bailey staff was permitted to
go without a word as to the future, and
the impression grows among its members
that they will have to mik for new emMost of them
ployment next season.
dropped

winter

into

W.

but

berths,

E.

and
Harvey Watkins, who was prominent in
the executive management, are still paradCoxey, of the

erty.

Broadway

ing

Few

persons

familiar with that
have any idea of the

not

class of enterprise

large profits that are

made by the

picture

.show men.

the road.

The

NOTES

*

lings

representatives,

press

"at

liberty."

There is one show, given at
Golden Rule Hall, Rivington street, New
York, where for one week recently the
takings were ^$1,800. The fixed expenses
of this place are estimated to be about

»

lesque comedian, has been chosen to lead

New

the grand march at the annual

eve

in

ball

Tammany

Oriental Burlesquers

Gotham
company

be playing the

will

Street)

Theatre

The twenty

girls

(125th

week.

Year's

Year's

Watson's*

Hall.

New
of

the

will attend the 14th street func-

tion.

$500, leaving a net profit to the proprietor
of $1,300 on the week.

Hart has engaged Dave Abrams,

Jos.

the famous pantomimist

who has made a

While playing at the Orpheum, Boston,
recently, Katie Rooney placed an order

specialty of playing^animal roles, for the

with Ernest L. Waitt, dramatic editor of
the Boston "American," for a one-act

tion which he will put out in the spring.

character sketch for use this season.

zilian

Frederick Melville sails to-day tor Ten-

don

to

sionist

accompany Shek-la, the Indian illuthat far on his return journey to

He will return in time to
Boston with his "Motor-Girl" illu-

Calcutta, India.

open

in

leading part of a ne^w pantomimic produc-

The

piece is to be called "Jocko, the Bra-

Ape," according to the present plan.

Tb*» N#»w Qftaut* "JVnyure," in commenting on the retirement of Martin Beck
from vaudeville has this to say:
"Variety in its last issue contains the
scoop that Martin Beck 'had retired from

Exceptions

gloom in which the retired agents
live and move are Lester Murray, of the
Barnum-Bailey outfit, who is to be No. 1
car manager for the Bill show, and Victor
Cook, also, of the Big Show, who will
handle that concern's No. 2 advance car^
to the

The Golden Troupe

of Russian Dancers,

season with the Hagenbeck-Wallace

last

Circus, has engaged for '08 with the Sells-

floto
will

In the same organization
Rhoda Royal, la9t year with

show.

be

Hagenbeck-Wallace

Louis Cook, of course, will be general man-

also.

ager of the Bill show as formerly,

George Degnon as

Rhoda Royal, owner of the

with

assistant in chief.

first

big eques-

which opened with the Barnum
Bailey. Circus at Madison Square Garden
last summer and finished out the season
trian act

-

with Hagenbeck-Wallace,

is

operating a

winter circus in the South. He opened in
one of the Southern cities last week.
Chester, the hand balancer, is a member of
the troupe, as are also the Delno Troupe

and the Royal

Another thing that agitates the minds of
the

agents

jobless

is

this

Fore-

from the advance forces of that organization?

act.

Walter K.

Hill,

Who seems

a brilliant record in his

Edward Shipp, late equestrian director
with Barnum & Bailey, has taken a winter circus to Panama, which seems to be a
popular territory just now for American
show promoters.

the

If

:

pa ugh-Sells show doesn't go out, will not
the Ringlings fill the Barnum-Bailey ranks

first

to have made
year with the

Buffalo Bill show, will be back in his position

of contracting press agent next sea-

son,

travelling with

Woods

will again be

E. II.
Car No. 1.
manager of No. 3 car.

•

•.

Fred Hall will be press agent with tinshow, and Major Burke, the "Ancient
Friar," will act as "story man," supplying

The Circo
rida,

Bell opened this

Yucatan, as opposition

week

in

Me-

to the Pubil-

"atmosphere" and geniality in

wholesale

JOE WELCH

quantities as of yore.

In Vaudeville

lones Circus, which invaded that 'territory

from Cuba this fall. Just now it looks
as though the two shows were in for a
clash when they arrive in Mexico City.
Bell stays four weeks in Merida.
From
there he goes

into

Progresso

for three

days, and after a ten days' stand in Vera

Cruz takes up a four or six weeks' engagement in Mexico City. Pubillones is
likewise headed for the Mexican capital,
having prdered a new top from a New

York

firm,

specifying

that

it

ered in Mexico City by the

"Pink"

Hayes,

last

year's

contracting

now
No. 2 "Peter Pan"

agent for the Barnum-Bailey Show,

is

on the road with the
dramatic company as advance agent, and
James De Wolf, who served as the same
is ahead
Dexter Fellows is

show's contracting press agent,
of

"The Dairymaids."

spending the winter at his home in Fitchhurg, Mass.

of the

Joe Bailey, late of the Buffalo

Bill

Show,

week for London with his
trained horses "Joe" and "Irma G.," which
sailed

year.

It

appears to be an almost settled con-

ling

some quarters that the Ring-

Brothers

Circus

will

play

its

first

New York engagement

at the Madison
Square Garden next spring, instead of the
Barnum-Bailey show, the latter circus always having had that place to open its
season with when in the country.
The

purchase of "The Big Show" by the Ring-

now under the management of George
Ray Thompson, the rider, sailed

Starr.

She
"Irma G."
also.

will handle the pair in the ring.
is

said to be the only

mare

in

the world that can be put through an elabo-

rate high school
bridle.

the date having been

post-

British

capital

next

summer

of

John

C.

Rice and Sally Cohen.

A

judgment has been

filed

in the

county

who was
sued on a note for $4,000 by Nat Wills.
The note was for money lonned.
against

Ned

The

routine without a bit or

pair and Miss

Thompson

will

and

first-class

director

theatres of

of

would be a

plays

Klaw &

in

the

Erlanger.'

"The story goes on to state that the
mantle of Mr. Beck has fallen upon the
shoulders of Charles E. Bray and Frank
Vincent, they to have charge of the bookings and routings.

The Frederick (Md.) house acquired by
Mozart

is

the Bijou,

formerly given over

to legitimate attractions under the direcJ. B.

MORRIS GETS AUBURN.
the New York agent, made

J. B. Morris,

tion

of

the actor-manager

Robert Down-

ing.

the announcement this week that he and

Joseph Shea had acquired the Burtis
Opera House, Auburn, N. Y., and would
open it as a vaudeville establishment in
conjunction with his other two houses in
North Adams, Mass., and Gloversville,

tired

N. Y., beginning Jan.

the footlights.

13.

return to open with the Buffalo Bill show
in the Spring.

vaudeville and in the future

producer

Wayburn,

this

are to be exhibited at the Crystal Palace,
viction in

20,

During his
poned to allow of this trip.
stay in London Mr. Melville will conclude
arrangements for the appearance in the

courts

be deliv-

first

ion Jan.

S. Koppe, formerly manager of the Orphium Theatre, Portsmouth, O., has re-

from the managerial end of the thebusiness, resigning from his old
position to adventure on the other side ot
atrical

at

William B. ("Billy") Watson, the bur-

the

Dec. 23.

He

Princess

will play his first date

Theatre,

Cleveland,

O.,

VARIETY
NEW ACT S NEX T WEEK

Georgetty Troupe

Presentation, First Appearance or

Initial

New York

Reappearance in

NEW AGTS Or THE WEEK]

[

City.

Murray Clayton and

Mann and Company, New York.
Josephine Cohan and Company (New

Louis

New

Act),

York.

Jay W. Winton, New York.
Fiske and McDonough (New Act), Pastor's.

Monti Baldini and Company,
Opera House (Brooklyn).

Grand

Walter Jones and Blanche Deyo, Orpheum, Brooklyn.
Marno Trio, Grand Opera House.
Company,
and
Howard
Dorothy
Keeney's.

Suzanne Adams.
Operatic Prima Donna.
22 Mins.; Two.

New

Juggling.

14 Mins.; Full Stage (Special Set).

xa Mins.;

Pastor's.

Pastor's.

Murray Clayton and Lillian Drew have
framed up an entirely new offering since
the act was last seen in New York. Good
looking back and side drops of purple and
gold are now carried and give the playa

ers

There are plenty

first-rate setting.

of bright

and many laughs

lines

Grand

the

in

burlesque, but there seems to be an evi-

dent desire on the part of the players to

keep the offering quiet, depending solely
upon the lines for laughs. It could be
roughened up considerably without overstepping the limit and would undoubtedly
Miss Drew has a
be more satisfactory.

as
it.

Juggling De

Drew.

Travesty.

She sings two

pleasing soprano voice.

way you do

the

in

all

Lillian

as

well

material

the

se-

The players

lections, the first off stage.

Yoik.

It's

is

greatly

im-

Dash.

proved since last seen.

opera prima donnas of greater or less degree of artistic eminence have from time

come forward

to time

vaudeville for

in

Ordinarily they held

short appearances.

temperaments

their artistic

one hand,

in

and with the other flaunted their polite
And
disdain of the "untutored mob."
when vaudeville showed an invincible disbe impressed, they retired

inclination to

The trouble wasn't

shocked and angered.

altogether the prima donna's nor vaudeville's;

was rather the

it

titude.

"Am

fault of the at-

not great?" the mighty

I

ones seemed to say, and vaudeville, with
its

making

swift facility for

its

own com-

edy, replied subconsciously "Yes, you are

— not."
at

all.

Either that or paid no attention

But here comes Suzanne Adams
She doesn't say "Am

with a new stand.
I

not great?" Instead she says "Isn't this a

pretty song?"

way
And

And

straight-

vaudeville

"You bet!"
111 venture that that "You bet!"
convoyed to Miss Adams as sweet a mesrises to its feet

and

yells,

Grace Orma.

Orma

Grace
list

the latest of the long

is

who have come East

of Western acts

and received their start at the Fourteenth
Miss Orma is a tall very
Street house.
tall
slender girl, and most of her talk
The
is based on her exceptional height.
talk in itself is not good in fact, it is
bad but the woman has a pleasing manner and an air of assurance to carry it
through.
She has a good voice for "coon"

—

—

—

—

Her

numbers.
being

a

style

also very attractive,

is

cross

of

sort

Vance and Artie Hall.

between

Clarice

The song

of na-

now in use is very well done, and
was a strong applause winner, but it is
an old song that Thomas Q. Seabrooke
used some fifteen years ago, and should

tions

charmingly
bearing.

than

gracious

the

One would even be

singer's

inclined

to

it breezy, if he dared apply such a
term to a prima donna. There is nothing
"upstage" or haughty about her.
She
walked upon the stage unassisted by the

call

usual fanfare of music, strode (yes, that's
the

down

word)

the

to

footlights

and,

after including the entire audience in

a

made the most deawkward bow you can imagine.

cosy smile of greeting,
lightfully

The audience
Perhaps

the

liked her

audience,

vaudeville portion of

it,

from that minute.
or

the

strictly

didn't understand

the inner meaning of her art. It hadn't
the knowledge, or the power or even the

But it was content to eni'ov
beauty of her voice.
She
showed no vocal fireworks at anv time,
just sang her simple little songs as though
she enjoyed the singing of them, and
hoped they gave her audience pleasure.
If the house didn't understand
the uninclination.

the

simple

familiar airs, at least they

ro.se

to a thor-

three boxes.

No comedy

attempted,

is

al-

though several laughs are gained in one
of the hat tricks, which is also new. When
Mr. De Lisle procures suitable dressing
and drops the absurd style, he will have
an offering that will place him a long way
ahead of the "Number Three" position on
Pastor's bill.
Dash.
Rowley.
Monologue.
12 Mins.

who

acts as

The other

water.

stocky

and a

with Frenchy

frock

members are two

three

men employed as understanders,
comely woman, who wears a pretty
chic,

This

Mr. Rowley's

is

appearance.

is

any

first

New York

He came from Australia on

a speculation,

and

criterion

if

the Pastor audience

should prove a profit-

it

The comedian works in a
clean grotesque makeup, having a style
distinctly his own. The talk is bright and
catchy, and is delivered with a rush, without waits for the laughs.
Mr. Rowley
works in a peculiar whistle with his patter that is always good for a laugh, and
the more he does it the heartier becomes
the laughter. The monologist has "it on"
able

"spec."

a great
voice.

besides looking well.

little

but does very

the

whole

upon

act.

He

opening

the

The midget

with

is

immediately

begins

spectacular

his

leaps into handstands, working with absolute polish of style and extreme ease.

He

One of the best

scarcely a minute.

is idle

is a throw from the basket hold
a hand-to-hand stand after a "one
and a half" forward somersault. Another
is a spring
into a single hand-to-hand
stand from a sitting position on the floor,
using only the jerk of one arm by both
the understander and the top mounter.
The finish is an eight-foot leap, assisted,
into a single hand-to-hand stand.
The
turn aroused the Monday night audience
to an unusual demonstration of approval.
Rush.

feats
into

Bicycle Riding.

many
He has

in

his line in the

way

of

a strong, pleasant singing

attention,

but

the

songs

scarcely worthy of his best efforts.

20 Mins.; Full Stage.

down on the bill, he
show Tuesdav night.

Pastor's.

of the quartet is the pres-

Shrock and Rice.

Pastor's.

attracts

(2).

York.

T

Welch and Company

all

are

Well

but broke up the

Dash.

18 Mins.; Full Stage.

"New

8 Bells"

Week

atre,

Company

(14th Street The-

Dec. a).

Both men are good trick riders, working
with speed and snap in their straight
work, and have good comedy material.
They are, however, prone to extend the
comedy talk a bit too far. This may be
due to the necessity in their present position of stretching the

number out beyond

what

as

was

designed

time

its

limit

The comedian can make talk
funny, and his burlesque riding is amusThe first half of the act went along
ing.
to the accompaniment of spontaneous
laughter, but toward the end it was somewhat broken up. They have a splendid
comedy idea in a burlesque upon a circus

originally.

bareback

riding

act,

the

straight

man

mounted on a wheel and the comedian,

in

ballet-dancer's costume, being the "rider."

The motion

is

capable of further develop-

A

eration of singing, dancing, tumbling and

Carrie Scott.

Pandora Pawtucket ("Olia"
Welch) a "stage-struck" widow, is sticky
about a stock star. She flirts with the
actor and invites him to her house. Tim
Flanagan (Jas. Welch), an Irish plumber,
comes to the house to fix a water pipe,
and is mistaken for the actor in disguise.
After several minutes of horse play in
which a burlesque on "East Lynne" is
rung in, the real actor, Theodore Fansfield (Frank Welch) turns up.
The sketch
ends hero. The two men immediately go
into a burlesque boxing match that is

Songs.

dash down an incline, the comedian mounted upon the straight man's
shoulders, made a good finish.
it
Afi

15 Mins.; One.

stands the number gets past nicely, and

"Flanagan's

Flirtation"

is

funny,

fairly

There
and a

is

but

too*

long drawn

out.

also a burlesque song and dance

tumbling by Frank Welch.
Some bright lines and a few good laughs
are in the offering. Mr. Welch's Irishman
is

little

patterned somewhat after the manner

ing, is good.

is

lost

through

Welch plays

A quantity
his

of the talk

enunciation.

fairly well.

There

ment.

conglom-

a

burlesque.

Lauder's

Rush.

manner and by poor dressing. Indian cluhs
and hats are the juggler's strong points,
and he is doing some first-rate w ork with
both.
He juggles quickly and smoothly,
making few misses. The conventional club
juggling routine is shown with one or two
new tricks that set it off nicely. Something new is also shown with the cigar
boxes. The juggler uses two boxes and a
rubber ball instead of the customary

"Flanagan's Flirtation" (Comedy).

of Johnnie Ray.

night reception.

an effeminate

affecting

Jas. A.

ough understanding of her exquisite singing of "Home, Sweet Home." It required
no musical culture to appreciate anything
so fine, and the noisy applause that followed Monday evening recalled Harry
first

spoiling a first-rate -jug-

is

by

voice, which would show to better advantage were the selections more suitable.
Mr. Rowley's voice is the first thing that

as the most florid "bravissima" which ever

Nothing could be more

Mr. De Lisle
gling offering

Miss Orma easily proves
an entertainer of ability. Dash.

replaced.

New

top-mounter and leaper in quite the most
remarkable routine of hand-to-hand feats
that has been seen on this side of the

Two.

herself

be

6 Mins.; Full Stage.

ence of a 75-pound midget,

Sam

Mins.; One.

1a

Pastor's.

(4).

Acrobatic.

The strength

Lisle.

Songs and Talk.

sage of sincere and unaffected admiration

greeted her arias.

13

is

Miss
a lack

comedy ends.
Frank Welch's work, aside from the act-

of sincerity that hurts the

Dash.

Pastor's.

with a

After an absence of from ten to fifteen
years Carrie Scott is once more blossoming out as singing comedienne at Pastor's

the pair would have a good, fast

comedy

number.

Rush.

week.

Miss Scott is billed as the
and lives up to the
billing.
She opened with a popular coon
Dumber, "Much Obliged to You," which
started her on her way nicely. The second number is her star selection. Tt is a
typical "Ragtime Liz" affair, and Miss
Scott goes the limit with it.
There are
one or two bits introduced which wouldn't
be considered good form in the best families, but the Pastor crowd voted it immense.
The woman did a quantity of
good "kidding" with Tom Kelley. Pastor's
this

it

would not

be out of place to mention that
is

not

a

half-bad

"straight"

Thomas
The

man.

comedienne finishes with a pretty "get
back" song, using a "plant" in the box,
which won her numerous recalls. Dash.

say of

minutes,

five

OUT OF TOWN.

original "tough" girl,

"orchestra," and right here

little cutting,

Hutchison-Lusby Company

"The

Girl

(3).

Untamed" (Comedy Drama).

Four (Interior).
Haymarket, Chicago.

22 Mins.;

A

story abounding in righteousness and

and unfolding the narrative of
New York society man
for an uncouth but spirited Texas girl, If
deftly woven in the semi dramatic sketch
"The Girl Untamed/' written by Jack Hurnett.
The plot is obvious. The dramatic
retribution,

the affection of a

situations,

while

not

forcible,

are

filled

with stirring dialogue of the melodramatic
sort.

Miss Lttsby is prepossessing and
and handles the comedy ele{CoHtinucd on page 48-7/.)

vivacious,

VARIETY
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"THE TALK OF NEW YORK."
Some one who saw "45 Minutes from
written by Geo. M.
"The Talk of New York,"
the latest Cohan piece to appear in New
York- City, where i* is now playing at the

Broadway,"

also

"The Kid" and Geraldine Wilcox (Sadie
Harris) are going to be.
tain the last

It's

almost

cer-

two are by this time. It
when the curtain

Cohan, said

was

Knickerbocker Theatre,

amateurish finale.
"Gerry" had just induced Burns to forego
the European trip he contemplated, the

first

is

a sequel to the

New

Rochelle

New

on

fell

quiet

that

plunger having given up the turf to re-

named.

Talk of

practically settled

is

often mentioned in "The

York."

The fourth act

is

lieve

"Mr. Wilcox" from any further em-

Beside the father, the daughter
who can
in "our set"

is

Burns.
Mrs- Wilcox (Lorena
threatens to call everything off

have been not at all for the purpose or aid
of the show. It is just nothing, and comes
as a disappointing finale to a musical

with the
re-par-tay, and he says "There's only one
pair of trousers in our family, and they

"big scene."
It

afterwards developed that the girl
all, but in the

was not shot in the back at
arm. It was all the same.

There are a
great many unexplained happenings in the
performance, which the audience must
either discover or guess for itself.

Mr. Cohan seem* to write his long plays
like a writer of a short story.

He

leaves

For instance, when Kid Burns (Victor Moore)
told Grace Palmer (Nella Bergen) he knew
her four years before under the name of
"Williams," Gracie didn't deny it, but told
Mr. Burns to forget all about it.
The whole house was just dying to
know what "The Kid" "had on" Gracie,
a great deal to the imagination.

but never through the play was
vulged. Perhaps Mr. Cohan thinks

commonplace to be
tails

it

di-

it

too

explicit in these

de-

which excite the curiosity of the pub-

lic.

Again, when Miss Palmer "trims" Mr.
Burns for a "$50,000 'certified' check," he

a murmur, but
it become
known how much money Kid Burns is
worth. The dialogue imparts the information that he "ran a twenty-case note into
At the
a pile," and let it go at that.
Knickerbocker a "pile" may be some millions, and Mr. Cohan shouldn't forget the
box office there charges $2 to the orchestra, even for his show.
Kid Burns is a slangy fellow. In New
Rochelle he's the big thing, but why or
passes

it

over

without

never during the evening does

for

why

isn't

In

told.

New York

City

Burns is a "plunger" at the race track,
having been originally a "piker," but "ran
a twenty-case note into a pile," as pre-

accumulating the
book-makers' ready cash, Mr. Burns
achieved much notoriety and the friendship of Dudley Wilcox (Stanley H. Forde),
an undisputed millionaire, with a penchant for wearing a boy's straw hat and
appearing like the understudy
for a
"heavy legit."
Mr. Wilcox likes "the Kid," calling him
"Burnsey," and the Kid likes Wilcox so
fervently he insists upon addressing him
as " 'Mr.' Wilcox."
Joe Wilcox, the son (Jack Gardner), has
a deep hatred for Burns. Joe doesn't think
"Burnsey" is on the level; he says so,
and further said "The Kid" knew too
much about the horses to be gathering in
the shekels on pure knowledge alone. This
opinion is shared by Miss Palmer, for Mr.
Cohan has framed it up so that Joe and
Grace are in love with each other, while
the

process

doesn't break

of

with

quaintance, but

is

Atwood)
Dudley

if

track

race

his

Dud

"see"

ac-

there

There

is

a great deal of slang

in the

Mr.
handled by "Kid Burns.
Cohan has left the beaten paths in this
play,

all

and coined some new expressions
and
"Ida," the property of a Hebrew comedian
in a quartet now playing vaudeville dates.

division

of his own, excepting that of "either"

A
brings plenty of laughter.
line which seemed to be appreciated was
when Kid Burns, shown the announcement
of his engagement in flaring headlines of
The

thing."

After Joe becomes engaged to Grace,
and "The Kid" tells the father a few
things, the match is broken off by the
girl accepting an offer of a "consideration" to go to Europe.

Accused of falsity

by Joe, she insinuates against his sister,
mentioning Mr. Burns, and as she walks
away Joe draws a pistol, shooting her in
the back, but he shot her in the arm, although she was walking away from him.
you
It was a dandy shot, though, anyway
look at it, for it brought "The Kid" on the
spot.

Grabbing the revolver from Joe's hands,
he says: "Beat it, Kid," and then the ostracized youth tells the officers "I did it,"

W

r

ell,

of course,

pantomime and a miniature

but

circus,

year's offering differs from the old

this

show widely.
It

is

tremely

made up

of

a collection of ex-

poor talking comedians, frousy

costumes, worn-out scenery and a few specialties.
As long as the men keep to

comedy

knockabout

they

well

fare

enough, but when they begin to talk
all

it's

off

The others spoke

their lines with about

much expression as a lot of mechanical
dolls.
They seemed to think they knew

marries the daughter.
There's even a third love story strung
through the piece. Joe Smith Marba as
Freddie Stevens is in love with Isabelle

(Emma Littlefield), whose
Martin McFadden (John Conroy),
a deadly customer for every liquor place

McFadden
father,

he meets.
After Freddie "touches" "the Kid" for a
letter, for which he might have received
ten years or so had "the Kid" been near
as "fly" as Mr. Cohan intended, and the
of Miss Littlefield as a soubrette, an
ingenue or a combination of both, their

work
love

affair

didn't

matter.

married no one cared;
even break.

it

When

they
was about an

To sum up Moore's performance is to
from a woman who said "Who is this
Victor Moore? I never heard of him be-

cite

fore.

There's something fascinating about

him."

Moore

nicety;

doesn't abuse his auditor's sense

interprets

his

role

to

a

hearing by trying to sing, but goes
through finely with each song, and is the

of

same "hick" in the total as made known
by him in "Change Your Act" in vaudeville, where Miss Littlefield was his partner.

and the mechanical ship, of
was amusing, chiefly because the

act.

first

course,

comedians were compelled to make their
funniments in pantomime.
This should never be, for the life of the
piece depends upon the enthusiasm of the
players and nothing could so effectualy
kill it as this listlessness.
There are five
women In the cast, and they fail completely to give the stage the touch of
vivacity and brightness which is so sorely

They

needed.

are carelessly dressed,

The
was

and even more languid than the men.
Never a dance did they dance, and the
simple expedient of introducing a song
when the action lagged was not taken advantage of.
Grace Wolvin was the only female principal, the other four being a sort of mute

being slighted, and except for a few scenes

chorus, carried along apparently for stage

from long playing
for pains.
This
scheme of letting the parts play themtheir

parts

there

was no necessity

well

so

work out very

selves didn't

well.

audience was quick to feel that

it

Wash-

dressing purposes, although Rose

Jack Gardner is also an ex-vaudevillian,
and next to Mr. Moore, quite the best in
the show. Mr. Gardner at one time was
of Warren and Gardner, a vaudeville act,
since changed to Warren and Blanchard.
He sings very well, and plays well.
A "smooth" Irishman was always John
Conroy's part.

He

did the

same when

of

Conroy and Mack, and he is doing it now.
Mr. Forde has a bass voice which he
uses to the utmost in the singing, and
Sadie Harris has a somewhat far-fetched
opinion of a millionaire's daughter. Perhaps Sadie never had actual experience,
but she gave an excellent impersonation
of a "demure country maiden" in a "tentwent-thirt" melodrama.
Miss Bergen seems to be the disappointment of the cast. She is liked better as
the adventuress than as the singer, and
you can not overcome the wonderment of

"how thin she
There are

what could the mother

reception.

tain degree of interest at the end of the

lar

producing the gun in proof.

say after she heard about how the deShe
spised "Kid Burns" saved her son?
"fell" for "The Kid"; so did the son, and
Kid"
it will come out all right if "The

show at the Four-

ment, a sort of cross between a spectacu-

talk

an evening paper, remarked: "That's the
last time 111 ever tell a bartender any-

the

specialties

teenth Street Theatre last week got a cool

The "elopement" scene with the ridiculous "prop" horse and coach aroused a cer-

as

me."

fit

is

viously noted.

In

only one

and

represented a really interesting entertain-

the

and one would imagine Mr. Cohan had some property there
he wanted to dispose of from the manner
in which the town is "boosted."
The fourth act is the last act, and may

semi-melodrama, which promised something when Mr. Cohan had a young man
shoot a young woman in the back for the

NEW 8 BELLS.
To the jungle with "The New 8 Bells."
Time was when this famous trade-mark

barrassment.

laid in that "tank,"

-

is."

lots

quality of girls to

a poor
lively young

of clothes, but
fill

them.

A

person on the end of the line

is

about

burn contributed a singing specialty between acts. Miss Wolvin has quite the

most curious

and one is under the impression she talks
by note. She wore one fairly good looking frock of black velvet in the third act.

That was her best service to the production. Her comedy fell down awfully.
Miss Washburn's specialty filled in one
of the most agreeable portions of the
evening. She is billed as a "prima donna
contralto,"
really she

with a

She

is

whatever that may be, but
an untrained female baritone,
rich

full,

could

sing

queen's taste

voice of

"coon"

large volume.

songs

she only

to

if

Miss Washburn has
of gesture, and

in this particularly.

absolutely

no

command

when she attempted to move her antics
ridiculously amateurish.
But her

were

voice has a peculiarly charming quality of
natural richness and singularly free from
affectation

tention, either through looks or action.

struction in

in

With proper

delivery.

how

the footlights, she would do nicely.

There are several male choristers also.
If there is anything impossible on earth,
it's a chorusman, and when one thinks
well enough of himself to "make eyes" at
the audience, he ought to be suppressed.
Mr. Cohan should sit out front some evening and watch his chorus men. He might
borrow Joe Wilcox's revolver for ready
use while doing it.
The music of "The Talk of New York"
is pleasing, and has a lively swing all the
way. A rather clever "patriotic" song has
been written by Mr. Cohan; something
about "it makes no difference what flag
you're under if the money's there," winding up with the "American," of course.
For "beating" the patriotic fad without
losing the effect, Mr. Cohan deserves a
big mark.
There are two things against "The Talk
of New York" the $2 admission at the
Knickerbocker and the last act.
At a
theatre where the masses would not run
into speculators, "The Talk of New York"
would be good for a solid hit and long

second

act.

passe.

The scheme

—

run.

Sime.

in-

to handle herself before

probably due to the richness of the
wearing apparel. They don't feel at home,
and they look it.
is

the

knew how

to
carry herself easily and present a good
stage appearance.
She needs instruction

the only girl in the bunch to attract atIt

method of delivering her
She half sings them,

ever heard.

lines

An unannounced quick sketch
was introduced during the action

artist

of

the

His chalk drawings on the
black background did nicely enough, but
the color work took rather too long to do
and became tiresome, although the finished drawing was striking.
The artist
kept up a running fire of very old stories
while he worked, but he disarmed criticism in a preliminary announcement in
which he admitted that his jokes were
of

drawing

in typical

figures seated along one side of a trolley

car

is

a good one, and

if

the comedian

could only work out a connected line of
to go with the progress of the
work, he would have a fairly entertaining
number. He has a fairly good stage bearing, but the present talk is wretchedly put
together and quite as badly delivered.
Schrock and Rice (New Acts) gave a trick
bicycle riding specialty during the last act.
The present equipment seems to have
been chosen with an eye to economy and
with a view to playing in the wilds. It
requires better entertainment than this to

patter

attract attention in the Metropolis.

Ruth.

VARIETY
REILLY AND WOODS.

WATSON'S BURLESQUERS.
William B. Watson's

make burlesque
attends to
purpose.

it

audiences laugh, and he

what

no difference

Even

are.

you begin by

if

Watson's frankness of
method, you will end by laughing with
There is no denying that he does
him.
go extreme lengths, but when his work
verges most strongly upon the offensive
he makes it funny enough to take the
sting away.
The Salvation Army business, which
has come to be Watson's trade-mark, is
used in the first part, but this is about

disapproving

all

of

that recalls his former offerings.

He

supports

a comedy entertainment that

registers

an extremely high average of

laughs.

The

talk

is rich in

humor

Pat Reilly

to

is

with admirable singleness of

makes

It

your tastes

business

of the

ter

up

set

season with

this

words

the

"Second to None" between "Reilly

Woods' Big Show" and the
ecutive staff, so one

and

of his ex-

list

at a loss to

is

know

whether Mr. Reilly intends that his show
or

his

business staff shall be considered

as the superior to

Mr. Reilly

is

all.

with the organization, as

times;

Mr. Reilly's brilliancy
His rapidity of thought
and quickness of wit probably cause the
comedian to cast to the winds all such
flights in flashes of

at improvising.

In the opening piece, "Reilly in Egypt,"
Tat "pulls" quotations from Shakesperean
plays which makes the company gape in

Although a considerable portion of Bamlabor

is

that of feeding Watson.,

he attains real prominence himself, and
the pair go splendidly in double harness.
William L. Swan was the only other comedian. He did nicely with a "rube" part.

The cast is a bit short on principal
women. The Millership Sisters are a
sprightly pair, of good appearance, elaborately costumed and neat, enthusiastic
but they labor almost
little workers,
Bonnie Whitman and Bertha
alone.
Fields merely wear flashy clothes and
speak certain lines necessary to the progress of the action.

They

young women, and

are large, robust

their

appearance

tights for the opening chorus

in

was almost

indelicate.

The

amazement at him apparently.

piece

a travesty on "Julius Caesar." Reilly
as "Mark Anthony" is fighting for the
crown, while "Julius Sneezer" (Geo. X.
Wilson) agrees to a contest for supremis

^

The match comes

but the referee
When he is

off,

vided

into

two

sections,

drop in "one" between.
filled in

here.

A

with

a

street

The Millerships

faint plot which requires

no mental exercise to follow holds the
show together without calling for any extended dialogue to explain itself.
There is a very short olio of only two
acts, S'wan and Bambard and the Bijou
Trio.
The former have a nonsensical
hodge-podge which is as funny as it is
ridiculous.
The pair have an odd, unexpected quality about their clowning that
forces laughs all the time, and they made
a substantial laughing success.
The Bijou Trio don't do a great deal of
knockabout in their singing specialty, and
the soft pedal is on the comedy.
The chorus works nicely and shows training, and the numbers are, without exception, well staged.

Hush.

week, while

the

there

are

short,

having three numbers in

the girls

There are several costume changes more

and

Tights are flashed early

piece, "On and
means nothing) is along
familiar lines and serves to introduce two
Germans and a Hebrew in a "syndicate"

Off"

(the

title

which a quantity of business is introduced that might be laid aside for a
few more numbers.
Frank Morgan and J. Hennings were
the Germans, according to the program,
Morgan being by far the better of the two,
although Hennings
(so-called)
gave a
loose dance in the piece that is about the
bit in

best thing seen in this line in some time
and was easily the hit of the evening. It
is good enough to build a fifteen-minute act

James R. Waters seemed a
but with

part,

He

new

to

work

in

bit

time should

also sang several parodies in

and

but

never

calling "ten," the signal of defeat.

When

prima donna, wore three pretty costumes
in the opening
piece and sang "Somewhere" pleasingly.

ly,

repeating

times,

several

Sneezer was on the ground, the referee

counted ten so quickly he had barely time

and

The

burlesque,

"Reilly

in

Politics,"

The "bladmade a call, and
caused some laughs at Miner's Bowery
last Saturday night, especially when one
wasn't about politics at

all.

der" and the "slap-stick"

"Please don't

said

hit

me

to-night,

Mr. Reilly; you know you did this afteris

youthful, good-looking girls in the chorus.

than has l>een the rule so far this season.
Of the female principals a couple of the

"The

Electric Clark Sisters" are the

more

prominent, one, a little thing, working
hard against the handicap of a light voice.
In the olio the trio change costumes

and give a varied

The Van Der Koors

act.

are also in the olio, opening

it

with bur-

somewhat similar to
that now being played in vaudeville by
lesque magic, an act

Adams and Mack.
Geo. X. Wilson and Miss De Monville
have a sketch as their vaudeville portion,
and the Van Cooks give their musical act,
a Chinese laundry setting.
There may have been some changep in
the Reilly-Woods show lately.

The

cast-

ing of the characters and the assignments

numbers do not seem to follow the
but you can't mistake Pat
Reilly. He's in it, and that always brings
the price of admission no matter how
high — to a nominal figure for the amusement received.
»Vtme.
for

program,

—

Dan and
together
rated.

but

killed

wears tights

Billy Collins,

for

Dan

fourteen
Collins

who have played

years,

will

have sepa-

hereafter

work

with Billy Mailman, the baseball player.

Wilton,

Belle

chorus

the

in

with an

young

a

is

the

who

al most-soprano voice

the

the

in

Wilton

Miss

ballad.

looking

afterpiece,

especially well in the white

costume at the

finish.

Madge

woman

was

Chester
to

appear

only

the

the

in

first

other

part,

al-

though several other feminine names were
on the program.
She played the shrew
keeping well within bounds.

nicely,

showing some pretty
and there are two or three very

The dressing
effects,

woman
all

funny.

it's

scored.

Somewhere

to arise again after striking the floor. It's

the old "duel," of course, in another form,

olio

"A Southern
have

Belle," the burlesque,

beett written.

the

carries

being

a

without
"big

in which

through

story

sort

of

a

musical

Tint

music.

the

noise"

It is well laid

in

this

section

to

must

out and

the

is

held in the

and the Bowery

does not need to be told that last week,

when

his

atre,

was a gala

own show

own

played in his

"The

occasion.

the-

Girl in

who performed a ladylike dance at
men show, may have contributed something

Blue,"

to the size of the audience that packed the
house twelve times during the week, but

Mr. Curtin's loyal following under the
circumstances would have turned out with
equal enthusiasm for a picture show.
"Suisette," the two-act piece that

up the offering,
one time in its
little

by

makes

may

have had a book at
career, but there is very

evidence of consecutive action left

The two

this time.

acts consist of a

succession of "bits" with the usual

num-

bers interspersed, all strung along on a
scarcely perceptible thread of plot.

John Weber, the leading comedian,
stands out from the cast as the lone fun-

He

maker.

is

a really funny German, and

has worked out several 'Tuts" for himself
that are amusing according to the standards which obtain in the London Theatre.

The audiences here are almost strictly
"stag" and they have no use for "parlor
broke" comedians. Weber knows what

He declared in a little
Saturday night that he
was a graduate from the self -same gallery to which he addressed himself, so he
ought to know. He "got to" the gallery
frequently, particularly in one rather
"mussy" scene with Blanche Washburn
"the boys" like.

curtain speech

in the first part.

Miss Washburn was a large sized hit
She has a flashy, loud style that
the house seemed to like and disported
herself in an elaborate wardrobe of wondrous color scheme and design. Weber has
practically no comedy support. The only
other male member of the cast who attains
prominence is Vaughn Comfort, a ponderous party, with an amputated sense of
humor. Mr. Comfort is prone to posing.

herself.

In the first part his noble nether proporclose,

comedy idea,
Welsh is the
of

James H. Curtin

vicinity of Spring Street

The opening

late.

the

Mr. Reilly has at least surounded himself
with a more comely bunch of choristers

of costume being shown in the first part
and three in the burlesque, which is di-

to materialize at

fail

this

many who were unbilled on Monday.
The organization carries fourteen
chorus girls, who will never complain of
being overworked.
The pieces are both

nicely.

comedy business.
Not the least noticeable feature of this
part is a finale which fills the requirements of noise and excitement and,

well dressed, six changes

Hill

names

the

about as

stricken to earth the judge counts slow-

noon."

is

Murray

his

from opposite sides of the stage, and the
progress of the family feud between the
Krousmeyers and Grogans furnishes material for unlimited amusing knockabout

The show

who

of several

"stands in" with Anthony.

girl

solid applause.

The program contains

Fair."

GIRLS.

Anyone who knows the popular regard

general

around.

acy.

The setting for the first part represents
two tenement houses facing each other

thanks be to goodness, avoids the "patriotic" number.
It is a novel arrangement and brought the act to its finish to

a

shakeup recently in the ranks of "Vanity

or less becoming.

comedy makes a descent at
at others it takes momentary

low

been

evidently

ence.

final curtain.

Frank Bambard, of Swan and Bambard,
He
makes a capital comedy support.
plays an Irish part capably, and he and
Watson work up to each other skillfully.

has

each.

details as "lines."

that they like at the Dewey, and
the whole show went with a whoop to the

There

and that alone covers a multitude
Pat is a funny Irishman, and
of sins.
he can draw the character to suit his audiusual,

His

BROADWAY GAIETY

VANITY FAIR.

having his program mat-

is

sort

bard's

IS

the enter-

His billing reads, "In with
Everything,' and he was all of that and a
tiny whit more.
His antics were fairly
tainment.

funny, but he should be told that yelling

a costume in
which he cuts a ridiculous figure, further
accentuated by the fact that he is pre-

tions are displayed in tights,

sumed to be playing a straight

Clarence

Marks has by

bass

Welsh and Maitland, but only the man
appeared. He showed some capital comedy
contortion work.
The Wang Doodle Four
(colored) closed the olio and ditl not fare
well as would naturally be expected.
Morgan and Chester received more than
for

by

best

a heavy
to "coon"

It is

and admirably adapted
But Marks is not conspicuous

shouting.

as a comedian.

Hattie

ing up with a too short dance.

More of
the song and dance thing would help materially.
Fiske and McDonough were also
called in to bolster up the proceedings.
The pair are first rate artists. They put
over a quiet talking act and got away with
it without an effort.
A card was put out

the

far

voice in the organization.

Kresko & Groves, who are evidently not
with the show, started the good work with
a fresh line of rather bright patter, finish-

it

his affectations.

is

not first-class comedy.

He

part.

has a good strong voice, but he spoils

Chew

could

make

a

good deal

more out of the grotesque part she has
if she gave herself up to clowning more.
Miss Chew had a first-rate song and dance
in

the burlesque, however, in which she

acquitted herself creditably.

The

olio

Beatrice

a

has been rearranged recently.

Haynes opens the

specialties with

She has chosen
the most catchy of the present day popular songs, and the delighted gallery accompanied her through her three numsingle

singing

turn.

Marks followed with

bers.

Clarence

their share of laughs.

other

single

enough, but lacks

Washburn and Company contributed a
comedy talking sketch which was pretty

The skit does well
finish.
James R. Waters

sang parodies.
Altogether "Vanity Fair" makes rathor
good clean entertainment, but comes a long
way from being a first-class burlesque

show.

and

it

The material and people are
should become

all

of that.

there

Dash.

singing

act

and

an-

Blanche

heavy on the dialogue, and not very enlivening.
John Weber was received with
large enthusiasm in his German talking
and singing sketch and the Bennington
Brothers in an athletic act closed. Rush.

—
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NEW

YORK.

oughly enjoyable vaudeville

week

many

as

in

from

this

moons as you care

Everybody on the

to mention.
hit,

blue

entertainment

New York

than that afforded at the

was a

bill

Radie Furman, who took

little

four recalls in the "No. 2" place, to Su-

zanne

Adams (New

Acts), the high-priced

whose appearance was the

headliner,

Have you caught Mike Scott?

more thor-

a

oc-

down

time "The Roving Irishman"

There

made
an

is

at-

touch of novelty about her spe-

tractive

was

last

at Pas-

having

by

a

who

bill

upon using Mike's own original

insisted

material,

and so Mike had

old

after

stuff

the

do a

to

show

first

or

lot of

own, and he

his

into

the

to

it

likely ob-

that statement as he has no love

to

ject

going

is

Mr. Scott would

queen's taste.

Weber")

What's the use

Ross and Fenton to vaude-

of

proclaimed what great favorites they were

ville

in vaude-

The

comedy

maid

much

and

dancing

Woman,"

a

Besides

enjoyed.

"The

to

Harry

of

is

What's the use of working?
You might live on just the same.
What's the use of being good
When it only brings you blame?

the

Widow"

Merry

waltz, the newness in the act

impersonation

Mr.

by

written

sketch

named "Just Like

played

You'll surely be found out.

What's the use of truthfulness
When it only brings a doubt?

permanency.

for a

it

Mr. Ross'

is

Lauder

singing
j

cialty

and

mends

with

a

a

is

breezy

cheery,

qualities of sprightly good

possible

is

Furman

Miss

it.

soubrette

and

simple completeness recom-

its

that

queens and the likes of them.

for

graceful

To say

manner

be putting

it

It

improvises

his

in

sings his

humor.

she makes a mistake

Mike Scott

that

own

He

mildly.

original would

is

tells

much more entertaining as
her smart, lively self. -Maude Hall Macy has injected some
new slang into her odd comedy sketch,
but for the most part it stands as before.
Subjected to the handicaps of third place
the show this week

in

Bob and George Quig-

success.

stantial

scored a sub-

it

were well up among the leaders in
section. The pair have worked
out a line of conversation which takes
none of its text from the catalogue of
stock humor. Every line is new and the
ley

the

comedy

pair deliver

it

easily

and

The

effectively.

Irishman earns a heartfelt vote of thanks

by appearing

in

regular,

human

clothes.

Except for a barely perceptible touch of
eccentricity he was as well dressed as
the "straight" man.
Greene and Werner replaced Caicedo,
the wire-walker, opening the intermission,
and were one of the hits of the evening.
Mr. Greene has lost none of his extraordinary skill as an interpreter of "coon"
songs. His numbers went extremely well.
The pair work smoothly and at high
speed, and the novelty and picturesque
dressing of their offering does the rest.
Julian Rose caught an opportunity and
made the most of it. Two or three parodies modelled upon Harry Lauder's repertoire of songs returned him interest a
hundredfold. Rose handled the burlesque
splendidly.

but

He might

easily have

over-

a safe middle
course and he "landed" with both feet emplayed,

he

steered

The parodies came along toward the end of the turn. The talk that
preceded was rich in laughs. Some of his

phatically.

material

is

so good that one

wonder why
comedy

to

obvious

it

is

is

inclined

he lets any of the
creep

to

spoil

The Okabe Family of Japanese

acro-

his

stuff

in

effects.

since,

New

When

they

first

York, now some months

they had a routine of novelty acro-

batic feats that

was second to none.

present form the act

In

improved even
over its former arrangement. In dressing
the number is extremely showy, even
spectacular, and there is a gasp every
two seconds in the series of unheard of
its

feats.

The

music

his

and

he hurts the imitation greatly by not appear-

own

finish is

is

the weak point.

They

have more striking feats in the opening,
almost any one of which would serve
better as a closing feature.

This defect

should be corrected without delay.

Gorget ty Troupe

is

under

New

The

Acts.

Rush.

reads in bold lettering,

it

Mike

Scott does a real old-fashioned clog on a

small

raised

square,

inches

and as

says Michael,

is,"

it

"Sixteen

pedestal.

his

shoes measure eleven inches from heel to

you see

toe,

dance,

to

It

also

only allows of
says

entertained and

and

inches

five

Mr.

Michael.

made them laugh

Scott

at

Pas-

would be just as easy for him
to do it at any other house.
James S. Devlin and Mae Ellwood
played the house a short time ago with
their present offering,
"The Girl from
Yonkers."
The act embodies a new idea
and is full of bright spots.
Miss Ellwood, "the girl" with a mania
tor's,

it

taking things,

for

Mr.

plays admirably.

Devlin does well enough, but is buried beneath the excellent work of his partner.

There

is

the

in

which

a quantity of good, quiet comedy
offering

always
novelty.
This
is

and

has

it

in

demand

in

itself

strongest recommendation

that

quality

in vaudeville

should

Bartlett and Collins do a

be

the

little

of every-

Mr. Bartlett is a good comedy contortionist and would do well to stick closer
to this line of work.
The opening Is first
thing.

rate,

of

probably.

Miss

better in a

the

piece

Fenton

not

has

not

We

When

long while.

of

her

character-change

singing

But notwithstanding

the audience, Miss

Kokin held

up

their act

through the audience applauding so vociferously at her finish, an imitation of
Fred Stone dancing, that she was obliged

M.
Song."

record

with a short speech.
Miss Kokin's name has a foreign tinge
and she faintly suggests Europe at times.
While the vaudeville managers have been
wasting their time and money in attempt-

able as

it

first

is

excus-

comes apart and probably could

made no other way, but a prettier costume could be found for the change that
would improve her appearance. The house
liked the offering and was not bashful
be

about saying
Clifford

so.

and

Hall

should

frame

up a

singing and dancing act in "one" and do
possess

the

pleasing

attempted comedy.
voices,

and

while

ing

"boom"

foreign

have they overlooked

why

importations,

Mignonette

Kokin?

Mabel Sisson, who recame together as a dancing and
singing team, are playing Western dates,
but will appear in New York shortly.
Jessie Barnes and

Miss Barnes has been

to believe Miss
on the stage she
is the best Scotch impersonator who has
appeared over here (but could have a
better song) and she is the hit of the

Kokin

strong

her.

It

is

easy

js the best dancer

bill

this

week,

;

excepting

possibly

"The Romany Opera Company"

in

"Resisto," a new electrical phenomenon,
under the management of Alf. T. Wilton,
is

playing

week.

an act not witnessed on

woman

looking

little

She

is

of

the

pair

a neat, trim-

body and her neatness only

accent nates the fact that the man's make-

up could stand cleansing.
Milton and his Dogs closed.

/

Sam Row-

Carrie Scott, Jas. A. Welch and

pany, Clayton and
under New Acts.

it

well, bringing in sufficient

ComDrew and DeLisle are
Dash.

up the short waits entertainingly.
Another laughing success, with musical

Eckhoff and Gordon.

was scored

by

Miss Gordon, who

pleasing in appearance in both the

gown

and soldier costume, has a naturally pleasant voice, used to good effect without
straining, and Mr. Eckhoff supplies all the
comedy, also nearly all of the music. Some
of the

fun,

while not uncommon,

is

well

worked up, although a little dragged out,
and Mr. Eckhoff makes good music, particularly while playing a bass clarionet.

Cressy, of Cressy and Dayne,

lowed

in

up

until the finish,

who

when

the "barber shop"

scene took place, excellent training making
itself

prominent throughout.

fol-

sketch around a clarionet, and perhaps

if

Mr. Galetti

very mild in appearance and speech and

has a

first-class

comedy animal
of the

act.

Swor Brothers

almost a monologue,

is

the talking end taking

all

it

upon himself,

the other appearing at intervals and as a

"wench"

The dual conversa-

at the close.

tion of the "bear chase"

and "hot weather"

could be replaced by cross-fire talk to
better advantage.

It

is

much

thoroughly known,

though given a few extra touches by the
One has a suggestion of the
I>eculiar swinging walk of Joe Barrett, of
Gallagher and Barrett. Both are good

brothers.

"coons,"

the

comedy end

the act ought to be built

"The Village lawyer," wrote the

comedy

to set the house in gales of laughter, kept

The talk of one
won out. The act

is

this

Mr. Eckhoff would present his instrument
Mr. Cressy the latter would stop using
the shop-worn act.
The bamboo chimes, played by monkeys,
was the first novelty on the program, Galetti's animals performing the trick and

tures depict her rapid changes of costume,

combined,

Yonkers,

New York showing

soon.

they

entertainment

the

have a

Both

"Dutchman" and being a comedian.

through

Monday

—

filling

doing the heavy work.

Orpheum,

the
will

"Gypsy

able

—

He

is

John F. Clark keeps the house merry
his patter and impromptu remarks
and Tli" Harringtons opened with their
comedy ring offering. A little novelty is

retirement for

in

several years.

Whatever booming received could be borne

were singing the house was satisfied. Mr.
Clifford wrongly insists upon playing a

offered

the Alvin, Pittsburg, Thanks-

at

need not necessarily imitate anyone while
doing it. During her changes, moving pic-

with

and

new

cently

doing

The

established a

1)

return to the footlights, excusing her-

to

Miss Kokin might secure a more desirsong for her Scotch number, and
either while singing "Zuyder Zee" speak
with a German accent or drop that character, although the swing of the song carries it.
But did she do nothing else well
which she does decidedly her dancing
alone would bring her into prominence.
Miss Kokin just skips over the stage and

good looks With the

Woman

"Wine,

(No.

self

to

lins is not helping her

Company

The gross for two performwas $3,912. The week's business
amounted to something over $12,000.

night.

costumes now worn.

M. Thiese's

ances

Life,"

stretched out too long.

certain of the final Call?

giving Day.

Miss Col-

is

one never gets ahead?

When

the Ross-Fen-

ton popularity and the personal friends in

be dead.

all

of striving

What's the use of anything?
It ain't no good at all.
What's the use of kicking

and dancing number in "one." This removed* the edge somewhat from Mr. Ross'
effort.

might better

What's the use

looked

There was another Scotch impersonation
on the bill, given just before the RossFenton sketch by Mignonette Kokin as a
portion

laughing

of

another name for fears?

it's

What's the use of living?

permitting

but like everything else in the spe-

cialty

ley,

When

ing in the regulation Scotch costume, the
exigencies

out by

could receive.

it

What's the use

writes

"Copyright Granted to Mike Scott."

away with

bats closed the show.

appeared in

On

of crying?

Nothing's gained by tears.

vocal freakishness and actions of

its

only his

stories.

What's the use

has the dialect,

the Scotchman, nearly perfect at times, but

disfiguring herself for the character song.

She's ever so

with

He

Daisy."

He

unique.

is

dance steps,

songs and

Ma

"8h«'s

fall?

What's the use of lying?

were Mr. Ross and Miss Fenton to

choose

all.

What's the use of dreaming
When you're wakened by the

at the Twenty-third Street again

and are yet and would, always be

anything?

of

no good at

It ain't

("by permission of Joe

a week

for

Hoss,

week the Irishman has come

this

ville

act

his

would have been purloined bodily.

But

Mile. Chester and her "statue dog"

The

brother artist follow him on the

casion of a veritable demonstration.

a pretty opening number.

was handicapped

he

tor's

The return

Well, go

and get him.

to Pastor's

WHAT'S THE USE?

TWENTY-THIRD STREET.

PASTOR'S.

Broadway has not seen

especially, and
up into a strong

one.

The Picchiani Troupe

of acrobats closed.

Sime.
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BURLESQUE DRESSING
By FRANCES CLARE
"Fine feathers make

fine birds." And so
The sooner women study every

they do.

of

detail

little

costume and learn

their

to dress, not too expensively but becom-

the

ingly*

quicker

worth

their

be

will

and appreciated.

realized

The

has undergone a change.

time,

gown

is

be-

The

a thing of the past.

soft, materials, so dear to a woman's
and such a delight to the eye, have

pretty
heart,

come to stay.
Good and tasteful costuming in burlesque
is just as essential as in any other branch
of theatricals
in fact, more so, to make
amends for the overdressing in the past.
The most careful attention should be
;

given

the

to

the

of

selection

THE MONOLOGUE MAN

"Bon Tons").

By CLIFF GORDON.

wearing the hair parted if the pompais more becoming to your style of
beauty.
Lucky is the woman who can
wear her hair plain.

Now,

girh?, for

a

little

scandal.

I

know

good

what

often

so

with

I

vaude-

task in

— whether

team or monologist.
I have thought often over the

the

subject.

think the monologist has a harder

I really

time than the others.
For instance you take the sketch team.
In the first place (as a rule) they appear

periences.
I

asked

make

to

ville

with me in the following,
no doubt have the same ex-

all

been

sketch, acrobatic act, wire-walker, "sister"

will agree

we

for

have

I

thought was the hardest

dour

you

Burlesque dressing, within a very short
spangled

(of the

started out to be a real live soubrette,

and after being refused accommodations in
a dozen hotels, I sent the "dog" home!
All you married soubrettes listen! Our
worst enemy is the "usher," and I can
prove it. When Chauncey comes in, loaded with American Beauties and says
," the first
"Pass these to Miss

about

3

o'clock

and

about

Most carry lavish scenery,
the curtain

night.

at

which, when

audience at once

the

rises,

in

9

something pleasing to the eye. Five
or ten minutes of dialogue tells the plot
and a situation is cooked up for the corasees

as

corset,

a badly fitting one will spoil the lines of

Many an

the prettiest gown.

artiste has

found herself handicapped by a poor

unbecoming

ting or

paid

frock.

attention

particular

to

the

mg

the

of

chorus,

dressing

my

have

one

to

of

like the hcruffled skirt,

with

vaudeville has advanced.

monologists cannot write
laughs themselves, they get some one to

do

the

for them.

it

There

is

really

no price

good material.
I cannot
mention any mercantile business at the
present writing paying the profits vaudeville returns on the amount invested for
material. Yet with all the good material
it is a hard game to go out and stand
before an audience at 4:30 in the aftertoo

high

for

when there

is

a horse act following

think

I

if

the manager would instruct

the stage manager to be as careful be-

when a monologist

hind the stage

I

his act as

freedom,

all its

When

horses' hoofs.

"Grecian*'

drapery, but true to the soubrette spirit

way

ful the

and instead of the audience hearing the
point of your joke, they hear the hoofs
pounding on the stage. I never remember
an audience laughing at the sound of

favorite colors, like all other

dress

lines,

You work hard for three or four minto bring a laugh; then the stage
hands commence to lead in the horses,

women, certain styles that I affect, and
I and my modiste plan and work together.
The key-note of good dressing is originality and simplicity.
In the course of a
performance I wear everything from the
•'fluffy-ruffle*

tered

utes

ac-

cordingly.
1

to get away from the batsuch as "mothers-in-law,"
"marriage" and "bargain sales." You have
to do it in our days in order to be success-

hard

strives

you.

color

myself

I think the monologue man of to-day
should not be condemned too easily.
He

cially

^tum-

schemes, of the settings, and the

to buy us a hat."

noon and try and make them laugh, espe-

fit-

have always

I

about our mothers-in-law and how we call
our husband 'Dearie' when we want him

he

is

of Miss

is

doing

or Mr.

from the "legitimate" the mono-

best.

shoes and .stockings should harmonise
with the costume, and no end of attention

The

given to the hat or head-dress.

may

ter

spoil

the smartest

lat-

A

costume.

parasol adds greatly "to. the gen-

fan or

eral result.

As

shoes, cheap ones are

to

Nothing

vestment.

but

bad

a

in*

stocking*

silk

he worn, for either long or short

should

they cost

dresses.

If

properly eared

no more

in

the end than the ugly

for,

"lisle,"'

which spoils the looks of the most prettily
shape'l

limb.

s

In the selection of the hat, the face

the hair must

and

receive the first considera-

Never buy a hat because it is the
prevailing style and looks good on the
*>oubrette" with another show.
Perhaps

ROSR SYDELL.

tion.

it

does,

but

it

may

not

look

good

on

Unless vou care to buv the best of

you.

them altogether. Flowers
and ribbon are just as pretty and less
expensive.
A "hat" trunk is a good
scheme, for should one hat be ruined on
a "jump" it will cost more to replace
than the trunk cost.
"Making-up" is an art that would be
feathers, avoid

well

for us all to stud v.

A

clear,

light

Wherever then-

Is

Mis* Sydcll Is t In* leader
there is known the name of "Roue Sydcll."
her name, "Hose Sydeiis 'London Blondes, " now touring the Baetera

a stag*,

of the organisation which bean
Burlesque Wheel Circuit.
of striking personality and carriage. Miss Sydcll is recognised as one of burlesque's leaders and
favorites.
Her value to this Held alone has been of Immense advantage, for sin- Inaugurated the vogue
Miss Sydell's
of burlesque women dressing for the eye. and as an attraction to feminine patrons.
costumes are a feature of the show she Is with.
'

thing

voting

this

claims

Holmes

Sherlock

ex-

"See that fellow made up like

is:

a 'monk,' that's her husband," and
The bright
"American Beauties" exit.
smile and "baby stare" is all for naught
after that.

make-up Is best. Follow out the rules of
nature and you cannot go wrong. I have
heard people in the audience remark that

Consider the "spot light," songs that are
epidemic in burlesque are usually sung by

they could scarcely recognize their own

theatre opening day you are greeted by

friends,

owing to the careless manner

in

the soubrette.

the

Upon your

arrival at the

manager or stage manager with

a

edian's entrance.

When

at once something to

Now, take
he

must

the

follow

he enters

work

monologist.

everything

he has

on.

on

the

bill.

The audience in a continuous house has
sat from about 1 o'clock and listened to

logue

the best Shoe," etc.

than

smile

prove, and not to disguise.
Neck, arms
and hands should be given special attention.
Kvery woman looks her best when
neck and sholders are shown to advan-

orchestra."

your troubles comand then the other with
pleading voice tells you his wife is out "in
front" on this particular day. Those tak-

have no beautiful scenery behind you;
you have no one to "feed" you; you have
got to make them laugh right away, or

tage.

ing this precaution are usually the ones

they do n^t go home, they will
remark: "Oh, what's the use of listening
to him.
He will start to talk and tell us

The same
Don't

rule for the hair as the hats.

make

yourself

unattractive

by

rooms.

He

says,

"No

spot light or singing

to the audience, but you

mence.

may

,sing

to the

Then

First one

who work the number up

best,

(Continued on page 65.)

on

all

of the BsterbrookS, instrumentalists, Is this season with the IdK musical comedy success "Miss
New York, Jr.," under the management of I. II.
He
Herk, playing the Kmpire Circuit theatres.
will produce a new big original musical novelty
The Esterbrooks were
act In "one" next season.
very successful in vaudeville last year, and will
probahly return to the field next season.

the jokes, heard all the songs, are
nbout worn out. He comes on with only
a "drop" in "one" perhaps, with a lot of
advertisements behind him reading "Big
Shoe is
cut in underwear," "The

all

which they made up, and the utter disregard of how to bring out their own
charms.
Use powder and paint to im-

as cold as the stage and dressing

FREDERICK ESTERBROOK

Generally

You have to take the public's mind off
make them listen to you. You

man would be far more valuable
sometimes happens now he is at

times.

that, and

otherwise most of the

Or

if

women

will

leave.

"Flying Ballet'1 is playing
Hippodrome, having surrendered its
The
United time for the engagement.
Grigoletti'i

the

Marinelli office has re-booked the act over
the United for all of next season, com-

mencing Aug. 3 at Ramona Park, Grand
Rapids, Mich.
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in this position.

BLOW-DOWN "

"

By FRED BRADNA.
The route card

of

the

"Greatest

on

Earth" for the season '07 had first outdoor stand under the white tops, Reading,
Pa., April 22-23. The Reading Railroad had
charge of the transportation from Jersey

other

/side,

reach the horses.

some members of

for instance,

the Novello Troupe, not yet used to this
kind of traveling, carried pretty nearly a
car load of baggage, but they soon found

out to travel with a big show in America

not in the least

is

uncomfortable,

and

that the accommodations for the artists
are really

We

first class.

in Reading Sunday
about noon, and on our arrival on the lot
found the different tents pitched.
The
cook
tent,
superintended by
Charley
Henry, promised great.

arrived safely

was a bright day,

It

canvas,

this

under

first

indeed, too bright to

last.

We

gave two shows Monday to big crowds,
and everybody was hopeful of another fine
day on Tuesday.
But in the morning
we found an ice-cold breeze blowing, which
pulled the

remained perfectly quiet
By luck I got my big
hunting knife, and with the aid of Charley Grunatho, we succeeded in making an
opening in the half-frozen canvaa and to

their knees, but

THE BARNUM-BAILEY

guy rope as

This breeze kept up
the evening

around like a maniac calling "Helene!
Helene!" while the Grunatho girls, still
in their tights, were running out in the
rain and hailstorm with all their street
dresses wrapped up in bundles.
Ella Bradna, although a daring woman
on horseback, was crying like a child and
Finally we found that,
calling for me.
with the exception of Toto Siegrist, no
one was seriously hurt. Everybody rushed
to the sleeping cars, which, luckily, were
close to the grounds, and we went to bed
with the sweet remembrance of our first
stand under canvaa with the "Greatest on
Earth," season

HIS

tight a* possible.
all

day.

Towards

looked more like a cyclone.

it

Then followed a scene worth paying any
amount to witness. Franz Novello, thinking his daughter was surely killed, ran

We

'07.

PARODY DIDN'T
"White
summer.

played

Mass., last

City,"

GO.

GRACIE AND REYNOLDS.

Worcester,

was featuring a

I

Reynolds are with Clark's "Run
away Girls" this wason. They call themselves
"The Beauty and the Beast," for their act is a
Oracle and

combination of comedy talking and eccentric
It Is known from one end of the
knockabout.
country to the other.

when a well known Scotch comedian got
up and, after shaking hands all around,
bid the party good night. There was a
riot of protest against his desertion,

but

performance murmuring
"Good night! good night!" with redoubled
he

repeated

the

determination.

Somebody caught him and forced him
hack in his chair.
"No need t' fecht," he protested gently,
"A'm noo goon. Ye ken A'm a steekler
for for-rr-m an' A'm bound to say gude

FRED ZOBEDIE.
Fred Zobedie. tbe famous band balancer, requires no introduction.
Known throughout the
circus world and In vaudeville, Mr. Zobedie baa
establisbed himself as In tbe first rank of all
equilibrists.
This past season Mr. Zobedie wan
a feature with the Forepaugb-Sells Circus.
He is
now playing In vaudeville, and will return to the
tented arena when tbe warm weather again put*
in

nicht whilst yet

A'm

able."

Marie Rosnhy.

an appearance.

City to the Dutch town. After the last
beat of the drum at the Madison Square

BELLE GORDON.

Garden it was a busy night for everybody.
Watching the stage entrance to the big
building you could see women riders, acro-

The dainty

who

is

"Originality

Is

little athlete

playing return engagements on the coast.
tbe only trade-mark."

bats, wire-walkers, etc., all carrying big

bundles

containing

sleeping cars, our

the

home

outfit

for

the

for the next six

months.

We

were sitting on our trunk* with our

overcoats on, expecting something extra-

ordinary to happen.

Of course,

the new-comers

from

the

This expectation did

not keep us waiting long.
Ledgett, the bareback rider, already or-

When we

the house the sweet

young thing accosted

Grunatho also

me with

sweet voice) his wife, Dollie
tried

to hurry his daugh-

It was then just about 9 o'clock p. m.
Half the performance wa,s over, when a
big gust of wind struck the dressing room.

whole two-pole tent
came on our heads. To my left Charley
Grunatho was dressing at this moment,
while on my right good-natured Toto
In

a

Siegrist

second

was

the

just

about to

tights for the big aerial act.

put on

One

head, cutting him so badly that Dr. Ivers,
the

physician traveling with the show,
had to be hurried to the scene of dis-

GOLDBERG.

aster.

and race horses, standing in the padroom, through the weight
of the wet canvas, were pulled down on
All the bareback

:

got back to

"I heard that song before.

It

was sung here last by a young feller with
moving pictures, only he used different
words and he was handsome." The delicate
accent on

the

"he" and "handsome"

no possible doubt where I stood in the
timation of the Worcester belle.

Tom

left

es-

Wilton,

Of Wilson and Mae.

his

of the

center poles hit poor Toto across the fore-

M.

was funny.
During the act I noted a sweet young
thing from our hotel regarding us with
solemn disapproval.

(in his

ters with their dressing.

LEW

I
it

Julian, out of the dressing room, and papa

dered

Mr. Goldberg Is the manager of the Grand
Theatre, Joilet, and Castle Theatre. Bloomlngton,
111.
The youngest and most enterprising manager
in the State.

parody on a popular sentimental ballad.
wrote that parody myself and thought

"BEFORE THE LIGHTS

WENT

OUT."

A

group of artists gathered in Glasgow
some time ago to welcome home a brother

who had been in America. It
was a stag party, and the flowing bowl
was the official emblem. The bottle had
gone around twice and the function had
just settled down V> *n all-night session

REBA AND INEZ KAUFMAN.

professional

Misses Kaufman have been scoring deThey
cidedly all over the vaudeville circuits.
are singers, dancers and pantomlmlsts, presenting a charming appearance.
Engagements abroad
will take tbe girls to Europe In February, but
they will return In time to again play over here
next season.

The
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THE BURLESQUE
GOOD ENOUGH

VAUDEVILLE VERSUS
MUSICAL COMEDY

By W.

By WILLIAM GOULD.
One often hears some producing manager
"Why is it that musical comedy

say,

has not the drawing power to-day that

had

it

years ago?"

five

The answer

Vaudeville,

vaudeville.

is

muThe musical

(he fountain head, the high school of
sical

comedy, did the

trick.

manager taught him, and no

stage

the

more.

The manager gives the same song
vaudevillian, who has a different

to the
idea,

new, and at the finish he does
That is out of the ordinary
a dance.
and the song is a success. One new idea
from the artist suggests another from
the author, the stage manager, and before the week is over you would not know

which

that

is

it is

the same song.

Then the vaude-

put in a few "sure

villian starts to

He knows they

laughs."

are sure

fire,

B.

Just a few lines to congratulate you
on the occasion of your second anniversary of the wonderful success you have
achieved, and the prominence your publication has attained in the theatrical
world. No one can fully realize it.
It seems like only last week I purchased a copy of your first issue. At a
glance I realized then that we had another theatrical paper, come to stay.

how

can not imagine

can have Variety at

fire

so

for

table,

I

and fully

You

look for Saturday

I

relish the

my

breakfast

news contained.

WATSON.
where

I

am

to-day, considered to be one

of the best burlesque comedians

and pro-

ducers in either Wheel.

At the present time

am

I

"Watson's

shows,

three

conducting

Burlesquers,"

"Washington Society Girls" and "The OriCozy Corner Girls." I am also general manager for same.
I have no connections with any theatre.
Others may worry, I like to come and go.
I have been a burlesque manager for sixteen years and played vaudeville for ten
ental

years previously.
I played for

Mr. B. F. Keith in a store

show at Boston on Washington street, and
had to do ten shows a day. I've played
all the big vaudeville houses from Maine
to California.

A manager

on L.^adwaj vtnx^asked me
up town. I said: "Not
on your life. There are six weeks of rehearsals and too many failures.
Three
hundred dollars on the Bowery is better
than $275 on Broadway." 'Nuf sed. Use
the subway.

why

I

did not go

"NOTICE" FOR DOG.
New Castle, Pa., Dec.

13.

Bedell Bros., the "strong" act, billed as

Gymnasts,"

"Australian

had

"run-in"

a

with the manager of the show they were
playing with when

HARVEY AND DE VORA.

The Brothers

Harvey and De Vora, known as "Those Groteaque Dancers, M formerly "The Dancing Kids,"

lieved

having a number that la Intensely
amusing and which has received the strong Indorsement of all the leading managers in this
vaudeville,

to

"slips"

in

struck town.

company as

from which

"rubber-tire show,"

one of the beat eccentric dancing acta In

offer

it

describe the

mean
and

that

out

organization

the

town.

of

a

be-

is

it

In

New

country.
Special

mention is made of the gorgeous costumes worn by this team. They are this season
en route with "RIalto Rounders" Company (Western Wheel).

comedy audience of the past
ville

It did
lic

is

the vaude-

audience of to-day.

not take the theatre-going pub-

long to find out that seven-eighths of

the musical comedy stars received their
theatrical education

and training

vaude-

in

ville.

These artists were called from vaudeby astute managers on account of
their finer ability as specialists of a decided and unique type.
What makes the vaudeville artist more
competent than his legitimate brother?
The "legit" has his part handed to him.
Tie is rehearsed by a competent stage
manager. He does what he is told to do
nnd no more. Everything is left in the
hands of his manager.
ville

Take the vaudeville artist's life. First
he must be his own manager, buy or
write his own specialty production. Then

own advance and

he becomes his

press

own property man.
Being left to his own resources he becomes creative. He originates. No stage
agent; his

him

manager gives

personality

or

in-

It simply grows.
Then the
manager comes along and signs the

dividuality.

bright

LEE HARRISON.
Broadway Girls."

vaudeville theatrea hereabouts.

—

he has tried them out before and

Why

do they

look

to

vaudeville

for

Because Mr. Manager has a

posi-

is

tive.

person and the
vaudevillian

is

says, here

first

thing you

handing

over

is

a clever

know

the

situations

and complications for scenes that are sure
to make any musical comedy, and in return for this he is receiving a certain

amount of "polish" necessary to
sical comedy star or favorite.
For the
the

mu-

of doubting Thomases,
few ex-vaudevillians whom I

pleasure

Weber and

of

knowing:

Fields,

Sam

David
Bernard.

song in his shew that is not a success
in the hand* of the "stage managed legiti-

mate

Jeff

singer."

footlights."

"It does not get over the

The

can not originate.

legit

can't

He merely

dance,

he

does what

Castle the finish came for a dog the Bedells

quarter for the paper.

had with them.

De

Dailey,

Angelis,

Bob

Dailey,

Nat
I>ee

required

It

much longer time

fame than

to gain

benefit

here are a

Warfleld,

the

Eddie Foy, Rogers Brothers, Montgomery
and Stone, Geo. M. Cohan, Victor Moore.
Dan Daly, Harry Bulger, Ward and Vokcs.

these finds?

have already given 25 cents for a
copy of Variety. This happened at
Des Moines, la., last September.
The
newsdealer ran out, but told me he sold
the last one to the Fire Marshal, who
was a steady subscriber.
I found the gentleman and gave him a
I

FRANKIE LA MARCHE.

single

The author then

have

artist.

Harrison, the unctuous, the smooth and oily and the bland.

Jusl now it is "Lee Harrison and
Aforetime he worked alone, and his monologue was much in demand In the
Personal friend of George Ade, who writes a good deal of his "stuff,"
and perhapa more widely known and liked in the vaudeville and legitimate theatrical profession than
any other man you could name; but what's the use everybody knows Lee Harrison.
I.etr

Ills

twenty -six years ago
the public.

please

week

at

No.

1

I

I

first

started

Chatham

York, at a museum.

me

for

It is

over

started
for

to

$G per

Square,

Fast.

New

It

named "Dick,"

is

terrier;

a

wise

it

$12 the

Morris

&

Pete

Bowery,

Harrison,

Ross

Then I went to
Museum, and I kept

a-

*

week at 210
Hickman's Museum.
298
Bowery, Globe

following

at

it

until

I

landed

"two

of the Brothers asked him the cause.

He

"We

have boon doing

the show."

got

Boston

manager gave

The

look.

day.
I

pretty

weeks' notice" for "Dick," and the larger

business ever since that

I

a

carries a pipe and always has

had to do twelve
shows a day for the "six," including Sun-

Goodwin,

(Continued on page 65.)

did you.

it

The original "girl 'Buster Brown,' " baring
met with great tuccesa on the Kohl ft Cj.stle Clr
cult, la duplicating the same trlumpha in the

The

replied

Bedell

dam

Brother!

bum

dog joined

accepted

the

"notice" for the dog, and handed in their

own.
gether.

The

three

will

leave

the

show

to-

.
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HOW NOT TO WRIT E

by

LYRICS

Being an Exposition of Curious Mental Phenomena,
as Observed by a Collector of Crippled and

published

bye),

the

regular house

a

and fetchingly entitled "The Wreck of
Here it is:
the Flyer; Duquesne."
The heart of a maiden was beating with pleasure
As the day of her wedding drew near.
sang

She

'If

By IRENE FRANKLIN GREEN.

as

she

am

On

be times when the humble heart affairs
of "Mah Honey Lou," the homely reflec-

Johnson" and "Mother's
Hopes" arc forced with un-

tions of "Mistah

Blighted

inspired farm hands

blessed land of ours,

and talented grocery clerks are turning
out

what

this

to

Picture

compositions.

original

yourself

means, grasp

you

if

can a realization of the total of broken
hearts, broken rules of lyric technique

and

shattered

that

rhetoric

rep-

this

resents in the aggregate, and from which

we

it

holly

wreaths

In

my

alive,

heart,

"

CHORUS.

the Limited Flyer, Duquesne.
Like a dart It speeds over the plain,
May the angels above watch over my love
On the Limited Flyer, Duquesne.

The second verse opens with many bass
chords and one knows instinctively thai
happy

this is going to be no

bridal.

While tying one wreath with a bow of red ribbon
She heard a commotion outside.
It seemed all the newsboys were running with
papers,

immense amount

or not, an

the

On

alone are your salvation.

Believe

placed

dear, I'll arrive
the Limited Flyer, Duquesne.'

I

_

and Mrs. Public, bear with
the singer of songs in vaudeville. There

by

trade

the

in

window,
"To-morrow my love will be here.
The message he sent me brought Joy to my
Yet seems to be haunting my brain:

Destitute Song Compositions.

Flease, Mr.

Pittsburg

in

recognized

of this trash filters through the regular

channels of the trade to come upon the

And "Awful

disaster,"

they cried.

She listened Intently to hear something more,
She heard, but the hearing brought pain.
One "newsle" ran by and loudly did cry,
"The wreck of the Flyer, Duquesne."

market as the product of established pub-

I

always liked the third from the

last

GARTELLE BROTHERS.
The Gartelle Brothers

are the leading exponents of "fun on wheels." They put a whole lot
of really amusing knockabout iuto their comedy
roller-skating act, the blackface member of the
team particularly working up a series of comedy
falls that would make a graven image laugh.
The act is a standard laughing number and
various Imitators have placed their stamp of approval upon it.

occurs that one would have to sing

It

number

the

in

Irish

make

to

dialect

'green" and Duquesne rhyme, but that

is

Having now united the

only an incident.

even at a deathbed, the dramatic

lovers,

seem

would

recital

to

have

reached

But

degree of finality.

satisfactory

a
no,

on,, to round the tragedy
and tearfully examine the corpse in u

the lyricist goes

LONEY HASKELL.

off

••That rascal," LONEY HASKELL, returned to
vaudeville this season, after two years' absence,

stanza:

final

Nenr the wreck of the Flyer. Duquesne.
She was clasped to his bosom again.
Rut she ne'»-r was his bride,
For her lover there died.
Near the wreck of the Flyer. Duquesne,

daring which time he toured the country with
a big musical comedy, of which he was the auih r
Mr. HaskeU Is constantly In desnd manager.
mand In all the leading vaudeville bouses, and Ht
present Is presenting his character monologue on
the Kohl & Castle and Orpheum Circuits.

Ah

well,

the

going

down

thereof

all

over

poor chap, perhaps

he died.

well that

upon your attention.
But consider, these are few of the many,
and, believe me, we stand between you
and a fate infinitely more tragic.
For from the rising of the sun unto
welcome frequency

it

was as

He might have

lived

to write sentimental ballads.

Here's another
ing in

its

own

melaneholv

its

played
(

lav

"moderato."

this
so.

bit,

harlcs

A.

unique and interestway. As befits

peculiar

music

the

The

is

to

directions

be

say

Meyers wrote the music

(Continual on page 05.)
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SISTERS.

Singers and dancers, the Sisters, together with Alfred Warner, who likewise dances and sings,
are now playing on the United Booking Offices time with conspicuous success.
The girls are young,
very pretty and half the charm of their performance Is the Ingenuous fun they seem to get out of It.

In my experience as a public
have been constantly importuned

Ushers.
singer, I

numbers

sing

to

known

that

fractured

every

and taste.
Indeed, certain publishers have even accused me of personal enmity because 1
side-stepped the distinction of warbling
their works of genius.
One of my most prized possessions is

my

convention

FRANK ODELL AND KINLEY

ROSE.

Ludicrous comedy, skillful acrobatics, novel
dancing, splcndily costumed Is the key to the
success enjoyed by Odell and Kinley In their
original offering

"PIERItOT

They are booked

solid

AND PIERRETTE."

country until
June 1, 1908, with the exception of Christmas
week, which they will spend at their home
Toledo, O.).
f

'

In

this

is

a bona

style

gems of

library of musical

Every one
in

of

serious request that

When

I

refused

hinted that
rival

the

make

was

me with
use of

several

down budding

pick

of

(they run very

the

much

tinues:

The wreck

of the Flyer Duquesne!
my love on that train!
I'll wait,
I
must know the fate
Of my love on the Flyer, Duquesne.

My God, and
Not a moment

It

it.

times

was being subsidized by a

firm to keep

Perhaps
ballad

I

it

I

pain."

needs no bass chords

this sort.

publication and

fide

each case was submitted to

"She heard, but the hearing brought
SomeIt is an exquisite touch.
how it seems to bring the heroine's soul
agony so close to us. Cliorus No. 2 conline,

lot

talent.
is

the

to ballads,

that

a

tragedy

portends.

now

to

tell

Orim horror

looms large as the narrative rushes on

KING ROLLINS,

to the terrible climax.

A

chartered was quickly conveying
Her nearer the heart-rending scene,
Where death and destruction had wrought awful

of Kollins and

special

havoc
And corpses were strewn o'er the green.
Arrived at the place, her lover she found,
Her coming had not been In vain.
On a cot he was lying well-not dead bnt dying,
Near the wreck of the Flyer, Duquesne.

—

—

Kllfton,

World's greatest banjolsts.
Mr. Kollins Is the
author of the famous "Whlzzer" March, "Grnnd
Entree" and the slow drag "The Twlrler," now
being played by the leading orchestras and bands
everywhere.
Kollins and Kllfton are playing dates in the
Middle West, having finished their engagement
over

the

Orpheum

Circuit.

—

t
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DIFFERENT IDEAS OF HUMOR.

NOTHING N EW UN DER THE SUN ?

THEATRE
FRANKLIN
CHATHAM SQU
/W

Geo. Abel.

liy
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Program

Sixty Years Ago,

Variety Performance,

of

Says So
Reproduced on

page

this

176 Chatham Square

is

a program for the re-opening of the Franklin Theatre at
years ago.

in 1848, sixty

Harry Sanderson,

23 inches

Its actual size is

The program

all his

is interesting from beginning to end.
It promises "Chaste and Beautiand a chunge of program "every evening." Henrietta Vallnire is an-

generations

countless

situation;

down upon him and he

of ancestry look

looks up to them.

Your American

good deal of an

a

is

of reverence un-

developed and his respect for antiquity a
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humor

his

in

American in tabloid
The Englishman needs and takes
form.
time to read, rellect upon and inwardly
digest his jokes; the American wants "Vm
hot ofT the bat." The Englishman finds
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Tke

rush.

So

it

we

water,
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that English
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MODEL ARTISTS

Numbering tome of lie most beautiful Women in the World.
American humor
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after he has been over here long enough
to get onto your curves.
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eray, an ardent admirer of Kipling, "Mr.
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appr«
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fat
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FEMALB BAND

Conclude with
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Boniface

"Sairey (lamp."

made a fortune
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4th, 1851
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OoBlophrat
Da Mortimor

Julia

T» Conclude

noutieed as

tin

1

"lovely" barmaid for

selling gold bricks in

New

old Thackeray!

Can you ever

and litterateur?

(oe, poet

try

Dooley."

A HIGHT.

to

take a

out of "Mr.

I

be as

who has never

managed anything more ambitious than a family row

dividual

at

stage

home.

We

went on

to do our singing

and

talk-

ing act at a club one night only to find

that

the

stage

had been

spread

with

a

ragged green cloth, making walking a desperate chance. After doing eccentric steps
pit falls for ten minutes, I was
caught unawares and did an unintentional

to avoid the

comedy

fall

Jiuimie Hice.

that

would

have

satisfied

W

**

*•

V"

\'0U

at that stage

manager

meaning honestly

for the general

good of

.««w»"""

iv

fame."

need a mallet to drive the
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Another program from 18"»1 is of a legitimate performance. Names are among the
cast which afterwards were famous on the American dramatic stage, but the connection,
if any, between these days of T»l and later can not he traced.

For weird ingenuity commend me to the
amateur stage manager of a club entertain-"
ment.
This is an elective office and the
committee usually appoints a talented in-

<*i|if>al

take to him as

naturally as a duck takes to water.

"A hundred years fr'm now Hogan may
famous as th' [mpror Willum. an'
annyhow they'll both be dead, an' that's

went

«•">).

l*ufn»«

Froia iha Raral An»^»n>r of

He's not an acquired taste for

me by any means.
(fro in

fall

"prepared" and classical studies) are promised.
A female hand or orchestra, a colored troupe, a French "danseuse" and an impersonator are also on the program.
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forget his meeting up with Adolphus Sim-
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Gamp

York.
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Mrs.
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Mark Twain

dote upon, whilst

I

an endless source of delight.
The United States never produced a
"con" artist to compare with Dickens's
is

Tiruf
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"Well, you see, there's a bicycle act on

(we were Xo. 4 on a ten number bill)
I
thought the green carpet made it
look more like a woodland scene," he ex-

IF

last

and

plained, smiling the expectant smile of the
terrier

pup that has just done

its prettiest

trick at the first try.

Of course the man shouldn't have been
live, but I was too stunned

permitted to

at this exhibition of his artistic tempera-

ment

to

do

my

HE HAD KNOWN,

vcr.sjUion

Wilson;

Of Wilson and Mae.

with

the

proprietor.

He asked

was with a melodrama some years ago
called "The Engineer," in which I was the
comedian, and Eva Tanguay was the sou-

me

We Were playing one night stands
and struck a small town about 15 miles

does that little tow-headed gal
(meaning Miss Tanguay). "Oh," I
replied, "she receivea $7;"» a week." "Gee
whiz," says he, 'how much do you get?"
"*7."> a week, too," I answered.
"If I'd a
ever know'd that, you'd a never got in here

I

brette.

east of Scran ton.

we took our

One hotel in town, so
The innkeeper gave

choice.

us a rate of one dollar a day.

After dinn

li-

the majority of the other seven membci.s

duty.
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American rushes to the quick lunch, bolts
something indigestible, and is back at his
business before you can say "Jack Robin-
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null
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The Englishman

DRAMATIC ASSOCIATION

Tm

Tfce

bump

iconoclast, with his

Hit

'»

or THIi MAUNUi' KNT MTABU.HMl.ST.

himself seriously in

every

Kka

'.'(

»l

W^Re-Openingr

The Englishman takes
all his moods and in

the situation.

AJftB.

'.KI.iT

ancestors sees nothing but the seriousness
of

furnished the original to Variety,
knowledge of the history of variety, could bring no direct
reference from his store of knowledge to this house or performance.
ful Exhibitions,"

Mark Twain at the tomb of Adam
found material for a humorous disquisition; Rudyard Kipling at the tomb of his

in length.

of Pastor's Theatre, kindly

but Mr. Sanderson, with

!

.

of the troupe
I

went

to rest themselves, but

remained downstairs and got into con-

a

lot of fool

inquisitive as

course

I

t<>

and

finally got

very

(he alariea of actors.

Of

tliinga,

swelled the figure.

He

finally said,

"How much

git?"

for mi dollar a day," hellowed the boniface.

Frank Taylor.
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EVOLUTION OF THE WHITE RATS

such beauty and odd, subtle appeal, such

ed, not

breadth of brotherhood and noble aim, that

and with the

t

By

J. C.

NUGENT.

great

lie

with

artists

Since the glory of Rome, when gladi-

men and

fools

and

down through the field fetes
and festivals of the middle ages, smacking of cap and bells and mixing in the
mind with* the wandering minstrels and
Merry Andrews of later European times,
even to when, in America, they became
musicians,

the local favorites of various "dumps"
and 'dives/' beer halls and museums, the
clowns and mountebanks of the earth
were ever children, never serious, and

who barters

much

loses

And so

that allures.

gaining a share of his
entertainer

lost

in

of

own

forever

the

illusion

embraced

prosperity the

the

happy

old,

and childlike unrestraint.
But the new conditions of advancement
The care- free player folk
must be met.
were forced to support homes and educate
assume the expense and
children
to
irresponsibility

;

responsibility

of

The high

citizenship.

salary began to appear.

Jokers and jesters

began to receive recompense exceeding the

never seriously considered.

wage of statesmen

In this, at least, they shared the fate
of higher genius; that of giving their

to heaven,

—

fc

fact

so unbelievable

soon heralded
it

seemed that

with

it

new

given by fanatics to a

demanding and
-

world, delighted

majestic ritual and boundless pos-

its

sibilities,

ators were, and strong

the

of

all

the fervor

religion.

Small wonder that to this day the newomer and outsider cannot understand the

enthusiasm with which this race of nomads
and wanderers clasped hands in new found
brotherhood.

The accompanying cut shows a group
Such a group will never meet

meeting.

In

again

its

original

conception

there

was no thought of gain or material advantage
no desire to intrude any form of
business.
It was a social order, aiming at
the social and intellectual betterment of

—

A

man

great

sealed

impetuosity of a

ill-advised

whom

class to

sane business method was a

Demands

book.

will

go out of the world

consideration

for

were met by the now organized managers
with rare lack of judgment and the feeling
of injus'.'ce grew until the thinking ele-

ment was no longer in control.
The managers who at this stage had had
the foresight to organize and make practical a business which was in its nature
and at the mercy of a

elusive, transitory

public fleeting fancy, deserved a world of

most

the

now by

Vaudeville was

credit.

long odds

and

conducted

systematically

branch of the theatrical business,
which is unique in that it deals largely

staple

with

fictitious values

and that the

salable property in sight

the profession.

while serious art went begging, the frothy

calmly nor wisely, but intolerantly,

tangible,

but a small per

is

cent, of the cost.

These half-dozen men, aided by a corps
minds of the
period, brought vaudeville to an import anee
and dignity never known before.
But
of the brightest commercial

they forgot the artisT.
Percy Williams
sounded the keynote years afterward when
he said, "Don't organize the artist alone.
Organize also the agent, the manager. Or-

ganize them

We

all.

are

in the

same

Not too

late,

all

business."

This was great, but
nor

But

is it yet.

it

late.

should have been said

and done ten years before, and said and
done by the manager first.
The artist
looked to him and needed him, and from
him the overtures should have come and
would have been
a

There was

met.

fairly

thinking element amongst the

sufficient

was

artists to realize that the business

not

for to-day alone.

But

manager persisted

the

in the 'ememployee" fallacy, which presupposes a factory that delivers goods bearing only the factory name, and in which

ployer and

the

workman's

identity

recognizing that
rather

than

the

is

artist

workman,

a

instead of

lost
is

a

that

producer

name

his

remains on the goods until delivered and
that

name

tiiat

salary.

It

is

in

is.

at -stake as well as his
fact,

his

chiefest

asset,

himself and his lifework in essence.

The artists' desire to protect this was
resented as an effort to intrude into the
executive province; silly antagonisms arose.
The

artist,

made

too,

the mistake of tak-

ing himself too seriously, even sentiment-

Despite the earnest efforts of the

ally.

sensible element on both sides, excitement

augmented

until the storm broke, resulting
not only in great material loss to both, but

THE HISTORIC "STAR CABINET" OF THE WHITE RATS.
The above photo was taken at a meeting held
Building,

New

in

March, 1900, at

the

original

room

lodge

Savoy

the

in

Theatre

in a loss of faith, credit and confHcnec
which can only be remembered with pain
and regret and which is best forgotten.
What might be accomplished by evolu-

York.

Heading from

standing are Paul Armstrong, Bert Coote, John Sparks, Maurice Barrymore, Henry
Lee, DeWolf Hopper, Chas. T. Aldrich, Otis Harlan and Frank Lalor. Seated are Milton Royle, James J. Corbett,
Lew Fields, David Montgomery, Geo. Fuller Golden, A. Von Palm and J. C. Nugent.
left to right, those

tion is usually rather delayed than hastened

gift freely to the world,

and being them-

selves content with careless poverty.

reward.

But when, after the civil war, New
York stretched Harlem wards and Pastor's
moved uptown— when the old locale was
lost and the fashionable clientele from the
residential avenues began to come variety
wards, driving head
dignity

and

the

merriment of the hour should reap such
In the general, unprecedented prosperity,

managers grew arbitrary and,
contention for price and place,

in

jealous

artists be-

came divided against themselves.

Then

when George Fuller Golden dies, and there
will be an ache in many a heart wHich
knew and loved him.
Despite his artistic

by revolution.

conquest of three continents, his real worth

dall

is

-

there were farcical contracts and misrep-

those

and warring factions. And a
prevalent era of ill-feeling and discontent.

human

"slapstick"

into

repute, the clown began to change

dis-

with

the changing times.

With the new class of audience and
theatre came a new class of entertainer;
not only new in a more intellectual entertainment, but in an awakened com-

It

was coming too fast.
Out of the multitude came a man.

ceding

the

managers'

with no anticipation of

organization,
it,

but

in

Pre-

and

response

to the gregarious instinct of the fraternity,

mercial instinct.

thing.

the

"White Rats," the father

present orders, in

its

of all

who

poraneous

rise

far

But,

level.

traits,

above

the

inception a cult of

with

the

contem-

some

more

he combines with the brain

of a seer, a poet's soul.

he sprang into prominence as a leader of
singular magnetic quality.
He organized

Wherein he lost someThe poet who takes money is
only half a poet, after all. The artist

any generation who understand

in

ushers to Czar-like

resentation

understood, because there are few

little

living

And

in our chil-

dren's time Golden will be eulogized as the

greatest
great

man— perhaps

man — the

the

only

truly

vaudevilles have ever pro-

duced.

With
society

came an inrush

little

of riff-raff for

new

whom

had no meaning. Little

business grievances were intrud-

The long, tedious work of
was now to be done.
Fol-

lowing Golden's failing health, Ezra Kenstepped into the breach, and it was

due to his wonderful tenacity of

largely

that the now languishing order
through the discouraging years that

purpose
lived

followed.

The

reaction had bi ought a lack

of enthusiasm

which few survived.

But

with wonderful faith and hope and charity
he held the faithful band together.
It is notable that both

dall

sonal

the inrush of numbers into the

this exalted altitude

by

reconstruction

sacrificed

Golden and Ken-

not only fortune and per-

prospects,

but,

temporarily

let

us

hope, health also to the cause they loved.

Then came R. C. Mudge and the new
White Bats.
New in that it is now a
(Continued on page 85.)
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THE ENGLISH PROVINCES
By ROSS
Portsmouth, England, is a seaport town,
about two hours from London. It reminds
one of an American city. There is life;
cafes are open Sundays (an unusual thing
in the Provinces), and a band gives a
Sunday night concert on the pier. Sunday is very dull in England, especially for
a "Yank."
We are playing De Frece's new Hippodrome, a beautiful and modern theatre,
seating about 3,000, run on the customary
two shows nightly system. First performance, 6:45; second, 9 o'clock.

There is another hall here, "The Empire," one of the few in the Provinces
playing one show a night only, but by the
time this appears it will have fallen in
line,

giving two.

Both houses are situated on prominent
streets.
In a great many English towns
a first class house is on some dark back

23

THE "DOPE FIEND"

i

AND LEWIS.
The

By JUNIE McCREE.

hands usually see the

something

show,
custom
is for the mill hands to throw in and
pay a small amount to a man who they
call "a knocker up."
His duty is to go
around and wake them by means of the
old-fashioned knockers on the doors, and
woe to the pro. who has "digs" (as they
call
their apartments) on
the streets
where the "knocker" is getting in his

At
Harry
Morgan was his name and he was manager
of a theatre in Tacoma.
(Poor chap, he's
dead long ago from the drug.) He went
the pace rapidly and as an example of
what the drug can do his career was certainly a good one.
It was while I was in

work.

his

mill

It

first

A

as they have to be up early.

The mill hands usually come to the
show just as they leave the mill. All
wear clog shoes, the girls with shawls
over their heads.
They are wary of
being "stung" and often elect a delegate
to report on the show Monday night.
If his verdict is "champion" or "ex-

is

eighteen

like

or

nine-

teen years since I first became iuterested in

1*

any one individual, but a composite of sevThe "dope" fiend, no matter in what
condition you find him, is always there with

the dope fiend as a character study.

that time

I

employ

worked

in

for one of them.

'88 that

eral.

the

opium

of

My

It

is

He

He

the

ver-

Seemingly

much

never

is

talk he goes

never boister-

is

seldom works and never eats much.
a matter of little consequence to

is

When

him.

he dines

generally on a

is

it

and a cup of coffee.
I knew a couple of dope fiends in 'Frisco.
One of them, "Mac," was fairly we'1-to-do.
The other, who had not yet reached the
stage of constant smoking, had a tremen-

and suffered

piece of pie

however, was not among the Chinese nor
I

not

is

and when he does

talker,

Food

experience with victims of the drug,

in their joints.

It

directly to the point.

privations as a result of the raid.

pitiful

a

ous,

fled in all di-

rections, chiefly to the coast,

talk.

a vernacular of his own.

the Chinese were

They

joints.

semi-tough

nacular of the Bowery.

driven out of the town largely on account
of their

The character I played in "The Man
rom Denver" is not an impersonation of

never saw opium smoked

good for the week.
A hard working lot, there is a saying
that "the act which sweats the hardest
gets the most applause." This is true all
over England. They want a lot of action,
and the act which opens with patter is
apt to hear from the gallery. "Well, do
patience is too far
something"
if their
tried they are not backward in giving you
tra" business

is

;

the bird" (hissing).

A

favorite expression of the

a like case

in

is

to shout out

Scotchman
"Go back

to your work."

But this same crowd is very stanch, and
you please them, never forget you.
The Moss-Stoll tour consists of about
thirty-five halls which are all first class.
Not quite so pretentious as our vaudeif

ville

but
in.

/V Mt

TttCM^CMuilEX/

houses, nor run so systematically,
they are most comfortable to work
The Olympia, Liverpool, and Hippo-

drome, Manchester, are equipped for big
water shows which are produced first in

*

London.

KOSS AND LEWIS.
Koss

who

The English managers

Lewis, "The Yankee Doodle Duo,"
appearing on the other Hide of the

and

are

The
pond, wish their friends "A Merry Xmas."
caricature ahove was sketched during their performance at Stoll's Manchester Hippodrome, and
appeared in Sunday "Chronicle," which said:
"Those who have viewed the remarkable gyrations of Jack Hoss will realize that his ambiHis dancing is as brainy as a
tions nre high.
pumpkin looks, and his execution is like a locomotive with the bile."
ROM and Lewis have Just completed their
third
tour for Moss stoll,
with two more to
follow, which with their other bookings brings
them well Into lDll. That by itself speaks for
their success.

up

street; the front very poorly lighted

with

indifference

however,

as

they

naturedly

an

hour

tickets.

3d. to 2s 6d.

of

stolid

British

the

will

or

Admission

public,

wait

more

in

ranges

They have what

good
line

from

are called

Those desiring pit and
gallery seats by paying a couple pennies
more are allowed in first. They see the
whole show.
The others probably miss
the first act.
The poor turn which has to
open show suffers intensely.
We played Chatham, another south of
England city, a short time ago. It is the
last and only place in Great Britain retaining the old chairman, who announces
the turns as they appear, a relic of olden

days.

Perhaps the funniest experience for the
"raw" American act is to play some of
the Lancashire and Yorkshire towns (the
chief

have been seen eagerly passing their cards
lo the manager and holding the public back

from the box

office,

while he said not

a

surrounding

industry

there

Manchester).
is

"MIKE'S" WISDOM.

in

theatre/*.

"early door seats."

district

will not only recognize your
seem to take pleasure in giving
you the best. At the Empire, Newcastle,
a crowd of not less than forty artists

managers

The

cotton spinning.

JOHN

card, but

word.

comparison with our American
Everything
is
a
matter

for

are most courte-

ous and gentlemanly in more ways than
one.
The legitimate as well a,s variety

When Al

Foster and his wise dog "Mik*-"
were playing the Bennett Th- atre, Montreal, Canada, Foster received this wire
from the Bennett New York booking representative, Clark

Brown

:

"You open

Ot-

Note
tawa instead of Quebec Monday.
Will pay five dollars
route.
Foster was under the mistaken impression that the shift involved about

ed railroad fares, and
indignation.

His voice raised

told his fellow artists

$20 add

was consumed with
on the

That was in New York, and
have never visited the haunts of the "dope"
but once.

shouted

the Orpheum, Kansas City,

the

first

partly accountable for the vices of

smoking,

West

acquiring

act,

opens

on Dee.

American appearance.

Ifi

at

for

to

and

drinking

are few forms of

about his

:

Inman's Dogs, a foreign

in the West one sees many vicThe freedom of a new country is

But
tims.

wrath, he

"Wouldn't that make anybody mad? I
don't mind being agreeable, but I hate to
stand for this.
Why, wnen I showed this
to 'Mike' he bit me."

I

fiend.

in

and finally rushed up to the house
manager waving the offending message and

season

perhaps, John A.

Is,

West's

is

bill

troubles,

this

always sure of a big laugh, but the handling of them sometimes gets him into the most
anmslng scrapes.
He carries about two or three hundred hats, of all shapes, sizes and vintages,
dating back to the day a of Rameses.
After a cornet solo, when Mr. West Is bowing obsequiously to the audience, is the cue for the
lints to fall from the files.
During an engagement at the Corn Festival, Mitchell, Dakota, Sousa's
Hand was on the same bill and ureeeded Mr. West by a few numbers.
The hats made a mlscue
that tested the characteristic good: temper of the great bandmaster and the admirable discipline of
his famous band.
Sousa bad stirred his audience to a high pitch of enthusiasm; the brasses were
tilling the big theatre with the closing chorus of "Manhattan Heach," when suddenly, through the
carelessness of "props," down came the shower of headgear, filling the upturned tubes of the big
horns and fairly smothering their sounds.
A policeman's helmet struck one of the soloists and
knocked the baton out of the leader's hand. The band played on. The audience, thinking the Incident a stage effect, cheered and encore after encore followed, as the much surprised and amused
leader bowed with his usual equanimity.
It

change of

extra to cover additional transportation."

WEST.

A.

Oue of the most laughable lilts seen In a vaudeville act
(•The Musical Brownie") "A Shower of Hats."

gambling.

opium
There

amusement and men go

endure hardships for the sake of
fortunes.

But

their

patience

out if fortune doesn't smile upon
them immediately. Then they turn to the
faro bank or roulette and to drown their
sorrow at their losses take to drink then
gives

and Mac would take him
He always
ordered two cups of coffee and two pieces
of pie.
One day Mac, who gambled con(tolls

sidcraMy, made a big winning.
his crony out to eat

who was famished,

When
however, Mae
meat.

the

w

make
The "dope"

siiter,

whom

drug.

He

and the poor

said he

they got

to

took

fellow,

was crazy

for

the restaurant,

ordered the same old thing
two cups of coffee and two pieces of pie.
but hi* poor friend begged, "1'lrase let
me have meat to- night."
"All
right,

;

to

appetite

out to dinner with him often.

his

nothing

mince," railed out Mar.

fiend is a passive creature to
in

life

outside

of

getting

Wherever a new mine is opened a gamIn many of the
Ming game is started.
new towns of the West whiskey and gam
Ming go hand in hand with the theatre. A

opium is of much consequence. He is as
Masr and indifferent as the most pampered

man can buy

n

a ticket

to

the show,

around and put a dollar on an ace.

turn

who

mail of the

world

with

luxury,

ever)

and

has been satiated

he

doesn't

hang whether school keeps or
{Vontinui

<l

on page 81.)

not.

care

He

:
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ILLUSTRATED ADVERTISING
Illustration

in

ing to the front
It

by

is

advertising

among

com-

the most valuable to the
and especially to the variety

far

advertiser,

who wishes

artist,

fast

is

theatrical people.

to advertise his

not

having seen the

know the nature
type.
The picture

of
in

he could noi

act,
it

from the bare

an instant carried a

quality of acrobatics, of course.

name

Gavin,

illustration in

is

illustrated

Peaches'

and

Piatt

advertisement

or his act.

An

acrobatic novelty" to the advertisement, the picture and wording would convey a complete description, excepting the

"An

also

shown on

this page,

A manager who
warded an advertisement
fully.

name should be

the

may

the act

for the reason that

While

known.

well

name

change, the

will not.

Even though the act be a partnership,
member retains what corresponds to
the good will of a mercantile business by
connection

title

with the team name

of

single

his

and

in the past.

name,
whether composed of one or more persons.
When an act advertises, the full
benefit of the advertisement should be
.secured through the insertion of one or
more pictures. A photo of the players,
or gome portion of the offering which
act

is

with

its

a glance the nature of

will tell at

The

identified

theatrical

foreign

PEACHES

and lasting impression

The
This would apply to a sketch.
most striking situation, with the characters, would enable an opinion to be
name that make* the actthe act that makes the name.

It isn't the
It's

par-

-

illustra-

ted advertisements to a considerable extell better than words the
an act that is advertised.
Variety is carrying a number of pictured "ads."'
They are attractive and
noticed by readers at once.
A case in
point occurred last summer.
Tanean,
Felix and Claxton, a musical trio, carried for some time an advertisement in
Variety of one-half inch across the page,

&
^

sort of

set in the following style:

.

-

DeWITT-BURNS and
TORRANCE

,

\*f

They

tent.

to his imagi-

nation.

it.

papers,

on the Continent, carry

ticularly

Presenting

"The Awakening

'

of Toys."

REICH * PLUNKETT,

i

and the cut of the

THE KINO OF IRELAND,

JAMES B.ANDDONOVAN
RENA
ARNOLD
QUEEN OF VAUDEVILLE.

DOINO WELL, THANK YOU.
ALF T. WILTON,

G'oltz

Agents.

Trio shows the

FIRST TIME IN AMERICA

features of the acrobatic act's members.

Looks are always important
this

in

acts

of

nature.

GOLTZ TRIO

Donovan and Arnold say nothing about

Agent.

their act in their advertisement, but the

Globe and wire act.

TANEAN, FELIX .« CLAXTON
WEEK JUNE

The act was
obtained

17,

FAMILY. SCRANTON.

with the results
for the card re-

satisfied

apparently,

for-

of

"THE STOLEN KID."
vivid

An

full

Presenting

future

or

recently

•

GAVIN, PLATT

each
the

say, or

grammatical errors, when informed it wouUt
not be printed in the style the copy

the most important of any announce-

ment he could make,

The variety
manner of

an object in advertising.
Variety revises its advertisements care-

same as a
The artist

advertises his name.
is

not in the

former days, but a business announcement.
"Regards
to Bill Jones," and
"John Smith, please write" as portions
are
passing away.
of advertisements

on a reading page.
In most cases this

picture

advertises,

The advertiser has something to

an advertisement at-

tracts attention at once, the

established thing nowadays.
artist

mained standing, but in the summer the
space was changed to one inch across
two columns, which equaled the space ot
the old advertisement, and a cut used. The
advertisement then appeared in this way:

gauged of the piece. Over a year ago,
Variety reviewed a musical act. A foreign manager read it, and thinking from
the review it would exactly please his

connection between their personality and

patrons cabled

an opportunity is lost by not using a photo of
some kind. Nothing can set ofT the advertisement as well.

Had

over

that

it

booked.

be

that act been advertised by an

lustration,

the

picture

to

the

il-

manager

Direction

331

E.

on

at

characteristic

of this

in

a

in "one" could be easily
were they to make mention

the reading matter.

new

Theatrical

act

is

the

ground

:

New York

St.,

City

be used as written

it

wording was
and would be
advertisement was not

that

of

The

recognized.

the

him,

printed until rewritten.

advertises,

advertising

93rd

called for, asked that

arrived

Circuit.

ACT.

REICH A PLUNKETT.

HOME ADC RE S3

a conversation

If

Klaw A Erlanger

THAT FUNNY MUSICAL

Illustrated

sidered by
vertise.

advertising

should

be

anyone with something
is

It

the

best

kind

of

con-

to ad-

an

an-

nouncement.

becoming an

TANEAN, FELIX
«•

CLAXTON

Are open to Play

NIGHTS

CLUBS and SIT DAY

for the Winter.

Permanent Address

33 1

E.

93d STREET, NEW YORK CITY

Within three days after the publication
VARIETY with the different form of
advertisement, Tanean, Felix and Claxton
received a letter from a summer park
manager in Louisville, Ky., stating he
had seen the advertisement, and "the picture looked as though there might be
some good comedy in the act."
Tanean, Felix and Claxton were asked
as to their salary and open time.
That is the value of illustration. The
manager may have read the advertisement
across the page time and time again, but
of

would have afforded him the same

intelli-

was not
a matter of the music, but the make-up
of the act which caused the manager to
gence that the criticism did.

obtain

It

it.

Another illustrated advertisement Variety has printed is that of DeWitt, Burns
and Torrance, reproduced herewith. The
cut shows the characters taken by the
three people, but does not say that it is
an acrobatic pantomimic sketch.
"The
Awakening of the Toys" suggests the
setting and nature, and did the act add

SHERMAN AND DE

'FOREST'S THEATRE.

The above Is Dan Sherman and Mattel DeForeH'a Theatre at their rammer place, Fort Slicrman.
Long Island. It does duty on the grounds as the barn. There Is a it age within, also a dance hill,
two dressing rooms and places provided for aerial apparatus.
The orchestra chairs are circus seats. There are accommodations for about "500. The seats are
always filled by neighbors, professionals and New Yorkers.
Miss DeForest la standing at the horse's head, her trotting

mare,

"Nell."

The dogs are

her

bull terriers.

The team have several sketches, but are mostly
of 8n* Dago," their laughable absurdity.

called upon by

the managers to give

"The Hal lie

VARIETY

VAUDEVILLE'S THE HARDEST

THE SECRET OF SUCCESS

By LOUISE DRESSER.

By CHARLES ROBINSON.

In the beginning

who imagines
easy

me say

let

(hat anyone

the vaudeville stage

had

task

better

is

If

my

opinion

To a spectator it looks easy, and
know of several persons who have remarked in my hearing: "When the com-

of

pany

dash

into

knew what

only

vaudeville."

much

fifteen

greatest

the

is

can have

order

in

Why

to reach the top of the ladder.

1

say

what

is

thinking only of his future.
lose heart when

he finds the audience hard to please. This

80 per cent, of the burlesque shows, co-

(Monis especially so on "opening day"
day or Sunday). The critics are there
with a 'T'm from Missouri, show me,"
look.
You can show him if you don't let
your confidence fail you.
Versatility is in demand from most burlesque managers.
A comedian must try
to keep away from the character of his

medians don't have to follow their

lines.

being given

quoted.

This is only the beginning of my second season in musical comedy, and I like
it very much indeed.
It is entirely different from vaudeville
in a great many ways, and yet at times
it resembles one large vaudeville show.

minutes,

is

A comedian must never

this, the opport unities are so great, for in

take

some

him; he

can

starts out with the idea
like

fellow never allows those things to bother

own

they

prefer

or twenty

their

If

The majority never stop to think that
they must "make good" with a vaudeville
in

in

please, they

I'll

cool little spot in the country.

audience

to

them, the old story of "All the King's
horses, and all the King's men" might be

that "little dash'' meant,

I'm afraid they would

interested

But if one
making them

tion.

1

closes in the spring, I think

are

and anxious

pretty reasonably expect a cordial recep-

profes-

sion.

little

they

work

very

the

is

hardest branch of the theatrical

a

the artists will let an audience see

that

vaudeville

burlesque

believe

I

schooling a comedian

ence seen in the legitimate theatres.

himself

relieve

and become as serious as any audi-

tion

an

of the idea at once.

In
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He

specialty.

will then find that his act

has more effect with the audience.

Another important thing

is

the dressing

Very often I have seen a
comedian playing a character, and one
could never tell what the nature of the

of a character.

character was.
I have also noticed thai at some time"
some one in the gallery would make a remark. The artist would take it as an insult and 'get back" at the audience. Poor
judgment. I have always found it better
to work on the remark that may be said,
and get a laugh from it. That alone will
win the audience, and perhaps save a good
act that
would otherwise have been

spoiled.

JUAN

A.

Every comedian should help the minor
comedy parts just as much as he would
expect them to work up to him. In this
way every one is working in harmony and

CAICEDO,

"King of the Wire."

Now

the results are the best.

America.
Rooked on Klaw A:
the
Appeared
all
before
crowned beads of Ku:o;te. Will remain here next
Now booking parks nnd fairs. Address,
season.
47 W. 28tB St.. New York.
touting

Eiiangef

Circuit.

A valuable comedian is the fellow who
works for the manager's interests, always
having the show at heart also remember;

man in front may see
man behind may overlook.

ing that the

The books

are very often so bad that the

faults the

comedians must inject their own dialogue
and business to make their parts stand

fellowship

the

Sobriety, reliability, hard
is

work and good
bound to win success, always.

out.

Originality

comes

it

nator.

A

is

great

"The Original Dimple Sisters"

not a study in burlesque;

spontaneously

the

to

many comedians

origi-

are satis-

what the author hands' them,
and the result is they become mechanical;
lied

with

that alone stops all future opportunity.

The trouble with a great many is, they
worry about how well somebody else is
doing, instead of worrying about themselves.
Haul work is success.
Very often managers say, '"That fellow
works hard, doesn't lie?"
Thai is the
beginning of marked attention.
Every
one should try to get the lirst mark; it is
tile

FRANK COOMBS AND MURIEL STONE
IN

wonderful

a

burlesque company.

"THE LAST OF THE TROUPE."

And one who

Sparkling comedy, bright lines, plenty of net ion, ami sonic iviihii kaltly hlgh-rlaBfl Hinging combine
the very attmctlve offering that Is being presented bjr Frank Coomb* and Muriel Mime,
probably the best feature being the wonderfully sweet and sympathetic voice of Mr. Coombfl, the wellknown minstrel tenor.

is

effect

Very often you

in

a

will

an agitator, but the clever

make up

to

Mitchell and

me
whereas thev have usually- had previously
two hours and a half in which to register
a

stepping Stone tO success.

Harmony has

hit.

They think almost anything
vaudeville,

many

In

that

will

do

for

"the name's the tiling."

cases this ha,s proven to be a

bad guess, for if the possessor of the
magic name has not the right material,

est

— and

world.

Frankly,
to

The vaudeville audiences are the hardyet the easiest

— to

They seem to go

to

please in the

the theatre

to laugh, and be thoroughly amused, or

if

opinion

cannot

musical
be

comedy

compared.

and

think musical comedy tends

I

make one more ambitious than vaude-

ville.

have learned a lot from
my two seasons' experience, and hope to
learn more a,s the seasons go on.
Personally,

the sketch or song be of a serious nature,

I

they are just as quick to grasp the situa-

people

I

have been
as

Mr.

fortunate

Lew

in

Fields,

having such

Mr.

Julian

way

Mr. John Hoffman to teach
get the most out of line*

to

and situations.

The parts

They

seem so entirely foreign to each other.
What will be a big hit in musical comedy will fall absolutely flat in vaudeville,
and the reverse is also true.
It would take a much wider brain than
1 possess to draw any comparison.

his or her stay in vaudeville will be limited.

my

In

vaudeville

the

large, but

I

I
have played have not been
hope to play a big one some

day.

1
might be a terrible failure, but I
would like to try.
Both in musical comedy and vaudeville
have met the truest and best of friends
and scores of kind acquaintance*.
I

In both branches we have our "tips and
downs," "failure* and successes," "good
days and bad.*' Both are hard, both are

enjoyable

in

fact,

1

cannot say more of

one than of the other, unless
musical comedy

who

is

the better

it

field

is

AM) BARNEY FEKGTJ50N

K

Dancers, Talkers, Comedians,
and Acrobatic Ballet Girls Up to Date.
"The Dimple Sisters, Dollie and Dottie"
"Pretty as a Picture"

remembering the
burlesque, and

comedians are from

lost

there are

plenty of man-

agers waiting to fake more.

that

for one

ambitious to make a name for the
years to come.
is

1)I<

Singers,

Hugo
ness

i»»r

Ib'i/og has

left

the variety busi-

the commercial pursuit of promot-

ing the sale of liquors.
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MANAGERS
may come

It

hear that

many

as a surprise to

to

have been almost twenty-seven

I

years before the public, having started

in

a "five-cent" cirrus in my native
Appleton, Wis., the Jack Hoefler

with

town,

Mr. Hoefler now controls a prosvaudeville circuit in the Middle

Circus.

perous

West.

Many

a strange manager,

individual, has

In

a queer

meet, and

lot to

of being mentioned.

when

1880,

my

been

it

some are worthy

many

doing

trapeze

a

act,

mixed with contortions, my weekly stipend
amounted to les.s than $3, and I did not
know the difference between the real manager and the ticket taker. But after years
had elapsed,

became

I

art of recognizing a
tell

he

if

versed in the
I

can

a dress suit errand boy, like

is

the English

bona

well

MANAGER.

was

They
look

Walkofsky,

a

for

act

take trips to the Continent to

all

and

material,

for

Women

manager, who

it is said had the first real
He engaged me
Music Hall in Moscow.
for three months, gave me a marvellous

in

way

this

they

agents are the rule

in

Russia-%

Madame Raschonin in Moscow and also
Madame Olga are the real booking agents.
The two principal men agents are Mons.

champagne supper on signing
and left for St. Petersburg to com
plete
arrangements for my engagement.
That was four years ago, and I am still
<<>n

book any

book up the entire season.

known Russian

well

will

any amount.

HARRY HOUDINI.

By

but

conservative,

HAVE MET

I

hart, a

Reutter

it,

in

and

Petersburg,

St.

Mons.

Harry, Moscow.
a rule the representative manager

As

is

from him.
I
took the
matter to the courts, and found out that in
his old age he had become feeble minded,
was running a milk shop, and whenever he
had a flush of his old-time managerial

managers in Great
Britain (by managers in Great Britain I
only allude to those engaged in the English provinces), are, with few exceptions,
They have no
dress suit errand boys.

blood run through his veins he would en-

more power

waiting

hear

to

gage artists for
forget

amounts

vast

about the contract.

all

well

my

contract.

still

I

with

decorated

fully

have

They are not

have

beauti-

it

run

The above picture represents the famous

Lulglacrobats,
sensational
who have
reputation by their clever
W. Plcaro, the head of the act, was the
first to perform
bead-to-head balancing upon a
revolving globe, ten years ago, being then topmounter for the famous Onrl Trio.
He also
originated many other difficult feats upon a globe.
They are now playing the leading vaudeville

and I think the
provincial managers who draw more than
$25 weekly can be counted on your two
hands. Some I have met are good fellows.

even

kinds of stamps

all

LUIGI-PICARO TRIO.

run their theatres than I
the 20th Century Limited.

He

to

the

to

and then

paid $250 to the Russian tax collector to
bind

but

paid,

well paid,

Trio,

earned
work.

a

standard

.i.'fuww -*rd-.

brand, or the real

provincial

Tlcaro

kt*#-

%

R<y *-_.-..-?.*

season.
Something
the acrobatic line.

next
in

fide article.

in

•p?offl"?"tlcn

for

and

sensational

"The

manage-

novel

In Russia the managers

all take up with
and make quite a fuss over them.

artists

Their specialty

is

women

No

acts.

matter

how poor an actress a good looking wq
may be she is all right for Rusa
Some of the German

Wan^

(Leipzig),
(

'

liiJ^^^onif
roves"

foreign

feminine

lin,

"im

act

hit,

with

his

artists.

He

is

kind you read about.

a

is

foolish to allow this clause to be

if you are a
you can get any salary you ask for as

He

and Elliott) nearly won his theatre
two weeks' engagement there. Tichy
is well liked, and an artist is certain of
fine engagement in staid old Prague.

manager

I

a peaceful hour.
battle

The above
A novel and original

is

scene

a

my

as a souvenir of

In

owns

sketch,

Intlinn

Moscow

"Wanda." jmd

Including

best Russian contract.

Manager

who

Sudakoff,

to

money on

the

patrons,

his

but makes his

amount spent on meals. Can

who,

if

he

likes

the

performance,

in,

will

strawberries
in
mid-winter,
which
shows he thinks the show is good. When
an act is bad, that is the headliner, the
eating does not amount to as much as
when the program is up to a good standIn

Kussia the guests

show

to

like

their approval by inviting the artists (gen-

erally the
this

way some

meals paid
the

women)

same meal

with them.

In

of the acts get four or five

and the waiter

for,

handing her

to dine

to the artiste several times,

a

check

calling

for

a

real

meal any time.

the Catskllls" will next seareconstructed into a corking three-act
and play the light houses, that Is, If
in

comedy
Harry Seamon keeps

his

word.

The manager
cow is the best

in

Aquarium

Russia to-day.

in

Mos-

He

is

hi*

XXC, No.

Copyright Class D,

7202.

but there are exceptions

all cases.

in

The managers
with

class,

of Holland are all in one

exception

the

of

Carre, and his manager, Fritz

who has charge

lem,

of

Herr Oscar
Van Haar-

the

circus

in

Amsterdam.

Few

acts receive

a

When

big salary.

in act plays Hague, Schevenin, Rotterdam

MURPHY AND McGEE.

or any of the minor places, you can easily

deduce how

much

salary they are drawing.

The only chance an
a

fair

compensation

with a

try

artist
is

has of drawing

to enter the coun-

traveling circus.

Herr IMere

Althoff once in a while brings in a

high

salaried act.

Murphy

and Jack B. Magee are the
members of a partnership well known In the
varieties.
They form rather an odd combination
Frank

for the burlesques in which the act is now playing as principal comedians with H. W. and Sim

Williams' "Ideals."
Both are capital comedians, and disregarding
this valued attribute, possess originality, besides
which they are ambitious.
Each season brings

something new from Murphy and Magee.
This year it is a clever idea of a "sidewalk
given In "one," and called "The
Floorwalker and the Customer."
Mr. Murphy Is the gentleman pictured above
in the garb of an Hibernian; Mr.
Magee, the
"straight" man of the act, dressed in modish
forth

It

may

not be

garten in Berlin

known but

of

but

they
will

will

put

Winter-

When

the Wintergarten,
it,

the

really the fashion plate

is

for all foreign acts.

at
of the

in

Presented by

and some are

bring

will

breath

f>agc 87.)

CO.,

Dan Moyles.

eat

ard.

DM

r

by Aaron Hoffman.

the Establishment Yard, charges no

admission

you imagine a steady customer coming

wilds."

think he will fight that

In

ARTHUR BEAUVAIS AND
Featuring Teresa Maridor as

Kstelle Wordette and Company are certainly
fortunate, in that they cannot accept all the
work offered. They intend only to play in and
around New York for the balance of the season,
preferring the white lights of Broadway and
till the comforts of home to the grandeur of "the

I

long as he

(Continued on

"THE WJLDFLOWER,"

"A Honeymoon

as

ever me;

ESTELLE WORDETTK.

within reason, but with that

Kurt/., the juggler, received a blow below the belt from German managers, and
has had a lawsuit on which he has spent
many a good dollar and squandered many

in his

scientific

is

booked.

has

ton

The most

it

threatening clause you are positively not

thousands of kronen to artists. It is
said that one American (Morton, of Mor-

be

this

above

the

during month of October," or what-

long as

poker

lost

son

witnessing

after

inserted in his contract, for

it.

— the

cancel

to

month the act may be booked for. In
way I booked two years' work, and
had I not done so it would have meant
thousands of marks in my pockets. An

Tichy of Prague, Austria, is one
of the few managers who loves to play
fiend

right

this

Little

cards

ergo,

the

ever

complete

stnr

has

act on the stage of the Wintergarten, Ber-

f«*iiial»'

''

.

coutracts,

contract

^^*Kohn
^), and II

I'n^ ^^U^ji w^ uv
,iever
^J| l^progra^^

Tichy
nets.

\Ux^

Bruck,

Director

their

ment

an act is booked
and managers hear
book it themselves,

this

proviso

in

all

conversation,"

street clothes.

Murphy

and

Magee are a credit to the burmuch more for that form

lesque stage; they do
of entertainment than

burlesque

does

for

them.

VARIETY

BREAKING EUROPEAN
CONTRACTS
MAX BEROL KONORAH

By

(President of the International Artists' Lodge of Berlin).

Six

or

eight

American

month/*

ago,

when

the

had visions of a
big melon-cutting contest and was anxious
to get a big, ripe slice, many who had
bookings for Europe deemed it an advantage to cancel them and remain on this side.
Many times have I been asked by those
who have taken that course what would
he the

artist suddenly

consequence,

"melon time"

i,s

all

when the

later,

if

over, they should go

to appear

and who have had these certifiby the Consulates,

manager fills
and which the artist
signs, is nearly always the same amount
as the salary for the term of contract,
but in some cases it is a month's salary.
Kor example, on a two weeks' engagement at 2,000 marks (4,000 marks a
month) the agreed penalty will generally
amount to 2,000 marks, but may sometimes even be 4,000 marks.
upon, or rather which the

fairly

protected, but

may have

In case of breach of contract the

Continental

which

clause
as

what

stipulates

is

"Konventionalstrafe,"

a

''agreed penalty,"

i.

to prove any

mandam-

be served on their salary

at

any time generally draw

in

advance, or at least sign receipts for

they can

all

such advances, but after the attachment

r

served the manager cannot pay out any
more money and runs a risk even in paying out those sums which have been alis

ready receipted for but not yet paid, and,
course, attachments may be served
aga}n and again on other engagements till

of

the

amount

is all paid.

There have been many cases where the

known

the manager would sustain the stipulated
amount of damages. The court has no

a receipt for the "liquidated damages."

an

alternative but to render judgment for the

re-

full

contain

contracts

now does not have

ager

may

attachment

mitted beforehand over his signature that

at the time in question.

All

contract

artist, ignorant of an "agreed penalty,"
has signed contracts with the same house
again, only to find on salary day that in

difficulty

can be proven they worked over here

if it

the

into

cates properly attested

or at least before a notary public are also

27

e.,

and which somewhat

a

ages

since

the

clause

in

the

contract

states the party of the second part ad-

amount.

place of his salary he

was simply handed

Still worse, in some cases he has had to
pay the agents' commission in addition.

How can the artist protect himself f
There is but one way. Settle or compromise with the respective managers beforehand.
If you have broken contracts
and intend to go to Europe nevertheless,
write the managers, tell them you will

iWn.TXK'l IE
comedy

character
<

.mil

I

after

r.v

hii

AND

PIQUO,

gymnasts,
arrived
this
in
extended run at the principal

vaudeville theatres.
i*
of unique roust ruction, anil pronounced by gymiiusts who understand their work
to
he of
the
very
highest
accomplishment.
Kttrofieail

Tlie

uet

I'unllnettti and IMquo remain in America
their Etirofieaa time commences next July.

MLLE. MARGURITE.
Mile. Margurite Is at present meeting with wonderful success on the Keith Troctor Circuit in her original fantastic equestrian
act. the only one
'
of its kind In the world.
Mile. Margurite is known abroad as the most graceful rider in Europe.
The horse and pony In use by Mile. Margurite are In a class alone both for beauty and intelligence. The act Is beautifully costumed, and makes a
pleasing and entertaining number, the above striking scene having been reproduced from It.
Now booking park season 1908. Address AL SUTHERLAND, St. James Building.
'

-

until

compromise; that your salary is now so
and so much more, but to them you will
put in the act at the old figure, providing they will stipulate in the contract
that

they

release

you from

all

claims

arising from the former contract.

and whether, being White Rats,
under the terms of affiliation, they could

across,

expect
I.

and

receive

from the

protection

A. L.

To many such

inquirers

my

replies ap-

peared to be so surprising that
a short article on that subject

many

est

value to

Europe.

Americans.
all

who

It

ever

shall speak

I

may

Anyone who
sent

of

cancelled

the
his

A.

to

fear.

of his claim.

This

to

a big star to appear, a house

more especially of

T,.,

has, with the written con-

management postponed or
or who has can-

contract,

which distinctly reserved
has nothing
Those who have sent doctor's
stating that they are unable

diffi-

cannot always be meas-

to go

money

often

is

ured in

the- right of cancellation

certificates,

amount

cult, since losses

celled a contract

him

According to law a plaintiff, to obtain
damages, must prove he ha/3 actually suf
fared pecuniary losses to the extent and

of

but to a degree
everything will also apply to England.
I.

damage" clause

"liquidated

inter-

the European continent, for that especially concern/* the

the

be

should

inte.id

believe

I

sembles

of the English contracts.

values.

By the

failure of

may

suffer

money value of
which cannot be computed. Therefore, the
law provides that both parties to a con-

a loss of reputation, the

If the

breach of contract

is

manager can get judgment
maciam") even if the artist

moned

proved, the

contu-

("in
is

not sum-

or notified of the proceedings, pro-

manager /shows the artist is
a foreign country and cannot be served

viding the
iii

with papers.

The whole procedure

is

really

a

mere

formality and as easy as "protesting" a

The judgment of the
manager to obtain a
attachment at any time within

promissory
court
writ

note.

enables
of

the

may mutually agree beforehand
upon the amount of damages which the
manager would sustain in case of breach
of contract.
That is called "agreed damages" or "liquidated damages," or in Germany an "agreed penalty," ("Konvention-

whose salary i,s attached may contest it,
he was properly served with a
summons at time of trial. But if he lias
actuallv
committed the breach of conw

alstrafe").

tract, such contest will

tract

The amount which the

parties

agree

thirty years, whenever the artist shall be

within the court's jurisdiction.

The

artist

unless

Artists

do him little good.
who know beforehand that an

you are not demanding a higher
managers will
compromise if you will play their houses
Or,

if

salary, you will find most

a little cheaper than elsewhere.

But be sure to see your contract cona full release from former claims.
Unless you compromise you might as well
prepare for trouble for as many months
as you have broken contracts for.
The I. A. L. cannot possibly help you,
tains

for the

I.

nor does

A. L. does not
it

make

the laws,

sign your contracts for you,

and has no power to nullify a clause in
the contract, which you have set your
own signature to. It will, under the terras
of affiliation protect vou if vou have a
good case. If, for instance, you have sent
proper doctor's certificates or had other
legally valid reasons for cancellation, but

otherwise

it

can help you but

little.
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THE DAYS OF LONG AGO

IN

By ARCHIE LEVY.
San Francisco. Dec. 1.
From the wall above my do,sk looks
down upon me the counterfeit presentment of, to my mind, the greatest of all
minstrels, the late Billy Emerson.

My thoughts go back many years to the
day when he made his first appearance in.
San Francisco, more years ago than I
care to count. I was but a boy then, and
the theatre wa9 Maguire's Opera House,
on Washington street.
The triumph of Emerson was immense
and complete. His graceful dancing and
melodious singing stirred the audience to
the highest pitch of enthusiasm

and the

building fairly shook with applause.

That

was the

night

beginning

friendship between poor Billy

of

myself, only interrupted by his death.

was

not

many

until

a

Emerson and
It

afterwards

years

became associated with him in
business. Billv had his faults, but I could
see none of them.
His "Big Sun Flower" and "His Love
that

I

Among

the Roses"

made a stronger im-

upon me

than even Booth's
'•Hamlet" or McCullough's "Virginius."
It was to a certain extent my proud

pression

privilege

to

be

the

means

of

bringing

Emerson and Charley Heid together,
(me day I wa,s standing outside the old
Standard* Theatre on Bush Street talking
with Emerson when Reid passed on the
other side. ""Reid, in those days, was playBilly

ing at the old Adelphia Theatre on California Street.

The

idea seized

me

that

it

would be a great picnic of good fortune
to the public and of great benefit to themselves if there were any way of bringing
these

together.

it to Emerson and
remember hi,s words.
"Have a talk with Charley."

I
I

two geniuses

quickly broached

still

stopped
Reid
in
front
of
Con
Mooney'i sporting emporium and the conversation that took place was as follows:
I

"Charley, how would you like to join
Emerson's Minstrels ?"
Charley looked at me and said: "What
do vou think of it ?"

My answer was "Charley, it will be the
making ol you.
Walk down the street
and have a talk with Billy."
Twenty-tour hours afterward^ Charley
Reid signed a contract with Emerson to
join his band of minstrels, and the following season the three sheets announced
"Emerson & IJeid's Minstrels." And these
two Emperors of burnt cork trod the boards
of the Standard Theatre for many a sea-

THE TENNIS

son to the great joy of packed houses.

My

professional

antedates

experience

meeting with Emerson bv several
years. In fact, it goes back to 1872, when
I was but 14 years old.
I made my first
professional debut then, and I declare
that no ballroom belle, rouging and powihv

first

dering herself
elated than

1

conquest,

for

when

.smudged

I

with burnt cork. In fact,

mv own

inclinations

have gone to Bleep

One

of

the

since

felt

more

my

visage

.id

consulted

verilv believe

in

bright

these early days

long

I

if L

my

I

would

sable coat.

particular

stars

in

was Johnny Mack, who

went

to

that

bourne

from

Who on their arrival from the West met with instantaneous success In the Kast :- They present one
of the prettiest Juggling acts In vaudeville, carrying an elaborate stage setting (Japan garden cenet
and an extensive wardrobe.
The act is well booked up on the United time and

This

conscience."

advice which

I have
always tried to follow, and I may be
pardoned if I say, with a fair amount of
success.
My faith in my idol received a
severe /shock a few days after when I
perceived him staggering down the street
very much under the influence of liquor.
is

He was

sufficiently

look

horror

of

the

and amazement, and

in

"Damn

it,

thickest of

kid, don't

do as

my

sensible to notice

speech
I

said:

do, but do as

say."

whence no traveler returns. He was kindness itself to me and most liberal with
good advice.
"Archie, boy," he said to me, "if you

Verily, the past decade has wrought a
marvelous change, and the variety of the

are going to stick

only in name.

to the

TRIO.

(Will Campbell and Stock Sisters.)

profession, be

resolved to acquire and beget temperance.

Avoid liquor as you would the devil. Work
hard and whatsoever your hands find to
Be true to
do, do with all your might.
yourself, be true to your fellow beings
and never go against the dictates of your

past

I

the vaudeville of the present, but

is

The other day

glanced

I

over the shoulders of the press agent of
our leading vaudeville house in this city,

and

beneath

his

advertisement

"The names

structions were
to

be set in caps."

In

my young
but then

ers,"

of

the

all

in-

artists

forsooth!

"Artist,s"

days they were "performeverything has changed,

and I suppose for the better
Contrasting the days of

Is

under the sole management of Mr.

performers were up against

variety,

actor of the past with those of the pres-

—

First part

00 minutes.
"

10

Interlude act

20

Specialty

10

Middle act

18

"

Afterpiece

30

"

Total

**

"

178

(Three hours, lacking 2 minutes.)
Of course, we were not as good as you!
Oh, dear, no!
We were "dubs." Now,

names

listen to the

Lew

Claps (now

of

Lew

Dockstader).

Francis Wilson.

some

of the "dubs":

Lotta.

Bobby Newcome.

Tommy

Rosa.

Eddie Foy.
Waldo Whipple.
Junie McCree.
Billy Manning.
Williams and Walker.Geo. H. Coes.

Ross and Fenton.

Luke Schoolcraft.

Canfield and Booker. Ainslee Lewis.
Rice.

Joe Murphy.

Many

of

Reynold Bros.
Sen.

the above

Bob Hart.

have signed their

{Continued on ^a^c

don, artist's

big banks, corporation!

the Days-

Specialty

Nowadays a performer's I beg parwork averages from 15 to
20 minutes, and at a time when the financial .situation h most serious, when the
ent.

I.KVY.

Gone-By.

Welch and
the

in

JACK

85.)

and companies are

discharging their liabilities with Clearing

House

manager
and claims in

certificates, the vaudeville

promptly pays

his

salaries

gold coin.

Truly, the vaudevillian of the present
flourishing in a golden era.

week

is

Now

considered a paltry salary,

is

$75 per
to

JfrHM)

medium one, while a very
receive as much as $2,500 per

per week a

$.">II0

few artiatl
week.
In the

days of long ago $17.50 was tho

+75 salary of to-day, and the recipient of

$25 or

$.'{0

per

week was

a

man

to be envied.

And then the work.
Picture on the P. 0. side a notice which
rend:
x
:

x

PERFORMERS, TAKE NOTICE!

:

Your services belong to
einent from the rise
rise
Management

:

HOWARD TRUESDELL.
INNESS AND RYAN.
Charles luuess and Maude S. Ryan coniixtse the vaudeville act known a* Inness and Ryan, noted
its entertaining qualities.
A marked feature also of the luness and Ryan offering It the costumes of Miss Ryan. She is said to change her dress more often and more swiftly while on the
stage than anyone engaged in the same line of amusement endeavor.
Mr. Inness Is a singing and dancing comedian, well dressed in harmony with the expensive gowns
provided hy Miss Ryan, and the act Is a popular number
wherever It plays.
Last week at Keith's, Philadelphia, Inness and Ryan were credited with a very large sized and
for

solid hit.

:

fall of the curtain.

x

the
to the

:

x

Those of you who
repent your same 10, 15 and 20 minutes,
year in and year out, sit up and take
notice while 1 tell you what WE variety
Artists of to-day!

Truesdell, who with Mrs. Truesdell left
tlie legitimate ranks four years ago, la naturally
pnnid of their sucoess In vnudevllle.
They owe
this success to their splendid legitimate methods,

Howard

and rorrect dressing.
Mrs. Truesdell. through Illness, has retired
but will again take up the reins
with her husband at the opening of next season.
They have in preparation a novelty sure to
find
the high commendation of the vaudeville
piddle.
Their present season la booked solid Into
for this season,

June

nfe&t.

VARIETY
tracts only.

THE ENGLISH MUSIC
BARTRAM.

C. C.

One

agent, "V. A.

Turning our face toward the future, we
storm has really cleared the
atmosphere, for now there is a machinery
of adjustment, an arbitrator and document to which both sides can refer.
find the late

double face, and mythologists tell us the
face behind was to look into the year just

away

passed

the face before to gaze at

;

the newborn.

At some enthusiastic moments hats, coats
and canes would be thrown into the air.
They were great old times, and no mistake, with the managers on the anxious
seat and nobody knowing what was going
to happen next. Special newspaper issues
sold like hot cakes, loaded with latest

still

known
ciently

from "The Battle of the Halls."
The managers did their best, but some of
the "scratch" shows were a sight. Those
details

the

side

Seven

main.

Atlantean

broad

known

well

is

as a mystic number,

saered to the seven planets, seven days of
creation, seven joys and sorrows of the

Some were amateurs and some
even got that

At

last

delay,

and

hadn't

far.

came

Hostock has planted at

ponderous

the

award.

medicinal

wells

specially used

London "Syndicate"
which number eleven.

the

race

halls),

(or

Payne

Walter DeFrece,

seventh year.

In

Barrasford,

like

"Hold fast that which

being:

His

now

list

is

houses, and he has dropped out at Edinat London is the
Newington Palace, while
the new house at Portsmouth is one of

Heading

The

roster

his

Stoke

largest

wholly

provincial

artistic

'Seven Years' War"

nal ional Artists' Lodge.

which

not

within

fall

my

from

ga/.ing

ture

of 1007 in America do

province, and

afar

I

men

I.

I

and

the

hundreds
vigilant

hall to hall.

Then the

ings started, with everybody keyed

termittently

a

thousand

throats

"We

always stick together,
Whatever be the weather;
We always stick together,
For we are V. A. F.'s," etc.

cir-

number

built right

i«.

I

The tremendously Miecwwfdl Kngll«h

Coram expects

to return to

next

I/<>ini<>ii

ventriloquist. n«»\v oil the Orphoum Circuit.
8ept«*mtM r to till t>iiffngeiiu>nlii at the Alhambm

route without one missing week.

there.

As
didn't

gain

much"

gaining

two fine halls in Brussels and Paris, while
rumor says he is watching for a chance
to drop into Berlin.
He is also the main
mover for a line new music hall at Not-

viewed our chief
payments.
Then the

tingham, overlooking theatre sqitAfe, also
one building in Sheffield, and it is pleasing

"such a

at

that, but

the Inst steps of reform are seldom seven

point

From

strides.

league

the

recognition;

moral

a

thing

principal

was

stand*

financially

was matinee
evil was lessened, and there were
various minor concessions.
Oswald Stoll
was using the award contracts even before
the legal date, and some others following

gain

barring

Some among

up

managers gave

would

start the chorus of the strike song:

getting into a

work for the people 'with he goods."
One turn latelv published a nine years'

CORAM,

closely.

to

is

Harry Day has quite a

of halls:

The L. C. ('. Halls (London, Collins,
Cambridge) are now prospering more than
ever, and besides the circuits referred to
above there are numerous halls that book
in twos and trios, and a vast array of
So there
plenty of
individual places.

meet-

concert pitch and enthusiasm on tap. In-

Sylvester

eaniington.

to order.

For

lurid strike

while from Bolton
expanded to Chester and

of a half-dozen halls a

English

of pickets and outposts, and
motor-iar patrols speeding from

Klliston has

and the United Counties Theatres,
Lid., in which Alfred Moul. of the Alhamhra, is concerned, will soon have in excess

stick,"

The managers could hardly believe it
when hall after hall went down like a
pushed row of blocks, and soon they saw
London an armed amusement, camp, with

cir-

cuit,

of all time.

music hall folk had
calmly stood all abuses handed out to
them, and managers never thought for a
moment that they would resort to that
dangerous economic weapon, the strike.
years

!•'.

lot

England there was trouble in
the air at the dawning of the year, and
ere January had run its sands we had

what Roosevelt calls "the big
had started red revolution.

W. Peacock shows

seashore* speculation;

in

seized

Darlington,

Carlisle,

tendencies, having latejy ventured on

cuit

henceforward date back to 1007,
your California miners date back to
that era of prodigality, "the days of '40."
For many weeks money is thrown around
as though ..from the inexhaustible purse
ascribed to Kortunatus, and then a sort of
Black Friday panic conies with dramatic
suddenness, synchronizing with a final
signing of peace. Meantime great changes
arc on in the tents with triple arenas,
Ringling Brothers by their last sweeping
move on the chessboard becoming the

So was Signor Pepi.

artist.

controls

At York

Barrow.

making show remi-

for-

clustering halls around Liverpool,

is

who now

niscence

Here

He was

music hall singer, and Wilmot,

a

was also an

ais

greatest circus

open on the Christ ma stide.
is prospering with a
circuit, and his halls have lately

merly

who

last ven-

Liverpool,

at

Kdwardes

been fixed over extensively.

graph briefly those show world c.cvts in
the States which have made every issue of
read almost like a romance.
VARIETY
What vast changes, what unlimited enterprise, whet Napoleonic plunging and what
gold scattering salaries,

in

will

A.

satall

para-

m grand new house

is

T.

yet as

must

tour

kingdom is the Broadhead circuit,
whose fine new halls scattered in and
around Manchester bid fair to mount to
t'e

an even do/en soon. Broadhead's

one

good."

covers nine excellent paying

that began with the birth in 1001 of that
sound and great institution. The Inter-

The great doings

has

thinned out some of his holdings, his idea

burgh, Leeds and Liverpool.

the potency in theatricals of
closes a

it

book

house,

for variety divert isement.

Quite in harmony with this

century's

struggles

A

where (Vrimaldi was a pantomimic favorite.
Nearly every play in Shakespeare
has been given on the stage now claimed

his halls of pride.

this

much water was
that it was

so

for aquatic stage displays,

charmed seventh son of a seventh son, and
a thousand other things linked with the
is

old

the base-

thought very grand at that time.
could be written about this old

splendid

mysticism

the

of
in

these wells

Virata and Seven Dials, London, not to
speak of Earth's seven wonders, the

holy heptad.

linger

still

from

latter is an-

traces

Long years ago

ment.

expand to more. In London Walter Gibbons if granted all his licenses will have a
tour of twelve halls, thus passing in the

and

quaint,

available

a circuit of eight solid winners, including

Elvin said, "picked before they were ripe."

either

II.

The

Sadler's Wells.

the head of a tour of five halls soon to

We

described as "picked artists" were, as Joe

Janus and

gow, which E.

Zoo Hippodrome, Glas-

arbitration, with its long

first

of

lately lost the

There is
some little prospect of barring war between Messrs. Stoll and Gibbons; at any
rate, the monarch of many "Empires" has
eyes on his growing rival.
Barrasford long ago dropped out a few
of his less paying ventures, and now has

facing the year behind, we find 1907 the
greatest year in all variety history, on

Assuming the way

it

33 halls

also building a

is

Rotherham, near Sheffield. His
finest house is the grand new establishment at Warrington, a half-way town between Liverpool and Manchester, while in
London his list covers two of our oldest
theatres, the historic Surrey and worldat

stands at the head of everything, though

of

He

doing very well.
hall

The Moss-Stolt Tour
London, Dec. 1.
Again December's speeding days are
sweeping ns toward the gates of another
year, bringing ns closer to January. The
familiar almanac picture shows the godfather of January, "Janus," as having a

F. t only

need apply."

HALL OUTLOOK
By

29

a

the balance of the

good deal of trouble, but

say

that

all

but a

mere handful of managers have conceded
to the new order of things, and this remnant, of course,
is

already

must

One manager
"Askwith con-

yield.'

advertising

in

America.

more

in

old

ruts

Proceedings are

show,"

all

his alfnirs

ha>is.

now seem on
Thomas

Personally

institution.

in

to

than they do

table

substantial

We

pleased

of business perhaps run

Barrasford i\ a very tine fellow, portly
and large hearted, and a mainstay of the
Music Hall llmnc fund, a worthy chart-

to note that
a

Macnnghten keeps slowly expanding,
and lias now nine provincial halls and four

are

bound to exceed the
conservatism, over here the wheels

old coiint ties are
in

more custom bound and managers more
in their ways;
set
moreover it is extra
hard to switch them from a preconceived
opinion.
The out civ for new Sets is
mainly a thing on paper; practically the
same old grist keeps going to the mill.
Toward he new artist ever\ agent is a
"Doubting Thomas." he "must sen tie-

were followed up on the good old
British idea: ''What we have we'll hold."
they

new

London,

the

total

tally

of

thirteen

having consistent good luck, as your Thirteen Club might note.
Among his late
ventures was getting into Cardiff, where
with Stoll's strong house against him he

is

I

vie.

your show

To
i«.

!«\

^i'i

the big agents to see

no means ;m easy mat

show is on outside a central
Tien if ihe.\ do see it, all is no
done, as the manager wants to see it.
The formalities that hedge a new act are
ter.

if

the

radius.

really

I

something dreadful, and many turns
(

Continued on page

8q.)
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THE STAGE NEGRO

By ERNEST
(The letters below were furnished
Variety by Jack Shoemaker, representaTogether
tive for Williams and Walker.
they present an interesting commentary on
the subject

how

of

the

negro

intelligent

regards his colored brothers* delineation of
his

own

race on

and the

the stage,

medians* reason which, in

is

effect,

co-

that

they must give the public what the public
recognize.

trill

—Ed.)

Quindaro, Kansas, Oct. 16, 1907.
Messrs. Williams and Walker,

The Grand Theatre,
Kansas City, Mo.

I would like to meet you personally.
If
you have an opportunity while in Kansas
City, get on the Quindaro car and come
out to Western University so as to be here
at 11 A. M. that we may introduce you
to ur student body in chapel service, and
have you tell of your great success before

Friday.

(Signed)

I

am

one of the

many cranks who

and studiously the effect, the after results,
which your show leaves upon our people.
You have a wonderful opportunity in this
country.
Your name is magic to our
people, the characters you bring out in
your plays, the vim and dash of negro
young manhood and womanhood have the
effect of ideals which almost every negro
boy and girl, however far distant in the
backwoods, seems to pounce upon, imitate,
emulate and follow as the standard.
If you see to it that these ideals are representative of the best, the noblest and the
most lasting elements that make "better
men and better women," you are serving a
great good and need, but if, on the other
hand, your ideals are degenerative you
are succeeding and prospering personally
and financially at the expense and to the
injury of your own race and people.

May

I ask this question?

plantation

old

not pos-

it

while at the same time you hold

sible that

the

Is

Negro,

the .ludicrous

darkey and the scheming "grafter" up to
entertain people, that you

could

likewise

have a prominent character representative
the Negro student at Oxford,

of Locke,

England, having won an American Rhodes

makes one think
worth living to receive
such encouragement as we found your letter to contain, and especially when it comes
from the good thinkers of mankind. Now,
as regards the progress and development of
the Negro on the stage, I would say that
he and the public at large (here in America) have much to learn about the stage
and more especially the characters thereit

really

feel that life is

fancy, but growing very rapidly.

ample,

For

his

Yale; Roscoe Gonkling Bruce,

superior

who

led the

oratorical contest for Harvard, or the great

colored football or baseball stars at Har-

and make such characters heroes?
Such would tend to lift the young
Negro mind up to imitate and emulate
vard,

these heroes.
It

is

money

not
is

of life to

all

not

live.

years back, and

we

the greatest

thing

contentment of mind and

life

spent in this

Yott

;

along this line?
I

don't

will take this.

I

name

a

influence,
a

your great personality, can throw
for or against the Negro

great weight

race.

of (he

The "good time" Negro is the curse
As you grow older and more
day.

serious in

life,

these lines.

I

beg that you think along

big-

The Howard changed

and took
on the Western Wheel shows. The result
was a welcome change and business has
held up most satisfactorily. The Howard's
manager, Jay Hunt, however, has kept up
the continuous performance idea, by bookits

policy of continuous vaudeville,

own

good business, but

chairs, instead of in their box, in order to

come change next summer when the build

and also

his criticism

the criticism at

;

ing his

vaudeville acts to fi'iiln the

time between the performances.

there

is

to

be a wel-

all

SPISSELL BROTHERS AND MACK,

This being the case, we recognize the
it had a tendency to discourage

World's Funniest Acrobatic Comedians.

fact that

the ambitious, talented and educated Negro

who, doubtless, would, under better conditions, have given his or her attention to

all

increase the apparent

size of the audience.

because

the

colored

theatre

when he attends

only want

to

a

negro show such

him portray the ante-

see

bellum "darkey"; but our aim

is

age and simply use characters
miliar to-day

;

and

in

doing

every regard for art sake
there

We
ing;

is

no color

so,

to aver-

most

we do

— for

it

fa-

with

In true art

line.

must not overlook character drawwe must draw from the mass and

not from the few

;

such characters as you

mention are worthy examples, but

in

a

fine

better stage

Motion picture houses have sprung up
mushrooms during the year. Tremont
Row, formerly occupied solely by Austin
& Stone's Museum without which Bos-

stronger ad-

ton would, indeed, be a dreary provincial

With

the people began to

vertising,

was

there

began, howgot to work,

come

bills

until

a line from the box office to the

one, but rather

taken collectively, only wants to

down and a
same site.

occupies will be torn

come again. When November
ever, and "The Steam Roller"
there was an instant change.
made up of real headliners,
management, new scenery and

erected on the

like

—

town

—has

brilliant

become gay with white

fronts,

with electricity at night. The The-

Comique and

the Star are here, almost
by side, vying with Waldron's Palace
in the beauty of their new fronts.
Around
the corner on Court street is the new Jolatre

was no easy

task

"goer,"

it

new one

the public.

Our

ing

People who saw the show once would not

side

public sense they are obscure and surely

away from

the type and
would prove uninteresting.

combine

do that,

the

on Tuesday nights.

ager and his assistant sat in the orchestra

while on the other hand the white patrons

manhood and
vigor are in our limbs and "make things
Your tremendous
better" during our day.

draw big houses,

which are immensely popular, and he continued the plan of having wrestling bouts

Charles Waldron at the Palace (Eastern
Wheel), has also adopted the same idea,
and each house reports excellent results.
The Lyceum Theatre (Eastern), has
plugged along in its cramped quarters with

unless he tries to "pass"
I can't

still

has been the

show and not succeed."
The history of the Tremont as an "Advanced Vaudeville" house was interesting.
For the first two months the bills were
poorly chosen, bady managed and unusually ragged. The result was that the audiences dwindled until at one time the man-

We

and you and

least,

gest kind of a

characters as remind him of "white folks,"

successfully,

Boston at

another house could give

found out that a Negro can't get away

so let's pitch in while youtn,

in

value of

It has frequently been said
house that "Keith could put up

poor show and

while

see

race,

The

inestimable.

have never met you, but you have already

from the

Keith,

of

seems, no op-

He

"Amateur Nights,"

times hindered his ambitions.

difficult,

know how you

it

lished "ladies' matinees."

only manager to have

gaged
and "slap-stick" comicalities, together with
all manner of absurd antics which might
please the non-sympathetic, biased
and
prejudiced white man.

Walker, proudly boast of the fact that
of our shows were written, staged and
produced by Negroes, which required some
thought and very careful deliberation before attempting to present them before

can't
have the opportunity
you turn your tremendous influence more
and more as you grow older and wiser

world.

own which,

In the four burlesque houses here, the

Columbia has shown the most activity during the year.
Manager Farren has estab-

find that

in

men, bring a far greater joy and personal

its

with an established
Keith house has a pat-

the recent vaudeville history

performers

the work in question; we, Williams and

life.

ronage of

local

Then came

mid what was expected happened.

most all the
were enin "cake- walking," buck dancing,

Negro

"so-called"

Making

Bettering mankind, uplifting your fellow-

property,

The

paying

substantial,

Everybody was pleased with

the show.

ex-

class of patrons for his financial support

of

vaudeville
clientele.

the development of

made money.

us take the profession a few

let

Such as Pickens, who won the prize at

reason

by

The year has seen
Orpheum into a

door before every show, and the theatre

We must admit the progress, achievements and possibilities thus far allotted
to the Negro in this work is still in its in-

Again, heretofore, the Negro performer
had to depend almost absolutely on this

ability,

have

past year

WAITT.

L.

on.

mentally, morally and physically?

scholarship

Boston
the

birth of

the

of this

Mr. Albert Ross,
Western University,
Quindaro, Kans.
My Dear Mr. Ross
To begin with, we wish to thank you
for your most welcome, inspiring and en-

and

in

"Advanced Vaudeville"
acted as a great impetus upon the houses
which were established here, and these put
forth much stronger bills than they had
at any previous time except when there
was other opposition.

the

City, Mo., Oct. 18, 1907.

couraging letter;

The

or so.

id

Kansas

conditions

position can break through.

per-

you how to run your busiHowever, I have watched closely

in telling

ness.

Albert Ross, Director,

Business Course Department.

Gentlemen
sist

send with this mail a compli-

I

mentary copy of the selection composed
by one of our young ladies. See the great
possibilities of our race when guided into
the right and proper channels.
Yours for uplift and progress,

Vaudeville

materially changed within

BOSTON

IN

liette

hope that just such characters

tunity to
but,

consequently

at

to

develop,

affording

draw from them
the

present

an

will

oppor-

for stage studies

time,

Oxford,

Yale,

Theatre.

Washington

Way"

Street,

the

of Boston, has the fine

real

"White

new Premier,

the Lyric, the Unique, and soon will have
the

remodeled Bijou to be run by Paul

Harvard and Cambridge graduates of color
are not sufficient in numbers to depend
upon for public examples.
Your letter deserves far more consideration than we can here express, and we
would be glad to discuss this matter fur-

Further up is the Hub Theatre,
run by Miles Brothers with their own films.

ther with you.

three seasons.

Wiliams and Walker,

Keith.

Austin

&

Stone's

Museum

gave up this

year their "Minstrel Maids," and

on two vaudeville shows.
welcome, for the

girls

now

put

The change was

had been there for

(Continued on page 31.)
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VAUDEVILLE GIVE HIM JUST ANOTHER CHANCE

IN

By HARRY KRATON

By JUNIE McCREE.

(The Kratons).

When
The

My

There
has been a steady and sure improvement
a gradual march to the front. There are a

motto has always been, try to be as good as the best,
and original as possible. In all avenues
of labor one finds obstacles and encourage-

number of

ment,

colored

artist

vaudeville

in

is

farther advanced than ever before.

sults,

individual cases of excellent re-

on a parallel with other work of sim-

kind by white artists.

ilar

great competitive

field.

good and

In

bad.

find less prejudice

shown

than in other theatrical

This decided improvement has brought
the colored artist more time and better

vaudeville

you

to colored artists

any, of that

if

that

behaved and sensible
olored persons.
The colored performer is
more provident than he used to be.
despised by

well

t

The colored

paying more atten-

than formerly to the "Rainy Day"
The younger artists are fast profit-

tion
t

artist is

heory.

ing by

many

the example of their

You'll find a moral lesson in the smoker's
last appeal

pleasure

in

was

drug

the

sweet.

While under its influence not a sorrow did
I know,
Contentment shook my hand on every

But the

The drug which first brought pleasure
wasn't balm enough to heal
The suffering which made him fear to

Instead of looks of horror and disgust.

Why

down

tears roll

who

oft has stolen and re-

Be transformed

man we

into a

all

about to

convict

who has served

the prison

left

his

time and

cell,

for God to once more
him right,
Are you going to condemn him—make

die.

can

trust.

And prayed

his cheeks.
is

the thief

pented sometimes can

The

His time has come--he

might have

of encouragement

saved that man,

effect the

lief.

unfortunate

J

die.

can see him with the yen-yen, while the

older brother.

lesson every one can profit by.

A kind word

drug has is reversed on
one who is a fiend;
It's pitiable far beyond relief.
The pleasure in the drug from him has
gradually been weaned,
A slave to dope he now smokes for reI

A

very

street.

.nuch dreaded, "disturbing element,"
is

My

lines.

There are a very few,

started smoking opium,

first I

years ago,

life

When

set

his

a lasting Hell

a few kind words might make his

future bright?

—

Give him just another chance

just a lease
on life.
Encourage him a little to be square.
I)o not cast upon him glances that cut
deeper than a knife;
Don't remind him of his prison fare.
When he stands beside you, do not turn
your back

—

Hdp

him just a little if you can.
Give him just a chance to clean a record

THE BRADFORDS.
Colored singers and dancers.
At present appearing with great success on the

that

Keith-Proctor Circuit.

pay.

A

few years ago there were only

three

or

four

Now

colored

arts

It is

A

nameless patriot, who communicates
anonymously with the Actors' Protective
Union of America, complains that Madame

undisputed that colored

artists prefer vaudeville,

if

they can secure

llanako, the little Japanese comedienne,
and her company, are playing illegally under the management of Arnold Daly at
the Berkeley Theatre in West 44th street.

good bookings to any other theatrical work.

The

vaudeville

field

wide open

is

to

all

skilled workers.

Williams and Walker, Cole and Johnson,

"Madame Hanako and Company were
in Paris last summer by Mr.

Krnest
Hogan, and Eph Thomson are
the "4" headline acts that all colored peoarc proud

ple

act

is

Daly," says the mysterious informer, "and
the contracts were signed there at the

out

same time.
They are occupying onethird of the bill at the Berkeley Theatre.

the act and

himself.

it

"To

engaged

of.

Of course Mr. Thompson's
of the ordinary, but he owns
works

black

AN ANONYMOUS "PATRIOT."

vaudeville.

in

there are at least 100 in this country

and Europe.

is

Give him one more chance to be a man.

to see all."

Moreover they are contract laborers, and

was a remark very prevalent at one time,

arc keeping American actors out of work.

see one colored

perhaps there

jtiid

for

but

it,

how

neat

a

bit

Cooper and

Robinson
act

tional.

In the

Spillers

who

present

an

character
present

a

have
act

singing

away from the convenmusical line we have the 5

present one of the most en-

numbers in vaudeville.
Then there is my own "Hoopland" that is
conceded by press and public to be about
the best act of

its

in

recognized

poken

of because

the next ten years the col-

It

is

my

opinion before

very

to the

We

White Rats.

high degree of excellence, along far more

from organization.

There are great

There are also a Dumber of colored novshows all over the

elty acts, with colored'

country, bar acts, juggling acts, contortion

remain

whatever the case may be. They
show like this, handicap their

in a

who

progress,

content

themselves

with

being called the "l>est colored of his kind,"

whereas

if

they launched out into the wide

sea of vaudeville they would be greatly de-

veloped and receive a

new impetus

In this

the

can readily see the

great benefits the white artist

diversified lines.

long

No nourishment has passed

colored artist will have an "Order" similar

ored artist in vaudeville will be reaching a

acts, or

SISTERS.

feature and should be.
Will make good on any bill in any
Always meeting with distinct approval wherever appearing.
They are assisted by Willie
True characteristics of the Southern 'darkey" are introduced in "Plantation Pastimes."
is under the exclusive direction of AL. SUTHERLAND.
vaudeville

compah.v.
Robinson.
The net

The idea of invoking so ponderous a
machine as a government department to
suppress the dainty little Japanese does
not appeal to the union officials and the
letter found its way into the waste paper
Besides^ they figured, "good
anonymous letters.

basket.

actors" don't write

are entirely different from each other.

dare say

WHITMAN
A

kind.

All of the above are

I

Treasury

acting.

tertaining musical

tl.ey

"The Actors' Union .should inform the
Department at Washington
through
the
American Federation of
Labor. I am a good American actor, but
can't sign name."

reason

We

today.

who
of

and

talking

is

may have been

different

Cooke and Stephen
with

act

is

A word

me

dive

in

his ashen lips

THE YEAR

/

Appealingly to Heaven does he cry:

the

mere suggestion to my
race, is not to overstep any bounds.
Re
polite, be gentlemanly, be womanly, and
you will command and receive due regard
from everybody.

just another chance -just a little

time.

possibilities for the col-

I can speak of
most appreciative
terms. I have met with the most courteous
reception, square dealings, and have experienced no detriment through being colored.

only

weeks,

deriving

ored artist in vaudeville.
vaudeville

many

in

my

I

will

do

Let

me

clear

I

T

am

beat to break away.

my

conscience so that

when

in line,

can stand erect on Judgment. Day.

Do not snuff

of advice, a

my

my

candle while

record

theatres

l^et

Give

me
me

a

try and cleanse
just

another

it

if

start

T

on

can.

another

tack

Give

me

the

legislature.

l>cen

frequent

new burlesque house

S< ollay

Square

an

•

will

ideal

rumors that
be

built

location

in

— and

plans are already drawn, but whether
will

one more chance to be a man.

in

There have

is

so black,

IN BOSTON.

(Continued from page 30.)
Within the year, too, the managers of
the different theatres have perfected an organization, with John R. Schoeffel, of the
Tremont, as president. This organisation
has had a good deal to do eliminating much
injustice from new laws pertaining to

it

materialize or not only time and the

financiers can

tell.
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At that time I was with "Bob" Manand "Gus" Hill. On hearing of
the success of the "Night On Broadway"
show I suggested to my manager, Mr.

ADVANCED BURLESQUE

chester

By ROGER IMHOF

The Empire Show").

(Of

let me concoct a like
two or three acts, omitting
and sandwiching the specialties

Manchester, that he
piece? in either

In those days of "Advanced" ideas, "Ad-

vanced Vaudeville,"

mention

to

etc.,

it

may

be

too

has

burlesque

that

well
ad-

True, the step has been a grad-

vanced.

ual one, but step by step, Burlesque has

advanced.

Today

probably the most popular

is

it

When

amusement.

of

back

to

old

time

.minstrel

first

part,

one

with

burlesque,

its

the then called

"leading boy" doing interior ator,

some

thinks

composed of a dozen

women and two end men,
difference

money

expended

are

in

who cannot
these

Much money is expended each
new burlesque and first parts.

burlesque.

stason for

After a short hearing they are finally con-

and a "bit" burstiys "This was

archives

to

produced.

He

a

knockout.

We

ward-

A

person

and

rejuvenated

one sees occasional evidences of primitive

the

was the

first

of

with the

it

("The Rentz-Sant-

'Rentz-Santley' show."
ley"

did

burlesque shows).

all

the olio,

throughout
climax

piece.

As

a

argument,

I

cited

the

my

to

pnecess of the "Night

final

the

On Broadway" show.

Mr. Manchester smiled and said, "Very
good idea, Roger, but where are we going
another Harry Morris?"

to get

My

performance was once criticised by
n prominent manager, who said, "Yon are
exhibiting an

oil

painting, and your audi-

ence wants to look at a chromo."
It

universal

a

is

that

idea

burlefs;jne

audiences are like hard boiled eggs. It
so.

they

is

not

you have something entertaining

If

appreciate

will

much in burSome people be-

as

it

lesque as anywhere else.

clever entertainers hare been meeting with universal success for the past number of
years with the leading burlesque companies of
the different circuits.
They were five seasons
with T. w. Miner's attractions, and for the pa«t
two seasons have been one of the big features
of the "Empire Show," where their act always
proves a decided hit.

something

find

to

Burlesque is
a composite form of amusement, composed
of vaudeville, musical numibers, gaudy costumes, fantastic scenery with some comedy
very exacting.

is

and pathos.

Certain parts of

or six acts, and a

five

two-thirds

whom

of

An

an audience.

tainly appeal to

must

it

company

When

cer-

olio of

show, however,

its

is

utter disregard

for

Probably for that reason

it

called burlesque.

is

In the larger cities burlesque caters to
quite as

times a

This proves
lesque

artist

manager,

the

is

who

is

been

has

burlesque

The greatest handicap
of

idea

elevating.

Any

coarse

been

Neither

consid-

is

methods

now.

it

resorted

well known Broadway names have
from the ranks of burlesque.
Not
"Advanced Burlesque" either, but old fash-

laun-

ioned burlesque of the coarser kind.

Bernard. Billy B. Van,
McCree,
Alex
Carr,

fossiled

knows

to

risen

ex-

l

\VAA«*ir (pK'**/;

a French restaurant.

never

the

many

and

Sam

Sam

Collins, Junie

Montgomery

others

have

and

been

con-

ected with shows of this kind.

Burlesque

»
J*k

"

has

ered

Sio. e

&<?£* irtHO*

impatient.

to the bur-

he

positive

and

wait through a six course

Many

many women as men. In olden
woman auditor was a curiosity.

dered.

not

will

must be sanctioned by the management,
otherwise they would not be tolerated. So
il
is to the management
that one must
look, and not to the artist, for any elevation coming to future burlesque.

chief fault of the average burlesque

consistency.

long and tiresome,

They

Burlesque

little.

The

is

become uneasy

should

certainly be capable of entertaining at letst

a

the dialogue

audiences

affair like a dinner in

of thirty,

females,

are

JOHNSTON AND BUCKLEY.
Tie above

some time during one of

at

entertainments

amuse him

and by-plays are

ideas

is

of

failure

reason that the antiquated

lesque

beautiful

scenery and accessories.

robe,

to

signed

sums

Large

a

Wheel started) it is pretty hard
convince a manager he is wrong.

always

pretentious.

been

since the

iR

Burlesque productions of modern times
quite

has

never

(there

its

ihere

burlesque in

to

present form.

are

money

It is for this

form

quite

what a burlesque audience wants.
these shows continue to make

actly

And when

will ever be a popular form
amusement, provided it is kept on its
dignity and not allowed again to degen-

1
1

of

erate.

The
the

price

heralded

W

1

I

within the reach of

"Musical

often

excels

Shows"

all

the

with

and

much
the

Broadway name.

M
)

is

entertainment

Tom— BARRETT AND BELLE— May
Two

regulars

entitled "Only a Volunteer."
Working In "one." singing, talking and
their own drop.
Miss Belle is a capahle souhrette and
producer of burlesques and musical numbers.
Third season with "The New Centurv Girls" Company.
in

a

skit

Making four changes and carrying

ilanelng.

Mr. Barrett

is a

^SM

THIS WEEK,
Merry Xtnas

DEWEY THEATRE, NEW YORK

CITY.

to Friends.

{
So the good material that has been paid
is cast out, for the "water in the hat,"
"siphon bottle" and "slap stick."
Iti many instances where a really wellwritten piece lulls for a minute, someone
injects one of those old time bits and
makes the entire offering commonplace.
for

W

U<

>..

"•

The

ROGER IMHOF AND SUZANNE
CORINNE.
mid

Suzanne

Corlnne have Ion?
their Joint efforts, having worked
in eon junction for the pant ten years.
Mr. Itnhof'h character Irish impersonation, together with
Miss (fortune's valuahle assistance, have earned
for them an enviable place among the sketch

Imhof
been known in
Roger

artists.

present they are the featured act In the
the "Empire llurlesquers," having served
that capacity for the past three seasons, or
since the "Umpire Show's" Inception. Their offering. "In a Strange Hotel," Is highly amusing.
Mr. Imhof In the author of many burlesques and
plays, and has written numerous acts for artists.

At

olio of
In

late

to

first

Harry Morris was one

burlesque path with his "Night

When

v ay."
all

his views

wiseacres of

the

of the

rake a course out of the beaten

On Broad-

were made known,

the burlesque

terrible

disaster.

They

pre-

The success of that
known to make mention
of again here. Suffice to say, it was one of
the record money takers in burlesque hisdicted

show

tory.

utter failure.

is

too well

to

have

understood

joke

a

must be

it

in

bur-

Neither

illustrated.

is

that so.

Burlesque

audiences

"rounders."

are

They have seen and heard nearly everything.
You must offer something new. A
burlesque show among amusements likens
itself to a quick lunch room, as compared
to the six course meal.
The food is, or
should be of the same class, but it must
Ik

served quicker, and at a cheaper price.

You may

world

Immediately put their heads together and
forecast

lieve

lesque

be

served

half

the

a

the

cheaper rate?"

expense

is

Burlesque

garnish.

names

"how can

ask,

at

in

has

to lure the people.

the

It

is

Because
and

service

no

Broadway

much

tal-

not the side dressings, but the

meal proper they want.

CRUET AND CRUET

In most cases,

the burlesque stars have just as
ent.

same food

their
entitled

burlesque knife throwing act.
"Sam's Substitute," have appeared In
the leading vaudeville and burlesque theatres
the United States.
At present they are with
Williams' "Ideals."

In

all

in

famlllnr

VARIETY

Three years ago there was not a

nickel-

shows,

ing-picture

Today

America.

in

and five thousand
and the number is

there are between four

running and solvent,

This

increasing rapidly.

still

time

moving-picture

the

in

Everybody

making money

is

the

is

boom

business.

—manufacturOverpro-

ers, renters, jobbers, exhibitors.

1899,

money.

The character

of the attendance varies

whatever the localchildren make up about thirty-three

with the
ity,

locality, but,

young women from sixteen

to thirty years

looms up as a certainty of the
near future; but now, as one press-agent
said enthusiastically, "this line is a Klon-

old are rarely in evidence, but

dike."

shown, miss the opening.

The nickelodeon is tapping an entirely
new stratum of people, is developing into

eigners

duction

theatregoers a section of population

knew and cared

formerly

drama as a

fact in

That

life.

that

about the

little

why

is

"this

and old women

dle-aged

who

trons,

when

never,

In cosmopolitan
attend

new

a

city

are

the English-speakers.

%

the second, for the illusion to the eye of

as the other.

is

By means
picture

of

made

is

each separate

ratchet

a
to

steady

throwing an enlargement to life size upon
the screen. Then, while the revolving shutthe lens, one picture Is
ter obscures

pa-

film is to be

the

for-

than

second

sewing,

help, often require a

The process
sors

is

The

upon the edge of

laid

picture

week to take.
First the scis-

ingenious.

and chalk are

the cloth.

era

all

is

without

automatically

needle

human

is

taken.

stopped, the scissors are

The cam-'
moved a

quarter of an inch into the cloth, the chalk
is drawn a quarter of an inch over the

magic lantern

the

lens,

dropped and another substituted, to make
in turn its twentieth of a* second display.

The

doubtless be-

cause the foreigners, shut out as they are
by their alien tongues from much of the

before

upon a piece of

cloth, the scissors cutting to the lines, the

pause a twentieth of

a

proportion

This

as perfect at one rate

is

many. mid-

districts

larger

in

fight,

by 1% inches,
2 by 3 inches are now
and are taken sixteen instead of thirty to
continuous motion

Eccentric scenes, such as a chalk marking the outlines of a coat

Pictures instead of being

process.

their

For some reason,

per cent, of the crowds.

November,

in

success.

manufacturers
have learned a good deal about cheapening
Since that mighty

Hard as this may be on the little showman
who is forced out, it is good for the public, who will, in consequence, get more for
their

at Coney Island,
was another popular

rounds

THE NICKELODEONS
odeon, or five-cent theatre devoted to mov-

33

films are, as a rule, exhibited at the

rate at which they are taken, though chase

thrown

usually

are

scenes

faster,

and

a Klondike" just at present.

line is

as

Incredible

may

it

two

over

seem,

million people on the average attend the

nickelodeons every day of the year, and a
third of these are children.

up

prove

us

Let

this

The

estimate.

agent for the biggest firm of film renters
the country

in

me

told

that the average

expense of running a nickelodeon was from

$175

$200 a week, divided as follows:
manager
$25
20
of operator
15
of doorman

to

Wage
Wage
Wage
Wage

of

of porter or musician

50
10
40

lesque.

Mr.

.

.

Merely to meet exiienses, then, the average nickelodeon must have a weekly at-

tendance of 4,000.

This gives

Two

following

the

the nick-

all

elodeons 16,000,000 a week, or over 2,000,-

000 a day.

wltb

Blossoms," Dlnklns' "Alcazar Beauties," Jacobs,
Butler ft Lowry's "Champagne Girls," Bill's
"(Jay Masqueradera," and this season with Watson's "Cosy Corner Girls."
He has met wltb big success everywhere with
his comedy and dancing.

$190

i

appeared

has

Riley

shows ss principal comedian: Miner's "Bohemians," Jacobs, Butler ft Lowry's "Oberry

18

etc

Total

for the past fifteen years as the greatof old darkey Impersonators and big shoe
eccentric dancer, having played on aU the big
Keith's, Proctor's, Hyde ft Behman's,
circuits,
Moore's, roll's, and at present and for the last
six years Identified with the leading Empire Circuit (Western Burlesque Wheel) attractions, as
one of the funniest Irishmen playing In burest

Rent of films (two reels changed twice
a week )
Rent of projecting machine
Rent of building
Music, printing, "campaign contributions,"

FRANfc RILEY,
Known

12

The camera

cloth.

million people a day are

smother picture

is

is

opened again and

taken showing the quar-

When

needed before profits can begin, and the

ter-inch cut

two million are forthcoming.

these pictures so slowly obtained are run

is

It

new enterprise.
The nickelodeon la usually

a big

thing, this

109

containing

atre,

twelve
seven

year before

it

a

clothier's,

Not a theatre,

on

the-

from

a day,
Last year or the
was probably a second-hand

pawnshop or cigar store.
mind you, for theatres must

take out theatrical licenses at $500 a year.

Theatres seat 200 or more people.

Nick-

Mr. Bennett is the General-in-Chief of the Bennett Circuit, Can.
He la In charge, with an
exception or two, of all the first class vaudeville in Canada, his circuit operating theatres at Montreal,
(Quebec, Ottawa,

Hamilton and London.

"The Dennett Circuit" is recognized
prise, has placed it among the foremost.

A

as

a

loader,

and Mr. Bennett, through his energetic enter-

general manager is the reverence In which he Is held by bis
Mr. Bennett Is genial at all times, and does not allow the lm|M>rtance of his position to depress himself or his listeners.
characteristic of

the

circuit's

immediate deputies and house

This

the general rule.

is

But sometimes nickelodeon proprietors
favorable locations take out theatrical

in

licenses

and put

in

Philadelphia there

800 or 1,000
is,

seats.

nickelodeon in America.

It is said to

pay

not only the theatrical license, but also
$30,000 a year ground rent and a handsome
profit.

Today

there

tween the

is

little

cutthroat competition benickelodeon owners,

and

about them, can yet perfectly under-

stand the pantomime of the moving pic-

As might

be expected, the

life

an

year

speed.

automatic

process to color films has been discovered

plied

all

by

The pigments

are ap-

means of a four-color machine
Beyond this bare fact, the process

races are devotees.

stencil.

Most of the shows have musical accompaniments.
The enterprising manager

The
remains a secret of the inventors.
work with extraor.stencil must do its
dinary accuracy, for any minute error in

usually engages a
structions

to

human

play

pianist with in-

Eliza-crossing-the-ice

is

the scene

little

is

shuddery, and fast rag-

Where

there

competition, however, the manager

ginning to pick up, here and there, a few
nickelodeons of their own
presumably

merely presses the button and starts the
automatic going, which is as apt as not to

they will make better rates and give
prompter service to their own theatrelets
than to those belonging to outsiders. The
tendency is clearly toward fewer, bigger,
cleaner five-cent theatres and more expensive shows, says Joseph P. Medill Patterson in "The Saturday Evening Post."

bellow

;

past

by a French firm.

Sailors of

time in a comic kid chase.

Already consolidation has

the

Jews, Irish or Americans.

out of existence.

Film-renting firms are quietly be-

engines and fast moving

patronize the shows more consistently than

when

in.

Latin races

fire

automobiles slower, than the

Within

they are beginning to compete each other
set

horse races,

tures.

In

perhaps, the largest

out,

"I'd

Rather Two-Step Than

Waltz, Bill," just as the angel rises from
the

brave

The

first

little

hero-cripple's

corpse.

very successful pictures were

those of the Corbett-Fitzsimmons fight at

Carson City, Nevada,

The

in

scissors,

chalk

and

ir
five minutes.
Such a film was obtained
by focusing a camera at the building, and

taking every salient move of the wreckers
for the space, perhaps, of a fortnight.

Such eccentric pictures were

mand a
life

the

staffs.

elodeons seat 199, and take out amusement
licenses.

of

produced.

is

Sometimes in a nickelodeon you can see
en the screen a building completely wrecked

W. BENNETT.

C.

week.

part

the

needle

performances

eighteen

to

days a

tiny

giving

seats,

rapidly, the illusion of fast self-action

nil

a

and quarter-inch mark.

1897.

Jeffries-Sharkey fight of twenty-five

the

application

of

color

to

outline

made

%

upon the
by 1% inch print is magnified 200 times when thrown upon the
The rescreen by the magnifying lens.
markable thing about this automatic colorer is that it applies the pigment in slightly
different

outline

to

each

successive

print

show

able for film presentation,

and

is

it

how many sound dramatic

ishing

aston-

ideas are

submitted by people of insufficient education to render their thoughts into English

suitable for the legitimate stage.

The moving-picture actors
for

they cannot rely on

lines

make

to

are becoming

pantomimists, which

excellent

natural,

is

the playwright's

their meanings.

ber particularly a performance

I
I

remem-

saw near

Spring street on the Bowery, where the
pantomime seemed to me in nowise inferior to that of Mademoiselle Pilar-Morin,

—

It

one per cent, over the straight price.

Push has been West.

film

the

is

the French pantomimist.

a

now

running them out.
The plots are improving every year in
dramatic technique.
Manufacturing firms
pay from $5 to $25 for good stories suit-

straight-story

Colored films
700 feet long.
sell for about fifty per cent, more than
Tinted films browns,
black and whites.
blues, oranges, violets, greens and so forth
are made by washing, and sell at but
of

in high de-

couple of years ago, but

—

Frank
States
is

Bush

Circuit,

the

first

the Western
will play
commencing March next.
time in a long while Mr.
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BURLESQUE IMPORTANT FACTOR
By
The year

L.

LAWRENCE WEBER.

close finds

Conditions have changed now, and the

the situation in the matter of the rela-

advancement, progress, and a
all environments.
Time was when the majority of the
press throughout the land expunged all

of

tions

just drawing to

the

two

competing

circuits relatively the

same as

ginning of the estrangement.
tion

a

of the Columbia

burlesque
in the be-

The evolu-

Amusement Com-

pany (Eastern Burlesque Wheel) and its
various subsidiary enterprises marks an
epoch in the annals of the show world,
and once again makes forcibly evident the
truism, that determination, pluck and
American enterprise can overcome almost
any obstacle.
We have demonstrated most conclusively that an association of managers can
be held together when the cause is a
worthy one. and the goal, a circuit of
paying theatres and companies.
The same small band of tried and true
warriors who threw off the yoke and chain

now

reaps the re-

their belief in the

consummation

a trio of years ago,

ward of

of hopes long fostered; the golden returns

due for a lifetime spent in trying to uplift a business that had always been looked
upon rather askance.
In the old days the stifling of all ambition to better the conditions and atmosphere of the shows; all hopes of advancement were set aside, and year after
year saw nothing new in any of the entertainments. The usurious terms exacted
by the theatre managers handicapped the
producer to the extent that he was compelled to launch his enterprise with a view
to eking out a mere living.

battle cry

is,

betterment of

reference to burlesque, even declining
terial in their advertising

ma-

columns. These

have been overcome, and the
devoting considerable
space to reviews that bear the ear-marks
of honesty of purpose, and reflect seriously at times upon the so-called musical
prejudices

dramatic

critics are

comedies for which a much
of admission

charged.

all

and elevate our
Only the power to think and to
to develop

amusement

We

corporations.

are thoroughly equipped

in

every

ways to cope with the
situation.
A harmony of interest begets a harmony of feeling, and we are
all working for the same grand cause, to
and

not require the "steam roller* of

It did

opposition

shows.

is

higher price

Then there is the new Columbia
Theatre in Scranton, the new Princess in
Montreal, and our new $200,000 theatre in
Toronto opened for business this month.
Early in January Mr. Richard Hyde
will place at our disposal his new "Star
and Carter" Theatre in Chicago, which
costs over $400,000.
We have also acquired theatres in Columbus, Ohio, and Milwaukee, Wis. The early
spring will see ground broken for new
houses in St. Paul and Minneapolis, and
the taking over of a theatre in Louisville.
I have every reason to believe that the
future will see our organization one of
the strongest, if not at the very top, of
$250,000.

all

women and

an unknown quantity
editor of one of Albany's leading papers thought he had
strayed by mistake into a mothers' meeting when he chanced to pay a visit to our
Empire Theatre in that city one day last
week.
Nearly all the occupants of orchestra seats were women and children.
This is a good sign of the decline of
public interest in the "blood -and- thunder"
melodrama, where the atmosphere reeks
of all that is wicked and vicious.
children,

The

in the old days.

argues well for the future of buran entertainment conceived for
the express purpose of dispelling the clouds
It

lesque,

of care, and dissipating cobwebs of worry
and discontent that come to all during a
day's walk in the maelstrom of business.

possible

Duncan and Godfrey, the English
ter" pair, returned to their

day

"cos-

home on Tues-

last.

do; the right to exercise the prerogative
That's the
of emancipated showmanship.

answer, pure and simple.

During the past few months there have
been a number of mergers in the amusement world, but the millennium will never
see the Columbia Amusement Company
merged or affiliated with any other cor-

We are sufficient unto ourand merely in our infancy now.
What we need are new fields to spread

poration.
selves,

over,

new

territory to cover.

It

is

ex-

pansion and not restriction that governs
our footsteps. Our circuit of theatres contains a

number

of the handsomest houses

worthy of housing
made on this or
any hemisphere. Opljfr4* few weeks ago
we opened /the Q^yety Theatre in Washington, which represents an outlay of
in the country, buildings

the grandest productions
.

S*MITH

AND CONVEY.

Smith and Convey are now with Hurtlg & Scamon's "Trans-Atlantlcs," offering a popular talking
and Hinging specialty. Both have voice* of extraordinary quality, and their offering Is thoroughly
enjoyable In every respect.
The third member of the act Is a pretty young woman. She does not
appear In the act except for the Ringing tlnale. which bring* her upon the stage. Thla Is out of the
ordinary for a talking act.

what they want for what
they can afford to pay.

give the public

It's
amusing at times to see some
graduate from the burlesque world, like
Sam Bernard, for instance, who recently

visited the Murray Hill, open their eyes
very wide at the richness of the productions some of our people are giving.
At

the

conclusion

of

the

performance

wit-

nessed by Mr. Bernard he was heard to

remark that he never thought the dav
would come when a burlesque flhow could
be given without the aid of a slap stick
or a double entendre joke.

Mr. Lee Shubert has even paid us the
compliment of sending his sta^e managers
on several occasions to study the methods in vogue on our various stapes.
The word burlesque typifie.s much, and
can be construed or misconstrued at will,
but as we, the members of the Columbia

Amusement Company,

interpret it, it symhumorous and spectacular of
worthy of being made light of.

bolizes the

NAT. BERNARD

AND AL COLEMAN

Have met with warranted success in the West. They have been together only alnce last summer,
and do a clever talking and singing act.
Mr. Bernard has played a number of principal parts In
Weber & Fields' productions, and Mr. Coleman was doing a single specialty before he joined his present
partner.

the

At present Bernard and Coleman are with "The World Beaters." as principal comedians, under
msnagement of James Sargent. They are now on their wiv East.

what is
The successes of each season will be
"/^kitted" or burlesqued as you will, and
the stale acts and comedians will be relegated to the past where they belong and
came from.
Our audiences are composed largely of

(3)

(OF)

(US)

HARRY VAN CLKVE, DORA DENTON
AND "PETE" THE MULE.
A

A

and darky's adventure with a real
"mule," with comedy from start to finish

lady's

circus
of act.

Merry

Xmas and

a

Happy New Year

to

all.
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VAUDEVILLING AROUND THE
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my

be interesting to

leagues to

know how

it is

vaudeville col-

here will net you easily the equivalent of

possible to spend

two months' salary.
Five days on the Indian Ocean will land
you in Colombo, Ceylon, where the tea
planters and the English military garrison
will patronize you to the advantage of
your exchequer, until the next boat arrives
that will take you to Australia, another
two weeks' voyage.
If you have not fortified yourself with
sixteen weeks' contract with Harry
a
Rickards, the Antipodean vaudeville magnate, you can with profit to yourself spend
a month, and even two months, in this
beautiful country by giving private enter-

a profitable season on the other side of
the earth and combine business with plea-

WORLD

sure.

By CHARLES LEONARD FLETCHER.

Any

artist

whose style of act can be un-

derstood and appreciated by English speak-

The time must come during
every

of

the lifetime

busy and prosperous vaudeville

when

family

Harry

Randall,

Mark

Frank

Lauder,

Melford, E. J. Sheldon, et

Lynne,

tells

Bursting with health and with the nerves

him that he needs a rest and change of
scene.
In some cases it is likely to be suggested by the vaudeville managers that the
various circuits over which he has repeatedly played also require a rest and change,
and that his absence for a year would be
mutually beneficial.
Doing "two-a-day,"
year in and year out, must have a telling
effect upon the nerves and constitution of
the hardiest, and the possibility that the
public is a bit weary even of its favorite
is not a remote one.
These were the conditions that confront-

where
I
enjoyed a three months' engagement
under the Hyman banner. There I found
myself almost half way around the world,
but a severe attack of homesickness made
me long for the Stars and Stripes and the

artist

me

ed

his

physician

three years ago, and instead of fol-

lowing the advice of

my

medical and pro-

a season, I

my

farm for
conceived the idea of making a

fessional friends to lay off on

professional tour of the world.

took a slow boat

for England, and
a few weeks in foggy London.
Foggy weather did not agree with my
health, and fogaudiences (in tl.e sense
I

played

that they were enveloped in pipe and cig-

jarred upon my nerves. T
and played over the great Moss-

"two-a-day"

again.

life

my

cancelled

I

was able

to

live

gentleman,

favorite

pastimes,

the life of an English

and
such

indulged
as

golf,

tennis, fox-hunting, "snooker," etc.,

to the skilful

in

his

cricket,

thanks
coaching of Messrs. Harry

propose to do,

:

book yourself for a few weeks on

Moss-Stoll

will

give you an opportunity to do
Ireland,

land,

circuit

in

Scotland

and Wales thor-

oughly.

The

difference in

what they

your American salary

pay and

tainments in the cities of Perth, Adelaide,

will be

made up by

living

and the ex-

Melbourne, Sydney and Brisbane, and, if
you choose, another month in Tasmania
and New Zealand.
But I would advise

will

ceedingly short railway journeys.

S. A., to St. Louis, U. S. A., open-

&

ing on the Kohl

another
strain,

again,

from

surcease

and

I

started

the

twice-daily

loop

to

accomplishing the feat

During

twelve months.

with

contracts

the

earth

the

for Gibraltar.

The

English population there, composed largely
of

army and navy

ilies,

officials

are completely

and their famfrom theat-

isolated

cutting out these Islands, and when you
can tear yourself away from the hospitable
Australians (and they are, you will find,
the best fellow's on earth, if you share with

exactly

in,

this time I

"Syndicate"

of

cost

Then take a steamer

Castle Circuit.

The following year my health demanded

This
Eng-

England.

the

Town,

CHARLES LEONARD FLETCHER.

filled

halls

in

London, the Moss-Stoll Provincial Tour,
and with Harry Rickards in Australia.

Rut

for one

who was anxious

world and receive the

full

to see

the

of

the

benefit

from the educational standpoint I
made a grave mistake. I did not allow
myself sufficient time in which to enjoy

tour

the advantages offered in the ports visited

I

I

the decreased

during

country

First,

what

for their benefit that I advise the

steamship tickets and jumped from Cape

travelled

which included all the principal cities of England, Ireland and Scotland.
With no matinees or Sunday performances

is

it

following plan

of a lion, I set sail for South Africa,

arette smoke)

Stoll Circuit,

ing people can do

and

al.

the

long

voyage

of

miles

21, (XX)

from London to San Francisco.
I made the
much like a

trip

tourist

too

hastily.

taking

an

I

was

express

train from New York to 'Frisco, without
any stop-overs and missing the beauties of
the attractive points in the great West.

Now,

I

propose to make another tour

of the world next year, and

it

will doubt-

As Richard Mansfield as "Baron Chevrlal,"
in "A Parisian Romance."
Charles Leonard Fletcher enjoys the distinction of being one of the very few legitimate actors
who, entering vaudeville eight years ago, adopted it as a permanent profession. During this time Mr.
Fletcher lias been singularly successful as a delineator of character types.
He has studied and produced with success no less than fifty-three distinct characters.
Many have been impersonations of
popular actors in their best known roles. He has, however, proven himself to be an actor not without
originality, as his work in several of Dickens' most famous characters has proven.
Among his most
popular Impersonations may be mentioned, Charles Warner as "Marex" in "At the Telephone" and
"Coupeau" In "Drink"; Richard Mansfield as "Baron Chevrlal" In "A Parisian Romance" and "Beau
Brummell"; James A. Heme as "Nat Berry" In "Shore Acres"; Sir Henry Irving as "Robespierre";
Mark Twain; Chauncey Depew; William Gillette as "Sherlock Holmes"; "Uriah Heep" from "David
Copperfleld"; "Grandfather" from "The Old Curiosity Shop"; "Fagiu" from "Oliver Twist," and "Sid
ney Carton" from "The Tale of Two Cities."
This repertoire of character studies is a severe demand upon an actor's versatility, but Mr. Fletcher's
reception In all parts of the world Indicates that he possesses dramatic ability of high order.
Mr. Fletcher will make his first appearance in New York, since his return from a tour of the
world, next month, when he is announced to present his new act, "An Evening With Richard
Mansfield,*" which according to reports has been eminently success/ul on the Orpbeum and Kohl ft
Castle Circuits in the West.

rlcal
a

entertainments.

Here you can spend

week, and with a couple of entertain-

ments you can make a month's salary.
The next outgoing steamer will take you
to Tort Said, and a railway journey of
only

SO miles

will

you to Cairo,
find thousands of

bring

Egypt. There you will
English and Americans

starving

for

a

show, and they will keep you, with profit
to yourself, from a fortnight to a month.

You

will find time

during your sojourn in

Egypt to visit the Holy Land, and take a
good look at the River Nile and the Pyra-

them their passion for the race track and
other innocent (?) forms ofv^gambling),
take a steamer for the Philippines, a voyage of about a fortnight.

In Manila you will feel at home.
The
Americans there are in goodly numbers,
and if you don't remain over ten days you
will make money.
It is

THE COLBY FAMILY,
la their eighth successful season, arc playing the houses of the United Booking Offices, under the
management of William L. Lykens.
The Col by s were hrought Into prominence by .Tunics H. Hyde, of the famous "Hyde's Comedians."
and toured the country with that organization from WOO to 1904,
So great was their success with
Mr. Hyde that from the opening number of the show they were advanced until promoted to the position of headline feature on the retirement of the late Helen Mora from that company in lOO.'J.
Vaudeville audiences have watched the Colby children jjrow from Infant prodigies. Master Frank
now almost as big as his father, and Miss Byrle to the early .veins of charming girlhood.
Seated In their parlor, the mother at the piano, the father and daughter enjoying a game of
checkers, the son seated by the fireside, the light from the fire In the grate Illuminating the features
of the family as their voices blend in harmony, Is a scene that touches a responsive chord in the heart
of every man, woman and child.

the

Vocal and Instrumental numbers, whistling and Imitations of noted band lenders follow in rapid
succession, the performance brought to a close with a vocal novelty In the form of a family row.
showing the family in a war of words, all In song.

home

In

Another twelve days on the steamer will
carry you through the Suez Canal and take
yon up to Bombay, India, where you will
It is an
find yourself a welcome visitor.

There's no money in that

Hong
so

city,

you will hurry on to Kobe and Nagasaki,
Japan, buy a lot of souvenirs, and start on

mids.

Now

but a short ocean voyage to

Kong.

stretch for

ten days

and you

will

make

stop over until
least

you

San Francisco.
will

reach

a mistake

the

next

IIouolulii,

you don't

if

giving

boat,

three performances at

the little

nt

Or

phoum Theatre, where you can

easily pull

English

out five or six hundred dollars.

Honolulu

dom

is

speaking community, and so selarc they favored with an Anglo-Saxon

virtually

an

American

performance you will find them
so positively "show hungry," that they will

Japanese atmosphere.
Another five days

them an entertainment
immediately on your arrival. Two weeks

Tri,sco,

theatrical

urge you

to

give

will

where Mr. Meyerfeld

town,
land
will

with

you

a

in

probably

ask you to play the Orpheum Circuit.
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ENGLISH ARTISTS AND AMERICAN
AUDIENCES
By

EDWIN ADELER.

Tendon, Nov.

When

the

You

30.

representative

London

of

Variety invited me to write a column or
so for your sprightly journal, I undertook

am

1
with considerable misgiving.
have read the books of George Ade
and I have also revelled in your out-

brand,

the

job

spoken criticisms, and I am well aware
that on the other side you have many
words and phrases that are not included
in our vocabulary. I know what a "stunt"
means,
is, and what "selling the goods"
but, for instance, what on earth is a
"lemon?" Further, I have never yet had
the opportunity of crossing the

pond-

though I live in hopes— so that if I commit "any dreaafuf 'solecisms* 1 hope you
will put it down to my British insularity
and not to any lack of good will or good
'

feeling.

ago English
variety artists were viewing with alarm

Some

eight or ten years

the invasion of these shores by troops of

The invasion, however,
much more good than harm; the

clever Americans.

did

was gettting into a sleepy groove
smarter cousin woke him up with

Britisher

— his

—

the result that
is

now

better than ever

British variety talent
it

was, and further

that we have been able to retaliate by
sending you some of the pick of our own
That they have been welcomed
people.

with open arms

is

history.

a matter of professional

are credited over there with a dis-

like of

our typical red-nosed comedian;
agree with you.

inclined to

I

Their

many cases is not of the highest
and like a once-fermented Continental wine Won't stand exportation.
humor

in

—

Similarly,

we

are over here getting just a

your eternal "tramp,"
he of the multiplicity of shirt fronts and
little

bit

tired of

inevitable clothes-whisk.

Please do not misunderstand me, it

not the clever artist inside the clothes

is

we

we would

like to see him
monotonous guise.
I remember as a boy roaring over the
caricatures hy^gtim" in the New York
comic papers. ^Well, the tramp of the

object to, but

appearing in some

less

has realized "Zim's" pictures ad
nauseam, and you surely have plenty of
other types to introduce to us but this
by the way.
There are several English comedians
who certainly put plenty of carmine on
their noses, and yet should be very successful in America.
Wilkie Bard and
George Robey are two, for instance. Both
have brains and ability, and a keen sense
stage

—

humor that should be international.
Robey is popularly supposed to have done
a week in New York and beat a hasty retreat.
If that be so, I think he must
have either had stage fright or was not
long enough with you to get acclimatized
as it were.
Phil Ray is to my mind

of a

ELIZABETH
A

Miss Murray sings coon songs.

M.

MURRAY.

of others do that, but Miss Murray •"has a way with her"
tliat Ik altogether irresistible.
Her attractiveness of person, sweetness of voice and cleverness in
singing the darkey melodies has sent her stock a booming.
Miss Murray belongs to the "new school"
of coon singers, which replaces quiet humor and faithful dialect for noise.
lot

eminently adapted to American audiences,
his wit is of the crispest variety, he puts
into a

nutshell

an

many gags

as

most

comedians spread over an act.
His abbreviations seem to fit in with the quick
American method of living. He is really

an excellent elocutionist with a fine voice,
but must never be taken seriously.
Malcolm Scott is another artist wyou
would like, his patter is too high class
too cultured for
alert

American

—but

the

surely

see

manv
w

audiences

brain

should

There's a crashing of crockery night and

day,
Still

I

For

I

make up my mind to be ''game"
and "stay,"
figure

out how

much money

I'll

save

On my seven-day journey to the grave.
ha ml my bills
The season ends, and
To a doctor, who cannot cure my ills.
I

through his subtleties.
He is a highly
educated man and never plays to the gal\

lery.

Harry Lauder came, saw and conquered;
we had no misgivings about him— he is a
genius.

ECONOMY.
/*//

The

Oeo,

W.

Dai/.

season's short, and so

am

I.

So to save a dollar or two I'll try.
And when I take an all-night ride,
My Pullman berth is a thing denied.
I'll

stop at the lowest -priced hotel,

To

luxuries

I'll

bid farewell.

The journey is finished by and bye,
Then I dig the cinders from my eye,
And my spinal column gives a crack
As I try to straighten out my back.
I smell like a herring newly smoked,
But I envy my neighbor who is "soaked."'

1

stop at that "dollar-a-day" hotel,

Where the melee

CARSON AND WILLABD.
M.—CARSON AND

WII.l.ARD— Jnke, the Oerman comedy team,
The above Is h picture of Geo.
late Mars of the Shea Amusement Company"* musical production, "A Trip ti> Kgjrpt," arid well known
Tliey are now In their tenth season of success, having
to vaudeville patrons of all the larger cities.
first Joined bands as a team in 1897.
The present season they are booked solid on the Keith Proctor and Orpheuin Circuits, and meeting
with tremendous success. Next season they will be MOB In a new musical comedy under the direction
of J.

H.

ARTHUR.

starts with

My

room's on an alley,

Who
filled

with noise

From scullery maid/* and swearing boys,
The place is a hum with busy flies
That swim in the soup and sleep in the
pie.s.

EDNA DAVENPORT.

the dinner

bell,

tre,

for the past
riilladelphla,

two seasons

at

has produced

also all numbers for Mr.
show for the last two season*,
IHnklns' 'Yankee Poodle tilrls"
hcrs.

Bijou Theamusical num-

tlie

nil

Kdmund Hayes'
and for T. W.
Company.

Miss Davenport is now with the latter com
playing the principal souhrette role, and her
Is one of the big hits of the olio.
Miss Davenport Is considered one of the neat

piiny.

act
est

and best of wooden shoe dancers.

—
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A REMITTANCE FIEND
By HENRY LEE.
It

my

not in

i.s

province to preach

no one can journey as

but
have done and

I

not have learned a lesson or two
thing

two

or

— laughed

— seen

time or

a

;

a

two

;

Australia

— in

to me.

it

sion in

are concerned,

efcts

ture— a crime of
fact; and, the

all

is

crimes

moment

Primogeni-

ended.

—

is

an accepted

the elder brother

shipped off— as

I

said far enough

with a pittance, sent monthly
enough to get home again.

;

— and

but never

didn't

came from

rush

to

—

town,

nearest

the

get

drunk possibly, or the gambling hells arc
accommodating— and starve the balance of
the time.
Of course they ought to work
but they haven't been taught how.
Their
education has consisted of an association
with lordlings, and careful instruction in
the art of spending money.
preach

I
;

my

not in

province to

said,

it

but

received a sermon in

I

is

—or the lack of — which

love

it

human

I will

never

forget.

When I
man

busy

have an

—

I

sat

on a

log outside the

Then

the house half an hour after-

had

I

when he

but

;

a

That

alighted.

the interest

all

wanted.

I

"I'm

"I wouldn't stay here,

were you.
Bad case of typhus upyoung English fellow no friends
and no money. I've done the l>est I could
I

if

stairs

—

—

him

lor

but he's a goner."

:

"No one to
"He won't
course

And

need

told

I've

looking

I

asked.

much

after

grimly.

replied

them what

"Of

do— until

to

Qood night. Take my advice."
mounted his broncho and rode

he

away.

look after himV"

doctor

the

longer/'

went into the house.

I

The landlord was wringing

hands

his

".My wife daren't go nigh him, an'

I

don't

want to, an' he's hollerin' for water."
"You're not afraid to go and pick me a
couple of these orangei outside? Where's
his

room?"

"I won't bring 'em up.

Typhus

catchin'

is

I'm clear scart.

and

I'm

a

married

man."
picked

I

the

oranges myself

pitcher and some sugar.

I

— found

MARK LEA AND JOE OPP

a

also found the

months ago In a Hebrew comedy act.
Mr. I^ea was formerly of the team of
They have been playing In tbe
lloey and Lm, and formed n partnership with Mr. Opp in Chicago.
Middle West, meeting with success. Tbe act Is booked up on the Western circuits.

Joined

several

lunula

The house was deserted.
"Have you come back, Doctor?" moaned
"They won't bring me any
the sick man.

again."

water."

pared

in

your

name?"

room.

week — and being a

off

they are few

I

a doctor," he said.

;

As

I

The small man approached me.

the end.

—

but

;

man rode up and
interest me much

small

is

They have received a college education
know a little I^atin a little Greek and
nothing useful in the war of life. That's
why they have the nickname of the "remittance fiends." They get their little allowance,

was)

it

After dinner

married, has a child, the younger brother
i.:

me

room (more like
was satisfied; I was

shanty, smoking and meditating.

wards

California

as far as their family inter*

life,

a barn

— in

any
country far enough away from England
there are rafts of younger sons, whose misIn

— assigned

eat

to

to a place they called a

nearing Nature.

and have been hurt a time or two.
The most pitiful thing that has come
uuder my observation happened in southern California, and I will tell it but not
with half the pathos which the great
master, "Death," told

me something

gave

"It

isn't

the doctor,"

I

said.

"Then keep away from me.

naturally take

advantage of it. I had one some years ago
and I hired a horse, rode out into the wilds

catching."

north of San Diego, trying to get next to

as

Nature; and I did.
I dismounted at a sort of roadhouse. so
far from human habitation that it seemed
n folly to keep it.
They stabled my mare-

else?"

It's

gave him that which

I

the jug.
I

had preWhat's
"Will you
I

"That's good.
him.

told

awfully

"Don't you think that a doctor is just
liable to catch anything as anyone

than on paper. She mustn't know. Poor
mother !"
"Your mother won't know."
'Then there was a girl. We were going
lo be married some day.
Poor girl!"
"Poor boy!"
I had
"It seems hard to die so young.
so much to do some time but I didn't

—

—

"Will you please give

me some water?

know how

I

tried, but I fell; and I
get up.
I
bad a devil of a job getting back into bed

to get at it."

"You've atoned for

can't

your faults of
Give me the ad-

all

omission and commission.
dresses."

"They're on the trunk there

Mother gave

book.

tle

our crest

1

1

1

:

lit-

got

A

sort of nameplate fool-

to

pretend they're better

else."

transferred

I

It's

it.

somebody

1 1

1

in that

use

in

people

ish

—

to me.

it

the

address

to

my

note-

book.

"And mother won't know
"You're not alone."

"No

;

I

died alone?"

I'm going away.

but

I

can see

I»ok how the sunshine
glances on the waves! It isn't such a hard
the water now.

journey

caelum
1 1

after
est

—

all.

Pater

noiter

qui

in

AUK Y AND JULIA SEYON

presenting a comedy by Joe Flynn entitled
They are meeting with
•"The Marriage Broker. "
much success this season as one of the olio
features with Chas. E. Taylor's "Parisian Belles.''

Are

saw his mother and
saw his father and
home truths.
I

I

write a letter for

me— to

England

— to

didn't

lied to her.

I

I

I

told

him some

stay to dinner.

my

mother?"
I

said,

"Yes."

"But you'll have to tell a lot of lies in
She must never know that I died like
ii.
tliis

Frlta N. Huttuuinn.

Antoinette

I.e

James Stevens.

Hrun.

THE LB BRUN GRAND OPERA
Oct. 22. '07.

a

dog."

"She will never know. I shall be going
England soon in less than three weeks.
It's a small country* and
it
will be no

—

l.o

TRIO.

"The I* Rrun Grand Opera Trio live up to their reputation as the finest singers In vaudeville
and scored a tremendous hit."— Toledo "Times," Oct. 28. »07.
"The 1-e Brun Grand Opera Trio give a magnificent act. presenting scenes from Grand Opera."

—Dayton "Daily News,"

like

A MKRRY CHRISTMAS* TO AM, OUR FRIENDS.

trouble for

me

will be easier

—

to see her,

and

tell

her;

it

for her."

"Yes, and one can

lie

so

much

better

"The Push Cart" ("It is to Boost"),
by Will Rossiter, the Chicago

published

publisher, is a clever idea in booklet form,
gotten up in a catchy style and something
to take the fancy of those interested in

The

songs and

singers.

now being

distributed,

first

edition

is

and every agent,
manager and thousands of artists will be
The book contains bright
sent a copy.
saying* and pictures of prominent singers.

—
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NO MORE SHARP PRACTICE

IN

RUNNING A SHOW ON FIFTEEN
CENTS

CHICAGO

By FRED LOWENTHAL.
Chicago, Dec.

For years

it

tunity to have his cause tried upon its

10.

was always with fear and

trembling the theatrical manager played

This was on account of the law

Chicago.

dishonest I do so advisedly, as
full well

that

many members

realize

I

and because there were certain lawyers,
few to be sure, who with a ring of disreputable constables looked upon man-

ignorant.

agers and actors as legitimate prey. The
chances that these harpies took were small
since the theatrical man, unfamiliar with

the clients are conserved.

would rather pay what he did
not owe than be prevented from making
his next jump, which would entail conThese shoddy
siderable financial losses.

then

•

tem ized.
For instance, a member

When

An

artist

is

his

well the interests of

own

carelessness and

apt to blame his lawyer.

On

many

promoters,

and many successful managers can tell
how they started on a "shoestring."
I had an experience in my early days
that will turn many of them green with
envy, for I was once the manager of a company on the munificent capital of 15 cents.

is

often led into legal tangles

and defeats by
is

how

it

start a business on small capital has

been the aim of a great

one realizes the fiduciary

relations of a lawyer and a client
really wonderful

To

of the pro-

fession are falsely branded as such by the

lawyers had thig nefarious practice sys-

(Murphy,

In referring to certain lawyers as being

under which the justice courts worked,

his rights,

By GEO. E. MURPHY
Whitman and Company).

merits.

My

ac-

second year in the business,

I

joined

HufV was the best

on the prairies of Iowa.
off

of any, for he went to

The

shop.

a desperate
and dry

high

work

in a

barber

rest of us hurriedly got together

to continue on

them to follow up a suit.
Again, though his desire to follow up a

and "findings." I say "promised," for a
Huff was a
promise was all I ever got.
barber whose health was failing, and he

a cent of salary since

we

difficult for

may

be just as strong when the case

Comedy Company

to play leading

to devise

Even

opened.

laundry money had been suspended laundry had been cleansed by the hands of
;

you that
and dried
on the looking glass are far from flattersuming.
It was growing late in the fall
mer clothes looked over ripe, even if in

who wore

those

washed

collars

and

it,

in

I

can

tell

the bath tub

;

good condition.

was decided we should continue on
manager elected.
Then we took inventory of the amount of
cash on hand. As each person's name was
It

our course, and a new

with a gun.
cover of night and at the point of this
officer's revolver was forced to pay unjust

he turned his pocket! inside out,
showing nothing more than a soiled lining.

oalled,

1 displayed fifteen
came to me.
was immediately and unaniThe company
mously elected manager.
was named after me, and it was declared
that anyone who could contrive to hold on
to fifteen cents under the conditions was

At

com-

last

when the officer's
him to death with his own

in a scuffle.
There have been other lawyers who
have hung around burlesque theatres and,
on other people's
fed
buzzards,
like
There is no gainsaying the fact
woes.

weapon

it

and

cents,

bination was broken up

wife shot

stranded

hadn't received

is

piece of

thieving

left

Thespians as

of

tail

We

it

demands because the conwork was a handy man
Many a manager under the

this

—were

chance

the

ways and means

theatrical

stable that did its

Fortunately

to

our interrupted tour.

that

Anbeyond the pale of its jurisdiction.
other law office of this kind was enabled

debts.

hung on

business at a promised salary of ten dollars

fact

work, this man would take the blame.
Not being a licensed lawyer, ho Mould be

to enforce its

ever

set of

the Huff

suit

some particularly pernicious

— about as miserable a

folks

the

have no fixed place of abode

not admitted to the bar, so that if
complaint was made to the bar association
for

Comedy Company

overcoat), and the Huff

often

count of

was
any

of one firm

immediately put an attachment on everything the barber possessed (even to his

the

utmost confidence and

entitled

to

manager

to be highly esteemed.

to

be outdone by their generosity,

a

was not

I

so,

while

that the ordinary actor has the emotional
side of his character strongly developed.
And it is right it should be, since his is a

accepting

profession which blooms under the l.eat
when compelled to

our "grand galaxy of glittering stars" the

I

stopping;
to carry

put

There are men in Chicago who style
themselves "theatrical lawyers," and who
have sought to whip up a dubious prac-

HANSON

with

business

is

emblazoned

yer."

What
does

it

theatrical

differ

or

ical,

In what
law?
from the carpenter's, medlaw?
there
plasterer's
Is

is

one

set

of

laws

for

men

one

line

and one

for

those engaged

another?

may

No, certainly not;

engaged
it is,

in

as one

snare the unwary.

But with the advent of the New MunicCourt and the abolishing of tl.e old

passed into history.
the

legal
is

professions

have

Gloriously gratifying

— both

theatrical

— throughout the entire

and

United States

the news that theatrical "holdups" are

now

The Saturday
no more.
Under the present law, if a manager or
an actor anticipates an attachment he
may put up a bond, and he has an opporimpossible in Chicago.

night attachment

Keith-Proctor Circuit.

is

my

"squared"

had been advised to take a change of climate and position. The comedy company

was the result.
It was an ill-advised move,

tho lawsuit.

got the change of climate and position he

In Chicago, the high and honorable office

many

instances has been

degraded to that of a "sharper"

in its re-

lation with the theatrical profession

—es-

in

the past, through the practices of a

But matters are different now.
The laws are more stringent.
Artists are better business men and are
seeking advice from those members of the
bar up to whom they can look as keepers

disreputable few.

of their conscience, and

last,

but by no

means

least, Chicago has a judiciary on
municipal bench that compares favorably with any other in the country. All

its

these elements are working to force socalled "theatrical lawyers" out of practice.

for while he

also got the worst case of chills

which finally settled in a

and

fever,

critical state of

cold feet.

After we had been out eight weeks things
to a show down. We had begun after

came

;

we painted

end

eighth week
;

we

o'pened at Oel-

the second night the

receipts were the smallest

I have ever seen.
had just 35 cents paid admission and a
half-dozen passes.
Our bodyguard had
been hopeful up to this point, but 35 cents
put a crimp in their confidence and they

We

and ill-shaped

—

together by a barber.

wein, Iowa, to $3.85

;

in glittering

letters, the

inspiring

words "Two Ceorges' Comedy Company
Opera House, To-night."
Our work was hard, but the receipts rewarded our labor. On Saturdays we gave
away sacks of candy to the children at the
matinees, and on Saturday nights we gave
a sack of flour, a dollar's worth of groceries, and a greased pig to anyone who
would come up on the stage and catch him.

We

first

lord with us,

On our

the next town

compariy to work passing out hand

;

colors,

week taking a sheriff and a landand by this time were carrying enough dead wood to swamp a much
stronger organization than was ever put
the

with a liveryman
to

;

possible benefit that can be reaped out of

of a counsel in

it

my company

furnished a surface

when he started it, yet
oftentimes the actor is so far away the expense of returning is greater than any
set for trial as

is

pecially in respect to the burlesque end

ipal

to

all filled.

Permanent address, care VARIETY.

in

readily see, a trick of words to en-

justice court system, all these things

gussib

on

Law-

"Theatrical

NELSON

Little of Everything. '•

Time

articles

attached

cards

their

which

.toilet

and
it

"A

because of their knowledge of theThey pass among burlesque
atrical law.
girls'

in the show to ancompany, and named

and my partner and I took paint pot
and brush, and, there in the dead of night
in that lonesome town, painted it from
stem to gudgeon. On sidewalks and doorsteps
on barrels and on -boxes on the
sides of buildings, and on everything that
bills

auce

tice

and chorus

of the

Georges' Comedy Company."
Then began the great work of pulling a
I
company out of the mire.
stuck
"squared" the landlord where we were

sides.

artists'

member

"Two

conform to the hard, straight lines of
logic.
I have a certain attorney in mind
who, playing on the easily moved feelings
of actors, would incite them to go to law,
and then represent and take fees from
both

the honor bestowed upon me.

gave a half interest

other

of feeling and dwarfs

all

got

salaries,

new
paid

paper, paid the people their

our

all

bills

as

we went

along, and for several weeks were on the

high road to success
to

when

sickness put an

our career.

The long, hard struggle that the company
had gone through had been a strain on
their nerves and system and they succumbed
with the reaction
and as I had pulled
them out of their predicament and was
then able to pay them in full and send
;

them home.
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calling

for $35 a

heated

flat,

nies" ad.

The chorus

from ?"

the

10.

ity

chorus girls

come

good,"

people have asked the ques-

Chicago

the

in

past few years has become famous for

chorus

girls.

Many managers

its

each year

supply their shows with the Chicago product.

Where do they

come from?

all

Harry Armstrong, for many years a
manager and actor, and now in the booking agency business,

is

considered an au-

He has had

thority on "chorus girls."

some

time

almost

a

monopoly

the

"Schenectady," but even he at

hard pressed for suitable

times

of
is

Then one

girls.

and

tractable

easily

handled than those of the "old time" vaTwelve of the show girls in "The

Land of Nod" were secured in this manwhile most of the ''broilers" in the
"foot -ball game" in "The Umpire" originally came from department stores. It is
a noticeable fact that these hard working
clerks develop into equally hard working
.singers and dancers.
ner,

A great many chorus
turned out by the

girls are

many

annually

schools of music

and dramatic art. These are, as a rule,
highly amusing. They have a very exaltopinion of themselves and their voices.
<

girl

business

comes from nearly every

She

life.

department

office

is

the

store,

furnished

by

restaurant,

the

the

As

and the drawing room.

a class they are hard workers, with little

and

able

free

The

honest.

which they move

is

environment

in

thoroughly bohemian,

and easy, and they gradually acquire

that

air.

They

finally believe

were created for their

"Johnnies"

benefit.

There are many hardships the chorus
girl is forced to endure and many temptations are constantly thrown in their way,
but a girl who is brought up in the right

«i

way can

safely go on the stage as a chorus

Many from

the chorus marry brilliantly.

while "carrying the

Announcements are out for a reception
which will celebrate the fifth wedding anniversary of Mr. and Mrs. Harry M.
Brown. The jollification will be held at
the couple's country place, "Bun-ga-low,"

competent rulers of the home.

Arthur McWatters and Grace Tyson
have returned to New York after an absence of eighteen months.
In vaudeville
they will do an act of twenty minutes in
"one," Miss Tyson's sisters playing the
old act,

Sisters

The
the

Minneapolis, Dec.
in

terested

to a considerable extent in

enterprise of the

Althea

Twins

are

playing

at

La

Belles,

who were

billed,

but did

not appear.

Devlin and Ellwood in "The Girl from
Yonkers" were booked for twenty weeks
of United time this week by M. S. Bentham. They open at the Colonial, Lawrence,
Ma,ss., Dec. 23.

Sullivan-Considine Cir-

was found dead in his bed at the
Paxton Hotel, Omaha.
Heart disease

Lillian Shaw has been engaged by Florenz Ziegfeld for his forthcoming revue at
the New York.
The Four Stewart Sis-

caused his death.

ters are negotiating for the

He

both

"The Four Tyson

the

cuit.

friends

billed as

10.

ha# been received of the sudden

Omaha, Neb., of George F. Porter,
the Milwaukee millionaire.
Mr. Porter
was the controlling factor in the affairs
of the Grand Theatre here, and was indeath

now

and Fennell."

Keeney's, Brooklyn, this week instead of

MILLIONAIRE DIES SUDDENLY.
Word

I.

spear" goes a long

way toward making them good wives and

my

Wahlund-Tekla

the

which played in
the Barnum-Bailey Circus last season and
was later a vaudeville feature, has purchased the Harlem Casino in West 125th
street, paying $8,000 for the property, and
will conduct it as a permanent investment.

at Riverside, R.

Their experience and self-reliance gained

all

of

the acrobatic act

time for recreation, and as a rule respect-

girl.

To

Wahlund,

E.
Trio,

"make

the girls so secured

more

arc

riety.

for

on

commodity west

visible supply of that

of cases

Chicago, Dec.

It is recognized that

tion.
.

Many

all

NOTES.

salary, a steam-

lib.

walk of

"Where do

week

a "Thomas" flyer and "John-

same show.

and near

far

wish a Happy, Prosperous Year.

I

GRACE HAZARD.
"Five Feet of Comic Opera."

of his favorite stunts is to take a

woman

young

assistant and go on a "scouting

tour."

This "scouting tour" consists of a "shopping" expedition to the large department
As they saunter through the
stores.
store his eye lights

upon a young

the ribbon counter, perhaps,

who

is

girl, at

pretty

and of the right make up for the particular show he has in mind.
"Looks good to me," he nonchalantly
says to the assistant, and passes on. The
absistant

engages

conversation,

the

casually

young woman
inquiring

if

in

she

would not prefer a salary of from $18 to
$25 per week with some good show. The
young girl is duly impressed by the picture, and generally presents herself next

day at Armstrong's
Strange as

it

office.

may

seem, in the major-

The New York chorus
investment

girl

is

a

poor

Chicago agent.
She
generally arrives in town with a stranded
troop and is looking for a show that is
heading for Broadway. She will tell you
the

for

in a very consequential way that she is
an experienced girl, and has been doing
chorus work for three years; she does not

want
can,

her

to wear tights, not but that she
you know, and can the agent get

a

position

she can

manager

play
of

as

soubrette

or

wasting her time in chorus, etc.
The agent allows her to rave.
tiently waits and at an opportune
olTers her a position in

majority

of

ingenue,

and Mr. Blank, the
the company, said she was
parts

the

He pamoment

some chorus. The

New York

chorus girls

working out of Chicago expect the agent,
figuratively speaking, to hand a contract

FRANK BUSH.
Frank Bush open* at the Empire Tin-afro. San Francisco, Cai.. March tlie first, after an absence
of twelve years,
lit? has never played (he Orplieum Circuit, and
lie has never played for Sullivan &
L'oQSldtna, h "t he opens for the Western Slates Vaudeville Asportation at the largest sulary they ever
paid one man.
He plays ten consecutive weeks, and If successful, lias n promise of fifteen more added to his
contract, which will bring his time up to ahout next Bept ember.
The engagement was hooked by Mr. Louis Plncns. of the W. S. V. A.
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SAM MORTON

"ONCE UPON A TIME"

was once a candy maker.

HARRY LEE

•
.

By LEE HARRISON.

MARC KLAW

was once a lawyer

in

KELLARD

E.

was once an

ERLANGER

was once treasurer
Euclid Avenue Opera House in
Cleveland.
A. L.

WILL

once owned a

"MUCK" WEBER

M.

bakery.

SNITZ

the

of

ROBERT EDESON

was once a shipping

(for

CRESSY

once owned a lake.

EDWARDS

was once a jockey

one day).

NAT GOODWIN

BARNEY BERNARD

was once a Lyceum

EUGENE O'ROURKE

was once a

police -

RICHARD GOLDEN
a millinery

JOE HART was

once a night

once an oculist.

JOE COYNE was

REN SHIELDS

once a pattern cutter.

LEW DOCKSTADER
in

a

KELLY

T.

CHARLES

was

was once a

cigar strip-

was once a

GEORGE EVANS

bell

EVANS

E.

once kept a res-

•

WILLIAM MACART

was once a

printer.

graph operator.

was once a

tele-

'

was a needle threader

CLIFTON CRAWFORD was

once a pian-

ist.

EDWARD HARRIGAN

was once a ship

caulker.

CLIFF GORDON once

DAILEY was

F.

news

a

once

was once a brewer.

tailor shop.

PETER

fish dealer.

was once the editor

of a cloak journal.

clerk.

JOHN

HALLEN

SAM COLLINS

WILLIAM MORRIS
RICHARD CARLE was

DIXEY was

E.

once a

per.

taurant.

HENRY

once a horse shoer.

cloth

ing packer.

was once a clerk

store.

once sold vegetables.

butcher.

was once a

man.
in

EDDIE FOY was

FRED

clerk.

reader.

was once a stage carpen-

orator.

Louisville.

GEORGE W. MONROE

WARD

(The parodist) was once

a plumber.

JOHN

ISSIE

ter at Keith's Bijou, Philadelphia.

once an auc-

WALTER JONES

tioneer.

sold zithers.

was once an usher at

the Grand Opera House, Cincinnati.

TEDDY MARKS

once

Chinese

sold

GUS

cigars.

YORKE

was

once

window

a

dresser.

DAVID WARFIELD was
the

at

once an usher

NICK ADAMS was

Bush Street Theatre, San Fran-

once a plumber.

cisco.

GEORGE BEEBAN

WEBER
team for

FIELDS

once worked as a

B. F. Keith in

Boston for $16 a

and

once

ran

lunch

a

counter.

JESS

week.

DANDY

once

drove

butcher

a

wagon.

SAM BERNARD

was

once

paper

a

hanger.

BERT LESLIE

JOHN RINGLING was
assistant in Chicago.

HARRY LAUDER
REN WOLF

once a doctor's

was once a miner.

once ran

JULIUS TANNEN was

for

Con-

was once an acrobat

Company

ROGER DOLAN

JTJNIE McCREE.

DE WOLF HOPPER

was once

^

com-

"Junle McCree," all alone by Itself. Is a sufficiently descriptive caption for the original of
the above portrait.
Mr. McCree Is known from coast to coast; he has made of hla "Dope Fiend"
a world-wide character; he Is versatile, and held In high esteem by all professionals.

mercial man.

boy

FRANCIS WILSON was

once

a

DICK BERNARD was

in Hartford.

cash

J.

CORBETT

born

and so was

cutter.

in

the

MORTON

was once a

school

AL FIELDS
once worked in a

was once a cloak salesman.

DA VE LEWIS

was

once

window

a

dresser.

once an engineer.

FRITZ WILLIAMS was
civil

once a violin

LONEY HASKELL

maker.
in

was once a foreman

a factory.

CHARLIE BIGELOW was

KNOWLES

once owned a book

once a piano

tuner.

AL SHEAN

was once a pants

presser.

store.

STUART,
LOUIS

MANN

was once a dog

MACLYN ARBUCKLE
yer in Texas.

fancier.

was once a law-

HARRY BULGER once owned a news
stand in Zanesville, Ohio.
H.

COHAN

was once private

sec-

retary to John L. Sullivan.

was once

a

chem

ist.

tamales

in

the

male

Patti,

BOB FITZSIMMONS was
smith.

once

sold

BOBBY NORTH

was once an

once a black-

TOM NAWN
a Yiddish

call

CHARLES J. ROSS was once a stable
boy and bid fair to become a great jockey.

HARRY VON TILZER

was once a Dutch

was once a
swimming school.

GUS HILL was once the champion club
swinger of the world.

editor of

a Jewish almanac.

Austin. Tex.

was once a

boy for Augustin Daly.

comedian.

engineer.

R. G.

once took milk baths

WILLIAM COLLIER

an acrobat.

GEORGE THATCHER

was once a

a circus.

teacher.

was once

foundry.

COHAN

J.

JEFF DE

ANGELIS.

VICTOR MOORE was

(the song writer)

two mornings.

WILLIAM GILLETTE

JAMES

GEORGE FULLER GOLDEN
JOE CAWTHORNE was

was once a foot run-

was once a bank

cashier.

theatrical business,

in

ner.

JAMES
was once a stone

book

for

WILL

NED WAYBURN

a

clerk.

a

once

once ran a news-

stand in London, Ontario.
once

private

maker.

GEORGE PRIMROSE

in Providence.

DAVID MONTGOMERY was

once

at

Philadelphia.

M.

was once a ticket

secretary to Philip Armour.

once chief account-

ant for the Bell Telephone

GEORGE

CHARLES BLANEY

HARRY WILLIAMS

JULIAN ROSE was

FRED STONE

w as once a broker.

broker.

was once a lawyer.

WALTER KELLY

drug

ROBERT HILLIARD

.

gress in Virginia.

boy

once wrote an opera.

Johnnie Le Fevre and Frankie St. John
have retired from the cast of "The Mayor
life

saver in

of Tokio," and are
ville.

now playing

in

vaude-

;

;
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THE TALE OF A JOKE.

'FRISCO VAUDEVILLE TO DATE.

By Joe

By W. ALFRED WILSON.

I

Gee, I

Sherman House,

In the lobby of the

As

In the town they call Chicago,

San Francisco, Dec.

7.

One of the effects of the great fire was
the destruction of every vaudeville house
in

San

of

many

Francisco, and a consequent closing

houses on the Coast as a result

Chutes Theatre, pending the completion
of the permanent house in the new down-

town section.
About the

first

May

of

a

decided

attempt to resume was made

alignment of the
different houses. This was brought about
by the decision of Sullivan and Considine

twelve days after the disaster by D. J.

to actively enter the California territory,

Qrauman who

had heretofore covered
through an arrangement with the "Three

of the interruption of circuit connections.

The

first

leased for this purpose Solo-

mon's Hall, a Masonic meeting place.
Despite the fact that Mother Earth was
still in an erratic mood a capacity house
assembled for the opening; but the authorities, fearing

a

panic, refused to allow

the performance to proceed and the audience

was

dismissed.

Nothing daunted, Grauman secured a
huge circus tent, and pitching it upon the
present site of the National, gave the first
theatrical performance since the fatal
eighteenth.

Though handicapped by

many

draw-

change took place

S.

&

of

unparalleled

pros-

that

was no

The

place for me,

turned to duck away,

I

When a

voice

called,

halt,

Joseph,

Sir

Have you anything to say?

my

dressing room,

For me, poor hick, the cellar.
registered at a hotel once,
clerk said, Booth, skidoo,

Or you can hang out in the garret,
It's good enough for you.
I took the room, it was a shine.
The meals they were the same,

C, by lease and purchase, gained
number of California houses

and offered for

sale to others

a franchise

privilege of playing their acts.

This offer was not acceptable to the
Novelty Theatre Co., nor to the Wigwam
people, headed by Sam Harris, and they
severed their connections with Sullivan

.

.

-

v

•

Considine.

The dissenters affiliated themselves with
Empire circuit, working in conjunc-

the

with the Pantages and Crystal
This new combine formed the

houses.

period

I

the big page Anniversary week.

dressing rooms,

feller,

control of a

tion

a

1

And
saw

young
Some big smoke got
Really, say

L's" chain of houses.

backs, tented vaudeville proved acceptable

perity for the so-called Coast Defenders.

critic

W

in the

I

and was happy,
month saved ninety cents,
ain't as happy now,
was beneath the tents.
it

And speaking about your

and an agent stood,
T
Frank
iesberg and Bob Fargo.
I butted in between the two,
I did the merry sneak,
They talked about Variety,

they

a section

and became the vogue.
The Wigwam, Novelty and Lyric were
soon in operation under canvas.
Then
followed

A

took
In a

Whitehead.

nucleus of the Western States Vaudeville
Association Circuit, which later became a
big factor in the Western

field of

vaude-

ville.

VV.

—

\\\-

c-

Old

Bill is tough,

Slick

C.

FIELDS, JUGGLER.

Fields

is

but he's

rough, Sir

slick, Sir

is Bill.

As the Prince of Wales said when^ he shook
"Fields is rough, and he's tough,
But

my

hand,

he's dev-ilish slick."

With Apologies

to

Joe Bag stock.

"The Musical Laugh Makera"

ECKHOFF AND GORDON
(and the

"Bb

1

said I didn't have a word,
I

Clarinet")

FRED ECKHOFF and ANNA GORDON in their comedy musical number are using legitimate
Instruments on the stage during their time of entertainment, and the coat of the musical Implements

'I

But \Vie8berg

To put

in

We

don't have to say "the audience Is quiet, but they go out and talk about us"; they talk with
hands while we are around, and we have never played a deaf or dumb asylum, either.
At Proctor's, Newark, we did 29 minutes every show, and on next to closing; same thing at
Sbeedy's, Fall River, ssme spot on bill.

Well,

This season booked solid over Keith-Proctor Circuit.
The only people we cheat are ourselves, for we are giving the manager and the public two acts
That's certain, for we are a good comedy act, without music, and a good musical act, without comedy, but what's the difference; we just want everybody to be satisfied, and a little extra measure
hurts no one.

1

said, tell me a joke,
our Anniversary number.

an advantage they did not
fail to utilize.
Salaries went up with a
bound in some instances acts tripled in

of

the

field,

—

By

result of the competition of the cir-

has been a much higher grade of
shows at popular prices, and it is safe to
assume the bills have doubled in weekly
cuits

I

the approach of the rainy season
replaced

by

semi-

tion intact over the circuits has

life,

get lemons there right off the reel.

And watches made of tin.
Or say we join a circus,
For "ten -a- week and cakes,"
We'll even carry the center pole,

(Joe, pal,

is

fast

becoming

memory.

a

And me
1

mere
I

(Continued on page 50.)

we're regular actors now,
for the "Big

White Way."

wrote to a guy to book the act,
In vaudeville, what do you say?
got an answer, here it is,
(Vin give

you "three-a-day."

H—

But

Now

on the door spelled "dining
what's in a

1,

name?

junk was strange to me,
With the tents all were alike,
If we didn't like our cook tent there,
We could all get out and hike.
And speaking about expenses,
all this

When down

started with the Friday nights,

made the

entertainers

ranged to place their combinations at the

said joke,

We get a job in the concert.
We sing and dance and play,

performances.
ar-

tell

knew,

faces

path of the "Coast Defenders" an exceedingly rocky one, and this gallant band of

Meanwhile the Orpheum interests

all 1

Or get busy driving stakes.

new

and
the policy of maintaining each combinainflux of

taking place without the interruption of

permanent structures, the transformation

most

(That's where most of us begin),

cost.

The continued

valuation.

the tents had been

A

started in to

'Twas the ups and downs of show
And most of it was true.

We
Most of the Eastern talent had fled, and
the locals had an unquestioned monopoly

I

told

letters

room,"

total $1,500.

their

he

told the truth, for a wonder,

We

to the depot we'd go,
had the same cry every week,

"How much is the excess, Bo?"
Then we used to send our photos,
In advance, nice and clean to a day,
When the week was up, we got them back,
One look, then threw 'em away.
Gee, this business

To get what one
I

think

And

I'll

is

something awful,

don't deserve,

do like someone else,
on my nerve.

collect things

Now

our act was the hit of the bill
At the morgue and at Pike's Peak,

And

here

I

gets a letter,

Laying me off on Christmas week.
(Continued on page 50.)
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The reviewer may unintentionally

CRITICISM
whatever degree Variety ha* estab-

In
lished

in

itself

the confidence of

has in the same measthe principle upon which

fessional readers,

ure

vindicated

it

was founded, directness and

success

its

pro-

its

straightforward honesty of criticism.

Perhaps theatrical criticism

nowhere

is

more acutely felt than by the vaudeville
artist when it is printed in a trade paper.
The legitimate actor appears in a. new
production, and his work is reviewed as
subordinate to the piece

itself,

passed

is

by with the most casual comment or
unnoticed.

altogether

In

instances

rare

the actor rises above the play and

the

is

newspaper

the

of

distinction

left

But the artist is exquisitely sensitive to
what a trade reviewer says about hi* of*
These reviews come to the attenf cring.
tion of his brother-professionals and the
managers, and may work to his injury or
advantage.
And the

witnesses

reviewer

No

"from the front."
others

as

him.self

paper reviewer
of acts yearly.

sits

By

The

him.

see

act

as the act plays through,

haps he

spot-

And

is

themselves

suggest

time, per-

In

enabled to "feel" the audience.

herein

the value to the artist

lies

up the business

end of his paper or by express instructhe end fall into disrepute

tions, will in

and uselessness.

So thoroughly is Variety convinced of
the wisdom of this theory that it has held
adverse criticism since

.Jo it in the face of
its

intuition forced through

which

improvements

the fixed policy of "soft-soap and salve,"
either in an effort to hold

trade-

of hundreds

front

in

the

can gauge

artist

experience, he perceives the faults or the

given

err,

and from time to time his judgment may
go astray, but the reviewer who follows

Since the opening of the

inception.

present season thousands of dollars have

through its
Convinced
that the burlesque managers were economizing on their productions to the injury
of the permanent well being of that form
been lost to

it,s

reviews

burlesque

of

business

office,

shows.

of entertainment, this publication has ex-

pressed its opinion whenever occasion required.

This was taken in bad part by
managers and artists.

both

BEN BEYER.

The

paper would rather have more
agreeable relation^, but if that highly desirable
condition can only be brought
about by weak knees and spinelessness,
things must remain as they are.
It is important that the reviewer set
up some fixed standard of judgment to
guide his opinions. But there is no pattern by which he is able to measure up

Vaudeville

Valuta.
i.leals

as unstable in its

is

as shifting sands.

There are no

lit-

erary canons to be observed in the construction of a

and even
would be

if

comedy

sketch, for example,

there were the author's labor

upon an audience not inThe work of the
rght enteriainer is/ toot meant to be taken

cline;!

To apply

higl)

sketch of

wculd be

a picture of Ben Beyer, extraordinary comedy trick cyclist. Until last year Mr.
Beyer was a single act on the Keith & Proctor Circuit.
Last season he was joined by Mr.
Johnson, the two doing a double comedy bicycle
act. working on the Western Vaudeville Association's time.
Dissolving partnership with Johnson
last season, Mr. Beyer was joined by his younger
brother I>eo. who looks after the "straight" end
of the act, doing fast trick riding and top mount-

like

literary

standards to- a

the usual

frothy

sort

arguing with the delightful

al>ove

is

ing.

The act now known as Ben Beyer and Brother
at present playing the largest Eastern house*,
and (onceded to be one of the fastest acts of Irs
kind performed by only two people, accomplishing the marvelous feat of jumping from the floor
to a nltting position on the unicyele, climbing
two-high, unassisted; no other rider has successfully performed this wonderful feat.
is

"Mr. Dooley" on the iniquity of the
infinitive.

.

Variety has estubli^ied,ift^wn

lost

to subtleties.

sericusly or subjected to critical scrutiny.

come.ly

The

ard o£, criticism.

It

split

A
fifend-

ha,sj£oight to^ indi-

cate not *how good bV howiWul an act was,
but rather wherein it pleased or missed
the* mark,

from the viewpoint of one
whose business it has been to study shows
and audiences for this purpose.
•

•

A WESTERN TROUPE OF PLAYERS.
Harry Lakola
llaiel Lakola
Harry C. Van

Leo Zanfretta
Tina Zanfretta

Fred Alrona

Veda Mansfield
Tbelma DeVerne

Edward

Zueller

The above group picture contains .four vaudeville acta. They have played together in the Middle
West for the past six weeks, and will so remain for about three months more In the same territory.
Thtlr names are listed above under
It is a healthy country they are in. Judging from their looks.
each division, reading from the top down.
Ah acta the troupe la composed of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Lako'.a. Jugglers; Zanfretta and Mansfield.
"The Crazy Messenger"; DeVerne aud Van. Comedy Musical ami Singing, ami the Alroua-Zoeller Trio,
European Comedy Acrobats.

but with the

light,

New York

"the play's the thing" to

reviewer

extent of

ttye

of
is

hone.st

The

criticism.

artist

always convinced that he

lias

himself
a good

He

three-quarters of his allotted space usu-

offering— usually

ally.

haps better qualified to describe its practical value than is a reviewer, but he cannot personally do this to the manager. If
a reviewer is sincere and not an adjunct

But

each

vaudeville

unique position

a part.
the

For

artist

in

the

fifteen

faces

occupies

act

bill

of which

or twenty

the

issue

of

it

minutes

"making

good" on his own merits and unaided.
The vaudeville artist is more or less
to

different

the lay

opinion

of

a
is

a

non-

professional critic as expressed in a daily

newspaper.

The

tatter's

third

man-

act»s

in

views are indi-

is this true,

the next city played

but the reviewer

may

totally re-

verse the previous opinion, and the audiof a decided

welcome

be ignored in the next.

An

act in receipt

in one

This

is

house

may

a frequent

he exercises

this?

must first win
must show his
honest and then

In order to do this he

printed

opinions

He
are

judgment as

He doe# not accomplish

inconsiderable.

ence do the same also.

if

function properly he does both a service.

establish his

Not alone

as

ager and agent, and

knowledge of the subject with
which he deals. His experience of vaudeis

a

disinterested

he

their confidence.

ville

per-

is

party, a middleman between artist,

vidual and local, and he has, as a rule, no
technical

"great."

is

to the business department of his publication,

in-

it

fairly accurate.

by "boosting"
by
careful watching of the main chance. For
act is for
if his printed opinion of an
sale at so much an agate line wherein is
this

ED.

advertisers and cheapening his paper

it

better than an artist's

opinion of himself?

own

prejudiced

Inability to see this

occurrence, from the lowest to the highest

point has wrecked more than one theatri-

grade of vaudeville offerings.

cal paper.

And His
Mr.

Reynard

F.

REYNARD

60-h. p.

"Haynes."

famous ventriloquist, and enjoys himself Immensely In the machine while
playing over the circuits.
He finds added amusement through the wonderful control he has of his
Is

the

voice.

Last week while playing at Poll's, Bridgeport, Mr. Reynard went for a spin, and was held up
by a 'con-stable" for "spinning" too fast.
A "con-sta-ble" la Mr. Reynard'a especial speciality.
no while the verdant guardian of the peace insisted upon placing the 'blllst under arrest, he heard
cries for help from the near-by river.
As he left Mr. Reynard, searching for the source of the ven
tritoqulst's voice, he also heard from up In the trees a voice saying, as the machine moved away,
"(Jol darn yer, I'm a con-sta-ble, too. and I'll lock yer up."
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THE GENUINE
"ADVANCED VAUDEVILLE"
By GEORGE M. YOUNG.
Philadelphia, Dec.

Not long ago

ing.

I

was asked

my

if

memory served to recall the acts which
made their first impression upon me when
began to take an interest in that
entertainment which later became
a study. Looking back over a period of,
say twenty years, I write to recall the
first

I

Jiurlesque shows such as
"Rents Santley," with George W. I^cderer
as its guiding star, the "City Club" and
"Night Owls" were among the best known
then and were among the attractions
which played at the old Central.

be seen there.

9.

First impressions are ofttimes interest-

In later years came

line of

star acts of variety (as

was

it

called then*

made the first impressions.
Much of this early history is

that

.by material
is

which

is in

refreshed

use to-day, and

it

not necessary for one to attend a vaude-

ville

or burlesque

show to

find

it,

for

it is

just as frequently found in the high class

louses,

particularly

in

musical comedy.

Vaudeville has been advancing for

many

years and will continue to advance in

that the
oi

to-day

name -implies.
is

The

all

vaudeville

nothing more than an elabor-

ation of variety 'of twenty years ago, pro-

gressing like all other things
'

with the

advancement of the world and its sciences.
In those days it was variety of the old

North

Eighth

street

Bijou on

Keith's

where

continuous

shows, including comic opera by the Aborn
Opera Company, and vaudeville were first
introduced, if we can exclude the shows
given at the Ninth and Arch Street

museum.

It was in Keith's Bijou that
was given its (first real advancePhiladelphia. .Women were eduit and it became so popular that

vaudeville

ment

in

cated to

after a period of several years

it

resulted

on 'Chestnut
Street, the main thoroughfare of this city,
where to-day the best people of Philin

vaudeville

*being

tried

are entertained by up-to-date
That is "Advanced Vaudeville."
But to go back to the acts which in the
advancement have been forgotteen by

adelphia

varietv.

practically all but the student of vaude-

or the actor himself

who

will

look

school, the theatres being frequented al-

ville

most entirely by men; in fact it was almost worth the reputation of a woman to

back to the days of low salaries, long
jumps, poor theatres and hard times. A

FLORENCE MOORE.
Florence Moore is gaining recognition rapl.lly while playing
In her first season as a principal
with the "Hon Tons," one of Weber & Rush's burlesque organizations.
'Principal hoy" Is the role Mia* Moore is so satisfactorily taking charge of with* the show, and
Manag«*ry of houses
die Is regarded as about the most stunning figure in tights now on the stage.
wiiere the "Ron Tona" have visited so far unite in saying Miss Moore is eclipsing Frankie, Bailey In
•*,
the palmiest days of the latter famed shapely-limbed.
J
lu addition to Miss Moore's other attractive qualifications for leadership, she is a remarkably
'"'..•'•.
handsome girl, as the above photo very plainly indicates.

^

*_,

few are

and many are

still left

still

enter-

taining and sharing the proceeds of the
advancement.
Probably few who have seen May Irwin
at the head of her several big successes

a

v as one-half of

humorous
aid

a

"sister act"

and gave

ideas of married life with the

who impersonated
home from the club with
usual stage "souse." And now Miss

of her sister Flo,

man

the

returning

Irwin
1

remember when she

the legitimate will

in

is

back

Dailey

etc

as

vaudeville

in

was one

hour"; appeared with

of

the

Jimmy

a star.

"American

Powers,

Irwin and later at the head of his

companies; now he

is

May
own

leading a big "girl

from that

(field.

How

few of the single acts do you find
in
vaudeville to-day like Ella Wesner,
'Sweet Caporal," Annie Hart,
Polly
Holmes, "The Irish Thrush"; Lottie Bell.
Lottie (iilson, "Little Magnet"; and Mag-

The

gie Cline.

latter

two are

still

ringing,

but they are only remembered by few of
the

regular

patrons of vaudeville.

numerous big dancing acts now
bring memories of such favorites as Howe

The

"statue clog" dancers, who
on pedestals during the time the
act proceeding theirs occupied the stage,
Doyle,

and

osed

I

Jimmy Powers is also in vaudeWard and Vokes appeared as a pair

act" and
ville.

f.

have been doing active service>''in burlesque, but are gradually being missed

(Continued

on

page

48)

of acrobatic tramps, starred together, then

now

to

be

thinking of joining hands again and

re-

separated

and

turning to vaudeville.

are

reported

Weber and

rielils,

Rogers Brothers, Rosa and Kenton and
other vaudeville stars of years ago are
still in the legitimate ami may be lost to
the field which first gave them prominence
on the stage.
Vaudeville

many
liked

the

of

to-day

has

eliminated

stvles of acts which were the best

former days. Take for example
acts such as To pack and

in

blackface

Steele; Haines and Vidocq;
I'arton

Van Leer and

and one or two others.

This class

seldom seen outside of burlesque
and few remain there. Haines and Vidocq
are still in vaudeville, but separated; Topack and Steele are with Yale's "Devil's

of act

BERT LEVY.
"Philadelphia, Pa., Oct. 4, 1907.
Esq., Keith Theatre, Philadelphia.
I
have been for twenty years seeing different 'entertainers'; some from the
These 'entertainers' have been
'front of the house,' but the majority from back of the footlights.
actors, singers, dancers, lecturers, acrobats, musicians, magicians and the general ensemble going to
make up a vaudeville entertainment.
"And I want to tell you that in that time I have never seen anyone that more thoroughly met
'entertainer' than you do in your half hour's exhibition of 'the power of
with my idea of a
mind over a lead pencil.' as I have watched it for twelve straight shows this week.
"I think it is the most entertaining 'entertainment' In the vaudeville field to day.
"So long may you continue to draw your salary as well as you draw pictures.
"Youra sincerely,

•'llKUT

LEVY,

"Dear Mr. Levy:

—

REAL

(Signed)

"WILL

M. CRESSY."

is

Auction," while Van Lee is the comedy
end of Martini and Maximillian, the latter
graduating to the stage from an ollice boy
Irish
in a Philadelphia newspaper office.
teams such as Sheridan and Flynn, who

"Down Went McGinty"; Conroy and
Pempsey; John and Harry Kernell and
(iilmore and Leonard are also seldom seen.
wrote

The Irish as well as the CJerman,

and

Hebrew

blackface comedians of the old school

SAMMY WAiSUN.
Owner
It II

i

iind
IHt.
tabes all

III

W

M

producer of Vaudeville's moat novel

I

and a Happy

who know

New

Year.

Lliu

A Merry

Ctirlatniaa

-
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CINCINNATI.

THE NEW FILM ASSOCIATION
Chicago, Dec.

9.

At the Convention held in Pittsburg,
Nov. 16-17, by the film renters of Amerwas unanimously decided to organ-

ica, it

as an association, for the protection

ize

of the dealers as well as the exhibitors,

under the

name

of the United Film Ser-

vice Protective Association.

Wm.

H. Swanson of Chicago has been
elected president pro tern., and the elec-

been obliged to contend with in the past.
The association will have a president,
vice

president,

meeting at the Grand Pacific Hotel,
(Dec 14).
The platform by which the United Film

this city, to-day

Service Protective Association will be gov-

erned
ers,

is

indorsed by the film manufactur-

who have pledged support and

co-op

eiation in the maintenance of the policy.

The association proposes
congeniality
ers,

among

encourage

to

The

nine.

The following

looked

are

first

makeup. They
and then at the

stage

his

at the

bill

husky young American, the while arguing

TOLEDO.

their excited French

in

He

Superior Film Supply Co.

in-

fashion.

spent two hours making up the night

and it was days before the
Marigny managers were brought to believe
that he was the same man they had seen

Toledo Film Exchange.
Bailey Film Service.
Birmingham Film Exchange.
01. T. Crawford Mfg. Co.

fee is $200 for every office or
branch where films are sold or rented.
The manufacturers have not been declared in as members, but will uphold

and cooperate.

Eltinge in

of

treasurer,

itiation

of the opening,

at the afternoon rehearsal.

mem-

bers of the association:

CHICAGO.
Chicago Film Exchange.

Globe Film Exchange.

Wm.

H. Swanson & Co.
Eugene Cline & Co.
George K. Spoor & Co.
Leaminle Film Service.
Standard Film Exchange.
Theatre Film Service.

the competitive deal-

PITTSBURG.

as well as unison in the conduct of

their affairs.

and

and an executive board of

tion of officers will be in order at a general

secretary

of the house solemnly regarding a poster

Southern Film Exchange.
Nolan Film Exchange.

It is also the intention to

improve the grade of subjects put on the
market by the manufacturers, and return
Ruch film 8 as are shop- worn and damaged.

Pittsburg Calcium Light Co.

Pennsylvania Film Exchange.
Fort Pitt Film Supply Co.
Duquesne Amusement Supply Co.

FLEMEN AND MILLER.
Known as "The Knglish Americans." They are one of the Western acts that arrived in New York
as strangers mid secured 35 weeks on the Keith Circuit after the first performance at Pastor's.
They are original in tbelr methods and have one of the best dressed and neatest singing and talk
ing acts to be found In the variety field.
This season they are appearing in "Mr. Wise From Broadway," a two-act musical comedy exploited
by "Tlie Kentucky Relies" Company.

PHILADELPHIA.

STUNG!

Kohl Film Ptg. Co.
Kiectric Theatre Supply Co.
The film manufacturers supporting the
organization are:

Kdison Mfg. Co.
Yitagraph Co. of America.
American Biograph Company,
(.'eorge

Sometimes they ask me where I got the
surname of "Loney" and I tell 'era it's because I have worked so long by "my
lonely."
If you know me, Loney Haskell
doesn't sound very soubrettish, but it has
caused a good deal of confusion as to my
sex.

Melies.

volunteered to play at an Elks' benefit
Boston not so long ago. On such occasions it is the custom to send a committeeman around to the theatre in a carriage
I

S.

Lubin.

in

Company.
Kolein Company.
Kleine Optical Company.
Kssanay Film Co.
Selig Polyscope

HENTZ AND ZALLEE.
Flora E. Ilentx and John U. Zallee are the Joint proprietors and managers of the Unique Theatre.
Los Angeles, and are the pioneers of popular priced vaudeville In Southern California.
Starting in an unpretentious way some eight years ago, their advance has been marked with
success and they have been compelled to change their location several times in order to secure a
greater capacity.
They have now reached a point where an increased clientele makes another move imperative and
plans are being drawn for a "Class A" structure, complete in every detail.

bub-renting or

duplicating

olher than association

by
members will not
of

films

American Film Exchange.
Columbia Film Exchange.

be tolerated.

Second hand material and decrepit subjects will be eliminated, and only the beat
of the manufacturer's output will be proMr. Swanson and Eugene Cline, two of
the leading advocates, are of the opinion
that the association will not only improve

and strengthen the
protection to all

film industry,

concerned.

to appoint competent

but

The

offer

object

and unbiased

in-

spectors to report on all subjects in order

YORK.

possibilities

of

adverse

crirticism

ex-

ordinances,

many

other

incompetent

operators

inconveniences

they

and
have

Brown &

ing.

Earle.

Following this graceful custom, a well

THE BEARDED AMERICAN BELLE.

known man about town

At the conclusion

at the stage door

of his

engagement at

the Palace, London, Julian Eltinge took a
three weeks' vacation in Switzerland pre-

vious to his opening at the Folies Marigny
in

Paris, living the simple, razorless life

close to nature.

Mills Bros.

theatre for rehearsal, his face

Weis Film Exchange.

BUFFALO.
Powers Machine and Film Exchange.

COLUMBUS.
Ohio Film Exchange.

CLEVELAND.
Cleveland Film Renting Co.

to avoid undesirable features, and their
hibitors will be protected against unjust

Williams,

DETROIT.
National Film Co.

Michigan Film and Supply Co.
Detroit Film Exchange.

conduct the artist to his or her destinawith ceremony that is quite impos-

tion

Alfred Harstn.

Alfred

duced.

is

NEW

to

Society Italian Cines.

When

he appeared at the

was deco-

rated with an adult moustache and a bru-

but he was the grand-lookinij
His evening clothes were positively painful to behold in their exquisite
fit and there was four dollars' worth of
O,

kell."

rounder.

high

barber

art

work

above

visible

the expression

his

collar.

Also

made a

noise like an invitation to a lob-

of

his

face

ster supper.

nette stubble of beard.

On his way through the lobby he heard
a heated discussion between two of the
directors, but secure in the possession of

a "play or pay" contract,

presented nimself

and asked for "Miss Has-

went about

his

When
still

I

shook hands with him he was
"O,

too stunned to return the grip.

hell," he gasped,
a

"and

for this

I

passed up

job on the reception committee with a

responsible position in the bar."

business.

Eltinge wore a light checked suit and

It

was a pleasant

ride to the hall.

My

with the tan of his vacation looked like
a football centre rush more than an impersonator of the American belle. After

escort did nothing but grumble to himself,

rehearsal he walked out

"Stung!

of the theatre,

and the directors were standing

in

front

murmuring from time
thetic although

to time with a pa-

subdued sob

in his throat,

and me, Boston's original Wise
Loney Hoakell.
Old Man."

.
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SLIDE MAKERS ORGANIZING.
With the

rental concerns of

film

"THE TRAMP AND THE GOLF GIRL

the

country already organized into a national

and the

association

45

»»

manufacturers

film

starting to organize similarly, the makers

lantern

colored

of

slides

for

illustrated

songs have started a movement to band

themselves together for mutual protection
against pirates.

W. Lindsay Gordon,
pany,

is

of the Elite

one of the prime factors

He

movement.

said to a

Com-

in this

Variety

repre-

sentative this week:

"Organization of the slide makers for
are

Pirates

away

become

has

self- protection

in spite of

we

if

sold all the col-

the songs

ored slides of

necessity.

our profits

our every effort to de-

Why,

feat them.

a

taking

rapidly

we have

illus-

trated, a plant four times the size of this

would not

turn out the work.

suffice to

"No other business
the

abuse

of

is

as

theft

so subjected to

We

ours.

have

copyrighted our slides, but the copyright

markings are removed, and our original
works reproduced and sold at a reduced

We

price in wholesale lots.

are consider-

ing a scheme of registering a trade-mark

and making this an ineffaceable part of
We anticipate some opposition
slide.
from music publishers, who may consider
the presence of the trade -mark, however
small, a defect in the pictures, but if we,
as an association, decide to take this

each

course, this opposition will not

amount

to

much.

"To

how serious our difficulmight mention a rather recent
was commissioned to illusI

illustrate

ties are I

incident.

trate an Indian song.
vices

I

secured the ser-

THE LAUGH MAKERS AND THEIR IMPLEMENTS
FOR MANUFACTURING LAUGHS.
TIME ALL FILLED.
"THIEVES GET BUSY."

the Indians in the Hippodrome

of

show, together with an interpreter, and

took them nut of town for a day, hiring
a I'limp outfit and feeding all those people
as well

a,s

paying railroad fares. The intwo dozen nr so nega-

itial

cost of those

tives

amounted

William J. Vail, formerly advertising
agent of the (Irand Opera House, Philadent

Perm

to $300 or more.

"The slides were scarcely on the market
when a pirate reproduced them and undersold me.
My price was $5'. His was $4
and less. You mav easily imagine where
came in. Not alone this, hut his reproductions were so bad that a number of
consumers Who saw them and supposed
1

assumed the position of presimanager of the Win.
Posting Company in the same

delphia, has

and
l»ill

general

city.

Charles .Jacobs, a native of Buffalo and
a

member

of the

Sam

Devero show, was

married to Sadie Yorke, of Jamestown,
on the .stage of Lafayette The.itie, Buffalo,

last

week.

were the product of my factory received a false impression that might have
done me serious injury.
they

"In

New

York there are about half

a

dozen slide-makers who
original work.
They have their own photographers, who
<

pi

we

own

their

1

« •

groups,

take

and

their

own

original

negatives

schemes.

Against this there are a do/.-n

create

color

manufacturers who never see an original
negative, and wouldn't know what to do
with it if they did.
These concerns are
tin 1

pirate,*.

They wait

for a

real

manu-

facturer to place a song series on the market

and then reproduce
ami all.

it.

sometimes tak-

ing title slide

D.

J.

GRAUMAN.

sil)

mannger of the Globe
Theatre. Snn Frnnelseo, and heavily Interested In
Miany amusement ventures on the l'aclflc Coast.
1).

J.

<:

r.'i it

inn

11

Is

the

He Is the originator of popular priced continuous
the
throughout
vaudeville,
now so universal
This Innovation he Introduced
Dotted States.
some ten years ago, when opening the Inhpie on
(iiniiimiiii
nliwi
Mr.
great highway.
Frtaco**
opened

the
posed of.

Lyceum,

which

he

afterward

dis-

I>. J. Graiuuan's career iu the theatrical world,
extending a period of over 30 years, has been
marked with success.

GBAUMAK.

Sii| nrauiliau,
who guides the destinies of the
National Theatre, San Franclacb, in one nf tin*
vnungeal
well as most popular manager* in the
oimtry
Entering the managerial arena al the age i»f
fifteen, he lias managed successfully the Unique,
San Francisco; rnhfue, Pin Jose; Family, Sew
York; Family, Hcratitou, I'm
iind other houses.
lit- U also Interested In GIoIn
Frisco, and ae?er.tl
enterprises on the const.
Ills crowning sihmvm
has iieen the National.
which under Ms guidance has evolved from a lent

•

<

oT
lar

ili.'

relialiltiilatloii

era

to

Frisco's

show house, playing each week

people.

most

to over

poptl

"The original cost of these stolen picis about the cost
of an amateur's
photograph outfit, and the cost of coloring
liy hand by the poorest
paid daubers. No
wonder they undersell us.
"Hut when we shall have organized, we
tures

will

for

that

systematize the business and arrange
of goods in such a way

distribution

these method-, will no longer be tol-

40,0 HI

erated."

BERT LEVEY.
P.ert l.eve.v l< the general inaiiaircr ami buofcinu
agent of the Alpha fireiili (California) nitd the
Main of houses,
sne<i>s in the formal ion "I thht
which h'v- promise uf becoming n l»l»j factor in
due ill grenl part to hh
the field <>i vaudeville
i

i

Individual effort!
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PARKS AND PAIRS
The

action brought

Vaudeville

New York

by the

Company

Contracting

against

the Ernesto Sisters for alleged breach of

was up for argument in court
week. The defendants had filed a de-

board a company duly formed,

months, which has been agreed

to five

contract,

and

the

deal

lust

through.

The

murrer against the complant, and the case

was gone into thoroughly. The general
manager of the contracting company declares that suits

several park

will

is

now

expected

ter's "White City," which is to be followed
by one at Liverpool, has no doubt paved
the way for this speculation hi London.

be brought against

managers shortly.
were

Frank Melville denies that
("Melville Park")

recently

held

at

the

N.

summer

his

at Bayonne,

as

J., is in financial difficulties,

was

Knickerbocker Hotel, New York, of the
National Amusement Park Association. It

that

was an adjourned

asked for an extension of time, and

from the pre-

sitting

vious conferences at the Imperial earlier

when the association was
From 15 to 20 park managers
gathered at the Knickerbocker, when
plans were gone over to increase the memin

the

to,

go

to

great success of Manches-

venture

Meetings

Mr. Ben-

nett ha* asked for the time to be extended

fall,

formed.

and to adopt a uniform booking
system. The by-laws were read, and fabership,

ported

he

recently.

several

said,

of

was

Mr.

had

creditors

the

granted.

readily

moter submits a report of the

re-

admitted

Melville

been
this,

The proFrank Mel-

Amusement Company's financial conmade by Thomas

ville

dition on Sept. 18, 1907,

P. Ryan, a certified public accountant of

New

York, from which

it

apears that the

profits of the first year's operation of the

LE DENT.
The World's Greatest Juggler.
Trying to drive all jugglers out of buainesi.
They fay I'm crazy Come and tee the act.
"Champagne Girls" Company, Butler, Jacobs ft Lowry, Mgrs.

—

Address,

The agency escapes this classiby reason of the fact that it is

Bureau.
fication

same

the property of the

own and

interests

who

operate the parks, and because in

the booking of acts no agent's commission

charged.

is

THE "CORNED-BEEF" MANAGER.
The

and tribulations of the polite
who takes an excursion into
the woods for twenty -five "consecutive"
weeks over the "corned beef circuit" in the
hopes of filling a depleted grouch bag and
trials

vaudevillian

same time hold out

at the

A

change of ownership has been announced for "Congress Springs" Park,
Ernest Shevlin is now
Saratoga, X. Y.

The various bills held
against the resort by agents and others
were delayed in payment for a time owing
sole

proprietor.

to the liquidation of partnership, but Mr.

has met

Shevlin

all

outstanding obliga-

tions.

for

two shows

are prolific in incidents not entirely with-

out humor.

The so-called managers of this class of
show shop are self-satisfied that their
calling is show business, that they were
a party to its invention notwithstanding
the fact that their previous endeavors
had been the furniture business, a pawn
shop keeper or a picture machine operator.

There
ville

LE MAIRE AND LE MAIRE.
I* Malre and Le Maire are presenting a new conception In the line of Hebrew comedy, on the
rapid lire order.
The team has been very HucoenHful in the West, and lately appeared Hast, where
the press was unanimous In endorsing their lutest offering as being away from all other acts of a
like character.
Their parodies are up to v the times, while the tslk is bright and snappy.
The act fills a long
felt want In the line of "Rapid ,Fire Hebrew Comedy."

is

the chain

in

southern

of

railway

parks booked several seasons ago by
Maurice Boom. Since the parks withdrew
vaudeville they have been keeping their
summer theatres open with repertoire
shows. The railroad managers, who were
in convention in Atlantic City last week,
are of the opinion that this form of entertainment has outlived its usefulness and a

number

of

in

aim

the

of

association

summer parks
as

may

be

with them.

accordance

is

place

to

of the country, or as

the

the unfavorable weather conditions and the

controlling them,

general bad business

establishing theatres to run all year in

enrolled

the

over the country

under one booking rule, and also to cor-

which has left a large number of amusement resorts in difficulties.
Mr. Melville

rect 'what are considered other defects in

declared that he will continue to conduct

tjhe

in

association,

warm weather amusement

business,

which can be remedied only by organization.
C. H. Oberheide, of "White, City,"
Trenton, inaugurated the movement.
London, Nov.

28.

This
agreement was, however, to be deemed as
determined upon the expiration of three
months from July 1, 1907, unless within
that period the lessee bad submitted to the
at

a rental of $54,450 per year.

1

and

is

confident

large profit next year.

tinue

his

He

of

showing a

will

also con-

park booking agency next seaassurance of

of nine parks.

is

in cor-

respondence with most of the railroads

some of the parks

and the proposition of
is

under consideration.

Ethel Robinson, manageress of the fair

department

of

Western

the

Vaudeville

Association, attended the annual meeting
of the

American Association of Fain and

Exposition held at the Auditorium Hotel,

a chain of twenty-five resorts for which he

Chicago, on

will

Thursday, and delivered an

fairs.
About
and representatives of all
the large fairs in the United States attended and were entertained at the Inter-

address on the subject of

supply attractions.

1,500 delegates

License Commissioner John N.
of

New York

Bogart,

City, has decided that the

Park Booking Circuit, a booking agency
formed to supply attractions for a chain
of parks in the Middle West, is not to
be considered an employment agency under the amended law, and is in no manner under the regulation of the License

One ubiquitous duck in a two-by-four
town where the gras9 grows high afforded some amusement to a bunch that

<

one

piano
off.

in

a

The opinion of the artists for the
country magnate immediately soared unmonologue man, ever ready to
comedy on or off, butted in and
inquired if he had ever played Sothern
and Marlowe.
Quick as a flash the promoter of high

til

the

force his

class

a

amusement replied "Yes, I
And what made

rotten act.

here Sothern
night."

II.

Macart

Sully,

who

is

playing at Keith's,

week

reported sick.

in

place of

Lew

glib

the big acts he had "worked."

week.

Will

and commenced to
manner the names of

player),

national Live Stock Exposition during the

Philadelphia, this

with the "orchestra"

after the rehearsal

roll

son, he says, having already

Next month a license will be sought for
"Dreamland," at Nine Elms, Battersea, F.
Bennett having leased 15 acres of land for
m period of 21 years from next Christmas

park,

his

what

icling
in
scare-head
paragraphs
noted acts they have played.

motion pictures, catering especially to the
ladies and the children."
He cornered the actors immediately

now

made up

all

"center door fancy," and insist in chron-

He

park amounted to $30,129.
This is considered a creditable showing considering

many

desirous of im-

incoming artist their
great familiarity with the "ins and outs"
of open and close in "one," "wods" and
the

opened on Monday in a "temple of joy"
given over to "high class vaudeville and

The

vorably passed upon; also committees ap-

particularly

on

pressing

them are in favor of returning
Boom's old string was

to the old policy.

pointed

They are

talk of re-establishing vaude-

Holmes

fell

and

off his

Holliston,

work on account

it

the
all

of illness.

It's

worse

trapeze the

sketch team, have cancelled
ture

did.

first

comedy
their fu-
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HARRY EARL.
Below appear* a reproduction of a clever Illuminated acrostic, an original black and white .sketch
by Harry Karl, the general press representative of the Carl Hagenheck and Ben Wallace Great Shows
Combined. The work In a highly appreciated voluntary contribution to Variety.
Mr. Earl, whose portrait also appears In this column. Is a representative member of the younger
generation of circus publicity promoters.
During the season just past hlH brilliant explolnts galuol
for the Hagenheck- Wallace organisation much valuable advertising.

F.

M. BARNES.

whose classical features are pictured above. Is the leading summer park and
West, having his headquarters In the Chicago Opera House Block, Chicago.
Through years of strict application and attention to his clients, Mr Barnes had built up a booking
husincss for the placing of summer attractions which has no equal.
Of pleasant personality, he acquires friends easily, and his ability to hold them after once
made nii.y be in pait accountable for his business suec» M.
Fred M.

Barnes,

fair xgeut of the

Hook

In "Miss

production

i,s

when that
Broadway will

of Holland"

first

seen on

Lily

be Florence Nash, daughter of 1\ F. Nash,

the

United

Offices'

chief

of

ance at the

Mr.

staff".

"The Girls from Holland,'* at the

(makes his bow

in
at

is

American appearYork Theatre Dec. 30,

first

New

same week

the

Nash's other daughter, Mary, was in the
cast of

Frexmore, the English dancer,

scheduled for her

which

the

Whit

Cunliffc

same house.

/

Lyric for a short while.

Murdock returned to New York
Wednesday from Chicago, where he

.John J.

The Three Jacksons (Andrew,
Glenn), physical

Southampton
Leamington,

culture

Dec.

24.

England,

artists,

Ollie ami-*"
sail

They open
week of Jan.

1008.

for

at
0,

on

was

ill

Mr.

Murdock

few days with the grippe.
will remain
until
about
Christmas, running back and forth between New York and Chicago as formerly.
for a

McFAKLAND AND MURRAY.
The above picture
They became pnrtucra

is

of

McFurlaml

and

Murray.

"The

Original

Millionaire

«'i"l

the

Iceman."

In 18U7, opening then at the Park Theatre, Chicago, doing an Irish DttrleeqiM
boxing match.
After that, they played the principal Irish roles In Murray & Mack's "Finnegan'a Ball" Company
McKarland and Murray have played the leading vaudeville housea, and are now under the man
agement of Jacoha, Butler tt Lowry.
There la in preparation a brand new act which the team will appear In.
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GENUINE ADVANCED VAUDEVILLE.
(Continued from page 43)
stepping

down

to the utter

Ten and Lower Five"; Crane
who did a paper tearing and
dancing act Richard Pitrot, who gave imitations and has since turned agent; James
ing "Upper
Brothers,

amazement

of

the audience and going through their reg-

;

Such a thing to-day would
Then there were Delehanty
and Hengler, Clark and Williams, who
sang "We Are Two Dandy Coachmen";
Winstanley Brothers; John E. Drew, John
Queen, who danced on a pedestal; Harry
Sefton, the "Dancing Spider," and others.
The rope -dancing now indulged in by the
"pony ballets" and in some of the princi-

B. Mack, the original "Yankee by Gosh";
Hafford and Mantell, Inman Sisters, Vivian Sisters, French Sisters, Sherman and

pal "girl acts" will be recalled as being

Frank
and Lillian White, Bryant and Richmond,
Dave Marion and Minnie Bell, who used
to play banjos and warble "As We Sat
Beneath the Trees"; Dave Kendal, who
sang "Drink Up, Boys," accompanied by

ular routine.

ht a novelty.

done by such old favorites as Capitola
Forrest, Lottie Elliott and Miss Goodrich,
of the team of McBride and Goodrich, but
in those days they danced for endurance.
Musical acta form another class of entertainment which has advanced wonderfully and call to mind such as Wood and
6heppard; Wood, Beasley and the Weston
Brothers; Bryant and Saville and Bogart
and O'Brien.
The wonderful acrobatics
now seen in vaudeville show how simple
were the tricks used by Charles Guyer, of
(Vuyer and Goodwin, now Guyer and
Crispi.
He was the first one I ever saw
throw a twisting somersault from a "jerk"
and a row of flips, and now a "double"
from the gound is done by Charles Seigrist
who works with "Slivers" Oakley. Guyer
and Goodwin were exponents of the "kid"
cct as were also Sager and Fannie Midge
ly and Eddie and Josie Evans. .With the
exception of Miss Goodwin, I think all are
still on the stage.
The aerial acts working out over the audience which years ago were popular and
which kept the stage managers in a high
fever getting the riggingB in order form
another class almost lost to vaudeville.
Those of to-day consist mainly of casting
and trapeze acts which are shown on the
stage, but those missed are such as Stirk
and Zeno, the "Eagle Birds"; Austin Sis-

and Ami, "the Human Fly."

ters;

contortionists

greatest

of

high class overtures, while old timers like

Al Reeves, Ed French, Billy Carter and
others of that school were contented with

the class of music meant for the banjo.

Glynn, of Hamilton and Glynn,

one

the

of

best

of

players

who

offered the higher grade of music on the

banjo, and Al Reeves

is still

using this as

part of his specialty with his

own

bur-

lesque show.

A

few of the old time acts remembered

W.

Kelly, the "Rolling Mill

are

J.

J.

Francis

Brvant.

"Dutch" Daly.

Tom

Harrv

Man";

Richmond.

Hefron. the one-legged

dancer; Johnny Barker, the bone soloist;

Western, musical act; Harry Kennedy, the ventriloquist, and Theodore, in

"Lilly

same line, who is now known as "TroTony Pastor, who sang " 'Blige a
Lady" as one of his big hits; Charles M.

the

vollo";

Ernest, Charles H. Duncan. Gil Saroney,the

"Giddy Old Girl"; George Melville, "Watch
the Professor"; Jim Thornton,
Charles Lawler,

made

a favorite

John and Edna Vi"The Toll Gate"; John and Nellie

acts years ago;

Healey, the former being the originator of
the expression

"What

It Is?"

He

is

now

one of the Quaker City Quartet;

shots through a bottle to represent cork

Ruby Marion who could hardmake the stunning appearance in tights
now that she made then; Brilliant Quar-

popping, and
ly

the best of the straight singing fours;
Bison City Quartet, American Four, whose
tet,

famous restaurant business is being done
a burlesque show this year; New York
Four, of which Alf Grant was one; Olympia Four, an "Advanced Vaudeville" act
at present with what remains of the originals; Le Clair and Russell, afterwards
Le Clair and Leslie; Billy Jerome and
Julia Mackey; James J. Morton and
Maude Revelle, Smith and Campbell, the
latter team still together and making
in

good.

SV>me in the above

list

outrank others

by many years and probably cannot be
classed together, but they are mentioned
simply .as they come to mind without the
aid of programs or dates to refresh the
memory and in the main furnish my first
impressions of vaudeville which serves as
the

best

means of

realizing

just

how

vaudeville has advanced during a period
of

my memory

The present
"sure fire" fun years ago.
day banjoist plays selections from "William Tell," "Poet and Peasant," and other

was

men
docq,

twentv vears.

The

were Marinelli, the "Boneless Wonder,"
and Baggessen, the "Human Corkscrew,"
now doing a comedy juggling act.
Outside of burlesque few of the old
time slapstick acts are allowed to live.
What place in present day vaudeville is
there for the comedians who stuck hatchets in each other's skulls and made leaping ticks out of inflated pads? But it was

Tommy

Morrisey and Smith and Lord, two teams
who did burlesque acrobatics and strong

who with
team sing-

otherwise

noted,

the

WIGWAM

VICTORIA (I. Coleman Levy, mgr.).— Week 2:
aggregation of thla week was decidedly
stronger than the combination of the opening.
Wlllard and Harker, Roman ring artlata, made
their first appearance In thla city, having a good
act of ita kind and gaining a favorable reception.
Cottrelle and Von Gofre were the other silent
feature.
Von Gofre will stand comparison with
Hia
any contortionist seen here up to date.
routine of feata handicapped with weights wss

The

"Turkey" Boyd,
novel, and even sensational.
late of the Primrose show, offered a blackface
monologue that had a decided flavor of minstrelsy.
Will King,
Hebrew
He wss well received.
comedian, unloaded hla material In an eaay fashIon and had a batch of parodies that won a
recall.
Sterling L. Whitney and Company In"The Zanzibar
creation
entitled
troduces
a
Planter." The aketch promised well at the start
but the plot disappeared early In the game and
It waa a "go aa you please" mixture of legitimate and comedy, resulting In a very bad finish.
Camp'a "Doomsday," the spectacle, and Delll
Francis Domenlco were retained from the previous

week.

EMPIRE (Hal Curtla, mgr.).— Week 2: The
Four Franks played their farewell week with a
pleasing sketch made up of comedy and song.
The Veldo Trio, novelty acrohats, introducing a
small troupe of trained dogs, constituted a pleasWest and Benton, singers
lug feature of the bill.
and dancers, have a well liked offering. Claude
M. Roode offered a comedy wire act. Coccla and
Amato. in their novelty dancing aketch. were In
Tim
the good-night position and did aplendldly.

who jumped direct from New York to
this date, waa the featured one of the week,
registering a bit.
NOTES. An Incipient panic waa checked by the
ready wit of Manager Harris, evening of the 2.
A fire broke out In the same block and the
clamor of the passing fire engines inclined the
Harris,
audience toward a rush for the exita.
fiom his point of vantage In the rear, announced
that there waa no danger and Invited hia guests
to file out and
witness this added attraction
agreeing to hold the show for them.
This they
did lu good order; the flames extinguished, they
returned and the performance proceeded.- -The
Three Kiilms will appear at the Victory 9 for
a two weeks' run.
They will lw» the feature.—
/.inn's Dancing Girla have just finished their ten
weeks on the Sulllvan-Consldlne time. Freeman
Brothers,
having finished the S.-C. California
time, leave for Denver 11.-- Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Kelly are playing the S.-C. houses in Southern
California. Guy Smith, who was for years manager of the Novelty. Oakland, has resigned and
will withdraw from the theatrical field entirely.
Tony Lubelskl has taken pcrsmal charge of his
Oakland house.

Cronln,
fill

—

—

CORRESPONDENCE
Unless

red, the catchy melody being lost in
din of their wooden shoe accompaniment.
8ully Family fared well with their lively
Boys."
One of the
skit,
"Roys Will Re
youngsters, an effervescent mite of humanity,
fitting the "kid" role to a nicety and carrying
the act.
Will Davis, sonologist, registered fair.
Harry Rlckrode opened the bill with a routine
of ring contortions. Mike Qulnn and his educated
dog, introducing hla feata by the rather novel
method of a* aketch, waa well received.
mgr.).— Week 2:
(Sam Harris,
Adgie and her liona appeared aa the featured
attraction, ahowing for the first time in the aouth
one
of the heaviest
proved
aide of town, and
drawing
cards that Manager Harris haa had.
Rert
Page won favorable mention with his
Jolly Zeb, with hla tramp
acrobatic comedy.
George Wade,
specialty, had a choice position.
blackface monologlat, following shortly after Zeb,
had a hard spot. Portions of his humorous talkfeat were rather dense, but the major part struck
the mark.
H. M. Shaw and Company offered a
well constructed one-act playlet, distinguished by
some clever acting on the part of a child artist.
Phyllis Allen, singer, completed the program.

tuming of

the

The

following

reports are for the current week.

SAIN FRAINGISGO

—

BOSTON

By W. ALFRED WILSON.

ORPHEUM

(Martin Beck, gen. mgr.).— Week

1:

Hardly a Hebrew comedian travel* thin way that
does not include a sample of Ren Welch's material
aa part of his atock in trade, and thla week
brought

ment

in

Welch himself, who offered the assort
Ita entirety, some of which haa been

made

familiar to us, thanks to these copylats.
however,
tre
of them,
can
approach
original in delivery, and Welch scored Immensely.
Henri French, with bis entertaining Impersonatlona, was another number that stood out on the
program.
Viola Gillette and George Macfarlane
in a melange of song and comedy were given
the position of prominence, though In reality on
a test of hands they did not figure In popular
favor with either Welch or French.
Rert Leslie
still remained.
It is doubtful if vaudeville posaessea a stronger 'Frisco favorite than this expounder of slang.
A significant silence greeted
the efforts of the Oklto Family, a display of
Old Glory bringing the only aolld response. The
Golden Graces, Sisters Weston, Irma Sisters and
Rert Leslie were In the second week.

None

NATIONAL

(Sid

Grauman.

mgr.).— Week

2:

Ethel Hazel, the child star, re-appeared after a
long absence, showing a noticeable improvement
over her former good work.
Extremely talented,
the affected mannerisms that mar many a child
act was nowhere In evidence and she won first
honors of the bill.
Her Impersonation of May
Yohe, who appeared at this house the previous
week, struck the house strongly, and her George
Cohan "take off" approachea the original more
closely than the legion of others that have attempted it.
Polly Hazel still continues with
her delineation of the Inebriated servant, a clever
hit In Itself, but somewhat out of place for such
a tiny mlas.
Hugh Emmet t. the ventriloquist,
rilled a return date and shared popularity with
the younger Hazel.
Kelly and Dixon utilized the
theme of the indigestible cooking of a newlywed
In an effort to create mirth, and exceeded to some
though Kelly's habit of speaking his
extent,
lines with a pronounced susplration waa at times
rather disagreeable.
Ruford, Rennett and Buford
formed a triple girl act that was well received.
They sang "School Days" ensemble and each
offered a solo, the girl in white winning the limit
if applause with
"Jealousy." Their closing numt>er.
a chlpcse ragtime, is offered In a chic cos•

By ERNEST
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ORPHEUM
patrons

L.

Office,

(S.

A.

WAITT.

278A Tremont street.
Mowry.
mgr.).— Many

writer's opinion that this
best of the season.
It
with his
Lincoln
sketch. "At the White House." a splendid act
that gets a good firm grip on people's heart
strings and holda their Interest until the finish.
It Is greatly changed and bettered from last season.
Frank Bush has some new stories, but he
Mine. Adelaide Herrmann
Is the same old Rush.
Is a near-headllner, her "Mystic Cross" being a
new trick here. The Four Lukens do a lively
"Jessie, Jack
acrobatic act, full of good turus.
and Jerry" is a bright sketch played by Bradlee
Martin and Company, ami is full of laughs.
It
is acted capitally,
and makes good with everyThe Empire Quartet got a great recephody.
tions, many .encores and good applause for each
song.
They sing better this year than ever
before.
Ray Cox, the girl from Dixie, made a
personal hit. but she aays at every point she
made the orchestra leader coughed. He has the
"Grippe."
The Kronemann Brothers are good
comedy acrobats, while Brown ami Nevarro do
some really great Impersonations. Business fair.
KEITH'S (H. D. Dupee, mgr.).— The Musical
Shlrleys open the bill.
They are fairly good Instrumentalists.
Max York and bis fox terriers
have a new act.
The animals are very well
trained, and the audiences like them.
Jack Gardner haa an oldish monologue, but
some newparodies that go well, while Sa-Hera does the
same old mind-rending stunt that always makes
Hawthorne and
a big audience wonder how.
Burt ("And I Laughed") have the same old
act that never gets stale, and some new stories,
getting great applause.
How that comedian can
dance!
McKenzle, Shannon and Company return
with "A Shine Flirtation," In which the singing
is mighty good und the whole act cleverly done.
Paul Iji Croix, with the hats, fairly wrings gasps
of surprise and delight out of the people.
He

week's

the

confirm

bill

Benjamin

Is

about the
heads

Cbapin

made good

He

has some new tricks,
her company In "Kit"
present a breezy aketch, well acted and staged.
It has perhaps a little too much monologue at

too.

Hilda

thla week.

Spong and

Marie Lloyd,
bat swings Into rapid action.
retained for another week, is the big feature.
from last
She made no changes in her act
week, and got receptions equally big. The Zlngari Operatic Troupe scored a apeclal triumph.
Rice and Prevost and "Bumpty Bumps" follow
De Velda and
Marie Lloyd to big applause.
Zelda, equilibrists; Alexis snd Schall, clever con
first,

and Chefalo and Capretta complete
Business very good.
Schoeffel,
mgr.).—Three
B.
(J.
headllnera and a bully good bill, In which each
act aroused great applause, failed to attract very
business dropping off
large houses this week,
quite materially.
It waa one of the best bills
Mile. Montl-Baldlnl and a very
of the season.
fine company, excepting for two supers who had
not yet learned their cues, got a number of curtain calls and pleased everybody with their remarkable singing in the condensed version of
Mile.
"Carmen."
Llane D'Eve appeared thla
Her dressing
week and made good instantly.
room feature la a decided novelty.
Her costume
changes are unusually attractive, and she reminds one much, in voice and manner, of Yvette
Gullbert.
But the number that got the most,
the heartiest and the most spontaneous applause
waa the act of the Yuillan Family, eight aero
Their
bats that deserve high place on any bill.
stunts are remarkable In many ways, the act ia
cleanly done and the artists are attractive personally.
Clifton* Crawford and May Belfort return after but a few weeks' absence with their
Zobodle.
same acts to equally good applause.
equilibrist,
opens the bill In good form, and
Carroll and Cooke follow bim.
The singer might,
perhaps, improve hla "Bohemia" song by striking
It seems to be a little alow for
a faster tempo.
vaudeville, but he sings It well.
The act ia full
Charles Baron has a novelty In bis
of laughs.
burlesque menagerie, a big feature of which is
the cat race.
The Walthour
It Is a great finale.
Troupe of cyclists close the bill with a well
arranged and strong act.
(Jay Hunt, mgr.).— Charmion la back
at her old stand, and big houses greeted her
this week. Dave Marlon's "Dreamlands" form the
main show, with Harry Fox and Dave Marlon at
their head.
Thla show haa ginger In It and is
well liked.
The Earl Sisters head the olio with
The Liberty
good songs and some new steps.
Quartet, the Three Hanlons. Dave Marlon and
In
Harry Fox, with Dora Pelletler, complete It.
the Howard's own show are also Ben Morae,
"prince of tramps"; Jeff and La Verne Healey
In a bright aketch; Belford Brothers, "talk hurlera"
Rose Busch. singer; Stone and Windsor,
comedians, and Butler and Lamar, eccentrics.
Business good.
PALACE.— Hyde's Comedlana and "The Blue
Ribbon Girls" hold the fort here, putting up a
really good ahow, full of sparkle and fun.
"The
Broken Brokers" la the vehicle.
In the olio are
Lawrence Crane and Company In an illusion act;
Nlemeyer and Odell, blackface comedians; Violet
Holmes snd her eight dancing girls; Crawford
and Blodgett In a anappy skit; the Weston Sisters and
Rlchy W. Craig, musical comedian.
Dunkhnrst and English Jack O'Brien In wrestling
matchea are an added attraction that takes well.
In the Palace's own olio are the Demonella Trio,
acrobatic comedy; Ted and Clara Steele, a little
of everything; HI Tom Ijong. blackface comedian; Bates and Ernest, good German comedians;
Business good.
A. B. Tenney. comedy juggling.
LYCEUM (Geo. R. Rachellor. mgr.).— Weber
& Rush's "Parisian Widows," greatly Improved
since the show last played this house, drew good
business this week.
Fields and Wooley have a
good olio position, followed by the Latoy Rrothers.
Rowland and Dugan. Jeanne Brooks and Darling
and Reynolds.
Art studies are a feature of the
tortlonlsta,

the

bill.

TREMONT

HOWARD

;

and the girls really are stunners.
COLUMBIA (H. N. Farren. mgr.).- Sam Rice
has a mighty good show In his "Merry Maidens"
this year, one of the best that has played here
so far.
It la clean, snappy, full of good looking
girls, and the costumes are good.
Patti Carney.
Lulu Reeson and Myrtle Dale head the female
Lewis and Thomp
bunch', and are good leaders.
son in a singing comedy act open the olio; Miss
Carney alngs and "Some Quartet" does a funny
Tralnor and Dale have a
skit that la clever.
good act In which Miss Dale's piano playing is
a big feature.
Lulu Beeson's dancing should land

olio,

her.

AUSTIN ft STONE'S MUSEUM (Stone ft Shaw,
The two biggest oxen In the world are
headlined here, with D'Audln and Fritz. In swallowing feats. John Riley, the O. A. R. Fiddler.
Chief Tevl'a African village, the Dexters In second sight, and Musical Hurley and his one man
band are other curio hall exhibits. In the theatre
are Ed and Bertha Kelley. Wall and Robinson.
Kitty Hoffman and the Meadows Comedy Company In "The Wax Statue."
Business big. the
admissions having pasaed the million mark since
February.
NOTE.- Robert O. Larson, one of the most
popular and most efficient newspaper men In Boston, will be promoted to general press agent of
three
houses— Keith's Boston and
Keith
the
Orpheum here now that Carl Lothrop Is to locate
Mr. Lothrop has
permanently In New York.
been doing the books for the houses here and
the Sunday concerts.
He knows exactly what
people here want In vaudeville, and Is one of
the most astute theatrical men that ever graduated from Boston.
ingrs.).

—

—

GlilGAGO
By

FRANK WIE8BERO.
VARIETY'S Chicago

Office.

Chicago Opera House Block,
(Phone Main 4.180).

MAJESTIC

(Lyman

B.

Glover,

manager

for

Monday rehearsal 91.— A wellKohl ft Castle.
balanced list of celebrities Is provided at the
Monroe street house. The
Hon* of Edwin Stevens In "An Evening with
Dickens" are worthy of the highest commenda
Kelly and Violet te, "The Fashion Plate."
tlon.
artistic

characterlza

have about the same offering as seen on previous
occasions, only that they dress more extravagantly.
Mosher, Houghton and Mosher, recently
repeated their trick cycle
at the Auditorium,
act.
The Farrell Taylor Trio have added little

i

,

VARIETY
Ct-

sm

A

Cbadwlck

VARIETY ARTISTS' ROUTES
FOR WEEK DEC. 16

A l.i

\ Johns,

a in

Bennett's,

Ottawa

Co., 207 W. 38, N. V.
Lyric, Dayton, O.
Adam* K. Kirke
Co., Brunswick, C.a
Adams Bros.. Imperials. B. H.
A. lams & Drew, 281 \V. 48, N. Y.

Adaiuinl Taylor,

A

A

Blscoe, Hathaway's, Maiden
Ali A reiser. High Jinks, B. R.
Allen, Searl A Violet, Alhambra, N. Y.
Alllster, Harry, 11 Rue Geoffrey Marie, Paris.
A nut ii. Joe, Majestic. St. Paul.
Alpha Trio, Family, Lebanon, Pa.
Alroiui Zoeller Trio. 28 Ixigan, Brooklyn.
Alsace & Lorraine, Proctor's, Elizabeth.
Alvora. Golden Crook, B. R.
American Dancers, Six, Empire, Paterson.
American Newsboys' Trio. Wisconsin Hotel. Marinette, Wis.
American Newsl»oys' (Juartette, I'ancagcs, Seattle.
Amerlcus Comedy Four, Orpbeum, Reading.
Ampere. Electrical, Miss N. Y., Jr., B. R.
Anderson, Carl, Bowery Rurles«|iiers, B. It.
Apdale's Animals. Johnstown, Pa.
ml
Apollo Orch., Century Club. Klkhart,

Allen

1

1

INDICATED.

I

A polios, The, 63 8th Ave.. N. Y.
Appleby, E. J., Grand. Hamilton. O.
Archer. LaDclla A Davey. Jolly Girls.
Ardo & Eddo. 317 Hoyt Ave., Astoria.
Arlington, Four, Orpheum. Salt Lake

B.
I..

I

Armstrongs. Three, People's. Cincinnati.
Armlnta A Bnrke. 0. H.. Pittsburg, KaArnold, Lucia. Boston Belles, B. R.
Arnot A Gunn, 215 Oth Ave., N. Y.
Astrellas, The, Poll's. New Haven.
Arisonas, The, 148 W. OK. N. Y.
Ashton A Earle, O. H.. Charlerol. Pa.

Auberts Les. 14 Frobel

Str.

III..

Auburns. Three, Findlay. Flndlay,
Alters. The. Lyric, Dallas.
Austin. Claude, 232 E. 21, N. Y.
Austins, Great, Rockvllle. Conn.
Austins,

Tossing,

Dee.

23.

Hamburg,

.

(lei

X.

N.

V

*

It
.1.

BUCRNER

Albert tilery

N. Y.
Cole
Cole

A Coleman, Orpheum. Mansfield. O.
Colleens, Singing. 104 W. 38. N. Y.
Collins, Eddie, Oshkosh, Wis., Indef.
Collins A Collins, 921 Dakota, Phila
Collins, Nina, Lady Birds, B. R.
Collins, James J., Jolly Girls. B. R.
Collins
Brown, 148 Kosciusko. Brooklyn.
Coltons, The, Champagne Girls, B. R.
Connolly A Klein. Empire Show, B. R.
Comrades, Four, 834 Trinity, N. Y.
Contlno A Lawrence, 249 So. Mav. Chicago.
Cohen, Will H., Rollickers. B. It.

A

Cook. Billy, Toreadors, B. R.
Cooke, Joe, Orpheum. Allentown, pa.
Cook, Frank, Austin A Ktone's, Boston, indef.
Cooke A Rothert, Bijou. Dubuque, la.
Cooper A Robinson, Gotham. Brooklyn.
Cooper. Harry, High Jinks, B. R.
Cooper. Harry L., Fay Foster, B. R.
Cooper. Leo. A Co., Bijou, Kenosha. Wis
Frank Coombs A Stone. Muriel. Hathauay's. N'.w
Bedford.
Cossar. Mr. and Mrs., 203 W. 121. N. Y.
Couthoul, Jessie, 0532 Harvard Ave., Chicago.
Coyne & Tinlln, Garrlck. Burlington. la.
Court lelgh. Win., Hammerstein's, N. Y\
Courtrlght, Wm., A Co., BIJou, La Crosse.
Cottons. The. Champagne Girls, B. R.
Craig. Rlchy. Olympic. Brooklyn.
Crawford A Manning. 258 W. 43. X Y.
Crawford A Blodgett. Olympic. Brooklyn.
Creo A Co., Bijou. Oshkosh.
Crickets, Columbia. St. Louis.
Criterion Male Quartette. 150 5th Ave., N. Y.
Cronln. Morris, 21 Alfred pi.. London. Eng.
Cross, Will II.. A Co.. 440 No. Normal. Chicago.
Crystal, Herman, Parisian Widows, B. R.
Cummiugs A Merley. I'nhpie, Los Angeles, Indef
Cunningham, AL, 900 W. »». N. Y.
Cunningham, Bob A Daisy. Cottage. Martins

A-

Cutty a.
Cyril.

Buckleys,

Musical.

21»7

B. 84, N. Y.
Majestic, Kansas City.
Co., Auditorium. Lynn.
Claire. Lady Birds, B. R.

Blossom.

Palmer
Cushman & Le

Curtis.

Chicago

A:

Musical. 3034 E. Baltimore. Baltimore.
Herbert, Bennetts, Hamilton.

Ave. B. N. Y.

Buckeye Trio. 040 E. Center. Marion, o
Bander La Velle Troupe. Luna Park. Mexico.
BvendlsTg,
The.
Eleretelnnge,
Baggessens,
ui,
Denmark.
Bailey, R. N., Casino, Washington, Pa.
Maker, Nat C, 32 Division N. Y.
Balno A Shaw. Hippodrome, N. Y.. indef.
Banks, Chas., Boeton Belles, B. R.
Barnes, Al., Lyric, Des Moines.
Barton. Joe, Bohemians, B. R.
Barrett. Grace, Pat White's Gaiety Girls. B. It.
Barrett A Belle, Century Girls, B. It.
Barrett. Charles, High Jinks. B. R.
Barry, Katie, 541 W. 158. N. Y.

Barry, Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy. Orpheum, St. Louis.
Barry A Wolford. Shubert, Utica.
Barto. Eddie, Rollickers, B. R.
Bartlett, Al, Hunt's Hotel. Chicago.
Bates A Neville. 40 Gregory. New Haven.
Be Anos, Two. 12th St., Chicago.
Beard. Billy, 1401 Drayton, Savannah.
Beattles, Juggling, Orpheum. Chilllcottoe, o..
Bedell Bros., Franklin, Pa.
Bedlnl. Donat. A Dogs, 229 W. 3S. N. Y.
Belford, Allan G., Washington. Y. .1.
Belmont, Harriette. Jolly Clrls. B. R.
Bellclaire Bros., Orpheum, New Orleans.
Bell Boy Trio, City, Brockton. Muss.
Bell, Frank. 1553 Broadway. N. Y.
Bell,

Norma. Trans Atlantlcs,

B.

R.

Belmont A Brennnn. Imperials. B. R.
Bensons, Musical. Belleville. Mich.
Bentley, Harry, Imperials. B R.
Berkes. The. 409 W. 30, N. Y.
Bernard, Cassle, Rose gydell. B. H.
Berzac's Circus, Dec. 22. Orpheum, Kansas City.
Beecher A Maye, 23 Atlantic Brldgeton. N. J.
Berry A Berry. Orpheum, Minneapolis.
Beyer A Bro.. 293 Henry, N. Y.
Big Four, High School Girls, -B. R.
Big City Quartet. Cropsy A Bay 25. Bensonhurst.
BIJou Comedy Trio, Watson's Burles<|iiers. B. R.
Blmm-Bomm-Brrr, Orpheum, Denver.
Bingham, Kittle. Flndlay, Flndlny. O.
Bingham. Flndlay. Flndlay, O.
Blnney

A Chapman,

Garden. Memphis.

Bishop," Frances, Century Girls. R. R.
Blssett A Miller. Poll's, Bridgeport.
BUlev. Edgar. Boston Relies. B. R.
Blsck rt Uwl!e. BIJou Diiluth.
Bbrk. John J.. Harry Bryant's. B. R.

Indef.

Madeline. 212 W. 44, N. Y.
Buckeye State Four. 2304 K. 57, Cleveland.
Burke A I'rllne, 119 E. 14, N. Y.
Burke, Dan, A Girls, Orpheum, Brooklyn.
Burke, Win. H.. 84 Barston. Providence.
Burns, Morris, A Co.. "4 Ilennen. Jersey City.
Burns, Harry, Lyceum. Sharon. Pa.
Burtinos. The. Dec. 23. Crystal. Denver.
Burton A Burton, 309 W. 55, N. Y.
Burton, Matt. 1185 Valencia. Kan Francisco.
Burton A Shea, ill 7tli Ave., N. Y.
Burton & Va>s, Empire. Des Moines.
Busch Family, Excelsior Springs, Mo., indef.
Bussler, Walter II.. Ofphia. Madison. Wis., Indef.
Biirdette,

Bulla

ft

Raymond. Wash. Society

fitrla.

D'Ali/.a

Dacre.

Diamond

A

May. Fischer's, Los Angeles, indef.
Kentucky Belles, B. R.
Mexico City, to Jan I.
Dillon, Wm.. Hammerstein's, N. Y.
Dixon A PJelds, Orpheum. Omaha.
Doherty, Lillian, Scalla. Copenhagen. Den.
Doner. Joe A Nellie. High Jinks, B. R.
Don net to, Ira, 114 W. 40, N. Y.
Doherty. Jim. High Jinks, B. R.
Iiorsch A Russell. Bee. 30, K. A P. 23d St.. N. V.
D'Ort A Leonard. Casino, Buenos Aires.
Douglas, Chas. W., Broadway Gaiety Girls. B. R.
Dove A Lee, 422 W. 48. N. Y.
Dowlln, John, Toreadors, B. R.
Downey. Leslie T., to Feb. 3, Electric. RaetnV.

I

Jas.,

Wis.

Comerford, Vaughn, Broadway Gaiety Girls, B. R.
Conn, Downey A Wlllard. Gaiety. Springfield. III.
Connelly, Pete, Weast's. R. R.
Conway. Nick. 207 W. 20, B. R.

Clirtln

i

Dleiick Bros., Clrco Bell,

Cunningham & Smith. 183

Touring Europe.
Address Central Hotel, Berlin, Germany.
Associated with AL. SUTHERLAND, Vaudeville Booking, St. James Building.

R

B.

Davis, Edward. Keith's, Phila.
Davis, Floyd, Temple, Roulder, Col., Indef.
Davis. Hal," A Co., Grayling. Mlcb.
Davis, II., Air-Dome, Murpbysboro, 111., Indef.
Davis, Roland, Fay Foster, B. R.
Davis A Davis, Miss N. Y., Jr., B. R.
Dawson A Whitfield, Family, Hazel ton. Pa.
De "a mo. Chas., A Dog, Majestic, Birmingham
Decry A Francis, 328 W. 30th. N. Y.
Delavoye A Fritz., BIJou, Kalamazoo, Mich.
Dell & Miller. Hippodrome, Buffalo, indef.
Heltons, Three. Jolly Grass Widows, B. R.
Delmore, Misses, Poll's, Worcester.
De Chautal Sisters. Family, Woonsocket, R. I.
De Graff Sisters, Trans-Atlantlcs, R. R.
De Lisle. Mae. Colonial Relies, B. R.
Delaphone, 54 Wllloiighby, Brooklyn.
De Coe, Harry, Orpheum, Sioux City.
De Haven & Sidney, Proctor's, Troy, N. Y.
DeMora A Graceta, Imperial, B. R.
De Muths, The. 20 Central. Albany.
De Velde A Zelda, Lyceum, Stamford, Mass.
De Verne A Van. Orpheum, Mansfield, O.
De Voy A Miller. 209 K. 14. N. Y.
DeWltt. Burns A Torrance, Poll's, SVranton.
Dee. John A., Columbus, O.
Demlng. Joe, Majestic, Johnstown. Pa.
Dervin. Jas. T., 510 So. Flower. Los Angeles.

Diamond.

Bancroft. Novelty, Brooklyn.
Clemens, Lubin's, Baltimore.

A-

&

Buffalo.
B. R.

-

O.

Ferry. O.

SENSATIONAL CYCLIST.

<».

Pavilion,

Eng.
Avery A Pearl. 653 Wash. Boul

Burke. Minnie. Boston Belles, B.
Burton A Brooks, Fair Haven, X

Y.

Clito A Sylvester. Mahony City. Pa.
Clive, Henry A Co., Poll's, New Haven.
Olivette, 274 Indiana, Chicago.
Coate. Charlotte & Sunflower.
1553
Broadway,

Cogau

Keith's,

Darmody, Harry Bryant's,

V

Downing, Acme, Sacramento.

A Riggs, Century Girls. R. R.
Brantford, Tom. Park Hotel. Port Cbenu.
Brittous, The, Shea's, Buffalo.
Broadwav Quartette. Memphis, Teiin.
Brooks A Vedder. 210 E. 17. N. Y'.
Brooks A Jeanette. 1603 Madison. N. Y.
Brooks A Clark, 2404 Pat ton. Philadelphia
Brooks. Jeanne, Parisian Widows, B. R
Brown A Bartolettl. City Sports, B. R.
Brown A Wltmot, 71 Glen, Maiden, Mas*.
Brown & Wright. 344 W. 45, N. V.
Browning. Mr. Ac Mrs.. 120 W. 81. X. V.
Browning A Le Van. 895 CauMwidl.
Bruce, AL, Toreadors, B. R.
Bruno A Russell. Colonial, N. Y
Bryant, May, Boston Belles, B. R.
Bryant & Savllle. Temple. Ft. Wayne

It

Darras Bros.,

Davenport, Edna, Yankee Doodle Girls,

N. Y.

V

.

A

38,

Knickerbockers, B. R.
Christy, Wayne G., 770 8tb ave., X
Y
Church City Four. Strollers, B. R.
Clalrmont, 2051 Ryder Ave., N. Y.
Clarence Sisters, K. A P. 125th St..
Y.
Clark A Turner, Irwin, Goshen, 1ml
Clark A Duncan, Lyric, Terre Haute.
Clark, Edward, 1553 Broadway, N. Y.
Clark, John F., 425 Forest, Arlington, X. .1.
Clarke, Harry Corson, Lambs Club, N. Y'.
Clarke A Temple, Lyric, Terre Haute.
Clarke, Wilfred, Lambs Club. N. Y.
Clermento. Frank A Etta, 129 W. 27. N. Y.
Claudius A Scarlet, 50 Chapin, Canandalgua. N.
Clans, Martha, Orpheum. Palnsville, O.
Claus A Radcllff, Trocadero. B. R.
Cleveland, Claude & Marlon, 215 Shurtleff. chid
sea, Mass.
Clinton, Chris, Star, Monongahela, Pa.
Clipper Sisters, 400 Blewett. Seattle.

Blue Cadets, 51 Hanover. Boston.
Blush, T. E., 3241 Haywood, Denver.
Blauchet Bros. A Randolph, Watervlbi. \
V.
Bobker, Henry, 88 Forsyth. N. Y.
Bobaunan A Corey, Century Girls, B. It.
Bolses, Five, 44 Curtis, Grand Rapids.
Ror,»iia
Arthur. Bijou, C::leshurg, 111.
Bottamley Troupe, Clrco Bell, Mexico.
Bouldou A Quinii, Auditorium, Windsor. S D.
Bowers, Walters A Crooker, Shea's, Toronto.
Bowery Comedy guartet. *2l Charles, W. Il>.
boken.
Bcwen Bros., Grand, Butte.
Bowman Bros., 320 W. 43, N. Y.
Boyce Bros., Family, Chester. Pa.
Boyce. Lillian. Jolly Girls, B. R.
Boyce, Jack, Trocaderos, B. It.
Boyd A Viola, Bijou, Jackson, Mich.
Bragg, John I).. Toreadors, B. R.
Bradua A Derrick, Sheas, Toronto.
Bradshaw, Chas. H.. At* Co., 329 W. :I4. X, ^
Bradys, The, 721 Copeland. Pittsburg.
Brady & Mahoney, Irwin's Big Show. B. it.
Brian, L. B., Hippodrome. Liverpool, Kng.

Brennau
Brennen

W.

Great,

(Christy,

t

"Adelyn," Gaiety, Ualesburg, 111.
Addison A Livingston, I'almctta Bench. Tampa.
Adler, Hurry, Park, Alameda. Cal., Indef.
Adlcr, Flo, 464 Cleveland, Chicago.
Ahearn. chas. & Vesta, tialcty, Detroit.
Ahearn, Charity, C olden Crook. B. It.
Ahern & Baxter, Harry Hastings, B. K.
Aberus, The, Majestic, s'an Antouio.
Aldo A Vaunerson, :;.U Koehllng, RrookUn.
Allen, Eva, Ideals. B. R.
Allen, Josie, 300 W. 112, N. Y.

Trio, 220

Cbameroys, The, 00 Manhattan ave.. X.
Chandler, Anna, City Sports, B. R.
chapin, Benjamin, Lotos Club., N. Y.
Chester A Jones, Empire, Hojboken.
Cbluquilla A Newell, Orpbeum, Canton,

The routes here riven, bearing no dates, are from DEC. 16 to DEC. 22, inclusive, dependent upon the opening and closing: day* of engagements in different parts of the country.
When an address follows the name the act is "laying off" for the week and may be written
All addresses are> furnished VARIETY by artists and may be
or telegraphed to accordingly.
Addresses car* managers or agents will not be printed.)
relied upon as accurate.
"C. B." indicates that the route of the circuit immediately preceding it may be found
under "CIRCUS K0UTE8."
"B. R. " in the list indicates the route of the burlesque company named, with which the
artist or act is with and may be found under "BURLESQUE ROUTES."

A bbott- Andrew

Maude, Gibbons Tour.
Craney, Majestic, Chicago

ell,

Casey

WHEN NOT OTHERWISE

48a

Flor. Bennett's. Montreal.
mile, Parisian Belles. B. R.
B. R.

Dagncau & Bruce. Orientals.

Dagwell. Auric. G. O. 11.. Pittsburg
Daley, James, Parisian Widows. B. R
D'Alvlnl, Rocky Point. R. I., indef.
indef.
Dale. Win.. Crystal, Elkhart, hid
Daly At Devere. 115 E. 11". N. Y.
Dale, Sydney, Guy Bros.' Minstrels.
Dale, Will. Bucklen Hotel. Elkhart.
Dalle* Bros.. 1379 No. Main. Fall River. Mass
Darling, Fay. Lady Birds. B. B.
.

Doyle, Phil., Lady Birds, B. R.
Doyle. MaJ. Jas. D., Majestic, Houston.
Dreano, Josh.. Revere House, Chicago.
DuBols. The Great. Bijou, Wheeling. W.
Dudley, O, E., Crystal, Ind., Indef.
Duffy. Thos. 1L, High School Girls, B. H.

\'a.

Dunedin Troupe, Poll's. New Haven.
Dunne. Thos. P., 128 B. 19. N. Y.
Dunham, Heslln A Barardi. lolly Girls. B. If
Duncan, A. O.. Colonial. Norfolk. Va.
Dupree, Bob. Canvas. Provo. Ctata, Indef.
Dupree, George St Ubhy. Palace Hotel. Chicago.
Dupree. Jeanette, Hotel Albany, N. Y.

E
*>

Earb

\

N. J.
Family. Carbondale.
A Gordon, K. A P. 58th St.. N V.
Edmonds A Haley. 308 E. GO, Chicago.
Edmonds A Monte, 308 E. 00. Chicago.
Edwards, M. A- C. E., Hippodrome, Buffalo, iml<
Edwards. Jennie. Bowery Burlesquers, B R.
Edwards, Ralph, Parisian Widows, B. R.
Edwin, George, Garrlck. Burlington. la.
Ehrendall Bros.. 1344 Lctilngwell, St. Lont*
Elzer. Carrie, Tiger Llllles, B. R.

Eckel A
Eckhoff

Bartlett.

Du

Carlsladt.

Pre*-.

Elastic Trio. Majestic. Pittsburg. Indef.
Eldredge, B0 No, Broadway. Streator, 111.
Elen, Gus, Edith Villa, Thurlelgli Ave..

Balham.

London.
Julian. Shea's. Buffalo.
Esmeralda, Majestic, Birmingham
Elliott A West. 2902 Ellsworth. Phila.
Eller, Goldie, Fav Foster. B. R.
Ellls-Nowlln Troupe. Keith's. Phila.
Elllnore Sisters. Bennett's, Montreal.

Eltinge.

Belalr A Elliott, Harry Bryant's. B It
Ellsworth. 4. Tiger Lilies. B. R.
Emery, Maude. 2110 E. Federal, Baltimore.
Emerald Trio, 443 Central Ave.. Brooklyn
Emerald. Monnle, Empire, Dublin, Ire.
Emerson A Wright, Kansas City, Mo., Indef.
Emmet t, tirade. Keith's. Jersey City.
Emperors of Music, Four. 431 W. 24. X Y.
Empire Comedy Four. Dec 30. Magdeburg, He
Engleton. Nan A Co.. Saleni, Mass.
Erb & Stanley, Mollne. III.
Russia.
ErgOt 1 1 A King, Circus Clniselll, W.imiw
R.
Esterbrooks. The. Miss. N. Y.. Jr.. B
Estclle A Wills, Jolly Grass Widows. B. R.
Eugene A Mar, 1740 W. 103. Chicago.
Y.
Evans A Lloyd. 923 E. 12. Brooklyn
Evans, Billy. Colonial Belles, B. R
Elliott,

.

V

B. R.

Buxton. Chas. C., Crystal. Menasha. Wis., Ind<
Byers A Herman. Hathaway's, L/uwelL
Byron A Blanch. Dec. 23. Family. Butte.
Byron & I.angdon. Colonial. Ijnvn me. Mass.
Bvrons' .Musical Five. 5138 Indiana. Chicago.

USE THIS FORM

f.

IF

YOU HAVE NO ROUTE CARDS

Name
A

Decora h.
Callahan A St. George. Keith's, Providence.
Callan A Smith. Haymarket, Chicago.
Cameron A Flanagan, Union So,., N. ^
Camp. Rbeppard, Kentucky Belles. B. R.
Campbell A Cully. 1833 Bourbon. New Orleans.
St. Charles Hotel. Chicago
Caldera, a. K
Calvin. James, 445 W. 04. Chicago.

Caesar. Frank,

Co.. 802 Mechanics.

IR

Permanent Address

Temporary

—

__^_____.

.

,

,.

.

Caprice. Mile.,

Orpheum, Kansas

City.

Campbell. W. S.. Rose Syd.il. B. R.
Carbrey Bros.. 1347 E. Oxford, Pbila.
Carberry A Stanton. Maje-tic. Alton ill.
Carrillo. Leo, Nyack, N. Y.
Carr Trio, Canandalgua. N. Y.
Carr. Jessie. Toreadors. B. R.
Carlln A Otto. Orpbeum. New Orleans.
Carroll A Cooke, Hotel York. X. Y.
Carroll. Joe. 231 Liberty, Paterson.
R.
Carroll. Great. Fay Foster. B
Casad A De Verne, 312 Valley. Dayton.
Carson A Wlllard. 2210 No. Lambert, Phila.
Carson Bros., 211 Bergen, Brooklyn.
Carter, Taylor A Co., 444 W. 137. N. Y.
carter A Taylor. 250 W. 43. N. Y.
Carter A Weters. 15S Greenfield. Buffalo.
Cartwell A Harris. |031 McDonoiigh. Baltimore.
Carver & pollard. 1022 W. t'.th. Davenport. la.

Week

Theatre

f.

City

-

#

CARDS WILL BE MAILED UPON REQUEST

State

_

VARIETY
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Freroll, Frederick, O. 11.,
Frey
Alien, Ideals, B.
Fredo A Dare. 207 E. 14,
Frederick, Snyder
Poole.

Evans Trio, raster's, N. Y.
Everett, K II III, Meals, It. K
Everett. Sophie. A Co., South ami Henry, Jamaica.
L. I.

A

N. Y.
200 N. Gay. Baltimore.
A
French, Henri, Orpheum, Los Angeles.
Frey Trio, Crystal, Milwaukee.
Friend A Downing, orpheum, Youkciv
Futurity Winner, Columbia, St. LouK

A

Merriau, Palace, BoMou.
Faircbllda, Mr. A Mrs. Frank, 1640 47. Chicago*
Fslkc A Coe, Jolly Grass Widows, B. R.
Elinor,
Majestic. Chicago.
Falke.
Fantas. Two. 211 E. 14. N. Y.
Farb, Dare, 515 W. 6. Cincinnati.
Farrell, Charlie, 382 Main, \V. Everett. Mass.
Farrell A Le Roy, 1721 First. Washington, D. C.

Fagen

Farrell,

Billy,

Moss

A

G

.

indef.

Farrell Taylor Trio, Hay market Chicago.
Favar's, Marguerite, Orpheuni. I<eaveiiwnrth.
.

Fay, Ray F., Alamo, Cedar Rapids, la.. Indef.
Fay. Coley A Fay, 101 E. 122d. N. Y.
Faye, Elsie, Poll's, Bridgeport.
Felix A Barry, New Bedford.
rut. -lie A Carr, Shea's. Buffalo
Ferry, Lyric, Kensington, 111.
Ferguson, Da?.-, Miss N. Y.. Jr.. B. 1C
Ferguson A Du Ptee, 313 E- 71. jN. Y.
Ferguson. Barney A Dick. 68 W. .".1. Ra.\<»nu»\
Fern A Mack. Peterson. N. J.
Field Boys. 148 E. 07. N. Y.
Fields A Hanson, Dec. 23. Family, Rot k Island.
Fields A Woolev. Parisian Widows, B. R.
Fllson A Errol, 122 So. Austin, Austin Station.
Chicago.
Fink, Henry, Lyceum, Paterson.
Fisher.
Mr. A Mrs. Perkins, Ml Washington,
Brookllne. Mass.
Finlay A Burke. Teck, Buffalo.
Fisher. Robert, Lady Birds, B. R.
Fisher A Berg. Rentz Santley, B. R.
Flske A McDonough. Pastor's, N. Y.
Fitzgerald A Qulnn. Trans- At hint l.s. H. R.
Flatow A Dunn. 205 E. 14. N. Y.
Fleming, May Agnes. White's Gaiety Girls, it. R

Garden A Somers, Toreadors, B. R
-^,
Gardiner Children. 1058 No. 8. Philadelphia.
Gardiner A Vincent, Empire, Belfast. Ireland.
Gardiner, Jack, Keith's, Providence.
Gardner. Andy. Bohemians, B. R.
Gardner, Arline. 1058 N. 8, Phllii.
Gartelle Bros.. 416 S. Main, Gloversvllle. N. V.
Gavin, Piatt A Peaches, 4417 Id Ave., N. V.
Gaylor A Graff, 244 W. 16, N. Y.
Gaylor, Bobby, 5108 Princeton. Chicago.
Gehrue, May me A Co.. Colonial. Lawrence.
Gelger A Walters, Orpheum, Kansas City.
Genaro-Theol Trio, Liebeebs. ilreslau. Ger.,

I

Flemen A Miller Kentucky Belles, B. It
Flora. Mildred. Night Owls, B. R.
Fletcher, Charles I/eonard. Shea's. Buffalo.
Flower, Dick J., Orpheum, Los Angeles.
Flynn. Jas. A., 1213 Penn. Ave.. Washington.
Fogerty, Frank, Cook's, Rochester.
Follett. Lonuie, 150 E. 107, N. Y.
Fords. Four, Chase's, Washington.
"Fords, Famous," 391 Gates, Brooklyn.
Foreman, Edgar, A Co., Elks' Club, N. *
Forrest, Edythe, Innocent Maids, B. R.
Foster A Dog, Gotham, Brooklyn.
Foster A Foster. Orpheum, 8t. Paul.
Fox. Will 1L. Empire, Dublin, Ireland.
Fox. Mort, Parisian Widows, B. R.
Fox A Hughes, Empire, Boise, Idaho, indef.
Fox, Will. Lady Birds, B. R.
Frank, George, Lady Birds, B. R.
Franklin A Green, Keith's, Newark.
.

A

Franklyn

Keane.

Poll's,

New Haven.

Francis, Adeline. Lyric, Lincoln.
Franz. Cogswell A Franz. 246 W. 21, N. Y.
Francis. Harry, Jolly Girls, B. R.
Frellgh. Lizzie. Trans-Atlantles. B. R

Dec. 30.
Gibson, Fay, Standard, Davenport, la
Gillespie. Ed., Orpheum, Los Angeles.
Gilbert, Bessie, G. O. H., Syracuse.
Gilbert, Jane. 257 W. 15. N. Y.
Gillette Sisters, Unique, Eau Claire.
Gllmore, Stella. Jolly Girls, B. R.
Gllroy,

Hayes

A

Montgomery.

13.

j

Mr. Hutchison looked very
an adventuress,
added dramatic atmosphere. The
sketch made a good impression.
Frank Wiesberg.

The

manly.

third player, as

Rose Royal and Statue Horse, "Chesterfield."

Menage Act.
14 Mins.;

Full Stage.

Varieties Theatre, Terre Haute, Ind.

The stage
silk

is

velour and

prettily draped in green

a black

placed

cabinet,

up stage, throws the posings into
sharp relief. The work is all done on a
<rias and
famous bits of sculpture are
reproduced. The horse is pure white unMiss
relieved by a /single touch of color.
well

Royal accentuates the startling whiteness
the groups by her makeup of bismuth. Twenty-four poses are shown, the
animal being at all times in perfect con-

of

None

trol.

tricks

is

routine,

of

the

including a

school

act having a

few

contortion by the horse.

The Alrona-Zoeller
Comedy Acrobatics.

high

familiar

given, the

bits

Jack

of

novel

curious

l/oefflfr.

Trio.

10 Mins.; Full Stage.

Star Theatre, Muncie, Ind.

a woman make up the
They have a fast acrobatic routine,
mid work with much accuracy. One man

Two men and

trio.

i-;

a

comedian, really funny, with a couple

out

is

jrood

and

The

R.

B.

Gordon, Max. Reeves' Beauty Show. B. H.
Gorman A West. Vaudeville, Lancaster. Pa.
Goss, John. Arcade, Brownsville, Pa.
Gossans, Bobby, 400 So. Smith, Col., o
Gotham Comedy Quartet, City Sports. B IC
Graces. Two. Miner's Americans, B. It
Grant, Anna. Pat White's Gaiety Girl>. B.
Grant. Sydney, 10 W. 65. N. Y.
Graham. Geo. W., Scenic, Providence, in.ief

Gray

A Graham,

Seattle.

It.

Wash.

Green. Sam, White's Gaiety Girls. B. R.
Gregg, Frank. Tiger Lilies, B. R.
Gregory. Geo. L.. A Co., 043 Lor liner. Brooklyn.
Gregorys, Five, Brussels.
"Griff." Empire. Hoboken.
Grimes. Tom A Gertie. 1615 No. Front. Phils,
r.ruet. Jack. Al. Marie Ideals. B. R.

Hale. Corbin. & Miss Allen. 107 E. 31, N
A Harty. 319U, Ind.. Indianapolis.
Hall. Isabel. Ladr Birds, B. R.
Hall. Alfred. Rollickers, B. R.
Hall. Geo. F.. 180 Center, Boston.
Haley. Harry R., 236 Ogden. Chicago.
Hammond A Forrester. 101 W. 83. N. Y.

V.

A Lee. Jr.. 4118 Winona. Denver.
Hanson A Nelson, 592 10th St.. Brooklyn.
Hanson A Drew. Bijou. Jackson. Mich.
Haney. Edith.

Harris A Randall. Palace Hotel. Chicago.
Sam. Vaudeville. McKeesport, Pa.
Harconrt. Frank. Margarita, Eureka, Cal.
Hart. Fred, 393 8th Ave., N. Y.
Hart. J. C, A Co., Tiger Lilies. B. R.
Harmonious Four. Bijou, Adrian. Midi.
Hayes A Carew. Bohemians. B. R.
Hart. Sadie. 1163 Jackson, N. Y.
Harland A Rollison. 224 W. 14. Kansas City.
Harlowe. Beatrice. High Jinks, B. R.
Harson. Jules, Yankee Doodle Girls, B. R.
Harrington. Hilda. Rose Sydell. B. R.
Harris, Bobby. Toreadors. B. R.
Harris. Charley. Harry Bryant's. B. R.
Harrison. Minnie. Rollickers, B. R.
Harvey A Adams, Eastman. Eastman, Ga.
Harvey. Elsie. 138 E. 14, N. Y.
Harvey, Harry. 3110 Cottage Grove Ave., Chicago.
Haskell. Lonev, Majestic. Chicago.
Hayes A Haley. 147 W. 127, N. Y.
Hayes. Brent. Hippodrome. Rochdale, Eng.
Hayes. Edmund, Jolly Girls. B. R.
Hayes, E. C. Bijou, Mattoon. 111.
Hayman A Franklin. Tivoli, Sydney, Australia.
Haynes. Beatrice. Broadway Gaiety Girls. B. R.
Healy A Vance, 215 W. 106. N. Y.
Harris,

Tom. Pantomime, Liverpool,
Heath, Thomas G., Orpheum, Sioux
1

learn.

Heclow.

Charles

A

Marie.

act through-

scored a hit here.

Geo. Fifer.

452

N.

Enj;.

Cltv.

High.

la.
Chilli

cot he. O.

Helm Children, BIJou. Superior. Wis.
Helena. Edith. Shuliert. Kansas City.
Hallbaeks. The. 2010 Armour. Chicago.
Hellman. Benj.. Toreadors, B. R.
Heath A Emerson, 200 Rerrlman. Brooklyn.
Hetiroan Trio, 155 So. Channing. Elgin, 111.
Henry, Captain. Luna Park. Mexico.
Henrv A Francis, .Tollv Grass Widows, B. R.
Henry A Young. 27<> W. 39th. N. Y.
Herbert. Mabel, 404 Main. Worborn. Mo.
Herliert The Frng Man. Crystal. Denver.
Hertzman, Julia. Imperials. B. R.
Hess Sisters. 258 W. 55. N. Y.
Hewlettes. TIip. Fritz. Portland. Ore.. Indef.
Hlbbert A Warren. Keeney's. Brooklyn.
Hickman Bros, ft Co., Marlon. Marlon. O.
Hickman, George. GrS*"* Widows, B. R.
Hlestand, Chas. F., 2639 Iowa Ave.. St. Lools.
Hill. Cherry A Hill. Gay Morning Glories, B. R.
Hill. Edmonds Trio. 262 Nelson. New Brunswick.
Illlllard. Robert. Colonial. N. Y.
niltons. Ma^vfft&V Fay Foster. B. R. \
Illnes A Remington Harrison. N. #.
Hlnman. Capt. Sidney, Mechanics (Hall, Boston.
Hohclman. Martha. Harry Bryant's, B. R.
Hoch. Em II. A Co.. Newark.
Hoffman*. Cycling, Temple. Ft. Wayne.
Hold*wnrth*. The, Lyric, Mobile. Ala.

linliof A Corinne, Empire. |:
R.
Imperial Musical Four, 148 Dearborn, Chicago.
Iinmeiisaphone, G. O. II
Iudianapolls.
nnes A Ryan. Empire. Hoboken.
Iiiiuan, The Great, 312 W. 24. N. Y.
International Cnmlques, Dominion, Winnipeg.
Irwin. Flo. Alhambra. N. Y.
Irwin. Jack. Tiger Lilies. B. R.
Italia. 356 Mass. Ave., Boston.

1

.

.lack I.ew A Bro.. 9249 So. Chicago, So. Chicago.
Jackson. Harry A Kate, Hatha way's. Lowell.
Jacobs A West, Sam Devere. It. R.
lames. Byron, Bijou. Flint, Mich.. Indef.
Jennings A Jewell, Knickerbockers, B. K.
Jennings A Renfrew, Howard. Boston.
Jennings, William, White's Galetv Girls. It K.
Jerome. Nat. S., 1287 Washington. N. Y.
Jess. John W.. Lid Lifters, B. R.
Johnson. Chester, 333 3d Ave., N. Y.
Johnson, Mark. Haymarket, Chicago.
Johnson Bros. A Johnson, Altmever, McKeesport.
Pa.
Johnson, Geo., Scribner's Big Show. B. It
Johnson. Jess P., 622 So. 4, Camden. N. J.
Johnsons, Musical, Alhambra, London. Eng.
Johnston A Buckley, Empire, B. R.
Jones A Sutton. 102 W. 17. N. Y.
Jones A Walton, Crystal, Milwaukee.
Jorden. Tom. Lady Birds, B. R.

Kiilinowski Bros., Trans-Atlanti. s. R. H.
U.i lino. Chas. A Ada, May wood. N. J.
Keegan A Mack. 92 3d Ave.. N. Y.
Kelfe, Zena. 508 W. 135. N. Y.
Keene, Juggling. 1360 Boston Rd
N V.
Kelly, Sam A Ida. Lyric, Cleveland.
Kelly, John T.. Elmhurst. L. 1.
Kelly A Rose, Poll's. WorcesGr.
Kelly. |f, J., 46 Johnson. Brooklyn.
Kelly. Walter C, G. O. H.. Syracuse
Kemp's Tales of the Wild. Orpheum, Brooklyn.
Kennedy Bros. A Mac. 32 Second. Dover, N. H.
Kennedy A Wilkens. lWfl Broadway, N. Y.
Kot'o A D'Arvllle. Dec. 23, Orpheum. 'Frisco
Kettler, Joseph R., Dominion. Winnipeg.
Kl.erns, Arthur II.. 5 Wisconsin, Chicago.
Klein. Ott Bros. A Nicholson. 16 W. 36. Bayomic.
Kingsbiirv. The. 1553 Broadway. N. Y.
King. Sam. A Nellie. 2374 Pitkin, Brooklyn.
Klns-Ners. 343 N. Clark, Chicago.
Klnsons. The. 21 E. 20, N. Y.
Klrschhorns. 207 So. 13, Omaha.
Knight A Seaton. 1806 Morgan. Sprlngtlel.l. O.
Knight Bros. A Sawtelle, 1710 Cornelia. Chicago.
Knowles, Harry, 1553 Broadway. N. Y.
Knox, W. H.. Elysian Grove, Tucson. Ariz.
Konper, Harry J., High Jinks. B. R.
Kokin. Mignonette. Keith's, Boston.
Kohler A Marlon. O. It., St. Mary's. Pa.
Kolfage. Duke, Crystal, Elwood, Ind.. indef.

Koppe, Orpheum. Portsmouth, O.. Indef.
Kraton*. The. Union Sq., N. Y.
Kretore. Bijou. Superior. Wis.
W. 8. Erie. Pa.
Kurt Is Busse.

King. 353 State. Chicago.

Lamb's Manikins. 465 Pippin. Portland. Ore.
Lanedons, The. Milwaukee Wis.
La Salle, Harry, Family. Moline, 111.
Lntoua. Frank A Jen., Hippodrome, Portsmouth.
.

Enir.

Law lor A Daughters, Empire. Lewiston, Maine.
La Maze Bros.. Poll's. Hartford. Conn.
La Mont's Cockatoos. 254 E. Ontario, Chicago.
Laredo A Blake. 325 E. 14. N. Y.
La Marche. Frankle. 436 E. 20, Chicago.
La Tell Bros.. O. II.. Coatsvllle, Pa.

La Toy Bros.. Parisian Widows. B. R.
La Van A La Valette. Majestic. Pittsburg,
La Velle A Grant. 226 R. 14. N. Y.
La Vi-en A Cross, Poll's. Bridgeport.

indef.

Lavette A Doyle. 840 N. 2, Hamilton, O.
La Vine Clinaron Trio. Temple. Detroit.
Lavlne A nurd, New Century Maids, B. R.
Lanpdons. The. 704 5th Ave.. Milwaukee.
Lawrence, Pete. Al Reeves' Big Show, B. R.
Ln Gray. Dollle, Bijou. Racine. Wis., indef.
Lee Tuiik Foo, 1223 2d. E. Oakland.
Le Claires. Two, Ver Beck. Oil City, Pa.
Le Clair A Bowon, Arcade, Toledo, indef.

Le

Pelletlers.

1

44 E.

Elizalieth.

A

NY.
Y.

Leon I, Star, Muncie, O.
& Scott. Martins Ferry. Wheeling. W.Va.
Leonard, James P., Yankee Doodle Girls, it. R.
Leonard, Gus, Acme, Sacramento, Indef.
Leontlua, Marie, 17 K. 97, N. Y.
Leonore A St. Claire, 4948 Easton, St. Lools.
U'Koy A Woodford, 2417 Wylle Ave., Pittsburg.
Leslie, Bert, A Co., Orpheum, Los Angelee,
Lester, Will. 281 John R., Detroit.
Levlno, Dolph A Susie, 14 Prospect, West haven,
Conn.
Levy, Bert, Alhambra, N. Y.
Levy, Mrs. Jules, and Family, Young's Pier. At
iA-onl

Leonard

Fay Foster, B. R.

A Harr, 125 W. 16, N. Y.
I^ewis, Phil. 121 W. 16, N. Y.
IaiwIs, Oscar, Whites Gaiety Girls,

B.

R.

Lewis A Thompson, Merry Maidens, B. R.
I* Witt A Ashmore. 296 No. State, Chicago.
Llbbey A Trayer. 302 W. 47, N. Y.

Una A Calijul, Fay Foster, B. R.
Linn, Benn, Half Dime, Jersey City. N. J., iudef.
Locke, Russell A Locke, Lyric, Terre Haute.
I/Mier, Chas. A., Rose Lawn, Areola, Pa.
l»mison, Willlard, 228 Montgomery, Jersey City.
I/mg, John, Family, Erie, Pa., Indef.
Ijoralne. Oscar, Auditorium, Lynn.
Orpheum, Chllllcothe, O.
and Dottle. Bowery Burlesquers, B. It.
tavitts, The, 314 Beverly rd., Brooklyu.
Low*. Musical. 233 3d ave.. N. Y.
Low.li & Lowell, Moss A Stoll, Eng.. to Nov. jU

torts,
Lotties

A Luce, Hurtig A Seamon's. N.
Luckies, Two, 397 Sumter, Brooklyn.
Lucy A Lucier, Orpheum, 8t, Paul.
Lulgl Plcaro Trio. Empire. 'Frisco.
Lukens, 4, Reading, Pa.
Luce

Lutx Bros., iHxlge's, Keokuk, la.
Lynton, Chris. Empire. I.os Angeles,
Lyons, Jr., Champagne Girls, It. It.

MaeDowell A Trescott, Majestic.

Y.

indef.

nall.is

Maearte's Monkeys. K. A P. 125th St., N. Y.
Macarte Sisters, Colonial, Lawrence.
Mack, Wilbur. 133 W. 45, N. Y.
Macks. Two, 245 N. 59. Phlla.
Ma.k A Dugal, Grand, Tacoma.
Maek, James, Wesley, Rose Sydell. B. It.

MacDonaugh.

Ethel,

Keith's,

Troy.

II. S., North Adams, Mass.
Madle." 403 W. 51, N. Y.
Maiir. Agnes # Keith's, N. Y.
Makarenkos Duo, Empire, Hoboken.
Malchow. Geo., Bijou, Oshkosh, Wis., indef.
Malvern Troupe, White's Gaiety Girls, B. It.
Manhasset Comedy Four, Rose Sydell, B. R.
Mauley A Norris, 517 Walnut, Hamilton. II.

Magulre.

Mantell'a Marionettes, Crystal, St. Joe, Mo.
Marlon A Pearl, Majestic, Birmingham.
Marco Twins, World Beaters. B. R.
Mario Trio, 02 E. 8, N. Y.
Marks. Clarence. Broadway Gaiety Girls. B. K.
Marlon A Lillian. Tiger Llllles. B. R.
Marckley. Frank. Bijou, Duluth.
Marlowe. Plunkett A Co., 27 Gaylord, Dorchester,

Mass.
Martin, Dave A Percie, Haymarket, Chicago.
Martinnetti A Sylvester, orpheum, Harrlsburg.

Martynne. C. B., Orpheum. Leavenworth, Indef.
Martynne, threat, Rose Sydell, B. R.
Martin A Crouch, Coeur D'Alene, Spokane, Indef.
Marshall A King. Rentz Santley, B. R.
Martini A Maximilian. Yankee Doodle Girls, B. R.
Marty. Joe. 1623 Hancock, Brooklyn. N. Y.
Maruna. Nevaro Martina, Poll's. Waterbury.
Mason A Fllburn, Coeur D'Alene. Spokane, Indef.

Mason
Mason

Doran. Sheedy's, Fall River, Mass.
Keeler, Temple, Detroit.
Nettle, Portland. Pa.
Mathews. Joca. Y'ankee Doodle Girls, B. R.
Man's Dogs. 355 W. 49, N. Y.
Maxwell A Dudley. 106 W. 96th, N. Y.
Mav. Arthur 0., P. O. Rox 523. Norman. Okla.
Mayer, Robert. High Jinks. B. R.
Mayne. Elizabeth. Harry Bryant's, B. R.
McCabe, Jack. Century Girls. B. R.
McCnnn, Geraldine, A Co., Family. Fotti-vllle. Pa.
McCale. Larry, Imperials, B. R.
McCarthy, Miles, Dominion. Winnipeg.
McCree. Junle. La Salle. Chicago, indef.
McCul lough. Walter, Alexander Hotel, Cllkago,
McCune A (Jrant. 3 Banton, Pittsburg, Pa.
M< Duff. James, Family, Butte.
McFarland, Frank. 311 W. 142. N. Y.
McFarland A McDonald. Colonial Belles, B. R.
McFarland A Murray. Champagne Girls. B. R.
McfJlnnis Bros.. 75 Bradford. Springfield. Mass.
McGrath A Paige, Armory, BInghamton.
McGregor, Lulu, Grand. Altoona. Fa.. Indef.
McLaughlin. L. Clair. Sherldanvllle, Pa.
McLeod, Andy, Kentucky Belles, B. R.
McMahon's Watermelon Girls, 23 Armory, BIng-

Masse.

Ac

A

Ed A

S

Centra A La Rue. Temple. Youngstown, Pa.
I .a
La Clair A West. Star. Jeanette. Pa.
Im Delles Four, New Cooper, lit. Vernon, O.
Ladell A Crouch. Dec. 23, Orpheum. Kansas City.
La Fleur. Joe, Majestic, Pes Moines.
Lakola, Harrv. Orpheuni. Lima. 0.
Lambert A Williams. 149 E. 22. N. Y.

Lamb A

Lelghtons, Three, K. A P. 58th St.,
I^nnon, Herbert Bert. 338 E. 21, N.

iantlc City.
I<ewis A Chapiu,

I

Ottawa.

Leeds, Adelaide, Parisian Widows, B. R.
Le Fevre A St. John, Unique. Minneapolis.
Le Maire A Le Malre, 673 Lenox, N. Y.
lA-lgh. Andrew, Lady Birds
B. R.

Lewis

WK

;

of excellent new tricks.

Howard. Jos. B.. Alexia. 111., indef.
Howard, May, 3603 Prairie Ave.. Chicago.
Howard's Ponies & Dogs, Bennett's. Montreal

to

Hale

ing manner.

.

Huston. Arthur. Majestic, Little Rock.
Hutchison Children, Family, Sioux City.
Hutchison's Comedians. Familv. Sioux Citv.
Hyde; Walt. M.. A Co., 3506*5. Pittsburg.
Hyde, Mr. A Mrs. Robert. Camp Rest. Cheiuo
Lake. Clifton. Me., Indef.

Hoots, Nat., 1818 Tree. Donora, Pa.
Golden A Hughes, Majestic. Madison,
Goldsmith & Hoppe. Hathaway'*, Lowell.
Gofnrth A Doyle, Lyric, Mobile, Ala.
Goolmana, Musical. Majestic. Dallas.
Cordon A Chalor, Bijou, Green Bav. Wis.
Gordon A Marx. 236 W. 38. N. Y."
Gordon, Amy, Rose Sydell, B. R.
Gordon, Cliff, 3 E. 108, N. Y.

NEW ACTS
and thoroughly convinc-

Harry. Continental Hotel, Chicago.
Alf.. Moss Stoll Tour, England, indef.
Houston, PrltS, 292 King, I>ondnn, Ont
fan.
Horton A La Trlska, Family, Butte.
Howard Bros., 229 W. 38. N. Y.
Howard A Cameron, 479 No. Clinton, Rochester.
How an A Kearney, Orientals, B. R.
'
Howard A Howard. K. A P. 23d St., N. Y.
Howard A St. Clair. Charing Cross rd., Ixmdon.
Howard, Harry A Mae, 155 So. Halsted, Chicago.
Holt,

indef.

.

Majestic

A

Clrco Bell, Yueitau, Mexico.
Al A Mamie, Olympic. Kieff, Russia.
Gertrude Bennett, 13 Central, Greendale.

Bros.,

Hoyle. William, 16 5, Attleboro, Mass.
Hoyt. Frances, A Co.. Sherman House. Chicago.

111.

Gladstone. Ida. 335 W. 50, N. Y.
(Jlocker, Cbas.
Anna, Rentc-Sautley,

llolman
Holman,
Holmes,
Mass.
Holman.

Huehn, Musical, 1553 Broadway, N. Y.
Hughes, Florence, Harry Bryant's, B. R.
Huested, Sadie, Yankee Doodle Girls, B. R
Hurleys. The. lK5« a So. Orange. Newark.

H

(Continued from page
uienta in an able

>

Gadfrey A Henderson, National. San Francisco.
Galando, 82 Sumner, Brooklyn.
Galetti's Monkeys, Keith's, Boston.
Gallagher A Barrett, Dec. 23, Orpheum. Oakland.
Galloway, Albert E., Orpheum. Turtle Creek. Pa

Eng.

Stoll.

Jatuestowu, N. V.
R.

Detroit.

Leahy, Frank W.. Manhattan. Norfolk, Va., indef.

hamton.
McKenzie

A

Shannon, G. O. 1L, Syracuse.
W. 40th, N. Y.
Keith's. Jersey City.
McWIlliams. G. It., Orpheum. Slonx City.
Melville & Higgins, 272 So. 2d, Brooklyn.
Meanev, Lottie. A Co.. Unique. Minneapolis.
Melvln Bros., Kentucky Belles. B. R.
Melvey Trio. 07 Park. Chicago.
Merrltt. Raymond. Empire. I/>s Angeles, Indef.
Mlddleton. Gladys, Fischer's. Los Angeles, indef.
Mignon. Helene, Empire. St. Paul. Indef.
Mills, Joe. Rollickers. B. R.
Mills. Wm., 20th Century Maids. B. R.
Millard. Frank. Lady Birds. B. R.
Millard Bros.. Crackerjacks. B. R.
Miller. Elizabeth, Temple. Youngstown. O.
Mlllershlp Sister*. Watson's. B. R.
Miller, Grace, Phillips', Richmond, Ind., Indef.
Mills A Lewis, 114 E. 11, N. Y.
Mlllman Trio. Apollo, Vienna. Aus.. to Dec. 31.
Mills A Morrl*. Clarendon Hotel, N. Y.
Mitchell A Cain, 611 Sterling PL. Brooklyn.
Mitchell Sister*. Monarch, Lawton, Okla., Indef.
Mltebrll A Quinn. 20 Bay 26. Bensonhurst. L. I.
Mitchells, The. Elniira. N. Y.
Monroe. George. 1553 Broadway, N. Y.

McNamee,
McPhee A

104

Hill.

VARIETY

Morton, Ed., Rolllckers, B. R.
Muchlners, The, Orpheum, Canto?). O.
Mullen & Corelll. Orpheum, Salt Lake.
Muller. (hum ft Mutter, 10 Charlotte. AshTllle.
Muilinl Sisters, Washington Society Girls, B. R.
Munger. Mort M.. Frankfort, Ind.
Murphy, Whitman ft Co., Grand, Port bind. Ore.
Murphy ft Andrews. 116 Washington pi.. N. Y.
Murpbv ft Magee, Ideals, B. R.
ave., N. Y.
Murpbv ft Palmer, 800
Murphy & Willard. 005 No. 7th. Philadelphia.
Murphy, Whitman Co., Grand. Portland. Ore.
Murphy, Geo. P., Tiger Lilies. B. R.

U

Murray, Clayton

ft

Drew, Theatre, Salem, Mass.

Providence.
14, N. Y.
Murtlui. Lillian. 211 E. 10. N. Y.
Murray ft WilllHma. 320 E. 91, N. Y.
Musketeers. Three, Jolly Grass Widows.
Musketeer Quartette. Newark, N. J.

Murray

Sisters,

Murray.

Wm.

Nagel

ft

Keith's.

W., 223 E.

II,

Co., 420 W. 52. Phlla.
Neff. John. Gaiety, Galesburg. 111.
Neills. Nelll ft Chapman. 1052 ft. Main. Rochester.

Nawn, Tom. &

Nelson-Farnum Troupe. 3141 Beverly rd.. Brooklyn.
Nelson. Katherlne. 10 Howland, Roxbury, Mass.
Nelson. Ned. Massillon. O.
Nelson ft Egbert. 4S3 Atlantic. Pittsburg.
Nevada & Eden. Magic. Braddock. Pa.
Newell Sisters. Jolly Girls, B. R.
Newell ft Niblo. Palace. Blackpool. Eng.
Newman. Jules, Lady Birds. B. R.
Odell. Blue

Ribbon

Girls, B.

K.

Ida. Bohemians, B. R.
"Night on a House Boat." Orpheum. Yonkers.
Noble. Billy. 20th Century Maids. B. R.

Nicola!

.

Boston Belles, B. R.
Normans. Juggling Six. Grand. Indianapolis.
North. Bobby, 4." W. 116th, N. Y.
Nosses. The. 170 W. 47th. N. Y.
Nowlln. Dave. BIJou, Dubuque. la.
Nugent. J. P.. Idcn. Fond Du Lac. Wis.
Nolan,

Fred.

Quaker City Quartet, 408 Macon. Brooklyn.
Mackey * Nlokerson. Fenberg Stock

Co.

(Eastern*.
26.

ft

Son, Orpheum, Springfield, O.

ft Banks, Dec. 10 31, Alhambra, Brussels
Belgium.
Ranfs, The, Bijou, La Crosse.

Rawls ft Von Kaufman. Majestic, Peoria,
Rawson & June, Phoenicia. N. Y.

Raymond
Raymond

Bensonhurst. L.

III.

Family, Jonesboro, Ark.
ft I layer. Majestic, Lexington, Ky.
Razarfs, The, Family, Mahoney City, Pa.
Ray, Fred, & Co.. Haymarket, Chicago.
Raymond, Frederleka, 10 E. 88th, N. Y.
Raynor. Val, Trans-Atlantles, B. R.
Reattino ft Stevens. 114 E. 11. N. Y.
Reded & Hadley, World Beaters, B. R.
Bedford ft Winchester. Lyric, Dayton, (».
Reed Bros., 48 Saxton, Dorchester, Mass.
Reese, Harvey ft Alfrey Sisters, Bijou, Manistee.
Mich.
Regal Trio, 110 W. Washington pi., N. Y.
Reld Sisters, 53 Broad, Elizabeth.
Reed ft Earl, R. R. No. 3. Box 316. Los Angeles.
Reed, Harry L., Washington, Buffalo, Indef.
Reeves, Al, Reeves' Beauty Show, B. R.
Remington, Mayme. Orpheum, Los Angeles.
Rennee Family, Bijou, Dubuque, la.
Reno, Geo. B., ft Co., Empire, Stratford, London, Eng.
ft

Harper,

Nellie.

Majestic, Paris,

Indef.

ft

Davis.

MACK

(Kb

IN "CAFE DE PARIS."

Week

Dec.

16,

Keith's,

Cleveland.

Sullivan, W. J.. BIJou. Jamestown. N.
Sully ft Phelps. 0. IL, Clinton, Mass.
Sunny South, G. O. H.. Indianapolis.
Subers. Emile. Orpheum. Indianapolis.

Sutton
Sweet,

ft

ft

Higli School Girls. B.

indef

Pa.

Bros., Poll's, Seranton.
Sylows. The. Parisian Belles, B. R.
Symonds. Jack. Bijou. Muskegon. Mich.
Sytz ft Sytz, Lyric. Parsons. Kan.

Tanna. Family. Wllliamsport. Pa.
Tuneans, O. IL. Perth Amhoy. N. .1.
Tanean, Felix ft Claxton. SSI E. O.'id

st.. N.
Talcots, The, Orpheum, Gallon. O.
Taylor. Tell. la Salle. Chicago. Indef.
Tegge ft Daniel. Orpheum, Portsmouth. O.
Tenors. Four. Pat White's Galetv Girls. B.

Y.

R.

The "Quartette." Orpheum. Oakland.
Thomas, David, c|o Mover, Atlanta.
Thompson ft Carter, City Sports, B. R.

Tborne, Mr. and Mrs. Harry. Pastor's. N. Y.
Tlddlcwlnks ft Dugan. 508 Hudson. N. Y.
Tlnney, Frank II. R12 Moore, Phlla.
Tivoll Quartette. 22 Orpheum. Sioux City.

lom -Jack Trio, Orpheum, San Francisco,
Torcat. Bennett's. Montreal.
Travers, Belle. Orientals, B. R.

Ullrich,
I'sher.

I.

Sat tier. Chas.. Lady Birds, B. ft.
Sanford ft Darlington. 2422 So. Adler. Phlla
Salvaggls. 5. Miss N. Y.. Jr., ft. R.
Sandow k Lamport. Orientals, ft, R.
Schaar Trio. 23 Gaiety, So. Chicago.
SoheH's. Mme. Circo Bell, Mexico City, t.. Jan. t.
Schepp, g rover. Sollickers, R. R.
Sehmldllng. Harry H.. 287 W. Monroe. Chicago.
Schuster, Milton. Palace. Boston. Indef.
Sehrock ft Bice, 1223 State. Milwaukee.
Scott, Mike, 223 3d ave.. N. Y.
Scott,
Bdouard, Grand, Reno, Nov., indef.
Sears. Gladys. Parisian Belles. B. R.
Seguln, Wood, Eugenia. 2314 Hollywood, Toledo
Seymour Sisters, Cooper, ML Vernon. O.
Seymour. O. G., ft Co., Industrial. Mollne, 111.
Seyons, The. Parisian Belles. B. R.
Sbarpe. Dollle. Family, Pottsvllle. Pa., Indef.
Sharrocks The. Family. Butte.
BhawS. Aerial. 266 W. 24. N. Y.
Sherman k Fuller, 853 N. 8, Reading. Pa.

Sherman. Do Forest.

Co.,

Sherman Farm.

Pk.. L. I.
Shlrhart. Anson. Crystal. Detroit, Indef.
Short ft Edwards, 57 Mlddagh, Brooklyn
Shrodes, Chas. ft Alice, Novelty, Brooklyn.
Slmms, The Mystic. Box 300. Dobbs Ferry.
Sieger, Lillian, Harry Bryant's, B. R.

Centr.tl

Fritz,

Claude

Fla.

III.

J

Family. No. Adams, Mass.
Fannie, .{8 Henry. Jerse\ -"CUv

ft

N.

V.

Cal.. Indef.
ave., Chicago.

Sidonne & Kellie. 424 E. Chicago
Sliver Stars, 51 Hanover. Boston.
Simpsons, The Musical. 2<»4 E. 52. N. Y.
Sim-ay's Dogs ft Cats. 101 W. 40. N. Y.

k

Finch.

Keith's,

Valolse Bros.,

.\rcade, Rrowuville. Pa.
Valveno Bros.. K>7 E. 31, N. Y.
Van Cleve. Denton ft Pete. 236 E. 14. N. Y.
Van Gofre ft Ootrely, National. San Francisco.
Van Hoven, K. ft P. 23d st.. N. .

Van. Billy. Garrick. St. Louis.

Van Lee. James. Yankee Doodle Girls, B. R
Vardaman, 270 \v. 30. N. Y.
Vardon, Perry ft Wilbur. Crackorjaekv B. R
Variety Quartet. Thalia. N. Y.
Vedinars. 'Hie, 749 Amsterdam, N. Y.
Veiinette -Carpottle Trio. Alhambra. London, Eng
Verna. Belle. Flndlay. Flndlay, 0.
Viola ft Engle, 12:: Montsnk ave.. Brooklyn.
Von Dell. Marry. 4.1K Notre Dame. Manchester.
N. II.

W
Widde'll,

Phlln.

Grace, Orpheum, Los Angeles.
Smith ft Arado. Colllseum, Torre Haute.
Smith ft Convey, Trans-Atlantles, B. R.
Smith Bros.. 00 Hawthorne. Hartford.
Smith, Wm. If., Broadway Gaiety Girls. B. R.
Smith ft Brown, Morning Glories. B. R.
Smythe. Wm. II.. (Jay Morning Glories, B. R.
Smukler. Berney, Vernon. Mt. Vernon. 0.
Snyder ft Buckley, Hopkins, Louisville.
Summers ft Storke. Ideals. B. R.
Somen, Zalmar. Pat White's Gaiety Girls. B. R.
Some Quartet. Merry Maidens, B. R.
Sonnett. Annette. City Sports, B. R.
Soper. Bert, Star, Altoona, Pa., Indef.
Spencer, Lloyd. Lyric. Houston. Indef.
Splllers. Musical Five. Bennett's. Quebec.
Spoler. IiCW H., Empire, B. R.
Stafford ft Stone. BIJou. Lansing.
Stanley. Mr. and Mrs. W. IL. Castle, New Cas
tie, Pa.

ft Buunel. Kim Villa.
R. F. D. 6.
cHstor Ps.
Yalto Duo, 220 W. 38. N. Y.
Yomamato Bros.. Emerald, Adams Co., O.
Young ft De Vole, S Lower 5, Evansville
Young ft Manning, 21.'10 Grant, Denver.

Yackley

Lai

Young, Harry C, Lady Birds, B. R.
Young, Ollle, ft Bros., 58 Chittenden, ColQiiihtiS.

Fre.l

ft

Xaniloch
Zaras. 4,

<»

Harry.
ft

ft

1080 02, Oakland.
40, N. Y.

W.

104

Zenda, Parisian Widows, B. R.
Zeno, Bob, 348 u, 1, Portland, Ore.
Ziska ft King, Chase's. Washington.
Zolas, The. Family, Davenport.
Zimmerman. Al.. Empire. B. R.

ADDITIONAL ROUTES TOO LATE FOR
CLASSIFICATION
Alpine Troupe, Columbia, St. Louis.
Atcklnson. Geo., Ainuseu, Braddock. Pa.
Benton, Maggie. 130 Taylor, Springfield. O
Bernler ft Stella. Pniou Sq.. N. Y.
Burrows Travis Co., 110 E. 25, N. Y.
Cotton, Lola, Lyric. Dayton, O.
Deveau. Hubert. Olympic. Springfield. III.
ESpe, Button ft Espe, Broadway, Camden,
Frosto,

Chas.,

Crystal,

I/ogansport,

V

I.

Ind.

Hawtrey, WuL, ft Co., Alhambra, N. Y.
Herbert ft Rogers. BIJou. Qulncy, 111.
Howard, Geo. F. Wonderland, Beaver Falls. Pa.
Jenkins ft Clark. Box 205, Appleton. Wis.
Kelly ft Massey, Family, Hazelton, Pa.
Kyle. Ingram ft Co., Exhibit. Zanesville. O,
t

Lancaster, Tom, Star, Donora, Pa.
Lauder. Harry, Court, Liverpool. Eng.
Leonard, Jas. ft Sadie. Orpheum, Denver.
Lucas, .Ilmmie, K. ft P., Albany.
Mat bleu, Howard, Boston.
Sehrock ft Rice, Lyric. Buffalo.
Stanleys, Original. Dreamland, (Mean, N. V.
Ward, Alice Lillian, 16th St., San Francisco.
Ward. Klare ft Co.. 16th St.. San Francisco.
Waters, Harry, Vanity Fair, B. R.
Willard ft Rond. Hopkins'. Louisville.
Zinn's Dancing Girls. Empire, San Francisco.

Mae. Star. Chicago.
1358 Bwav.

Little.

Poll's.

Connolly.

Lyric,

BURLESQUE ROUTES

N. Y.

liartford.

Watson's Farm Yard. Poli's, Springfield.
Watson. Fred, Orpheum, I*«s Angeles.
Walton, Irving R., Gayety. Brooklyn.
Walton. Irving R.. Irwin's Majestic. B. R.
Waller ft Maglll. 1<>2 7th ave.. N. Y.
Ward Trio. 040 32. Milwaukee.
Warren ft Brockway. Fay Foster. B. R.
Wangdoodle Four, Vanity Fair. B. R.
Washer Bros.. Oakland, Ky.
Walsh Lynch ft Co.. Irwin's Big Show, B. R.
Walsh. George, Toreadors, B. R.
Washburn, Blanche. Broadway Gaiety Girls, b. R.
Waterbury Bros, ft Tenaey, Colonial. N. Y.
Watson, Jos. K.. Rolllckers, B. R.

Webh

Co..

ft

Vernon Co., Hathawav's, Maiden.
Zeda. 11. L.. Bijou. Winnipeg.

\Va«gand ft Waggnnd. 205 Hull. Brooklyn.
Wahlund. Tekola Trio. 2<>5 W. 22. N. Y.

Watson

Show." Olympic, Chicago.
Sldman. Sam. Columbia. Oakland,

Slater
Sloan.

Yaladons, Aerial, Vaudeville. Ely rla, O.
Yaldare ft Varno, Franklin, Ind.
Valmore, Mildred. Toreadors. B. R.

Walters.

•Side

Williams, Sam, Novelty, Brooklyn.
Williams ft Melburn. Poll's. Waterbury.
Williams ft West. High Jinks, B. R.
Wilson. Tony. Helolse ft Artnoros Sisters. I Prima
rd., Brixton. l»ndon, S. E., Eng.
Wilson, Alf ft Mabe, Boson's, Chicago.
Wilson Bros., Auditorium, Lynn.
Wilson. Jack, ft Co., Cook's, Rochester.
Wilson, Lizzie N., 175 Franklin. Buffalo.
Wilson. Sam. High Jinks. B. R.
Wilton. Belle. Vanity Fair. B. R.
Wolff Bros., Clreo Bell, Mexico.
Wood Bros., 207 E. 14, N. Y.
Wood, Ralph. Lyric, Ft. Smith. Ark.. Indef.
Woods ft Woods, Varieties. Terre Haute.
Woodford's Animals. Rose Sydell, B. R.
Woodward, V. P., Watertown. N. Y.
Wormser Tots, Vaudette, Rushvllle. Ind.
Wordette, Estelle, ft Co.. 3 E. 42. N. Y.
World ft Kingston, Hopkins', Louisville
Work ft Oarer, Hathaway's. New Bedford.
Worthley, Mlntborno. 125 Lexington, N. Y

Zazell.

Trlllers. The. 346 E. 20, N. Y.
Trover Lafe. Irwin. Goshen. Ind.. Indef.
Truesdell. Mr. ft Mrs. Howard. Keith's. Portland,

Truex. Maud. Lyceum. Paterson.
Trocadero Quartet, Dixieland, Jacksonville,
Turn.r. Bert. Crystal, Elkhart, Ind.
Tyce, Lillian. 788 lit. Prospect. Newark.
Tyroleans. Fourteen. New Family. Mollne.

Pastime. Atlanta, indef

ft

.

Ore.

R.

How*

Majestic.

Copeland,

Mayer. :i«>0 W. 55. N. Y.
Williams, Jud. Family. Mollne, III.
Williams, Joe, Grenwald's. New Orleans.
Williams

R.

Swor

ft

ton.

Winters, Bpellman, C. R.
Empire, New Cross, Lug

Suttoij.

I.

Williams, Thompson

I).,

Eugene, 25 Cherry, Providence.
Sweeney, John S., 4.'.2 Turner, Allentown.

Whelan ft Searles. .105 W. 42, N. Y.
White, Dennlson ft White. New Castle, Ps.
White. Ed. ft Rolla. 506 E. 07. N. Y.
White Hawk. 750 Westchester. N. Y.
White, Pat, Pat White's Gaiety Girls. B R.
White, Tom, Lady Birds, B. R.
Whitehead. Joe, 408 W. 33. N. Y.
Whitely, James, Trans-Atlantles. B. R.
Whittle. W. E., Orpheum, Reading.
Whitman, Frank, 604 No. 2. Reading
Wiggans, Joe, Imperials, B. R.
Wilbur, Caryl, Hippodrome, South Hampton, Rut.
Wilder, Marshal P.. 256 W. 07. N. Y.
Wilfred ft Lottie, Empire, Springfield, 0.
Wills ft Hassan, G. O. IL, Syracuse.
Williams, C. W., 38 B. Jamaica. Richmond Hill.
L.

Stevens ft Boohm. 325 E. 14, N. Y.
Stewarts. Musical. Bohemians, B. R.
Stewart, Harry. Rose Sydell, B. R.
St. Elmo. Leo, 1553 Broadway, N. Y.
Stickney's Pony ft Dogs, CoUlsegm, Seattle
Stirk ft Dan, 28 Hancock, Brockton. Mass.
St. Onge Bros., Colllseum, Seattle.
Stone. Beth. Orpheum. Salt Lake.
Strickland. E. ('.. Elite. Davenport, la.
Stuart ft Keeley. 822 College, Indianapolis
Stutzman ft Crawford. Olympic. So. P.oimI
Sturgls, Ida, Imperials, B. R.

Sutcliffe Troupe,

Rice ft Prevost. Keith's, Providence.
Rice ft Walters. Boston Belles, B. R.
Richards, Chris. Columbia, St. Louis.
Rich Duo, 164 E. Randolph, Chicago.
Riley. Frank, Orientals, B. R.
Rlnaldos, The. 1K42 S. High. Columbus. O.
Ring ft Williams. 102 Liberty. Baltimore.
Rltter ft Foster. Tivoll. London. Eng.
Roberts. Four, Majestic, St. Paul.
Roberts. Hayes ft Roberts, Temple, Ft. Wavue.
Robert-de-Mont Trio, 722 W. 14th PI.. Grand
Rapids.
Roblsch ft Childress. 341 No. Clark. Chicago.
Robinson ft Grant. 206 8th ave.. N. Y.
Robinson, Parquette Trio, Toledo, 0.
Robinson, Tom. Scrlbner's Big Show, B. R.
Rockaway ft Conway, BIJou. Jackson, Mich.
Rogers & Mackintosh, 121 W. 42d. N. Y.
Roinola. Bob, BIJou, Davenport, la., Indef.
Romalne. Julia ft Co.. Crystal, Milwaukee.
Rooney ft Bent. Poll's, Hartford.
Rooney, Katie, Poll's, Waterbury.

B.

SP1SSELL BROS.

Summers

111.

Borer ft Yulr, Champagne Glrla, B. R.
Reynard. Ed F.. Moore's, Portland, Me.
Reynolds. Abe. Miss N. Y., Jr., B. R.
Rhodes ft Bagel, 223 Chauncey, Bmofclvu.
Rice. Al. Star. East Pgh. B., Pa.
Rice ft Cohen, Columbia, Cincinnati.
Rice ft Elmer. 343 E. 142d. N. Y.

S

.

Qulgg.

R.

Ryan ft Richfield. G. O. II.. Syr a ens.
Ryan k White. Keith's, Boston.

Palfrev ft Hoofflor. Riverside. L. 1.
Parisian Grand Opera Co.. 080 Lexington, N. Y.
I'arks. Dirk, 120S E. 25. L>s Angeles.
Pattnn. ('.race. Rolllckers. B. R.
Fanllnettl ft Plquo. 242 Franklin. Phlla.
Pendletons. The. 135 Pittsburg. New Castle.
Pero k Wilson. 335 Temple, Washington. O
Pearl, Katbryn. Rolllckers. B. R.
Pearl. Violet. Rolllckers. B. R.
Pelot. Fred ft Annie. Keith's, Phlla.
Pepper Twins, Augusta. Ga.
Perry ft White. Miss N. Y.. Jr.. B. R.
Perrv. Frank I... 747 Bucliannn. Minneapolis.
Perrv. Clavton. Ideals. B. R.
Peters. Phil * Nettle. Poll's, Seranton. Pa.
Phllbrooks ft Reynolds. 220 E. 7S. N. Y.
Phillips Sisters. Majesties, B. R.
Plercy ft Fulda. 1020 Patterson. Baltimore.
Piccolo Midgets. Orpheum. Denver.
Pike. Lester, Falrhaven. N. J.
Plum. Annn. Family. Seattle.
Poller's Three. 12 Notre Dame. Montreal.
"Pollv Pickles' Pets In Petlnnd." K. ft P. 58tli
St.. N. Y.
Posner. Allan II. 430 Central Park W.. N. Y.
Potter * ITartwell. Champagne Girls, B. R.
Powers Bros.. 15 Trask. Providence.
Powers, Eddie. Unique. Minneapolis.
Power. Coletta ft Co.. Malestlc. Little Rock.
Prampln Trio. 347 W. 4<>. N. Y.
Price, Bob. Natlonoseope, Montreal.
Price ft Tyler. Auditorium. Oreenpolnt. N. Y.
Prltzkow. I.onls. Century Girls. B. R.
Probst Trio. R ft, Main. Springfield, O.
Prynrs. The. 30 No. Main, Providence.
Psycho. Mile.. Mansfield. O.. Indef.
Pudcle k Rmmett, 464 Blewett. Seattle.
Pullen. Louella. Angustus, O. H.. Augustus. Ga.
Pullman Porter MnldR. K. ft P. 125th St., N. Y.

Bay

Pittsburg.

Stelnert ft Thomas, 120 W. 135, N. Y.
Steger, Julius, ft Co., Poll's, Springfield.
Sterns. Al, 253 W. 30. N. Y., care Dunn.
Stevens. Leo, Washington Society Girls, B.

Md.
Ralston
Rastus

Russell

Palmer ft Dockmaii, 1410 (iault, Chicago.
Palmer & Saxton. People'*, Los AngeleR.

Mitchell. 20

11..

Lyceum, Sharon, Pa.
233 Winter, Hagerstown.

Harrington,

ft

Russell. Fred. Bowerv Burlesquers,
Russell. Fred P.. 4S«; W. 180. N. Y.

O'Neill. J. R.i ft Co., Casino. Washington. Pa.
O'Neil. Tommle. White's Gaiety Girls. B. R.
Or»>asany's Irma. Majestic. Mobile.
0' Regan, Box 305, Ottawa. Can.
Orloff. Olga, Toreadors. B. R.
O'Rouke * Marie. Merry Makers. IV R.
Oitli k Fern, Orpheum. Allentown.
otto Bros.. 10 Howland, Roxbnry. Mass.
Our Quartet, Indianapolis, Ind.

ft

Sisters,

Stanton
10.

Kooney Sisters. Chase's. Washington.
Roseoe ft Sims. Rentz-Santley. B. ft.
Rose ft Ellis, Yankee Doodle Girls. B. R.
Ross & I^ewls. Empire, Rochdale, Eng.
Rosso ft Slmms. Bowery Burlesquers, B. R.
Roth, Laura. BIJou. Dubuque, la.
Ronsek. Jack. Air-Dome. Leavenworth. Indef.
Roxle & Wayne. BIJou, Muskeiron, Mich.
Royal Musical Five. 240 So. 0th. Brooklyn.
Russell k Held. Hatha way 'a, Maiden.

O'Brien-Havel. 016 52. Brooklyn.
O'Connell ft Golden. <;em. Monongahcla, Pa.
Odell ft Hart. 2008 Strand. Scattlo.
Odell ft Klnley. Cleveland.
Ogriett, Helen. 279 Clybourne. Chicago.
O'llunni, San. Chicago. 111.
Olivette, 22." Pacific. Brooklyn.
omega. Ollle. Parisian Widows, B. R.
••Onetta." Park Hotel. Port Chester. N. Y.
Onthsnk * Blanchetto, P. O.. Boston. Mass.

Qulnn

Rain Dears, G. 0.

Rainbow
Raleigh

Revell,

It.

Adams, Medlcanhat. Alberta, Can.

*

ft Valentine, Oxford, London, to Feb.
Monkeys, Colonial, Lawrence, Mass.

Kaftiu's

Renshaw. Bert. Majestic, La Salle. 111.,
Reuzetta ft Lyman, Trocadero, B. It.

Narelle. Marie. Chrlstehuroh. New Zealand. Indef.
Natus. Julie. Tiger Lilies. B. R.

Niemeyer

Radford

Weston, Sadie. Parisian Belles, B. R.
Whalou ft West, Duchess, Balbam. London, Ha«.
Wheeler Children, 2514 No. 25, Phlla.
Wheeler ft Bossy, 10 So. Clark, Chicago.

Stanley, Minna. City Sports, B. R.
ft Sandberg, 711 Orch, Chicago.

Montambo

ft Hurl Falls, Empire, B. R.
Montrose, Louise, Grand, Plttshurg.
Montague's Cockatoos, 64 W. 26, N. T.
Montgomery, Geo. P., Box 488. Harrlsburg, I'm.
Montgomery ft Moore, 1009 but ton wood, l*blla.
Montray, 814 Western Ave., Allegheny. 1'a.
Morette Sisters, 1237 Lee, Philadelphia.
Mooney ft Holbein, Hippodrome, Liverpool.
Moore ft Dillon, Fay Foster, B. R.
Moorehead, Harry (Dreamland), Norfolk. Vh.
Morgan ft Chester, Vanity Fair. B. R.
Morgan, Lou, Parisian Belles, B. R.
Morgan ft McGarry, 48 Wyckoff, Brooklyn.
Morre, Chas., Ladv Birds, B. R.
s*
Morre, Helen J., Night Owls. B. R.
Morrelle, Marie. 1724 Mj Main, Parsons. Kan.
Morris ft Kramer, Dainty Duchess. B. R.
Morse, Billy, Anheuser's. Aberdeen. Wash., indef.
Morton. James J., 147 W. 45, N. Y.

48c

Mobile.

Webh, Harry I... Beatrice, Neb.
Webb, Josle. Tiger Lilies. B. R.
Wehb. Mabel. Pat White's Gaiety Girls. B. R.
Wel»er, Chas. D.. Bowery Burlesquers, B. R.
Weber, .John. Broadway Gaiety Girls. B. R.
Welch ft Maitland. Vanity Fslr. B. R.
Wells. Pauline. Parisian Widows. B. R.
WelN. Billy K.. Harry Bryant's. B. R.
Wcntworth, Vesta ft Teddy, Bon Tons, B. R
West. John A.. 161 W. 60. Chicago.
West ft Benton. Oak Park. Sacramento. Indef.
West ft Van Slelen. National. San Francisco.
West, Harry. Washington Society Girls. B. R.
West, Ed.. Parisian Belles, B. R.
Weston. Emma. Empire, B. R.

WEEK DECEMBER
When

not

16.

otherwise indicated, "L. 0." after
It is "laying off."
10 IK. Star. Seranton; 19-21, Jacob'*,

show indicates
Americans.

Paterson.
Girls, Folly. Chicago.
Bachelor Club, Empire. Cleveland.
Beliman's Show, Gayety, Washington.
Blue Ribbons, Olympic, Brooklyn.
Bon Tons, Standard, Cincinnati.
Boston Belles. Murray Hill. N. V.
Bohemians, Howard. Boston.
Bowery Burlesquers. Stur. Brooklyn.
Brigadiers, Lafayette, Buffalo.
Broadway Gaiety GlrK TTnoadoro; I'hlls
Bryant's. Harry, Waldtnan'S, Newark.
Casino Girls, Gayety. Milwaukee,
Century Girls. BIJou, Phlla.
Champagne Girls, 16-18, Lyceum. Troy; 1*21.
Gayer/, Albany.
Cherry Blossoms, Kl^'hth Ave.. N. Y.
City Sport-. Westminster. Providence.
Colonial Belles, Century, Kansas City.
Cracker jacks, l«; IS, Gayety, Seranton; 10-21.
BIJou. Reading,
Detntj PucIicnii, 125th St. Music Hall, N. Y.
V.
Dreamlands, Bowery,

Avenue

V

Empire

Burlesquer.-*,

Academy,

IMttsburg.

—

;

,

VARIETY

4tfd

Fay Foster, Ixmdon, N. Y
Girl from Happyland, Corinthian
Golden Crook, Gayety, Detroit.
High Jinks, Gotbani, N. Y.

• •

Glrla.

O.; 16.

L.

Jersey Lilies. Greenwald's,

New

Orleans.

Knickerbockers, Trocadcro. Chicago.
Lady Birds, l»ewey, Wh Y.
Lifters, Palace, -Boston.
Majesties. Gaiety, Brooklyn.
Mardl Gras Beauties, DM*. Empire, Albany;
Kmplre, llolyoke.
Masqueraders, Gayety, lndlami|>olls.
Merry Maidens, Imperial. Providence.

;

lft i»i

;

Merry Makers, Evansvlllc.
York,

Jr..

Cleveland.
Louis.

Colonial.

Morning Glories. Gayety.

St.

Nightingales, Met. 0. 1L. Puluth.
Night Owls. Gayety, Pittsburg.
Orientals. 10 18, Terre Haute; 10-21. Indianapolis
Parisian Belles. People's. Cincinnati.
Parisian Widows, 16 18. Gllmore. Springfield. 10
21, Bijou. Beading.
Detroit
Tat White's (Jaiety Girls. Avenn.
Reeves' Beauty Show, Gayety. Baltimore.
Rellly ft Woods. Electric, Schenectady.
Rentz-Santley, Gayety. Columbus.
Rialto Rounders, Dewey. Minneapolis
Rice & Barton. Gayety, Toronto
RolUckera, Monumental, Baltimore
Rose Hill. Gayety, Birmingham
Rose Sydell, Lyceum, Boston.
Runaway Girls, Garden, Buffalo

16 18,

Devere's.

10-21.

Indianapoll

;

;

.

Sam

l

;

Ud

New

Acuna. J. M.; Allison. Mrs.; Berguln. Nellie;
Hob me, W. A.; Bunniu, Roue; Burke, Chas.;
Baird and Duuu (Chicago office); Barry. W. H.
Bedlnl. Gehan; Backman. Marie;
Chicago office
William; Carleton and
Jim; Calhoun.
Rurrei
Claftln,
office)
(Chicago
Terre
Cogswell.
office);
(Chicago
Bob
Clemenso.
Crane. Lawrence;
Sarah Ixnilse; Collins. M. D.
Char line and Charllne; Darnell, Edith; IHmby,
Walter; Howling. Joseph; Dumas. Florence; DemArthur; Donnelly. Henry V.; Dutch. Mr.;
Ing.
Fine; Ford, John; Ferguson. Marguerite:
Fay
rergd.ua, Barney; Fay. Elfle (Chicago office);
Fitzgerald, Dick (1); Fullaiu. Tom; Garnellas,
GillingThe- Gaudy. Louise; Gilbert, John D.
water. Claude; Galbmdo; Gibbons. Thomas (Chicago office*; Griffiths. Charles; Grant. Bert and
11.
Itertha; Hauvaur and I-ee; Herbert, Will;
John W.;
Kelly,
Tony;
Hunting,
Hamilton;
Kent.
Miss Julia;
Kingsley,
Gossle;
King.
The;
Monts.
Le
Jas.
Lackey.
Dorothy;
Marlowe and Plunkett; Mc
Herbert;
Lloyd,
Cormick. Hugh; Miller. Elizabeth; McCart. WllHam; Marks. Al.; Meats, Grace; Moore. Frank
Morrison,
Moore, Rhodes; Mills, Beecher II.
Mead, Will; Murata. Toklo; Palatal;
Alt'rea;
yulgley. Helen; Rose. Mr. (Spencer, Kelly an 1
Rowley. Sam; Ross. Budd (Chicago office)
Rose
•

Jolly Grass Widows. Bon Ton. Jersey City
Jolly Glrla, Lyceum, Washington.
Kentucky Belles. Star, St. Paul.

Miss

3

Rochester.

Boston.
Columbia
Bowery. N. Y.
Imperials. Buckingham. Louisville.
Irwin's Big Show, Gayety, Phlla.

High School
Ideal*.

i

;

Rivers & Rochester; Sullivan. Jas. Francis; Salter,
Irviug; SelbinI and Grovlni; Sarll, Tony; Shayne.
Starr\
John; Slmonds. Teddy; Smith. Charles F.
Mabel (Chicago office >; Stephens. Hal; Stevens.
James F..; Stewart. Sully. Lew; Sutton. Harry
Sterling, Evelyn; leant* and Gilbert (2): Tobln
Toledo. Gus; Tulsa; Webb.
CJ>
Tlie
Sisters,
Chicago office); Wilson. Harry E.
Harry L.
Wallace.
Estella
(2);
Williams,
Ed.;
Wroth
Raymond;
Whltaker,
Lou;
White,
Franklyn;
Yorke and Adams, Zazelle. If.; Brown. Mrs.,
Caprice; Caldera.
RUllugton. E. C.S Borfling, S.
A. K.; Farren. (Jeorge; Guardot, Etlume and
Company; Oeiger and Walters; Henry. William;
Irwin. Jack; Myers. George: O'Brien ami Havel
Kol in -on. W. A.; Sugden,
i2); Otuita, Mile.;
Chas. M.; Sargeant. R. Sollgmau. Minnie; Ward.
May; Williams, Hat tie; Weaver, Jack.
:

Terre

Haute

;

i

Scrlbners Big Show. Majestic. Kansas City.
Star Show Girls. Star, Torouto.
Strollers. 16-18, Des Moines; 10 21. St. Joe.

Thoroughbreds, Star, Milwaukee.
Tiger Lilies, Shubert, Newark.
Toreadors. Theatre Royal. Montreal.
Reading.
Bijou,
16-18,
Traus-Atlantlcs,
Empire. Holyoke.
Trocaderos, Euson's, Chicago.
20th Century Maids, 16-18, Gayety. Albany

;

10-21.

;

10 -21,

Lyceum. Troy.
Vanity Fair. Casino Phila.
Washington Society Ulrls, {Standard. St Louis.
Paterson;
Jacob'*.
Watson's Bnrlesquers, Irt-lh
10-21.

Scranton.

Star.

World Beaters, Empire. Total"
Yankee Doodle Girls, Empire, Chicago

Fitzpatrlck. man
ager for Kohl ft Castle).— The Graziers, Lew
Wells. Great Weston, Ellsworth and Burt. Ames
and Feather*, Burke's Musical Dogs. Harris.
STREET (Kohl ft Castle, mgrs.).—
The Be Anos. "La Auto Girl." Marvin Brothers,

GAIETY

(South Chicago.

F.

TWELFTH

Hughes and Mazie.

to their skit. "That Minstrel Man." except for
noticeable improvement In the songs and general
appearance.
The audience liked the act. Emile
Rubers scored strongly with his natural dellreo
He should refrain from using
of coon songs.
the two sim 11 r Jokes about the "car conductor"
Both have the same points
and "druggist."
The Montrose Troupe followed with their aero
batlcs, and Valazzi, a cannon ball Juggler, showed
nothing startling in that line, although be is
roller
expert
are
Gartelle Brothers
•killed.
-i

and amused with their
and apparently hard falls

skaters,
tics

knockabout an
Dorothy Adams

has a new song for her opening. There is marked
Improvement in her impersonations, but still
Walter Washburn and Nellie
lacks confidence.
Mr. and Mrs.
Keeley presented a racing playlet.
Jimmy Barry were programmed, but did not
Houdlnl is retained as the headliner.
appear.
AUDITORH'M (Klaw & Erlanger. ingrs.; MilSunday rehearsal 10:30.
ward Adams, director.
Colonial Theatre).— The advent of Louis Mann
as a vaudevllllan again supports the heralded
endeavor to uphold the high standard of merit
and magnitude inaugurated at this theatre ten
weeks ago under the Klaw & Brlanger banner.
The competitive strife, which was carried on
tenaciously and resulted in lively current news
paper slinging, seems to have subsided to a de
and the two factors are more reticent.
gree.
The Auditorium bill contains a number of acts
Mr. Mann and Com
that run entirely too long.
pany. in a condensed "All on Account of Eliza,"
Mr. Mann
occupied the stage forty five minutes.
made
and
received
a postlve sucwas eordlalljr
cess.
If. Desrochos and Mile. Rlanca started the
list
with French songs, evidently comic. Judging
The woman dls
by their eccentric manoeuvres.
Cartwell and Harris
played an elaborate gown.
did nicely in a dancing nnmlier, the fancy evolutions of Miss Harris lielng particularly clever.
The (Jreat Terley gave an Interesting and enterImpersonations of
of character
series
taining
famous people. The stage device for introducing
Newbold and
the notables Is unique and novel.
Carroll, bar experts, were moved to a position
far down the bill and showed agility in that line.
I. one
and Cotton offered their proteau sketch.
Jordan and
The act ran somewhat too long.
their
with
Impression
Harvey made a good
Woodward's Seals returned, givroutine of talk.
ing th*» same curiously interesting performance.
GolFuller
Hetty King, held over, also George
den, who Introduced new stories together with
the others heard last week.
CHICAGO OPERA HOUSE (Frank Rivers, munMonday rehearsal 0).
jiimt for Kohl ft Castle.
Chas. E. Evans and Company, "The Immensaphone"; Vernon, Bailey and Austin's "American
Heautles"; Harry Tate's "Motoring" (recently
at the Auditorium), Ernesto Sisters. Murphy and
Francis. Josle Allen, Lipman and Lewis. Dave
and Percle Martin. Harry Jones, Welch and F.nrl.
OLYMPIC (Abe Jacobs, manager for Kohl &
Castle.
Monday rehearsal 0). Harry Bulger
Julie Heme and Company, Leom Morris'
heads.
.

—

•

(William Singer, mgr.).— Under the
"Malonej. the Mayor," the
Krank B Carr's "Thoroughbreds." as
an emergent stock piece might survive, but even
then it would be necessary to revert to the
The piece
primitive days to locate its equal.

EMPIRE

disguised

owning

caption,

Of

In the
require ability to interpret it.
are several talented and capable peoto see them waste their
Is a pity
It
The burlesque
efforts in such a decrepit misfit.
pro
is called "A Taste of the Forbidden Fruit."
is
It
a frolicsome
duced by Harry Le Clair.
musical comedy, with a scent of brisk ginger
The humor Is spontaneous and the
and snap.
The chorus Is the most
story skilfully handled.
The coryphees
animated seen in a long time.
nre energetic, precise and uniformly well staged
numbers.
A better bunch of willing girls could
not Ik? found, and they contribute to the at
The
Vocally they are not strong.
tract iveness.
costumes are neat and changes frequent with
The best singing number was
even number.
owner
"My III ue Eyed Sue." by Geo. Betts. the
Some incon
very good baritone voice.
of a
sistency in attire was displayed by the female
They should
principals in the opening piece.
wear long dresses or street gowns Instead of the
abbreviated decollete gowns, which made them
Harry Le Clair appeared
look too soubrettlsh.
lu the section credited to him as the author, and
His presence was
furnished most of the comedy.
always significant of unblemished mirth. In the
Marie Richmond
olio he received much applause.
connoisseurs
what
has grace, good looks, and
statuesque
as
n
would cheerfully recommend
"figure" In tights, although she appears Imposingly In a well-fitting gown reaching her shoe
Josle Flynn Is a saucy young woman. and
tops.
If
she continues in her present vocation will
Her
ultimately become a first-rate comedienne,
character changes were liked, but she should not
Joseph Howard represents a Gersing ballads.
mar. and Harry McAvoy made a better showing
In eccentric than Irish, which Is somewhat over-

does

not

company
pie,

and

His dialect Is agnvahle. The
In make-up.
Dancing Mitchells are novelty acrobatic and whirlwind dancers, and their executions are exceedclever,
requiring much vigor and skill.
ingly
They were roundly applauded. Howard and Llnder in "As My Father Used to Say." talked and
The skit is
argued for about fifteen minutes.

drawn

It consists
too nonsensical In Its present form.
Whatof conventional retorts of the Jokey sort.
ever there was of It. however, proved that they
Mile. La Toska Ik
are capable of doing better.
a contortionist and twisted her body energetl
cally, and De Nette Sisters danced evidently as
well as they possibly could without much exerA new first
tion.
They are neat and pleasing.
The prespart should be provided for the show.
ent one Is without m<*lt and gives the wellbalanced company little opportunity to lie gentle
or display individual ability.
SID J. EPSON'S (Sid J. Euson. mgr.).— There

"The

no apparent deviation In the material construe
tlon of the show offered by the "(Jolden Crook"
since last season.
"Dr. Bamley's Daffy House"
is only a surname for particles of discarded elements, and the tardy speeches, occasionally reverting to "rough house," are too unfunny to
have any value.
It Is to Ik? regretted that the
show is so devoid of comedy.
The equipment

crickets."
Harry Gllfoll, Shean and Warren,
Willy Zimmerman, Ferrero, musical dog; Chris.
Richards, the Ruppelts, Ida O'Day, Howard and
F.sher, Grace Hooper. Qulnn Trio. Ida Maco.
STAR (Tom Carinondy. manager for Kohl ft
Castle).
Fetching Brothers, George A. Beane and
tympany. Estelle Hursch, Florence Troupe. Ale>ans. Cooks and Oaks.

not better than last season.
A
setting Is disclosed and everything
converges to extravaganza, until the comedians
spoil the effects with their clowning.
Eighteen
girls compose the chorus, mostly small, frail, and
teens.
In
their
The kindergarten brigade has
been well drilled In a series of numbers and is
especially active in "The Ballet of the Rosen,"

Thurber and "Picks,"
Lusby Company, The
John. Harry Newman,

Ponies. Four Arcomes, I>eon
Mile.
Martha Hutchison,

Vagges.
Reed and St.
Clark and Temple, Thomas J.

HAYMARKET (Wm.

Kohl

——

M

;

ft

—

Castle.

(Qulglcy.

Newklfk.

Monday

manager

rehearsal

0).-

for

Is

as good
very showy
Is

if

arranging an act with special scenery for vaude
vllle.
Brown Brothers are playing In and around
Illinois.— Miller, Chun and Miller, hoop rollers,
are arranging time in the Middle Sta^s through
the agents here. Williams, Helnes ana Williams,
Hatden
a new act, are on the Gus Sun Circuit.
Family added a fourth member to tbelr wire
act, and the offering changed to allow comedy.
The Chicago Newsboys Quartet Is a newly formed
Flo Adler starts on the Orpheum Circuit
act.
next week, with the Inter-State houses to follow.
Jack Dresdner, late of "Toyland" and the
Winnipeg Musical Stock, will go in vaudeville
with a uew act during
month. Dancing
the
Davey is on the Western States Circuit, with the
Middle West to follow. Leonard and Louie and
the Garrlty Sisters are booking Jointly through the
Western Vsudevllie Association. Tops, Topsy and
Tops are on the Sullivan ft Consldlne Circuit l:i
the northwest. redersen Brothers are in Michl
gan playing the Bijou Circuit.— Nat Young closed
with the stock company at Winnipeg and is pre
paring a monologue for vaudeville. J. T. Breu
nen Company sold tbelr music publishing estab
Usbinent to Victor Kremer Company, both of this
e#£» All the copyrighted publications have been
turned over with the exception of one song.
tuebody Lied," which was secured by Will
ssiter.
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Jordan are com
lug from the East to fill engagements In the
West. Monroe and St. Claire are playing In
Indiana.
Illinois and
Roselle Brothers are due
here from New Jersey during the month.—George
Deonzo, formerly of Auer and Deonzo. Is booked
by Henderson's agency In Indiana. Holmes and
Holmes finish their time In Wisconsin Jan. 7.
Kirk and St. Clair are playing a circuit in the
South. -Arthur
Haughton,
manager
the
of
"Knight for a Day" road show, has been ap
pointed by B. C. Whitney to assume the managerial reins of the company which is scheduled
to open at Wallack's, New Y'ork, on Monday next.
Leonora Pain replaced May Yokes at the Whit
uey Opera House.—Jessie Cauthaul will shortly
open her season on the Inter State Circuit, having
received contracts through E. F. Carruthers.—
It ley
and Fleming have secured future dates in
the Middle States. They are now in Pennsylvania.
Leonard and Fulton, Norton and Ray, Holmes
and Waldron. the Le Moines, the Ranfs, Helen
Ogden, Chapman and Nelson. Klmer Jerome. De
Uraw Trio, Ball and Zell. Grace Edmond. Elliott
and West. Delmore and Darrell, Lipman ami
Lewis, Zenoz, Brown Brothers, Allaire and Lent.
Wheeler and Rosey, Dick Miller are playing In
Illinois
and Indiana. Two Yorks are on the
Sullivan-Cousidine Circuit in the Northwest.
DeVere Brothers will complete their engagements
in the Middle West the 31st.— Five Musical MaLames are playing around Pennsylvania. -Stutz
man and Crawford are traveling through Ohio
and West Virginia.
O'Neil Trio are in the city arranging liume
diate time.
Iceland and Lee are booked in the
Northwest until March.-- Aldo and Vannerson are
at Robinson's, Cincinnati, this week, with Henderson's time to follow.
Cummlngs, Thornton
and Company will remain on the coast until
Jan. 17, when they come East. Great Du Bols
and Company open In the Central States Feb.
17.
Frank Cushman is playing dates lu the
South. La Centra and La Rue complete (her
engagements in Pennsylvania and Ohio Jan. 90.
Itristaw and Warner are in West Virginia.—

similar to "The Four Seasons," employed previously.
La Alvora, female Impersonator, Introduced a striking dance quite dexterously. Several
they
recent
recruits,
girls are evidently
for
painted their cheeks with enough grease paint to
si-pplv half a dozen choristers
with the tint.
Billy Kelly. Fred Victor, Billy Busch. Joe Con
way, Tom lllgglua, Chas. Ahearn. Dora De Vere,
Mazle Yale and Marie Rogers are among the
principals.
There are five acts In the olio besides
the "ballet."
Hlgglna and Phelps open with a
stereotyped string of the oldest Jokes heard In
years.
recent
The redeeming portion is the band
stand and song at the finish.
There is no rea-

—

—

—
—

—

why newer or more up-to-date material should
not be secured.
They can handle it Just as
effectively as the other.
Mazie Yale and Marie
Rogers. "The Buster Brown Girls," are to be
complimented for eliminating considerable of the
"kidding."
They are a vivacious and magnetic
pair, and did very nicely with well chosen songs.
Miss Rogers should smile oftener, even as often
as Miss Yale, although she Is dls
sentimental ballads. Chas. Ahearn wb
on cycles, showing a number of In
Interspersed with comedy.
Bush-De
their illustrated musical act. prove
of the olio and fully merited the
son

—

—

—

—

—

FOLLY (John A. Fennessy, mgr
t.$
Corner Girls" returned.
The only C
the
roster since reviewnl about two months ago are
Smith and Arado.
The others are Honau and
Kearney. Frank Riley, Belle Travers, Rruse and
Dagneau.
SCHINDLKRS (L. Scblndler. mgr.).— Captain
Treat's Seals. (Jeorge and Pauline Kid. I. Hart
Trio, Brandt and Lareno, Brooks Sister*. Jennie
Goode.
IOLA (A. W. Roth, mgr.).—Glrdeller's Dogs,
Castellane and Brothers. Dorothy Vaughn, Chas.
Helnes, Lamont and Milham, Bilh Mason.
NATIONAL (C. R. Svenlng. mgr.).—
St.
Julien,
Douglas
Sisters,
Fred
Helder,
Billy
Brewster. Cook and Cutting, Bates and Bates.
'

TEDDY

—

—

(Geo.

Helnes

Sisters.
(P.
J.

IMPERIAL

I

mgr.).— Four
Shaw.

Schaefer.

Mexicans, Alice Van, the Tellers. Edith
Santaro and Marlowe, Wade Baker.

ADD NOTES

..

— .._..

—..

—

..

In the private office of Sid J. Euson is a new
regulation
gymnasium apparatus, installed by
Chas. II. Waldron, who was in the city last week
with his "Trocadero" hurlesquers, which played
at Mr. Euson's theatre.
Mr. Euson has for a
long time tried to figure out how he could reduce
bis weight, and resorted to all sorts of devices
without avail.
Mr. Waldron suggested plenty of
exercise and referred to his physique as a result
of the practice, assuring him that if the Instructions were faithfully carried out. he would
lose some of his flesh In a very short time.
Mr.
Ensoa can be found behind locked door.-* of his
office twice dally in perpetual exercise, his body
swinging to and fro until the perspiration rolls
down his cheeks. He is not quite proficient with
the stomach massage outfit, but declares he wfll
test that when he gets enough strength.
NOTES.—Jose Allen, "The Shopping Girl." snd
Walter F. Hopper (non-professional) were marrled on Thanksgiving Day.- More than $20,000
is being expended in remodeling the building at

—

—

—

—

—

OoS

Pacific avenue. Tacoma. Wash., for vaudepurposes.
The theatre, which will be
known as the "Crystal," Is owned by Alex Pan-

Finley and Lottie Burke intend to re
musical comedy next season.
They are
in Klaw ft Erlanger's vaudeville. -Jay W. Wluton, the Australian ventriloquist, will
make his first appearance in New York In about
turn

—

Ames and Feathers, having closed with
Ray's musical show, returned to vaudeBeruard and Coleman and Genie Pollard
lave been added to the roster of "The World
Beaters."
The former will have the two principal comedy parts.— The Roslland Theatre, Rosl
land, 111., a suburb of Chicago, opens on Saturday
next under the management of J. E. Berkson.
Sam Du Vrles furnishes the acts. Ep. Churchill,
of the Davles-Churchill Circuit, was in the city
last week.
Mr. Churchill was formerly manager
of the booking department of the Western Vaudeville
Association.
The
Grand
Opera
House.
Keokuk, la., is playing vaudeviUe four days
week.
D. L. Hughes, the manager. Intends to
adhere to the policy all season. Gatte and Rosco
are playing dates in Indiana.— Harry Wright.

Johnny
ville.

—

—

two weeks.— Blssett and Scott were Itooked for
Louisville,
this
the Mary Anderson,
week by
William Morris, the notification coming direct
from New York. This Is the first contract these
boys ever had from the Morris office since the Klaw
ft Erlanger Invasion began, and they were so sur
they Immediately rushed over to the
Western Vaudeville Association for verification.
John J. Murdock Is confined to his home with the
prised that

grippe.

PHILADELPHIA

—

musical comedy house, returned to the city and is
now in vaudeville with his wife. Ellsworth and
Hurt finished their time for the Western Vaudeville Association and are arranging future dates.
-Ta>cott, "coon" shouter. who was located here
for some time, has secured a number of weeks
on one of Hie circuits in the Middle Went.—
"Five Gaffncy Dancing Girls" are playing for
the Western States Association In the West. Chas. G. Godfray, proprietor of Godf ray's Pavll
linn, <J rand Rapids, Mich., is desirous of branching into the vaudeville theatre business.
Mr.
Godfray was in the city last week on an inspection tour through Illinois in search of desirable
locations to build theatres.
Burns, Morris ami
Company are playing for the Western Vaudeville
Association.- -Lillian Berry Reld has been booked
by William Morris' Western office. Three Jug
gllng Beat ties are arranging for Western time,
to
follow their Eastern engagement.
Mr. and
Mrs. Ben Mears closed on the Hodgklns Circuit.
James Calvin lias secured a woman for a part
tier
and the act will be known as Calvin and
Calvin. --The first and only vaudeville theatre at
Mlnot. Minn., opens on Monday next.
It is called
the Arcade.
Raymond and Harper are in the
South.
Cushlng. Merrill and Davis are offering a

—

—

—

—

—

—

new sketch,

"A Diamond Ring."

In

the Middle

Louis Chevalier and Company
in
"A
Liar" finished their engagements on the
Sullivan Consldlne Circuit.
II.
Armonds' elee
trlcal scenic act.
"The City of Yesterday." a
reproduction of Frisco's earthquake, la In the
Middle States.— Sheppard Camp, of the "Kentucky
Belles," will play a number of weeks in vaudeville next summer,
opening at one of Keith'
bouses.
W. J. Mack Is Journeying in Oklahoma
and Imllan Territory. -A new vaudeville theatre
will be erected at Galveston. Tex., by J. Brand.
a real estate dealer of New York.
The house
exclusive of the furnishings will cost $12,000,
with seating capacity of 1,200.
The roof will
be constructed so it can be removed in the sum
mer.— Madge Hughes and Tom Barry, who left
the "Strolling Players" week before last. are

West.

Lucky

By GEORGE

Winnipeg as stage director of a

to

—

i

—

.

to

uow playing

-i

who went

—

Raymond

ville

tages.

—

—

Powell,
nigr.).- Qllbert'a
Anlmals. Cora Lawton Mitchell and Company.
Major O'Laugblln. Courtney and Jeanette, H. E.
Lester.

—

FORREST

(Dan

If.

Flshell.

YOUNG.
mgr.).—Without

"big name" act as the principal feature, but wl»b
a number of real favorites In Its make up. the
bill this week proved one of the very best offere
by the Klaw ft Erlanger management.
It is even
ly
balanced, well put together and on Mombo
evening was moving so smoothly that there did
not seem to be n dull moment from start t>
finish, a well filled house being well entertained.
As a novelty, the new sketch presented by Jose
phlne Cohan and Company furnished a special
feature.
The sketch Is the work of Tied Nlhlo,
Miss Cohan's husband, who Is also on the bill
In a single act.
The plot Is built around a midnight adventure of a woman newspaper writer
search
"color"
in
of
for
special
story.
a
times
sketch
is
At
the
bright
aitd
there
I

is

some

of

the

"Cohan"

flavor

InVroduceJ.

not
but
It
Is
a
vehicle
which will bring
deserved distinction to Miss Cohan, an uudouht
edly popular and clever young woman.
The little
song,
one of her brother's, and her graceful
dancing did more to make a success of the
sketch than anything else.
Hall McAllister gave
meagre support. With something to fit her, Miss
Cohan should be one of the real big successes In
vaudeville.
Fred Nlhlo offered a monologue.
bright, witty and pointy, which was hugely enjoyed.
The reception accorded Mr. and Mrs
Nlhlo after a long tour abroad was ample proof
of
their
popularity
as
entertainers.
George
Evans returned and added more laurels to his
unbroken string.
The "Honey Boy" tried out n
new song, "O'Brien Has No Place to Go."
It
sounded like a topic dedicated to "Jack" O'Brien,
Philadelphia's dethroned pugilist, but proved to
be a catchy waltz numtier with a swing that had
the feet of the audience tapping quickly.
No
single entertainer who visits this city has any
thing on Evans and he was the usual big bit.
The applause winning honors were pretty well
divided between Evans and Paul Clnquevaill. the
Juggler.
The latter repeated about the sam"
routine of tricks used on bis recent visit.
Vssco.
the "Mad Musician," had his first showing at
this bouse and met with warm favor.
Collins and

VARIETY
—

NOTES. George Evans
week In this city in a year.
more of K. & E. time to

Cobb's Comer
SATURDAY. DEC.
No.

14,

A Weekly Word

94.

— There

seems to
be a disposition to "clean op" the shows coming
to the Gayety now. The "Girl in Blue" was
booked for the Reeves show this week, but she
was cut out. Jack Springer had some fun with
Mark Bennett last week. Bennett was "hired"
to give his Hammerstein impersonation at a club
and banted around for two boors In a cab with
his make-up on for the place, before he finally
tumbled. Leo Donnelly, the Philadelphia newspaperman who tried out his monologue on a
Pottsville, Pa., audience, Is willing to swear that
snch a thing as "advanced vaudeville" has never
even started in the coal regions. William H.
Thompson, the veteran actor, who Is playing at
Keith's this week, engaged rooms at the Jefferson Hospital for the week and was under the

—

WILL

playing his ninth
has fifteen weeks

He

—

1907.

with

is

play.

the

Wordwrlght.

—

—

(OBB & EDWARDS'
LATEST,

VOW

BEING BUNG ST

care of a physician dqrlng his stay here.
He
played out the full week, giving an excellent
performance despite bis Illness.
It Is expected
the treatment received while here will prove

MAY IRWIN
" Tie

Penh

Tint Tastes the Sweetest

Hangs the Honest on tie Tree."

WILL

NEW

YORE.

Hart were the only holdovers and furnished about
minutes of solid laughter with their burAlexandra and Bertie opened with a
ahowy balancing ladder act which pleased and
the equestrian act by Cottrell and Powell gave
the bill a strong closing number. Jay W. Winton.

fifteen
lesque.

Much of
the ventriloquist, was well received.
bis talk was Interspersed with side remarks relating to the "setting usually given his act," and to
the points which "generally get applause," something the ordinary vaudeville patron is not interested in, especially if the act Is pleasing.
KEITH'S (II. T. Jordan, mgr.).— This week's
till)
looked better on paper than it did on the
stage, though a shifting of acts and an extra one
added helped some. There were several acts new
here.
William H. Thompson presented for the
first
time here, "For Love's Sweet Sake," a
dramatic playlet by Clay M. Greene.
It offered
real novelty in the absence of a woman in the
sketch and proved most enjoyable entertainment.
W. H. Ma cart made his first appearance here
in vaudeville with a monologue.
Tie has a good
routine of talk, not all of which is new, which
be delivers creditably.
He sang throe songs,
which formed the weakest portion of his act.
This style of entertainment is new to Macart
and with a little more time to weld it into
proper shape and a couple of good songs, he
Hlbbert and Warren were
should do nicely.
also new here, making one of the big laughing
hits of the bill with their music and dancing.
Girl
Shaw,' recently here with "The
Lillian
Hangers," is back In vaudeville with a number
of songs as her chief bid for favor and made
good with them. The majority of her songs were
new here. One of them, "Has Anybody Seen My
Husband?" which follows closely on the lines of
"Henry Brown." as sung by Katie Barry, scored.
Miss Shaw was well liked.
The "Rain Dears."
headed by Louise .Montrose, made their reappearance.
It Is much the snme as on its previous
visit.
The juggling of the Five Periscoffls, which
resembles the act of the Agoust Family, pleased.
Watson and Little provided a neat singing act.
Miss Little has a pleasing voice and makes an
attractive appearance, while her partner depends
mainly upon yodllng. Thompson's Elephants furnished one of the best trained animal acts seen
The Lahakans made good
here in a long time.
in their comedy acrobatics, assisted by a cleverly
Willie Weston missed the first show
trained dog.
on Monday owing to illness, but added bis share
A
later with imitations of stage celebrities.
neatly dressed "sister act" was shown by the
One of the early acts, Lyons and
I 'on ley Sisters.
Both are young
I'arkes. made a distinct bit.
boys, one playing a harp and the other singing
The latter has a good voice and
and dancing.
Hagnn and Westuses it with excellent results.
cot t made the best of their position on the bill
and Ellen Richards entertained in a mild way.
Loro and Payne, comedy acrobats, familiar here,
were added to the bill on Tuesday.
TROCADBRO (Fred Wlllson. mgr.).—The
'

"Twentieth Century Maids" had their third showseason here, the "Lady Birds" ns

ing this
originally

scheduled

helng

shifted.

Several

have been made in the "Maids." the
comedy being quickened throughout.
Pauline
Moran retimed to the cast after a severe Illness.

changes

Fern Melrose has replaced Emma Wood as leading female, strengthening the singing quality of
Miss Wood has taken up her residence
the show.
in Philadelphia, having quit the stage, for the
Carlton, of Carlton and Terre.
present at least.
Is now doing sn Irish character part Instead of a
Carfton
Gerruan. which Is also an Improvement.
was taken 111 on Tuesday and was forced to
Billy Noble Is responsible for the majority
quit.
of the laughs In the show, handling the blackface
In clever style.
CASINO (Ellas & Koenlg. nigra.).—The "Transfurnished the week's bill.
Atlantlcs"
Mabel
Leslie has replaced Dolores De Graffe. who closed.
Georgia De Graffe remains with the show. Frank
Kllllan
has Joined the trio replacing
Eddie

part

Nugent:

*

OAYETY

Walter, mgr.).— Al Reeves'
"Beanty Show" Is again In town and doing good
business here this week. The show remains about
the same as when seen at the Casino.
BIJOU (Lewis H. Baker, mgr.).— The "Tiger
Lilies." little changed from when seen at the
Trocadero, was the attraction here.
(C.

L.

Two Kings and
a
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Queen Win

TIVOLI, Sydney. Seely and West, eccentrl
musicians, made their reappearance after severs
years' absence, and with a variety of new busine
scored emphatic hit.
Attached to their ret Inn
is Madame Rhodesia, a Juggler, with Fitzgerald's
Circus five years ago.
We have had a surfeit of
Jugglers lately, every vaudeville house In Australia running one and even two turns on the
same bill.
Under these circumstances the only
novelty that there Id about Rhodesia as a Juggler Is her sex.
"The Molasso Quartet" of
dancers are a big feature, as are Hayman and
Franklin, who last week introduced "The Piano
Tuner," but are now working in 'A Suit for
Divorce."
Tills
clever couple leaves for Melbourne on Friday.
Fred Bluett, comedian, has
been the hit of the bill this week and Rochfort
and Hart, duettlsts. are also doing well. Completing are Stella Ranger. George Bentley, Art
Slavin, Ernest Pitcher, Marjory Bray, Jar-vis and
Campbell, Jugglers, with good business, but don't
know how to work It; the Bioscope and a host
of Juvenile performers more or less entertaining.

NATIONAL AMPHITHEATRE.— The new com
pany has settled down to hard work.

Crowded

houses nightly testify to the value of the goods
served up.
This week sees Vesey, a clever ventriloquist, as top-liner, closely followed by Kavanagh, a boy Juggler, who creates a good Impression.
Ward Lear, comedian and mimic, is good,
and the same may be eatri of the Banvards and
Frank Yorke. Also on the bill are Dick Stead,
Antonio's Dogs and Monkeys.
Scott
Brothers,
Maggie Eraser, and Bob Scott and Kitty Beresford, a clever sketch team with ambitions and
originality.

WONDERLAND

CITY.— This seaside resort at
Bondl is now in full swing. When the hot season
gets going, immense business should be done, as
Captain Me*
the attractions are multitudtnous.
.coil's "Wild West" Is the main outdoor feature,
though "The Rivers of the World" Is proving
Vaudeville Is going well In the
a big draw.
theatre.
NEWCASTLE.— At the King's Theatre Dix ami
Baker are providing an excellent bill.
Frank
King, descriptive vocalist. Is about the best of
the bunch.
Denis Carney, comedian, is another
big favorite: Laura Diamond, Golden Duo, Percy
Denton, Brlghtie Smith, and the Klnodrome.
OPERA HOUSE, Melbourne.— Price and Revost.
the "copy" act, made their appearance In the
southern capital last week.
La Sylphe. dancer,
another strong attraction. Juggling Geraldos, Five
Whlteleys. and others complete.
GAIETY, Melbourne. Brennun's National En
tertalners made their Initial appearance last week
before a crowded house, and the great majority
of acts hit the audience very bard, encores being
repeatedly demanded. Next week Is "Cup Week."
the greatest event of the year, being run on
Tuesday.
Melbourne Is full of visitors.
BRISBANE.— Holland's Entertainers are doing
good business. Clarence Tlsdale, tenor, top liner,
on the program are Con Morenl. Alma Lyndon.
Eileen O'Neill. Claude Sullivan and several others
of no great individuality.
At Broken Hill Sayers and Cremar are going
big licks with their various enterprises.
Adelaide has a very strong company at the Tlvoll.
Including Chat. Pope, coon comedian; Harry Mar
shall, female Impersonator; Chas. Nay lor, yodel
ler.
and Lieutenant McDonald, sharpshooter.
The A. V. A. is gradually enrolling the vaudeville artists on Its l>ook, very few reputable turns
being outside their ken.
The Sunday night concerts are proving a great success, the rooms beuncomfortably crowded each week.
ing
La-<t
evening your representative had the honor of
being chairman, a position greatly appreciated.
One
Piracy Is still rife among the pros. here.
prominent comedian has a glaring advert Isement
fellow pro. has
in
a weekly stating that a
"sneaked" ills best song, but "as he (the
'ptneher') don't know how to work it properly,
will he please come up and be put through It a
Nasty, eh?
That's only one of
few times?"
I

—

many such

ads.

Wlrth Brothers' new show. "Olympla." wa^
opened last week, the Lord Mayor and
many important public personages l»elng present.
The function was highly successful and the per
formance one of the best ever seen down south.

officially

Harry Rlckards is sending over some splendid
talent from England.
He Is expected hack In December.
Ted Sllvenl wishes to hear from his brother.
In the team of Potter and HartweM. working over
Sllvenl is the secretary of the A.
your side.
V. A. here.

Broken Hill Is a rough-and ready show town and
some Individuals there are Inclined to be sarcastic.

A prominent pro. being asked for an opinion of
the audiences on the Hill said:
"Gee! they're
deadly; those in the dress circle should be In the
pit; those in the pit ought to be In gaol, and
some of 'em want hanging." Evidently the pro.
must have had a bad time.
Several Inquiries have reached one as to the

possibilities
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of securing good

engagements here.

To avoid much unnecessary correspondence

I

may

state that if acts care to exploit the country at
their own expense, they should, providing they
have the ability, secure a reasonable amount of
work at a fairly decent figure. Rlckards is the
only man who imports his acts, and be gives them
top money in nesrly every case, but outside of
him there are no others, Just yet. who can bring
At the same time, managers are only
acts over.
too eager to snap np novelties.

BALTIMORE. MD.
Mon
(F. C. Schanberger, mgr.
day rehearsal 10). The Murry Sisters and the
Four Fords are euslly the hits of the bill at the
The headllner, John T.
Maryland this week.
Kelly and Company in "A Game of Con," very
good; James and Jennie Jee did good work on
Roberts' animals open the bill and
the wire;
please; Stuart Barnes has some new talk, not
as good as last season; Gennaro's Band, In pretty
(W. L.
heavily.
costumes, scored
Ballauf, mgr.). The Behman Show Is the best
Pete Curley.
seen In Baltimore for some time.
James C. Morton and Frank Moore are the
Molly Will
comedJaaaV « nd * ee P things lively.
lamsft^j . dainty little lassie of unusual ability.
"The Pass
>use with her at all times.
j" was the opening piece, and "Hey
The olio:
He" Is the closing piece.
>thers, Ellls-rNolan Troupe; the extra

—

—

GAYETY

IT Mark Bennett and the Zoua'v**.—i—
MONUMENTAL (Sam M. Dawson, mgr.).— 'fA
Thief In the Night" and "The Hotel Thespian"
are the pieces used by "The New Century (J Iris."
Tom Barrett is a comedian of no mean quality,
and bandies his part nicely besides.

JOHNNY MEYERS

BEAUMONT, TEX.

L—

Week 2:
LYRIC (Frank Furlong. mgr.
Wills and Barrow, good; Kittle Walsh, fair: I.
good; The Juggling Thorns, good.
(Percy Cox, mgr.).— The Hcnauxs.
good; Holt and Hillrad, fair; Nan Hatpin, good.
G. B. W.

W. Connor,
MAJESTIC

Songs and Singers.

the interests of

to

Address

all
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T.

(Meyer Oohsa, Mgr.)
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New

Have you heard Chas. K. Harris'
Baby song

" There's Another Picture
In

My Mamma's Frame"

Write or

call

now ready

for

at once.

it

for this beautiful

Slides

baby song;

every slide a hit with any audience.
best

baby song since

WAY."

The

"ALWAYS IN THE

Slides $5.00 per set

Write at

once.

BINOHAMTON,

ARMORY

(Ed. Hart, mgr.

N. T.

Monday

rehearsal).

Ameta, In mirror dances, very
good; Harry and Ethelyn Kratons, their clever
hoop act, "Hoopland," extremely good; Phil and
Nettie Peters, comedy entertainers, received applause; Kramer ami Bellclaire, strong men and
Strong

bill.

well developed athletes, received their share of
appreciation; Joe Denting kept the bouse in an
uproar; Ethel MacDonough. "The Girl Behind tbe
Drum." pretty and lively girl; Harry Tate's
English Comedy Company in "Motoring," one
of
laughter.
round
-NOTE. Tbe
continual
Armory Theatre has discontinued their Sunday
Sacred Concerts owln-; to the latest "lid on"

—

order.

"JAP" JOGGERST.

—
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BUFFALO,

N.

CLEVELAND,

Y.

Amusement Company, directors).
(Columbia
Manager White made good his promise of a
good show with "The Girl From Happyland."
Next: Clarke's "Runaways."— LAFAYETTE Emt

pire

Circuit,

directors;

Charles

M. Baggs.

local

mgr.).— Pat White and "Gaiety Girls" made
good

"The

Impression and
Brigadiers."

had

big

business.
"I'ncle

ACADEMY.—

a

—

—

HEALTH, WEALTH AND PROSPERITY TO ALL
SHALL BE WITH YOU AGAIN SOON HOPE
I

Next:

Toms

Motion
Cabin." with a good line of specialists.
DICKSON.
picture houses doing well.

XMAS PANTOMIME FOR SIX WEEKS.
BOROUGH THEATRE, STRATFORD.
Representative C. C.

LONDON. ENGLAND

FISCHER

CINCINNATI-

107

•I

REPEATAL,

I

REFUSAL."

—

seen here for

the

first

IS

OURS;

THANKS TO PURLOINERS

(Frank

J.

call.

THE

Clements,

doors.

TO DATE.

'FRISCO

Manv have

land bevond

flown to the

the Rockies, there reaping a well earned

reward.
carries us back to the
and the "Sunday night" .shows
at Irving Hall, which served as a primary
school for many of these artists who have
since made their mark.
An old "Inconr" bill contains the names
of Gallagher and Rarrett;
Tom Kelly
(Kelly and Violet te), Josephine Oassman
C'Phoenie'' in those days) and others.
The Orpheum chain still retains its
dominance of the higher field unchallenged, and strengthened by its extension
The work of reinto the Northwest.

Recollection

house

"eighties"

iliar burlesque.

—

this,

(Continual from page 41.)

time,

Geo. W. Rice snd T. F. Thomas
are the comedians and they kept the audience
laughing.
John E. Cain was also funny, appearing at first in Irish character and in the latter
part In blackfaee.
The women were led by
Idylla Vyner, Florence Evans, Flossie M. Gaylor,
Henrietta Wheeler mid Mile. Beatrice, all
of whom were capable.
Living pictures were
posed by Katberine York, Edna Crane and Nina
York, Nil of whom were artistic.
During the
second act. a song. "Peek-a-Boo" is rendered by
Capitola Snyder and chorus, the words of which
were rather risque.
In the olio Idylla Vyner
sang three songs and made a hit. John E. Cain
Henrietta Wheeler. Flossie M. Gay lor, and Harry
Evans have a sketch they call "The New Boy."
Cain is very funny and the others make good
feeders.
Emil Rogers and Florence Evans have a
fine singing and dancing turn.
Rogers' dancing
is a treat.
The sensational French pantomime
"The Insult," is offered. Tommy White has a
lot of jokes that were told B. C. but he
handled
them in such a fashion as to get many laughs.
The Four Londons, aero-gymnasts, a great act
and the big hit of the show. Next week- "Bon
Ton."
PEOPLE'S (Jas. E. Fennessv, mgr )
"Miss New York, Jr." (Harry Rose,' rngr.
A
tarleaqne with a plot which is connected enough
to make it Interesting under the title
-The
Navigators." Is one of the best shows seen
at
the People's this year.
The opening shows the
performers In New York starting on a voyage
Abe Reynolds. Dave Ferguson and Geo. M. Perry
are the chief comedians.
They work together
with a vim that makes the whole show
entertaining.
Lee White as Jeanette La Tour is the
leading woman.
The chorus numbers fourteen
rattling good looking girls, who work
all
the
time.
The scenes ahlft to the Zulu
and
Turkey, Spain. The Pyramids. Siberia and
the
North Pole.
Various specialties are introduced
by Davis and Davis, roller skating dauciug.
went
big; The Esterbrooks. musical act, pleased';
Geo
Perry and
Lee White, a neat singing turn;
"Ampere." the electrical demon, had the crowd
.guessing; Frank Gotch, wrestler, was an
extra
^dded attraction. Neat week: "Parisian Belles."
songs snd dances, did well, business good.
N#*7ELTY (Bert Pitt inn n. mgr.).— Boyle. George
>and Boyle, grotesque comedian*,
head, sored
-strongly; Alice Jflortlock and Company,
excellent
.comedy sketch; the Great Ernests, trampoline,
special feature, substantial bit; Mr. and Mrs.
OBrien. good; Will King. Hebrew comedian, well
business excellent.
f llked;
NOTES.— The Majestic. g.-C.'s new house, opens Dec. 10.
Jno.
F. Cordray, of Seattle, U the manager pro tern.
-Three shows daily will be given.
Prices range
jfrom 10 to 85 cents.
Oorday Is looking after
ithe finishing touches and some one else will take
lUs place after the house is opened.— At the annual election of officers of the T. M A. the fol
lowing were elected:
F. N. Gandv. president;

wrote

I

stand the applause.

can't

I

agent).— Rose
Hill
English
Folly
Company.
The "Sausage Trust." a musical comedy in three
acta, serves to introduce the company in a fam-

The

English

Comedians

WISH ALL FRIENDS A MERRY CHRISTMAS
AND A HAPPY NEW YEAR
ADDRESS: ECCENTRIC CLUB. LONDON. ENGLAND

Njw York

Representative, C. C.

FISCHER

building on the old O'Farrell Street site

processing,

A MERRY XMAS AND HAPPY NEW YEAR
TO ALL MY FRIENDS

and when

this

structure

is

is

completed the enterprise headed by Martin Reck will have (considering the Oakrecently
opened)
three
land Orpheum
houses in this immediate neighborhood.

There has been much conjecture as to

)'

if

the location of the theatrical district in

the town

now

being rebuilt, and there

is

decided inclination on the part of the

a

managers to

different

make

the

first

new

the other fellow

the only one of the de-

is

show houses
roved
w

erection

let

move.

The Orpheum
st

l

now

in the course of

and may prove the hub of the

centre.

It is

highly probable that by the end of

1908 all the circuits will be represented in

the burnt district, while strong efforts will

be

Corner
Broadway ft 39th

as

St.

NEW YORK

made to maintain the present houses
uptown branches. The Northwestern

territory has not failetl to keep pace with

the general
quite a

march of advancement, and
of pretentious houses have

number

been added in that

Broadway's Most Popular Music

With the end
Alpha
Cohn's

Wm.

Stratton, vice president; F. J. Lemaster
secretary; Joe Walker, treasurer.— The
moving picture house, opened last week.
Jt is the only one of Its kind advertising In the
papers and carries as isrge an "ad" as the big
theatres.
H. x B

Publisher

general

Gem,

get a

I

So don't say

a novelty; Gaston and Green, a big hit; Hope
Booth and Company are seen here for the first
time in their sketch "The Little Blonde Lady,"
a very catchy comedy sketch; World and Kingston, singing and dancing turn, very good; Ned
Wayburn's Side Show, a big girl act which went

STANDARD

better get ready for that third one,

I'd

Before

Just to keep the old scout from our
Block.

<H. M. Zlegler. mgr. Sunday rehearsal 1#). This week's bill includes old time
assisted
by Frank
Black,
favorites.
Violet
lartsn and Sydney K. Blair in u "Went Point
Regulation," very poor, although the artists are
Haskell told many
good;
Loney
Individually
stories in his peculiar way; Suyder and Buckley
offered "The Street Musician. " winding up with
their novelty "The Mechanical Minstrels." au act
that went big; The Teddy Trio, spring board

big.

And

Office,

Bell

COLUMBIA

burlesque acrobats,

THE TALE OF A JOKE.
(Continued from page 41.)
Well, I ain't going to cry, old pal,
I've got my health, that's all.

Yes, there's trouble in every business,

By HARBT HESS.
VARIETY'S Central
No.

0.

KKITHS (II. A. Daniels, mgr. Monday -ehcarsal 10). Adamlnl-Taylor, strolling musicians,
pleased; Knnorab gives an interesting performance, combining the most difficult lightning calculations with marvels of mind reading and second sight; Hal Merrltt draws clever posters and
mixes In a good line of talk; Harry Yokes and
Margaret Daly Vokes assisted by Maude Dunn,
do a little comedy turn, excellent; Taclanu proved
to be a hit; Agnes Scott and Horace Wright la
•The Wall Between," the action of the play
takes place on a summer's afternoon at the garden wall dividing the homes of the boy and the
girl and It gives a most pretentious act; Julius
Tinmen, mnnologlst, had the house in a continuous uproar; Paul Conchas shows wonderful
strength.
LYRIC (H. H. Burnett, mgr. Monday rehearsal 10). LH Kerslake and his pigs
headline the bill this week;
Toki,
Japanese
equilibrist, clever; Helen Canady. songs that won
favor; linker and Robinson, the country gawk an 1
the acrobatic girl, good; Three Herberts, comedy
acrobats, pleased; Stutzman and Crawford, skit,
•The Wise <Juy." fair.
STAR (Drew & Campbell, ragrs. ).— The Km pi re Burlesquers, presenting
"Casey, the Piper." by Roger Imhof. who plays
the part well.
In the olio: Emma Weston, song.-*
of a popular and melodious nature; Montambo
and Hurlfalls, comedy acrobats, good; Roger

Business at both houses gotsl, nud thing* in
Extra good
the Taudeville line running smoothly.
two houses, and the
bills are l>ut up at the
strength of the programs Is about equally divided,
I'atronage Is still
each having good headline™.
SHEA'S
Increasing with Advance Vaudeville.
Monday rehearsal 10).— Eva
(M. Shea, ingr.
was well reeceentrlque,
dainty
Tanguay.
ceived; the ll.rras Family, acrobats, marvelous;
Rubes,
three
and Crooker.
Walters
Bowers,
pleased; Ella Bradnn and Fred Borrlek, a great
Stunning
the
applause;
to
act,
equestrienne
Grenadiers, a great girl act. Including Louise
Toiler and Mandie t'orl»elt. excellent; I-ola Selblnl gave a novel bicycle act. and the little
assistant great; the Klnsons In "(Joing It Blind"
proved a musical novelty, line; Al Anderson and
Jay Golnes,. colored comedians, hard to beat;
Thos. J. Ryan and Richfield Company In "May
Haggerty's Reception" was a laughing success.
TECK (John R. Olshie, local mgr.).— Vesta
Victoria made a huge success, heading a most
brilliant bill; the Four Lest era, comedy cyclists,
made good; Edmund Bosenquet. violinist of much
Circus,
merit, pleased; Cleremonfs Burlesque
clever; Ida Fuller, return engagement, as go<»d
as ever; Marno Troupe, good work; Le Royal and
GARDEN
clever.
skit.
laughing
Clayton.

a

Circuit,

field.

of

the

affiliated

enterprises

year comes the

with

Morton-

(Trans-Continental

Vaudeville Association) in the Northwest

and the Mosart line of houses in Pennsylvania. To what extent this new factor
Sf

will figure

V

When avBwcring

advertisement 8 kindly mention Variety.

has yet to develop.
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BEST WISHES

•

and

Olive
Allen
Edgar "THE
"tup BURGLAR," by Emmett
%af

minr.i

in
in

De Voy.

'07

K.-P.

THE
HARRY

<_p-^

ALWAYS MAKES GOOD

/\CX TH/\T

m w

M.

«-^

VIOLA

E.

KINNEY

Brown Harris Brown
TO LAUGH-THATS ALL

"JUST

In

LYRIC

*»

DANVILLE, ILL.
W. Hartmann, mgr.).— Eldrlge's

(Fred

"Burning of Sun Francisco," good; Nellie Revell,
"The Man Outside," comedy, hit; Dolph
and Susie Lcvlno, in comedy "Hypnotizing a
Wife," good. Five moving picture houses all doF. E. W.
ing good business.

Dainty Clara Morton

DENVER, COL.

FAMOUS 4 MORTONS

fair;

WALTER J. PLIMMER
VAUDEVILLE AGENT.

HAVE SEVERED MY CONNECTION WITH THE EMPIRE CIRCUIT AND AM NOW LOCATED AT
Rooms 529 and 530, KnicKerbocKer Theatre Building, New York

MAGICIANS
AND ILLUSIONISTS
WHY WORK
FOR A SMALL SALARY when

you can be headliner?
I build any illusion pro.
duced in America or Europe; Water, Electric, Cabinet, Torture, Trunk, Box, Barrell, Screen or Hindoo
Illusions.
There is no "mystery" or illusion I don't know.
Will send secret in model or build it
in one week, complete, for one-tenth of what the manufacturer would charge.
All my tricks are the latest on the stage, for which some would give a great deal to know a
single one.
Long years of experience and don't misrepresent.

CHAS. GRANT
CARRIE SCOTT
123

Back Again

NORTH CLARK

ST.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

SB™

IBBB]

**

BB^
Laughing

BBBBBBBBaSBl

The Big

BMNBBMMflBl

STINE AND
Yes, We're Working,

Thank You.

^mmmmam^^mmtmamtm^m^^^^^^^^^^~^m^^^^^

Act

EVANS
New

Permanent Address, Green Room Club,

York.

THE LEADING ENG LISH THEATRICA L AND VAUDEVILLE NEWSPAPER.
Established

1880.

THE STAGE

Foreign
8/ lOd.

Subscription,
per Quarter.

May be obtained at Samuel
ARTISTS VISITING ENGLAND are

Frenoh's, 88*84 West 22nd Street, New York.
cordially invited to register at "The Stage" offices immediately upon their arrival.
The Editor of "The Stage" will always be pleased to welcome them.
Advance notices of sailings and opening dates should be posted to the Editor.
When an artist has
registered at "The Stage" office, which may be regarded aa his permanent London address, all correspondence will be immediately forwarded.
London Offices: 16 York St., Coven t Garden, London, W. C.

Imhof and Suzanne Corlnne, "A Strange Hotel."
headlines the olio; Johnston and Buckley, comedy
duo. pleased.
'Hie last part, "The Slave Mart,"
Is well staged and is pleasing.
EMPIRE (Geo.
Chenet, mgr.). Clark's "Runaway Girls," with
an up-to-date Hrream. "The Main Gazaboo," In
which the "Conversation" song of artists and
models was a feature.
In the olio: Marlon and
Thompson, cornetlsts, went well; The Monahana.
the minstrel and the maid, more than pleased;
The Livingstons, acrobats, are very clever; The
Bowery Comedy Quartet won favor. The closing
burlesque, "A Pair of Kids." went well.— FAMILY (Ed. Helm, mgr. Monday rehearsal 9).
La Moire, a novelty musical act of merit; St.
Leon and McCusdlck, a burlesque duo In a knockabout sketch that pleased; Nellie Vorhse won
favor with her clever singing and dancing.
Manager Helm has engaged the Symphony Quartet
to sing at every performance during the holiday

NOTE.—8.

sonpou.

Opera House
only).

Is

the
Sullivan

All

John L.

—

R.

O.

Club

Fun

for Friday, Jan.
Idg stars, including
set

and

Mav

D.

at.

(ma tine*
Anna Held,
.'1

HOIX'OMB.

CUMBERLAND, MD.
ACADEMY OF MUSIC (Mellenger
sees).- Vaudeville is betng given
this house, with good business.
and Dixie, musical duo, clever;

"Beggars."

Fest

Tully.

WALTER

Company,

times, but big hit;
liked; Dixon. Anger and

Company

In

DEB MOINES,

EMPIRE

(M.

Kerger.

J.

STARRING IN

"OuUWest."

"Ticks and
in
O'Brien Havel
hit;
laughing
Clicks." good; Watson, Hutchlngs and Edwards,
big hit; Ed. Lavlne, juggler, excellent; Geo.
W. Day, familiar monologue, big hit. Business
CRYSTAL (R. S. Gardner.
big.
continues
mgr. ).—The Three Ollfans, grotesque comedians,
head, and well received; Al. Watson and Company In "The Dog Catcher, " laughing hit; Walters and Hill. "The Hebrew and the Actor." excellent vehicle and a big hit; Marjorie Mandeville,
IA.

mgr.).— L.

Everett

"THE BIG STICK"

"MISS KlLlARfY"

und Company in an entertaining sketch; Robinson and Grant, comedians, diverting; Margaret
Leyden, songs, well received; Lopez and Lopez,
musical, novel and pleasing. The Farleys, added
Circus, striking.
Carlisle's
bill;
excellent
Since change to 10. 20, 30, business excellent.

Making the Hit
Her Life With

Is

of

Jerome

ft

Schwartz's

Great Irish March Song.

to

JAMES.

FRANCIS, DAY & HUNTER
PUBLISHERS

DETROIT, MICH.

TEMPLE

(J.

— "The

Moore.

II.

Monday rehearsal

Song Birds." a musical travesty, including Wm. Burress and John R. Crompton and
10).

15

W. 30th

week

—

—

When answering

Company

pleased

with

in

in Darktown,"
comedy singing and dancing

"An Upheaval

their

minstrel.
Is
Dublin
the
appearance here, and well liked;
Volta, "the electric marvel," has a novel act;
"The Cowboy and the
Dooley,
and
Paulton
Tramp." were good; Clan Ballerinl aerial artiste,
very clever; ollle Young ami Brothers, with their
AVENUE (Drew
hoop act, pleased immensely.
A Campbell, mgrs.).— The Sam Devere hIiow with
"Mr. Planet From Mars" and "The Belle of
Boston," opened Sunday and gave a fair show.
The company Includes Phil Ott, Nettie Nelson
and Company, Jacob* and West, Al Stedman
and his pony ballet, All Hunter and All Simonds
GAYETY
Sisters.
Lavelle
Ward* and
and
Herbert Mack's
mgr. ).— J.
Hedge*,
H.
(H.
"World Reaters" hold the lx>ards this week. The
burlesque* given are "The Isle of Rubbernecks"
The company Is a
and "A Trip to Newport."
THEATRE
large one and gives satisfaction.
ROYAL (Callle A: Kemsky, mgrs.).— A complete
change of moving picture programme Is given,
Pearl
including "The Poor Old Couple." "The
NOTES.—
Fisher" and "A Race for Millions."
The Detroit I^dge B. P. O. E.. No. 34. were
the Toledo Lodge in
by
entertained
royally
Toledo, Ohio, last Tuesday evening.— The Detroit
Lodge, No. 1, Knights of Everlasting Pleasure,
held their animal election last Thursday night, and

Frank
mnklng his

Fogerty.

ST.,

NEW YORK

GITY

MOZART

first

Chief
elected the following officer* for dm>*
Snark, Wm. L. Leach: first vice, Al. R. Smith;
second vice, F. A. Goodman; secretary, R. M.
Mark Kelntz; captain of
treasurer.
Sprague;
guards, Harvey Williamson; lieutenant, Eugene
C. Mittleberger; outer
Page; inner guard. E.
medical director. Dr.
McGee;
guard, Thomas
Sprague; chief stringer, "Bill** Booth;
P.
F.
board of trustees, Henry Komrofsky, Wm. Ad
dison, Dr. Stevens, Harry Stoop and Wm. Ixisson.
:

les-

Vaudeville Circuit.

—Theatres— 10

10

FEATURE ACTS ALWAYS WANTED.
All communication! to

South
Hamilton

FAMILY

McPlamant, Mgr.).—Tba
(lame*
Canns, fair; Harvard Judge, equilibrist, fair act
of this kind, took well here; Freeman and his
NOTES. Most of the moving picgoats, good.
ture shows are now glvlnir one act of vaudeville.-— The theatre at Waldameer. Erie's summer

—

When finished will
remodeled.
be one of the finest vaudeville theatres in the
They expect to play the highest class
country.
of vaudeville there next season.
resort.

Is

l>elng

BRUCE GRONNETT.

advertisements kindly mention Variety.

Edward Mozart, Main

Offloe,

Family Theatre, Lancaster, Pa.

" Merry

Xmas

ED. iDd

to all

our town f olhs. tt

NAY WOODWARD

"Sunburned Rubes"
Way Down

Farming:

Rooked Solid

East (Good Soil).

Till April,

1008.

Two Kings and
a Queen Win

The Five Durands
At Liberty First Time

BIQ

in

Team.

NUMBER MUSICAL ACT

Elegant Wardrobe and Stage
Permanent Address,

Setting-.

DURAND COTTAGE, CHESHIRE. CON*.
FALL RIVER, MASS.

ERIE, PA.

at

North.

Ann

and
act;

LEO LESTER.
BfOS..

this

received.
well
WEILAND (John Kirk, mgr.). Chan. Hughes,
clever;
very
Egan and
dancer,
and
singer
Hohnan. comedy sketch, well received; A. J.
SAVOY (Edward Collins.
songs.
ill.
Cope,
big
business.—
to
pictures,
Motion
mgr.).
NOTES.— Manager Kirk, of the Welland, has
started a new fad, by giving hot cocoa and cake
W. D. ROHUER.
to the ladles at the matinee.

and

Carson, mgr.).— Week 2,
heads; played here several
Geiger and Walters, well

large company of singers, are the headllners
and are a big hit; Willard Slmms and Company
nturn with "Flinders' Furnished Flat," and
were the laughing hit of the bill; Jack Wilson

Going bigger and better than ever.
^^am^mmmBHBffffffffffffJBffJBJBJB^BgNNBBlBgBSjBBB»MV

ORPIIEI'M (A. C.
"Ye Colonial Septet"

OF THE

n

Week.

at Pastor's This

BOOKED

ALL

SHEEPY'S

(Chns.

&

Took.

mgr.

Monday

re-

itrothers. Japanene
Uolder,
and
Gardner
Stunrt Pnrrow, comedy
pleased; Mr.
stiml
mid smoke pictures, very
shiulnw r |»hs,
good; Harry Lee, the "Hebrew Str»»«>t Car Conductor. "• good; Geo. Fella und Lydta Harry, "The
Roy Next !><»<>r," well applauded; Joe and Sadie
Hrltton, the dusky dancing diamonds, Rood; Mr.
and Mrs Sydney Drew In "Billy's Totnbatoaaa,*"

hearsals

ir

laughing

The Yatnlmoto

l<>).

equilibrist*,

excellent;
ami Mrs.

: i

lilt.

PLEA* A NT

STREET

jm.

—

1

!
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THE FAMOUS

•

Quaker City Quartette
HARRY ST. CLAIRE
HARRY ERNEST, JOHN HEALY, JOHN DOWER,
LOUISVILLE EVENING POST, FRIDAY, NOVEMBER

in their icenic .ct.

"THE SINGING BLACKSMITHS"

8,

Played at Auditorium, Chicago, second time within four week* la that city; alto returned
to Louisville at Mary Anderson Theatre after playing Hopkins' two weeks previously.
SHAFEB ZIEOLER, Manager Grand Opera House, Indianapolis, says:
"THE QUAKER CITY QUARTETTE followed Oennaro's Band on the bill week Oot. 15, and
notwithstanding- the great success achieved by that organization, made a terriflo hit."

Aside from the
of headllner on previous programs here in a most creditable manner.
pleasing voices possessed by three members and the fun-making ability of the blackface comedian,
the scenic effects employed In the offering are worthy of comment.
position

—

"SWELL CLOTHES"

—

LOUIS NAMETY
SUITE

—

DEARBORN STREET

612-167

—

Chicago's Official
Theatrical Tailor
Makes and
than any

satisfies

OTHER

my own

X do

more PROFESSIONALS

Tailor west of New York.
designing; perhaps you will like

my

Mason.
contortionist,
very
mgr.). Hlldelra,
good; Rose Freeman, 111. songs, good; Morton
and Flick, songs and dances, excellent; Mason
PURITAN
and
Doran,
good.
held
over,
(Hooper A Hill, mgrs.). 111. songs by Wm.
Plouf and moving pictures.
SCENIC (L. M.
Boas, mgr.). 111. songs by Sadie Graham and
PREMIER (E. L. Perry,
moving pictures.
songs by Louisa Marvis and G. B.
mgr.).
111.
Dailey and moving 'pictures.
E. F. RAFFERTY.

exclusive.

style,

Patterns and workmanship only the boat.

GAIETY, SPRINGFIELD, ILL, DEO.

FLINT, MICH.

BIJOU (Jas. B. McKowen, mgr. Monday rehearsal 2).
Week 2: Delavoye and Frits, went
good; Marie Clarke, good voice and appreciated;
Byron James, baritone, good; The Four Masons In
I. C. U.
"A Country School," first class.

—

GALE8BURG,

16.

ILL.

GAIETY (J. H. Holmes, mgr.).— Electro, "The
Electrical Wlsard," clever; The Four Scbades,
comedy sketch, went good; Rockway and Conway,
singing, very good: Geo. Mundweller. ill. songs,
pleased; Jlmmle Wall, blackface comedian, hit;
The Three Drolls, acrobats, missed first matinee;
train connections.
F. E. R.
POM'S

(Harry

Bailey,

mgr. >. -Julius

Steger

and Company In "The Fifth Commandment," excellent; Coates and Grundy, hit; Hansen and Nelson,
house with them from start to finish:
Clive,
the
magician,
excellent
tricks;
Katie
very
good;
Sammy Watson's animal
show pleased; Marron and Hines. pleased.
SCENIC (H. C. Young, mgr.).— "Vano," "The
Handcuff Queen," headllner. return date; J. M.
Daniels, Impersonator: Arthur Cody, dancing and
singing comedian.
111.
songs.

Rooney,

WILLIAM

H.

RHODES.

Hersker).
bill
is exceedingly
good this week, including Marselia and Wolfe, comedy horizontal
bar act, very good: Eckel and Dupree, novel
dancing offering, clever; Musical Adams, instrumentalists. Interesting; Barr and Evans, comedy
sketch,
good;
Wm. Schalles, 111. songs.
BIJOU Continuous moving pictures; usual attendance; subjects excellent.
RAY T. DRUM.

—The

—

"McGulre"

as

in

"The

Doings of Dr. Louder."

HOBOKEN,

COM, DOWIEY «d WILLUD

III
•

ALWAYS CONTAINS THE LATEST HITS

$10.00

Jin-

SI

in

the korld

JOS. W. COHENS
UNREDEEMED
DIAMONDS
Fine white

25 per cent, lower than
full price paid
less 6 par cent.

Exchangeable at
market value.
and RETURNABLE AMY TIME,
Diamond Broker

627

PENN

READING, PA.

ST.,

(Shafer Zlegler, res.
mgr.). As strong a vaudeville bill as has ever
been booked for Indianapolis Is this week's offering at the Grand.
The bill is a tremendouslv
expensive one. There are no less than four acts
on the program that are of headline calibre
Henry Lee i n his Impersonations; the Six Musical
Cuttys. in their brilliant Instrumental concert;
John C. Rice and Sally Cohen, in their clever
one-act farce, "A Bachelor's Wife." and Ralph
Johnstone,
sensational
cycling exhibition.
All
four of these excellent and high-priced attractions come in for a large share of favor, and It
Is indeed a fight
for the top-notch honors this
week.
The rest of the bill Is of considerable
strength, too.
The Three Renards. a magnificent
trio of
gymnasts, receive
generous
applause;
Avery and Hart, funny team of colored comedians, "go big" from start to finish; the Howard
Brothers stir the audience to enthusiasm with
their splendid banjo playing, and Seymour and
t

New York

Houm

Uire.st n.:lljd

JOHN KAY.

-

—

Chas K Harris
Wesl

Hal

GRAND OPERA HOUSE

Immediate Delivery
31

Monday
by

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

With Company's Name, S1 1.00 per thous'd

u

J.

Stephens and Company In a clever little plavlet.
"A Modern Rip Van Winkle"; Howard and Howard,
"The Messenger Boy and the Thespian,"
the hit of the bill; the Znnettos. very clever Jug-

Hal1

PER THOUSAND

7
>l

N,

(A. M. Bruggemann. mgr.
10).— A good bill Is headed

gling act; "Doomsday." a spectacular electrical
production, pleased; Alsace and Lorraine, very
neat and pleasing musical specialty; Cook and
Stevens, comedians, good, and the A, B. C. D
Girls, singers and dancers.
The Blue Law Sunday in New York had the effect of sending the
city people over here in droves, and thousands
were unable to get in the theatres.
The Empire was the only variety house open within a
rudius of fifteen miles of the New York City

SONG HOOKS
ABSOLUTELY THE BEST

EMPIRE
rehearsal

have enough that Is of worth in their buffoonery to offset Its weaker features.
EM(R. K. Burton, res. mgr.).— "The Avenue
Girls." with Llbby Blondell and Larry McCale
as the bright particular stars, are playing a return engagement at this house and giving a
show that seems to please the Empire patrons.
Hill

PIRE

As

special feature. "Khaldah," who Is termed
the program an Egyptian magician and Illusionist,
gives a series of Interesting feats.
a

on

of

every

make.
No. 84,
No. 95

description,

beat

Large Illustrated
15c.

Illustrated

oat.
oat.

FREE.
BAILEY A TRIPP CO.,
P. O.

Box

460,

CAMBRIDGEFORT, MASS.

GAYETY

(Edward

"Knickerbockers"

Shayne.
mgr.).— Roble's
holding down the boards
and presenting a show that

are

here for the week
proves satisfactory.
The special attraction Is
Billy Papke. the pugilist, who takes on local
boxers for an exhibition at each performance.

LOUIS WESLYN.

When

Cool,

B.

(L.

PA.
mgr.).— Mary

Ann

Business Is fine.
Saunders, soprano, also.
PARK (H. W. Scherer, mgr.).— DeKissick and
Shadney, colored, were to have appeared, but Hill
ami Hill, another colored team, took their place,
fair; Edith Gibbons In songs, pleasing; Mitchell,
Wlllard and McCarthy in "No. 23," company
better than sketch; Frank and Rose, comedy
Business fair.
CAMBRIA
acrobats are good.
(H.
W. Scherer, mgr.). "Mardl Gras BeauThe second
ties," 4-6; good show and business.
act is the same as the one from "The Pair of
Pinks," in which Ward and Yokes were last
JESTICAM.
seen here.

—

GRAND

(L.

JOLIET. ILL.
M. Goldberg, mgr.).— Week Dec.

The Gordon Troupe of Bicyclists, fine; Allaln
and Lind. clever; Grace Edmonds and Company,
pleased; Trask and Gladden, good dancing; Bessie
Rabb, well received.
-NOTE. Arthur Kehrns,
the German comedian. Is very 111 In one of Jollet's
hospitals.
A. J. STEVENS.

2:

—

First-Class Film

Rental Service
199 THIRD AVE., NEW YORK
rom

AOEMTfl

Saumont's American Films
FOOT.
UK ours
"THE PERSEVERIH8 LOVER"

m

Agents for

OATJMONT OHBONOPHONE.

Telephone 2904 Stuyveaant.

KALAMAZOO, MICH.
MAJESTIC— Vaudeville. Week Dec.

2:
Ras
chetta. Brothers, sensational acrobatic equilibrists,
very fine; Boyd and Veola, character singing,
good; Hanson and Drew, comedy aketch, "The
Bill Poster," respond to several encores; Peterson Brothers, singers and dancers, well received;
Jason Thompson, colored comedian, fair.
DIZ.

fink *
I860

XAN8AS

HAZLETON, PA.
FAMILY (Harry Knoblauch A Harry

MAURICE DOWNEY

JOHNSTOWN,
MAJESTIC

Eddie
making good;
and
headllner
Brown,
Leonard and the Gordon Bros, feature act, pleasing immensely; The Four Colbys, In "An Evening
at Home," clean and neat; Martini and Sylvester,
comedy acrobats, very good; Emll Hoch and
Company In "Love's Young Dream," good: Zlaka
comedy magicians, and Florence
King,
and

—

HARTFORD, CONN.

1907.

Quartette Makes Hit at Hopkins'.
Good singing and good comedy combine to make the Quaker City Quartette among the foremost
The act is a bright feature on the week's bill at the Hopkins', and has filled the
of its class.

Cailore
BROADWAY,

There was no regular matinee at the Majestic
Saturday. 7, owing to all the actors leaving town
to escape indictments by the Grand Jury.
This
S,
theatre also remained closed Saturday.
In
order to comply fully with the law.
ORPHEUM
(Martin Beck. gen. mgr.). Sellgman and Bram-

—

In
well, bfadllners.
"A Dakota Widow." hit:
Curzon Sisters, "Flying Butterflies," sensational:
Lew Hawkins, monologue, very good; "The Sunny
Bros.,
South," colored, entertaining;
Bellclalr
gymnasts, clever; Les Aubln Leonel, In "A Day
on a Parts Boulevard," good; Daisy Dumont, singing, good: Mile. Toona. ill. discourse, interesting.
8HUBERT (S. N. Oppenhelmer, mgr.).—
Grace Hazard, headllner, In "Five Feet of Comic
Opera," return; The Quaker City Quartette, high
class vocalists;
Kitts and Wlndrum in
"The
Cuckoo," good: Rawson and June, comedians,

Frosini,
aecordeon,
entertaining;
CarTroupe,
wire,
spectacular.— CENTURY
R. Donegan. mgr.).
"Washington Society
Girls."
good.
MAJESTIC (Clint Wilson).—
"Gay Morning Glories," excellent. FAIRPLAY.

clever;

—

—

(Jos.

Telophona 4467 88th

NEW

TORS.

Max Marx.

Formerly with

CITY, MO.

man

Ortloff

^^^

St.

COMIC SONGS
and PARODIES
WRITTEN TO ORDER

Bv HARRY DILLON
DILLON BE08.

of th.

Addre,

CORTLAND, N.Y

LEAVENWORTH,

ORPHEUM

(L.

J.

HAS.
mgr.).— Murphy and

Pico,

Wlllard, please; Trainor and Mohler. singing and
dancing, good; Dorothy Earle In "The Cowboy
Girl," applause; Morrissey and Rich, entertainers, and Mrs. L. J. Pico, song ill., both liberally
encored.
PEOPLE'S
(Maurice
Cunningham,
mgr.). Delzel
Sisters,
win;
Ixmls
Lawrence,
trumpeter,
class;
first
The Warrlcks, please;
Etumerson and Wright, "Dutch." verv funny.

—

J.

EDW. FAULKNER.

AN ACTOR'S LUCK
No

•AN.
II

A.M.

U
Ip
r.rl.

date In

prospect.

IAMINTATION

Chance

for a
season's contract
Miiiiiil'it

demand*

brand new act

EXPECTATION

DESPERATION

son's Budget No."„ ANTICIPATION
Next morning. Budget

3 P.M.
LIMA,

ORPHIUM

OHIO.

Williams, mgr.).— Leoni
and Leoni,
aerial,
good; James Dalton, rural
comedy, pleased; Allen and Kenna, singing and
comedy, well applauded; Marie Snowden, singing
and dancing, took well; Hickman Bros, and

Company,
Keifer,

111.

(Will

comedy
song,

playlet,
L.

good.

pleased: Magdallne
F. WAKEFIELD.

LINCOLN, NEB.

LYRIC

(H. M. Miller, mgr.).— Short bill, well
Francesca Redding and Company In
"Her Friend From Texas," good; Pankleb,
modeller, pleased; Douglas and Douglas, corned v
acrobats, clever; West and Mack, blackface, big;
Jack Wilde, ill. song.
L. M. Gorman,
director, "Wonderland," has raised the price of
admission from five to ten cents, and is getting
big returns.
J.EE J. LOGAN.
received;

NOTE—

LITTLE ROCK, ARK.

MAJESTIC (Saul S. Harris, res. mgr.).— Week
2: Lulgl Marlblnl, Ice sculptor, novel; Hume, Cain
and Hoey, comedians, fine; Ryno and Emerson,
good; Evans and Evans, clever dancing act;
Musical Goolmans. pleasing; Francis Hoyt and
Company. "An Eventful Honeymoon," laughable.
WONDERLAND (F. Jenne, prop.).— Moving
pictures.

ORPHEUM. — Moving

pictures and ill.
JO-JO (John McClure, Jr.,
Moving pictures.
JIM.

songs to big business.
prop.).

—

arrives!

(}.

answering advertisements kindly mention Variety.

Just the thing.

MADISOrVS

g£2

JUBILATION

PRICB

ONE DOLLAR

BUDGET

No.

1
Is the greatest comedy melon cut In many a
long day.
It contains 9 of James Madison's
famous monologues. 12 fine sketches for 2
males and 3 for male and female. Including
several splendid Dutch and Hebrew acts; 28
high-grade pnrodtes (no Junk), 2 comedy
afterpieces full of fun and action, besides
hundreds of bright stories and "fill-In" gags,

comic poems, and toasts, etc., etc.
Price,
buy back at full purchase price any
I
copy of Madison's Budget not entirely satis
factory.
Under this broad-gauge guarantee.
I Invite every vaudeville performer who has
not already done so to send for a copy.
81.

JAMES MADISON.
1404 Third Avenue, New York. Dept. 80.
Past Issues out of print except Madison's
Budget No. 10. Price while supply lasts, fl.

Two Kings and
a

Queen Wi

—
:
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Happy New Year

Merry Christmas
Many of 'em

PAT CASEY

*

America

THE ORIGINAL

BILLIE REEJTES
"A

"DRUNK"

an

Hi"

English Music

A
In

FILLED

TIME ALL

"Girl

Act"

of Distinction

a revelry of whittling, tinging and dancing.
•coring successfully in the Welt.
At the

Now

National, Frisco, week Deo. S.
How did they
do?
Ask Sid.
Regards of the Season to Our Eastern Friends.

VARIETY.

Address oare

JVIerry

Xmas and

1

f)appy f4ew Y«ar to

HU

and

Happy New Year

(Seymour end Dupre)

LOUISVILLE, KY.

MARION, IND.

CRYSTAL (Amnions & Dakota, props. Monday
Week 2: The Acme Trio, singers
rehearsal 10).
and dancers, head. pleased Immensely; Clark and
Turner, singing nod dancing, scored; William La
Duer. gymnast, very clever, handicapped by small
stage: Irene White Amnions, assisted by Baby
Isabella, a five year-old tot. ill. songs.
(Sam Pickering, res. mgr.
Rehearsal 10).
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. W. Hussey, ventriloqulal big
lilt;
Bert Wiggins, cartoonist and Juggler, A1
Harry Webb, blackface, shared honors; The Ramsey Sisters, musical, return date, also pleased;
Jake Montrose, 111. songs, good as ever.
L. O. WETZEL.

pleased; Muller, Chuun anil Muller, hoopordluary;
Lynch,
Dick
entertaining;
ANCasey and Craney, rather slow.
DERSON (Max Friedhurg, mgr. ).— Simon. Gardner and Company headed the bill In "The New
Coachman," excellent; R. G. Knowles, monologist,
very clever entertainer; John Birch. "The Man
With the Hats," well received; Mile. Emmy's
Pets, excellent; W. S. Harvey Company, fair;
Bisset and Scott, clever act; Duffln-Kedcay Troupe,
(John
Whallen.
BUCKINGHAM
excellent.
mgr.).
"Th*» Parisian Belles" opened to good
business.
The vaudeville olio Is the best feature
WITELSHOFER.
of the show.

Dare

rollers,

MARY

—

ARTHUR

LOWELL, MASS.
(John I. Shannon, mgr.) .—Barney
Pagan and Henrietta Byron, good; Coofttha fl nd
Stone, and the "Big City" Quartet, splendid;
Oscar Lorraine, Impersonating, good; Bank and
Newton, dancing, a hit; Fenelle Brothers, cyclists,
good.
BOSTON (Wm. F. Lyons, mgr.). Hurra man and Marks, Jos. Smith. Jim Daly and "The
Red Raven Burlesquers." headed by Nina Searls.
Nellie Hartford and Company, played big busiJOHN J. DAWSON.
ness last week.

—

MALDEN, MASS.

HATHAWAY'S

(George

H.

Irving,

GRAND

MARION,

FAMILY

—

(H.

comedian,

Hoy Weed, German

Monday

DREAM.—
monologist, n hit.
BAUMGARTEN.
J.

clever.

BIJOU

Shaw,

fS.
Stlfter.
mgr.).—
B.
Elliott, good; Jordan, tine;

Bennett and
Chantal
Twin Sisters, clever;
Mathleu.
SCENIC (John Francis, mgr.). Moving
REYNOLD'S PENNY
and ill. songs.
VAUDEVILLE <M. J. Reynolds, mgr.).— Moving
("HAS. E. LACKEY.
pictures and songs.

Da

—

tine.

pictures

Neubrik, mgr. Rehearsal Monday
The 5 Columbians, great; Seymour's Dogs, big hit; Huston, the juggler, a feature; Geo. W. Stewart, Imitations, Is a mirth provoker;
Bert Leunon, Impersonator, very good;
William Richter, blackface comedian, fine.

(G.

E.

Raymond,

mgr.).— Mine.

Bartholdi's cockatoos are decorative and excellently
trained;
Chinese Johnny Williams and
Company, burlesque conjuring, good comedy; Joe
sensational
LaFleur.
dives
from high ladder,
good; Lncy and Lucier, old-fashioned nonsense
brought up to date; May Ward and her eight
Dresden Dolls, girls little and pretty, winging
and dancing excellent, beautifully staged and
costumed; Canfleld and Carleton, funny comedy;

STAR (Wm. McShaffrcy, mgr.).— Gardner and
West, Kohler and Kohler and Chris. Clinton.
This house is playing to big business.
AVENUE (A. Goldberg, prop.). Has discontinued
vaudeville and Is now running one hour's moving
pictures.

J.

\\

W. MEYERS.

MUNCIE, IND.
(Ray Andrews, mgr.). Zatifrctta Manscomedy sketch, "The Crazy Messenger,"
fair; Frank Gray, 111. songs, good; Harry Takola,
juggling, took well; Deverue and Van, comedy
musical, good; The Alrona Zoeller Trio (New
MAJESTIC (E. P.
Acts), comedy acrobats, hit.
Sumpton, mgr.). The Austins, tambourine spinners,
pleased: Master I.e Motne l'echtold, ill.
songs, good; Brumage and (Mark, character change
took well;
Warren E. Wartinan, imartists,
personator and whistler, good; Byrd and Vance,

—

STAR

field,

sketch,

received

applause.

GUS FIFER.

NEW HAVEN,
(S. Z.

Monday

House

Boat,"
Is

Poll,

prop.,

CONN.
F. J.

—

Wlndlsch,

res.

rehearsal 10).
"A Night on a
the star feature of this week's
immense and was generously received.

mgr.
bill,

Rooney

Marion Bent In their sketch
even better than of old.
do tome work which approaches perfection and encores were frequent.
The musical offering of Waterbury Brothers and
Tenney, while the same as last season is full
of interest and enjoyment; Laveen and Cross do
some remarkable hand-to-hand balanciug feats and
Pat
>f

last

P.crnar's

—

NEW

2:

NAN.

farcical

strength tests; Arthur Whlteland, Irish comedian,
fair, but a change of u few old stories would
be acceptable; Josephiue Aiusley, singing comedienne, good.
B. J. TODD.

(G.

MONESSEN, PA.

POLLS

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

ORPHEUM

act.

LEWIS.

MOBILE, ALA.

LYRIC

10).— Week

mgr.).—

Rerdelle and her Village Cut-Ups are headMay Evans, whistling mimic, good; La
Nole Bros., triple bar act, pleased; Dolly Collins, ill. songs, fair; The Great Robin, comedy
juggler, fair; Vlllers and Lee, singing and dancwell received; Steeley and Edwards, muing,
hit.
NOTE.— George II.
scored
a
sicians,
Morse recently resigned as manager of this bouse
and will renew his real estate business at New
His successor. Mr. Irving, has been
Bedford.
associated with play houses of all kinds for the
THOS. C. KENNEY.
past 30 years.

finished

—

MIFORD, MASS.

LYCEUM FAMILY

May

liners;

Vail.

S.

and

fast

—

0.

mgr.

rehearsal
Cecil's Performing Leonardo, a great animal
10).
act, well received; Cole and Coleman, musical
nonsense, good; Julian and Price, comedy sketch,
Eddie
Gardner, hat
took
well;
juggler
and

dancing

HATHAWAY

G Glinserettls, acrobats,
Entire bill well received.

—

a Queen Win

Merry Christmas

SEYMOUR
HOPKINS' (Wm. Retchmen, mgr.).— Inez Macauley Company in "The Unexpected." a racing
the headliner this week and won
is
sketch,
Fred Watson and Morrisey
applause;
merited
Sisters were seen in a clever dancing and singing act; Conn, Downey and Willard in "The
Doings of Dr. Lauder," very funny; Fredo and

Two Kings and

and

season
are
Murionel tcs

hen answering advertisements kindly mention Varlety.

ORPHEUM
rehearsal

ORLEANS, LA.

(Martin Beck.

1).— Week

2:

Bill

gen. mgr.
excellent

Monday
qualttv,

with Grace Van

Studdiford headline attraction.
The Balzers, usual acrobatics on bounding table.
The act runs but five minutes.
Frank (Silvers)
Oakley and Charles Slegrlst failed to arrive for
the opening.
They closed in Philadelphia on
Saturday night.
Charles Leonard Fletcher in his
"Evening With Mansfield" won the unqualified
approval of everyone, from the tiniest mite of a
•kid" in the gallery to the bloated bondholders
In the bOXee.
O* Hana San and Company In "The
Geisha's Dream." good.
Barrows-Lancaster Company presented "Thanksgiving Day," a rural
playlet with a moral, received an enthusiastic
reception.
Herbert has shortened his dog act.
(II.
Greenwall, mgr.)— Scrlbner's "Big Show" opened to capacity both performances on Sunday. The antics and "slip-shad"
characteristics of the comedians created an unusual amount of "gleeful" outbursts.
The girls
are good looking, work hard and wear tights
gracefully.
Curtln and Blossom are using "The
Pool's Errand" (although not programmed), presented In vaudeville by Lucy and Lucier.
The
dialogue and "business" are identical, even to
the finish in "one."
Miss Blossom Is an accomplished soubrette.
Musical Hodges should try
to frame an act away from the others.
Cotton
and Blossom present "Late for the Act," hy
Junle McCree and John Ullroy, with a speclul
drop Showing the Murray Hill, and an enormous
"ad" of a "Tree" song. The entire act. Jokes.
business, etc.. has been given by countless other
a<ts.
NOTES. Winter Garden opened 7 with
musical stock.- Alt k<n and Son, contortionists,
are spending the holidays In this city.

GREENWALL

O.

M.

SAMUEL.

PITT8BUBO, PA.

GRAND OPERA HOUSE (Harry Davis, prop.).
"Buster" Gabriel and Geo. All as 'his dog
"Splde" repeat their former success.
Lolo Cot-

VARIETY
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After an extended tour of the world, America's Popular Entertainers

DOLPH and SUSIE LEVIMO
six months'

Are playing a

Comedy

engagement (booked by the Western Vaudeville Managers' Association) presenting their

NEW, UP-TO-DATE

called

"HYPNOTIZING A WIFE"
BRIGHT, NOVEL ENTERTAINMENT with an ORIGINAL SURE-FIRE FINALE of FREE HAND PORTRAITURE and SIMULTANEOUS SONG.
No Act Like It. Do?s not conflict with any other acts. Always a HIT everywhere. Headlined everywhere. Address care VARIETY.

An "ALL-LAUGH"

GREETINGS
To all my friends who have helped to make
my place the most popular for theatrical folk
courtesy, the game unexcelled cuisine and service
pleasure.
your
are
at

The "same

In Chicago.

When

In

want

to

sion,

be

CHICAGO and
meet the professure you visit

SILVER'S PLACE.

FET
ter.

BUF-

and FOOD none betSpend an evening

at SILVER'S, before or
Always
theatre.
after
Vocal and Instrumental music all

welcome.
It's 8. E.
time.
DON.'T FORGET the corner.
cor. Clark and Randolph streets, CHICAGO, downLook for the name.
stairs.
"A amart place Tor smart people" is the trade
1

mark

1

•

of

GEORGE

Feature, a

remarkable exhibition of mind readJoe Welch Is as clever as ever in his
May 'Fully and Company
monologue.
repeat their former success of "Stop, Look and
Listen."
Her Imitations were very clever ami
Marzela has a pretty staue
earned the applause.
setting for her trained birds, and they do really
Campbell aud Smith are two very
clever work.
clever talking comedians anil their work imRod ford and Winchester
proves at each showing.
do a juggling act that was greatly appreciated,
the comedy being very good. Eddie Clark and his
Winning Widows sing some * new songs very
cleverly and he himself still sticks to bis "ra<-»tout" sketch. The Rlggoletto Brothers on revolvEdmund and Lee;
ing ladders do fine work.
George snd Colin; Harry O'Connor and Company,
sketch; Katherine Barlett, and the Alvin Brothers.
ton gives a

ing-

P.

S.

C.

(Harry Scott, res. mgr.).— Sylvan and
O'Neal, good; The Alpha Trio, hoop rollers, very
backs, sketch, good; The Two
wire,
good; Arlln Ellis, ill.
bounding
Coles,
(M. Early, mgr.).
songs, very good.
Moving pictures and ill. songs. Business fair.

good;

LOUIS WESLYN

Author of "TWO MEN AND A BOTTLE," the
hit of Howard Truesdell and Company.
Writer of sketches and songs for Nick Long and
Idalene Cotton, Carter and Waters, Hallen and
Fuller, Willa Holt Wakefield, Lillian Apel, Hearn
and Duncan, Lillian Ashley, Innes and Ryan,
and many others.

The

1 1

THE OEM

DAVE HEMIAN.

farcical

LOUIS WE8LYN

POTTSVILLE, PA.
(Knoblauch A Hersker,
mgrs.).—
'•
Five MacLarens, musical, good; "Nightingales

FAMILY

aptivate

Headquarters,

Grand Opera House, Indianapolis.

Want Performers

I
To

know

that X build Sketches, Monologues,
Parodies, etc., of quality.

CHARLES

E.

Vaudeville

WELCH

Henry and Young,

Contractor.

PROVIDENCE,

"Merry Widows."

T.

MATT WOODWARD
ProProdocer; Play, Lyric and Sketch Wrlfer.
ducer and co-author of "BUSY IZZT," "ROYAL

CHEF," "JOLLY BARON," Ac.
make a specialty of exclusive GET-BACK
I
SONOB or PARODIES, giving brilliant finish to

CHARLES HORWITZ

CHARLES HORWTTZ,
H. Y. City.

of

Theatrical

Boots and Shoes

CLOG
and

made

All

at

work
short

notice.

203

W. 23d

St.,

New

Mention

York.

Tel.

DOC.

—

BIOUX CITY,

100 Chelsea.

VARIETY.

MATTHEW GOLDMAN
SKETCH WRITER.
Up-to-date writer with up-to-date ideas.
Char*
actor, Jewish, Slang, Protean acta, etc.
Author: "The Marriage Tee," "For the Lov«
of Mammy," "The Call of the Blood," "Stage
Struck," "Behind the Footlights."
High grade vaudeville sots a specialty.
108 WEST 111TH ST., V. Y. CITY.

AND

a Queen Win

111.

No

TERRE HAUTE, IND.
LYRIC (Jack Iloeffler, gen. mgr.).— M. A.
Hunt and Company, comedy playlet entitled "A

at the
cancelled.

RITER.

GEO.

ROCHESTER,

GRAND OPERA HOURS, CHICAGO.
The "ACTWRIOHT."

COOK'S OPERA HOUSE (Wm.

B. McCallum.
mgr.).
Win. Courtleigh In George V. Hobart's
sketch, "Peaches," very acceptable headline attraction;
"Military Octet." exceptionally good;
Bobker Acrobats, remarkable performance; ClirT
Cordon, good; McNish ami Tenfold, fair; Artl>?
Hall, usual hit; Wiiton Brothers, gymnasts, excellent; Reidy and Currier, pleased.
Bill voted
one of best of season.
NOTE. Baker Theatre,
the Klaw & Erlanger house, will reopen Christmas
week as a stock house.

—

—

LYRIC (H. H. Hamilton, mgr.).— Week 2: Neal
and Diamond, eccentric clowns, good; Geo. Hale,
wooden shoe dancer, good; Clark and Clark, comedy sketch artists, tine; Madam Revera and Senor
Rupert, animals, exciting and interesting; Mile.

Still

WRITES
REAL
SKETCHES.

Any

of

my

150 "clients" will tell you
write absolutely

Z

NOTHING BUT HITS
M. STRASSMAN,
BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
Attorney, 163

—

TEN YEARS OF PICTURE MACHINE BUILDING AND EXPERIMENTAL WORK HAS RESULTED
LN THE PERFECTION OF THE
GREATEST APPARATUS FOR PROJECTION OF MOVING PICTURES
KNOWN TO THE WORLD.

THE

—

N. Y.

When answering

Jack Burnett

—

son.
It consisted of Allen Wightman, very clever
clay
modeling; Emma Francis,
novel dances;
Tivoll Quartet, a splendid aggregation of singers;
a skit called "When Caesar C's Her," played by
Leonard and Anderson, brought down the house;
Geo. Austin Moore, a delineating songster, marked
ability;
Berzac and "Maud." continuous roar.
In reality It was a bill of headllners.
A pleasing
announcement was given out this week that Viola
I'ratt Gillette, a Salt Laker, wonld appear at the
Orpheum week Jan. 12.
JAY E. JOHNSON.

Extravaganza Company,
Fred Irwin's Big Show.
Dogs were substituted this
Orpheum for Charles and Nellie

Bryant's
Second half:

SAN ANTONIO, TEX.

Two Kings and

168 Lake 8tre*t, Chicago,

ORPHEUM

(David Beehler. mgr.).— Hen-man.
the Great,
beadliner,
very good; Foster and
Foster, musical, big hit; Beth Stone, singer and
toe dancer, pleased; Mills and Morris, minstrels,
scored heavily; Wm. Tompkins with "locals" and
songs repeatedly encored; Eva Mudge fsiled to arrive on time, place taken by Dixon and Fields,
held over.
FAMILY (G. G. Lehman, mgr.).—
Jess and Marion Cohl, Billy H lines. Lee Harrington, The Faye Sisters, ill. songs.
UNIQUE
SCENIC (Tierney A Csmeron, mgrs.).—
Moving pictures snd ill. songs.
CRYSTAL
(F. B. Donahue, mgr.).
Moving pictures and ill.
songs.
R. E. M.

Blonde Typewriter Company.

week

_

IA.

with a vaudeville bill of fair merit and
it Is the intention of Mr. Young to produce good
of A No. 1 vaudevillers throughout the
remainder of the season.
This house, under Mr.
Young, has been operated for the past four
years, meeting with liberal patronage.
All summer it was a Nickelodeon, and one of the first In
the field here, worked up a staunch business.
The opening vaudeville bill Included The Wlndles.
moving pictures, and Dale and Carreg.
Manager Jennings of the Orpheum wore the glad smile
all week (2), for which he had good cause.
The
sign was prominent throughout the
S. R. O.
week and the bill was the banner one of the sea-

Brownell. mgrs.).— Half

NOTE.— Fritz's
King,

PUBLISHED EVERY NOW AN' THEN FOR
SONGS AND SINGERS.
THI8 WILL INTEREST YOU.
BEND FOR FREE COPY.
WILL ROSSITER.

MILLER.

On 2 the Bon Ton. under the ownership and
management of J. II. Young, opened its doors

BIJOU (Updegraff A
Harry

Push-Cart

SHAMOKIN, FA.

FAMILY (W. D. Neilds, mgr. Monday re
10).
comedy,
hearsal
Hathaway
and
Siegel,
good; Al Leonhardt. comedy Juggler, fine; Webb
and Connelly, presenting "College Days." very
good; Wm. II. Burk, harmonica artist, pleased;
Orloff Troupe, comedy bar act, best seen here.

—

bills

BALLET
SHOES a specialty.

i

company.

14.

JUST OUT!

In

again

(C. Floyd Hopkins, mgr.).— Frits's
excellent; Olga Loralne, fair; Eckert and
very well received; McMahon's Minstrel
Maids and Watermelon Girls, highly pleasing,
got a number of calls; Juno Salmo, liberal applause; Murray K. Hill, plenty of laughs; Holden's original comic Manikins, skilfully operated.

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH.

MILLER. Manufacturer

hearsal 10).
Half week. ."»: Francis and Rogers
a pleasing comedy sketch were the headllners;
Reilly and Morgan
held over) in a new sketch,
more than pleased; Center and Gilmote, excellent
musical act; the Great Kippy, cartoonist, good.
Half week, 0: Ring and Williams, comedy sketch,
headliners. the act being Jiew and the singing
of the woman very good;
abelle Jackson and
Company in a dramatic sk
entitled "Gold vs.
I/ove," have an act tha
a winner; Aklmo
Kataro. Japanese wire ar
and foot juggler,
presents a familiar line of
rk and gets Home
applause; Mildred Lamp sings some songs In a
clever manner, scoring' big with "Marluccla" in
Italian costume.
NOTE. Harvey Wilkinson is
now stage manager at the Majestic, Dave Hem
inger resigning to accept a position with a road

BOMB'S (QMirc

CHICAGO, SATURDAY, DEC.

re

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

Care of Mark-Stern Building.

I.

Monday

mgr.

SAMUEL.

ORPHEUM

week:

Sketches from the pen of Borwlts are the best
vaudeville.
Author of such hits as "College
Days," "Mrs. Murphy's Second Husband," "The
Last of the Troupe," "The Marriage Fee," "Jackson's Honeymoon," "For Ssle. Wiggins' Farm,"
and over one hundred successful sketches, mon>
logues, Ac.

M.

S.

Dogs,
Rerg,

pleasing-

In

—

Howard,

(Joe

further developments have occurred in regard to the notice served on Wm. Monis L>
vacate the Nelson.
Rumors have it that Keith
would take over the house and run a picture and
vaudeville show.
NELSON (C. H. Davis, res.
mgr.). Joseph
MacNichol opened with roller
skating; Marie Hollls. singer, fair; Chas. Stlne
and OUle Evans, "Wanted: A Divorce." received
a hearty reception; Grand Opera Trio presented a
scene from "Faust," very good and received several encores;
Kenney and Hollls in an sbsurditv
were well liked; Golden Gate Quartet, colored
singers and comedians,
scored heavily; Osaka
Japanese Troupe did some remarkable Juggling
and acrobatic work.
POLI'S (Gordon Wrighter.
res. mgr.).
Mareena. Nevaro and Mareena, verv
pleasing; Donald and Carson in "Alex McLean's
Dream." a laughable act that won favor; Leon
Roger, good; Carter, Taylor and Company were
generously applauded; Goo. Auger and Companv
in
"Jack the Giant Killer" were well
liked;
Dillon Brothers sang songs of their own compo
Hon to several encores; the Blonde Typewriters.
with Johnny Stanley, had a fine reception.
NOTES.— The Nelson had the S. R. O. sign out
several times last week through the interest taken
in Hardeen, who got out of a packing box made
by a local merchant Friday. The Knox Auto
Co. finished "Six of a Kind" trucks for the Geo.
Abel Transfer Co. last week. They are fine looking machines.— Miss Barrett, a former Springfield
girl,
is
playing at Poll's this week with The

an act.

St.,

I.

READING, PA.

As for SKETCHES, my only "Budget" Is my
brain, and that is boiling over with original
ideas.
Talk to me for five minutes snd see!
Studio, 215 W. 49th St., N. Y. City.

88th

R.

IMPERIAL (John P. Hill, mgr.).— A good entertainment is given by the "High School Girls,"
especially In the comedy offered by Mat Kennedy.
"The Mayor of Nowhere" is the opening piece,
and is full of ginger. Good work Is done by the
chorus. The olio is led by Malda Dupree.
Athon
and Young, fairly good sketch; Sutton and Sutton by working a little faster would greatly improve their act; the Big Four, good singing quartet and a big hit
the Three Wlora Sisters.
Russian dancers, a big novelty act for burlesque.
Next:

COOK'S OPERA HOUSE, ROCHESTER, V.

W.

fair.

Lew Donnelly, hit;
FRED. W. ARGALL.

;

Per, Address t

108-104

audience;

the

SKETCHES AND SONGS,

Will

SANDUSKY, OHIO.
MAJESTIC

all

—

«

bit;

CAL. COHEN.

—

FITTSTON, FA.

FAMILY

SILVER

Alma. 'The Colonial Singing Girl," big
Carroll aud "His Wooden Family." popular.

Hebrew

SYRACU8E,

GRAND OPERA HOUSE
Monday

mgrs.

Wool ford,
pleased;
Fields,

good;
Vinle

rehearsal

Mr.
Daly,

and

GEO. PRESSL.
N. Y.

(Grand
10:30).

Mrs.

well

Amuse.

— Barry

Gardner

received;

Co.

and
Crane,

W.

C.

scored;

Meredith Sisters, pleased- The
Willie Pantzer Troupe, big; William A. Dillon,
decided hit; Marcel's living pictures, good.
NOTE. Usual Sunday night performance not

—

Klven.

SAM FREEMAN.

Rural Courtship," very good; Bates and Neville,
ordinary Mcyde act; Gil Brown, singing comegreat: Leeds and LaMar. Australian sketch
artists, very food.
VARIETIES (Jack Iloeffler,
gen. mgr. ).— Rose Royal and her Statue Horse
"Chesterfield," great; Vlda and Hawley, character
studies, very good; Lea and Opp, Hebrew comedians, very good; Fred Lasere, contortionist, ordinary.
COLISEUM (J. H. Barnes, mgr.).—
The Dora Woodruff Stock Company opened Monday, Dec. 2, for an right weeks' engagement, but
on account of poor business, closed Wednesday
night.
Dec. S, matinee and nlgbt, "Williams'
Imperials," good business.
Dec. 15, "Oriental
dian,

Extravaganza."

ROSS GARVER.

advertisement a kindly mention Variety.

THE NAME OF THIS PARTICULAR MACHINE WHICH IS LEASED
ONLY WITH PICTURE SERVICE
IS

COMPLETE.
EVERY FIRST CLASS THEATRE
NEEDS THIS MACHINE, IF ONLY
FOR THE REASON THAT WITH-

OUT IT THE BEST TO BE HAD IS
NOT THEIRS.
OTHERS CLAIM ALL THAT WE
DO BUT DARE NOT ATTEMPT TO
MAKE GOOD IN THE SAME
BREATH WITH US. YOU SHOULD
BE INTERESTED. WRITE TO

«0.

K.

SPOOR &

60-62 6. Clark

St.,

(0.

CHICAGO, ILLS.

—

VARIETY
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PASTOR'S
MANAGERS

THEATRE

VAUDEVILLE

14th St., 3d Av.

ATTENTION
Do Not Allow Anyone

to

Make You

Believe

Continuous,

SO

ft

80

Percy G.

eta.

NEXT WEEK. MONDAY. DEC. 10, 1907.
KATHERINE MILEY
POTTER AND HARRIS
MR. AND MR8. HARRY THORNE
AND COMPANY

9

imams

'

Peerless

That There

ia

Two Macks

THREE NIGHTENGALES
GILBERT AND KATEN

a Scarcity of

Evans Trio
Jenny Conchas
Wlnans and Caaaler
Prince and Virginia

Good, High-Class Acts
in the Vaudeville Field

CIRCUIT

Jerome Mora and

J.

Company
Yltagraph

FISKE AND MCDONOUGH

COLONIAL

New York

HAMMERSTEINS

ORPHEUM
ALHAMBRA
ORPHEUM
NOVELTY
GOTHAM

Brooklyn

VICTORIA

AMERICA'8 MOST
FAM0U8 VARIETY

THEATRE.

Open the Year Around
I

Have en Abundance

of the Beat Material

Can BooK Any Number
ALL

©

of Theatres

My

Book*, aa usual, and

ORPHEUM

on 24 Hours' Notice

Houses Receive Equal Treatment

My

in

D«»rborn

Office. 167

St.

Office.

1440 Broadway,

We>w

VAUDEVILLE HEADL1NERS

York

BARBOUR"He Books the Acts
For Vaudeville, Fain and Farka. Managers, tend for list*. Artiats, eend open time.
Address E. L. Barbour, 119 La Salle St., Chioago.
Europe should take advantage of the exceptionally low
Call or
prevailing and in effect until March Slst, 1908.
WTite for fan particulara.
travelling-

Khllrl K rKN
I bill WillTtfcilW

to

now

r »tes

PAUL TAUIIG,
Tel.

104 Cast 14th

Str««t.

NEW YORK

£099 Stuyve.

Edward Moxart, Eastern Representative, Lancaster,

ALPHA VAUDEVILLE
Booking
This circuit

ia

first

Clark and Klnxie

Bts.,

J.

EUSON,

class vaudeville acts only.

FOLLY
CHICAGO
EMPIRE CIRCUIT

CO.,

Leasee and Manager.

Amateur night Friday.

The most popular burlesque theatre in Chicago,
the attractions of the Empire Circuit.
Two shows every day.

playing

Nothing but the best.
Amateurs Friday.

W.

L.

SHEA'S

Bbea,

(J.

10).—"Maggie Cllne,

well

Monday

mgr.

received;

rehearsal

Emmet

l>e

"Dreamland," fair; "Little
Hip," cute; Elizabeth Murray, excellent; The
Halloways, clever; Lavine Clmaron Trio, good
acrobats; Clifford and Burke, very amusing.
(JAYETY (Thomas R. Henry, mgr.).— Patrons of
voy

: 1

1 1 < 1

Company

in

high class burlesque and refined vaudeville turned
Barton's "Big
in force 9 to greet Rice ACompany," which was the opening atBusiness
iip-to-dnte
theatre.
this
traction nt
was large all week. Chas. Burton. Bert Baker
and the Great Maxettl Troupe were features.
STAR (K. \V. Stair. mgr.). Joe (Jans, big draw
ing card with "The Brigadiers." and the latter
were up to the standard and patronage was good.

WATERLOO,
(Johnson
&

IA.
Nichols,
mgrs.).—
ELBCTRIC
Fentou and Fcnton, dancing and singing; Eddie
Collins, comedian, Chas. Lane, Dutch comedian;
Electric
McCloud and Melville, comedy sketch.
exchangee shows Thursday with the Bijou at
Marshalltown.
A. W.

WHEELING, W. VA.

OUt

Gaiety

HARTLEY.
TROY, N.

Y.

PROCTOR'S (W.

Monday
H. Graham, mgr.
rehearsal 10).
Mr. and Mrs. Robyns, one-net
play. "Counsel, for the Defense." proved entertaining; The Darrns Brothers, good acrobatic act.

WONDERLAND

W.

Rogers.
mgr.).—
Rivers and Reeves, "Cowboy" sketch and vocalists; W. A. Woodlcy. blackface musical, went
Sterling,
well;
Manley
and
comedy sketch:
Cabana, high wire, proved n winner.
BIJOU
Miss
Shaffer,
mgr.).
Yeager,
pianist;
(Geo.
The Gordans. comedy sketch; Oh Ling Foo and
Company. Chinese magic; Lillian Dow, "Moon
Rover and French, comedy sketch; Gus
(Jirl";
Kldora, Juggling.
C. M. II.
(II.

—

—

The Village Clioir, singing, won favor;
Clayton Kennedy and Mattle Mooney, humorois
sketch. "The Happy Medium." caught on; 011pleased;

inour and Lntour, talking and Hinging, fair; Leo
Elme. musician, won fnvor.
LYCEUM (It.
H. Keller, mgr.).— The "High Jinks" Bttrieeqtteri
appeared In the eomedetta "Boseland" for the
first lialf and were well patronized.
J. J. M.

St.

WASHINGTON,

D.

C.

GAYETY (W. S. Clark, mgr.).— Charles Robinson and his "N'lght Owls" give good performance.
A good chorus who sing well, and are

NEW LYCEUM (Eugene
roatumed.
"Rolllckers" sandwiched between
mgr.).
The chorus
two act speeialties Introduced.

nicely

Reman,
the

—

c<unp«»sed of fourteen pretty girls who sing
Is
This Is the
well and make a good appearance.
best singing show that has been seen here this
BILLY BOWMAN.
season.

WORCESTER, MASS.

98 LA SALLE ST., CHICAGO.
Representing first claas managers of Eastern and
vaudeville
vaudeville
theatres,
headBend your open time.
liners, novelties, big acta.
Address W. F. HENDERSON,
Prop, and Manager.
CHAS. H. DOUTRICK. Aast. Mgr.
Q.

DOYLE,

Representative.

The

bill

I

When answering

CHICAGO
WILLIAM SINGER. MANAGER.

NEW STAR
MILWAUKEE, WIS.
R. TROTTMAN. Manager.

American and European Vaudeville Agency.
Artists desiring foreign time, call or write.

NEW

YORK CITY.
1440 BROADWAY,
Tel. 8487 Bryant. Cable "Control, N. Y."
London Branch: 17 Green St., Leicester 8q.
Cable: "Olymplonlc, London."

playing

FRANK
Handsomest

and aafeat burlesque theatre Si
America. Playing Empire Circuit Shows. Matinee
Every Day.
Visit the new Rathskeller Downstairs.

The

Clifford C. Fischer

to

Handsomest burlesque house in America, playing Empire Circuit attractions exclusively.
Shows changed every Sunday. Matinees daily.

Western

F.

letters

Madison Street Near Halafed

beat In the Weat.

EMPIRE THEATRES
HOBOKCN
AND PATEBSON, N.

J.

HIGH CLASS VAUDEVILLE
Address

all

personal lettera to

BRUGGEMANN. Owner and Manager,
EMPIRE THEATRE, HO BO KEN. N. 7.

A. M.

BEST PLACES TO STOP AT.
TORONTO,
9^» ARTISTS, NOTICE
CAN., stop at the

Fa u rot
ALEXANDRA ROYAL Hotel
SCRANTON, PA.
188.190

SIMCOE

ST.

rates.

Two-minute walk from

all

Special

3 Minutes from Theatres
American Plan

theatres.

PLAY POLI'S, SCRANTON
AND STOP AT

HOTEL SCHADT
EUROPEAN PLAN.
ROOMS WITH OR WITHOUT RATH.
CAFE CONNECTED.
ALL IMPROVEMENTS.

E.

Rataa Moderate?

RAISLEY. 244 Adams

St.

Rotel
CHICAGO

J^ational

Cor. Van Buren St. and Wabash At*.
Half block from Auditorium Theatre.
In viclnlay
of all theatres.
Weekly rates made.

D.

A.

DOOLEY,

Prop.

R O O /W S
COMFORTABLE, QUIET

Mlley,
with solid applause; (Catherine
sini^s, very good; Hardeen. "The Handcuff King,"
very difficult feats in the handcuff line and
dlil
trunk
won applause when be escaped from
\V. M. SHERMAN.

reived

YONKERS. N. Y.
Fosse,
res.
mgr.).
"Louis
.1
Monroe, Mark and I.awrenee, "How to Get Rid
nt
Your Molher-ln-Law," scored heavily; Olympla
Quartette, "Thr Weal Point Cadeta," rail of the
"Kesisto." the
ordinary run of "quartettes";
man who cannot be electrocuted, a mystery; Max
Tmirblllon troupe of cyclers made an excellent
r hming number; Reld Sisters have a neat aero*
Italic dancing act
and received several encores;
Melville and Higglns In a comedy act were unusually well received; Keeley Itrothers, comedy
bag punchers, experienced no difficult* in hold
down their Opening position .— NOTES.
lag
Louis .1. Fosse, well known in the show world
as actor and manager, succeeded B, H. Cahlll
the Orpheum.
Mr.
as
resident
of
manager
Cahlll resigned.
He intends to reside hero. The
Reld Sisters took the place of Hay Cox. who was
hooked to appear lure this week.
Having picture shows are opening up with almost alarming
rapidity in this city.
It seems that the great

34 City Councillor Street,

MONTREAL, CAN.
MRS. YOUNG.

ORPHEUM

opened with Joe and Nellie
Howard, musical act, went well; Elsie Faye and
Blssett ami Miller, songs and dances, took well;
.las.
Callahan and Jenny St. George, "The Old
Neighborhood." easily the hit; Carson and Wll
l;rd,
"On Wall Street," good, and took •Veil;
Snyder and Company in "Commencement
Kiln
Day." full of ginger and well liked; W. 11.
Murphy, Blanche Nichols and Company, "From
Zaza to Uncle Tom," were greeted with loud
applause and had the people in laughter through
La Maze Brothers, acrobatic comOUt the act;
civ.
verv goo.
and took well.
FRANKLIN
SQUARE (W. S. Waldo, mgr.).- La Belle Fans
tina opetted, tumbling, well liked; Rennler and
Sterling, song and dance turn, fair; Dick Tem"The English Entertainer." of the English
ple,
type, but went well; Chadwlck Trio. "For Sale —
Wlggln's Farms." very good— feature of this
the
dancing of Ida Chadwlck. which was react
I'OLl'S.

eaat

New York

0.

at

HENDERSON'S
Theatrical Exchange,

Catering exclusively to the profession.

TORONTO, CAN.

fill

East

PERSONAL

all

New E mpire

DOCKSTADER,

Garrlck Theatre. Wilmington. Del.
Can close Saturday night and make any city
of Chicago to open Monday nlgbt.

When

LESSEE.

John A. Fenoessy, Manager.

Flaying in burlesque attractions of the ColumMatinee every day.
Amusement Company.

you have an open week you want to
short notice, write to

State Street near Congress

CHICAGO.

bia

If

CIRCUIT—-—

45 Seconds from Clark St. Bridge.

8ID

Pa.

prepared to guarantee good acts from twelve to thirty weeks' continuous engagement.
LEVEY A LEVEY, Proprietors
Main Office, Victory Theatre, Sutter near Fillmore, Ban Francisco, Gal.

SidJIuson's
N.

CITY

~ GOOD STANDARD ACTS

Boston
Williamsburg

WILLIAMS, ST. JAMES
BUILDING, 2eTH ST. AND BROAD*
WAY. NEW YORK CITY

PERCY

All Applications for Time Must be Addressed to
O. E. BRAY, Booking Manager,
Majestic Theatre Lldg.. Chicago, 111.

J

RPnrillllirnA

Address

•P HIOH CLASS VAUDBVILLE THEATRES
M. MEYERFELD. JR., Prea.
MARTIN BECK, General Manager.
FRANK VINCENT, N. Y. Representative.

WILLIAM MORRIS
Chicago

CIRCUIT

Harlem

advertisements kindly mention VARIETY,

—

THEATRE.

One block from BENNETT'S

success Harry Hamilton achieved with his Palace
led others to believe that this was a good field.
B. N. KARPUNKLE.

Y0UNOST0WN. 0.
THE GRAND (Jooepfl Bchagrln,

mgr.) .^—Vaudenumbers With "Itroadway After Hark" were"
Harry ami Sadie Fields, Mildred Stoller, Kittle
Casino
PARK
and the
Pour(A. C.

ville

I.oxley
Irons,

mgr.).

Vaudeville

with

acts

the

Carl

Cook st«Hk Company; The <;reat Arnolds, the
Fred
Iteto.
and
Kershaw*, Edyth La Nora
TEMPLE il'r, ink Hourbeek, mgr.) .--Olive Onus,
refined musical act; the Fraslera, gymnasts, and
Mile.

TARO
\

vocalist.
Verona,
TKATRO NAPOLENiuls Clink, mgr.).
Nat Lee, vocalist;
Massarl. cmnlque;
Genaro Nardurel,

i

incen/o

Italian
brette.

singer,

and

Ituth

F.duii.

C.

dancing
A.

sou-

LEKDY.

VARIETY
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The Man

Who

Much Abused

Civilized the

Instrument, the Accordeon
Enormous Hit on Klaw

&

Erlanger Circuit

This Week, Shubert, Kansas City.

The Romany Opera Company
PRESENTING A SCENIC SINGING NOVELTY ENTITLED

"CYP8Y LIRE"
ALSO

The Zingari Opera Company
PRESENTING AN OPERATIC NUMBER ENTITLED

Scenes

In

et

Spanish Inn"

L

HARRY HASTINGS
WANTS QUICK
NEW

Sensation of the West

FOR HIS

Sensation of Frisco

Poll's

Conceded by Managers,

BOOHING IN CONJUNCTION WITH
THE UNITED BOOKING OFFICES OF
AMERICA AND KLAW » EBLANGER

NewHiveiUonn.

Poli's Theater,
Poli's Theater,

Late Star "Old Isaacs of the Bowery," assisted by

sketch team, comedians, soubrettos, leader, novelty acts and twenty good-looking chorus girls.
Also
good Oriental dancer.
Apply GEO. F. BELFRAGE, Mgr. Room 228, Knickerbocker Theatre Annex.
,

New York

City.

GLENN

WHITE

In the One-Act Playlet

"THE MARRIAGE FEE."
By
Portland

Horwits.

Chas.

"Telegram*'

says:

"Harry First

is

David Warfleld's only legitimate successor."
This aot was written especially for me by Chas.
Horwits, and no one else has any legitimate claim
to its authorship.

WANGDOODLE
In their whimsical comedy,

ARODI
a

ROBINSON

SISTERS LAVIGNE
ALICE and PEARL.
Team that onn troth Sing and

Dance.
class vaudeville house* in the
flr><t
Went.
Would like to hear from farce
ccmedy companies.
Both play parts.
Our ward
rohe the best.
Address
Sister

Haven, Conn.

plating

188 E.

Hartford, (onn.

Mass.

Worcester, Mass.

Poli's Theater.

Bridgeport, (onn.

Poli's Theater,

Waternury, (onn.

Neriden,(onn.

Poli's Theater,

Scranton, Pa.

Poli's Theater,

Wilkes Barre, Pa.

KOPPE

I never

was very

let

r

"

NEATH THE OLD CHERRY TREE, SWEET MARIE." "DREAMING," "HE'S A COU8IN OF
MINE." "HONEY BOY" AND "POOR JOHN."
also

success.

write

My

words to your melodies, comic or sentimental,
monologues and parodies are of the advance order.

original

sketches,

for

$10.00.

I

Special price

guarantee
for special

work.

EDDIE KELLY,

tOO x

^^— ARMSTRONGS

tall.)

—

WO Feet

Of Ground, Halsted and Taylor Streets, CHICAGO.
In Center of Jewish District.

P. 0.

Box

404, Chicago.

build theatre
to suit tenant

204

AMUSEMENT

Schiller Building,

EXCHANGE

Chicago

Booking for Fairs, Vaudeville and Musical Comedy.
A good supply of experienced chorus
men always on hand. Address H. A. ARMSTRONG.

girls

and

VA/iM

P.

Theaters Open All the Tear Around

CHICAGO.

I

Abe,
me hear from you.
^^~"™
I 6wn

Poli's Jacques Theater,

Poli's Theater,

ST.,

GOODALL

JUGGLING COMEDIAN
COMING EAST "SHORTLY."
(Still,

Waterbury,(onn.

INDIANA

The
ORIGINAL

"Darkey Dancing Master.

Manchester's Attractions, 5 Seasons.

Middle

Springfield,

FRENCH MAIDS"

MISS FLORENCE HADLET,

A
Sow

Poli's Bijou Theiter,

Poli's Theater,

BURLESQUE SHOW

BIO.

TO OPEN DEC. 30TH,

Theaters

New

The

Public and Press to bo

the greatest act ever Been in the West.

HARRY FIRST

PolisTheater,

HOMANS

Management GEORGE

ALEXANDER BEVAN.

both produced, staged and invented by

Room

86.

For Sale or
Two

PRITIKIN,
168

State

St.,

CHICAGO.

Rent— ONE-ACT COMEDY

female,

one mnle part.
Only booked
wishing to change sketch dealt with.
Playwright, care VARIETY.
parties

When

At wood and Terry
^
Dispensen of Mirth.
Permanent Address, 807 Fifth Ave.,

KEENEYS THEATRE, BROOKLYN. THIS WEEK.

answering advertisements kindly mention Variety.

New

York.

VARIETY
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AXMAS
BIRD
PRESENTS

ITS

STOCKHOLDERS WITH ANOTHER MINING CLAIM.

"THE LITTLE ANNIE"
Property now consists of 'The Ontario," "Big Hal/' "The Humming Bird," "Little Mamie," "Gen. Jackson," "Belle B.,"" Yellow Jacket" and "The
Little Annie," and is being developed by miners working in day and night shifts.
We are situated between two of the biggest ore shoots in this
country "The Quito" on one side, with values running from $210 to $400,000 per ton "The Lexington" on the other side, with values from $200
to $1,280 per ton gold.
Our "Belle B." vein has been cross cut for eighteen feet and we are still in mineral. Assays were $6 per ton in gold on the surface and at
our present depth the assays on our foot wall run $12.80 per ton gold. The entire eighteen feet carries gold and silver values. With a little
further development this property should make a dividend payer.

—

;

WE NEED MONEY FOR THIS
If

you have Children, Father, Mother,

Sisters,

PURPOSE

Brothers or dear Friends you intend to remember this coming Yuletide with a present

A SMALL BLOCK OF THIS STOCK WOULD BE A GIFT THAT MAY BRING THEM AH IHCOME FOR YEARS
I

personally guarantee the truth of every

word

in

our prospectus.

Send for same and subscription blanks.

BUY WHILE THE STOCK IS CHEAP
S?%&S73S? fiBFE Ttoenly-fi-Oe CenU Per S/>&re
PAR VALUE $1.00. NO SALARIED OFFICERS, MONEY HONESTLY EXPENDED.
SHARES CAN BE BOUGHT ON A FIVE OR TEN MONTHLY INSTALMENT PLAN, FIVE PER CENT. OFF FOR CASH

Address

Geo.

RICHARD

F.

STALKY, POST OFFICE BIN

AND

W.

O,

IDAHO SPRINGS, COLORADO

ROBINSON

William

MOST

ORIGINAL
COLORED COMEDIANS
In their

I

When

COMEDY

Offering

A Friend of Mine

answering advertisements kindly mention Variety.

»
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-A

HATTER OF RECORD-

& ERLANGER S
FOUR—
KLAW

Jffll

THEATRES EVERYWHERE ABE THE MOST PROSPEROUS
CHICAGO,

AUDITORIUM

has

entertained

than

people

the

all

houses in that city combined.
other vaudeville li

REC0RD
MAKING

THEATRE.

Advance sale for
the coming week the largest ever

NEW YORK

KITTY FRANCIS
and the

recorded in a vaudeville house in the metropolis.

CflRRCQT
rUnnLO
I

TRIUMPHS
THIS

more

RUBE WELCH,

AMEBIC*

IH

PHILADELPHIA.
enough people

a dozen vaudeville houses in that

TRFMflNT
nClflUII

WEEK

I

I

B0ST0N

week

to

fill

half

city.

Another

-

away

Turned

last

great

Hundreds standing in

MISSES

GOYLE. BEATRICE and BYRNE

success.

buying

line

seats for the Big Festival.

Majestic Circuit
interstate amusement

co.

(proprietors).

R.

F.

OARAUTHERS,

PLAYING MODERN VAUDEVILLE
MAJESTIC THEATRE,
BIRMINGHAM,

THE

MAJESTIC THEATRE,
LITTLE ROCK,

Ala.

Ark.

Opans Mondays.
Daily
Popular Prii

Daily Matinees.
Opens Mondays.
Popular Prlc

MAJESTIC THEATRE,
DALLAS, Texas
Opens Sundays.
Daily M a tins—.

MAJESTIC THEATRE,
FT.

WORTH,

Texas

Opens Mondsys.
Daily
Popular Pit

Popular Prie

MAJESTIC THEATRE,
•
HOUSTON, Texas

MAJESTIC THEATRE,
SAN ANTONIO, Texas

Dally Mstin
Popular Pri

Sundays.

Daily
Popular Pri<

LYRIC THEATRE,
MOBILE,

Man

General

IN

Matin—

MAJESTIC THEATRE,

WACO,

Ala.

pens Mondays.
Daily MatlBSSl
Popular Prie

Playing;

Texas

Travailing* Companies.
Popular Prions.

OUR BOOKING DEPARTMENT IB PREPARED TO FURND3H BANDS, VAUDEVILLE ACTS,
EOR ALL
AMD OCCASIONS IN THE SOUTH ON SHORT NOTICE.
ADDRESS ALL
10

ETC..

E. F.

CARRUTHERS, IMESTH

TIEITK

CHICAGO, ILL.

bids.,

Variety's Chicago Office
IS

IN

THE

Chicago Opera House Block
Advertisements and subscriptions received at regular

News

items

may be forwarded

there,

and

will

rates.

be promptly transmitted.

FILMS POR
RENT=PILMS TOR SALE
ALL THE LATEST SUBJECTS CONSTANTLY OH HARD.
OUR SBRYTIGB OUARANTBB8
SUCCESS
Phone
Manhattan Film Rental Co.
Write),

Phone

MO*—Oram.

116 E. 83d

"The

official

8TREET.

or Call.

NEW

YORK.

HART A

DAVIS, Mfra.

organ of the Australian Theatrical Profession."

"ST A GEL A NO 9

9

Gives a bright commentary on Drama, Vaudeville, Music, Circus, etc. TO ARTISTS, AGENTS, PUBLISHERS: An advertisement In "STAGELAND" brings yon directly in touch with all the Managers
and members of the profession in the Commonwealth and New Zealand. Rates, 6/ per quarter. Cards
with block, 20/ per quarter, payable In advance. PUBLISHED EVERY WEDNESDAY.
Foreign subscription 9/ per year.

James

Waters

"THE SINGER OF THE GHETTO.'

Manchester's

"Vanity Fair" Company.

DEC.

16,

THE MUSICAL COMEDY STARS
THE BIG LAUGH OF VAUDEVILLE

CASINO, PHILA.

When answering

advertisements kindly mention Variety.
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We

Jesse

L.

paid for this act, kindly allow us to derive the benefits from

ft

STEWART and DESMOND

Lasky's

A new

act in one,

by

SBARL ALLEN,

entitled

"COHEN, THE COP 99

Attractions

Introducing Harry Stewart as a Hebrew policeman and Minnie
up-to-date newspaper woman

Desmond

as an

H

"THE PIRNOPHIENDS

GREETINGS TO ALL MY FRIENDS.

II

f f

A NIGHT ON A
"

HOUSE BOAT
M

ROBINSON CRUSOE'S ISLE

"THE STUNNING GRENADIERS"
ii

Writing for Money.

And Getting
Watch for "TOWN TALK," a Two-act Musical Snapshot
By HARRY VON TILZER and BARNEY GERARD.

II

THE MILITARY OCTETTE

CHRISTMAS GREETING

AND

"THE

GIRL

It.

WITH THE BATON"

Here's Luck to all our Friends, and a Merry Christmas, too.
Our Enemies, we wish them well, and hope we have hut few.
And may Santa Claus remember them, and bring to all rood cheer,
And may we see them all alive when
comes next year.

II

"THE 14 BLACK HUSSARS

Xmu

"

THE LASKY QUINTETTE

MiDELL and CORBLEY

ALSO PRESENTING

DEC.
'

WILLIAM HAWTREY

BENJ. CHAPIN and CO.

ARCADE, TOLEDO.

DEC.

A TWENTY-MINUTE LAUGHING

28,

LYRIC, DAYTON.

ACT.

James A. Welch

AND

FRANK and CELIA WELCH.
TONY PASTOR'S, WEEK DEC. 9TH.

Assisted by

MEREDITH MEREDRO
(AT

16,

i

and CO.

DRURY LANE— LONDON, ENGLAND)
ALSO OPERATING

P. S.

—Tony

Pastor said :JJ Boys, you've a good act."

Put down on

bill

after

first

performance.

CHAS. WILSON
THE CHAMPION ALL AROUND JUMPER OF THE WORLD,
Sailed England To-day (Deo. 14th).

Mr. M. E. Robinson, of the Keith
in rehearsing my Saturday's performance.

Thanks

to

Dec. 23rd, Moss' Carnival. Edinboro.

YONKERS,

GEO. M. COHAN,

interest will be protected.

HUDSON THEATRE

Sole Agents.

staff,

for his

welcome and

his kindness

SYDNEY HYMAN'B AGENCY,

!

tised.

Ifl

our exclusive copyrighted property, and our

Mr. BroOkf, of Mr. and Mrs. Brooks, has been chas-

Harry Lund take heed.

Managers allowing

this act to be produced will

be prosecuted.

FILSON and ERROL

MEW YORK CITY
When

London.

"A TIP ON THE DERBY"
written by

GENERAL OFFICES

Proctor

WARNING TO MANAGERS AND PERFORMERS

N. Y.

Playing Refined Vaudeville

&

answering advertisement* kindly mention Variety.
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GIRLS

M

FEATURING

ALICE SHRO
ress

(I

Management

I

)

ChaMesW.Shl"

•

I

A Brand New One, and a Corker, for the Shrodes
and the

girls

next season

Address T. B. McMAHON, as per

When answering

route,

advertisements kindly mention Variety.

or

care Variety

»

VARIETY

The

Little

61

King and Queen

off

Comedy

Other Song "HITS"

BLANEY
HARRY CLAY
AND

KITTY

WOLFE

"NAPANEE"
"Since You Called Me Dearie"

"STINGY"
"Clover Blossoms"

"MONTANA"
"Snuggle Up Closer"

"My

POPULARIZING WILL ROSSITER'S "HIT"
ii

i

When

Moon Plays Peek-a-Boo

the

Mariutch,

She Ceme Back to Me"

WILL
ROSSITER
THE CHICAGO PUBLISHER
152 LAKE ST.,

Assisted by THE GREATER CITY QUARTET

P.

8.— Have You Seen

CHICAGO
the

"PUSH CART!"

Educated Troupe of Australian Cockatoos
Absolutely the Meet Perfect Bird Act Before the Public.

Not s Mechsnicel Act, Bet Reel Trsined

Birds

Address care Variety, Chicago Office

mily

WORLD'S GREATEST JAPANESE TROUPE

Return engagement New York Theatre
'Permanent address. 3019 So, ParK. A<Ve.. Chicago,

this 'week

III.

The Professional Entertainers

RAYMOND

inl
Last

Week

LOTTIE

urk

y and
Same

Auditorium, Chicago.

Big Co.

Next

Week

off to

Buffalo (Teck)

MERRY CHRISTMAS AND A HAPPY NEW YEAR.

COMEDIAN
Presenting a legitimate

Entire Act written by

Hebrew Act

in

"One."

Finishing with his great medley of

AARON HOFFMAN

Grand Operas.

TIME ALL FILLED
a*

When

answering advertisements kindly mention Variety.

•
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&

.

•

x

Compliment* of the Season

•

I

£fo>

Vaudeville Artist*
=

^/Ind to Our 'Patron*
•
•

M
•

1

1

•

K.

&

E.

ADVANCED
VAUDEVILLE
THE TRADEMARK
THAT IMPROVED
YOUR VAUDEVILLE

•

IN

AMERICA

i

UNITED STATES AMUSEMENT
NEW YORK THEATRE BUILDING
NIW YORK

When

answering advertisements kindly mention Variety.

CO.

VARIETY

i

AN

66

O
IQI
DRUNKEN DOG
»

•

>

THE
tt

JJ

HELDOVER

EVERYWHERE
THREE WEEKS
AT BIG
AUDITORIUM
CHICAGO
cc

DAN

THE ACT THAT
MAKES THEM
ALL SIT UP AND
TAKE NOTICE
BOX OFFICE
WINNER
99

A NOL

With

nd Monkey
TAYLOR'S

63

J

mpany

ntomim

XMAS LEADERS!

A MERRY

CHRISTMAS

WILLIAM MORRIS

and

A HAPPY NEW YEAR

t

i

-.A

—

No. 4011
An exquisite Genuine
pocket with purse.
Seamless handle.

Hom-Back

Alligator

Bar

Full leather lined, one inside
8-inch size, only $6.00.

—

No. 207. A rich, handsome Bag- of unusual beauty, made from Genuine Horn-Back
Alligator
with Alligator covered frame.
Leather lined with inside pocket and purse.
The front of this
bag is ornamented with two Alligator Claws.
Solid brass lock.
Seamless handle.
$11.60.

—

No. 162LL
A small but extremely elegant Bag. made of Genuine Alligator, richly horned.
Covered frame.
Lciither lined.
One Inside pocket and change purse. A Bag high in quality
but low in price.
$3.50.
No. 81.— This is by far our most popular Bag.
Made of specially selected Genuine HornAlligator.
Full leather lined with two inside pockets.
Strap handles.
10 inch siie, $8.60."
12 inc h size, $9.60.

Back

TAYLOR XXTRUNK WORKS
MAKERS

WITH

CC

THAT QUARTETTE"
STILL SING1NO

C. A.

OF THE FAMOUS

NEW
131

W.

38th

YORK,

St., Cor.

Broadway.

PROFESSIONAL TRUNK.

CHICAGO.
36 E. Randolph St.

When answering

II

"THAT'S

WHATTHE ROSE SAID TO ME

MORRELL SAYS: " 'That's What the Roae Said to Me'
found to take the place of 'Answer.' "

advertisements kindly mention Variety.

is

the
%

ONLY

song I have ever
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PLUNKETT

AND
ST.

JAMES BUILDING. BROADWAY,

NEW YORK CITY
CAREERS T6UJ2£F Act.

Cor. 26th ST..

DIRECTING THE VAUDEVILLE
A

A

Real Comedy Novelty.

DeWitt, Burns and Torrance
44

THE AWAKENING OF

Loney Haskell
tt

THAT RASCAL.

Sweeping Hit From the

Royal

Musical

Barry and Wolford

»»

44

TOWN

TOPIC TICKLE TALKERS."

"PROTEAN VIOLINIST."

Whiting and

Van Brothers
Did You Ever See Any Chinee Money?

44

Nonsense."

Artistic

In the Thrilling Auto Sketch,

"A RACE

Kathleen De Voie
—

Melnotte Twins

Hal Bavis and Co

Monologist,

Using

Two

A

FOR A WIFE,"

Real Racing Autos and a

Whole

Car Load of Special Scenic

In "Dancing by Book," Late of
and De Voie.

Five

THE MOST ENTERTAINING ANOMALY IN VAUDEVILLE.

TOYS."

Vaudeville's Greatest Sensation.

The Dancing

Start.

Young

Combination of

Skill

and Laughter.

Brothers La Note
Comedy Trampoline

Equipment.

Triple

Bar Act.

The World's

Fastest Club Jugglers,

The 3 Juggling Bannans
Introducing the Wonderful Overhand

A. B. C. B. Girls
The

Liveliest

Act In Vaudeville.

Throw.

THE CYCLONIC JUGGLING COMEDIANS.
Eddie

Emerson

and

Baldwin

ADVANCED ENTERTAINING.
Jerr *

»•) Montgomery and

Moore

Florence

•

i

New

Act Next Season— "Variety With a Vengeance."

Introducing a Piano and

Some

Original Ideas.

AND FIFTY OTHERS -ALL WORKING -ASK THEM
When

answering advertisements kindly mention Variety.

—

!
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THE MAGNETIC

Maida
SINGING AND DANCING COMEDIENNE

"HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS"
P.

S.—Would

HOW NOT TO WRITE

A

LYRICS.

(Continued from page 20.)
and the hectic title page in two colors
credits Michael \i. CrDonnell with penning the words.

hear from reoognized comedian for vaudeville aot next season

like to

It goes:

Snratt,

May

The text does

Rusaell,

Mabel Hite. and Rose Stahl.

the name of the play or the
The only hint as to the identities

written

good deal more of the same sort

lows through four verses.
not

conveyed

the fact that the old mafl

in

a deadhead admission undrops dead during the play.

after gaining

From out of the part to light of day,
From pen and Ink springs in eight to stay,
A story told of a woman, false
To one she loved, but his love was lost.
For wealth had been such a tempting prise
To look at thro' two snch eyes
As those she gazed with upon that man

gratefully

Somehow

I

fail

to recognize the original

doorman, the picture

the

of

correspond to any doorman

Before the dance began.

dying episode

the

CHORUS.

is

I

does not
know, but

circumstantial evi-

Before the dance began that night,
Before a mirror stood

dence of the strongest sort pointing to a

A woman, handsome

certain actor

to

behold,

Who

sacrificed for gold
The truest love that one could
The love sho held the dearest,

And hark

hold,

"It pains me to depart
From you, my own sweetheart,

start.

lives

alone,

where the

night

winds

And these words they heard her

issues arc

and confused, but the story points a
wholesome moral, suitable for young
children as well as ladies and gents. For
did not virtue triumph (cf. last stanza
"life has brought joy to the man she
loved," etc.) ?
Did not the false one gel
hers? Isn't it always so in our best tin
pan lyrics? What do you want?
Before reluctantly passing on from this
exhibit, I would call attention to the fine
word painting descriptive of the house
down by the lake (see last verse). This
goes with a mournful passage suggestive of
damp night winds and a scries of staccato

hate to put a

I

damper on the occasion of Variety's anniversary.
Enough to quote the opening

"Me and My

line of

We

little sweetheart, and she I call my own,
I chanced to meet her was while away
from home.
met by the Atlantic, one beauteous summer

The

day,
occasion

I

hare a

Which
writer

was romantic

is

for

me and my

fiancee.

very well, until later the

all

takes poetic license

— takes

by

it

runs that are positively malarial in their

and makes "fiancee"
rhyme with "happy," which argues un-

suggestion.

utterable

The Acme Music Pub.
sey

is

Co., of

New

Jer-

sponsor for this:

LET MB SEE HIS FACE ONCE MORE.

the

fact

things

for

his

scholarship.

The bump of humor of the author of
"The Way She Stops a Car" (comic) must
have stood out like the Adam's apple in
the

In a grand theatre lobby,
Where the lights are burning bright,
Stnnds a happy ticket agent.
His face beaming with delight;
For the throng of eager people
Has passed through the open door,
As he stands there gladly murmurs,
"Evening's toll will soon be o'er."
Slowly then a man approaches,
Faltering steps and broken pride,
"Please excuse, sir, I've no money,
But I'd like to pass Inside."
"Why sir, 'tis agalnBt the orders,
For to-night there does appear
One of this world's greatest actors,
And you cannot pass in here."

throat in

throat

suggestions

a human

of
for

incidental

screamingly funny.
Some
Some

skeleton.

His

business

One sample

will nod politely, others coldly
will rush out to the tracks,

are

—

—

VAUDEVILLE
did

"I chose the downward path and he the one
to fame.
both loved the same dear mother, in happy
days of yore.
Oh, grant me this one favor, let me see his
face once more."

and Fenton, Nat Wills, Bickel and Watson, Geo. Marion, Harrigan and Hart,
FIvans and Hoey, Monroe and Rice, Jack
Slavin, Jim Corbett, Elsie Jan is, Valeska

I

are

brothers,"

the

old

man

exi'lalm;

We

When answering

He wrote

prefer

if

don't

and

where you

is

sigh

Be

a

fop

content

are.

Vaudeville, vaudeville,

Rah! Rah! Rah?
But forty weeks burlesque,

Ha$

!

Ha$

Ha$

!

!

it.

If,

CHARGE OF THE LIGHT BUSINESS
BRIGADE.
Four-fifty,

three-fifty,

Two-fifty downward,

Cressy.

comedies to day.
the other hand, Keith, Proctor, Will-

Kohl
& Castle,
Meyerfeld, Heck, Chase, Davis and Moore
are becoming millionaires through their
various vaudeville houses and circuits.
Ten years ago you would insult a legitimate star were you to offer him a vaudeville engagement.
To-day we find Henry
Miller, Arnold Daly, Chas. Hawtrey, William H. Thompson, Nance O'Neil, Kelcey
ami Shannon, Henry E. Dixev and 100
others on the vaudeville pay rolls.

Seldom the biggest show

Now
No

gets six hundred.

one^ knows just why.

Interest should so quickly die,

Hut "bad business" is the cry
Wherever you may go
Rarely six hundred.

llnmmerstein.

past experience, of mine, will do the

ambitious vaudeville artist any good, then
say never go to a

first class

manager and
A messenger

him how good you are.
boy can do the same thing. Do not ask
a manager to come down to K. & P.'s and
see you "rip them up the back."
No
manager wants his audience slaughtered.
It is a waste of time to call on a manager, no matter how great your ability
may be, if you are unknown.
Elsie Janis, Victor Moore and Valeska
Suratt all opened at Hammerstein's — they
were reviewed and signed. The same thing
may happen to you in the near future
and I hope it will.
tell

BURLESQUE DRESSING.
(Continued from page 17.)
other occasions.

Vaudeville to the left of them,
Skating rink to the right of them,
Nickelodeons in front of them,
Still

Why

the

folks

showman wondered
would not come

musicians are always willing to help us

Why show biz. was on the bum
Why a production quite a gem
Couldn't get six hundred.

Oh, what a plight was there,
Sometimes shy railroad fare,

When

they get the

company share

"Agent must have blundered
Prices

Public

may have been too
now is very fly,

"His Honor the Mayor"
Didn't do six hundred.

One

night stands are very bad,

Outlook ahead

is

very sad,

"Worst season we've ever had"
The manager thundered.
"Circuits have ruined things,

Julius Cahn's at fault by jings,"

At K. & E. they take their fling,
Managers are never glad
At less than six hundred.

Or moving pictures they will see,
Or medicine shows admission free,

—

The producer cannot

are.

Shows

The married soubrettes who work
with their husbands must all
portion

in the

suffer

I>uring the first part, the

the Manic fate.
of

the

audience

advertisements kindly mention Vabiett.

is

!"

high,

Salaries are very shy,

One "drummer" particularly (a few
minutes from Broadway) is the best
natured of all. But then all fat people

olio

thumb

Ticket seller sucked his

Closed will the houses be.

With few exceptions, the

out.

male

and

pine

Broadway.

it

you

Ten years ago Geo. W. Lederer, Edw. E.
Rice, Klaw and Krlanger, J. C. Duff, Fred
Halleu and .loe Hart were making barrels
of money as musical comedy producers.
Not one of them is producing musical

I

girls,

own

his

Other vaudevillian authors are Edmund
I>.iy. author of "The Round Up," and one
w hom the first class theatre goers will

If

Now,

vaudeville

music, produces, plays and

Both from vaudeville or variety,

thusiasm, but after the specialty
hard matter to win them back.

little

bow.

VS. MUSICAL COMEDY.
(Continued from page 19.)

"He and

who have

that

will do:

they don't
care how,
Then raising their dresses half up to their knees,
they signal from afar.
And this is the sight the motorman sees and
always stops the car.
Here the singer, If a lady, will raise
(Note.
her skirt as high as her modesty will permit.)

CHORUS.

own

find

manages some. There are only two who
my mind ever did this — their names are
Geo. M. Cohan and Edward Harrigan.

Fiancee" which goes:

The way

we

and

t<»

On

But that's enough of ballads. I could
show you a weird line of character and
comic numbers, too, only

plays, his

iams,

"I'm only a promised bride,
For o'er the ocean wide,
My sweetheart sailed away.
On our wedding day
His poor old mother died.
It seems I'm cast aside,
I'm only a promised bride."

somewhat clouded

conic to vaudevillians

plays

genius Geo. M. Cohan.

say:

CHORDS.

Life has brought joy to the man
She loved and lost Just for this young man.
Before the dance began.

Irwin, Blanche Ring, Lillian

hear from, Will

But I'll return," he said, and sailed away.
Her heart was broken when she saw her lover

moan.
An aged lady all bent with care.
Who shows some traces of beauty rare,
Although it's long since the dance began.

The minor

to this:

One night a young man met his promised bride,
Coming from home down to the gate;
lie had a message that his mother died.
And begged to change their wedding date.

She was to wed before it began.
Although for riches this woman planned,
She also promised her hand
In niiirrlage to this wealthy young man,
Before the dance began.
In a small cottage now
Down near the lake

might mention, but won't.

I

ONLY A PROMISED BRIDE.

Could she sec the sorrow, before the dance began.

A man of wealth, she met by chance,
Was to call and take her to the dance;
He came, and found her home with that man

Now we

give

actor.
is

fol-

all

en-

r

Bhe wise ones wondered
live,

Decent Rhows he cannot
falling

down

give,

as thru a sieve,

While the gross receipts be
Less than six hundred.

—F
Breeze."

/:.

Meredith

in

"The

Misaourl

•
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NOW PLAYING VAUDEVILLE

FLYING BUTTERFLIES

only

CU
The press

Oct. 3rd tbe

Is

unanimous

In proclaiming they present the

UNITED STATES COURT

In

Boston held

original

most genuine and Incomparable novelty of modern times. A Beautiful, Sensational, Daring, Picturesque Aerial Performance.
Act," and not only restrained them from further Infringement, but requested them to file a bond.

my PATENT INFRINGED by a "Copy

PIRATES AND ACCESSSORIES, BEWARE
WILL PROSECUTE ALL INFRINGEMENTS
Being the
to protect

my

of the FLYING BUTTERFLY feat and double revolving spin, and also sole Inventor and patentee of revolving apparatus used In performsnce of the Curaon
enlighten the Ignorant who argue, will say, I have no claims on hanging by the teeth, which was done by our ancestors.
My claims are as above stated.

ORIGINATOR
rights.

To

UNITED STATES PATENT NO.

W.

J.
JULIA

847,139.

GREAT BRITAIN PATENT

BEE AND THE ROBE, THE (Sentimental March Bona-).
CANDLE AND THE STAR, THE (Descriptive Ballad).
ULORINDA BROWN (Coon Bona;).
COMMON SENSE (Coon Song).
EVANGELINE (Intermezzo).
GLORIOUS HIGHBALL, THE (Latest Btein Song).
IN THE GOOD OLD UNITED 8TATE8 (March Sons;).
I'D LIKE TO CALL ON TOU (Sentimental).
INDIAN TALK (Comic).
LET ME BE YOUR ROMEO (Sentimental).
MAYBE I WAS MEANT FOR YOU, DEAR (Ballad).
MY HEART IS CALLING (Sentimental Ballad).
NIGHTINGALE'S SONG, THE (Hifh-olass Sentimental).
POOR OLD GIRL (Comic).
SHE'S MY GIRL (Walts Song).

innnipnn
MUCH MARRIED
HAYNES

Redmond and her
company In 'Too Much Married'

have a

Redmond,

"Julia
sketch

scream-produc-

'Too

Much

BWEETHZART HOW I MISS YOU (Walts Bona;).
THERE'S A ROOM IN MY HEART FOR YOU (Walts
WHEN VACATION DAYS ARE OVER (Sentimental).

whose

YANKEE BOY

Married'

ALCYONE WALTZES.
COLONIAL CLUB TWO STEP.
DIPLOMAT MARCH.
DOWN THE LINE MARCH.
JACKSON MARCH.
MASQUERADERS, INTERMEZZO, TWO STEP.

who masquerades as the wife
tbe master of the house,
and the contrast between tbe
two characters Is an excel-

finish and by the time the
end waa reached the audience
was tired from laughing and
Insisted on half a dozen curtain lifts to see the kids."—
Worcester Telegram.

of

lent bit of acting."

— Roches-

ter Herald.

MUDDY ROADS, MARCH TWO STEP.
8KIDOO MARCH.
YANKEE BOY, MARCH TWO STEP.

PROFESSIONAL COPIES FREE.

AND THC KIDS

Young

Al.

Hay nes

Root. A. Evans
Cremilde Norma

Cordelia, Bob's housekeeper
Sally, Bob's maid of all work

Redmond
By Themselves

Julia
*.

PlA(f—BEFORE THE

MINUTES.

PICTURES.

First,

LYCEUM-WESTMINSTER

—

If you

want

Now

We

tbey

lied

about us; fourth,

We own '*SILKO.**

they are stealing our Ideas.

tbe only

perfect

build and paint nine out of ten productions and vaudeville acts done In

real scenery,

painted by real artists,

we

will

have to do

it.

DANIELS SCENIC STUDIOS
Chicago Opera House BlocR

^M^

CHICAGO,

U. S. A.

PROVIDENCE

And

the famous

Nature's Born Comedians

>•-

CRIMMINS

BEST

A

UNDER THE SUN

all

""SSBSMKF

they lsugbed at us; second, they kidded and guyed ua; third,

tbey became scared of us.

tbe West.

Address

4,h

STOP THIEF!

STOP THIEF!
trunk theatrical scenery*

BOSTON

CO.,

Albert Cunningham

Jerry Finnegan, Bob's gardener
Deacon Smith, Bob's uncle

TINf— TW1NTY-TW0

ORDER DIRECT FROM PUBLISHERS.

THE THOMPSON MUSIC

Slid** S5.00

Bob Henshaw, who needs a wife and a baby and gets more
than he bargained for
t

The Babies and the Kids

Bong).

(March Song).

INSTRUMENTAL

a feature at Cook Opera
House, Is a new star In tbe
vaudeville heavens.
She Impersonates a mald-of-all work,
Is

ing farce that caught the
audience for an Instantaneous
hit.
The farce has a scream

Intend

RECENT PUBLICATIONS
VOCAL

iiiiaii

"Julia

I

ON

WITH AL. HAYNES AND AN EXCELLENT CAST
IN THE MERRY FARCE COMEDY

AL.

Sisters.

8,991.

ORIGINATOR AND MANAGER,

REDMOND AND COMPANY

ftfVAA

NO.

Q. H.

BATCHELLER, Lyceum

Theatre, Boston.

When answering

GORE

feature of several seasons' standing

Permanent Address,

communications concerning above to

AND

advertisements kindly mention Variety.

261 W.

23f(l

St.,

NeW

YOfk City
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WANDERER
IN

NOWHERE

CONJUNCTION WITH

THE BOSTON BELLES
Season 1907-08

Management

of

GEORGE BATCHELLER

ONE SOLID HIT

EVERYWHERE

fully copyrighted.

A FEW UNSOLICITED PRESS CLIPPINGS
"STAR-CHRONICLE,"

ST. LOUIS.
"EDWARD BIXLEY is • real comedian. He
is tbe star performer In 'The Wanderer from
Nowhere.'
which opened Sunday afternoon at
This show was a surprise to the
the Gayety.
patrons.
It la a straight musical comedy and
From the time BIXLEY
full of fun and go.
stepped out on the stage there was something
doing every minute and the audience waa aimply tickled to death when he took one Instrument after another from the members of tbe
As
orchestra and played on them with ease.
an encore he asked for the piano and a tiny
him."
instrument was handed

proves to be straight musical comedy, and all
things considered a very satisfactory entertain*

22,

'07.

is

clever.**

"THE REPUBLIC,"
"The Gayety

ST. LOUIS.

offers a departure In "The

dcrer from Nowhere.'

Wan

Instead of burlesque

it

sical farcical

Is

THIS SEASON

described as a 'mu-

EDGAR BIXLEY.

comedy* by

It

EDGAR BIXLEY, who

consistently upholds superiority over tbe series

derer,'

Is

so-called 'musical comedies' some burlesque
managera tenaciously take pride In paragraphing
with emphatic notation. There la a great deal
in the show the discerning supporter of improved burlesque will admire and enjoy.
The
show Is divided into acts. There is no olio.
The first reveals an exterior In tbe Far West,
where cow punchers, cow girls and other Western type in accurate attire are found.
There
is also a 'story' and It Is pertinently unfolded,

plays 'The Wantbe best rough and ready fun maker

'OLD HOSS HOEY.' BIXLEY
way into favor and when he steps

since the days of

sings

bis

down

to the footlights and piece by piece plays
every instrument in the orcheatra, the audience

applauds for more.
joyable aa

It Is

Such versatility

is

as en-

rare In burlesque."

"NEWS," INDIANAPOLIS, SEPT 22, '07.
The Boston Belles' Company at the Gayety

"
its

" 'The
the Qayety
Theatre this week furnishes a bill tbat Is bright
and clean and which la kept Interesting by an
EDGAR BIXLEY,
abundance of good music.
takes the
as 'The Wanderer from Nowhere,'
leading part. He is a good fun producer. Although costumed as a tramp hla part Is not
MR. BIXLEY, as well aa being a
overdone.
fun maker, is also a musician and plays on
everything from skillets held in the hands of
the chorus to the cornet and drums of the
orchestra.
He also has a monologue which

Wanderer from Nowhere'

raent.

week has a clean

ilils

INDIANAPOLIS, SKPT.
Boston Belles' Company at

"SUN,"

— "The

Wanderer from Nowhere"
was written by Edgar Bixley and is
P. S.

lack

of

dull

bill

scenes.

which

piece Is exceptionally strong,
in

the

of

role

is

notable for

The comedy

He

being a fun maker of rare ability.

the

Nowhere'
Is easily

Throughout the show
with music and humor.

the best of tbe cast.
)>rllllant

of

EDGAR BIXLEY

'The Wanderer from

Is

of

interrupted frequently by very attractive musinumbers, staged ostensibly in 'production'

cal

EDGAR

style by Evelyn Carrette.
BIXLEY Is
the only comedian, and he la so droll and etti

comedy elements that every opportunity for wholesome humor Is taken advantage
of.
He is legitimate, in fact, more so than
any other comedian who has been identified with
clent In the

burlesque

VARIETY'S

Correspondence

Theatre. Issue Oct. 10,

"SID

J.

EUSON'S

Little of Everything'

In

recent

years.

He

scores

an

In-

dividual bit with the musical Instruments, also

Chicago

Euson's

'07.

Euson, mgr.).— 'A
properly applied to the

with a monologue in the action of tbe first act.
Rice and Walters appeared in their rural acro-

(Sid J.

batic

is

on account of tbe numerous bumps and absnrd
antics.
'The Enchanted Tree,' a mythical narration with selections from 'Faust,' rendered
by May Bryant and chorus in costume, Is an

show

given by Batcbeller'a 'Boston Belles.'
Following a succession of mediocre and incomplete attractions this organisation earns absolute
distinction as tbe best that has played at
Kuson's so far since the season opened.
'The

When answering

comedy

eccentricities

Innovation in burlesque.

a

descriptive

medley

and did very well

'Songs of Other Days,'

by

BIXLEY and

advertisement* kindly mention VARIETY.

Fred

Nolan, was artistic, especially the verse with
organ accompaniment. There Is a splendid dancing number by six good-looking girls, and 'My
Idaho Girl' received several curtain call*, due
entirely to the nlmbleneaa and activity of Minnie Burke, who Is a very clever dancer and
seems to grasp the definition of every syllable
with marked expression. The Oriental number
is embellished with two sets of showy cost nines
and at times the ensemble waa reminiscent of
comic opera.
Stronger voices would place the
singing In that class.
In the 'Honeymoon'
number tbe ankle dresses are odd In design and
unique In conception.
A radical departure was
tbe numerous changes in dress by the male
members.
Tbe patriotic finale is not stereotyped, and while the American emblem Is displayed In true patriotic style. It Is unostentatious and convincing.
May Bryant has a good
soprano voice.
In
It has power and quality.
the brown suit she strikingly resembles Pauline
Fred
Hall when tbe latter was In her prime.
Nolan Interpreted a 'rube' of the far Western
type quite capably and Cbas. Banka appeared
is a Frenchman, later assuming a character
usually found In spectacular fablea a formidThere Is novelty In tbe
able Rajah or Sultan.
show, and the lncldenta follow In surprising
sequence. It is full of delightful musical comedy atmosphere, and with a few changes and
stronger vocal chorus the performance could

—

serve well In tbe better claas houses.

,
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Ci
A

Comedy Acrobatic
Under the

sole

THE THREE RUBES
ABSOLUTELY UNIQUE.
management of ALBERT SUTHERLAND,

i

99

ALL TIME

Act,

St.

James Building,

TANEAN, FELIX

New

and

FILLED.

York, N. Y.

GLAXTON

Would be glad to receive offers for that
Per. Add., 881 E. 93d Street, New York City.
CLUBS.
Tel. 6489— 79th St.

Playing clubs and Suuday nights only until March 2nd.
itMl later time.

OPEN FOR SUNDAY NIGHTS AND

CORA YOUNGBLOOD CORSON
AND HER

SEXTETT
MUSICAL

SCENIC

VAUDEVILLE

PRODUCTION.
J.

SPAHN, Mgr.
Par. Add., Musical

Medium.

Repreeentetive, ALT. T. 'WILTON.

Cincinnati, Ohio.
When answering

advertisement* kindly mention Variety.
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Western States
1

Vaudeville Association
EDWARD

Main

Office,

ACKERMAN,

A.

President

EMPIRE THEATRE, SAN FRANCISCO

RING FROM
THE WEST
REAL CIRCUIT!!

REAL MANAGERS!!

REAL THEATRES!!

A few of the many acts that have played and are now playing this time:
"That" Quartet
Mr. and Mrs. Edw. Esmond
Jessie Kellar Troupe

Willy Zimmermann
Eugenie Blair and Co.

Barton and Ashley
The Georgis
Buckeye State Quartet

"Sexton's Dream"
Gayety Quartet
Dan J. Harrington
Coccia and Amato

Geo. Thatcher
Brindamour
Hayes and Alpoint
Una Clayton and Co.

Sevengali

Lorimer Johnstone and Co.

Kaufman Brothers

Tim
J.

Cronin
Francis Dooley and Co.

Can Give Immediate and Future Time
Address

i

all

communications

to

SOLE BOOKING REPRESENTATIVE
For the Western States Vaudeville Association

houses

1440 Broadway

in

the

and General Representative for various
East

(Suite F),

New

Telephone 4930 Bryant

RICHARD PITROT, European
When answering

Representative

adverti.icmenta kindly mention Variety.

York City

VARIETY
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THE STANDARD OF SUPERIOR EXCELLENCE
THE RECORD BREAKING SPOKES IN THE EMPIRE BURLESQUE WHEEL
— SEASON 1907-08 —
9TH ANNUAL TOUR

3RD PROGRESSIVE SEASON

"ORIENTAL

cc

COZY CORNER GIRLS"

WASHINGTON
SOCIETY GIRLS"

Geo. W. Rife, Owner

The show

that has elicited praise

Eugene Kernan,' Owner

from Press and Public.

A

Known

success embellished

veritable

with handsome wardrobe, scenic

for its Brilliancy,

Completeness and Divertisement.

and an olio of meritorious
vaudeville numbers.
effects

W.

A

WATSON,

B.

General Manager.

WATSON'S

a

THE PEER OF ALL.
Records to

S

Ito

(INC.),

W. B.

M

THE LAUGHING HIT EVERTWHERE
Hotod for

WATSON

Ito

Cleanliness, Wholeso m eness and Refinement

Room 720, Knickerbocker

Theatre Building,

SUCCESS

UCC ESS

South Africa

everywhere.

OWNERS

Headed by the Original

sustained (lory.

hit

BURLESQUERS

ORIENTAL AMUSEMENT CO.
The Show with a Record and adding more

substantial

HEW YORK

CITY.

sue C ESS
London

MAX

GRACE
THE SINGING AND DANCING COUPLE.
BOOKED TILL 191 1.
GERMANY, FRANCE, AUSTRALIA AND MOSS-STOLL TOUR.

ALF AMERICAN
T. WILTON
AGENT.

Regards
**

•?•
•••

to all

& SOMERS & WARNER

Friends

•••

EUROPEAN AfJRNTS

VAUDEVILLE FAVORITES

BAILEY

AND
STARRINGllN

"TONY,

the

BOOTBLACK"
WOODSi
Under

the

Management

of

COOK

Will present in January a BC AH CITY; namely, an original jngflin*

act.

When

Original oomedy, original

Juff ltn*

,

opecial acenery.

answering advertisements kindly mention Variety.

A« H.

The
Juggling
Kid
Direction

JACK LEVI.

!

VARIETY

To

Our Professional Friends and Managers

All

CONSIDERATE WAY

We
fidence

71

wish to thank you for the very
by the policy of GIVING YOU THE

We

wish you

you have assisted us

in

making our songs popular

We

this season.

! !

hope that we have gained your con-

BEST SONGS THAT MONEY CAN BUY FROM THE MOST PROLIFIC SONG WRITERS IN THE WORLD.

NEW YEAR

A MERRY XHMS and a PROSPEROUS and HAPPY

all

T

T

&

H.
Remick
Co
Jerome
World
House
The
" dre ™»nc"
HIT No. I.
Largest Music Publishing

in the

HEISER & DALEY.

The greatest high
to bring

you many

class song published in years.
encores.

If

you are singing

this class of a song, put this in

your act

—a song that appeals to

all

lovers of music, and is bound

it

11

HIT No.

2.

by

WILLIAMS & VAN ALSTYNE.

We advised our professional friends and managers that the "Cherry Tree" song would be the ballad hit of the season, and our prophecy has come true. "Cherry
Tree" is the prettiest ballad with a most beautiful melody, and the "home-like1 ' words that your audience will like make no mistake, and if you are singing popular ballads
try the "Cherry Tree."

"

HIT No.
^^

3.
^^

"
You
Much ° b|i a ed To
BENJAMIN HAPGOOD BURT.

Everybody is singing the most talked-of "coon" song in town.
This is a funny coon song, a funny story, and a funny melody.

If

we had space we

could mention hundreds of headliners

who

are singing

"Much Obliged

to You."

KEEP
0t* SMILING"
"
4.
HIT NO.
^
-

The best march song
is

since the

ssb

-

KENDIS & PALEY.

famous "Cheer Up, Mary," and by the same writers.

After you have tried out the other look this one up and satisfy yourselves which

the best.

"The
5.
^^

HIT No.
^^

The boys that wrote "Somebody's Waiting
gallery will sing

We

Girl

Who Threw Me Down"

BENJ. HAPGOOD

for You," the popular waltz song of last season.

We

BURT & ALBERT GUMBLE.

predict the

number

to be its successor.

A

singing chorus that the

and whistle.

YOU

5 song successes this season, and all the biggest kind of hits, besides such clever songs as "In the Land of the Buffalo," by Williams & Van
Alstyne; "Ain't You Glad You Found Me?" by Williams & Van Alstyne; "I Couldn't Make a Hit With Mollie," by Kendis & Paley; "I'd Rather Two-Step Than Waltz,
Bill," by Benjamin Hapgood Burt; "He Never Even Said Good-bye," by Dave Clark & Albert Gumble, etc., and we beg to announce that we will close the year by giving
our friends THE BEST CHARACTER SONG EVER WRITTEN IN AMERICA, entitled

have given

"Has Anybody Seen My Husband?"
by

ARTHUR

J.

LAMB & ALBERT GUMBLE.

We want everybody to sing the song, and after you have heard it you will want to sing it Send for a professional copy and order your orchestration, for it's a
DANDY "
WATCH OUR ANNOUNCEMENT JANUARY 15TH for the new songs of Williams & Van Alstyne, Kendis & Paley, Albert Gumble, Benjamin Hapgood Burt, Arthur

"LITTLE
J.

Lamb. George Botsford,

etc.

Sing the songs that

JEROME
CHICAGO— 87-9

ClarR

St.

MOSE

H.

OUR MOTTO
make your act

popular,

and the firm

is

REMICK & COMPANY

NEW YORK-45 W. 28tK St.
DETROIT— 68
GUMBLE, Manager Professional Department
When answering

advertisement* kindly mention Vajuett.

Farrar

St.

VARIETY
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BCST WIIHCt TO ALL FROM

66

OUR BOYS

IN

For the Past Three Years the Feature of Every

EACH MEMBER PRESENTED WITH A MEDAL

Bill

CROWN PRINCE WILHELM OF GERMANY

by

BLUE"

Throughout Europe.

for Giving Exhibition at the

Army and Navy

Exposition in Berlin.

Address 240

EAST

21ST STREET,

NEW

YORK.

I

MAKE

HIT
EVERYWHERE.

AU REVOIR, BUT NOT GOODBYE
Most Remarhable Sensation Ever
Scored by a British Artist
SAILED FOR HOME DEC. 7tK

YOU ALWAYS SCORE
HEAVILY IN EVERYBODY'S
ESTEEM BY KEEPING UP
YOUR PERSONAL APPEARANCE.

HARRY
LAU
••

SAFTEST OF THE FAMILY

»»

—

The biggest hit of any vaudeville importations. American.
The most magnetic player known to the vaudeville stage.— Press.
The audience was tremendously enthusiastic. Times.

—

—

He

is a great artist.
World.
For Scotch types what Chevalier is for London characters.
He scored a hit. World.
He is a genius. Telegraph.
The newcomer's versatility won out for him. Telegram.
Everything about his work is perfect. Mail.
The finest artist in this country.— <31obe.
Distinct, unique and a revelation to vaudeville.- Variety.

—
—

—

—

When

— Sun.

THIS

IS

ONLY

POSSIBLE

WHEN YOU HAVE YOUR

CLOTHES

MADE BY THE RIGHT TAILOR.
TAKE A PERSONAL
I

INTEREST

IN

EVERY GAR-

MENT TURNED OUT BY ME
PROFESSIONAL TRADE MY SPECIALTY
WHEN PLAYING CHICAGO DO ME THE
HONOR OF PAYING ME A VISIT. A PLEASURE TO SHOW YOU MY LINE OF THE
LATEST PATTERNS
OVERCOATS.

IN

SUITINGS

AND

LOUIS SUITENAMETY,
612,

167

DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO.

answering advertisement a kindly mention Variety.
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ORPHEUM CIRCUIT
OF HIGH CLASS VAUDEVILLE THEATERS

ORPHEUM
ORPHEUM
ORPHEUM
ORPHEUM
ORPHEUM
ORPHEUM

THEATER
THEATER
THEATER
THEATER
THEATER
THEATER

San Francisco,
•

-

-

•

•

-

Cal.

Oakland. Cal.
Lcs Angeles, Cal.
Memphis, Tenn.
Salt
El

Lake City, Utah.

Paso, Texas.

1

ORPHEUM THEATER

St.

James

Building,

C. E.
FRANK W. VINCENT,

Ass't Cooking

-

ORPHEUM
ORPHEUM
ORPHEUM
ORPHEUM
ORPHEUM
ORPHEUM

THEATER
THEATER
THEATER
THEATER
THEATER
THEATER

Sioux City,

-

New

New Orleans,
-

-

-

-

-

-

Kansas

La.

Mo.

City,

Denver, Col.
Minneapolis, Minn.
St. Paul, Minn.
Omaha, Neb.

la.

York

City, N. Y.

BRAY, Booking Manager
Manager

A. E.

JOHNSON, European Department

I

The Vaudeville Agent

The

The Busy Agent

Hustling Agent

JACK LEVY
140 West 42d Street

Anything
There's a

NEW YORK

Dollar In

MR.

ROBERT

Cottrel

I

CITY

# Powell

MISS
LOUISE

Presenting the Greatest and Only Sensational Equestrian Act in Voudeville

HAVE APPEARED
B ^s,s

EVERY COUNTRY

IN

Kce».,J .eJc.r,,.
!

oMpsoN4ou

ds

Horses that Possess Almost

NOW BOOKING PARK SEASON

IN

EUROPE AND BEFORE MANY OF THE CROWNED HEADS

^py

Human

Y()RK HIPPODROME

Intelligence,

1906

Performers of the Old School

1908

When

SEASON

answering advertisement* kindly mention VAB1ETY.

Address Care Variety
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WILLIAM
COURTLEIGH
PRESENTING

a

PEACHES

99

BY

GEO.

V.

HOBART

The

JVlcrry

Xmao and
Co

HO

MAX

When

311

and

]^cw Year

Our

fri

GERTRUDE

MANN

answering advertitementt kindly mention Variety.
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MIGNONETTI KOKIN
TWO

DISTINCT ACTS

One Hundred Consecutive Weeks Booked in Conjunction
_._

_

-

Playing United time until June, 1908

Open with Mr. Rickards,

Open

In

England, for a Tour

Galetti's

off

Australia, July 19,

1908

England and Continent, commencing January, 1909

Monkev Comedians
1

O

CARLIN and OTTO

O

n
>
73
3

<

CARLIN

O
and OTTO 3

Material by

Aaron Hoffman

Show

that

Has Made
of

a Fortune and Caused Millions
People to Laugh.

"BEAUTY SHOW"
24

Beautiful

Baby

Girls

and

Six Big Headline Vaudeville Acts

Featuring America's Clever Comedian

ANDY LEWIS
Permanent Address, ELKS CLUB, BROOKLYN,

Cuttys
PAVORITB8

VftUDBVILLB'S

Wm.
When

N. Y.

To "VARIETY"

Musical
More Successful Than Ever

A

Cutty, Mgr.

Many happy

returns of

the day.
Thos.

J.

Ryan-Richfield Co.

answering advertisements kindly mention Variety.

"
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America's
Leading

Acrobats
ED.

European

Always

Acrobats

Originating

^

Please Note

HARRY

JOHN

—

——

Never

iiiiifi»iiii—

—

Also Some
Americans

Imitating
CHARLIE

MmIc

<<

A MATRIMONIAL BARGAIN"

G'£,

A

MERRY X-MAS

and

HAPPY NEW YEAR
"COCKTAILS

AID

FIFTY

WATSON

CHERRIES"
The Best

LAuans

Gag of the

AND

Year

TWENTY
MINUTES

LITTLE

WE OWN

IT

SO LET

IT

CUFF

ALONE

JOE DEMING
"AN ENTERTAINING F5LLOW

A SOLID SEASON OF HAPPINESS BOOKED BY UNITED BOOKING OFFICES

JACK LEVY,

BOOKED SOLID

STARRING AS THE BANKER
IN

6*

The Banker, The Thief

™ MITTENTHAL
Girl" Co.
BROS.

M.„,g«ne„l
When anawering

advertisement a kindly mention Vabiett.

Pilot

;
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SPREAD THE NEWS TO THE

SKIES.

Never Lies That's Why I Advertise.
No Graft Agency
119
SALLE STREET,

LA

CHICAGO

& BARTON'S ENTERPRI

I

THE FUNNIEST SHOW ON EARTH.

RICE

& BARTON'S

"Big Gaiety

1'

RICE
"Rose

Extravaganza Co.

The hub around which
Three shows in one

THE OLDEST, LARGEST, BIGGEST AND BEST.

all

wheel shows revolve.

—Farce Comedy, Vaudeville and

& BARTON'S

Hill

English Folly" Co.

The show that gave burlesque a commercial standing

.•

in the

show world.

Burlesque.

Introducing

Introducing

CEO. W. RICE

CHAS. BARTON

The Rising Author, Actor, Comedian and Manager,

In his latest Successes

in the

"SAUSAGE TRUST"

"BROADWAY AFTER TWELVE"

WITH

40

PEOPLE.

and the
All Singers, Dancers

"RED LIGHT DISTRICT"

A

P. S.

Satire on City Life.

—Always

and Comedians.

willing to book first-class people at all times.

Address as per route, "Big Gaiety" Co.

Merry

Xmas

to All

from the Premier Eccentriques

tiU#i,£&QU£
7N£ CO/i/C
//O/f/ZO/iT/lL
0/?#.

AMERICAN AGENT.

ALF.
8T.

When answering

T.

'WILTON

JAMES BUILDING,
NEW YORK.

advertisement* kindly mention Variety.

EUROPEAN AGENTS.

ANGER
50

(St

BAUER

RUPERT STREET. W.,
LONDON. ENGLAND.

"
VARIETY
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I

" 23 Seconds from

Broadway"

THIRD XMAS GREETING

AMERICA

IN

FRED KARNO'S
ORIGINAL LONDON CO.

JOE
HOTEL AND CAFE

England's Representative Pantomimists
Acknowledged Success and Headliners.

156 West 44th Street,
NEW YORK CITY.

Featured on

all

the Vaudeville Circuits.

an English Music Hall," with BILLIE REEVES, the "drunk."

"A Night

in

"A Night

in the

Slums of London."

MA Night at the Club."

The

Professionals* Popular Gathering Place

Start for over a consecutive years for Klaw

Cafe Always

Open Music

Continually

;

THE BOHEMIAN RESORT
Catering

to

cially,

much
IF

the

theatrical

profession espe-

and knowing how,

YOU WANT TO FIND ANYBODY,
" GO TO JOE ADAMS'

"23 Seconds from Broadway"

&

Erlanger, Keith

&

Proctor,

etc.

Circuit,

•

COMPLIMENTS OF THE SEASON

to all friends

from Messrs.

Billie Reeves,

Geo. Welch, J. Osborne, C. Emerald, W. Stanley, W. Crackles, J. Aubry, J. Clarke,
Alf Reeves and Misses Mima Dixon, Ethel Welch, Amy Minister.
.

meeting with

success.

We

Western Orpheum

Hammerstein and Percy 6. Williams.
Fred Karno's Productions are Copyrighted at Washington: "Moses & Son,"
"Saturday to Monday," "Football Match," "Dandy Thieves," "London Suburbia,"
Poli,

Fall Production of

"LONDON SUBURBIA"
Another headliner which

will get the

Already an established success in England.

money

back.

All communications to

ALF. REEVES, Manager Fred Karno's American Cos.
Care

VARIETY.

make immediate shipment
on orders for

GOFF PHILLIPS
CHARACTER COMEDIAN

CAMERAORAPHS

with

BUTLER, JACOBS

& LOWRY'S

KINETOSCOPE
Gaumont Passion Play, Hand Colored, Length 2,200 Feet, Price $395

KLEINE LENSES

Single BlacR-face Specialty in

Re-Engaged

"One"

Season '08-'09

FOR

PICTURE MACHINES
Cover

the

whole range

OLLIE AND
YOUNG

of

Practical Projection
Repairing of Picture
Machines our specialty

3 BROTHERS

Send for Catalogue and Supply List A

C. B.

KLEINE

Shakespeare

662-664 SIXTH AVENUE
NEW YORK, N. Y.

Now
When

answering advertisements kindly mention Variety.

of All

Hoop

Rolling for Keith-Proctor

Rollers

VARIETY
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SOME EXPRESSIONS BT IRENE FRANKLIN.

THAT CLEVER AMERICAN GIRL

ASSISTED BY

BURTAMERICAN
GREEN
SINGING

SONGS.

J The Season's Sensation

Sole Direction

Mere Echoes"
PINCUS, NEW YORK.

Most People Are

,

WESLEY

Okas. B ara a s

<8i

Heaajene
B urlesijue
~

iaclocd inn

the latest Sport

above

oil ©titers

<*4^«!
greatest Hit kVaudevtlle
When answering

advertisements kindly mention Vabiett.

f
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VAUDEVILLE'S BIGGEST DRAWING FEATURE

ENGLAND'S FAVORITE CHARACTER SONGSTRESS

WHIRLWIND

Played to

70,000 Persons

SUCCESS

OPENING WEEK
PHILADELPHIA

AUDITORIUM

(Porrest)

Chicago

BOSTON
(Tremont)

Repeated that un(Return Engagements)

equaled record the

second week at
same place.

Drawing Capacity
houses in every city.

»

UNDER ENGAGEMENT TO
The Greatest Success

Messrs.
in

KLAW & ERLANGER

America Ever Achieved

by a Foreign Artist

More Popular Each
ACKNOWLEDGED DY MR.

A. L.

Visit

Now

Touring United States

ERLANIER TO BE THE BI6SEST DRAWING GARR HE EVER PLAYED
When answering

advertisements kindly mention VABIETT.

:
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THE MAD

The Most Versatile Musician in the World.
He
plays on the following 28

MUSICIAN

TRUMPET

FRENCH HORN

CLARINET

RAA800N

CORNET

VIOLIN

EUPHONIUM
SAXOPHONE

PICCOLO
POST HORN

MUSETTE
TROMBONE
BANJO
OBOE

'CELLO
WHIffTLB

BAGPIPES

MANDOLIN

CONTRA rAQGOTTI

OCCORINA

Mdlle. Alexandra
Presenting Their Refined Aerial Act
Sixth

Would Return

(or

with bird warbler
witb aoof

m

Instruments

CORNI DE BASSETTO

PIOCO

SOPRANOPHONB
TRUMPETTO
CONCERTINA

FLUTE
SLEIGH BELLS

(with feet)

DOUBLEPHONE

Mons.

Bertie

"AFTER THE BALL"

tWO ACTS THAT STAND ALONE
KLAW

THEIR RESPECTIVE LINE.
MAY, JUNE, JULY— EMPIRE THEATRE, LONDON.

IN

with Messrs.
A ERLANGER.
Burlesque Season under Responsible Manager. Litho's, Both Acts,

Week

(one hand)

Own

Scenery.

VASCO,

Address,

WM. MORRIS,

care

1440 Broadway,

New

York.

SPECIALLY ENGAGED TO OPEN THE SEASON WINTERGARTEN, BERLIN, AUGUST 17tH— SIX WEEKS

MERRY CHRISTMAS AND A HAPPY NEW YEAR
Blanche

w. H.

VAUDEVILLE

IN

MANAGEMENT WESLEY

FINCUS

<SE

JOHN W. JESS

"The

PRINCIPAL COMEDIAN WITH

64
EASONS

act

think

I

LIFTERS"

LID

Per. Add., 666

1906-07-08.

8TH AYE.

ALAN DALE

PRICE),

(Car* of

NEW

New York "American,"

YORK.

A

New

A Happy New

Merry Xmas and

IN

ANNA

Merry Ghristmas and a happy
New Year

EFFIE CONLEY
The Dainty

Little Comediennes, in

STORY SONGS.
Direction of

THE "DOPE

FIEND."

1

calloused to everything.

nows

two kinds

only

In the

new arrivals But Jim Mullen's tall
was obstructing the view.
The
three men could not see Shorty. So Shorty

of

piped

West he
money — the

and the yellow.
One of them who went by the sobriquet
f Divvie
Bragg, and some of whose manhite

erisms
sed to

have adopted in

I

eome

to

me

my

little

play,

often to borrow small

the

a great art to

figure

the bowl of the pipe.

number

ead.

Across the street from the theatre

all

lotel,

me.

employed

was

the

Pfife

one of the largest in Tacoma at that
Well, Divvie came up as usua'l one

ay and asked for the loan of a piece of
'hite money.
I
generally gave him n
uarter, but on this occasion I gave him
fty

cents,

nnd

in

thanking

me

he said

:

McCreo, you've been very kind to me. I'll
it, and some day I'll hand you

ever forget

building like that," pointing to the hotel.

Shorty

Wilson was another character,
name would indicate, was a

horty, as his

lan of abbreviated height.

One evening he

nd .lim Mullen, a very tall fellow, were
1 a bar-room talking, having had a few
rinks,

when

three

men came

in

who knew

Shorty saw at once his opporunity for another drink at the expense of
horty.

the

another booze."

The Chinese

habit."

When

was

on

get

a

man

the time and

Of

with water.

call it "the

yenyen."

yawns

reaches this stage he
his

eyes constantly

which

pipe,

the

a "pill" so

is

it

It

is

is

of the

placed in the

applied to the flame inverted,

same as an Irishman

his pipe

lights

It is quite

important that

had the coin there's

throwing down

fiend in the later stages cares

To

for nothing in the world but the dope.

very pale, and his skin sometimes cracks.
In Portland I saw one poor fellow with

a couple of smokers familiarly
known as Big John and Harry, were stand-

and cracked so that

ing in a wholesale liquor store in Seattle,

a skin like parchment,
It

was so

illustrate,

He

with

a

thin and emaciated that he weighed

front

happened to swing open

looked like the skin of a crocodile.

only sixty pounds.

His neck

at the back

was not much thicker than my two

fingers.

You've

Happy

seen

Hooligan?

those

pictures

Well, his neck

was

of

only it was not nearly as round,
had been a "bum" all his life. Hadn't
had any money in years and smoked
"seconds."
"Seconds" are the ashes of
opium already smoked.
The men smoke in a reclining position.

a

to a "joint"

a cook prepares the

where

stuff.

a

It is

man

called

considered

girl

I

that could cop

The doors

coin she couldn't cop

Harry preferred
able

me

to

just

as

in

a

"Harry,"

passing.

out."

"John," answered the other,

lie

They go

woman was

said Big John, "if

like Hooli-

gan's,

bar at the back.

beautiful

out

'if

if I

smoke out

I

had the

was lame."
his miser-

life.

Most of the "dope" fiends are clever at
There was one I knew at Oak
repartee.
land who played the Chinese lottery, and
was fortunate enough to get a 10 cent
He
eight-spot which won him $10 or $11.

When answering advertitemenU

it up to $70 or $80 at
and then loading himself up with
opium got on a boat for 'Frisco. Arriving
he made for a lunch counter, and leaning
against it jingled his money. The waiter
asked what he would have and he an-

faro

me

it

it

burned.

The dope

took this and ran

swered, "Give me three soft-boiled eggs,
and one of them must be good." His brief
answer told the whole story of the life he
Another time the same fellow
had led.
had a $10 gold piece which he wanted
changed into dimes, nickles and quarters.
He went to the bartender and demanded
for
characteristically, "Cove me change
that, and give me plenty of it."
Another sample of the "dope" fiend's
style of ready response was the answer of
a well-to-do fellow who went into an expensive saloon with several friends and

if

makes the smoker
and the same is true if it is

green or underdone

deathly sick,

JACK LEVY

will polish

The opium

the "pill" be properly prepared, for
is

fill

course, the victim becomes

roll

consistency of syrup.

over a candle.

It requires a long time for the opium
smoker to develop what they term "the

lie looked as though he would drop

I

Jim,

duck
these marks cop a flash and

till

we'll nail

urns.

here

"Say,

up,

all.

"The Mad Stampede" and "The Derby Race."

York City

Presents her Gompllmente to Managers,
Artists and Friends, wishing each a

(Continued from page 23.)

Year to

m

Oct. 9th, 1907

» CAREW « HAYES

JENIE JACOBS
1402 Broadway,

better

like

I

than anything else in Vaudeville."

kindly mention Vartxtt.

drinks.

five

cocktails.

man
at

n

$5 gold piece asked for

The men h;id whisky and
The bartender who knew tin*

treating to he a "dope" fiend, winked

the

men with

opium smoker and

the

tang up $2.50 for the

fi \ <'

the

remaining $2.M0
"dope" fiend looked
quick

as

round ami

a

flash
tnak<>

on
at

said,
it

drinks, putting
the

bar.

Th«

and
"Give us another
Ihe

change,

grand larceny."
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Will Rossiter Paid $8,

To

F.

J.

A.

00.00

1

FORSTER CO.

For

Will Rossiter's

WALTER BROWN and
ARTHUR CARLTON'S

..

"KNOCK-OUT HIT"

.4

Song "Hits"
a
Tbe Music Teachers Swear By
Published for

all

It

"

CALLED

SINCE YOU
Artistic "Hit" of

any

YOU'RE A DANDY

BIGGEST INDIAN SONG "HIT" EVER WRITTEN
By W. R. WILLIAMS and WILL S. GENARO.

Instruments.

..

The

CANDY

NAPANEE

SENSATION IN THE MUSIC WORLD

bill,

by

Another good thing captured by Will Rossiter.

..

55

MONTANA

DEARIE,

ME

DURAND

W

ii
t •

and WILLIAMS.

The Cowboy Song "Hit," by

HARRIS

and ROBINSON.

n

ii

WHEN

the

MOON PLAYS PEEK-A-BOO

The Most Spontaneous Song "Hit" of the Season.

NEWTON- DURANDS

An

Ideal

Song

for Spot Light, for Single, Double, or Big Act.

ii

n

NOVELTY "HIT'

GREATEST "HIT

"STINGY"

AMERICA

now such a "Hit"

MANUFACTURERS

of

that

the

"TEDDY BEARS"

have a new breed on the market

called

"STINGY BEARS"

"

H
Wabash" by FLOYD THOMPSON.

ii

f J

Why Must We

Clover Blossoms,
another "Banks of the

is

IN

"TEASING" Ever Was

Greater Than

WRITERS OF
ALL THE SONG "HITS" IN "TOYLAND"
"THERE'S ROOM TO RENT
IN MY HEART FOR YOU"
"SNUGGLE UP CLOSER"
"MY PRETTY WITTY KITTY
FROM KILLARNEY"

It's

THE BIGGEST

POSITIVELY

SLIDES,

A

$5.00.

Real High Class Ballad by

W.

R.

Part?

WILLIAMS.

WAS MEANT
FOR

BRANEN

eindi

LLOYD'S BEST SONG

ii

HEADQUARTERS FOR ALL
KINDS DEST SELLING

f f

PINING
BOWMAN

Song Books
*1c
9lw a 00
PER THOUSAND

Printed to Order With
Your Own Cut on Cover

Send 10 Cents for Complete Samples.

Send
•f

for

FREE COPY

WILL ROSSITER'S

»C **
" MIT"
BROS, tad FRED FISCHER'S
HIT

PROF. COPIES FREE
For Recent Program.

Orchestration in any Key

WILL ROSSITER &.,,
152 LAKE ST., CHICAGO, ILL.
When answering

advertisements kindly mention Variety.

..

Push Cart"
Devoted to Songs and Singers.

ARE YOU
IF

IN

NOT,

IT?

WHY NOT?

»

VARIETY

GREETINGS TO FRIENDS
Twenty years behind

A

of the house.
field to

the scenes

modest

stride

— now

83

AND OUT OF VAUDEVILLE

IN

Those were happy days

in front

from the variety

the dramatic firmament.

Still

Remember Boston

ten.

ter

have an

&

Bial's in the village of

biggest of them

ardent feeling for

all

vaudevillians, old and new,
large

and

will

be pleased to see the boys whenever

they're in the greatest

town on the

circuit

— PhilaGRANT LAFERTY,

a

of

our

GREATEST PERFORMERS
in

show

longing to see you perform again, as

I

business, but

am

To

all

of

my

Very

Jvlerry

say
like

I

running short of

Greetings From
H

of

the

The
The
finest

— and

there's

none

in sight.

to

Philadelphia
mm

HONEY BOY EVANS

"I havei tried everybody's monologue

"Am

openings

Kos-

Manager Chestnut Street Theatre.

Permanent Address, White Rats
what some

Keith's in Philadelphia?

all,

successful

failure

When You Come

See You

house?

Manhattan?

And now the launching of the Orpheum
Dramatic Stock Company in Philadelphia. Never

had a

to

and

but not forgot-

houses?

delphia.

Glad

— gone

at the big

Xmas and

MY ACTs

yours
stuff."

the

best."

— WILL

— ART

UR * DEM NG.

•

DOC CRY*

i

JACK BURNETT

a fiappy, prosperous ]Ne$> y[tpr

clients" and friends, especially the following partial

"ROLL

of

America

off

Off*

list

of artists

who have been convinced

HONOR"

I

write nothing but hits

The Hutchison-Lusby Co., Earl and Wilson, Hal Davis and Co., Carlin and Otto, Hoyt and McDonald, The Le Pelletiers, Mr. and Mrs. John T. Powers, Loyd and
Erwin, Wilson and Rich, Patrice, Mayme Gehrue and Co., Rawls and Von Kaufman, Al Carleton, Dave Nowlin, Geo. Pork Chops Evers, Wilbur Held, Livingston and
Schultz, Art Fisher, De Monde and Dinsmore, The Brandon-Cantway Co., Byrd and Vance, and there are 50 others.

NOW FOR A COUPLE

OF WORDS TO SAVE UNNECESSARY CORRESPONDENCE!

Prices range from $200 (for complete tingles and two- people acts with specialties) to $1,000 for big sketches, with or without unpublished special songt.
write only for recognized artists.
Please don't write unless prepared financially to make a bfr/c per cent deposit.
I can show
I personally direct and stage all acts that rehearse in New York or Chicago, and they never fall down.
anybody.
I

JACK BURNETT,

ActwrigHt,

CHICAGO.

Suite 52,

Grand Opera House

.

Building.

THE VENTRILOQUIST WITH A PRODUCTION

AND

ENTIRE

HIS

FAMOUS MECHANICAL FIGURES

NEW ACT FOR NEXT SEASON

ECLIPSING EVERYTHING HERETOFORE OFFERED IN

THE VENTRILOQUIAL LINE

,

"THE VENTRILOQUIST WHO MADE VENTRILOQUISM FAMOUS"
When answering

advertisements kindly mention Variety.

•

VARIETY
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i
W

MACHINE AND SERVICE COMPLETE. LEASED
ONLY— NOT SOLD.
LET US PLACE THIS
MACHINE RIGHT ALONGSIDE OF YOUR
PRESENT ONE AND SHOW YOU WHY YOU
SHOULD ARRANGE FOR IT.
::

i

::

a.

GEO. K. SPOOR Sl CO
62 North Clark Street
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
^ti&'my®i'/®i'/j$Si '/$&

%
a

9
is

mm& & m^mtmimi</^/&'/®i<mM

When answering

advertisements kindly mention Vabiett.
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We

many

are not given to boasting, but a great

Henderson's
In addition to the above,

the following

lilt:

Bijou Theatre, Newton, HI.
Dixie Theatre, Mattoon, HI.
Elite Theatre, Quinoy, 111.
Dempsev's Theatre, Peoria, 111.
Olympio Theatre, Danville, HI.
Family Theatre, Lafayette, Ind..
Majestio Theatre, Lafayette, Ind.
Majestic Theatre, Cra wfords v llle, Ind.

We

We

Salle

of

New York

CHIGAGO,

St.,

City.

Established 1894

w. r HENDERSON.

Phone

Always a bright spot on any
all

booked.

"THAT MINSTREL MAN."

bill

it

plays on.

Health and prosperity

is

our wish to

They

Mew

the

all for

sit

Prop, and Mgr.
Asst. Mgr.
Q. DOYLE, Representative.

CHAS. H. DOUTRICK,

**?* Main

FARRELL-TAYLOR TRIO
Season

Majestio Theatre, BrasU, Ind.
Bipe's Theatre, Kokomo, Ind.
Majestio Theatre, Muncie, Ind.
Johnson Opera House, Bedford, Ind.
Orpheum Theatre, Columbus, Ind.
Dixie Theatre, Delphi, Ind.
Gary Theatre, Gary, Did.
Lone Btar Theatre, New Albany, Ind.

are reliable and have enjoyed the confidence of Managers and First-class Performers for years.
are also booking ten small theatres in Chicago and five in Milwaukee.
are successful because we satisfy both Managers and Performers.

we

92 La

29)

we have comniled

Castle Theatre, Bloominf ton, HI.
Auditorium Theatre, DeKalb, HI.
Olympic Theatre, Bprina-fleld, 111.
Bijou Theatre, Kankakee, HI.
Bijou Theatre, Mattoon, 111.
Bijou Theatre, Kewanee, 111.
Bijou Theatre, Jacksonville, HI.
Bijou Theatre, Galesbursr, HI.

Globe Theatre, Milwaukee, Wis.
People's Theatre, Racine, Wis.
Bijou Theatre, Beloit, Wis.
Orpheum Theatre, Davenport, la.
Boe's Theatre, Lyons, la.
Grand Theatre, Joliet, 111.
Star Theatre, Elfin, HI.
Star Theatre, Aurora, HI.

The Oldest Theatrical Agency West

(suit

Exchange

Theatrical

Empire Theatre, Milwaukee, Wis.

National Theatre, Chioaa-o.
Virginia Theatre, Chicaa-o.

and managers ask what places are booked by

artists

For the benefit of those who do not know
Sohindler's Theatre, Chicago.
North Ave. Theatre, Chicago,
loia Theatre, Chicago.
Teddy Theatre, Chicago.
Imperial Theatre, Chicago.
New Crystal Theatre, Chicago.
Howard's Theatre, Chicago.

85

FUNNIEST BLACKFACE

ACT

Brings forth screams of laughter and encores, and

it is all original

SWEDE

with

us,

Per. address, 748 8th Ave.,

Tear.

up and take

"Thank You."

New York

City.

Who? The audience

notice!

BILLY
it

VAUDEVILLE

IN

JOLLY

HALUCOLIIORN

• i

44

JENNIE
)1

SUCCESS ON THE COAST.

BIG

REGARDS TO THE "PRINCE"

"That Eccentric Comedian"
'

En Route 'Kentucky Belles" Co.
OPEN FOR MUSICAL COMEDY NEXT SEASON FOR LEADING COMEDY PARTS.
EVOLUTION OF WHITE RATS.
(Continued from page

business order of mutually protective aim

and

Under

method.

conservative

his

regime the membership has increased tenfold,

there should ever be also the equally high

familiar "gags" and dances, the father's

all,

which shall
win public esteem, and of doing an act

eyes meet, and the boys' eyes meet, and

lights in the profession,

God

they understand.

I

know they will
piest moments of

lives

duty of living a private

22.)

which, great or small,

The

managerial world has met the order in

fine,

much mutual good reMr. Mudge has the inestimable

his conscientious,

It is true that vaudeville

the wit and fad of the

friendly spirit, with

rose

sulting.

greater

blooms and

that

or

lesser

moment.
dies,

roses,

it

advantage of understanding the artists
without being one himself, of understand-

sweetness then and there.

and enthusiasts without
being either; of sound business sense and
nil the bravery of true conservatism.
His
whole ambition is to bring manager, agent
nnd artist into that sane, frank and friendly relation which men who are simply in
different departments of the same business

future.

ing

reformers

should

In

enjoy.

this

he has succeeded

Issues, once

important, have

significant with

ties of

Rut
the

the

dawn

grown

in-

of the broader

in his relation with the par-

first

part,

the sacredness and

must ever
main the highest legitimate aim of
inviolability of the contract

ganization.

Like the

regardless

up

gives

For

of
its

memory

or haunting tone,
able, but

But

And
ville

when

there

there

is

But

to

the

artist

But when the

in the

boy.

ill

same

And

old

the act he

legiti-

feel-

and

while the

derstand

or-

"I

How

the

the act gtMfe into the old

When

the

the

too,

old

time

old

time

performer.

new element may never un-

they can realize that without

is

in the world

never forget.

I

recol-

IN

contract, the curtain

lights

star,

"some day

and

will

I

songs with

little

little
I

tots; "Archie,"

intend

surround

my

to

be

play

a

and

ones."

few years later Scanlon came back
with his own company and a star of great
magnitude, and his play, surrounded by
himself singing the chilchildren, and

THE DAYS OF LONG AGO.
(Continued from page

last

lect

A

prayer.

that the father in the gallery

As

it,

that there

his

points to the father on the stage and says,

years go."

will

attention to the

re-

himself

I

said,

manager with

And

that sitting

boys.

whom

one

he

old seat is the laborer

saw him when we were

incident

would not be amiss about "Billy" ScanIon, known then as of Scanlon and Cronan, one whose friendship I cherished,

my

unites,

It

performer puts

knows

when they

enough of seriousness, sorrow and sentiment, and that
pure laughter is worship as sincere as

a sympathy bet ween the vaude-

mate brother may never know. The

his boy

their

were "variety performers."
Before concluding, a little

become madhouses, that the entertainer's

compensations

audience and actor which his

head.

them!

look back to the hap-

calling is as noble as that of the patriot,

gone, gone forever.

are

bless

always.

of a bright glance

indescribable,

names.

shining

stars,

entertainment the congested centers would

record, even of the rarest, ex-

cept perhaps the

tons,

particular

bright

unforget-

can be no literature, no history and no

No

Four Cohans, and the Four Morand the Four Huntings, and the
Keatons,
and Mclntyre and
Heath,
and
Kelleys,
Kendalls
the
Kernells,
and all the catalogue of sweet old

of the

are

one pleasant day in the early 80's
coming down Bush Street when Scanlon
greeted me with his merry "How are you,
lad?" A number of small children were
playing on the sidewalks.
Dear old Billy took me aside and drew

there

it

ing Is local, and rather of the heart than

brilliantly.

horizon.

must ever be

ephemeral, spontaneous expression of

the

This wave of love from two generations
makes the power and charm

of entertainers

honest best.

the club house and lodge rooms are

pretentious and the treasury fat.

is

life

dark,

and the

is

last

28.)

down,

dren'/*

foot-

scene played.

Those who are with us to-day, one and

anttccring advertiiementi kindly mention Varhttt.

His

songs.
4

Peek a-JJoo"

will

always

live

memory.
Let

me

here

draw the curtain

slowly.

in

VARIETY

S6
-

Suites

906-908 Chicago Opera House

CHICAGO, ILLS.
Local

and "Long

Distance

Telephone,

Main

4380

For summer season 1908, Acrobatic, Aerial and Novelty
Acts off all kinds. No salary too high, if you have the goods.
Write quick. We make contracts now. All contracts play
or pay. No time lost.
>•

When

answering (nlvfrtiscmcnta

"kindly

mention Vartkty.

—

VARIETY
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*3

his

L
t*»r

<*«»« *n» *»atfSKf«»<»

!»"•"• •»*» "M 1*^1*

'Zicn.

a*>a

"Identification Pocketbook

WQ

^nw» wPaai

Insures

..^,«1

P.

vZSftSi?

Performers

Did you ever try to cash a Check, Draft or Money Order and could not because you were unknown ? Do you know that every year there are thousands of unidentified sick, injured and dead persons found in the United States ?

??P

If H<>, you will at once appreciate tola perfect Identifying Credential which baa been endoreed and ia
accepted I.v Hotela and Rauka ever; where. The Idcntification-Pockctbook ia made of handsome
size.) In middle fold In inserted our engraved Identify log Credential, (Patent
seal grain leather (cut
No. IHNfD) showing the owner's name, personal description, signature, etc., with your photograph reproduced In circle at the side: above la a flap with a apace for the display of lodge carda, etc., which when
buttoned down, cleverly conceala all exposed Information, (special card-caae for ladies.)
In thia form the book resembles an ordinary wallet having the usual card compartments inside and a full
length pocket for paper money in the back. At the bottom on the lower card pocket la printed In gold, your
name or emblem of your fraternal order. Kach holder la furnished a registered aluminum key-check which
serves as additional Identification which cannot be destroyed by fire, water, etc.; and also a special combination
'

CLAIMS RECENTLY
PAID

i

Fred

St. Onge,
Bicycle Rider

$2,000 Accident and Health Insurance Policy

Fancy
-

-

$75.00

including the following benefits:
$15.00 Weekly Indemnity for Accident (limited to 5 weeks. 28 Hazards.)
$15.00 Weekly Indemnity for Sickness (limited to 20 common Diseases.)
$100.00 Special Relief Fund for Immediate Hospital. Medical or Kmergency expense.

All policies

lsaued and losaea paid directly by the

'

NORTH AMERICAN ACCIDENT INSURANCE COMPANY, CHICAGO,

ILL.

Patrick J. Casey, Manager Morris Booking

Cash Capital, $200,000.00.
Surplus. $962,422.55.
Cash Assets, $470,728.37.
Contract, arc luud to man sad woman batwean th, agaa of 16 to 65 In all occupation, at tha aama pries.
Identlflcatlon-Pocketbook, Registered Metal Check, Insurance Policy fully paid for one year) for $3 per year (no dues, no assessments.)

Isn't It

Worth $5.00 per Year?

TO KNOW that when you leave home each day should you be accidentally killed, your family would receive $2,000.00.
TO KNOW that should you be accidentally injured or taken sick you will receive a weekly indemnity of $15.00.
TO KNOW that should It be necessary for you to cash a money order, check, etc., among strangers, you could prove your Identity
Hotel, Kxpress, Telegraph or Post Office.
TO KNOW that should your keys be lost, if found, they will be returned to you.
TO KNOW that should you meet with sudden death, sickness or accident rendering you helpless among strangers, your person will

at

any Bank,

be positively
Identified and your relatives, business associates and Fraternal Lodges will be Immediately notified and all expense for medical, hospital or
railroad ar.d steeping ear- transportation necessary to put jron in the ra.re.ot.fjiejndj.ls_jrjiiaranteed andwlll bepromptly paid.

$5.00 per year Less Than

V/x

Cents per

Day— $5.00 per year

Agency

-

30.00

Violet Dale, Imitation
and Singing -

20.00

Lew Wheeler,

IDENTIFICATION

.*

•

Vaudeville

Artist

More than 500.000 people were killed and injured by steam and electric railroads in the United States last year and over 25,000
unidentified were burled In unmarked graves. Protect your family against such a contingency. Send your $5.00 today, together with
your photo and the following information: 1st— Your name: 2nd— Business and Home Address: 8rd -Occupation: 4th— Weight: 8th— Height: 6th—
Color of Kyes: 7th—Color of Hair: 8th— Identifying Marks (if any): 9th— Name and address of any Fraternal Order you belong to: 10th Age On
receipt of same we will send you the Identlflcatlon-Pocketbook, Accident-Health Insurance Policy, and Registered Metal Key-check, all for $5.00.
E..te™offtce,
Home offic,
Suite C. 23 W. 42nd St.
,
155 E. Madison St.
<i*<,cr,or.t.* ieot>
New York
Chicago
f»«r Gaaraateei "Hon<-y rctindrd Ifyoa are not MlUflrd."

-

30.00

COMPANY OF AMERICA

.

"THE MAN FROM GEORGIA"
Featured this season with "Kentucky Belles"

cc

Company

in his

Two-act Musical Comedy

FROM BROADWAY

MR. WISE

Sheppard Camp and Geo. A. Norton can furnish shows complete for next season, Musical Comedy, Farce Comedy or Burlesque, with Special Music.
Address per route "Kentucky Belles" Company.

We

If

have several

two-act comedies and one-act burlesques on hand.

THEIR NEW ACT
en
CO

Lutz Bros

s
Q
<

Ganuto

and

.

The most marvelous and
•

MANAGERS

.

I

Clare A. Lutz, World's Greatest Rifle Shot
HAVE MET.

of

(Continued from page 26.)
body-knowing the case, I think he was
mjustly cancelled.
American managers are copying their
toother managers abroad, and soon will
be like the

German managers, who know

more about law than the lawyers whom
:hey engage by the year.
I must not overlook Madame Wulff of
i-he

Coloseum Essen Ruhr.

widow,

but

she

is

sensational novelty in vaudeville

without

Madame
the

is

a

shadow

or

She

a
doubt
the
manageress
in

has

a

shrewdest
the

lawsuit

manager

known
for

every

world.

day

in the week, and sometimes, if she is feeling well, she has three and four.
She
conducts all her own cases, but hires a

lawyer simply to represent her. She has
seldom lost a case, and whenever she
tries to compromise with an act, that
means she has a losing suit.'
In all my traveling about I have found
managers as different as it is possible for

When

Some, when through with my
me a^ide like an old rag,
and some have treated me as well when
I finished my engagement as when starting

men

to be.

work, have cast

on a sensational tour.

America managers pay the artist
and then that lets them out. The
one manager who has always treated the
In

his hire

writer

of

this

with

all

courtesy,

even

when through, and my hat is off to him, is
Edward F. Albee.
If a manager has an argument with me

answering advertirementi kindly mention Vakiktv.

I

get square with him by being silent and

money than is usually my
have grim satisfaction whenever
scrapping, to save extra money, and when
I have the desired amount saved I can
say to myself, "Well, I managed to even
up with So and So," and every time I
think of my revenge I think of the satisfaction in saving my money and thus having defeated my opponent, and I recomsaving more
habit.

mend

I

this

sionals.

method

to

my

fellow

profes-
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TOM BRANTFORD

ALF

Manager.

T.

WILSON,

N. Y. Representative.

THE WORLD'S ENTERTAINER

TOM
BRANTFORD
IN

A MEW OFFERING BY LEW SULLY,

"The Mythical Monihan ii
INCIDENTALLY INTRODUCING INDESCRIBABLE
INSTRUMENTAL INNOVATIONS.

ALWAYS A SURE

THE ONLY ACT OF

cc

ITS

HIT.

KIND IN VAUDEVILLE.

ON ETTA

99

THE DERVISH WHIRLWIND DANCER.
CARRYING HER OWN SCENERY, SPECIALLY FAINTED,
AND ORIGINAL MUSIC ARRANGED FOR THIS ACT.

AH ACT IN

ONE.

10

TO

10

MINUTES.

*

•

*

*

FULL STAGE. 8MALL.

IN THREE, BIO.

10

TO

IS

MINUTES.

KE

I

QUINN
AND HIS SILENT PARTNER.
A POSITIVE DRAW.
IN PREPARATION,

A TALK CAUSER.

A NOVELTY SKETCH—

"WIFE HUNTING"
HIGH

CLASS.

FUNNY AND ORIGINAL.
PRE88 OPINION.
human dor »" attracting

"Mike Quinn and hi*
Washington Theatre this week.

Mr. Quinn
haa absorbed much of her master's talent.
the intelligence of a dog properly trained."

it

NOW

BOOKING.

considerable

attention at the

an actor of much ability and his dog
is a remarkable demonstration of

It

IS

Silent

Tait

•

ft^fi

MIKE QUINN

ANACT

IN "ONE."

II

MINUTES.

I

THE ORIGINAL EUROPEAN ECCENTRIC WIZARD.
THE MAN WITH THE DANCE.
CAN'T TELL YOU ABOUT IT, BUT WAIT TILL YOU SEE
THEN YOU CAM TALK

When anaoering

advertiaementt kindly

mmtion VARIETY.

IT.

FULL STAGE. OWN PROPS. AND MANY OF
THEM. 15 MINUTE8.

VARIETY
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Cbrietmae and f)appy JVew
FROM

ffLcrry

AND

Si

HIS

X

MERRY

NIGHT OWLS" COMPANY

THE BIG LAUGHING HIT OF THE EASTERN WHEEL. THE SHOW THAT IS TALKED ABOUT EVERYWHERE.
The Press and Public's Praise is Unanimous, "A REAL SHOW."

"Welcome

to

Our

With Open Arms

City.

We

Greet Thee"

Management

LAST MONTH AT THE WINTERGARTEN, BERLIN

of

LOUIS

THE ACT THAT

IS

IN

MAKING ALL EUROPE LAUGH.

LEONARD

LA VINE

THE AUTOMOBILE COMIQUES
Will be back in the spring, with the funniest quick action comedy act in this advanced stage of variety.

Regards to Mush.

They are great choosers over
work

Remember us

here, but

if

Jimmie the Pig says he never

to J. B.

they try to do this act they will have to buy a gasoline wizz wagon; and the pigs here have a union.

The Grandest and Most Popular Family

O

F»

E

Retort

in

"THE DIXIE BOY."
Blackface Comedian,

"20TH

America

Jeanne Brooks

Grand Concert and Refined Uaudeuille
Only Playing the Best

CHARLES ESCHERT,
ENGLISH MUSIC HALL OUTLOOK.
(Continued from page 29.)
quite good enough for any hall in the
kingdom have grown disgusted at being
kept waiting, winding up the matter by
taking a quick boat to other shores. A
little bolder booking and more intelligent
risk running would be a good thing for
London. If it really wants good and won•

it

must "take a chance"

occa-

is

the most hon-

everybody says this,
a nd it must be so.
He has also rare
courtesy and consideration, and as a general proposition wants to do the right
thing. Those who break through the barriers and become established here are
taken close to the British heart and treated the best way possible, but London is so
in

Europe;

a world that the general trend is
perhaps unwittingly toward the neglect
vast

talent.

of

The

struggles

here

of

poets,

Acts

"THE GIRL WITH THE SMILE."
Weber & Rush's "Parisian Widows"

Booking Manager

Principal female part,

painters, geniuses, all go to

show the hard

way

gifted and as-

town with the

of this

piring.

The most important

coining event

is

the Coliseum opening, and an interesting

breakaway from the older West End
methods is the Stoll idea of discarding
'runs" and giving an entirely new show
each

Mr. Stoll has thought out

week.

this latest venture so carefully,

so

jected

sionally.

The Knglish manager

CENTURY MAIDS."

ALL YBAR AROUND

IN

Every Evening and Saturday and Sunday Matinee

derful acts

Noble

illy

50-S4 Bowery, near Canal Street, New York
WILLIAM KRAMER'S SONS, Proprietors

of

They won't

for scab labor.

ATLANTIC GARDENS

orable

will get wise to this foreign language.

ways

many

improvements

and proon old

of doing things, that success can be

safely predicted for this house of marble
halls.

One by one our outlying theatres are
turning

into

and

halls,

variety

is

more

than ever the rage of high, middle and
low.
During late years more turns have

had royal commands than ever, and His
Majesty King Edward and all the Royal
Family have shown especial friendliness
toward the once humble specialty artists.

The knighting of

Sir

When

Edward Moss was

meant

to seal our class with royal sanction.

The new

England are beautiful
in the extreme, and are ages ahead of the
older places, whose antiquated stages and
sparse room belong to another era. Frank
W. Matcham & Co., our leading music
hall

halls of

architects, are responsible for

much

In the leading halls close observers will
see

much

In return no doubt some European
methods have gone to the U. S. A. theatres.
Just now the pantomime boom is in the
air, though in truth the biggest panto-

mimes have been more

transatlantic

influence.

Thus

or less in incuba-

tion since February last, while scenes were,

being painted midsummer. At Drury Lane

when one pantomime

of the improvement.

Co.

that

these

work on
must admit

closes the

another one starts, and

all

shows are put on in great
The chief pantomimes num-

the Coliseum looks like a dream that was

fashion here.

born after looking through Keith's American establishments (excepting the Union

ber about 14, but each subject of course

Square and one or two others). The uniformed attendants and door people at the

medians make a great deal of money from
pantomime engagements, while (he lesser
girl talent also has a chance at the game,
and supernumeraries greatly thrive.
The pantomime outlook was never

Hippodrome

and

elsewhere

transplanted articles.

look

The blaze

like

of lights

Surrey Theatre looks like

outlining the

Fred Baugh's appropriation after his trip

And

The refinement
of programmes, elimination of waits, and
various other things show marked Amerto Chicago.

so on.

ican influence.

answering advertisements kindly mention Variety.

many

has

variant books.

bigger or Letter, and

we

The

when that

best

is

co-

over

trust to find the halls in better shape

than

ever,

with

award contracts every-

where and artists and managers pulling
with one stroke.

VARIETY
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•

FILMS
CLINE
Send Your Orders
-*•-..

*

.-

am

Any

to

My

Stores

*

They Are Located
59

of

as Follows:

DEARBORN STREET

CHICAGO,

ILL.

SIXTH AND OLIVE STREETS

SAINT LOUIS, MO.
-

1021

KANSAS
268

-

r

*

..

GRAND AVENUE

CITY, MO.

SOUTH STATE STREET

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH
THIRD AND NICOLLET AVENUES

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
717

SUPERIOR AVENUE,

N. E.

CLEVELAND, OHIO
22y2 SOUTH BROAD STREET

ATLANTA, GA.
A

Complete Stock of Machines, Films and Supplies may
be had at any of the above stores

When answering

advertisement* kindly mention Vap.tfty.

•

VARIETY
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SIDJ.EUSON'STHEATRD
dark

IN.

Street, Just Over the Bridge, GtllGAGO

Home

•.

Of Refined Burlesqu

PLAYING THE COLUMBIA AMUSEMENT COMPANY'S ATTRACTIONS
Only the Highest Form of Burlesque Entertainment Offered

TWO SHOWS EVERY DAY

AMATEUR NIGHTS FRIDAYS

A MERRY XMAS
AND
A HAPPY NEW YEAR

"THE NARROW FELLER »

CHAS.

F.

i

TO ALL MY FRIENDS AND ENEMIES

SEMON

MARKS

TED

Booked Solid by United Booking Office

"THAT'S ALL"

CHARLES HORWITZ
Wishes you a Merry Chrtxtmas and

HIBBERT

ing sketches.

m< nologues

LINK
Charles

"THE PIANIST AND THE FUNNY DANCER"
BOOKED SOLID

LITTLE DARKIES FROM THE

in

Hmwltz.

the

This

Happy New Year, and

a

solid

Many

record that speaks for itself.

Vaudeville

best

owe

Theatres

acknowledged by

Is

aluo desires to say

success as author of high-class playlets,

the

their

artists

a

few words regard-

comedy sketches and

artists occupying places' In

positions

themselves.

to

sketches

THE HEAD-

from

the

The many grateful

pen

letters

of

Mr.

truth of this statement.

Call on him. see the letters and convince yourself.

Keep your eye on

bis regular

weekly "ad"

In

VARIETY, but KINDLY REMEMBER CHARLES HORWITZ KEKI'S NO TYPEWRITTEN MANUSCRIPTS ON HAND. HE NEVER ADVERTISES SKETCHES FOR SALE. He has no time for that.
He WRITES the ACT EXCLISIVELY for you, and as he Is constantly busy It is to your Interest

JACK

TWO DEST

eerti.iuly a

Ho'ruitz receives prove the

KEITH-PROCTOR CIRCUIT—SEASON '07 - '08
Management
LEVY
"HIS

is

(.'LASS

Over twelve years'

to see

him

or

communicate with him

at once.

Be wise and place your order with

hlra

now.

Charles Horwiti Understands
What Vaudeville Demands.

WEST"

Address 102-104 West 38th Street (Mark Stern Building), New York

CHADWICK TRIO WORK
cc

FOR SALE

» OWER

Season of 1906-1907, with

Season 1,907-1908,

w

WIGGINS FARM

Representative,
ST.

Ida

May Chadwick

is

in

Tammany

1907.
of

all

the

She

ALBERT SUTHERLAND,

JAMES BUILDING.
—

PRESIDENT MUDGE
WHITE

won

KEITH & PROCTOR'S,

champion

lady buck dancer of America, having

ORPHEUM ROAD SHOW.

dancing contests held

PRESIDENT KONORAH

RATS.

I..

A.

L.

Both recommend me to the artists traveling abroad.
Theatrical trade a specialty.

Hall, 1905,
is

original

1906 and

the present holder

Richard

K. Fox

Paul
VAUDEVILLE STEAMSHIP AOENT,

medal.

NEW YORK

104 East 14th Street

"The girl Is a wonder on her feet. She Is showing some new and most difficult steps In buck nnd
wing work. Anyone taking her title away, If that ever becomes possible, will have to dance a whole
before it happens."—SIME.

(German Savings Rank

lot

\Yhen answering advertisements kindly mention VARIETY,

Building)

11

1
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Wilkes-Barre, Pa., Four Weeks.

»»

"Atlantic City, N.

93

44

Nine Weeks."

J.,

London, Eng., Four Months."

PHILADELPHIA ITEM:

i

PHILADELPHIA PRESS:
The Great White Mystery,

PHILADELPHIA INQUIRER:
"D'Amon works
others

him considerable thought would

work

i'

D'Amon/ ought

any one without giving

that

cept his

<<

so differently from

'Chester

ac-

as superhuman, etc."

to be

D'Amon,

programmed

the Marvelous

Audience bewildered,

Reader.'

"Philadelphia, Pa., Six Weeks."

"Allentown, Pa.,

Two

AN UNPARALLELED BOX
VARIETY
June

"The array of baby carriages in The Girard
Avenue Theatre lobby yesterday afternoon
gave

the appearance that a mothers' con-

in session.
The special matinee was
given for the benefit of 'ladies only'. Judging
by the number of women unable to purchase
admission on account of the stringent fire
laws, D'Amon might be induced to give extra
matinees next week, etc."

Mind

etc."

Weeks.

it

was

gress

as

»»

"Baltimore, Md., Four Weeks."

The

OfFKE ATTRACTION

BILL BOARD
June

THE GREAT WHITE MYSTERY

"D'Amon

is

a

D'Amon
notices

big drawing card

at the

Girard

Avenue

Theatre,

1907

"The entire
press of Philadelphia gave

1907

7,

8,

flattering

about his

and the
audience went
work,
fairly

his

Philadelphia, etc."

wild over
mind-reading

tests,

drawing the

better

class

people

two and

of

three times, etc."

"Camden, N.

J.,

Two Weeks." The Most Mystifying Mental Telepathic Marvel

PHILADELPHIA LEDGER:
"D'Amon's

performance

is

unde-

niably interesting. Owing to the number of people being unable to gain
admission during the week, Manager
Miller announced last evening that he
was negotiating to hold 'The Great
White Mystery* over another week, etc."

the World

"WE PLAY VAUDEVILLE"
"WE PLAY THEATRES"
"WE ALSO PLAY HALLS"

FRANK MIGONE
PHILADELPHIA

not, as

PHILADELPHIA NORTH AMERICAN:
"D'Amon causes great wonderment
at the Girard Avenue Theatre. He has
a vein of humor that makes his con-

full

was

Spring,

««

more mystifying than
mind reading is

as his

view of the audience, and

the case of Miss

who gave

under a sheet,

versation sparkle, etc."

In

is
,

given in

PENN SHOW PRINT

JACK RYNO

"D'Amon

Miss

Management

OUR BOOKS ARE OPEN

"Altoona, Pa., Three Weeks."

PHILADELPHIA RECORD:
*

London, Can., Five Weeks."
"Ottawa, Can., Three Weeks."

:

—

last

her exhibition from

etc."

Wheeling, W. Va., Three Weeks."
"Reading, Pa., Four Weeks."

TO SHOW THE GENUINENESS OP ABOVE NUMBER OF WEEKS
IN EACH TOWN AND ALSO THE ABOVE PRESS CRITICISMS

SUE EMERSON

AND

Route on Majestic Interstate Circuit

•THAT NOVELTY SINGING AND CONVERSATIONAL DUO'
Mill

in

Emerson, experienced principal boy and the phenomenal baritone

JNO.

NOW

P.

invite

and

High

offers.

class Vaudeville

double- voice vocalist.

PLAY ANYTHING CAST

and Burlesque.

WANT TENOR SINGER

for our

new

act.

FOR.

Address as per route.

m

Rogers Dee ley

PLAYING

BEN

"ROBINSON CRUSOE" AND HIS MAN "FRIDAY"
-

Wish

all

friends a Nerrv

Booked Solid 1907-8
When

anticering advert iiemente kindly mention VARIETY.

Xmas and a Happy New Year

Management JESSE

L.

LASKY

VARIETY
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DAG ENS NYHETEB," STOCKHOLM.
20th June. 1007.
"Signor Enrico Palmetto la here.
We hal
iif nil
so much about him that when we went
to iiis concert last night we expected to be
treated to an exquisite pleasure and let us say
at once we were not disappointed.
"A better voice lias not been heard In this
city for a long time.
"Sljrnor Palmetto seems in appearance to lie
a mere bric-a-brac, but as aoon as be opened bis
mouth he captivated the whole crowded audience.

"He

Is

the possessor of a fine natural tenor.

While of an intensely dramatic temperament
and In every way fitted for grand opera work,
he nevertheless la capable of the most delicate
pianissimo and mezzo voice passages.
"He had eight curtain calls and was forced
to Klve

ENRICO PALMETTO

SIG.

>\*

+*!tt*'

.*»**
(K toV

\otb
\i'

,-ert

CO**

-\<

T .\ft>

three encores."

1«*
\»

tore

*«

NV»

\en°

,.,.l»Ye

.*&&*
ft*

vft* c

ote*<*VL
I*

wt
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r o

M.

T

I

M C

ADD

BARNES, Mgr.

m.

s

I
I

\x

>

••

I
.

SUITES 906-008

CHICAGO OPERA
HOUSE BUILDING
T—

HTitu unnivvring adtcrtiscments kindly mention Variety.

l| W,

MARINELLI,

MEETING WITH BIG SUCCESS ON THE CONTINENT OF EUROPE

Agent

AN ARTISTIC SUCCESS

A LAUGHING HIT

The TALKING

S^

TWO AMERICAN DANCERS

GREETINGS FROM ACROSS THE SEA

A DECIDED NOVELTY

,

COMEDY ACROBATIC

Act

GEO.

IN

"Humorous
BOOKED TO MAY 3RD,

Peculiarities"
NOW ON THE ORPHELM

'OB

Merry Christmas and Happy

PERFECTION
Do

is

New Year

the
RESULT of
WE KNOW OUR BUSINESS

to

CIRCUIT

Everybody

EXPERIENCE

who will tell you they can furnish Roller Skates "Just as Good." Don't
of buying skates without reputation from makers with no experience or financial responsibility.

not be deceived by our imitators,

assume the risk

RICHARDSON Cushion Frame,

Anti-Jar Ball Bearine

Sk tes

Are used exclusively in all cf the largest and most successful rinks in America, and by all of th* leading
skaters of the world.
We carry a full line of everything pertaining to the rink business, including Mechanical
Militaiy Bands, Floor Surfacing Machines. Maple Flooring. Rink Tickets. Lithographs, Electrotypes, etc.
Write for new catalogue.
TELL
TO OPEN AND OPERATE ROLLER RINKS.

HOW

RICHARDSON BALL BEARING SKATE COMPANY
W In n

aitsin rimj

udvcrtitcwcntn kindly

501
mention VaMCTY.

WELLS STREET, CHICAGO

—

—

VARIETY
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OOK AND

M Y

LIS

TO WHAT THE CRITICS FROM COAST TO COAST SAY OF

fa

U

MATTHEW

Y

WHITE, Jr.'* ORIGINAL OHE-AOT PLAY

Staged by NIRRY LEONHARDT

Booked for Seventy Weeks by United Booking Offleet

NOT AN ADVERSE CRITICISM
WHAT MEW YORK

SAYS:

Misa May Tully,

May Tally's sketch, "Stop. Look and Listen," hag become a
vaudeville classic. One can readily understand why Miss Tully is
so anxious to appear In the play which Mr. White Is writing.
It
is along amusing and original lines and its main idea la a real
novelty.
Miss Tully haa an excellent opportunity to ahow that she
She has a luxuriant line of slang.
is a comedienne of fine ability.
Her take-off of
and also takes occasion to give her Imitations.
Ethel Barrymore was well-nigh perfect. Theodore D. Rousseau
in the "Morning Telegraph."

—

Miss Tully makes her individual bow to vaudeville in a decidedly
clever sketch.
In the part of a stranded "barnstormer" she has
a quantity of exceedingly bright lines and some plctnresque slang.
In everything she did Miss Tully showed ability of an unusual
order, being endowed with an exceedingly attractive personality
Her Imitations of
and a speaking voice of exquisite quality.
Ethel Barrymore, Mrs. Carter and Marie Cahlll were well enough
done to merit serious notice. Rush in "Variety."

—

May Tully and Company presented a new and particularly entertaining little aketch which proved Just the right kind of a combination of humor and pathos splendidly acted by Miss Tully and
her assistants.
Miss Tully gave some clever Imitations, which
were warmly applauded, and near the finish of the sketch, where
she acts an lmlglnary scene to Impress the girl to whom she la
giving advice, ahe rose to real heights of emotional expression.
The act is one of the best of its kind.— Henry Olt In the "Clipper."
May

who

an accomplished emotional actreaa,

Is

WHAT SAN FRANCISCO

es-

portrays her character so dramatically that the scene
It haa a great
a good one for any stage-struck girl to see.
deal of truth In it and this truth is presented in a method that la
likely to be more effective than plain statements or sermons
la

sketch la an object lesson for fair.
It won the favorable opinion
of the audiences yesterday and should have a career that would
last for ages.
Miss Tully is a clever woman. "Inquirer."

—

would

—

Miss Tully la a wonder a real acquisition to the vaudeville
stage.
She acted wonderfully well, and richly deserved all the
applause she got, and there waa lots of It. "North American."

—

,

WHAT WASHINGTON

i

SAYS:

Mlaa Tully shows marked ability and works hard.
She haa a
act sketch by Matthew White, Jr., editor of "The
Argosy" and the dramatic editor of "Munsey's Magazine." The
play Is bright and realistic.
"Times."

clever one

—

SAYS:

Miss May Tully Is giving a most unusual vaudeville sketch at
Shea's this week. Her work presages a certain future as an emotional actress of the strongest calibre.
"Times."

—

A

clever travesty on the alluring lights of Broadway,
hit of the evening.— "Bulletin."

Misa May Tully was the dramatic class of the bill and she
big In an original oue-act aketch which waa a well balanced blending of humor and pathos by Matthew White, Jr.
As the actreaa Misa Tully showed remarkable talent.
She was
sympathetic and lovable when the part required it, and then
again she appeared in the natural roughness of the hardened woman
who is worldly wise.— "Chronicle."
scored

WHAT DETROIT

WHAT

—

—

May

Tully!

is

"News."

WHAT NEW ORLEANS

SAYS:

In impersonations, light comedy and emotional work May Tully
without doubt the cleverest wojBan who has been at the Orthis year.
Her work is handled with that skill and tech
nique that is usually expected from the greater stellar lights of
the stage of whom we read for months before their appearance.

is

pheum

One of the notable numbers on the varied bill at Keith's this
week Is a short one-act play entitled "Stop, Look and Listen,"
written by Matthew White, Jr., and acted by May Tully and her
company. Miss Tully as the actress appeala keenly to the audience,
and the pathoa of some of her speeches about the player'a dal'.y
round had almost the same effect on her hearers as It did on the
simple minded girl to whom the warnings were given.
"Tranacrlpt."
There is a little one-act play at Keith's this week called "Stop.
Look and Listen" that in the course of twenty-five minutes gives
the audience all the pleasure to be derived from a drama in three
or four acts and occupying the best part of an evening.
It is.
in fact, a drama In miniature.
The artful combination of pathos
and comedy in a piece that entertains from first to last makes
"Stop, Look and Listen" an ideal number on a vaudeville program.
The play is Admirably acted by Miss Tully and two assistants.
—"Journal."
An entertaining playlet which treats of a country girl and her

The story la interesting as well as entertainidea of the stage.
ing, has a good moral lesson, and shows well the ability of Miss
Tully, one moment as a comedienne, and the next as an emotional
actress.
Her presentations of the manner in which Ethel Barrymore and Mrs. Leslie Carter would sing "Waiting at the Church"

— "Post."

May

Tully, in her unique sketch gives remarkable Impersonations of Mrs. Carter and Ethel Karrymore, with Just a touch
of emotional acting that reveals unusual talent.
"American."

—

"Stop, Look and Listen" is full of surprises, dramatic situations
and laughs.
As a vehicle for Introducing the talent of Miss
Tully nothing better could have been selected, and nothing has
been seen in the Hub for many moons, which, from a dramatic
standpoint, far outranks this tabloid drama with the railroad

name— "Herald."

"Harlequin."

One of the most artistic bits of acting that lias been seen at
the St. Charles In some time is offered there this week by Miss
May Tully In her character playlet, "Stop, Look and Listen."
"Times-Democrat."

WHAT SYRACUSE

May Tully from

Life.

Specially

WHAT PITTSBURG

Drawn by Bert Levy.

SAYS:

A

clever sketch, which not only preaches a much-needed sermon
May Tully an Opportunity
She entertains and amuses
all the time, and her straight work evinces unusual native power
for stage-struck girls, but also gives
to prove bow clever an actress she Is.

and discretion.

— "Gazette-Times."

May Tully and her company of two others have another of the
biggest hits called "Stop, Look and Listen."
Miss Tully Is a
delightful actress, versatile and vividly real In her portrayal of
Her impersonations
the stranded actress at a country crosaroads.
were especially clever and throughout the piece she gave new
evidence of histrionic equipment. "Dispatch."

—

May Tully Is an emotional actress and a portrayer of feminine
character who represents the new departure In vaudeville offerings.
Nothing quite like that which she attempts, with credit
to herself and the author of her playlet, has ever been seen here
"Leader."
before.

—

May

BAYS:

dramatic quality, and Miss Tully Up the
feeling, emotion and a
sense of humor, all controlled and directed by a hlstrlonlsm that
Is nssurcd and sincere.
-"Evening Telegraph."
real

SAYS:

May Tully is one of the few
She's worth It.
Immensely enriched by the acquisition of this
The sketch is closed with a rare hit of emoversatile actress.
tional actlong which silenced onlookers into a tearful tensity.

SATS:

WHAT PHILADELPHIA

May

LOS ANGELES SAYS:

WHAT CLEVELAND
See

and vaudeville

—

The sketch baa

belong to

They're ao scarce real works of art -that you must take off
This Is only a vaudeville aketch.
your hat when one goes by.
But the girl in it! Her name is May Tully. She is more than
an actress; something delicate and rare; s woman satirist; a
vivisect lonist of her own kind— of nctorines.
In the sketch Miss
Tully is so true to life, so genuine In her humor, so touching In
her pathos, so manifestly real In every gesture, that the whole
is a work of vivid present day dramatic art such as the Orpheum
Miss Tully would be worth
stage has not seen in at least a year.
going to see If the rest of the bill were unutterable. -"Times."

"The Evening Telegram."

role of a stranded actress shows' sentiment,

really

—

Miss Tully la one of the few actresses on the vaudeville stage
to-day who combines talent, ability and power.
She baa an excellent sense of humor, a robust voice and an engaging temperament.
She la also versatile and haa the knack of expressing deep emotion that some of our leading ladles ought to copy.
"The Evening
Mail."
May Tully came back to the bouse In which ahe scored her
first success and was afforded a very hearty welcome.
She appeared In Matthew White's little play. "Stop. Look and Listen"
and compelled attention by the force and versatility of her efforts.
It only remains for some really shrewd manager to "discover" Miss
Tully, when she will be heralded as one of the very few actresses
with talent out of the ordinary. "Dramatic Mirror."

hits.

offering

Tully, who puts on a clever bit of comedy In the sketch called
It makes a noise like a railroad cross"Stop, Look and Listen."
"Times."
ing and it really is a bright and snappy story.

Miss Tully's impersonation of the actress
did in the first.
walking the ties la a breesy bit of natural acting, with two Imitations of Mrs. Carter and Ethel Barrymore thrown in. to say
nothing of an admirable bit of emotional acting. The sketch was
originally a magazine story, and is now being amplified Into a four
It was through this process that Miss Rose Stahl's
act comedy.
play, "The Chorus Lady," was evolved, and there la every indication that "Stop, Look and Listen" will follow the happy lead of

were Immense

BAYS:

—

The honors of the present week's

it

WHAT BOSTON

and the

The wise and wary have long since grown skeptical of the
This time his praise for Mia.s
press agent's advance rhapsodies.
May Tully waa only faint shadow of the truth. "Free Press."

This sketch, which shows a stranded actress at a railroad station Influencing a stage struck country maid to stick to her cows
and her lover, la proving even more popular in its second season

in

"The Examiner."

—

Tully and her company in "Stop, Look and Listen" was the

predeceaaor.—Oeorge Henry Payne

in

A tiny picture from theatrical life revealing a sidelight on the
profession seldom caught by the layman and with a good lesson
"Journal."
for stage-struck girls.

—

its

— Winan

—

bit at Keith's last night.
The playlet la one of the best seen ou
"American."
the vaudeville stage in a long time.

than

be.

error in discernment waa committed when the Orpheum managers selected may Tully for topllne distinction this week.
Her
performance redeema the majority of the eulogistic forewords
It almost convicts the press agent of
pledged in her behalf.
modesty in bis bestowal of laudatory adjectives. James Crawford
in the "Call."

No

May Tully and her company, in an interesting one-act play,
"Stop, Look and Listen," by Matthew White, Jr., gave as clever
a bit of acting as haa been seen on the vaudeville stage here in
a long time.— "Poet."

WHAT BUFFALO

SAYS.

May Tully

sayed the leading role of an actreaa who had been stranded and
waa wending her devious way to the Rlalto by the tie route. The

Tully and Company come to the fore with an altogether
With
little sketch entitled "Stop, Look and Listen."
clever monologue, the playlet gives Miss Tully an opport unity
demonstrate her histrionic ability In a striking manner.

charming
Its

to

"Press."

When answering

advertisements kindly mention Vabhcty.

BAYS:

There Is a new act at Keith's which compels more attention
from students of the stage than is usual and accents the advice
that if you wish to keep up to the minute you must watch the
vaudeville.
Thla is Matthew White's "Stop, Look and Listen,"
which he has so cleverly written around Miss May Tully's talents.
Not a thing la pitchforked upon the stage or drugged on with n
lariat.
Juat so surely as the actress goes back to Broadway, ro
does thla act go back to the good old days when honest stuff
was demanded In playlets. -"Journal."
Punctuating the laughing and eye-opening numliers on the bill
this week Is a playlet ("Stop, I,ook and Listen"! which so pleasingly combines comedy and pathos and is so sympathetically Interpreted as to make It one of the most enjoyable vaudeville sketches
presented here this reason.
The piece is breezily written and contains some clever hits on
stage life, with occasional touches of the real thing In sentiment
and an opportunity for the dlplay of a bit of strong dramatic
and an opportunity for the display of a bit of strong dramatic work.
Miss May Tully makes a decided hit as the actress.
She Is
bright and breezy in the lighter parts, puts the requisite amount
of feeling Into the serious lines and In the strongly dramatic
scene sfie is forceful and convincing.
Her impersonations of Mrs.
Leslie Carter, Ethel Barrymore and an East Side girl singing
"Waiting at the Church" are enthusiastically received.. "Post-

—

Standard."

WHAT ROCHESTER

SAYS:

Miss Tully Is an actress of unusual attainments and resource
and mistress of many branches of her art. "Democrat."

—

Miss Tully presents an electrifying bit of emotional acting
her skit, "Stop. !/>ok and Listen."— "Union Advertiser."
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THE EUROPEAN ECCENTRIC WIZARD

Management Tom Brantford.

In an Original Novelty Pantomimic Act.

With Her Company
Presents
Herbert Hall Winslow

and Ned Nye's
Original

Comedy
IN

VAUDEVILLE THIS SEASON.

MARION «<• PEARL
TALKING ACROBATIC COMEDIANS.

IN

THE

"The Haids Who Made 'Hiawatha'

CAROLYN

PEABLE

WRONG

Sisters Meredith
II

In the Scenic Singing Costume Sensation

"Girls olOtber Countries"
REFINED

ARTISTIC

THE
Laughing
Act

ANNIVERSARY GREETINGS
To ALL the READERS

GEORGE

of

Vaudeville

A

Great

Big Hit

Evcrywoere

The Act That Depends on Merit For Success
Splendid Costumes Novel Scenery
—Art the Predominating Note While

—

—

Act Is On.

When

WALT

E.

Now presenting

E.

off

VARIETY from

MURPHY

WHITMAN

and CO.

Mr. Murphy's Splendid

"OLD FRIENDS"

on$u>ering advertieemenU kindly mention Variety.

Comedy

VARIETY

HARRY TATE'S Opan. es
MOTORING
FISHING

GOLFING

WRESTLING
GARDENING
HARRY TATE was the FIRST comedian to'produce

That true

hit vaudeville sketches before KING

to

EDWARD

VII,

QUEER ALEXARDRA and Royal Boasts

nature IRISH comedienne

GRAC1X EMMETT
and her clever company

of players, in that

one continuous laughing comedy

a

Mrs. Murphy's Second Husband
A MERRY CHRISTMAS and A HAPPY NEW YEAR
When anacering adveftinemenU

kindly mention Vabiett.

to

ALL.

P
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n

fci

THE SORT OF ENTERTAINMENT THAT ADVANCES VAUDEVILLE

PRESENTING GEO. ARLISS' EARCE
ic

IT'S

UP TO YOU, WILLIAM

91
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HARRY

KRATONS
im

Origin

ETHELYN

HOOP

nUlfl

LAND

LAND
THE ONLY ACT OF ITS KIND

THE WORLD

IN

Jas. B. Robinson,

Wm.

Parquette

and Hiss Ella Blount

ROBINSON
The yict
Ghat ¥leases

TRIO

EnJerybuhere
Doc. 16

"
"
Jan.

"

—Toledo.

28—Col um but.
80—Cleveland.
6

—Allentown,

IS— Heading.

K.-P.

Pa.
Pa.

Direction AL.

CIRCUIT

MAYER

ADVANCED MUSICAL ACT

Presenting America's Greatest Colored

THE ONLY

MUSICAL
Now
When

on

Lady Cornet

Soloist

NOVELTY
K.

&

P.

Circuit.

answering advertisements kindly mention Variety.
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®m$m9av&
r

K

EMPIRE CIRCUIT
( Incorporated)

Authorized Capital

.

$1,000,000,00

Controlling and Booking All of the Recognized Burlesque
Attractions and Theatres in the United States and

We

Canada

are not affiliated with, or in agreement with any

other Theatrical Corporation or Organization.

New
ROOMS
720-1-2-3-4-5-6-7 and 728

York Offices
1

402 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

(Knickerbocker Theatre Building)

BOOKS NOW BEING PREPARED FOR

NEXT SEASON
ACTS and CHORUS GIRLS ADDRESS

EMPIRE BOOKING OFFICE
PAUL

When

H.

WOLFF,

BOOKING

1°WS T

answering advertisement* kindly mention Variety.

VARIETY

WALTER

MILVEY

SCHRODE
"

FUNEDIAN "

Character comedian and producer. Author of the following laugh producers:' "Reilly's Speech/' "The Isle of Dinky Dee," "000167*3 Drug Store," "000167*8 Dry Goods
Store," "On the Panama." Have just completed the following: "In the Land Beyond," "The Isle of Nowhere/' "College Boys"; also "Dooley's Hunch" (vaudeville act
for four people and a ton of scenery). In preparation, a big farce comedy, "Sweeney's Finish/' a satire on politics. One of the best things I was ever acquainted with.
P.

S.—"NOW YOU TELL ONE."

This season with Chas. H. Waldron's

"TROCADEROS," "The Broadway Show

in burlesque."

I
t

KIT AM LIRA

9

Japanese Enterprises
UNDER THE PERSONAL DIRECTION OF

Mr.

PRED

BRANDT

A.

CONTROLLING ALL THE POPULAR JAPANESE TROUPES

IN

AMERICA

CO.

LILLIAN
IN

44

THE PHANTOM

RIVAL,"

AN ORIGINAL COMEDY CREATION BY

SAGDR DBA IN

one of the best laughing sketches in vaudeville, a high class farcical playlet wit h a C OMPLETE

PLOT IN

16

MINUTES,

with a

BURLESQUE

MELODRAMATIC

FINISH.

SOMERS
Wanted-First-class attractions for England and Continent
When

«,
B.

WAR.NER

OBER MAYER, Representative, 1431 Broadway, New Yorh

answering advertisement b kindly mention VARnrrr.
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PUBLISHERS OF

HANDLE ME WITH
KILLARNEY
I I

SONGS

BALLADS
ii

BACK TO
MANHATTAN,

HARRY LAUDER

DEARIE"

VESTA VICTORIA

ii

YOURS

THE ONLY
ACHING HEART"

Marie

ii

Albert Chevalier

OLD CROSS
ROADS''

Vesta

ii

ALL
the
English

Songs

JUSTYOUand|"
"

DON'T YOU

UNDERSTAND,

HONEY?"
nil

SPOONEY

OONEY FEELING II
(CLAIRE ROMATNE.)
it

DIFFERENT GIRL AGAIN If
(WHIT CUNLIFFE.)

Francis,

Day & Hunter

NEW YORK:

WEST 30TH STREET

When

15

annxccring advertisement* kindly mention Variety.

&c.

!
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Achieved the Greatest Triumph

in

Modern Vaudeville

!

!

AND CO
(C
Presenting

ROMAN SPORTS

and

PASTIMES"

first time on any stage at the NOVELTY THEATRE, BROOKLYN,
"ROMAN SPORTS AND PASTIMES," and scored an instantaneous hit.

Produced for the

EDITION

of

N. Y.,

(Copyrighted)

NOV. 20TH, THEIR SECOND

AS AN ATHLETIC PRODUCTION WE HAVE SET A PRECEDENT
"DASH,"

"VARIETY/'

New

Production said: "There has been no stinting in the outlay and the result is one
The splendid setting with a fountain of running water in the rear and swans
swimming lazily about is bound to excite admiration and interest.
La Veen and Cross have made a strong bid along original lines and
BEshould receive hearty encouragement. IT IS BY FAR THE
SPLENDIDLY EQUIPPED ACROBATIC ACT

of the

of

most elaborate

in

reviewing our

settings yet seen in the varieties.

MOST
FORE THE PUBLIC, AND MAY BE SAID ALSO TO BE THE MOST SPECTACULAR ACT

Men

Four

OUR COMEDIAN
All communications to S.

LA VEEN,

Bails

New

York, care of White Rats of America, or

for London, England, Dec. 14, on Lusitania. Cunard
to introduce the startling and remarkable novelty of
Juggling 100 Hats as performed by

Line.

The

originators,

who open

in

Paris shortly.

MB. MELVILLE

JACK LEVY.

L-VIL-L.

IVI
MORAN and WISER
I

M'gT "Motogirl" and Other Nevelties

AL. C. RIO

.

1553 Broadway,

D

NOW

IN VAUDEVILLE."

JOHN

C.

RICE and SALLY COHEN

America's Leading Vaudeville Headliners, and others.
Address, HOTEL CECIL, Strand, London, England.

is

the exclusive business representative of this act, also

BERTHA NOSS-RUSSELL

£$5rt&.s
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SILK VEL-

VET DROP
!|

14

I

MINUTES

A NEW MUSI
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179

W. 47th

St..

NEW YORK
Telephone
5105 Bryant
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PROF. MACART.

MADAME MAOART.

Exhibitor and Trainer.

Business Manager.

and
in the

...

Best. Trained

World

Rides Anywhere,

Picks up and

Mounts alone a

Two=wheel

straight or in a circle,

a Safety Bicycle

bicycle

JOE.

THIS

IS

THE GREATEST NOVELTY BEFORE THE PUBLIC TO-DAY
HAVE READY THE FOLLOWING NOVELTIES FOR NEXT SEASON:

Boxing

Automobile

Monkeys

Monkey
"BABE, THE

MONKEY CHAUFFEUR/'

Driving and steering anywhere a perfect automobile
MANAGERS

wishing to engage this

EUROPEAN MANAGERS

GREAT ACT, address MADAME MACART, "Clipper"

address H. B. MARINELLI, PARIS (France), or

When

St.

James

answering advertitementt kindly mention Variety.

Building,

Office,

New York.

NEW YORK

CITY.
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FROM OVER THE SEAS TO ALL PARTS OF THE GLOBE

H JAcrry Cbrietmae and a
to all

F)appy flew ^car

MANAGERS AND ARTISTS

Is

the

hearty wish of

PARIS
PLACE OTtlDIKU

I.
•

«n fec«

i

Op«r» CoTiiqu*'

TELEP:AMT.|-256fi

235-85

TEttP:

Cabl* Addr«sa
mm avi %&t mo lo h DON

Adr»»»« T«l«graph<gut

UPTODATl PARIS

TELL YOUR TROUBLES TO ME; THAT 18 MY BUSINESS. HEARING TROUBLE AND
GETTING YOU OUT OF IT.
JUST LOOK AT MY REFERENCES; THEY SPEAX FOR THEMSELVES.

C«bl« Addr*«*

Cable

SINSATlON-BtRLIN

Mr. and
Mrs.

NCiriMtCN SJtWYOftK

EDWARD H.KEMP

ATTORNEY AND COUNSELLOR AT LAW
302 BROADWAY, NEW YORK
ASK ANY OF THESE PEOPLE

R oyen

Morris.

John

W.

2743

IF I

KNOW MY

Louis Pincua.

Fred Niblo.
Fred Solomon.
P. Temple.

World.

Second Season
Wortn

BUSINESS.
Bailey and Austin.
M. S. Bentham.
Wesley & Pincua.
Rice and Prevost.

Lee Harrison.
Ralph Johnstone.
Joe Paige Smith.

Brothers.

Pat Rooney.
Pat Casey.
Jack Levy.

Hugo

{2742

Hall's Studio.

Mike Simon.

Presenting Their

in

Vaudeville

ORIGINAL

Illustrated

" Tales of the Wild "

Edward
I

HAVE A REPRESENTATIVE IN EVERY CITY IN THE UNITED
CANADA AND EUROPE.

A

STATES,

Travel Monologue; Artistic and Novel

LORRETTF

WITH BEST WISHES

sa^aWa^^

FROM

^^^^^^^

THB

ORIGINAL DANCING JUGGLER

SIM

cancelled my foreign contracts and will remain as the "Special VAUDEVILLE FEATURE" with the Murray and Mackey Comedy Company, playing the best repertoire time, the remainder of the season. The title "ORIGINAL DANCING JUGGLER" la my property. Have used it
P.

3.— Have

for years.

Hands

off!

and

Hail Bella Belmont
"THE TWO STRONG MEN"

Collins

VOICE JUGGLER.

"A HITEASTEVERYWHERE"

COMING
WITH A NOVELTY.
MERRY XMA8 AND A HAPPY NEW YEAR TO ALL
FIR8T APPEARANCE IN

NEW

FRIENDS.

YORK.

PRINCE and VIRGINIA MUSICAL SPRAQUELLES
IN

In a Novelty

WEEK

German Comedy and Character Singing

Managers and agents, look us

over.

18

No good time

to

OODIMENTO— DIABLO.

Act.

OF DEC. 16TH, AT PASTOR'S.

MINUTES IN ONE.

follow but willing to acoept some.

When

Scenic,

muaioal,

electrical

Two

years of continuous success in the West.
sensation.
Address, San Francisco Offloe. VARIETY.

answering advertisement* kindly mention Variety.
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East soon.
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LUKENS' LIONS FOUR LONDONS
(7 IN

NUMBER)

(CASTING ACT)

Beatrice's Bears
(6 IN

NUMBER)

FOUR
LUKENS
(CASTING ACT)

THE ABOVE ARE A FEW OF

IG
Permanent Address,

113

N.

READING, PA

4th STREET,

MERRY XMAS AND HAPPY NEW YEAR
TO ALL OUR FRIENDS BOTH FAR AND NEAR

™°

DOWNING

"ROSENTHAL and HARRIGAN"
Presenting an Entirely New Character — Original and Inimitable— Mr. Friend Playing a Natural
Hebrew — Himself — No Ridiculous Make-up — No Hat Drawn Over the Ears —Acknowledged by
Every Manager and Every Audience to Be a Success

in a Class

BOOKED SOLID
THE

Itself.

KEITH-PROCTOR CIRCUIT

THE

MAJESTIC

HAYMARKET

CHICAGO. ILLINOIS
FINEST AND MOST SUCCESSFUL

THE THREE
GENEROUS RECOGNITION FROM A NOTABLE SOURCE.
Chicago Tribune Editorial— Nov.

by

10,

THE

OLYMPIC

VAUDEVILLE HOUSES IN AMERICA

"THE EMINENTLY SATISFACTORY VAUDEVILLE"

11)07.

•END OF THE MERRY WAR."

"Notwithstanding

repeated assertions und Indignant denials, it appears to be understood
that the so-called 'vaudeville war' will shortly end and that the hostilities which have enlivened
the columns of the newspapers will U- impended.
That this conclusion will be welcome to, the
managers engaged In the rivalry is not to be doubted, and that the contest was unfortunate for
both sides Is easily manifested by the willingness with whieh an understanding lias been readied.
"To the patrons of vaudeville, those who like that sort of thing, the entertainments of the
last five years have been eminently satisfactory.
Nobody has ever complained at a first-class
vaudeville house that he was not getting the worth of his money, and the constant accession to
the vaudeville ranks of men and women who have won popularity and distinction on the legitimate
stage has maintained a standard that was generally creditable.
Assuming that the managerial
agreement leaves matters as they were several months ago, there is no good cause for complaint.
At tnat time the good salaries and opportunities for work proved helpful both to the actor and
the vaudeville business, and there was never any trouble in giving an entertainment perfectly acceptable to the thousands of amusement seekers who enjoy a variety of diversion.
"So, save to the occasional 'star' who has hern raised to unusual ami unexpected prominence,
ami who has commanded a salary sadly out of proportion to merits possessed, the end of this
merry war will be in no sense a calamity.
It may be suggested that possibly the vaudeville business has been a trifle overdone and that the return of ambitious venturers to their regular fields
of activity will rather prove a blessing than misfortune."
oft.

When answering

by the Chicago Tribune will be offered in the future as in
and under the same direction at the Majestic, Haymarket and

referred to

the past

Olympic

theatres.

The management,

after keeping faith with the Chicago and Western public for twenty years, will continue to offer all the desirable
vaudeville stars.
It is the intention to present, at all times, bills of uniform excellence at the very lowest prices for which great and beautiful theatres

and costly
average

bills

bills

can be afforded.
is nonsense.

anywhere

advertisement* kindly mention Variety.

Any

pretense of more attractive
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HARRY

FQfTELLE

BOOKED UNTIL
JANUARY '09

KEITHPROCTOR
IMP——,

AND

ORPHEUM

EDDIE

CIRCUITS
THAT FUNNY RAILROAD
TALKING ACT
t *

"Out-Loud Junction

THE ENGLISH GIRLS WHO ARE THE BIG AMERICAN HIT
THE ORIGINAL
ENGLISH DANCING

DOLLS

A GENUINELY NOVEL DANCING ACT
COMBINING STATUE CLOG, ACROBATIC, TAMBOURINE AND ROPE

Direction M. S. BCINTHAM,
Best wishes to

all

ST.

JAMES BUILDING
N. Y.

from the sweetest singing quartette

CITY

in vaudeville

City
ROBERT J. WEBB, 1st Tenor
GEOFFREY O'HARA, Baritone
Booked

solid until June.

When

FRED

ROVER, 2nd Tenor
GUS REED, Basso
Direction of HARRY LEONHARDT
G.

answering advertisement $ kindly mention Vajuett.

VARIETY
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•

»

DIRECTORS
IL

SAM
J.

GUS

SCRIBNER
HERBERT MACK
A.

HILL

LAWRENCE WEBER
CHARLES BARTON
L.

JULES HURTIG

the Recognized High Grade

and Extravaganza Attractions
HERBERT MACK,

President

JULES HURTIG,

Vice-President

SAM

A.

SCRIBNER, Secretary

GUS

HILL, Treasurer

NEW YORK OFFICES
1358
When answering

advertisement! kindly mention Vajuett,

VARIETY
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REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS

JUST A LITTLE DIFFERENT FROM THE BEST.

MAI

Le

REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS

MAIR

Le

and

RAPID FIRE HEBREW COMEDY

THE DANCING WONDERS
UL.LIJIN

The Juggler that

really

had to talk about himself.

BROWN WRIGHT
I

Doing nicely with "The Champagne Girls."

For.

EDWAID

Address, 844

W.

Manajement JACK LEVY.

45th St, N. Y. 0.

WINIFRED

JOLLY

WILD

and

"THE MUSIC TEACHER."
NOTE.—ALWAYS WORKING.
A SMART ACT SMARTLY DRESSED.

In their comedy piano act entitled

IINNESS

«nd

KEITH A PROCTOR CIRCUIT.

HARRY TATE'S C°.

RYAN

England
Australia
Africa

MOTORING

PISHING

Copyrighted.

York

lNe\A/

•MUSH"

RAWLSWATCH
I "VON" KAUFMAN
THE

PARODIST AND COMEDIAN.

"

Finishing SO successful weehs on the Sullivan-Comidine Circuit.
Pot. Address, 460 QLENMORE AVE., BROOKLYN, N. Y.

BIC SURPRISE."

Booked by Western Vaud. Ass., Chicago,

Sternard

111.

A Hay man.

FIFTCCN MINUTES OF LAUGHTER AND APPLAUSE

COMRADES

Comedy Acrobats
ALF

JOHN QUAIL, GEORGE DONAHUE, LENNY ROONEY, GEORGE BULLY.
•THE TALL TALE TELLER.

EDWARD GRAY
Can be seen on Broadway any

fine

lias

day taking a uiuch needed

rest.

Will soon start on some

no toy engines in his act, because be has too much respect for his

ALLENTOWN. DEC.

ART.

A.

Madbull

HARRY
THE MAM WHO TALKS AND
the

SINGS.

Who

L.

WEBB

w

KEEP YOUR STB OM THE LAUGH PRODUCER,

Western Vaudeville Association time and a long route booked.

DICK
PERKINS,

Boll Boy,

Que

Booked

Knockout

solid till Jan.

in the East.
5.

Address

all

agents.

IN/lcAs-L-ISTEIR
ORIGINAL.
Hill's

In

SECOND SEASON, Gns

"Around the

Clock" Co.

MINIATURE FIREMAN

Hallbacks
A

Said "Hail to the King"!
In Vaudeville.

16TH.

EIGHTEEN MINUTES OF COMEDY.

BIO OB

he

SOME ACROBATS.

please note.

flooring

WILTON, Exclusive Sent.

S

much needed work.

He

T.

ii

Ritchie

Ream's

"London Fire Brigade."

Hill's

"Around

Permanent Address, care DI8BECKER, OS

IRVING PLACE,

NEW YORK

CITY.

Win ton

The Much Traveled Ventriloquist," Introducing "McGinty from Australia"

Enormous Success

Correspondents Wanted Wherever There

is

KLAW A ERLANGER

CIRCUIT.

a Variety Performance.

COMING EAST

TONY CASTELLANE
BRO.
THE MOST SENSATIONAL CYCLE ACT BEFORE THE PUBLIC
Positively the only ones doing a
is

the one

who

first

HIGH BACK SOMERSAULT IN MID-AIR, and FORWARD SOMERSAULT FROM SURFACE SPRING BOARD.

introduced the "Loop-the-Loop" and "Loop-the-GapM in a theatre in 1903-04.

When

the

Clock" Co.
America'
Original "That Bad Boy" (Late of
Fred Karno's), "Night in an English Musical
Hall."

Address care Variety, Chicago

answering advertieemente kindly mention Variety,

Office,

Tony

Castellane

Chicago Opera House Block.

VARIETY
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REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS

REPRESENTATIVE rtRTIST©

AND VA/HI
Ltwrooot "Daily Ncwh. "- Ryan ami White du auuie uf the slickest heel and toe danclug lmagla
Not

lit

iik

uhie.

They are masters of the

art,

though holh youu», and their work u.et *tth splendid recognition.

better In this line haa ever been given here.

WHY WE

WEEK

8AY POSITIVELY THE BEST, ETC.

In

'*

MAMA'S DARLING

BOY,'* By

CO.

AARON HOFFMAN

Adg

by our Maaoot, Harry Leonhardt.
Verdict of preaa and public, bigger kit than the School Act.

Booked

aolid

AND

JAMES
DEC.

16,

OAYETY,

LUCIA COOPER
"Gee, Blutch mad*

ST. LOUIS.

me

FIRE RRIGADE

WILLIAM MORRIS,
General Manager.

Managen and

Agenta, here

OLMES
Musical Merry Makers.

FRANK

At Last a

REAL

it

over the

KUw A

FLOURISHINO,

Rrlangor Oiacuit.

REALLY REMARKABLE, REALISTIC, RAPID CHARACTER CHANGES.

act yon have been looking for.

HOLMES

and
Comedy-Musical Act.

Adreaa Care

VARIETY

or

ANTONIA

BILL BOARD.

VAN GOFRE «. CORTRELY —

Novelty Balancing and Posturing.

Addreaa, care

MUELLER
of

MERIT!

(in

on. act)

Francisco.

WILL

D

ORPHEVH

CIRCUIT.

——

JNO.ZOUBOULAKIS
NOVELTIES

VARIETY, Ban

A

HIGH CLASS VOCALISTS
Tiro

TARIBTY.

Novelty in VaadarrQle.

A HOME GROWN NOVELTY.

NORTON 1 RUSSELL

MR. JOB BUNDLE.

la—the

Her Lions

Presenting Their Original long and Dancing

n

(ft

Booked by MR.

and

THE ASTRELLAS

laturh."

THE HITCHIE-HEARN PANTOMIME COMPANY XV THE

LONDON

KEITH'S, BOSTON.

eatured attraction on the SULLIVAN CON8IDINE CIRCUIT.
Permanent addreaa, 816 B. 47th St., N. Y.

"CHATTERING CHUMS."

WEEK

16.

AND

Palmer

Curtis,

DEO.

Present*! by

'The sort of Entertainment thai Advances Vaudeville

tt

CLAY CARTOONIST AND MUSICAL VIRTUOSO
14 Minutes.

(Seven in "one"; open or dose.)

"

KIETY
NEW
CARDS OF ARTISTS
REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS "
KNICKERBOCKER THEATRE BUILDING,

YORK

CITY.

UNDER THE HEADING OF

44

PRESENTING

35

\f

[EVANS

S3.0O monthly,
net
M
6.O0
M
"
e.oo
"
1 0.00
L»«ar6t«r

No

2 Inohea double
1

col.,

-2 Inoh aoroa* page,
1 Inoh
"
2lnche*

Z
Space Pro Rata

$20.00 monthly,
3.60
22.00
44.00

WILLIAM"

not

comV.

1

"

M
THIS WEEK.

advertiaetnent under this heading accepted for less than one month and no preferred position
given. Remittance must accompany advertisements forwarded by maiL
rr
Cash discount for 6 and 18 months.

TO
YOU,

FARCE

AT FOLLOWING RATES:

1-2 Inch single oolM
1 Inoh
1-2 Inoh doubt* ooL.
»
1 Inch

ITS
UP

O.

0.

H..

Have Your Card

CHICAGO.

in

VARIETY

THE
FAVORITE

IRELAND'S ALL-ROUND DUBLIN ENTERTAINER
With
One

like

me

On my own merits for 18 years.
own copyrighted songs, words and music, and self taught dancer.
hard to find was born in me (1867). Am in good health and doing well. Who is my friend ? To-day

his

;

is

the day.

PASTOR'S THIS WEEK

Address care VARIETY
When answering

advertisements kindly mention Variett.

VARIETY
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REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS

REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS
T
H
E

Big Hit
Everywhere

THREE NIGHTIN GALES
PA8T)R8 NEXT WEEK

WILFRED CLARKE
Presenting Hit Sketches

"NO MORE TROUBLE" and "WHAT WILL HAPPEN NEXT!"
Addrees, car© Lambs' Club, New York City.

(Deo.

KARNOS Comedians

FRED

Original

London Comedy Company.

REEVES.

Manager, ALF.

A

I^>
ProMtias "HIS

DAT OTT."
HABBY JACXBOH, Owml »Uf

AdlTMa Unit«i Bookla,

QAM

or

Boom

1,

KLAW & ERLAN6ER

T
E

» TAUDXVH.IA
TOU ALL TILLED.
JULES HOBBY.

Dlreotor for

In

York TAoatro Buildlic, V. T.

All

productions copyrighted.

ODELL

an ORIGINAL act

PERCY

G. WILLIAMS'

maoagemsat

KINLEY

and

ENGAGED UNITED BOOKING

etc, etc., in repertoire.

Attorneys, House, Grossman

off.

our legal rights.
I

DID YOU SEE

I

Will shortly visit America under Nr.

all

WM. MORRIS.

(with Billie Reeves, the orig-

Otlj.

Mr HYMACK
of

Representative,

Pirates, keep

and Vorhaus, who have already confirmed

THE CHAMELEON COMEDIAN

The ORIGINATOR

CIRCUITS.

"A NIGHT IN AN ENGLISH MUSIC HALL"
inal "drunk"), "A Night in the Slums of London,"

N

MINNIE MARX, Mf r.

16).

01TICE8' TIME.

WHAT VARIETY

GOFORTH
Week

Deo.

16,

TO

DOYLE

AND
Week

("All Right")

Lyric, Mobile. Ala.

SAID ABOUT

Dec. 83. Msjeitic, Firmingham, Ala.

SPKAKXm OF TALK

PHIL MILLS
Is

LEW

SULLY'S onsessieml

narration entitled

"OBATOKIOAL D1BTUKBANOXB"

and
THE MUSICAL LAUGH MAKERS

BOOKED SOLID

Freeman

Bros.

KEITH & PROCTOR

WEEK

DEC.

16,

K.

ft

P.

58TH

ST., N. Y. C.

^"^jeanc'iemoni

;insy$i

Those refined medley singers sad danoera who do different styles of dancing.
Now on the Sullivan
Coming East soon. Open for Burlesque or Vaudeville for next season.
ft Oonsidine Circuit.

THE ECCENTRIC RECRUITS,

Swan AND Bambard
LILLIAN HALE . S
"On Guard" with W.

B. Watson's

DEC.

16-18,

IN "THE

Army, playing Grogsn and the

LYCEUM, TROT;

19-21,

FISKE Mc
A
N
s
D

HAV-L

1st.

3rd.

Want
Want
Wsnt

PASTOR' S DEC.

.

It

•

Big success everywhere.

NOUCH

THREE WANTS

to go with a show.
to write Acts for other artists.
sll msnager* and agents to see their

16

"Krsusemeyer's Alloy."

PHANTOM RIVAL," BY 8AOER DEAN.

>ne of the bast la ughing shetohes la vandeville.

2nd.

Sheriff in

OAYETY, ALBANY

AND WEEK.

Playing

NEW ACT

in

SEYMOUR
120

and
W.

116th 8t..

New

NESTOR
York.

Phone 3470 Morn!ng«M#

Open time

Erlanger Circuit

JIIVI and

Per. Address, 735 Jennings St., N. Y. City.

rhgrgftST Sonya snd Changes.

Maw H

"one," "Denny's Dilemma," at

JENNY

WORLD'S GREATEST WIRE ARTISTS AND JUMPERS.
Booked hy H.

HAVE YOUR

H

ARD

after April

l»

J

FEXBER.

I1N

VARIETY.

VAUDEVILLE SURPRISE

JOLLY JOHN LARKINS
WESLEY

(El

PINCUS, Exclusive Agents

When answering

advertisement! kindly mmititn

ORIGINAL

CONCEPTION
IN ONE

VARIETY
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RCPRC8BNTATIVB ARTISTS

RGPRC8CNTATIVB ARTI8T8

MADDOX
EDWABD GRAY

was driving the auto which mined

my

«76 and

MELVIIN

i
it ruck

my

foot last Sunday.

won

Give the act X have

to oraeone

Wesley & Pincus

who need*

it

or keep it youraelf.

MANAGERS AND AGENTS INVITED TO SEE

The

Great Caicedo

XV VAUDEVILLE.
Direction of MR. X. T. ALBEX.

Address per route or N. Y. CLIPPER.

^^^^

DcVcldc

ABNER

ALI AND PEISER

& Zclda

*Arli$ric 6quilibri$te

En Route

T.

W. Minor's "HIGH JINKS."
WEEK DEC.

16,

GOTHAM,

ECCENTRIC COMEDY ACROBATS
N. Y.

RUBE

and

KITTIE

Lazell Welch-

That German Comedy 8ketch, "DELMONICO'S UPSIDE

DOWN."

BOOKED

Are playing the West Indies with the Flying Jordens for a season of 14 weeks.

Why

W. MADDOX.

WYNN

BESSIE

KING OF THE WIRE.

—AL.

Assisted by

COYLE, BEATRICE and DYER,

SOLID.

Direction

JACK LEVY.

not have a cartoon of yourself or act for lobby, or a diagram of your tricks ?

I'LL

DRAW THEM FOR YOU

IGINAL
If

this is the best protection

you are,

A(ldr««m pare

VARIETY

SaONTHJ

AAO
80.-40.

ENORMOUS SUCCESS

ENORMOUS SUCCESS

ENORMOUS SUCCESS

MISS
THEATRE

WEEK DECEMBER
i^fe
^% S± MM

ALHAMBRA THEATRE
16,

HAMMERSTEIN'S,

MBHUTCH SON-LU SBY
^^

^^

^^ ^^

™

4%

iP%tt

U

^^ ^^ ^^ ^^

^%

^fe

NEW YORKALH
Presenting

JACK BURNETT'S GREAT DRAMATIC COMEDY

"The
CO.
^^ ^^

6irl

Untamed

WESTERN VAUDEVILLE

»

ASSOCIATION.

i

ELLA

^^^^^

^L

REGULAR WARDROBE, REGULAR SINGING, IRREGULAR DANCING.

JacR

BURNS BURNS
S

When answering

PRESCRIPTION NO.

3

TO FOLLOW.

ECCENTRIC COMEDIANS.

Jim

Originators of the Burlesque Bounding Tight Bope.
Also,
AND LILY, Vocal and Musical Entertainer*,
can be booked in conjunction with above act.

advertUementt kindly mention Variety.

MAY

AGENT. JENIE JACOBS, KNICKERBOCKER THEATRE BLDO.

VARIETY
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REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS

UEPBtiSEINTrtTIVE ARTIST®

FRANK FOG ERTY
Booked Solid

COMEDY MUSICAL DUO.
16,

June, 1908.

K.

A

Right,

I

The Dublin

Boys?"

Minstrel

P. Circuit

IVIclVIAMOIM'S

BERRY

BERRY
DEC

until

"Ain't

Vow

Playing the Orpheum Circuit.
ALF. T. WILTON, Agent.

ORPHETTM, MINNEAPOLIS.

Afrit

Wrtb

Iht Aaiatraa

PORTER MAIDS

44

JntmtU? Artiala
*

Jfrrflrnttttg

Ad drew

»*

Winning and Banting sprrinlty

tuntfl

W.

as per route, or 248

Act staged by

JSed

45th St., N. T. City.

"Tom" Kelley

OUyburn

MAX REYNOLDS Have Your Card

PIANI8T AT PASTORS THEATRE.

Featured

Ml

big bit la the vaudeville bit

"PARADISE ALLEY."

Mill
Broke

all

LEW

("THE GIRL

BLUE")

IN

London Theatre with
week December 2nd.

ROSE, Hurtig

<&

Seamon's 125th

a solid year on the Sullivan-Considine Circuit.

IN VAUDEVILLE

Ooe, whet a

Who

is

mall ggffc

the artiit always introducing something

always welcome and commands

I

TIME ALL FTLLED.

A

PORTRAYED

and

Delmore

Darrell

Address ears

VARIETY.

MAIDA DUPREE
Singing and Dancing Comedienne.

1st

"High School

WEEK

Girls.'

DEC.

16,

Who

plays return datos at all honsosf
Who is
about the highest salary ever paid a "single" act on the Paoifle Coast I

HUGHJ.EMMETT
VENTRILOQUIST.
Weeh

ERNESTS

TRAMPOLINE HORIZONTAL BAR ARTI8T8.

featured attraction on Sullivan-Considine Circuit.

THE MAGNETIC

wondor where the mail box

newl

Music Hall, New York

St.

A SENSATIONAL EUROPEAN NOVELTY.

HAROLD KELLEY THE
finis hing

"Broadway

Jas. H. Curtin's

MR. and MRS.

Jut

VARIETY

in

ROLLER.

records at

Gaiety Girls,"
Address

Mgr. B. A.

Deo. t, playsd a return data at Orauman's National, Frisco.

Ash

Bid.

JOHN

J.
An

WELCH

COLUMBIA, BOSTON.

- EARL

MADELINE

entertaining comedy act in "one," consisting of singing, dancing and talking.

A SUCCESS EVERYWHERE.
Mr. Welch is the author of many popular songs now being sung everywhere.
Booked by Western Vaudeville Association.

THE REAL NEWSBOY ACT

The Original American Newsboy Quartet
CAME WEST FOR
Week

10*

f%Sr?Z!

Dec. 18

Wkm

'

1KhXD *"* HOLDEN, SIN0ER8, DANCERS and COMEDIANS.
^ESKP SfSS^StbJ^
,I0KZD *°H 10 WH™ MORE. WHY
MORE MONEY. All 55 open

P^Kd'•'.'.
Ore?™

antwtring odt»rti*em*nt$ Hndlf m**tio* Variety.

I

aft* March

7th.

(Keith- Proctor,

Beware?)

VARIETY
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REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS

RBPRESBINTrtTIVB ARTISTS
Um«

It lin't the
Ifl th. act that

that make. th.
th. mam*.

mtkM

RICE & PREVOST
"Bumpty Bumps"

TKB JAM OUS

JACKSON

FAMILY
WORLD! MOST MAR

JAMES B. DONOVAN
RENA
ARNOLD
QUEEN OF VAUDEVILLE.
ALT

T.

WILTON,

Agent.

Chris

WILDER "-r
»• W. nth

It,

Mew

ACROSS THE POND.
Address oare BOMER A WARBBR,
1 Tottenh am Court Road, London. Eng.
ALT T. WILTON, Amerioan Agent.

DOINO WELL, THAME YOU.

VKLOUS OY0LMT8.

Phone sit*

Ritterand Foster

THE KINO OE IRELAND,

DeWITT-BURNS and

York.

UmiUk

Richards

TORRANCE

Bob
VanTKB Ostcn
TKB HAM
WITH

Presenting

"The Awakening-

WEES

of Toy*,"

Eoo.ntric Co»«di»i

SCRANTON.
REICH A PLUNKETT, Agent*.

DUCK MO BR.

johm

DEO.

16,

POLI'B,

DEC.

16,

COLUMBIA,

ST. LOUIS

ALLY

a

Balno»d$liaw

OEO.

TOM

O.

BURLESQUE ECCENTR ICS.
M. T.

Hippodrome, lndof.

MERRY XMAS AND HAPPY NEW YEAR
TO ALL FRIENDS.

Herbert Lloyd and Co.

Presenting

WEEK

DEO.

16,

"A

Baohelor Wife.'*

COLUMBIA, CINCINNATI.

ALLEN CURTIS
Clifton Crawford
Direction

COMEDIANS AMD PRODUCER*,

Grace

JOE BART.

Have Your Card

Orma

In Vaudeville

in Variety

Deo.

9-14,

Pastor's

Theatre.

Of Bam Scribner's "Big Show."

We

ILA
A

P.

la harmony.

dRANNON JANE GILBERT
IB VAUDEVILLE.

X.

make them laugh heoauae we work

CIRCUIT.

With

BOOKED

MAT TULLY
Week

SOLID.

IN "Btop, Look aad Listen"
Deo. 16, Lyrio, Dayton, Ohio.

AM ADVANCED

PRE8EMTIMO

Comedy

Sensational Tricks— Refined
WEEK

DEC.

9,

TREMONT, BOSTON.

WEEK

DEC.

18,

MEW YORK THEATRE,

N. Y.

L
THE TOWN TOPIC TICKLE
TALKERS and TIP TOP TICKLE

HE

OWN

SINGERS, Tickling more abundantly

OPIC

at

1CKLE
ALKER3

Keith's,

DEO.

16,

Syracuse,

this

week.

8HUBERT, UTICA.

Those Smart Agents

REICH A PLUNKETT.

THE AUSTRALIAN PREMIER VOCAL. SOCIETY SKETCH ARTISTS

RIVERS

A
N
D

SULLIVAN A COMSIDINE CIRCUIT, LYRIO,
CLEVELAND, WEEK DEC. 9.

Permanent Address, Care

VARIETY

ALF.

JIMO.
AS SHERMAN SAID,

"WAR

DIRECT FROM AUSTRALIA

THE
MUSICAL
BHOWNIl

IS HELL.

When answering

advertisements kindly mention Variety.

T.

AND
THE
WOLF
SAID

WILTON, Agent, St. James
New York.
THIS

WA8 A H

off

Building,

OF A (VAUDE-

yj^^ WAR

VARIETY

US

RCPRCeBNTATIVC ARTI0T6
THE VENTRILOQUIST WITH A PRODUCTION.

Ed. F.

REYNARD
And His Famous Mechanical

Week

Deo.

16,

Figures.

Keith's, Portland.

MAY TULLY

i

C*****

RBPRBSBNTrtTIVB ARTISTS

* ^"»ou

'TEE HAKKOW TELLER.'
The

IKATORIALI0M

Italian and His Sweetheart

HE

T

PIOTTIS

CO.

of

1907-8,

"THE MAM WITH THE FUNNY HIDE."

Watch

aot

in

January.
Agent.

f.My
Going

and

alone onoe i
What de
food.

it

—

makiag

always

think of thatl

WORKiOWEB
Season of 1906-1907. with
Season 1907-1908.

SHOW.

J*

Representative,
St.

BURKHARDT

OBPHEUM ROAD

KEITH

PROC-

ft

ALBERT SUTHERLAND.

Q

A HIT

MOZART

VAUDEVILLE CLUB, LONDON. ENO.

GAVIN, PLATT

James Building.

yy

PEACHES

and

A HIT

"THE STOLEN

KTD.'

WILLIAMS
AMD HIS COMPANY 07 MECHANICAL ACTORS
PRESENTING A NOVEL

Address

now

for the

JACK LEVY,

TOR'S.

GEO.

KEELER JOE COOK

18 Mine, in One.

entitled

THE MAID"

Copyright Clses D, ZXC, !*% 9891.
Dirootion of QEO. ROMANS.

OKAS.

ALF
16,

"THE JUGGLING KID."

Elinore Sisters
aot In ONE, season
•THE AOTRE88 AND

THE LADY MAGNETIC.
T. WILTON, Agent.
HATHA WAY'S. MALDEN, MASS.

The Dancer ^and

DEC.

MASON

B.

MARGUERITE

Most talked of act In Vaudeville.
Booked solid with the United Booking Offices.

new

HOMER

CHARACTER 80N08TERB.

nr "stop, look and listen."

in

Gartelle Bros. Russell £ Held

VENTRILOQUIAL SKETCH

ile

lift

(loir

Doctors
tf

MAYME SCANLON

Busy Day
A MEW AMD ELABORATE
ACT LN PREPARATION FOR

SEASON

SCANLON

STANLEY

«n°d
ECCENTRIC MUSICAL ENTERTAINERS.

One

of the three characters in their Dig laughing
hit, an oddity entitled "Did Yon See Gladys f"

[

Address care

Prima Donna.
BIO SUCCESS THIS SEASON ZM THE
N
M
t h S FAMOUS

HEIM CHILDREN
A

act that gets their audience on the
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a^ll
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the time;
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MORRIS RETURNS HOME
F ROM WES TERN TRIP
The Independent Agent Still Defers a Statement, But
Many Rumors Are Afloat.

MOVING PICTURES IN
The Twenty-third
-tup

playing

Theatre

will

when the Fifth

vaudeville

Avenue changes

23D STREET.

Street

from the pres-

its policy

ent stock to variety shows once again.

The program for the Twenty-third
Mreet house seems to be a moving picture show which will run from 10 a. 111.

ricals,

i

who

returned to the city on Wednesday

In Cleveland, the agent holds a contract
to book the vaudeville acts to play at the
new Hippodrome in that city, which will
-open December 30th, and in St. Louis, the
new American Theatre, to open about the
middle of January under the management
of the American Theatre Company, now
operating former K. & E. houses in St.
Louis, Louisville, Milwaukee and Kansas
City, will also be booked by Mr. Morris.
"I have nothing to say for publication

now," said Mr. Morris to a Variety representative upon his return.
"You seem
There is
to know where I have been.
no need to deny it, but I have nothing to
tell.

Variety before; there are matters maand when completed I shall gi\£
them out."
In reply to a question as to whether he
would have a circuit before the end of
in

turing,

Mr. Morris replied in the affirmative, but would go no further.
Despite the secrecy wfth which Mr. Morris covers his operations, there were many
rumors on Broadway this week of his
plana,
One agent said he has been informed from the Morris office not to book
certain acts which were mentioned until
Mr. Morris returned home, and the general
report lead to a belief that an announcement was shortly expected from Morris
which would place his office once again
in substantial opposition to the United
Booking Offices.
To all these reports Mr. Morris refused
this season,

reply,

reiterating

what

he

had

pre-

keeping

Twenty-third

the

eyes

their

•>«o.

The Keith-Proctor Fifth Avenue Thea-

business,

atre will once again become a vaudeville

to take

house,

and as I advertised, am willing
an interest in a house here. Just
how soon I can do so I cannot state now.
In the matter of actual development my

will

trip here at this time will not bring out

Majestic in Brooklyn.

anything further than to show
tions.

and

like Cincinnati,

I

house here,

my

inten-

land

will

who

Walsh
nor

passed

to

Nicholas J.

an expressed consideration of

for
It

does not affect the ownership,

that the value of the property, esti

is

mated to be worth $250,000.
Mr. Morris is said to have asked Anderson & Ziegler to place a figure upon the
Columbia Theatre. It is also authentically
reported that Mr. Rhinock, said to be a
partner of Cella's in racing ventures, en-

deavored to persuide Mr.
main out of Cincinnati.

Morris

to

re-

merstein could not be enticed
the Morris

and

the following extracts:

"Plans

for

new

a

independent

vaudeville circuit have been completed
in

Louis, and

St.

cluded

the

Mary

in

will

be inAnderson Theatre.
it

At the head of the new circuit will be
William Morris, and associated with
him the Oppenheimer Brothers, of St.

who

is

ever project

While

is

Mr.

New Yorker in whaton foot.
Morris was here, it was

stated in an interview with him that Mr.

Cella

was a partner of Mr. Morris

theatrical ventures

now

menting on Mr. Morris'
is

Bertha Kalich,
tract

made

in

keeping with a conhouse will

last year, the

give nothing but vaudeville."

com-

visit:

positively

known,

however, that Mr. Cella of race-

were

Loftus, the mimic,

who

closed

with "The Lancers" Saturday night in

New

first

of the

New

Year.

She has secured a leave of absence for
that length of time from Henry Miller,
to whom she is under contract for his pro-

Sunday entertainment.

At the office's of the White Hats this
week, R. C. Mudge, president of the or'The White Rats believe in shows on
Sunday. It is better for the artist and
the manager; meaning more money for
both, and the artist would support any
action taken to insure the permanent and
full opening of the vaudeville theatres on
the Sabbath under proper conditions.

"The White Rats do not

Miss

4.
Boston, Dec. 20.

Klaw
the

30).

&

Erlanger's vaudeville will leave

Tremont Theatre Jan. 4 (week Dec.
That closes "Advanced Vaudeville"

Loftus

opens

Majestic on Jan.

at

She

6.

Chicago

the
will

play one

week more out of town and may then
her six weeks in the Hammerstein.
Williams and K.-P. houses of New York.
Robert Grau did the booking.
finish

city

where they

it

equit

from one

where Sunday concerts
theatre

a

in

without compensation
for the extra performances.
The artist
agrees to play at a house, and is willing to
aippear at all legal performances, whether
city

are,

twelve

are

weekly,

fourteen

or

but he does not want to give

away

services in another house because the

his

man

afement can not keep open on Sunday
the house where he was originally booked.
"Another objection we have is to the
free 'trial' shows on Sunday. We do not
believe any act should appear unless it is
paid, and the number of acts which work
for nothing at these Sunday shows simartists

who would be

in

Nothing but time remains between Lawrence D'Orsay and vaudeville.
Mr. D'Orsay has his company, sketch and himself
all in readiness; M. S. Bent ham is supposed to do the rest, and when the agent
sounds the bell, the English comedian
will commence upon his vaudeville journey

demand

other-

wise.

"The White Rats, as I said before, favor
Sunday shows, but only under proper conditions."

CLOSING DATE.

The New York Theatre

will revert

to

former occupation as a legitimate
house after the week of Jan. 20, when
the final "Advanced Vaudeville" will be
played in it.
This is one week earlier than was exits

pected,

and

will

mark the end

of

Klaw &

Erlanger's vaudeville existence.

Following the variety performances will
enter Florenz Ziegfeld's "The Soul Kiss,"

GERMAN AGENTS FORMING

ASSO-

CIATION.

A

meeting of

all

the

German

variety

been called for this month in Hamburg,

the

where a big fair is being held.
Once each year a German city is selected for a prolonged trial of all acts which

completion of his present vaudeville tour
Louis Mann will star in a new play which

agers and agents from all over the con-

LOUIS MANN, THE SERIOUS.
Announcement is made that upon

a

theatre in

are not allowed to another

NEW YORK
D'ORSAY WAITING.

agents, particularly those from Berlin, has

for Boston.

believe

that acts shall be shifted

ply keep off the bill recognized vaudeville

ductions.

JAN.

in the

said,

fortified could it oppose any
measures introduced with the disapproval
of the actor, who is a large part of the

stantially

for the first time.

TREM0NT CLOSES

operated by them,

and "The Commercial Tribune"
"This much

the house.
With the
exception of the four performances by
characterized

reported to be

connected with the

law-making looking towards a freer Sunday for the manager. The natural opposition which will arise at any suggestion
of a liberal Sunday law from the church
element and "up-Staters" would be sub-

there

Cecelia

vaudeville artist as a unit would

be a very important factor in any Albany

Louis.

vaudeville of the high class that has

Cella. of St. Louis,

shows

varietv

HAS ENGAGED CISSY L0FTUS.

"The new circuit will be a powerful
and assures the Mary Anderson

son and Jos. J. Rhinock arrived on the
samp train with the agent, and in the
city at the same time also was Louis

the

given up for stock.

beginning about the
20.

week printed

this

the artists, are remedied.

able

tendance at the Keith-Proctor 23d Street

one,

Cincinnati, Dec. 20.

office.

York, will spend six weeks in vaudeville
under engagement to Kohl & Castle,

Louisville, Dec.

The "Evening Post"

away from

It was thought at that time the house
would act as opposition to Hammerstein's
Victoria. Instead, it reacted upon the at-

theatre,

provided certain evils, in existence at present and not working for the interest uf

ganization, said:

vaudeville given in the Fifth

last

drawn from the Keith-Proctor houses in
Newark, Jersey City and Elizabeth to
make up the shows once weekly, was
when P. G. Williams and William Ham

theatre in Cincinnati, announced if
Mr. Morris was willing to pay their price,
they would rent him either the Walnut or
Olympic, or both.
Last Friday the title

Walnut

The

arc

ville

the

present

Its

6.

Spooner Stock Company,
vacate before that time, playing the

Avenue, excepting the Sunday night concerts which have been continued with acts

interested in the Columbia, the only vaude

of

commencing Jan.

occupant, the

n

feel sure."

I

Messrs. Anderson and Rhinock.

viously said.

The coming of William Morris, the New
York vaudeville agent, to Cincinnati caused
a theatrical scare in the city. Max Ander-

remain

will

agency, as outlined in Vakikty some time

representative, Mr. Morris

"I intend to stick in the vaudeville

said:

house,

Street

with the United Booking OAoss, and likely take up the production end of the

turned in Mr. Morris' direction."

$80,000.

"I can only repeat what has been printed

Chicago in

for

To a Variety

While away Mr. Morris visited CleveChicago, Cincinnati and St. Louis.

to

start

morning, are

after a week's trip in the West.

land,

Harry Leonhardt, the manager of the

movements of Mr. Morris, an
Messrs. Anderson and Rhinock,

Any steps taken to secure legislation at
Albany this coming session to permit more
freedom in the theatres on Sunday will
be favored by the White Rats of America

The

until 11 p. in.

William Morris, the independent agent,
who is looked to by the vaudeville artist
as the leader of any opposition which will
arise in the vaudeville branch of theat-

SUNDAY OPENING FAVORED—IF.

may wish

to

display

themselves.

with Adeline Genee, the premier dancer
from the Empire, London, as the feature.
The revue planned by Mr. Ziegfeld for
the theatre about the same time will be
held over until the roof garden season
opens upstairs next summer.

The
will

principals

have roles

engaged

for

the

revue

in the piece.

Man-

NAMED AFTER MABEL BARRISON.
»

track fame,

is

Mr. Morris* backer,

and as Mr. Cella's wealth
in the millions,

it

is

figures

safe to say

they will eventually get what they
are looking for.
"All vaudeville interests are
watching very closely the present

will

introduce

the

character work, and
light

comedy

comedian

in

mark the end

serious

of his

efforts.

New York Thean adaptation of "All
on Account of Eliza," arranged by Clara
Lipman (Mrs. Mann).
He

is

appearing at the

atre this

week

in

and the occasion this season has been chosen to combine the agents
of Berlin into an association.
There are about 25 agents in the German capital who are wanted in the union,
but there are from 50 to 100 in all who
tinent attend,

may

be

eligible.

Chicago, Dec. 20.

new vaudeville
Waukegan, 111., opens Dec. 22.
is called "The Banrison."
The Western Vaudeville Association

Joseph

E.

Howard's

theatre at
It

will furnish the acts.

be local manager.

N. Glickauff

is

to

VARIETY
Adams and Drew have

Hkiety
A

Adams and Kirk have

CO.

Knickerbocker Theatre Building,

ceipts last

New York

Monday

Whit

evening

re-

to a local charity.

Dec. 30.

,

Entered aa aecond-cloaa matter December 22,
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CHICAGO OFFICE,

and Josephine Cohan and
at the New York for the
second week commencing Monday.
Fred

Niblo

Company remain

Chloafo Opera Hoaee Block
(Phone, Mala 4980).

Yaa Neat At*. (Room

St.,

lit).

M.

operation for an abscess Mr. Eltinge was

Anna and

Effie

Street house this

performed

who wus taken

Vesta,

early

ill

the

in

8EIBT.

same thing a year ago
both were visiting there.

Charges for portraits furnished on application.
Special rate by the month for professional card
under heading "RepresentatlTe Artiste."
Advertising copy should be received by Thuraday at noon to lnsnro publication In current Issue.

Truly Shattuck's engagement for the
Wintergarten, Berlin, as reported last
week, was arranged through Marinelli's

New York

office.

Heras Family of
a rib
on Tuesday while at the Union Square,
but attempted to play the week out. The
engagement for Ottawa next week will
be canceled to allow the heavy under-

Friganza and Radie Furman
were taken ill during the week at the

don, Paris and Berlin.

>89

Grand Opera House, Brooklyn, having to
retire from the bill.

Annual
$4
Foreign
6
81x and three months In proportion.
Single copies ten cents.
VARIETY will be mailed to a permanent addreaa or as per route as desired.

Matt Woodward has been commissioned
write a first part and burlesque for
Abe Leavitt's "Rentz Santley" Company

E.

play at

will

30,

He

ing on

on

Publishing Co.

the

oil

E. Ritchie, of the Ritchie Duo, the

has recovered the use of his
and the act will appear at

arm.
Keeney's next week.
right

The

DECEMBER

No.

21.

2.

Piottis, character songs,

Christina/*.

have been

weeks over the Sullivan*
Duluth
opening at
Monday, December 23.

booked

for forty

Considine

A Merrv

preciation

thanks and

our

offer

many

to the

grams, cables and

sincere

Circuit,

senders of tele-

congratulating

letters

Elizabeth M. Murray, Toby Claude and

ap-

Schrode and Mulvey are

awaiting

con-

tracts for foreign time, secured for

them

VARIETY upon its Anniversary Number,
and extending their good wishes for the

through Jenie Jacobs.

future.

Julian Rose will commence a "jump" today from the Tremont, Boston, to the

The favor met with by the

issue

was

far

beyond either our hopes or anticipation.
Each year of the two we have been fortunate to celebrate by a special Anniversary' Number. VARIETY has tried to
avoid the beaten path/r of

and

the

accepted

occasion

all

big issues,

as

opportune

own views

in their

own

Minnie Du Pree, of Eckel and Du Pree,
have a unique Christmas gift. While
the pair were playing Mahanoy City, Pa.,
recently Joe Eckel thinks he discovered
a pearl in

aa

oyster served to him in a

restaurant.

local

not

come as

and

the

professional

compositions of
writers, should

a distinct relief

it

does to us.

Weber, manager of Weber & Rush's

Jos.

tady, N. Y., and Atlanta, Ga., says he

is

playing more costly and high class shows
the three houses just

them

seen in

the

success

of

the

thanks are here expressed.

inadvertently
is

disclosed

the

not a frequent church-

While discussing the
Supreme
Court decision rendered affecting Sunday
performances, Mr. Alonzo said, "Well, the
churches

Fred

now than

ever

opened on
last week,
under his 25 weeks' contract. This week
Mr. Zobedie is at the Grand Opera House,
Brooklyn, playing Hathaway's, Lowell,
the

acrobat,

Klaw & Erlanger

decided

remain abroad yet awhile, having

re-

They

ceived considerable time over there.

are at the Apollo, Dusseldorf (Germany),

December

now, too."

"They charge ad-

mission. n

Barber,

The month

15.

the

of

late

Barber-Ritchie Trio.

out the Campbell
and Johnson engagement at the London
Hippodrome, closing there Dec. 8. Johnson was taken suddenly ill some weeks

The

new

act

played

New

York.

He

will rest

months before returning to the

stage.

circuit

commencing Monday.

to

close

to

replied,

ago, returning to

before.

Zobedie,

have

will

Asked why, he

for a few

until

Garrick, St. Louis, where he will open to-

morrow (Sunday)

night.

of Janu-

Maidie Scott, the Irish comedienne, is
due to arrive in New York to-day, and
will open at the Tremont, Boston, on Monday. Miss Scott is a typical Irish girl in
looks, with black hair, blue eyes and the
roguishncss of expression which goes with
the rest. She has played "principal boy"
parts in many of London's pantomimes,

and was the "Aladdin"
of that name.

in

the spectacle

Billy Noble, the "Dixie Boy," principal

Weston, the

Lucy

EckhofT and Gordon declined to open the
performance at Fifty-eighth Street this
week, leaving the bill before the first
show. The Aerial Shaws replaced them.

English

songstress,

open at the New York Jan. fi. Miss
Weston is bringing over two songs she

comedian
Maids,"

will

become popular. One is
named "The Curate and the Maid;" the
other "Keep Your Feet Together." There
Mi.ss Weston will not
is a possibility that
expects

The Cora Youngblood
its

Docks tader*i
Jan.

Alf. T.

fi.

Corson

will

come over here

Sextet

Eastern date at W. L.
Garrick, Wilmington, week

first

Wilton

is

booking the

act.

Vesta Victoria opens at the New York
for a return engagement on Dec. 30. Miss

may remain two or three weeks.
She will probably thereafter be routed
by the United Offices.
Victoria

Second Anniversary Number, we freely and gladly
credit the contributors to it.
Each and
every one. Every special article was readable, and w;is read, and our very best
l*'or

P. Alonzo, the Poli Circuit general representative,

"Doc" Campbell, formerly of Campbell
and Johnson, has entered into a team witii

vaudeville house in Binghamton, Schenec-

principal

with
and

his

woman

"Twentieth
Jeanne

wife,

with

Century
Brooks,

Weber & Rush's

"Parisian Widows,'' will work as a team
Both have been successful
next season.

chosen fields, and have been planning a big act which it is expected will
Just when they will
prove a feature.

in their

to play the time.

place

Grand Lodge President Green, T. M.
preside

will

at

the

it

has not been stated.

Albert
Ik

fered

at

Loyal and his dog "Togue."' the
present of the other side, was of-

to

the

Hippodrome

management,

New York

A.,

the

Lodge,

officers of

No.

I.ongacre Athletic Club Jan.

1.

at the

.lames

atre,

is

11.

Curtin, of the London The-

Company were booked
weeks of United time this week
by M. S. Bentham. Miss Gale onlv latelv
played her new sketch in vaudeville. The
Florence Gale and

for three

•

present

bookings

engagement
son.

preliminary to an
remainder of the sea

are

for the

•

fire song
week when Jack

Probably the record for rapid
writ inn was effected last

Nor worth called up his collaborator, Al.
Von Til/er, in New York on the long
distance phone from

the newly elected president.

•

t ;i

of

installation

newly elected
.">.

surprised

the United

language.

Our readers have the writings of our
stafF before them fifty-two times each
vear.
Tf it does not become tiresome we
are

"hammered"

foreign acts

ary the act plays in Berlin.

plays

others,

it

goer.

for especially invited contributors to voice

their

says

States before they even sailed for home.

other day that he

Bosch, Berlin.

Maude Caswell and Arnold have

We

in a letter lately received

it

re-

comment-

the

They open next season with
a two months' engagement at the Circus

the

Copyright, 1007. by Variety Publishing Co.

Vol. IX.

artist there

so very different from a few years back

when
of bicyclists have

been booked far enough ahead

An

turn to London.

will also stage the pieces.

The Jackson Family

only nice things to

say of America and Americans since his

(Eastern Burlesque Wheel) for next sea-

the Colonial

remaining

United time for the balance of his Klaw
& Erlanger contract.

" 'cycle act/'

C. ENGLAND.

Advertisements forwarded by mail must be accompanied by remittance, made payable to Variety

•

Mann

Louis

week of December

W.

Breams Building. Chancery Lane,

E. act"), fractured

Gus Elen has had

to

at

VARIETY may be had abroad at
INTERNATIONAL NEWS CO/S OFFICES

the

of

&

stander of the act a chance to recover.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES.

LONDON,

Heras,

acrobats ("K.

Mr. and Mrs. Max Hoffman (Gertrude
Hoffman) sail this week for London per
steamship "Oceanic," to be gone five weeks
on a pleasure trip. They wil visit Lon-

will

Trixie

•^B»DESra»pOUNCI

in Vienna, while

American showing.

other year.

$25.

who

other side to keep the act busy for an-

week.

IB cents an agate line, $2.10 an Inch.
One
page, $100; one-half page, $50; one-quarter page,

Dr. T. Wright,

operated on Eltinge for the

it,

an Orpheum Circuit booking, opens Mon-

Netta

in place of

an

through

caused

day, Dec. 23, at the Majestic, Chicago, for

Conley are at the 58th

week

week,

this

obliged to undergo.
foreign act and

is

W.

Shea's,

exhibited abroad.

son.

PARIS REPRESENTATIVE,
0.

will

"The Toreadors" next week at Toronto. Lew Rose is their manager.

ALFRED WILSON, RepreaenUtlTO.
LONDON REPRESENTATIVE,
O. 0. BARTRAM,
49 Rupert

"Kid" Griffo

join

BAN FRANCISCO OFFICE,
1116

and

Bernstein

Jos.

WIE8BERG-, EoproieatatlTo.

two shows at

missed

Eltinge
Buffalo,

their

and Lily Flexmore arrive
Both open at the New York

Editor and Proprietor.

W.

be

to

Cunliffe

next week.

FRANK

said

Mrs.

./^j-ttthSt.
4023
7.

its

City.

Telephone

SIME

is

The Montrose Troupe, a

Scranton, donated

Poll's,

The dog

declined.

Alf G.

fey

TKS VARIETY PUBLISHING
1402 Broadway,

joined

but

the most remarkably trained canine ever

Herrington's "Lady Birds."

Variety Paper for Variety People.
Published erery Saturday

dissolved part-

nership.

Boston and told him

Mr. Von
he needed a new song at once.
Til/er immediately hummed over a new
Norworth made a mental
while
tune

memorandum

of the metre.

Five minutes

Norworth had a lyric written, again
called tip his composer and s:in« over his
That night the sons was put on
verses.
with complete orchestrations and is now a
later

part of the mouologist's act.

-

VARIETY
WESTERN GOING
Toledo
other

have an-

will, in all probability,

before

theatre

season

1908

the

opens.

The new house

will be devoted to bur-

lesque and is to accommodate shows of

the Western Wheel.

The Empire

NEW

"CLEAN" SHOWS IN
New

IN TOLEDO.
Toledo, Dec. 20.

clamor had swelled to such a
pitch here over "unclean" shows at Greenwal!'s
that Manager Henry Greenwall
was moved to write a complaint to the
headquarters of the Columbia Amusement
Company Eastern Burlesque Wheel) in
Public

i

Company has been

Circuit

New York

WESTERN CLOSING OPEN

ORLEANS.

against

protesting

the

Brooklyn opens next week as a stand
on the Western Burlesque Wheel.
The
Shubert in Newark, N. J., began its career
two weeks ago with Miner's "Bohemian
in

In the

sug-

the

on which to build, and the deal is said to
have been closed to-day.
There is some dispute between the present and former owners over the frontage

atre.

phia, while the

of the site, but

manager to

discipline

organizations'

by ringing the curtain down

expected that this

is

will be adjusted shortly.

on any show which

EMPIRE CIRCUIT A BOOKING AGENT.
Following the retirement of "Walter

Plimmer

from

the

position

booking agent for the Western Burlesque
Wheel, the Empire Circuit Company has

made

application

the

to

License

city

Bureau for a license to conduct a general
booking business.
Paul Wolff has been
placed in charge of this department, but
his

name does not appear on

the booking

the position being merely that of

license,

an employee.
Plimmer and the Empire Company have
adjusted their dispute as to the payment

by the agent
as still due him. This amounts to about
$2,000, of which Plimmer and the circuit

of back commissions claimed

each receive 50 per cent.
Mr. Plimmer has moved into the
of W. H. and Sim Williams, two
below the Empire offices.

offices

floors

mer-

The Columbia Company's head backed
up this pronunciamento by a pledge to
Mr. Greenwall that he would be protected from any and all financial loss resulting from such a course.
Some such moveTiiL Mr. Green wall's
part had become imperative. His theatre
was in bad odor. So strong was the feeling that all but one of the daily papers
in New Orleans have refused to print the

Brooklyn
house following the week at the Gotham,
New York. This leaves only one open
week in the Western Wheel, and that will

••

JOE HENNESSY CRITICALLY

James H. Curtin,

A

number

**The

female members of

the

of

Players" company, while

Strolling

playing at the Dewey, Minneapolis la*t

week, assisted a local newspaper in raising funds for ten destitute families.
Orna Deck and Tom a Banlon sold newspapers and realized about $100 for the
fund, while

M. M. Thiese, who came from

ML. Clemens to reorganize and re-arrange
the show, participated in the philanthropic
event and bally booed.

The record highest

paid

price

for

a

newspaper in Minneapolis is $7.50.
The Elks Club, also active in the movement, has the copy framed with Mis*
Deck's name written on it.
single

The

regarding Green
had considerable to do
with the radical measures adopted by the
Columbia Company in its letter to the
manager.
Mayor Behrman wrote Mr.
Greenwall last week that unless the performances in his house were improved the
theatre would be ordered closed.
Mr. Greenwall replied by inviting the
Mayor to name a committee to call and
local

agitation

doubtless

wall's

thoroughly investigate what the manager
termed "the clap-trap of assassins of

Both

character."

EXCEPTIONS TO POOR BUSINESS.
With the "Rose

RIVALRY IN NEWARK.
The theatres of the rival burlesque
in Newark, X. J., are engaged in a

Both have increased their advertising spaces, and are
fight

for business.

putting in extra attractions.

Qiarmion
Shubert

is

the main attraction at the

(the

newly

house) and Troja

is

Waldmann's, the

Western

opened

the special feature at

Eastern

stand.

is

It

possible that Troja will remain with the

Brvant show for a few weeks be von d the

Newark

time.

FROM TWO TO "THREE-A-DAY."
Watertown, X.

up vaudeville, as stated
week.

Instead,

change

the

it

policy,

has

in

will

decided
three

last

to

shows

daily instead of two, as formerly.

Chas. P. Gilmore

will

lesque

Wheel).

jumped

Company

last

Columbus,

week

to

suddenly

O..

$4,000,

as

former average of below $3,000. Idylla
Vyner was the "added attraction" to
which the sudden boom is attributed.
"The Behman Show.'' which has been
doing phenomenal business all along the
line,

piled

up a gross

ci

$5.S00 in

Balti-

all

will

DEARLY ARVILLE.
who

Dearly Arville,

occupies the centre

oval of the front page this week,

named young woman

oddly

is

from

an
the

West.

Miss Arville has played in vaudeNew York City, and expects
to make the "big town" around the first
ville

out of

the year.

ILL.

London The-

On Wednesday the
of his life.
He has

the London
and was popular with
among whom he had a

held the present position in
for fifteen

years,

burlesque artists,

wide acquaintance.

the monologue which Miss Arville
on the stage she appears in resplendant evening dress, and has stories in the
East Side dialect to tell instead of reoffers

maining

New

HERRINGTON RETURNS TO SCRANTON.
"The Lady Birds," Alf G. Herrington's

against

a

Dewey.

Orleans, Dec. 20.

brought

action

Henry

manager of Greenwall's Theby John V. McStea for
alleged slander, was compromised before

now

will

owns the

reached trial in the United States Cir-

and Judge Saunders

cuit Court last week,

granted a dismissal.

The compromise was effected by Mr.
Greenwall retracting the remarks he had
passed reflecting upon Mr. McStea.

BRUNETTE AND

$75

Cincinnati, Dec. 20.

brunette in the citv with

there's a

If

Carl Berch,
author of
Blame," vaudeville will see
that sketch, mavbe.
Mr. Berch arrived in town and advertised for a young brunette woman having

$75

"ease"

to

to

"Britt's

$75 in currency of the realm.

Both

it

return

Herrington

has

been

for several months, but

Scranton,

to

where he

Star.

There have been one or two changes

in

the staff there lately.

Edward Shafer, who has been general
manager with Mortimer M. Thiese since
last season, will
be travelling manager
with "The Lady Birds" for the balance of
the season.

Delays have occurred in the adjustment

FOR SKETCH.

1

Mr.

travelling with

Greenwall.

putting forward prac-

is

new offering this week at the
It was withdrawn last week and

reorganized.

atre, for $15,000

it

the prima donna class with

burlesque show,

LIBEL SUIT DISMISSED.
The

in

high notes.

tically

damages to the Bavonne theatre bv
a few days ago, and the re-opening,
which was promised for this week, will

of

fire

not take place until

New

Year's week.

to-

gether would be accepted by him for the
skit.

against

a

He mav have been

successful, but earlv

week Berch said no one had ap-

the

in

peared.

"Wot
"dere
five

remarked
Berch,
town with seventyher stock.
It g*-ts me.
I t ought
would bring a stampede. I don't

in

the ad.
care

however, the business for the ante-holidav
week has been rather poor on both

pictures.

Wheels.

Looey."

tink.''

skirt

in

if

she

jj<»ts

the money.

make good with an ama-

sketch can

The $75 pews

tchoor.

solid,

a

she can't act

if

The

d'ye

isn't

more last week.
This meant a "turnaway" at every performance.
With these and a few other exceptions,

have charge of
William Ifonii

the bookings hereafter.
booked the house under the old

THE FAYS' OWN SHOW.

not give

Variety

been

playing

Folly"

wrestler

meet

for wardrobe and
Blame' is booked
pardner got sick in St.

'Britt's

but

me

to

Dec. 20.

Y..

The Orpheum Theatre here

Hill

the receipts at the Gayety (Eastern Bur-

wheels
lively

were published.

letters

at the

ill.

physicians despaired

respondence quoted above will mark the
beginning of a campaign for decency and

intelligent censorship.

from Baltimore, who
comers for a purse.

pion

-

Joe Hennessy, who has been advertising

put that

Chicago, Dec. 20.

-

agent and general manager in the absence

cleanliness

BURLESQUE PLATERS AID CHARITY.

DAY.
The Shubert, Brooklyn, under its old
name, the Park Theatre, will reopen Monday after several months of darkness,
with Tom Miner's "High Jinks" Company,
as a permanent stand in the Western Burlesque Wheel. As an added attraction the
show will exhibit the moving pictures of
the Burns-Moir fight.
Miner has taken
the new picture series for four weeks.
Another special feature of the week
will be the presence of Shad Link, a cham-

In

atre, is critically

in burlesque here, which will
form of entertainment in the
place of respect which it occupies in those
cities where it is subjected to sane and

—~——

will be cut te three -d«ye?

of

believed that the exchange of the cor-

visit the

be closed up when Schenectady opens
around the first of the vear.
By the opening of next season the Empire people ..promise to have two new
houses in Brooklyn, the Williamsburg
house and another on Flatbush avenue,
and to make room for these, either some
of the makeshift time in the West will
be eliminated, or a present week stand

recognize its existence in its editorial or

news columns except in adverse criticism.
Manager Greenwall's stand is being
commended, as is also the attitude of the
Columbia Amusement Company's, and it

in after Philadel-

falls

shows

routine advertisements of the theatre, or

is

will

in hyj discretion

ited such drastic action.

J.

general

of

burlesque

visiting

arrangement of routes

present

Newark week

gestiveness of the shows sent to his the-

it

Empire Circuit prop-

lturlesquers" as an
erty.

negotiating for some months for property

Last week he received a reply from J.
Herbert Mack, president of the Columbia
Company. Mr. Maok instructed the local'

BROOKLYN SHUBERT OPENS MON-

TIME.

The Shubert Theatre (formerly Park)

Orleans, Dec. 20.

stvle.

The Fays (John

T.

and Eva)

will start

on the road with their own vaudeville
company this month, opening Dec. 30.
The Zarrow Trio, Cecelia Weston, Phil

VION & LOWE REORGANIZING.
This dull theatrical week has been used

by Vion
eling

It

by Walter Plimmer.

new

The

first

stand

is

a secret.

Lowe

to reorganize their trav-

show,

which

closed

last

Saturday' night.

Staats and Elsie Benner have been booked
for the organization

&.

vaudeville

makes a
roster,

fresh start

playing

stands hereafter.

Mondav, with a

only

three-night

LILLIAN SHAW.
Now

under the management of Mr. Floreni
Zlegftld.
Miss Shaw will appear Jn Mr. ZieRfelil'B n»-w play. "The Soul Kiss," to be produced
at the New York Theatre.

VARIETY

;

-

-

VARIETY

"SUNDAY SHOWS" MADE
UP FOR TO-MORROW
Managers Have Laid Out Their Bills for a
Performance Sunday, the First in Three Weeks,

Vaudeville

JOSEPHINE SABEL WALKS OUT.
Josephine Sabel

for

the vaudeville theatres to-morrow in ac-

with the instructions from the

cordance

Miss Sabel is one of the
"K. & E. acts" turned over to the United
Hooking Offices for assignment of dates.
Last week Miss Sabel played Hammer
stein's under the K. & E.-United arrangement for the first time. This week the

was

managers' attorneys,

who have construed

the resolution passed by the Board of Al-

dermen

week as restoring

this

the

request,

of certain restrictions allowable under the

Aldermanic power to amend the Greater

New York

was passed by the

Charter

municipal body this week as a minority

from the committee to which

report

was referred by a vote of 47 to

music,

and

singing

it

18.

The amendment as passed permits
strumental

in-

talking,

and the lawyers say that the raising and
lowering of a curtain or "drop"
ful

law-

is

under certain conditions.
approaching

Everything
sketch

barred;

is

dramatic

a

also circus acts, acro-

Clifford

the law

week

amended

as

bill

an apt

is

by

the

Hammer-

at

illustration of

went."

Fischer

a peculiar

some say

lcigh

in

"Peaches,"

Da mm Brothers,

Corinne,

who

act;
act,"

acrobats,

;

can

sings and

has failed twice here.

a

singing
"girl

new

erected a

all

within

brick theatre on State, be-

tween Eighth and Ninth streets. It
seat 800, and will open on Jan. 1.
The house will be in the Mozart
for the

cuit

The

20*20.

Prices

present.

theatre

is

a

will

beautiful

will

Cir-

struc-

SURATT.

cording to the lawyers,

if

made

ac-

ofT stage,

and Mr. Hammerstein even thought

for a

time the revolution of the rocking chairs

"The English Rockers" would be
is

vaudeville engagements

forthcoming for William Gould and
Valeska Suratt, who are playing at Ham*
moist ein's this week, Miss Suratt may go
to England, where, it
is
said, several

offers to

appear upon the stage await her.

BLONDELL IN A MONOLOGUE.
week at Young's Pier, Atlantic
City, Ed. Blondell, "The Lost Boy," will
essay a monologue as a "try-out." It will
Next

attempted.

William Grossman, of House, Grossman
& Vorhaus, said on Thursday that in his
opinion moving picture shows could operate on Sunday if no vaudeville acts contrary to the law were introduced on the
stage, and Mr. Grossman gave it as his
opinion that the carrying out of the law
by the managers meant more than anything else that they should keep within

for

opening

the

per-

formance.

Returning to New York, they called
upon P. J. Casey, in charge of the K. & E.
vaudeville bookings. Mr. Casey informed
Mr. Sabel his act and contract had been
turned over to the United, and he believed
they were under the direction of the
United while playing in its houses.
It is probable Miss Sabel will sue Klaw
& Erlanger should she find no further time
is allotted, to her by the United Offices.
In that event, Klaw & Erlanger will likely ask to have the United joined as codefendant, claiming it is the real party in
interest.

NO ATTENTION TO "SUNDAY LAW."
Kansas City, Dec.
is

the

20.

only

The artists playing in Kansas City
who were indicted for playing on Sunday
have been bailed by

No

Cityians.
is

Kansas
them

prominent

further

trouble

for

it.

dell

holding closely

make-up and lines
"his well-known

in

to the role he played in
sketch.

ONKEN

'FRISCO

MANAGER.

San Francisco, Dec. 20.
conjecture as to the manager of

Al Onken.

a public bearing on

agent for the circuit at that place.

the Sullivan -Considine's 16th street house

has

been

settled

by

the

it

required

dispute

as

to

the. priority

for

the

Massachusetts town.

Some time ago Mr. Sheedy, who

directs

a plot of ground there, and
announced he would build a theatre for
vaudeville.

As far afi anyone knew, Mr. Sheedy in
due course of time would h.ve had his
second house, and the commotion caused
by the proclamation passed into expect-

ancy on the part of Brockton's inhabitants.

After Mr. STieedy had

plans ar-

all his

ranged, Mr. Hathaway, whose temple of
vaudeville in New Bedford is managed
by Theodore B. Baylies, drove into Brockton, and espied a skating rink. The building looked good to Mr. Hathaway, and
he straightaway decided it could and
would be a vaudeville theatre.
It has
been now for four weeks under his management.
Mr. Sheedy brought his claim to NewYork, to the St. James Building, where
the acts come from, and Mr. Hathaway
also had his case ready for presentation
to the high moguls of the vaudeville
monopoly.
For the first three days of this week
it
was all "Sheedy-Hathaway" at the
United Offices.
The "case" was heard,
and when it was over Mr. Sheedy returned to Fall River to watch over his
lone chick of a theatre.
This happened
on Wednesday.
That same evening Mr.
Sf

bill

at Ilammerstein's,

was still the representative of Mr.
Hathaway's "circuit," and although Maiden, Mass., had been lost to his chief by
bad business, Brockton had been saved to
him bv the United.

CAUGHT "GRAFTING" EMPLOYEE.
Baltimore, Dec. 20.

Manager Kernan of the Maryland discovered this week one of his employees
had

into

fallen

the

habit

of

accepting

cash for admission to the theatre instead
regulation coupons issued

performances being
seen at cut -rates, Mr. Kernan remonstrated with the man through physical
force, and when the "grafter" recovers he
Objecting

to

his

have to seek another

job.

The Family, which opens at Braddock,
next week under the management of
E. E. Mozart, will have Neilson's "Hying
Pa.,

Ballet"

a,s

PARTS.
Eva Williams and Jac Tucker

box-office.

will

WILLIAMS AND TUCKER LEAVE

by the
play in

Tom

having had
transferred

New York

its

A NEW VERSION.

appointment of

He formerly managed the Familv, New
York City, and also acted as booking

there.

But nobody came; his hopes were all
wrecked
'Twas the week before Christmas -what
could you expect?
Louis West yn.

resting

from the Daly's, where

0,

place
first

down for.
The vaudeville team did not like their
parts. They will probably go to England

set

to play their sketches in the halls over
there.

resort, just

'Twas the week before Christmas, and all
through the house
Not a creature was stirring not even a
mouse.
The manager waited in quiet despair
In hopes that an audience soon would be

when

that piece opens at the Casino January

"Funtebashi"

the chief feature.

will not

Ryley's "Funtebashi"

is

a

summer amusement

outside Tokio, Japan, corre-

sponding to our Coney Island.

LEFT

$100,000

TO STENOGRAPHER.

—

All

be-

the

Baylies viewed the

expectefl.

be in the character of a "kid," Mr. Blon-

The amendment came before the Mayor
on Thursday and, receiving his sanction
and signature, went into effect at 4 o'clock
on the same day. A committee of ministers had petitioned the Mayor to give

amendment

waiting

per-

not likely this will bo

the

without

of the

are

Changes of costume may be made

when

Mr. Sabel and his wife left the theatre

be 10-

ENGLAND WAITING FOR MISS
When no more

but

it,

weeks of controversy between
Messrs. Sheedy and Hathaway and the
entire directorate of the United to settle

for he

ture and will be called "The Gaietv."

Gould

the prohibitions.

the spirit of

al-

This time E. H. S'uerken, a well-known
business and theatrical man of Erie, has

and Suratt, dialogue and songs, and Lily

it

to

ap-

musical

cussion of the affair which concluded

days.

again

it

does.

tell

He purchased

dis-

have vaudeville,

is

to

line^

Sabel, Miss Sabel's husband, meeting H. T.

Jordan, the manager, commenced a

not given a show for the past two Sun-

not

which must leave out the dancing,

Lena, the English singer, are

THEATRE.

Andrew Hathaway

Sheedy's Fall River, fell upon Brockton
as a likely addition to his circuit of one.

Erie, Pa., Dec. 20.

though

plays a

Trombettas,

NEW

ERIE'S

Booking OfTices has been settled.
M. R. Sheedy doesn't get Brockton.

The stage manager suggested the probability of a mistake, he not presuming a
woman would be given a dressing room already occupied by a man, but "Dave"

house here
which has paid any attention to the Sunday closing agitation. The Majestic has

the

and Ward, who must cut

Les

expected to return in Feb-

is

and

"The Six English Rockers," a

missible, but

it

room that garments generally worn
by a male were scattered about.
ing

vaudeville managers receiv-

ing their weekly bills through the United

several

The Majestic

Erie

sketch

a

also the revolving rocking chairs;

in

—

when his suit against William Morcomes up for trial.

William Court

Brothers and Burns, instrumental;

instrument;

Fischer

weekly program

his

out the dancing section of their act; Frederick

was

place bet, but Fischer himself "has sure

Mr.

co-incident,

Sabbath concert.

pear, but Dill

it

was Alexander

it

New England

Monday morning, Miss

Sabel discovered upon entering her dress-

dis-

turbing the atmosphere surrounding the

Two

went."

have only to remove

will

two numbers from
for the

Some say

or Alexander.

Julius

ris

Hammerstein

agent,

ruary,

what may be played on Sundays.

Through

the foreign

Fischer,

C.

looks like Alexander for the straight and

Board of Aldermen, the
stein's this

resolution

Last Tuesday a. m. Mr.
bundled up all his knitting,
clasped the rubber shoes on to his feet,
and boarded a steamer for Europe. Mr.
Fisclter sailed on the "Oceanic," but he
did not parade Broadway with a brass
bond announcing either his departure or
the name of the steamer.
Mr. Fischer left behind him some contracts under which he is entitled to commission, a lawsuit against William Morris for a share of Mr. Morris' commissions, and a few other things, but took
with himself his wife; also his brother,
"has

Julius;
batics or dancing.

Under

the

FISCHER "HAS WENT."

Doull motion for the removal

S.

of

practically

the old conditions.

The R.

reference

a committee of the Board of Aldermen
having been designed for ju.st that purpose and upon that occasion the matter
having been gone into thoroughly.

SHEEDY LOSES BROCKTON.
The great clash which has been

billed for Keith's, Philadelphia.

Arriving there

fore signing, but he refused to grant the

to

not playing in vaude-

week.

ville this

singer

Sunday concerts have been arranged

is

Chicago, Dec. 20.
In

the

will

Minneapolis

of

George

theatrical

I.

found dead of heart disease

Omaha

Porter,

the

who

was

man,
in

bed in an

hotel recently, the following pro-

made:
That $150,000 be

visions are

set

aside

for

the

widow, $100,000 for his stenographer, who
was also his secretary and confidential
adviser, and $1,000 for his daughter.

—

VARIETY
their very beautiful

FORUM

ARTISTS'

box of

An

Bert Howard,

the

Of Howard and Bland.

Confine your letter* to 150 words and write on one side of paper only.
Anonymous communications will not be printed. Name of writer must be signed and will
be held In strict confidence. If desired.

New York

York, Dee.

Editor Variety:
I

you a

enclose

explanatory.

which is selfwish you would publish

I

letter

submitting

visits

mack

businesslike

The Misses Rose

and Clinton, Netta Ve,sta and myself are
sending him tobacco, cigarettes, music,
etc|, and have made up a lovely Christmas
box for "No. 7,593." If any of your readers would be kind enough to send anything to him, 1 am sure the poor chap
would more than appreciate it.
Don't you think "No. 7,593" must have
been in the profession at one time? Just
He must
think how VARIETY travels.
have found my small advisY Liwtiineiiir -lii

matter

fortunate

an honorable

me

attacked

threshed

and,

if

out

finally

necessary,

in

public

manner.
I can prove where and
when we both
appeared, and I believe I was before Mr.
II

Jehie Jacobs.

the paper.

vigorously

so

weeks before my arrival and afterwards,
I,
acting on the advice of my advisers,
ignored your comment.
I had booked passages for South Africa
to sail this week, but have altered mv
arrangements. I now intend to await the
arrival of Mr. Hymack and have thvs un-

Cooke

Stahl,

as myself.

When you

same, for I think some artists would be
very willing to send music to the poor
fellow.

West, and

vmackv
I

can also prove that the particular part
(the cotton gloves) was done

of the act

have
protected the secrets of the act for both
of our sakes up until now, and hope to
do so as long as possible as otherwise

many

a

when

night

In conclusion,

that

my

1

it

the

received

I

is

I

for either of us.

only lately

did

perfecting

in

assistance

my

act.

I

ever lays within

it

get to the

my power

financially

0, Mysticus.

squarely.

I

and

will

anything

receive

forwarded.

Ed.]

Chicago, Dec.

The regular rate

$31.50.

A

New York City—
only $23.56.

is

difference of about $19.40

charged

the

was overThe Cuban manager

two.

New

Pubillones' contracts

gold

be

to

call

paid artist^.

Spanish

for

we

In Merida

were handed Mexican silver, in exchanging
Which into United States currency six
io ten cents on the dollar were lost.
Contracting artists for from twelve to
sixteen weeks he, discovering late that

many

too

acts are on his hands, will find

to unheard of extremes,
and try to cut the artist's salary or close
him on the instant, on the arrival of new
acts from this country, when the attendance is falling off or upon the advice of
childishly

pres-

have added original improvements every
season since.

Our
.f;

setting,

comedy makeup and

tricks

For Onri

Family

Troupe.

New York

City, Dec. 1C.

We

Number

notice in your Anniversary

H. M. Lorrette's article claiming to have

used the

"Original Dancing Juggler"

title

me

claimed

(Itert Dell), so I

Not being disputed, thought

I

was

first in the field.
A short time ago
was told that Mr. Weston, of Alburtus
and Weston, did a clog dance while jug-

The Van dcr Koors.

to

Lorrette's assertion of our purloining the
title of

'Original Dancing Juggler," he

too hasty, as

we had never heard

of

is

with great regret that

It is

I

am

ing Mr.

Hymack

Anniversary Number.
You state that Mysticus the (supposed)
copy had a bad tumble over here. I beg
to inform

my own
full

you that
have

I

(the originator of

my

act

the

Klaw & Erlanger time engaged

for

act)

played

by Alfred Aarons, and have been successful everywhere played in America for the
past eighteen weeks.

We

were both prepared to

Editor Variety

to

inators of.
We do a double routine of
buck dancing while juggling and passing
clubs.
That idea is original with us also,
and we claim to be the first to produce it,
and will continue to do so until some one

proves differently.
If

the title ''Original Dancing Juggler"

we are

willing to drop

it

any one

with apolo-

gies.

Bland),

The Original Double Club Juggling Buck
Dancers.

the mat-

:

friends

who

severe

of

my

wife

(Leona

so thoughtfully sent flowers

sympathetic

and

illness

at

messages
St.

Alexis

her

during

Hospital.

was

he
of

East

It

FEINLER'S CIRCUIT OF TWO.
Wheeling, W. Va., Dec. 20.
i> said Charles A.
Feinler, who conlegitimate

trols

toona.

Pa.,

has

125th

reproduce

New

houses here and

undertaken

to

in

put

Ala

house into the field in both
and the latter city, affiliated with the

vaudeville

the

Club,

Upon

being

service

results

original

by Mr.

obtained

stage.

of the Vaudeville

organized

for

material,

the

Comedy

protection

prevented

that

of

society

deposited with the club at the time taken
out, together with $5.
This Mr. Levy,

who

a member, had failed to do, and

is

bore the cost of the litigation personally,
although the Comedy Club passed a resolution

at

its

mending the

The

meeting

Sunday com-

last

artist for his action.

injunction

might

granted

operate as a

in

strong

this

case

precedent

for
the guidance of future actions by artists
wishing to protect their material from

"Copies,"

who

are

in

a position to show

they have acquired a clear right by usage.

was reported this week that the International Artisten Loge of Germany and
the Variety Artists' Federation of EngIt

land, n (filiated bodies, were co-operating
to forward a petition containing the names

thousands of foreign artist.s to the
Governor of New York protesting against
legislative action which will legalize Sunday shows in Oreater New York or the

of

State.

The complaint
thev

Offices.

of

the

foreign

acts

is

no more weekly for
fourteen shows than for twelve, and in
many instances have been asked and
obliged to give their services free on the
seventh day of the week, outside the theatre where the previous six days were
receive

played.

At the

the White Hats, Prcsi-

offices of

Mudge

stated he had heard
nothing of the petition, but it would go
through the local order if the report was

duit

II.

C.

The White Rats are

Europe, to

United Booking

Grossman, of House,

street.

Levy on the

with this agreement.

for

O.

Chris.

made upon the alleged "copyist," argument
was heard before Judge Hough, and the
injunction, very broad in its terms, was
made permanent, effectually restraining
Leichter from attempting in any way to

(Jumble)

hands of Keith's Theatre, Cleveland,

his

Grossman & Vorhaus.
The lawyer secured an injunction, based
upon the affidavits of eye-witnesses to
Tieichter's performance at the Family, on

The recent report that William Morris
was making special effort to gain a connection here may have something to do

also wish to publicly thank the stage

by

Sullivan-Considine

William

attorney,

we hope to resume our work soon

after

appliin

that Leichter had attempted to

this

the holidays.

or

Levy uses

informed

the

office

While her operation was exceedingly dangerous she is now recovering slowly, and

I

let

many

when
Brown

that

Dell and Fonda,

Will you kindly through Variety thank
the

mechanism,

electrical

TO PETITION THE GOVERNOR.

we have use hardly applies
what we now claim to be the origthe title

forced

your remarks concernand myself in VARIETY'S

The

ances, or whatever Mr.

him

Editor Variety:
to protest against

rapid sketching he does upon the stage.

dancing and juggling.

else

17.

As

gling twelve or fifteen years ago.

rightfully belongs to Lorrctte or

magic setting.
If thev have since then changed their
act to resemble ours please inform us.

rooms,

from bearing the expense of the suit,
which amounts to about $450, the bylaws providing that a copy of the patent
papers or a model of the design must be

Editor Variety:

act consisted of exposing tricky in regular

conceded

of his

dressing

became somewhat familiar with

The by-laws

Archie L. Onri.
and Kishi Japanese

by managers who have
seen our act to be original all through.
We do not expose tricks.
Up to six weeks ago Adams and Mack's
all

as a part

player's

Mr. Levy's own original apparatus for the

connivers striving to gain his graces.

And

Four seasons ago we launched our

the

duplicate his act, Mr. Levy consulted his

claim of originality.
ent act on lines of strict originality, and

the vaudeville circuits of the

incidentally

to

Leichter

the

by Adams and Mack."
Such a statement is an injustice to us,
inasmuch that it tends to discredit our

are

travels over

York

it.

Variety's Anniversary Number in
the review of Reilly & Wood's show, it
says the Van der Koors "do an act somewhat similar to that now being played

car-

against one

artist,

forwardness.

York, Dec. 18.

In

the

mentioned before witnesses of his straight-

original with

Editor Variety:

Levy,

stage act, has been patented by him, and

for ten vears.

will surely

[We withhold the name of the writer.
He may be addressed by his number only,

Progreso, Yucatan, to

The idea of juggling and dancing was

after

repay the debt.
Hoping you will not be offended by receiving this letter from one in my position 1 will close wishing you success, A
Merry Christmas and a Happy NewYear. 1 remain,
Yours respectfully,
"No. 7,503."
Clinton Prison, Dannemora, N. Y.
release

trick

have

shall

in vaudeville
If

a

could

without genuine cause,
charged each of them, and the Kishi Japanese Troupe, for steamer passage from El

from the

and otherwise to
myself, as I am well booked ahead outside
America, in meeting Mr. Hymack on his
arrival and looking at facts fairly and

troubles

Family to as unas any reputable

Onri

the

the greatest pleasure although at great in-

convenience

be very thankful.

my

manager

manager, Senor An-

circus

find

I

same source as Mr. Hymack afterward

(we are
every
allowed to play
for two hours
night), but I have butchered the few
pieces 1 have committed to memory.
Knowing that you have old professional
copies left in your office from the artists
under your management, I thought I
would write and ask you to send me some
if it isn't any trouble to you, and I shall
thinking over

room

there will not be

so-called

fault

There was room for us both, for

I

bines

er-

roneously claim originality.

I

cell,

we both

before either of us, although

Dannemora, N. Y., Dec. 14.
Dear Miss Jacobs: Hoping this will not
e troubling you too much I take the libI had
erty of writing to ask a favor.
the misfortune to get into trouble, and
was sent here for four 9vears and ten
months. I have two years and ten months
yet to serve. I am devoted to music, and
a man who just left was kind enough to
leave
an old mandolin which 1 have
patched up and put in good shape, but I
have no music.
And not having any one to stick to me
have not the money to purchase any.
My mandolin helps me to drive away the

A

upon

granted

been

Iicrt

M. .Mi Leichter, a former cartoonist upou
i
San Franc iseo paper.
Mr. Levy met Mr. Leichter while on his

City, Dec. 10.

tonio Pubillones, of Havana, Cuba, after

that

of

and vaudeville

Variety re-opens the wound
was nearly healed between us, and
which 'has been quite as sore to Mr. Hyter lest, but

18.

has

injunction

application

loon'st

Editor Variety:

New

LEVY SECURES INJUNCTION.

flowers, show-

ing their thoughtfulness and good will.

true.

also affiliated

with the foreign societies.

Mose Gamble and
booked
sail

Clarice

passage

next

May.

Vance (Mrs.
week for

this

VARIETY

8

ANOTHER ORPHEUM OPENING.
On Monday

next, Dec. 23, the

'FRISCO'S

The re-named Orpheum was formerly
the Grand Opera House. It has been- enThe regutirely refitted and refurnished.
the
lar Orpheum attractions will play

There

house.

which will be presented

carnivals

The program

Many

IS
Pincus

Mr. and Mrs. Bray are much upset over
the death of their pet dog "Gypsie," Mr.
Bray's constant companion, and familiar

chosing.

The agents selected the week before
Christmas to discover just how bad it

the

was

manager.

possible for

Bayonne to

The act
week

the

United

lost

not

is

If

payment
or

received,

admit

Offices does not

Delmore and Lee

The American Theatre Company, which
manages the Shubert, declined to play the
is

The following
Clark

B.

liability for

As far as known no suit of this nature
has yet been brought, but it is said that
any "K. & E. act" suing Klaw & Erlanger

Waters

was a member
Supervisors, who re-

Davis,

treasurer.

meeting

will

trial the

United Booking

C.

J.

vice-president;

(Kinetograph

An

Co.,

New

Percy
York),

executive board wfts selectJ.

Howard, Boston;

H. Peckhara, Cleveland.
Thirty new members were

admitted.

other important business was trans-

acted at the meeting.

UNITED DIRECTORS MEET.

Offices is

WELL, HERE'S DOROTHY AGAIN.
Dorothy Russell will return to vaudeville within a month's time.
Lillian Russell, her mother, is on a tour with a new
piece called "Wildfire," and several vaudeville managers in towns for which she is
scheduled have promised to play the

acted.

One manager is rumored to have asked
what the prospects for commissions were
in the near future, and upon being informed they were glorious, the meeting

daughter the same week.

immediately adjourned for the purpose of
fulfill

MONTH LONGER FOR

the pre-

diction.

BENNETT'S HEADQUARTERS IN
YORK.
W.

until the middle of January.

between the two managements
the United was to assume all K.

Bennett, head of the Ben-

A

make New York City
Jiis permanent residence.
He brought his
family here to live this week. The headquarters of the circuit are now located in
ada, will hereafter

numbering twelve, will be
New York likewise, and the
business of the two circuits transacted in
force,

brought to

was

playing here at

is

Sunday

inclined to miss the

concluded

(finally

to

and did so^ opening Sunday night.
She was advised from New York that her
appearance at an illegal performance could
not be demanded.
play,

"GERMAN ROSE" DIES SUDDENLY.

whereby

&

E. con-

A

rest,

New York

of the contract held by Mile. Marnac, the

French singer, from Klaw & Erlanger to
appear over here in "Advanced Vaudeville."

,

it

Mile. Marnac's name was on the list
handed to the United Offices by Klaw i
Erlanger as one of the acts to be routed
upon arrival.
Mile.
Marnac wrote that under her

understanding of the confused condition

first

of

change was not officially announced until this week, when
it was announced that next week would

new

be the

On

year,

the

Her name is Rose Wolff, and she
New York City. Friends were

"Round Up" to follow in February, it
being presumed that "The Follies" will
last for several weeks here.
appears

succeed

houses

to

a

be

vaudeville

When

here.

in

the

uniform sigshows booked
the K. & E.

People's

closed

show to play the house was
"Never Too Late to Mend," and when
"Advanced Vaudeville" gives up the fight
in the Forrest it will be followed by "The
Follies of 1907."
"The Round Up" will
the

Henry

S'.

lived
noti-

S.

WILLARD

first

appear just about the time the last of the
houses playing "Advanced" closes. So
endeth the first lesson.

DIES.

Willard, of the Willard Reper-

Company and a brother-in-law of Ed.
Rush, of Weber & Rush, died at the
hitter's home on
138th street Monday
morning. The body was taken to London,

toire
F.

Canada, for burial.

MANAGER MARRIES

Dec.

nificance in the titles of the

there

Star in the evening.

last.

30 the change of policy will
bring the "Follies of 1907" as the first
of the first-class attractions, with the

to

at Vendergrift, Pa.,

Saturday while entering the American Hotel.
Sne was to appear at the

HENRY

first

as a vaudeville house before the

the

known

last

has been

"Advanced Vaudeville" since the
opened on Sept. 2, would close

langer's

only

fied.

known that the Forwhich has been playing Klaw & Er-

Though

IN OFFICE.

Sioux City, la., Dec. 20.
During the matinee at the Family one
day last week a marriage ceremony was
performed in the business office of the
house by which Manager George G. Lehman and Frankie Fay Talbott, of Indianapolis, were made man and wife.
Miss Talbott was until recently leading woman with a traveling company
playing "The Maid and the Mummy." The
couple met

while she was a

member

of

Richard Carle's Company.

David Beehmanager of the Orpheum, officiated

ler,

as best

man

at the wedding.

Mr. Lehman was for many years connected with the Bijou Circuit of theatres,

and before that was with the Ringling
Brothers' Circus for four years.

He

took

charge of the local Family last summer.

NEW HOUSE

PITTSBURG

OPENED.

LAST OF GRAND OPERA HOUSE.

Pittsburg, Dec. 20.

The Auditoriu?.

MARNAC CANCELS.

cancellation has arrived in

girl

"German Rose," dropped dead

as

tracts submitted.

Avenue,

Theatre, South High-

opened

week to fair
business considering adverse weather conditions.
The house plays five acts twice
a day, and is located in about the same
relation to the amusement and business
land

MLLE.

nett Circuit of vaudeville theatres in Can-

London, Canada, but with the vaudeville
and a constantly lengthening chain of moving picture theatres
under his control, it is probable that the

BECK.

At the Orpheum Circuit offices it was
said this week that the return to New
York of Martin Beck was not expected

NEW

circuit increasing

Klaw

for his salary.

performances, but

ask the courts

will

that the United be interpleaded as the
defendant under the agreement existing

There

United Booking
Offices met last Tuesday morning. It was
a regular monthly meeting. No important
matters are reported as having been transthe

allowing the directors to

refused admission, to

Pittsburg, Dec. 20.

Klaw & Erlanger

house

4.

were elected:

officers

composed of P.

ed

of the "graft" in-

No

of

if

Edith Helena, who
present,

Philadelphia, Dec. 20.

(Pittsburg Calcium Light Co.),

Chicago),

vice,

vestigators.

directors

headquarters to report at

the real defendant.

PHILADELPHIA'S CLOSING ANNOUNCED.

president; Fred Aiken (Theatre Film Ser-

building committee.

fire

Another

take place at Buffalo, Jan.

This was the only house to suffer as a
of the recent inspection by the

signed under the

Saturday.

last

result

of the late Board of

New York

the theatre, and

& Erlanger

salary they did not receive.

Chicago, Dec. 20.

of proper construction.

proprietor,

It
it only recently played here.
understood Mr. Harvey was notified by

act, as

the

for the weekly

New

in

'lay off" for the week, looking to

will probably bring suit

Klaw & Erlanger

against

office

for

amount through not playing them,

the

BOOKING.

York.

the

at the Keith-Proctor 125th

is

E.

Klaw & Erlanger booking

prove.

The United Film Protective Association
met at the Grand Pacific Hotel, Chicago,

San Francisco, Dec. 20.
The Davis, which has run the gauntlet
from melodrama to vaudeville, was ordered closed by the authorities, owing to lack

this city.

the salary due.

FILM MAKERS' CONVENTION.

TION.

office

responsible for

&

Kansas City, Dec. 20.
At the Shubert this week, W. S. Harvey
and Company, the jugglers, are not on the
program, although routed here by the

in

THEATRE CLOSED; POOR CONSTRUC-

Charles

who was

nish information

upon

BAYONNE?

Wesley &
are operating the
Opera House at Bayonne, N. J., this week,
with a vaudeville show of their own

place.

who knows

the letter requested Mr. Williams to fur-

K.

for monies due through "lay-offs" will find

HOW BAD

time for travel from Salt Lake City,
West, and the ffeturn trip to the same

The

over are

all

New

Orleans to Chicago, leaving the only open

The

Showmen

watching the venture, the first of its kind
of similar magniture attempted out here.
The Hippodrome will not interfere with
the regular circus season of Norris &
Rowe's tented shows.

which pre-

viously occurred in the "jump" from

to every vaudeville artist

often.

novel features are already contem-

occasion demands.

up the "lay

Circuit

changed

plated by the managers for production as

premier.

week from Delmore and
had
not been played by the United Booking
Offices for week December 9th, as informed
by Klaw & Erlanger, from whom they
hold a contract that they would be, and
notification this

Lee, the aerial ladder act, that they

Street Theatre this week.

be

will

REFUSED

"LAY-OFF."

Percy G. Williams, as business manager
of the United Booking Offices, received a

spectacular productions

besides

also be presented.

will

Burlesque
Baron's
Minstrels,
mond's
Menagerie, Three Yoscarrys, Paul Barnes,
Howard Brothers and Violet Black.
Max Fabish is the resident manager.
C. E.'Bray, the Orpheum's acting general
manager, is in town superintending the
fills

will be a three-ring circus given

the enclosure, and ballets and water

in

Monday evening will be composed of
May Ward and her "Dresden Dolls," Du-

next

The Memphis week
oft"' on the Orpheum

20.

The opening of the mammoth Hippodrome in this city has been set for Jan.
11.
Norris & Rowe, the circus men, will
ananage it. The building, 400 x 400 and
70 feet high, is completed. It was erected
by Varney & Green, the millionaire advertising and theatre owning firm of the
Coast, for Norris & Rowe.

cuit.

initial bill

DEMANDS PAY FOR

xi.

San Francisco, Dec.

Theatre at Memphis, Tenn., will be formally thrown open as a vaudeville house
under the direction of the Orpheum Cir-

The

HIPPODROME, JAN.

Orpheum

last

centres of the city as 125th street in

New

York.

and Samuel Hausaker, the
a Chicago showman, are the promoters. W. S. Cleveland, the New York
L. H. Haines

latter

agent, supplies the attractions.

Richard

Golden

of vaudeville over here she would prefer

Western time

to remain at home.

Majestic, Chicago,

was

this week.

booked for the
He opens at the

Monday

next.

To-day, or possibly to-morrow,
last

for

vaudeville

in

the

is

the Grand

Opera

House, Brooklyn, under the management
of

Klaw &

Erlanger.

UNITED ROUTING no ACTS.
The United Hooking Offices is now routing 110 "Klaw & Erlanger acts," this number having been transferred by the K.

&

E.

vaudeville headquarters since the settlement

agreement went into effect.
There will be about twenty more within
the next two weeks, to be followed by the

others remaining as the different K.

houses close.

&

E.

VARIETY
Chicago, Dec. 20.

Northwestern vaudeville circuit of cheaper houses has been organized
in Canadian territory by H. I. Murphy
and Sain Du Vries, under the corporate
name of The International Theatre Company.

Du

Vries

is

located at Chicago, and

You vaudevillians had better

Yonkers is at the bursting point.
Every once in a while after the night has

out.

deep black shades, a Yonkerite
or Yonkerote steals out of this suburban
cast

New York by way

of Mt.

Vernon, usually.

When

in the big city

he holds up his

but laid the plans for booking the

head, acts human, and for the purpose of

acts in conjunction with the Clark Circuit

spending his money on something he can
understand goes to a vaudeville show.

prise,

Montana. All acts coming from the
coast and playing the Clark houses will
jump to Calgary, Canada, the opening
point, with consecutive weeks at Edmonton, Saskatoon, Prince Albert, Regina and
Moose Jaw to follow.
in

>

From

the

place

latter

they

be

will

to Minot, Minn., and other
towns in that section, giving altogether
about 20 weejcs.

transferred

Then

Everyone on the
stage ''stings" "Yonkers," and the only
point against Yonkers is the fact of its

J. B.

Morris peems to be following E. E.
Mozart's policy of extension in his popuJ. B.

priced vaudeville circuit.

lar

he

soon

will

represented

be

theatres, four of

It

is

by

five

New York

some time.

Last

FOR

51

"It

week he and

city

ly

enough

"Now,

ufl

What
is

city

who makes

New York

appearance next week
since playing under a Klaw & Erlanger
contract, would like to be manacled and
jump off the new Blackwell's bland Bridge
as a sort of notification to the public he

New York

Permission
thorities.

is

Theatre.

being sought from the au-

hear

made, but

he

probably

will

be

in

the

capacity.

The Orni

Twins and Eldlate- last week
from the Pubillones Circus in Cuba. The
main show is in Mexico just now, but a
F'amily, Mariot

ridge, the

returned

rider,

second organization

playing the old ter-

is

During
of Cuba.
South the Mariots and
Eldridge decided to form a trio, and have
arranged a new act in which they will
on

ritory

island

the

their say in the

appear together.

abroad, were with

is

left

Berlin.

Asked

while

tall,

fellow,

of

in

the next

Coliseo

Major

"General

is

By

in

London

of

this time last year

the printing companies were pretty

well

advanced with the Buffalo Bill and Barnum-Bailey orders, and knew about what
they would have.
Mr,s. Bailey and McCaddon are reported to have sailed for
home late last week and should be in
New York by now. John Ringling is expected back shortly.

Joseph McCaddon and Mrs. James A.
Bailey returned from London this week.

No word

been received

has

from John

Ringling as to when he will sail for home.

a

Tom

cireus

wiseacres'

prophecy a year

production at Welter's

father.

is

now a

Mrs. Ford became the mother of

a boy last Monday.

stock

useless for this country, the cars

is

not being of the American standard gauge.

American showmen would watch the outcome of a second invasion of England and
the Continent by a Yankee show with
keen interest.

Andrew Cozad, professionally known as
Andrew Norris, and a brother of C. I. Norof the Greater Norris

ris,

took his

Friday, Dec.

& Rowe

Circus,

while temporary insane on

life
6,

at the

home

of his brother,

Mr. Cozad had been

in

Santa Cruz, Cal.

in

poor health for some years.

In 1892

he with William Sells started the Sells

bott likewise sold out their shares in the

interest

that

lien

Mugavin has

property.
his

interest

Talbot

t

year as
ot

in

the

Van Amberg show.

will be with the

legal

since bought back

adjuster,

Wallace
but

outfit this

will

not

be

Norris Circus.
this

with

partnership,

started

the

&

After the termination of
his

brother

Norris Bros.' dog and

he

pony
About

show, which was very successful.
six years ago H. S. Rowe purchased his

in the business, and Mr. Cozad
from active work.
The funeral
was conducted by the Elk/* and the Eagles,

retired

he being a life member of the latter lodge.
Mr. Cozad had thousands of friends

throughout the country.

herwise interested.

Showmen were a bit surprised this week
when the news leaked out that Charles
Hutchinson would remain
tion as treasurer of the

in hi fs old posi-

Barnum & Bailey

when it goes out next season
under the Ringling Brothers' management.
It was supposed that he would be retired
together with the rest of the old execuCircus,

Ford, of the Four Fords,

There were vague rumors in circulation
ForepaughSells outfit will not be placed on the road
next year in this country, there is a live
probability that it will be sent abroad by
the Ringlings for a tour of Europe. All
the stock used during the European trip
of the Barnum-Bailey show is still on the
other side, and it would be necessary to
take very little equipment over.
The
to the effect that, while the

to

Music Hall, and a scene will be arranged
for them, where the oddities and contrasts will be markedly brought out.

Max

Sam Fiedler, last season "twenty-fourhour man" with the Buffalo Bill show,
will probably be No. 1 car manager for
the Sells-Floto the coming year. The post
has been offered him, but he has not yet
given an answer.

Wallace would be sole
owner of the Hagenbeck-Wallaee show
seems to have come true. Mr. Wallace is
now sole proprietor. At the time John
llavlin retired from the partnership Lee
Williams, Mugavin, Frank Tate and Tal-

ago

Thumb's" size.
The three have been negotiated with
play

the

city.

Show, owing to the absence
Joseph McCaddon.

of all shapes

the

with

Not a single order has been placed for
next year's printing of the Buffalo Bill

Mr. Dunlap weighs about 2.10
pounds, and is of average height. Mr. Gordon weighs about 100 pounds, and i.s nearfeet

Clara

of

affairs

sizes.

seven

brother

if

joshing about

made up

clown,

San Martino of that

"The Three of Us" is how either Bob
Dunlap. Carl Gordon or Major A. J. Criqui
refers to
his other two
when
cronies
is

gay Paris and slippery
whether the American

His connection

The

The "bunch"

for

circus

Paris.

and sure-

of

7.

Argentine, Buenos Aires, will be recalled,
but this time he s booking for the Teatro

"THREE OF US" AT WEBER'S.

diminutive

HARDEEN FOR BRIDGE JUMP.

the

will

good graces.
"The names of the actors and actresses, too, should be kept on record, so that when they come here we
will identifv them and we will show
them what we think of their actions.
"Nat Karler."

ly

Havana.

at the

who

and Adele Purvis, and known for many
ventures in Argentine and Chili,
landed in Lisbon, and is due here via

and endeavor to win our

and

is

and sank steadily.

1,

circus

lassie,

to

agency,

English

to see these self-same

who have been

and that they contemplated reorganizing
the John C. Fisher Opera Company for a

breaker,"

arrived here Dec.

All the Ringling brothers, with the ex-

panic would affect their operations, genial
John replied they were not a bit worried
about that. Frank Brown, the old-time

me more than any-

jars

speaking of the "bunch."

to

You

condition

this

says that Schilzonyi has formed a partnership with Gus Menninger, of Covington,

jail

He

the "contract fixer" of the Chicago circus

the night before come over here to

this

from Chicago after a brief conference with

Hardeen, "the

move him to New Orleans in order to
escape the rigors of the Northern winter.

London, Dec.

Yonkers.

is

it

thing else

Grand Opera Company to Cincinnati.
Warren said in reply his concern was to
get actors out of town instead of bringing
more in.
"Governor'' John Robinson also took a
hand in straightening out the affair.
Late this week Mr. Warren returned

his first

became so alarmwas deemed advisable to re-

his condition

it

After a brief stay at the Savoy, John
Ringling and "Doc" Freeman, the latter

should not exist; should not be tolerated.

ian

Grand Opera Company here had been abandoned. Warren

points

of the little, ancient village,

range for the transportation of the Ital-

reported that the idea of

shy country

the

of

an example,
Yonker,s young lady.

from Chicago, whither he had gone, asking
that he (Warren) come on there to ar-

visit

weeks ago
ing tHat

Baraboo, Wis., where interment will be
made.

tells his audience, for

and as

received a wire from Schilzonyi

Italian

He

City.

actors

tour of the Southern States and a

elled with the show part of the season,
but toward the end of the tour gave up
and returned to winter quarters.
Two

List to the

journey to any of the vaude-

instance,

out of Robinson's

people to their destinations.

He

be a reform.

theatres in the metropolis, lean

York

then tried to provide means to carry the

the

will

back in his seat and feel assured that
he will hear Yonkers mentioned in
sheer sarcasm by some actor. When
an actor wants a laugh he mentions
Yonkers in broad contrast to New

and himself.
Mr. Warren, the assistant manager of
the theatre, did the best he could, and

bringing

same

suggested,

is

a fact that a resident of this

is

may

ville

ists

Schilzonyi.

Death was attributed to a complication
of diseases.
Mr. Ringling had been in
poor health for some months. He trav-

who are concerned
show, died early Wednesday morning in the New Orleans Sanitarium.

him at the time of his death beside Mrs.
Ringling and Manager W. H. Horton of
the show. The body has been taken to

Now,

the "out-of-

"To the Editor:

The Hungarian went to
Opera House.
Chicago last week, leaving $52 with John
G. Warren to settle accounts with 51 art-

Warren

tion for the season of 1008 has yet been

of

the Ringling Brothers' Circus and the old-

ception of John,

City.

SUGGESTS A BLACKLIST.

ARTISTS.
is

in the

director

plaint in a locaj daily here this week:

Cincinnati, Dec. 20.

Niklas Schilzonyi

est of the five brothers

nephew of Mrs. James A. Bailey. His
brother,
Fred Hutchinson, was general
manager last season of the Buffalo Bill
Show. No announcement of his connec-

Orleans, Dec. 20.

Ringling, equestrian

J.

al-

Joseph E. Shea, a;s partners, secured the
Burtis Opera House, Auburn, N. Y., and
now they have added New Britain to the
string, taking over the house formerly
managed by Frank Keeney.

$52

slandered,

hurts our growing population.

But there

Mass., have been represented in the Morris
circuit

is

he says "A-a-ah."

and North Adams,

Y.,

vaudevillian appears

when a New -Yorker catches
town" fever, and "Yonkers"

ready under his control.
Gloversville, N.

a

and we chortle, for Syracuse is away in
the West, near Rochester, and we don't
care, but Yonkers decidedly kicks on the
"Yonkers" thing in vaudeville, especially

said

which are probably

When

existence.

It

MORRIS EXTENDING.

"Yonkers."

it's

at the Doric here, "Syracuse"

in

New
A.

its

village, reaching

not financially interested in the enter-

is

Yonkers, N. Y., Dec. 20.
just look

,

A new

Mr.

OIROUS NEWS

A HOWL FROM YONKERS.

A CANADIAN COMBINATION.

tive

staff.

Charles

Hutchinson

is

a

No reports of any bookings made by
John Ringling, who is abroad, have yet
reached here.
Mr. Ringling has been so
far to London, Paris and Berlin.
In London the circus man offered large inducement*, including a contract for two years,
to

the

circus,

Fredianis,

but

if

future

the acceptance.

they would join his
engagements forbade

—
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NEW ACTS NEXT WEEK

NEW AGTS Or THE WEEK

Presentation, First Appearance or

Initial

Reappearance

New York

in

City.

Company

Josephine Cohan and

New

Trizie Friganza,

New

Hardeen,

"The

York.

York.

Horace Goldin, New Colonial.
Laddie Cliff, Colonial.
Zamloch, Pastor's.
Lyons and Parks, Union Square.
(New
Hartwell
and
Potter
Gotham (New York).

Dorothy Howard and Company (2).
"Man, Woman and Auto" (Comedy).

(a).

Times'" (Comedy).

Girl of 'The

22 Mins.; Four (Interior).

18 Mins.; Full Stage (Interior).

New

Keeney's.

York.

"The Girl of 'The Times,'" Josephine
latest sketch, written by Fred
Niblo, is the best Miss Cohan has had in
a very long while. It is amusing, and is
Cohan's

Act),

along without horse-play or the

carried

usual ingredients deemed necessary for a

"comedy

Mann and Company

Louis

step

(7).

"All on Account of Eliza" (Comedy).
40 Mins.; Four (Special Set).

New

York.

After a while out of town Louis Mann
his
is at the New York this week for
vaudeville showing with "All on Account
of Eliza," either a condensed version or
one act taken out of the Leo Dietrichsteiu

He

Mann starred
"starring" in the sketch as well. It is the
"school-room" scene, where the citified
play, which Mr.

teacher

school

conduct,

and

in.

is

accused of

a

trial

held

Walter

School

Board,

Mann),

president.

median

presents

unbecoming

himself,

the

and

the

before

Hochstule

When

is

(Mr.

German

co-

thereafter,

continuous fun, but before that
point of the sketch is reached Albert
Meyer makes love to the pretty teacher,
and it was a tough thing to sit through.
there

is

Muriel McArthur is a winsome teacher,
having a short song and dance, which she
Exceptionis unable to make anything of.
ally good work is done by Kathryn Carroll
and Louise Sydmoth as the up-State females who lodged the complaint against
the teadier. They both looked and played
the parts of "grouchy meddlesome old
women" to the minute. William F. Carroll was the village druggist, which he
originated in the play proper, and M. B.
Pollack, the town "sport," while Sydney
Atchison, in an attempt to appear like a

farmer, seemed to be a female impersonator with a bunch of chin whiskers. Mr.

Mann

is

giving a fine performance, and his

"Dutchman"
"makes" the

Is

genuinely

funny.

sketch.

Gould and Suratt.
Songs and Talk.
19 Mins.; Four (Interior; 16); One
Hammerstein's.

That
Sitne.

piece."
The unavoidable miswhen Miss Cohan, entering an

is

apartment late at night, intent upon burglary for the fulfillment of a commission
to write a "burglar" story for "The
Times," stops operations long enough to
sing "There's Nothing New Under the
S*un," concluding with a dance.
It rather
breaks up the story, but Miss Cohan
should sing but not this song of her
brother's and Miss Cohan should dance

—

—

as

much

Some

as she likes of both.

of the

dialogue in the scene where Harold Square

(Hall McAllister), owner of the bachelor
apartments Jane Scribbler (Miss Cohan)
invades, speaks to her in the belief she
is really upon stealing bent, while Miss
Scribbler in her answers refers to her

newspaper

profession,

An

miliar.

fa-

excellent finale has been se-

woman handing

by the

cured

strikingly

is

the

man

Mr. McAllister made
to Miss Cohan, but it is

over to the police.

an acceptable

foil

just Josephine

Cohan— and

new

her

styled

tailor-made dress, with braided edges, a

made an

"different kind" of a cut,

and

equal ten-strike with the

women

it

present.

Sime.
Starrett's Military Horses and Ponies.
16 Mins.; Full Stage.

Keeney's.

The small stage at Keeney's

interfered

greatly with the proper showing of Star-

Horses and Ponies. It will
require an average sized platform to show
the act off. Four ponies in a drill were
the best liked, and there was other good

rett's Military

A buck dance by
one of the horses also received much applause.
Adelaide Starrett attempts some
high school work, with an over-large
horse, which might be shown to better
effect by more complete training, dropping

training of this sort.

the trick until that shall have been accom(3).

William Gould and Valeska Suratt are
back again in vaudeville at Hammerhaving played the Orpheum,
stein's,
Brooklyn, last week, for their first appearance since leaving the Weber show
"Hip, Hip, Hoorah." With the exception
of the former encore, the songs and talk
are from the Weber production, Mr. Gould

and Miss Suratt singing the numbers allotted to them in that piece, with one
other, and also "Philadelphia," seemingly
new.
Mr. Gould's "Put Me Among the
Girls" is tuneful, more so than Miss
Suratt's "You're the Girl for Me," which
may have been a series of imitations by
the striking Valeska as far as any one
Miss Suratt wears her
could discover.
stunning gowns, a feature of the act, as
the act is a feature of the Hammerstein
bill, attesting the drawing power of the
pair by the capacity audience which filled
Sime.
the theatre Tuesday evening.

plished.

Also before an engagement on

a larger

stage

is

played,

Mr. Starrett

should look to the grooming of his ani-

This

mals.

is

a

On Monday evening

most
it

essential

point.

could not be deter-

mined whether the animals were not good
looking or had been poorly groomed.
Dash.

Woman

"Man,

and Auto."

are a man, a couple of

amount

uninteresting

of dull,

millionaires

Well, there

women and any

and autos.

talk

field not covered by the humorist, the
playwright or the sketch writer. Charles

auto

Horwitz, responsible for this playlet, if
has fallen below the general

anything,

run of stuff dished out in this line. Aside
from the familiar "machine" talk, the
sketch itself is along conventional lines.
Xucullo Aubrey (Dorothy Howard) and
(Kitty Cameron) are half-

Mary Western

Both return from summer vacaand are expecting their
John Hager's
future husbands to call.
(George
W. Scott) automobile breaks
down in front of the girls' home. Somesisters.

tions

engaged,

one must have

man

left

the door open, for the

the house,

enters

turn by each
Some little fun

in

girl for

and

is

derived from £he mix-

is

up, although there's not a real laugh until

one of the girls poured ice water down
the man's neck, a bit of business accounted particularly funny nowadays in the
better houses. The one redeeming feature
of the act was the work of Kitty Cameron.
She is a nice looking girl with a
pleasing personality, and handled the indifferent

material

Dorothy
dressed the part more
admirably.

Howard, the star,
Her makeup
lavishly than it called for.
and hair dressing were nothing short of
barbarous. George W. Scott answered the
He doesn't weigh very
purpose nicely.
much, and as the part calls for a quantity
of mauling around by the women, it could
be done without much effort on their part.
The sonjr-and almost dance finish was altoDash.

gether out of place.

15 Mins.;

One.

Pastor's.

Prince and Virginia are showing for the
first

time this week at Pastor's a comedy

singing and talking act that should attract attention mainly through the dress-

ing of Miss

The woman is
the most attractive cos-

Virginia.

showing three of
tumes that have been seen at the house
She is also possessed of
in many a day.
an engaging ]>ersonality, and sang two
songs pleasingly. Mr. Prince works in a
His
"Dutch" makeup, faultlessly clean.
dialect is good, but he has a quantity of

material.

The

talk

and. the paro-

Equilibrists.

ginia

The Sandwinas' first appearance
in America.
The novelty of the routine
consists in the work of the woman as
is

understander in a series of balancing feats
in
which
displays
she
considerable
strength.

and

the

The man is slighter
woman handles the

makes her

Miss Vir-

balancing

York.

For

*

American

his

reappearance

.lay

W. Winton, billed as an English ventriloquist, made a very favorable impression
at the New York Theatre Monday evening.
He was recalled three or four times.
The audience seemed to find much humor
Mr. Winton's ventriloquial work, "dummies" and imitations. Mr. Winton imitates by whistling, birds mostly, but inserts a steamboat whistle, for which one
of the "dummies" "roasts" him.
Winton
is a first-class manipulator of the wooden
figures.
He carries two, one resembling

in

"Sunny Jim"
miniature

and

"Sunny Jim"

is

other

the

named

block,

usual

the

"McGinty."

not enticing in appearance,

but he has the most natural laugh, and
the only one, as far as can be remembered,
which a ventriloquist's "dummy" has

shown.

"dummy"

Besides, the

through

go

to

his hat, replacing

it,

worked

is

removing
striking a match with

natural

actions,

one hand against a match box held in the
other, and so on, ad lib., continually querying of the audience "Ain't it natural?"
Mr. Winton also has a habit of informing
the house what he considers a good joke,
remarking "that went better before" and
other like speeches, not considered good
vaudeville form over here.
Technically,
the ventriloquist is short, but the general
run of the number brings it to a successSinn.

ful close.

Moving Picture.
"Laughing Gas" (Comedy).
3

Mins.

Colonial.

A

padded out

flimsy idea unmercifully

into a series of rather less than regulation

The

length.

first

scene

shows the

laboratory in which the "laughing gns"

manufactured.
fect

A

youngster tries the

of the gas, experiences

its

is

ef-

hilarious

and steals a small tank. The rest
of the reel shows the boy administering
effects,

miscellaneous collection

of

Each time the victim goes into
transports of merriment.
The laughter
was all on the sheet. The mischievous
youngster— a woman in boy's clothing does some very fair pantomime, but the
film

is

Rush.

a frost.

Moving Picture.
"The Pearl Fisher."
10 Mins.

New

York.

The moving picture this week at the
New York runs ten minutes. It seems
more like thirty. The picture is French,
and "faked," but not in an attempt to
deceive.
A diver goes to the bottom of
the ocean, and, guided by French fairies,

taken over the bottom to finally receive
large string of pearls, with which he
returns home.
Through this drawn-out
is

change on the stnge,
the lights being lowered for about five
seconds. It is complete, from a neat walk-

a

ing suit to a dainty creation of light blue

highly colored scenes, the inevitable bal-

fluffy

material.
The pair have the right
and with the proper material, should
be able to walk in on the big time.

let,

idea,

making an appearance.

first

Dash.

there

procedure

indispensable from

interest

story"

The Crane Brothers were engaged for
week before going West to play for the Western
States Managers' Association. The latter
engagement starts in January.

Frenchy subjects,
The series might

children

not

out

but

for

the

age,

and

extravagant

are

gave an extremely poor

in stature

an attractive appearance of certainty and ease. Both dress in tights, the
costume being severely plain but neat.
They passed nicely.
Rush.
with

18 Mins.; One.

New

persons.

Songs and Talk.

poor

This

Ventriloquist.

the gas to a

Prince and Virginia.

dies are below the standard.

10 Mins.; Full Stage.

mistaken

the other's fiance.

The Sandwinas.

Colonial.

about

Little is left in the

Jay W. Winton.

of

the

"fairv
•

New York

finish to the

it

show.

Sime.

three weeks of United time this

]ji

nent

Petite

feature

Monday.

Adelaide opens as a permaof

the

Hippodrome

ballet

VARIETY
Moving

have not been imitated by everyone that
does this sort of act, but in a hard spot
on the bill he won his share of the ap-

Picture.

Burna-Moir Fight.
15 Ming.
Hammerstein's.

This week at Hammerstein's is shown a
reproduction of rounds I, 3, 6, 8, 10 of the
championship
fight
between
Tommy

plause and as a neat, entertaining act of
the lighter class, should meet with favor.

Mr. Drew first appeared in vaudeville
alone at Boston a few weeks ago.

George M. Young.

Burns, the Canadian, and "Gunner" Moir,
an Englishman, held at the National

Sporting Club, London, Dec. 2. It is an
English made film, but secured through
an American manufacturer. The rounds
to be seen are realistic, and the film is
clear, allowing the proceedings to be easily

No

followed.

suspicion of "faking"

taches to the pictures, for
cabled

descriptions

of

it

the

at-

follows the

fight, to

the

newspapers at the time it occurred too
Rounds 1, 3 and 6 are rather
tame, with Moir often leading, but seldom
landing. In round 8 Burns rushes matters
and bruises Moir hard, one side of his
face being wholly discolored.
Round 10
is the finish, Burns beating Moir to the
ground three times, the latter taking the
count on the final fall.
A moment or
closely.

two are given at the

conclusion, with the

Englishmen walking past the camera in
evening dress. The referee who remained
in the ring, commencing with the eighth
round,

was

also

similarly

present moving picture

attired.

.series

The

of a fight

is the best of any of the many which
have been thrown upon the sheets in the
past few years over here.
Sime.

OUT OF TOWN.
"SftreTs" and Siegrist.

Pantomimist and Acrobat.
15 Mins.; Full Stage (Woodland).
Orpheum, New Orleans (Week Dec.

A

feature

where and

to

attract

attention

ing of "Slivers."
series

of

ing

sketch of the rougher class.

There
are one or two musical numbers by six
girls of various sizes and ages, and all sisters, according to the program.
The girls
sing

fairly

improved were the largest girl to modulate her voice for harmony.
Wilbur possesses a pleasing voice and does well with
his number, though the finish in "one" is

Siegrist follows with a

Sam

poorly chosen.

Colt

is

the best of

several seen in the part of the

Member

Board of Education. Emma Schewell has little to do as the teacher and

of the

does only

fairly

with that.

Charles B.

McDonald has a "bit" as janitor. "Ten
Funny Folks" is a misleading title, Wilbur and Colt being the only ones who contribute comedy.
The opening is too
abrupt, but with the donning of the girl's
clothes by Wilbur the laughs commence
and are kept up almost to the finish. The
act made a good impression here.
George M. Young.

Dilemma" (Comedy).

Bachelor's

Victory,

well

The singing could be

well.

Stage (Interior).

San Francisco (Week Dec. 9).
The sketch is by Milton Francis Clark,
who wrote "The Billionaire," and, like it.
shows the hand of the novice

The

struction.

plot

is

in its con-

rich ,in

possibili-

which the author failed to grasj), and
the farce is muchly padded with lines and
business from the old time opening farces.

ties,

A

bachelor

(Jack

has been
paying platonic attention to the wife of a
captain.
She being of a romantic frame
of mind decides to elope with the young
man and invades his apartment, announcTruesdale)

ing her intentions.
Before the bachelor
can change her notion the captain is heard
7
in the hallway.
arning the wife to

W

attribute
visit

her

presence

to

the

expected

of a sister of Truesdale, the

man makes

his exit.

young

While the captain

Lowell B. Drew.

is

Imitations.

enters in feminine dre^s.

ia Mins.; One.

palming himself off as the sister, and all
ends well.
The company was well up,
but the farce called aloud for reconstruc-

Keith's, Philadelphia.

Lowell B. Drew was formerly employed
in the business office of Keith's here,

but

has been playing clubs and has appeared
with Will M. Cressy in the latter's
sketches, creating the part of the printer's

"The Wyoming Whoop."
Drew imitates Harry Lauder, Jack Norworth, Sam Bernard, David Warfield and
George "Honey Boy" Evans, blacking Up
on the stage and changing costume for
assistant

in

the latter number.

His singing voice

is

berating his better half Truesdale re-

He

Wilson.

Genaro and Bailey open at Elizabeth,
J., to-night in "'Tony the Bootblack
Detective." under the management of Al.
H. Woods. The vaudeville pair are supported by a company of twenty-four people, among the number being Eddie Simmons, who played for a while with them
N.

in

the Bernard, Lauder and Warfield imita-

Next week the show will play Paterson
and Trenton, N. J., coming to the Metropolis, New York, New Year's week.

but he has paid close attention to
mannerisms and each of his offerings was

With

appreciated.

Lauder

all

are

well

the

exception

known

can help himself by selecting

vaudeville.

of

Drew
persons who

Maude

here.

in

first

time.

member

the only

is

of

The "Lady Birds"

opening of the season.

withdrawn from the Wheel

last

week
its

Alice Kelly has opened a studio

Chicago, where she will teach singing.

hasty

its

seemed to be

and
doubt but that

preparation,

little

there

had

it

material for first-rate burlesque en-

tertainment, needing

a few weeks

only

playing to round out.

The

Mr. Kelly wrote both pieces.

first

"Out for a Night," the title
being chosen for no discernible reason.
It is an amplification of Junie McCree's
"The Man from Denver." as to its general plot structure, but there the resemblance ceases. No attempt is made to develop the "dope fiend" character, and except for a few Uits of inconsequential
part

called

is

there

business,

little

is

resem-

detailed

blance.

Mr. Kelly has things pretty much his
in the comedy department. He
plays an Irishman smoothly and quietly,

own way
and

and

"slapstick"

rough

house

plenty of "fat" lines and

self

furnished

comedy

few excellent

a

with

himself

are

Kelly has written him-

agreeably absent.

situations, all of which he handles nicely^

but the piece would deliver a higher aver-

age of laughs

he had provided himself

if

with larger comedy support.
The Great Chick, whose bicycle specialty was featured in the olio, is the
only other comedian in the pieces, if one
except Jerry Sullivan, the dwarf,

who

ap-

peared from time to time with a small

Chick

"bit."

Hebrew

does

but the

character,

The

half developed.

first

with

well

fairly

part

is

a

only

improvement

fn

the show should be along the lines of developing

part

this

in

its

relation

the

to

comedy role. Kelly and Chick
work up good material between them. Both are clean, capable comprincipal

easily

could

edians,

and should make a

first

rate pair

in double harness.

Chick appeared in the burlesque as a

amount

tongue-tied boy and got a vast

of fun out of the part together with Sul-

who

livan,

acrobatics, and

Miss Wiltsie

who

aided not a

little

there are

numbers

is

the only

woman

of the

In the

gains distinction.

first

hard to understand,
is
view of the shortage of
women in this part of the entertainment.
None of the other female principals
showed any dancing ability, and a bit of
.Miss Wiltsie's stepping would have enposition

particularly

in

livened the olio portion Immensely.

burlesque brought

congenial

several of

lead

elaborately

is

sprightly girls.

Halley and McKinnon, in blackface,
have taken a good deal of their material
from a well known colored team. They
follow the originals pretty closely in de-

and one part of their act amounts to
The dating of the
an impersonation.
comedians was the one redeeming grace of
In this he did splendidly.
the number.
De Velde and Zelda show their capital
tail

balancing

doing work

Artists

specialty.

of this general class could

well

tuming.

Their apparatus

brilliant

with

shining

is

take the

and

cos-

spotless

and
and

pair as a model of stage dressing

nickel-plate,

costume scheme an example of per-

their

taste.

fect

The Great Chick does exceedingly well
with his comedy bicycle turn. He is a
real comedian, and although he attempts
none of the showier feats of straight riding, not a few of his comedy tricks are
If it could' be arranged, his close
"one" could be eliminated with profit.
to the specialty and
It adds nothing
rather spoils the excellent impression he

striking.

in

makes at the

close of the full stage part

of the act.

Adams and Kirk

finished the olio

with a

xylophone numbers
went with good snap, but the number on
the larger instrument, a sort of adaptation of the bamboo chimes, was played
It is taken at a slow tempo.
like a dirge.
The pair could also put some seeming anRush.
imation into their work.
musical

The

act.

her forward

''tough-girl"

BROOKLYN

T.

role,

in

in

:iu

The
un-

which the

Iff.

more

of

her a

lot.

animation

Her

voice

would have
was promi-

ELECTION.

were chosen at
the annual election of Brooklyn Lodge,
No. 30, Theatrical Mechanical Association:
Charley Collins, president; Leo Burns,
vice-president

secretary;

.T.

;

Louis

F.

Anderson, recording secre-

Bisehoff,

financial

James II. Smith, treasurer; SamHayman. serjeant-at-arms; Theodore

tary;
uel

J. M. Nova, physician;
McFadden, Charles Van Ronk,
Horn and W. .1. Stratton, trus-

Hoffman, marshal;
Charles

Louis

J.

tees.

This

term
term

Mr. Collins' fourth consecutive

i,s

as

presiding

makes the

officer.

fifteenth

:*0,

lost.

Gertrude Fisk attempts no dancing. She
has a brillianl liiLrli soprano voice and
carried herself with easy confidence, but

A.

officers

was

bit

and

who

the girls

costumes as regards the
chorus, although a few more changes of
dress by the women principals would not
be amiss. Miss Wiltsie shows only one
frock in the opening piece, and both she
and Miss Fisk wear the same costume
throughout the burlesque.
Gertrude Fisk in a severely straight
singing act and Miss Zelda, of De Velde
and Zelda, were the only women in the
olio, there being two teams of talking and
singing men, and Chick's bicycle act. This
is not a good selection for a burlesque
olio where the first and last demand is for

Mr. Bisehoff has held

helped

usually pres-

is

with

one sprightly aoubrette of the company

a

respect.

organizations,

The show

nicely.

The following

handled a semi -straight role
gracefully, being conspicuous in the leading of numbers. Why she was not given
olio

the burlesque

in

this

in

singing of the chorus that

ent

in

she

part

strong

is

none of the harshness about the

is

occupied the stage alone for an

the comedy department.
cast

show

There

entertaining five minutes or so of novelty

dominating

times,

all

vocal strength to the company.

provided

and made over under the direction of

an

GENARO AND BAILEY NOW STARS.

rather high pitched to give exact tone to
tions,

and

this week,

being given for the

the organization that started out at the

the

however, at

nent,

the choruses and lending a good deal of

The
is

Annette Wiltsie

succeeds in

W. Alfred

tion.

Dewey

holds forth at the

the show

ering

an old burlesque sketch, cleaned
and dressed up and it makes a good laughis

any-

executed ground
tumbling feats, during which "Slivers"
makes a change and returns for his baseball
pantomime.
"Slivers"
then
announces Siegrist's "double," which makes
a really startling finish to a decidedly entertaining number.
O. M. Samuel.
clean,

Keith's, Philadelphia.

This

BIRDS.
a new company that

practically

is

new principal comedian, M. J. Kelly.
As witnessed on Monday evening the
new show went surprisingly well, consid-

Musical.

19 Mins.; Full

double somersault from the mat,'* a performance warranted to make the most
blasd audience hold its breath.
The act
opens with the clever pantomimic clown-

Ten Funny

"His

22 Mins.; Full Stage.

"A

any company is the combined offering of Frank ("Slivers") Oakley, with his amusing pantomimic clowning, and "Charley" Siegrist, with his now
famous "round-off, flip-flap, unassisted

and

Folks."

Comedy and

2).

in

LADY
It

wa,s

Wilbur

Clarence

11

The coming
which
Lodge No.

during

office in

second for Mr. Anderson.
would have retired from the
post of financial secretary which he has
held for fourteen years, but continued in
obedience to the wishes of his brother

and

the

Mr. Smith

members.

VARIETY

12

NEW

mark

toriously a theatrical black

attendance

Man Sows,"

that the

was

Monday evening

to see Louis

Mann (New

bno>*Hl

show

ventriloquist.

Stuart Barnes, of course,

The show did not play extra well, but
was a "hard" audience, one of the worst
in the New York for some time, and that
house has held some "corkers" since "Advanced Vaudeville" made its stand there.
Fred Niblo was entitled to the record

comedy

bill,

who had

where Collins and
Hart alone appeal to the sense of humor.

Following Louis Mann.,

occupied the stage for forty min-

with about one-half the time full
Mr. Niblo had to struggle
against the handicap in his position, one
number before tne closing, with a monolaughs,

Sixteen minutes Mr. Niblo remained on

The mid-

the stage, and did remarkably.

dle section of his talk is a rapid transit

comment on the

routine of

visited

cities

countries and

recent

his

in

tour of the

snappy points being made
Niblo commencing at
England and coming back home, with some

world,

short

against

each, .Mr.

The opening

familiar dialogue to close.

was a short
and

verse,

little

the

preceded

it

aptly pointed,

"slow-train-cow"

New York

jokes, but the latter

made

patrons

laugh,

uncontrovertible

dence of

how seldom they attend

the

the

evi-

variety

The Okabe Family, Japanese

acrobats,

returned for their pretty and skillful acrobatics.

It

is

a

fine

act,

ranking any of

the Japanese numbers of the same style.

One

a handsome looking
lad, a singular occurrence for an Oriental.
He could be a model for an artist. The
settings and costuming combine to add
of the boys

is

to its effectiveness, and

it

was one

of the

strongest cards on the program.

The

Troupe with

Cottrell -Powell

two

magnificent horses gave their picturesque

number of the

circus act for the last

and the Walthour Troupe of
opened, an unenviable position
one

which they did

in

bill,

there

but

trict,

it

is

is

A

Colonial audience laughed as heartily at

well.

repeat of the success before secured

same house was recorded by BarBurlesque Menagerie. The "cat race"
telling details all

brought

laughs in numbers.

Another newcomer at the

Max

It

New York

L«

who now leads the orlike a new organization.

Schmidt,

chestra.

seems

Himc.
bill

was filed this week
by W. S. Cleveland

of particulars

in the suit brought

Ryan

Harry Stevens'

at

screaming comedy as when the little company first showed over here. During its
long stay the sketch has undergone prac-

no change and that it is still fresh
and enjoyable is a complete test of its

tically

universal appeal.

Waterbury Brothers and Tenney opened
the intermission and scored emphatically

The
with their comedy musical turn.
comedian is amusing without seeming effort, and this appearance of unconscioushis
ness is not the least element of
The straight pair
pretty much to himself in

humor.

arrangement

an

him

leave

funni-

his

that

the

gives

number an easy running appearance without any straining after or forcing of effect.

up

Barnes has given

Stuart

a great

deal of his talk in favor of musical

He now sings
"Aren't You the Girl

num-

four, finishing with

bers.

Met

I

at Snerry's?"

worked up with a girl in one of
It makes an excellent
the stage boxes.
What talk there is is concise and
close.
smoothly delivered. The points register
skillfully

without being emphasized unduly.

The Romany

Company wer°

OiK'ratic

appearing

which place they were given an
There are several
enthusiastic reception.

a great deal of "patriotic" stuff

and the other

and

here, but

in the
on's

The

far from played out.

placed rather early on the

mingled throughout.

A

has spent a goodly propor-

No.

3',

bill,

125th

"one,"

in

two acts in
the gaps. With the

leaving

that position to

fill

only

Wotpert Trio obliged to open in "one"
and a short film of pictures injected, the
management was able to run the program
without a hitch.

off

McMahon

and

and

Chappelle

their

"l*ullman Porter Maids" were the head-

and

attraction,

a

in

of the

hit

late

position

McMahon and

bill.

cessive

comedy number they

did

exceed-

Cooper got an extra laugh
measure by appearing in the solemn parade of the Kitabanzai Troupe,
The latter orwhich closed the show.
ganization has not changed its routine,

ingly

well.

for good

the pedal juggling being the feature.

The

this purpose.

The

(New

Sandwinas

Acts)

followed by Collins and Brown.

Arthur
is

II.

at his

Klierns

home

in

is

not

ill,

opened,

Rush.

as reported.

Chicago this week.

The

of

there

if

Tim McMahon has

is

a peculiar delivery that

brings the points out sharply, while Miss
looks exceedingly well, and
works to the comedian beautifully. The
eight girls for neat dressing and training
would be hard to beat. Many a "girl
act" producer would benefit by taking a
glance or two at the "Pullman Porter
Maids" in action.
There is very little preference between
the two sketches on the program. Harry
Corson Clarke and Company in "Strat-

Chappelle

egy" occupied an early position on the
The players are subill and did fairly.
perior to the sketch by a long way, but
they manage to make a silly, impossible
idea almost entertaining. Margaret Dale

Owen

contributes the best

playlet.

She

is

work

to

the

handsome woman with

a

a low, clear voice, both odd and pleasant.

Harry Corson Clarke has a poor part, but
plays it about as well as anyone could.
Davenport Marshall is suitable in a small
role.

Mr. and Mrs. Gardner Crane in "Am I
Your Wife?" have a sketch about on a
par with the other, only it hasn't the saving grace of embodying a
is

same

practically the

Mansfield's

4,

No.

new

as in

Wilbur and

Prospect Street."

11

It

idea.

Mr.

Crane makes the two characters distinctive, and that is about the best to be

Acts).

the

Broadway sporting crowd,

filling

the

theatre in the worst week of the year.

William Courtleigh and his company in
"Peaches" are not to be overlooked among
the attractive numbers. The company remains the same, and the Geo. V. Hobart
slangy sketch, one of the best comedy
pieces of the season, has been improved

now

it

smooth

a

brought

is

With

nearly faultless.

running

several

all

performance,

curtain

the

are giving

calls

and it
Tuesday

evening.

For Lily Lena's
Hammerstein's she

appearance in
doing exceptionally

first
is

way down on the
Miss Lena grows on one; the

well for her position,

program.

more often

the

seen

better

liked,

and

were she to remain on this side for a
long time the Englishwoman would rival
any of her sister countrywomen for popuThis week Miss I>ena is singing
larity.
two new songs, "She Looks Nice at

Night" and "Winnie Began to Wonder."
The final verse of "Winnie" would make
anyone wonder how many houses it could
be sung in over here. Closing with "And
the Answer Was" Miss Lena had no cause
for worry.

Another foreign act which undoubtedly
hit Tuesdav evening was Lcp
Trombettas, purely through the man's
comedy efforts. The act on its merits
contains nothing, but the Hammerstein
audience likes Trombetta's comedy im-

made a

mensely.

Corinne tppeared "Number .'{." following
singing and dancing turn; also the
musical act of Frederick Brothers and

a

Burns.
guitar

Miss Corinne dots some singing,
and costume changing,

playing

closing her act

in

velvet knickerbockers.

The first song died more peacefully than
any song ever heard on the stage, but
thereafter the house applauded the singer,

would be difficult to hazard
it
whether in sincerity or in jest.
The "Six English Rockers" repeated the
novelty "girl act" with Nellie Floredc

but

said.

Will Rogers always contributes fifteen

minutes

work

(New

women in the house, while the BurnsMoir "fight pictures," added in haste to
the bill on Monday, prove a magnet for

until

doubtful

week

William

drawing both men and

top-liners are

players well in their parts,

is

this

headed by

features,

another team
in the busines who could afford an audience an equal amount of entertainment
with a quiet line of talk in street dress.
It

of

real

enjoyment.

His

rope

as they did to his lassoing.

and the vocal strength of the comis as apparent in the ensemble numThere are no dead
bers as in the solos.
minutes in the act, and the finish in "one"
is an entertaining feature.
The Empire City Quartet are giving
their undivided attention to amusing their
audiences this week, having for the time
being no special songs to exploit. Harry
Cooper's funniments kept the laughter
going, and although making the third suc-

full

Chappelle were a solid hit by themselves.

pany

the organiza-

He

is $2,300.

the

tion,

in

amount demanded

for alleged

at

bills

and liked. The audience took to Mr. Rogers just as quickly

6oprano voices

brilliant

boy who does the top mounting at the
finish is growing rather heavy looking for

J.

ing

in

unpaid
commissions for the latter's Cleveland
theatre.
The matter will probably come
to trial during the February term of the
Supreme Court. Ryan was served during
his presence in the city a few months ago
with the complaint in the case.
The

against John

the

of

Of the nine acts employed
seven require full stage without any clos-

were the

bicyclists

Johnny Johns, "The Boy from Dixie,"
mixed up some parodies with talk, and
took several encores upon slight pretext.
Mr. Johns strives too hard. He is so
anxious his efforts seem mechanical, and

Gould and Valeska Suratt

together

Street house.

line

in its travels

The show at Hammerstein's

troublesome

ing

Under these circumstances Harry Tate's
"Motoring," late on the bill, found the
audience in a splendid mood for its purpose.
The burlesque sketch has been on
this side more than two years now, and
tion of its time in the Metropolitan Dis-

been

is

the lack of laughing value.

ments,

performances.

classed as a

upon to make up for

the ridiculous urchin

logue.

is

have

times this week for whoever has the plac-

but his quiet methods could

act,

scarcely be called

utes,

of

is

larly in the early half,

it

for the evening.

electrics

a bit short on comedy, particu-

Miss Cohan appearing in
a new sketch, which is under New Acts,
along with Jay W. Winton, a foreign

also on the

but his

bill,

Broadway

the

is

does not promise any novelty within. The

Josephine Cohan and Fred Niblo were

ers,

fairlv stnmjr
in

He

houses.

principal

up bv a

name blazoned

Besides Mr. Mann's drawing pow-

Acts).

Williams'

Mr.

this

in

form the feature of one of

to

vicinity

New York

the

at

familiar

rather

are

must

There

Robert Hilliard and his sketch, "As a

so no-

never noticed, although a

is

sized crowd

fair

is

HAMMERSTEIN'S.

125TH STREET.

COLONIAL.

YORK.

"The week before Christmas"

is

well done

Macart's

Monkeys

"monks"

moved from
show beacts in one. The
comedians.
One

were

natural

are

lively little fellow kept the house in roars

with his quaint antics.

shown at the finish.
picks up a small

A

novel trick

is

One of the monkeys

built twowheeled safety bicycle, mounts and rides

perfectly

around the stage several times. It is
the first time the trick has been seen, and

it

was heartily applauded.
The Clarence Sisters did nicely with
their dancing specialty. They did so well
with the only singing number "Miss Kilit

would probably be advisable to use at least one more song.
Billy Clifford seems to be an established
Harlem favorite, and The Wotpert Trio
make a good impression. Delmore and
Dash.
Lee closed the show.

larney" that

it

Harry Ward and Ralph Edwards
soon be seen in a

new

two verses alone

in the lead, singing

"one" before the last change, which
might be cut to a shorter time, the act
going quite well, and the Damm Brothers
brought both admiration and plaudits
with their acrobatics to close. It's not

in

fourth position to opening the

cause of the shortage of

still

act.

will

man as the bewhiskered brother can turn handsprings
and somersaults and si ill retain his poise.
Brothers and Burns gave
Frederick

often as heavily built a

number

their enjoyable musical

and

Dill

Ward opened

early,

and

the show in songs

and dances, featuring Miss Ward's "diaSime.
mond dress," a pink affair.

The manager
lin,

of the Wintergarten, Ber-

cabled the Marinelli

New York

office

the other day he wanted a juggling act
recently reviewed

in

Vauikty, a copy of

which, containing the criticism, had just

reached

him.

Charles

Bornhaupt,

the

not comply, having
under engagement three American acts of
the same character for future exportaMarinelli

tion.

agent, did

VARIETY
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this

IPastor's

May

Ida

of

tion

Chndwick,

there

was rather a second-class show

It

to being

addition

young-

the

of

same who appeared the lust
was a gathering of "child

sters are the

time

"Kid Carnival" at
week, and with the excep-

another

is

Hogers

year.

the

inson

the

Crusoe's

&

one or two bright spots are sprinkled

Deely

"Rob-

in

the

s

larger

the

of

youths does

"Dutch"

the

imitation

formerly,

though he sings one song with a distinct
dialect.
The three children have

splendid

The

voices

act

that

in

is

week, and a big

worn

beautifully.

blend

n two-a-day position this
hit.
The white costumes

opening should be sent to the

at the

cleaner.

Katherine Miley

the headliner

is

and the

Mfos
q£ the programme.
Miley has shown good judgment in choosing her selections.
She has only numbers
she is capable of handling and the young
woman puts them over with telling effect.
Miss Miley is at her best with the Irish
songs.
The way she handed "Top of
large

"rjot'J.

Morning.

the

was

McCue,*'

Bridget

a

She got one little Irishman so worked up, he jumped out of his
Seat and yelled, "Go it, kid, we're wid
treat

in

itself.

youse."

The

Two Macks are attempting
Their really good work suffers

Peerless

too much.

The

consequence.

in

boy's

woman

Irish

impersonation has been dropped, and'

The

not

is

put plenty of ginger into their work, are good dancers and
missed.

children

Proper arrangement and

sing acceptably.

better dressing should plan- the act where
it

belongs.

and McDonough are presenting
Dilemna," a sketeh that they
•' Denny's
Fiske

showed at the house a short time ago.
The offering is replete with bright snappy
dialogue.
It is an act in "one," away
from anything shown to date. The work
players

both

of

McDonough
offering in

holding

The
offering

Miss

convincing.

is

The

especially standing out.
its'

present shape

is

capable of

down a position anywhere.
Evans Trio show their familiar
The boy is a
without change.

good performer, but his aloofness does not
The
gain any friends in the audience.
woman does a very clever "kid" and the
man is rather funny In a quiet way.
Potter and

Harris managed

to

get

U>

the house better than the usual acrobatic

The

net.

dressing

is

neat and

work with a speed that

the

pair

always a de-

is

an offering of this kind.
were shown on the rings,
doing most of the heavy work.

sirable adjunct to

Some good
the woman
Jenny
dog act.

Conchas

showed an

Too much time

opening,

dog

tricks

putting

tied

in

used in

all,

indifferent

spent at the

costumes on 9
Four animals are

different

a cabinet.

the act depending almost en-

on the closing

tirely

is

trick,

a dive from a

ladder into a blanket held by two dogs.

Winans and Cassler should

stick to their

musical instruments and allow comedy to

Neater dressing for the comedian.
would aid materially.
Gilbert
and Katen had their Hebrew yarns and
parodies, and Mr. and Mrs. Harry Thorne
rest.

at

are

least,

still

"An Uptown

Jerome Mora was also on the
and Prince and Virginia are under

Flat.'*
bill,

securing laughs with
J.

"New Acts.

I)a*h.

Several of the

numbers were received with

distinct enthusiasm.

al-

German

better singing form.

big ensemble

announce

not

as

much

The

The early part was conspicuously light,
the entertainment packed up about
the middle and from the Kratons went
nicely to the finish. The hoop rollers are
Using a bit more of their exhibition work
following the "Hoopville."
Wednesday
Harry Kraton caught the double circle
but

•

prop

the

into

schpolhouse

the

at

and then accomplished the

try

looping three

placing

times,

Hibbert and -Warren were

headlin-

,

new dainty pink costume.

offering its patrons rather

is

a slow moving program this week.

ed.
The sketcji has undergone alterawonders" at the house;
"The Three' Nightingales" form tV'only/. tlons. since its production, and is immenseone of the juvenile acts .that, shows any
ly imprqVed. The talk 1ms been cut down
change since last seen, and they only in" and only the best of it now remains, and
(he dressing. The hoys are wearing frock
it seems that the little organization is in
coats and tyigh hats, while the girl is
sporting a

Keeney's

in

worst hoodoo week

W#re

Isle"

VAUDEVILLE AT THE MANHATTAN.

KEENEY'S.
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first

of

trick

hoop

the

nicely.

Patsy Doyle doesn't seem to try very
hard, but he scores none the less strongly.
There is a lot of quiet humor in his
odd monologue, but it does seem that he

of

orte

week

at

Pictures

Man-

the

in

in.

hattan Theatre, with a fixed charge of
$25,000 yearly for rental to be ptared at

a much needed boost. The pair have done
away with a quantity of the talk used
when they first appeared hereabouts in

No

10-20-30" started this

the

bright 8[>ots in the next *to closing position, and gave the latter end of the bill

the early part of the esason.

Moving

and

"Vaudeville

Only

time

is

'

by the management.

From

the looks of the house on Wednes*-

day evening, Messrs* Jack Welch, Archie
L. Sheppard, and, it is said, Felix
will still

Isman,

take down a profit with

all

the

all

the

wasted now in getting down to the real
work. The act plays about twelve minute,s
with a speed that leaves the audience with
an appetite for more. They scored easily

heavy expenses.

Monday

lowed an act built almost along identical

week, and the patrons
money's worth several

lines.

those higher up.

William Morrow and Verda Schellberg
offer a sort of a haphazard sketch in "one"
entitled "Happy's Millions."
The drop

During the .summer and until last week,
Manhattan was a "five-cent moving
picture show," run by Mr. Sheppard, but
with the accession of AVelch and Isman,
the Manhattan became a "theatre/* with
moving pictures still, but a few "acts"

notwithstanding

night,

they,

fol-

shows the exterior of a gambling saloon
In t he Far West, offering a fitting background for Mr. Morrow as a cow puncher.
The pretty, shy little Quaker miss of
Verda Schellberg looked as much out of
place as a dandelion would in Mike Scott's
buttonhole

on

The

Day.

Patrick's

St.

pleasing personalities of the players, and

A

capacity attendance took up

available space on the evening mentioned.

was "Amateur night," the

It

of the

first

received

their

especially

fold,

the

sandwiched,

in.

The Manhattan to-day
tration

is

the opportunity

of

a live illus-

promoters of cheap vaudeville

New York City.
The Family on East

by the

lost

in neglect-

ing

keeps rather too strictly to a monotone

a

in his speech.

overcame the incongruities to the entire

Sullivan-Considine

satisfaction of the house.

been the only cheap-priced vaudeville re-

William Dillon was one of the hits of
although most of the comedy acte of the
bill chad gone jusi before' him, and the

show

the

Family of acrobats closed

Heras

Great

Katherine Dahl would have fared but
had it not been for an exchange
of pleasantries with a "plant" in one of
the boxes as a finish. A quantity of fairly apt repartee has been worked into
verse, and the novelty of the situation
in

the

fact

that

the

singer,

who

and works quite straight, gets
rather the worse of the rhymed passage

dresses

arms.

at

thanks to a
His impersonations and musical selections on piano and
'cello keep the act moving nicely up to
this point.
The only fault is a barely
passed

nicely,

carelessness

in

the

dressing,

dinner coat at the finish having a

suspie-.

ion Of "untidiness.

Among

three-a-day

the

items

Hornier

and Stella alone earned distinction. They
have an elaborate wardrobe, kept up to
the pink of freshness, and they wear their
clothes easily. Miss Stella rather injures
her appearance by wearing heeless shoes
with her second ohange. There is a hint
of strain in her voice, and it sounds more
agreeable when it is partly covered up

bv the man's heavier tones in the duets.
De Chaunt opened the show in a very
loose dog and equilibristic act, the apparatus for which has gone to seed. Deery
and

uses

lie

Francis

the

mistake.

a

make tiresome

of

business

which

spot* altogether,

could be done

It

lights,
is

away with
depends

Richards

almost entirely upon hl9 dancing and in
this

way

away from the ordinary
Some first rate toe
dancing is shown. Too much

gets

female impersonator.

and acrobatic
time

is

given to the final dance, however,

sort of a mirror dance without the mir-

a

Mr. Richard's vocal efforts are much

rors.

better than the average in his line, and at

one more number should be intro-

least

i

enhance his value by an

lie could

Whaley
looselv woven

Scott and
their

rate

first

enough,

well

did fairly well with

although

could be secured.

Roth

offering.

are

and the singing does

dancers,

It

selections

better

is

and

talking

about

the

turn.
Biblical

Fresh talk would help a

ilk.

much better.
Thomas Potter Dunne

finish

They
army

work with the

Italian

did

dialect

there

is

a

girl

now

carried

who

a pretty appearance only.
well

contributes

The"

man

does

with the ordinary juggling, but his

comedy efforts .are practically wafted.
The milk has all been squeezed out of

The Kramers were
and

succeeded

The

siasm.

girl

in

in

the second position

arousing

does a

little

some

enthu-

of everything

The

his

best

girl"

His imitation of Eddie Clark's "tout" was
far from convincing, but the Italian bit
got him off nicely.

the

bill.

possible

one,

finding a more suitable
Dash.
working "straight."

character,

or

Zamloch, a magician, who has appeared
the South and Western country heading a show of his own, plavs Pastor's next
week in a sort of magical offering. Alf
In

Agnes Mahr, assisted by Flora Dora
and Cameron and Flanagan, were also on
Rush.

the

way

of worthy acts.

The Manhattan is conducted with an
eye to the amusement of its audience,
comedy being extracted from the melodramatic pictures even.
setting out pictorially

When
the

a series

capture

of

Nathan Hale as a spy, was thrown upon
the sheet, a man behind it gave hfe own
version of what the characters in the picture would or should have said. It was
the ideal "talking-living picture."

When
man

one of the soldiers struck Hale, the

"cow-yard," and when both soldiers vented their spleen upon him, the

same gen-

tleman again caused Mr. Hale to say "two
cow-yards."

Had not

man behind

the

atres of late,

vonnger

that cocoanut a long time since.

lot.

recitation.

New

in

the sheet been

have been obliged to repeat the picture
and performance.
The boxes Wednesday evening were
crowded, and held the "elite" of Upper
"Louie" Werba occupied a
Broadway.
small niche in an upper stage apart mint,
the remainder of which was taken up by
Pat" Casey, who did not remove! his
overcoat during the evening, having only
appeared at "Advanced Vaudeville" the-

comedian of Hibbert and Warren that a
comedy evening suit can be worn perfectly clean, and still answer the purpose.
The La Belles are showing the familiar
juggling act without change, although

Her
out of the instrument.
dancing was also very good and won a
hearty recall. Slie might drop the "tough

is

on

should be convinced after looking over the

Simmons."

is

joke

carried

troubled with a cold, he probably would

"Rill

which-is-there" and a few others of that

singing

the

consequence

The comedian

singing

crossing the desert and eating "the sand-

used

of

a
has

street,

place,

York, and-, even ihen the S.-C. folk gave
their uptown place but little attention in

rather late to be

and does it all rather well. She played a
banjo without the aid of a pick and succeeded in securing as near real music as

their

sort

125th

"ten-cent''

behind the sheet made Mr. Hale remark

rearrangement.

nt ire

well-executed violin solo.

noticeable

severely

suffered

through improper handling of the

duced,

Lambert!

Richards

after the opening song.

to solid applause.

poorly

lies

The Great

the next to closing position,

in

the* bi}J

laughing song by Mr. Morrow

tip-top

T. Wilton has the handling of the act.

causing him to

and

days,

"Abe"

forget

his

Thalheimer

squeezed himself up against a wall hopfor Abe was
now and then from
what was going on down

ing for the best.
a

The best

muffled description

Mr.

Casey of

below.

another box sat "Teddie" Bosseau
"The Telegraph," and the happy Teddie excused himself by suggesting what
(as
would make"
a "bully story it
In the same reserved section
did).
with Mr. Posseau was Tom Ryley, while
in the lower box Jack Welch entertained
his own particular crowd with stories of
In

of

il

how he

selected the orchestra, and the in-

ventive turn of mind he possessed as evidenced by the packing case in use for the

musical conductor's stand.
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flits

SECOND ANNIVERSARY NUMBER carried

more

theatrical advertising

Editions
or

of either

"The Telegraph," "Billboard"

"Mirror."
Here

are the figures:

VARIETY
it

3^365

Telegraph **

"Billboard"

"Mirror"
t][

Christmas

than the

Included in the above total for

INCHES

of

"The

inches

3,310

(t

2,900

46

1,208

it

Telegraph** are

"LEGITIMATE"

1,992

theatrical

ad-

vertisements.

VARIETY DID NOT CARRY ONE INCH
of "LEGITIMATE" theatrical advertising.
"THE TELEGRAPH" ALSO CARRIED 617 INCHES OF COMMERCIAL, AND 173 INCHES OF RACING BUSINESS, NOT INCLUDED. THE
GROSS THEATRICAL ADVERTISING OF VARIETY AND "THE TELEGRAPH" IS EXCLUSIVE OF CUTS, NOT IN CONNECTION WITH WORDED
ADVERTISEMENTS.

^ ALL

the advertising

contained

in

the

issues of

the "Billboard" and

"Mirror"

are in the figures quoted.
fl

VARIETY'S

Second Anniversary Number contained

advertisements, advertising

795

acts.

4*94

separate and distinct

.

VARIETY
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Carroll, Joe, 231 Liberty, Paterson.
Carroll, Great, Fay Foster, B. R.

VARIETY ARTISTS' ROUTES
FOR WEEK DEC. 23

1

Casad A De Verne, 312 Valley, Dayton.
Carson A Wlllard, 2210 No. Lambert, Phila.
Carson Bros., 211 Bergen, Brooklyn.
Carter, Taylor A Co., 444 W. 137, N. Y.

Carter A Taylor, 256 W. 43. N. Y.
Carter A Waters, 158 Greenfield. Buffalo,
Cartwell A Harris, 1031 McDonough, Baltimore.
Carver A Pollard, 1922 W. 6th, Davenport, la.
OBwell, Maude, Gibbons Tour.
Casey A Craney, Haymarket, Chicago.
Chadwlck Trio, 229 W. 38, N. Y.
Chameroys, The, 60 Manhattan ave., N. Y.
Chandler, Anna, City Sports. B. R.
Chapln, Benjamin, Lotos Club, N. Y.
Chester A Jones, Gotham, Brooklyn.
Chinqullla A Newell, Olympic, Bellalre, O.
Christy, Great, Knickerbockers, B. R.
Christy, Wayne G., 776 8th ave., N. Y.
Church City Four. Strollers, B. R.
Clalrmout. 2051 Ryder Ave., N. Y.
Clark A Turner, Crystal, Anderson, Ind.
Clark A Duncan, Star, Chicago.
Clark, Edward, 1563 Broadway, N. Y.
Clark, John F., 425 Forest, Arlington, N. J.
Clarke, Harry Corson, Lambs Club, N. Y.
Clarke A Temple. Lyric, Danville, 111.
•'
Clarke, Wilfred, Lambs Club, N. Y.
Clermento, Frauk A Etta, Orpheum, Boston.
Claudius A Scarlet, 50 Chapin. Canandaigua, N. Y.
Clans, Martha, Olympic, Bellalre, O.
Claus A Radcllff, Trocadero, B. R.
Cleveland, Claude A Marlon, 215 Shurtleff, Chelsea, Mass.
Clipper Sisters, 466 Blewett, Seattle.
Cllto A Sylvester, Family, Carbondale, Pa.
Cllve, Henry, A Co.. Proctor's, Albany.
CUvette. 274 Indiana, Chicago.
Coate, Charlotte A Sunflower, 1553 Broadway.
Cogan A Bancroft, 1553 Bway., N. Y.
Cole & Coleman, .Spr4nr«eM, O ..
Colleens, Singing, 104 W. 38, N. Y.
Collins, Eddie, Oshkosh, Wis., lndef.
Collins A Collins. 921 Dakots, Phlla.
Collins, Nina, Lady Birds, B. R.
Collins, James J., Jolly Girls. B. R.
Collins A Brown, 148 Kosciusko, Brooklyn.
Cottons, The, Champagne Girls, B. R.
'

WHEN NOT OTHERWISE

INDICATED.

(The routes here given, bearing no dates, are from DEC. 22 to DEC. 29, inclusive, dependent upon the opening and doting day* of engagement* in different parte of the oonntry.
When an address follows the name the act la "laying off" for the week and may he written
or telegraphed to accordingly.
All addresses are furnished VARIETY by artiste and may be
relied upon as accurate.
Addresses care managers or agents will not be printed.)
"0. R." indicates that the route of the circuit immediately preceding it may be found
under "CIRCUS ROUTES."
"B. R." in the list indicates the route of the burlesque company named, with which the
artist or act is

with and

may

be found under

Abrsm A

Johns, Bennett's, Montreal.
Abbott- Andrew Co.. 207 W. 88, N. Y.
Ailaiiiinl Taylor, Empire, Paterson.
Adams E. Kirke A Co.. Brunswick, Ga\
Adsms Bros., Imperials, B. R.
Adsins A Drew, 281 \V. 43, N. Y.
Adsms A Kirk. Lady Birds. B. R.
"Adelyn," Majestic. La Salle, 111.
Addison A Livingston,
Weilsnd, Clarkesburg,

W. Va.
Adler, Harry, Park, Alsmeda, Cal., lndef.
Adler, Flo, Orpbeum, Minneapolis.
Ahearn, Chas. A Veeta, Empire. Toledo.
Ahesrn, Charles, Golden Crook, B. R.
Ahem A Baxter, Harry Hastings, B. R.
Aherns, The, 290 Colorsdo. Cblrsgo.
Aldo A Vannerson, 331 Roebllng, Brooklyn.
All A Peleer. High Jinks, B. R.
Alpine Troupe. Majestic. Evansvllle.
Allen, Bra, Ideals. B. R.
Allen, Josle, 306 W. 112. N. Y.
Allen A Blscoe, Hathsway's, Lowell.
Allen. Searl A Violet, Poll's, Springfield.
A Ulster. Harry, 11 Rue Geoffrey Marie, Paris.
Alrona Zoeller Trio, Marlon, Marlon, O.
Alsace A Lorraine, Chase's, Washington.
Alvora, Golden Crook, B. R.
American Dancers, Six, Empire. Hoboken.
American Newsboys' Trio, Wisconsin Hotel, Marinette, Wis.

American Newsboys' Quartette, Pantages, Seattle.
Americus Comedy Four. Orpheum, Harrlsburg, Pa.
Ampere, Electrical, Miss N. Y., Jr., B. R.
Anderson, Carl, Bowery Burlesquers, B. R.
Apdale's Animals, Chase's, Washington.
Apollo Orch., Century Club, Elkhart, Ind.
Apollos, The, 65 8th Ave., N. Y.
Anderson, Richard, Majestic, Des Moines.
Archer, LaDella A Davey. Jolly Girls, B. R.
Ardo A Eddo, 317 Hoyt Ave., Astoria. L. I.
Arlington, Four, 30. Orpheum, San Francisco.
Arlzonas. The, 148 W. 68. N. Y.
Armstrongs, Three, Star. Cleveland.
Arminta A Burke, 510 Ringgold, Cincinnati.
Arnold, Lucia, Boston Belles, It. R.
Arnot A Gunn, 215 6th Ave.. N. Y.
Astrellas. The, Foil's, Springfield.
Ash ton A Earle. Farkershurg. W. Va.
Atkinson, Geo., Orpheum, Pittsburg.
Auberts, Les, 14 Frohel Str. III., Hamburg, Ger.
Auhurns, Three, Broadway, Mlddletown, O.
Auers. The. Lyric. Paris, Tex.
Austin. Clsude, 232 E. 21, N. Y.
Austins, Great, Rockvllle. Conn.
Austins, Tossing, Dec. 23, Pavilion, Albertlllery,
Eng.
Avery A Fearl, 653 Wash. Boul., Chicago.

"BURLESQUE ROUTES."

Frances, Centnry Girls, B. R.
Miller, Poll's, New Haven.
Edgar, Boston Belles, B. R.
Black A Leslie, BIJou, Superior, Wis.
Blancbard Bros., Keith's, Philadelphia.
Block. John J.. Harry Bryant's, B. R.
Blue Cadets, 61 Hanover, Boston.
Blush. T. E., 3241 Haywood, Denver.
Blanchet Bros. A Randolph, Watervllet, N. Y.
Bobker, Henry, 116th St. Music Hall. N. Y.
Bobannan A Corey, Century Girls, B. R.
Foiaes, Five,. 44 Curtis. Grand Rapids.
Booth A Gordon, Tarrytown, Long Beach, Cal.
Bottamley Troupe, Oreo Bell, Mexico.
Bouillon A Qulnn. Toms River, N. J.
Bowers, Wslters A Crooker, Bennett's, Hamilton.
Bowery Comedy Quartet, 821 Charles, W. HoBishop,
Bissett
Bixiey,

<V

boken.

Bowen, Bros., Wash., Spokane.
Bowman Bros., 326 W. 43, N. Y.
Boyce Bros., Family, Melville, N.

Columbians Five, Majestic, Ft. Worth.
Connolly A Klein, Empire Show, B. R.
Comrades, Four, 834 Trinity, N. Y.
Contlno A Lawrence, 249 So. May, Chleago.
Cohen, Will H.. Rolllckers, B. R.
Comerford, Vaughn, Broadway Gaiety Girls, B. R.

J.

Boyce, Llll)an, Jolly Girls, B. R.
Boyce, Jack. Trocaderos, B. R.
Boyd A Veola, BIJou, Flint, Mich.
Bragg, John I).. Toreadors, B. R.

Bradna A Derrick, Keith's, Columbus, O.
Bradshaw, Chas. II., A Co., 329 W. 34, N. Y.

BUCKNER
SENSATIONAL CYCLIST.

It.
N., Palace Hotel. Chicago.
C. 32 Division, N. Y.
Balno A Shaw, Hippodrome, N. Y., lndef.
Banks, Chas., Boston Belles, B. R.
Barnes, Al., Majestic, Muskatine, la.
Barton, Joe, Bohemians, B. R.
Barrett, Grace, Pat White's Gaiety Girls, B. R.
Barrett A Belle. Century Girls. B. R.
Barrett. Charles. High Jinks, B. R.

Va.

Cunningham A Smith, 183

&

E. 94,

N. Y.

Blossom, 01

Newell, Greenpolnt. Bklyn.
2006 Nostrand, Brooklyn.
Lady Birds, B. R.
Cuttys, Musical. 3034 E. Baltimore, Baltimore.
Cyril, Herbert, Bennett's, London.
Curt in

Palmer
Cushman A Le
Curtis.

Touring Europe.
Address Central Hotel, Berlin, Germany.
Associated with AL. SUTHERLAND, Vaudeville Booking, St. James Building.

Baader La Velle Troupe. Luna Park. Mexico.
Daggcssons, The. Orpheum, Oakland. Cal.

A Wlllard, Majestic, Chicago.
Connelly, Pete, Weast's, B. R.
Conway, Nick. 207 W. 26, B. R.
Cook, Billy. Toreadors. B. R.
Cook, Frank, Austin A Stone's, Boston, lndef.
Cooke, Joe, Orpheum, Resding.
Cooke A Rothert, Bijou, Oshkosh, Wis.
Cooper A Robinson. Poll's, Scranton.
Cooper, Harry, High Jinks, B. R.
Cooper, Harry L., Fay Foster, B. R.
Cooper, Leo, A Co., BIJou, Racine, Wis.
Cossar, Mr. and Mrs., 203 W. 121, N. Y.
Coutboul, Jessie, 6532 Harvard Ave., Chicago.
Coyne A Tlnlin, Dodge's. Keokuk, la.
Courtleigh, Wm., Poll's, Bridgeport.
Cottons, The, Champagne Girls, B. R.
Cotton Lola, Keith's, Cleveland.
"Covington. Marse," Orpheum. San Francisco.
Craig. Rlchy, Hurtig A Seamon's, N. Y.
Crawford A Manning, 258 W. 43. N. Y.
Crawford A Blodgett, Hurtig A Seamon's, N. Y.
Creo A Co., Bijou, Appleton, Wis.
Crickets, O. O. II., Indianapolis.
Criterion Male Quartette. 156 5th Ave., N. Y.
Cronln, Morris, 21 Alfred pi., London, Eng.
Cross, Will IL. A Co.. 440 No. Normal, Chicago.
Crystal, Herman, Parisian Widows, B. R.
Cummings A Merley, Unique, Los Angeles, lndef.
Cunningham, Al.. 200 W. 44. N. Y.
Cunningham. Bob, Birmingham.
Cunningham, Bob A Daisy, Star, Slstersvllle, W.
Conn. Downey

Bradys, The, 721 Copeland, Pittsburg.
Brady A Mahoney, Irwin's Big Show, B. R.
Brinn, L. B., Hippodrome, Liverpool, Eng.
Brennan A Downing, National. San Francisco.
Brennen A Riggs. Century Girls, B. R.
Brantford, Tom, Park Hotel, Port Chester, N. Y.
Brit tons, The, Shea's, Toronto.
Broadway Quartette. 1553 Bway., N. Y.
Brobst Trio, Imperial, Fremont, O.
Brown Bros. A Kealey, BIJou, Winnipeg.
Brooks A Vedder. 210 E. 17, N. Y.
Brooks A Jeanette, 1602 Madison, N. Y.
Brooks A Clark, 2464 Patton, Philadelphia.
Brooks, Jeanne, Parisian Widows, B. R.
Brown A Bartolettl. City Sports, B. R.
Brown A Wllmot, 71 oien. Maiden, Mass.
Brown A Wright. 344 W. 45, N. Y.
Browne, Frank, Palace, Boston.
Browning, Mr. A Mrs., 126 W. 83. N. Y.
Browning A Le Van, 895 Cauldwell, N. Y.
Bruce, AL, Toreadors, B. R.
Bruno A Russell, Orpheum, Brooklyn.
Bryant, May, Boston Belles, B. R.
Bryant A Saville. Bijou, Lansing. Mich.
Burke, Minnie, Boston Belles, B. R.
Burton A Brooks, Fair Haven, N. J.

A

Co.,
Claire,

Bailey,

Baker, Nat

Barry, Katie. 541 W. 158. N. Y.
Bnrry, Mr. A Mrs. .llmtuie, Olympic, Chicago.
Barry & Wolford. Orpheum. Beading.
Barto. Eddie, Rolllckers. B. R.
Bartlett, Al, Hunt's Hotel, Chicago.
Bates A Neville. 46 Gregory, New Haven.
Be Anos, Two. 12th St.. Chicago.
Beard. Billy, 1401 Drayton, Savannah.
Beatties. Juggling. Orpheum, Portsmouth, O.

..

Bedell Bros., O. II.. OH City, Fa.
Bedlnl. Donat. A Dogs. 229 W. 38, N. Y.
Beecner & Maye. Scenic, N. Tonnwanda, N. Y.
Bel ford Bros.. 223 1st st.. Jersey City.
Belford, Allan Q., Washington, N. J.
Belmont, Harriette, Jolly Girls. B. R.
Bellclatre Bros.. 30 Majestic. Chicago.
Bell Boy Trio. 10 Stuyvesnnt. N. Y.
Bell, Frank, 1553 Broadway. N. Y.

Norma, TransAtlantlcs, B. R.
Belmont A Brennan, Imperials, B. R.
Bensons, Musical, Belleville. Mich.
Bentley, Harry. Imperials, B. R.
Benton, Maggie. 136 Taylor, Springfield, 0.
Berkes. The. 400 W. 80. N. Y.
Bernard, Csssle, Rose Sydell. B. R.
Bernler A Stella. Keith's, Providence.
Berzac's Circus. Orpheum, Kansas City.
Berry A Berry. Olympic, Chicago.
Beyer A Bro., 203 Henry, N. Y.
Big Four, High School Girls. B. R.
Big City Quartet. Cropsy A Bay 25, Bensonhnrst.
BIJou Comedy Trio, Watson's Burlesquers, B. R.

Buckleys. Musical. 207 Ave. B, N. Y.
Buckeye Trio. 646 E. Center, Marlon, O.
Burdette. Madeline, 212 W. 44, N. Y.
Buckeye State Four, 2364 E. 57. Cleveland.
Burke A Urllne. 110 E. 14, N. Y.
Burke, Dan, Ac Girls, Alhamhra, N. Y.
Burke, Wtu. II., 84 Barston. Providence.
Burnham A White, Varieties, Terra Haute.
Burns, Morris, A Co., 54 Hermen, Jersey City.
Hums, Harry, National. Erie, Pa.
Burtinos, The. Dec. 23. Crystal, Denver.
Burton A Burton, 300 W. 55, N. Y.
Burton, Matt, 1185 Valencia, San Francisco.
Burton A Shea. Ill 7th Ave., N. Y.
Burton tV Vass. Wlnsor Novelty, St. Paul.
Burrows Travers Co.. 110 E. 25th, N. Y.
Busch Family, Excelsior Springs. Mo., lndef.
Bussler, Walter H., Orphia, Madison. Wis., lndef.
Bulla A Raymond. Wash. Society Girls, B. R,
Buxton. Chas. C, Crystal, Menasha, Wis., lndef.
livers & Herman, Auditorium, Lynn.
Byron A Blanch. Family. Butte.
Byron A Langdon, Proctor's, Troy.
Byrons' Musical Five, 5138 Indiana, Chicago.

Birch.

John,
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45th,
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Delaphone, 64 Wllloughby, Brooklyn.
De Coe, Harry, Orpheum, Minneapolis.
De Haven A Sidney, Orpheum, Easton, Pa.
DeMora A Graceta, Imperial, B. R.
De Muths, The. 26 Central. Albany.
De Velde A Zelda, Howard, Boston.
De Verne A Van, 30. Orpheum, Mansfield, O.
De Voy A Miller. 209 E. 14, N. Y.
Dee, John A., Columbus, O.
Demlng, Joe, Novelty. Brooklyn.
Dervln, Jas. T., 516 So. Flower, Los Angeles.
Diamond A May, Fischer's, Los Angeles, lndef.
.

Diamond.

Jas.,

Kentucky

Belles, B. R.

Dlerlck Bros., Clrco Bell, Mexico City, to Jan. 4.

Dixon

A

Fields, Orpheum, Kansas City.
Doherty, Lillian, Scalls, Copenhagen, Den.
Doner, Joe
Nellie. High Jinks, B. R.
Donnette, Irs, 114 W. 40, N. Y.

A

Doherty. Jim, High Jinks, B. R.
Dorsch A Russell. Dec. 30, K. A P. 23d St., N. Y.
D'Ort A Leonard. Casino, Buenos Aires.
Douglas, Chas. W., Broadway Gaiety Girls, B. R.
Dove A Lee, 422 W. 48, N. Y.
Dowlin, John, Toreadors, B. R.
Downey, Leslie T., to Feb. 3, Electric, Racine,

Wis.
Doyle, Phil., Lady Birds, B. R.
Doyle, MaJ. Jas. I).. 30, Novelty, Brooklyn.
Dreano, Josh., Revere House, Chicago.
DuBols. The Great. Vaudeville, E. Liverpool, 0.
Dudley, O. E., Crystal, Ind., lndef.
Duffy. Tbos. IL, High School Girls, B. B.

Dunedin Troupe, Poll's, Springfield.
Dunne. Thos. P., 128 E. 19, N. Y.

Dunham, Heslln

A

Bsrsrdl, Jolly Girls, B. R.

Duncan, A. ().. Keith's, Phlla.
Dupree, Bob. Canvas. Provo. Utah, lndef.
Dupree, George A Llbby, 251 W. 37, N. Y.
Dupree, Jeanette, Hotel Albany, N. Y.

Kckol A
Kekhoff

Du

Pree. Family, Chester, Pa.
Gordon. Trent, Trenton.
E. 60, Chicago.
B. 60. Chlcsgo.
Edwards, M. A C. E., Hippodrome, Buffalo, lndef.
Edwards, Jennie, Bowery Burlesquers, B. R.
Edwards, Ralph, Parisian Widows, B. R.
Edwin, (Jeorge, BIJou. Keokuk, la.
Ehrendall Bros.. 1344 Lefflngwell, St. Louis.
Elzer, Carrie, Tiger Llllles, B. R.

A

Edmonds A Haley, 308
Edmonds A Monle, 308

Majestic. Pittsburg, lndef.
Kldredge. 59 No. Broadway, Strestor, 111.
Edith Villa, Thurleigh Ave., Balham,
London.
Eltlnge. Julian. 1014 E. 163. N. Y.
Elliott A West, 2902 Ellsworth. Phlla.
Filer, Goldle, Fay Foster, B. R.
Kllls-Nowlln Troupe. Hamnier«tp|n'i», N V.
Elllnore Sisters. Bennett's. London.
Elliott, Belalr A Elliott, Harry Bryant's, B. R.
Ellsworth, 4, Tiger Lilies. B. R.
Emery, Maude, 2110 E. Federal, Baltimore.
Emerald Trio, 443 Centrsl Ave., Brooklyn.
Emerald, Monnie, 41 Holland rd., Brixton, S. W.,
Loudon, Bug.
Emerson A Wright, Kansas City, Mo., lndef.
Emniett. Oracle, Hammerstetn's, N. Y.
Emperors of Music. Four. 431 W. 24. N. Y.
Empire Comedy Four, Dec. 30, Magdeburg, Ger.
Erb A Stanley, Mollne, III.

Elastic Trio,

Elen, Gus,

YOU HAVE NO ROUTE CARDS

Name
\

Permanent Address

Temporary

•i

t

Week

Bell,

Bingham, Kittle, Broadway. Mlddletown, O.
Bingham, Broadway, Mlddletown. O.
Blnney A Chapman, Garden. Memphis, lndef.

D'Allza Hor. Bennett's. Ottawa.
Dacre, IjouIc. Parisian Belles, B. R.
Dagneau & Bruce. Orientals, B. R.
Dagwell, Auiie. Temple, Detroit.
Daley, James, Parisian Widows, B. R.

D'Alvlnl, Rocky Point, R. L, lndef.
Dale, Wm., Crystal, Elkhart. Ind., lndef.
Daly A Devere. 115 E. 115, N. Y.
Dale, Dotty Dainty, 252 W. 30th, N. Y.
Dale, Sydney, Guy Bros.' Minstrels.
Dale, Will, Bucklen Hotel, Elkhart.
Dai ley Bros., 1379 No. Main. Fall River, Mass.
Darling, Fay, Lady Birds, B. R.
Dunns Bros.. Keith's, Toronto.
Darmody, Harry Bryant's, B. R.
Davenport, Edna, Yankee Doodle Girls, B. R.
Davis, Edward. Reading, Pa.
Davis, Floyd, Temple, Boulder, Col., lndef.
Davis, Hal, A Co., Grayling, Micb.
Davis, IL, Air-Dome, Murphy sboro. 111., lndef.
Davis, Roland, Fay Foster, B. R.
Davis A Davis. Miss N. Y., Jr., B. R.
Dawson A Whitfield. Family. Reading.
De Camo. Chas., A Dog. Majestic, Little Rock.
Deery A Francis, 328 W. 30th. N. Y.
Delavoye A Frits. BIJou, Battle Creek.
Dell A Miller, Hippodrome, Buffalo, lndef.
Deltons, Three, Jolly Grass Widows, B. R.
Delraore
A Dsrrell, Wonderland, Wheeling.
W. Va.
Delmore. Misses, Poll's, Hartford.
De Chautal Sisters, Keith's, Pawtucket, R. I.
De Graff Sisters, TransAtlantlcs, B. R.
De Lisle. Mae, Colonial Belles. B. R.

Callahan

&

A

Co., 802 Mechanics, Decorsh,
St. (ieorge, Poll's, Springfield.

Caesar, Frank,

Theatre

City

Is.

Cameron A Flanagan, Empire, Paterson.
Camp, Sheppard, Kentucky Belles, B. R.
Campl»ell A Cully, 1633 Bourbon, New Orleans.
Caldera, A. K., St. Charles Hotel, Chicago.
Calvin, James, 445 W. 64, Chicago.
Caprice, Mile.. Orpheum, New Orleans.
Campbell, W. 8., Rose Sydell, B. R.
Carbrey Bros.. 1347 E. Oxford, Phlla.
Carberry A Stanton. Majestic. Evansvllle.
Carrillo. Leo, Nyack, N. Y.
Carr. Jessie, Toreadors, B. R.
Carlln A Otto. Orpheum. El Paso.
Carroll A Cooke. Forest, Phlla.

!•

CARDS WILL BE MAILED UPON REQUEST

State
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REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS

REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS

AH ADVANCED

PRESENTING

Comedy

Sensational Tricks— Refined

^

2

NEW YORK THEATRE,

The Man
Step into

H. Y.,

WEEK

THIS WEEK.

DEC.

28,

TECK, BUFFALO.

Who

Civilized the Accordeon
the New York Theatre next week, Dec. 23d,
and hear him

MERRY CHRISTMAS TO ALL MUSIC LOVERS
Address K. & E. Circuit
Ergottl ft King, Circus Clnlselll, Warsaw, Russia,
Esmeralda, Majestic, Little Rock.
Espe, Dutton ft Espe, Broadway, Havana.
BsterbrookB, The. Miss, N. Y., Jr., B. R.
Estelle ft Wills, Jolly Grass Widows, B. R.
Eugene ft Mar, 1746 W. 103, Chicago.
Evans ft Lloyd. 208 Am. Bank Bldg., Seattle.
Evans, Billy. Colonial Belles, B. R.
Everett. Ruth. Ideals, B. R.
Everett, Sophie, ft Co., South and Henry* Jamaica,
L. I.

Falrcbllds, Mr. ft Mrs. Frank, 1640 47, Chicago.
Falke ft Coe, Jolly Grass Widows, B. R.
Falke, Elinor. Haymarket. Chicago.
Fantas, Two. 211 E. 14. N. Y.
Farb. Dave, 515 W. 6. Cincinnati.
Farrell, Charlie, 332 Mala, W. Everett, Mass.
Farrell ft Le Roy. 1721 First. Washington, D. 0.
Farrell, Billy, Moss
Farrell Taylor Trio,

Eng.
Olympic, Chleage.
Favar's, Marguerite. Novelty, Topeka.
Fay, Ray F., Alamo, Cedar Rapids, la., Indef.
Fay, Coley ft Fay, 161 E. 122d, N. Y.
Faye, Elsie, Poll's, New Haven.
Felix & Barry, Hammerstein's, N. Y.
Fentelle ft Carr, Auditorium, Lynn.
Ferry, Temple. Alton, 111.
Ferguson, Dave, Miss N. Y., Jr., B. R.
Ferguson ft Du Pree, 313 E. 71. N. Y.
Ferguson, Barney ft Dick, 68 W. 53, Bayonne.
Fern ft Mack, Paterson, N. J.
Field Boys, 148 B. 97, N. Y.
Fields & Hanson, Family, Rock Island.
Fields ft Wooley, Parisian Widows, B. R.
Fllson ft Errol, 122 So. Austin, Austin Station,
ft Stoll,

Chicago.
Fink, Henry, 150 Potomac. Chicago.
Fisher, Mr. ft Mrs. Perkins, 531 Washington,
Brookllne, Mass.
Flnlay ft Burke, Box 4103 Onset, Mass.
Fisher, Robert, Lady Birds, B. R.
Fisher ft Berg, Rentz-Santtey, B. R.
Fltsgerald ft Qulnn, Trans-Atlantlcs, B. R.
Flatow ft Dunn, 205 E. 14, N. Y.
Fleming, May Agnes. Whlte'a Gaiety Girls, B. R.
Flemen ft Miller Kentucky Belles, B. R.
Flora. Mildred. Night Owls, B. R.
Fletcher, Charles Leonnrd, Shea's. Toronto.
Flower, Dick J., Orphenm, Loa Angeles.
Flynn, Jas. A., 1213 Penn. Ave., Washington.
Fogerty, Frank, G. O. II.. Plttshurg.
Follett, Lonnie, 150 B. 107, N. Y.
Fords. Four, G. O. II., Pittsburg.
"Fords, Famous," 391 Gates, Brooklyn.
Foreman, Edgar, ft Co., Elks' Club, N. Y.
Fbrrest, Edythe, Innocent Malda, B. R.

Foster

ft

Foster ft Foster. Orpheum, Minneapolis.
Fox, Will II.. 30 Hippodrome, Manchester, Eng.
Fox, Mort, Parisian Widows, B. R.
Fox ft Du Ball, Bijou, Battle Creek.
Fox ft Hughes, Empire, Boise, Idaho, lndef.
Fox, Will, Lady Birds. B. R.
Frank, George, Lady Birds, B. R.
Franklin & Green, Keith's. Lawrence.
Frani. Cogswell ft Franz. 246 W. 21, N. Y.
Francis, Harry, Jolly Girls, B. R.
Frederic Bros, ft Burns, Orpheum, Allentown, Pa.
Freligh, Lizzie. Trans-Atlantlcs. B. R.
Frevoll. Frederick, O. H., Sharon, Pa.
Frey ft Allen, Ideals, B. R.
Fredo ft Dare. 207 E. 14, N. Y.
Frederick. Snyder ft Poole. 200 N. Gay, Baltimore.
French. Henri, Orpheum, Los Angeles.
Frey Trio, Chicago Post, Chicago.
Friend ft Downing, Shea's, Buffalo.
Frosto, Chris, Crystal, Frankfort, Ind.
Puking Arakl Troupe. Waterloo, Waterloo, la.
Futurity Winner, Vaudeville, Dayton, O.

Dog, Orpheum, Allentown, Pa.

O
Galando, 82 Sumner, Brooklyn.
Galettl's Monkeys, Keith's, Providence.
Gallagher ft Barrett, Orpheum, Oakland.
Galloway, Albert B.. Orpheum. Turtle Creek, Pa.
Garden ft Somers, Toreadors, B. R.
Gardiner Children, 1958 No. 8, Philadelphia.
Gardiner ft Vincent, Empire, Liverpool, F.ng.
Gardiner, Jack, Proctor's. Alhany.
Gardner, Andy, Bohemians. B. R.
Gardner, Arline. 1953 N. 8, Phlla.
Gardner, Georgia, Nelson, Springfield. Mass.
Gartelle Bros.. 416 S. Main, Gloversvllle. N. Y.
Gavin. Piatt ft Peaches, 4417 3d Ave., N. Y.
Gaylor ft Graft", 244 W. 16, N. Y.
Gaylor, Bobby, 5108 Princeton, Chicago.
Gebrue, May me, ft Co.. Colonial, N. Y.
Gelger ft Walters, Orpheum, New Orleans.
Genaro-Theol Trio. Llebecbs, Breslau, Ger.
Gibson, Fay, Standard, Davenport, la., lndef.
Gillespie, Ed., orpheum, Lor Angeles.
Gilbert, Bessie, Keith's, Utlca.
Gilbert, Jane, Columbus, 0.
Gillette Sisters, Bibm, La Crosse.
Gllmore, Stella. Jolly Girls, B. R.
Gllroy, Hayes & Montgomery. Majestic,
Gladstone. Ida, 335 W. 50. N. Y.

La

Sallo.

Anna, Rentz-Sautley, B. R.
Godfrey ft Henderson, Bell. Oakland.
Goetz, Nat., 1818 Tree, Donor a, Pa.
Goldsmith ft Hoppe. Hathaway's, New Bedford.
Goforth ft Doylp, Majestic, Birmingham, Ala.
Goolmuns, Musical. Majestic. Houston.
Gordon ft Chalor, Bijou, Oshkosh, Wis.
Gordon ft Marx, Park Family, Johnstown, Pa.
Gordon, Amy, Rose Sydell, B. R.
Gloeker, Chas.

ft

When

Gordon. Cliff, 3 E. 106, N. Y.
Gordon, Max. Reeves' Beauty Show, B. R.
Gorman & West, Keith's, Providence.
(Joss, John. Arcade. Meyersdale. Pa.
Gossans, Bobby, 400 So. Smith, Col., O.
Gotham Comedy Quartet, City Sports. B. R.
Graces, Two, Miner's Americans, B. R.
Grant, Anna, Pat White's Gaiety Girls, B. R.
Grant, Sydney, 10 W. 65, N. Y.
Graham, Geo. W., Scenic, Providence, indef.
Gray ft Graham. 34 Bullett, Hoanoke. Va.
Green. Sam, White's Gaiety Girls, B. R.
Gregg, Frank, Tiger Lilies, B. R.
Gregory, Geo. L.. ft Co., 943 Lorlmer. Brooklyn.
Gregorys. Five, Brussels.
Grimes. Tom ft Gertlff 1615 No. Front, Phlla.
Gruet, Jack, Al. Marie Ideals, B. R.

Hale, Corbin. ft Misa Allen, 107 E. 31, N. Y.
Hale ft Harty, 319% Ind., Indianapolis.
Hall. Isabel, Lady Birds, B. R.
Hall. Alfred, Rolllckers, B. R.
Hall. Geo. F., 180 Center, Boston.
Haley, Harry R., 236 Ogden. Chicago.
Hammond ft Forrester, 101 W. 83. N. Y.
Haney, Edith, ft Lee, Jr., 4118 Winona, Denver.
Hanson ft Nelson, 592 10th St., Brooklyn.
Hanson & Drew, Bijou, Flint. Mich.
Harris ft Randall, Palace Hotel, Chicago.
Harcourt, Frank, Swain's. Santa Cruz.
Hart. Fred, 393 8th Ave., N. Y.
Hart. J. C, ft Co., Tiger Lilies, B. R.
Harmonious Four, Bijou, Adrian, Mich.
Hayes ft Carew, Bohemians, B. R.
Hart, Sadie, 1163 Jackson, N. Y.
Harland ft Rolllson, 224 W. 14, Kansas City.
Harlowe. Beatrice, High Jinks. B. R.
Harmonious Trio. Elite, Dea Moines.
Harson, Jules, Yankee Doodle Girls, B. R.
Harrington. Hilda. Rose Sydell. B. R.
Harris, Bobby, Toreadors, B. R.
Harris. Charley. Harry Bryant's, B. R.
Harrison, Minnie, Rolllckers, B. R.
Harvey ft Adams. Guyandette, W. Va.
Harvey ft De Vora, Rlalto Rounders, B. R.
Harvey, Elsie, 138 E. 14. N. Y.
Harvey, Harry, 3110 Cottage Grove Ave., Chicago.
Haskell, Loney, Columbia, St. I<ouls.
Hawtrey, Wm., ft Co., Majestic. Chicago.
Hayes ft Haley, 147 W. 127, N. Y.
Hayes. Edmund, Jolly Girls, B. R.

Hayes, E. C, BIJou. Jacksonville. 111.
Haynes, Beatrice, Broadway Gaiety Girls, B. R.
Healy ft Vance, 215 W. 106. N. Y.
Hearn. Tom, Pantomime, Liverpool, Eng.
Heath. Thomas G.. Orpheum, Omaha.
Heclow, Charles ft Marie, 452 N. High, Cbllllcothe, O.

answering advertisements kindly mention Variety.

Helm Children, Savoy. Grand Forks, N. D.
Helena. Edith, Auditorium. Chicago.
Hallbacks, The. 2810 Armour. Chicago.
Hell ma ii. BenJ., Toreadors, B. R.
Heath ft Emerson, 200 Berrlman. Rrooklyn.
Heuman Trio, 15."» So. Channlng. Elgin, 111.
Henry, Captain. Luna Park. Mexico.
Henry
Henry

ft

ft

Francis, Jolly Grass Widows, B. R.
Young, 270 W. 39th. N. Y.

Mabel, 404 Main. Worbom, Mo.
Herbert The Frog Man. Crystal, Denver.
Herrnn. Rertle. 2042 7th Ave., N. Y.
Hcrtzman, Julia. Imperials. B. R.
Hess Sisters. 258 W. 55. N. Y.
Hewlettes. The, Fritz. Portland, Ore., indef.
Illbbert & Warren. Mohawk, Schenectady.
Hickman Bros. & Co., Orpheum. Mansfield, O.
Hickman, George. Grass Widows, B. R.
Hlestand, Chas. F., 2639 Iowa Ave.. St. Louis.
Hill, Cherry ft Hill, (Jay Morning Glories, B. R.
Hill. Edmonds Trio. 262 Nelson. New Brunswick.
Milliard. Robert. Orpheum. Brooklyn.
Hlltons, Marvelous, Fay Foster, B. R.
Hilly era, Three, Navajou. Conneaut, O.
Hlnes ft Remington, Harrison, N. Y.
HI n man. Capt. Sidney, Mechanics Hall. Boston.
HoU'linan. Martha, Harry Bryant's, B. R.
Ho.h. F.mll, & Co.. Keith's. Jersey City.
Hoffmans. Cycling. Lyric. Ottawa. 111.
Holdswortlis, The. Majestic, Birmingham.
Holman Bros.. Clrco Bell. Yuertan. Mexico.
Holman, Al ft Mamie, Olympic, Kleff, Russia.
Holmes E. Holmes. Lyric, Hot Springs.
Holmes, Gertrude Bennett, 13 Central, Greendale.
Hertiert.

Mass.

Holman, Harry, Continental Hotel, Chicago.
Holt. Alf.. Moss Stoll Tour, England, indef.
Houston, Fritz. 292 King, London, Ont., Can.
Ilorton ft La Trlska. Washington, Spokane.
Howard Bros., 229 W. 38. N. Y.
Howard ft Cameron, 479 No. Clinton. Rochester.
Howan ft Kearney, Orientals, B. R.
Howard ft Howard. Proctor's, Troy.
Howard ft St. Clair, Charing Cross rd., London.
Howard, Geo. F., 29, Cleveland.
Howard, Harry ft Mae, 155 So. Halsted, Chicago.
Howard, Jos. B.. Aleda, 111., lndef.
Howard. May, 3603 Prairie Ave., Chicago.
Howard's Ponies ft Dogs. Poll's. Seranton.
Hoyle, William. 16 5, Attleboro, Mass.
Hoyt. Frances, ft Co., Sherman House. Chicago.
Huehn, Musical, 1553 Broadway, N. Y.
Hughes, Florence, Harry Bryant's, B. R.
nuested, Ssdle, Yankee Doodle Girls, B. R.
Hurleys, The. 185% So. Orange. Newark.
Huston. Arthur. Majestic. Ft. Worth.
Hutchison Children. O. II., Aberdeen. S. D.
Hutchison's Comedians, O. H.. Aberdeen, S. D.
nyde. Walt. M.. ft Co., 3506 5, Pittsburg.
Hyde. Mr. ft Mrs. Robert, Camp Rest, Chemt*
Lake, Clifton, Me., lndef.

.

VARIETY
La Tell Bros., O. H., York, Pa.
La Toy Bros., Parisian Widows, B. R.
La Van A La Valette, Majestic, Pittsburg,
La Velle A Grant, 226 B. 14, N. Y.

Cobb's Corner
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No.

Lavette
81,

A Weekly Word

95.

1907.

WILL

with

the
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MAY IRWIN
" THe Pedch Tkit Tistes the Sweetest
>»

tongs tue ni^eit on tue Tree.

D.

COBB

Word wri^ht,

NEW

1511 Broadway,

YORK.

Imbof & Corlnne, Empire, B. JL_.
.....
Imperial Musical Four, 148 Dearborn, Chicago.
Iiniucuaaphone, Fountain. Cincinnati.
limes & Ryan, Empire, Hoboken.
Inman. The Great, 812 W. 24, N. Y.
International Coniiyues, Majestic, Sioux Falls,
S.

I.

Irwin, Flo. K. A P. 58th St., N. Y.
Irwin, Jack, Tiger Lilies, it. R.
Italia, 356 Mass. Ave., Boston.

'

Jack Lew A Bro., 0249 So. Chicago, So. Chicago.
Jackson Family, Ardwick. Manchester, Eng.
Jackson, Hurry & Kate. Hathaway's, New Bedford.

Jacobs A West, Sain Devere, B, R.
James. Byron, Bijou, Flint, Mich., lndef.
Jenkins A Clark, Box 205, Appleton, Wis.
Jennings A Jewell, Knickerbockers, B. R.
Jennlng" A Hen f rew, 888 Spruce, Chelsea, Mass.
Jennings, William, White's Gaiety Girls, B. R.
Jerome. Nat. 8., 1287 Washington, N. Y.
Jess, John W., Lid Lifters. B. R.
Johnson, Chester 383 3d Ave., N. Y.
Johnson, Mark, Lyric. Terre Haute.
Johnson Bros. & Johnson, 518 Brushton, Pittsburg.
Johnson, Geo., Scrlbner's Big Show, B. R.
Johnson. Jess P.. 622 So. 4, Camden, N. J.
Johnsons, Musical, Alhambra, London, Eng.
Johnston A Buckley, Empire, B. R.
Jones A Sutton, (). II.. Norwich, Conn.
Jones A Walton. People's, Cedar Rapids, la.
Jorden, Tom, Lady Birds, B. R.
Joyces,

The,

Howard Athenaeum, Boston.

Kalinowskl Bros., Trans-Atlantics, B. R.
Kalmo, Chas. A Ada, Maywood. N. J.
Keegan A Mack. 02 3d Ave.. N. Y.
Kelfe. Zena. 50& W. 135, N. Y.
Keelev Bros.. Trent. Trenton.
Keene, Joggling, 1360 Boston Rd.. N. Y.
Kelly, Sam A Ida. Olympla. So. Bend.
Kelly, John T.. Elmhurst. L. 1.
Kelly A Rose. Colonial. N. Y.
Kelly, M. J., 46 Johnson. Brooklyn.
Kelly, Walter C. K. A P. 23d St., N. Y.
Kemp's Tales of the Wild, Alhambra, N. Y.
Kennedy Bros. A Mac, 32 Second, Dover, N. H.
Kennedy A Wllkens, 1563 Broadway, N. Y.

Keno A D'Arville, Orpheum, Frisco.
Kcno, Walsh A Melrose, Lyric. Dayton.
People's, Cedar Rapids.
5 Wisconsin, Chicago.
Nicholson. 16 W. 36. Bayonne.
Kingsbury, The. 1553 Broadway, N. Y.
King. Sam. A Nellie. 2374 Pitkin, Brooklyn.
Klns-Ners. 343 N. Clark, Chicago.
Kinsons, The. 21 E. 20, N. Y.
Kirschhorns. 207 So. 13, Omaha.
Knight A Seaton, 1806 Morgan. Springfield. 0.
Knight Bros. A Sawtelle, 1710 Cornelia, Chicago.
Knowles, Harry, 1553 Broadway, N. Y.
Knox, W. H., Elyslan Grove, Tucson, Ariz.
Kooper, Harry J., High Jinks, B. R.
Kokin, Mignonette. Keith's, Providence.
Koliler A Marlon. O. H.. Dubois. Pa.
Kolfage. Duke. Crystal, Elwood, Ind., lndef.

Kettler, Joseph

Kherns. Arthur

Klein. Ott Bros.

R.,

11.

,

&

Koppe, Orpheum, Portsmouth,

O.,

lndef.

Kratons. The. Keith's, Boston.
Kretore. Savoy. Grand Forks. N. D.
Kurtls-Busse. 6 W. 8. Erie, Pa.
Kyle. Ingram A Co., Pike, Canal Dover, 0.

La Centra A La Rue, Theatorlum. Dunkirk, N.
La Clair A West, 47 Hazel. Phlla.
La Dells Pour, Orpheum. Newark, O.
I. add
A Crouch. Orpheum. Kansas City.
La Fleur. Joe. Majestic. Sioux City.

J.

I

Lakola, Harry. Marlon. Marion. 0.
Lambert A Williams. 140 E. 22. N. Y.
•
Lamb A King. 353 State. Chicago.
Lamb's Manikins, 465 Pippin, Portland, Ore.
Laiupo Bros.. Verbeck. Oil City, Pa.
Langdnns, The. Milwaukee. Wis.
La Kalle. Harry. Waterloo. Waterloo, la.
Latona, Frank A Jen., Empire. Woolverhampton,

Eng.
Lawler A Daughters. Am. Theatre

Co., Springfield.

Mas*.

La Maze Bros..' Poll's. New Haven.
La Mont's Cockatoos, 254 E. Ontario, Chicago.
Laredo A Blake. 325 E. 14. N. Y.
La Marche. Frankle. 436 E. 26, Chicago.

Trio,

2,

Hamilton, O.

Cook's,

Rochester.

Pelletlers,

144 E. Elizabeth, Detroit.

Leahy, Frank W.. Manhattan. Norfolk, Va., lndef
Adelaide, Parisian Widows, B. R.
Le Fevre A St. John, Grand, Fargo, N. D.
Le Malre A Le Malre, 673 Lenox, N. Y.
Andrew,
Lady Birds B. R.
Leigh.
Leigh tons, Three, Chase's. Washington.
Lennon, Herbert Bert, Majestic, Ft. Worth.
Leonl A Leonl, Orpheum, Springfield.
Leonard A Scott, Bijou, E. Liverpool, O.
Leonard, James F., Yankee Doodle Girls, B. R.
Leonard, Jos. and Sadie, Majestic, Des Moines.
Leonard, Gus, Acme, Sacramento, lndef.
Leontlna. Marie. 17 E. 07. N. Y.
Leonore A St. Claire, 4948 Easton, St. Louis.
LeRoy A Woodford, 2417 Wylle Ave., Pittsburg.
.Leslie, Bert, A Co., Orpheum, Los Angeles.
Lester, Will, 281 John R., Detroit.
Levlno, Dolpb A Susie, 14 Prospect, Westbavea,
Conn.
Bert, Empire, Paterson.
I„evy,
Levy, Mrs. Jules, and Family, 162 W. 98, N. Y.
Lewis A Chapin. Fay Foster, B. R.
Lewis A Harr, 125 W. 16, N. Y.
Lewis, Phil, 121 W. 116, N. Y.
Lewis, Oscar, White's Gaiety Girls, B. R.
Lewis A Thompson; Merry Maidens, B. R.
Le Witt A Asbmore. 296 No. State, Chicago.
Llbbey A Trayer. 302 W. 47, N. Y.
Llna A Calljui, Fay Foster, B. R.
Linn, Benn, Half Dime. Jersey City, N. J.. lndef.
Locke. Russell A Ixx-ke, Majestic, Evansvllle.
Loder, Chas. A.. Rose Lawn, Areola, Pa.
Lomlson, Wllllard, 228 Montgomery, Jersey City.
Long. John. Family, Erie. Pa., lndef.
Loraine. Oscar. Hathnway's, Maiden.
Lois, Cambridge. O.
Louise and Dottle, Bowery Burlesquers, B. R.
Lovltts. The, 314 Beverly rd., Brooklyn.
Lowe, Musical, 233 3d ave.. N. Y.
Lowell A Lowell. Moss A St oil. Eng.. to Nov. 28.
Lucas, Jlmmle, K. A P.'s 58th St.. N. Y.
Luce A Luce. New Westminster. Providence.
Luckles, Two, 307 Sumter, Brooklyn.
Leeds,

VOW BEING SUNO BY

WILL

Doyle. 840 N.

Frank, Lady Birds, B. R.
Millard Bros.. Cracker jacks, B. R.
Miller, Elizabeth. Temple. Youngstown, O.
Mlllershlp Sisters, Watson's, B. R.
Miller, Grace, Phillips', Richmond, Ind., lndef.
Mills A Lewis, 114 E. 11, N. Y.
Mil ma ii Trio. Apollo, Vienna, Auk
to Dec. 31.
Mills A Morris, Clarendon Hotel, N. Y.
Mitchell A Cain, 611 Sterling PI., Brooklyn.
Mitchell Sisters, Monarch, Lawton, Okla., lndef.
Mitchell A Qulnn, 20 Bay 26, Bensonhnrst, L. I.
Mitchells, The, Elmiia. N. Y.
Monroe, George, 1553 Broadway, N. Y.
Millard,

lndef.

Lavlne A Hunl, New Century Maids, B. R.
Langdous, The, 7o4 Oth Ave., Milwaukee.
Lauder, Harry. Court. Liverpool. Kug.
Lawrence, Pete, Al Reeves' Big Show, B. R.
La Gray. Dolllc, Bijou. Racine, Wis., lndef.
Lee Tung Foo, 1223 2d, E. Oakland.
I A' C la Irs, Two,
403 W. 51, N. Y.
Le Clair A Bowen, Arcade, Toledo, lndef.

Wordwright.

LATEST.

A

La Vine Clmaron
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Luce A Lucler. Orpheum, Omaha.
Lulgi Ticaro Trio, Empire, 'Frisco.
Lukens, 4, Reading, Pa.
Lutz Bros.. Majestic, Paris, 111.
Lynton, Chris. Empire, Iah Angeles, lndef.
Lyons, Jr., Champagne Girls, B. R.

I

.

Montambo A Hurl

Empire, B. R.
Montrose, Louise. .Keith'.*. Cleveland.
Montague's Cockatoos, 54 W. 26, N. Y.
Montgomery, Geo. P., Box 488. Harrlsburg, Pa.
Montgomery A Moore, 1009 But ton wood, Phlla.
Montray, 814 Western Ave., Allegheny, Pa.
Morette Sisters, 1237 Lee, Philadelphia.

A

Mooney

liamton.
104

McWililams. O.
Melville

A

W.
R..

40th.

A

P. 23d St.. N. Y.

N. Y.

Orpheum. Omaha.

Hlgglns, 272 So. 2d.

Brooklyn.

Melvln Bros.. Kentucky Belles, B. R.
Melvey Trio. 97 Park. Chicago.
Merrltt, Raymond, Empire. L«s Angeles, lndef.
Mlddleton. Gladys. Fischer's. Los Angeles, indef.
Mlgnon. Helene. Empire. St. Paul, lndef.
Mills, Joe. Rolllckers. B. R.
Mills. Win., 20th Century Maids.
II
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a hit with any audience.

"ALWAYS IN THE*

Slides $5.00 per set.

Write at

Pstton, Grace, Rolllckers, B. R.
Paiillnettl A Plqoo. 242 Franklin, Phlla.
Pendletons, The, 135 Pittsburg. New Castle.
Pero A Wilson, '330 Temple, Washington. O.
PeaVl, Kathryn, Rolllckers, B. R.
Pearl. Violet, Rolllckers, B. R.
'el.. t. Fred A Annie, Keith's, Providence.
I

Pepper Twins, Augusta Gs.
Perry A White, Miss N. Y., Jr., B. R.
Perry, Frank L., 747 Buchausn, Minneapolis.

-

Piercy A Fulda. 1026 Patterson, Baltimore.
Piccolo Midgets, Orpheum, El Pa«o.
Pike, Lester, Falrliaven. N. J.
Plum, Anna, Family, Victoria, B. O.
Polrer's Three, 12 Notre Dame, Montreal.
Pets in Petland," K.
"Polly Pickles'

A

Adams. Calgary. Ont., Can.
Marie. Curistchurch. New Zealand, indef.
Natus, Julie, Tiger Lilies. B. R.

A

P.

Union Sq., N. Y.
Allan II., 430 Central Park W., N. Y.

Narelle,

Posiier.

Potter

Nawn, Tom. A Co., 420 W. 52, Phlla.
Neff. John. 130 Main. Bridgeport.
Neills, Nelll A Chapman. 1652 B. Main, Rochester.
Nelson-Farnum Troupe, 3141 Beverly rd., Brooklyn.
Nelson, Katherine, 10 Howland, Roxbury, Mass.
Nelson A Egbert, 483 Atlantic, Pittsburg.
Nevada A Eden, 243 W. 43. N. Y.
Newell Sisters, Jolly Girls, B. R.

Noblette A Marshall, Waterloo, Waterloo, la.
Nolan, Fred. Boston Belles, B. R.
Norman's. Juggling Six. 5804 Mansfield, Chicago.
North. Bobby, 45 W. 116tb, N. Y.
Nosses. The. 170 W. 47th, N. Y.
Nugent. Eddie, Trans-Atlantics. B. R.
Nugent, J. C, Unique, Sheboygan, Wis.

Slides

baby song;

Perry,' Clayton, ideals, B, R.
Peters, Phil A Nettie, Shubert, Utlca.
Pbilbrooks A Reynolds, 220 E. 78, N. Y.
Phillips Sisters, Majesties, B. R.

n

A

at once.

it

once.

Marlon, Ind.
Musketeers, Three, Jolly Grass Widows, B. R.

Nlblo. Islington. Empire, London.
Jules, Lady Birds, B. R.
Udell. Blue Ribbon Girls, B. R.
Nlcolai. Ida, Bohemians, B. R.
'Night on a House Boat," Shea's, Buffalo.
Noble, Billy, 20th Century Maids, B. R.

slide'

WAY."

Crystal,

A

for

best baby song since

Tiger Lilies, B. R.
A Drew, Franklin, Worcester.
Hammersteln's. N. Y.
Murray, Wm. W., 223 E. 14, N. Y.
Murtha. Lillian, 211 E. 10, N. Y.

Newman,

call

ready* for this beautiful

every

P.,

30,

My Mamma's Frame

Write or

now

Sisters,

Murray A Williams,

New

Harris'

»»

In

Murray, Clayton

Nlemeyer

W.

i

Murphy A Palmer, 300 3d ave., N. Y.
Murphy A Wlllard, 605 No. 7th, Philadelphia.

Newell

McKensle A Shannon, K.

»

Muller. Chum A Muller, 10 Charlotte, Asbvllle.
Mullinl Sisters, Washington Society Olrla, B. Ii.
Munger. Mort M.. Frankfort, Ind.
Murphy, Whitman A Co., Grand, Portland. Ore.
Murphy A Andrews, 116 Washington pi., N. Y.
Murphy A Magee. Ideals, B. R.

Nagel

tl

(Meyer Oohen, Mgr.)

" There's Another Picture

,

Macarte Sisters. Keith's. Portland, Me.
Mack, Wilbur, 133 W. 45, N. Y.
Macks, Two, 245 N. 59. Phlla.
Mack A Dtigal. Grand, Portland. Ore.
Mack, James, Wesley, Rose Sydell. B. R.
MacDonaugli. Ethel, K. A P. Union Sq., N. Y.
Magulre, H. S., North Adams, Mass.
"Madle." 403 W. 51, N. Y.
Mahr. Agnes. Keith's, Phlla.
Majestic Musical Four. Orpheum, Reading.
Makaronkos Duo. G. O. II.. Pittsburg.
Malehow. Goo., Bijou. Oshkosh. Wis., lndef.
Malvern Troupe, White's Gaiety Girls, B. R.
Manhasset Comedy Four. Rose Sydell, B. R.
Mauley A Norris, 517 Walnut, Hamilton, 0.
Ma nt ell's Marionettes. Burwoods, Omaha.
Marlon A Pearl Majestic. Little Rook.
Marco Twins. World Beaters, B. R.
Mario Trio. 62 E. 8, N. Y.
Marks, Clarence, Broadway Gaiety Girls, B. R.
Marlon A Lillian. Tiger Llllles, B. R.
March ley, Frank. Bijau, Superior. Wis.
Marlowe, Plunkett A Co., 27 Gay lord, Dorchester,"
Mass.
Martin, Dave A Percle, Majestic, Chicago.
Martlnnettl A Sylvester. Orpheum. Allentown, Pa.
Martynne. C. B., Orpheum. Leavenworth, lndef.
Mnrtynne, Great, Rose Sydell, B. R.
Martin A Crouch, Coenr D'Alene. Spokane, lndef.

McNameo,

0HA8. X. HARRIS.

O.
»

Murrav

communications to

all

Hippodrome, Liverpool.

Moore, Tom, Hathaway's, Lowell.
Moorehead, Harry (Dreamland), Norfolk, Va.
Morgan A Chester, Vanity Fair, B. R.
Morgan, Ion, Parisian Belles, B. R.
Morgan A McGarry, 48 Wyckoff, Brooklyn.
Morre, Chas., Lady Birds, B. R.
Morre, Helen J., Night Owls, B. R.
Morrelle, Marie, 1724 M, Main, Parsons. Kan.
Morris A Kramer, Dainty Duchess, B. R.
Morse, Billy, Anheuser's. Aberdeen, Wash., lndef.
Morton, James J., 147 W. 45, N. Y.
Morton, Ed., Rolllckers, B. R.
Mozarts. The. Wonderland, Wheeling, W. Va.
Muehlners, The. Cooper, Mt. Vernon, 0.
Mullen A Corelli, Orpheum, Denver.

MacDowell A Treseott. Majestic. Houston.
Macarte's Monkeys. Gotham, Brooklyn.

Marshall A King. Rentz-Santley. B. R.
Martini A Maximilian, Yankee Doodle Girls, B. R.
Marfcv. Joe. 1623 Hancock, Brooklyn. N. Y.
Martina. Nevnro Martina, Poll's, Bridgeport.
Mason A Fllburn, Coeur D'Alene. Spokane, lndef.
Mason A Keeler. Cook's. Rochester.
Masse, Ed A Nettle, Portland. Pa.
Mathews, .Toca. Yankee Doodle Girls, B. R.
Mans Dogs, 885 W. 49. N. Y.
Maxwell A Dudley. 106 W. 90th. N. Y.
May, Arthur O., P. O. Box 523. Norman, Okla.
Mayer, Robert. High Jinks. B. R.
Mayne. Elizabeth. Harry Bryant's, B. R.
McCahe, Jack, Century Girls, B. R.
McCale. Larry. Imperials. B. R.
McCarthy. Myles. Dominion, Winnipeg.
McCree. Junle. La Salle. Chicago, lndef.
McCullough. Walter, Alexander Hotel, Chicago.
McCune A Grant. 3 Banton, Pittsburg, Pa.
MeDufT. James. Washington. Spokane.
McFarland. Frank. 311 W. 142. N. Y.
McParland A McDonald, Colonial Belles, B. R.
McFarland A Murray. Champagne Girls, B. R.
McGinnia Bros., 75 Bradford, Springfield, Mass.
McGrath A Paige, O. <>. IL. Pittsburg.
McGregor, Lulu. Grand, Altoona, Pa., lndef.
McLaughlin. L. Clair. Sherldanvllle, Pa.
Mcl/eod, Andy. Kentucky Belles, B. R.
McMahon's Watermelon Girls, 23 Armory, Blng-

Holbein,

Billy, Family, Washington,
Dillon, Fay Foster, B. R.

Murphy, Geo.

Songs and Singtrs.

th« inttrests of

Address

Have you heard Chas. K.
Baby song

.

A

Moore

to

Falls,

.

Moore,

The Chas. K. Harris Courier
Drvottd

A

Hartwell,

Champagne

Girls,

B.

R.

Powers Bros., 15 Trask, Providence.
Powers, Eddie. Majestic, St. Paul.
Power, Coletta A Co., Majestic, Ft. Worth.
Prampin Trio, 847 W. 40, N. Y.
Price, Bob. Natlonoacope, Montreal.
Price A Tyler, O. II. Riverhead, N. Y.
Prltzkow, Louis, Century Girls, B. R.
Prosit Trio, 5 E. Main. Springfield, O.
Pryors, The, 30 No. Msln, Providence.
Psycho, Mile., Mansfield, <)., lndef.
Pudgle A Emmett, 404 Blewett, Seattle.
Puilen, Louella, O. II., Savannah.
Pullman Porter Maids, K. A P. 23d St., N.
,

Y.

Quaker City Quartet, 403 Macon, Brooklyn.
Qulgg, Mackey A Nlckerson, Fenberg Stook Co.
(Eastern).
A Mitchell, 20

Qulnn

Bay

28,

Bensonhnrst, L.

I.

A Valentine, Oxford, London, to Feb. 10.
Monkeys. Kmpire, Paterson.
Rain Dears, Keith's, Cleveland.
Rainbow Sisters. Casino, Washington, Pa.
Raleigh A Harrington, 233 Winter, Ilagerstown,
Md.
Ralston A Son. Grand, Covington, Ky.
Rastns & Ranks, Dec. 10 31, Alhambra, Brussels,
Belgium.

Radford
O'Brien-Havel. 616 52. Brooklyn.
Odell A Hart, 2ou3 Strand. Seattle.
Odell A Kin ley, Toledo. O.
Ogden, Helen, 270 Clybourne, Chicago.

O'Hannn, San. Columbus, U.
Olivette,

Umega,

225 Pacific, Brooklyn.
Parisian Widows, B. R.

Ollie.

•Onetta." Park Hotel, Port Chester, N. Y.
Onthank A Blanchetto, P. O.. Boston, Mass.
O'Neill, J. H.. A Co., Star. New Kensington, Pa
0'Nell. Tommle. White's Gaiety Girls, B. R.
Orbasany's Irnia. Majestic, Montgomery.
O'Regan. Box 305, Ottawa, Can.
Orloff, Olga, Toreadors, B. R.
O'Rouke A Marie, Merry Makers. B. R.
Otto Bros., 10 Howland, Roxbury, Mass.

Our Quartet, Indianapolis, Ind.

A Dockman. 1419 Cault. Chicago.
A Saxton. 29, Novelty. Denver.
Palfrey A Hoefller, Riverside, L. I.
Parisian Grand Opera Co.. 636 I^xlngton, N. Y.
Parks. Dick. 1268 E. 25. Los Angeles.
Parmelee A Mack. Nelson, Mt. Vernon, O.
Palmer
Palmer

Ratlin's

Ranfs, The. Unique. Eau Claire.
Rankin, Virginia, Majestic, Ashland.
Hauls & Von Kaufman, Temple, Alton, HI.
Rawson A June, Phoenicia, N. Y.
Raymond A Harper, Robinson. Cincinnati.
Razarfs, The, Family, Hazelton, Pa.
Ray, Fred, A Co., O. IL, Indianapolis.
Raymond. Frederic ka, 16 E. 88th, N. Y.
Raynor, Val, Trans-Atlantics, B. R.
Reattlno A Stevens. 114 E. 11, N. Y.
Reded & Had ley, World Heaters, B. R.
Bedford A Winchester, Temple, Detroit.
Reed Bros., 4K Saxton, Dorchester, Mass.
Reese, Harvey & Alfrey Sisters, Vaudeville, Tracers City, Mich.
Regal Trio, 110 W. Washington pi., N. Y.
Reld Sisters. r>3 Rroad. Elizabeth.
Reed A Eurl, R. R. No. 3, Box 310, Loa Angeles.

HAVE YOU CAUGHT
PRANK

THOS.

E.

J.

McNISH AND PENFOLD
THE FUNNY WHO FUNS AND THE SINGER WHO
TWENTY-MINUTE RIOT IN "ONE."
"THE JOLLY TWO."
THEY ARE SINGING WITH BIG SUCCESS

8ING8.

"WHEN YOU LOVE HER
AND

SHE LOVES YOU"

B. R.

hen answering advertisements kindly mention Variety.

•
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REPRESENTATIVE ARTIST®

KEPRB^CNTftTIVB ARTIST*

WALTER

LLVCY

AND

Under the Direction of MISS JENIE JACOBS, 14Q2 Broidway, New YorK
FLOURISHING, A

A BEAUTIFUL SINGER OF NEWEST SONGS

KOMS GROWN NOVELTY.

GRACE NORTON

REALLY REMARKABLE, REALISTIC, RAPID CHARACTER CHANGES.

WILSON Anna 3 Effie
Tremendous tuooeu aa "Lady Bettie" in 7. P. Goring-'
Big Song Snow, "THE SHOW GIRL," Seuon »07-'O8.

The Dainty

Little

Comedienne*, in

WEEK

STORY BONGS.
DEC.

S8,

Direction of

COU)NIAL, N. Y.

JACK

Lt^

O.

THAT DAINTY ATHLETE

BILLY HART

Little

Principal comedian and producer of all the material in

"9AY MA«QVBJ*A
MANCHItTCrt
along the
being
well talked about
a show that
it

so

Belle Gordon

»»

IN VAUDEVILLE.

line.

all

RETURNED TO
EUROPE
I

1

Merry Christinas
and a
Happy New Year

™

COMPANY.

Merry Christmas and Happy

Clarence Sisters
BOOKED

•THE AUSTRALIAN NUGGETS.

SOLID.

1

Direction

AL MAYER.

P.

u

TO ALL FROM

8.— RAW BON AND CLARE.

New Year

KID

Trained Australian Cockatoos
Recognized by Press and Public to be the most perfect bird.

The only

bird act in the world doing a back somersault

and finishing with a number of

roll

from bar to

bar, then a somersault to the

ground

overs.

Address care Variety, Chicago Office
THE TOWN TOPIC TICKLE TALKERS

BARRY AND WOLFORD
TICKLING AT UTICA.

JINIO.

A

WEEK

DEO.

28,

THOSE SMART AGENTS, REICH A PLUNKETT.

ORPHEUM, READING.

AND
THE
MUSICAL
BROWNIE

When

answering advertisements kindly mention Variety.

Thou Shalt not

covet thy neighbor'*

Goods!

You may

not be able to one them.

VARIETY
SAM. HOWARD

JULES KIBEL

19

HERBERT

SID.

The
Original
Addr«n

c»r«

Featured ifith

VARIETT

THE C LARA TURNER COMPANY

Reed, Harry L.. Washington, Buffalo, Indef.
Reeves, Al, Reeves' Beauty Show, B. R.
Remington, May me, 30, Orpheum, Salt Lake.
Rennee Family, Dominion, Winnipeg.
Reno, Geo. B., 6 Co., Empire, Stratford, London, Eng.

Renahaw, Bert. Majentlc. La Salle. 111.,
Reuietta A Lyman, Trocadero. B. R.
Rever ft Yulr, Champagne Glrla, B. R.
Reynard. Ed

F.,

Rapid*.
Roblscb ft Cbildreaa. 341 No. Clark. Chicago.
Robinson ft Grant, 20f 8th ave., N. Y.
Robinson, Parquette Trio, Columbus, O.
Robinson. Tom, Scrlbner'a Big Show, B. R.

Rookaway

ft Conway, Bijou, Adrian. Mich.
Rogers ft Mackintosh, 121 W. 42d. N. Y.
Romola, Bob, Bijou, Davenport, la., indef.
Rooney ft Bent, Poli'a, Waterbury.
Rooney, Katie, Poll's. Bridgeport.
Rooney Sisters, Orpheum. Boston.
Roacoe ft 81ms, Rents-Santley, B. R.
Rose ft Kills. Yankee Doodle Glrla, B. R.
Rosa ft Lewis, Palace, Hull, Eng.
Rosso ft Simms, Bowery Burlesquers, B. R.
Roth, Laura, Dominion, Winnipeg.
Rouaek, Jack, Air-Dome, Leavenworth, indef.
Roxie ft Wayne. Bijou. Benton Harbor. Mich.
Royal Musical Five, 249 So. Otb, Brooklyn.

Held, Keith's, Boston.
Russell, Fred, Bowery Burlesquers, B. R.
Russell. Fred P.. 486 W. 136. N. Y.
Ruasell ft Davis. Pastime. Atlanta, Indef.
Ryan ft Richfield. Proctor'a, Troy.
Ryan ft White, 30, Hathaway's, Brockton, Mass.
Russell

ft

Lady Birds, B. R.
Darlington. 2422 So. Adler, Phlla.
Mlsa N. Y.. Jr., B. R.
Orientals. B. R.
Lampert,
Sandow ft
Schaar Trio. Gaiety. So. Chicago.
Schack. Nat, Monroe. Elyria. O.
Schell's. Mme. Clrco Bell. Mexico City, to Jan. 4.
Scbepp, Grover, Rollickera, B. R.
Schmldllng. Harry H.. 287 W. Monroe. Chicago.
Schuster. Milton, Palace, Boston, indef.
Schrock ft Rice. Lyceum. Cleveland.
Scott, Mike, Nelson. Springfield, Mass.
Scott, Bdouard. Grand, Reno. Nev., indef.
Sears, Gladys. Parisian Bellea, B. R.
Seguin, Wood. Eugenia, 2314 Hollywood, Toledo.
Seymour Sisters. Orpheum, Newark, O.
Sattler, Chas.,

Sanford

ft

Salvaggls.

S,

G., ft Co., 30. Orpheum. Dubuque, la.
The. Parisian Belles. B. R.
Dollle, Family. Pottsville. Pa., Indef.

Seymour. O.

Seyons.
Sharpe.
Sharrocks. The, Family. Missoula. Mont.
Sbawa, Aerial. 266 W. 24. N. Y.
tfhean & Warren, 31 Chester, Mt. Vernon, N. Y.
Sherman ft Fuller. 853 N. 8. Reading. Pa.
Sherman. De Forest, Co., Sherman Farm, Central
Pk., L. I.
Shlrhart. Anson. Crystal. Detroit, indef.
Short ft Edwards, 57 Mlddagb. Brooklyn.
Shrodes, Chas. ft Alice. Armory, Rlnghamton.
Slmm-. The Mystic. Bo.v 36P. Dobbt Ferry. N Y
Sieger. Lillian. Harry Bryant's. B. R.
"Side Show." 30. Maryland. Baltimore.
Kidman. Sam. Columbia. Oakland, Cal.. indef.
Sldonne ft Kellle. 424 E. Chicago ave.. Chicago.
Sliver Stars. 51 Hanover. Boston.
Simpsons, The Musical, 204 E. 52. N. Y.
Slneay'a Dogs ft Cats. 101 W. 40. N. Y.
Slater & Finch. Keith's, Jersey City.
Sloan. Grace. Orpheum, Los Angeles.
Smith & Arado, Buckingham. Louisville.
Smith ft Convey, Trans- At lantlcs, B. R.
Smith Bros., 06 Hawthorne, Hartford.
Smith, Wm. If., Broadway Gaiety Girls. B. R.
Smith ft Brown. Morning Glories. B. R.
Smythe. Wm. H
Gay Morning Glories, B. R.
Smukler, Berney, Wonderland, Wheeling, W. Va.
Snyder ft Buckley, Majestic, Chicago.
Sommers ft Storke, Ideals, B. R.
Somers. Zalmar. Pat White's Gaiety Glrla, B. R.
Some Quartet, Merry Maidens, B. R.
Sonnet t. Annette, City Sports. B. R.
Soper, Bert, Star, Altoona, Pa., indef.
Spencer, Lloyd, Lyric, Houston. Indef.
Splllers, Musical Five. Bennett's, Ottawa.
Spoler, Lew 11, Empire, B. R.
.

Stafford ft Stone. Bijou, Kalamazoo.
Stanley, Mr. &Mrs. W. H.. Star, Beaver Falla.Pa.
Stanley, Minna. City Sports, B. R.
Stanton ft Sandberg, 711 Orch. Chicago.
Stelnert ft Thomas. 120 W. 135, N. Y.
Steger. Julius, ft Co.. Poll's. Worcester.
Sterns, Al, Scenic. Merlden. Conn.
Stevens, Leo. Washington Society Girls, B. R.
Stevens ft Boehm. 325 E. 14. N. Y.
Stewarts, Musical. Bohemians, B. R.
Stewart, Harry, Rose Sydell. B. R.
St. Elmo. Leo. Whitney (). H.. Fltchburg. Mass.
Stlckney's Pony ft Dogn. Hempstead, L. I.
Stlrk ft Dan, 28 Hancock. Brockton. Mass.
.St. Onge Bros.. 22 Portland, Worcester.

MACK
DE PARIS."

BROS.

Proctor's, Troy.
Mlsa N. Y., Jr., B.

R.
Reynolds. Abe,
„
Rbodea ft Engel, 223 Channcey, Brooklyn.
Rice. Al., 1'alace. Donora. Pa.
Rice ft Cohen, Orpheum, New Orleans.
Rice ft Klmer. 343 E. 142d. N. Y.
Rice ft Prevost. Colonial, N. Y.
Rice ft Walters. Boston Belles, B. R.
Richards, Chris, Olympic. Chicago.
Rich Duo, 164 E. Randolph. Chicago.
Riley. Frank, Orientals, B. R.
Ronaldoe, The, Majestic, Lafayette. Ind.
Ring ft Williams, 102 Liberty. Baltimore.
Ritter ft Foster, Pulner Hippodrome, London.
Roberts, Four. Unique. Minneapolis.
Roberta, Hayes ft Roberta, HIJ*mi. Lansing. Mich.
Roberts, Signa. Unique. Eau Claire.
Robert -de- Mont Trio. 722 W. 14th PI., Grand

N. Y.
Yomamato Bros.. Emerald, Adams Co., O.
Young ft De Vole, 8 Lower 6, Evansvllle.
Young ft Manning, 2130 Grant, Denver.
Young, Harry C, Lady Birds, B. R.
Young, Ollie, ft Bros., 58 Chittenden, Columbus. •.

ft Roeey. 15 So. Clark, Chicago.
Searles, Windsor, Grand St., St. Paul.
Deunlson ft White, Academy, Cumberland, Md.
White. Ed. ft Rolla. 506 E. 97, N. Y.
White Hawk. 750 Westchester. N. Y.
White, Pat, Pat Whlte'a Gaiety Girls. B. R.
White. Tom. Lady Birds. B. R.
Whitehead. Joe. 498 W. 33. N. Y.
Whltely, Jiimes, Trans-Atlantics, B. R,
Whiteside, Ethel, 30 Olympla, Liverpool, Eng.
Whittle. W. E.. Orpheum, Yonkers.
Whitman, Frank, 604 No. 2, Reading.
Wiggana. Joe, Imperials, B. R.
Wilbur, Caryl, Hippodrome, Portsmouth, Eng.
Wilder. Marshal P., 256 W. 97, N. Y.
Wilfred ft IiOttie, Bijou. Muskegon, Mich.
Wills ft Hassan, Keith's. Utlcs.
Williams, C. W., 33 B. Jamaica. Richmond Hill.
ft

White,

Indef.

IN "CAFE

Weak

'Poc. 83,

<Efc

Shea's, Buffalo.

Beth. 30. Orpheum, Denver.
ft Keeley, 822 College. Indianapolis.
Sturgls, Ida, Imperials. B. R.
8ullivan, W. 9., Bijou, Jameatown, N. I)..
Su)ly ft Phelps. O. H., Gardner, Mass.
Sunny South. Columbia, Cincinnati.
Sobers, Emile, Orpheum, Cincinnati.

Stuart

Summers

Indef.

Winters, Spellman, C. R.
Sutcliffe Troupe, Empire, Stratford, London, Eng.
Sutton ft Sutton. High School Girls, B. R.
Sweet, Eugene, 25 Cherry, Providence.
Sweeney, John S., 452 Turner, Allentown, Pa.
Swor Bros., Maryland, Baltimore.
Sylows, The, Parisian Bellea, B. R.
Symonds, Jack, Bijou. Benton Harbor. Mich.
Syta ft Syta, Lyric, Ft. Worth.
ft

Tanna, Family, Hagerstown, Md.
Taneans, O. II., Allentown, Pa.
Tanean. Felix ft Claxton, 331 E. 93d
Talcots, The, 2102 Cecil, Phlla.

at.,

N. Y.

L.

Thompson

ft

Carter, City

Sports.

B. R.

Tborne, Mr. ft Mrs. Harry. Hotel Braddock, N. Y.
Tlddlewlnks ft Dugan, 503 Hudson, N. Y.
TInney, Frank H.. 812 Moore, Phlla.
Tlvoll Quartette, Orpheum, Sioux City.

Tom -Jack Trio, Orpheum, San Francisco.
Torcat, Bennett's, Ottawa.
Toys, Musical, Brockton, Mass.
Travera, Belle, Orientals, B. R.
Trlllers. The, 346 E. 20, N. Y.
Troyer Lafe, Irwin, Goshen, Ind., Indef.
Truesdell, Mr. ft Mrs. Howard, Keith's, Portland,

Zaraa. 4.* 104 W. 40, N. Y.
Zazell, Vernon Co.. Sheedy's. Fall River.
Zeda, H. L., 28, Family, Butte.
Zenda. Parisian Widows, B. R.
Zeno, Bob, 848% 1. Portland. Ore.
Zolas, The. Crystal. Rock Island.
Zimmerman. Al.. Empire. B. R.
Zlnn's Famous Dancing Girls, Empire, San Fran•

WEEK DECEMBER

Bros.,

When

207 E. 14, N. Y.

Tots, Parkersburg, 0.
Wordette, Estelle, ft Co.. 40 W. 84, N. Y.
World ft Kingston, Lyric, Dayton, 0.
Work ft Ower, Hathaway's, Lowell.
Worthley, Mlnthorne, 125 Lexington, N. Y.

caater,

Bunnel.
Pa.

ft

Elm

Villa.

R. F.

D. 6.

not

Glrla,

Star,

"L.

0." after

Milwaukee.

Bachelor Club, Garden, Buffalo.
Rebman Show, Gayety, Pittsburg.
Blue Ribbons, Murray Hill. N. Y.
Bon Tons, Gayety, Birmingham.
Boston Belles. Casino, Philadelphia.
Bohemians. Imperial, Providence.
Bowery Burlesquers, Gaiety, Brooklyn.
Brigadiers, Avenue, Detroit.
Broadway Gaiety Girls, Shubert, Newark.
Bryant's, Harry, 125th St. Mualc Hall, N. Y.
Caalno Girls, Euson's, Chicago.
Century Glrla. Dewey. N. Y.
Champagne Glrla, Gotham, N. Y.
Cherry Blossoms, Howard, Boston.
City Sports, Lyceum, Boston.
Colonial Belles, Standard, St. Louis.
Cracker Jacka, Gayety, Philadelphia.
Dainty Duchess, Westminster, Providence.
Dreamlands, 23-25, Gayety, Albany; 26-28, Lyceum,
Troy.

Wormser

Yackley

IS.

otherwise indicated.
indicates it is "laying off."
Americans. Electric Schenectady.

how

Avenue

Wood, Ralph, Lyric, Ft. Smith, Ark., indef.
.Woods ft Woods, Temple, Ft. Wayne.
Woodford's Animals, Rose 8ydeil. B. R.

Thompson, Harry, Pastor's, N. Y.

Pastor's, N. Y.

cisco.

Prima

1

The "Quartette." Orpheum, Oakland.

Wood

Co.,

BURLESQUE ROUTES

Wincherman, V. F., Bennett's, Ottawa.
Wolf ft Zadella, Family. Rock Island. 111.
Wolff Bros., Orpheum, Boston.

-.

,<

ft

I.

Williams ft Mayer. 309 W. 55. N. Y.
Williams. Jud, Lyric. Lincoln. Neb.
Williams, Joe. Jersey Lilies, B. R.
Williams, Sam, Proctor'a, Jersey City.
Williams ft Melburn, Parson's, Hartford.
Williams ft West, High Jinks, B. R.
Wilson, Tony, Helolse ft Armoros Sisters,
rd., Brixton, London. 3. E., Eng.
Wilson, Alf ft Mabe, 29, Gayety, Detroit.
Wilson Bros., Orpheum, Boston.
Wilson, Jack, ft Co., Shea's, Buffalo.
Wilson, Llzsle N., 175 Franklin, Buffalo.
Wilson, Sam, High Jinks, B. R.
Wilton, Belle. Vanity Fair, B. R.

Taylor. Tell, La Salle, Chicago, Indef.
Tegge ft Daniel. 2148 No. Robly, Chicago.
Tempest Trio, Bijou, Winnipeg.
Tenors. Four, Pat Whlte'a Gaiety Girls, B. R.

Thomaa, David, c|o Moyer, Atlanta.

38.

Z
Zamloeh

.

Stone,

W.

Yalto Duo. 229

Wheeler

Whclnn

*07—*08

• •••on

Weaton, Sadie. Parlalan Bellea. B. R.
Wbalen ft West. Duchesa. Balhura. London, Eng.
Wheeler Children. 2514 No. 25, Phlla.

Empire Show, Lyceum, Washington.
Fay Foster, Bon Ton, Jersey City.

Laa

Ore.

Trocadero Quartet, Dixieland, Jacksonville, Fia.
Turner, Bert, Crystal, Goshen.
Tyce, Lillian, 733 Mt. Prospect, Newark.
Tyroleans. Fourteen, Family, Davenport.

Ullrich,

Fritz,

Usher, Claude

2418 N.
ft

10.

That's

Jas. B. Rice

Phlla.

SKETCHES IN SLANG.
ORIGINAL IDEAS

The Fresh
Anther
Valudons, Aerial, Imperial, Freemont, O.
Valdare ft Varno, Frankfort, Ind.
Valmore, Mildred, Toreadors, B. R.
Valolse Bros., Star, Donora, Pa.
Valveno Bros.. 107 E. 31, N. Y.
Van Cleve, Denton ft Pete, 236 E. 14. N. Y.
Von Gofre ft Cotrely, Columbia, Oakland.
Van. Billy, Auditorium, Chicago.
Van Lee. James. Yankee Doodle Girls, B. R.
Vardaman. 270 W. 89. N. Y.
Vardon, Perry ft Wilbur. Crackerjacks. B. R.
Variety Quartet. Star. N. Y.
Vedmars. The, 749 Amaterdam, N. Y.
Vermette-Carpottle Trio, Alhambra, London, Eng.
Verna. Belle, Brodway. Mlddletown, O.
Vlol»

Von

W
Mae. Varieties. Terre Haute.
Waggand ft Waggand, 205 Hull, Brooklyn.
Wahlund. Tekela Trio. 205 W. 22, N. Y.
Walters, Harry. 1558 Bway, N. Y.
Wntson & Little. Poll's, Waterbury.
Watson'a Farm Yard. Poll's, Worcester.
Watson. Fred. Orpheum, Los Angeles.
Walton. Irving R., Irwin's Majestic. B. R.
Waller ft Magill. 102 7th ave., N. Y.
Ward Trio, 640 32, Milwaukee.
Warren ft Brockway. Fay Foster, B. R.
Wangdoodle Four, Vanity Fair, B. R.
Washer Bros., Oakland, Ky.
Walsh-Lynch ft Co., Irwin's Big Show, B. R.
Walsh, George, Toreadors, B. R.
Washburn, Blanche. Broadway Gaiety Girls, B. R.
Waterbury Bros, ft Tenney, Orpheum, Brooklyn.
Waters. Harry. 1553 Broadway, N. Y.
Watson, Jos. K., Rollickera, B. R.
Waddell, Fred

Webb &

ft

S

S

ONLY

NOTHING BUT SCREAMS.
VARIETY.

SIXTEENTH SEASON.

THAT PROGRESSIVE AND ORIGINAL TEAM

GEO.

HARRY

B.

SNYDER and BUCKLEY
MUSICAL COMEDIANS
Wish

all

A MERRY CHRI8TMAS and A HAPPY
My, how those boys stick together!

their frienda

NEW

YEAR.

HIT AT PASTOR'S LAST WEEK.

ft F.ngle.
123 Montank ave., Brooklyn.
Dell. Harry, 458 Notre Dame, Manchester,

N. H.

NEW pl"l"t

VAUDEVILLE

Fannie, 38 Henry. Jersey City.

Enough

PRINCE and VIRGINIA
In a Novelty German Comedy and Character Singing Act.
Miss Virginia makes three of the most beautiful changes ever seen in Vaudeville,
Mr. Pastor says as a whole the act ia the swellest dressed act he haa had in his house.

ADDRESS ALL AGENTS.

THE GREAT AND ONLY

z;a7v\loch
Featured at

PASTOR'S.

WEEK DEC
ALF

T.

23.

AGENTS AND MANAGERS KINDLY INVITED.

WILTON,

Exclusive Agent.

Connelly, Lyric. Mobile.

Webb, Harry L.. Beatrice, Neb.
Webb, Josle. Tiger Llllea, B. R.
Webb. Mabel. Pat White's Gaiety Girls. B. R.
We»»er. Chas. !>.. Bowery Burlesquers, B. R.
Weber, John. Broadway Gaiety Glrla, B. R.
Welch ft Maltland. Vanity Fair, B. R.
w.-iis. Pauline, Parisian Widows. B. R.
Wells. Billy K.. Harry Bryant's, B. R.
Wentwortb. Vesta ft Teddy, Bon Tons, B. R.
West. John A., 161 W. 66, Chicago.
West ft Benton, Oak Pari, Sacramento, indef.
West ft Van Slclen. Belle, Oakland.
West, Harry, Washington Society Girls, B. R.
West, Ed.. Parisian Belles, B. R.
Weaton, Emma, Empire, B. R.

When

WALTER

K.

HILL, Press Representative

BUFFALO BILL'S WILD WEST
Re-En K a K ed by

MR. LOUIS

answering advertisement s kindly mention Variety.

E.

COOKE,

(ieneral

A K ent

VARIETY

20

REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS

REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS

=
JUST A LITTLE DIFFERENT FROM THE REIT.

MAIRE

Le

RAPID FIRE HEBREW COMEDY

THE DANCING WONDERS
LILLIAN

THE WORLD'S GREATEST JUGGLER.

Recognised

Booked

solid

MAIRE

Le

a„d

all

two yean.

BILLY

BROWN WRIGHT
I

over the world as such. Bet all Scranton and Troy talking.
The juggler that they all try to copy.

Management, BUTLER. JACOBS

Knockout.

COLBORN

"SWEDE"

HALL

"The

SWEDE and

I

A LOWRIE.

Par.

JOLLY

Big success on Western States Vaudeville Ass'n.

Booked

W.

46th

St.,

Management JACK LEVY.

V. Y. 0.

Australia
Africa

FISHING^ MOTORING

solid until Feb.

IMPERSONATIONS, MIMICRY ADD TRICK PIANO PLATING.

York

TV&\ju

HARRY TATE'S C°

JENNIE

HAPPY GIRL"

the

Address, 144

MUSH*

FIDDLER and SHELTON RAWLS 5 "VON" KAUFMAN
"WATCH
DOING THINGS WHICH COME TO SOME, BUT ALL "NEVER."

En

route, booked

by Western Vaudeville Association.

THIS

WEEK

Per. Add., 8701 Dearborn St., Chicago,

THE, BIG SURPRISE. ••
1

111.

Booked by Western Vaud. Ass., Chicago,

OLYMPIC, CHICAGO.

111.

A Hay man.

Sternard

riFTCEN MINUTES OF LAUGHTER AND APPLAUSE

COMRADES

Comedy
ALF

JOHN QUAIL, GEORGE DONAHUE. LENNY ROONEY, GEORGE SULLY.
•'THE

T.

WILTON, Exclusive Agent.

DICK McALLI

TALL TALE TELLER."

EDWARD GRAY
HARRY L. WEBB James
PERKINS,

Bell

ORIGINAL.

ad before Imti, I wish them a merry one, and a first-class New Year, except
a man who imitates a poor little messenger boy with no, folks except a dying rooster.
Bend all preaents to Lawrence, Mass., Dec. 23d.

Anyone reading

this

SECOND 8EASON.

Boy, Qua Hill's "Around the

Clock" Co.

MINIATURE FIREMAN

in

Ritchie

Hearn's

"London Fire Brigade."

Gus

Hill's

"Around

the

Clock" Co.
America's Original "That Bad Boy" (Late of
Fred Karnos), "Night in an English Musical
Hall."

Permanent Address, care DISBECKER, 66 IRVING PLACE,

HEW YORK

CITY.

EIGHTEEN MINUTES OF COMEDY.

THE MAN WHO TALKS AND
Scoring

BIG on

SINGS,

w

KEEP YOUR EYE OH THE LAUGH PRODUCER.

the Western Vaudeville Association

time and a long route booked.

Waters

R.

"THE SINGER OF THE GHETTO.'

Manchester's

"Vanity Fair" Company.

DEC.

16,

CASINO. PHILA.

Win ton

"The Much Traveled Ventriloquist," Introducing "McGinty from Australia."

Enormous Success

Correspondents Wanted Wherever There

is

KLAW A ERLANGER

CIRCUIT.

a Variety Performance.

COMING EAST
...

.

TONY CASTELLANE
BRO.
»

THE MOST SENSATIONAL CYCLE ACT BEFORE THE PUBLIC
Positively the only ones doing a
is

the one

who

first

HIGH BACK SOMERSAULT IN MID-AIR, And FORWARD SOMERSAULT FROM SURFACE SPRING BOARD.

introduced the "Loop-the-Loop" and "Loop-the-Gap" in a theatre in 1903-04.

When

Address care Variety, Chicago

answering advertisement! kindly mention Variety.

Office,

Tony CasteUane
Chicago Opera House Block.

right* for

Full

The

Shoot

DEVICES

Scenic

Chutes,

Railway,

Services free to Park Managers.
5i commission for band or act en-

Mollycoddle.

EUGENE

New York

8 Coasters and 7 others.

and Bertha: Griffin, F. B.; Geer. J. II. Herbert,
Will; Hunting, Tony; Hammond. Charles; Mar
Daisy; Hughes, Gene; Henry, William;
Hale and Francis; Kelly, John W.; King, Gussie;
Kent, Dorothy; Kaufman, Reba and Inez; Lackey,
J as.
I.e
Moots. The; La Man he.
Frank ie;
Marlowe
and
Plunkett;
McCormick,
Hugh;
Miller,
Elizabeth;
McCart,
William;
Marks,
Al.;
Mears,
Grace;
Moore,
Frank
II.
Moore,
Rhodes; Mills, Beecher IL; Morrison,
Altrea; Mead. Will; Murata, Toklo: Moll, Robt.;
Palazzl;
Pringle,
Aubrey; Pierce and Ma)zee;
Austin;
Palmer.
Qulgley,
Helen;
Rose,
Mr.
(Spencer. Kelly and Rose); Rowley, Sam; Ross,
Budd (Chicago office); Roberts, Slgna; Sullivan.
Jas. Francis; Salter, Irving, Selblnl and Grovinl;
Tony; Shayne, John; Simonds, Teddy;
Sarll.
Smith, Charles F. Starr, Mabel (Chicago office!;
Stephens,
Hal.; Stevens, James F.
Stewart;
Sully,
I*ew;
Sutton,
Harry; Sterling, Evelyn;
Stanley. Gertrude; Tanner and Gilbert (2); Tobln
Sisters, The (2); Toledo, Gus; Tulsa; Tlson and
Brown; Wilson. Harry E.; Wroth, Ed.; Williams,
Wallace. Fraaklyn,: White. Lou;
Retell!
(2);
W hi taker, Raymond; Yorke and Adams; Zazelle,
Borfllng, S.;
If.; Brown. Mrs.; Billlngton, E. C.
Caprice; Caldera. A. K.; Farren. George (2))
Gunrdot, Etlume and Company'; Henry. William;
Myers, George; Otuita. Mile.; Robinson, W. A.;
Sargeant, R.
Seligman, Minnie; Ward, May;
Weaver, Jack.
;

court,

SAYS:
Be

has a lot of

musical

surprises

new

novelties -and pleasant

spring

to

after

the

New

Year.
P

One of the

swept and bathed

diligently

melody
Roses

best will be his

new great

bal-

coming summer, and after having

lad for the

has

produced

HI K>m

Again."

the ocean of

in

"When

another

which

is

the

"I

entitled

AM WAITING FOR THE SUMMERTIME
and Yor: M

;

;

;

;

Musically yours,

GLS EDWARDS,

;

S.

P.

— "See Saw"

you f»ir saw,

MORE

P. s

it's

Is

peculiar

hit

up" only!

'"going

— Wh*. n

pjTKOLMXa

•Till:

the most

CORRESPONDENCE

strikes

town, aratrh f«»;- the tug novelty connected
with tie M»n« "W<hVl YOU BLOW BUB
.

Unless

RLKS WfTH ME?"

otherwise

noted,

following

the

Nearly every corporeal species Is repre
M'utcd la the collection of trai.ied a limals. it is
a novelty act.
CHICAGO OPERA HOUSE (Frank Rivers, mgr.
for Kohl & Castle.
Monday rehearsal 9).— Clayton White and Marie Stuart Company, Ned Wayburn's "Side Show," the Gllnserettic, O'Hana
San aid C<.mpa:iy, Press Eldridge, Reiff Brothers,
Jeanette Adler and Company, Leeds and Le Mar,
Joe Marsh, Musical Stipps, gum. Trio, Glocker
end Mortoi.
OLYMPIC (Abe. Jacobs. mgr. for Kohl &Castle.
Monday rehearsal 0).— "The Futurity
Winner," Bobker's Arabs, Mosher, Houghton andMosher, Fred Ray and Company, Loney Haskell,
Murphy and Francis, Mile.' Czinka Panna, Renfrew
id
.Imiimni,
Howard and Esber, Grace
Hoopes, Lloyd and. Dale, Walter Beeuier and
Company, Fiddler and Sbelton.
(Win. Newktrk, mgV. for Kohl
& Castle. Monday rehearsal 9). Harry Bulger,
Musical Cuttys, Edwin Stevens and Company,
Olympia Desval and Company, Valazzl, Kelly and
Violette, Dave and Percie Martin, Kathleen De
Vole, Cluxton, Richmond and Company, Callan and
Smith, Casey and Crauey.
STAB (Tom Carmondy, mgr. for Kohl A
Castle).
Scott and Wilson, Jerry Conway, Galbreth and Farrell, Glelth Burt, Great Weston,
The Ruppfelts, Frank Winter.
GAIETY (So. Chicago) *-- Rome and Ferguson. *
Tom Mason, Russell and Church, Leonard and
Tom. Dutch Walton, Hughes and Mazle.
1

ii

HAVMARKET

Shubert. Utlca.

Hl^'h Jinks.

High Bchool Girls. Loudon, N. Y.
Ideals, Bowery. NV Y.

Lid Lifters.
Majesties.

Webb

IOLA

Beauties,

Palace,

leys,

CHICAGO
By FRANK WIESBERG.
-VARIETY'S Chicago Office,

MAJESTIC

Pat

White's Gaiety Girls, 23-25, Indianapolis;
Terre Haute.
Beauty Show, Gayety, Washington.
Rellly & Woods, 23-2T>, Gayety, Albany; 26-28,
20-28.

Beeves'

Lyceum, Troy.
Rent /.-Sant ley. Standard, Cincinnati.
Rlalto Rounders, 23-25, Des Moines;

26-28,

St.

Joe.

Rice & Barton. 23-25, Empire, Albany;
Empire, Holyoke.
Rolliekers. Troeadero. Philadelphia.
Rose Hill, Greenwald's, New Orleans.
Rose Sydell. 2:1-25, Gilmore, Springfield;
BIJou, Reading.
Runaway Girls, Corinthian, Rochester.
Sam Devore's, Folly, Chicago.
Scribner's Big Show, Gayety. St. Louis.
Star Show Girls. Lafayette, Buffalo.
Strollers, Century, Kansas City.
Thoroughbreds. Star, St. Paul.
Tiger Lilies. Eighth Avenue, N. Y.
Toreadors. Star, Toronto.

26 28,

2628,

authorized

to represent "Variety."

&

Castle.

Chicago Opera House Block,
(Phone Main 4380).
(Lyman B. Glover, mgr. for Kohl

Monday rehearsal

9).

— Hermann

the

Great tops the list, sharing important honors with
Houdlni's third and last week.
Hermann has not
been here since last season and brought with him
a series of new illusions and accessories.
"Ye
Colonial Septet" Is as good as when first here a
few years ago.
Inez McCauley and Company In
"The Unexpected" offered a well constructed
dramatic sketch, cleverly written and adequately
staged.
scored.
Eleanor Falke made a treIt
mendous hit with the Monday audience. Mile.
Too u a and her illustrated lecture proved Interesting.
Fred Watson and Mirrisy Sisters offered
their neat singing and dancing specialty.
Marzellas'
Cockatoos Interested.
The picturesque
groupings and intelligence displayed by the birds
were remarkable.
The Balsera Introduced some
Intricate acrobatic feats, and Clark and Temple
in a .comedy singing act did well with the latter.
Josh Dreano might rejuvenate some of the talk.
His delivery is worthy of better material.
AUDITORIUM iKlaW A Erlanger. mgrs. Mil-

ward

Adams,

dlr.

—

Sunday

rehearsal

10:30

—Co-

28,

Theatre). The bill this week contains an
average of acts that for years were conceded examples of familiar vaudeville. The list has been
reduced from the usual number of ten or twelve
arts to nine, probably actuated by the reappearaic«
of Vesta Victoria, who contributes about
Miss Victoria
thirty-five minutes as her share.
was at the head of the inauguration bill eleven
weeks ago. She was given an ovation on Sunday
evening and substantiated her popularity by
responding to several curtain calls after her fifth
and last song. She sang "He Blames My Dreamy
Eyes." The latter Miss Victoria explained was
an American song rendered for the first time. Her
success was more pronounced than on her previous
engagement. The Four Lesters showed a number
The clowning In
of dexterous feata on bicycles.

Acuna, J. M. ; Allison. Mrs.; Berguln, Nellie;
Bohroe, W. A.{ Bunnlu,
Rose; Burke, Chas.;
Rali d and Dunn (Chicago office)
Barry, W. IL
(Chicago office); Bedlni, Uehan; Backman. Marie;
Bruce. Jim; Baron. C. (Chicago office); Calhoun,
William; Carleton and Terre (Chicago office);
(Martin, Josle; Clemenso, Bob (Chicago office);
Collins, M. D. ; Crane, Lawrence; Charliue and
Darnell, Edith;
Charline; Curtis. W. D.
(2);
Denby. Walter; Dumas, Florence; Demlng. Arthur;
Donnelly. Henry V.; Dutch, Mr.; Elliott and
West; Fay. Elfle; Ford. John; Ferguson, Marguerite; Ferguson, Barney; Fay, Elfle (Chicago office);
Fullam, Tom; Garnellas, The; Gaudy, Louise;
Gllllngwater, Claude; Gallando;
Gilbert, John D.
Gibbons, Thomas (Chicago office); Grant, Bert

"one" by the two male members is of the extreme burlesque sort and apparently Indulged In
Burto. allow the setting for the following act.
ton and Brooks have not altered the main construction of their vehicle, except for one new
The "Qporge Washington" Joke Is still In
song.
Prince Kokln made a striking appearevidence.
ance In an elaborate Japanese costume and Jug"Hogan of fjie Hansom" Is well
gled adeptly.
-known to vaudeville theatre-goers, but I.* Roy and
.Clayton undoubtedly find It as valuable as ever,
.judging from the number of laughs it produced.
John Birch soliloquized dramatically and philosophies of heroes and heroines in melodrama,
assisted by a collection of hats, earning applause
and unrestrained laughter. The Georgettys, composed of one woman, two men and a boy. In acrobatics.
The youngster is the support of the act
and his muscular strength, accuracy and intrepRawidity commanded Interest and amazement.
son and June gave a remarkable exhibition of
Their offering is distinct
boomerang throwing.
and accomplished in that line. Jean Clermont's
circus parade Is a delightful and entertaining

Trans-Atlantlcs, Waldman's, Newark.
Trocaderos, Gayety, Detroit.
Twentieth Century Maids, Theatre Royal,

lonial

"

Mont-

real.

Vanity
ety,

Fair,

28-25,

Bijou,

Reading;

26-28,

Gay-

Scranton.

Washington Society Girls, Evansvllle.
Watson's
Burlesquers,
23-25,
Lyceum,
25-28,

Troy;

Gayety, Albany.

World Beaters, Empire, Cleveland.
Yankee Doodle Girls, 23-25, Terre Haute; 26
Indianapolis.
__.
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;

;
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Roth, mgr.).— The Delzaros, LaMoreland and Leigh, the

Howard,

(Paul

Hart Trio,
Brook Sisters,
Mayo and Gray.

Santell,

Davis,

NATIONAL

A

Novel

from

Ballad, Something Different
Anything Elae in Slides.

"MY

IRISH RQSIE"
u

1

"Any Old Time

at All"

The Big Hit of "The Rich Mr. Hoggenheimer"

AND THE NEW SENSATIONAL IRISH HIT

"Miss

Kitupr

Beautiful Blides by DeWitt
All Songs Published

FRANCIS, DAY

ft

C.

Wheeler.

by

HUNTER

PUBLISHERS
15

W. 30th

NEW YORK

ST.,

CITY

mgr.).— The

R. Svenlng, mgr.).—Jackson
YoungbroV%|. Carson Sextette,
and Coinpauy, Brown Brothers, 'Jack
(C.

Sparks,- Cora

May Ward

Slttner,

Ralph Cummings and
Howard and

Tacius,

.

Key, Jennie' Grace.
TEDDY. (Geo. Powell, mgr.).— Lamont and
Mllihaia, George and Pauline Kidd,' Crawford and
Gardner, Dixon and Ernest, Dorothy Vaughn,
I

is

"COME BACK TO OLD
MANHATTAN/DEARIE"

the Smiths. Jennie Good.

NORTH AVENUE

fd

No person without one

Boston.

Parisian Belles, Colonial, Cleveland.
Parisian Widows, Star, Brooklyn.

(A.

and

vardo

those for the coming year should be recog-

Olympic, Brooklyn.
Gayety, Scranton; 26-28." Bijou,

Masquerade™. IVocadero. Chicago.
Merry Maidens, Columbia. Boston.
Merry Makers, Empire, Chicago.
Miss New York, Jr., Academy, Pittsburg.
Morning Glories, Gayety, Indianapolis.
Nightingales, Dewey, Minneapolis.
Night Owls. Gayety, Columbus.
Orientals, Buckingham. Louisville.

Troupe, the Kings, Wormsley, Brewer and

and

nized.

(L.

SCHWARTZ

ft

ILLUSTRATED BONOS.

Company.

Company,

23-25,

Heading.
Mardl Gras

—

Schlndler,
mgr.).— Barlow
and Nicholson, Carlos and Olga. Velare and Clark,

"Variety's" Credential Cards to Correspondents for 1908 are now out, and only
'

Imperial, People's, Cincinnati.
•Irwin's Big Show, Ga.vcty, Baltimore.
Jersey Miles. L. O.j 30. Majestic. Kansas Cltv.
Jolly Grass Widows, Bijou, Philadelphia.
Jolly Girls. Monumental. Baltimore.
Kentucky Belles. Met. Q. IL, Duluth.
Knlekerliockers, Gayety. Milwaukee.
Lady Birds, 2:*-25, Jacob's, Peterson; 26-28. Star,
Scranton.
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.

Walker and Wells.
IMPERIAL (P. J. Schaefer, mgr.).— Moore and
Vaughnn, Roy Lee Wells, Flora Mitchell, Leo and
Sulky, Bob Romola, May Hall.
CRYSTAL (Fred Schaefer, rrrgr.).— Santora and
Marlow, Le Conde and Le Clair, Pete Loose.
SID J. EUSON'S (Sid J. Euson, mgr.).— The
same paragraphic announcement particularizing
the originality and sumptuousness of the equipment which elicited deserved commendation last
season appears In the program under the heading of "The Knickerbocker Burlesquers."
Manager Louis Roble has provided gorgeous and
stunning costumes for his contingent of chorus
maidens, and Is evidently a firm believer in
beauty, for not only are the raiments made of
costly material but resplendent In design and
blend.
"The Arrival of Prince Hadji." used last
season, Is employed as the opening.
It was written by E. Tracy Sweet and revised by Jack Reld.
The mush', which Is "restricted." was furnished
by Louis Doll. The fault with the piece is that
there is a surplusage of talky matter.
The
"story" frequently diverges from Its original
theme to oblivion, and only intimations of the
sequences are evolved In the action.
The blue
pencil, adroitly handled, would be the surest and
best remedy.
The most amusing Incidents occur
in the Imaginary diving scene.
The "melodrama"
comicalities would survive more forcibly If the
participators avoided the conventional tardiness
which hindered many solid laughs. There Is more
ginger and siap in "Murphy's Mishaps," but not
until Jack Reid actively makes his appearance.
The talk Is bright. Some of the situations are
frisky and spicy, but they are consistently embellished and Judiciously Interspersed with brisk
humor.
It
is a legitimate farce and. proved very
entertaining.
There are a number of pretty girls
in the bevy.
Some sing and others make attempt,
probably through no fault of theirs. They make
an attractive contingent and are quite sprightly
in ordinary evolutions with tuneful and catchy
music.
Jack Reld Is sponsor for most of the
comedy.
His artlstocratlc tramp mien and refinement In n pertinent Irish character were particularly noticeable and highly commendable.
It
proved the fact that It Is unnecessary to don unsightly make up to create laughter.
He is a
versatile comedian aud intelligent.
Ward Caulfield appeared in the closing piece only and did
Clyde
very well In a type similar to Reld'a.
Harrow and Flo Elliott were dressed as twin
Miss
sisters, and the resemblance was marked.
Darrow Is a good-looking young woman and can
She displayed a number of handsome gowns,
act.
as did Miss Elliott, who appears in a comedy singing act with Ben Neff. The latter Is a conscientious person and seemed to take advantage of
every portion allotted to him. Fannie Wood introduced toe dancing gracefully and Jennings and
Jewell gave some German dialect comedy and
parodies,
the topical verses winning applause.
Great Christy Is a clever Juggler and has an arrangement of novel mechanism.
He was the
Manager Roble has a well
feature of the olio.
balanced company supporting Mr. Reld.
The
show Is better than last season.
FOLLY (John A. Fennessy. mgr.). "Musical
Comedy" and other tentative "classic" descrlptlons adopted gratuitously this season evidently
to obllteiate the former Impressions of stereotyped
burlesque material with a view of elevating the
brand, have become so prevalent that nearly every
program seems Incomplete without the paragraph.

anawering advertisement a kindly mention Variety.

t

—

Nearly approaching the "musical" line la the
"Avenue Girls," the third and last show bearing the Cani|»bell & Drew trade mark to visit the
city this season,
The company has been selected
to
Intorprct
"musical concoction"
a
entitled
"/Tom, pick end Harry," and only one principal
who appears in the action of the two acts is In
the on., which has three numbers (Llbbie Hb»ideH, Mile: Lorraine, "bronae. atatues," aud moving pictures/. 'There are no specialties.
The
piece is a revision of the one used by Bickel,
Watson and Wrothe a few years ago. The best
portions have been retained, including the revolving plot 'ami abtturd rnchkiits which are as tenacious in burlesque as a pnrdua plaster. There
is an abundance of legitimate comedy elements,
and the unnecessary introduction of "bladders"
in moderate "sl.ip stick
crudities nave a tendency to reduce considerable merit which the show
would otherwise gain. Two attractive settings
and a nice, good looking bunch <*f choristers give
the desired surroundings.
The girls are animated
and look splendidly in some of the most exquisitely designed costumes displayed this season.
With the except bm of a few interpolations the
numbers are "s|>ec!ally written," and most of
them are catchy. The three important parts are
-

'

bandied by John C. Hanson, Joseph Emerson and
Have Cooroy. Hanson makes his German characand acceptable because he does not
overact It and tries to be -legitimate even in the
most nonsensical buffoonery.
Couroy is traditional of the familiar tad without resorting to the
methods usually clinched by delineators of the
character.
It
is
and sane type.
a clean cut
While the tramp make up of Joseph Kmerson la
extremely exaggerated, it is funny enough to at
tinct attention and bring laughter.
Aubrey Carr
In "straight" did well; and Have Rose, attired
as a Spanish official, delivered his speeches with
a discerning Italian accent and gesticulated as
erratic Spanish subjects generally do.
He sang
"Marluteh" quite effectively, with the chorus In
the background.
George Connors wore a military
suit becomingly and Bgored in the story.
I.lbble
Blondell was the most conspicuous among the
women, although Jeanette Sherwood and Carrie
Thomas were not overlooked. Miss Hlondell la as
captivating as when she appeared In musical and
farce comedy, retaining considerable vivacity and
Miss Sherwood possesses much permagnetism.
sonal charm, ami showed a splendid slender figure
shrouds.
In wldte fleshings and other striking
The female contingent, aside from the chorus, la
complete with Miss Thomas, who can act and
admirable
same
manner.
the
company
sing In
The
around.
The show in its enis competent
al!
tirely, even with the undesirable "bladder" mischief, Is better than the other two attractions
sent here by Campbell A Drew, who have in the
"Avenue Girls" approached the "uuislual comedy"
ter prominent

.

elevation.

EMI'IRF (William A. Singer, mgr.).— "The
Yankee Doodle Girls" return engagement, having
occupied

the

boards

at

the

Folly

weeks ago.
NOTES.- The Alvln, Mansfield,

O.,

about

eight

opens with

vaudeville Dec. 28, under the management of
Hilly Link. Hayes end Wynn,
I*rwki Brothers.
Fox and K«xle and the Castfoaea returned from
extended trip on the Sullivan CoosldJne ciriiq
cuit.
Sing Fontt Lee. a Chinese violinist, hss beeu
"discovered" and booked by the Western Vaudeville
Association.
One Ha, Tom Hrantford and
"Silent" Talt are scheduled to appear on one bill
at the Chatterton opera House. Springfield, 111.,
'£.\.
week Dec.
Mr. Hrantford Is the manager of
the two acts, both distinct and novel.
Keller's
"Seven Virginia Belles" are booked for the
Grace
Coast.—
Ferand. late of "Mrs. Wlggs of the
Cabbage Patch," made her vaudeville debut In
a new vehicle at the Olympic. South Bend, Ind^
this week, through l'aui Goudron.— Rldgely Hall,
Racine. Wis., has been remodeled by F. D.

—

—
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AND
POSITIVELY THE BEST DANCING ACT IN VAUDEVILLE

Palmer ™D

Curtis,
In

M MAMA'S DARLING BOY,*9 By AARON HOFFMAN
Booked solid by our M ascot. Harry Leonhardt.

WteK

Dec. 23rd, Armory,

Bttkrfliafyttoii,

N. Y.

Tdnean,Felix Klaxton
Open for Clubs and Sunday Nights,
November, December, January, February. Week March qth and later open.

Verdict of prow mad public, biggor kit than tko School Act.

For Add.. 831

E.

93d

Street,

New York

City.

OPEN FOB SUNDAY NIGHTS AND CLUBS.

JAMES
WEEK

DEO.

LUCIA COOPER

OAYETY, INDIANAPOLIS.

tt,

Tel.

'Goo,

THE EITCH1E-HEAEM PANTO

Bltttoh

made mo laugh."

001

a

6489— 70th

Adgie - Her Lions
Featurod attraction on tko SUXLrVAN-OONSIDINE OTJIOUXT.
anent addreas, SIS E. 47th St., N. T.
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sort of Entertainment that

Advances Vaudeville"

CLAY CARTOONIST AMD MUSICAL VIRTUOSO
14 Minutes.
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THE
FAVORITE

IRELAND'S ALL-ROUND DUBLIN ENTERTAINER
With
One

his

like

own copyrighted songs, words and music, and self taught dancer.
On my own
me hard to find; was born in me (1867). Am in good health and doing well.

Address cars VARIETY

Week
When

Dec. 16, Keeney's,

answering advertisement* kindly mention Variety.

New

Britain.

merits for 18 years.

Week

Dec. 23, Nelson, Springfield, Mass.
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Holmea and opens with vaudeville the 16, giving
two shows • night. Grace De Mar baa replaced

a lighted torch, winning all the hsnds.
A. Noble and Cornelia Appy figured with songs
and 'cello solos. Mile. Almeds and Olga ttayden
completed the program.

—

Mabel Illte In the principal female part In "A
Knight for a Day," at the Whitney Opera House.
Tom Barry and Madge Hughes, formerly with
"The Strollers," tried a new act with special
drop at the Grand, Jollet, last week and made
such a decidedly good Impression that they are
booking up for the season. The Bijou, Galesburg,
under the management of F. B. Payden,
111.,
changed Its policy from vaudeville to stock burlesque. Jule Walters has an entirely n<»w act,
employing three people. The Alexandroff Troupe,
RuHsian dancers, are coming from the East to play
Henderson's time In Illinois and Indiana.— Dixon
and Earnest, new act, are playing In tbla vicinity.
Paul Slttner, manager of the North Avenue
Theatre, crushed his foot and la confined home.—
Ward and Froato will dlaaolve their Interests next
week.
Al Ward will do a single "old maid"
apecialty.
Lillian Williams has prepared a monologue for early appearance. Steln-Eretto Troupe
Is coming West.
A vaudeville performance was

—

—

WIGWAM

Brown, Cooper

—

AND CO.

—

—

—

VICTORY

In an original Singing

and Talking Act

"Can You Make Eyes'?"
HEADLINER
At American Theatre, tomorrow (Sunday, Dec. -22)

*

in the heartiness of approval waa the
Moacrop Trio, a female singing and dancing act,
well dressed.
All work nicely together in a>
good arrangement of melodies and steps.
They
won several recalls.
Emll Chevrlel waa programmed, but failed to appear. An un mentioned*
accordionist took his plsce.
The unknown proved
a virtuoso of the Instrument and It required five
selections to satisfy the audience demand.
The
Lawrence Peterson Co.. New Acts.

"From

the Ozarks to the Gulf"

—

CHARLES

—

—

— Wormsley, Brewer and Company tried a new act with four people at the
Teddy Theatre last week. — Taylor and Crawford
are playing dates in North Dakota and Northern
Minnesota. — Morris and Hemmlngway are In the
South. — Leo Cooper and Company In "The Price
of Power" are engaged for a circuit In Wlaconaln.
— Ellwood and Ellwood are journeying In the
Middle States. — Archie Levy, the agent,
on the
alck
and resting at bis home in San Francisco.
era are expected In this territory
—Three
following their engagements in Pennsylvania next
month. — Kdmonds and Monroe are
dates In
Kentucky and Ohio. —The Grand, Milwaukee, under
the management of Tom Bates, closed on account
of poor business. — The managers at Seattle, Wash..
Lyric, Ottawa,

111.

la

list

HODKINS

E.

Amusement Promoter

EMPIRE

at Joplin, Missouri

HIGH CLAS8 VAUDEVILLE

principal Cities of Texas,

NOTE. —Theatres

in

every instance are modern,

with

violating the Sunday closing law,
a Jury trial and the case will be determined during the week. Andrews and Feld
open In Indiana Jan. 6, following their engagements in West Virginia. The Zeroldas are In
the Middle West and Brent and Brent are playing
in the South.
Chris and Jim Qulnn have a new
act with special scenery which they will show
In the Middle West after Jan.
12.— Wm. L.
Baker and (Irace Robinson have booked time in
Ohio and Indiana. Desbro and Snyder expect to
join a burlesque show for the balance of the
season.
The Engfords are arranging future engagements for the West. A number of picture
show houses in the South will be converted for
vaudeville and with other new theatres now
being erected will comprise a small circuit for
Geo. A. Vucovleh, of Pensacola, Fla.
There will
be a small vaudeville house in Pensacola, Montgomery. Birmingham, Sellna. Ala., Atlanta and
about six others in that vicinity.
Several are
scheduled to open Jan. 0. Grotesque Randolphs
will cone West after their LO weeks* engagement
on the K.-P. circuit. Crlmmins and Gore, May
Redelle and her "Village Cut-ups" are booked
for the Coast by Paul Goudron.
Mack and Elliott have separated.
Mack has a new partner
and the act will be known as Wm. H. Mack and
Company. A new vaudeville theatre, playing better class attractions, will be opened on or about
Jan. 30 at Charleston, W. Va
by J. A. Jones
and a local capitalist.
The house will be affiliated in booking with a circuit in Weat Virginia.
The Majestic. Lexington, Ky., closed on account
of poor business.
for

—

—

—

—

TAIIV
1 KID I

Band and Orchestra In attendance

O \J J71/\3

1

:

Charley Siegrist's
Troupe

(Martin Beck, gen. mgr.).— Week
8* Zelle de Lussan was the star of the occasion,
receiving more than the usual limit of applause.
Her approval came from all sections of the house.
Edna Aug was no stranger, thanks to her membership of the Fischer Stock Co. here some years
since.
Miss Aug displayed her usual cleverness,
assisted by n "plant."
She overworks herself,
however, and there was some repetition that
made her closing hit a relief. Ray L. Royce,
character change monologist, was well received,
ss was Alba, Juggler of cannon balls.
Holdovers:
Oklto Family. Henri French. Ren Welch, Viola
Gillette and (loorgo J. Macfnrlane.
(Sid

(irautnan,

mgr.).— Week

WILL OPEN THE LAST OF MARCH.

AFRODI

changed
Were well received,
action.
but having played the limit On their last visit,
some Innovations would have made their welcome wanner.
Barton and .Ashley were the
laughing bit with their melange of eccentricity
labeled "Canal Boat Sal."
Miles and Raymond
also scored with their work along comedy lines.
Morgan and McGarry, a song and dance duo. did
not rank with the two dancing teams that have
lately preceded them nfi the circuit, lacking the
vlni and catchy dressing of their predecessors.
Elverton. the baton spinner, won the honors of
the novelty class.
His closing feature, twirling
|

line

Any Five

Twenty-five Cents Each,

One

for

Dollar

Fifteen great Parodies to select from— "Dreaming," "He's a Cousin of Mine," " 'Neath the Old
Cherry Tree, Sweet Marie," "Poor John," "San Antonio," "Honey Boy," "Everyone Was Meant for
Someone," "Waiting at the Church," "Cheyenne," "My Irish Rosy," "Somebody's Waiting for Ton,"
"Grand Old Flag," "I Wonder if You Mias Me," "When You Know You're Not Forgotten, etc,"

ALL WORK GUARANTEED.

Special price for special work.

EDDIE KELLEY,

Box

P. 0.

Chicago,

404,
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Foreign
8/ lOd.

Subscription,
per Quarter.

be obtained at Samuel French's, 88-84 West 82nd Street, New York.
ARTISTS VISITING ENGLAND are cordially invited to register at "The Stage" offices ImmeThe Editor of "The Stage" will always be pleased to welcome them.
diately upon their arrival.
When an artist has
Advance noticea of sailings and opening datea should be posted to the Editor.
registered at "The Stage" office, which may be regarded as his permanent London address, ail correspondence will be immediately forwarded.
London Offices: 16 York St., Coven t Garden, London, W. 0.
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EXTRA ATTRACTION

tures,
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WITH "CHAMPAGNE

Gotham

SOMETHING

GIRLS" COMPANY.

WeeR

Theatre, Next

POTTER

HARTWELL

and

NEW AND

ADVANCE COMEDY ACT.

ORIGINAL.

SENSATIONAL HIT AT PASTOR'S THIS WEEK.

WEEK

DEC.

23,

KEITH'S, PROVIDENCE, R.

IO

a

Featuring "Emits" in Imitations of a Child.
character that has set the world a-thinking." Boston Globe,

—

oomtor
KID MOT

Sept.

8th,

THE LADY WHO DECEIVED MR. PASTOR.

We
N. B.

— There

is

no

carry our

little girl

When

own

special

in this act.

Two

scenery.

"Emits"

atiMirrring atlm-tisancnt*

is

a

'07.

I.

woman.

Monkeys; Ryan and White,
who have real ability: Tanner and
"The Nugaboo" Lyons nnd Turks, in a

young

(iab'ttl's

dancers
In

Gilbert,
mimical"
Nelson, on the revolving globes,
Daniels, impersonating actor, com;

act;

Goetz and

and

Walter

plete the

bill.

ORPHEUM

(S. M. Mowry. ir.gr.).— Alec nurley
Ills Coster
heads the list here, and goes great.
act, with his exceptionally good company, takes
The
unusually well and Is something new here.
Seven Mowatts, club jugglers, have any oth«»r
I.lnd
act of this kind beaten to a standstill.
Ills

act

Is

very artistic

Morris and Morris, in "Fun»
and well liked.
on n Broom Handle," have an amusing act that
gets laughs, and Brown, Harris and Brown, In
Werden
a knockabout affair, are very funny.
and Taylor, In 111. songs, show excellent pictures
Harry ('. Stanley and Sarah
ami good voices.
L. Cogswell. In a new musical comedy called
"l)er Kappellmelster," are Interesting, but their
Keno. Walch and Melact seems rattier thin.
rose haven't changed their act since they were
»re at Keith's recently, and The Avon Comedy
Both goKobe have the same sketch as before.
Bustveryjwell Indeed and can stand repetition.
neae^blf.
TREMONT (J. B. Sehoeffel. mgr.).— Holdovers
comprise a large portion of the bill this week,
all

headline!**.

May

Belfort, Clifton

Crawford, with a new Kipling recitation, and the
Vlulians,

VARIETY,

St.

Holiday business is but slightly under that or
ordinary weeka at the local variety houses.
The
bills are unusually good.
KEITH'S (II. D. Dupee, res. mgr.).— Valerie
Rergere In "A Bowery Camllle" is high card.
She has an unusually good act, plays It well
and receives cordial appreciation.
She haa alse>
unnsually good supporting players.
Klein, Ott
Brothers and Nicholson, musiclsns, have good*
position and a good act; In fact, exceptionally
good, for their numbers are of much higher class
I'rbanl and Son, In an>
than ordinarily given.
acrobatic act that beats anything Keith has
shown here for years, get great applause. ClariceVance might easily extend her act ten minutes
and even then wouldn't satisfy everyone, for she
sings much better this year than ever, baa some
new songs and the audiences warm up to bar
Mignonette Kokln, with impersonations.
quickly.
Is much better than most.
Her subjects sre new
and pleasing. This la her first appearance here.
AVIlton Brothers, In a comedy bar act; The
operatic selections that wereItalian Trio,
In
very good; Kitamura Troupe of Jap Acrobats;

but they are

elaborate drops.

kindly mention

ERNEST L. WAITT.
VARIETY Office. 278A Tremont

had the crowd guessing.

(Dec. 23).
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BOSTON

THE SPECIAL FEATURE WITH THE SELLS-FLOTO SHOWS

0:

Despite the presence of two strong "dumb" feaeither of which could have started proceedings without detriment, A. De Domeneels, a
trumpeter, was chosen to open the show.
He
did very well.
Itlzel and Atlma submitted their
e«iullll»rlstlc
feats from
the advantnge of an
elevated platform.
In costuming and stage setting this act is fnr above the average.
Their
work was standard.
Lyons and Cullon returned,
bringing the same sketch as last season un-

begun

baa

—

of Aerialists

My Sketches, Monologa and Parodies are the best in the business.
Melodies to words, $10.00.
Song words, comic or sentimental, $10. 00.

ORPHEUM

balladlat.

putting the finishing touches on the interior, s>
work that bad been delayed owing to their Inability
secure
to
permit.— The
the necessary
Central,
a melodramatic house, is ualng two*
vaudeville acta each week.
The S.-C. 'office la
supplying them. Oh the occasion of his closing
at the People'a, Los Angeles, Al. Flournoy waa
called to the stage and presented with a golden
token of regard from the bouse staff, back and
front.
It la said that the Victory management
has under contemplation a stock compsny for the
production of one act burlesques In addition tothen* vaudeville olio.
Sam Sldman baa joined the
Griffith Musical Comedy Co.,
now in stock at
Stockton, Cal., as principal comedian.
Fred Lancaster has also been engaged.
Stanton and Sandberg are playing the Colorado time of the Western
States Circuit. The American
Newsboys'
Quartet left for the Northwest to play the rentage's chain of houses.
Hugh J. Emmett, having played the Unique, San Jose, for SulllvanConsldlne, returned week of 9 to play the Empire In that town for the Western States Cir-

—

and "Idaho."

SAM r KAINCISCO

bow
"The

—

—

NATIONAL

left

TO JOIN

—

—

Has

VENICE, CALIFORNIA

—

.

Ives,

NOTES. — The Empire management

NOTICE!
TP¥«f 1*1 Kf A Q <La,e of THE FLTINC Baldwins)
QUINCY. ILL., for

'

—

mgr.).— Week 9:

—

—

—

and Eeeo

ist,

at every performance.

filling

arrested

res.

College Chums."
The company worka well together and the farce follows more closely along
the lines of legitimate comedy than any stock
production the house has offered.
An evidence of
good judgment waa the introduction of Zinn's
"Dancing Girls" as a separate number lnatead of
(as has often been done) Introducing them In
the comedy to the detriment of the plot.
In the
olio were George Wade, monologist; The U. 8.
Four, a singing qusrtet; The Browns, aerial art-

them that he
In 80 Theatres on the LYHIC CIRCUIT, In the
Arkansas, Oklahoma and Southwestern Missouri.
The year Just finishing has witnessed a wonderful increase In the number of Theatres booked,
and unprecedented prosperity.
Communications should be addressed to CHARLES E. HODKINS at the head offices of the
Lyric Circuit, Joplin, Mo.

now booking

Curtis,

Jas. P. Lee Players msde their Initial
with a bright laugh-winning conceit entitled

desires to extend cordial Holiday greetings to artists and frlerjds, and to Inform
Is

(Hsl.

The

II lily

demanded

paired,
as attested by an
Increased attendance at the new house. This crsck singing trio
offered an entire change in numbers. Including
"Harrlgan," which landed strong.
"Marlutch"
waa a demanded encore. Jacoba and Sardel, comedy acrobata, opened show. Franklin and Llndel,
the girl possessing a voice of exceptional volume,
were well up in the front rank.
Sharing wltb

The Kuhns

—

—

since

The Three Kubna, heavily featured In the
billing.
Despite their consecutive engsgement of
four weeks in this immediate vicinity recently,
their power as drawing cards remains unimby

entitled

—

—

Levey, mgr.).— Week
opening of house, headed

Coleman

(I.
bill

Strongest

0:

—

given at Orchestra Hall on Friday laat for the
benefit of the Hospital Fund of North American
Union.
Those who appeared were Cora Youngblood, Corson Sextet. Steven Fitxpatrlck and Company, Momo's Arabs Troupe, Ralph Cummlngs
and Company, Great Tacious, "Real" Comedy
Four, Walker and Burrell. Oelwein, Iowa, has
a new vaudeville house, giving two shows nightly.
It
la
known as the New Philips. Porter J.
White has a dramatic sketch with which he will
play the Sulllvan-Consldlne circuit this seaaon.
Williams and Healy are booked for the Gus
Sun circuit until February. A small circuit of
cheap theatres Is being formed in Michigan. Rose
ft Pennell, of Grand Rapids, are the promoters.
The houses now open are at Grand Rapids and
Holland, while others are being built at Jackson.
A ll< -trail and Bay City. Neal Van Vallenburg
is arranging time in. the Middle West.
Delmar
and Dexter hav/* assumed the atage management
of the stock burlesque company at the Archer
Avenue Theatre and will supply the material.
Moreland ami Leigh are playing in Indiana and
Illinois.
Henderson's agency now books for the

(Sam Harris,
mgr.).— Week 9:
lions (second week) waa Manager
Harris' strong card.
Just ae well appreciated
on her holdover engagement as before.
The
comedy balance of the bill was maintained by
Allen, Delaine and Allen In a sketch, and George
Hoyt, monologist.
The Utes Roff Troupe of
Russian dancers, distinct novelty and taking
feature
Dothwell Browne and bis well-trained
combination of dancing glrla, added attraction
Adgie and her

really

the

most novel act of

its

kind

«
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PEPRESEMTATIVE ARTISTS

REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS

Big Hit
Everywhere

T
H
E

MINNIE MARX,

WILFRED CLARKE
Predentin* Hit Sketches

"NO MORE TROUBLE"

and "WHAT WILL HAPPEN
Addreti, care Lambs' Club, New York City.

Printing "HIS

DAY OFF."
HARRY JACKSON,

Addroas United Booking

K

FRED KARNO'S Comedians

NEXT1"

Original

A

KLAW & ERLANGER

CIRCUITS.

REEVES.
Representative,

"A NIGHT IN AN ENGLISH MUSIC HALL"
inal "drunk"), "A Night in the Slums of London,"

E
N

IN VAUDEVILLE.

WM. MORRIS.

(with Billie Reeves, the origetc.,

etc.

%

in repertoire.

Grossman
productions copyrighted. Pirates, keep off. Attorneys, House,
and Vorhaus, who have already confirmed all our legal rights.
All

TIME ALL FILLED.

General State Director for JULES MUSKY.
Room 1, New York Theatre Building, V. Y. City.

Office or

THE CHAMELEON COMEDIAN

DID YOU BEE

Mr HYMACK
I

The ORIGINATOR

Will shortly visit

London Comedy Company.

Manager, ALF.

T

Mgr.

of

WHAT VARIETY

Week

DOYLE

AND

GOFORTH
Doc. 16, Lyric, Mobilo, Ala.

SAID ABOUT

Week

("All Right")

Poo. S8, Majestic, Birmingham, Ala.

OF TALK

an ORIGINAL act

MILLS
PHIL
RYAN

America under Mr. PERCY G. WILLIAMS* management
A SMART ACT SMARTLY DRE88ED.

and

KEITH * PROCTOR CIRCUI T.

la

LEW

BULLY'S

non.eneieal narration entitled

"ORATORICAL DISTURBANCES"

and
THE MUSICAL LAUGH MAKERS

Freeman
ThoM

a

refined

'

".*

PERMANENT ADDRESS,

I

Bros.

BARNUM
BULLID

IRCUSPARODIE

medley eingera and danoera who do different styles of dancing.
Vow on the Sullivan
Coming East ooon. Open for Burleiqoo or Vaudeville for next aeaaon.

Conaidino Circuit

W. 26TH

ST., N. Y. 0.

JEAN CLERMONT

r<*5

^•pi

THE ECCENTRIC RECRUITS.

v

Swan AND
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.

.*,**

"On Guard" with W.

B. Watson's Army, playing Orogan and the Sheriff in "Xrausemeyer's Alloy."
Doc. 23-25, Lyceum. Troy; 26-28, Oayety, Albany.
Agents, WESLEY A PINCUS.

LILLIAN HALE &
IN "THE

PHANTOM RIVAL," BY BAOER DEAN.

'

One of the boat laughing akotohoa

FISKE

s

In vaudeville.

Big suooess everywhere.

)

Mc Hi NOUGH

Want to ffo with a show.
Want to write Acts for Other artists.
Want all managers and sgonts to boo
PASTOR'S THIS WEEK.
let

Playing Klaw

2nd.

8rd.

m

their

NEW ACT

In

Is

/>-

Open time

Krlanger Circuit

after April

If

"one," "Denny's Dilemma," st

Per. Address, 753 Jennings St., N. Y. City.

SEYMOUR

and

NESTOR

Have Your Card

JOE COOK

Ckaragtor Songs and Clienjrp*.

Will prasent in January a

120

W.

llSth St..

SCARCITY; namely, an

Nmt

York.

Ptwvno 2470 Mornlngeld*

original juggling act.

When

Original oomedy. original

Juggling, special soenery.

anaiccring advertisement a kindly mention Variety.
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ASSOCIATED WITH

Sutherland

Albert
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INTERNATIONAL VARIETY AOENT,
HOTEL GERARD, NEW YORK.

Vaudeville Booking!,
St.

James Building,

New

York.

SONG BOOKS
THECHAS KHARRI550NGSTER*
|- ABSOLUTELY THE BEST -J
ALWAYS CONTAINS IHt LATEST HITS

$10.00

II

PER THOUSAND^

Immediate Delivery

Chas K Harris
Wesi 51"

si

New York

r/ifijn\\r n.'.Hjd Mouse in rnc kor/u

COHENS

JOS. W.

UNREDEEMED
DIAMONDS

Fine white

16 per oent. lower than
full price paid
lest 5 per cent.

market value.
Exchangeable at
and RETURNABLE ANY TIME,
Diamond Broker

637 PENH ST., READING,
MA6IGAL APPARATUS
of

every

make.

description,

best

Large illustrated

No. 24,
No. 25

Illustrated

15c.

oat.
cat.

FREE.

BAILEY

A TRIPP

P. O.

Box

CO.,

•

460,

CAMBRIDGEPORT. MASS.
over brought here, are the continued acta, all of
then popular ns shown by their reception. Suzanne
Adams is the topllner and seamed to please the
audience,
especially
the upper portions.
She
dressed very artistically ami wss especially attractive personally, but she sang through her
nose ami her upper notes were very metallic and
cold.
Valonl. a European Importation appearing
for the lirst lime here, met with instant success.
lie hud many novelties, including trained pigeo'is
In a balancing feat.
lie Is an addition to vaudeville.
Hsrdeen'a work was cleverly done.
The
resemblance between his act and Houdinl's is remarkably close.
Mile. Chester and her statue
dog have a very attractive net. but not new in
Boston.
Julian Hose has some new Levlnsky
stories, and Collins ami Hart do their "strong
men'* act. in which there is much humor.
(Jay Hunt, mgr.).—The Bohemian
Burlcsqucrs camp here this week, with Andy
Gardner and Ida Nieolai at their head.
Mamie
Kent, a former Howard burlesquer. Is with this
show and got a great reception. The show's olio
comprises The Musical Stewarts, Joe Barton and
Brother on the cycles. Marie Revere, Helen Lawton and Bessie York in a lively batch of songs,
and '"The Msd Stampede."
featuring
Mabel
Carew and Gertie Hayes.
The Howard's own
show Includes Tinman. Felix* and ClaxtOU, a
comedy musical trio of much merit: Hendrlx and
Prescott, singing and dancing; Jennings and Ren
frew In black face and songs; M^athleu, the odd
Juggler; The Namedo Brothers: Charley Farrell;

HOWARD

Hallman and

Collins: Billy Hallman. the former
player; Prof. Dodd and his wonderful dog,
and Ferris and Marks.
Business big.
COLUMBIA (H. N. Farren. mgr.).— Matt Kennedy has the real thing with this show. "High
School Girls," being much better and funnier than
most of the Wheel comedians.
He ia original.
knows his business and compels laughs. The show
Is clean, snappy and well costumed.
In the olio
are The Wlora Sisters. Sutton and Sutton. Young
and Athen In a singing sketch. The Big Four,
comedians and singers, and Malda Dopree, soubrette. and a dandy, too.
Business huge afternoons, fair evenings.
ball

A

STONES
(Stone A Shaw,
The Meadows Comedy Company holds
place In the theatre, putting on "Two Old
Sports," a lively sketch.
The Belford Brother*,
Nora Gibson. Gardiner Brothers and KItHe Hoffman Complete the bill. In the curio hall are
Mile. D'Audlin and Frits, who swallow various
articles; The African Village, and the two largest
oxen in the world.
LYCEUM (Geo. IL Bachellor. mgr.").—The Lid
Lifters are back again with a good show and
some very pretty girls. The olio Includes Collins
and La Belle, dancers; The Eight Moulin Rouge
who can dance; Johnny Jess, character
Girls,
comedian; Zulcika, Boyce and Black, and Mile.
AUSTIN

props.).

—

MUSEUM

first

Degere.

PALACE

(Chas.
H. Waldron.
mgr.).— Rose
Sydelle and her I^ondon Belles drew good nous >s
<AM -n'f*k In *£P>e Prince of Petticoats." with
a fine olio, consisting of Martyime and Company,
in Parisian pantomime that goes well: Woodruff*
Animals; Campbell and Mack. In "The Sculptor."
with the girls as models, and The Cnlted Quartet,
good singing comedians.
The Palace's own bill

8.

—Have

made two toun

crowds.

PHILADELPHIA

«

KEITH'S

With Company's Name, $11.00 per thous'd
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P.

includes Fagan and Merrlam, In an Irish sketch;
Kramer and Beverly, slugers and dancers; Frank
L. Brown, descriptive singer; Pope and Uno the
dog.
Amateur nights here have proven a big
success.
NOTE.—The Hub Theatre is featuring "Ben
Hur" for its leading film here this week, snd
the Premier Is offering "Blue-Beard" to big

By OEOROE M. YOUNG.
(H. T. Jordan, mgr.)— Several new

acts were offered this week. The bill was highly
entertaining and business was all that could be
expected with the Christmas shopping on.
Walter C. Kelly, a local product, was given the headline position and held it down nicely.
Kelly has
freshened up his monologue with some new stories
and his "Virginia Judge" recital has also been
added to, with excellent results. "The Unmasking," a two-scene playlet, was repeated by the
Edwards Davis Company. The sketch, which was
written b ythe pnlicher-actor-author. is one of
merit, but is lacking in vaudeville tlavor.
Kitty
Trauey had her lirst local showing.
New feats
are shown and the act is prettily dressed.
The
Elite Musical Four offer a straight musical act,
playing on numerous instruments, some of which
is meritorious.'
It is a good looking act and was
well liked.
They could improve by slowing up
on two or three of the numbers and cutting out
the worn-out material,
particularly "American
Patrol."
The "Country Choir," which is a bold
copy of "The Village Choir," sang several selecHolden's Manikins proved entertaining for
tions.
the older folks and a big hit for the young ones.
The little string comedians are skillfully bandied
and there Is an attractive program arranged.
Brown and Nevarro, colored, returned with one
or two changes In the act. The opening number,
an Indian song, gives the man a poor start but
he improves later. The comedy acrobatic' set of
the Fllis Now Ian Troupe made its usual good
impression and held down the closing position
of the regular bill in good style.
Dudley and
Chetdyn, who were part of a trio the last time
seen, are back again to their original duo singing
specialty and -Were the best of the early numbers.
The pair have good voleeg and should
work out an act that would call for a better
position on the bill.
The Nohrens Showed a routine of familiar, figures on a double trapeze, unchanged from former visits. The woman appears
.rather heavy for a "flyer" but is cleverly handled by her lighter partner and they have >i
'

showy

act.-

"The Dancing

Belles." four little
girls,
showed improvement In their act sine*'
their initial showing here.
It is a local act and
scored well in au early position.
The Pelots,
comedy juggling, was another. of the early acts.
Josephine Sabel did not appear.
Lowell B. Drew
and Clarence Wilbur and Company are under
(New Arte).
FORREST (Dan Fishell. mgr.).— Mile. Llane
D'Eve was the feature, and the only new act.
Hill ami
Sjlviany
hold
the opening position.
Froetni well deserves his title of "Wizard of the
Accordion," for he extract! more music out >(
this Instrument than ever was thought possible
and the selections offered were classical.
Ida
Puller repeated the favor met with ou her last
appearance. Her act is the most elaborate of any
of the fire dancers seen here, the lightning, electric
and scenic effects being skillfully shown.'
George Brant shifted his talk for his second week.
bat held to the same songs and scored his usual
big bit.
Llane D'Eve was hardly more successful than, the other import od acts seen here, but
deserved' a much larger share of the honors than
she received.
She Is the daintiest of several of
the French chantettsea who have visited us and in
one or two of the numbers which are familiar
here she was well received.
She displayed a
number of very pretty costumes and her changing in view of the audience proved mildly Interesting.
It
Is no discredit
to Mile. D'Eve th;it
she did not make a big hit here.
Tills city
has placed its Seal on foreign artists and nearly
all have suffered the same fate.
Paul Cinquevalll
was another holdover and again proved one of
the hest liked aits on the bill with his juggling
feats.
George Fuller Golden found the Forrest
audience more responsive than has generally
proved for other monologlsts, and his patter
met with warm recognition.
Some of the material used Is new and delivered In his most entertaining style found ready response.
R|ccohono'.4
Trained Horses was the closing number, meeting
with favor..
The announcement that the
Fo: rest would he turned over to a policy play
lug combinations in two weeks may have had
something to do with the light business done durThree or four of the acts were
ing the week.
late for the opening show on Monday and there
was a general shilling around, but a pleasing
show moved smoothly at the evening performance.
.

Baker, mgr.).— When almost
every one of twenty-two musical numbers Is good
for from one to four encores It fixes the conclusion
that there is something unusually meritorious in
This Is
the manner In which they are rendered.
especially so in n burlesque house where it Is

BIJOU (Lewis

often

II.

the argument

that

comedy

Is

the principal

portion of the entertainment.
have always
I
claimed that those who patronize burlesque go to
see the women and the show with a good working
an*' dicing chorus, and principals who km rn^ bow
to v^Si
argument

given

by

e>p
is

a riuln'oer will sho^
l>orne out by the success of the showthis week.

"The New Century Girls"

first part and burlesque and
there averaging about the level of

There are the usual
the

comedy

is

Whcn

K IM

2 1 at, returning from Europe

of Europe since September,

book

ins;

American aots and looking for novelties for America.

the general run of burlesque "bits," but It 1sthe
musical numbers which grab all the honors. There
are so many and all of them handled in such a
clever manner that
the shortcomings In the

comedy

line do not interfere.
The result is a
lively, interesting show; plenty of action and a
well pleased audience.
The first part is credited
to Sam Rice and is called "The Hotel Thespian."
The title may mean anything, for what thread
of a plot there is hangs upon a "mistaken identity" Idea, and there is just enough of it to keep
up a running story between the numbers. May
Belle and Isabelle Hurd, both blonde and pleasing
in
appearance, have the principal roles, with
May Corey and Francis Bishop next in notice.
These four as well as all the other characters
pose as near impersonstlons of prominent stage
celebrities, Miss Belle being enrolled as "Rose
Stall,"
while Miss Hurd Is "Lillian Russell
Wood." A shift in roles would at least carry out
the effect so far as looks are concerned. But each
Is nearer correct than Miss Bishop as "Trixie
Fraganza," which role should be given to Miss
Corey on general appearance.
Tom Barrett as
"Dopey Dan" and Jack Marshall as "Professor
Bar wig" are billed to look like Junie McCree and.
Louis Mann.
Barrett does nearly, but Marshall
does not create the slightest Impression. Charles
Levine's impersonation of "Mansfield Wood," an
actor, is borne out by his introduction of his
wife as "Mah Wuff."
Then there is Jack McCabe, who is made up for Jimmie Russell, and his
chief contribution is noise and a display of undergarments.
Louis Prltzlcow plays "straight"
Ben Rlggs,
and is a big help in the numbers.
who has a small bit In- the. first past, la the- chief
comedy light in the burlesque "A Thief In the
his
manoeuvres
Night," a title which covers
throughout. He handles the role of a tramp with

<

First- Class Film

Rental Service
199 THIRD AVE.,

Gaumont's American Films
foot.
uh cuts
"THE PERSEVERING LOVER"

m

Telephone 2994 Stuyvesant.

rink

ALLEGHENY,

13C6

(Royer

.

Formerly with

YORK.

Max Mars.

Tslephene 4467 88th St.
took many encores.
Rossi's Musical Horse scored
heavily; Carletts, "The Human Dragon," out of
the ordinary
Eddie Leonard and the Gordon
Brothers, good dancing; Grant and Hoag. very
good, Miss Hoag now has a more important speaking part; Welch. Mealy and Montroae get Home
good laughs, out of .their clowning;: the Max
Tburbillion Troupe of Bicyclists close the show
with iT clever act.
GAYETY (Wm. Ballauf.
mgr.). Al Reeves' "Beauty Show." with Andy
Lewis' and Kd Morris, an old Baltimore favorite.
"

;

.

,

—

JOHNNY MBYERS.
BIRMINGHAM, ALA.

THE MAJESTIC

F. Carruthers, gen. mgr.;
mgr.
Monday rehearsal
good; Esmeralda, xlyophone
solos,
good; Marlon and Peart, acrobatic, fair;
Company,
Power
Colette
comedy skit. "The Poet,
the Reporter and the Maid," hit; James F. MacDonald. Kinging comedian, pleasing; Carou am.'
Farnum. good.
THE GAYETY (Harry Yost,
ngr.
Monday rehearsal 10).— Rote Hill English
Folly Company (Rice &. Barton, props.).
The
show about the same as usual. The chorus is
the costumes a little better than the
good,
Gilo:
Idylla Vyner, hit; Rogers and
average.
Evans, good: Tommy White, pleasing; The Four
Ixmdons took the house.

Harry

Hm.

Stevenson,

— ('has.

De

(C.

res.

i'iiiiid,

NAT W. WILLIAMS.
BUFFALO,

N. Y.

The two bouses of vaudeville are both holding
own and putting out strong bills that
catch the patronage.
The burlesque houses are

Kahn, Mgr.).- One of the
season was as follows: Lea
good opening number;
equilibrists,
a
Jardys.
Kitty Johnson, singing comedienne, scored; .las.
Dllks, musical comedian, good; Brindamour, hand
cuff expert, the headllner and created a sensation; Kimball and Lewis, grotesques, very good;
Brooks and Vedder. comedy, a big hit; The Six
Arabian athletes, kept them fast in
Samols
PASTIME (T. P.
their seat! till the finish.
HoPand, mgr.). Vaudeville and stock company;
BRIX.
good attendance.
of

things about their own way and the
TECK (Klaw & Erlanger,
are good.
John R. Oushle. local mgr.). Success

returns

—

ATLANTA, OA.
ORI'HEFM
bills

NEW

BROADWAY,

having

PA.

&

Musical
Balsdon. mgrs. )
Coles, pleased; Sam Howard, good; Schadrlck and
—NOVELTY (Bitter & Martin,
Talbot, pleased.
C. E. ALLEN.
mgrs. ).— Al. Rice, songs, good.

best

OrilofT

their

business.

CASINO

*

Caitore

ness good.

GAYETY (C. L. Walter. mgr.).— "Vanity
Fair" furnished the entertainment, enjoying good

OAUMONT OHRONOPHONE.

Agents for

'

•

.

laugh-provoking results, and each exit, in which
be carries off everything he can lay his hands on,
McCabe helps with the
is good for a big laugh.
comedy, chiefly through noisy work and his use
of the word "Hell" throughout the show Is deThere are other offenders,
noticeable.
cide!?
too.
Old material makes up the greater portion
of the burlesque. Both Miss Belle and Miss Hurd
again show to advantage, the latter appearing In
tights of black, while her initials blaze from her
corsage in glittering tinsel. Fifteen numbers In
the', first part and ten in the burlesque keep the
chorus on the stage most of the time and their
many chapges give thetp little time to discuss
dpring the show what they expect for Christmas
There are a number Of pretty costume*
irrcsents.
and the glrrs make a good appearance, work hard
A novel
and the singing is above the average.
light effect used for one of Miss Hurd's numbers
was repeatedly encored. Francis Bishop gets s
All the men
lot of action into two numbers.
Aside from the profanity
lead numbers capably.
mentioned and a musty reference to Alice RooseI/mls Pritskow gives the
velt, the show is clean.
olio a good start with his singlag impersonations
Tom Barof J. K. Emmet t and W. J. Scanlan.
rett and May Belle repeat their sketch "Only a
Volunteer," In which Miss Belle goes shopping
The act was a big hit.
in a low neck dress.
Levlne and Hurd follow some mediocre comedy
with singing and tight wire walking which
pleased, and novel effects are shown In the illusIt
trated song specialty of Bohannon and Corey.
is a goitd show ami was appreciated.
CASINO (Ellas & Koenig. rngrs.)— With Fred
Irwin's "Big Show" as the attraction a big
week's business was done and generally high
praise .was heard of the show.
TROCADBRO (Fred Wlllson, mgr.).— "The
Broadway Gaiety Girls." Show well liked. Busi-

HEW YORK

AGENTS FOR

(Ben
the

—

—

directors;

Hyams and Mclntyre
is here and good offerings.
presented "Two Hundred Wives," entertaining
act; Carroll and Cook, act for laughing only,
pleased; Flnlay ami Burke, very funny, well received; Qulgley Brothers, return date, doing Just
a beauty and
as well; Staley's Transformation
wonder; Vasce, "The Mad Musician." a great
musical ad. a good hit; Alexandra and Bertie,
tine aerial act; Jewell's .Manikins, the Joy of the
RHEA'S (M. Shea. mgr. Monday rechildren.Edwards' "School Roys and
Jus
hearsal 10).Girls' 1 makes you think of old times; Charles
Leonard Fletcher, Impersonator, one of the best;
Mr. and Mrs. Perkins Fisher, good one-act comedy;
Da rru s Brothers, Hying trapeze, great; Eltlnge,
usual hit and pleased; The Brlttons, colored, eccentric dancers of merit; Zaselle-Vernon Company,
good; "The Military Octette," much applause.
GARDEN (Charles E. White, mgr.).— Clark's
«

"Runaway

BALTIMORE. MD.

(Charles

(Jlrls."

M.

Bragg*,

Strong

olio.

mgr.). -Cy

LAFAYETTE

Flynn and

Art

(Sum M. Dawson. mgr.).— "B.
a very good farce In two acts,

Mason were added features to "The Brigadiers"
with a trio of funmakers In "Cotton Blossoms."

the Specialties are run In during the action of
Ed. Mor
the piece used by "The Rolllckers."
ton's "coon" songs, big hit: Alfred Hall doe*
some good dancing; Jos. K. Watson and Will II.
Cohan sang some new parodies and scored the
hit of the show; Sadie Lamar, graceful little toe
dancer.
All the above do good work in the burThey are ably assisted by Kathryn Pearl,
lesque.
The last named
Eddie itarto and Violet Pearl.
attempts the nervous manner of Eva Tanguay.
m«rHB% a- Tiuf.
,,M
_, yr*
'^..eSflsfls*.
Schanberger. mgr.). The
<F.
C.
Bill here this week Is not as good as those seen
In Belle Blanche Is
the past few weeks.
In
Her Imitations are very good and sh.'
headllner.

(Marcus Mosser, mgr.). The Passion Play Is
BIJOU DREAM (Charles
laving a big run here.
Dempsey, mgr.). The latest novelties in
P.
animated picture* and III. songs to crowded
houses — HIPPODROME (James Atherton. mgr.).
Motion pictures drawing big patronage.
GRAND. Is having Its share of big houses.
GOLDEN PALACE.—The latest to, open on the
Midway. Is pleasing Its sharp of iL.^sWuy.
NOTES. Tiie holiday shoppers are big patrons
of the motion picture shows snd the East Side
houses, of which there are four, are doing a
tine business. -Coliseum Roller Skating Rink of-

MONUMENTAL
Dunne Good*"

is

'

MARYLAND

f^W^

answering advertisements kindly mention Variety.

—

'Hie olio appealed to the house
a strong number.
chorus.
HAPPYLAN1)
singing
line
and
a

—

—

1

1
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BOOKED

WYNN

BESSIE

IdMS, sometimee, com© with company, but inspiration always comet alone therefore sank soma
part of each day to yourself.

XV YAtTDZTXUJL
Direction of ME. B. V. ALBEE.

80LTD.

MANAGERS AND AGENTS INVITED TO SEE

ALI AND PEISER

Great Caicedo

The

KING OF TEE WIRE.

En Route

Address par route or V. T. CLIPPER.

T.

W.

Miner's

EOCEETEIO COMEDY ACROBAT*.

"HIGH JINKS."

WEEK

DEO.

16,

GOTHAM,

H. Y.

RUBE

DeVelde
.

& Zelda

KJTTIE

Welch-Francis

Vrlistic Cquilibriste

Assisted by

BOOKED

Why

you are,
! ! !

A

Direetioa

your

not have a cartoon of yourself or act for lobby* or a diagram of

!

! !

tricks?

Addreaa care VARIETY

this is the best protection

Stupendous Triumph

JACK LETT.

DRAW THEM FOR YOU

I'LL

Iff

CO YUC, BEATRICE and DYKE,

SOLID.

A

Surprise to Vaudeville 1

The Host Gigantic

1

Athletic Novelty

Ever Attempted 1 1

LA VEEN-CROSS AND CO
Produced for the

first

time on any stage at the Novelty Theatre, Brooklyn, Nov. 20th, their Second Edition of "ROMAN SPORTS AND PASTIMES" (copyrighted)
and scored an instantaneous HIT. Nothing like it ever seen before!
As am Athletic Production we hare set a precedent.

WARNING!

Copyrights have been applied for every

little

So

thing that is "stealable."

!

!

YOU

!

!

of the

!

STRONG-ARM

Fraternity keep

Management JACK LEVY.

OFF!

Our Comedian

muR

CLAYTON

LILLIAN

DREW

and

'A Knight in Borne."

Mlepja

4% ^%

C.

RIO.

-»™YAN GOFRE « CORTRELY —
Novelty Balancing- and Posturing.

^BK fje^s.

fM

AL

a

^^

^e*^

Presenting

Address, oare

VARIETY. Ban

Francisco.

JACK BURNETT'S GREAT DRAMATIC COMEDY

HUTCHISONIUSBY CO/The eirlUnlamed
z^nd
A

Good Act.

2 Oood Parts.

One Great Show.

R^adcliffe

Chas. H. Waldron's Trocadero Company.

When answering advertisement*

The Broadway Show

kindly mention

Vahiety.

In Burlesque.

P.

t.—"Think

It Over."

—
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M NATIONAL AMUSEMENT PARK
OPENS

ST.

ITS

OFFICES

ASSOCIATION

THE

IIN

26th Street, New York City, on

JAMES BUILDING, Broadway a nd

JANUARY

1908

I,

Membership has been increasing- rapidly since the organization of the Association on September 18th
This Organization of American Amusement Park owners has already met with splendid success.
and already includes many of the most Important Parks, as well as the smaller parks of the country.
Its advantages to Park Owners, Performers, Concessionaires, and to all interested in vhe development of the Summer
No Progressive Park Manager can afford to be outside of this Organization.
Amusement Park business are so obvious that the slightest acquaintance with the subject will convince you of the desirability of joining this Organization.

last,

WRITE F"OR ROLL PARTICULARS

The Association

also

wants

to hear

from

Bands and other attractions suitable for Park purposes; also from Concessionaires. Address
0. H. OBERHEIDE, Secretary and Treasurer, The National Amusement Park Association, St. James Building, Broadway and 26th

Artists,

—

—

DICKSON.

week.

CAMDEN,

N. J.
(John C. Peebles, res. mgr.
This house is one of the
to those securing bookings through
the United Booking Offices. It was erected by
Dr. W. H. Long, who failed to make show results,
and after a five weeks' trial leased it las'. November to P. F. Nash and I. K. Hodgdon. Improvements have been started and a new front
will be put in, the present one, not imposing,
will be used as the entrance to a moving picture
The house
show, which will adjoin the theatre.
has a seating capacity of 1,500. the prices ranging
10 and 20 for the matinees and from 10 to 50 for
the eveulug. The theatre is located in the southIt is cosy
ern end of Camden, one drawback.
and comfortable, with ample stage room for the
kind of acts played and the usual Keith regulaThe patronage has
tions are rigidly in force.
gradually increased and business is reported as
Manager Peebles has introduced
satisfactory.
some innovations which have met with good results, a card of thanks from the management to
the artist which acQmpanics the salary envelope
The
being one which has been appreciated.
Camden theatre-goers evidently do not want highclass acts, the "slapstick" comedy sketch and
quick-action stuff being the right sort. There was
a good bill of this character this week. The Five
Musical MacLarens. four girls and one man,
unt her and sisters, opened with a musical act.
The quintet shows ability, but is handicapped by
using poor Instruments. The act is no doubt "on
its way" and should work into a pleasing number.
The youngest girl is a clever miss. Mascot the
"Equine King," which has been a familiar animal
feature In vaudeville for several years, followed.
The usual routlue of tricks are shown, the horse
answering by hoof beats. Mascot is an intelligent
animal, and has been doing the act so long he anKatie Kooney started the
ticipates the questions.
laughing.
She sings a couple of songs in an eccentric makeup, finishing with the Imitation of
her father and was well liked. The clowning of
Bert Fitzgibbon of the Fitzglbbou-McCoy Trio
Fitzgibbon should please
found the right spot.
the Camden folks, for his sister laughs at him
and she has been working with him since be was
He should makeup or shave
in knickerbockers.
cleanly to carry out the mischievous boy idea.
Heaves' Manikins followed the Intermission, furnishing amusement for the women and children.
The Otto Brothesrs gave a close imitation of

NEW BROADWAY
&

for Nash
latest added

Uodgdon).

—

PRESIDENT.
VICE-PRESIDENT.

I

their usual act

shown

in the big houses,

and Espe.

Dutton und Espe proved a hit with their comedy
There were also moving
acrobatics and cycling.
pictures, which rounded out a good bill for cheap
vaudeville, and the house should prove a paying
venture with the right kind of acts furnished.
GEORGE M. YOUNG,
Philadelphia Correspondent.

CINCINNATI, 0.
By HARRY HESS.
VARIETY'S Office, No. 107

Bell

Block.

COLUMBIA

Sunday
(Frank M. Ziegler, mgr.
10).— The bill opens with The Three
Itenards, acrobats, and after the Sunday show
Seymour and Hill moved from No. 7 to No. 2
on the bill, which added much strength to the
Avery and Hart, colored team, folilrst part.
lowed; Henry Lee, in "Speaking Likenesses" of
great men, was very good; Howard Brothers, banRice and Sally
entertaining; John C.
Joists,
Cohen, In "A Bachelor's Wife," very good; Farrcll Taylor Trio, good; Ralph Johnstone, bicyclist,
rehearsal

a great act.

STANDARD

(Frank J. Clements, house agent).
—Ron Ton Extravaganza Company. "A Pousse
Cafe" Is the name of the first burlesque, In which
Frances Clare leads the women principals, while

Guy Raw son Is the big comedy hit. The chorus
"The Girl From Mars,"
of 10 girls sing nicely.
The olio had one
the closing skit, very funny.
big number. Rawson and Clare in "Just Kids,"
one of the gems in burlesque; Woods and Greene,
"Hall Room Boys," pleased; Ben Pierce, German
comedian, quite clever; "The Girl With the Red

Mask" danced some and the Kinetograph showed
Next week, Bentz-Santley
two new pictures.
Company.

SECRETARY

Pair of Plums."
Gladys Sears, versatile charDuracter singer, stands out very prominently.
ing lue burlesque a Scotch drill was introduced
by Eva St. Clair, Dorothy Knowles, M Inula Layton.
May Curtis, Tiny Downey, May Gilmore,
Mildred Herman, Violet Duseth. Millie Sherwood,
Sadie Weston and Pansy De Ecker, one of the
best things of its kind in burlesque.
"Wblrlle
Girlie" is spoiled by Violet Duseth attempting
a cooch dance after she did a very neat Spanlsu
dance.
The olio opened with The Seyons, very
good; Gladys Sears, the hit of the show; Three
Famous Armstrongs, bicyclists, extra fine; Louie
Dacre, songs and monologues, got six encores.
Next week, Williams' Imperials.

CLEVELAND,
KEITH'S

(H.

—A

A.

Monday

Willy Pantzer and Company
with their acrobatic work; Jack

is

Reidy
Frank
Whitman accomplishes the feat of dancing and
Currier,

won

singers,

favor;

playing the violin at the same time; Edward
Clark and his Winning Widows, a one-act musical
comedy, made a hit; a novelty was the appearance of George Spink, who sang his own songs;
Lasky's Stunning Grenadiers were well liked;
Cliff Gordon, "The German Politician," gave his
side-splitting speech; Spissell Brothers and Mack
give a good acrobatic pantomimic offering.
LYRIC (H. II. Burnett, mgr. Monday rehearsal
10;
Lopez and Lopez, Spanish instrumentalists,
headliner; Cavana, a clever wire walker; Helen
Canady, ill. songs, well liked; Sam and Ida
Kelly, "Si and Mandy," pleased; Jeanny Andrletta,
singlug comedienne, won favor; Brooks
and Jeanette, "On a Quiet Street," pleased.
KM PI RE (Geo. Chenet, mgr. Monday rehearsal
11 i.
"The Bachelor Club" burlesquers have a
well-costumed and staged show.
The olio: Margaret Ryan, songs and dances, delivered in a
dainty manner; Ahem and Baxter, acrobats, fair;

—

—

Gotham Comedy Four,

hit;

Aida

and Company,

bronze statuary,
very good;
Gertrude,
whistling marvel: Six Lancashire Lasses, dashing act.
STAR (Drew & Campbell, mgrs.
Monday rehearsal 11). "Miss New York, Jr."
Company.
D. HOLCOMB.
living

—

WALTER

DANVILLE,

J.

,

DES MOINES,

—

DENVER.

TEMPLE
10).

II. Moore, mgr.
Monday rehearsal
Devoy and Company in "Dreamland,"

(J.

— Emmet

—

THE GAYETY

H. Hedges, mgr.).—The
Golden Crook Burlesque Company, with John L.
Sullivau and Jake Kllrain as special features,
opened Sunday to packed houses.
The show Is
(II.

good, including a well drilled chorus.
ROYALE
(faille & Kuusky, mgrs.).
A change of program
is given this week, with 111. lectures and songs
EXHIBIT (Wm. Rosento good business.
thal,
prop.).
The Passion Play will be given
The admission price for this
the entire week.
attraction has been raised from three to five

—

LEO LESTER.

cents.

Tivoli Quartet, six encores Monday night;
Francis and Arabs, dancing and acrobatics,
big favorites; Herbert Brooks, magician, well
liked; Linton and Lawrence went big.
Business
excellent.
CRYSTAL (R. S. Gardner, mgr.).—
Lettingwell, Fletcher and Company in "Adam's
Ashes" head, big hit; Herr Jansen and Company,
magicians, excellent; Dan O'Neill, singing and
dancing, big hit; Demoneo and Belle, novelty
act, well received; The Elliotts, musical, well
liked.
Business good.
NOVELTY (Bert Plttman, mgr.). Billy Link and Company head excellent bill, act big hit; Fred Duprez, monologlst
on the style of Ezra Kendall, big hit; Eddie Sawyer, aeriallst, well liked; Fox and Foxle's Circus,

—

Hayes and Wynne, singers and dancers, well

Business good.
NOTES. Linton and
Lawrence are taking the place of Ladell and
Crouch on the Orpheum bill. Miss Crouch is
seriously
ill
here at St. Joseph's Hospital.
Walters and Hill have received an additional eight
weeks on the W. S. V. A. time. They will be
In New York in January.
Eddy Sawyer Is finishing his time on the S. & C. circuit and will be
Last In a few weeks. Musical Rentley Is on his
way East on the S. & C. circuit. Hardle Langdon opened this week on the Colorado end of
W. S. V. A. time. She has purchased property
in the Northwest.
Geo. I. Adams, former owner
of the Crystal circuit, has fully regained bis
health and will spend the winter In Honolulu.
He is In Denver for a few weeks. W. F. Berry
is printing
an entire new set of scenery for

Pollard,
excellent;
comedy
Alf. J. Saunders, monologlst
Al. Tlerney, 111. songs.
Busi(William
Bradley,
LYRIC
L.

return appearance,
juggler, very good;

and vocalist,

fair;

capacity.

— Nickelodeon moving pictures
Sundays, business balance of
NOTE. — Cora
Reck with,

capacity

dium.

—

—

—

Beck,

performance.

mgr.).— Week

gen.

F.

W. CAMPBELL.

EBIE, PA.

FAMILY

(James

Flamant,

mgr.).—The

Bar-

ringtons, comiques, good; Musical Irving, "Dutch"
comedy musical, fair; Askara and Ostepatka. fair;
Wm. G. Green, songs.
GROUNETT.

arranging
Florida,

plays

SHEEDY'S (Chas. E. Cook, mgr.
Monday
rehearsal 10).— Fred Karno's "Humming Birds,"
the headliner of this week's bill, a laughing hit;
Bob aud Tip Company, good; Mable Silvia, 111.
songs, good; Mr. and Mrs. John T. Powers, well
applauded; The Smith-Bowman Trio, colored entertainers, pleased; The Musical Cralgs, artistic
instrumentalists, excellent; Tom Moore, vocalist,
very good.
-PLEASANT ST. (Jas. Mason, mgr.).

— Needbam

and Wood, Irish comedy, good; Harris
Wayman, violinist, fair; Ruth Clark, ill. songs,
good; Mason and Doran, eccentric comedy, very
good.
SCENIC (L. M. Boas, mgr.).— Moving
pictures and ill. spngs. by Sadie Graham.
PURITAN (Hill & Hooper, mgrs.).— Moving
pictures and 111. songs by William Plouff.
PREMIER (B. L. Perry, mgr.).— Moving pictures
and Daley and Marvls in eccentric comedy, very
good.
NOTE.— Manager Perry, of the Premier
Theatre, has given an Invitation to all the school
children In Fall River to attend his matinees
and 80 per cent, of thein have taken advantage
of the opportunity.
E. F. RAFFERTY.
.

VERA

V.

HAAS.

DULUTH, MINN.

EAU CLAIRE,

WIS.

Armond, mgr.).

Maze

Brothers, good acrobatic act; Dillon
pleased with songs; Ralph and Nellie
a passable musical act.
SCENIC
(II. C. Young, mgr.).— June Temple has a clever
singing act; Russell and Russell do some excellent hard shoe dancing; Harry Mnnroe does
chair Juggling;
"Paul Revcre's Ride" It the
headliner.
WILLIAM II. RHODES.

Brothers

Howard have

HAZLETON, PA.

FAMILY.— Kelly and Massey in "Two Kings
and a Queen," very good; the Four SulIIvans, excellent;
Alto and Sylverton, comedy acrobats,
good; Dawson and Whitfield, eccentric comedians,
Clever; Thomas Mack,
songs, pleasing.
ill.
BIJOU DREAM. -Pictures; attendance good.

RAY

BIJOU (Joe Malt land, nigr.t. -Armstrong and
Holly, comedy sketch, very good; Frank Markely,
baujoist, good;
Ed and Rolla White, comedy
sparring, pleased; Rose and Severence, well received; Black and Leslie, novelty song dance and
acrobatic, fair sketch; John McDowell, III. song.
METROPOLITAN (W. L. Longstreet, mgr.).
-"The Nightingales" burlesquers.
SAVOY.—
Moving pictures.
STAR.
III. song and
moving pictures.
ABE.

I'MntK (Wm.

HARTFORD, CONN.
POLl'S (Harry Bailey, mgr.).— Rooney and
Bent are the headliners and are clever; Willie
Weston did Imitations of well-known comedians
and singers; The Marco Twins, very funny;
Watson and Little, very pleasing sketch; The

to

who winters in
her exhibitions at
winter exposition In February.
for

N.

T.

DRUM.

J.

EMPIRE

(A. M. Rriiggeinann. mgr.
Monday
A good Mil Is headed by George
10).
Company In the laughable sketch. "Three
Kind"; The Four Rlanos, comedy acrobats,

rehearsal
Abel and
of a

and

'J*hc

second

Exposition Four, musical experts, divide
others are Carroll ami Baker.

honors.

Hebrew comedians, very good; Griff, English Juggler, pleased;
Ruby Raymond and her Dancing
Roys, good, and The Hakerenkos, Russian Gypsy
dim,

pleasing

JOHN KAY.

act.

Gordon,

BON ELL.

fair.

HOBOKEN,

singing

— Daisy

songs, fair; Le I'cvre and St. John, songs and
dances, good; Eddie Powers, good; Lottie Meaney

and Company,

FALL RIVER, MASS.

week me-

champion
Dubuque, H
the Tampa.

woman swimmer,

HOLYOKE, MASS.

EMPIRE

H\

F.

Murray,

mgr).

"The

1C IK.

Candy Kid," a good show to good houses; 18-20,
"Mardi (Jras Mean ties," the new Wl
*ho«v
under the management of Jack Rydell.
Bijou,
PaUce, Grand and Star, good business.
1

—

—

(Martin

"General" Ed. La Vine, comedy Juggler,
very good and quite a hit; Geiger and Walters,
inusloii, wel» -eceived; Dixon and Anger Company
in "Out West," fair; "Slivers," billed as feature
but not overwell received; George W. Day, blackface, only fair, even less; The Two Vivians, sharpshooting, very fine and well received.
MAJESTIC (Frank Rich, mgr.).— Week 8: Polk and
Martelli, The Ponies, Cutler and Elwood. Very
good show for money, and crowded house every

I>a

IA.

BIJOU (Jake Rosenthal, mgr.).— Eddie Glrard
and Jessie Gardiner, sketch, great; Five Rennee
Family, character singing
sketch,
spectacular

The

—

EL PASO, TEXAS.

ORPHEUM
11-17:

THE

—

Emma

—

Luna Park, Scranton, Pa.
Altro Park, Albany, N. Y.
Boston, Mass.

BRUCE

a dramatic- fantasy, seemed to please; Paul Conchas, the German strong man and juggler, gave
a great exhibition and was liberally applauded.
The real hit of the bill was Homer B. Mason
and Marguerite Keeler, assisted by Henry Traves,
in
"A Hero," a clever one-act playlet; The
Akoulne Trio, musical, were compelled to take
several encores; McNish and Penfold, silence and
songs,
fun,
fair;
Elizabeth
Murray,
dialect
pleased; Le Brun Grand Opera Trio, scenes from
"II Travatore," a hit; John E. Hazzard, monologue (first time here), told some new stories in
different
dialects
pleased.
AVENUE
and
(Drew & Campbell, mgrs.). Pat White and bis
Gaiety Girls gave a good show. The features of
the olio are The Malvern Acrobatic Troupe.

mgr. ).

(Martin Beck. gen. mgr.).— Berzac's

received.

VOYER,

DETROIT, MICH.

DUBUQUE,

Animals head strongest bill of season, act a
scream from start to finish; Gallagher and Barrett in "Battle of Too Soon," big hit; Jas. and
Sadie Leonard. Richard and Anderson in "When
Caesar C's Her," excellent travesty, scored strong-

hit;

I A.

EMPIRE (M. J. Karger, mgr.).—The bill Is
headed by The Five Gaffney Girls, an entertaining singing and dancing skit; Ellnore Jerome,
songs and talks, well received; Burton and Vaso,
whistling comedians, delivered ordinary talk in
ordinary style; Whelan and Searles, Binglng sketch.
mildly diverting; Elvia Bates and Company, "A
Blizzard in Fair Weather," well written and
presented by an adequate company.
Miss Bates
was recently of the Lewis McCord Company.——
LYRIC (I. Ruben, mgr.). Grayce Coyne, singer
and dancer, clever; Gus and Marian Kohl, juggler
and soubrette, very good; ill. songs.

ness

ly;

B. SLOSS,

—

Mantcll's Marionette Hippodrome. The Majestic,
S. & C's new house, will not open until 23.
II. X. B.

ILL.

LYRIC (Fred W. Hartmann, mgr.).—Cora F.
Salisbury, pianologlst, good; "A Woman's Way,"
domestic playlet, 3, good; Lea and Opp, fair;
Rlioda Royal and Statue Horse "Chesterfield,"
great.
F. E. W.

ORPHEUM

LEN
A. J.

HIOOINS, Wonderland Park,

J.

re-

given this
took the

week.
honors

Elsie

A. J.

0.

Daniels, mgr.
of headliners

11).

and

Lagoon, Cincinnati, 0.
PIZZINI, Idlewood, Richmond, Va.

JAMES.

hersal

bill

WEAVER,

J. J.

TREASURER.

and

PEOPLE'S (Jas. E. Fennessy, mgr.).— Parisian
Belles.
Ed West and Lou Morgan appear as two
Germans and carry most of the comedy in "A

.

YORK.

DIRECTORS.

OFFICEE8.

JAMES B. PRATT, United Railways, Baltimore, Md.,
A. S. McBWIOAN, Kenneywood Park, Pittsburg, Pa.,
C. H. OBERHEIDE, White City, Trenton, N. J.,

fera Nellie Douegan and the "Anna Held Skating
Girls" of the Held Company, playing this week
at the Star Palace Rink, Is having fine patrom.ge
tills season and offers many of the fancy trick
skaters as added features. The La Grant Theatre,
a irr-.-r ',Ve»t side theatre of the motion picture
Chlqulta, the clever little
order, in doing finely.
woman, is having good success at the Palace this

NEW

St.,

Partner Wanted
A Good Blackface Comedian for. first-class
comedy musical act. for club and lodge work in
New York City and vicinity.
State all particulars in first letter.
Lots of work and will
not

interfere

with other business.

Address

ED.

CHASE.

Care Variety.

GEO. PRESSL.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

GRAND (Shafer Ziegler. res. mgr.).— "The Im
mensaphoiie" Is somewhat disappointing.
As a
Straight musical act it would be well worth While.
as there are a number of capable instrumentalists
In the company, but as a novelty act it falls
short of expectations,
principally because the
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REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS

REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS

FRANK FOGERTY
Booked Solid

Now

OLYMPIC, CHICAGO.

23,

June, 1908.

Afcrlr

K.

A

Right,

I

The Dublin

Boys?"

Minstrel

P. Circuit

rVlcrVIAMOlM'

BERRY

BERRY

COMEDY MUSICAL DUO.
DEC.

until

"Ain't

Playing the Orpheum Circuit.
ALF. T. WILTON, Agent.

Jrrd

Asian**

3Ilj*

At
V.

-

PORTER MAIDS

44

Jitmnili* ArttBtB

•*

tfrrarnttng a tuntfl Ringing anil flaurtug Bpcrialhj
Address ss per route, or 248 W. 45th

St.,

N. T. City.

"Tom" Kelley

Hct staged by ftcd OUyburn

MAX REYNOLDS
Festered and a

Wg

hit In the vaudeville alt

"PARADD3E ALLEY."

Mill

MgT. B. A.

DUPRE^

PIANIST AT PASTOR'S THEATRE.

F^RED.

PARODIST AND COMEDIAN.

Finishing 20 successful weeks on the Bullivan-Considine Circuit.
For. Address, 460 GLENMORE AVE., BROOKLYN, N. Y.

ROLLER.

De Leo n

("THE GIRL

BLUE")

IN

THE RECORD BREAKER
Acknowledged by press and public. The Queen

LEW

Address

ROSE, Hurtig

<SL

Seamon's 125th

HAROLD KELLEY THE
finishing;

s

solid

year on the Bullivan-Considine Circuit.

TIME ALL FILLED.

A

IN VAUDEVILLE PORTRAYED

Delmore
Oee, what s small stare.

Who

is

the srtist always introducing something

wonder where the mail hox

new I

Who

Address oars

VARIETY.

MAIDA DUPREE
Singing and Dancing Comedienne.

isf

Who

is

HUGHJ.EMMETT
VENTRILOQUIST.
Deo. 2, played s return date at Orauman's National, Frisco.

Ask

WEEK

•High School Girls."

plays return dates at all houses 1

always welcome and commands about the highest salary ever paid s "single" sot on the Paciflo Coast?

Week

ERNESTS

TRAMPOLINE HORIZONTAL BAR ARTISTS,

featured attraction on Sullivan-Considine Circuit.

THE MAGNETIC

Darrell
I

Music Hall, New YorK

St.

A SENSATIONAL EUROPEAN NOVELTY.

MR. and MRS.

Just

Wild Eccentric Dancers

of all

JOHN

J.
An

WELCH

entertaining

comedy

DEC.

23,

- EARL

act in "one," consisting of singing,

LONDON,

N. Y.

MADELINE

dancing and talking.

A SUCCESS EVERYWHERE
Mr. Welch is the author of many popular songs now being sung everywhere.
Booked by Western Vaudeville Association.

Sid.

THE REAL NEWSBOY ACT
*

*V

i

v

/

The
Weeks

Original American

Newsboy Quartet

FAULKNER BROTHERS. LEONARD sad HOLDEN. SINGERS, DANCERS and COMEDIANS.
CAME WEST FOR It WEEKS. HAVE SIGNED FOE 10 WEEKS MOEE WHY! MORE MONEY. All time open
_

•«.

Dec. 23 and 30,

Pantages Theatre,

When

Seattle,

Wash.

answering advertisement* kindly mention VARIETY.

/

after March 7th.
(Keith-Prootor,

Beware I)

"

—

—

VARIETY
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Continued Success to VARIETY and a
Merry Christmas to All

George Felix » Lydia Barry
Hammerstein's Victoria Theatre. Week Dec. 23rd
LITTLE BOCK, ARK.

spectacular effect aimed at la missed.
Ilarry
rate's farce, "Fishing," with Its distinctly English hraml of humor, tickles everybody Immensely,
atid Shean and Warren, with their traveaty of
"Quo Vadls," keep the audiences In snouts of
anA-.fo.'npanT-. g>reacn£- %
called "Between the Acta" that wlut
favor, and the Four Arconls have a novel acrohatlc performance that la excellent In every way.
Emlle Subers, the black-face monologlst, does
nicely.
Ferrero, Italian musical clown, with a
really wonderful dog. scores a hit, and Willie
Zimmerman Is well liked in his Impersonations.
EMPIRE (R. K. Burton, res. mgr.).— May
Walsh carries off the honors as the bright par
Mcular star of the Sam Devere Show.
She Is a
newcomer here, and seemed to strike Empire
patrons as just about right. With a pretty face,
good figure and pleasing voice, she comes pretty
near being just what a burlesque artist should be.
Phil Otl's comedy work is also meritorious, and
the show as a whole gives satisfaction.
The La
Velle Sisters, dancers; The Hunters, eccentric
acrobats; Al Steadman, character comedian, and
Simons and VVarde, entertainers, are all worthy
of mention.
(Edward Shayne, mgr.).
"The Gay Masqueraders" are giving a merry
show at this house. With a well dressed chorus,
containing good singers and dancers, with Sue
Fisher, the female baritone, to lead the feminine
contingent, and with Billy Hart, the comedian, to
carry the burden of the fun, the show moves along
smoothly.
L. W.

WISH TO STATE

I

-T'Oli».«,»i«r"o

.lftllChtaf.
little play

o

MANAGERS

Dick

Jimmy."

fair;

ture.
Caulfield,

monologlst,

"Herald

—

mgr.). Week 9:
fancy skating and races.
tendance.

Good

ARE NOW TOURING EUROPE AND MAKING A BIG SUCCESS.

monologue, well received; Dixon Brothers, musical
grotesques,
took well;
Matthews and Harris,
"Adam the Second," fair; Frances Knight, singing
comedienne, big reception; Fltx's Dog Circus, very
well liked.
M. G. HUESTON.

There

MAJESTIC
well

Which

is

GREAT MISTAKE
in my

a

OFSKY, who was engaged

fine;

KANSAS

BONESETTIS.
6,

'07.

Halsted, scissors artist, novelty.
BUCKING(John Whalleu, mgr.).— The "Imperial BurNOTES.-r-Bertha Kallch, the
actress,
will appear at the
Mary Anderson Christmas week.
The regular
vaudeville program will be resumed the following
Sunday. Amateur nights have proven quite a
success at Hopkins.

HAM

—

N

ARTHUR WITTELSHOFER.
LOWELL, MASS.

HATHAWAY

ORPHEUM

(Martin Beck, gen. mgr.) .— Etlenne
head liner. "A Game of Cards," hit;
.and Company, skit, very good;
('has. and Lilly' Chnrlene, juggling and musical,
good; Chtnko, Juggler,
clever;
W. Jimmaus'
Trained Dogs, Interesting; The Four Dainty
Dancers, graceful; Minnie Kaufman, bicyclist,
daring; Mnnelio and M urn it
Company, acrobats,

Day

(John I. Shannon, mgr.).— Ed. F.
ventriloquism,
great;
The Village
good; Goldsmith and Hoppe, musicians,
went big; Ila Granon, comedienne, very good;
The Three Judges opened the bill and pleased;
Harry and Kate Jackson, "His Day Off." a hit;
Dyers and
Herman, good.
BOSTON (Wm.
Lyons, mgr.).
IUue Cadet Burlesquers, with the
following olio: John and Gllda Cannon, HI Von
Long, Comma and De Myers, Alden Irvln, and

Reynard,

Choir,

—

new Creation
THE BUTTERFLY DANCE

In his

CITY, MO.

Girardot.

Sidney

5

chemnitz, Germany, not.

Quartet easily proved the hit of the
show; Bosanqoet, violinist of much merit, pleased;
Newbold and Carroll, bar experts, show agility
in
that line;
Prelles'
Circus, amused; Sidney
Grant, monologlst. well received; Cartmell and
Harris, mat dancing act; Carmen Troupe of Wire
Walkers, spectacular.
HOPKINS' (Wm. Brelchman. mgr.).— Snyder and Buckley, musical team,
good; World and Kingston, clever act; Teddy
Trio, acrobatic, pleas* d; WIHard Bond and Company, very funny; Harry Webb, monologlst entertained; Eldrldge, sand work, ordinary; Willard
lesquers pleased.
celebrated Jewish

JESTICAM.

DIZ.

ORIGINAL

Manager,
Address Care "Das Programm," Berlin.

at-

mgr.).— Boyd and Yulll
O-Kura Wonders, good; Marie
Lee Walters, clever.

on the part of their manager, EMIL HANDact as an acrobat, but could not fill his position.

ALFRED BONESETTI
THE

fair;

received;

LOUISVILLE, KY.
(Max Friedburg, mgr.).—

MARY ANDERSON
"That"

" THE ORIGINAL BONESETTIS "

Bryce,

(F.

and Company,

an

calling themselves

KALAMAZOO, MICH.
Clark,

is

IMITATION OF OUR ACT IN AMERICA

(Phil

and

JIM.

songs.

111.

BENNETTS (W. D. Elmo. res. mgr.).— Welch,
Francis and Company, "The Flip Mr. Flop,"
cored a laughing hit; Ollle Young and Brothers,
hoop-rollers, very flue; Hal Merrltt, "Poster Girl"

De Vorak,

act

ORPHEUM.—

good business.
Jennen, prop.).— Moving
(John McClure, Jr., prop.).
(F.

The Original 5 Boneseltis

Square

RINK

Adelaide

WONDERLAND

LONDON, CANADA.

Eddie Mack, local cartoonist, fea-

AUDITORIUM SKATING

X'uilen,"*monologlit7"

The Three Keatons, good.
Moving picture* and ill. songs;

hit;

JO-JO
Moving pictures and

JOHNSTOWN, PA.

ordinary; Wilbur Held,
and Alice McAvoy, In

amuHing; Leo and

e

'~T*i7up*inffu,'~^ ifliuTiHr,"" jM»T"k'i.

pictures.

MAJESTIC (L. B. Cool, mgr.).— Charlotte
Parry and Company, in "The Comstock Mystery,"
headline, and very clever it Is.
Agnes Scott and
Horace Wright. In "The Wall Between," have the
daintiest thing in vaudeville.
Apdale's Animals
are fine; Eckert and Berg, a hit; La Petite Mlgnon, In Imitations, decidedly clever. Joe Demlng,
monologue, fair; The Pantzer Trio, contortionists,
wonderful.
PAUK (H. W. Scherer, mgr.).
Deltnore and Graff, songs and dance, promise to
round out Into a good team; Grace Man tell. In
songs,

AGENTS

and

THAT

GAYETY

—

MAJESTIC (Saul S. Harris, mgr.).— Week 9:
Geo. Trump, legless, wire, novel; Amy T. Lewy,
violinist, well received; Ilarry H. Richard and
Company, " Lov A-La-Mode,"

Dec. 23, Keith's Union Square,

New York

Anderson

JOHN

Sisters.

MAHANOY

J.

DAWSON.

CITY, PA.

FAMILY (E. f. McAfee, res. mgr.).—The
presenting "Sweety's Finish," fair;
Avolo and Othello, gymnasts, very good; Blach
ami
MeCone.
knorkahout
acrobats,
pleased;
IIowImmi, imitator and whistler, pleased; Reese
Omega Trio

Rosser,

ill.

songs, very good.

J.

O.

ASHTON.

7.

Edith

MALDEN, MA8S.

SHUBERT

KO0d.

Helena,

(Thoa. II.
Davis, mgr.).—
headliuer. big hit; Simon Gardner

and Company, "The New Coachman," amusing;
The Four Bards, acrobats, good; Bissett and
singing and dancing, good; Mile. Emmy's
Trained Dogs, amusing; Dave Lewis, monologue,
hit; Duffln and Redcay. acrobats, good.
CENTURY (Jos. R. Donegan. mgr.). Colonial Belles,
good show.
Next, Strolling Players.
MAJESTIC (Clint Wilson, mgr.).— Seribner's Big Show,
excellent performance.
Next, New York Stars.
Seott.

—

WANTED

"LID LIFTERS

The Wags,

in

a

comedy sketch,
J.

E.

(Will

G.

Williams,

—Olympic,

Deo. 23

On account

Brooklyn.

Week

Dec.

—Murray

30

NOTICE

of

ill

New

CRYSTAL

New

who have

not had their subscriptions returned, address George Fuller Golden,
York, and said subscriptions will be remitted at once.

GEORGE FULLER GOLDEN.

"SHOVE ME, AND PARAGON
THE GIRL
$1.00 will bring a typewritten copy of this
Men howl. Women scream. Kids yell with laughter.

OF PARODIES

IS

MINE!"
No

to your door.

printed

copies.

MATT WOODWARD,

When

216

W.

40th

MARION, IND.
(Amnions & Dubois,

props.
ReSwain and Powers, Geron bill; Phillips and Hergen.
lever comedy sketch; Dert Turner, Juggler, very
good, but handicapped by small stage;
Irene
White Amnions,
ill.
songs.-— -GRAND
(Sam
Pickering, mgr.
Rehearsal 10). Aubrey stock
Company replaced vaudeville past week.
INDIANA (Sam Pickering, mgr.).— "Yankee Doodle <;irls" Burlesquers, packed house 12.
The
tir-t
burlesque to visit Marlon in two years.

Week
10).
man comedians, best

hearsal

WELL BE SU8PENDED INDEFINITELY.
All paid subscribers

—

KKNNEY.

York.

health and pressing business the publication of

mgr.).— Harry

well
received;
Major,
Juggler,
Kitty
vocalist, took wall; Deverne and Van, instrumental
and vocal, good; Zanfretta and Mansfield, comedy
sketch. "The Crazy Messenger," well applauded;
The Three Alronas, acrobats, good; Magdallne
Kiefer, HI. songs, good.
L. F. WAKEFIELD.

Hill,

" George Fuller Golden's Journal
Saranac Lake,

LIMA, OHIO.

ORPHEUM
Lnkola,

Week

please.

FAULKNER,

received

comedian,

WOODHULL, Manager

H. S.

LEAVENWORTH, KAS.

—

lyric soprano, fair; The Lippincott*, dancers.
liberal applause; Arthur Kigby, minstrel
hit.
NOTE. George H. Irving, resident manager here for the past week, has re,
signed, on account of Illness, In favor of Samuel
L. Tuck of New York City.
Mr. Tuck was for
Dierly a manager for Williams and Walker.
TIIOS. C.
lin*,

(High Rollers.)

SINGING SOUBRETTE— No Specialty or Tights.
CHORUS GIRLS and MUSICAL DIRECTOR.

F AIRPLAY.

ORPHEUM (L. J. Pico, mgr.).— Marguerite
Favar, assisted by Arthur Downing, In "Girl
Pirate," received rounds of applause; Musical
Bentley, renders solos on the xylophone, pleases:
Alice Mortlock and Company. In "How the Fix's
Fixed It," very good.
PEOPLE'S (M. Cunningham, mgr.). A first-class bill that pleases
Is opened by the Musical La Moines, who are well
received; Ben Fagan, blackface, and The Neat
Garrett, trick piano playing, both take well;

99

AUDITORIUM (Samuel L. Tuck, mgr.).— Dorsch
and Russell, The Musical Railroaders, headllners
and Scored a decided hit; Miller and Macauly,
comedians, laughing hit; Karl ami Bartlett, comedy sketcii artist--, good; Den Beyer and Brother,
comedy trick cyclists, well received; Dolly Col-

St.,

answering advertisements kindly mention Variety.

N. Y. City.

'.I:

<

—

L,

MARION,

O.

WETZEL,

0.

FAMILY (II. S. Vail, mgr. Monday rehearsal
Hickman Brothers and Company. "A De10).
tective Detected, M
very amusing; Draper and
Son, clever blackface comedians;

De Aerlen, good

VARIETY
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REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS
It isn't tho
It's tke act

REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS

nam* that make* the
that makaa the aama.

RICE&PREVOST
TeJ
•

"Bumpty Bumps"

*

9

v
TH* MMOVt

w.

JACKSON

FAMILY

WORLD'! MOST MASYKLOT7B OYOLIBTB.

WILDER
tM

w.

PboM*trss

rrth St.,

New

j

Ritterand Foster

THE RING Or IRELAND,

JAMES B.ANDDONOVAN
ARNOLD
RENA
QUEEN 07 VAUDEVILLE.
DOING WELL, THANK YOU.

ALT

T.

WILTON.

ACROSS THE POND.

!

Address care SOMER & WARNER,
Tottenham Court Road, London. Eng.
ALT T. WILTON, American Agent.

1

Agent.

Chris

Marshall
P.

DeWITT-BURNS and
TORRANCE

York*

RiYeraid*,

SCRANTON.
REICH & PLUNKETT, Agent*.
DEC.

16,

POLI'S.

a

JOHN

DEC.

OLYMPIC,

23,

CHICAGO

SALLY

MARINELLI. AGENT.

BalnoaodShaw

- Cohen

Rice

BURLESQUE ECCENTRICS.
indef.

Presenting

GAIETY, SPRINGFIELD, ILL, DEO.

tng-land's
Eccentric Comedii

"The Awakening of Toys."

WEEK

DUCK V08X.

V. T. Hippodrome,

Richards

Presenting

BobMANVan
Osten
WITH THE
THE

•RACE

I

^liHi

WEEK

DEC.

88,

GEO.

TOM

O.

"A Baohelor Wife."
ORPHEUM, NEW ORLEANS.

18.

COMEDIANS AND PRODUCERS,
Of Bam Bcrihner** "Big Show.*'
them laugh because we work in harmony.

We make

S

JANE GILBERT

SOME ACROBATS.
Who

With

Said "Hail to the King"?
In Vaud eville.

MAY TULLY
Week

IN "Stop, Look and Listen"

Deo. 23, Keith's, Columbus.

THE MYSTERIOUS CONJURER

"SILENT" MORA
FREDRenowned
ZOBEDIE
World's

Gymnast.
Booked Solid Until June lit, 1908.

m

,

"MeGuire"

la

"The

Doings of Dr. Loud*;."

Trained Chickens.

In Vaudeville
SIX FEET IN "ONE,"

ROWLAND

Comedy Gymnastic Novelty

The Great Tramp Juggler

Agents.

he

ALLEN CURTIS

Clifton Crawford
Direction

Hallbacks
A

Booked

MERRY XMA8 AND HAPPY NEW YEAR
TO ALL FRIENDS.

CONN, DOWNEY and WILLARD

of

Feature Grahame Stock Company.

LaNoleBros.
REICH & PLUNKETT.

MAURICE DOWNEY

And His Company
At Present

Knockout

solid till Jan.

in the East.
6.

Have Your Card

JOE HART.

Address

in

all

agents.

Variety

"That Eccentric Comedian"
En Route' KentuckvEelles" Co.
OPEN FOR MUSICAL COMEDY NEXT SEASON FOR LEADING COMEDY PARTS.

THE AUSTRALIAN PREMIER VOCAL SOCIETY SKETCH ARTISTS

A

RIVERS
•FOUR

ENCORES

AND

CURTAIN
I'ulla.

North

Am.

44

DIRECT FROM AUSTRALIA
SULLIVAN & CONSIDINE CIRCUIT.

Permanent Address, Car*

N
D

ALF.

T.

WILTON,

Agent, St. James Building,
York.

Now

THE GREATEST SINGING ACT

IN

VAUDEVILLE

TNC SONG BIRDS

Music

of

VARIETY

VICTOR HERBERT

With

WILLIAM BURRESS

Management

When

WILLIAM BURRESS— K. -P.

Circuit

answering advertisements kindly mention Vakiety.

Book GEO.

V.

*•

HOBART

or
THIRTY
ARTISTS

——

—

VARIETY
Marie Snowden, singing and

contortion work;

In

comedienne,

I'arker,

ventriloquist,

and moving

Nelson

(T.

IA.

Downs, mgr.

Sunday and

—

rehearsal 5). Claude Ranf, Joggling
on wire, excellent; R. C. Jarvls, "Kid" comedian,
hit;
Reta Mares, violinist, good.
12-14: The
Teutons, conversation, good; C. I. Lane, the
nT imtn with the twisied talk hit; Eddie Collins,
impersonations, good.
TIIEATORIUM (E. R.
Raymond, mgr.). Moving pictures and ill. songs

—

draw well.
ELITE (Sam Horwlti, mgr.).—
Animated pictures.
Mamie Smith, ill. songs,

NOTES.— A.

G. Gist and D. Hegley.
owners of the Theatorlum, a moving picture
theatre, sold out to E. Raymond, a leading grocer
of the city.
The purchase price was $1,250.
Three new exits are to be cut in the Bijou, the
popular vaudeville house. This theatre will then

KARL

have Beven exits.

INGLEDUE.

J.

MILFORD, MASS.

LYCEUM FAMILY

(S.

B.

Stlfter,

mgr.).— La

Belle Faustina, fair; Cantor and Curtis, excellent;
Mons. Herbert, flue; Frances Avery, hit; Bobby
Wlnstanley, assisted by Bobby, Jr., excellent.
SCENIC (John Francis, mgr.). Moving pictures
and ill. songs.
REYNOLDS' PENNY VAUDEVILLE (M. J. Reynolds, mgr.). Moving pictures
and songs.
CHARLES E. LACKEY.

—
—

MATTER OF RECORD-

,dvanced

THEATRES ARE THE MOST PROSPEROUS

FOUR

Vaudeville
AMERICA

IN

more

to 8

'

people

entertained

than

the

all

other vaudeville houses in that city combined.

RECORD
MAKING

THEATRE

NFW
11 YORK
villi
I

'

plavin8 t0

t^

larg-

est vaudeville business ever re-

corded in the metropolis.

ennnrcj

closing in a Maze
The vaudeville educator

glory.

of Philadelphia.

TRFMflNT

TRIUMPHS

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

Matweef

curiosity;

cited

Hugostan

Troupe

B0ST0N Another S reat success.
Taught Bostonians the vaudeville
-

Majestic Circuit
INTERSTATE AMUSEMENT

Russian Dancers, a bit above usual quality.

STAR

(Ray

Andrews,

General Manager.

IN

THE

Genell,

—

GEO. FIFER.
N.

OARRTJTHERS,

PLAYING MODERN VAUDEVILLE

mgr.).— Mina

NEWARK,

CO. (PROPRIETORS).
I. F.

LEWIS.

comedienne, fair; Howell and Webster, comedy,
took well; Ross Sisters, singers and dancers, good:
Frank Gray, 111. songs, good; Captain Webb's
Educated Seal and Sea Lions, hit.
MAJESTIC.
Dolly Wells, cartoonist, good; Earl W. Vance,
ill. souks, good; Wells Brothers, musical comedy,
good; Kompton ami King, comedy sketch, fair;
Leon and Adeline, woman juggler, fine.

MAJESTIC THEATRE,

MAJESTIC THEATRE,
BIRMINGHAM.

LITTLE ROCK, Ark.

Ala.

Opaoa Monday*.
Dally Matlaaa*.
Popular Prioaa.

Opeai Monday*. Daily Katiaaaa.
Popular Prioaa,

MAJESTIC THEATRE,

MAJESTIC THEATRE,
DALLAS, Texas

PROCTOR'S (R. C. Stewart, mgr. Monday rehearsal 9).
A good bill this week, headed by
Irene Franklin and Burt Green in songs and piano
playing. Miss Franklin's facial expression is great
when used with several of her songs. Emll Hoch,
with Florence Burnsmore and Walter Lewis, produced a laughable little sketch called "Love's
Voting Dream."
Mr. Hoch Is a Newarker and
proved himself a very capable actor.
James
Hanigan, "The Tramp Juggler," amused as ever
with his comedy stunts; The Camilla Trio are
clever comedy acrobats; "Gertralla" worked well
on the trapeze; Mr. and Mrs. Allison, In their
Swedish dialect comedy and singing skit, pleased;
Alsace and Lorraine, musicians of ability with
elaborate trappings and electrical effects; Vlnle
Daly, the veteran dancer, Is still dancing.

—

EMPIRE (Harry Hyams. mgr.).— Campbell and
Drew's Tiger Lilies, with "Charmion'' as an
added attraction, are drawing good houses. Geo.
P. Murphy is one of the principal comedians and
is assisted in entertaining by Marion and Lillian
in a skit, .lack
Irwin In a monologue, Carrie
Bsief and Josie Webb In a sketch entitled "The
Actress and the Maid," and Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Ellsworth In the comedietta "The Silk Stocking."
The two burlettas have good scenery and

Ebey,
mgr.).— Week 0:
Leslie divided feature
Bert divided his with Maud Emery, who,
under Mr. Leslie's tutelage, has become an adept
at mutilating English without forgetting her
clever toe dancing.
The Three Weston Sisters,
musical, pleased; Ulma Sisters, much applause
for clever trapeze work; Omeer Sisters, Lotta
Gladstone, who spoils an otherwise very good
act with an Illy chosen encore, and Le Belle
Oterlta. clever Spanish dancer,
are holdovers;

FT.

WORTH,

Texas

SAN ANTONIO,

Opens fuadaya.
Dally Matineea.
Popular Prioaa.

—

J.

—

Novelty

DOO WILLIAMS.

1.

OTTAWA,
LYRIC

(N.

Texas

Opona Snndaya.
Dally Matlaaa*.
Popular Prioaa.

PlayiBf

Texas

Travailing- Compaale*.
Popular Prioaa.

OUR BOOKING DEPARTMENT IS PREPARED TO FURNISH BANDS, VAUDEVILLE ACTS,
ETC, FOR ALL THEATRES AND OCCASIONS IN THE SOUTH ON SHORT NOTICE.
ADDRESS ALL MAIL TO

CARRUTHERS,

majestic theatre bldg.,

with

—

Waldmann's

girls.

Ottelengul,

(I.ee

Harry Bryant's Extravaganza Company,
William Socio. "The Strong Boy." as the

strengthener, received a cordial reception during
the week.
Two good music burlettas went well,
and the olio, which brought forth Darmodv, the
Juggler; Eight Stella Girls; Lillian Slegr, cornetist:
Elliott. Belalr and
Elliott, acrobats; Billy
Wells, monologist. made up a very good burlesque

show.
ARCADE (L. (). Mumford, mgr.).—
Shepard's motion pictures, ill. songs and specialties.
—NOTES.— Wednesday nights are hits with
the "hook" actors. Tom Grant, the one-legged
clog dancer. Is having a brand new act written
with special scenery, music, etc.
He returns to
vaudeville after an absence of three years.

—

CHICAGO, ILL.

mora,

NEW
HATHA WAYS

(T.

B.

mgr.).— Man-

Baylies,

ager Baylies has provided purely a laughing bill
this week.
Felix and Barry have the audience
wiping away tears of laughter at Mr. Felix's
antics.
Miss Barry wears some becoming gowns
and sings well.
Peter Donald and Meta Carson.
"Alec McLean's Dream." keep them gasping for
breath, for Mr. Donald's Scottish dialect, "puns"
and his "drunken lamp post" are mirth producers.
Miss Carson shows a trim figure in "kilts" and
sings with a pleasing voice.
Coombs and Stone.
"The Last of the Troupe," are winning their
share of applause.
Mr. Coombs has an excellent
tenor voice.
Knight Brothers and Sawtelle sin;,'
and dance themselves into favor, and the comedy
acrobatics of Work and Ower are of the highest
order.
Leon Rpgee'a Imitations of various musical
instruments are perfect.
Ellen Richards, tight
Wire, wins by her good work and chic manner.

come-

F.

BENNETT'S (Gus S. Greening, mgr.).—Willie
lisle
and Buster, juggling, neat and clever;
Dolan and Lenharr, "High-Toned Burglar," good;
Leo CarlUp, mimic, fine appearance, excellent;
Kemps, a novelty; Lasky Quintet, musical, entertaining;
Laura Ordway, comedienne, well received: Burns and Burns, burlesque, laughable.
WONNICKEL (Prof. MeQuarrie, mgr.).
NATIONAL
(Geo. Talbot, mgr.).
Bijou moving pictures, doing
(A. Gagne, mgr.).
good business.
NOTES. Rennett's Unique undergoing renovation. Will give pictures on larger

DERLAND

—

—

OGOR.

PITTSBURG, PA.

Variety's Chicago Office
IS IN

THE

Chicago Opera House Block
Advertisements and subscriptions received

at regular rates.

Newi

will

items

may be forwarded

there,

and

be promptly transmitted.

GRAND OPERA HOUSE (II. Davis, prop.).—
The farce that
Excellent vaudeville this week.
Flo Irwin has, and which (Jeo. Ado wrote, is full
of fun.
It is a satire on total abstinence and Is
very well done, producing lnughs all the time.
Prof. Anclllotl nnd his "mind reading" dog were
a bit; Hart's "Rain Dears," quite a novelty from
a scenic standpoint; J. 1. Morton, lot of new
tiilk
and keeping his hearers laughing all the
time; Quinn and Morton have a novel talking
aet that Is new and deserves the applause; Aurle
Dagwell sings old songs Hint nre Welcome; Gardner and Stoddard, excellent comedy aet; the Five
Plroacoffls, one of the best of Joggling; Abdallab
Brothers are clever gymnasts; Collins and Hawfine

dancing;

terious,"

including

ley,

t

lie

a

BetOUdi Troupe, "mysclever bit of levitntfon;

Bar and Evans and Grotesque Randolphs

RENT=riLMSON FOR SALE
FILMS FOR
ALL THE
LATEST SUBJECTS CONSTANTLY

BEDFORD, MASS.

W.

E.

fair.

scale.

—

JOB O'BRYAN.

Bert Wig-

Brothers,

OTTAWA, CAN.

WACO,

Ala.

Open, Monday*.
Dally Matinee,.
Popular Prioaa.

ILL.

mgr.).—9-11:

"The Music
in
Teacher," very good;
Ramsey Sisters, good;
11-14: Burton, fair; Tom Hefron. fair; The Garcomedy
sketch, fair; Delphlno and Delnellat,

MAJESTIC THEATRE,

LYRIC THEATRE,
MOBILE,

R. New,

gins, . cartoonist, fair; Bowman
dians, good; Jolly and Wild,

MAJESTIC THEATRE,

MAJESTIC THEATRE,
HOUSTON, Texas

E. F.

ists;

I

pretty
mgr.).

(Geo.

Is
underlined.
NOVELTY (Tony
mgr.).
Valdez Trio, clever contortionFrancis Dooley and Company, good;
Savanda, Japanese act, good; Measer, Jones,
Bryant and Mexico, laughing hit; Worth and
Del mar, nicely dressed singing act, made friends;
Jolly Zeb scored.
BELL (Gus Cobn, mgr.).
The Sully Family, featured, well liked In "Boys
Will Be Boys"; The Columbia Four, held over;
Mike Quinn and "Girlie" received share of
applause;
Edwards
Short and
scored;
Edw.
Kellie and Slddone Dixon pleased with clever
comedy playlet; Will Davis started the fun with
a monologue which, while not exceptionally new
nor bright, was well delivered; Harry E. Rlckrode
opened show and proved entertaining on the rings.
NOTES.— It Is rumored that Sullivan A Consldine and the Cohn Bros, will erect a new house
and run It in conjunction with The Bell. Guy
Smith resigned from the management of the

Welch

Lubelskl,

Open* Monday*.
Daily Matineea.
Popular Prioaa.

Daily Matinee*.
Open* Sunday*.
Popular Prioaa.

J.

OAKLAND, CAL.

ORPHEUM

Ben

of

MUNCIE, IND.

(H. Greenwall,
Stars" to capacity
houses on Sunday.
The principal comedians are
Joe Buckley, Harry Emerson and Harry Devlnc.
The combined efforts of the above trio, together
with a peachblow chorus, and Belle Williams,
Maryland Tyson and Virginia Tyson, seemed to
please.
Olio:
Kelso and Groves, comedians, fair;
Sisters Tyson, good; Devine and Williams, fair;
Burn Brothers, acrobats, good; Bob White Quartet,
very good.
O. M. SAMUEL.

"New York

honors.

ORI'HEUM

;

The knockabout dancing

GREENWALL

won out.
mgr.).— Week 8:

finish

Anna Eva Fay and Bert

they never knew.

(O. E. Raymond, mgr.).— Berry and
musical act, moderately funny; Rose De
Haven Sextet, a pretty dancing and singing
specialty; George Wilson, mirth compelling monoMt'laut Trio. Italian street singers, music,
-**#&.
both vocal and Instrumental, excellent; Watson,
Hutchlng8, Edwards and Company, comedy extra vagauza, good; Eugenie Fougere, a decidedly
Frenchy act tempered to Mlddlewest taste, ex-

better set of canines

act as given last season.
Coram Is second only
to Prince.
Kelly and Kent were the hit of the
bill from an applause standpoint.
The Tom-Jack
Trio extract music from novel Instruments. Keno

Philadelphia,
of

A

be the headline attraction.

would indeed be hard to find. The Spanish dancing of La Gardenia merited approval.
Coram
and "Jerry" return with practically the same

and D'ArvIUe opened.

CHICAG0

AliniTHRIIIM
MUUIIUnlUm

Berry,

—

starts off

his

& ERLANGER S

KLAW

i

pleased.

The sketch

proud.

and until Connelly makes
appearance Is highly enjoyable.
In this or
any other Southern city, one meets "Marse Covingtons" by the score.
Mr. Connelly's conception
Is in truth a burlesque.
OasselU's Dogs should
in "rip roaring" fashion

—A

pictures.

BAUMOAETEN.

J.

MARSHALLTOWN,
Thursday

Ado might well be

BIJOU DUE AM.

good.

dancing

BIJOU

31

HAND.

6UCCBS8
OUR SERVICE GUARANTEES
Phono
Manhattan Film Rental Co.
Write.

Phone 6502— Gram.

116 E. 83d

"The

official

or Call.

STREET.

NEW

HART A

YORK.

DAVIS, Mara.

organ of the Australian Theatrical Profession."

"S TAG EL A N D 99
Gives a bright commentary on Drama, Vaudeville. Music. Circus, etc. TO ARTISTS, AGENTS. PUBUSHERS: An advertisement in "STAGELAND" brings you directly In touch with all the Managers
Rates. 6/ per quarter. Cards
and members of the profession in the Commonwealth and New Zealand.
PUBLISHED EVERY WEDNESDAY. Foreign subwith block. 20/ per quarter, payable In advance.
scription 9/ per year.

"NEMO,"

P.

also.
8. C.

PORTLAND, ORE.
'John A. Johnson, mgr.).— Week
Lucretius Leopards, the headline!!, is the best
animal aet seen here; The Buckeye Quartet, vocal
l*ts. scored heavily; Alhnrtus and Altus, eomedy
Jugglers, the eomedy hit of the Mil; Labord and
Ryerxon, 'The Wrong Man In the Right Place."
very laughable; Jlmmie Cowper, monologist. very
good; Fred Bauer, ill songs, pleased.
-grand
(James H. Brrlekson, mgr.). Week 0;
Madam
Naynon's Trained Tropical Birds, return engage
nii'iit.
Immense hit; La Belle Estella and Benor
"The
Dancer
and
Garcia,
the Toreador," excellent; I.ynden and Wren, "She Wanted to Be a
I.eglt." very good; Jack Lyle, monologist. went
big; Mr. and Mrs. Mark Monroe. "The Beauty
Doctor," pleased; Joe Thompson, ill. songs, vc-.-

PANTAGE'H

9:

NICKELODION

aood,

(Jos.

St.

mgr).

Deter,

Motion pictures. "The Life of Christ," second
week, crowded houses.
ORPHEUM AND HIPPODROME (Plllwyn Daniels, mgr.).— Moving pic
tuns and 111. songs.
—NOTES.— Percy DeVore.
past two seasons with Morris and Rowe's firmhas opened Nlekelodions In Maryyllle ami Chlco,
(al.
Charlie Rice, formerly doorkeeper nt Pan
-

,

NEW
ORPIIE1M

ORLEANS, LA.

(Martin

Beck.

gen.

Monday
Orpheum Road
mgr.

rehearsal 1).- Week J):
"The
Show" failed to arouse any degree of enthusiasm.
"The Pride of Martin Beck" was looked upon

as a very gon.1 vaudeville show, hut wasn't considered great by either patrons or critics.
The
latter took occasion to "pnn" Edward Connelly
In "Marse Covington," a playlet of which George

WINSTON'S SEA LIONS
Introducing the famous sea lion "Jockey."

Featured with Barnum

&

Bailey show, season 1007.

tage's.

When

23.

PROCTORS, NEWARK.

answering advertisements kindly mention Variety.

at

the

Grand

In

the

W.

R.

samu
B.

POTTSVILLE, PA.
'•AMIEY
.Tephcott,

DEC.

employed

is

capacity.

(Knnt d nuch- A Hersker. mgrs.r F r ed
mgr.).- The show this week at
Is good from the rise of the

local

the Family Theatre

VARIETY

REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS

RCPRBeONTATIVC ARTI0T8
THE VERTRJXOQUTIT WITH A PRODUCTTOH.

f

*»e.

Ed. F.

REYNARD
And His Famous Mechanical Figures.
WEEK DEO. 23, PROCTOR'S, TROY.

MAY TULLY

I

cV

'

WAMOW

•THE
The

T

rXLLXR."

Ifest talked of

Booked

sol id

Mt

Gartelle Bros.

Ramo

Fred

"A Right la Rnglish
TIMS ALL FILLED.

Co..

Maslo

KATORIAL18/VA
B.

MASON

MARGUERITE

KEELER

PIOTTIS

HOMER

ta
Addrcas car*

XV "STOP, LOOK AMD UTTER."

DRUNK

ORIGINAL

Italian and His Sweatheart

HE

GO.

^^

REEVES

BILLIE

1b Vauderilla.

with the United Booking

Office*.

f . Daly Burgess

Elinore Sisters
in

new

act

In

ORE, Mason

of

1907-1,

alono ono* mora and always
What do you think of that!
toed.

Going

It

entitled

"THE A0TRE88 ARD THE MAID"
Copyright Class D,

XXC.

Direction of

No. 9001.

GEO. HOMAHB.

1TTRRT BLIDR.'

WORK § OWER
ROAD
KEITH A PROC-

Soooom Of 1906-1907, with
Season 1907-1908,

SHOW.

J.

TOR'S.

ALBERT

Representative,

James

St.

8

Eln Ahead la Elnem Amerlkanischen Tingle -Tangle

GAVIN, PLATT

Building*.

and

BURKHARDT
BEN
A

GEO.
Address

MOZART

VAUDEVILLE CLUB, LONDOR, ZRO.

sins;

Playing

XUw A

Erlangar for St Weeks.

PEACHES
Russell s Held

COOK

R.

comedian who oan

Vow

The Dancer

ALF
DEC.

and talk and help to

aw THE LADY MAGNETIC
T.
88,

WILTON,

KEITH

B,

make S good show.

Agent.

B08T0R.

2nd Mason with Williams' "Imperials."

Do yon know me?

JOE COOK

mo and my sot

If not rot acquainted with

THE ONLY

Page

Bert

"THE JUGGLING
Watch

for the

new

KID.'*

act

in

January.

JACK LEVY,

Agent.

"The Comedy Acrobatic Kid."
Always working.

VARIETY.

Address

W. fVERS

GEO.

HE1M th*
CHILDREN
njtova

"PORK CHOPS"
Permanent Address,
White Rats, 1558 Bway., N. Y.

City.

The only act that gets their sndlence on the
impulse of the moment.
Booked Mild ti ll July,
Management CHRIS

1908.

NOVELTY ECCENTRIC DANCER8.
Watch 'am on

ED

A

"FROLICS DT

Marno Trio
European Comedy Acrobats.

RLAW A ERLARGER

CIRCUIT.

THE ADVANCED AERIALIST.

De

marlo

"THE GOLDEN SPIDER"
WILL OPER JAR.

1,

PARIS, FRANCE.

Big*

MASSE
DINING ROOM"

Success

on

"X hsf

LEO

Western

ffot

States

V. Y.

3

Europe's Greatest Wire Artists.

KLAW A ERLARGER CIRCUIT.
Direction HENRY MEYERHOFF.
We

carry special scenery and electrical

effects.

Circuit.

anudder too."

ST.

ELMO

STANLEY and
SCANLON

"'The Musical German."
14 Minutes in "ONE."

"A

Corker in

Cork"

GEORGE ATKINSON

MAX DUFFEK
The Musical Contortionist.

KEITH-PROCTOR CIRCUIT.

JUNO SALMO wiggFn^Farm
KEITH-PROCTOR CIRCUIT.

BROWN,

Ernesto Sisters

the SulliTaa-OonsidlBo Circuit.

NETTIE

and

]

O.

Apply to

THR CHADWIOK

TRIO.

"A COUNTRY
A

rural

comedy

BOYS LUCK"

playlet with original
norel situation!.

ideas sad

ALF. T. WILTON, Agent.

PRINCESS CHINQUILLA
and

"MOTORING.

NEWELL

JERTE JACOBS,

HART TRIO

Bole

RepresentstlTO.

INSTRUMENTALISTS AND VOCALISTS
When answering

Eccentric Musical Entertainers
In an Oddity Entitled
"DID YOU SEE GLADYS 1"
(More anon.)

PRESENTING

advertisementi kindly mention VARIETY.

Usual Success,

Colonial

1

Theatre This Week.

Exclusive Management

MR. ALF. T. WILTON
Suite 920,

St.

James Building

NEW YORK CITY

—

—

,

VARIETY

HARRY

JUST TO
REMIND

YOU

AT THE -LiaCOLN oQUA&E IKEATRZ,

NETS'

OPENS
MONDAY
DEC. 23rd

YO£E, IS CHA8.

P,

"THE BAD BOY AND

GREETINGS
When
sion,

In CHICAGO and
to meet the profesbe sure you visit

SILVER'S PLACE.

BUF-

FET

and FOOD none better.
Spend an evening
at SJT.VRR'S, before or
after
Always
theatre.
Vocal and Instrumental music all the

welcome.

DON'T FORGET

time.

the corner.

cor. Clark and Randolph streets,
stairs.
Look for the name.

"A smart

It's

S.

As Christmas and New Years fall on Wednesday, weekly reports must reach
this office not later than Wednesday P. M., forwarded with Special Delivery stamps

GEORGE

SILVER

LOUIS WESLYN

Author of "TWO MEN AND A BOTTLE," the
hit of Howard Truesdell and Company.
Writer of sketches and songs for Nick Long and
Idalene Cotton, Carter and Waters, Hallen and
Fuller, Willa Holt Wakefield, Lillian Apel, Hearn
and Duncan, Lillian Ashley, Innes and Ryan,
and many others.
farcical

LOUIS WC8LYN
SKETCHES AND BONOS,

Headquarters,

curtain to the fall.
The stellar attraction Tho
Five Lubins, singing and dancing sketch, "Uncle
Joe's Birthday"; Tbe Great Lowe, late of Souse's
Band, received liberal applause; Zlmmer, tbe Juggler, Is a wonder; Gibbons and Magee get their
abate of applause; William Sha lies' singing was
given a rousing send-off.
FRED W. ARGALL.

PROVIDENCE,

CHICAGO, down-

mark of

Grand Opera House,

Indianapolis.

KEITH'S

R. X.
Lovenberg, mgr.).— Mr. and
bead the bill with a good

(Cbas.

Mrs. Sydney Drew
laughable farce, "Billy's Tombstones"; Hawthorne
and Burt, the biggest hit on tbe bill; Rosalre

and Doretto, comedy acrobats, do good work;
Murray Sisters pleased, as did Callahan and St.
George; Happy Jack Gardner, well liked with old
material; The Zanettos have a fairly good juggling act with original comedy.
Others on the
bill were Sabery D'Orsell, fair; Roberts Children,
professional appearance, excellent musicians;

first

McNamee.— IMPERIAL

Trio, and
mgr.).
Hill,

Devoie

—The

I

know

Te

that X build Sketches, Monologue*,
Parodies, etc., of quality.

CHARLES

E.

Vaudeville

WELCH

Contractor.

Per. Address:

COOK'S OPERA HOUSE, ROCHESTER, N.

Y.

MATT WOODWARD

ProProducer; Play, Lyric and Sketch Wrifer.
ducer and co-author of "BUSY IZZY," "ROYAL
CHEF," "JOLLY BARON," Ac.
make a specialty of exclusive GET-BACK
I
SONGS or PARODIES, giving brilliant finish to
an act.

As

only "Budget" is my
and that is boiling over with original
Great Parody: "Shove Me and tbe Girl Is

for

brain,
ideas.

SKETCHES, my

Mine," $1.00.
Studio,

215

W.

49th St.,

Merry

CHARLES HORWITZ,

102 104

W.

88th

N. Y. City.

St.,

—

formers sit up and
blackface comedian,

take
well

MILLER* Manufacturer
of

with the exception of one trick, pleased; Five
Majors, singing novelty, all have good voices and
were well received; Five Musical Spillers are
quite noisy at times but much credit is due
them.
Vno Suppe's "Poet and Peasant" overture makes* an interesting vaudeville number in
hands.
Wincherman's Bears, this act is a
novelty here, although It does not have the dash
of some animal acts; It made a good impression.

their

Theatrical

ORPHEUM
Ann

rlcus

Four Lukens received a deserved
Whittle, very good ventriloquist;
and The Melnotte Twins, liberal
Passion Play," realistic pictures
orpnn music and singing found
audience.
BIJOU
(Updegraff

cialty.

made

New

Mention

York.

applause;

E.

and

"The

favor

incidental
with the

&

Brownell,

—

ex-champion bantam weight pugilist, was handsomely entertained last week by his Reading
friends on the occasion of the visit of "The Old
Clothes Man," in which he is featured.

GEORGE RITER.
ROCHESTER, N.

All work
at short

notice.
St.,

W.

George Whiting

14-16:
Trans-Atlantic
Extravaganza
17-19:
Company, pleasing.
Jack Manchester'*
NOTE. Danny Dougherty, the
CrackerJacJcs.

mgrs.).

and

28d

ovation;

Tel.

100 Chelsea.

VARIETY.

SKETCH WRITER.
Up-to-date writer with up-to-date ideas.
Character, Jewish, Slang, Protean acts, etc
Author: "The Marriage Fee," "For the Lot*
of Mammy," "The Call of the Blood," "Stage
Struck." "Behind the Footlights."
High grade vaudeville acts a specialty.
109 WEST 111TH ST., N. Y. CITY.

COOK'S (Wm. B. McCallum. mgr.).— William
Simms and Company pleased immensely; W. C.
Fields, usual bit; Jack Wilson Trio, good; Volta,
clever;
Frank Fogerty, good; Armstrong and
Clark, fair; Clara Rallerlnl, remarkable; Paulton
and Dooley, excellent.

Price and Massey, eccentric comedians, up-to-date
and went big; Julia Jackson, vocalist, splendid
voice and pleased; N'inth Infantry Band, special
feature and hit of the show; Mile. Alma, baritone singer,
fine;
Madam Rivera and Senor
Rupert, animal trainers, second week and popular;

Diamond

Brothers,

acrobats,

good.

NOTE.

Loper Brothers' picture show gave a special performance of the Passion Play to the Empire
Stock Company and the series was enjoyed by the
entire company. The above picture show is doing
the banner business in the city.

CAL COHEN.

Wanted
Blondes
GOOD ENGAGEMENT.
Call

Room

414,

St.

James Building,

Hew

York.

SANDUSKY,
MAJESTIC
hearsal 10).

and

Company,

0.

Howard, mgr.
Monday reweek Dec. 12: Isabelle Jackson
headllners,
have an excellent

(Joe

— Half

When

fire talking sketch that is a big hit; The Wormser
Tots, two bright youngsters, took well in a German singing and dancing sketch; Dan Randall,
character change artist, good.
DOC.

(ORHfR

CHICAGO, SATURDAY, DEO.

81.

Push-Cart
PUBLIBHED EVERT NOW AH' THEN FOR
SONGS AND SINGERS.
THIS WILL INTEREST TOU.
8END FOR FREE COFT.
WILL ROSSITER.
158 Lake Street, Chicago,

SCRANTON, PA.

Jack Burnett
GRAND OPERA HOUSE, CHICAGO,

—

H.

stock.

In

111.

—

POLI'S (J. H. Docking, mgr.). Grace Van
Studdiford headlines, going big; "Our Boys in
Blue," a revelation, taking exceptionally well;
Wilfred Clarke and Company, tbe laughing hit of
tbe bill with "What Will Happen Next"; Charles
Sweet, -the
musical
burglar,
big
Swor
hit;
Brothers, blackface comedians, very good; Phil
and Nettie Peters, very pleasing; Mr. and Mrs.
Stuart Darrow, a decided novelty.
NOTES. It
is rumored that tbe Family Theatre,
formerly
Sullivan A Consldlne, which has been closed for
some time, will be opened Dec. 23 with dramatic

The "ACTWRIGHT,"

HOLLAND.

S.

SKETCHES.

Any

ORPHEUM

(David Beehler, mgr.).— Harry Detbe man with tables and chairs, good; Flo
Adier,
singing comedienne,
pleased;
O'Brien,
Havel and Kffle Lawrence, "Ticks and Clicks,"
very good; Wlghtman, clay modeler and pastel
painter, very good; Violet Dale, Impersonator, big
hit; "A Night With the Poets," headliner for
this week, one of the best acts that has been here
this year, drew many encores.
FAMILY
(G. G. Lehman, mgr.).—The Three Hutchlnsons,
Grade, Mary and Little Jack; Walter Spencer;
moving pictures and ill. songs.
UNIQUE and
SCENIC (Tierny & Cameron, mgrs.).— Moving
pictures and ill. songs.
CRYSTAL (F. B.
Donahue, mgr.). Moving pictures and ill. songs.
R. E. M.
coe,

THE

—

Still

WRITES
REAL

SIOUX CITY, IOWA.

of

my

160 "clients" will tell you
Z write absolutely

NOTHING BUT HITS
M. STRASSMAN,
BR0ADWAT. NEW YORK.
Attorney, 858

Mr.
In

CHAPIN as LINCOLN
His

Own

SPRINGFIELD, ILL.

—

EMPIRE

(Jno.
Connors,
mgr.). Bates and
Neville, good cycle act, are the feature; Wilfred
and Lottie, equilibrists, perform difficult tricks;
Jessie Hereford,
electric dancer,
pleased; De

Vance

Howard,

and

pleased:

song and dance
Nettie Strand, buck and wing

always a favorite here;

Lillla

The Empire Stock Company.
McCann, mgr.). Kelly and

artists,

ill.

dancer,
songs;

OLYMPIC

(C. J.

Little,

Kellsy,
Geo.
B.
Gardener, May Jones, May Lawson, Jessie De
White. Bessie Skidmore, Ella
Goddard,
The
Olympic Stock Company.
NOTES. The Lyceum, a moving picture house, put on an amateur
night recently to capacity business.
Amateur
nights in moving picture shows being a new thing
here it made a decided hit. A lodge of the
T. II. A. is now in process of formation here.

—

—

C.

F,

NORRBD.

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
Both houses have good bills this week, the attendance at Poll's being of the capacity order,
while the houses at the Nelson were light early
in the week, Increasing in size each day.—
NELSON (C. H. Davis, res. mgr. for Wm. Morris Amusement Co.).
Krelsels Animals gave a
fair entertainment; Sterling and Rennler, sister
act, fair reception; Buckley, Martin and Buckley,

Original

One-Act
Play

"At

The
White

House"
Week

Dec. 9

Orpheum
Theatre,

—

"A Busy Manager."

T.

SAN ANTONIO, TEX.
LYRIC AIRDOME (H. H. Hamilton, mgr.).—

MATTHEW GOLDMAN

musical and dramatic sketch; All Zada, Indian
magician, good
York-Herbert Trio,
comedians

and acrobats, very good; Morel le Slaters, classical
music, were enthusiastically received; Prof. Arthur
Barrett, good.
Half week Dec. 16: The Campbells, in an eccentric comedy musical act, headliners, very clever; Leslie and Williams have rapid

—

Floyd Hopkins, mgr.).—The
well received;
Bertie
Heron
Comedy Four, plenty of laughs;

(C.

were

Romanoffs
pleased;

CLOO

BALLET
SHOES s spe-

W.

GORDON HENRY.

READING, PA.

Boots and Shoes

202

notice; Harry Jolson,
received, bit of the
the act is short and
stunts of this kind,

bill; Baptlste and Franconi,
ia made up of the familiar

—

Care of Mark-Stern Building.

I.

BENNETT'S (J. H. Alos, mgr. Monday reRobertson and Fanchette, singing
hearsal 10).
and a little dancing, did not impress as being entertaining; Mile. Nadje, contortionist, not only
a good close front and back bender, but a clever
acrobat, and the way and speed in which she
executes a routine of flip-flops and one-hand
"spotters" would make some finished brother per-

J.

CHARLES HORWITZ

M. SAMUEL.

QUEBEC, CAN.

N. Y. City.

Sketches from the pen of Horwlts are the best
Author of such hits as "College
in vaudeville.
Days," "Mrs. Murphy's Second Husband," "The
Last of the Troupe." "The Marriage Fee," "Jackson's Honeymoon," "For Sale. Wiggins' Farm,"
and over one hundred successful sketches, mon>
logues, Ac.

(John

Maidens Company
here with a ripping good show, which is mostly
due to Sam Rice, who does good work throughout.
Among the good numbers In the olio are Patti
Carvey; Some Quartet have a novelty act but
would do better with more up-to-date songs;
Trainor and Dale, good; Lulu Beeson. The closing Burlesque, "At Coney Isle," is lively from
the siart. All good songs and appreciated.
P.

S.

Want Performers

Will itoitw's

attached.

E.

place Tor smart people" Is the trade

SONGS

CORRESPONDENTS!

all my friends who har* helped to make
place the moat popular for theatrical folk
The 'same courtesy, the tame unexIn Chicago.
celled cuisine and service
are
your
pleasure.
at

To

my

want

»LANEY'JI SPECTACULAR CHRISTMAS PRODUCTION

SINGING

HIS TEDDY BEARS"

i

33

received a fair return for
their efforts: Le Maire and Le Ma ire, Hebrewparodists, very entertaining;
Chas. B. Lawlor
and Daughters scored heavily; Cbadwick Trio.

Boston
(Second

time

as

headliner at this
houje.)

—

"For Sale Wiggln's Farm," uproariously funny;
Carson Brothers, athletic poses and acrobatic act,
very good.
POLI'S (Gordon
Wrlghter, re*.
mgr. for S. Z. Poll). The Sabakans, good acrobatic turn: Harper, Desmond and Hllilard, very
good; Watson's Farmyard Circus, very pleasing;
Lavelle and Sinclair, a taking act; Julius Steger,
"The Fifth Commandment," big success; Arthur
Whltelaw has a good monologue: Murphy. Nichols
and Company in "From Zaza to Uncle Tom" had
the house in uproars all through the act.
The Bijou. Comlque and Elite are doing well
with pictures.
NOTE.— Dick Bagg. a Springfield boy, took the place of one of the Dillon
Brothers at Poll's last week.
GEO. PRESS!..

WANTED

—

WASHINGTON,

D. C.

NEW LYCEUM (Eugene Kernan, mgr.).— Ed
mond Hayes and the "Jolly Girls" Burlcsquers
are billed this week In the two-act musical farce,
"A Wise Guy." nayes la the chief comedian.
He

portrays

Piano Mover.
hie

Pal,

very

of Spike Hennessy, the
aided by Robt. Arcber as
comical.
James Collins plays tbe

the

He

part
la

answering advertitvmenU kindly mention VARIETY.

ONE NIGHT AND REPERTOIRE COMPANIES.
ALSO A 1 VAUDEVILLE ACTS, Single and Double,

to

Run

80 Minutes.

Pop. 85,000.

FRED'K VAN DYKE, Mgr. Auditorium
PORT HURON, MICH.

Theetre,

MOZART
Vaudeville Circuit.

10— Theatres— 10

FEATURE ACTS ALWAYS WANTED.
All communicetions to Edward Mozart. Main Oflloe,
Family Theatre, Lancaster, Pa.

"

VARIETY
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REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS

REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS
WEEK

DEO. 23— LYCEUM, WASHINGTON.

HCUCK & rCNNCSSVS

SHOW

EMPIRE

ft

DIRECTION W. H. HISS.
Tho Seat atlonal Aorobetia Comedians.

MoNUMBOand
The Peer

Hurl-Fills

af Oomio Aorobata

IMHOF and CBRINRE
IN A STRANG! HOTEL'

WESTON
EMMA
CONTRALTO, THAT'S ALL

Netta Vesta Pete Curley

SUTTON

»TNOXPAX COMEDIAN.

Keith Circuit

The Beknaa Shew,

Address ears

AND

Jaok Singer.
It07-0t.

VARIETY
26 —

Seattle "Times." Not.
"Good fun and clever work
characterise Bush and Elliott's
acrobatic turn, which Is high
claaa and very skillful.
Good
acrobatic work on the vaudeville stage is becoming a matter of course, and the marvelous
is becoming the rule, but this
act belongs In the Coliseum's
own eategoryof 'extra good.' "
ALT T. WILTON, Jigent.

SUTTON

The Rube and the
Living Pumpkin

WEEK

DEC.

LONDON,

23,

TRUESDELL

AL ZIMMERMAN

NOTELTT DANCING SKETCH.

Time

Address,

all

BBSS*

care VAUDEVILLE COMEDY
147 W. 48th St. N. Y. Pity.

BIO VOICE.

Of VAUDEVILLE.

DOT §01"
RIO

LEWMUSICAL
H. SPOOLER
DIRECTOR

"ft

5

Signed

COMEDY CLUB,

I

CO.)

ft

FRANK MAJOR.

Address,

OTTT.

N. T.

-«

BRUN

Le

la

Oat" "Julius Caesar Up To Date."
An Evening with Dickens" "An American Raffles
Assisted by MISS TINA MARSHALL,
Time all tiled tffl June T, HOB.

'A Night

FRED. RUSSELL STUART BARNES

(FRANK MAJOR

AND

EDWIN STEVENS

CLUB,

THAT NATURAL JEW COMEDIAN WITH THE

"Tha Mixer and the Maid."

Character and Singing Oomodisn.

STILL

DIRECTION MAO HAGGERTTB FATHER

N. T.

Coccia I Amato

KLEIN
GEORGE
SHOW.
WITH TH»

Ryan-Richfiold Co.

High School Girls

JIIISTIIrillCllET

"IBS

"IS IT?"

En Route with the

THE TWO EXTREMES

"Why, Kor-Soit-ny"

SINGING COMEDIENNE

Trio

Strongest Binglng Act la Vaudeville.

1907-08 with

Rents Santley

ROBINSON
PARQUETTE

TRIO

X.

ft

WEEK

F.

AX MAYER.

CIRCUIT.

DEO.

16,

Direction

Co,

GEO. HOMANS.
i»

MR.

and
MRS.

John

T.

Powers

VAUDEVILLE "TIT-NTTS."
"•

Agent,

Act.

ALF

MARION

GAIETY, SPRINGFIELD. ILL.

WILTON.

T.

VICTORIA

MagnHoently Costumed.
Management ALBERT SUTHERLAND.

Tyce

Lillian
ORPHEUM

CIRCUIT.

The Really Funny

JAMES
Still

WORLD FAMED

MORTON

J.

AL SUTHERLAND.

Of Rich But Honest Parents.

oa the Theatrical Platform.

m KENT

KELLY

Dunedin Troupe

Direotion

Monologist.

dRIFF

ORPHEUM ROAD BHOW.

L'INCOMPUSHABLE.

SIDNEY FORRESTER
Singing

Comedian

and

Monologist,

DEC.

Introducing

23,

FALLIN-THE-RIVER.

"The Coi tea-monger."
Per. Addreti, care

The

VARIETY.

Now

to

on B.C. Circuit.

the

Hughey Conn as "Dr. Lender," of

BOOKED SOLID TO

WEEK

DEC.

16,

BY MARINELLI.
POLI'S, NEW HAVEN.
1900

CONN. DOWNEY; Wl HARD
ECCENTRIC HEBREW COMEDIAN

THAT LITTLE DUTCHMAN.
Allright,

En Route with

IN "SUPPRESSING THE PRESS."

BOOKED

for the

Blues

HENRY FINK
At Liberty

Comedy or Burlesque.
Address ALBERT VON TILZER,

SOLID.

40

PHIL

DE CHANTAL
TWIN SISTERS

Lou, Allright.

Chas. E. Taylor's Parisian Belles.

A Cure

first to burlesque hoop-rolling and the first
burlesque potato
catching on a fork.
Not
first to get over to America with it, though.

NETTIE

SWEETEST SINGING IN VAUDEVILLE.
"The Two

in

Red," by Junto MoOres.

for Farce

W.

88th 8t., N. Y. City.

GEORGE

EDDIE

THE COLTONS
OPEN FOR FARCE COMEDY OR BURLESQUE.

PETERS
WEEK
A

DEC.

83,

8HUBERT, UTIOA.

Good Singer of Good Bongs.

JOSIE AINSLEY
Direction of

JAMES

J.

MORTON.

Lyons
ENGLI8H COMEDIENNE.
FELIX REICH,

LOUIS WESLEY,

Manager.

Agent.

Time

All Filled
When

Per.

i

Parkes

In a Unique Musical, Singing and Dancing Aot.
Add. all Com. to AARON KE88LFR,

Hammfr.fHn'w Victoria Theatre, New York.

Walter S. u Dickerson
S^ aae
"Senator Stebblas, the
a a

*+

a\

Address ears

-

I

-_

_

Yankee Rube."

VARIETY.

answering advertisements kindly mention Variety.

Address, 859 E.

14th St., N.

Y.

City.

EDITH AND LEE

HANEY,
"The Doll and the Tin

J"

Soldier."

Always Busy— A Feature Everywhere.

VARIETY

•
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PASTOR'S
MANAGERS

THEATRE

VAUDEVILLE

ATTENTION
Do Not Allow Anyone

to

Make Ton

Believe

Percy O.

Continuous, tt A M sts.
St., 84 Av.
NEXT WEEK, MONDAY, DEO. 28. 1907.
UNA CLAYTON AMD COMPANY
MURPHY AMD DUNN
HARRY TH0M80N

14th

LE8 JUNDT8
WILLIAM AMD MELBURN

That There

it

Zamloch Company
The Zoysrras
Flatow and Dunn
Edward Lawrence and

a Scarcity of

Harrington and Martelle
Frits and Otto

CIRCUIT

Vltagrapb

Company

HAYWARDS, CONROY AND COMPANY

Good, High-Class Acts HAMMERSTEINS
in the Vaudeville Field
I

Hats an Abundance

of the Boat Material oa

Can BooK Any Number
ALL

of Theatres

My

Books, at usual, and

My

Office.

CHicRo Of fie. 167 Dearborn St.

1440 Broedwaj. Not York

CIRCUIT

Applications for Tims Must be Addressed to
U. E. BRAY, Booking Manager,
Majestic Theatre lildg.. Chicago, 111.

VAUDEVILLE HEADLINERS

*«»GOOD STANDARD ACTS
If

BARBOUR— He Books the Acts
For vaudeville. Tain and Parks.
Managers, tend for lists. Artists, ssad spsa tune.
Addr—s E. L. Barbour, lit Ls aalls St, Palest*.

nETDlTADleliTD Q

travelling to Europe should take advantage of tbo exceptionally low
*»*• now provailing and in effect until Maxoa list, IMS.
Gall or
for fuU partioulart.

111
Kj
fl.nrlwaaatBBnaaw

^^

PAUL TAUI1G,

104 K*.t 14th

Stre>e>t.

NEW YORK CITY

TsL tOtt Btuyvo.

Edward Morart, Eastors Representative, Lancaster, Pa.

ALPHA VAUDEVILLE CIRCUIT
This circuit

is

LOCAL AND
INTERSTATE BOOKINGS.

Booking flnt class vaudeville sets only.
prepared to guarantee rood acts from twslTS to thirty weeks' oontinuous engagement.

LEVEY A LEVEY,

Main OSes, Victory Theatre, Sutter near Fillmore, San Franoiaoo,

SidJIuson's
V. Clark ssd Kinrie

SID

7.

EU8GN.

CHICAGO
EMPIRE CIRCUIT

CO.,

Playing Is burlesque attractions of the ColumAmusement Company.
Metises every day.

Amateur night Friday.

98 LA BALLS ST., CHICAGO.
Representing first class managers of Eastern sad
vaudeville theatres,
vaudeville headSe nd your open time.
liners, novelties, bit acts.
Address W. P. HENDERSON,
Prop, sad Msnsger.
CHA8. H. DOUTRICK. Asst. Mgr.
P. Q. DOYLE, Representative.

Clifford C. Fischer

The most popular burlesque theatre is Chicago,
the attractions of th* Empire Circuit.
Nothing bet th* best.
Two shows every day.
Amateurs Friday.
playing

The soubrettes

Ullle Newell, who do very well.
The musical
led by the female principals, who
are assisted by a good looking chorus of twelve
girls.
GAYETY (Wm. 8. Clark, mgr.).—The
Behman Show and Frank D. Bryan's Congress of
American Girls is the attraction and the best
show that lias appeared at this house this season.
It is playing to capacity at every
performance.
Begins with the "Passing Review," in which
impersonations are given of well-known actors
and actresses, and proved s winner with the
audience.
Molly Williams as Anna Held, very
clever, and Frank Moore and James
C. Morton as
the Scarecrow and the Tlnwoodman give a good
account of themselves.
The comedians are Pete
Curley, Frank Moore, J. O. MortoS and Mark
Bennett.
Olio:
Mark Bennett, ill. songs, goodCspt. Jacobs' Zouaves give a good exhibition of
mllltsry manouvers; Frank and Marlon Moore,
in "The Singing Boy and the Acrobatic Maid,"
give a good .sketch.
The performance concludes
with a spectacular burlesque. "Hey Diddle Dlddle "
BILLY BOWMAN.

numbers are

WATERLOO, IOWA.
ELECTRIC

(Johnson & Nichols, mgrs.).—Roland Kllfton. banjolsts; Joe Bowman, song
da,lce comed l»n: Harry Sutton, comedian;
£«..
Phillips and Farladean, banjo players; George
Crotty, song and dance; Neola, juggler; Wellinglins

ton

Brothers,

WATERLOO

skaters.

Fair

business.

THB

THEATRE BEAUTIFUL (Frank
mgr.). Will use one week of vaudeville
each month, commencing 23 with this bill:
Faklno's Troupe of Japs, Burke's Musics 1 Dogs.
The Great De Muths, dsneers; John Neff, comedian; Bingham end Gsble. musical artists; Noblette and Marshall, singing and talking; The
Frey Trio, posers; Howard and Germaine, trapeze
artists; Earl and Wilson, sketch.
A. W.
Hurst,

—

WONDERLAND

(H.

W.

Rogers,

mgr.).— The

bill
at Wonderland this week is one of the
Arthur Yale and Company
best of the season.
present a clever sketch, "Willie's Visit," introducing musical imitations, well liked; Edgar
Foreman and Company, a distinct hit in "Their
First Quarrel"; J. M. Golden appeared In readings and was well received; Paul Ladcw won
good applause in his Impersonation of "The Daffy
Dame"; Gilmore and Castle, blackface singers
C. M. H.
and dancers, very good.

WORCESTER, MASS.
POLI'S (J. C. Crlddle, mgr.):—The bill opens
with Marzella and Millay, comedy bar, new tricks,
and were given loud applause; Tom GUlen, songs
and stories, very good; B. Frederic Hawley,
Frances Haigbt and Company, "The Bandit,"
one of the best dramatic playlets that have been
seen here; The Misses Delmore, playing and singing, very good; Mr. and Mrs. Mark Murphy, "The
Coal Strike," a laugh from start to finish, the
Spencer Kelly sod Frederic Rose,
bit of the bill.
one of the best singing tesms that have been
Black Hussars, good
here, and The Fourteen
FRANKLIN SQ. (F. S. Waldo.
musical act.
mgr.).—The bill opens with John Walsh, "The
Man With the Hod." very good; Georgia Gardner
and Joseph Maddern, "Too Many Darlings " well

The Two

and dancers, well
Gallando, clay modeler, very good; Harry
Brown, comedian and dancer, the hit of 1he bill;
Marty Mealy and Beatrice Vance, "A Hestben
Idol." both worked bsrd to plesse and were
called back several times; Osaka Japanese Troupe
were well liked.
W. M. SHERMAN.

liked;
liked;

Sllbors, singers

I
ORPHBUM

V. T.

(Louis

J.

When

Fosse,

res.

mgr.).—

Address

East

New York

PERSONAL

all

letters

to

a

WILLIAMS. ST. JAMES
BUILDING. 2»TH ST. AND BROAD-

PERCY

WAV. NEW YORK CITY

New E mpire
Madison Street Near Halsted

CHICAGO
Handsomest burlesque house la Amerioa, flag*
ing Empire Circuit attractions exclusively.
Shows ohanged every Sunday. Mettaess daily.

NEW STAR
FRANK R. TROTTMAN, Manager.
Handsomest and safest burlesque theatre fa
America. Playing Empire Circuit Shows. Mattase
Every Day.
Visit the new Rathskeller Downstsirs.
The best in the West.

EMPIRE THEATRES
HOBOKCN AND PATERSON,
HIGH CLASS VAUDEVILLE
Address

all

personal letters to

BRUGGEMANM. Owner and Manager,
EMPIRE THEATRE, HOBOKEN. N. J.

A. M.

playing

TORONTO. CAM.,

stop at the

t^* ARTISTS, NOTICE

Fa u rot
ALEXANDRA ROYAL Hotel
SCRANTON, PA.
SIMCOE

188.190

Two-minute walk from

rates.

WHEELING, W. VA.

are

Marie Jansen and

OOTHAM

BEST PLACES TO STOP AT.

ST.

Catering exclusively to the profession.
straight in a pleasing manner.
Stella Gilmore, Maggie Newell,

Boston
Williamsburg

N. J.

i

1440 BROADWAY.
TORS CITY.
Tel. 8487 Bryant. Cable "Control, N. Y."
London Branch: 17 Green St., Leicester Sq.
Cable: "Olympionlc, London."

When

L

John A. Fonnessy, Manager.

Leasee and Msssfsr.

east

Westers

Artists desiring foreign time, call

Harlem

WILLIAM SINGER, MANAGER.

HENDERSON'S
Theatrical Exchange,

State Street near Congress

Bride*.

bia

Carrie* T heat re. Wilmington. DeL
Can close Saturday night and make any city
of Chicago to open Mondsy night.

MXW

FOLLY

CHICAGO.

Sts..

45 Seconds from Clark 8t.

Cal.

Brooklyn

you have an open, week you want to fill st
short notice, write to W. L. DOCKSTADER,

American sad European Vaudeville

Proprietor*.

New York

ORPHEUM
ALHAMBRA
ORPHEUM
NOVELTY

OP HUM CLASS VAUDEVILLE THEATRES
M. MEYERFELD. JR.. Pres.
MARTIN BECK, General Msnsger.
FRANK VINCENT, N. Y. Representstive.
All

WILLIAM MORRIS

THEATRE.

Open the Year Around

ORPHEUM

on 24 Hours' Notice

Houses Receive Equal Treatment in

VICTORIA

AMERICAS M08T
FAMOUS VARIETY

COLONIAL

PLAY

all

Special

theatres.

3 Minutes from Theatres
American Plan
E. BAISLCYe

Rates Moderns*
St.

244 Adams

POLI'S, SCRANTON
AND STOP AT

Rational Rotcl
CHICAGO
HOTEL
SCHADT
EUROPEAN
PLAN.

ROOMS WITH OR WITHOUT BATH.
ALL IMPROVEMENTS.
CAFE CONNECTED.

Cor. Van Burea 8t aad Wabaah Ave.
Half block from Auditorium Theatre. la vtetatw
of all theatres.
Weekly ratea made.

A.

D.

DOOLEY,

OO

Prop.

COMFORTABLE. QUIET

MEDEA
HOTEL
JOHNSTOWN, PA.

R

Half block from Majestic and Cambria Theatres.
Rates moderate.
Rooms with or without bath.
"The House Recommends itself." European Plan.

MONTREAL, CAN.
/VIR8.

RNUFF,

One block from BENNETT'S THEATRE.

J.

Laakey's
success.

F.

"A Night

on a House Boat" a tremendous
best act here in long while.

publication

of

a

Positively

Monkeys pleased; Pauline Rons
and Company in "The Third Test," ordinary.
NOTES.—The Getty Square Theatre opened
Monday with 10-cent vaudeville. Moving pictures
chief feature George B. Alexander, the tramp
monologist and late acting manager of the old
Doric, is living in this city.
Henry Myers, exmanager of the Doric, bss not yet fixed tbe date
for his proposed departure to Honolulu.— Manager
Fosse
of the Orpbeum
contemplating the
is
good;

YOUNG.

Prop.

Harry Breen. the song writer, in bis own songs
scored: Banks and Breazeale Duo. in musical,
friendly received; Friend and Downing, parodies,
liberal applause;
Rado and Bertman, acrobats,
Rafnn's

—

—

anttDering advertisement* kindly mention Variety.

S

7V\

34 City Councillor Street,

weekly

paper
N.

B.

YOUNOSTOWN,

for

his

theatre.

KARFUNKLM.
0.

—

TEMPLE

(Frank 8ourbeck, mgr.). La Centre
Kur, comedy musical act; Elisabeth
Miller, singing comedienne; HI. songs snd motion
NAI'OLBTANO
pictures.
TEATRO
(Louis
Gluck, mgr.). The Chatcbam Sisters, soubrettee;
Viucenso Massari, Italian monologist; Elsie Bert,
dancing girl, snd Nst Lee, comedian.
THB
GRAND (Joseph Scbagrln, mgr.). The Four
Huntings, formerly well known In veudevllle,
opened to capacity in an elaboration of their
sketch called "Tbe Pool House."
and

La

—

—

C. A.

LBBDT.

!
VARIETY
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mmmm

ATTENTION

m

The

!

EVERY ONE INTERESTED

Vaudevill

ituation

SHOULD HAVE A COPY OF
•

HANDSOMELY BOUND
t

All

THE BOOK

i

•

Who Wish

Copies Send

IS

IN

BOOK FORM

NOW GOING TO PRESS

Name and Address to Leo
BOOK WILL BE SENT

Carrlllo,

care ol VARIETY

CLIFFE

f

•*

EUGENE CLINE
Stores Located as Follows s
*

EUGENE CLINE. 59 Dearborn
EUGENE CLINE.

St..

Chicago.

III.

Third and Nicollet Aves.. Minneapolis. Minn.

EUGENE CLINE. 268

S. State St.. Salt

Lake

City.

Utah

EUGENE CLINE.

6th and Olive Sts..

St.

Louis. Mo.

EUGENE CLINE. 1021-23 Grand Avenue. Kansas
City.

Mo.

EUGENE CLINE. 7 7 Superior
1

Ave.. N. E., Cleve-

land. Ohio

EUGENE CLINE. 221

S.

Broad

St.,

Atlanta. Ga.

When

THIRD YEAR IN AMERICA. ORPHEUM CIRCUIT. KEITH'S TO FOLLOW.
A MERRY CHRISTMAS TO ALL FRIENDS.

answering advertisements kindly mention Vakiety.

THAT'S ALL.

•

Thirty-Six Pages

Entered <w eeoond-clatt matter December 22, 1905, at the pott

/

office

CENTS

at

New

York, S. Y., under the act of Congrces of

March

3, 1879.

'

•

TO ALL MEMBERS OF
••

»

(AND ITS AFFILIATED ORGANIZATIONS)

\
I

i

1
:

The
>v

f

AND
•

'

Variety Artistes' Federation of Great Britain
*

k

-

:

•

•

i

v

WHITE RATS OF AMERICA it was
Resolved That in order to carry but the FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLE of our organization, namely: "THE BETTERMENT OF CONDITIONS," we hereby COMMAND all MEMBERS who have a grievano
against a MANAGER, AGENT or BOOKING OFFICE, to at once send in,
At a

regular meeting of the
*

BY REGISTERED LETTER
City,

a

full text of

at a settlement of

to

1553 Broadway,

this office,

New York

said grievance or complaint, for the purpose of

same by

arriving

arbitration or otherwise.

BY ORDER. OF THE ADVISORY BOARD.

HERMAN DESCO,

R. C.

MUDGE,

Secretary
When %naw€rim§ •iv er ti tmm mU

President
kindly mention

Varhtt.

-

I

TEN CENTS

Thirty-Six Pages

VOL.

NO.

IX.,

DECEMBER

3.

MORRIS INCORPORATES
FOR HALF A MILLION
,

Takes First Step

advertisements

have been

engagements on

duct

general

a

booking of

the

cluding

plied:

attractions,

to-

"That does not alter my plans in the
I had no contract to book for the
Cella houses, excepting the American. St.
Louis, and did not anticipate I would be
the booking agent for them.

tion of theatres.

Mr. Morris said he was prepared at the

time

present

to

contracts

offer

Association managers would have, re-

in-

gether with the construction and opera-

25

for

weeks next season, and would immediately proceed to engage acts to supply a new
circuit of that strength.

The incorporators, with the exception
of William Morris, are not important

fig-

ures in the company, but are believed to
represent

the real interests behind Mor-

ris in his

plan to form a vaudeville circuit.

A verbal statement was made by Mr.
Morris this week in reference to the cor«

l«a>t.

hold

"I

a contract

main open."

A

desk has been placed in Mr. Morris'
private office for the use of Geo. M. Levtorney

Mr.

for

He said "William Morris, Inc.,'
commence business on Jan. 1. and

ris'

of the desk has

will

take over

the

corporation

thereafter

will

which

office,

conduct.

latest

company,

am the president and general manager.
Among the stockholders are some very
wealthy men, millionaires, but I am not

There appears
that Mr. Morris

permitted to divulge their names.

view,

I

"It

the

is

step in the plans

first

I

have

any news conI
cerning a new vaudeville circuit would be

before

important just

do not

now

feel it is

ditions to

make

that

to the artist, but I
wise under existing conknown my intentions un-

have been finally
closed and cleared so they will have no
bearing on other propositions to follow.
'One-half the capital of "William Mormatters

pending

til

has been paid
The
no stock for sale.

ris,

Inc.,'

Amusement Company
concern, and

will

and there
William Morris

in.

*is.

an independent
have no business conis

be

to

the

left

returning
the

le

will

Hippodrome.

oi

Monday

night, which he books.

Lmii*

<

'•Il.i

when

what

asked

having iti*posed

"t

ell

the former

every

at

and
the

Cleveland,

entered

a

partnership

in

the

vaudeville

booking business, the agreement taking
The new firm will use
from Jan. 1.
Levy's

West
The

present

42d Street
acts

for

handled

headquarters

at

140

where

city

advertisement

the

(ontract

the Twenty-third

Stivet The-

two Broadway managers liave made
to Harry Leonhardt. the present
offer,*
manager of the house, for his services, it
said.

Leonhardt

up

has built

a

reputa-

tion for himself as an arranger and producer since officiating a* a manager, and

Broadway has heard
Leonhardt

Mr.

of him.

would

future at the theatre

knew
management of
as

far

a,s

the

he

change went into

discuss 'his

not

He

week.

t!ii-

the

sail

when the

hou**e

did

not

The plan
on the
drome.

B. P. 0.

1.

V...

having a

»

mem

a

meeting

special

with an

convened

for

tlr»

appropriately engrave*

week

u'"M watch this
token of esteem.

a-

A

exclusively

by

both

now

more than 100 members un-

Mrviv Levv and Lvken* are well
known New York agents. The name
Levy & Lykens.

position* ha«

Casey,

l.

P.

.it

yet

present

been

ville.
:«•{'

yave Mr

:'

mattagei

;i»

Cohan theatre,
liitii

not

and

f»treet

the

course

new

of

o.

(;••>.

•••!!-

M.

erection

Broadway, but

this

at

baa

been settled upon.

Several

may

have

offer*

Casey, and he
but

in

faseyVi future,
for

!..-

now

be

modeled
Hippo-

production

will

be

the closing piece, called

at-

"The

and presented under the per-

who

also produced the opening spectacular.

'The Cloudburst'' will have 100 people,

and

the

iters
ill

"diving

horses,"

be.sides

high

ami aquatic sports.
A rush of
sweeping overything from its path

divers

be the

finale.

Boston, Dec. 27.

The Wilt<>n Brothers, bar act, left Boston last Sunday without receiving salary
for the previous week played at Keith's.
The act refused to play the Boston Theatre Sunday night, as it would have required two hour-' work to rig up their
They had
apparatus for the one show.
declined an offer of $100 to appear at an-

been

the future

received

mapped

by
out,

be induced to change his sched-

L*p to

in

by

remainder of the Klaw a Krlanger vaude-

A

will

New York

LEFT WITHOUT SALARY.

accepted

charge of the

in

the

of

scenic

large

loudbtirst,"

v

NO POSITION FOR CASEY.
No

SHOW.

sonal direction of Mr. Faetkenhauer,

Christmas

a

program

of

style

tempted

bership of 2,000, presented Mr. Leonhardt.
purpose,

"HIP'S" FIRST

Avolos.

(

Lodge No.

6.

Between the ends a vaudeville
and circus entertainment will be given.
The acts booked for the initial bill
through the William Morris office in New
York are Hagenbeck's Elephants, Baron £
Dogs. Patty Brothers, Mabel Berra, Sharp
Brothers, Hickey
and Nelson and the

ex-

connection.

present

to Kara for 22
opens at Hopkins',

On Monday, Dec. 30, the Hippodrome,
under the management of Max FaetkenUauer, opens with two large spectacles as
the opening and closing feature.

would relinquish

he

effect, but

to leave his

pect

January

Louisville,

atre,

Mr.

juggler

Cleveland, Dec. 27.

Since the announcement of the change

is

being issued

The

weeks.

CLEVELAND'S

LEONHARDT.
of policy at

for CJer-

had

BROADWAY MANAGERS WANT

pat ion

offices.

agents have been pooled and the pair

the firm will be

it

this .side, sailing

is

all

many.
At that time Kara wa^ under contract
with Klaw & Erlanger, but becoming dissatisfied with the "jumps" on the K. &
E. circuit, departed for his home, breaking the contract he then held.
While Kara was on the water, Richard
1'itrot,
his
agent, opened negotiations
with the Orpheum Circuit, resulting in a

«

effect

Mr.

in,

been printed.

LEVY AND LYKENS TOGETHER.
Jack Lew and William L. Lykens have

have listed

Morris,

present

opening

der their management.

Mr.

Friday,

city

it

Mr. Morris would give no information
to results from this source.
He remarked "advertising pays," and that he
had not failed to receive answers from

at

Morris

Mr.

first

istence in course of time."

but

making many moves

is

nection

The
with the new corporation.
-named company may pass out of ex-

doubt

little

reaction.

ful

realize

installation

with the ultimate object of a circuit in
but no information is vouchsafed
for publication, which might have a harm-

made, and I expect shortly to make other
considerable
showing
announcements
progress.

the

arid

been cause! by the increasing amount of legal matters in connection with Morris' ventures.

follow

will

week.

this

;;:•

&.

prepared the incorporation papers for Mor-

will

booking

Brennan, the atMorris.
Mr. Leventritt

entritt. of Leventritt

Cincin-

Washington and Pittsburg*

exclusive

booking Of the American for three vears
from its opening, and i: the theatre opens
shall book it.
I
If I don't it will not re-

poration.

my

the

for

In

Last Sunday the papers in New Haven,
Providence and other New England cities

Morris advertisement

business,

theatrical

out-of-town

in

appeared

first

As the Klaw
& Krlanger vaudeville vacates a town tie

theatres to the Western Vaude-

E.

ft

ville

weekly

printed

papers since the

It

than a month since he threw up

hs.s

was said
K.

Kaia, the higgler, has returned.

Morrl:

carried the announcements.

Amusement Company.
"William Morris, Inc.," was formed this
week with a capital of $500,000 to con-

William

uf

for theatres, either erected or to be built,

nati,

by Incorporating. Includes His Booking Office; No
^ Connection With the William Morris

KARA BACK AGAIN.

MORRIS STILL ADVERTISING.
ne

i

,

in His Proposed Vaudeville Circuit

PRICE TEN CENTS.

28, 1907.

that has not occurred.

other house the

When

same

evening.

work at
was demanded, it was refused, and
the brothers left town without it.
Keith's

the salary for the week's

VARIETY

PROTECTION OF WHITE RATS
OFFERED OMEN OF PROFESSION

W

Artists' Organization Proposes Scheme Whereby
the Women in Variety May be Under Its

The

Wing

Sheltering

St. Louis, Dec. 27.

Louis
Cella
and the Oppenheimers,
forming the American Theatre Company,
have disposed of their theatres, leased

The Sam

&

thy*

The above

circular letter,

MUDGE,
President.

officially

riety branch of theatricals

where the ad-

dress has been obtainable.

The

COURT STOPS "COPY."

Court of Massachusetts, has granted
a preliminary injunction against the use

to have their pro-

The by-laws of the White Rats

women
ship,

forbid that

shall be received into full

and

upon to

this

expedient

has

liamson, and covering the rigging used

A

a week or two.
Freres are now in Mexico.

show

for

The La

member-

Justice Lowell says in his opinion:

been

"In the affidavits and at the argument

hit

cept certain devices alleged to anticipate.

to attest appreciation of services rendered,

testified to

have sent presents to the officers. These
tokens were returned, but they accomplished the opening of the Lodge to women

vague and contradictory language, and was not produced, though it

referred to

may

be

secured at the offices of the White Rats,
1553 Broadway,

New York

.

.

Upon

.

vits I

am

fidavits.

scribed

reading

defendants'

.

were correctly described by
.

.

One

appliance

was

The landscape ought to be pretty

thick-

ly dotted with vaudeville this week.

A

have taken out
either as an individual

artists

speculation or on the

commonwealth

plan.

up in New England
with a farce comedy, booked for ten days
Louis

Wesley

is

of one-night stands.

E. E. Rice

is

guid-

played part of the week in Middletown, N. Y., with a vaudeville company.

Each route takes

in the

two big

holi-

days of the year, which are supposed to
amply sufficient to carry anything

be

through.

of the

Sam

S*.

Circuit

three years
will

be

27.

takes possession

The
29.
Orpheum here runs

Shubert on Dec.

de-

in

yet.*

It is believed

continued

in

the

vaudeville

Shubert,

the

tion of another appliance contradicted the

Infringement

that vaudeville be played for five years.

said to be in existence.

laws of mechanics.
not disputed."

.

.

.

The

descrip-

of

La Freres consisted

in

contract

and had become common property by such usage.

The plans which have been drawn for
new Orpheum in this city will now be
thrown aside.

John G.

Elliot,

the

represented the Curzons in prosecuting the

SLIGHT FIRE AT COLUMBIA.
Cincinnati, Dec. 27.

one of the dressing-rooms at
the Columbia caused considerable excitement among the artists. It did no damage nor delayed the performance. The
Fire

in

The
were quickly extinguished.
blaze was caused by electric light wires.
flames

was

the

rife in the

vaude-

were appor-

agents

tioned a room wherein to gather, discuss

"the

and

try

to

sell

circumference

of

vaudeville

situation,"

their

goods.

the

Since

narrowed a shift about has been contemplated in the agency suite.
A similar
plan was decided upon before Klaw &
Erlanger opened up the flood gates of big
money and bills. That stopped the proceedings until this week, when P. F. Nash,
with his private secretary, L. J. Golde,
moved into the agents' former room, Mr.
Nash announcing the agents hereafter
could not offer wares to managers direct,
but must submit all acts through him.
The agents, driven from their lounging
and business place, found no space or
chairs provided for them.
It is said a
portion of the

room now given over to the

taken for the agents, but
only a wall between the United

artists will be

there

is

Booking

Offices,

the agents and one good

direct shove southward.

When the "agents" booking with the
United are mentioned, two are always exIt is reported these two have
been told they would have their acts accepted, regardless of what might happen,
and the favored individuals were not com-

cepted.

to the "room" while

pelled to resort

was

it

in operation.

Mr. Nash, who has been appointed "the

was more latterly located
an interior compartment in close com-

agents' boss,"
in

munication with the United's general
manager. F. F. Proctor, Jr., now occupies Mr. Nash's former desk and exercises
a supervisory position.

ALL OVER IN PHILADELPHIA.
Philadelphia, Dec. 27.

This week marks the exit of Klaw

&

Er-

"Advanced Vaudeville," the Forrest closing Saturday night.
"The Follies
of 1907" opens Monday.
Manager Dan Fishell, with Treasurer
Dan Cahan and Stage Manager David Allen, who were brought here from the Garrick,

St.

Loui.s, will report to

New York

langer in

Klaw &

next week.

It is

derstood they have been taken care

Erun-

of.

It has not been announced who will be
manager at the Forrest when the theatre
reverts to the Nixon & Zimmerman control.
Thomas Love is spoken of, and Fergie McCusker for treasurer.

STANDS.

ONE AGENT APPRECIATED.

feminine

representative

of

artists,

would not have received an express order
this week for $50 from one of the acts
managed by her.

The sender informed Miss Jacobs in a
was at a loss to know what to

letter he

purchase her for a Christmas

gift

preciation of her services

his

in

in

Minutes from Broadway"
will be minus one prima donna after Jan.
Emma Carus has grown skeptical
11.
about the advantages of seeing the West
at the rate of one town per day in the
"Forty-five

There are some agents who really do
work in the interests of their clients.
This must be so, otherwise Jenie Jacobs,
the

suit.

opposition

industry,

EMMA CARUS "HATES" NIGHT

latter act appeared,

Chicago attorney,

When
ville

a

paratus as the one employed by the Curzons had been in public use long before the

ing a similar organization, and Fred Hallen

The Orpheum

managers booking through
have no place

the United Booking- Offices

langer's

said.

lease on the present

part of the allegation that such an ap-

more
specialty shows

is

af-

is

City.

"HOLIDAY SNAPS."

or

it

Kansas City, Dec.

affida-

not satisfied that the appliances

The defense

dozen

rency,

made by the Shubert Brothers
and United States Amusement Company
(Klaw & Erlanger) having conditioned

was

set forth above.

The "enclosed form"

Had not the present deal been
made, the United Booking Offices would
probably have been appointed.
It is rumored here that Cella was forced
to the disposal of the houses by the
money stringency, and his urgent need
for cash to complete the American. Cella
is reputed to be worth four or five millions, but was hard-pressed for ready cur-

the defendants suggested no prior art ex-

tide over the difficulty.

manner

E. Circuit closed, there

stead.

by the La

to be an infringe-

The move was brought about by many
appeals from variety women, and in a
great number of instances the beneficiaries,

in the

With the K. &

Butterflies."

it

did

appeal to the society for protection or the
adjustment of any grievance, and to that

^

ment of a patent owned by Joseph Wilby
the Curzon Sisters, known as "The Aerial

Frere Sisters, holding

granting the rights of an active member.

independent in the

feel

vaude-

would have been no booking agent for
these houses unless a new one should
The conhave been made with Morris.
tract held by K. & E. contained a clause
which permitted the "Syndicate" to designate whomsoever it pleased to book in its

end have imposed the nominal fee of $5
yearly to enable a certificate being issued

sisters

The

not stated.

a supply through the

secure

yet opened.

trict

temporary injunction to the same purpose was issued by the court in September and prevented the appearance of the
La Freres in Brockton that month, but
was shortly after modified, and that act

fessional

will

is

they continue

if

heimers, excepting for the American, not

Justice Lowell, of the United States Dis-

of an aerial teeth apparatus

which particularly explains
the benefits to be derived by women from
association with the order, does not tell
why it was promulgated.
letter,

The White Rats aim

U. S.

is-

the Garrick

in

Western Vaudeville Association, Chicago.
When the American Company leased
the theatres from Klaw & Erlanger it entered into an agreement with that firm
to accept bookings from them. While the
William Morris office routed the shows
and arranged the bills, Morris did so only
as an agent for K. & E., and held no contract to book for Cella and the Oppen-

Respectfully yours,

sued by the White Rats of America, has
been forwarded to all women in the va-

will be bridged

ville,

fill

Secretary.

Vaudeville will

building.

other theatres,

out the enclosed form and
remit therewith the sum of $5, representing one year's subscription in advance.

DESCO,

now

and stock replace it.
There is an agreement between the
American Company and William Morris
for the agent to book the American. How

tection in the fulfillment of her theatrical contracts.

HERMAN

for the combination

Tate of this city

probably be discontinued

—

(Signed) R. 0.

Louisville,

held

the latter

manager and artist, so as to be the honored adjudicator in any case of dispute.
The order has received many requests from lady members of the theatrical profession who desire to become members of our organization, but as our Articles of
Incorporation debar them, we have decided upon a plan whereby they may gain
our assistance and protection in the pursuit of their calling.
Upon the acceptance of an application by the order, and the payment of an annual subscription of $5 payable in advance the Order of the White Rats of
America will issue a certificate entitling the applicant to its assistance and prodesire to avail yourself of the offer, please

Mary Anderson,

of the Garrick, Columbia and American,

America, and in addition is affiliated with the Internationale Artisten Loge of Germany and the Variety Artistes' Federation of Great Britain. With such strength
and by judicious management the order has gained the "esteem and confidence of the

you

now

at

acts to

offer

Kansas City, has

by the Cincinnati crowd, including Anderson & Ziegler.
A deal has been made with Middleton

—

If

while the

present the agents who assemble at the St. James building daily to

Just

to seat themselves.

Erlanger.

S. Shubert,

been taken by the Orpheum Circuit; the
Shubert, Milwaukee, goes to Kohl & Casis

17, 1907.

To the Lady Members of the Profession.
Dear Madam: As a member of our profession you will be fully cognizant of
the present standing of the order of the White Rats of America, which to-day includes among its members the majority of vaudeville artists of the United States of

—

&

from Klaw

tle,

December

AGENT3 MOVED.

CELLA SELLS OUT.

ap-

Cohan show.
Miss Carus has handed

in her "notice,"

same time notifying M. S. Bentham
t) secure her a few weeks in vaudeville
until she will appear upon Broadway in

at the

a

new

production.

behalf,

and begged her to accept the enclosure
for the selection of a present at his ex-

Thursday,

pense.

Western

Dorothy

Kenton left for
Louisville
where she will commence a

tour.

VARIETY
Mr. and Mrs. Neil Lichfield have deserted vaudeville and are playing lyceum

UniETY
A

engagements.

Abbie

daughter

Their

is

with them.

CO.

New York
4022

Telephone i

1.4023

SIME

i

remain over here for
twenty-three weeks, when he returns to
Europe, where he is booked solid until

Horace Goldin

Tbi-atie Building,

1402 Broadway,

City.

August

38th St.

15, 1911.

When Shean and Warren

Editor and Proprietor.

they

Entered as second-class matter December 22,
1905, at the Post Office at New York, N. Y.,
under the act of Congress of March 3, 1879.

new

a

will present

"Western"

craze.

112).

Representative.

Mack Company,

BARTRAM,

0. C.

49 Rupert

W.

St.,

M.

left

Murray-

the

playing the Sullivan-

is

Considine vaudeville time, having opened
in

PARIS REPRESENTATIVE,
0.

who

Gladdys Van,

LONDON REPRESENTATIVE,

Luo Angeles- Dec.••Mr*

ADVERTISEMENTS.
$25.

Charges for portraits furnished on application.
Special rate by the month for professional card
under heading "Representative Artists."
Advertising copy should be received by Thursday at noon to insure publication in current issue.

piece to be produced

Monday at the Weber Music Hall,
Frank Whitman, "the dancing violinist,"
will appear, booked by Vion & Lowe.
Heras,
has

Heras Family

the

of

sufficiently

commencing Dec.

act at Pittsburg

Grace La Rue has received permission
from Florenz Ziegfeld, Jr., to accept a
month's engagement at the Wintergarten,
Berlin, during March, for which she has
been booked by the Marinelli office.

Mack Company

Goolman,

Joseph

Annual

$4

Foreign
5
Six and three months in proportion.
Single copies ten cents.
VARIETY will be mailed to a permanent address or as per route as desired.

VARIETY may be had Abroad at
INTERNATIONAL NEWS CO.'S OFFICES
Breams Building, Chancery Lane,
LONDON, E. C, ENGLAND.

No.

28.

A Happy New

Year.

Tim McMahon

will produce a

3.

the

foreign

Maud

new

new
This

"The Orchid,"

Goolman's second

visit to this side.

Hayes and Suits this week received conweeks of Sullivan-Considine time.
The latter was formerly a
member of "The Wizard of Oz" Company.
Watson, the burlesque
William
B.
comedian and producer, has been made
defendant in a suit for legal separation
brought by Jeanette Dupree (Mrs. Wat-

Abeam, the cyclist, will soon
new pantomimic cycle act in-

produce a

printed,

is

people and

volving four

known

It will be

as

special

eccentric

ready, Miss Fulton
and herself into vaude-

all is
it

Gardner and Vincent, now in England,
not return to America until next
season.
Already time has been booked
for a return tour of the British Isles for
the following year.
They recently completed a sixteen
weeks engagement in
London.

Willing, a Western act,
Eastern date in Camden
next week. The pair were offered parts for
"The Red Mill" Company, which is to go
to Australia, but declined in order to continue in their efforts after the big Ameri-

Herbert

plays

"The Charles Ahearn

its

and

first

Myers & Keller

are booking the

concerts at the Olympic and
atres, Brooklyn.

Sunday

ary 5 the same firm of agents will book
the
tres,

Sunday shows at Blaney's two
Lincoln

Square,

New

Word was received in New York this
week that Martin Heck had given up his
proposed trip to Berlin, and had Instead
gone into the south of France to rest for
two weeks.

thea-

York,

and

Amphion, Brooklyn.

have

booked

been

and

Friganta
William Morris

Trixie

by

through Vion & Lowe

as features of the

Hippodrome, Cleveland, for one of Februniy's Weeks.

The

bill

at

the Twenty-third Street The-

this week gave a performance at
Workhouse on Blackwell's Island
Christinas morning, commencing at 10:30.
Harry Leonhardt, manager of the theatre, ran the show for the amusement of

the inmates.

manager for Mortimer M.
Thiese, left vacant by the retirement of
Edward Shafer, who went on the road with
All Herrington's "Lady Birds." Goodman
was formerly employed a,s auditor with the

general

Bennett Mitchell, of The Dancing Mitchthe uncle, and not the brother, of

Miss Mitchell, his partner

The annual smoker and entertainment of
New York local, Actors' Union, will

the

in the act.

be held at the headquarters of the organi-

Walters and Hill, having finished their
time for the Western States Vaudeville
Association, have dissolved partnership.

zation

New

commence

When
Mary Jane
lard

Pollard,

mother

of 'Genie Pol-

(Carver and Pollard), died Dec.

The deceased was
fession.

well

known

13.

in the pro-

fc

Year's Eve.

at

the

The

affair

will

midnight.

Charles

Frohmnn

play

"Tcodles" is presented at the Empire in
January or February, Sadie Martinot will
have a part. Vion & Lowe secured Miss

Martinot

the

engagement.

Jack Singer of "The Behman Show"
gave a dinner to his company on Christ-

mas Day at the Colonial Hotel, Pittsburg.
special
menu was provided, and if
everything on the prettily gotten up card

A

it is a miracle how another performance could have been given inside a
week.

"went,"

Marnac and Marie Belli, foreign
who were booked over here on the

Mile.

kla w &" WilklUM" liHH. uul~ter»«--caaieiifc5
said to have declined to leave their
native land through transportation over
having been refused.
Several other acts
similarly situated may remain at home for
t

are

same reason.

Grand opera singer,
Henry W. Savage forces, will play
his first and only week in vaudeville at
Keith's, Cleveland, next week, booked by
The week following he
All T. Wilton.
Josepjj Sheehan, the

of the

opens at the International Theatre, Chicago, in stock opera.

"The Comstock Mystery"
abroad

Kaufmann

Nick

busy

is

booking his

three troupes on the other side.

now playing

One

is

Breslau;

Theatre,

Liebich's

another organization of eight girls opened
with Sir

Edward Moss

at

Waverly Mar-

week; while the third
began an engagement at the London Hippodrome on Monday. Following an eight
weeks' run there they will visit Australia
and South Africa.
Witnesses were examined in New York
few days ago in the suit brought by
(Ins Hill against Willie Drew, of Campbell and Drew, for alleged infringement
upon his exclusive right to the production of Karno's "A Night in an English
a

Music Hall." The hearings were held beLeon Laski as a commissioner,
fore
Adolph Marks, of Chicago, where the
action

was brought, directing

reapjM»aring

at

illusionist

the

Hill's case.

and magi-

Colonial

this

came to New York from Copenhagen, Denmark, with only one day's rest.
It
was 4 a. m., Monday morning, before
week,

Mr. Goldin

left

the Colonial after setting

He gave

his apparatus.

his first

matinee

same afternoon. A new trunk trick
will not be shown by him until next week
at the same house, where he will hold
the

over.

office

Thiese enterprises.
ells, is

in the city.

Horace Goldin, the

Louis Good man has taken the place of

Norworth

.Jack

New York headquarters,
Mr. Brown is also supply-

ing small attractions for a number of
moving picture and popular priced vaude-

cian,

atre

Folly the-

Commencing with Janu-

livan-Considine

next summer.

can time.

the

Philip Dareing and Edwin F. Oonnell
have opened office^ as vaudeville agents in
Herald Square.

Y., will

ket, Edinburgh, this

scenery.

Troupe."

man.

and

will

Charles

and not "Dan" Collins, aa
now working with Billy Hall-

singing

including

When

preparing a spe-

is

act involving dogs, cats and pigeons.
is

The Trocadero, Fort George, N.

the

a

"girl

Billy Collins

Sullivan-

ville.

in

in Berlin.

be booked by Chris O. Brown, of the Sul-

Fulton, one of the individual suc-

cesses in

trainer,

opens at the Hippodrome, Jan. 18,

son).

act" at Twenty-third Street next week.

the~Tvfiirray"

San Francisco, on the

National,

intends taking

Publishing Co.
Copyright, 1907. by Variety Publishing Co.

left

"The Sunny Side of

at Los Angeles this week.
Miss Whitehouse opens Monday at the

cialty

30.

tracts for forty

Advertisements forwarded by mall must be accompanied by remittance, made payable to Variety

in

Broadway"

dancing.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES.

German

to

of

from
week to play with the

recovered

her injury of last

DECEMBER

is

Considine circuit.

Mrs.

Miss
across.
Parry will give it in English in London;
in French while playing Paris, and resort

artistes,

on

acrobats,

Vol. IX.

with

that

Gracelyn Whitehouse

Weber

In the new

15 cents an agate line, $2.10 an Inch.
Ono
page, $100; one-half page, $50; one-quarter pago,

.

months

«•••

8EIBT.

drama

who has been

improving slowly. It is
she will soon be able to
rejoin her husband in vaudeville.
heart trouble,

Loftus can not play vaudeville
She is ill at present with a cold,
and has engaged to support Sam Bernard in his new play.

several

for

ill

she has had to

offers

protean

her

take

ville places

Mrs. Francklyn Wallace,
seriously

Cissy

Representative.

Van Ness Ave. (Room

Henry, who was compelled to
weeks of time by illness,
will
shortly
resume her engagement.
While ill, Miss Henry was successfully
operated upon for appendicitis.
fifteen

act called "Crim-

son Gulch," a travesty upon the prevailing

Parry accepts the

Louise

cancel

dates.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE,
1115

Henry Meyers has

symptoms of alarmingly good
two weeks.

expected

Chicago Opera House Block
(Phone, Main 4380).

W. ALFRED WILSON,

off his face,

return East

CHICAGO OFFICE,

FRANK WIESBERO,

former vaudeville theatre in
his hands, and his former

will

J

SILVERMAN,

J.

off

health in the past
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With

Yonkers
mustache

in

three

languages

will be played
if

Charlotte

Wit mark
in

their

Bert

sjiid

&

Sons, the music publishers,

press matter sent out

this

week

Levy, "artist, expert and enter-

tainer," received so many encores with
"Smile on Me" at the Empire, Paterson.
last
week, Mr. Levy had to consult a
physician to remove the crick from his
back.
"Srnile on Me" may be judged to

be

a

"Witmark

have whistled for
that
his

song."

Mr.

his encores,

Levy

must

as he does

Instead of sinning while sketching in
a«t.

On

this

same theory

of Reason-

had Admiral Dewey been humming a
composition published by the Witmark
firm when the great sea warrior captured
ing,

Manila, Witmark

&

Sons would modestly

have claimed the credit for the surrender.

—

VARIETY
EMPIRE OPENS SHUBERT.

BURLESQUE INVASION HURTS

Last week's rumor that the Empire Circuit Company would experience a setback
in the opening of the Park, Brooklyn, a.s a
burlesque theatre through the alleged opposition of the owners to that class of
entertainment, proved entirely unfounded.
The renamed Shubert opened Monday
with Miner's "High Jinks" Company and

"LEGIT."

the Burns-Moir fight pictures as special
attraction.

The

patronage

was rather

week, as was
but* picked up

light in the early part of the

to

have been

expected,

later.

Attendance perhaps suffered through an
interdiction against

smoking

in the house,

27.

With the new Gayety (Eastern Burin

operation three weeks,

has h#»en noticed that the invasion of
burlesque opposition has cut into the

houses of Toronto far more seriously
than it has affected the patronage of its
rival in the same field, the Star (Western Wheel), although the latter establishment has felt the new conditions.
Manager Stair, however, has met the
opposition firmly and with the addition of
special attractions to the

The Majestic Theatre opened here this
week a& a ten-cent vaudeville house under
the management of Arthur Jack. It was
closed two weeks ago owing to a disagreement between Messrs. Steves and
Brott and a lack of funds.
Mr. Jack
bought Brott's interest in the place.

PLAY REPLACES BURLESQUE FOR
WEEK.
Newark, Dec. 27.
The possession of the Empire (Shubert)
by the Western Burlesque Wheel will be
interrupted for a week when a previous
booking gives the Belasco play "The Rose
of the Rancho" at the theatre for a short
engagement.

Mr.

18,

after a

was

Lancaster

James

his clientele

minimum.
Joe Gans, Young

Manager Henry
week
good

—

is

Mr. and Mrs. Butler,
who, with relatives, were at the bedside
of the deceased for several davs until the
end came. Floral pieces were sent by

John A. Fennessy, manager of the Folly;
Colonel Whallen, of Louisville, and others.

manager of the Gayety The-

Orr,

atre

(Eastern Burlesque Wheel), has

tired

from that post at the Hyde & Beh-

a

Butler, presi-

interment by

for

James

man

local

eral

years,

re-

He has been here sevhaving taken charge of the

house.

following the acquisition of the

(.'ayety

Duqucsne by the Shuberts. Previously he
v as manager of that house. He has been
identified with vaudeville and burlesque
ever since his early youth, having been

employ of Harry

the

in

Williams

for

years.

Western shows

among

to a

cellent

Lexington, Ky., Dec. 27.

illness.

dent of the Empire Circuit (Western Burlesque Wheel), and very popular.
The remains were taken to St. Louis

Muldoon and the
Burns-Moir fight pictures, said to cost
nearly $1,000, have been widely advertised
at the Star and have brought results.

MAJESTIC OPENS IN LEXINGTON.

short

business of the popular priced legitimate

nounced that smoking was not permitted.

moved before many weeks.

der at the Folly, died Dec.

brother-in-law of Col.

has reduced desertions

expected that this order will be re-

Pittsburg, Dec. 27.

R. J. Lancaster, for four years door-ten-

it

a prohibition upon which the owners insisted.
Large signs at the entrance anIt is

GAYETY MANAGER RETIRES.

LANCASTER DEAD.
Chicago, Dec. 27.

Toronto, Dec.
lesque Wheel)

R. J.

jubilant over the ex-

showing at tnVGayfcty. I"he\* lastthe worst of the year returned a

—

profit.

CHANGES IN HYDE SHOW.
Following their engagement at the Palace, Boston, week after next, "Hyde's Co-

medians and Blue Ribbon Girls" will
undergo radical changes.
Richy Craig, the principal comedian, and
Barney Williams, one of the two minor
comedians, will leave together with Odell
and Lamont, an act in the olio. No an-

nouncement has been made as to their successors.
It was reported this week that Lawrence
Crane and Company, the chief olio attraction with the show, would also retire, but
this proved to be untrue.

"PARISIAN BELLES" IN RHYME.
Chas. E. Taylor, manager of the WestWheel show "Parisian
ern Burlesque

sending out press matter to attract attention to his organization in the
form of a continuous rhyme, which conBelles,"

is

tains an

entire

description

of

casC
The following

and"

the piece
••

•

is a catchy sample of
Mr. Taylor's poetic attempts:

Don't tell
Yes, that's a title everybody knows.
you've uot heard It, if you take in ull the
shows.
Tlie first part is called "A Pair of Plums."
They keep 'em
guess they make things hum.
I
laughing all the time, and you know that s going
some.

me

NEW BURLESQUE
pany, which

Wheel house

—

Western Burlesque

as a

undergo

this week, will

still

further changes following this engagement.

The two-act

used by

piece

land

Burlesquers"

title

of "Roseland"

The second

act

replaced by a

is

now
be

will

"Dream-

the

under the

season

last

their offering.

and

eliminated

new burlesque being written

by Dave Marion.

New

being painted, and

it

scenery

already

is

planned to put the
new afterpiece on within a week or two.

The

—

Lou Morgan and Ed West two lively Dutchmen
the plot, and it thickeus as it goes along
and the pace is fierce and hot.
There's the lively giddy widow with her very
homely son, and the village pest the "Sheriff"
to add to all the fun.
There's the landlord, always busy, and the
handsome hotel clerk. If we had him In the Hurley House he'd soon be put to work.
Then there's Maida ('ash Miss Gladys Searsfull of life and go; I even forgave her singing
"In the Land of the Buffalo."
The first part ends in a merry chase as someAnd then comes on one
times first parts will.

— form

qpening the Shubert The-

is

Brooklyn,

atre,

FOR "HIGH JINKS."

"High Jinks" burlesque com-

Miner's

"High Jinks" company
and enlarged.
Harvey
Doherty and the "Three

cast of the

being

i.>

is

revised

James

Brooks,

Variety Girls" have been added to the cast
in place of

Joseph and Nellie Doner, who

retire.

—

sensation— Taylor's "Scotch Lassies Drill. "^
They go through evolutions; flashing bayonets'
fly; I tried to make a hit with one, but I couldn't

JOSEPHINE COHAN.
The

big

catch her eye.

Then comes the olio, with the Sergons to the
Julian looking handsome, slimmer than In
They end up with a little telethe days of yore.

ovals on the front page this

five

week are devoted to Josephine Cohan's
Miss Cohan is now closing
engagement of two

latest photos.

fore.

a

We
phone song which pleased us one and all.
certainly hurt our hands, boys, to give them a
good encore.
Then on trips Gladys Sears again In character
imitations.
She sings a tricky Hebrew song anil
sonirs of different nations; ends up with poor
Yon bet the
•'Marlutch" and wiggles a tiny bit.
i'.udlence wanted some more; they were loth to

weeks at the New York Theatre, where,
with her company, she has presented a

a pretty sight.
Then fun runs riot and the baby number, too.
just wait for the Cyclone Dancer before the game
Is
through.
Watch our Violet Dusetfa as she undulates a bit,
and gives one particular shore, too. That mak< s
the final hit. anil as they sing "III. hi. hi. hi"
(whatever that may mean), you say the "Parisian
Urlli s" is Just as good as you have seen, and
you can't forget the chorus as on your way you
go. for you remember without the cboras girls,
there'd be no burlesque show.
really

"The

Des Moines, la., Dec. 27.
Ruben, owner of the Lyric, has asI.
sumed control of the Empire. The house
will continue vaudeville, playing three a

novel

Oirl

of

comedy

one-act

'The

entitled

Times,'" written

by

Fred Xiblo.
over a year

It is

.since

New York

played in

Miss Cohan has

City, having only re-

from an extensive tour abroad,
which embraced Europe, Asia and Africa.
turned

The

"Dark Continent" was given the
attention by Miss Cohan, and.
being an enthusiastic amateur photog-

greater

rapher, she secured a unique collection of

"snap

For

shots."

remoteness

and

novelty

of

locality,

of

subjects

they

have

probably never been equaled by a woman.
Mi--^

Cohan

baa

many

interesting

curios from Zululand, Zanzibar and

Mas-

found especially interest ins to
her, and h;is hundreds of photographs of
saland,

;ill

natives

the
set

THEATRES CHANGE OWNERS.

successful

new and

let iier quit.

On conies the Three Famous Armstrongs.
They're a very graceful crew; forgotten more
I
about hieycles than some teams ever knew.
They do all tliat
can't describe the act to you.
and more, and they well deserve the hand received, a merited encore.
Then comes" the cloalng act. That giddy, gay
old faker— of course you know who I mean -ineponfitble Louie Dacre, and when she's done her
worst to shock the man on the door, the closing
burletti opens up ami you hear the Johnnies roar.
To see those sixteen shapely pairs of dainty
silken tights, encasing dimpled daintiness, it's

highly

many

of

whom

h;i<l

never-

eyes upon a white female before,

At the close of her present vaudeville
engagements (next May) Miss Cohan with
her husband. Mr. Niblo, will again

,sail

for

Morocco.
Mediterranean,
visiting
Spain and Portugal on their next trip.
the

day.
licit

Goldman,

for a

number

acting manager of the Empire, has pur-

QUEEN OF MAGIC.

chased two theatres, one in Fort Dodge
and one in Mason City. He will open

Adelaide Herrmann, widow of the original Herrmann the Great, has received an offer of a year's
engagement as court entertainer to the Sultan of Morroco.
The American Consul, Col. Wallace Scott, is frequently requested to suggest some one as nn
entertainer for His Serreflan Majesty and his royal court.
Recently Col. Scott, on behalf of the Sultan, entered Into correspondence with Mine. Herrmann,
resulting in the above offer, which may take the Queen of Magic from these shores.
Like all Eastern monarchs, the Sultan or his attendants do not make any written agreements, nor
do they promise to pay any given sum of money. However, in the case of artists, the Sultan ascertains
the salary they command in other countries, ami on their departure they are rewarded with payment
In English gold amounting to double the usual amount received elsewhere.
All Orientals are Interested in magic and the fame of Mme. Herrmann's skill and that of her
late husband's are well known to the Sultan, Alexander Herrmann (Herrmann the Great) having appeared before him on several occasions, so that Col. Scott's suggestion met with immediate royal approval.
Mme. Herrmann has not as yet decided whether she will accept the offer, but It Is probable she
will, after completing ber London engagement next spring.

January 7, with vaudeville, splitting the
week between his houses.

GENEE REPLACED.
Topsy Sindcn,

late

London,

Dec

principal

dancer at

Daly's, replaces Adele C.enee at the
pire.

BURLESQUE IN HOBOKEN.

of years

ADELAIDE HERRMANN.

Miss Genee goes to America.

10.

Em-

Dave Kraus announced

this

week that

he had taken title to a plot of ground at

and Washington streets, Hoboken,
and would build a theatre on the
site as soon as he could have plans from
an architect.
Mr. Kraus intimated that
the house would be devoted to burlesque,
hilt said that it had not, been offered to
either Wheel.
M. M. Thiese, with whom
Kraus is associated in business, is not in11th

N.

J.,

terested

in

the

enterprise.

VARIETY
REMICK &

FORUM

ARTISTS'

MOVING "UPTOWN."

CO.

"Tin-pan

that

Alley,"

famous

thoroughfare commonly called by the pleConfine your letters to 150 wordf and write on one side of paper only.
Anonymous communications will not be printed. Nome of writer must be signed and will
be held In strict confidence. If desired.

and Jennings, Murphy and Morton, Murphy and Shannon, Stanford and Price,
Leonard and Jones, Kernell and Sheeran
(before it was Harry and John Kernell)
and such "4-acts" as "4 Emeralds," "4
Shamrocks," The Original 4 of Wayne,
Lovely, Cotton and Burdice, "4 Diamonds," "4 Aces," and great single artists
like Billy
Emerson, Pat Rooney, Chas.
Diamond, Alice Gilmore, Ada Burnett, Ada
Flood and Baby Bindley.

York, Pa., Doc. 23.
Editor Variety

:

and Fonda's letter in Inst issue
noted, and will say again the title "Original Dancing Juggler " rightfully belongs
to me.
I have heard of Weston, also another artist some fifteen years ago who inDell

jected a

however, used a

Neither,

juggling.

while

of the feet

shuffling

little

similar to mine or brought the

title

two acts

together in time and execution as

have

I

done.

A

Billy Stanford.

few of the many feats originated and
presented by me are Bouncing three

first

different styles

while doing

balls

Editor Variety

with

head while dancing
difficult dancing
with hat balanced on nose juggling, spin-

off

of

(four

my

exclusive

enough,

Dell

The "Original Dancing

am

not going to

five dollar

weighed

my

fifth

anniversary in America.

May you

all live

for

—

many

a good lock of hair

And

in

on Tuesday

for his Scot-

land home.

Kann

said before leaving

employer,

his

both he and

would

Fischer,

return

in

northward for

is

as

well

is

the

publication

lines

&

Co.

of

office

The hue and cry

weekly.

theatrical

other

Remick

the staff, led by its editor, in a

interfered

with

smooth sailing

the

Remick musical ship.
Remick & Co. did not announce

this

and

it

not be the real cause, but on facts

it

;

music publisher in town said he

charge

of

including

by him

of the

as the reason for their departure

A

could be.

in-

tended having a receiver appointed to take
Fischer's

all

the

possible

the

in

available

amount

Morris case,

assets,

recovered

if

that suit

should bring him anything in the shape of
currency.

A

treasurer of a local theatre

who had

cashed a check for Clifford recovered $37.50
the

Remick manager

of

amount a few moments before the

of the

which carried

the local professional department, returned

boat

fiom the headquarters in Detroit this week.
While there Mr. Gumble renewed his con-

agent away.

remain

same

in the

sailed

the

erstwhile

Several other creditors

who

would have been pleased to have received
even a

less

percentage of their

bills

re-

from the outgoing Fischer were
not notified of the hour of his sailing.

ceivable

THREE LEFT FOR

which

of

K.

&

C.

OPERA AFTER VAUDEVILLE.

Chicago, Dec. 27.

The Chicago Opera House
bination house.

evening

Kohl
ville

pic

is

now a com-

Vaudeville closed Sunday

last.

&

Castle

now operate

three vaude-

theatres down-town, Majestic, Olym-

and Hay market.

Chicago, Dec. 27.

The San Carlos Opera Company

is

an-

nounced as the first attraction at the
Auditorium on the Monday following the
withdrawal of vaudeville, which will occur January 18.

The

scarcity of "large" acts

is

described

as the reason in the daily newspapers for

Hetty King could not keep her engagement at the Grand Opera House, Pittsburg,

this

week, due

D'Eve was released by

to

a

cold.

the retirement of "Advanced Vaudeville"

from thi#

city.

.

Liane

Shea's, Buffalo, to

replace Miss King.

New York

Ida Fuller returns to the

two weeks commencing Jan.

for

6.

Mrs. McMahon.

l>v

—

•

president
'1

lx>ge,

the

give

of

voar comrade, Mike Scott,
Whose home is far across the sea.

mann

I

b<>tb

i

Artisten

office

will

Leo Herzberg, the editor
Nick

and

re-elected vice-

Kaufmann

will be the next

troupes)
for a

for

11).

Programm, has been

his

president,

vote

Borol Konorah as

Internationale

the

to

1

four years.

Health, Wealth and Happineaa and Best
of Luck, is the wish of your five-

Mike Scott,
The Roving Irishman.

1

Max

Mr. Konornh's next term of
be

•

of

%

Berlin

of

re-election

tlie

years to wear

from

Advices

„

your happy home you may gladly

see

Inst week, sailed

left in

departure

abrupt

Clifford's

KONORAH RE-ELECTED.

again this time 12 months you have
a dollar to spare

stone

karats.

six

forwarded

Poem.

May

tenter

The children of Bordentown, N. J.,
where the McMahons have a summer
home, were remembered by three great
baskets of good things, purchased and

all to a standstill.
going up the hill. I give all my
most sincere thanks for kind wishes, post-

am

cards and presents on Dec. 14, of

gold piece for each one of the

the

crescent,

beat them
I

stockings over the

young misses.
The girls presented Mr. and .Mrs. Tim
with remembrances, and to cap the occasion, Tim handed to his wife a diamond

have

I

dolls'

In the bottom snugly rested a

fireplace.

I
has stayed half as long.
have fought one of the hardest fights any
man could fight. I have been knocked;

salary, but

hung

husband,

No man

my

as

capacity for two more years.

Miss Chappelle (Mrs. McMahon) in the
apartment now occupied by herself and

years in America.

have been robbed of

travel

Of mercantile pursuit, but

K.lythe Chappelle's "girl act" at the 23d
Street Theatre this week.

18.

North Pole, nor I am not going to tell
them about the Money Born Managers.
Oh! me, that will be told next time, but
I am going to tell you on Dec. 14 I was
five

of

publishers

"Mose" Gumble,
Herbert,

AI.

after

tracts.

music

Christmas was a gala day for the "PullPorter Maids," Tim McMahon and

them about the

tell

not?

it

Kann, the solitary representative

charge

man

Editor Variety:
I

That's

sheep.

I.

was removed when

establishment

January.

The trend

tiact with the firm to

Juggler."

Springfield, Dec.

is

herding

McMAHON'S HAPPY PART..

Lorrettc,

luck.

could hard-

;

Formerly basso, Casino Four and Herald
Square Quartet.

and Fonda's description of
their act I see there is no great conflict,
as I am not using clubs and I wish him
reading

am

I

Harry

After

property.

September

its

foreign booking agency

were unfortunately located on the music
famed block. Next door to their present

ter part of

may

To-day

lines

work at one time).
Also many other original combinations

which are

last

here.

ly walk.

;

balancing and dancing

come down

lose

will

Fischer's

last vestige of Clifford C.

February to testify in the lawsuit against
William Morris, but it is generally understood Mr. Fischer has left America
and the booking business for good.
Clifford is said to have sold or hypothecated all his claims for commissions due
or to become due to him for foreign acts
imported under Klaw & Erlanger con-

tion,

;

Street,"

one or two of the music

noisy but vain search for the lost circula-

:

tuberculosis

came here

I

;

ning,

Mex., Dec. 20.

if

publishers on the block between Hroadway
and Sixth avenue follow Jerome H. Remick & Co. "up town."
Remick & Co. have taken the entire
building at 131 West 41st street, and will
remove to the new quarters about the lat-

a

Just a line or so of advice to artists

hats on and

three

;

New

Albuquerque,

three

of dancing; juggling four

knives while dancing

nora de-plume

made by

:

and four rubber

"West 28th

beians

FISCHER ALL GONE.
The

musical

(Kauftreasurer,

term of two years.

The extension of the term of office for
f havhe president was for the purpose
()

ing the bead of

tli**

organization remain in

Berlin continuously, and be placed upon a

Monongahela,

Pa., Deo. 25.

salary.

Editor Variety:
I

with

read

versary

much

N limber

pleasure

the

of your splendid

Anni-

Mr. Konorah
Yonkers,

paper,

and noted an article by Geo. M. Young
headed "Genuine Advanced Vaudeville,"
in which he mentions acts of twenty-five

I.

A. L.

n

petition

The article is correct so far as Mr.
Young remembers, but he evidently does
recollect

all

the

'good

ones" of days

gone by.
He has left out such team* as Kelly
and Ryan, Haley and West, Milligan and
Quintan, Sheridan and Reilly, Manchester

is

is

playing at the Orpheum,

week.

lie

denies

that

the

taking any measures to forward
to

the

protesting ngainst

years ago.

not

this

Governor of

New

York.

Sunday performances.

CHANGE POLICY AGAIN.
Watertown, Dec 27.
The 'three-a day" plan did not prove
popular at the Orpheum, and the house
has .rone back to its former policy of two
daily, with bills again

Morris.

booked by William

ST.

Now

LEON FAMILY

with Mr. Frederic Thompson's latest

production

Liberty Theatre.

"Polly

of

the

Circus"

at

the

VARIETY

PRESENT "SUNDAY LAW"
DISAPPOI NTING TO MANAGERS
Arrange Bills, and Attendance Last Sunday Not Satisfactory.

Difficult to

WHITE RATS WANT COMPLAINTS.
nders or agents are invited

Rats of America
to

new Sunday

the

ordi-

nance passed by the Board of Aldermen
allowed
last

Sunday, but

fied

the managers.

no other way

in

The attendance

a concert

to give

theatres

the

satis-

at all the local theatres

was attributed

for the light patronage

Avenue Theatre, where "The
Passion Play," a moving picture requiring one and a quarter hours to show, was
billed.
It was given at both perform-

organization

the

The argument on the injunction was

to

down

for

journed for
the Sunday before Christmas, while the

set

Thursday, but has been ada week. In the meantime

forward their cases
for adjustment and

the

this

White Rats ask the members

own

all

grievances to the Rats' headquarters.

There

if

isn't

much doubt that if relief is to be had
an appeal must be made to the LegislaIn that event

ture.

mate managers

it is

feared the legiti-

and

will step in

insist if

the doors are opened wide to the vaude-

shows on the Sabbath in Greater
New York, that the same provision be
made for every other kind of an entertainment on that date.
At the New York, Colonial, American
and Fifth Avenue theatres last S'unday
the attendance was extraordinarily light.
B. F. Keith, who witnessed the show at
the Fifth Avenue, his house, is said to
ville

have stated

if

the attendance did not im-

would be senseless to keep the
theatre open for that one day.
The American, always packed to its capacity by Ted Marks' special Sunday
bills, held less than one-half the usual
number of people. The Colonial at night
was less crowded than in the afternoon,
and the New York improved in the evenprove

it

ing over the matinee.

shows

"Straight"

were

Commissioner,

given.

The

under instructions from the Corporation Counsel,
Police

acting

forbade moving pictures at the last mo-

making other

which
interfered with the programs which had
ment,

rulings

also
'

been laid out.

Percy G. Williams said Sunday evening he had instructed his Orpheum Theatre, Brooklyn, to run moving pictures,

and

if

make

an arrest were made he would

a test case of

it.

The

police took

no action on the other side of the bridge,
but at the Colonial, another of the Williams' circuit, David L. Robinson, the manager,
rell

was
to

notified

by

appear the

being enrolled.

attorney

which may be easily adjusted by pacific
methods, on the theory that a manager or

an agent does not wish to uselessly engage
in a legal controversy, and will be amenable

to

conciliatory

tactics,

settling

the

differences

local

ordinance.

is

it

considered hazardous at the

is

present time to have the Supreme Court

pass on the subject in a suit wherein an
entire

performance

at

is

Should
shows"

issue.

the Supreme Court decide "and

all

covers every kind of an entertainment,

it

would practically vitiate the ordinance
passed by the Board of Aldermen and
again close the theatres on Sundays.
At the New York last Sunday appeared
Johnny Johns, Jack Norworth, Josephine
Cohan (recitations), Fred Niblo, Mabel
Berri, Bates Musical Trio, Louis Mann
(recitations), and an operatic singer.
At the Colonial were May Irwin, Robert Hilliard
(recitations), Empire City
Quartet, Waterbury Brothers and Tenney,
Dick Temple, Wise and Milton, John
Floyd Humes' illustrated lecture, Rice
and Cady, and the Romany Operatic
in

stage

gypsies.

attire,

being

dressed

as

their

The Hebrew comedian of the quartet appeared without makeup.
The similarity of the bills as a whole
became monotonous, and the late num-

selected for executive

The Pekin Zouaves have entered suit
Klaw & Erlanger in an effort to
force the payment of nineteen weeks'
salary alleged to be due under an "Ad-

zation:

stood to have been ordered at the direc-

The name of the organization is "The
Moving Picture Association," and its object is, First: To bring about the opening
of moving picture theatres on Sunday,
and secondly, to work for the general
good and welfare of moving picture in-

tion of the Zouaves' agent, Joseph

terests

against

Woods,

although the members of the act claim
that this was done without authority.

Here rises an interesting question. The
Zouaves declare that Woods, in consideration of his services, received a percentage
of the total

They

salary as his wages.

aver that he was a mere employee.
On
the other hand the defendants point out

Wood's share of the salary was equal
member, and this made
him a partner in interest, so that he was
in

a position to act for the whole act.

The case seems
determination

to
of

hang upon the court's
Woods' position with

the act.

The Zouaves demand $8,550 damages.

BENEFIT AT MIDNIGHT.
The postponed
Mechanics'
place at the

to

Brinkman, Daniel M. Donegan,

Nicholas Seraphine, Jacques Valensi and

William Fox.

produce the greatest financial

to

benefits.

The members of the Association are
unanimous in the belief they have been
unjustly discriminated against.

not

propose

have

taken

New York Hippodrome

Sun-

NEW

no dispute that the

until

Thursday.

It

atres

ent in every house.

No

at-

change from

last

make-up of the

week

in

the gen-

be

made

for to-morrow's concerts, although

a fa-

eral

bills

will

vorable decision or change of opinion by
the

Corporation

pictures
in

week Maurice Goodman,

it

Counsel on the

controversy,

also

the changes of costumes

managers

a

moving

more

freedom

may

give the

better working program.

HOUSE OPENS.

S.-C.

gomery are the headliners

Year's,

down
forbidding Sunday performances,
place in the same house on New

commencing

at 11 :15 p.
is

m., after

over.

About the same list of volunteers as
programmed for the original show will appear, and it is expected the performance
will not be over
in the

much

for the current

week.

Timothy D. Sullivan, John W. Conand Fred Lincoln, of Chicago, were
among the managers who attended the
sidine

Three shows daily are given. The adis from 10 to 50 cents.
The house is a new one, having been

mission

by the

ing capacity of 2,400.

will take

in

Denver opened Monday night. It is called
the Majestic. Gilroy, Haines and Mont-

built

previous

"keep

The new Sullivan-Considine theatre

Court

Supreme
the week

handed

They do
the

a most strenuous legal battle.

day, Dec. 8, but adjourned by the
decision

to

closed" ukase of the authorities without

before three o'clock

between

circuit

The

and has a seatcomes into the
Lake and Omaha.

S.-C. concern,
It

Salt

Sullivan-Considine

old

theatre in
Denver, which was replaced owing to its
small capacity, is still playing vaudeville,

but will probably be turned into a picture
establishment.

CAMILLE

D'ARVILLE

morning.

IN

"FUNA-

BASHI."
In

"Funabashi,"

Dunn

the derision of the audience.

submit

to

opening.

benefit of the Theatrical

Association,

Herbert L. Miles, Joseph Driscoll,

William

that

to that of each

the regular performance

Company.
The Romany Company played

The following committee of seven were
work of the organi-

E,

from England early

not deemed a "test" of the moving piclast

bitions

&

cured by Vion

ture matter.

Late

theatres, this

K.

who with his wife compose the act
known M Montrose and Walsh, are on
their way to New York, having sailed

The Robinson case was

Monday

wording does not
appear.
While the theatrical lawyers
contend that the phrase "and all shows"
relate only to sporting shows or exhibiring to

ZOUAVES SUING

In some thewas reported sketches of the
singing and talking variety, requiring no
special setting, had been played.
They
were passed unnoticed by the police, pres-

lecture is educational, a condition of the

adjourned on

In Section 277 of the Penal Code, refer-

of in the interpretation by the police of

HARRY MOUNTFORD ON HIS WAY.

Mr. Humes' lecture is named "A Trip
to Panama," and is illustrated by stereopis

ing pictures were a violation was based
upon Section 265 of the Penal Code. This
is an act relating to sports, and the words
"and all shows" appear in the statute.

without a

by their attitude
this week when they held two spirited
meetings for the purpose of making an

bers as a rule were fortunate in escaping

by John Floyd Humes

There

the Commissioner by

to

authorities

evidenced

(Monday)

to be given.

ticon slides.

direction

the

of
is

Police Captain Far-

following

morning at the 54th Street Court to answer to a charge of having permitted the
illustrated lecture

The

Corporation Counsel Pendleton that mov-

edict

avoiding unnecessary legal expenses.

an

The Zouaves were booked for twentyfive weeks, and played six weeks of that
time. Then the remainder of the contract
was cancelled. The cancellation is under-

the managers to determine

ing

on a fair basis without incurring the enmity of either party, also

hands of

the

in

performance.

for

expected to be a better

do

not propose to submit to the Sunday clos-

The first meeting was held last Tuesday in the Miles Brothers' Building, 2592C1 Sixth avenue, with Herbert L. Miles
as temporary chairman.
It was decided to meet again on Thursday morning to effect a permanent organization. This meeting was held in the
Murray Hill Lyceum and was generously
attended,
nearly a
hundred members

matter

a

vanced Vaudeville" contract.

guide

is

New York

the recently enacted S'unday ordinance.

object is to prevent artists placing

involving the picture films as a part of a

To-morrow

moving

the

of

picture theatres of Greater

tion which they believe they are victims

Variety Artistes' Federation) to bring

the Sunday shows under the present limi-

could not be given.

ORGANIZE.

organized effort to battle the discrimina-

tations are worth the candle.

an impression to spread that anything
approaching the usual Sunday concert

several

MEN

proprietors

Loge and

cases
against
moving picture
shows arising out of last Sunday performances will be argued, it is expected.
The vaudeville managers have decided it
is wiser to await a decision on a moving
picture exhibition alone than to have the
whole question of Sunday shows threshed
out before the Supreme Court through

newspapers were blamed as having caused

the

order or the foreign affiliated

societies (Internationale Artisten

The

PICTURE
That

struggle

In an advertisement appearing in
issue,

Fifth

ances.

One cause

crowd at both shows.

Offices, se-

cured an injunction against the police restraining the authorities from molesting

the

was meagre, Hammerstein's holding the
larger

torney for the United Booking

to

arbitration.

of their

The operation of

mauby the White

Artists having complaints against

Harry Mountford,

the

in

English

artist,

the week.

At least this should have happened did
Mr. Montrose follow out his intention as
expressed in a recent letter. While over
here they will apply for a showing, depending upon their reception when ap-

the

Thos.

W. Ryley

piece to be presented at the Casino, Camille

D'Arville

will

signature

to

have

a

a contract

leading

part,

having been

her
se-

& Lowe.

same musical play either Arthur
William Rock will enact the

In the
or

role of the prize-fighter, a character Jack
Tucker threw up after reading over the

manuscript.

Mr. Rock has been engaged for the
Ryley show, while Dunn is negotiating.

pearing for future time.
P.

Lily Flexmore opens Jan. 13 at the

York.

New,

J.

Casey received* a Tiffany

split-

second watch from William Morris as a

Christmas present.

—A

VARIETY
WRESTLER AT HAMMERSTEIN'S.

SHEEDY'S, BROCKTON, OPEN.

IS

LONDON NOTES

London, Dec. 14.
pricking up their
ears to hear what will drop at the Federation's special Sunday meeting, at the
It is
Camberweli Empire to-morrow.
sure that a fair and square form of
"office copy" will be insisted on, while
that brazen bunco, the "next engagement"
clause, by which you split twenty per
cent, with* the agent who secured your
date and the agent who got it before,
agents are

the

All

receive heroic treatment.

will

Two days

next

hence,

Monday, Dec.

the Coliseum doors will swing musicopen,

ally

and Mr. Stoll
There

again."

try

"try,

will
is

have hi.s
doubt

little

that the "splendid failure" will revert to
"splendid

a

under

success,"

new

the

at the Royal Court Theatre, Liv-

erpool, the sale of seats being greatly in

—

advance of la^t year. Bransby Williams
opens at the Hippodrome Monday with

—

Dickens'
Christmas
Carol. Maskelyne
and Devant are making a sporting offer
of $25,000 a year to anyone who can
climb up an unsupported rope and disappear in the air, as described in the
well known lie retailed by travelers to

Meantime

simulation

the

of

has

vanished

Burt Burnell

a slightly raised fee for
"early doors" and advance booking, six-

penny
crown

jumping to ninepence, half
seats to seventy -five cents and

.seats

Private boxes for six people

so on.
cost

is

now

$5.25.

Miss Dressier has certainly "made
good" at the Palace, and no American
would object if she yanked Butt's leg
Believe what you
for $5,000 a week.
please about her salary, if you are a
good believer, and meantime we will content ourselves with saying that even the
salary

$1,000

Hippodrome

is

Miris

Fatiina

of

at

the

not quite correct, the exact

This was testified
by Manager Fred Trussell in a legal tilt
over commission which Miss Miris had
with her agent. It is close enough to the
advertised amount. Still, the facto go to
figure

being $730.75.

prove a point, but

themselves,
shot

is

to -Ms J

ried

the

«f

(Maskelyne, president)
second annual dinner.

At the Pavilion wrestling rather

you

don't."

who

agent,

—Papa

and pushed and pulled, forehead butting
forehead with an impact that could be
heard at the back of the packed house.
It was a case of the irresistible stalled by
the immovable, and each of the parties
seemed too elephantine to get a good
carpet, at least,

end the gentleman with the end of the alphabet name
was disqualified for tripping. George
llaekenschmidt was present but would
in the

express

his

ciation.

— Albert

Gilmer, so long manager

the Oxford, and later of the Stoke
Newington Palace, has secured from B. F.

of

Keith a long lease of the Princess, Oxford

and the company backing the venture will spend $80,000 in alterations,
opening next summer with a special
drama by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. The
Palace has just celebrated very successstreet,

—

fully

anniversary,

fifteenth

its

opinion

of

country

due time to English

in

—

ager, circulated for "press puffs" that he

was paying Marie Tempest

when

it

was doubted.

receiving $2,500

Didcott,

turns

"Mammon,"
sibly

Douglas,

Isle

of

manager of the
Man, Hippodrome, is
late

per week,

plunkers.

J.

in

the

well-known troupe

of

mandolin

away very suddenly.
remarkable success of Harry Lau-

players, has passed

— The

touches the mat.

or

three

Hathaway's new theatre

away

house

will

be opened.

present Hathlocation

building,

in

months

four

now surpasses the

Sheedy's

riety

and

famous Japanese

The other

Omifugi,

Japan,

And

Elec.

Kingo

referee,

wrestlers

its

Two shows
program

"operated

in

trol

of

lie

will

then challenge any one in the

proviso that a fall shall be according to

Hathaway was favored
town

the

for con-

by

Brockton

of

the

United Booking Offices as against Sheedy.
At that time Mr. Hathaway himself even
stated that he held an exclusive contract
with the United for Brockton, although

Japanese rule only.
Hitachiyama is 34 3 ears old, 5 feet 8%
inches in height, and weighs 300 pounds.
He is managed by Philip K. Mindil.
the

T

in the

only other theatre there, the Brock-

ton, which plays combinations.

Sheedy had already announced his intention

Mr. Cross
accounted a very wealthy man and is
associated with Cahn & Grant in several

of opening there.

of their

One of the reasons
is

probably the fact that Hathaway

backed

W.

for this favoritism

B.

in

Brockton

the

Cross,

manager

enterprise

the

of

is

by

Brockton

Fair Association and principal stockholder

week

tnis

catch-

anded

is

New

England

theatres.

The United people probably

figured that
with Cross interested in both the legitimate and vaudeville theatres in the

Massachusetts town, they would have
nothing to fear from future invasion.

— pictures

ttrst

md

pictures

the

with music In between. There's This
kiuJs of .*usic from grand opera matt

last,
all

spent

air to

i

i

Gl
—
wl
open

Now,

Mnnl
T!
ety,

i

Send
croat
in fa

TJ
are
j

elded
"iiin
lead)
child

by Butt.

BERTIE

Elmira, Dec. 27.

HEBRGS

Market

street,

and

will

be offered to one of the

New

York booking agencies. Geo. W. Middleton and two other local men are interested.

Is

tl

Ga
High

erect a theatre to hold vaudeville.
will

Th
tionl
Hlldl

beaut
voice
Swifl

in-

corporated last week, has purchased a plot
of ground on East

Miss Herron Calls Herself the Min- with
will
strel Miss. That's a mistake. She's
a Hit. She Makes Up Like This part
flight Before the Audience.

is ill

at Jacot's Hotel, Boston.
Mr. Bruno has
been confined there four weeks.

I

'

minstrelsy.
The bill is mostly
music, partly novelty and altogether bartj
pleasing

to

Chris Bruno, of Bruno and Russell,

champion

on four at once.

will take

with him or any of his assistants with the

with Sheedy's other houses."
It was declared as long ago as September that

the other three, after which the

and the

This

The Keystone Amusement Company,

in

conjunction

given,

are

daily

reads

was the highest va-

IN ELMIRA.

a

Nagai.

participate

will

or 1

NEW HOUSE

Ilira-

a«d

audience to go on the stage and wrestle

ing pictures.

salary

London.

.

centre of the ring for a battle royal with

discrepancy of $1,500 per week

to be accounted for

in

Wakanoura

bill this week is made up
and Sterling, Lavelle's Dogs, Le
Maire and Le Maire, Tanner and Gilbert,
Nellie McCoy, Healy and Vance and mov-

The Sheedy

of Renier

paid the protean ar-

in

wrestlers

tayama,

preliminary bouts, the winner taking the

London Hippodrome
said that

Hitachiyama has with him four of the
best

show.

Boyle

salary ever paid

loaves a

of

in the city.

giving vaudeville here as

is

about

In

well.

obtained

be

could

toesn't

here to put on the holiday circus at the
Crystal Palace.—George Bandurria, head
of

at Fall River.

information

friend,

less

ministers

There is
much conjecture as to the outcome of Mr.
Sheedy's relations with the United Booking Offices, which is now booking Sheedy's

No

M. R. Slieedy, also

in-

Butt by the
management, which
of $1,000 per week
tiste Fatima Miris,

cabinet

distinguished

He will give a demonstration of the
Japanese wrestling, which is much more
spectacular than the Graeco-Roman, catchIt
as-catch can or collar and elbow.
differs from the American styles in that
a fall consists of throwing your opponent
out of a ring fourteen foot in diameter or
when any part of the body except the feet

than the 2,500
But the worst rap of all was

given

of

mored that he had booked the show, and
another report said he was the actual
manager of the house.

and

Hugh
Thomas"

Miss Dressier might have been
trifle

ering

and ambassadors, will appear at Hammerstein's, week Jan. C, before proceeding on
his trip around the world.

writing that paper that pos-

duced to take a

of

was here Monday and
Tuesday. Mr. Pincus seemed much interested in the theatre and bill. It was ru-

j

life.

O'Connor,

as to Marie

national

the

Sumo (wrestling) of the Mikado's
empire, who performed upon the mat in
the East Room of the White House re-

game

cently for President Roosevelt and a gath-

a

City,

vaudeville agent,

Similar press

"Doubting

champion of champions of

excess of

in

with this as a text the agent,

It

Fred

bill

rather crowded with "legits."
few months since Alfred Butt, the man-

the

Zbysco is a very powerful man,
but is not the artist at the game that
Haekenschniidt is. The latter has made
$125,000, if rumor may be believed, and
retire

the

being

contest.

means to

damaged

three ribs

suffered

and smaller injuries through a tram car
accident, has received a check for $125
in accordance with the accident coupon
issued with every membership ticket of
the Music Hall Artists' Railway Asso-

Dressier

Zbysco
between
and fouling contest
For thirty-five
(Bishco) and Padoubny.
minutes the interlocked leviathans tugged

publicly

just

doubled

and now claims
it and now
Brown, the Brixton

re-

ceived a black eye from the late tripping

not

has
It

last year,

stories have been circulated

was not hurt, and

Magic

200 exponents of "now you see

libel

The

was mar-

vaudeville franchise for

its

Brockton to Andrew Hathaway.
Louis Pincus, of New York

Hathaway's

the Brixton

had

giving

fices in

behind.

Monday. — "The

Circle"
its

and

to his

that he

is

scene

Hender*r.T»

variant

Monday, much to the surprise of the theatrical people in town, who had heard of
the decision of the United Booking Of-

$750 per week, and had the nerve to claim

.

grasp on the other.

a

(Four Burnells)

membership the

there

feat

into

one-half cents), while a rich plush chair

Still

give

disappearance, the impression

scheme of "nothing cheap except prices."
The highest seat in the main auditorium
(sixty-two and
is now but a half crown
the balcony can be had for sixpence.

they

when the climbing man

registry office last

in

Sheedy's theatre in this city opened last

est in his forthcoming appearance in pan-

India.

10,

<twl

der in America has aroused great inter-

tomime

Tanieinon Hitachiyama, the giant Jap,

Brockton, Mass., Dec. 27.

Courtcny Columhus, O., "Citizen.*

1

VARIETY

&
THE HAMBURGER DOM.

"SKIQIE" BALKS AT BURLESQUE

"The New Century

Sees

Qirls"

and Says It's No Use; He
Can't Tell What It's
About.

Everyone has heard

Dom

|

Off

which beside
halls

all

va-

give

shows.

v

iet

Hamburg, Dec.

lf>.

Hamburger

the

<»f

fair),

theatre! and dancing

the
i

cai nival

Pauli there are about ten acres

St.

In

variety, hippodrome*, caroussels of all

of

shows of every kind you
Imagine about 200 grindorgan*, bands, drums, bells and shouters
and

soils

can think

all

no use going to a burlesque show;

can't

I

want

what

tell

at the

was

Girls")

all

and the secbetter than the other

There are two

doing.

ond (burlesque)

is

acts,

rendezvous of

In the

act

first

lian

Russell" and

and

bye,

a

make

blonde girls there

just all about 'Lil-

gets

directors

artists,

that's

two

out, and there are
I

thought were

sisters

and Isabelle Httfd) and all
the chorus girls are homely and sometimes they are wearing short dresses and
sometimes nothing at all (tights), and I
don't think so much of them; they make
me sick when they have nothing on.
Somebody is singing all the time, and
they sang "Schnitzen Baum," and I heard
had a
it in a Nickelodeon, where they
big sheet and the voice came through a
moving picture, and I liked it better, an!
they sang "Splash Me," and I liked the
girl (May Belle) who sang that the best
in the show, and they pushed a fellow

(May

Belle

right in a box.

was a tramp

act there

(Ben Rigg,s), who stole everything on the
stage, and then a fellow dies, and the
undertaker came and was going to cut
I
and
thought the tramp would steal him, too,
but he didn't, but he stole a policeman,
and that was funny, and I didn't cure
any for the vaudeville acts. They were

but

up,

he

turned

over,

the same people in the show, and

liked

I

the moving pictures (Burns-Moir fight),
and there were a couple of fellows dressed
up as girls (Eddie Brennan and Jack McCabe), and when they said anything they
threw up their skirt,s and you could see
under, and everybody laughed, and all the
men were funny the way they acted, but
don't

like

know what

burlesque

it's

because

don't

I

about.

"HEALER" WON'T VISIT

US.

H. Woods has given up the project^
of importing Dr. Walter Bodie, the EngAl.

lish "healer," for exploitation in this

try.

mer

Arrangements were closed
for his appearance in

ing October and

coun-

last

New York

November

of

this

sumduryear.

Mr. Woods had secured an option on the
Unable
for tliat time.

New York Roof
to

secure

"healer's"

a

known

aj^vell

No doubt
is paid during the Dom.
pays many an act to work cheap, but
this is a thing of the past, and the artists

know
for

much

very

They

disappointed*

better than to go again and

nothing

will

work

the hope of securing con-

in

tracts.

one has a noveltv nowadavs, he can

If

license,

appearance,

abandoned the scheme.

however,

Mr.

for

the

Woods

has

Dr. Bodie has ad-

for

his

appearance here

English trade papers.

in

the

management, and

the

fine

more than for the object
of gaining entrance to the house, went
into court.

Nickelets and moving picture places

about New York, which only recently b«»gan to add vaudeville acts to their programs, are not slow

making the next

in

A

dozen or fifteen have combined into

cohesive booking circuit, and

:\

play

the

in

with

everything

in

her

favor.

At the Hans* Theatre there is a good
program and several good acts —new to

One

L. Gautier's Ponies.

is

This

Is

The curtain raises on
an up-to-date toy shop. The ponies are
posted on either a see-saw, or swing, or
rocking horse, very pretty, and something
for the

women and

children.

Another good act is Bitter Ronroff in a
novelty on horseback with a "ballerina."

The horse goes through
the

by

Les

ballerina.

"Paris Types,"

is

the steps set

all

Fleurys

with

an

good, doing about

twenty changes in twenty
good act for anywhere.

minute*.

A

all

together
acts

fifty

Actors' Union, supplies the attrac-

1,

Bach act i.s called upon to do about six
minutes for a turn, and shows from three

The

shows a day.

six

to

theatre

place*

The

latest

link

tional

the great

to

a real

Orpheum

novelty, and

"Toque,"

Keith for

This

is

hear booked with

I

Imagine a French poodle
while standing on

later.

doing a juggling act

hind legs, the horse going at a fair
peed. The dog also does a double riding
act with his master, really wonderful.
Beside the dog runs full speed down an incline, and turn* forward somersaults over

The Boganny Troupe are on their second month, and doing as well as in the
lirst.
are a" lively" acrobatic act,
1 hey
dressed as bakers, and make things lively
for about ten minutes.
The Flood Brother*, American comedy
made a hit, and are sure

acrobats, have

to catch on all over the Continent.

a

Long

some of the

Island to Yonkers, and

At the Apollo Sylvester
"the

universal

arti,st,"

acts

NEWEST PICTURE SHOW OPENS.
The Unique, the newest and easily the
handsomest popular priced vaudeville theatre in the city, opened Saturday night,
on Fast 14th Street, opposite the Academy

S'chaeflfer,

in

is

his

Jr..

third

month, and business continues good.

The rendezvous

for "the boys"

the

in

within

are

circuit

play the whole chain.

Bodega,"

Friedrichstrasse,

Ls

"The

near the Win-

You can always meet the
bunch there in the morning, having a little vermouth after practice.
They exchange news and tell some stories, some
new, some old (most old).
tergarten.

would advise Americans to go to "Das
(I. A. L.), to have

I

Program/ or the Loge
1

contracts

their

looked over before

sign-

There have been many disappointments of late, and some have had time to

ing.

Music.

of

It

Occupies

the

building

for-

merly known as "The Alhanibra."

This week the entertainment

furnished

go

consisted of three moving picture reels and
sorgs,

for

10 cents.

When

the house

two or

order
i

••

A.

three

in

vaudeville

The manager

added.

is

running

acts

will

of the place. Win.

Brady, who also operates the Comedy

Theatre, a similar establishment on
Street,

in

is

negotiation

with

provided

show

is

have

in

red

for close

to

is

mind the scheme

considerable circuit

In

called

Silver King")

up a

of building

New

"Herr Di-

will be

responsible for the

Ted
with

"Leamy

(title).

visit

the Wallhalle and the

artists can obtain

York.

Circuit,

cir-

American

VARIETY at the

oftice of

"Das Program."

BERLIN MANAGER GOES HOME.

said its owners

Greater

will

I

The

1,200 persons.
It

Cocktail*"

is

expected soon.

cuses next and report to you.

Unique is elaborately
and gold and seats are

continuous.

Leamy ("The
him. Leamy is

is

14th

interior of the
in

rector" over here)

the Actors'

I'niou to supply the attractions.

The

fishing.

John Ringling (he

an admission fee of

illustrated

decorated

Memphis, Dec. L'7.
Orpheum Theatre, an addi-

of the sea-

It is

a

tions.

Old Nick.

ORPHEUM'S SUCCESSFUL OPENING.

at the Wintergarten.

is

"the juggling dog," on horseback.

James Harry, manager of Local

week.

No.

neighborhood of

radius of 20 miles of City Hall, from

anv of the leading theaand be paid for it. My advice is,
keep away from the Hamburg Dom.
New is "Jenny Maningo." She i,s at
the Flora and as a bright young girl,
doing an act like Conchas. She is young,

me.

One of the most novel shows

siep in their development into an organiza-

ties

looking,

is excellent.

horses, etc.

PICTURE MEN'S BOOKING AGENCY.

secure work at

good

the

expected

Wolheini

for this reason,

The

programs,

his

would

court

its

expiration,

of

18.

believed

is

date

the

miniature

Herr Ileinemarin, the Berlin manager,
returned home this week after a short visit
13 this side of the water.
The purpose
of his trip was to place a new illusion

was opened here on Monday evening last
in a most befitting manner.
"The \ people of Memphis were present
in all the quantity the theatre would hold,
and 'the former Grand Opera House has

WILMER & VINCENT OPEN ORPHEUM.

been transformed, in the short

and (ilissando, Amerieus
Armstrong and Clark. Max
Witt's "Singing Colleens," Casting Dunbars, Adelaide Herrmann and Co., and pic-

oughfare of Berlin, and went into the enterprise on a lavish scale.

Charles E. Bray, acting general man
ager of the circuit, was present and pleas-

ture*.
The Majestic Trio replaced Stevenson and Nugent, who did not appear.

on the score of

most agreeable impression
upon Memphis, which- will react to benefit
of Max Fabish, the resident manager.
The inaugural Orpheum bill was a good
one and pleased.

The newspapers comment upon the show
favorably.
The Orpheum is to be operated
in conjunction with the other Wilmor &

project in favor of a

Vincent theatres.

ture

the

Orpheum

of the

Circuit

came

time since

into possession

house to a beautiful theatre, one of

the handsomest

in

the South.

ant, creating a

vertised the failure to secure official per-

mission

It

fact that very little

salary

are

December

Hansa must honor

the

until

have good

theatres

especially the Wintergarten, and business

son

decided

ticket

the

All

tion.

aUogxjiher.
is

act,

I

staving

sure to catch on.

In the second

him

away

many managers

dav,

it

and

shot,

bye

and,

"Mansfield,"

fellow

could

I

second

It
it's

agency.

court

has been

longer, this year they left after the first

or

purchased by him for entrance into the
Hansa Theatre, admittance was refused
him by the management, due to some
feeling between the house and the Mar-

Mr. Wolheini placed the matter in the
hands of a lawyer, and yesterday the

Dom

Berlin, Dec. 11.

held a ticket of admission,

office,

inelli

and
agents.
Hamburg was the place to show
and book any new or good act.
was two days in Hamburg and met
many ads that have been going there for
\ears. and they all complain that the
Dom' is not what it was. Where usually
there were about twenty new acts, now
only about three to five novelties are
shown, and where the manager! and
agents formerly remained a week or

part).

(first

all

That show

("New Century

doift

I

but I didn't know what they were

right,

*

it's

any more.

to go

Dewey

about, and

By "OLD NICK."

Although K. Wolheini, of the Marinelli

London

of.

I

It's

BERLIN NOTES

side

going at once.
For years the Hamburger

the

13.

CAN'T REFUSE ADMISSION.

Berlin, Dee.

Kitts and

New

York.

Windrum open

Jan. G at the

over

East on, Pa., Dec. 27.

The Orpheum, the new playhouse here
on the Wilmer & Vincent Circuit, opened
Monday evening. The opening bill is made
lip

of

Deltorelli

Comedy

Four.

,1.

J.

Osterstock

ident

manager; <;.
Win. Mellaney

p.

Kveritt

.1.

is

assistant

I.

Thomas

Andrews

is

is

res-

here.

Herr Eleinemann just before sailing for
America abandoned his pet project for
establishing a moving picture theatre in
Merlin.
He fitted up an expensive place
on Friedrichstrasse, the principal thor-

The

city authorities interposed objections

fire regulations, and this
was followed by a train of other mishaps.
Finally Heir Heinemann surrendered the

European moving picman. losing $12,000 on the venture.

treasurer;

McKay

treasurer;

advertising agent, and
musical director.

II:

J.

to

appear

May.

and Cant well have been booked
at the Palace, London, next

VARIETY

NOTES.

WHOLESALE INDICTMENTS IN KAN-

INTER-STATE DENIES RUMOR.

SAS CITY.

Chicago, Dec. 27.

Downey and Willard were espeengaged for the week of Dec. 16 at
the Majestic, Madison, Wis., not playing

the Inter-State Circuit, wishes to deny em-

at Springfield,

jestic

Conn,

cially

the act

111.,

This week

as routed.

at the Majestic, Chicago, with

is

&

the other K.

C. houses to follow.

At the Novelty, Brooklyn, on Christmas, Ben Blatt, the manager, was called
upon the stage, where he was presented
with a gift from the house staff.
Lewis and Chapin

close with

the

"Fay

Foster" show to-night, returning to vaudeville.

Marie Lloyd did not appear at Keith's,
Philadelphia, Monday, her absence from
the

having been

bill

caused

by a slight

She played from Tuesday

cold.

and

Rossi

on.

Musical

Horse did not
appear at Bennett's, London, this week,
and Mile. Margurite stepped into the vahis

General Manager E. F. Carruthers, of

rumor that it* chain of Matheatres in the South has affiliated

phatically the

contemplates booking in
with any Eastern circuit.

or

conjunction

and

Mr. Carruthers adds that Jan. 13 the
Majestic, Chattanooga, will open under his own direction and control, playing
the same acts as the Inter-State houses.

New

A new

Oklahoma

vaudeville theatre at

South which

in the

might be regarded as substantial opposito the Inter-State through being located in that territory is the present and
proposed ventures of the lately formed
Weber & Rush-Wilmer & Vincent comtion

bination.

Welch and Maitland, at present with
"Vanity Fair," sail for England at the
end of the season under the direction of
II.

FIIvST

AND LAST

ing on the Moss-Stoll tour in England.
act first played at Liverpool.

The

The

RuSrSell Sisters

Waitt, dramatic editor of the Boston
"American." Mr. Waitt has also sold a
one -act sketch called "The Angel Child"
to Stella M. Peet, in which a quartet will

be a feature.
Lillian Coleman, who was last seen at
the Lyric in "The Babes in the Woods,"

and who ha^ been two years

in retirement,

will seek to secure vaudeville

single singing

H.

and dancing

time with a

specialty.

in the

opened.

The benefit for the Charity Fund of the
White Rats of America will be held at
the Grand Opera House, Brooklyn, Jan. 5.
One of the largest programs of "allstar" acts ever presented around New York

Day were married

recently,

and are now visiting relatives in Texas.
It was while he was connected with the
Majestic, Dallas, Tex., that Mr. Peters met
his present wife.

Eddie Lane, formerly of "The Stage
Struck Kids," has formed a partnership
with Jos. S. Watson. Jos. M. Woods will

Kansas City

is

laughing

indictments

against

Young

Sleuth,"

Don't

"Mr.

"Mr. Can't
Explain," "Miss Led," "Miss Used," "Miss
Construe," "Miss Fortune," "Miss Calcu"Mr.

Care,"

late," etc.

R.

J.

ready

New

Donegan, manager of the

Century,

was

again

called

kept

being

been

the

before

r«f»sen* to testify

waiting

in

ante-

the

Mr. Donegan has

indicted

alleged

for

al-

Sunday

Eugene

Dial, of Dial

&

Armstrong,

shortly send an American specialty

show

and circus into Panama, for which he has
secured a Government permit. The show
will travel under canvas, the grounds for
the tent being furnished by the Isthmian
government free of cost.
Todd Siegrist recently went into the
same country with a circus. He has been
there now for three weeks, and reports
which have come North indicate phenomBeside the vaudeville and
enal business.
circus acts with the Dial show, an airship
and balloon leaper will be carried. Mr.
Armstrong, of the firm, left for Panama
two weeks ago to look over the ground.

Italian -French act known as Les
Trombettas, playing at Haramerstein's this

Worcester,

York

last

week,

to visit at their

played

at

Poli's,

New

coming into

new home on Man-

hattan avenue over Sunday.

"Pat" found time to
reduce to manuscript two songs which
had been bothering his musical mind for
some time. They are called "I'd Like to
Sit and Look at You" and "Babyland,"
While

in

the city

both written in Pat's best style. One will
probably be made a "number" in a Broad-

week, will return to their foreign home
the early part of January.
Lea Trombettas were booked by Percy
G. Williams when the manager was abroad

Mr. Williams wanted to engage the act for twelve weeks at the
time, but over four were refused, Mr.
Trombetta remarking the vaudeville competition over here would be so keen he
would prefer to speculate on future time
after the engagement.

summer.

last

With the

production.

While in the city Pat found time to
decline an offer from Charles Dillingham
for Rooney and Bent to strengthen his
"Lonesome Town" in Chicago.
With the coast clear, Pat and his wife,
Miss Bent, trundled on to Poli's, Waterbury, where he discovered last Wednesday what an awful day Christmas can be
in certain places, Waterbury not excepted.

closing of the vaudeville op-

position there has been no competitive bid-

ding for the further services of the act.

HOLIDAY BARGAIN SALE.
"Two

songs for $1 or four for $1.50" is
the scale of prices at which one FTed W.
Martin, a Brooklyn (X. Y.) agent, offers
the services of "Little

Elsie"

Martin, a

illustrated songs.

young singer of

In a letter to Hen Blatt,

manager

of the

Noveltv, Williamsburff, Mr. Martin say*:

George Abel, the English comedian, who
has been playing about in America for six

shows daily will be the vaudeville
program at the Fifth Avenue when it reopens with variety shows on Jan. 0. Moving pictures and
vaudeville, making
a
continuous

until Jan.

months or more, made application

policy

manage the

liminary

When
period

act.

citizenship

papers

he has completed
of

American

residence
citizen.

he

the
will

last

for pre-

week.

prescribed

become an

Two

with

at

entertainment,
the

price/!

Twenty-third

set

at

10-20-30.

will

Street

be

the

house,

"The Song
"The St r

Eva Tantruay and
Bout" will likely he the features of the
opening bill at the Fifth Avenue.
Binls,"

;i

comedy bits interspersed through the
somehow miss fire. Whatever is of
value in the comedy "bits" is due to Mat
Kennedy as the Englishman. There are a
the

action

few bright flashes in his work, but for the
most part the proceedings are very dull.
Thomas Duffy plays a German comedy
role in the familiar way and Robert Athon
handles the "straight" rather more smoothly than the average.
Maida Dupree works very hard with her
dances and shows more changes of costume
than any of the other women principals.
She has good ideas of burlesque dressing,
getting away from the glaring effects, but
she affects heelless slippers which rather
take away from the attractiveness and
trimness of her appearance.

numbers go

Young has

will

PAT ROONEY WASTES NO TIME.
Bent

"I

am now manager

nicely

filled.

you will
Christmas

Two

Her musical

first

part,

but

This

olio.

is

more the fault

Mar-

Jeannette

a brilliant soprano voice

(for

but her knowledge of elocution, stage bearing and the art of making
up is not complete.
Kitty Sutton has an uncongenial part
burlesque),

and did not impress herself upon the audience until she appeared as a "kid" in the
burlesque.
In this she looks extremely
well, handles herself prettily and should
have a part in the opener of which she
could

make something.

Hetty Wiora, of the Wiora Sisters, who
make up an olio number, contributes an
in both pieces, and these
were really features of the show.
Tom Duffy, Pat Hanley, Joe Herzog and
Jack Kearns form a quartet. They have
very pale and inconsequential parts, but
did extremely well in the olio. They dress
neatly in well-made Tuxedo coats, but a

excellent dance

more up-to-date design in waistcoats
would improve their appearance.

The chorus

of sixteen

is

one of the best

looking and fastest working organizations
that has been seen in a local burlesque
house for some weeks past and the costuming scheme is somewhat above the average
Half a dozen
quality and extent.
in

changes are provided for the
half as

many

first

part and

for the burlesque.

Maida Dupree opened

the

olio

with a

followed by Robert Athon and

single act,

Young, who offer a* worthless
Athon is a capable comedian.
In other hands it would be a painAs it stands it is utterly unful iifTair.
worthy of its principals. With proper material they would deliver good entertainment.
Sutton and Sutton have a first rate conKitty Suttortion and acrobatic number.
ton works with a grace equalled by very
few women contortionists. Her feats are
Jeannette

comedy

entirely

sketch.

lacking in

the suggestion of gro-

tily.

is

part

with

Play her week of Dec. 10 and
book her a return date for

The

costuming

just

'Little Elsie' will

all

in the

a drawback ^o
work and she dresses pretThe Wiora Sisters close the specialty

who has

tin,

of Nowhere" is the first
an uninteresting story and

It tells

song" in the

LES TROMBETTAS GOING BACK.

and

piece.

of the song than of the singer.

ANOTHER SHOW FOR PANAMA.

The

Rooney

the final curtain.

she fares rather badly with an "audience

violation five times.

City will appear for the charitable cause.

way

Meyers Peters, the comedian, and

Mrs. Blanche

New

York, Miss Hazard will
again appear, having played continuously
on the Klaw & Erlanger Circuit since it

shows

have bought a dia-

logue act in "one," called "The Lady and
the Cook," written for them by Ernest L.

all

made out by the

lists

room four hours.

BILLS.

CHARITY FUND BENEFIT.

"Kandy Kiu>" are reported to have made a successful open-

the

in

marshal and

after

ON

B. Marinelli.

Irene Lee and the

batch of indictments, for
the reason that none of the players' names
were printed on the programs. Fictitious
names were given instead. These were
first

Grand Jury and aga«?

the beginning of the last week of variety

by the Marinelli
to open next July.

vaudeville
office

Century (Western Burlesque Wheel) and

turning

The only vaudeville

booked

in

New

Belles" played the

season.

Moran and Wise, a juggling act, no»v
with "The Casino Girls," have been

New York

The "Colonial

included

part, "The High School Girls," wake
up and put over a screaming burlesque that
keeps the audience on tiptoe of interest to
first

"The Mayor

Sunday.

at the performance of the Grand Jury re-

There will be but one act on the opening of "Advanced Vaudeville" at the New
York Theatre to play at the close of that
entertainment in the same theatre.
Grace Hazard has the honor. Miss
Hazard was the second number of the
first program at the New York, in her
"Five Feet of Comic Opera."
Commencing with January 20, marking

"Yama."

violations

for

City will be added to the Inter-State next

cancy.

Jeanette Lowrie will probably enter
vaudeville via Philadelphia, in which city
she scored distinctly in Alfred E. Aarons'

were

sixty-five

people

theatrical

escaped the

will be treated as such.

number,

Of the

tions.

against
last

Other circuits in the Southern territory,
Mr. Carruthers says, are regarded as opposition,

Kansas City, Dec. 27.
The Grand Jury here returned 938 indictments, mostly for Sunday law viola-

"HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS."
After struggling along at a low level of
entertainment through fifty minutes of the

1,

songs,

$1

;

one week only.'»»

returned from Canada.

be open

1D08.

week

of 'Little Elsie'

f«>r

engagements

After that her time

to

crowd

four songs,

your
$1.50.

house.

For

so

tesqueness,
this

sort

should by

frequent

of

th«ir

all

well-known dancing net.
is

pretty,

but

the

trio

means substitute some other

arrangement for their present awkward
and unsightly system of underdressing.
Ruth,

VARIETY

10

Horace Goldin, Jeanne Fransioli and Com-

NEW ACT S NE XT WEEK
Initial

Reappearance in

Whit

Cunliffe,

Terley,

New

New York

New

York.

York.

third Street.

McMahon and Chappelle (New
Twenty-third Street.
Kelly and Massey, Pastor's.
Henry and Young, Pastor's.
Mr. Hymack, Orpheum.

Act),

Cliff.

6 Mins.; One.

mistake occurred in
the American debut of Laddie Cliff. Some
one name<T~the Doy~* ?TLaddie'' instead of
"Kiddie." "He's a cute kid" will be the
first thing you will say when Laddie Cliff
walks on the stage, and it will be the
He is a
last thing said when he leaves.
cute kid, and a performer from his head
to his toes. The lad is a "comer" in every
sense of the word, and he could have had
New York City easily Monday, when he
appeared for the first time at the Colonial.
Dressed as an Eton youth, Laddie, who
can not be over seventeen years old, sang

and danced
audience.

simple

way right into
They didn't want
his

the Colonial
to see

him

His legs are a
is a comedian
with them; also an eccentric dancer of a
high class, without seemingly having had
anyone to teach him grotesque steps as
his particular style of "loose" dancing has
been developed over here. It is the comedy of the dancing rather than the dancing itself which counts, and in this he
resembles Chris Richards, that other funny
I^addie could
Englishman, on his feet.
have been a contortionist or an acrobat as
well, but he has chosen dancing and singIn both he is successful. For songs
ing.
he has "Don't He Look Like Father?"
"Samu-u-el" (a sort of English "coon"
number), and "That's How He Sat on a
Tack," all comic, the last named decidedly
This "Tack" song was brought over
go.
here about a year ago by Daisy Harcourt,
but it is not known whether she has sung
it on the stage.
The boy sings well, and
has a flexible face which -he uses for
comedy while singing.
American vaudeholds
ville
no one like Laddie Cliff.
Laddie will have New York infatuated
with him before he leaves; he is a foreign
leave,

Hardeen.
30 Mins.; Full Stage (Interior).

vears,

Colonial.

New

trunks

but he begged

off.

couple of spindles, and he

"find" of the season;

several seasons, in

fact.

.Sftme.

thors or playwrights can lay claim to; he

about

a complete comedy story, not
dramatic side, and leaving no
for the

imagination to span. The

(Eugene Jepson)
whether in
Ohio or Massachusetts Mr. Ade carefully
avoids stating.
Inasmuch as he brings
into the action "Atwood College" a mythical school of learning from his "College
Widow," no excuse for the neglect is required.' The Iluiioiable OtSfHLas a son
W'allie (George Stuart Christie) who has
just graduated from Atwater, and is engaged to Ruth Foster (Perdita Hudspeth),

Mayor

a

Otis Milford

of Springfield, but

very classy Springfield young woman,

who

xo Mins.; Full Stage.

Judging from appearances, the act is
evidently foreign.
The most noticeable
thing is the neat dressing and the good

The woman does very little
but to look good. The man does the

appearance.
else

familiar routine on the

revolving globe,

closing with a fairly steep ascent, a short

and a
The act depends

follows the similar act of Harry

Hou-

almost to minute detail.
Opening with the escape from half
a dozen 'cuffs and leg irons, he goes to
the trunk and bag tricks, and closes with
feat of releasing himself from a
the
with

dini

fidelity,

straight-jacket.

In

his

announcements

likewise he suggests the other, with just
a hint of the same uncertain and halting

There is also a personal rebetween the two. Iv. the
straight-jacket escape Hardeen works up
a good point in an argument over the use
The assistant objects to the
of a chair.
presence of the chair, explaining in a halfused only

foolish

are absolutely without furniture, and after
some slight discussion, only half under-

during

his

college

course,

Wallie

made

love by mail and otherwise to one Gene-

vieve LeClaire

(Elise Dean), the general

all-around manicure for the rah rah boys.

Wallie said w hile explaining to his father
there were not many girls at Atwater,
that Genevieve was popular, so he went
r

the limit, winning out, but further than
that, nothing, no matter

what the

letters

and if he inferred to the nail clipper
he wanted to marry her, Wallie allowed
for her age to understand.
Everything
looked as though the Gods were all working steadily for Genevieve she knew Walsaid,

:

was engaged; that his father was
Mayor, and expected the Gubernatorial
nomination, so Gene beat it to Springfield
ahead of Wallie.
She told father that
$10,000 would buy the damaging letters,
lie

thereby avoiding a breach of promise suit.
Father was a pretty wise Goo. Ade boy,

even for Springfield, and he "guessed" the
Chief of Police at Atwater might have
something on Gene. But Gene hadn't been
under Ade's tutelage for nothing, so she
cut the telephone wire, shutting the

Mayor

from the long distance. And here in
the sketch something dreadful happened.
Since Will M. Cressy has promised to stop
writing short pieces, he is entitled to
every consideration (if he doesn't renege), and the groundwork of the beHt
scene in the Ade sketch has been taken
from the "phony phone" in Cressy's "Ticks
and Clicks." But it surely must be a coincident, for Ade but to go on with the

off

widow. "The Mayor and the Manicure,"
which is having its first city showing, is
a mighty amusing little playlet, and well
acted.
Mr. Jepson takes hold of the
Mayor, the principal character, and hugs
it to the finish, which, by-the-by, is a

weak

point.

No

well

regulated

Mayor

descent of several stairs.

in a town the size of
whether Massachusetts or
Ohio, and Mr. Ade should know better.
Mr. Christie made a pretty fair looking

ner

invitation

S*pringfield,

cells,

which

by the audience, the chair is removed and Hardeen continues unassisted.
The incident brought a burst of applause
and helped immensely in establishing the
good feeling of the audience toward the
artist, an important factor in an act of
this sort where the artist is unable to
make any direct appeal for sympathy.
Rush.
stood

The Charron-Moran Company.
"An Afternoon Mix-Up" (Comedy).
12 Mins.; Full Stage.

Pastor's.

"An Afternoon Mix -Up" was written
by Mattie Keene and embodies a good
With

idea.

proper

substantial

yield

handling,

results.

it

Two

should
sisters,

you wish to call chorus
up against it. They
have but two changes of clothing between
them, one an afternoon gown and the
other an evening dress. That's about the
plot.
Some bright linos and a few good
laughs are introduced through one of the
siste»s being forced to go to luncheon in
the low -neck gown because her sister was
wearing the only other garment in the
establishment.
Other talk and business
of a similar brand is handed out, and

"actresses,"
girls

if

actresses, are

could be

made over

into real

entertain-

and Jessie Moran
are the sisters. The "company," a stage
hand, did very well; he removed a table
and two chairs. One of the Jessies is
rather good looking, and the possessor of
a voice above the average. Her playing,
however, is amateurish, and she will need
ment.

Jessie Charron

plenty of

rehearsing

The other

before becoming

a

no voice,
but plays with more animation and as-

regular.

Jessie has

surance.

Dash.

after

Fransioli,

drawing

the

The curtains are

steps out.

tricks.

curtains,

and

raised,

Goldin bows to the audience from within.

a striking

is

and

illusions

throughout the land. Goldin has many
imitators, but no equal. His fresh supply
will stand him in stead for some time.
An entrance is now had with Jeanne Fransioli, as well dressed and as handsome as
ever, if not more so, being drawn on the
stage seated in a sedan chair. Jt is rested
on the floor by th£ four bearers, and Miss

The

padded

new

of

full

semblance

audible voice that the jacket

two

nearly

for

Mr. Goldin showed on his last appearance have become pretty well known

delivery.

for patients confined in

would have accepted the adventuress' din-

a good measure on this closing trick,
and while it is showy, it is not elaborate
enough.
Dank.

He

country for several months.

While

trip across a see-saw arrangement,

In

New York

vaudeville theatre, although he has played
in this

New York

from

Horace Goldin has returned with

What

his handcuff escape

clothes

the letters to escape arrest as a blackmailer, after admitting she is a grass

Pastor's.

showing

is

how to wear good
and spend money without looking

—

Zoyarras.

Hardeen

stands aces with the Mayor.

being taught

The father uses the "dummy" telephone, venturing a guess that Gene is
married.
She "falls," by delivering over

Balancing.

York.

specialty for the first time in a

story.

The

Away

Handcuff Expert.

Ade wrote "The Mayor and the
Manicure," and Mr. Ade has accomplished
what very few vaudeville dramatists, auGeo.

is

Colonial.

one

and Magic.

Colonial.

Eugene Jepson and Company (3).
"The Mayor and the Manicure" (Comedy).
17 Mins.; Four (Interior).

has given
without a
wide gaps
Honorable

Songs and Dances.

Just

(4).

24 Mins.; Full Stage (Special Setting).

Dorsch and Russell (New Act), Twenty-

1

pany
Illusions

City.

Nellie Wallace, Colonial.

Laddie

NEW AGTS OP THE WEEK

Presentation, First Appearance or

chair has no unusual depth, and

din's exit

made

is

the

for

illusion

it

is

Gol-

start.

a similar manner,

in

by the

the chair being brought on again

attendants, Goldin seating himself in

After the curtains are raised,

is

it

it.

empty.

Miss Fransioli steps in, and is carried off
while the curtain drops, both appearing
simultaneously to acknowledge the ap-

Another new

plause.

of

illusion

and the star

the present act as given on

evening

the "bed-chamber."

is

A

Monday

large cab-

inet is placed in the center of the stage. It
is

near no "drops" or wings, and enl ranee
is impossible by the ordinary

unobserved

up
method.
Soft curtains are rolled
on each side. The cabinet floor is at least
one foot and a half from the stage. The
curtains are rolled down, and at a shot
from Goldin's pistol, the front two are
thrown apart, revealing Miss Fransioli reclining in a bedstead. Over her is drawn
a quilt or comforter, and the full equipment of a lady's boudoir is on view. Goldin steps in, removing small articles from
different tables and dressers, evidencing
they are not fastened, and incidentally he
is showing a new trick in this by striking
a match against a match box thrown to
him from afar by one of the men. From
this cabinet Miss Fransioli dresses herself
in a pretty soubrette costume, and proceeds to the "Salvation

Army"

disappear-

The "bed-chamber" was attempted

ance.

over here by Carl Herts, but there is no
comparison between his work and the
execution bv Goldin, who does this clean
as a whistle, without exposing a suspicion
of

how

it

plained

is

accomplished, while Herts' ex-

itself.

Mr. Goldin now catches his

gold fish in an ordinary landing net instead

of at the end of a fishing pole, and also

has

an

extended

"flag"

"drum" at the opening.

finish

He

is

for

the

giving a

showing his
and about the
onlv flaw in the act, which concludes with
the "cannon" and "trunk" illusion, is an
impersonation of composers with a substitution at the end, hardly worth the time
and trouble given to it.
The cabinet
in this is exceedingly intricate, and might
be devoted to a better purpose. There are
so many minor bits of newness in Mr.
brief exhibition of "Diabolo,"

dexterity with the

spool,

I

without any wild traditions
hovering about him, and Miss Hudspeth
was a nice little country girl. Elise Dean
was the manicure, and looked about just

Goldin's

right for Atwater.

his performance.
An entire evenentertainment would be just as enjoyable when given by Horace Goldin, the
ideal necromancer.
Sime.

college boy,

secure
piece;
it

is

all
it

Mr. Jepson ought to
with the
will be a laugh-maker wherever
the time he wants

presented.

Rime.

act

it

is

impossible

He

to

recount

working more
rapidly than ever; not a word is spoken
during the act, and one regrets to see him

them from memory.

close
ing's

is

VARIETY
Lamont's Dog and Monkey Drama.
11 Mins.; Full Stage (Special Set).

Una Clayton and Company.
"Juanita."
26 Mins.; Full Stage (Special Set).

Lamont's act

Una Clayton and Company

are in the

with a Spanish-American playlet, an

field

made

idea

through

popular

Mr.

Rancho."

It

the

in

Itelasco's

may have

the popularity of

it

legitimate

''Hose

the

of

been the play, or

that suggested the

idea to Miss Clayton.

At any rate it 13
safe to say that Frances Starr, "The Rose"
"Rose of the Rancho," has been used
as a model by Miss Clayton in her portrayal of the Spanish girl. Miss Clayton
has undertaken a difficult task. She plays
a dual role of twin sisters of opposite
temperaments, the one, Juanita, a quiet,
in

winsome

creature

little

simply

On

put

earth to be loved; while Carita, the other,
is a typical fire-eating brand of the Latin
race, of the sort most popular in fiction.

Of course, there

the American engineer

is

who

(Francis Morey)

falls

love with

in

Juanita, not knowing of the existence of
the sister, and is loved in return by the
gentle one, but

who

rita,

is

heartily detested by Ca-

refuses to like anything or body

The gentleness

not Spanish.

of Juanita

followed by the heated outbursts of Carwho the American thinks is the same

ita,

girl,

have that gentleman on the run. Ray

Voungerman plays

a Spaniard.

is

also

The coming together

in love with her.

the two

loves

lie

Carita and believes the American

of

supposed to supply the action
of the piece.
Everything i,s explained to
the satisfaction of everybody at the finish.
Miss Clayton does very well as Juanita,
but does not impress as high-strung Cais

The

given plenty of atmosphere and as pretty a stage setting as

rita.

playlet

is

has been seen in the varieties. With five
or six minutes out, the action quickened,
and much needed improvement in the
playing of the men. the piece would be
well suited for vaudeville.

an out and out copy of
Charles Barnold's. There is a story supposed to go with the proceedings, a synopsis of which is printed" on the program.
It would take a lot more than is told on
the program to keep track
of
things.
When the "drunk" appears you are sorry.
There may have been "drunken" dogs
shown before Mr. Barnold presented his,
and there certainly have been several exis

ploited since, but there

is

still

to be seen

one within nailing distance even of Barnold's.
Lamont's "drunk" walks out of the
saloon and leans against a lamp post. Tho

of the Sea."

Harry De Veaux, national president of

13 Mins.

the

Colonial.

made

"A Tale

of the Sea"

and one

ture,

a "faked"

is

kept out of vaudeville theatres.

It

ing or instructive qualities, not scenes
which cause children who see it at matinees to curl up in their beds at night

fearing

some dreadful savage, such as

the

is

greatest

No

lost.

There

are

being

effect

several

other

entirely

incidents

quite as badly executed.

all

This act could
even had there been no

not have passed

Barnold.

Dash.

Lyons and Parks.
Musical, Singing and Dancing.
13 Mins.;

One.

Union Square.
Lyons ami

have

framed up a
fairly entertaining specialty which scores
in its present form through the youthfulness of the boys. The younger of the two
Fark,s

has a sweet voice, rather of the freak orsinging several numbers pleasingly,

der,

but wears a girl's dress at the opening,
appearing very awkward in it. lie is a
bright clean-cut looking little chap, as is

afterward shown when he changes to the
boy's costume.
It would be better were
the girl idea dropped entirely.

The

bear

home-made

the

of a

"A Tale

of the Sea"

out of work who secures a
berth on an ocean freighter:*

seaman's

While at sea, the mate whips a cabin boy.
The amateur seaman whips the mate, and
is chained below decks.
The cabin boy
releases
him, both escaping from the
steamship in a lifeboat, landing upon a
sandy shore. Exhausted they fall asleep,
but when the cannibals run along the
beach, the boy may be seen to dig in the
sand, and laughs until Che signal comes,
when both jump up in the midst of the
man-eaters. In the savages' camp, a
phonograph saves them from a barbaric
feast, and they again escape. For the finish the seaman is shown returning home
to find his family has been increased by
one during his absence. ^The elapsed time
of the picture

is

Sime.

not given.

needing instructions as to the use of
his hands. The dressing also could be im-

Dash.

New

York.

The

probability

main portion

wooden

A

refers

that

to

the

of Zamloch's entertainment.

It consists of "cabinet"

cabinet.

whatever

work without

the

small wooden disk placed on a

table,

a

snare

drum and

a

hat

borrowed from the audience are the principals in the experiment.
Zamloch work s
t

in

the audience while "the three spirits"

answer various quesThree taps by the disk or drum
signify "yes," and one tap, "no." The hat
tips a like number of times to indicate
the same replies. This part of the magician's entertainment is the least fa(as

he calls them)

tions.

The
and the most interesting.
drum and t lie hat do their part nicely,
and are a bit puzzling, but the wooden
disk is the sticker. There is a short projection in the center of the disk upon
which it balances, how it taps becomes the
miliar

Zamloch places the table in the
aisle and it works as well there within a
foot of anv auditor as it does on the
stage.
An assistant, quite a comedian in
his own way, dresses in evening clothes
and manages to gain laughs through deliberation that is funnv.
It could become
even more so.
Dash.
question.

Sunday. ^Ir. Ingralim is well
knoAvn as a composer of popular songs.
lie should, in a short time, become equalcert" last

ly

known

well

as a singer of them.

In-

grahm delivers his songs in much the same
manner that Bert l'it /gibbons does, taklaughs as he goes along,

ing the

pending upon a catch
itself to

line or

not de-

even the song

any great extent.

He made

Now"

wrote)

"I'm

sound
Miss Campbell sang
like a new selection.
but one number, and was on the stage
only four or five minutes. She is a fine
looking woman with a beautiful contralto
During Miss Campbell's song, "I'm
voice.
Dissatisfied." a corking new
Perfectly
"coon" lament, Mr. Ingrahm works in
Married

(which

he

some funny comedy bits on the piano. The
by descending to "plugging" one of Mr. Ingrahm's ballads for a
pair hurt their act

finish.

The

neither

is

ballad

is all right

in itself,

but

cut out for this style of song.

would be better to drop the selection,
leaving it to some one who could do the
It

The act in
command time.

song justice.
should

its

present shape

Hash.

majority

are

and

future

the

of

fearful

the approbation of

all.

"I have never doubted

it

would be neces-

sary for the artist to be placed face to
face with a situation that has taken five

years to develop, and

when

that

have always feared

I

the expected happened

it

would

unprepared to meet the situ-

find the artist

ation.

"The actor

realizes that in the natural

development of

the

times

the

theatrical

managers have reached the stage of progress where their mutual interests are concentrated, and they hold resistance to contemplated plans with absolute indifference.
"I do not wish to give an impression
that active resistance

at this time ad-

is

visable or necessary, but I do believe that

imperative

is

it

the

should

artist

con-

and by organization
and interchange of ideas, arrive at a peaceful and sensible solution of the intricate
centrate

his

forces,

problem involved.
" 'Advanced Vaudeville' has created an-

other condition which
to native

a topic of interest

is

With but

talent.

a few vaude-

compared
England and on
the continent the present importation and
theatres

ville

country

this

In

number

large

the

in

coal

in

a

known French

widelv

The win »le process

seen,

is

district.

from the

drill-

and

its

The

manufacture into coke.

matter

lecturer

a

Whole

clear.

mill

The

would

a

As

bits

of detached photographic art the pictures
are pretty and interesting, but the lack of

meaning robs them

of force.

Many

per-

sons left the house while they were being

Hush.

exhibited.

talent

of

artist

await a
being

American

must accept

artist

the best terms offered, or invade the foreign

taking the chances of making a suc-

field,

among strangers.
"Too many artists'

The strength

dividual order.

is

in-

distributed

and the methods foreign to one another.

"To

ultimately

be

formation of an

successful

individual

mere

the

association

must be a

There

sufficient.

is

power

behind Sufficiently strong to create respect.

This power can only
ing

disposition

a

obtained by show-

l>c

willing

oe

to

to

assist

whom

you desire to have at your back
as the bulwark of your defense.
those

"Eventually the awakening will come
and then it will be apparent to all that
an affiliation and understanding between

employed

all

OUT OF TOWN.

associations are not

conducive to ultimate success by any

not

liantly light effects are displayed, the mol-

moulds.

supply

bril-

ten metal appearing as streaks of blinding
lights against the dark

the

existing,

sections of the reel

shown, and here several

is

time and

his-

larger than the demand, and no competition

pic-

subject

the

bide

to

cess

Toward the end

are incomprehensible.
steel

make

to

it

American

to the liking of the

all

vacancy.

shows the methods of mining

series

Ingrahm and Campbell, from the West,
had their first Eastern .showing at the
"Ted Marks' Sacred and Educational Con-

Mistergoria,"

the

seek a form of remedy that will meet with

(•(impelled

tures are unusually clear in detail, and are

in "One."

when

male and female, has been confronted with a condition existing to-day.
While the many arguments going the
rounds create a subject for gossip, the large
artist,

fit

require

Can Appear

15 Mins.;

in the his-

tory of the theatrical profession

the future arrivals portend a situation not

Moving Picture.
"The Mines of Decauville."

ing to the loading of the coal for transit

(1).

week to
response to a

request for his views on the present vaude-

tc

older

boy plays the harp beautifully, accompanying in all the numbers. Neither seems
to be at home on the stage, and could
stand coaching, the younger boy especial-

Union,

Protective

ville situation.

man

mechanically almost perfect, but

all

will

who enjoy

in favor of the children

these subjects best.
is

and

seems to be

discrimination

sensible

made

mark,

American.

in

which

pictures

of

fault

Pastor's.

be.

in

slowly

the

National

the following statement this

a Variety representative in

the picture might be lurking around. This

eventually lead to a revolt against them.

follows,

Actors'

"There has never been a time

Herbert Ingrahm and Frankie Campbell.

"Spiritua

has to

do with fighting and cannibals, especially
the latter, and this sort of thing impresses
the youthful mind. If a picture must be
"faked" it /should either have good amus-

"Spiritua Mistergoria" (Magic).
2i Mins.; Full Stage.

may

pic-

which should be

of the kind

;

ly

Dash.

DE VEAUX ON THE SITUATION.

Picture.

"monk" policeman here comes in also the
patrol wagon.
As soon as the dog spies
the wagon, it jumps in and the "monk"

proved.

Zamloch and Company

Moving

"A Tale

Keeney's.

Pastor's.

11

effected
trol

theatres

the

in

must

be

and effectually con-

ren soTWrtory

to

the situation.

"When

affairs

are

this

in

shape

the

Maisie Scott.

manager and the

Songs.

another better and each will work to the

Tremont, Boston.

is

a

first

American

looker, a good char-

fine

mag-

acter dresser, a-bully singer and quite

One

netic.

are

bit

a

or

two

of her songs, however,

too densely

"get over" very well.
toire

she

phatically.
full of

ought

Her

understand one

best interests of all concerned.

Maisie Seott. making her
appearance,

artist will

to

act

English

is

over

He will then be
mon sense, and

in

The

artist

the very near future.

guided by good, cool comnot

be

misled

by

fancy

dreams."

and don't

With a new
score

will see the light

reper-

here

absolutely

em-

clean,

ginger and interesting.

Ernest L. Waitt.

The Murray
leave the

bill

day, Victoria

heavy

cold.

Sisters

were compelled to

at Hammerstein's on Tues-

Murray having contracted a

"

VARIETY

12

A KNIGHT FOR A DAY.
a Day" is at Wallack's.
For stale, unvarIt came from Chicago.
nished and unpolished "oakum," worn and

"A Knight

for

threshed

oiit

Wallack's

is

years

The dialogue

at

is

all

at

a house

at

remind-

times

called "the life of the evening,"

tertains"

play

the*

youth

saddening

that

of

ful

ago,

commended.

party

commonly
who "en-

and

de-

is

A

basket

wine

of

The

—

only.

acts

It

same

the

is

is

delivered

to

a

basket

principal says "a

dressing

throughout each ?<yt»on., '•horu*. girls. an<L
principals,
excepting the two comedy

members.

The outlay
meagre, much

has been
expended by
show, and the

dressing

for

than

less

is

burlesque

ordinary

the
act

The

first

an exterior, and outside of a "prop"

is

champagne

well into which the basket of

The "heavy" of the piece is forced
into a comedy role by replying to the

dropped to cause Miss Yokes to acquire
a "souse" by drinking the water, an extinct comedy expedient, the whole set

audience, after the principal's departure,

may have

of wine can never go through the front
door."

"If

can't go in the front,

it

have

I'll

is

been supplied by the theatre.
The redeeming features are the music,

it

composed

sent around to the back door."

John Slavin, the only comedian in the
is hampered with some awful sickly

"Life

"Slavin is all right, but his 'stuff'
bad" would be a vaudevillian's summing up of Slavin's part, but still Mr.
Slavin, together with a couple of musical
numbers and finales, gives "A Knight for
a Day" the necessary tilt which saves it
from utter disrepute.
Robert B. Smith wrote the book and
lyrics.
If Mr. Smith admits responsibility for obliging Mr. Slavin to speak some
of the lines in this show, Smith ought to
hire a substitute the next time he is

tily

given a job.

eral

line/*.

is

Muriel Oliver

(Sallit,

Fisher) asks Slav-

"Do you remember when

Raymond

by

and

Hubbell,

staging of the numbers by Gus Sohlke.

show,

a See-Saw," besides being pret-

is

melodious, is splendidly put on and
worked up, coming into the finale with"
an effective electrical finish, showing sev-

eral brilliantly lighted see-saws teetering.

The opening
other

finale to

an-

is

and

stagecraft,

the

the show, although again

close

electrical,

the second act

of

good

of

bit

makes a

striking finish.

Mis^ Fisher and Slavin have a duet in

"The

Little Girl in Blue," the second best

musical

and

selection,

the

follows

this

"Floradora Sextet" idea, bringing in sevthe

of

"THE HIRED GIRL'S MILLIONS."
Scarcely have

company

the

for

encores,

caused by Slavin's well-timed comedy.

"My Very

Own" is sung by Miss
you have to scan the program
knowing what it is about, and

we grown accustomed

feated in a free-for-all fight around the
to

"musical melodrama" as a newcomer in
theatrical nomenclature, when along come
the Russell Brothers «nd without a whisper of warning hand out a

new and even

at the "hired girls' " home,

All one has to do to enjoy the

show

is

to hypnotize himself with the 14th

Street axiom, "Ain't the Russell Brothers

funny!" and then, having divested himof all

self
sit

trace

human

of

intelligence,

tight and be prepared for the worst.

The worst is "The Hired Girl's Millions,"
by Charles E. Blaney.
Not that one would deny that the Russell Brothers are funny.
There is scarcely a vaudeville audience in the country
that

has "hot possed'"6n

poiut

that

long

But then the brothers did a twen-

since.

ty-minute farce. That's vastly different
from a three-hour "farce-comedy-melodrama."
The piece is equipped with an orthodox
villain in the person of Lewis J. Cody,
and a fairly good "heavy" he is; a heroine (Flora Bonfanti Russell) full of exclamation points, and all the rest of the
conventional

characters.

John and "Jimmy" Russell share the
duties commonly apportioned to the one

before

feat

Anthony Oliver (Gus Thomas), explaining who he is, exclaims, "I am a Knight

"I'm

—

of

Golden

the

a

Cross,

Knight of the

etc., to which
Slavin answers,
a knight to-night, last night, tomorrow night and every other night."

Fleece,"

am

"I

But even as horrible as these things
were to hear them on Broadway after
they have been driven out of "five cent"

Home in the Dark,"
May Irwin's vaudeville

Afraid to go

the best song in

repertoire at present,

is

handled by Miss

Vokes for a number of
Hurrah

recalls.

Hurroo
for
That" is full of familiar "gags" written
into verse and delivered by Slavin, who
had another selection allotted to him on
the program, "Farewell Prosperity," which
"Hurrah,

and

in a "conversaduring which he
grows angry because she "shoved" him.
"Don't you shove me," continually repeats

he did not sing.

Slavin, falling back on a "sidewalk con-

is

versation" of years ago, which has lately

same thing has been often and

been adopted by a ventriloquist here and
there, but even the man with a double
voice is so ashamed of the "shove" he
causes the "dummy" to say it.
The crowning "oakum," however, was
the "echo." The only thing Mr. Slavin

done

theatres,

May Vokes

overlooked in
clap,

works

Slavin

tion" with

it

wa,s

Mr. Slavin is the cenensemble
number called
"Whistle as You Walk Out," with extracts from grand operas, but the chorus

Delirious, hilarious, exhilarating

it.

humor;

subtle and original, causing anyone

who

has even seen vaudeville or burlesque to
wearily look at a watch, wondering how

an

'

not vocally equal to the task, and the
in

better

burlesque.
piece

farcical,

is

re-

volving around an estate and a marriage-

two lockets, the holdwhich must marry each other, re-

able daughter; also

such stuff as

There
first

this.

not a legitimate laugh in the
of the two acts until a few moments
is

before the finale

when Slavin appears

to

a former waiter

the play as the play itself

excuse for exploiting the

is

an

the only

title,

comedienne, but the "slavey" role has
been done in so many different styles
time.

Miss Vokes is not comical at anv
Mr. Slavin is funny.
He can't

help

it.

that

comedy work on a

to

re-

sorting tq rough tactics to score.
The
rougher, the louder the audience screamed,

but Loui.s Simon

in vaudeville has taken
the fun out of a ladder, the same as
Geo. Mozart exhausted the hidden merriall

ment
Mr.

in

"I

Slavin

love

her -curse

slightly

In a two-act

her,"

which

transposes.

piece, the respective parts

Instead of shoving a revolver under his

nose and telling him

to'

"stand back," they

romp on the stage at the critical moments
and "Jimmy" Russell calls the villain a
"pie-faced mut" in that curious crescendo
voice of his.

Of course the audience goes

into transports of hearty laughter.

Any

reasonable person will readily understand

how hard

it is to accomplish "dirty work"
under these circumstances, and so the villain is foiled. Neat, ain't it?

Norman Canby (Lewis Cody)

is

a super-

intendent at Cooper-Macy's, a department
store,

where the action of the

He

The

rest

anything

of

the

show

approaching

is

so

brightness

stands out, but Mr. Slavin has no unction

back up his comedy

sides

efforts,

and be-

must bear the burden of the

de-

pressing dialogue.

A

comedians

was intended for that
of Marcel ine, a cook, played by Sherman
Wade, but it never reaches beyond the
program billing.
None of the women,
principals, other than Miss Vokes, becomes prominent. There is a "pony" balrole

not

is

girls',

you

explained

satisfactorily

Things happen so swiftly, peris not time for explanations.

Upon his arrival
"Jimmy" Ruasell disappears for a moment and returns
disguised as an opera singer. Canby demands to be shown through the premises,
but for answer "Jimmy" walks down front
and sings a song. Canby went away from
there without loss of time, and this wat
But Canby pursues.

one of the circumstances that needed no
"dramatic elucidation," as the highbrow
reviewers call

it.

But he returns, more determined than
ever, and this necessitates another disguise.
And &u iLg\>es-i~LroUfch the whole
each other at
changing costumes, singing songs and in
other ways keeping Canby at bay, while
the audience laughs itself sick.
act, the brothers "spelling"

The

third

act

the heroine com-

finds

fortably established in a

but danger

tel,

still

Long Island ho-

threatens her, for at

the rise of the curtain

it

is

noted that

Canby has passed up his Cooper-Macy connection and insinuated himself into the
job of hotel clerk, the better to carry for-

ward
v he

is

machinations.

But here again

blocked, for the

"hired girls" are

his

there as chambermaids to check his every

Forced into a bold game Canby

move.

robs a guest, and slips a pearl necklace

first

act

seeks to possess by fair

means or foul the fortune and person of
Jennie McCarthy (Miss Russell), "an or-

brothers to go into female disguise, which

title of

dreary

although

method.

a dav," as reasonable an excuse for the

take away Miss Vokes, fulfilling an elopement appointment. He does some good
ladder,

in

The circumventing business requires the

is

tric

in

with a difference

But

who masks

Slavin

commission

mirth

plots against the heroine.

as a lawyer, and becomes "a knight for

ers of

ceiving a fortune left on that condition.

drawing card in it.
Miss Vokes is a "servant lady," and to
some she may appeal as a funny eccen-

see

his

phaned heiress" and a rather pretty little
soubrette. The Russells undertake to circumvent his designs and in this way the
sides line up for the kick-off at 8 o'clock.

much longer it was possible to last; also
how can anyone able to pass a lunacy
examination

hero.

takes place.

The story of the

missing the hand-

and having the "echo" repeat

of

tre

hired

the title indicates.

"Yes," replies Slavin, "and I brought you
to and
then two more."
Again Sir

fainted?"

only masquerading as

haps there

first

for

ence in their bachelor apartments (they're

One has
pause and swallow hard before that
goes down. The show is everything that

to

caption,

home

indelicacy of her pret-

wit, "farce-comedy-melodrama."

descriptive

During the action of the piece they
successfully "Blaney" the villain, and de-

I

The

safe keeping.

to

indigestible

Fisher, but

in,

notion counter, and the Russell Brother*
carry the heroine off to their

know)
away.

more

settings are as cheaply put on.

scribed as "clever."

seminary.

running about 70 minutes each, it might
be supposed the chorus would change costumes, and the chorus does between the

into

Jennie's

pocket,

where

it

is

dis-

covered.

This introduces a trial scene, the judge
sitting in the hotel lobby.

The program

covers this point very gracefully by ex-

plaining in a foot note that this pictur-

esque

performance

is

quite

commonplace

on Long Island, but the serio-comic judge
seems to feel the inadequacy of the explanation, because he takes the opportunity to observe that the court house lias
just burned down.
It

takes only

make lawyers

a

change of clothes to

of the

chambermaids who

appear to defend the heroine.

The

villain

states the case of the prosecution clearly

and it looks dark for the heroine, until
"Jimmie" Russell points out to his Honor
that Canby is the real culprit.
At one
point Russell makes a pathetic appeal for

act Canby seeks to have the girl spirited

clemency to the court. The violins sobbed
and wailed their most melancholy notes,
and "Jimmie" tried to look serious, but
the audience wouldn't have it that way.
If "Jimmie" was funny as an Irish servant

away, but he and

girl,

changes every ten minutes.
his

In the

first

minions are de-

also
"The Original Eight Berlin
Dancing Madcaps," both very ordinary.
"The Original Madcaps" especially are
copying the act of Winkler's "Original

let;

Five Madcaps" in all but those acrobatic
they cannot do, and the "ponies"
may have been bunched together from

tricks

different

lesque

"girl

arts"

organizations.

imported

for

bur-

The "ponies" just

about pass through on the strength of
being a part of the chorus.
If "A Knight for a Day" can live on
Broadway, it is foolishness and a waste
of time for producers to worry over "novelties" and "productions." Give Broadwav
"oakum" and surround it with anything,
but don't forget the "oakum." Situ*.

the pathetic speech made him a
scream and the house doubled itself at
the waist, and gasped for breath in exquisite delight.
And so he had to go back
and play "horse" again.

However, by the operation of farce comedy law the ends of justice were served
and Canby went to jail while Jennie regained her liberty, and it all ended happily,

except that the orchestra leader

who

had sat through the mess since Monday
looked a little bit more worn and tired
than usual.
There is a miniature chorus of six girls
who livened things up a bit with a couple
of musical numbers during the third act.
They were nice looking girls and one wa*
inclined to wonder why they were not
made more prominent,
Rush.

VARIETY
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GIRLS.

songs which implies so much, but means
so

twelve choristers.
Wednesday afternoon
but eleven appeared. Of the se there is
not what may be termed a good looker
among them, and they are not well
f

drilled.

few numbers the same
steps, motions and manouvers are gone
through. The "manouvers" consist of
the girls lifting up the hems of their
short skirts, and attempting to be cothe

first

song, for at the high pitch

women

A leader among the
can not be de<*ign«iJ,ed. In
Frances Bishop is named

or

the

program

first,

but no one would choose Miss Bishop
She may be lively,

to head the party.

and indicated as much at odd moments
when not reallv in action, but bevond
singing a couple of numbers discordantly,
Miss Bishop does nothing, making a better leader of the chorus than of the show.

The ensemble singing is not pleasing at
any time, excepting in "Schnitzen Baum,"
a song taken at fast tempo by Jack Marshall, to whom it is allotted.
Mr. Marshall leads the girls behind him in this
number, and it is remarkable what he
does with them vocally when they so
woefully fall down afterwards.

Two

Technically

Hotel Thespian"
the

much

more

the better, but

Night"

the

in

may

This

laughter.

"The

opening,

"A Thief

burlesque

brings

is

the

be

caused by some of the comedy inserted.
At times it is rough; at others reminis-

and a great deal of the dialogue has

cent,

been interspersed with "hell." It is in use
so often the value is lost, if that swear
word ever has value to a legitimate com-

"The Hotel Thespian" the lines of
the book seem to be closely followed, and
there is a story which is brought up to
In

finale.

by

sonated

makes the

Stage celebrities
the cast, and
of Rose

role

imper-

are

May
the

Stahl

ly noticeable in the

is

opening without mak-

Barrett

is

The program says
Mr. Barrett "looks like June McCree"—
and so he does somewhat. In the "Opium
Tree" number, sung by Mr. Barrett, there
is a green spot light on him, for no reason as far as known, and again in the
as a "dope fiend."

—

for

selection,

with

darkened

the

where an
chorus,

"effect" is tried

the

stage

is

not

sufficiently to bring it out.

Listed to play "Ben Steal," Bert .Bohannon did not appear, nor did Bohannon
and Corey sing illustrated songs in the

Corey may have been
She had minor parts, and
in the pieces.
in the numbers sung by her, her voice

olio,

although

May

maid

without growing extravagant, sang
"Man, Man, Man," which he might make
more of. When "Happy When the Band
Plays Dixie" was sung, some of the chorus
on saying "I Wish

girls insisted

I

Were in
Wish I

Dixie," while others repeated

"I

Was

to get

They ought

Dixie."

in

gether

for

a

and sing

decision,

it

to-

uni-

formly.

Tights are very much to the fore in the

Hurd

Miss

with

making

striking appearance in a black suit.

a
For

an Oriental dress
adopted while the final song is sung, and
the girls slip in a little "cooch" movethe

there

finish,

ment.

It

is

not

is

wildly

diverting,

but

holds the house in anticipation.

the

Besides

use

superlluous

swear-word, there

is

of

the

a reference to Alice

Roosevelt which should be taken out.

It

a hand on
what earthly
use is it? Besides, the remark is in extremely poor taste. There are one or two
not

receive

a

of

There

or

ripple

Wednesday afternoon,

bits

appearance at the

its

Dewey a few weeks

so of

which
the toy

business in the burlesque

is

particularly

another piece of new play here,

ago, and in its present form passes with

a

margin as an acceptable burlesque

fair

To be

entertainment.

opening

sure, the

a bit talky, and

piece is

padded out

is

a rather weak farcical idea with

from

familiar burlesque material, but the stage

being run with better speed, and the

is

company appears

to be working with

greater interest in

The improvement
manner

the

almost entirely in

is

which

in

a

its business.

the

are

pieces

In text and business neither has

played.

undergone any particular reconstruction.

new numbers have been

Several

inter-

polated and the score brought more near-

up to date, and this

ly

show

in itself helps the

vastly, but the equipment- '*s about

same as when the

the

out

outfit started

There are several new
faces in the chorus, too, and that organization seems to be under better discipline
than formerly.
Hollis and Kenny are the principal comedians, Kenny as a bell boy and Hollis
with a straight role. They have rather
weak parts and their newness in the company is to be considered in the work they
Even with these handicaps they get
do.
along nicely and keep the laughter going
the season.

for

fairly well.

Marie Fisher has two new numbers, one
She has a big voice of
each piece.
agreeable enough quality and under her
leadership "I'd Like to Meet the Man Who
Wrote 'The Merry Widow' Waltz" became
one of the musical hits of the show. Another ensemble number that took second
place was "His Day's Work Was Done,"
by Charles Saunders. Miss Fisher does
not appear prominently otherwise.
The burlesque is far ahead of the first
part in laughing value.

It is

straight bur-

a succession of "bits" and numbers, and not encumbered with a farce
lesque,

comedy

The comedy bits are well
and the familiar material

plot.

thought

out,

does not intrude unduly.

and May

Yuir make a
Eleanor Revere
striking pair of soubrettes, although a bit
statuesque to be so classified, and handle

numbers

musical

their

neatly

the

in

though, that of a chorus girl in pretended

pieces,

anger at a comedian, and this should be
worked up to a number by itself. It is

"sister" act in the olio.

They have three

changes

and

from

different

the

"quarrel

scene"

in

"Roseland."

at

pictures are fea-

They are the same as

tured this week.

shown

fight

Hammerstein's, and

a

real or not.

pugilist

not

It

has been said bv

who knows Burns that he

in the picture,

but

it

is

seems impossible

the series could have been "faked."

Louis Pritzkow opens the olio with imWilliam J. Scanlon and

personations of

Emmett singing the songs they
l-'ritz
were so famously identified with. It
sounded good to hear "My Nellie's Blue
Eyes," and Mr. Pritzkow also sang his
own composition "Papa's Baby," with an
improvisation of his
It is

own

also in a doll.

a very pleasant act for the

olio,

for

the

a

latter

dressed

prettily

but

Mr. Pritzkow appears to lack confidence
both here and in the pieces.

ments

in

season,

number

unusual

of

experi-

the early part of the present

has come to be a

it

well

fairly

Olympic this week will go u long way
toward strengthening that conviction.
The former is a two-act arrangement,
which was in use by the same organization last season when it made a two-act
piece.
Now it is condensed to an opening piece of 40 minutes or so. It. is all
talk and not very funny talk at that.
Without a single dialect comedian the burlesque comedy element is sadly lacking,
and a stage arrangement which does not
allow the chorus half an opportunity to
accomplish its important part of the entertainment further reacts against it.
To tell the truth the burlesque is not a
great deal better, except that it furnishes
better opportunity for the exploitation
of chorus numbers.
But here again the
great proportion of the cast works straight

and the absence of a "Dutchman,"

man
ing

worn just

suits

before

enough to stand repeat

final song.

pretty

are

Hush.

ing.

Irish-

Hebrew to supply the usual clownleaves an aching void in place of the
or

accustomed comedy.

John Jess, the principal comedian, haa
a role in the first part that could be
played without change of any sort on
Sunday and still be within the legal restrictions. And he is one of many. Frank
Collins has a very similar part and plays
He delivers his lines without exit badly.
pression and is amateurish in his bearing.
Harry Bartlett and Pete Kelly as waiters
act like property men impressed into
speaking parts.
Lillian

Thelma Alton

in blue tights is

thanks
and a voice that

fairly impressive in the burlesque,

to a well-turned figure

would be agreeable

if

she did not strain

after high notes, but in long skirts

and a

straight part during the opening piece, she

was very
of the

ill

at ease.

women

a chance

in

Dale

W ilson
r

alone

was given half

principals

She had not a

the opener.

great deal to do, but at least she

was

permitted to wear her appropriate soubrette costumes and kick about. During

a change of scene she led a number in
"one."
The quicker this bit is lost the
better.
The girls wear an unwholesome
looking Indian costume and the song is
not worth while anyway. This is almost
the only opportunity offered in the whole
opener for a chorus number, and the least
the producer could do would be to make
it

which they appear for their

The

make good burlesque entertainment. An inspection of "O, What a
Night!" and "The Devil Dodger" at the
does not

with

could

be-

lieved to be genuine, but are good enough,

whether

doing

beside

profit discard the unsightly blue silk coats

in

The Burns-Moir

an

After

established principle that the talking farce

in

burlesque,

first

about the best of the

old

part

especial-

ing any try for attention.

Tom

continuing.

Ed Brennan, who played an

balloons.

Mr. Marshall as a German seems to be
an excellent comedian, but will not take

same

action

might be dropped,

imitation.

men

manded, not the customary hand-clap or
two, but applause which prevented the

more

prominent, although Jack McCabe could
his "Jennie" (Jimmy) Russell to
stand out did he give more care to the

He

Often a repetition was de-

the numbers.

Belle

cause

himself seriously as such.

Several encores were given for

attractive.

did

edian.

the

.

Sam

by

pieces have been written

Rice.

Most of the numbers are taken by Miss
who is lively, pretty and dresses
well.
The costuming of "Splash Me,"
sung "by' ner, is "bathing suits, unusually
Belle,

in the organization.

men

later,

although Miss Hurd did rather nicely with
a musical selection in the olio, when she
and Charles Levine appeared.

The loss of look/* in the chorus, though,
more than atoned for by the presis
ence of May Belle and Isabelle Hurd, two
blonde young women. No one is featured

undergone a much needed revision since

gives her

it

This again happened

poor returns.

quettish.

HIGH ROLLERS.

GIRLS.

The Jacobs, Butler & Lowry show has

little.

There are a great many songs during
the progress of the show, and any number tff changes of sosture**, sevjuapl auJjta
pretty.
In "Lulu and Her La La" the
girls
wear spangled hats above a pink
and green dress. They do not look well in
it.
The second change of costume takes
" 'Neath the Old
place on the stage.
Cherry Tree," sung by Miss Hurd, follows
"The Opium Tree," making one tree too
many. Either the song does not fit Miss
Hurd's voice, or her voice doesn't fit the

precautions to supply good entertainment
in all but the chorus.
There may fie

In

CHAMPAGNE

suggested practice at "pictured melodies"
that Western description of illustrated

"The Centurv Girls" at the Dewey this
week is a good burlesque show. It is
under the personal direction of John J.
Moynihan, and Mr. Moynihan has taken

13

and attractive.

pretty

made

this

turn

his

change,

attention

the
to

After he has

manager should
the

finale

of

the

where the curtain descends to
the dirge-like tones of an operatic selecfirst

piece,

tion.

Following him, Barrett and Belle seem
to be giving a travesty on Mr. Pritzkow's
composition, although

it is

not.

"Two Regulars"

They

call

"Only a
Volunteer," with changes of costumes, and
barring a "milk bottle," likewise a little
old-time dialogue, do very well and are
an addition to the show, Miss Belle's
good looks again becoming noticeable
here, but she should not wear an evening
gown before a street scene, their own
themselves

in

"drop."

"The Century Girls"

classes well

up

in

It

is

the burlesque shows seen to date.
different

from

that goes a long

the

way

large

majority,

these days.

and

»Stme.

At the opening of the burlesque, there
was an enlivening flash of naughtiness,
when t lie chorus girls appeared in the
"altogether'' for a second or two. But by
lhat time the audience was half asleep
and when they woke up to the fact that
something was going on, it was over and
the

proceedings

relapsed

From then

into

dullness

comedy consisted of the old farcical arrangement of entrances, exits and conversation
punctuated at intervals by numbers. The
numbers were reasonably well done, but
the rest was extremely tiresome.
"The High Rollers" need revision, and
Rush.
need it badly.

again.

to the finish the

VARIETY
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BLUE RIBBON

HAMMERSTEIN'S.

GIRLS.

COLONIAL.

Hyde's "Blue Ribbon Girls" is a specialty show rather than a burlesque proNine acts are introduced from
duction.
time to time during the progress of the

was the holiday
week attraction at the Victoria, with Eva
Tanguay as the headline attraction. With-

"Broken

mand special attention it ran off smoothly
and with an exceedingly good average of

action

two act

the

of

piece,

which name has no very apt
application to the plot, and the pieces do
Brokers,"

A

straight variety

feature

extraordinary

any

out

com-

to

light entertainment.

Scott and Whaley, colored singers and
show and did unusu-

not figure as importantly in their relation to the whole entertainment as is the

dancers, opened the

custom.

ally well in that position.

very evident that the book has
undergone many radical changes since

has an effective method of dealing his funnimcnts and the pair keep their comedy
The dancing of both
well to the fore.

It

is

no more

There

production.

original

its

now

is

the plot in evidence than

of

necessary

absolutely

to

is

bare

the

tell

men

is

The comedian

clever, particularly the loose eccencomedian, and the
the
of

steps

tric

The

bill

week seems almost too good

New York

specialties, particularly specialties.

or polite pretense.
Jimmy Lucas replaced the

Richy

W.

the

sole

is

He makes

Craig

the principal, as he

is

comedian

the

the

of

company.

German part funny

in his

familiar way, but does a good deal too

much of the tangled talk matter and toward the end becomes extremely tiresome.
in

Barney Williams plays opposite Craig
a second German role, but he gets

very

out of

little

Tommy

other.

beside feeding the

it

Odell

is

unconvincing as

an Irishman and Harry Niemeyer, who
doubled up with the latter for an olio
number, was scarcely noticeable in the

has a snappy gingery way about him
that wins the good feeling of the audience,
although at his entrance his bearing rather
threatens a George M. Cohan impersona-

He

and

his

manner throughout

Gracie

Emmett

by

sketch, thanks to Miss

The show is better provided in the
matter of women, although the selection
could be much improved even here. May
Crawford and Dorothy Blodgett make up
a sprightly "si9ter" team. Their singing
is agreeable and they could dance more
than a little if they but tried. They are
used merely to lead numbers or to dance
and sing alone, having no parts in the
pieces worth mentioning.
The Weston Sisters do well enough in
their specialty.
There is endless humor
of the rougher sort in the clowning and
talk, not to speak of the burlesque boxing bout, but they are not constructed
along soubrette lines, although one was
cast for that part.
The other played a
semi-straight role, which suited her.
A
yodling song,
olio,

of

their

act

in

the

the evening.
Vi. Holmes contributed a solo dance
which did nicely enough, but thereafter
retired to the chorus and was no more
heard of, except as leader of a song and
dance or two.
Lawrence Crane and Company, illusions,
did extremely well rather late in the
proceedings.
Crane has provided extra-

ordinarily rich stage settings for his act.

There are three

imposing illusions, the
stage for ea«h being set behind a drop
in "two," while Crane keeps his audience
amused with simple tricks and patter,
working in "one." He has rea,dy wit and
bis talk is amusing enough to keep the
number alive throughout.
His trunk
escape is a perfect illusion, notwithstanding its simplicity, although he takes
rather too much time in the preliminary
announcement.

The Four Casting Dunbars are not seen

much

as

aerial

with a good applause-getting
act.

Craig gave his
•

is

Emmett's admir-

able character drawing of the Irish
without the common grotesqueries.

Imagine James
sonations.

He

J.

woman

old

in

a

phonograph
Rush.

songs."

good

It's

up

billing, but the Conley girls don't live

to

it.

tense,"

The opening number, "Miss Hor-

may

be a

but the

song,"

"story

remember
that a story to be understood must be
distinctly told, and she might drop the
operatic attempt for an understandable
taller of the

two

Also,

reading.

sisters should

there

is

no rule of stage
is

"Much

song."

The

of the two works very
Mabel Hite in a song called
"Old Man Moon," similar also to Miss
Kite's "Goblin Man," and this younger

shorter

nicely after

girl

is

pleasing

altogether so

seems

she

piettier than her sister before the act is

Morton doing imper-

did, though, three of 'em.

Three different costumes are
half over.
worn, the third by stripping off the green

They were even funnier than his ridiculous
The last one was the best. He
patter.
announced "Harry Lauder, the eminent

covering for an Irish song, leaving sim-

Scotch comedian," and then proceeded with
a burlesque bit of dialogue running "If

hats of same color

you doan vant

her, I

vant her!"

and

etc.,

the rest of the appropriate ravings.
Rogers attains
Will Rogers followed.

as a comedy talking act,
with a good deal more certainty than a
host of others who bill themselves that

classification

way. His incidental remarks are fresh
and breezy as can be and the act runs
along entertainingly. Rogers affects not
take himself seriously, and therein
to
the novelty of his attitude.
Sisters hold to their familiar singing repertoire with the same scene
and costume changes, and Felix and Barry
scored one of the laughing hits of the

The Meredith

show with "The Boy Next Door."
Miss Tanguay continues "not to care"
with her old enthusiastic energy. Also
nothing worries Miss Tanguay not even
public calumny, an incident of which she
makes mention in neat lyric rhyme. In-

—

some

people, but

may

it

all

for

right

all

certainly a doleful

is

it

be

ple,

handsome white dresses underneath,

while the opening in yellow costumes with
is

a departure for this

Annie and Effie Conley can
have a number to be placed with any
"sister" team at the top of the list if they
will just exercise some good judgment in
kind of act.

the selection of their songs.

The opening card was Ollie Young and
Three Brothers in hoop rolling, too strong
an act for the position. The boys are
passing the hoops more swiftly than ever,
and stand alone in this division.
The
music in use is lively, and there is boomerang throwing besides. More time could
be given to the boomerangs.

It is interest-

and the audience would gladly receive
The dressing scheme of the Youngs
it.
is striking and effective, red riding or golf
suits apparently, worn without coats.
It
might dress the act even more prettily
were long riding boots worn, with red
swallow tail coats and high silk hats. It
would certainly dress up the stage woning,

derfully.

If the business was bad in the New
York houses it is easy to imagine what it
would be in Brooklyn, "the city of homes."

who

candy
of
the
two men came in
and one woman left, making the grand
total eleven. They must have looked like a
Monday morning rehearsal to the artists.
LaMont's Dog and Monkey Drama (New
Acts) is the only item on the bill not

girl

head

is

At nine

counter.

clerk

o'clock

New York.
Clarence Sisters opened with their neat

familiar to

and dancing

singing
ters are

nice

The

specialty.

plump

looking,

sis-

misses

little

and nimble steppers. A change of costume
and one more singing number would add
the

needed variety.

The Ritchie Duo, formerly

larger

the

half of the Barber-Ritchie Trio, are show-

ing for the

time since their foreign

first

Miss Ritchie makes a pretty appearance in a becoming costume of red,
and goes through the regular routine of
bicycle tricks with an ease and grace most
pleasing.
Mr. Ritchie is using most of
the comedy effects employed in the old
offering, and they are still good for laughs.
The back wheel with shoes on each spoke
aroused about the only enthusiasm aptour.

parent during the evening.

John F. Clark did about all he knew
and a little more in his efforts to please
the eleven (there were eleven when Mr.
Clark appeared), and "got them" with the
"extern" song, a "sure

Josephine Ainsley

fire."

is

a stately comedi-

enne with a wealth of
dressed

brown hair
Her

light

fashion.

of

height

the

in

"puffs" would have caused talk if there
had been any women in the theatre. Miss
Ainsley has a good voice for songs of the
lighter order and knows how to deliver
them.
The young woman's success will
depend entirely upon having proper selections.

Barney Fagan
sang and danced

and

Byron

Henrietta
usual

their

in

pleas'ng

manner.

The Smith-Bowman Trio offer a colored
number that pleased.

sinking and dancing

Datth.

better

finish

manner
ally

second

the

to

The

scene.

which the ending was accidentworked on Monday evening should be
in

The

retained.

rockers

swung over

girls

the

in

one-two-three order, all going
over for the continuous revolutions after
in

the fifth had joined the others, and

ences give her such welcomes as that at

Opening the second half, Rice and Prevost scored as hard; the applause held up
the act to follow.
Jimmy Rice has more

the Victoria Wednesday afternoon.

new pantomimic

and Frederic Rose, two men with exceptional voices, one tenor and the other bari-

deed there seems no good reason

why

she

should worry as long as vaudeville audi-

business, and

is

becoming

by

a pantomimist of a fine calibre, giving
every expression to his white-coated coun-

having one of the knockabout comedians
murmur querilously after taking one of

Prevost remains the mast graceful ground acrobat on the stage, and the

The Ellis-Nowlin Troupe

stole a

little

of the "cyclonic comedienne's" thunder

his

hardest

falls

"I

care."

The

show with

their

don't

Ellis-Nowlins closed the

whirlwind

knockabout acrobatics satisfactorily, and the audience stayed through
the Burns-Moir fight pictures, now in their
second week at this house.
Rush.

number

finish

"story

Obliged to You," strictly speaking, a "story

they might be.

They have a very pretty
double.

It

"sis-

a pretty couple, are

come

lies

part

was one of the best liked things of

hereabouts as

repetition.

sing

girls,

etiquette requiting a good looking girl to

a really enjoyable

male

roster

The

bit

around again for their 'steenth return engagement. "Mrs. Murphy's Second Husband" has lost none of its laughing value

weak

was the

this

a

to

new

Conley, practically a

wear a "beautiful mark," nor

Company

and

of

principals,

is

suggestive of that comedian.

department being
both as to quality and quantity.

That

pieces.

Murray

the latter being compelled to close
owing to illness. Lucas's imitations were
well received at the Christmas matinee.
ters,

tion

Effie

billed

Sis-

goes

Keeney's boasted just ten people on the
lower floor at eight»thirty, counting the

City lately.

Three new numbers, all under New
Eugene Jepson
Acts, commencing with
and Company in a Geo. Ade sketch (No.
3), followed by Laddie Cliff, and concluding with Horace Goldin, who closed before the intermission, were successful.
Just before the three appeared Annie
ter" act.

man is content to do the feedwithout making any effort at pose

with

that

seated, awaiting the next show.

and

show

and

before Christmas,"

evening for the manager.

ing

rest of the

"The night

Could Dave
Robinson, the Colonial manager, had transposed the two sections of his program this
week the audience would have remained

around

"straight"

The

padded out to the required running
time by "numbers," comedy "bite" and

true

be

to

after the dearth of good vaudeville floating

is

thread of the story.

KEENEY'S.

half of the Colonial bill this

first

Fleta Jan Brown, in private

Herbert Spencer, has joined
staff of song writers.

tire

life

Mrs.

Witmark

tenance.

as valuable to-day as ever.
For a return date "The Six English

act

is

Rockers" found favor.

Nellie Florede,

who

much

A

tone,

too

"straight" singing act

blending
severely

enough

as

it

is

The Dollar Troupe
their acrobatic stride,

scene,

familiar

acrobatic

down on

the

with "I'm a Regular College Chap" while
Perhaps a different song
in boy's dress.
and dress would help this part, and also

youngster of

perhaps

ers"

girls

would

disappear

through the hanging costumes
"Modiste's Emporium," it would

in

give

the

a

Spenser Kelly

their
It

songs

are

surely

is

without concluding with

The ship

the

went

the "patriotic" "Dixie."

hads, was in better voice than last week

if

but

well,

is

"straight."

at Hammerstein's, but does not do

much

it

better than the usual closing.

sertion of a

and once in
were strongly liked.
closed

while a variation of the

troupe

setting,

comedy, even with the

falls
in-

Hebrew and Irishman. The
the act takes many "twist-

from shoulder

to

shoulder,

and

his

"double and a twister" for the finish
a striking acrobatic feat.
Sime.

is

"

VARIETY
NEW YORK.
It's

an

not

especially

UNION SQUARE.
attractive

considering the^ season, although

bill

it

runs

nicely in a mildly interesting way.

The

entertainment would be infinitely better
for a larger proportion of comedy acts, the
present

running very much to

selection

straight and semi-straight numbers.

The

lack of a star feature and the close ap-

proach

Monday
easily

Christmas

of

probably

combined

night to bring about what was

the

audience

smallest

greeted an opening since the

that

has

New York

played vaudeville.

Notwithstanding the absence of Trixie
Friganza from the bill the show ran until
after 11 o'clock.
The only change in the
order was a shift of Fred Niblo from
opening the intermission to No. 4, following Josephine Cohan, both numbers being

"The Star Bout" is the attraction at the
Union Square this week. There is just
about enough melodrama in the playlet to
satisfy. Taylor Granville gives a first rate
performance and the supporting cast is
adequate.
Laura Pierpont a»* luayine
Brady is pressing the star hard for first
honors, her work standing out boldly.
Joe Welch is rather hurting his otherwise splendid dialect stories by going in
for parodies at the finish. Mr. Welch is a
finished artist and the decent to parodies
has a tendency to cheapen his offering.
It may be that the comedian has found
the present material, which is not up to
his usual standard, is not strong enough
to carry him through alone.
If such is
swer, not parodies.

Land has a few new scenic changes to

held over for the second week.

and

Hanley opened the
show with their acrobatics and equilibristic
feats.
The woman acts as undent* nder
Margueritie

hand-to-hand feats.

in a first-rate series of

She is a stocky young person of extraordinary muscular development, and her
weight seems to rob her of graceful bearing.
The pair have a good closing trick
and left the stage to real applause.
Frosini, "the wizard of the aeeordeon,"

and aptly so termed, scored solidly
in a poor position, and Josephine Cohan
and Company did extremely well with the
comedy sketch "The Girl of The Times,'
thanks partly to her peculiarly pretty and
graceful dancing, of which the audience
had only a glimpse. It would fain have
justly

had more of

The sketch runs

this.

its

course quietly with only a fair average of

laughs in the dialogue, but a swift and

new material should be the an-

the case

He

offer.

now

is

pictures to

fill

ation

using a short film of

in the

wait before his

new costume
opening number that

There

dance.

for" Flie

The impersonator had no

wonder.

final

also a

is

TWENTY-THIRD STREET.

PASTOR'S.

A

a

And

weeks would seem

Nothing but empty

is

that there

indicate

to

a scarcity of acts in "one."

has

been

not

A

unaffected.

Pastor's

Pastor

more than average, merit is suffering
Harry Thomson is the
only act on the program all in "one."
"The Mayor" is following pretty much the
same routine as when last seen and was
of

en this account.

Williams and Melburn were a substanhit with their musical and talking
specialty.
Miss Melburn has a pleasing
voice, handled with judgment.
She is injuring her appearance by wearing an unbecoming gown.
Mr. Williams makes a
good light comedian and contributes a
quantity of first rate banjo playing.
His
tial

a

is

out

little

being exaggerated

enough

about

just

ordinary,

the

of

to

Le8 Jundts, a special feature,
equiiibVf&iic

young woman

well

act,

a

offer

T'we

liked.

tricks did the rest.

Miss Daly carries her own velvet drop which sets off her dainty costumes to the best possible advantage.
Her dancing, of which there is a goodly

Murphy and Dunn are back again, well
down on the bill, where they belong. The

was received enthusiastically.
Hassan Ben Ali's Troupe of Arabs put
an amount of life and dash into their
work that is nothing short of amazing.
The fast work at the finish with every
member of the troupe in action had every-

They are among

the last of the old-time

Irish comedians,

and the reception proved

one in the house sitting on the edge of

Irishmen

are

difficulty

in

big

favorites,

down

holding

and

had

the

no

position.

the audience liked this style of entertain-

Flatow and Dunn were the only ones of
acts to gain

They

distinction.

cling pretty closely to the old style minstrel

most of the dancing.
She
should take more pains with her make-up,
and the dressing could also be improved.
Mr. Flatow does some simple tumbling
and handles the negro character nicely.

and

is

handled with Niblo's old unetuous-

seat.

could be

Much of the pyramid work
cut to make way for the ground

Ethel

makes

its

strongest bid through its nov-

Her xylophone was

elty.

in

bad voice

Wednesday afternoon, at least something
was the matter; it may be just possible
There
that the orchestra was at fault.
were two or three other numbers on the
bill

with

Rather

whom

late

the orchestra didn't agree.
the

in

week to be having

trouble with the music.

ness of manner.
his first

to their acrobatic dancing were well liked.

Metropolitan engagement, closed the first
Jewell's Manikins was one of the
half.

They are not very strong in the voice department, but the acrobatics and dancing

hits of the evening.

A new

opening has

been arranged with pretty effects and a
ridiculous "Teddy bear" dance, was a highly appreciated feature.

Jack Norworth

is

singing

two new songs

of a topical flavor with no end of up-to-

One verse

the-minute verses.

No

Place for

Me"

makes up for the shortage.
The McCarvers have redressed and im-

easily

proved their specialty greatly since first
shown early in the season. In its present shape the offering will stand comparison with any in its class.

Two

of "This Is

will be subjected to cen-

of

Juggling Barretts introduce a bit
in their boomerang hat

novelty

a

The work has been shown

be-

sorship in

throwing.

discourse

advanced a form as
by the Barretts. It forms the main portion of the offering and it passes through

old

some houses. The text of his
the same mingling of new and
Norworth patter. It went extremely
is

well.

and Silviany closed the show. The
routine is away from that of most of the
other cycle turns, and the presence of an
woman, an altoattractive
especially
gether charming figure in white tights,
Hill

goes a long

way

to

make

the

number

in-

Arthur Hill handles a striking
specialty with smoothness and certainty,
and dresses for his semi-acrobatic specialty
as well as though he were playing a

fore,

but never

in as

rieelv.

Harry
caught a

Corson
fair

Clarke

and

Company

percentage of laughs with

more or less amusing skit "Stratn Lvons and Parks are under New
eay.

"straight" speaking part in a legitimate

Rush.

some

rate

first

has

a

soft

good

to

make

it

go with

shoe dancing.
The
"coon" dialect, and

contributes

The

pair do better than the average early

entertainers at Pastor's.

Harrington and Martellea,

in

a sort of

a Mistress and Slavey arrangement, devote

much

of the time to travesty.

The Mistress

stage struck and has a few minutes to

run over her lines before somebody comes
or the play begins or something like that
ij

about to happen.

into helping out,

She presses the slavey
and what follows is sup-

posed to supply the fun.

no

The Pastorites

two of these
things a week, and they have

get

less

pretty good

than

to

reach at

all.

travesty
to

eome

The Misses

Danh.

Acts.

The Darnett Brothers and Miss

Sylvia,

a foreign act imported by Richard Pitrot,
opens on the Western States Vaudeville
San
Association time at the Empire,

Francisco, Jan.

G.

the rear of the house a

New

manager from a
the show
order to obtain a "line" on the

town

Jersey

followed

It might surprise the manager to know
the only act he expressed himself about
said they would not play his town if he

paved
bills.

for all
in

with thousand-dollar
Jersey manager remained
of the show, and at least he was
the

Mr.

stage

New

New York
That

fact

City.

must have been a balm

to the
on the bill also.
What must
Christmas Day be in the tanks? Some
of those places
where the inhabitants

break loose once yearly, selecting Christmas as the occasion, when they can safely
drink a glass of cider.

And

the

must

artist

listen

to

the

prominent citizens telling each other what
the children said when they saw their
presents, and how Joey screamed at 5:30
a. m. with joy, waking up the family,
who then arose to see the pin-wheel papa
had bought Joey for use next July.
It can't be quite as bad in a large city,
but the Twenty-third Street crowd was
little short of frozen.
They seemed to be
dreaming, but none of the acts comIt was expected probably.
Another point in favor of the actors
was that they did not slight their work.
Applause and laughter were both there,
but it did not sound real, for who can be
in a theatre and still be happy and sober
on .Christmas Eve? New Year's sobriety
is held back on probation until after the

plained.

performance, but that

is different.

and Martelle missed.
It was hard to tell just what the Turners were trying to do.
The man put on a
short skirt, perhaps exacted to cause
much mirth. The woman did some rather
good acrobatic dancing and high kicking,

"Taking Chances," the Dolan and
Lenharr sketch, there is a Christmas tree
as a 'prop," but the audience was so
ashamed of itself, it declined to notice

a saving grace.

house this week

Harrington

The Two Ilcnnings opened. The Zoyand Company, the CharronMoran Company and Una Clayton and

arras, Zaniloch

Company

are under

New

Acts.

Dash.

their

teresting.

comedy.

manage

blackface, but

is

The Althea Twins when they got down

Hardeen (New Acts), who plays

Frankie Bailey drifted in, occupying a
stage box with a couple of escorts, and
watched the mournful proceedings.
In

artists

well as ever.

woman

bristles with point,

tell, but their very presence
might have been deemed antagonistic to

closely in

the early

house

purchase of Christmas presents, of course,

acts.

ment as

in the

one couldn't

and the several striking head balancing

the

Macdonough, the "Girl Behind
the Drum," has a pleasing specialty that

The new text

Whether they chanced

look.

pair in the good graces of the audience,

variety,

The

to dodge their creditors or to evade the

plause.

Vinie Daly showed a couple of corking

convention of under-

like a

few people in the theatre had a lonesome

Her

and engaging smile put

work.

fective.

seemed more

takers than a vaudeville audience.

willingness

bright,

values.

Niblo assumes a confidential attitude toward his audience that is immensely ef-

Tuesday evening at Twenty-third Street
it

house after he removed his wig
more than made up for the lack of ap-

a

is

his

It was hard to get the audience started
toward a demonstration of approval, but
when he had wakened them up, they responded cordially and forced a little curIn delivering his talk Mr.
tain speech.

tional holiday for thespians.

little

costumes.

Dec.

That day should be declared a na-

24.

snappy

the

from

original after visiting a theatre on

worker, with plenty of magnetism.

in

of verse, for

some one who must have composed ihe

culty in holding his audience, and the buzz

diffi-

bit

most part deliberately stolen

the

the performance.

be funny.

neat

seats.

Inman

That's a Billy

the usual riot at this house.

dressing

through the hou^e

all

bill

unexpected denouement is ample compensation for the absence of rougher laughing

Fred Niblo has changed his monologue
for the second week's stay in this house.

was the night before Christmas

It

at the local theatres for the past couple of

creis

glance over the various vaudeville bills

The engagement of Harry Cooper, the
comedian of the Empire City Quartet, to
Dora Lazarus, a non-professional, is announced.
A reception will be held next
Sunday, Jan. f>, in the ballroom of the
Alhambra, Harlem, and the wedding has
been get for next June.

In

the coincident.

The

Twenty-third Street
composed of Maddox
and
Melvin
MeKenzie and Shannon,
Hatty's Bears, "Big City Quartet," Dolan
and Lenharr, McMahon and Chappelle and
their "Pullman Porter Maids," Walter C.
Kelly and "Our Boys in Blue."
*S'ims".
bill

at

the

is

Gussie Nelson, of Hanson and Nelson,
had a visit from a reversible Santa Claus
this week.
The Santy who remembered
Miss Nelson removed her $100 fur muff,
and she will give up her hopes for next
Christmas to know where it is.
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LIZZIB

LLVCY

AND
the

M13S J1KIE JACOS5, 1402 Broadway, New YorK

of

i>ir«jetio*»
-*--

Callahan

A

St.

George, Poll's,

New Haven.

VARIETY ARTISTS' ROUTES
FOR WEEK DEC. 30
WHEN NOT OTHERWISE
(The routes here given, bearing no dates, are

INDICATED.
DEC.

from

29

to

JAN.

5,

inclusive,

de-

pendent upon the opening and closing days of engagements in different parts of the country.
AThen an address follows the

name

or telegraphed to accordingly.
relied

upon aa accurate.

"B. R." in the
artist or aot ia

list

with and

the act

is

"laying off" for the week and

VARIETY

All addresses are furnished

may

he written

by artists and

may

be

Addresses care managers or agents will not ho printed.)
indioates the routs of the burlesque

may

be found under

company named, with which the

"BURLESQUE ROUTES."

0-0
Abrsm A

Johns.

Abbott-Andrew

Springfield.
Co.. 207 W. 88. N. Y.
Toll's.

Empire, Hoboken.
Klrke, A Co.. Fltxgerald, Ga.
R.
N. Y.
B. R.
Addison A Livingston. Palmetto Beach, Tampa.
Adler, Harry, Park, Alameda, Cal., lndef.
Adler, Flo. Orplieum. St. Paul.
Ahearn, Cbas. A Vesta, Empire, Cleveland.
Ahearn, Charles, Golden Crook, B. R.
Abern A Baxter. Bachelor Club.
Aherns, The, 200 Colorado, Chicago.
Aldo A Vannerson. 331 Roebllng, Brooklyn.

Adamini-Taylor,

Adams,

E.

Adams Bros.. Imperials, B.
Adsms A Drew. 281 W. 43,
Adams A Kirk. Lady Birds,

All A Pelser. High Jinks, B. R.
Alpine Troupe", Majestic. Montgomery.
Allen, Eva, Ideals, B. R.
Allen, Josle, 306 W. 112. N. Y.
Allen A Blscoe, Proctor's, Albany.
Allaire A Llnd. Bijou, Superior, Wis.
Allen. Searl A Violet. Poll's, Bridgeport.
Allister, Harry, 11 Rue Geoffrey Marie, Paris.
Alrona Zoeller Trio, Orpheum, Mansfield. O.
Alvora. Golden Crook. B. R.
American Dancers, Six, Keith's. Newark.
American Newsboys' Trio, Wisconsin Hotel, Marl
nette. Wis.
Amerlcus Comedy Four, Orpheum, Allentown.
Ampere, Electrical. Miss N. Y., Jr., B. R.
Anderson, Carl, Bowery Burlesque™, B. R.
Apdale's Animals. Trent. Trenton.
Apollo Orch., Century Club, Elkhart, Ind.
Apollos, The. 65 8th Ave.. N. Y.
Anderson, Richard, Orpheum, Sioux City.
Archer, LaDella A Davey. Jolly Girls, B. R.
Ardo A Eddo, 317 Hoyt Ave., Astoria, L. I.
Arlington Four, Orpheum, San Francisco.
Arlsonas, The. 148 W. 68. N. Y.
Armstrongs, Three, Academy. Pittsburg.
Arminta A Burke, 519 Ringgold, Cincinnati.
Arnold, Lucia, Boston Belles. B. R.
Arnot A Gunn, 215 6th Ave., N. Y.
Astrellae, The. Chase's, Washington.
Asbton A Earle, O. I!
Brownsville, Pa.
Atkinson, Geo.. Star. Jeannette, Pa.
Auberts, I.es. 14 Frobel Str. III., Hamburg, Ger.
Auburns, Three. Orpheum. Troy. O.
Auers. The. Lyric. So. McAllister, Okla.
Austin, Claude, Vernon. Mt. Vernon. O.
Austins, Great. Rockville. Conn.
Austins. Tossing, Palace. Perth, Eng.
Avery A Pearl. 653 Wash. Boul., Chicago.
.

Baader La Velle Troupe. 383 Christiana, Chicago.
Baggessens. The. Orpheum, Salt Lake.
Bailey, R. N., Avenue. Clarlton. Pa.
Baker, Nat C, 32 Division, N. Y.
Balno A Shaw, Hippodrome, N. Y., lndef.
Banks, Cbas., Boston Belles, B. R.
Barton, Joe. Bohemians, B. R.
Barrett, Grace, Pat White's Gaiety Girls, B. R.
Barrett A Belle, Century Girls, B. R.
Barrett, Charles. High Jinks. B. R.
Barry, Katie. 541 W. 158, N. Y.
Barry, Mr. A Mrs. Jimmle. Orpheum, Indianapolis.
Barto, Eddie, Rolllckers, B. R.
Bartlett, Al, Hunt's Hotel, Chicago.
Bates A Neville, 46 Gregory, New Haven.
Beard, Billy. 1401 Drayton, Savannah.
Beatties. Juggling. Howard, Huntington, W. Va.
Bedell Bros.. O. H.. Watertown, N. Y.
Bedinl, Donat, A Dogs. 220 W. 38. N. Y.
Beecber A Maye, Hippodrome, Pittsburg.
Belford Bros.. 223 First. Jersey City.
Belford, Allan <;.. Washington, N. J.
Belmont. Harriette, Jolly Girls. B. R.
Bellclaire Bros., Majestic, Chicago.
Bell Boy Trio. 10 Stuyvesant. N. Y.
Bell, Frank, 1553 Broadway, N. Y.
Bell, Norms. Trans-Atlantlcs, B. R.
Belmont A Brennsn. Imperials, B. R.
Bensons, Musical. Genl. Del., Chicago.
Bontley, Harry. Imperials. B. R.
Benton, Maggie, 136 Taylor, Springfield, O.
BsTkes, The. 400 W. 80. N. Y.
Bernard, Cassle. Rose ftydell. B. R.
Bemler A Stells. 22 Howard. Providence.
Berzsc'a Circus. Orpheum, Omaha.
Berry A Berry. Majestic. Chicago.

Beyer A Bra., 203 Henry, N. Y.
Big Four. High School Girls. B. R.
Big City Quartet, Cropsy A Bay 25, Bensonhnrst.

Bijou Comedy Trio, Watson's Burlesquers, B. R.
Bingham, Kittle, Crpbeum, Troy, O.
Bingham, Orpheum, Troy, O.
Blnney A Chapman, Garden, Memphis, lndef.
Birch. John. 133 W. 45th, N. Y.
Bishop, Frances, Century Girls, B. R.
Bissett & Miller, Poll's. Waterbury.
Bixley, Edgar, Boston Belles, B. R.
Black A Leslie, Majestic. St. Paul.
Blanehard Bros.. 51 W. 28, N. Y.
Block. John J., Harry Bryant's. B. R.
Blue Cadets, 51 Hanover, Boston.
Blush, T. E., 3241 Haywood, Denver.
Blanchet Bros. A Randolph, Watervllet, N. Y.
Booker. Henry. 63 Forsyth, N. Y.
Bobannan A Corey, Century Girls, B. R.
Bolses, Five, 44 Curtis, Grand Rapids.
Bottamley Troupe, Clrco Bell, Mexico.
Bouldou A Quinn. O. IL. Glace Bay, N. S.
Bowers, Walters A Crooker, Bennett's, London.
Bowery Comedy Quartet, 821 Charles, W. Hoboken.
Bowen Bros., Coliseum, Seattle.
Bowman Bros., 326 W. 43, N. Y.
Boyce Bro«.. 874 No. Randolf, Philadelphia.
Boyce, Lillian, Jolly Girls, B. R.
Boyce, Jack. Trocaderos, B. R.
Boyd A Veola. Crystal. Milwaukee.
Bragg. John D., Toreadors, B. R.
Bradna A Derrick, Lyric, Dayton.
Bradshaw. Cbas. II., A Co., Montreal.
Bradys, The. 721 Copeland, Pittsburg.
Brady A Mahoney. Irwin's Big Show, B. R.
Brinn, L. B.. Hippodrome, Sheffield, Eng.

Brennan
Brennen

A

Downing,

Bell,

Oakland.

A Riggs, Century Girls. B. R.
Brentford, Tom. Park Hotel, Port Chester, N. Y.
Brittons. The. Lyric, Dayton.
Broadway Quartette, 1553 Bway., N. Y.
Brobst Trio, Jan. 16-21. Lyric, E. Liverpool, O.
Brown Bros. A Kealey. Bijou, Duluth.
Brooks A Vedder. 210 E. 17. N. Y.
Brooks A Jeanette, 1602 Madison. N. Y.
Brooks A Clark. 2464 Patton. Philadelphia.
Brooks, Jeanne, Parisian Widows, B. R.
Brown A Bartolettl, City Sports, B. R.
Brown A Wllmot. Savoy, Hamilton.
Brown A Wright, 344 W. 45. N. Y.
Browning, Mr. A Mrs., 126 W. 83. N. Y.
Browning A Le Van, 805 Cauldwell, N. Y.
Bruce, AL. Toreadors, B. R.
Bruno A Russell, Alhamhra, N. Y.
Bryant, May, Boston Belies. B. R.
Bryant

A

Bijou, Kalamazoo.
Boston Belles, B. R.

Savllle.

Burke. Minnie.
Burke, John & Mae. Hathaway's. Lowell.
Burton A Brooks, Fair Haven, N. J.

BUCRNER

Cummings A Merley. Unique, Los
Cuminlugs,

A Cully, 1633 Bourbon. New Orleans.
Calders. A. K., St. Charles Hotel, Chicago.
Calvin, James, 445 W. 64. Chicago.
Caprice. Mile., Jan. 0, Temple. Detroit.
Campbell, W. S.. Rose Sydell, B. R.
Carbrey Bros.. 134" E. Oxford, Phils.
Carberry A Stanton. Bijou, Decatur, 111.
Csrrillo, Leo, Nysck, N. Y.
Carr, Jessie, Toreadors, B. R.
Carlin A Otto. Jan. 5, Orpheum. Salt Lake.
Carroll A Cooke. Hotel York. N. Y.
Carroll, Joe, 231 Liberty, Peterson.
Csrroll. Great, Fay Foster. B. R.
Cassd A De Verne, 312 Valley, Dayton.
Carson A Wlllard. 2210 No Lambert. Phlla.
Carson Bros., 168 Bergen. Brooklyn.
Carter, Taylor A Co., 444 W. 137. N. Y.
Carter A Taylor, 256 W. 43. N. Y.
Carter A Waters, 158 Greenfield. Buffalo.
Csrtwell A Harris, 1031 McDonougb, Baltimore.
Carver A Pollard, 1022 W. 6th. Davenport, Is.
Crswell. Maude. Gibbons Tour.
Casey A Craney. C. O. H.. Chicago.
Csstaoos, The, 104 W. 61, N. Y.
Chadwlcs" 1 rlo, 220 W. Ab, N. Y.
Chameroys. Tbe. 60 Manhattan ave., N. Y.
Chandler. Anna, City Sports. B. R.
Cbspln. Benjamin. Lotos Club. N. Y.
Chester & Jones, Keith's, Phlla.
Christy, Great. Knickerbockers. B. R.
Christy, Wsyne G., 776 8th eve., N. Y.
Church City Four. Strollers. B. R.
Clalrmont. 2051 Ryder Ave., N. Y.
Clarence Sisters, Keith's, Providence.
Campbell

Clark

A

Duncan. Lyric. Kensington,

111.

Clark, Edward, 1553 Broadway, N. Y.
Clark. John F., 425 Forest, Arlington, N. J.
Clarke, Harry Corson. Lambs Club, N. Y.
Clarke, Wilfred, Lambs Club. N. Y.

Claudius A Scarlet, 5<> Cbapin. Canandsigus, N. Y.
clans. Martha. 134 Conend. St. Paul.
Claus A Rsdcllff, Trocsdero, B. R.
Clermento, Frank A Etta. Colonial. Lawrence,
Cleveland, Claude A Marlon, 215 Sburtleff, Chelsea, Mass.
Clipper Sisters. 466 Blewett. Seattle.
Cllto A Sylvester. Family, Chester. Pa.
CUTS, Henry. A Co.. Empire. Paterson.
CUvette. 274 Indiana, Chicago.
Coate, Charlotte A Sunflower. 1553 Broadway.
Cogan A Bancroft. 1553 Bway.. N. Y.
Colleens. Singing. 104 W. 38, N. Y.
Collins. Eddie, Oshkosh. Wis., lndef.
Collins, Nina. Lady Birds, B. R.
Collins, James J., Jolly Girls. B. R.
Collins A Brown, 148 Kosciusko. Brooklyn.
Coltons, The. Champagne Girls, B. R.
Colombians, Five. Majestic. Dallas.
Connolly A Klein. Empire Show, B. R.
Comrades. Fonr, 834 Trinity, N. Y.
Contlno A Lawrence. 240 So. May, Chicago.
Cohen. Will H.. Rolllckers. B. R.

Comerford, Vaughn, Broadway Gaiety Girls, B. B.
Conn. Downey A Wlllard, Hnvmarket Chicago.
Connelly.' Pete, Weast's, B.-R.
Conway. Nick. 207 W. 26, B. R.
Cook, Billy, Toreadors. B. R.
Cook. Frank. Austin A Stone's, Boston, lndef.
Cooke A Rothert. Bijou. Green Bay. Wis.
Cooper A Robinson. 70 W. 133 N. Y.
Cooper, Harry, High Jinks, B. R.
Cooper, Harry L.. Fay Foster, B. R.
Cossar, Mr. and Mrs.. 203 W. 121. N. Y.
Couthoul, Jessie. 6532 Harvard Ave., Chicago.

A Tinlin. Temple. Alton. 111.
Courtlelgh. Wm., Poll's. Hartford.
Cottons, The. Champagne Girls, B. R.

Coyne

"Covington. Marse," Orpheum, San Francisco.
Craig. Richy, Cayety, Phlla.
Crawford A Manning. 258 W. 43. N. Y.
Crawford A Blodgett. Gayety, Phlla.
Creo A Co.. Bijou, <;reenbay. Wis.
Crickets, Columbia. Cincinnati.
Criterion Male Quartette. 156 5th Ave., N. Y.
Cronin, Morris, 21 Alfred pi., London, Eng.
Cross. Will H.. A Co.. 440 No. Normal, Chicago.

USE THIS FORM

SENSATIONAL CYCLIST.

Touring Europe.
Address Central Hotel, Berlin, Germany.
Associated with AL. SUTHERLAND. Vaudeville Booking, St. James Building.

IF

Herman, Parisian Widows, B. R.

Crystal,

Cameron & Flanagan, Empire, Hobokcu.
Camp, Sheppard, Kentucky Belles, B. R.

Thornton

A

Co.,

Angeles, lndef.
Novelty, Stockton,

Cal.

Cunningham, Al., 200 W. 44, N. Y.
Cunningham, Boh A Daisy, Star, Scottdale, Pa.
Cunningham A Smith, 183 E. 04, N. Y.

A

Blossom, 01 Newell, Greenpoint, Bklyn.
A Co., 2006 Nostrand, Brooklyn.
Claire, Lady Birds, B. R.
Cuttys. Musical, 3034 E. Baltimore, Baltimore.
Cyril, Herbert, Bennett's, Ottawa.
Curtln

Curtis.

Palmer
A Le

Cushman

D'Allza, Flor. Bennett's, Hamilton.
Dacre, Louie, Parisian Belles, B. R.
Dsgneau A Bruce, Orientals, B. R.
Daley, James, Parisian Widows, B. R.
D'Alvlnl. Rocky Point, R. I., lndef.
Dale. Wm.. Crystal, Elkhart. Ind., lndef.
Daly A Devere. 115 E. 115, N. Y.
Dale, Dotty Dainty, 252 W. 36th. N. Y.
Dale, Sydney, Guy Bros.' Minstrels.
Dsle, Will, Bucklec Hotel. Elkbsrt.
DKiiey Broe., 1370 No. Main. 1*11 River, Mass.
Darling. Fay. Lady Birds. B. R.
Darmody, Harry Bryant's. B. R.
Davenport. Edna, Yankee Doodle Girls, B. R.
Davis, Edward. Armory. Binghamton.
Davis, Floyd, Temple, Boulder, Col., lndef.
Davis, Hal, A Co., Grayling, Mich.
Davis. H.. Air- Dome. Murpbysboro, 111., lndef.
Davis, Roland, Fay Foster. B. R.
Davis A Davis. Miss N. Y., Jr., B. R.
Dawson A Whitfield. Jan. 6. Family. Pittston. Pa.
De Camo, Chas. A Dog., B. Union Sq., N. Y.
Deery A Francis, 328 W. 30th. N. Y.
Delavoye A Fritz. Bijou. Jackson. Mich.
Dell A Miller, Hippodrome. Buffalo, lndef.
Deltons, Three. Jolly Grass Widows, B. R.
Del more A Darrell. Lyric, Clevelsnd.
Delmore. Misses, Poll's, Springfield.
De Chautal Sisters, 263 Ogden. Jersey City.
De Graff Sisters. Trans-Atlantlcs, B. R.
De Lisle. Mae. Colonial Belles. B. R.
Delapbone, 54 Wllloughby, Brooklyn.
De Cw, Harry. Orpueutn. St. Faul.
De Haven A Sidney. Orpheum, Harrlsbnrg, Ps.
De Mont. Robert. Trio. Majestic. Little Rock.
DeMora A Graeeta, Imperial, B. R.
De Muths, The. 26 Central, Albany.
De Verne A Van. 30. Orpheum. Mansfield. 0.
De Von A Kennedy Trio, Palace, Charlerol, Pa.
De Voy A Miller. 200 B. 14. N. Y.
*
Deming. Joe. Proctor's, Newark.
Dervin. .las. T., 516 So. Flower, Los Angeles.
Diamond A May. Fischer's, Los Angeles, lndef.
Diamond. Jas., Kentucky Belles, B. R.
Dierlck Bros.. Clrco Bell. Mexico City, to Jan. 4.
Dixon A Fields, Majestic, pes Moines.
Doberty. Lillian, Jan. 1-31. Hausa. Hamburg, Ger.
Donald A Carson. K. A P. 2.'hl St.. N. Y.
Doner. Joe A Nellie. High Jinks. B. R.
Donnelly & Rotnli. Grand. Butte.
Donnette, Irs, 114 W. 40, N. Y.
Doherty. Jim. High Jinks. B. R.
Dorset) A Russell. K. A. P. 23d St.. N. Y.
D'Ort A Leonard. Casino. Buenos Aires.
Douglas. Chas. \V
Broadway Gaiety Girls, B. R.
Dove A Lee, 422 W. 48. N. Y.
Dowlln, John. Toreadors. B. R.
Downey, Leslie T., to Feb. 3, Electric, Racine.
,

Wla.
Doyle. Phil., Lady Birds. B. R.
Doyle, MaJ. Jas. D.. 30. Novelty. Brooklyn.
Dreano. Josh.. Revere House, Chicago.
DuBols, The Great, Dreamland. Ironton, O.
Dudley, O. E., Crystal, Ind.. lndef.
Duffy. Thoe. H., High School Girls. B. R.
Dunedin Troupe, Proctor's, Jersey City.
Dunne. Thos. P., 128 E. 10, N. Y.
Dunham, Heslln A Barardi. Jolly Girls, B. R.

Duncan, A. O., Armory, Binghamton.
Dupree, Bob. Canvas. Provo, Utah, lndef.
Dupree, George A Llbby, 251 W. 37. N. Y.
Dupree, Jeanette, Hotel Albany, N. Y.

YOU HAVE NO ROUTE CARDS

Nam*
,

Buckleys, Musical. 207 Ave. B, N. Y.
Buckeye Trio, 646 B. Center, Marion, O.
Burdette, Madeline, 212 W. 44, N. Y.
Buckeye State Four, 2364 E. 57, Cleveland.
Burke A Urllne, 110 E. 14, N. Y.
Burke, Win. H., 84 Barston. Providence.
Burnhiim A White. Jan. 6, Majestic. Madison, Wis.
Burns, Morris, A Co., 54 Hermen, Jersey City.
BurtlnoH. The. 1370 Richards. Milwaukee.
Burton A Burton, 300 W. 55, N. Y.
Burton, Matt, 1185 Valencia, San Francisco.
Burton A Shea, 111 7th Ave., N. Y.
Burton A Vass, Grand, Madison. Wis.
Burrows Travers Co.. 116 E. 25th, N. Y.
Busch Family, Excelsior Springs, Mo., lndef.
Bussler, Walter H., Orphla. Madison. Wis., lndef.
Bulla A Raymond. Wash. Society Girls, B. R.
Buxton, Cbas. C, Crystal. Menasha. Wis., lndef.
Byers A Herman, Poll's, Worcester.
Byron A Blanch, Wash., Spokane.
Byron A Langdon. Hammersteln's, N. Y.
Byrons* Musical Five, 5138 Indians, Chicago.

Permanent Address

Temporary

**

Week

Theatre

City

State
-

i

k

Caesar, Frank,

A

Co., 802 Mechanics, Decorah. Is.

When

CARDS WILL BE MAILED UPON REQUEST

answering advertisements kindly mention Variety.
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Rappy
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AMD
"THE MEW COLLEGE GYMNASIUM"
The FIRST Of All The "COLLEGE ACTS

One Year Before "The College Widow."

DOING WELL IN THE FAR WEST

Frank, George, Lady Birds, B. R.

Du

Pree, Park, Johnstown, Pa.
ICt'khoff ft Gordon, Poll's, Scranton.
Edmonds ft Haley, 306 E. 60, Chicago.
Edmonds ft Monie, 308 E. 60, Chicago.
Edwards, M. ft c. E., Hippodrome, Buffalo, lndsf.
Edwards, Jennie, Bowery Burlesquers, B. B.
Edwards, Ralph, Parisian Widows, B. B.
Edwin, George, Blj6u, Quincy. 111.
Ehrendall Bros., 1344 Lefflngwell, St. Louis.
Riser, Carrie, Tiger Llllies, B. B.
Elastic Trio, Majestic, Plttshurg. lndef.
Eldredge, 59 No. Broadway, 8treator, 111.
Rlen, Gua, Edith Villa, Thurlelgh Ave., Balbam,

Eckel

ft

London.
Eltlnge, Julian; 1014 8. 163, N. Y.
Elliott ft West. 2902 Ellsworth, Phlla.
Eller, Goldle, Fay Foster, B. B.
BUInore Sisters, Bennett's. Hamilton.
Elliott, Belalr ft Elliott, Harry Bryant's, B. B.

Tiger Lilies. B. B.
Emery, Maude, 2110 E. Federal, Baltimore.
Emerald Trio, 443 Central Aye., Brooklyn.
Emerald, Monnle, 41 Holland rd., Brixton, S. W.,
London, Eng.
Emerson ft Wright, Kansas City, Mo., lndef.
Enimett, Grade, Keith's, Phlla.
Emperors of Music. Four, 431 W. 24, N. T.
Empire Comedy Four, Magdeburg. Ger.
Engleton, Nan, & Co., Majestic, Ann Harbor, Mich.
Ellsworth,

Erb

4,

Stanley. Mollne. 111.
ft King, Circus Clnlselli, Wsrsaw, Bnssla.
Esmeralda, 8 Union Sq.. N. Y.
Espe. Dutton & Espe. 200 E. 14. N. Y.
Bsterbrooks, The, Miss, N. Y., Jr., B. B.
Eatelle ft Wills, Jolly Grass Widows, B. B.
Eugene ft Mar, 1740 W. 103. Chicago.
Evans ft Lloyd. 208 Am. Bank Bldg.. Seattle.
Evans, Billy, Colonial Belles, B. B.
Everett, Buth, Ideals, B. B.
Everett, Sophie, ft Co., South and Henry, Jamaica,
L. I.
ft

Ergottl

F

Franklin & Green, Lynn, Mass.
Franklyn Keane ft Co., Poll's. Worcester.
Franz, Cogswell ft Franc, 246 W. 21, N. Y.
Francis, Harry, Jolly Girls, B. R.
Frederic Bros, ft Burns, Orpheum. Boston.
Frellgh, Lizzie. Trans-Atlantlcs, B. R.
Frevoll, Frederick, O. H., Erie, Pa.
Frey ft Allen, Ideals, B. R.
Fredo ft Dare, 207 E. 14, N. Y.
Frederick, Snyder ft Poole. 200 N. Gay, Baltimore.

Henri, Orpheum, El Paso.
Frey Trio, Chicago Post, Chicago.
Friend ft Downing. Colonial. N. Y.
Frosto, Chris. Wonderland. Wheeling,
Futurity Winner, Valentine. Toledo.

Va.

I

Farrell, Billy,

Moss

ft Stoll.

Eng.

Marguerite, Burwood. Omaha.
Fay, Bay F., Alamo, Cedar Rapids, la., lndef.
Fay. Cottjr & Kay, 1558 Bway. N. Y.
Faye. Elsie, Poll's, Waterbury.
Felix & Barry. Colonial, N. Y.
Fentelle ft Carr, Jan. 6, Sheedy's, Fall, River.
Ferguson, Dave, Miss N. Y., Jr., B. R.
Ferguson ft Du Pree, 313 B. 71, N. Y.
Ferguson, Barney ft Dick. 68 W. 53, Bayonne.
Fern ft Mack, Paterson, N. J.
Fiddler & Stielton, 2713 Dearborn. Chicago.
Field Boys, 148 E. 97, N. Y.
Fields, ft Hanson, Garrlck, Burlington, la.
Fields ft Wooley, Parisian Widows, B. R.
FUson ft Errol, 122 So. Austin, Austin Station,
Chicago.
Fink, Henry, L"»0 Potomac. Chicago.
Fisher. Mr. ft Mrs. Perkins, 531 Washington,

»

Galando, 82 Sumner, Brooklyn.
Galettl's Monkeys, 864 N. Maplewood, Chicago.
Gallagher & Barrett, Orpheum, Oakland.

Galloway, Albert E., Orpheum, Turtle Creek, Pa.
Garden & Somers, Toreadors, B. R.
Gardiner Children, 1958 No. 8, Philadelphia.
& Maddern, 44 W. 60, N. Y.
Gardiner & Vincent, Empire, Manchester, Eng.

Gardner

Gardiner, Jack,

Novelty,

Brooklyn.

Gardner, Andy, Bohemians, B. R.
Gardner, Arllne, 1953 N. 8, Phlla.
Gartelle Bros., 416 S. Main, Gloversvllle. N. Y.
Gavin, Piatt ft Peaches, 4417 3d Ave., N. Y.
Gaylor ft Graff, 244 W. 16, N. Y.
Gaylor, Bobby, 5108 Princeton. Chicago.
Gehrue, Mayme, ft Co., Orpheum. Brooklyn.
Gelger & Walters. Jan. 5. Orpheum, Oakland.
Genaro-Theol Trio, Llehechs. Breslau. Ger.
Gennero's Band, Poll's, Springfield, Conn.
Gibson, Fay, Standard, Davenport, la., lndef.
Gillespie. Ed., Orpheum. Los Angeles.
Gilbert. Jane. Detroit, Mich.
Gillette Sisters, Jan. 0. Majestic. St. Paul.
Gllmore, Stella. Jolly Girls, B. R.
Gladstone. Ida. 335 W. 50. N. Y.
ft Anna, Bentc-Santley, B. R.
& Henderson. 208 W. 34. N. Y.
Goetz. Nat., 1818 Tree. Donora, Pa.
Goldsmith & Iloppe, Bennett's, Quebec.
Goforth & Doyle. Majestic. Little Bock.
Golden & Hughes, Grand. Fargo. N. D.
Gordon & Chalor. Idea, Fond du Lac.
Gordon ft Marx. 23fl W. 38. N. Y.
Gordon, Amy, Rose Sydell, B. R.
Gordon, Cliff, 3 E. 106. N. Y.
Gordon, Max, Reeves' Beauty Show, B. R.
Gorman & West. Boston. Mass.
(Joss. John. Wlelaud, Frostburg, Ind.
Gossans, Bobby, 400 So. Smith, Col., O.
Gotham Comedy Quartet, City Sports, B. R.
Graces, Two, Miner's Americans, B. R.
Grant, Anna. Pat White's Gaiety Girls, B. R.
Grant, Sydney, 10 W. 65. N. Y.
Graham, Geo. W.. Scenic. Providence, lndef.
Gray ft Graham, 34 Bullett, Uoanoke. Va.
Green. Sam, White's Gaiety Girls, B. R.
Gregg, Frank, Tiger Lilies, B. R.
Gregory. Geo. L., ft Co., 943 Lorlmer. Brooklyn.
Gregorys. Five, Liehiehs, Breslau, Ger.
Grimes, Tom ft Gertie. 1615 No. Front, Phlla.
Gruet, Jack, Al. Marie Ideals, B. R.

Brookllne, Mass.

Burke. Box 4103 Onset. Mass.
Fisher. Robert, Lady Birds, B. R.
Fisher ft Berg. Rents-Santley, B. R.
Fitzgerald ft Qulnn, Trans-Atlantlcs, B. R.
Flatow ft Donn, 205 E. 14. N. Y.
Fleming, May Agnes, White's Gaiety Girls, B. R.
Flemcn ft Miller Kentucky Belles, B. R.
Flora. Mildred. Night Owls, B. R.
Fletcher. Charles Leonard. Keith's. Syracuse.
Flower. Dick J., Orpheum. Los Angeles.
Flynn. Jas. A., 1213 Penn. Ave.. Washington.
Fogertv, Frank. Maryland. Baltimore.
Follett. Lonnle, 150 E. 107, N. Y.
"Fords. Famous," 391 Gates, Brooklyn.
Foreman, Edgar, ft Co., Elks' Club, N. Y.
Forrest, Edythe, Innocent Maids, B. R.
Foster ft Dog, Orpheum, Reading.
Fox. Will II., Hippodrome. Manchester. Eng.
Fox, Mort, Parisian Widows, B. R.
Flnlav

ft

Fox A Du Ball, Majestic. Kalamazoo.
Fox A nughes. Empire, Boise, Idaho, lndef.
Fox, Will, Lady Birds. B. R.

th

Thomas

G.,

Charles*

ft

Hale, Corbln, ft Miss Allen, 107 E. 31, N. Y.
Hale ft Harty. 319% Ind., Indianapolis.
Hall. Isabel, Lady Birds, B. R.
Hall. Alfred. Rolllckers, B. R.
Hall. Geo. F., 180 Center, Boston.
Haley, Harry R., 236 Ogdcn. Chicago.
Hammond ft Forrester, 101 W. 83, N. Y.
Ilaney. Edith, ft Lee, Jr., 4118 Winona. Denver.
Hanson ft Nelson, 592 10th St., Brooklyn.
Hanson ft Drew. Bijou, Muskegon. Mich.
Harris ft Randall. Palace Hotel. Chicago.
Harcourt, Frank, Swan's. Santa Cruz.
Hart. Fred, 393 8th Ave., N. Y.
Hart. J. C, ft Co.. Tiger Lilies, B. R.
Harmonious Four, Elite. Mollne, 111.
Hayes ft Carew, Bohemians. B. R.
Hart, Sadie. 1163 Jackson. N. Y.
Harland ft Rolllson. 224 W. 14, Kansas City.
Harlowe. Beatrice, High Jinks, B. R.
Harrity ft Herr. 123 Chnrch. Lancaster, Pa.
Harson. Jules, Yankee Doodle Girls, B. B.
-

Jennings, William, White's Gaiety Girls, B. B.
Jerome, Nst. S., 1287 Washington, N. Y.
Jess, John
Lid Lifters, B. B.
Johnson, Chester, 883 3d Ave., N. Y.
Johnson, Mark. Gaiety, So. Chicago.
Johnson Bros, ft Johnson, 515 Brushton, Pittsburg.
Johnson, Geo., Scrlbner's Big Show, B. B.
Johnson, Jess P., 622 So. 4, Camden, N. J.
Johnsons, Musical, Alhambra, London, Eng.
Johnston ft Buckley, Empire, B. R.
Jones ft Sutton, 102 W. 17, N. Y.
Jones ft Walton, Majestic, Sioux City.
Jorden, Tom, Lady Birds, B. R.

W„

Orpheum, Kansas City.
Marie,

40t'"&.'~Hl»ii (

CLilli-

cothe. O.

Glocker, Chas.

Fuvar's,

It'H

Heclow,

Godfrey

Fairchllds, Mr. ft Mrs. Frank, 1640 47, Chicago.
Falke ft Coe, Jolly Grass Widows. B. K.
Fnlke. Elinor, Colombia, St. Louis.
Fantas. Two. 211 E. 14. N. Y.
Farb. Dave, 515 W. 6. Cincinnati.
Farrell, Charlie, 332 Main, W. Everett, Mass.
Farrell ft Le Boy, Majestic. Madison.

apolis.

Hayes ft Haley, 147 W. 127, N. Y.
Hayes, Edmuod, Jolly Girls, B. R.
Haynes, Beatrice, Broadway Gaiety Girls, B. R.
Healy ft Vance, 215 W. 106, N. Y.
Hearn, Tom, Pantomime, Liverpool, Eng.

French.

W.

Harrington, Hilda, Rose Sydell, B. R.
Harris, Bobby, Toreadors, B. R.
Harris, Charley, Harry Bryant's, B. R.
Harrison, Minnie, Rolllckers, B. B.
Harvey ft Adams, Guyandette, W. Va.
Harvey ft De Vora, Rlalto Rounders, B. R.
Harvey, Elsie. 138 E. 14, N. Y.
Harvey, Harry, 3110 Cottage Grove Ave., Chicago.
Haskell, Louey, Olympic, Chicago.
Hawtrey, Wm., ft Co., Jan. 5, Orpheum, Minne-

Helm

Children, Jan. 6, Majestic. Montgomery.
Hallbacks, The, 2910 Armour, Chicago.
Hellraan, Benj., Toreadors, B. B.
Heath ft Emerson, 200 Berrlman, Brooklyn.
Heuman Trio, 155 So. Cbannlng, Elgin. 111.
Henry ft Francis, Jolly Grass Widows, B. B.
Henry ft Young, 270 W. 39th. N. Y.
Herbert, Mabel, 404 Main, Worborn, Mo.
Herbert the Frog Man. Empire, Col. Spgs. Col.
Herron. Bertie, 2042 7th Ave., N. Y.
Hertzman, Julia. Imperials, B. B.

Hess Sisters, 258 W. 55. N. Y.
Hewlettes, The, Frits, Portland, Ore., lndef.
Hlbbert ft Warren. Colonial, Lawrence, Mass.
Hickman Bros, ft Co., Orpheum, Canton, O.
Hickman, George, Grass Widows, B. B.
Hlestand, Chas. F., 2639 Iowa Ave., St. Louis.
Hill, Cherry ft Hill, Gay Morning Glories, B. B.
Illll, Edmonds Trio. 262 Nelson, New Brunswick.
Milliard. Bobert, Alhambra, N. Y.
HUtons, Marvelous, Fay Foster, B. B.
Hlllyers, Three. 192 Bay 25, Bensonhurst, N. Y.
Hlnes ft Bemlngton, Harrison, N. Y.
Hlnman. Capt. Sidney, Mechanics Hall, Boston.
Hobelman, Martha, Harry Bryant's. B. R.
Hoeh. Emll. ft Co., Keith's, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Hoffmans, Cycling, Chicago O. H., Chicago.
Holman Bros., Clrco Bell. Yuertan, Mexico.
Holman, Al ft Mamie, Olympic. Kleff, Russia.
Holmes. Gertrude Bennett, 13 Central, Greendale.
Mass.
Holman. Harry, Majestic, Birmingham.
Alf., Moss Stoll Tour, England, lndef.

Holt.

Houston, Frits. 292 King, London. Ont., Can.
Horton ft La Trlska, Star, Seattle.
Howard Bros., 229 W. 38. N. Y.
Howard ft Cameron. 479 No. Clinton, Rochester.
Howan ft Kearney, Orientals, B. R.
Howard ft Howard. Shuhert, Utlca, N. Y.
Howard ft St. Clair, Charing Cross rd., London.
Howard, Geo. F.. 29. Cleveland.
Howard, Harry & Mae, 155 So. Halsted, Chicago.

Howard, Jos. B.. Aleda, 111., lndef.
Howard. May, 3603 Prairie Ave., Chicago.
Howard's Ponies ft Dogs. Bloornlngton, ill.
Hoyle, William, 16 5, Attleboro, Mass.
Hoyt, Frances, ft Co., Sherman House, Chicago.
Huehn, Musical, 1553 Broadway, N. Y.
Hughes. Florence, Harry Bryant's, B. R.
Huested, Sadie, Yankee Doodle Girls, B. R.
Hurleys, The, 185% So. Orange, Newark.
Huston. Arthur. Majestic. Dallas.
Hyde, Walt. M.. ft Co., 3506 5. Pittsburg.
Hyde, Mr. ft Mrs. Robert, Camp Rest, Chemo
Lake, Clifton, Me., lndef.

Imhof

ft Corlnne, Empire. B. R.
Imperial Musical Four. 148 Dearborn, Chicago.
Lines ft Rvan, Keith's, Jersey City.
Inman, The Great, 312 W. 24, N. Y.
Irwin. Flo, Fnlon Sq.. N. Y.
Irwin, Jack. Tiger Lilies, B. R.
Italia, 356 Mass. Ave., Boston.

Jack Lew ft Bro.. 0249 So. Chicago, So. Chicago.
Jackson Family. Grand, Birmingham. Eng.
Jackson. Harry ft Kate, Auditorium, Lynn.
Jacobs ft West, Sam Devere, B. R.
James, Byron. Bijou, Flint, Mich., lndef.
Jenkins ft Clark. Box 205, Appleton. Wis.
Jennings ft Jewell, Knickerbockers, B. R.
Jennings ft Renfrew. 888 Spruce, Chelsea, Mass.

""KlfUMfMr Sft*:;*"iiHti»-"*v*«utiv*,—Bt ,«Bi
Kalmo, Chas. ft Ada, May wood. N. J.
Keegan ft Mack. 92 3d Ave., N. Y.
Kelfe, Zena, 508 W. 135, N. Y.
Keeley Bros., Chase's, Washington.
Keene, Juggling, 1360 Boston Bd., N. Y.
Kelly, Sam ft Ida, Gayety, Indianapolis.
Kelly, John T., Elmhurst, L. 1.
Kelly ft Rose, Orpheum, Brooklyn.
Kelly, M. J., 46 Johnson, Brooklyn.
Kelly, Walter C, K. ft P. 23d St., N. Y.
Kelly ft Massey. Pastor's, N. Y.
Kemp's Tales of the Wild. Union, N. Y.
Kennedy Bros, ft Mac, 82 Second, Dover, N. H.
Kennedy ft Wllkens, 1558 Broadway, N. Y.

Keno

ft

D'Arville,

Orpheum,

Frisco.

Keno, Walsh ft Melrose, Hathaway's, Lowell.
Kettler, Joseph B., Industrial, Mollne, 111.
Kherns, Arthur II., 5 Wisconsin, Chicago.
Klein. Ott Broa. ft Nicholson, 16 W. 36, Bayonne.
Kingsbury, The, 1658 Broadway, N. Y.
King, Sam. ft Nellie. 2374 Pitkin, Brooklyn.
Klns-Ners, 343 N. Clark, Chicago.
Ellisons, The. 21 E. 20, N. Y.
Kirschhorns. 207 So. 18, Omaha.
Knight ft Seaton. 1806 Morgan. Springfield, O.
Knight Bros, ft Sawtelle, 1710 Cornelia, Chicago.
Knowles, Harry, 1553 Broadway, N. Y.
Knox, W. H., Elysian Grove, Tucson, Arts.
Kocper, Harry J., High Jinks, B. B.
Kokln. Mignonette. 804 Maplewood, Chicago.
Kohler ft Marlon. O. II., Ridgeway, Pa.
Kolfage. Duke, Crystal, El wood, Ind., lndef.
Koppe, Orpheum, Portsmouth, ().. lndef.
Kratons. The, Bennett's, London.
Kretore. Star. Devil's Lake, N. D.
Kurtls-Busse, 6 W. 8, Erie, Pa.

La Centra ft La Rue, Pike. Canal Dover,, O.
Le Clair ft West. Star, Scottdale, Pa.
La Dells. Four. Orpheum, Chllllcothe.
& Crouch, Orpheum, Omaha.
La Fleur. Joe, Orpheum, Omaha.
Lakola. Harry, Orpheum, Mansfield, O.
Lambert ft Williams. 149 E. 22, N. Y.

Ladell

Lamb

ft

King. 353 State, Chicago.

Lamb'a Manikins, 465 Pippin, Portland, Ore.
Langdons, The. Milwaukee, Wis.
Larklns ft Burns, Luna Pk., Mexico City, Mex.
La Salle, Harry, Wassons, Joplin, Mo.
Latona, Frank ft Jen.. Hippodrome. Brighton, Eng.
Lawler ft Daughters. 1(H) W. 105. N. Y.
l.a

Maze

Bros..

Poll's,

Springfield.

La Mont's Cockatooa, 254 E. Ontario, Chicago.
Laredo ft Blake. 325 E. 14. N. Y.
La Marche. Frankle. 436 E. 26, Chicago.
La Tell Bros., O. 1L, Lebanon, Pa.
La Toy Rros., Parisian Widows, B. R.
La Van ft La Valette, Majestic. Pittsburg,
La Veen ft Cross. Poll's, Springfield.
La Velle ft Grant, 226 E. 14. N. Y.

lndef.

Lavette ft Doyle, 840 N. 2, Hamilton, O.
La Vine Clmaron Trio. K. ft P. 195th St., N. Y.
Lavlne ft Leonard, Empire, I»ndon, Kng., indef.
Irvine ft Hurd. New Century Maids, B. R.
Langdons, The, 704 5th Ave., Milwaukee.
Lauder, Harry, Court. Liverpool, Eng.
Lawrence, Pete, Al Reeves' Big 8how, B. R.
La Gray. Dollle, Bijou. Racine, Wia., lndef.
Lee Tung Foo, 1223 2d, E. Oakland.
l/e Claim, Two. 403 W. 51. N. Y.

Le

Pelletlers,

144 E. Elizabeth, Detroit.

Leahy, Frank W., Manhattan. Norfolk, Va., lndef.
Adelaide, Parisian Wldowa, B. R.
Ia> Fevre ft St. John, Bijou, Winnipeg.
Le Malre ft I* Maire, 673 Lenox. N. Y.

Leeds,

AND
In

their

Latest Musico-Scenic Novelty,

SHOWING A SCENE OF A TOWER STATION IN A CANYON OF THE ROCKY MOUNTAINS.
SEE THE TRAIN CROSS THE CANYON BY MOONLIGHT.

Haar v- Play R«»l Music.
FOR TERMS AND TIME ADDRESS UNITED BOOKING OFFICES,

ST.

"THE MUSICAL RAILROADERS"

ONE OF THE FINEST STAGES ACTS IN VAUDEVILLE.
JAMES BLDG., NEW YORK.

When

Naw Scsnsry. N.w Kf facta. Naw Muilc.
WATCH THE MOON RISE ABOVE THE RAGGED MOUNTAIN TOPS.
A Positive Hit Every wH«r«.
Waak of Dae. SO, Kaith-Proctor'a 2Srda St.

answering advertitmxenU kindly mention Variety.
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REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS

REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS

DUTERENT TROH THE

JUST A LITTLE

MAIRE

Le

RAPID FIRE HEBREW COMEDY

Recognised
solid

two yean.

BILLY

all

THE DANCING WONDERS
LI
JIN

Management, BUTLER, JACOBS

HALL

SWEDE and

!

HARRY

JENNIE

HAPPY GIRL"

the

Big success on Western States Yauderilla Ass'n.
T

& LOWRIE.
JOLLY

COLBORN

"SWEDE**

"The

Booked

>

,

iT

Western Vaudeville Association.

THIS

WEEK

W.

P3.

Per. Add., 8701 Dearborn St., Chicago,

Management JACK LEVY.

45th St, N. Y. 0.

IN<

HARRY TATE'S Co.
NSMNG

Australia

MOTORING

Africa

NT0HTJFFW MINUTES OF COMEDY.

DOING THINGS WHICH COME TO SOME, BUT ALL "NEVER."
route, booked by

Address. 844

.

FIDDLER and SHELTON
En

Par.

solid until Feb.

0KSr ^MTMICR^-A.W^-TJRTC|r, jRTAN0 .PLAYING^
it.

BROWN WRIGHT
I

over the world as such. Bet all Scranton and Troy talking.
The juggler that they all try to copy.

Knockout.

a»w 53f»yAT

-

MAI

Le

a"-

THE WORLD'S GREATEST JUGGLER.

Booked

REST.

HARRY
THE MAN WHO TALKS AND

SINGS.

WEBB

L.

XZEP TOUR EYE ON THE LAUGH PRODUCER.

111.

8coring

OLYMPIC, CHICAGO.

BIG on

the Western Yauderilla Association

HART TRIO

time and a long route booked.

Management

Exclusive

MR. ALF. T. WILTON
Suite 920,

St.

Jasnes Building

NEW YORK

INSTRUMENTALISTS AND VOCALISTS

CITY

RETURNED TO
EUROPE
•

\ndMhis

COMPANY.

Happy New Year
j

Anna
The Dainty

Little

AMOS
WILBUR
Conley

g Effie

Comediennes, in

WEEK

STORY BONGS.
DEC. 30, ALHAMBRA,
•^^^^^^^^^—

THE CLEVER COMEDY JUGGLER.

Not the greatest

N.

Direction of
Y.

BOOKED

80LID.

• >

Direction

AL MAYER.

BARRY

AND

TICKLING AT READING THIS WEEK.

• »

Phlla. North

Am.

NEXT TWO WEEKS, ORPHEUM, BOSTON.
"HERE

VETA

WEEK

DEC.

«0,

MAJESTIC, JOHNSTOWN, PA.

.

VICTOR HERBERT

JINIO.

A.

With

IN

AGAIN."

Address,
ST. and

WILLIAM BURRE8S—K.-P.

WITH

WHITE

RATS, 46TH

B'WAY,

NEW

YORK.

VAUDEVILLE

WILLIAM BURRESS

Management

AM

JUST NOW, BUMPING
"8 BELLS."

Presenting "A DAUGHTER OF THE GODS."
In Preparation, "The Chaperon" (4 People).

THE SONG BIRDS

Music

I

True Rice

THE GREATEST SINGING ACT

44

LENA

LILY

THIS WEEK, MARYLAND. BALTIMORE.

WOLFORD

THOSE SMART AGENTS, REICH & PLUNKETT.

"FOUR
ENCORES
AND
SIXTEEN
CURTAIN

MISS

HARRY EARLE

THE TOWN TOPIC TICKLE TALKER8.

Enjoying California.

THE DAINTY SINGER OF DAINTY SONGS.

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ISBSBBBBBBBBBBlllBliaiaiaiaS^B^B^B^B^B^B^BS^B^B^B^B^B^BJHB^B^B^P^BsMeMt

"THE AUSTRALIAN NUGGETS.

but a high-class specialty that always pleases.

THE CANDY KID OF THE WEST— Now

JACK LEVY

Clarence Sisters

in the world,

Book GEO.

V.

Circuit

**

or
THIRTY
ARTISTS

HOBART

AND
THE
MUSICAL

BROWN IB
When answering

advertisement $ kindly mention Variety.

A

^^OLaT

•AID

little
f

common

m ore

cents (1) is often
value than a good aot.

"

VARIETY
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and
THE MUSICAL LAUGH MAKERS

ADDRESS. CARE VARIETY.

Mack & Dugal,

Acme, Sacremento.
Mack, James, Wesley, Rose Sydell, B. R.

Cobb's Comer
SATURDAY, DEC.
No.

Mulir,

WILL

with

the

Wordwright.

(OBB&EDWARDS'
VOW

LATEST,

BEING SUNG BY

MAY IRWIN
" The Peach That Tastes the Sweetest

Hangs the Highest on the Tree."

WILL

COBB

D.

NEW

P.

St..

2.1d

YORK.

N. Y.

Providence.

Ottawa.
Phi In.

GUS EDWARDS
SAYS:
That there

New

will

Year's Eve.

Party."

If

and want

when he

want

Martin's

gives his "Blonde

you are anywhere

want

in the vicinity,

to

'See-Saw.' "

be one grand

little

and Papa Edwards.

EDWARDS'

GPS

see

to

BLONDE TYPEWRITERS.
"I

at

to drop in, tell the policeman on the

you

door

much doing

be

The password
Oh!

is

it

going to

For invitations write to

GUS EDWARDS MUSIC PUBLISHING
S.— The same

is

Just six Blondes

party!

CO.

about 2 A. M., go
to tho Hippodrome and cntch the "SEE-SAW
BOYS AND GIRLS" singing and swinging
P.

the T.

night,

M. A. Benefit to snecess.

MORE P. S.— Well,
AND GIRLS" are off to
age.

You

didn't

the

"SCHOOLBOYS
Bum Voy-

the Coast.

know

the

President

107,

N. Y.

Agnes, Poll's, Scranton.

Marks, Clarence, Broadway Gaiety Girls, B. R.
Marlon A Lillian. Tiger Llllles, B. R.
Marlowe, Plunkett A Co., 27 Gay lord, Dorchester,
Mass.
Marsh. Joe. 3122 Lucns. St. Louis.
Martin. Dave A Percte, 3950 Indiana, Chicago.
Martiiiettl & Sylvester, Orpheum, Reading.
Martynne, C. B., Orpheum, Leavenworth, indef.
Martyune, Great, Rose Sydell, B. R.
Martin A Crouch, Coeur D'Alene, Spokane, Indef.
Marshall A King, Rentz -Santley, B. B.
Martini A Maximilian, Yankee Doodle Girls, B. B.
Marty, Joe. 1623 Hancock. Brooklyn, N. Y.
Mantua. Nevaro Murium, Keeney's. Brooklyn.
-Ms ""a, A F llburn, Coeur D'Alene, Spokane, Indef.
it Tffeeier.

Ed A

Masse,

Leigh, Andrew, Lady Birds B. R.
Leightons, Three, Maryland, Baltimore.
Lennou. Herbert Bert, Majestic, Dallas.
Leunl & Leoni, Phillips, Richmond, Ind.
Leonard, James F., Yankee Doodle Girls, B. R.
Leonard, Jos. and Sadie. Orpheum, Sioux City.
Leonard, Gus, Acme, Sacramento, indef.
Leontlna. Marie, 17 E. 87, N. Y.
Leonore A St. Claire, 4848 Easton, St. Louis.
LeRoy A Woodford, 2417 Wylle Are., Pittsburg.
Lester, Will. 281 John R., Detroit.
Leville & Sinclair, Mohawk, Schenectady.
Levino, Dolph A Susie, 14 Prospect, West haves,
Conn.
Levy, Bert, Empire, Hoboken.
Levy, Mrs. Jules, and Family, 102 W. OS, N. Y.
Lewis A Cbapln. Fay Foster, B. R.
Lewis A Ilarr, 125 W. 16, N. Y.
Lewis, Phil, 121 W. 110. N. Y.
Lewis, Oscar, White's Gaiety Girls. R. R.
Lewis A Thompson, Merry Maidens, B. R.
Le Witt A Ashmore. 296 No. State, Chicago.
Libbey A Trayer, 302 W. 47, N. Y.
Llna A Calijul, Fay Foster, B. R.
Linn, Benn, Half Dime. Jersey City, N. J.. Indef.
Loder, Cbas. A., Rose Lawn, Areola, Pa.
Lomlson, Willlard, 228 Montgomery, Jersey City.
Long, John, Family, Erie, Pa., indef.
Louise and Dottle, Bowery Burlesquers, B. R.
Lovitts, The, 314 Beverly rd., Brooklyn.
Lowe. Musical, Olympic. South Bend.
Lowell A Lowell, Moss A Stall, Eng., to Nov. 28.
Lucas, Jinimic, I'nlon Sq., N. Y.
Luce A Luce. Union Sq., N. Y.
Lucler. Marguerite, Qulncy Adams Sawyer Co.
Luckles, Two, 397 Sumter, Brooklyn.
Lucy & Lucler. Majestic, Chicago.
Lulgl Picaro Trio. Jan. 0, Gaiety, (Jalesburg, 111.
Lukens, 4, Reading, Pa.
Lynton, Chris, Empire, Los Angeles, indef.
Lyons, Jr., Champagne Girls, B. H.

Mucarte's Monkeys. K. &
Macarte Sisters. Keith's.
Mack. Wilbur, Bennett's,
Macks. Two. 245 N. 69,

W.

Makarenkos Duo, Academy, Toledo.
Malchow, Geo., Bijou, Oshkosh, Wis., Indef.
Malvern Troupe, White's Gaiety Girls, B. R.
Manhasset Comedy Four, Rose Sydell, B. R.
Mauley A Norrls, 517 Walnut, Hamilton, O.
Marion & Pearl. Majestic. Ft. Worth.
Marco Twins, World Beaters, B. R.
Mario Trio, 62 E. 8, N. Y.

Mason

Wordwright,
1618 Broadway,

Etbel, 88

II. S., North Adams, Mass.
"Madie." 403 W. 51, N. Y.

Maguire,

88, 1807.

A Weekly Word

96.

Mii« -Hoiiuugli.

Jan. 0,

i

Hliea fi7~'KTiuaio.

Nettle,

Portland. Pa.

Mathews. Joca, Yankee Doodle Girls, B. R.
Man's Dogs, Franklin. Worcester, Mass.
Maxwell & Dudley. 106 W. 96th. N. Y.
May. Arthur O., P. O. Box 523. Norman, Okla.
Mayer, Robert, High Jinks, B. R.
Mayne, Elizabeth. Harry Bryant's, B. R.
McCabe, Jack, Century Girls. B. R.
McCabe & Peters. Ashland Hotel, Kansas City.
McCale. Larry, Imperials, B. R.
McCarvers, The. 218 W. 28, N. Y.
McCree. Junle, La Salle, Chicago, Indef.
McCullough. Walter, Alexander Hotel, Chicago.
McCune A Grant, 3 Banton, Pittsburg, Pa.
MeDuff, James, Star. Seattle.
McFarland, Frank. 311 W. 142, N. Y.
McFarland A McDonald, Colonial Belles, B. R.
McFarland A Murray, Champagne Girls, B. R.
McGlnnls Bros., 75 Bradford, Springfield, Mass.
MeGratb A Paige, Orpheum. Atlanta.
McGregor, Lulu, Grand, Altoona, Pa., indef.
McLaughlin, L. Clair, Sberidanvllle, Pa.
McLeod, Andy, Kentucky Belles, B. R.

McMahon's Watermelon Girls, Poll's, Scranton.
McKenzie A Shannon. Shubert, Utica.
McKinley, Nell. Jersey Lilies. B. R.
McNamee, 104 W. 40th, N. Y.
McWllllams. G. R., Orpheum. Kansas City.
Melville A Hlgglns, 272 So. 2d. Brooklyn.
Melvln Bros., Kentucky Belles, B. R.
Melvey Trio, 97 Park. Chicago.
Merritt, Raymond, Empire. Los Angeles, Indef.
Mlddleton. Gladys. Fischer's, Los Angeles, Indef.
Mlgnon. Helene, Empire, St. Paul, Indef.
Mills, Joe, Rolllckers, B. R.
Mills. Win., 20th Century Maids,

B. R.
Frank. Lady Birds, B. II.
Millard Bros., Crackerjacks, B. R.
Mlllershlp Sisters. Watson's. B. R.
Miller, Grace, Phillips', Richmond, Ind., Indef.
Mills A Lewis. 114 E. 11, N. Y.
Millman Trio. Tlvoli. Bremen. Ger.
Mills & Morris, Clarendon Hotel. N. Y.
Mitchell A Cain, 611 Sterling PI., Brooklyn.
Mitchell Sisters, Monarch, Lawton, Okla., Indef.
Mitchell A Quinn 20 Bay 20. Bensonhurst, L. I.
Mitchells. The. Flmira. N. Y.
Monroe. George. 1553 Broadway, N. Y.
Montambo A Hurl Falls, Empire. B. R.
Montrose, Louise, Arcade. Toledo.
Montague's Cockatoos. 54 W. 26, N. Y.
Montgomery, Geo. p.. Box 488. Harrl«hnrg. Pa.
Montgomery & Moore. 1009 Buttonwood, Phlla.
Montray. 814 Western Ave., Allegheny. Pa.
Morette Sisters. 1237 Lee. Philadelphia.
Mooney £• Holbein. Hippodrome. St. Helena, Eng.
Moore.' Billy. Bijou. Wheeling. W. Va.
Moore .% Dillon. Fay Foster, B. R.
Moore. Tom, Hathaway's. Brockton.
Monrehead, Harry (Dreamland), Norfolk, Va.
Morgan & Chester, Vanity Fair. B. R.
Morgan. Lou, Parisian Belles, B. R.
Morgan A- McGnrry, People's, Los Angeles.
Morre, Ohas., Lady Birds. B. R.
Morre, Helen J.. Night Owls, B. R.
Morrelle. Marie. 1724% Main, Parsons, Kan.
Morris A Kramer, Dainty Duchess, B. R.
Morris X- Hemingway. Arcade. Knoxvllle.
Morse, Billy, Anheuser's. Aberdeen, Wash., Indef.
Morton. James J.. 147 W. 45, N. Y.
Morton, Ed., Rolllckers. B. R.
Mozarts, The. Lyric. Cleveland.
Miiehlners. The. Valley. Junction, la.
Mullen & Corelll. Jan. 6, Orpheum. San Francisco.
Muller, ('bum ft Muller, Crystal. Milwaukee.
Mulllnl Sisters, Washington Society Girls, B. B,
Munger, Mort If., Frankfort, Ind.
Millard,

Murphy, Whitman A Co.. Acme. Sacramento.
Murphy A Andrews. 116 Washington pi., N. Y.
Murphy A Magee, Ideals, B. R.
Murphv Si Palmer, 309 3d ave., N. Y.
Murphy & Willard. 605 No. 7th. Philadelphia.
Murphy. Geo. P., Tiger Lilies, B. R.
Murray. Clayton * Drew, Howard, Boston.
Murray Sisters. Orpheum. Yonkers.
Murray, Wm. W., 223 E. 14, N. Y.
Murtha. Lillian. 211 E. 10, N. Y.
Murray & Williams, Crystal, Marlon, Ind.
Musketeer*, Three, Jolly Grase Widows, B. R.

sent

& Chapman,

1062 E. Main, Rochester.
NeUon-Farnum Troupe, 3141 Beverly rd.. Brooklyn.
Nelson, Katheriue, 10 Howland, Roxbury, Mass.
Nelson A Egbert, 483 Atlantic, Pittsburg.
Nevada A Eden, 24H W. 43. N. Y.
Nellls, Nelll

Newell
Newell

Sisters, Jolly Girls,

Now

that

Christmas

is

over,

wish you

nappy New Year.

GUS EDWARDS MUSIC TUBLISniNO

CO.

a

A Adams,

Calgary. Ont.. Can.
Narelle, Marie. Christchurch, New Zealand, indef.
Natus. Julie, Tiger Lilies, B. R.

Nagcl

420 W. 52, Phlla.
Neff, John. 130 Main, Bridgeport.

Nawn, Tom, A

Co..

When

Courier

K. Harris

Urvottd to the inter tsts of Songs and Singers.

B. R.

A

Nlblo, Croydon. London, Eng.
Jules, Lady Birds, B. R.
Nlemeyer A Odell, Blue Ribbon Girls. B. R.
Nlcolal, Ida, Bohemians, B. R.
"Night on a House Boat." Shea's. Toronto.
Night With the Poets. Orpheum, Memphis.
Noble, Billy, 20th Century Maids, B. R.
Nolan, Fred, Boston Belles, B. R.
Norman's, Juggling Six. 5804 Mansfield, Chicago.
North. Bobby, 45 W. 116th, N. Y.
Nosses. The, 179 W. 47th. N. Y.
Nugent, Eddie, Trans-Atlantlcs, B. R.
Nugent, J. C, The Oaks. Canal Dover. O.

Newman,

Address

CHAS.

K.

all

communications to

HARRIS.

31

W.

81st St.. N. Y.

(Meyer Cohen, Mgr.)

New

Vol. 0.

No.

York, Dec. 28, 1907.

Have you heard Chas. K.
Baby song

4.

New

Harris'

" There's Another Picture
O'Brien-Havel, 616 52, Brooklyn.
Odell A Hart, 2063 Strand, Seattle.
Odell & Klnley, 127 W. 21. N. Y.
Ogden, Helen, 279 Cly bourne, Chicago.
O'Hanna. San, Chicago, 111.
Olivette, 225 Pacific. Brooklyn.
Omega OlHe. Parisian Widows, JUfe
"Onetta," Park Hotel, Port Chester, 14.17"*
Onthank A Blancbetto, P. (>.. Boston, Mass.
O'Neill, J. H., A Co., Lyceum. Sharon. Pa.
O'Nell, Tommle, White's Gaiety Girls, B. R.
Orbasany's Irma, Lyric. Mobile.
O' Regan. Box 305, Ottawa, Can.
Orion* Olga, Toreadors, B. R.
O'Rouke A Marie, Merry Makers, B. R.
Otto Bros., 10 Howland, Roxbury, Mass.

My Mamma's Frame"

In

Write or

now ready

call

for

at

Slides

once.

baby song;

The

* hit_ wi^h ^aji^^jBmdience.

.-JiXftljLjUidP

best baby song since

WAY."

it

for this beautiful

"ALWAYS TH TBI

Slides $5.00 per set.

Write At

once.

,

A Dockman. 1419 Gault, Chicago.
A Saxton, 29. Novelty, Denver.
Palfrey A HoefBer. Riverside, L. I.
Paradise Alley, Benuett's, Quebec.
Parisian Grand Opera Co., 636 Lexington, N. Y.
Parks, Dick, 1268 E. 25. Los Angeles.
Parmelee A Mack, Wonderland. Wheeling, W. Va.
Patton, Grace, Rolllckers, B. R.
Paullnettl A Piquo. 242 Franklin, Phlla.
Pendletons, The, 135 Pittsburg. New Castle.
Pero A Wilson. 335 Temple, Washington, O.
Pearl, Kathryn, Rolllckers. B. R.
Pearl, Violet. Rolllckers, B. R.
Pelot, Fred A Annie, Keith's, Boston.
Pepper Twins, Lindsay, Ont., Can.
Perry A White, Miss N. Y., Jr., B. B.
Perry, Frank L., Idea, Holland, Mich.
Perry, Clayton, Ideals, B. R.
Peters, Phil A Nettle, Bennett's. Hamilton.
Phllbrooks A Reynolds, 220 E. 78, N. Y.
Phillips Sisters, Majesties, B. R.
Piercy A Fulda, 1926 Patterson. Baltimore.
Piccolo Midgets. Orphenm, El Paso.
Pike, Lester, Falrhaven, N. J.
Plottls, The, Travel; 0. Family. Butte.
Plum. Anna. Grand. Belllngham, B. C.
Polrer's Three, 12 Notre Dame, Montreal.
"Pilly Pickles' Pets In Petland," Orpheum, Johnstown, Pa.
Posner, Allan H.. 436 Central Park W., N. Y.
Potter A Hartwell, Champagne Girls, B. R.
Powers Bros., 15 Trask, Providence.
Power, Coletta A Co., 179 Field, Detroit.
Prampln Trio. 347 W. 40, N. Y.
Price, Bob. Natlonoscope. Montreal.
Price A Tyler. 211 E. 14, N. Y.
Pritzkow, Louis. Century Girls. B. R.
Prosit Trio. 5 E. Main. Springfield, 0.
Pryors, The, 30 No. Main, Providence.
Psvcho, Mile., Mansfield. O., indef.
Pudgle A Emmett, 464 Blewett, Seattle.
Pullen, Louella, 194 Jefferson. Trenton.
Pullman Porter Maids. K. A P. 23d St., N. Y.
Palmer
Palmer

Renshaw, Bert. Majestic, La Salle. 111.,
Reuaetta A Lyman, Trocadero, B. R.
Rever A Yolr, Champagne Girls, B. R.
Reynard, Ed F., Proctor's, Newark.

(Eastern).
A Mitchell, 20

Quinn

Bay

26,

Bensonhurst, L.

Indef.

Reynolds, Abe, Miss N. Y., Jr., B. R.
Rhodes A Engel, 223 Chauncey, Brooklyn.
Rice, Al, 262 Springfield.

Newark.

Rice A Cohen. Jan. 5, Orpheum, San Francisco.
Rice A Elmer, 843 E. 142d, N. Y.
Rice A Prevost, Orpheum. Brooklyn.
Rice A Walters, Boston Belles. B. R.
Richards, Chris. Grand, Indianapolis.
Rich Duo, Virginian, Chicago.
Rich, Jack A Bertha, (J rand, Tacpma.
Riley, Frank, Orientals, B. R.
Roiuililos. The. Majestic, Columbus. Ind.
Ring A Williams, 102 Liberty, Baltimore.
Ritter A Foster, Alhamhra, Paris, France.
Roberts, Four, 140 W. 36, N. Y.
Roberts, Hayes A Roberts, Bijou, Kalainaioo.
Roberts, Slgna, Unique, Minneapolis.
Robert-de Mont Trio, 722 W. 14th PI., Grand
Rapids.
Roblsch A Childress. 841 No. Clark, Chicago.
Robinson A Grant, 206 8th ave.. N. Y.
Robinson, Parquette Trio, Cleveland, 0.
Robinson, Tom, Scrlbner's Big Show, B. R.
Rockaway A Conway, BIJou, Bay City, Mich.
Rogers A Mackintosh, 121 W. 42d. N. Y.
Romola, Bob, Bijou, Davenport, la., Indef.
Rooney A Bent, Poll's, Bridgeport.
Rooney, Katie, Poll's, Worcester.
Rooney Sisters, 807 N. Patterson Pk. Ave., Baltimore.

Roscoe A Sims, Rentz-Santley, B. R.
Rose A Ellis. Yankee Doodle Girls, B. R.
Ross & Lewis, Middlesex, Iionrion, Eng.
Rosso A Slinms, Bowery Burlesquers. B. R.
Rousek, Jack, Air-Dome, Leavenworth, Indef.
Rowland, Franklin, Worcester.
Royal Musical Five, 240 So. 9th, Brooklyn.
Russell A Held, Hathaway's, Lowell.
Russell, Fred, Bowery Burlesquers,
Russell. Fred P., 486 W. 136, N. Y.

Russell

Ryan A
Ryan A

Quaker City Quartet, 403 Macon, Brooklyn.
Qulgg, Mackey A Nlckerson, Fenberg Stock Co.

B.

R.

A

Davis, Pastime. Atlanta, indef.
Richfield, Proctor's. Albany.
White, Hathaway's, Brockton, Mass.

JEROME & SCHWARTZ
ILLUSTRATED BONOS.

I.

"COME BACK TO OLD
Radford

A

MANHATTAN, DEARIE"

Valentine, Oxford. London, to Feb. 10.

Monkeys. Empire. Hoboken.
Rain Dears, Valentine, Toledo.
Rainbow Sisters, Star. Wilkensburg, Pa.
Raleigh A Harrington, 233 Winter, Hagerstown.
Ratlin's

A

Novel

Something Different
Anything Else in Slides.
Ballad,

from

Md.

A Son, Grand, Hamilton, O.
A Banks, Flora. Amsterdam, Holland.
Ranfs. The. Unique, Minneapolis.
Rankin, Virginia, Family. Washington, O.
Bawls A Von Kaufman. Varieties, Terre Haute.
Ravvson A June, Phoenicia, N. Y.
Raymond A Harper. 0400 Lexington, Cleveland.
Kazarfs, The. Family, Carbondale, Pa.
Ray, Fred. \ Co., Columbia, Cincinnati.
Raymond. Frederleka, 10 E. 88th, N. Y.
Raynor. Val. Trans-Atlantlcs, B. R.
Reattlno A Stevens. 114 E. 11. N. Y.
Reded A Hadley. World Beaters. B. R.
Red ford A Winchester, Cook's, Rochester.
Reed Bros., 48 Saxton, Dorchester, Mass.
Reed s\ St. John. Bijou. Jackson, Mich.
Regal Trio, 110 W. Washington pi., N. Y.
Beld Sisters, 53 Broad, Elizabeth.
Reed A Earl, R. R. No. 3. Box 316. Los Angeles.
Reed, Harry L. Washington. Buffalo, Indef.
Reeves, Al, Reeves' Beauty Show, B. R.
Rego. Jlnimle, S. Side Hippodrome, Pittsburg.
Remington, Mayme, Orpheum, Salt Lake.
Rennee Family, Brogel's. Cedar Rapids.
Reno. Geo. B., A Co., Empire, Shepperds Bush,
London.
Ralston
Rastiia

.

the Fleet to meet them.

The Ghat.

answering advertitementt kindly mention Variety.

" MY IRISH BOSIE
at All"
"Any Old Time Hoggenheimer"
The Big Hit of "The Rich Mr.

AND THE NEW SENSATIONAL IRISH HIT
ii

"

Miss Killarney
Beautiful

Slides

by DeWitt C.

Wheeler.

All Songs Published by

FRANCIS, DAY & HUNTER
PUBLISHERS
15

W. 30th

ST.,

NEW YORK

CITY

VARIETY

20

Kt,PUt*»Df>»r/\TIVt.

rtkl

UEPKbSENTATIVE AttTISTS

l»I»

\A/MIT

AND
POSITIVELY THE BEST DANCING ACT IN VAUDEVILLE

In

•*

Dec. 30, Hathaway'i, BrocKton. Mill,

AND

Palmer

Curtis,

WeeR

CO.

MAMA'S DARLING BOY," By AARON HOFFMAN

Tanean,relix EClaxton
Open for Clubs and Sunday Nights,
November, December, January, February. Week March oth and later open.

Booked solid by our Mascot, Harry Leonhardt.
Verdict of press and public, bigger bit than the School Act.

Ml E. 98d 8treet, New York City.
OPEN FOB 8UVDAY MIGHTS AMD CLTJBS.

Per Add.,

AND

JAMES

LUCIA COOPER

"CHATTERING CHUMS."
TROCADERO. CHICAGO.

Tel.

6409— 70th

St.

- Her Lions
Adgie
PRINCE and VIRGINIA
WEEK

DEC.

SO,

"Gee, Blutch mad*

me

laugh. N

featured attraction on the SULLIVAN OONBTDINE CTRCrrjIT.
Permanent addrea., 810 E. 47th St., M. Y.

In a Novelty German Comedy and Character Singing Act.
Willing to accept dramatic or burlesque offers for this season or next.
As to our ability, read what
VARIETY said about us at Pastor's, Dec. 16th.

Address

JAMES PLUNKETT,

Managers and Agents, here

HOLMES
Musical Merry Makers.

At Last a

REAL

it

St.

i»— the

James Building, N. T.
act

C.

you have been looking

and

for.

HOLMES

Comedy-Musical Aot. Address Care

VARIETY

or

BILL BOARD.

THE ASTRELLAS
Presenting

Their Original Song and Dancing

Norelty la Vaudeville.

Address,

eare

"That Eccentric Comedian"
ii

Kentucky Belles" Co.

En Route
OPEN FOR MUSICAL COMEDY NEXT SEASON FOR LEADING COMEDY PARTS.

JNO.ZOUBOULAKIS
Two NOVELTIES

of

MERIT!

(in one not)

Presented by

"The

sort of Entertainment that

Advances Vaudeville"

CLAY CARTOONIST AMD MUSICAL VIRTUOSO
14 Minutes.

(Boron in "one"; open or oloso.)

"IT'S

KIETY
MEW
CARDS OF ARTISTS
M REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS "
KNICKERBOCKER THEATRE BUILDING,

YORK

CITY*

UNDER THE HEADING OF

PRESENTING

UP

GEORGE
ARLISS'

TO

FARCE

rou.

WILLIAM"

AT FOLLOWING RATES:

1-2 Inoh single ooL,
S
1 Inoh
1-2 Inoh double ooU
1 Inoh

*

S3.0O monthly,
not
M
6.00
M
"
0.00
"
"
10.00

Larger
Mo

2 Inohee double

820.00 monthly, not
"
1-2 Inoh
tpage,
"
12.00
1 Inoh
22.00
2 Inoheo
44.00
Spice Pro R*ts»
ool. t

oArortiooment under this heading ooooptod for less than ono month and bo preferred position
given.
Remittance most aooompany sdTertiaementi forwarded by mail.
r
'
Cash discount for • and IS months.

PERMANENT ADDRESS, CHICOPEE

Have Your Card

FALLS, MASS.

in

VARIETY

»

Trained Australian Cockatoos
so in number; all trained; no deadheads. The only bird in the world doing a back somersault on aerial bars from bar to bar in midVair, then
a somersault to
the ground and finishing with a number of roll-overs. No posing, stalling or faking with this act. I deliver the real goods.

Address care Variety, Chicago Office

.

VARIETY
ABOUT

FAMOUS
PAT REILLY
says:

FAMOUS OLD HOWARD
ATHEIEUM. SOSTON

says:

"THE MAGICIAN AND THE YAP »

The Van Der Koors,

p^ u

New York

lw7
SUCCESS

uentiemen: I am more than pleated to indorse your act as a unique NOVELTY and a
at every theatre you have played with the Eeilly A Woods Company this season, and I might also say
a personification of two gentlemen on and off the stage.

With

JAY HUNT, Business Mgr,

THE VAN DER KOORS

t Wood's "Big Show"

Reilly

21

best wishes, I remain,

Yours,
(Signed) PAT

The Van Der Koors,
Dear Sirs: Your favor

to hand upon my arrival fat town.
would he pleased to give you a date at the Old Howard at terms stated.
Your act in the Reilly A Wood's show gave OREAT SATISFACTION to our audiences, it being
YOU certainly DESERTS
positively DIFFERENT from anything that has ever played this house.
I

CREDIT

REILLY.

Boston, Mass., Deo. 18, 1907.
If >»u are at liberty late in ti.-: •prfrrff'

ORIGINALITY.

for its

Cordially yours,
(Signed)

A Wood's "Big Show."
AS YET THERE IS NO OTHER ACT SIMILAR TO OUR ACT.
PLAYING IN THIS COUNTRY FOR THE PAST FOUR 8EASON8. KEEP OFF, WE HAD IT FIRST.
SEASON 1807-08 WITH REILLY A WOOD'S "BIG SHOW."
Mgr. Reilly

Lady Birds, B. R.
Darlington, 2422 So. Adler. Pblla.
Salvaggls, 0, Miss N. Y., Jr., B. R.
Sandow A Lampert, Orientals. B. R.
Schaar Trio, Majestic, Paris, 111.
Schack, Nat. Grand, Defiance, O.
Schell's, Mme. Circo Bell, Mexico City, to Jan. 4.
Scbepp, G rover, Rollick era, B. R.
Schmldliug. Harry H., 287 W. Monroe, Chicago.
Schuster. Milton, Palace. Boeton, indef.
Schrock & Rice, 1223 State. Milwaukee.
Scott. Edouard, Grand. Reno, Nev., indef.
Sears, Gladys, Parisian Belles, B. R.
Seguin, Wood, Eugenia. 2314 Hollywood. Toledo.
Septette. Columbia. St. Louis.
Seymour Sisters, Orpheoui, Chllllcothe, O.
Seymour, O. G.. A Co., Orpheum, Dubuque, la.
Seyons, The, Parisian Belles. B. R.
Shannons, Four. BIJou, La Crosse.
Sbarpe, Dollie. Family, Pottsvllle, Pa., indef.
S ha r rocks, The, Family, Helena, Mont.
Shawn, Aerial. 266 W. 24. N. Y.
Shean A Warren, 31 Chester, Mt. Vernon, N. Y.
Sherman A Fuller. 853 N. 8, Reading, Pa.
Sherman, De Forest, Co., Sherman Farm, Central
Pk., L. I.
Shlrhart. Anson. Crystal. Detroit, indef.
Short A Edwards, f>7 Mlddagh. Brooklvn.
Shrode*. Chas. & Alice, 368 W. 60, N. Y., care
Smith.
Slmms, The Mystic. Box 360. Dobbs Ferry, N. Y.
Sieger, Lillian. Harry Bryant's, B. R.
"Side Show," Maryland, Baltimore.

ODI

Settler. Chas.,

Sanford

Sldman,
Sldonne

A

Sam. Colombia, Oakland,

Cal.. Indef.
ave.. Chicago.

A Kellle. 424 E. Chicago
Silver Stars. 51 Hanover, Boston.
Simpsons, The Musical. 204 E. 52. N. Y.
Slneay's Dogs A Cats. 101 W. 40. N. Y.
Slater & Finch. Vlncennes. Ind., care Flint.
Sloan, Grace, Orpheum. I»s Angeles.
Smith & Arado. 32." Converse. E. St. Louis. 111.
Smith A Convey, Tr&ns-Atlantlcs, B. R.
Smith Bros., 66 Hawthorne, Hartford.
Smith, Wm. M., Broadway Gaiety Girls. B. R.

Smith A Brown. Morning Glories, B. R.
Smythe. Wm. II.. Gay Morning Glories, B. R.
Smukler, Berney. Olympic, So. Bend.
Snyder & Buckley, Olympic, Chicago.

Sommers A Storke. Ideals. B. R.
Somers. Zalmar. Pat White's Gaiety Girls. B. R.
Some Quartet. Merry Maidens, B. R.
Sonnett. Annette, City Sports, B. R.
Soper. Bert, Star, Altoona, Pa., indef.
Spencer, Lloyd, Lyric. Houston, indef.
Spoler, Lew II., Empire, B. R.
Stafford & Stone. BIJou. Jackson. Mich.
Stanley, Mr. & Mrs. W. IL, Grand, Reynoldsville. Pa.
Stanley, Minna. City Sports. B. R.
Stanton A Sandherg. 711 Orch, Chicago.
Stelnert A Thomas, 120 W. 135. N. Y.
Steger, Julius. & Co.. Poll's, Waterbury.
Sterns. Al.. 253 W. 30, N. Y.. care Dunn.
Stevens, Leo. Washington 8oclety Girls, B. R.
Stevens A Boehm. 325 E. 14. N. Y.
Stewarts, Musical, Bohemians. B. R.
Stewart, Harry, Rose Sydell. B. R.
Stlckney's Pony A Dogs. Hempstead, L. I.
Stlrk & Dan. O. IL, Watertown, N. Y.
St. Onge Bros.. 22 Portland. Worcester.

James

EDDIE KELLEY,

NEW 'WESTERN

A.

HENRY
THE

E.

IN "CAFE

Week

Dec. 80, Shea's, Toronto.

Stone, Beth, Orpheum. Denver.
Stuart A Keeley. 822 College. Indianapolis.
Sturgls, Ida, Imperials. B. R.
Stutsman & Crawford. Bijou, La Crosse.
Sullivan. W. J.. Bllou. Jamestown. N. D..
Sully A- Phelps, 2.T20 Bolton. rhlla.
Sunny South. Majestic, Chicago.
Stihors. Etnllo.

Orpheum.

A Paaquelena, Orpheum, Sioux
Summers A Winters. Spellman. C. R.

Sullivan

SutclllTe Troupe,

Jndef.

Louisville.
City.

Empire, Khepperds Bush, London,

Bag.
Sutton * Sutton. Hlirh School Girls. B. R.
8weet. Eugene, 25 Cherry, Providence.
Sweeney, John S., 4.VJ Turner. Allentown, Pa.
BylOWS, The. Parisian Belles. B. It.
Symonils. jack, Gaiety, Springfield, ill.
SytS & S.vtz, Lyric. Beaumont. III.

Tnnnn. Family, Braddock. I'n.
Taneans, I'oughkeepwle, N. Y.
Tanean. Felix & Claxton. 881

E. 03d at.. N. Y.
Talcots, The, 2102 Cecil. Phila.
Taylor. Tell. La Salle. Chicago, indef.
Tefge & Daniel. 21 48 No. Robly. Chicago.
Tempest Trl<», BIJou. Dulutli.
Tenors. Four. Pat White's <;alety Girls. B. R.
Thomar, David, c|o Mover, Atlanta.

Thompson &
Thompson,

City Sports, B. R.
Hurry, Kecne.v's, Brooklyn.
Carter,

Behman Show,

P. O.

Bos

404, Chicago,

COMR.1W
Doro,h * D -

•'

A FEW COMMENTS FROM THE PRESS.
"There

good dialogue in Mr. Horwitz's best vein, amusing situations, and the skit made an
excellent showing."
"Dramatic Mirror."
"A new act. by Chas. Horwitz, was given last week at Union Square by Henry and Young, entitled
'The Loneville Jollier,' which seemed to have the right elements in it." New York "Clipper."

—

is

—

That are willing to keep going on "the small time," while waiting for th* Mg
place.
No room for heavy acrobatic acts. Comedy specialties and novelty siucl-s
desired.
Address

I

WANT

NORMAN JEFFERIES,
A
A

Mrs. Harry. Hotel Braddock, N. Y.
Tiddlewlnka
Dugan, BOO Hudson. N. Y.
TInney. Frank H., 812 Moore. Phlla.
Tivoli Quartette, Orpheum. St. Paul.
Torcat. Bennett's. Hamilton.
Toys, Musical, Newport. R. I.
Travers, Belle. Orientals, B. R.
Trillers. The, 346 E. 20, N. Y.
Troyer Lafe, Irwin, Goshen, Ind., indef.
Truesdell, Mr. & Mrs. Howard. Orpheum. Boston.
Trocndero Quartet, Dixieland. Jacksonville, Fla.
Turner, Bert, Crystal, Anderson, Ind.
Tyce. Lillian, 733 Mt. Prospect. Newark.
Tyroleans, Fourteen. 242 E. North, Chicago.

Tliorne, Mr.

Ullrlcb,

Blue

Ribbons,

Fritz.

Usher, Claude

2418 N. 10. Phlla.
Fannie, 38 Henry, Jersey City.

A

Valsdoas, Aerial, O. IL, Greenville, O.
Vaklare & Voi.io. Crawfonlsville. Ind.
Valmore. Mildred. Toreadors. B. R.
Valvcno Bros., 107 E. 31. N. Y.
Van Cleve. Denton A Pete. 236 E. 14, N. Y.
Van Lee. James. Yankee Doodle Girls, B. R.
Vardaman. 270 W. 30. N. Y.
Vardon, Perry A Wilbur. Crackerjacks, B. R.
Variety Quartet. Jan. 8, Phlla., I'n.
Vedmara, The, 740 Amsterdam, N. Y.
Vermette-Carpottle Trio, Alhambra, London, Eng.
Verna. Belle. Orpheum. Troy, O.
Viola A Engle, 123 Montauk ave.. Brooklyn.
Von Dell. Harry, 458 Notre Dame, Manchester,
N. H.
Von Gofre A Cotrely, Columbia, Oakland.

Wnddell. Fred

A

Ninth and Arch. PHILADELPHIA. PA.

A Rosey,
Whelan A Searles.
Wheeler

White.

W.

Dennlson

Va.
Ed.

A

White,

15 So.

Clark.

Chicago.

Grand, Madison, Wis.
White. Grand, Clarkesburg,

A

Boston Belles, 30-1, BIJou, Reading; 2-4, Gayety,
Scran ton.
Bohemians. Columbia, Boston.
Bowery Burlesquers, 30-1, Gayety, Scranton; 2-4,.
BIJou, Reading.
Brigadiers. 30-1, Indianapolis; 2 4, Terre Haute.
Broadway Gaiety Girls, Eighth Ave., N. Y.
Bryant's, Harry, Westminster, Providence.
Casino Girls. Gayety, Detroit.
Century Girls, 30-1, Jacob's, Paterson; 2-4, Star,
Girls, Shubert, Brooklyn.
Cherry Blossoms, Imperial, Providence.
City Sports, 30-1, GUniore, Springfield;
Reading.

Mae. Mnjestir, Evanavllle.

Webb, Josle. Tiger Lilies. B. R.
Webb, Mabel. Pat White's Gaiety Girls, U P..
R.
Wel>er. ('has. !>., Bowery Bttrissqttere, B
Weber, John. Broadway Gaiety Ofrl«, 1.. It.
Welrh A Mnltland, Vanity Fair, B. R.
Wei's. Pauline, Parisian Wido-.v*. B. R.
Wells. Billy K.. Harry Bryant's B. R.
Wrutworth. Vesta A Teddy. Bon Tons, B. L\.
West. John A., 161 W. 66. ChlcSg*.
West A Benton. Oak Park. Sacramento, ind- f.
Francisco
West A Van Stolen, Globe, Si
West, Harry, Washington So'lety Gl'.a. B. B.
West. Ed.. Parisian Belles, B. R.
Weston. Emma. Empire. B. It.
Weston. Sadie. Parisian Belles, R. R.

Yackley

A

nst v r

I

*

Dainty Duchess, Lyceum, Boeton.
Dreamlands. L. 0.J 6-8, Gaiety, Albany; 9-11,
Lyceum, Troy.
Empire Show. Monumental, Baltimore.
Fay Foster. Trocadero, Phlla.
Girl from Happyland, 30-1, Empire, Albany; 2-4,
Empire, Holyoke.
Golden Crook, Empire. Cleveland.
High Jinks, London, N. Y.
High School Girls, 30-1, Star, Scranton; 2-4„

Wheeler Children. 2514
\\

No

25,

\\

>

I

Phila.

,ch,

Eng.

Bon Ton. Jersey

City.

Imperials, Colonial, Cleveland.
Irwin's Big Show. Gayety, Washington.
Jersey Lilies, Majestic. Kansas City.
Jolly Grass Widows. Shubert, Newark.
Jolly Glrla. BIJou. Phila.
Kentucky Belles, Dewey, Minneapolis.

Euson's. Chicago.
Birds, 30-1, Lyceum, Troy; 2-4, Gayety,.
Albany.
Lid Lifters. Murray Hill, N. Y.
Majesties, Gayety, Phila.
Mardi Gras Beauties, Olympic, Brooklyn.
Masqueraders, Gayety, Milwaukee.
Merry Maidens. Bowery, N. Y.
Merry Makers. .''0 1. Terre Haute; 2-4, Indianapolis.
Miss New York. Jr.. Lyceum, Washington.
Morning Glories, Trocadero. Chicago.
Nightingales, 30-1, Des Moines; 2-4, St. Joe.
Night Owls. Standard, Cincinnati.

R.

F.

D.

6.

Lady

Orientals,

Parisian
Parisian

People's, Cincinnati.
Belles, Academy, Pittsburg.

Widows. Gaiety, Brooklyn.
Pat White's Gaiety Girls, Folly, Chicago.
Reeves' Beauty Show. Gayety, Pittsburg.
Reilly A Woods. Theatre Royal. Montreal.
Rents-Bant ley, Gayety, Birmingham.
Rlalto Rounders, Century, Kansas City.
Bice

A

W.

Barton,

Rollickers.

Palace,

Boston.

Dewey. N. Y.

Bose Hill. L. O.J 0. Majestic. Kansas City.
Rose Sydell. Star. Brooklyn.
Runaway Girls, Gayety, Toronto.
Sam Devere's, Star, Milwaukee.
Scrlhner's Big Show, Gayety. Indianapolis.
Star Show Girls, Avenue. Detroit.
Standard, St. Louis.
Thoroughbreds, Met. O. II. Duluth.
lifer Lilies. Howard, Boston.
Toreadors, Lafavette, Buffalo.
Strollers,

.

Trans-Atlantlcs, 125th St. Music Hall, N. Y.
Trocaderos, Empire, Toledo.
90th Century Maids. Star, Toronto.
Vanity Fair. Waldman's, Newark.
Washington Society Girts. Empire, Chicago.
Watson's Burlesquers, Gotham, N. Y.
World Beaters, Garden, Buffalo.
Yankee Doodle Girls, Buckingham, Louisville.

Laa

38.

fcar.iloeh A Co., 10M1 02 st.. Oakland, Cal.
.moras. Cycling. Majestic, Chicago.
Zaras. 4. 104 W. 40, N. Y.
Zazell, Vernon <<».. Empire, Paterson.
Family. Butte.
Zeds, II. I
ZendS. Parisian Widows. B. R.
Zeno. Boh. 348 U, 1, Portland. Ore.
Zohis. The, Hodlnls. Clinton. la.
Zimmerman. Al.. Empire, B. R.
Zlnn's Famous Dancing CJ lrl». Empire, San

CORRESPONDENCE
Unless

otherwise

noted,

following

the

reports are for the current week.

"Variety's" Credential Cards to .Correspondents for 1908 are now out, and only
those for the coming year should be recog-

7.

nized.

....

No

person

without

one

is

authorized*

to represent "Variety."
Fran-

cisco.

GI1IGAGO
BUMfSQUf ROUTES
WEEK DECEMBER
When
show

80.

not otherwise indicated, "L.
indicates it is "laying off."

hrn nnsucrino advertisements kindly mention Variety.

0." after

I

Paterson.

Jacob'a,

,

N. Y.
Yomamato Bros.. Emerald. Adams Co.. O.
Young A De Vole, 8 Lower 5, Kvansvllle.
Young A Manning, 2130 Grant. Denver.
Young, Harry C. Lady Birds. B. R.
Young, Ollle, A Bros., 5S Chittenden. Columbus, •.

ii

c.

h

Yalto Duo, 220

'

Whnlen A West. RfpnodYon

Bunnel, Elm Villa.
*

2-4, BIJou,

Colonial Belles, Kvansvllle.
Cracker Jacks, Gayety, Baltimore.

Kuickerhoekera,

Family, Butte.
White Hawk. 750 Westchester. N. Y.
White, Pat, Pat White's Gaiety Girls. B. R.
White. Tom. Lady Birds. B. R.
Whitehead. Joe, 408 W. 33. N. Y.
Whltely, James. Trans-Atlantlcs. B. R.
Whiteside. Ethel, Olympia. Liverpool., Eng.
Whitman. Frank, 004 No. 2, Reading.
Wiggans. Joe, Imperials. B. R.
Wilbur, Caryl. Palace. Stoke Newlngtnn, Eng.
Wilder. Marshal P.. 250 W. 97. N. Y.
Wilfred A Lottie. G. O. IL, Grand Rapids.
Williams. C. \\\. Young's. Atlantic City.
Williams A Mayer. 309 W. 55. N. Y.
Williams. .lud, Majestic. Topeka.
Williams. Joe, Jersey Lilies, B. R.
Williams. Sam, Keith's, Norfolk.
Williams A West. High Jinks. B. R.
Wilson. Tony. Helolse A Armoroa Sisters, 1 Prima
rd.. Brixton, I»ndon. S. E.. Eng.
Wilson. Alf A Mabe, Gsyety, Detroit.
Wilson Bros.. Proctor's, N. Y.
Wilson. Jack. A Co.. Shea's. Toronto.
Wilson, Lizzie N.. 175 Franklin, Buffalo.
Wilson. Sam. High Jinks. B. R.
Wilton, Belle, Vanity Fair. B. R.
Wlnchecman. V. F.. Bennett's. Montreal.
Winkler A Kress. Auditorium, E. Liberty, Ps.
Wlxon A Eaton. Standard. St. Louis.
Wood Bros., 207 E. 14, N. Y.
Wood, Ralph. Lyric. Ft. Smith. Ark., indef.
Woodford's Animals. Rose Sydell, B. R.
Wormser Tots. Martin's Ferry. O.
Wordette. Kstelle, A Co.. 40 W. 34, N. Y.
World A Kingston. Keith's, Columbus, O.
Work A Ower, Hathaway's. Maiden.
Worthley, Minthorne, 125 Lexington. N. Y.
Rolls,

Waggand & Waggand, Austin Stone's. Boston.
Wahlund. Tekela Trio. 205 W. 22, N. Y.
Walters, Harry. 1558 Bway. N. Y.
Watson's Farm Yard. Poll's. Waterbury.
Watson. Fred. Orpheum. I^os Angeles.
Walton. Irving R., Irwin's Majestic, B. R.
Waller A Maglll. 102 7th ave., N. Y.
Ward Trio, 040 32. Milwaukee.
Warren A. Brocks-ay, Reilly A Woods, B. R.
WanRdoodle Four. Vanity Fair. B. R.
Washer Broe., Oakland, Ky.
Walsh Lynch A Co.. Irwin's Big Show, B. R.
Walsh. George. Toreadors. B. R.
Washburn, Blanche. Broadway Gaiety Girls, B. R.
Waterbury Bros. & Tenney, Alhambra, N. Y.
Waters. Harry. 1553 Broadway. N. Y.
Watson. Jos. K.. Rollickers. B. R.
Webb \- Connelly, Lyric Mobile, Ala.
Webb, Harry L.. Beatrice, Neb.

Gaiety, Columhus.
Casino. Phlla.

Bon Tona. Greenwall, New Orleans.

Ideals.

ACTS

Lyceum,

Scranton.

YOU NC

AND

2-4,

Champagne

LONEVILLE JOLLIER " BY CHAS. HORWITZ.
PASTOR'S THEATRE, WfcEK DEC. 30th

PRESENTING

Albany;

Gayety,

Star, St. Paul.
Club, Corinthian. Rochester.

Girls.

Bachelor

Dollar

Fifteen great Parodies to select from— "Dreaming," "He's a Cousin of Mine," " 'Neath the Old
Cherry Tree, Sweet Marie," "Poor John," "San Antonio," "Honey Boy," "Everyone Waa Meant for
Someone," "Waiting at the Church," "Cheyenne," "My Irish Rosy," "Somebody's Waiting for You,"
"Grand Old Flag," "I Wonder if You Miss Me," "When You Know You're Not Forgotten, etc.,"
and "Idaho."
My Sketches, Monologs and Parodies are the beat in the business. Special price for special work.
Song words, comic or sentimental, $10.00.
Melodies to words, $10.00.

ALL WORK GUARANTEED.

30-1,

Troy.

Avenue

Cents Each, Any Five for One

Twenty*

W

MACK
DE PARI8."
OX

Americans,

JAY HUNT.

By FRANK WIE8BERG.
VARIETY'S Chicago

Office.

Chicago Opera House Block,
(Phone Main 41180)
MAJESTIC r Lyman B. Glover, mgr. for Kohl'
Monday rehearsal 9). One of th*
Castle.
A:
strongest and most attractive hills ever offered tin

—

.

»

.

VARIETY

22

REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS

REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS
T
H

Big Hit
Everywhere

NIGHTINGALES

E

WILFRED CLARKE
Predentin* Hi* Sketches

"WHAT WILL HAPPEN NEXT1"

"NO MORE TROUBLE" and

K
>«w

Address, ear* Lambs' Club,

A
R
"EH OAT

AND

T

Original

York City.

s

E

o

inal "drunk"),

N

TIME ALL

All

"A Night

I

an ORIGINAL act
SO.

w

A SMART ACT SMARTLY DRESSED.

IININESS

*ind

KEITH A PROCTOR CIRCUIT.

RYAIN

productions copyrighted.

Pirates, keep

GOFORTH
Week

Deo. 23, Majestic. Birmingham, Ala.

all

off.

<*tc,

Bros.

orig-

in repertoire.

Attorneys, House, Grossman

our legal rights.

AND

DOYLE

Week

("All Right")

ALL.

Dec. 80, Majestic, Little Rook, Ark.

OF TALK

PHIL MILLS
In

LEW

SULLY'S

"ORATORICAL DISTURBANCES"'

nonsensical narration entitled

Winton

"The Much Traveled Ventriloquist," Introducing "McGlnty from Australia,"

man

Slums of London," etc,

A HAPPY AND PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR TO

Mr HYMACK
of

in the

and Vorhaus, who have already confirmed

THE CHAMELEON COMEDIAN

ORPHEUM, BROOKLYN, WEEK DEO.

REEVES.

KLAW & ERLANGER CIRCUITS. Representative, WM. MORRIS.
"A NIGHT IN AN ENGLISH MUSIC HALL" (with Billie Reeves, the

T

General Stage Director for JULES MURRY.
Addreee United Booking Offlce or
1, New York Theatre Building, N. Y. City.

The ORIGINATOR

London Comedy Company.

Manager, ALF.

IN VAUDEVILLE.

OFF."

HARRY JACKSON,

KARNOS Comedians

FRED

A

MINNIE MARX, Mgr

Enormous Success

KLAW A ERLANGER

CIRCUIT.

BARNUM

CIRCUS PARODIE

BLILLID

JEAN CLERMONT!

Those refined medley singers and dancers who do different styles of dancing.
Now on the Sullivan
A Conaidine Circuit. Coming East soon. Open for Burlesque or Vaudeville for next season.

THE ECCENTRIC RECRUITS,

Swan AND Bambard
•On Guard" with

DEO.

80,

W.

GOTHAM,

B. Watson's
N. Y.
,

Army, playing Grogan and the

Sheriff in

Agents,

"Krausemeyer'e Alley.

WESLEY &

PINCUS,

LILLIAN HALE &
IN "THE

PHANTOM RIVAL," BY SAGER DEAN.

OSS of the beet laughing sketches in vaudeville.

Big uooeai everywhere.

Merry Christmas and Happy

JU
P.

KID

B.-KAWSON AND CLARE.

SEYMOUR

Che meter Songs end Change*.

Will present In January a

New

Year

TO ALL FROM

120

and
W.

116th St..

SCARCITY; namely, an

New

NESTOR
York.

Flaying Klaw

tt

Open time

Erlangtr Circuit

Have Your Card

COOK

in

after April

Is

iVARIETY

Pbone 8470 Mornlng*Me

original Joggling not.

When

Original comedy, original

juggling, special aoenery.

aimccring advertisement* kindly men tun Variety.

The
Juggliing

Kid
Direction

.

rACX LETT.

VARIETY
Something N*w and Novel

BOSANQUET

Enormous success everywhere. Expression of
varying human emotions on the strings of Bosanquet's singing violin Imbued with life and voice.
"HELD SPELLBOUND audiences which packed
the Mary Anderson Theatre to its doors last
BoKanquet's
master
touch
created
night.
furore. "—The Louisville "Herald," Dec. 16.
"Bosanquet is an artist of skill and beauty of
His numbers -were remarkable for
execution.
<lssb, beauty and technique."
Buffalo "Newa,"
Dec. 10.
"Bosanquet and his singing violin and Bosanqucphone was a decided bit. His music was superb."
Buffalo "Inquirer." Dec. 10.
1

—

—

"The North American" (Philadelphia). Oct. 29.
"Bosanquet's Bosanquepbone is a wonder•ays:
Right well is bis
ful device with great effects.
called a 'singing violin,' and in bowing and
fingering greater speed or smoothness has not been
shown by any of the great stars of the concert
stage."
The Boston "Herald" and "Journal." Nov. 4,
both said that Bosanquet's act is worth the price
of admission alone.
Week Dec. 22. Shubert. Kansas City.
Managers should see Bosanquet's great novelty
act and judge for themselves its attractive power.

JOS. W. CftflEN'S
UNREDEEMED
DIAMONDS
Fine white

lower than

85 per cent,

marke t sin e. Exchangeable at
and RETURNABLE ANY TIME,
Diamond Broker

637 PCNN

ST..

full

price

paid

less 6 per cent.

READING,
I

every

description,
best
make.
Large illustrated eat.
Illustrated oat.
No. 14, 15c.

of

No. 85

FREE.

BAILEY

* TRIPP

P. 0.

Box

CO.,

460,

CAMBRIDOEP0BT, MA88.
Etlenne Glrardot
in
nnd Company
of Cards." top.
It Is a splendid comedy, well acted.
William Haw trey and Company
scored tremendously in "Compromised." a dramatic piece with startling situations.
Grace
Hazard was not programmed and came in as a
surprise.
Her "Five Feet of Comic Opera"
brought enthusiasm from all parts of the bouse.
Snyder and Buckley repeated their comedy musical act wityi the "Mechanics] Minstrels" and
shared In the applause.
Elisabeth Murray had to
*lng several songs and made a hit.
Cliff Gordon
bad no difficulty In disturbing the audience to
the point of excruciating laughter with his GerChicago.

"A Game

man

Harry Alllster Impersonated
The
With accuracy and finish.
Matweef-Hugoston Troupe. Russian dancers, were
liked, also Radio Furtnan In character impersonations.
The Eight Glinserettis. clever acrobats.
Emma Frances and her Arabs, another worthy
feature.
Conn. Downey and Wlllnrd In "The
DolngB of I»r. Louder," excellent showing and
scored heavily.
The act seems to Improve with
nge.
Howard and Ksher sang a number of paroPave ami Percle Martin
dies effectively and
opened, making n good impression.
AUDITORIUM (Klaw & Rrlanger, mgrs.; Mildialect

various

talk.

notables

ward Adams,

director.
Sunday rehearsal 10:.'1<>.
Colonial Theatre). Occupying the opening position are Mile. Alexandria and Mons. Bertie. In
an aerial novelty act. They are followed by Billy
Van. with much the same material used last season and a parody on "School Days" well received.
Dogs gave an Interesting exhibition.
Prelle's
Edith Helena was a hit.
Bellman and Moore
nlso scored.
Vmpo, "The Mad Musician." played
His success
«>n twenty-eight instruments rapidly.
was distinct. Qnlgley Brothers were liked, and
Dankmar Schiller Troupe performed clever acroThe Four Bards, here four weeks
batic feats.
flgo. again demonstrated their superiority as gvmnastlc acrobats.
Vesta Victoria, second and last
week, continues In popularltv and favor.
SID J. EPSON'S (SId J. Euson, mgr.).— It Is
a pleasure to commend a good show, such as Jess

—

Mr. Burns
Burns brought to view this week.
should he proud of bis organization known as the
"Casino Girls."
A musical farce in two scenes.
"A (Jay Old Boy" Is the first part. One unusual
feature is the programmed synopsis concisely paragraphing the important incidents in the action.
Frank Graham wrote the piece and Trevor Crowell
Both have
Is responsible for the "special" music.
themselves admirably.
acquitted
There is a
wtory.
The escapades of a married man furnish
the fundaments for genuine satirical humor, similar to the comedy offered earlier In the season in
Rice & Barton's show.
It is clean, wholesome
nnd enjoyable. Even the well-written lines are
crudeness.
Mr.
free
from
unblemished
and
Graham should abstain from shilling his month
with bread.
It is unbecoming the dignified personage he portrays. The closing piece, "A Night
It
in Goldfleld." is In contrast with the first.
.-hows the Interior of ranch in the mining district, with all the realism to give the audience a
glimpse of the rough and ready region and Inhabitants.
There Is a story which runs through
tersely and consistently with plenty of action.
The convivial damsels composing the chorus are
number
sictlve.
Indian
particularly
an
In
"Apache." in which most striking and oddly designed tights are shown.
There are a number
Vannetta
of
good-looking
and shapely girls.
Premier, tall, pretty and attractive, is prominent
among them. They displayed fondness for unVocally weak,
usually large "rats" In their hair.
the singing is not strong> but there is spirit, dash
nnd animation
Frank Graham Is a versatile character actor. There are no burlesque traits in his

methods and neither does he depend on grotesque
make-up to create laughter. His "gay old boy"
Is natural, and as the Westerner he bore marked
resemblance to Edmund Day as the Sheriff.
Iu
the olio, with Edith Randall, a singing and protean sketch was offered. Mr. Graham proved that
he can be serious and acted in a thoroughly finished manner.
Miss Randall gave an Imitation
of Fougere. The act proved one of the best of its
kind ever seen In burlesque and should occupy
a place in vaudeville.
Jack Goldie might Improve
his Hebrew make-up and conduct.
Hebrew types
are so numerous these days that interest In the
mock stereotyped characters is on the wane.
Goldie appears capable of doing better.
Lillian
Washburn wears good clothes and mingles In the
action of the various scenes In a refined and unassuming manner. Deeley and Austin ("sister" act)
are agile dancers.
Miss Austin also plays the
principal boy.
She should remember her enunciation and avoid penslveness.
Crawford and Manning were sponsors for much mirth, both having
agreeable comedy parts.
Their olio contributions
brought laughter. Tom Nolan and Cora White made
a good impression and were liked throughout their
occupancy of the stage.
One of the most novel
acts was exhibited by Moran and Wiser.
It consists of club Juggling and boomerang hat throwing,
combining skill, exactness and speed.
The act
proved a huge hit. nothing like it having been
seen here in recent years.
From beginning to
end, with the exception of the few easily modified
defects, the show Is a departure from anything
at Euson's this season.
Everything one wishes Is
to be found In It.
It deserves liberal patronage.
FOLLY (John A. Fennessy, mgr.). The astral
regions have been penetrated and moderately utilised as a basis for a semi -scientific narration
with mythological features entitled "Mr. Planet
from Mars," presented by the "Sam Devere" Company.
Matthew Ott wrote the "l>ook" ai\J A!
Stedman the music. The show Is under the guidance of Whallen & Martell.
The scene Is an
exterior of a conservatory.
Occasional reference
to Mars and stars uphold the story, frequently
Interrupted and complemental with Jokey matter
and swift action.
The idea is decidedly novel
and more "story" would have a tendency to Improve It.
"The Belle of Boston" is called a
musical farce.
There are many amusing situations with some excessive "rough house."
Phil
Ott and Ainbark All furnish most of the comedy.
Mr. ott has a happy faculty for indulging In low
comedy methods creative of considerable merriment.
Al Stedman should pay more attention to
his make-up as a Hebrew.
It is unreal enough
to question Its Identity.
In eccentric Juvenile he
Is active and agreeable.
May Walsh Is the radiant
spark among the women; she possesses much
charm, magnetic personality and does her share
cleverly and gracefully, singing In fairly good
voice.
The chorus maidens contain mostly slender girls.
One tall girl with skinny legs attracted attention, while another with black stocking over pink tights was rather freakish in appearance.
One or two good voices were heard. The
costumes are pretty and tasty and changes frequent enough to keep the girls busy. The music
Is
tuneful and catchy.
The olio is opened by
Jule Jacobs ami Dot West In conversational jokes
and songs, which secured applause.
AH, Hunter
and All gave their familiar acrobatic comedy and
scored, while the LaYelle Sisters proved agile
dancers.
They sing one song at the opening and
show good Judgment in sparing the audience another.
Phil Ott. May Walsh and Al Stedman,
with eight girls from the chorus, offer a farce
entitled "Dr.
Nearly, a Doctor,"
It
contains
burlesque ideas, with two musical numbers.
The
act was seen last season.
Teddy Simonds and
Dorothy Wsrde talked and sang topical verses
to the liking of the crowd.
Miss Wsrde displayed
a splendid figure In a flimsy gown in the first
part of the show.
EMPIRE (William A. Singer, mgr.) .—"Merry
Makers." reviewed at the Polly when there.

—

OLYMPIC
tle.

(Abe Jacobs, mgr.

Monday

rehe.trsal

for

Kohl

&

—

and Walker.

NORTH AVENUE (Paul Slttner. mgr.).— Velare
and Clark: The Real Quartet; Webb Troupe; Rich
Duo; Walker and Bumell; James Browne Hayes
ami Company; Jack Williams.
TEDDY (Geo, Powell, mgr.).— Two Pantos;
Carlos and olga
Hart Trio; The Rooneys; Ellsi
Robinson Crane Brothers.
IOLA (A. W. Roth, mgr.).—Geo. and Pauline
Kldd; Marvellous Mells; Wiley Ferris Company;
Great Taclns; Fred Heider; Edward and Elwood.
NATIONAL (C. R. Svenlng, mgr.).— 'Hie Zenos;
The May Troupe; Morcland and Leigh; Minnie
Hess; Ruth Burkett; Billy Devere and Company;
Mae Mason.
IMPERIAL (P. J. Schaefer, mgr.).— Eugenia
Wood Segltim; Bradley Miller and Company; Herbert Rakin; John Lyons; LeConda and LeClear;
;

;

Peter Loose.

LYRIC (Chicago Heights).— Dancing Ashwells;
The Harts; Roy Lee Wells; Lillian Lee.
NOTES. Tommy Smith, of Smith and Arado,
with the "Cozy Corner Girls." who was stricken

—

pneumonia, has recovered and rejoined the
company. Clans and Radcllffe will close with the
"Trocaderos" 2H. and open at the Olympic Jan.
with other Kohl & Castle houses to follow.
0,
Madell and Corbley are playing In Ohio at
Karl and Erma Garth returned to the
present.
city, having finished their engagements In PennSteiner Trio open In the Middle West
sylvania.
January 20. Aldo and Vannerson were among
with

—

—

—
—

—

the acts that did not play Robinson's, Cincinnati,
The team came
of the house closing.
from New York and will probably remain In the
season. The Empire, Del Moines,
vicinity,
all

account

—

When

—

comedy in three scenes, employing eight boys.
The
Special scenery and costumes will be used.
act will probably have its premier at the Palace,
London, in July, and return to the States for
Ranzetta and Lyman are In Illinext season.
Criterion Musical Four leave the "Trocanois.
dero" January 4 at Toledo. Molly Allen, with
the "Yankee Doodle Girls" underwent an operation at the Grace Hospital, this city, and It will
be about two weeks before she will be able to
Julius Singer, treasurer of
rejoin the company.
the Loernmle Film Service, was married on Dec.
Tell Taylor played Junie
17 to Sylvia Grossman.
McCree's part in "The Girl Question" at the La
Salle last week, during the illness of Mr. McHamilton Coleman, stage manager, also
Cree.
bandied the role at two performances last week,
without rehearsal. Ashton and Earle are coming

First-Glass Film

—

—

—

Rental Service

—

1

—

—

West

to

engagements.

fill

— The

opening

bill

99 THIRD AVE., NEW YORK
AGENTS FOR

Gaumont's American Films
uh cehts fir toot.
"THE PERSEVERING LOVER"

ut

the Roseland, Roseland. 111., this week, consists
of Sophie Everett and Company, Doblados' Sheep,
Nlbbe and Bordouex. Demarestico Brothers, George
De Ouzo. Slater Brockman. J. E. Berkson Is
Mort Singer and Joe Harris, memthe manager.
bers of the Askln-Singer Company, producers of
have
the La Salle Theatre road attractions,
bought all the interest held by Harry Askln in
the shows, including "The Umpire," "The Time,
the Place and the Girl" and the forthcoming road
company playing "The Girl Question." The latter
pkdnr-tt is UpertceV *.v!!l be presented on a large
scale at the Circle, New York.
Messrs. Singer
and Harris left for New York to complete arrangements. De Von and Kennedy are traveling
through Pennsylvania. Herrmann the Great will
go abroad at the conclusion of his twelve weeks
engagements here, and says he may organise a
road show for a tour of the States next season,
instead of playing vaudeville dates. The Bijou.
Anderson, Ind., dark for four weeks, reopened

—

Telephone

29M

*

fink

Stnyvesant.

OriloTT

TJailore
1866

HEW

BROADWAY,

—

—

GAUMONT GHRONOPHONX.

Agents for

—

Formerly with

YORK.

Max Kan.

Telephone 4467 88th Bt.

A

beautiful copy of the waits from

—

Monday with vaudeville. Loyd and Erwln have
twenty weeks booked with the Western Vaudeville

age

Production

FOR

5

Henry Sav-

Association.
Among the acts booked on the Inter-State Cirin the South for the first time this season
are Webb and Conley, Adele Palmer and Company,
Eugene Barker, Gallettl's Monkeys, Linden Beckwith, Alpine Troupe, Tate's "Fishing," Herbert
Brooks, Kretore and Helm Children, Oeorge W.
Day, Six Musical Cuttys, Juggling Burkes. Powell
cuit

—

and Company, Mazuz and Mozette. Another pretentious musical show entitled "Panama" Is given
noteworthy presentation by the Pekin Stock ComHarrison Stewart. Matt Marshall, Jerry
pany.
Mills,
dusky
Nettle Lewis and the
excellent
coryphees provide an ahundance of novel entertainment.
Abide Mitchell is retained as one
of the features.
"Luna Park," Mexico City,
opened Dec. 9. The vaudeville portion is handled

CENTS.

This waltz has eight pages of muiic, printed on
the beat paper, with a handsome three-color title
page.
Money refunded if not satisfactory. Enclose stamp for return postage.

—

by E. F. Carruthers, giving acts six consecutive
weeks.
Prosit
Burton and Voss,
Trio.
Ellet
Brothers, Rand and Byron. Acme Trio and Rnmsey Sisters, are playing in this vicinity. Billee
Bowman, late of Sanderson and Bowman. Is revising "Two Theatre Tickets." the Vehicle formerly used by the couple, for early presentation

S.

GRANT ELLS
ROOM

814, 1481

BROADWAY,

NEW YORK

CITY.

—

vaudeville.

in

Phil Ott. with "The Sam Devere
the Folly this week, says he is pawaiting to be presented with a New
by Mrs. Ott (Nettie Nelson).— Mr.
Stanley of Stanley and Bcanlon, confined to his
home by illness. Is improving, and expects to
resume In shout a week. Arthur Benuvais and
Company are playing in the Middle West.

Show,"

at

tlently
>. ear's

gift

—

Cas-

Monday
rehearsal
"Hazardous
9).
Globe"; M Y« Colonial Septette"; Eleanor Falke;
Inez McCauley and Company; Montrose Troupe;
Barrows, Lancaster Company: Watson and Morrisy Sisters; Jeanelle Adler and Company; Hairy
Webb; Walter Beemer and Company; Joe Marsh;
Duncan and Williams: Renfrew and Jansen.
SCHINDLER'S (L. Behind ler, mgr.).— Castellane
ami Brother; Roach and Hart; The Heclows; Le
Roy Bland; Lynch and Dale; Ethel Darr; Harris
Castle.

has been sub-leased to Ruben Bros., taking possession of the unexpired
term held by Mr.
Karger, who retired.
The bouse will hereafter
play cheaper grade acts, and the prices of admission reduced to 10, 20. 30.
Sam Du Vries does
the booking.
Fred Lincoln, general manager Sulllvan-Consldtne Circuit, left for Denver to attend
the opening of the New Majestic on Monday
Doodle
next.— Edna Davenport, with "Yankee
Girls," has In preparation a miniature musical

SAIN

9).— Emmet t Devoy and

Company: Harry Gilfoll: Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy
Parry; Herrmann the Great; Avery and Hart;
Chris Richards; Berry and Berry; Edna Campbell
and Company; The Be-Anos: Casey and Craney;
Glen Burt; Evans and Smith.
ilAYMARKET (Win. Ncwkirk, mcr. for Kohl &
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By W. ALFRED WILSON.

VARIETY'S San
HIS Van Ness

0RPHEUM
Zeiie
headliner.
15:

(Martin

Beck,

Francisco

Office,

Ave. (Room 112).
gen. mgr.). -Week

De Lusssn, second week, remained

the

Lillian Burkhart returned with a new
and still retained her strong hold on the
Her latest playlet, •'The Lady and
Orphcumites.
the Bracelet," contains a rather Improbable plot,
hut nevertheless allowed Miss Burkhart full vent
for her talents.
Howard and North with their
familiar "Those Were Happy Days." overflowing
with breezy humor, won laughs throughout ami a
Gladstone,
IiOtta
"big noise" at the finish.
monologlst, has a laugh that brought her laughs
'Hie
heartier than those gained by her talk.
Juggling McBanns had a routine of club work
They
ranking with the best ever seen here.

sketch

held to their place as the novelty feature.
The
Philippine Sextet was added to the usual Orpheum
Besides a few novelty instruments
combination.
there Is nothing to distinguish It from similar
acts.
The other holdovers were Ray L. Royce
and Alba.
NATIONAL (SId Grauman. mgr). -Week IB:
The combination In major part was composed of
acts that have already made several showings
Despite this lack of new faces
in
this city.
the bill was well up to standard, possessing a
Wilber
diversity that would be bard to excel.
Amos had the opening place. He was well up in
his routine of Juggling feats, handling a batch
His trick of
of hats with decided cleverness.
keeping a half dozen plates In revolution won
Amos works in
the strongest endorsement.
"tramp" make-up, but more talk would strengthen
his

Trlxeda
portion.
their sketch changed

comedy

and

Robinson

re-

to Its detriment.
turn with
dancing
acrobatic
her
Trlxeda has discarded
Which scored on her previous visit and her chardeterioration.
shows
acter of the "tOUgh gal"
Her "Jealous" song suffers In comparison with
the rendering of the same number by one of
The act
Buford Sisters the previous week.
closes strong with a character change singing and
West ami Van Slden were
dancing specialty.
no strangers, but the originality of their sketch,
blending light comedy and Instrumental music,
and they added to
rehearing,
stood a
easily
Godfrey and Henderson offered their
the bill.

answering odveititementa kindly mention Variety.

fantastic comedy, "A Daughter of the Gods,"
with decided sinless, having little trouble In
excellent
this
medium.
gaining laughs vlth
Botbwell Browne and his "Show Girls" in "The
Gibson Girl" were added to the N.-C. eomblna-'
This act snowed some change for bettertlon.
ment ilnce Its Princess engagement, *nd proved
more acceptable to the Orauman followers than
The Nelson-Farttnm Troupe was the
anticipated.
The acrobatic
novelty feature, closing the show.
feats were well graded, and the comedian strong
comedy.
Another added feature
in 'pantomimic
was a mile bicycle race between two local chamutilized
l>eing
pions,
unique
to
a
appliance
register their progress.
Chavael, trlek violinist,
completed the program.
mgr.). -Week
16:
(Sam
Harris,
Manager Harris' line up was of unusual strength,
including an imported act making its first AmeriThis was the
can appearance at this bouse.
The Florenz Troupe
Marculaa, under New Acts.
of acrobats, heavy typed attraction, closing the
program with one of the strongest acts of Its
kind.
Bedlnl and his trained dogs, who work apparently of their own Intuition, fared well.
"The
Girl Behind the Gun" was offered at the opening
performs nees Monday, but its lack of merit, due
minus action, resulted
to long-winded speeches,
Its
removal.
In
The Lorretta Twins replsced
the sketch.
The pair proved a clever knockabout
acrobatic duo, though their efforts to gain laugh*
with eccentrics failed In most Instances.
Tim
Ton In was the laughing hit with bis "Trip
to the Vaudeville."
If his material and business
the
occasion
It
had been written especially for
Could not have lieen rendered more suitable to
Milton and Bleb strongly rethe Wlgwamltes.
semble Stanl hi and Landherg when the latter
work in cork.
This applies only to their pergonal appearance and manner.
Their cross-fire
and songs are of a different choice, and they
were well thought of.
VICTORY (I. Coleman Levey, mgr.). —The bill
was decidedly "off," and several of the turns
had a flavor of pronounced acidity.
The Three
Kubni, Second week, were the life savers of
he program, bill could have been placed nesrer
Black Barton shared
the top with advantage.
with the Kuhns In the featuring for some unknown reason.
The billing announces him as a
Keith Proctor attraction.
If this be so, he must
(

He
lost much of his talent
In transit.
possesses absolutely no style of delivery, and bis
His
material wearied rather than entertained.
What dancing
songs are old time "discards."
he did showed him deter In footwork, but he
Marquis and Lynn prove
offers little of this.
pair of high grade entertainers with Instrua
mental music.
Their dance while playing their
own accompaniment on the violin was one of
Lazelia and Lasella upon
the bits of the bill.
the flying trapeze figured well In the column of
approval.
About the worst we have had In the
sketch line for many a day was the Grace Russel
Company With their conglomeration labeled
"Uncle Tom's Cabin." The male member vainly
have

attempts

comedy

iu

an

amateurish

way

that
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A BEAUTIFUL SINGER OF NEWEST SONGS

That's

Jas. B. Rice
VAUDEVILLE

NEW

playlets

SKETCHES IN SLANG.
ORIGINAL IDEAS

The Fresk
Author

James

R.

Enough

GRACE

ONLY

NOTHING BUT SCREAMS.
VARIETY.

WILSON

Waters

Tremendous suocess ss "Lady Bettie" in J. P. Goring'
Big 8ong Show. "THE SHOW GIRL," Season '07-'08.

"THE SINGER OF THE GHETTO."

Manchester's "Vanity Fair" Company.

DEC.

BIG LAUGHING SUCCESS AT

80,

WALD MAN'S, NEWARK.

BILLY HART

THE GOTHAM

nd

Poller
Hartwell
JENNINGS and JEWELL

Principal comedian end producer of all the material in

"GAY MASQUERADERS,
BOB MANCHESTER'S
being
well talked about
the
a show thst

GERMAN C0MEDIAN8.

CLAYTON

DREW

and

HAVE YOUR CARD

IN VAUDEVILLE.

ANTONIA

IN
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IT

PAYS TO HAVE A RAD ACT.
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LOUIS WESLYN
"TWO MEN AND A

Author of

farcical

BOTTLE), " the

Howard Truesdell and Company.

of

lilt

Writer of sketches and songs for Nick Long and
Idalene Cotton, Carter and Waters, Hallen ami
Fuller, Wllla Holt Wakefield, Lillian Apcl, Hearn
and Duncan, Lillian Ashley, Innes and Ryan,

aud many others.

LOUIS WESLYN
SKETCHES AND BONGS,
Grand Opera House,

Headquarters,

Indianapolis.

MATT WOODWARD
Producer; Play, Lyric and Sketch Wrifer.
Producer and co-author of "BUSY IZZY," "ROYAL

CHEF," "JOLLY BARON," Ac.
I
make a specialty of exclusive GET-BACK
SONGS or PARODIES, giving brilliant finish to
an act.

Aa
brain,
ideas.

SKETCHES, my

only "Budget" Is my
and that is boiling over with original
Great Purody: "Shove Me and the Girl Is

for

***

Mine," $1.00.
Studio,

215

W.

49th St.,

N. Y. City.

CHARLES HORWITZ
Sketches from the pen of Dorwlti are the beat
vaudeville.
Author of such lilts aa "College
Days," "Mrs. Murphy's Second Husband," "The
Last of the Troupe," "The Marriage Fee," "Jackson's Honeymoon," "For Sale, Wiggins' Farm,"
and over one hundred successful sketches, mon>
logues, Ac.
In

Lavender repeated
some weeks since.

his success at the Nutional
The Columbia Four, a singing quartet, fitted in well.
Ah an added attraction of the opening performance. Manager Onken
offered a monologue in
"one," entitled "The
House, Its Aim, and Destiny."
He declined an

encore.

DMPIE1

(Hal Curtis, mgr.).— Week 10: J.
Francis Dooley and his "Dancing (Jirls" niude
their second San Francisco showing at this house.
The trio winning favorable mention with their
lively melange of song, dance and comedy. George
lloyt, nomologist, had a fair line of talk that
registered
well.
The .lames
Company
Lee
offered a lively comedy bordering on the farce
order, entitled "Hoollgun In Spain."
The action
was based upon a lower keyed comedy pitch
than is usual with the Lee productions, but this
did not detract, aud the laughs were frequent.
/inn's "Dancing Girls" in well chosen chorus
numbers was a pleasing feature.
NOTES.— William Sutherland, a memlier of
the company engaged to produce the Frawley
sketch at the Wigwam, was found with both
wrists cut on the evening of Dec. 10.
The act
after its first production on that evening was
closed,
and it was presumed that the disappointment resulting from this occasioned the
actor's desire for death.
Sutherland is on the
road to recovery.
Nothing is known of him In
vaudeville circles here.
Al Jolson opened at the

—

—

Victory Dee. 2:1.
Barton and Ashley left
Dec. 10 en route for England, where they
till
dates on the Moss & Stoll Tour. — Adgle
her lions have left for the Northwest to
the Vantage's time for the Western States

here
will

and
play
Cir-

cuit.

CHARLES HORWITZ,
102 104

wTssthBt., V. Y.
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Christmas week was a surprise
being very fair business as against
iug expected.

and

BALLET
SHOES a speAll

cialty.

made

at

work
short

notice.
St.,

New

Mention

York.

Tel.

100 Chelsea.

VARIETY.

ORPHKUM

SKETCH WRITER.
Up-to-date writer with up-to-date ideas.
CharJewish, Slang, Protean, Italian acts, eto.
Author: "The Marriage Fee," "For the Love
of Mammy," "The Call of the Blood," "Stage
Struck." "Behind the Footlights."
High grade vaudeville acts a specialty.
109 WEST 111TH ST., N. Y. CITY.

acter,

Vaudeville Booking Agents
watch us
PHILIP DAREING
F.

CONNELL
Managing

LONDON

BERLIN

Directors.

PARIS

American Office

608 Sixth Ave., New York
(Herald Square)
would be a sure magnet

to draw tlio tire of the
Irish societies.
Miss Basse] herself missed as
badly.
The younger mlsi Is the only one of the
trio displaying any ability, which she does in her
Frawley,
opening song and dance.
T. Daniel
whose playlet suffered closure at the Wigwam,
was also represented here by another that deserved the same fate.
"Out to Win" was the
title,
and It served to emphasise the fact that
Mr. Frawley has failed to grasp (be salient
requisites of the vaudeville sketch.
Much time
was lost In dialogue, with little action and no
finish.
Emll Mayo offered a series of impersonapianists
tions
which he announces as great
ancient (?) ami modern.
He accompanies his
impersonations with selections from tin* works of
his characters, on the piano.
Mr. Mayo is an
expert rather than a genius on that Instrument,
and he was warmly received, but lias neither the
poise nor flexibility of countenance of a successful Impersonator.

SIXTEENTH STREET
Week

(Al

On ken,

res.

mgr.).—

latest addition to the SullivauConsldine Circuit, a cozy, modern built house of
1,000 capacity, opened to the limit of attendance.
Tbree-a-day will be the policy, with prices rang-

This

10:

The Initial bill was an excellent one
ing l.r>-2.">.
and made a most favorable Impression upon the
"pioneer" audience.
May Volie was the featured
attraction, but owing to Illness did not apper.
Iti/.;il
Olga Hayuen was substituted in her stead.
and Atema was the tlrst act upon the new stage.
A good line of contortion feats was their specialty,
god the dressing sets a criterion that
many kindred teams could follow with advantage.
The young woman's underdressing of lingerie was
rather bold for a "family" house.
Chat. Ward,
Kathrln Klare and Company loomed tip strongly

"Twin
commanding fane.
laugh
Allen sketch Is rich in snappy
humor and all shine to advantage. A good finish
the overworked
Is marred by the trio offering
George
"Love Me and the World Is Mine."
with

Flats."

their

This

not It

went

-

(S.

Julie King In "The Wrong Room"
amusing sketch that fits in Just right.

well.

fine,

Ilarcourt, the English comedienne, is Just
She can rethe sort of ghi Boston people like.
turn as many times as she likes.
The Wilson
Brothers in "The Padded Cell," a novelty, made
good from the start.
The Rooney Sisters sln^
and dance well, and Gertrella has a brand new
gymnastic stunt that ought to win good time for
him.
The Permain Brothers did unusually well.
(J. B. Schoeffel, mgr.).— Hold overs
have the call and there are two "first appearances," viz., Maisle Scott, the comedienne, and J.
W. Wiuton, the ventriloquist. The latter has
some new Ideas In mechanical figures, but apIda Fuller
parently hasn't a good line of talk.
amazed everybody with her fire dance. Cottrell
and Powell do their big circus act to good apSuzanne Adams and Collins and Hart are
plause.
The Three Livingstone were delayed
held over.
by train, and did not arrive In time Monday after*
noon, but went on at night with good results.
George
Real feature of bill, George Evans.
"stood 'em up." He gets an audience daffy, that
fellow dots.
KEITH'S (II. D. Dupee, mgr.).— Especial at"Polly
week.
the
"kids"
this
tention
to
Little Hip, the dwarf
Tickle's Pets," high liner.
Corinne,
elephant, chief feature for the children.
with songs and mandolin selections, was \vl
This Is her home town.
Leo Carrlllo has
corned.
some new Imitations and be "draws" well. Felix
and Calre dressed with CfttTillO and Harrigan, the
Next week they may have
juggler, this week.
new Impersonations.
Mr. Harrigan is as good
Slater and Williams,
as ever and still patters on.
ragtliuers;
Frederick's Tony, "Don"; The Five
great;
Majors, musical novelty that
Is
Tho
Zanettos, Jugglers; Maybelle Adams, violin BoloHt
of Unusual merit, and Margo's Manikins com
pli'te, with Urban! and Son, hold-overs.
COLUMBIA (II. N. Faiien. mgr.).— "Cherry
Blossoms" ripe this week.
No one expects a
burlesque show to be perfect, but. when a manager assembles such a pretty crowd of girls as
this company boasts and keeps them on the stage
but fifteen minutes during the entire show, lie
certainly does not know -what the public wants.
Many patrons this week found fault with the
overdose of eotnedians and the meagre appearances
of the prettiest bunch of girls the Columbia stage
lias seen this season.
John Ferry was evident all
the time,
lie made good every minute, but after
a certain quantity of his fun had been absorbed,
I.illie Ferry.
a Change would have been better.
Jcrge, Aleeue
the soubrette, did good work also,
and Hamilton have a fine specialty act ami Coff
Phillips does a good monologue.
LYCEUM (tieo. II. Bachellor, mgr.).— "City
The Five SalSports," pretty good business,
Walter Roy is a good
vaggea are featured.
singer and Barry Thompson with Anna Carr have
Emilia Burtnlettl and her "musical
a fair skit.
Pell" ballet is good.
Anna Chandler, Impersonatype.
tions nf the conventional
There is too
much of broad burlesque in the show.
AUSTIN \ STt)NE -S (Stone £ Shaw, mgrs».».
The I toy a Cingalese Troupe. This house is a
place.
Everybody for a hundred
big holiday
miles around seems to come to Boston Christmas
week, and all "hike" for Austin \ Stone's as
religiously
Done) tc on
as they go to dinner.
trapeze: .lay
the (lying
day modeller;
Paige,
John Manly, with the "Iron skull" and cap,
and Chittenden are the curio features.
In the
theatre are Norma Phara, chauteuse; Violet I>aU\
soubrette; Bryaon and Stewart, in comedy; Kitty
Hoffman, ill. songs, and the Meadows Comedy

TREMONT

I

(

Company

In

"Room

14,"

HOWARD (Jay Hunt" mgr.).— It Is a great bill
here this week.
Sam Klcc and the "Merry
Maidens" have two good burlesques, s Rood olio,
and the Howard puts up one Of the best allround
show.

bills

of

the

i-eason

in

its

PALACE

(('has.

II.

mgr.).— "Mardi
drew good business

Waldron,

<Jrus Beauties," a new show,
despite the holidays
It Is

good,

own continuous

full

the

list,

clean

MOTION PICTURE HOFSES -The Hub Is the
to put on views of the big fleet leaving for
the Pacific.
"The Passion Play" Is featured at
Hie .lollette the Unique and at Ttemont Temple.
The Premier has the new newspaper making film,
while the Combine and the Star are running to
comedy Alms this week on account of the children.

4
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JUST OUT!

first

Business at

all

houses

Is

big.

PHILADELPHIA

Push-Cart
PUBLISHED EVERY NOW AN' THEN FOR
SONGS AND SINGERS.
THIS WILL INTEREST YOU.
SEND FOR FREE COPY.

WILL R0SSITER.
152 Lake Street, Chicago,

By GEORGE M. YOUNG.

111.

FORREST
of

(Dan Fishell. mgr.).—The final week
"Advanced Vaudeville'' offered but one uct

not

already seen here under the K.

&

E.

regime.

was Valonl, a Juggler, Imported. He does
not attempt anything but the tlrst lessons in
juggling, and they are apparently hard for him.
George Puller Golden held over as the feature
and met with the usual warm favor.
Hyams
This

ami Mctntyre repeated "Two Hundred Wives."
If anything, it moved faster than on Its previous
visit.
Clifton Crawford arrived ahead of his
baggage,
working in street attire on Mouday, but lt did not affect the strong Impression
made by b> always interesting monologue. The
Oka be Tape, with their attractive acrobatics,
ade • big hit.
Btaley'l Transformation Act
Carroll and Cooke were seen
teed as usual.
in their singing and talking act and met with
favor.
Clinton and Jermon
nicely
with
did
singing, but the cross tire talk was hardly up
to the mark.
Forresto and his dog opened, doing

KF1TIFS (H. T. Jordan, mgr.).— Bill furnished
good entertainment.
Marie Lloyd made her long
promised visit and then disappointed owing to
illness.
She made her appearance on Tuesday,
singing five songs, all new here, and was given
a warm reception by a not too lively audience.
Miss Lloyd Is not the dainty stage picture her
sister Alice is, nor Is she likely to meet with
the favor accorded the younger woman.
There
just enough suggestiveness about her songs,
la
though the toning process was In vogue here, to
please the men, and she quickly had them won
over.
Heard at her liest. Miss Lloyd would
uo doubt prove very entertaining.
Tin' balance
bill was made up principally of familiar
Countess Olga Rossi was new here, and
singing act offered by her and Mons. Paulo
made an excellent Impression.
George Abel's
farce, "Three of a Kind," one of the big hits.
Wotpert Trio returned with their acrobatics
much improved.
Another acrobatic specialty,
"The Awakening of Tbjre," by De Witt, Burns
and Torrance, was a pleasing number.
Frank
Rush came hack and brought along a few new
stories, but some were very old.
A. O. Duncan.
the ventriloquist, was another old favorite and
kept the audience in good humor,
('lark, Bergman and Ma honey are dressing their act differently, bat have not changed the material to
extent.
been
They have
any great
promoted to
a good position on the bill since they last appeared here, and held It down with good results.
The singing and comedy offered by the
Klalto Comedy Four was not much more than
ordinary, but it pleased, and the Wilton Brothers
won favor with their comedy Par act. A new
darning act was shown by Agnes Mahr and
Flora Dora.
The former does some clever toe
work and wears pretty costumes.
Her partner
contributes something to the latter part of the
The manoeuVera of
the
"pickaninnies"
act.
The Blanchard
saved Gertie Le Clair's act.
Brother! have a fair musical act. The La Relies,
comedy Juggling and hoop rolling, and Hill's
trained ilo L's and goat pleased the children.
TROCADERO (Fred Wlllson. mgr.) .-"Rankers Mini Brokers" Is now used as the means of
exploiting "The Roliickers" under the management Of M. M. TJielse, and It proved good entertainment at the lTOcadero this week.
The showis
practically the same ns that given by Yorke
and Adams, although it seems as If the dialogue
has been Changed enough to permit of the word
"Hell." which appears to be the idea of surefire comedy by a number of burlesque comedians
There
tl is
season, being used quite frequently.
are one of two specialties which have been Introduced, as well as some new numbers, and the

of the
acts.

Jack Burnett
GRAND OPERA HOUSE. CHICAGO,
The "ACTWRIGHT,"

There
Is "B, Dunne Goode and Company."
Is nothing new about
the story of "Rankers- and
Brokers," It Isdng bits of several old sketches
which have become familiar to burlesque patrons,
and a good hit of the dialogue In the tlrst act
is being used, or was used by a team of German
vaudeville.
The
In
comedians who appeared
litlc

right

of

brimful

much

of

priority
is
The show Is
unknown.
noise
action,
and laughs, though
of
the latter Is gained without legitimate

Watson and Will II. Cohen
comedy roles, handling the
Yorke and Adams in clever
f.i-hioii.
These two also offer a specialty, singEdward
ing several good parodies, which scored.

effort.

Joseph

K.

have the principal
original parts of

i.

Morton,

who

heretofore

has

been

given

dis-

"coon shouting" ability,
tinction only for ids
Morton
plays
the
"straight" part.
principal
shoWs a big Improvement over last season, which
;t;h hi- llrst In burlesque.
Although handicapped
through having to undergo ;iti operation. Morton
Introduced bis specialty, which was a hit. and
he also contributed much to the singing strength
Alfred Hall, Eddie Rarto and Joe
of the show.
Mills, of the original cast, are with the show,
The former makes
playing their original parts.
a
good bit out of his character, with a funny
line used frequently and he contributes a dancing
specialty
between the acts, on" of the best
Rarto Is a bell boy,
liked things In the show.
and Mills a scheming, crazy bomb thrower, both
doing well enough with what they have.
Rarto
al-o does some buck dancing which wins applause before Hall starts.
Then there Is another. Grover Schepp, a villain, In many ways,
way he plays a Mexican.
principally
in
lh**
KiiTlnryu and
Violet
Pearl are the principal
women.
Katheryn makes an acceptable hading

Still
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Any
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NOTHING BUT HITS
M. STRASSMAN,
BROADWAY. NEW YORK.
Attorney, 85S

JAMES

HAYES

F.

—Miner's

Charaoter and Straight

"Americana."

NOTICE

DAN,

O'BRIEN,
The Leaper,

the

"When answering adveriisem cnts* kindly mevtigr Vap.iett.
*

lively,

of ginger.
Harry Marks Stewart heads
with Caaele Bernard, c. E. Relyea, the
White City Quartet, and Insa aud Lorella, aerohatlcs, are the olio,
Paluee's own hill has five
numbers.

and

nicely.

St.

everybody,

vent better than the
It
Picnic" for a change.
sketch last week.
Gus Edwards' "Blonde Typewriters" seemed to catch the house Just right.
Lasky's "Black Hussars" were Just a trifle ragged
throughout, due, perhaps, to nervousness, but the
act

MATTHEW GOLDMAN

to

little or

M. Mowry. mgr.).— Alec Hurley
another week, playing "The Costers'

remained

has a
Daisy

EDWIN

278A Treraont

Theatrical
CLOG

W. 23d

Office,

WAITT.

Boot* and Shoes

of

202
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HAS FURNISHED ROOMS,
Bath,

260

W. 88TH

Steam Heat.
ST.,

NEW

YORK.

WILBUR

MACK
AND COMPANY

KEITH-PROCTOR CIRCUIT.

WANTED-LADY PARTNER
for

Intensely strung, acetous drama oc aletea for
people.
Has been successfully tried out.
Great opportunity for very strong vouian.
Immediate reolv es«».nHs|. Addr.>«« Hot 7 VUMRTY.

two

**l

5f r|dpictart#'rt Copy ^»»5Monry Order

•

Post(ards
JotYOUR^-* ACT
INCLUDING

CUT

«»lu«.»

V#,

fire—
VG/r ll/V,

.

woman for this Show, and her sister la a
sprightly soubrette with a sort of a "Tanquay
fidget,"
assumed and not helpful.
She Is a
good worker, however, and puts lots of life
Into the piece.
Katheryn sings a pretty song,
accompanied by Morton and a quartet who play
horns In the balcony.
This quartet is down
for a specialty,
but only play horns on three
occasions and help to sing off stage.
Grace Patton Is a stenographer, probably an expert one,
f< r
sue weirs diamonds.
She also adds some
to the action of the piece, hut falls to appear
In the number credited her.
Sadie Lamar, one
of the "pony" ballet, does a tot* dance.
The
"pony" ballet Is one of the real bright llghta
Of the show.
They can dance well and carry
the chorus burden.
There are a half dozen other
women, and If one Is not particular about looks
he might Jlnd one good looking girl among the
Six.
A little care In dressing the "ponies"
Would help Iheir appearance, Uie stockings needing attention, for uniformity of shade makes a
deal of difference
In
appearance.
There are
several good comedy bits which stand out during the pb'co and numbers come quickly.
'Fhe
slew runs cbw to the lines of familiar style of
musical comedy s. en In the cheaper (lass houses,
but It makes a good show f«>r the burlesque
houses and the company
present It In good shape.

Is

capable

I

r*»"*««*»ww

$+**?&***'

enough

to

ANN HARBOR, MICH.
A large and fashionable audience witnessed
the Initial performance at the new Majestic Theatre (Fred T. McOmtwr, mgr.) IP, when Belasco'a
VThe Cirl of the Golden West" was presented.
The success of the new pla\ house is assured. Beginning 2,'t, vaudeville varied with dramatic productions will ho the policy.
The bill this week
Is
Fountuliic and Fouutalne, acrobats; Camllle

VARIETY
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REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS

FRANK FOGERTY
Booked Solid

until

June, 1908.

BERRY

BERRY

They drew a
At the Orpheum this week Frank and Pauline Berry are musical and merry.
Mrs. Berry wears a gown that cost $1,000
large package of applause at the opening performances.
and Is verv good to look upon.— Omaha "Daily News," Dec. 2.
DEC.

80.

ALF.

MAJESTIC, CHICAGO.

Afcrlr

T.

WILTON,

Agent.

$rtb

JJrrnrnltttg
Address

«

m

tuntrl

W.

hit in the

YMderille hit

mum

PORTER MAIDS M

MAIDA DUPREE

"PARADISE ALLEY."

Mill

Minstrel

45th St., V. Y. City.

MAX REYNOLDS
Wg

The Dublin

THE MAGNETIC

Hct staged by ffcd OUyburn

Teetered and a

Right, Boys?**

P. Circuit

Battrittg eprrialtii

Winning and

pef route, or 248

A

I

IVIclVIAIHON'S

"

3uttrnU*> Artiste

K.

"Ain't

Mgr. B. A.

"High School

Singing end Dancing Comedienne.
Dec. 80-1, Star, Scranton; Jan.

Girls."

DUPREE

F^RED.

2-4,

Jacob's, Peterson.

PAR0DI8T AND COMEDIAN.

Finishing 80 successful weeks on the Sullivan-Coniidine Circuit.
Per. Address, 460 GLENMOBE AVE., BROOKLYN, N. Y.

BOLLIX

De Leo n

("THE GIRL

BLUE")

IN

THE RECORD BREAKER
Acknowledged by press and public, The Queen of all Wild Eccentric Dancers
Address LEW ROSE, Hurtig <8L Seamon's 125th St. Music Hall, New York
IN VAUDEVILLE POBTBAYED

and

Delmore
Gee,

Who

is

what a small

stage.

I

A SENSATIONAL EUROPEAN NOVELTY.

Darrell

wonder where the mail box

the artist always introducing something newt

Who

THE
A

is?

plays return dates at all houses!

Who

ERNESTS

TRAMPOLINE HORIZONTAL BAB ARTISTS.

featured attraction on Sullivan-Considine Circuit.

Address oare

VARIETY.

is

always welcome and commands about the highest salary ever paid a "single" aot on the Pacific Coast f

HUCHJ.EMMETT "Tom" Kelley
VENTRILOQUIST.

Week

Dec.

8,

played a return date at Orauman's National, Frisoo.

Ask

PIANIST AT PASTORS THEATRE.

Bid.

SCOn WHALEY WINSTON'S
i

ECCENTRIC COLORED COMEDIAN8.
HAMMERSTEIN'S THIS WEEK.
NOW ON KEITH-PROCTOR CIRCUIT.

Introducing the famous sea lion "Jockey."

DEC.

83,

SEA LIONS

Featured with Barnum

&

Bailey show, season 1807.

PROCTOR'S, NEWARK.

THE REAL NEWSBOY ACT

The

Original American

Newsboy Ouartet

FAULKNER BR0THKR8. LEONARD and HOLDEN. 8INOERS, DANCERS and COMEDIANS.
CAME WEST FOR 10 WEEKS. HATB SIGNED FOB 18 WEEKS MORE. WHY I MOBE MONEY. All time open
Weeks

Dec. 83 and SO, Pantage's Theatre, Seattle,

When answering

Wash.

advertisement* kindly mention Variety.

after March 7th.
(Keith-Prootor,

Beware 1)
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MOST MARVELLOUS AND SENSATIONAL NOVELTY
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LETTERS

CLEVELAND,

0.
Daniels, mgr.
Monday reScott," marvelous juggling;
Vernon, ventriloquist, pleased; Kelcy and Oulse,
Tale
of
Turkey,"
"A
a
well liked; Lola Cotton,
mind reader; Gillette's Dogs, pleased;
"RainDears," headline; Qulnn and Mitchell, good skit;
The Holloways, great wire artists.
LYRIC (H.
Rurnett, mgr.
II.
Monday rehearsal 10). The
Great Santell, strong man; Edgar Foreman and
Company, sketch; Armstrong and Ashton; Sanoa;
Musical
I^)we.
STAR (Drew & Campbell,
mgrs.).
"Parisian Relies," good show and business fair.
EMPIRE (Geo. Chenet, mgr.).— "The
World Reaters," capacity business.
D. HOLCOMD.

KEITH'S

hearsal

Acuna,

M.; Allison, Mrs.

J.

Barnold, Charles; Buree, Jim; Berguln,
Boliine,
\V.
A.; Bunnln, Rose; Burke,
Baird and Dunn (Chicago office); Barry,
(Chicago office); Bedlnl, Gehan; Backman,
Baron. C. (Chicago office); Brown, Mrs.;
ton,

C;

I-:.

Chase,

Nellie;

Chan.;

W.

—

11.

Marie;
Billing

—

Borfllng, S.

WALTER

Ed.; Cogswell, Sarah, Louis; Calhoun.
Carleton and Terre (Chicago office);

William;

Josie; Clemenso, Bob (Chicago office);
M. D.
Crane, Lawrence; Charline and
Charllne; Curtis, W. D. (2),

Claftln,
Collins,

A.
— "Great
(II.

11.)

CUMBERLAND, MD.

WEILAND

;

(John Kirk, mgr.).— Vancello, equigood; pictures and ill. songs.
SAVOY
Sanders,
mgr.). Pictures.
DREAMLAND (W. Atwell. mgr.).— Pictures and ill.
songs.
NOTE.— The A-Muse-U, dark for the
past month, will reopen again with pictures!
W. D. ROIIRER.

librist,

—

(Chas.

Darnell, Edith; Denby, Walter; Dumas, Florence; Doming, Arthur; Donnelly, Henry V.; Dutch,

.

Mr.

E
Eckhoff

and

Evans,

Gordon;

Cbarles;

DANVILLE,

Elliott

and West.

(Fred W. Hartmann, mgr.).— Richards
Grover, singing good; Clark and Duncan,
good; Daly, "The
Madman," good; Josephine
Gassman and "Picks," hit of week.
KINOGood business.
Five Nlcolets playing
to good business.
F. B. W.

and

Foreman, Edgar; Fay,
Elfle

(Chicago

George

Ford, John; Fay,
Tom; Farren,

Elfle;

Fullam,

office);

DROME—

(2).

O
Garnellas, The; Gaudy, Louise; Gilbert, John
I).;
Gllllngwater,
Gallando;
Gibbons.
Claude;
Thomas (Chicago office); Grant, Bert and Bertha;
Griffin, F. B.; Geer, J. II.; Guardot, Etlume and

Company.

DENVER,

William; Hale and Francis.

On account

of

health and pressing business the publication of

ill

Gussie;

King,

WILL BE SUSPENDED INDEFINITELY.
All paid subscribers who have not had their subscriptions returned, address George Fuller Golden,
Saranac Lake, New York, and said subscriptions will be remitted at onoe.

Lackey,

Le

Jas.;

Monts,

Frankle.

The;

La

Marche,

X

Madden. Mary (Chicago office) Manton Georgs;
McAvoy, Dick and Alice; Marlowe and Plunkett;
Miller, Elizabeth; McCart. William; Marks, Al.;
Mears, Grace; Moore, Frank II.; Moore, Rhodes;
Mills, Beecher H.; Morrison, Altrea; Mead, Will;
Murata, Tokio; Moll, Robt.; Myers, George.
;

Otulta, Mile.

P
Prlngle,
Austin.

Aubrey;

Pierce

Palmer,

Maizee;

and

Sum;

W.

Ross,

Budd

THE MAD MUSICIAN

and Grovlnl;

Sarll,

Tony;

SImonds, Teddy; Smith, Charles
F.
Starr. Mabel (Chicago office)
Stephens. Hal.;
Stevens, James F.
Stewart; Sully, Lew; Sutton.
Harry;
Gertrude;
Sterling,
Evelyn;
Stanley,
Shock, E.; Sargoant, R.; Sellgman, Minnie.
John;

;

;

Tobln Sisters, The
Tisou and Brown.

Harry

(2);

Toledo,

Gus;

(2);

Chicago,

this

31st

WILL HOLD ITS

W

43rd

E.;

Wallace.

ANNUAL BENEFIT

IN AID OF

ORPHEtm (Ben Kahn, mgr.).— Splendid bill.
Mnybelle Meeker, contortion dancer, good opening
number; the Troubadour Trio, scored heavily;
Elsie Harvey and the Field Boys, dancers, went
big; Monroe. Mack and Lawrence, fair; Anita
Bartllng, juggler, excellent; Al Carlton, monologue,
grorecalled repeatedly; the Labakans,

DULUTH, MINN.

tesques, bit of the

BRIX.

bill.

BEAUMONT, TEX.
LYRIC (Frank

Furlong,

mgr.).— Week

10:

The

Malcomh*.

comedy

sketch

team,

good;

——NEW good;
MA-

J/E8TI0 (Ruper Cox. mgr.).— Marts Matba. vloliu
solos and whistling, very good; E. A. Blanke,
Character comedian, good; Hilly West, singing
and talking, fine; Chas. IT. Devaux and Company,

When answering

song and moving pictures.

ABB/-

at

ELEVEN-THIRTY

ORPHEUM

BROADWAY

CAMDEN,

N.

P. Ml.

G. M.

Winch, mgr.).— Week 18 24:

F.

J.

(J.
Peebles,
C.
mgr.).— Bill
generally.
The musical act by Eckert
and Berg big lilt; remainder included Rostock's
Animal Circus, Charles Bradshaw and Company,
Drown and Cooper, Max Duffex, Patsy Doyle,
Zlska and King, Two Peerless Macks.

advertisement* kindly mention Variety.

(Win.

and Morris, minstrel maids, fair; Herbert
Brooks, well received; Anna Woodward, soprano,
pleasant voice and splendid personality; Tom
Nawn, very entertaining skit; Robert Nome,
whistler ami musician, not quite up to the standard; The Three Meers, wire, well applauded.

Mills

pleased

REKLAW.

gOOd.

ill.

EL PASO, TEX.

Satsu.

juggler, very good; Howell James, ballads,
Tin' Tambo Duo, novelty act, good.

(Joe

ring,

John McDowell,

THE SICK AND DEATH FUND

Performance commences

DUBUQUE, IA.
(Jake Rosenthal,
mgr.).— The Mimic
high class act; Frank II. Tinney, comedy
pianist,
laughing hit; Perry Trio, wire, very
good; Harry Newman, comedlau
and
dancer
great
LYRIC (William L. Bradley, mgr.).—
Moving picture! and songs, playing capacity Sundays; balance week only fair.
VERA V. HAAS.
Maltland,
mgr.).— The Stadium
good; Coby and Garon, sketch, fair;
Howe and Kdwardes, comedy sketch, well received; The Plottls, character singers and dancers,
very good; Lll Kerslakes, trained pigs, pleased;

New York

ATLANTA, GA.

Monday reThe La Troupe

mgr.
hit;

act;

BIJOU

BIJOU

Yorke and Adams.
Person!, soprano*; Casey and Le Clair, comedy
sketch; Young and Brooks, musical; Brown aud
Wllinot, dancing; Byllck's Seals.
SCHRAGGY.

wire

Reiff Rrothers,
neat song and dance; Elmer Tenley, well liked;
Radford and Winchester, comedy jugglers, good'
Alio. mill's
"mind reading" dog, very' goodgood; Annie ROM, 111. songs, well liked; All Saba*
Wall
Between."
a
clever
skit.
AVENUE
(Drew & Campbell, mgra.).— "Brigadiers," some
good,
unusual
numbers.
GAYBTY (II. H
Hedges, mgr.).— "Trocaderos," one of the best
here tills season.
LEO LESTER.

Trio,

AT THE

T

sensational

Four,

THE THEATRICAL MECHANICAL ASSOCIATION

Tulsa;

Williams.
Wroth. Ed.;
Franklyn; White, Lou;
Whltaker, Raymond; Ward, May; Weaver, Jack.
Wilson.

Estella

of the Auditorium Theatre,

TUESDAY, DECEMBER

;

(J.
H. Moore,
10).— "Cherries," a

Carmen,

ON NEW YEAR'S EVE

8
Salter, Irving; Selbinl

Shayne,

DETROIT, MICH.
hearsal

;

A.

(R.
S.
Gardner,
mgr.).—The
"Electrical Wonders,"- sensational act;

Ed and Nettie Masse, jugglers, excellent; Ralrd
and Dunn, comedy sketch, good; Herbert "The
Frog Man," went big.
NOVELTY (Rert Pittman, mgr.).— Mr. and Mrs. Harold Kelly In "The
Thoroughbred." big hit; JeBsle May Lloyd A Com-

TEMPLE

waa personally complimented by Manager Milwaxd Adams,
week after the first performance.

Rowley,
Kelly and Rose)
^Chicago office); Robinson.

(Spencer,

CRYSTAL

Marconis,

pany, seven boys and girls, good; Antrim and
Peters In "Tanktown," good; Finn and Ford,
singers and dancers, big hit; Geo. Kane, German
comedian, scored big.
NOTE.—Jno. Logan, assistant property man at the Orpbeum, died 18.
He leaves a widow and a boy.
H. X. R.

WEEK

B
Mr.

GEORGE FULLER GOLDEN.

Mr. Adams said: "Vasco, your act is the greatest ever shown in the Auditorium since it opened
with 'Advanced Vaudeville.' It's wonderful. 4
DEC. 29, MARY ANDERSON THEATRE, LOUISVILLE.
He ought to know.

Q
Qulgley, Helen.
Rose.

V

(Martin Redk, gen'l mgr.).— Week
Rose Coghlan and Company, excellent sketch,
well liked; "The Vassar Girls" in familiar offering, big hit; Carbrey Twins, excellent dancers.
scored big; The Piccolo Midgets, hit; Ward and
Curran, laughing hit; Lillian Tyee, character
songs, big hit; Gardner and Revere, went big.
10:

"George Fuller Golden's Journal"
W.;

John

Kara, Mr.; Kelly,
Kent, Dorothy.

ORPHEUM

NOTICE

H
Hammond,
Hunting,
Tony;
Daisy; Hughes, Gene; Henry,

Herbert,
Will;
Charles; Hareourt,

ILL.

LYRIC

F

YOUNG.

W. CAMPBELL.

FALL RIVER, MASS.
SHEEDY'S (Chas. E. Cook, mgr. Monday rehearsal 10).— May me Oehrue In "June," one of
the best seen here; Max York's Terriers, clever;
The Four Stewart Sisters, excellent; Fred and
Bess Lucler, well applauded; Griff, Juggler, good;
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REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS
It lan't the

If

ana*

the aot that

that Bakes tha
nuke* the name.

RICE & PREVOST

Chris

ii

Richards

Bumpty Bumps

if

tccantrio Comedian
THE

T AMOVE

DEC.

TKS KINO OF IRELAND,

JACKSON

JAMES B.AMDDONOVAN
ARNOLD
RENA
QUERN OF VAUDEVILLE.

FAMILY
WORLD'! MOOT MARVELOUS CYCLISTS.

WILDER
W.
Pbona

tlM

tTth It.,

DOINO WELL. THANK TOO.
ALF T. WILTON,

Agent.

Marshall

30,

OR AND OPERA

HOUSE, INDIANAPOLIS.

ACROSS THE POND,
Address oare

JOHN

SOMER

WARNER,

ft

1 Tottenham Court Road, London. Eng.
ALP T. WILTON, Amerioan Agent.

SALLY

C.

GEO.

TOM

0.

Rice-Cohen
"A Bachelor Wife."
TRAVEL; JAN. 6, ORPHEUM,
8>N FRANCISCO.

Presenting

P.

WEEK

Raw

DEC.

COMEDIANS AND PRODUCERS,

SO.

We

Rivwraido.

BobMANVan Osten
THE

Ritterand Foster

Ames

WITH THE DUCR HO BR

i

Feathers

Of Sam Scribner's "Bit Show."
make them laugh eeeeuae we work In harmony.

JANE GILBERT
With

MAT TULLY
Week

IV

"Stop, Look and Listen"

Dec. 80, Temple, Detroit.

SOME ACROBATS.
Who

THE MYSTERIOUS CONJURER

Balno4haw
BURLESQUE
H.

"SILENT" MORA

XUORJI TRIOR
T.

Hippodrome,

Said "Hail to the King"!
In VaudOTillo.

At Present

FRED ZOBEDIE
World'
Renowned Gymnast.
Boohed Solid Until June lit. 1908.

LaNoleBros.
Comedy Gymnastic Novelty
REICH A PLUNKETT,

Maurice Downey, in hia own original conception
Dr. Louder."

CONN, DOWNEY and WILLARD

Why

Agents.

SIX FEET IN "ONE. »»

Feature Grahame Stook Company.

BENJ. CHAPIN
asj

The Great Tramp Juggler

LINCOLN

McAllister
dick ORIGINAL

In

SECOND SEASON, Gus Hill's "Around the
Clock" Company.
America's Original "That Bad Boy (Late of
Fred Karno's), "Night in an Engliah Musical
Hall."
Permanent Address, care DI8BECKER.
66

IRVING PLACE.

NEW YORK

Play

TWO DANCING

"At

JOS HART.

Melville »»

The

Morgan

GIRLS, with

Miner's " Americans M

White

"Avenue Girls."

House"

"STRAIGHT MAN"

With "Avenue OirU"^^The_HaUwajr_Tenor."

not have a cartoon of yourself or act for lobby, or a diagram of

you are,

Own

One-Act

CITY.

Clifton Crawford
Direction

His

[Original

WILBUR
DOBBS George Connors
Comedian—

I'LL

Iff

In Vaudeville

of Trained Chickens.

ROWLAND

"The Doings of

Orma

lndaf.

And Hia Company

of McGuire, in

Grace

your

tricks ?

DRAW THEM FOR YOU

this is the best protection

Addreaa earo VARIETY
1

When

answering advertisements kindly mention Variety.
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"The Dixie Serenade!*," very food; The Kra tons'
"Hoopland," good.
PLEASANT STREET (Jas.
MaHon, mgr. ).— Frothing and Denham, singing
and talking, good; Zazzila, female Impersonator,
fair; Arthur Cody, songs and dances, good; Mason
SCENIC (L. M.
and Dorsn, great; pictures.
Boss, mgr.). Moving pictures snd 111. songs by
Graham.
Sadie
PURITAN (Bill A Hooper,
mgra.). Moving pictures snd 111. songs by Wil-

—

—

liam

PREMIER

Plouff.

—Moving

pictures and

Perry,

(E. L.
songs.
B. P.

111.

mgr.).

RAFFERTY.

FORT WORTH, TEX.
MAJESTIC

(Mullaly,

mgr.).— Week

16:

Harry

H. Richard snd Company; Three Keatons; Leo and
Chapman, funny farce, good; James H. Cullen,
fsvorlte; Amy T. Levy, pretty vlollnlste; Harry
Trump, fine.
LYRIC. (Geo. W. Barnbart, mgr.).
Patrlcols, musical;
Mar Madden, recitations;
The Ezcela Sisters; Hi. songs by O. E. Adle.

LITTLE BOOK, ARK.

—A

& ERLANGERS
FOUR
THEATRES ARE THE MOST PROSPEROUS

GALE8BURG,

BARNES.

H.

ILL.

GAIETY

(J. H. Holmes, mgr.).— Harry SpinIn "The Handsome Stranger,"
Joab Dreano, blackface, good; George
Mundwellder, ill. songs, plessed; Fernande-May
Duo, musical, bit; Chicago Newsboys' Quartet,
very good singing; The Four Hsydens, wire, very
F. B. R.
good.

Company

gold snd

excellent;

FAMILY.—The

Five

Lublns

"Uncle

in

St

LORAIN,
BIJOU
Week 16:

RECORD
MAKING

THEATRE.

NEW YORK

HOBOKEN,

(F. Balrd,

—

Playing to the larg-

orchestra here.

V.

T.

HOPKINS' (William Relchman, mgr.).— Valas-

PHILADELPHIA.

FORREST

glory.

of

z|

Closing in a blaze
The vaudeville educator

J.

EMPIRE (A. M. Bruggemann, mgr. Monday
rehearsal 10).
Fine holiday bill beaded by Cressy
and Dayne in "Town Hall To-Night"; Chas. F.
Semon, the laughing hit; Foy and Clark, new
edition of "The Spring of Youth," pleases.
"The
Six American Dancers,"
pretentious offering;
probsbly the best dancing act seen here; Stelllng
and Revel le, comedy bar, very good; Innes and
Ryan, pleasing singers, and Will Dockray, mon-

—

JOHN KAY.

ologue.

KALAMAZOO, MICH.
MAJESTIC (F. A. Bryce, mgr.).— Week 10:
ever;
Troupe,
cyclists,
best
Bessie
Valdare
Delayalye and Fritz, acrobatic comedians, good;
Mllano and Almln, comedy sketch, "The Men and
Woman," clever; Reed and St. John, colonial
DIZ.
musicians, fine.

BUCKINGHAM (John Whalen, mgr.).—
Watson's "Oriental Girls." Show well costumed
snd staged.
ARTHUR WITTBLSHOFBB.

ville.

IIATHAWAY'S (John I. Shannon, mgr.).—
Donald am* Car*ea, hit-, "Tbc-^-tcrmel-oc Trr.'t,'*
good; Work and Ower, acrobats, good; Knight
Brothers and Sautell, good; Elton, Polo and Aldo,
casting act, big hit; Fred Zobedie, band balancer,

Majestic Circuit
interstate amusement

oo. (proprietors).
1. F.

Ala.
Daily Mstln—S.

Mondays.
Popular Prlo**.

MAJESTIC THEATRE,
DALLAS,

FT.

well

Ark.

ing,

;

Popular Prlo**.

LYRIC THEATRE,
MOBILE,

MAJESTIC THEATRE,

Dully Matin***.
Popular Prlo**.

Playiaf

Beck, gen. mgr.).— Berthe Four Parros, acrohats,
good; Bailey and Austin, good; Frederick Volker,
violinist, excellent; Linton and Lawrence, funny;
Dixon and Fields, dialogue and song, hit; Edward La Vine, Juggler, clever; Chas. Sharp,
monologue, good.
SHUBERT (Thos. R. Davis,
mgr.).
Knowles, monologue, hit; BeR. G.
ph in net, violinist, clever; Hanvarr and I/ee, good;
Gaudschmldts, tumbling, good; Lefleur, diving,
sensational;
Courthorpe
company.
amusing;
"That" Quartet, hit.
FAIRPLAY.

—

CRYSTAL (Amnions ft Dubois, props. Monday
Week 10: Haydn and Haydn,
rehearsal 10).
musical, plcasiug; Brumage and Clark, comedy
sketch, clever; Allen and Kenna, comedy, fair.
(Sam Pickering, mgr. Monday rehearsal
10).— Gil. Brown, upplause getter; Vlda and
Ilawley, new comedy sketch, pleased; Brown and
Brown, colored, go<»d; The Forrest Family, aerial,
line.
L. O. WETZEL.
MARION, OHIO.

FAMILY

TO

**,.

(H. S.

— Alrona-Zooller

E. F.

GARRUTHERS,

mijestii theatre bloc,

CHICAGO, ILL.

DREAM.—The
Juggler,"
original.
BIJOU
Musical Wests, good; moving pictures and songs.
J.

IS

IN

Sunday and Thursday rehearsal 5). First half: Show
Wellington Brothers, skate dancing,
Bowman, dancer, good; W. 8. Reed,
Phillips
and
vocalist,
pleased.
Second half:
Rerhearsal," fair.
Farlardcau in "Her First

—

excellent.
big lilt;

THE

Chicago Opera House Block
Advertisements and subscriptions received

Newt

items

may be forwarded

there,

Fred Lees, mgr.).— Marno Trio,
Ed. Gray, went well: Howard Truesdell
in "Two Men and a Bottle," very
good; Werden and Taylor, well liked; Rol>ert L.
Dalley and Company, "Fun on a Trolley," very
funny; Ireno Franklin and Burt Green, a hit;
Thompson's Elephants,
went big.
LYCEUM
(W. L. Gallagher, mgr.). Bythler and Lamar,
good; Annie Ross, songs, well liked; All Sahn,
Clever; St. Peter and Christy, songs and dances,
hit of bill; William Craven, concertina, pleased;
burlesque, "Kelley's Inn," one big laugh.
clever;

and

Neola,

Juggler,

be promptly transmitted.

NEW

TORE.

HART

JOHN
LIMA,

J.

JOYCE.

0.

ft

DAVIS. Mara.

(Will O. Williams,
mgr.).—Cnpt.
a headline animal act, fine; Rowlett and Webster, singing and comedy, good: Ross
Sisters, singing snd dancing, good; Nat Ooetz,
aerial, good; American Newsboy Trio, singing and

dancing

Magdaline

song. good.
NOTE.— Thelma PeVerne and Van, the musical and singing act. have Joined hands with Kitty
Major, the Irish contralto, and hereafter will be
known as DeVerne, Major and Van.
L. F. WAKEFIELD.
Klefer,

111.

E.

Raymond,

mgr.).— Harry

organ of the Australian Theatrical Profession."

"STAQELAND"
official

MOBILE, ALA.

LYRIC (O. Ncubrlk. mgr. Monday rehearsal
— Week 21: The Iloldsworths, musical, excel-

10).
lent;

Gives a bright commentary on Drama, Vaudeville. Music, Circus, etc. TO ARTISTS, AGENTS, PUBLISHERS: An advertisement in "8TAGELAND" brings you directly in touch with .ill the Managers
Rates, $1.50 per Inch single
and members of the profession In the Commonwealth and New Zealand.
PUBLISHED EVERT WEDNESDAY.
column. Cards with block, $10 per Quarter, payable In advance.
Head offices. 02 Elisabeth St.. Sydney, Australia.
Foreign snnscrlptlon. $2.50 per year.

THE LEADING ENGLI8H THEATRICAL AND VAUDEVILLE NEWSPAPER.

THE

Seals,

hit;

(G.

French, well received; Foster and Foster, house
screaming; Flo Adler, songs, good; Four Sisters
AmstlS, musical, received well; James Thornton,
an unusual monologue; Muster Gabriel and Company in "Auntie's Visit," broke up the house.

LEWIS.
"The

ORPniCM

Webb's

blackface,

INGLEDUE.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

and Company

—

J.

(S.
B. Stlfter, mgr.).— Hedder and
clever; Blanch Losing, fair; Phillips A.
Neimeyer, excellent.
SCENIC (G. L. Litchfield,
songs.
Pictures
111.
RENOLDS'
and
mgr.).
(M. J. RenoMs, niKr.).- Pictures and 111. songs.
NOTE.— Al Cook, of Providence, succeeds
John Francli ;is song singer at the Scenic, Mr.
Francis going to the Music Hall, Woonsocket,
CHAS. E. LACKEY.
It.
I.

ORPHEUM

or Call.

STREET,

Crotty,

LYCEUM

SUBJECTS

lie E. 83d

1).

KARL

Sereno,

SUCCESS
OUR SERVICE GUARANTBBO
Phono
Manhattan Film Rental Co.

SMS—Oram.

C.

MILFORD, MASS.

at regular rates.

will

great;

hit.

TOR SALE
RENT=riLMS
FILMS FOR
CONSTANTLY ON HAND.
ALL THE LATEST
Phono

BAUMGARTEN.

MARSHALLTOWN, IOWA.
BIJOU DHBAM (T. Nelson Downs, mgr.

Variety's Chicago Office

LAWRENCE, MASS.
(J.

Monday rehearsal
comedy acrobats, well

mgr.

Vail,
Trio,

Deverne and Van, comedy Instrumentalists, hit; Zanfretta and Mansfield In "The Crazy
Messenger," laughable; Harry Lakola, "The Sailor
received;

Writ*,

COLONIAL

KENNBY.

GRAND

Texas

Travelling Companies.
Popular Prlo**.

OUR booking DEPARTMENT IS FREPARED TO F URND3H BANDS. VAUDEVILLE ACTS,
AND OCCASIONS IE THE SOUTH OE 8H0RT NOTICE.
xra, FOE ALL THE

hit;

j

C.

MARION, IND.

—

WACO,

Ala.

OsvOS Monday*.

THOS.

Texas

Dally Mstlasat

Popular Prlo**.

ASHTON.

AUDITORIUM (Samuel I. Tuck, mgr.).— "The
Dorothea Dlx Stage Children," singing snd dancleading favorites; Milt Wood, dancer, good;
Allen Mueller and Company In "Visit of the
Spirits," good; Dolly Collins, soprano, pleased;
Keene and Pearl, liberal applause; Sisters La
Tour, a hit Siuirl and Kessner, acrobatic dancing,

Texas

good.

SAN ANTONIO,
Op saa Sunday*,

O.

J.

MALDEN, MASS.

MAJESTIC THEATRE,

Opens Sundays.

add:

(E.
patronized.

and Company In
applauded; Hall,
more and Oneida, perch, good; Cot ten's Donkeys,
good; Annie Ross, 111. songs, well liked; All Saba.

Opens Monday*.
Daily Msttsasa.
Popular Pi loos.

MAJESTIC THEATRE,
HOUSTON, Texas
.

WORTH,

DAWSON.

CITY, PA.
F. McAtee, mgr.).— Opened 28,
Cbas. H. Burke; Pat Touhey
"The Birthday Party," liberally
Staley and Company, good; Del-

FAMILY

THE

MAJESTIC THEATRE,
Texas

Dally Matin.***.
Popular Prlo**.

Matin—

IN

J.

MAHANOY

Opons Monday*.
Dally Msttaooa.
Popular Prlo**.

Opens Sandays.

Daily

Mutftr

General

MAJESTIC THEATRE,
LITTLE ROCK,

MAJESTIC THEATRE,
BIRMINGHAM.

JOHN

a hit.

OAJLRUTHER8,

PLAYING MODERN VAUDEVILLE

(Martin

Animals,

re-

MARY

KANSAS CITY, MO.

ORPHEUM

sac's

Farrel-

LOWELL, MASS.

OftU

—

startling;

Frledburg, mgr.).— Bertha Kallch in "Mart a of
the Lowlands."
Next week: Return of vaude-

they never knew.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

GRAND (Sharer Ziegler, mgr.).— noudini Is
playing bis first engagement here and attracting
no end of attention and interest, and this despite
the fsct that one of bis many imitators preceded
him here in s cheep melodrama at another theatre
Houdiui is not only a marvel as a
last week.
"handcuff king," but is such an alert, clever
showman himself, and such a thorough entertsiner, that his work takes on additional value
by reason of his unususl personality. The ChristJoseph Hart's
mas bill Is good throughout.
"Crickets," a really enjoyable "girl act" (there
have been some very poor "girl acts" out this
way of late, by the way), is a bit with the audiences, and so' is Press Bldrldge with his burntPretty Ida
cork monologue and foolish songs.
O'Day, with her banjo and ber child imitations,
wins much favor, and others on the bill are The
Baiters, scrobatics; Leon a Thurber, a handsome
vocalist, with a lively company of pickaninnies;
Mme. Czlnka Panna, musical, interesting, and
Murphy and Francis, colored singers and dancers.
EMPIRE (Henry Burton, mgr.).— "The Gaiety
Girls," with Pat White as chief funmaker, present a bright show with a couple of amusing burGAYETY
lettas and a good vaudeville olio.
(Edward Shayne, mgr.). "The Morning Glories"
ranks with the best shows seen at this house this
season, and the week started off encouragingly.
Snits Moore and James Cooper carry the burden
L. W.
of the comedy effectively.

nothing

"That Minstrel Man," well

ceived; Seymour and Hill, acrobats, fair; Loney
Haskell, monoioglst, received coldly; Three Renards, generous applause; Eearly and Late, singing
turn, ordinary; Brown and Brown, Indian college
boys, talented pair.
ANDERSON (Max

BOSTON. Another great success.
Taught Bostonians the vaudeville

TREMONT

displayed

Juggler,

.

Taylor Trio In

of Philadelphia.

Ben'*

DRUM.

R.

LOUISVILLE, KY.

corded in the metropolis.

pictures.

RAY

L.

J.

est vaudeville business ever re-

Birthday," excellent; The Omega Trio, musical,
good; Zlmmerx, Juggler, good; The Cbameroy*.
acrobatics, good; D. J. Davies, ill. songs, Good.

BIJOU DREAM.— Moving

0.

mgr. Monday rehearsal 1).—
Ring and Williams, topliners, laughing
hit, singing of young woman
hit; The Valadons,
wire, heavily applauded; Orphans' Quartet, great
singing act, repeatedly encored; Rose Bunnle,
clever soubrette, good; HI songs.
NOTE. Mrs.
Hanvey, of Hauvey and Duane, Is lesder of the

has entertained
people than all the

more

"The Final

in

—

AMERICA

other vaudeville houses in that city combined.

TRIUMPHS

HAZLETON, PA.

IH

16:
Return engagement
and Virginia Drew TresLesson"; The Columbians,
pleasing; Geo. W. Stewart, musical, good; Arthur
Huston and Company, amusing Juggling; Herbert
Bert Lennon, Imitations, took well; Albert Berger,
good acrobatics.
ORPHEUM.— Moving pictures
and ill. songs; good business.
WONDERLAND
(F.
Jennen, prop.). Moving pictures.
JO-JO
(John McClure, mgr.).— Moving pictures.
JIM.

cott

CHICAGO,

AUDITORIUM

Monday

(Saul S. Harris, res. mgr.

11).— Week
Melbourne MacDowell

rehearsal

KLAW

—

F.

MAJESTIC

MATTER OF RECORD-

Established

1880.

Foreign
8/ lOd.

Subscription,
per Quurter.

London

Trio,

acrobats,

NAN.

excellent.

MUNCIE, IND.

STAR (Ray Andrews, mgr.). -The Lamottts,
banjo and singing act, good; Contlno and Lawupside down dancers, took well; Mr. Frank
Cray, pictured melodies, good; Uosaire Spaegh,
imitator, fair; 'llie Wheelers, Jugglers, hit.
Thurston,
(Win.
mgr.).— Quinn
MAJESTIC
Brothers, novelty singers, fair; Jack Warren, 111.
songs, good; Mr. and Mrs. Ben Meers Co. In

rence,

•

French**, 22-24 Weat 22nd Street, New York.
cordially invited to register at "The Stage" offices immeThe Editor of "The 8tage" will alwaya be pleased to welcome them.
diately upon their arrival.
When an artist has
Advance notices of sailings and opening dates should be posted to the Editor.
registered at "The Stage" office, which may be regarded as his permanent London address, all correspondence will be immediately forwarded.

May be obtained at Samuel
ARTISTS VISITING ENGLAND are

When

Cora Simpson, monoioglst, fine; Herbert's
Dogs, very good; Goforth and Doyle In "Just for
Inn," good; Eddie Moon, good; Robert de Monte

Offices: 16

York

St.,

Covent Garden, London,

answering advertisements kindly mention Vardtty.

W.

C

their

screaming success,

"The Wrong Message,"

hit; J. C. Delbrldge, comedy musical, fair; Teddy
Oshnrn, introducing "Rags," the dog with a Jag.
good.
GEO. FIFER.

VARIETY

30

RBPRBABNTATIVC ARTI0T8

RDPRDADISTATIVD ARTI«T«
THE VENTRILOQUIST WITH A PRODUCTION

REYNARD
And Hit Famous Mechanical Figaros,
WEEK DEO. 80, PROCTOR'B, NEWARK.

MAY TULLY
W

"STOP, LOOK

AddroM

•»

Most talked of act in Vaudeville.
Booted solid with the United

Elinore Sisters

Going

ZEO.

Copyright Claeo D,

Direction of

.

No. 9601.

GEO. HOMAMS.

"THE MAE WITH THE FUNBY

SLIDE."

MASON

II Mine, la On*.
Paator'a

VARIETY.

care

Week

Dec. 80.

MAROUBftlTE

KEELER

Burgess

alon* one* more
rood.
What do yon think of that!

It

act ia OEM, mim> of 1907-8, entitled
"THE ACTRESS AMD THE MAID"

n.w

in

tV

NOME!

PIOTTIS

My

f.

IKATORIALISm

Italian and Hi* Sweetheart

HE

WORK i QWER
OEPHEUM ROAD

Season of 1908-1907, with
Season 1907-1908,

SHOW.

KEITH

PROC-

ft

TOR'S.

ALBERT SUTHERLAND,

Representative,
St.

GAVIN, PLATT

Jamea Building.

BEN
MOZART

A

R.

comedian who oan

tins'

PEACHES

and

BURKHARDT
GEO.

REEVES

ORIGINAL DEUEK.
Co., "A Eight in English Masio
TIME ALL FILLED.

Gartelle Bros.

The

CO.

i

AMD UBTEB.

.

cJs

T

BILLIE

f Bet^

»».

Ed* F*

Russell; Held

COOK

THE LADY MAGNETIC.
T. WILTON. Agent.
HATHAWAY8, LOWELL.

The Dancer and

ALT
DEC.

and talk and help to

80.

make a good ahow.
tad season with Williams' "Imperials."

Do you know me?
mo and my

AddlOM VAUDEVILLE CLUB, LONDON, ZEO.

If not got acquainted with

act.

THE ONLY

Bert Page
"The Comedy Acrohatio Kid."

j

Always
Bfli

1

"^

k

/

*»

HEIM CHILDREN

'PORK CHOPS"
Permanent Address,
White Rats, 1553 Bway., E. Y.

9

:

VARIETY.

W. EVERS

GEO.

r

Address

working-.

r

City.

The only act that gets their audience on tbo
Booked solid till July.
Impulse of the moment.
Management CHRTS 0. BROWN. E. Y.
1908.

«

lU

] Ernesto Sisters 3

NOVELTY ECCENTRIC DANCERS.
Watch '*m on

ZLAW

ft

Direction

Marno Trio
THE ADVANCED

De

CIRCUIT.

AERIALI8T.

marlo

"THE GOLDEN SPIDER"
WILL OPEE

JAN.

1,

PAEI8, FRANCE.

Boohed

ED

KETTH-PROOTOR OimCUTT.

scenery and electrical

special

Address, care

CIRCUIT.

solid till Jan.

Address

5.

Suocee*

on

Western

States

effects.

agents.

Usual Success,

AL. H.

ST.

ELMO

"The Musioal German."

"OEE."

MABY

"ACOUNTRY BOYS LUCK"
A

rural

GERMAN DIALECT COMEDIAN.

comedy playlet with original Ideas and
novel situations.

"Avenue

ALT. T. WILTON, Agent.

WIGGIN'S
FARM
THE CHADWICZ
Apply to

SHEA

TRIO.

Orpheum, Brooklyn, This Week.

PRESENTING

Circuit.

"I haf got anudder Ton."

LEO

Chicago.

"MOTORING."
all

NETTIE MASSE

and

VARIETY,

BURTON

"FROLICS IN A DINING BOOB?'
Big

ERLANOER
HENRI

Knockout In the East.

14 Minutes In

JUNO SALMO

carry

Hallbacks
A

European Comedy Acrobats.

SLAW A ERLANOER

Wo

he

stage.

Europe's Greatest Wire Artists.

th* SulliTan-Consldln* Circuit.

ECCENTRIC MUSIOAL ENTERTAINERS.
OPEE for Eastern Wheel BURLESQUE cr
FARCE COMEDY. A. W. Stanley plays responsible parts.
Mayme Scanlon, one of the BEST
DIALECT CHARACTER COMEDIENNES on the

Girls,"

"A

PRINCESS CHINQUILLA
and

NEWELL

JENIE JACOBS,

Sole

Representative.

Presenting

"Tom,

Dick

and

Harry," Season 1907-08.
Corker in

Cork"

GEORGE ATKINSON

And "The Six
English Rockers'*
GOING WEST AFTER PLAYIHO THE WILLIAMS OTBOUrr.

Wken

DEC.
otutcering adverttimnenU kindly mention

80,

Variety

ORPHEUM, BROOKLYN.

DEO.

8,

ALHAMBBA, NEW YORK.

VARIETY

31

PASTOR'S
14th St., 3d At.

&

Continuous, 20

NEXT WEEK, MONDAY, DEC. 30,
KELLY AND MASSEY.

30 Cts.

1907.

AX. CARLETON.

TWO PUCKS.
HENRY AND YOUNG.

ATTENTION

Brothers.

Zarrell

HALLEV AND HAYES.

Do Not Allow Anyone

to

Make You

Believe

That There

ii

a Scarcity of

Fagan and Merrlan.

The

Vitagraph.

CIRCUIT

Jack and Marie Rossi ey.
Piottis.

Bertina and Brock way.

SMIRL AND RESSNER.

Good, High-Class Acts HAMMERSTEINS
IIIHYHIIII
VI

in the Vaudeville Field
I

Have sa Abundance of the Beat Material on

Can BooK Any Number
ALL

of Theatres

My

W

K A

111I a™

QbV

ORPHEUM

on 24 Hours' Notice
My

I

CIRCUIT

•P HIOH CLASS VAUDEVILLE THEATRES
M. MEYERFELD. JR., Pres.
MARTIN BECK, General Manager.

Office.

FRANK VINCENT,

N. Y. Representative.
Applications for Time Must be Addressed to
O. E. BRAY. Booking Manager,
~r—
Tgiiijvsw-tic-S^csJ* -fiiitn-C^cage-, -liL--

All

—

WILLIAM MORRIS
Chicago

Office*.

167 Deerborn

J

BARBOUR"He Books the Acts

-GOOD
Can

travelling to Europe should take advantage of the exceptionally low
ratea now prevailing and In effect until Maroh 81st, 1008.
Call or
write for full particulars,

PERFORMERS

PAUL TAVSIG, 104
Tal.

tOM

Cant 14th Street.

NEW YORK CITY

Stuyve.

Edward Moaart, Eastern Representative,

Lancaster, Pa.

ALPHA VAUDEVILLE CIRCUIT
Booking:

This oirouit

first

Main

Office,

7.

Playing <a burlesque attractions of the ColumAmusement Company.
Matinee every day.
amateur night Friday.
bia

The most popular burlesque theatre In Chicago,
the attractions of the Empire Circuit

playing

Nothing but the
Amateurs Friday.

beat.

Two

shows every day.

&

Klein, Ott Bros.
Address,

Week

playing

TORONTO. 0AM.,

Nicholson

Dec. 30, Poll's Theatre, Scranton, Fa.

(Martin Beck, gen. nigr.).— Week
Massias O'Connor, skillful with his hands;
10:
Mullen and Corelll, Rood; Canfleld and Carleton
in "Prof. Hoodoo," not nearly as "screaming"
as they bill it; Beth Stone, toe dancer, draws
some applause, but her act needs the presence
of a "masculine gender"; the Arlington Four,
good; Capt. Webb's Seals, good.

JAY
SANDUSKY,
MAJESTIC

(Joe

Howard,

E.

JOHNSON.

O.

mgr.

Monday reThe Campbells,

hearsal 10).— Half week, Dec. 19:
held over, new comedy sketch, "Laughs," headliners and scored heavily; George and Georgle,
acrobatics, went big; W. R. Raster, blackface,
excellent; Mabel Gage and Son, in "A Big Hit,"
The Klngsburys, comedy
encored.
repeatedly
musical, scream; The Wurnells. local, In acrowinner; Eddie Dwyer. singing and
batics,
a
dancing, very good; O'Hara and Watson, German

comedy,

DOC.

excellent.

SIOUX CITY,

ORrHEUM
Musical Cuttys,
tet,

pleased;

(Martin

Beck,

headlluer,

Kroneman

IA.
gen.

big hit;
Brothers,

tmlics, best here this year: Mme. Emmy's Pete,
very good; Lucy and Lucler in "A Fool's Errand."
good; Kathleen DeVoie, dancing and monologue,
fair.
UNIQUE and SCENIC (Tierney A- Cameron,
mgrs. ). Moving pictures and 111. sonjr*.
CRYSTAL (F. B. Donahue, ingr.K— Ifoi
pictures and ill. songs.
R. E. M.

—

Half block frea Majestic and Cambria Theatres.
Ratea moderate.
vrith e/r vrithest bath.
•The H.-'Use Recemaesis itself" European Plan.

tion

Tlvoli

comedy

Quaracro-

LYCEm
V.
\

klnodrome mo-

TORONTO, ONT.
SHEA'S 'J. Shea, mgr. Monday rehearsal 10).
— Hilda BpOflg and Company warmly received;
Military Octet, novel; the Brlttons, agile
dancers; Dixon and Noyer, funny: Charles I.oonBrothers,
Durras
good;
ard Fletcher, clever;
HARTLEY.
Golta Trio, fine.

When
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Clark.

isical
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an

Johnston
work.

Snsanne Cor-

playing

-
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for

ed.
c*v*l

Roger

ess.
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«;aYETY <W. *
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ROSS OARYBR.

theatre

as

that Z build Sketchea, Monologues,
Parodies, etc, of quality.

E.

WELCH

Contractor.

Per. Addraaa:

COOK'S OPERA HOUSE, ROCHESTER, N.

T.

ARTISTS, NOTICE

3 Minutes from Theatres

her part.

iupr.>.—
good
are

to

E.

RAISLEY, 244 Adams

Rotel
CHICAGO

J^ational

Cor. Van Buran St end Wabash Ave.
Half block from Auditorium Theatre. In vioiaiay
Weekly ratee made,
of all theatres.

R

\
v e*-* .< tal
musical comedy, fine; Grace
and Si awl
contortionist.
Eenette.
good;
aonbrette.
tVyne.
lum: CUv^1<*11 am) Craig, comedy sketch.
Tin' \\ v n ki.«m» (Frank Hurst* mgr.). The
Frey Trio, wrestling ;»i<d i>-"*ln»r. flue; John Neff,
cottiedlan, fair: Karl ant! Wil«on. society sketch,
Fukino's troupe of
good; Burke'* doge, fln.e;

RTTRU'

—

medium;
stager,
good: Mamie Mitchell,
Noblette and Marshall. Hinging and talking, fair;

.liip*.

Howard
Great

»nd

Germelne,

Ik>Muths,

novelty

aerial,

dancers,

anitcering advertisement $ kindly mention VARIETY.

excellent;
good.
A. E.

The

W.

Prop.

MONTREAL, CAN.
MRS. YOUNG.

rage.

IA.
Nichols, nigra.).— The
telepathy, Rood; Stan-

DOOLEY,

OO M S

One block from

WATERLOO.
MarrelY4t»

A.

COMFORTABLE, QUIET

34 City Councillor Street,

numbers

BILLY BOWMAN.

Ratea Moderate
St.

American Plan

D.

C.

Roman,

ISMst*™
aj ag
:

1

VARIETUR

comedienne, very good:

pictures.

The
mgr.).— Six

IND.

Hoeffler, gen. mgr.).—'Robert*,
Hayes and Roberts, good; Fiddler and Shetton,
singing and planologue, great; The Scmon Trio.
singing and dancing, very good; Mark J ohnson,
bicycle
ordinary.
comedy
act,
Ropers and Maekliv
(.Tuck HoefTler, gen. mgr.).
tosh, comedy skit. "Out of Sight," very good:
Grade and Reynolds, Irish knockabout comedians,
very good; Arthur Doming, minstrel, great: Rath

Chandler,

know

K3TTTF. Prop.

T.

WASHINGTON D

y-.- esqatere

(Jack

—

Te

ST.

Rooms

-.•.<

TERRE HAUTE,

SIMCOE

188.100

.-

LYRIC

burlesque

Fa u rot
ALEXANDRA ROYAL Hotel
SCRANTON, PA.

7

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH.

ORPHEUM

safest

Want Performers

I

step et the

HOTEL
MEDEA
JOHNSTOWN. FA.

3. IO, 17. »4-

and

America. Playing Empire Circuit Shows. Matinee
Every Day.
Visit the new Rathskeller Downstairs.
The beat In the West.

Vaudeville

Catering exclusively to the profession. Speolal
Two-minute walk from all theatres.
rates.

TIME FOR
CLUBS
OPEN
FEB.
WIEK Or JAN.
2 7,

MILWAUKEE, WIS.
R. TROTTMAN, Manager.

FRANK
Handsomest

BEST PLACES TO STOP AT.
When

LESSEE.

John A. Fennessy. Manager.

ETJSON, Laaaaa and Manager.

NEW STAR

CHARLES

Edward Moaart, Main Offioe,
Family Theatre, Lancaster. Pa.

CHICAGO
CO.,

Handsomest burlesque house la America, flag*
lug Empire Circuit attraotiens exclusively.
Shows ohanged every Sunday. Matinees daily.

FEATURE ACTS ALWAYS WANTED.
All communication! to

State Street near Congress
EMPIRE CIRCUIT

CHICAGO

10— Thestres— 10

FOLLY

EMPIRE

Madison Street Near Haleted

Vaudeville Circuit.

Victory Theatre, Sutter near Fillmore, San Franoisoo, Cal.

45 Seconds from Clark St. Bridge.

SID

OZART

Proprietors.

CHIC A 00.

Clark and Kinxie 8ta>,

night.

98 LA BALLS ST., CHICAGO.
Representing first class managers of Eastern and
Weatern vaudeville theatres, vaudeville headSe nd your open time.
liners, novelties, big acta.
Addraaa W. F. HENDERSON,
Prop, and Manager.
CHAS. H. DOTJTRICK, Asst. Mgr.
F. ft. DOYLE, Representative.

claas vaudeville acta only.

SidJ.Euson's

and make any city east

Monday

to

WILLIAM SINGER, MANAGER.

HENDERSON'S
Theatrical exchange,

prepared to guarantee good acts from twelve to thirty weeks* continuous engegemsnt.

is

LEVEY a LEVEY,

V.

LOCAL AND
INTERSTATE BOOKINGS.

cloae Saturday night

letters

WAY. NEW YORK CITY

L.

of Chicago to open

Tor Vaudeville, Tain and Parka. Managers, aend for liita. Artlata, aand epan time.
Addraaa E. L. Barbour, 119 La Sella St., Chioago.

PERSONAL

0.

et

fill

DOCKSTADBR,
Carrie* Theatre, Wilmington. DeL
W.

short notice, write to

all

Harlem
Boston
Williamsburg
East New York

WILLIAMS, ST. JAMES
BUILDING. 2.TH ST. AND BROAD*

PERCY

STANDARD ACTS

yon hare an open week you want to

If

Address

York

Brooklyn

New

VAUDEVILLE HEADLINERS

1440 Brotdwey, Mot

St.

ORPHEUM
ALHAMBRA
ORPHEUI
NOVELTY
GOTHAM

MOST
FAM0TJ8 VARIETY
THEATRE.

AMERICA'S

Open the Year Around

Books, aa usual, and

Houaei Receive Equal Treatment in

W

I

New

COLONIAL

BENNETT'S THEATRE.

YONKERS,

ORPHEUM
rainier and
hit of good

from

(Louis

Company
hill:

Minnesota"

J.
in

N.

Y.

Fosse, mgr.).— CurtK
"Mama'H Darling Roy,"

Mr. and Mrs. Allison in "Minnie
scored; Whittle, the ventrilo-

good reception; May Rerdelle with her
"Village Cut-upa" showed te advantage; Kooerah,
good; The Three Abdnlleh Brothers, acrobats,
k'«mm1;
Tom Dempsey, comedian, well liked.
NOTES. Still another picture show Is being
opened. O. II. Cahill, the retired resident manager
of the Orpheum. Is thinking of building a hotel
here, catering chiefly to the theatrical profession
and traveling public.
B. N. KARFUNKLE.
quist,

—

s

V

32
•+*

'

REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS

REPRESENTftTIVB ARTISTS
WEEK

DEO. »0—MOKUMEHTAL,

BALTIMORE.

HCUCft

< TCNNCSSY'S

EMPIRE

SHOW

DIRECTION W.

H. HIBS.

IMHOF and CQRINNE
"IN A STRANGE HOTEL"

WESTON
EMMA
CONTRALTO, THAT'S ALL

sunoN
AND
sunoN

DEC.

STAR, SCR ANTON;

90-1,

2 4,

bui
SOf"

K
EGE KLEIN
GEORGE
SHOW.
WITH THE

"The Man from

Tim*

THEATRE,
BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
WeeK Dec. 16th.

(FRANK MAJOR A

CO.)

FRANK MAJOR,
V. Y. CITY.

STUART BARNES
Direction

°-

BRUN

'THE PLAYERS, »»

and

John

J.

KELLY

Tyce
MORTON

>nd

ALF

T.

WILTON.

VICTORIA

mm

Allright,

En Route with Char

Lou, Allright.
E.

Taylor's Parisian Belles.

for the

Direction

A

clown

is

a

fool,

AL SUTHERLAND.
but

all

fools are not clowns.

AND COMPANY

KENT

THAT LITTLE DUTCHMAN.

A Cure

MARION

CROSS

CIRCUIT.

"ROMAN

ORPHEUM ROAD SHOW.

lou

Agent.

LAVEEN-

Trio

on the Theatrical Platform.

Dunedin Troupe

Powers

T.

VAUDEVILLE "TIT-BITS."

ALBERT SUTHERLAND.

JAMES
Still

OEO. HOMANS,

MR.

MRS.

Th© Really Fanny Monologist

80,

la

"Julias Caesar Up To Date."
"An Evening with Dickens" "An American Raffles"
Assisted by MISS TTNA MARSHALL
Time all filled tffl June 7. 1909.

at POLI'S

"TIC 5
Address.

EDWIN STEVENS

CLUB,

f

Lillian
ORPHEUM

DEC.

MAO HAOOERTYB FATHER-

"A Might Oat"

Strongest tinging- Act la Vaudeville.
Magnificently Costumed.

WEEK

LN VAUDEVILLE,

DIRECTION

tiled.

TALKt°h e TOWN!!!

Management

1909

all

XV VAUDEVILLE.

Le

BOOKED SOLID TO

Ryan-Richfield Co

•9

"The Mixer and the Maid,"

ROGER IMHOF

WORLD FAMED

Georgii

oars VAUDEVILLE COMEDY
14? W. 45th St., M. T. City.

Address,

NOVELTY DANCING SKETCH.

COMEDY CLUB,

AHD

99

TRUESDELL

lOHMBO and lURL-f ILLS
H. SPOOLER
LEWMUSICAL
DIRECTOR

IT?

I

AND MRS.

JACOBS,

CocciaiAmato

The Sensational Acrobatie Comedian*.

The Peer of Comic Acrobats

..

1907-09.

PATERSON.

BIO

STILL

Season

"Times," Nor. 26.—
"Good fun and clever work
characterise Bush and Elliott"
acrobatic turn, which is high
class and very skillful.
Good
scrobstic work on the vaudeville stage Is becoming a matter of course, and the marvelous
Is becoming the rule, but this
Seattle

SHEPPARD CAMP

and Blaring Comedian.

uvi
-mm
•IBS DOT

VARIETY

Address car*

High School Girls

AL ZIMMERMAN
Character

The Bahmaa Show,
Management, Jack Singer.

belongs in the Coliseum's
own category of 'extra good.' "
alf t. Wilton, Agent.

En Route with the

KoT-Solt-ny"

PRINCIPAL COMEDIAN.

Keith Circuit

act

JEANETTE

«i IICILET
JIIISTII
"Why.

BINOINO COMEDIENNE

The Rube and the
Living Pumpkin

THE TWO EXTREMES
ED.

Netta Vesta Pete Curley

SPORTS and
PASTIMES"
(Second Edition)

Blues

KEITH'S. JERSEY CITY.

thinks the Americans are still sore because
they beat the British in the seventeenth century.

AUDITORIUM, LYNN, MASS.

EDITH AND LEE

HANEY,

to be the

GREATEST ATHLETIC
OFFERING EVER SEEN
IN VAUDEVILLE!
JAN. 20

Who

(Copyrighted)

Conceded by MANAGERS,
PRESS and PUBLIC

BT MARINELLI.

LINCOMPUSHABLE.

"The

AND LATER OPEN.

J«

Doll and the Tin Soldier."

Always Busy—A Feature Everywhere.

Some

A

ENGLISH COMEDIENNE.
IN "SUPPRESSING THE PRESS."
BOOKED SOLID.

PHIL

NETTIE

PETERS

WEEK

DEC.

A
FELIX REICH,

LOUIS WESLEY,

Manager.

Agent

Time

A

t.

MOHTOB.

is Artistio in the extreme!
transformation in 9 seconds!

work

NEVER EXCELLED
ANY ACT!

THAT NATURAL JEW COMEDIAN WITH THE
BIO VOICE.

A

Production

Some

feats

in

FOUR SCENE8!

NEW

ntlMirnrinn n/trnrtim/

TRIO

K.

A

P.

CIRCUIT.

AL MAYER,

OEORGE

Communications to 8. LAVEEN, 1553 Broadway, care White Rats, or JACK LEVY.
Assisted by Mr. AL. C. RIO, Comedian, and
Mr. PHIL TRAVERS.

Lyons ! Parkes
In a Unique Musical, Singing and Dancing Act.
Add. all Com. to AARON KESSLFR,

Hammerstein's Victoria Theatre,
!/»«/•

lin/thi

mrrtiinn

Agt.

EDDIE

in acrobatics!

SOMETHING NEW!!!

Signed season 1907-09 with Rents-Bentler Co.

Whrn

ROBINSON
PARQUETTE

by

of the sort that is refined, enjoyable
and away from the beaten path!

Good Sinter of Good Songs.

JAME1

Broadway

Comedy

BENNETT'S, HAMILTON, CAN.

Dlrwtlo. of

are offering:

Transparency that

A

All Filled

we

practical water fountain with effects that
vaudeville has never seen!

Athletic

JOSIE AINSLEY M. RUM
A

30,

of the things

Setting that would do justice to a
Production!

ViBTrfV

New

York.

COMIN

TONY
and
THE MOST SENSATIONAL CYCLE ACT BEFORE THE
Potitivcly the only ones doing
it

the one

who

first

a

HIGH BACK SOMERSAULT HI MID-AIR, and FORWARD SOMERSAULT FROM SURFACE SPRING BOARD".

introduced the "Loop- the- Loop" and "Loop-the-Gap" in a theatre in 1903-04.

Addreee care Variety, Chicago

Office,

Tony

Chicago Opera House Block.

"The Man With the Funny Slide"
—

mu«w we
off www
Late
9 Co.
Joe
ffwwvi
^wa
e**w Weber's
Vf-WWVl w
WW"

•

.•

'

,

•

'
.

Extends wishes to all his friends and competitors for a happy and prosperous new year. I am finally convinced that I hare many
imitators. No, not of the crepe hair and Yiddish wit. I refer to such as slippery heels. You have all evidently tried "the slide.*9 I
also hear that they are trying to borrow my duel scene. When you have half attempted this 111 have another new one for you.
I AM the ORIGINATOR of the FUNNY SLIDE and DUEL SCENE.
H
Am visiting my folks and very happy.
:
•;

Under the personal direction of MR! L. H.

FRANK.

Address care "Variety or White Rats.
1

CALL— Managers,
You

Agents and Artists

are cordially invited to witness a performance of the
in a Scenes—by EDGAR SELDEN.

ONE ACT PLAYLET,

TWO KINGS AND A QUEEN
PLAYED BY

JAMES

KELLY
AND

T.

LILLIAN M.
Assisted by
Pastor's 14th St.

Theatre—Week

MASSEY

SHERIDAN HOLMES.

KELLY AND MASSEY.

of Dec. 30th.

A Happy Mew Year
Behman Show
We

doing big business and
creating some talk along the line.

are

as Follows!:

EUGENE CLINE. 59 Dearborn

still

and

Introducing- R«flned Singing, Expert Soft and

EzolusiTe Agent,

ALF

EUGENE CLINE. 268

McGARRY

S. State St.. Salt

Lake

City.

EUGENE CLINE. 6th and Olive Sts.. St. Louis, Mo.
EUGENE CLINE. 1021-23 Grand Avenue. Kansas
City.

%

Mo.

antwering adveriyiemtmU kindly mention Variety.

Ave.. N. E., Cleve-

land. Ohio

EUGENE CLINE. 224

WILTON.

When

III.

Utah

Wooden Shoe end Acrobatio Dancing.
T.

Chicago.

Third and Nicollet Aves., Minne-

EUGENE CLINE. 717 Superior

MORGAN

St..

apolis. Minn.
»»

The

'Stores Located

EUGENE CLINE.

JACK SINGER
ii

EUGENE CLINE

S.

Broad

St..

—

Atlanta. Ga.

I—
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NOTICE

^

NOW PREPARED

A

.

<*uT 9

tt

Playing the Highest Cr*ide Vaudeville Only
Acts desiriu

time,

person

in

call

r

eo iimunii

bv

tic

mail

i

!l

144G 3RO£l>WAY

YORK

«c:

CITY

Chicaqo Of lice: V07 D« arborn Street
i
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